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The Truth that God Exists and the
Thorough Investigation of Undeniable Proofs
(This is an unfinished work yet a few close friends and family have reviewed it and believe even
at this state that it could prove useful to those with questions, humbly seeking to know God)
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A WELCOME Followed By a Disclaimer
Welcome dear friends and acquaintances (as well as strangers) to this important discussion.
Some of you I’ve known personally at one point or another in our lives. The remainder of you have
arrived here by some other means. In any case, I’m thankful for that, and I pray that this will be
fruitful in your life.
By God’s grace I’ve been walking quite faithfully with Him for the last 5 or so years. That
doesn’t mean that I’ve been perfect. It just means that I’ve been actively involved in growing my
relationship with God. Yes, as unusual as that may sound to some, I did indeed use the word
‘relationship.’ You see friend, what I’m talking about is not religion per se, but relationship between
finite man and the INfinite [read: infinite] God who made us. I recognize that it can be confusing to
talk in this way (as it once was for me), because when we hear of activities such as prayer, or biblereading, or good deeds, or church attendance, we think of things people do as part of their
obligatory religious duty (and the pomp and circumstance of fancy robes and gold-laden accessories
witnessed in some places of worship probably doesn’t help much)…
But for many around the world like myself, the “religious” things we do are not done as some
means of attaining favour from God or even a reserved spot in heaven. No, for many of us, they are
the resulting outflow from knowing God personally and experiencing that He does indeed love us.
We pray because we’re talking to our Heavenly Father and listening for His subtle and gentle
guidance in our lives. We read the Bible because we know it’s a profound and important letter from
Him through which He speaks definitively because His Word is active and alive. We do good deeds
out of love for others because we were first loved by God, and we recognize just how deeply He
loves all people. We meet weekly in a place of worship (often mistakenly called a “church”) because
we want to gather together to worship God corporately and fellowship with one another while
ministering to each other’s’ needs.
The chasm between religion and religious deeds, and relationship and its corresponding
outflow of action, is an infinite and eternal one. And no mere man can ever hope to cross this chasm
on his own by his own works.
And that, my friend, is why I’ve agreed to write this for you – because my hope is for you to
enter into this life-giving relationship with God who made you and loves you dearly and wishes for
you to follow Him in eternal life. Please, make no mistake, eternal life is not something that begins
when a believer-in-God dies and their spirit leaves their mortal body. No, eternal life is to know God
personally in relationship, and have Him operate within us and through us for our joyful good and
His glory.
Eternal life for you can begin today.
Eternal life surely began for me several years ago in the fall of 2011 when I recognized who
God was, who I was in light of Him and His perfect goodness, causing me to surrender my life over
to Him and begin to follow Him and know Him. He has come alive to me and made me fully alive in
Himself and I have experienced radical changes for the better in my life. There is no other
explanation for the transformation which occurred in me and makes me able to easily forgive those
who mean harm to me. Nor is there any other explanation for this God-given ability to not simply
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tolerate others I meet, but to love them unconditionally regardless of their treatment of me or others,
while wishing to show them the love of God.
It’s been said that “People don’t care how much you know… until they know how much you
care.” Well friend, I care about you this much – I’ve spent countless hours over the last 5 years
reading books that discuss the reality that God exists, and that He is exactly who He claims to be
within the pages of the Holy Bible. The greatest way to show love for a friend is to lay your life down
for them… I have laid down many hours and opportunities during this time so that I could compile
the information found throughout these works and present it to you in a coherent way in hopes that
you too will know the truth of who God is.
Although many famous people have said “You will know the truth and the truth will set you
free,” it first came from the mouth of Jesus Christ. That freedom spoken of, which I and many others
have experienced, comes through knowing Him personally and giving up all things to follow Him.
Then if you are freed, you will be free indeed.
Dear friend, my desire is that as you venture on in this discussion, you will know the truth and
accept the freedom that comes through it and then possess eternal life. I desire for you to know God
whom I serve. I desire for you to be saved, not just for eternity, but to experience that same lifegiving salvation which I have, and which I know begins during this mortal life. God knows perfectly
well that there is no better life than one spent knowing Him. He knew that when He made us with
the needs we have inside of us. He made us to walk with Him.
I take great comfort in knowing that I am not alone in this desire, but that there are many
others who desire this for you too. But most significantly, it is the will of God Himself that all men
should arrive at the truth, accept it, and have eternal life with Him, and that none should perish.
Whether you are an agnostic and simply don’t know what to believe about God, or you’re an
atheist whom either passively or aggressively believes that God does not exist, or if you subscribe to
another worldview or belief system, it is important to know that this discussion is just that – a
discussion. It’s not an argument. Although in a legal sense I will be presenting evidence and in a way,

“making an argument,” I am not against you. I’m for you. The information which is true will be
presented to you for your consideration and for you to think about and then respond to.
It is crucial therefore that you approach this discussion with a desire to know the truth. Please
begin with open arms, an open mind, and eyes and ears that you are asking to be opened to the
truth. This must be approached with humility – the recognition that until this time, you may have
been wrong. If during this discussion you feel your guard come up, release it. Like when talking
becomes arguing, our brow flexes with consternation. This furrowing of the forehead is a perfect
picture to the wall we erect before our minds when we do not want the information we are hearing
to enter it. Just like when arguing, we don’t listen well, nor do we think clearly. We are near-literally
“close-minded.” That can’t happen here because you need to understand the other side, even when
it’s something you’ve never heard before or have already dismissed previously. Everything needs to
be contemplated.
It is important to know that we live in a world system where the truth of who God is and that
you need Him is attacked and concealed incessantly. It’s literally a battle for your mind and your
thoughts, which is why hearing so much of the information in this book will be difficult and perhaps
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result reflexively with the closing of the mind. These truths that are so contradictory to your current
paradigm may even cause you discomfort and a sense of illness in your stomach as your spirit
wrestles against it.
Because of this I invite you to pray this simple prayer every time before you sit down to read:
“God, please give me a soft and humble heart as I read, please open my eyes and my ears, and
change my spirit so I may know you and worship you in spirit and in truth.”
Much of what this discussion will serve to do is break down intellectual barriers that have been
erected before your mind which are obstructing your willingness to know God, and thus your ability
to know God. As well, some of this discussion will work to dissolve the emotional barriers that you
may or may not know exist.
In regards to using such evidence and discussion being used to help a person develop their
faith in God, in the book Case for Christ by former legal editor of the Chicago Tribune, Lee Strobel,
interviewee, New Testament scholar Dr. Craig Blomberg had this to say:

“…it’s ironic: The Bible considers it praiseworthy to have a faith that does not require evidence.
Remember how Jesus replied to doubting Thomas: ‘You believe because you see; blessed are
those who have not seen and yet believe.’ And I know evidence can never compel or coerce
faith. We cannot supplant the role of the Holy Spirit, which is often a concern of Christians when
they hear discussions of this kind.
“But I tell you this: there are plenty of stories of scholars in the New Testament field who have
not been Christians, yet through their study of these very issues have come to faith in Christ.
And there have been countless more scholars, already believers, whose faith has been made
stronger, more solid, more grounded, because of the evidence—and that’s the category I fall
into.”1
I would love to have the time to visit you personally, interact with you frequently, and
demonstrate God’s love for you in hopes that it will make it all more real to you. But unfortunately,
time IS a reality, and I only have so much of it. If possible, I will take that time with you at some
point in the future, be it in person or via some other means of communication such as Skype. In the
meantime, I truly hope this eBook will suffice. I also pray that along this journey you will encounter
modern-day true disciples of Jesus Christ so that by their lives and your interactions with them, you
will see clearly that they know the Living God intimately.
I also pray that as many people as possible will be able to hear about the God who made them
and loves them, so please, do share this with others as soon as you receive it, regardless of your
assumptions about it. All people should have the informed choice of whether or not to know God,
rather than have that choice made for them.
Yes, taking that small leap of faith to believe in God and know Him is indeed a decision, and it
is the most important decision of your life. What vocational path to take, where to be educated, who
to marry, where to vacation, whether or not to have children, how to invest for retirement – none of
these matters are truly as important in light of the eternal ramifications as choosing to know God or
reject Him. I pray that you will benefit immensely from this discussion and that you will make the
right choice. I pray you will make it much sooner than later so that while still living the remainder of
this life, you will experience the great pleasure of knowing your Creator and God.
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“Christianity is a statement which, if false, is of no importance, and, if true, is of infinite importance. The
one thing it cannot be is moderately important.”

Author and Philosopher, C.S. Lewis
Disclaimer
Although your personal and very temporal feelings pale in comparison to your eternal
destination, as a friend I do still care about them. Therefore I’ve written this disclaimer to warn you
that yes, they will likely be offended. I don’t mean for that to happen or wish for it to happen so I
apologize in advance for the inevitable. But the reality is: The truth hurts.
My dear friend, as mentioned above, this discussion revolving around God, His existence, who
He is, what He is like, put plainly, it will offend you. You will have to humbly accept and admit again
and again that you have been wrong about Him, that you have been wrong about much in your life.
And that can be a very difficult thing for us in our self-reliant society to do. Our pride can be a tough
thing to swallow (especially when we already think we are lowly and humble…). But I can assure you,
it is so incredibly freeing to say to the infinitely wise Creator over all things, “Yes, you are right… and
I am wrong. I need you to make me new and show me what is right and help me to understand the
way of true life.”
That’s where I had to come to; recognizing nearly every aspect of my life was an insult to
Almighty God and that I was not in right relationship to Him. He had to bring me to that
understanding, but it is the only way to be freed – by knowing the truth – the truth that He’s right
and we’re wrong.
Hearing that we’re wrong and God is right in this day and age is often considered ‘intolerant’
and even ‘hateful.’ Under a deceitful guise of protecting people from insult, our God-given right to
Freedom of Speech is being stripped from us in order to keep us from discussing this reality. But
really, what this is actually accomplishing is that people are kept from knowing the truth, being set
free, and receiving eternal life. How deeply saddening…
Nevertheless, I and many others try to tactfully, and ultimately lovingly, speak out with the truth
of God. Please understand friend, regardless of any felt offense, love does not stay silent.
Imagine if you were taking a stroll down the block and you saw a young boy up on the roof of
his second-story house, a towel tied around his neck like a superhero cape, and he was leaning out
over the eavestrough while proclaiming, “I am going to fly like Superman!” Seeing that twenty-five
feet below awaited the concrete driveway, would you shout out to him to stop – that he can’t fly? He
may feel slighted that you’ve put down his beliefs, but wouldn’t it be the loving thing to stop him
from plunging over the edge into great harm?
What of the oncologist who looks at his patient for whom all test results are indicating terminal
cancer? Is it an act of love for the doctor to always avoid the topic whenever they meet, and talk
about things more trivial and less upsetting? Would he be a good doctor if against all of his
experience and training he were to tell his patient their health was fine? I think you know the answer
to these analogies.
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These analogies speak loudly of the trouble we who truly believe in God face. It is the reason
for the anguish in our hearts when we know the truth, know God personally through faith, and we
know that so many of those around us that we care about (whether we know them well or not) do
not know God, are apart from God, and therefore do not have eternal life.
I wish the boy, because of his wishful thinking, could fly… I wish a doctor, by avoiding the harsh
realities of a cancer diagnosis, could make the illness go away. But that’s not reality. And it’s not the
truth. So to offend is absolutely necessary.
At the risk of walking you through a discussion which will most certainly offend you, I do so
because I care about you a great deal, and I recognize that God loves you infinitely more than I or
anyone ever could. I pray that none of this will hamper our relationship, and that you would still feel
comfortable associating with me, and even talking with me over these matters knowing that I’m not
here to harangue you.
Mostly though, I pray that you arrive humbly at the truth and be saved.
May God bless you throughout this journey;
Your friend,
Michael
1.

Lee Strobel, Case For Christ; pg.52
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Table of Contents
This book is comprised of several different majors ‘Parts,’ many of which contain multiple
subsections. Each major part addresses a prime theme for our discussion, and each subsection therein
works to firmly establish that prime theme. Therefore, as this book was mostly written with people in
mind who don’t know much about God, it would be beneficial to simply work through the entirety of
this discussion piece by piece in order as each section prepares you for the next which itself builds
upon the former. For that reason there really isn’t a traditional table of contents in spite of there
being such a wide variety of topics which deliver vastly different information. There will however, be a
‘Reference Guide’ at the end of this book which will list out every portion of this book. As the reader,
once you’ve gone through this book, you’ll be able to use the guide to flip around and revisit areas
of interest.
The following portion of this book is meant as a precursor for our discussion. As stated, we
are in a constant battle for the mind through beliefs and ideas. This next part is aptly titled “Before
We Begin.” The aim here will be to prepare your mind so that it is in a ready state to properly
consider all that follows in this book. It too must be digested humbly and thought upon. Hopefully,
although your mind will retain its ability to think critically and rationally, it won’t be unnecessarily
defensive against any ideas and truths proposed during this discussion.
It is important to understand that if your mind (and even your heart) are not ready for this
discussion, no matter how much you read or how many times you read it, it will have ZERO impact
on you. That, my dear friend, is my gravest fear. I truly cherish the possibility that you will draw the
correct conclusions from all of this.
So, without further ado…
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Before We Begin
Because the most important decision in this mortal life is to know God, we’ll spend a little
time now so that time later won’t be wasted. Reading through the following sections and honestly
considering them with an open mind will help to ensure the remainder of this discussion is good and
fruitful. It would, of course, be a great shame for you or anyone to work their way through this whole
book, all the while denying or resisting every idea that is conveyed simply because they’ve entered
into the discussion with that furrowed brow of argumentativeness we mentioned earlier. Hopefully
the following will ready your mind so you may contemplate the truths herein properly.

Absolute Truth vs. Relativism
Friend, if I were to tell you adamantly that pralines & cream ice cream is the best ice cream ever
created, would you by necessity have to agree? Would it be the ‘truth’ for you? Of course not. It may
in some respects be ‘truth for me,’ but it wouldn’t necessarily be truth for you if you didn’t share that
conviction.
What about that little boy pretending to be Superman on his parents’ roof? Would it ‘hurt’ for
him to jump off and fall to the hard and unforgiving concrete as gravity overcame his aspirations to
fly? You bet it would. There’s no working around it. That’s truth. And it’s absolute.
In introducing that analogy to some while discussing the reality of Absolute Truth, I’ve had
people inject that the boy was going to land on a trampoline or in a pool or on a pile of bagged
lawn clippings. But that was never a part of the analogy. It was never a part of the reality the boy
faced. Impacting upon the driveway was going to hurt and that would’ve been the cold, hard truth
(no pun intended). On the contrary, his ‘truth’ that he could fly was never, ever truth.
Furthermore, the Law (or theory) of Gravity states clearly that objects attract one another and it’s
directly proportional to their masses. Hence why the small boy will plummet to the big earth. There’s
no workaround. That’s fact. That’s the Truth.
This, dear friend, is the vast difference between opinion – what flavour of ice cream is good –
and fact – what is absolutely true. It is independent of ANYONE’S opinion. It is because it absolutely
is. This is what is known as ‘Objective Truth.’ We must recognize that there are indeed absolute,
objective truths that are outside of the subject and their biases, interpretations, feelings, and
imaginings – in our case, the subject being ourself.
Consequently, in regards to the preference of ice cream, that’s totally dependent on the
SUBJECT – yourself – so you can determine whatever you want to be ‘reality.’ Having said that, it’s
important though to recognize that this doesn’t make it REAL reality, not even for yourself.
The problem is that increasingly in the last couple of centuries, more and more people have
been introduced to the false notion that everyone’s truth – which as we’ve just covered is subjective
– must be accepted as objective. More and more people are immediately responding with “Well, that
may be true for you, but it’s not true for me,” when confronted with an assertion of absolute truth.
This is in direct violation of reality.
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You might get away with saying that someone’s truth about ice cream flavours has no bearing
on you, but you won’t get away with saying gravity has no bearing on you. Certainly not as you work
at heights or rock-climb or even walk down a set of stairs… That’s because with objective truth, you
don’t get to be the authority. Truth and reality are the authority. It is critical that you understand this.
So for clarity’s sake: it doesn’t matter what we feel or think, absolute truth is not affected by us.
It stands alone unchanging and unshakeable. It is we who must bow to it, for truth can never change
and bow to us.
The increasing attitude of personal truths ruling the day has eroded the reality of absolute truth
so badly that in the summer of 1977, philosopher and pastor, Dr. Francis Schaeffer coined the term,
“true truth.” It was in direct response to the total lack of respect the people of that generation had
for the very word and idea of Truth. He’s alleged as saying ‘it was not a tautology but a necessity’ to
use the term “true truth,” meaning that it was not at all needless to essentially put the same word,
‘truth,’ back-to-back. He was certainly right then, and based on the numerous conversations I’ve had
with people in regards to truth and what it is, it is a fair assessment that we have declined even
further in our appreciation and understanding of truth.
This train of thought in our society has led of course to the belief that there can be ‘multiple
absolute truths,’ and that they can and do coincide with one another, never conflicting, but being
perfectly harmonious. This sort of idea demands then that there are distinct realities governing each
of us in order for all subjective truth to be Absolute Truth. The problem with that of course is we all
share the same reality, and thus the same absolute truth, whether we want to admit it or not.
In spite of reality, this mistaken way of thinking allows for all personal truths and beliefs to be
valid and for none to be wrong. This philosophy is what is known as ‘pluralism.’ This of course runs
contradictory to logic and rationale and we will address this shortly.
Nevertheless, this sort of thinking has been spread and continues to be spread rapidly through
learning institutions such as schools, colleges and universities, as well as through the media via
movies, television, books and magazines, and music. It is now very common to hear that objective
truth does not exist, or at best, that it simply cannot be known.
The foolishness of pluralism has led to relativism. Relativism is the idea that truth is determined

relatively by a culture or society or historical context, and therefore truth yet again is not absolute
but ever-changing. Once more we have a philosophy which avoiding any pretext, seeks to undermine
the authority of truth. Incredibly enough, as absurd as these philosophies are, they have become so
prevalent in society that really, they serve more now as ideological systems which affect every aspect
of our very lives. The prevalence of both of these systems in our world has resulted in people being
clearly blinded from coming to the Truth as they must know it.
It should be clear that unintentionally or otherwise, people en masse are being conditioned
through various means to be less and less comfortable with the reality of an exclusively correct
version of the truth. Furthermore, those that hold fast to the reality of absolute truth are looked upon
as narrow-minded, bigoted, and intolerant, and more and more are being pressured to stay quiet
about their views. So once again, we have people as a whole, due to a fear of rejection, being set up
to avoid or deny the absolute truth. What’s inexplicable is that this is happening in the name of
‘tolerance.’
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Tolerance by definition means “the ability or willingness to tolerate something, in particular the
existence of opinions or behavior that one does not necessarily agree with.” There was once a time
where we could peaceably say, “I believe firmly that I’m right and that you are wrong and I refuse to
embrace your idea. But let us agree to disagree and retain the right to voice our differing beliefs
while continuing to treat each other respectfully.” The irony however, is that nowadays, those who
most emphatically laud themselves as being on the side of ‘tolerance’ are actually rabidly intolerant
of any who speak anything that runs in opposition of their views.
One of the ways this works itself out in our modern-day society, as we briefly touched on in the
‘welcome,’ is that there are actually laws as well as corporate policies being put in place restricting
the ability for people like myself to lovingly tell others about God. Imagine that…
Fortunately, I recognize that in the Canadian Charter of Rights & Freedoms, I have the right to
freely speak; I have the right to freely think; and I have the right to freely express my religious beliefs 1
– and one of the greatest components of my relationship with God is that He calls me to share Him
with others through action and words. No law or policy will ever stop that, especially not now while
they contravene what the government has already decreed. Provided I’m respectful, gentle, and kind
with my approach to the conversation (which God also asks of me), I can easily go on sharing and no
one has the legal right to stop me.
But there are a vast many who, in the name of this counterfeit tolerance, seek to make freedom

FROM religion the standing law in our society. They want to make it illegal for me to tell you about
the God who made you and loves you and wants you to have eternal life… Just think about that for a
moment…
How backwards is that? How evil is that?
Furthermore, they want to have pastors in the pulpits be monitored, censored, and even
penalized whenever they speak something deemed “intolerant,” even when it’s God who first said it
and called us to say it too out of love.
Another massive shift in the idea of tolerance is that it’s been perverted to mean all views are
equally valuable, valid, viable, and true, and that we all must accept them as such, regardless of
whether they completely conflict with what is absolutely true. All must approve, and those who do
not are thus intolerant.
The fact that nobody wants to be deemed as ‘intolerant’ makes the view that there is no
absolute truth and that truth is relative more palatable to the population. People would rather accept
a philosophical lie than be labeled negatively. That’s a big problem for truth. And this is a big
problem for us.
A final glaring fault with relativism and pluralism, which to me really puts the nail in the coffin
for these nonsensical ideologies, is this stark reality: two opposing truth-claims cannot both be true.
Often what advocates of relativism and pluralism demand be accepted as absolutely “true for you
and true for me,” stand in direct contradiction with each other. And this breaks what is logically and
very suitably known as “The Law of Non-Contradiction.”
The most relevant example to our conversation is the absolute truth that there is only one God.
If it is true that there is only one God, then there cannot be multiple Gods also. Moving on, if God
has revealed Himself in a very specific way and this is true, then it goes without saying that some
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alternative in another belief system cannot be true. You can’t have two contradictory ‘truths,’ or they
are no longer true. All things can’t be true. There’s only one ‘true truth.’ That’s reality. That’s the truth.
That this may be deemed intolerant, even if by a majority, does not make it any less true. This is
where objective truth meets subjective opinion. Again, we bow to the truth, not the other way
around.
Worse though is that proponents of relativism decry that “truth is not absolute,” thereby making
an absolute claim. They wish to believe that their motto – so to speak – is objectively true all the
while denying the reality of objective truth. In this one instance, their stance is that the only absolute
truth is that there is no absolute truth.
Friend, I hope you see the ignorance and even the arrogance in this position. Not only is it a
brazen attempt to buck the authority that truth has over our lives, but it also smacks in the face with
what is known as a “self-refuting” claim. That means their idea defeats itself. If you have an absolute
truth in one area, it demands absolute truth exists. And if an absolute exists, it by default extends
over all things absolutely. So because truth is absolute, it is always absolutely true.
Now the idea that truth is absolute will of course require that morality is also absolute, but we’ll
be discussing this later on in the book.
This, my friend, is an important topic to truly reflect on so that your mind will be ready for the
remainder of our conversation. Is it evident to you now that tolerance does not render all beliefs as
equal and valid because this defies non-contradiction? More importantly, is it becoming clear that the
world system we live in seems adamant to erase absolute truth from its rightful place of authority
over our lives? Do you recognize that you yourself must have your mind changed and accept
absolute truth and its authority? If the existence of absolute truth is, as laid out clearly here, a logical
and rational understanding of reality, why is this world system working so hard to deny it?
Think about that for a moment, would you please?
†
Now that you’ve pondered that a while, I’ll finish with this: Because what is truly true is outside
of ourselves and we cannot alter it, it has absolute and final authority. Similarly, God is outside of His
creation. He is not a part of you or I or the ground we walk on. He is separate and set apart, even
though He is near to us in Spirit. God IS God, and like absolute truth which does not bend to us or
change for us, He does not bend to us or change for us. Like Truth has authority over us, He
deserves His rightful authority as well.
In the ‘Welcome’ of this book, I talked about how ‘knowing the truth would set you free.’ I
talked of how knowing the truth and having freedom was having a personal relationship with God in
order to have eternal life and freedom over eternal death. I also said this:

“It is important to know that we live in a world system where the truth of who God is and that you
need Him is attacked and concealed incessantly.”
Let what I said run over your mind a while and then read the following:
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Jesus said to him, “I am the way, and the truth, and the life. No one comes to the Father
except through me."2
What’s going through your mind right now?
Are the dots being connected?
Did you just experience a revelation within your mind? An epiphany? Has your mind been
illuminated to the truth?
Do you understand now why our world system, be it by accident or not, would work so hard to
conceal and distort and alter what truth is so that it can never be truly received? Can you see now
why relativism and pluralism and the idea that truth can’t even be known rules the day?
My friend, it is because the system we live in is working hard to attack who God is and keep you
from knowing Him and having eternal life and sharing Him with others.
I hope that the conclusion you have arrived at from this first segment of “Before We Begin” is
that this will be a struggle, that you are indeed in a battle for your mind and your soul, and that it is
not to be taken lightly.
I also hope, my dear friend that you understand why I am wanting so deeply for your success
through this journey. You matter to me, but mostly, you matter to God.

1.
2.

Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms; Fundamental Freedoms 2(a)(b)
John 14:6 (underline and italics for emphasis, mine)

Presuppositions

Now that we’ve established that Absolute Truth is under attack on many fronts by philosophies
which seek to undermine, distort, conceal, and even eradicate it, we must address a related factor
which will also hinder this discussion. We all have ideas and beliefs in our mind that are not
necessarily true. We know now that not all beliefs are equal and valid, but are the ones WE
personally possess the wrong ones? I can’t say so for sure in your case, friend. But I imagine that vast
volumes could be compiled FILLED with what beliefs are wrong and what are true.
To save time though, let’s humbly assume that you’re wrong (I know, it can be tough, but
remember, God’s right anyway, and that’s a good thing because He gives us a reference point for
what is good and true). If you aren’t already intimately walking with God, that you’re wrong is likely
the case. But that’s okay, because “the truth will set you free,” provided you’re willing to accept it.
Now the hindering factor we’re going to discuss in this portion is that of presuppositions. Just
like the word sounds, we suppose something ‘pre,’ or beforehand – we suppose something
beforehand.
This is when we bring to the table ideas already set up in our mind. The unfortunate thing is
that they can keep us from receiving truth, and they can also taint and therefore garble any truth we
do receive. That’s why God calls us to have “faith like a child.”
I’m sure you’ve witnessed it yourself – the beautiful innocence of little children and their humble,
readiness to accept and believe what they are told. They suck up everything like a sponge. Hence
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why God is so adamant that we discipline and “train up a child in the way he should go [so that]
even when he is old he will not depart from it.”1
The hard part about this susceptibility and openness is that children are always taken advantage
of in one way or another. It’s done by peers, others, and the messengers of everything they watch
and hear. On one hand they begin to form beliefs that are contrary to the truth and keep them from
their Creator, and on the other hand they are harmed and hurt in ways both big and small. This is
why by the time they are adults, their hearts are hard and they are no longer so willingly and readily
able to accept the truth of God.
Most people who do not know God have a hard heart.
There are very, very few people who allow themselves to be vulnerable again and again and
again in a world where they are constantly maligned and slighted. I know this because even when I

thought I didn’t have a hard heart – when I thought I had a “kind heart” – I was brought by God to
realize it surely was hard.
My friend, the Holy Spirit of God cannot set up His residence, His rule, or His relationship in a
heart that is hard. It must be humble, open, and ready to accept Him as Father, Brother, Friend, and
lest we forget, Lord.
There are two ways that God prepares a heart for Himself: one way is to soften it by pouring on
His love and His mercy and His grace so a person can perceive it is the Lord who has done this
kindness. The other is sadly the way it must be for far too many of us because we refuse to submit to
His authority – our heart must be shattered. We must be humiliated. The false throne we’ve set
ourselves upon must be broken down so His throne can be set up. This is a heartbreaking and
crushing experience. But for many, this is when they cry out to God for mercy and for salvation. In
our stubbornness and in our pride which is so deceitful we rarely even see that such pride exists, God
often must use this method repeatedly throughout our life so we will accept the way to eternal life
which He offers out of love. He’s far more concerned with our eternal destination and a saving
relationship with us than He is with our comfort here and now in this temporary, mortal life.
This was the method that had to be used with me. It was not fun. I have never been brought so
low in all my life. It was the most painful and agonizing time I’ve ever experienced. But when I turned
to my Heavenly Father, He lifted me up.
I write this because I want you to recognize the blessings in your life He has bestowed upon
you, to humble your heart, and accept Him. I pray you will be saved at any cost, but I hope that you
will avoid the process that I and so many have had to go through.
Let’s return to our talk on presuppositions.
Presuppositions are very much like biases. We’ve already used this word in the ‘Welcome,’ but
defined, it means a person has “an inclination of outlook or temperament; especially a personal and
sometimes unreasoned judgment.”2 Catch that last part? Unreasoned. We don’t want to be

unreasonable. We want to reason well throughout this journey, because real, unbiased reason and
sensible logic will help us arrive at the truth.
Another similar word is prejudice. A prejudice can be defined as “a preconceived judgment or
opinion; or an adverse opinion or leaning formed without just grounds or before sufficient
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knowledge.”3 Notice the word “preconceive?” Same idea as “presupposition.” As for the existence of
negative opinions or leanings without grounds before sufficient knowledge, the reason people who
don’t know the true and living God are always wrong about Him is just that – they don’t know Him.
Therefore, they can’t even BEGIN to have sufficient knowledge.
So, as we continue, know that you have presuppositions, biases, and prejudices which will
impede your ability to understand this conversation and know God. They need to be released most
beneficially for now and forever, but at the very least, before each time you sit down to read and
continue on through this journey. If you don’t know God, there’s no sense having formed an opinion
of Him already, not even based on what you think you know about Him.
Ask yourself: “What is my automatic response or reaction when I hear someone speak about or
recite the Holy Bible? What happens to me when I hear someone mention God? What do I feel when
someone says the name, ‘Jesus Christ’ in a personable way?” You will likely need to ‘cast off’ or
‘unplug’ from whatever frame of mind yours is set to in regards to God, certainly if your reactions are
negative, but quite likely even if they are positive, and yet, untrue.
Here’s one way to look at it:
Have you ever hated anyone? No? What about being bitter or resentful? Someone rubbed you
the wrong way? When you heard something wrong involving them, did you give them the benefit of
the doubt, or did you immediately jump to the conclusion that they must be guilty and at fault? Did
you automatically assume something bad about them and justify it? Did you later learn that you were
wrong about that incident? That’s called viewing someone through a filter or lens. And that lens or
filter was bitterness. It altered your perceptions. The more you dislike or hate someone, the harder
that lens will be and it will taint everything you hear or see about that person, and it occurs in our
hearts and minds instantly whether we realize it’s happening or not.
Now this example, my friend, was not necessarily to say that you hate God. But I used it to point
out how dangerous presuppositions, biases, and prejudices are when it comes to how we perceive
information. Furthermore, consider how presuppositions interfere in regards to developing an
intimate relationship with someone you do not know. Surely this example demonstrates how
CRUCIAL it is that you do your best to let go, open your heart and mind, and be ready to receive the
things of God.
It also means that some RIGHT filters must be put in place to sift out what is not good and
permit what is good to enter. As well, RIGHT lenses must be adopted to SEE correctly. You don’t want
your own ideas to colour any of this or it won’t be the true truth you take in.
These lenses are fittingly described by the word, “worldview” because they are how we will view
(or perceive) the world around us. This word, worldview, is derived from the German term,

weltanschauung, which means a “look onto the world.” An academic definition is “the comprehensive
set of basic beliefs in which one views the world and interprets experiences.” 4 Whether you’re
agnostic, atheist, or of some religious position, you have a worldview. Everything you’ve ever
witnessed, heard, read, experienced, learned – all of it has molded your mind and the filters and
lenses before it so that it is receptive to some information while rejecting other information. For most
people in today’s world, they will reject God’s truth and accept mistruth and even outright lies that
are packaged attractively.
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I know this firsthand because I was guilty of it. Thankfully, God caused any of my
presuppositions to be cast away so my mind could accept His Truth. This resulted in the renewing of
my mind, hence transformation in my life and in my thinking. He is ready, willing, and able to do this
for you as well. You simply have to submit and let Him.
If you refuse to let yourself release any presuppositions, even after reading through this whole
discussion, you will still arrive at a conclusion that somehow fits your present worldview. However, if
you partake in this journey properly, the evidence will serve its purpose and you will prayerfully arrive
at the truth and be forever changed.
Take some time now to put off what you humbly know will interfere with you arriving at the
truth of who God really is. This might take little while to mull over. It’s okay to put this book down
for now if need be, but please, no matter what, do return to this discussion within a day or so.
†
Now that that is dealt with, my friend, let’s talk about some presuppositions, biases, and
prejudices that are wholly acceptable to our discussion and which you must put on for your benefit.
Maybe you’re thinking that it would be wrong to approach our discussion in such a manner – that it
would no longer be an ‘objective investigation for the truth, and therefore truth would not be found?’
Are you sure about that? If that’s your thinking, that certainly makes sense to me. So let’s go through
another analogy to help us see that in this case, it is permissible.
Let’s take a look at a pretty simple math equation equivalent to what you probably learned by
about Grade 4 (if my memory serves me correctly):
2+4x5=?
Did you get the answer already? Is it correct? How did you arrive at the correct answer? You
arrived at the right answer because you understood that there were certain mathematical rules for
solving an equation such as this.
For starters, you believed that the truncated cross, or ‘+’ sign, meant that you needed to do
some addition. You also believed that the ‘x’ sign meant that you needed to multiply. But it wasn’t
that simple, was it? You also believed that, due to what’s known as “The Order of Operations,” before
you could do the addition, you first needed to do the multiplication. So you multiplied 4 by 5, right?
And that gave you ’20.’ THEN you were able to do the addition.
Your result was ’22,’ the correct answer – the TRUE answer.
Look at that… we arrived at the true answer but we used presupposed rules? Yes, because they
were true as well, they helped us arrive at the truth. That’s how absolute truth works.
Friend, I am going to shamelessly admit to you that I sucked and still do suck at math! I didn’t
get why you had to do the multiplication first before the addition… I didn’t understand it even… but I
was willing to believe it was true, and that’s how I was able to pass elementary mathematics way
back before I actually grasped why it worked that way and why it actually made sense.
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Now had we not understood what the symbols meant (or even the numerals 2, 4, and 5 for that
matter), nor realized additional rules in regards to the order of processes was in play, we couldn’t
have arrived at the true answer. Had we not even agreed that the rules were so, because pluralism
permitted different sets of rules or truths, we CERTAINLY would not have arrived at the true answer.
Without these presuppositions, we would have come up with some TOTALLY far-out and completely
wrong answers. That’s no good when we’re seeking the truth in a simple math problem.
But it is of far greater consequence to be drawing wrong conclusions about God because we
aren’t willing to accept a few realities as we investigate who He is and that He exists. Just like there
were certain things we needed to believe to solve the math equation, in our discussion, you will
never believe the answer no matter how much evidence of His reality you are shown, unless you
permit that a few truths are very much genuine.
So for the purpose of this journey, here is a brief list which you must humbly accept and begin
to internalize while earnestly asking God to help you believe them to know Him:
1.

God exists

2.

God is knowable

3.

God is infinitely powerful

4.

God is infinitely wise

5.

God is good

6.

God is love

7.

God loves you

8.

He has and does speak through His Word, the written scriptures of the Holy Bible

9.

He has protected the text of the Holy Bible so that you would read it and know Him

10. You have an eternal spirit
11. The supernatural does occur
I know this may seem like a leap for you. It’s quite likely that as you read those statements your
mind raced with objections and arguments, perhaps even based on years of doing your own
research. Do not permit yourself such anxiousness. Every one of those truth claims will be
investigated thoroughly within this book. If you commit to these truths rather than resist them with
your mind, your spirit will be able to respond positively to the Truth as it unfolds within this
collection of articles.
As you read on, let what you see go through these lenses. While you think about our discussion,
let your thoughts sift through these filters. In this you will be most benefited. So much of what you
see will be truths and ideas you have never, ever, in your life been exposed to. And it’s because you
weren’t fairly given the opportunity to have these things divulged to you. This is why your worldview
has become what it is.
Most importantly though, your spirit will respond to the written Word of God and the Truth of
God will be revealed to you. In this way, you will be able to accept the truth and be set free, rather
than remain hardened against it.
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“A fair result can be obtained only by fully stating and balancing the facts and arguments on both sides
of each question.” 5

Evolutionist, Charles Darwin

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Proverbs 22:6; (clarification mine)
www.Merriam-Webster.com/dictionary/bias; 3b
www.Merriam-Webster.com/dictionary/prejudice; 2a
C. Stephen Evans, Pocket Dictionary of Apologetics & Philosophy of Religion (Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity Press, 2002);
pg.124
Charles Darwin, The Origin of Species, edited and with an introduction by Gillian Beer (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1996);
pg.4 (originally published in 1859)

Philosophical Naturalism
Now that you’ve spent some time thinking of presuppositions you possess which need to be
done away with, and have been introduced to some beneficial presuppositions that you’ve humbly
agreed to apply, we’ll discuss the importance of one of those filters or lenses – the truth that ‘The
supernatural does occur.’ The reason that this is a necessary presupposition is that it will combat
against another predominant world philosophy that, like Relativism and Pluralism, works to prevent
your arrival at the truth and knowing God.
Please understand that the first men who thought up this philosophy may not have done so
with such an agenda in mind. That it hardens the mind and heart against God is simply the nature of
the philosophy itself, and this may not necessarily have been their intention.
This philosophy is, as the title indicates, “Naturalism.”
Philosophical Naturalism is the belief that only natural laws and forces operate in the reality
created for us. In this false reality, supernatural forces do not even exist. If this belief is hard-held by
you, this of course would make it impossible for you to accept that God is active in our realm. You
would be blind from recognizing His work all around you. Even the inexplicable experienced by your
very own self would be denied because you have chosen not to let go of the faulty belief that no
such supernatural forces exist. You would demand therefore, that there must be a natural explanation
for what you have witnessed. If that explanation eluded you, your filter of philosophical naturalism
would cause you to conclude that at some point in the future, the answer for that phenomenon
would be discovered by someone else and would exclude the action of God or other supernatural
beings. This is because naturalism dictates that all phenomena are caused by the relationship
between material objects and natural forces alone. Nothing else may be considered.
We are constantly bombarded by a lie from the growing “scientific” and secularized culture that
eventually, all of life’s mysteries – including the seemingly supernatural – will be explained by
“science” via natural answers.
Furthermore, philosophical naturalists believe that nothing exists beyond the natural realm we
inhabit. They believe adamantly that this is all there is and that there are no supernatural agents,
powers, beings, or realities.
This is clearly a bias and a very negative presupposition for our discussion.
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When it comes to ‘science,’ most scientists begin with this presupposition. They refuse to permit
that their investigation may lead them to an answer that is anything but physical, material, or natural,
and involving processes and forces in respect to that. When the purpose of science is the quest for
truth, this is most unfortunate.
Unless there is an openness for when the evidence leads a researcher to the unexpected when
the material explanations are lacking, the science is skewed, and no longer true science. Later on in
this discussion we’ll be talking about what TRUE science is, and what it is not. For now, understand
that science confined within the philosophy of naturalism is not fully scientific.
Sometimes the less ardent in this belief system will, in false humility, admit, “Oh, well, we just
can’t really know if there’s something else…” all the while saying, “… but that particular testimony of
the supernatural occurring is obviously invalid and in no need of consideration.”
For example, the biased and irrational naturalist approach which is applied to the vast variety of
research fields also affects historians. Although historical research is not the kind of scientific research
one conducts in a laboratory, it is still very much an endeavour of science where an understanding of
truth is sought through a rational and logical approach. But when a historian reads in the New
Testament of an account where Jesus Christ is interacting with people and then performing a miracle,
it is due to their presupposed naturalist position that they accept He really interacted with people,
but deny the miracle truly happened. And this is despite these reports being confirmed by multiple
authors in the various Gospel records.
They may have no problem whatsoever with the historicity of Jesus or the depiction of the firstcentury world He lived in, but they reject from the get-go any recorded miracles that are very much
entwined in His story. That’s not at all scientific. Especially not when you consider first that any action
a person does in history, be it miraculous or common, can’t be dug up, dusted off, and displayed in a
museum, BUT that it will only be known of via written record.
Also, although there may be no physical record, there IS the social aftereffect. Clearly, just as we
accept the history of ancient warlords conquering nations thanks only to written records and the
social aftereffects of their conquests, we should be willing to accept that Jesus did miracles based on
the written records depicting that as well as the incredible social aftereffects those miracles had on
the culture of the day and even onwards to our present time.
Second, it is not at all scientific to deny Jesus’s miracles which are recorded as occurring in the
past when miracles are occurring now in our modern age as well. That is what is known as a
“Disconnect” – meaning to break an obvious connection – and this particular disconnect is HUGE!
The problem isn’t that believing in miracles is unscientific; the problem is that naturalism is
unscientific. And that’s because naturalism isn’t true.
But the naturalist will demand one of two things: either that the miraculous will one day be
understood and explained via natural processes, or that miracles don’t happen at all. The first hard
and firm stance comes from a person recognizing they’ve witnessed something seemingly
supernatural, and the second comes from a person NOT recognizing they’ve witnessed something
clearly supernatural. The first is arrogant in its expectation and the second is simply ignorant as the
supernatural is constantly occurring around each and every one of us. Both positions revolve around
philosophical naturalism and blind a person to the truth.
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Think of it like this: it would be foolishness if 100 people were polled as to whether or not
mountains existed, and 99 people who had seen them either personally or via some sort of medium
such as TV or pictures responded with a ‘Yes,’ but 1 person who’d never seen a mountain said ‘No,
mountains, or summits with a height of greater than 2000 feet, must not exist.’
Now this immediately strikes you as foolishness most likely because you’ve seen mountains.
But what if the reverse happened during this poll and 99 people who had never seen a
mountain replied that they couldn’t exist, but one person who’d seen a mountain by some means
replied that they did? What’s foolishness now?
Likewise, if 100 people were polled as to whether the supernatural existed and 99 said “No,” but
1 said, “Yes,” who would be foolish? I tell you that it is absolute foolishness for anyone to believe the
supernatural does not exist based solely on their personal experience apparently lacking such
occurrences when there is even just one person alive who observes or has observed the supernatural.
To believe the supernatural does not exist until you have your own personal experience tailored
just for you in a way that you can recognize and accept is equivalent to this:
A blind man who denies the reality of the Pacific Ocean is brought to a beach on the western
coast of North America. He feels the water with his hands; he hears the tides with his ears; but
although the ocean is right there in front of him, he cannot personally see it because he is blind to
its reality. He states that until he has fully explored the width and the length and the depth of this
obvious body of water, he won’t submit to the truth that he stands before the Pacific Ocean. That’s
absolute folly. But that’s how philosophical naturalism blinds a person from accepting the existence
of the supernatural, the miraculous, and ultimately God.
To deny these things because a person hasn’t experienced them is simply an ‘Argument from
Incredulity.’ This is to say that they have deemed something too incredible and unimaginable for it to
possibly be true, so therefore it is not true. But that, my friend, is foolishness.
Unlike our imagined poll above, there are scores and scores of people all over this globe
experiencing the supernatural firsthand. They come from all walks of life representing every man and
woman from every level of income and intellect, some of whom are even from the community of
scientists so many look to for truth. Certainly there are those mistaking naturally explicable events as
supernatural, but those people aren’t numbered amongst the witnesses referenced now who are
genuine and vast.
Where it is foolishness to deny the reality of the supernatural until it is wholly experienced
personally in a way that is absolutely and ultimately convincing, it would be a wise thing for any
skeptic to admit based on the experiences of believers and their investigations of facts and evidences
that the supernatural is a reality, albeit one that they have yet to discover and partake in.
Because, my friend, you’re on this journey seeking truth and to know God, you must humbly
apply the filter that the supernatural does occur so you can accept it when you read of it in this body
of work, and believe it when you see it in your very own life. God will work supernaturally in your life
to bring you to the truth, but not if you won’t reject the prideful position of philosophical naturalism
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which denies His existence and declares that all the wondrous works of His hands will one day be
explained as the result of solely natural processes.
When the way of eternal salvation is a supernatural one, those who proudly deem themselves
“too scientific” won’t be able to accept it when it is presented to them. They will wrongly declare that
it is foolishness. It is no wonder then that God Himself has declared that this supernatural way to
eternal life “is folly to those who are perishing.”1
Because of the philosophical naturalist’s complete and total lack of humility before Almighty God
and his inability to know God through his scientific explorations which are bound by a dedication to
what is exclusively naturalistic, we read:
“For since, in the wisdom of God, the world did not know God through wisdom, it pleased
God through the folly of what we preach to save those who believe.”

The First Epistle to the Corinthians, chapter 1, verse 21
Due to the pride of those who count themselves wise, “God chose what is foolish in the world to
shame the wise,”2 and is pleased when those who humbly believe are saved while the proud are not.
God’s only path to eternal life is through what is supernatural and considered foolish by many. Yet, as
we’ve discussed, true foolishness is to deny that our natural reality is interconnected with what is a
supernatural reality.
Because of the resistance to God by arrogant men of false science, they have been working
desperately to find ways to increase the longevity of life and the existence of our consciousness in
hopes of attaining some semblance of eternal life apart from the God whom they deny exists and
whom they do not wish to submit to. Alas, there is no escaping Him or the death which awaits all
who reject His authority.
Denying the inevitable will not save either, but this is what philosophical naturalism is evidently
attempting to do.
*Note* : Recently as the pretense that all that happens can be explained via naturalism has fallen
short in its ability to account for all we experience, there actually is a shifting throughout our culture
towards the supernatural. The unfortunate thing is that in our search for truth, our culture is being
steered towards what is known as the “New Age.” In actuality, this age is not new but comprised of
mystical ideas and beliefs that are as old as human civilization itself. They are as much a lie and
deception as philosophical naturalism, if not more so, except that they do permit a person to believe
in the supernatural. The appeal of the New Age is once again that it excuses a person from their
accountability to God, all the while appearing to nourish the inner hunger for spiritual fulfilment
caused by our separation from God Himself.
My friend, as you open yourself up to the reality that there is more around you than the natural,
do not be deceived by the false supernaturalism which will not sustain you, and will most certainly
not save you.

1.
2.

1 Corinthians 1:18
1 Corinthians 1:27a
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Direct and Circumstantial Evidence vs. The Scientific Method
In the last segment of ‘Before We Begin,’ we talked a little about science being a search for
truth. We also discovered unfortunately that due to the predisposition of naturalism, our modern day
idea of science is not automatically truly scientific. This regrettably impacts the way we go about
explaining phenomena and determining what is and what is not true of the universe around us.
However, the means of discovery itself is neutral and it is known as ‘The Scientific Method.’
The Scientific Method is a body of techniques for investigating phenomena, acquiring new
knowledge, or correcting previous knowledge. It’s deemed ‘scientific’ because the method is
commonly based on empirical or measurable evidences which can be subjected to specific principles
of reasoning.
When it comes to seeking God and pursuing the truth about Him which sets a person free and
grants eternal life, The Scientific Method has some shortfalls. God who is infinite in all ways is hardly
quantifiable. You cannot directly gather Him up and measure or weigh Him. Nor can you sit and
observe or qualify Him. You can’t even use instruments to detect or record Him. But most definitely,
you cannot force Him to submit to any manner of testing in order to prove that He is there and that
He is listening; not when He’s already said:
"You shall not put the Lord your God to the test..."1
The Scientific Method and the “scientific proof” it delivers are best suited for the material realm.
They have to do with establishing facts by observing repeatable events while making measurements,
empirically verifying hypotheses, and recording data in a controlled environment.
Perhaps this is why the majority in the scientific community have difficulty believing in God – not
due to the philosophy of naturalism alone, but also because they’ve conditioned their brains to seek
understanding through a methodology which is not at all suited for discovering the immaterial. This
way of problem solving would naturally taint how a person approaches all unknowables they wish to
perceive. What a terrible shame…
Friend, if you find yourself in that boat, you’ll have to stop thinking God can be revealed
through such means. Scientific proof of this sort can’t unveil a God who is Spirit.2
Although similar to Scientific Proof because it is proof one observes, Direct Evidence is far more
useful to our discussion. This is evidence which is directly observed in a past tense or observable
NOW in the present tense. Although a scientific researcher can’t literally see God or measure Him, it’s
possible they could catalogue instances where God has been active in the material realm, such as
with various miracles which eyewitnesses testify about. He could then conclude that God must exist.
Yet admitting God exists does not translate to knowing God intimately in a life-giving relationship.
However, if the researcher was ALSO told who God was by the eyewitnesses, this may be helpful.
Nevertheless, it is only really useful if the sources are trustworthy and their knowledge of God is true.
Later on in this discussion we will definitely be looking at the testimonies of reliable eyewitnesses,
and they will undoubtedly prove invaluable.
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Now let’s get acquainted with what is known as Circumstantial Evidence (also known as indirect
evidence). Both direct and circumstantial evidence can assist a person with arriving at the knowledge
of the truth. Both also have to do with observations. Where Direct Evidence in a homicide case could
be a video surveillance recording of the suspect shooting and killing the victim, Circumstantial
Evidence could be a video surveillance recording of the suspect fleeing the area in which the victim
was found dead, a gun registered to the suspect found discarded near the scene of the crime,
footprints in mud matching those made by the suspects shoes, as well as gunpowder residue being
found on the suspect’s gloves and the sleeves of his jacket.
Although not directly observed, through assessing and analyzing the circumstantial evidence
surrounding the case, one can deduce a logical, rational, and likely truth, sometimes to certainty. The
more cumulative and corroborative circumstantial evidence you have, the more likely a ‘truth’ is
indeed an absolute truth.
If a trustworthy friend was a guest at your home and they looked out the window and informed
you that it was raining, you could accept that as the truth. This too would be direct evidence.
If your friend entered your home wearing a soaking wet overcoat and carrying an umbrella
dripping with water, you could logically conclude that it was raining outside and accept that as the
truth. This also is circumstantial evidence.
Juries use both types of evidence all of the time in a variety of trials and seldom are they wrong.
Most often, they’re correct. Also, they frequently rely totally upon circumstantial evidence yet still
draw a reasonable and correct inference of the truth.
When it comes to the certainty that a proposed notion is true, there is actually a legal scale for
how much proof is necessary for the proposition to be considered true. This scale is called ‘The
Escalating Standard of Proof’ and is essential for our courts of law.
The lowest possible standard which, for example, could be used in a child-protection hearing, is
“Some Credible Evidence.” This standard simply establishes that there is enough evidence to begin an
inquiry, investigation, or trial.
Above that is “Preponderance of the Evidence,” and it is used mostly in civil trials. This standard
is established if a proposition is more likely to be true than untrue and is rather narrow (ie: 51% more
likely to be true and 49% likely to be untrue).
“Clear and Convincing Evidence” comes next and is an intermediate standard of proof used in
civil proceedings but also in some criminal proceedings. It’s met when the proof indicates a
proposition is significantly and substantially more likely to be true than untrue.
The final standard which we’ve all probably heard of while watching court dramas is when a
proposition is shown to be true by the proof “Beyond a Reasonable Doubt.” This highest level of
proof is what is required by law most often reserved for criminal trials. It is met when there is no
plausible reason to believe that a proposition is untrue. In a murder trial, the suspect is most
assuredly guilty.
Concerning our discussion, it would mean you are left with no reasonable cause for doubting
that God exists and that He is who He has said He is.
Much of our discussion will also have to do with what are called Legal Historical Proofs. Legal
historical proofs pertain to both direct and circumstantial evidence. They primarily rely on three kinds
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of testimony; oral testimony, written testimony, and exhibits (like a knife, clothing, or an ATM
transaction record). These types of proofs can also be used to prove something beyond a reasonable
doubt.
Because unlike what can be verified through the Scientific Method and its use of repeatable
tests, much about God’s existence must be verified through inspecting the aftereffects of His actions
in the past as well as what remains from them in the present. Although this may not be the sort of
evidence you were hoping for, I trust you’ll find it more than adequate when you begin to sift
through it. After all, you likely already apply this sort of reasoning to your everyday life and
frequently accept as true many facts that you CAN’T verify through the Scientific Method.
For instance, using the sort of repeatable testing of the Scientific Method, there’s no way you
could ever prove you watched TV last night. Regardless of how controlled an environment was, due
to the physical restrictions of the space-time continuum, you could never repeat that previous night’s
event. But you could use legal historical proofs such as reciting lines of dialogue, recollecting the
plot, and even recalling what your neighbors were doing in their backyard had you been able to view
them through your window at the time the episode aired. All of this evidence would give us a certain
level of confidence based on our scale of Escalating Standards of Proofs.
Moreover, just as the Scientific Method will never be able to prove the existence of monumental
figures in a nation’s history, it can do nothing to prove the existence of Jesus Christ.
If this sort of investigative process using direct and circumstantial and legal historical proofs is
enough for modern day investigators who use old witness reports and aging crime-scene
photographs to solve ‘cold-cases’ after decades, they will most assuredly be of great benefit in our
own investigation as well.
One of the resources I’ve utilized for this discussion is a book I stumbled upon in 2013. It’s titled

Cold-Case Christianity and is written by former police detective, J. Warner Wallace. His career is an
incredible one starting as a patrol officer, working gang detail, street narcotics, S.W.A.T., and
investigating career criminals. Having conducted 1000’s of interviews of both eyewitnesses AND
suspects and being proficient at it, his department sent him onto a number of advanced technical
courses to hone and master the science and art of forensic investigation. It was with this unique skillset that he was able to tackle and successfully solve multiple unsolved homicides (known as “coldcases”) which had little to no forensic evidence, relying mostly on old written statements by
eyewitnesses and police interviews with suspects.
He took his heightened ability for finding the truth from written testimonies and applied it to
the New Testament. Based on the application of his skills to what he was reading, he had no choice
but to conclude that it was true. From there he kept on investigating the history of the Christian
Church and the authenticity of Jesus Christ. Again, looking at all of the circumstantial evidence, He
arrived at the truth.
What you must understand about Mr. Wallace is this: he began his investigation of Jesus and
the New Testament as a 35 year old, “angry” atheist who prided himself in dissecting the claims of
Christians he knew, thinking he was liberating them from a faith that deserved to be doubted.
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In the end, He was transformed by God and entered into the life-giving relationship with God
that I hope you will also receive. He’s spent the last twenty years as an apologist (define) and
advocate for Christianity. This is his website: www.coldcasechristianity.com
Friend, if you’ve ever heard it said that “There’s no PROOF of God’s existence!” or “You CAN’T
prove OR disprove the existence of God!” I’m here to tell you, the proof and the evidence are
overwhelming and abundant. If you maintain a logical and rational mindset, you too will be able to
arrive at the truth of God’s existence and that His revelation of Himself through the Holy Bible is
unquestionable.
It is important though that you let the great accumulation of circumstantial evidence speak for
itself and leave with you the impression that it rightfully should. If you resist and reject each piece
individually because it alone hasn’t proven to you that God exists, you will conclude in the end that
there still is not enough convincing evidence. If that is your approach and this is the outcome, the
problem is not the weight of the evidence; the problem is you and your hardened heart.
Another factor in life which is difficult to be grasped and can’t really be tested via the Scientific
Method is whether or not someone loves you. It may be so that brain scans will indicate some sort of
chemical activity connected with “love” if a subject talks with you or about you, or interacts with you.
But the greater evidence is what they say TO you, ABOUT you, and do WITH you, and FOR you.
These are the direct and circumstantial proofs we could gather up, weigh, and make a right judgment
from.
Finally, you will discover in this discussion that using this process, you can investigate what is far
less tangible – the reality that God Himself who you have never known, and perhaps even denied or
rejected, loves you now, and has always loved you unconditionally.

1.
2.

Deuteronomy 6:16a
John 4:24

The Burden of Proof
Legally, in a murder trial for example, the burden of proof is not on the suspect to prove his
innocence, but on the prosecution to prove his guilt. This is where the idea that we are “innocent
until proven guilty” comes from.
In terms of the argument of God’s existence, the ardent atheist declares that the burden of
proof is on the theist for him to prove that God does indeed exist. This is like a defense attorney
saying, “Prove my client is guilty of the murder!”
As a fitting aside, I’ll tell you of a conversation I once had with a prominent defense lawyer. He
was an older gentleman I began chatting with one night at the bar in our local Earl’s restaurant back
when my life revolved around going out, consuming alcohol, and hoping to meet women in the
pursuit of empty pleasure. He was in town from one of the bigger Alberta cities for a case and was
quite confident that he’d get his client off as usual.
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So I asked him how often he was successful. His response: “95% of the time.”
Curious, I then asked him how often he believed his client to be guilty. His response: “95% of
the time.” Even then when my own moral compass was so skewed, I saw this as a grievous injustice –
to know you represented someone who was guilty, but work to keep them free…
My friend, this tangent is fitting because in the case of God’s existence, the client, so to speak, is
100% guilty of the murder.
That our legal system dictates that a defendant must be proven guilty for him to serve a penalty
has ZERO to do with his guiltiness when he has indeed committed the crime. If his clever defense,
like the one I met in the bar, is able to get a “Not-Guilty” verdict, this does not at all change that the
defendant IS guilty. In such a case, if the justice system was truly just, the burden of proof would not
be on the prosecution but would be on the defense, and they would be totally incapable of proving
the innocence of their guilty client.
This is exactly how it is with God. He is 100% existent. He is 100% the God revealed through the
Scriptures of the Holy Bible. The Burden of Proof does not lie on the believer to prove His existence
when it is already a fact; it lies on the atheist to prove he is right in his position that there is no God.
But this is simply something he can never do. Not when God exists.
The only hope the atheist has is to continue whittling away at the functioning of the natural
world, trying to explain away the necessary role God has had in it. He attacks ancient beliefs and
ignorance and points out that we now understand God isn’t causing lightning, and now we know
God isn’t responsible for this and for that, and one day we’ll see God isn’t required for anything we
experience. This reasoning demotes God to being “the god of the gaps” alluded to earlier in

Philosophical Naturalism – meaning he is merely a temporary filler men rely on to solve how things
naturally occur. They think that scientist in modernity will eventually reveal the true explanation for
us.
But this venture still doesn’t help the atheist in his case for two reasons: one is that at best, it
only works to show that the reality God has constructed for us to exist in functions seamlessly thanks
to the natural laws He put in place. Ultimately, this still doesn’t negate His existence. This is like a
person riding their bike to work when they have a car in their garage and their coworkers saying,
“See, I told you they didn’t have a car.”
Two; just because people in the scientific community introduce some theories as to how
something operates and declare God isn’t necessary for that operation, does not mean they’re correct
and that they’ve indeed ‘solved the mystery’ which we wrongly assumed necessitated God’s
involvement. It’s entirely possible – and happens frequently within science – they’ll discover later that
they were wrong, and they’ll have to revise or even discard the theory.
Besides, in the end, not all things can be eliminated as not requiring God’s interaction anyway.
Furthermore, if there was no evidence whatsoever for the existence of God, the atheist might
have a case. But the amassed evidence is so clear as to who God is, it really is silly when the skeptic
brings some scientific theory to the table and states God wasn’t necessary in that instance in nature.
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That does NOTHING to all the evidence pointing to God. Nor is it damaging when they put forth
some historical, cultural blunder done by men and blame that on God not existing as well.
Neither can atheists reject the reasonable inferences from ALL the evidence we do have simply
because there may possibly be some evidence we do not have but which they demand we produce.
Otherwise no amount of evidence would ever be enough. Please recall, we are working towards a
proposition being true “beyond a reasonable doubt.”
Another error the atheist makes is when they don’t look at the evidence plainly for what it is,
but begin inventing all manner of alternate possibilities to explain away the evidence. This can be
called “’What-if’ing’ something to death.” It’s just a tactic to excuse themselves from having to deal
with what’s unmistakably before them. It’s juvenile because it avoids what is reality. It’s irrational
because it introduces factors with no reason for their inclusion. It’s also counterproductive and stalls
the discovery of the truth.
Similarly, beware that persuasive arguments regardless of how refined, are NOT in and of
themselves evidence. They’re meaningless. But they’re also numerous via books, the internet, and
especially YouTube. In the last several years of study while growing with The Lord, I’ve been exposed
to so much material opposing the truth that we can know God. It’s near-always presented by
smooth-talking, self-assured people. Yet the evidence is poor and unconvincing, and sometimes
skewed or an outright lie. Often, there is no evidence at all. It’s just someone delivering ideas and
philosophies they’ve come across or invented.
The awful thing about the atheist agenda is just that – that there is an agenda at all. Why do
they seek to bring others into their belief system? What does it gain them? Why not let bygones be
bygones and sit back passively if government employees feel inclined to put out a nativity scene in
front of their office? Why pressure corporations to prohibit their employees’ freedom to wish people
a “Merry Christmas?”
Their hope is to liberate themselves from Christianity. They no longer want to be reminded of
the God who created them and whom they are fully accountable to. But like philosophical naturalism
being nothing more than a means of denial which does not save, this of course is a false and
damning liberation.
This brings us to what are known as “Risks of Error.”1 In any investigation of a proposed idea,
the outcome is either true or false. If the investigation is conducted correctly, we’ll arrive at some
truth. If however, the investigation is poorly executed, or in this case, approached improperly, we’ll be
exposed to two potential types of errors:
Type 1: the acceptance of a false proposition OR
Type 2: the rejection of a TRUE proposition
For the sake of our investigation, we don’t want to accept the false proposition that God does
not exist, and we don’t want to reject the true proposition that He does exist. Further, we also don’t
want to arrive at a false understanding of God. Nor do we want to reject what is true about Him.
Therefore, not only is the burden of proof on the atheist to prove God does not exist, it is also
the burden of proof for the atheist to search out and discover that HE DOES. If the atheist dies
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mortally in this life, they will finally realize they were wrong in their position that God does not exist,
and they will wish for the remainder of eternity that they had been right.
For the believer, what demands they substantiate that they are right? Nothing.
So what if they’re wrong. What do they gain if they’re wrong and they realize this? They find out
they lived their entire life for a God who was not there, and they die and there’s no afterlife? So what
if they missed out on a life where they were their own authority and they behaved exactly as their
temptations commanded of them. That is of little consequence for them.
Again, the burden of proof is not on the believer.
But my friend, please understand that firstly, having a saving relationship with God is not about
determining to be good and do what is right in this life. It is one where the heart is actually changed
by God to desire what is good and be repulsed by what is evil. There’s no way for a true believer to
no longer believe in God. If they were able to walk away, they were never a true believer. As well,
there’s no way for them to suddenly enjoy evil again. If they do, that too would again prove they
were never a true believer.
A faith in God that says, “Well, if I’m right about God’s existence and who He is, good; and if I’m
wrong, at least I’ve lived a good life as a nice person,” is no faith at all. Soon we’ll be discussing what
faith is and what it is not. But no true believer thinks like this. We believe because God called us to
Himself and we know Him. Nothing can undo that.

“Extraordinary claims require extraordinary evidence.”

From the book, Cosmos, by Astronomer,
astrobiologist, astrophysicist, and
cosmologist, Carl Sagan

As you venture on in this discussion, my friend, you will hopefully see from the wealth of
evidence that God surely does exist. The burden of proof shall always remain upon the atheist and
the skeptic because what is so extraordinary and requiring extraordinary evidence is the claim that
God is not.

1.

Dr. Chuck Missler, Cosmic Codes: Hidden Messages from the Edge of Eternity; pg.217

Occam’s Razor
Hopefully from what you’ve read so far, my friend, your attitude towards the journey ahead is
truly becoming one of openness and a desire to inspect the evidence in hopes that it will bring you
closer to God. Just as we concluded in the last segment, the burden is on you, really, to seek Him
out. If you earnestly take up this task, you will find that He is there waiting with open arms.
“You will seek me and find me, when you seek me with all your heart.”

The Book of Jeremiah, chapter 29, verse 13
© Michael Hill, 2018

You won’t find God with just a little piece of your heart… The majority of it can’t remain hard to
Him while only opening a portion. It’s all or nothing with God. That’s how it is with love – open and
vulnerable in trust, ready to be filled. ALL your heart must be soft and humble when you seek Him.
Then you will find Him when He reveals Himself. What an incredible thought!
As mentioned in the last segment of our discussion, a great stumbling block to arriving at the
truth is when a person has the evidence laid bare right before them, and it clearly infers a reality, but
it’s a reality they don’t wish to accept, so they excuse themselves from the evidence by inventing
some far-fetched alternative explanation for its existence. They “’What-if’ the evidence to death.”
“Well, what if the reason this evidence exists is actually because…. [insert any alternative
explanation now].”
My friend, I’ve been discussing the reality of God with people for some time now, and I’ve
watched many videos and read many articles by skeptics and atheists alike. People never cease to use
this flimsy tactic. It doesn’t even matter how plausible the substituting assertion, the evidence still
remains, pointing to what is more obvious as it is grounded in reality.
Mostly what I’ve encountered though are implausible, far-fetched and outlandish alternatives.
This can, however, be very exciting for a fiction novel, and it can garner a million hits in a
YouTube video, but it is foolish to let your mind veer out of control when searching for the Truth,
even a little bit.
I realize that the old adage that “the truth is stranger than fiction,” may have just popped in
your head. However, do recognize the truth is also often straightforward.
I can only suspect that the vast number of theories which deflect from the reality of Christianity
are offered not only because they entice and briefly fulfill our lust for juicy entertainment, but that
they are more likely devised once again, to seemingly excuse us from our accountability to a Holy
God.
Please, friend, if you’re tempted to invent alternatives at all during this discussion, just don’t. Just
let the evidence speak for itself and take you where it leads.
It has been said, “If the literal sense makes good sense, seek no other sense lest you come up
with nonsense.” (underline for emphasis, mine). This expression has been used time and again for
interpreting the Scriptures in the Holy Bible and it is very fitting for bible-study. If you feel moved
during this journey to take up reading the Bible (I recommend beginning in the New Testament),
you’ll find it best to simply let the text speak for itself most often in a literal sense. There’s usually no
need to try to understand what it is saying in any other way. As well, it’s a good idea to pray to God
and humbly ask Him to reveal Himself to you through the Scriptures and bring you to a right
understanding of His Word.
This mindset also translates to our investigation surrounding the existence of God. As you go,
permit the simplest explanation to prevail. Don’t permit yourself to invent radically imaginative ones.
Not only will it stunt your progress through this conversation, but it really is disastrous considering
the gravity of it and the eternal consequence.
This is necessary for following along through the contents of this book. Similar to the application
of the saying just mentioned, Occam’s Razor will prove helpful for our search for truth. Occam’s
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razor is a problem-solving principle attributed to William of Ockham, an English Franciscan friar and
scholastic philosopher and theologian who lived from A.D. 1287-1347.
This principle can be interpreted as saying:

“Among competing hypotheses, the one with the fewest assumptions should be selected.”
Basically, we are going to look at evidence, and when taken at face-value, clearly draw out the
logical conclusion confirming our hypothesis (or proposition) that God exists and that He’s revealed
Himself through the Holy Bible. You will find that this proposition truly relies upon the least
assumptions in comparison to any other explanation offered by the world.
Friend, if you are honest with yourself, honest with the evidence, and therefore, honest with God,
this will be a far more comfortable, albeit, eye-opening and life-altering experience.
You will come to see that God is a rewarder of faith.1

1.

Hebrews 11:6

What Faith is, and What it is Not
“Now faith is the assurance of things hoped for, the conviction of things not seen.”
That short, first verse from the 11th chapter of the Letter to the Hebrews excites me every time I
read it. It so amazingly packs an incredible amount of God’s Truth into so few words. It could be
studied and dissected for centuries to come and volume upon volume could be written as we
discovered more and more about it.
Here, I hope I can do it some justice as we unpack it a little so you can have a better
understanding of its meaning.
First though, let’s talk about what faith is NOT.
Faith is not a hollow, empty hope or belief. You’ve probably said or heard someone say at one
point, maybe during a tough time in your life when it seemed like things would never come around,
“Ya’ just gotta’ have faith…” See the problem? What’s the faith in? Faith in nothing? Faith in ‘faith’
itself?
Can you picture the conversation?
“I just know it’s going to work out…”
“How?”
“Uhhh… I just knooooow…”
Faith is not some irrational, ‘pie-in-the-sky’ way of thinking.
At BEST, this sort of faith is innocently a faith in the idea that things will just get better. This still
is not real faith, and worse, fundamentally it’s a false faith that goes against God. We’ll discuss this a
little later.
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When we examine the above verse from Hebrews, we see that faith is a sure and steadfast
recognition that a promise will be fulfilled, and regardless of whether or not the person can see the
fulfillment coming to pass, they wait or act expectantly with unwavering anticipation.
Real faith is so rock-solid that you can almost grab ahold of it physically.
This is why if a person professes to be a true believer saved by Jesus Christ through the only
way of salvation, but their attitude is that if they die and it’s not true, at least they lived a good,
moral life, they don’t actually have any faith. They don’t truly believe in the absolute promise of God
that His way has saved them and that they will be with Him for eternity. They don’t have ‘assurance
of the thing hoped for (salvation and eternal life…) or conviction of the things not seen (… that
eternal life extending into Heaven).’
Sadly, that is not a saving faith.
But because my hope is that you, friend, would be granted this saving faith during our
discussion, I will later explain where faith ultimately comes from in greater detail.
Proponents of atheism like evolutionary biologist, Richard Dawkins paint ‘faith’ as for the foolish,
stating that it is merely ‘blind faith’ or “belief without evidence,” permissible only through a process
of intentional nonthinking.1 But this is completely disingenuous because as we’ve seen, God does not
define proper faith like this whatsoever. It is NOT the opposite of reason; it is the opposite of
unbelief.
Now it is possible however, that a person’s belief that God IS who He Is may simply and humbly
BEGIN without direct evidence (ie: “faith like a child”). In actuality though, the evidence is all around
us all the time because God has acted and continues to act. A person doesn’t even need to accept or
recognize this if they’re simply choosing to believe in The One True God. This doesn’t make it blind
faith either, even though if at first they are apparently still blind to the fact that God is present and
active. It’s not blind faith because God has made the person able to see what matters most – His
existence. From there, they will continue to grow and ‘see’ more as their faith develops.
As well, this humble approach does not make it unthinking either. Despite the initial thought
being seemingly simple, it is founded in the One who is infinitely complex.
And this is why true faith is so definitive and immovable – because of WHO it is in.
Faith is not empty. It is not blind. It’s much more personable and relational like the trust
between a Father and His child. Like a dad who always keeps a promise, never misses a date, under
no circumstance arrives late, is wholly reliable and dependable, knows exactly what blesses his child,
in God we can place our total and complete trust.
We can have faith in Him.
We can wholeheartedly trust Him and His Word because of His faithfulness and its truthfulness.
In the Pocket Dictionary of Theological Terms, faith is defined as both an “intellectual belief” and
a “relational trust or commitment.”2 When we consider Hebrews 11:1 above, we see that faith is
believing in total trust that God will fulfill His promises to us even when we can’t see it happening,
while we commit ourselves to Him. Where do we find His promises? In His Word, the Holy Bible.
Now when it comes to evidence, true faith can also stem from a reasonable inference based on
evidence (yes, the same reasonable inference you can make from all of the proceeding circumstantial
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evidence). Now there are the sorts of evidence that point to the existence of God and the veracity of
His Word, and there is the evidence that confirms that both are trustworthy. The first sorts are
forensic, historical, philosophical, archeological, etc. which can lead to intellectual assent.; and the
latter sorts of evidence could be when you personally witness His supernatural power within our
natural realm, or when you experience the fulfilment of His promises in your life which you’ve read of
in His Word.
What’s important to realize is that true faith is not belief or trust based on the evidence or on
experiences. True Faith is the belief in God Himself as He’s revealed Himself through His Word and
the trusting of Him via the personal relationship He has brought you into. Even in the above verse,
faith is not due to the promises you hope will come, but because of WHOM you know they will come

FROM. Evidence, experience, these things may gird your faith to some degree, but they are not the
source of the faith. They can only lead to what can be called Evidential Faith – “faith stemming from
the evidence.”
The reason true faith can stem both from the conclusion arrived at after investigating the
evidence, as well as from simply accepting that God is who He says He is, is because they both meet
at the point where you humble yourself before God and believe that He exists;
"...without faith it is impossible to please him, for whoever would draw near to God must
believe that he exists and that he rewards those who seek him."

The Letter to the Hebrews, chapter 11, verse 6

Do you recall the verse from the Book of Jeremiah where God invites you to seek Him with all

your heart? Go look at it again if need be…
†
Did you see the connection there with Hebrews 11:6?
You must humbly believe that He exists and seek Him… Then He will reward you for seeking
Him. How will He reward you according to Jeremiah? You will find Him!
Friend, on my road to truly knowing God and having TRUE FAITH, I had adopted a couple of
worldly philosophies. But through them, I started to see the supernatural at work all around me. As
well, when confronted with a negative circumstance, I looked for the good in it believing I would find
something. From this I began giving thanks to the God I did not truly know for everything in my life.
And I mean EVERYTHING. If something was good, I gave thanks. If something was bad, I gave thanks

still and trusted it would turn to good as I looked for anything positive in it. In my gratitude to God, I
was humbling and opening my heart, recognizing that He was worthy of my thanksgiving.
Amazingly, this was towards the end of that period in my life which I shared was the hardest
time I’ve ever experienced. Through all that, He rewarded me by having me find Him. He also showed
me that although those two philosophies could be found principally within the Bible, on their own
without Him, they were not fully true and will lead to destruction. What awesome blessings!
Now as God has grown my faith more and more, I can believe in the promises of His Word for
two reasons: my trust is founded on seeing His Word is true; AND because it’s HIS Word, it is a
reflection on His character and reliability. He’s shown me that He is completely trustworthy!
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What’s astonishing about God is that He wants so badly for you to have the saving relationship
He offers through trusting Him, that He’s open to you believing via both avenues – simple, humble
belief; or humbling believing due to the evidence (in this case, miraculous works). He’s made this
invitation through His Son, Jesus Christ:
“Believe me that I am in the Father and the Father is in me, or else believe on account of the
works themselves.”3
That’s pretty understanding of Him. Of course, that’s to be expected due to His having ‘all
understanding…”
Now back to the false faith you were warned about which opposes God. The word “faith,” when
used as a noun to describe a system of beliefs that a person has adopted, is not a truly appropriate
use of the word. I suppose one could say that I am a member of the “Christian Faith,” or that I follow
the “Christian Faith,” but only in respect to the word ‘Faith’ being less a noun and more a verb. I am
a part of the Christ-centered assurance of the things hoped for, convicted of the things not seen. I

follow the Christ-centered assurance of the things hoped for, convicted of the things not seen.
That true use of the word ‘faith’ is very different and infinitely more powerful than how the
world uses it when they refer to any religious belief. The word ‘faith’ certainly loses all of its intended
power when attached to anything else or any other belief that is untrue.
This worldly usage of the word, “faith,” pertains to the false system someone has adopted in part
or in whole from others, and/or invented based on their own experiences, desires, and thinking. In
terms of power, no other “faith” has the power to save.
Looking back at our first example of what faith isn’t, when a person just believes things will work
out because they always have a way of working themselves out, that belief is not definitive – it’s not
based on anything. But the person’s assurance MUST be based on something. So when you go down
to the base, we find that the person either knowingly or unwittingly is attributing their destiny and
the order around them to the unthinking, material universe. They believe either that things will work
out because the universe will come to their aid and bring things together for them, or even more
audaciously, that they are controlling the universe themselves by their mere thoughts!
This fallacy is based on the same new-age principles taught in the regrettably bestselling book,

The Secret by Rhonda Byrne. This kind of thinking has exploded in popularity throughout our culture!
Friend, you can’t think change into your reality. You don’t guide the reality around you outside of
what you directly influence. Your thoughts aren’t transcendent.
Whether you actively believe such things or have mistakenly believed such things in saying, “I
know everything will come around for me,” you need to flee from such false philosophies. The idea
that such a thing is a possibility literally robs God of the glory He deserves for being the only One
who holds the universe together, bringing your life back into order when you are suffering. You NEED
to trust Him alone.
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My dear friend, whatever “faith” you embrace, be it atheistic, deistic, or theistic, I can personally
testify to the truthfulness and trustworthiness of God and His Word. I know with absolute certainty
that if you humbly seek God with an open and malleable heart, believe that He exists, and anticipate
that He will reveal Himself to you and give you everlasting life while living your day-to-day life and
following on through this discussion, He will do just that. The faith He will reward you with will be far
beyond any simple psychological effect of “seeing what you want to see.” What you will experience
will be an undeniable, supernatural work of God. He will cause every idea and belief and philosophy
that is false to buckle under his Truth, and they will fall away from you…
"...and you will know the truth, and the truth will set you free.”

The Gospel of John, chapter 8, verse 32

1.
2.
3.

Richard Dawkins, “Is Science Religion?” The Humanist January/February, 1997
Stanley Grenz, David Guretzki, and Cherith Fee Nordling, Pocket Dictionary of Theological Terms (Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity
Press, 1999); pg.50
John 14:11

The So-Called “Leap” of Faith…
Friend, you’ve probably encountered that phrase before – “Leap of faith…”
What comes to mind? Is it the scene from Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade where Harrison
Ford’s character is nearing his goal of finding the ‘Holy Grail,’ and the path requires him to step out

by faith, from a ledge and onto a cleverly painted beam which completely blends into the deep and
deadly chasm below, rendering it nearly invisible?
No, my dear friend, this is not what is required from God. In regards to the faith that saves, you
are not required to leap out from a cliff and into a great gulf filled with thunderous lightning
exploding from dark and ominous clouds, believing that the hand of God will catch you! Never!
Although the gap between Almighty God and lowly man is an infinite divide, God has already made
the bridge! In fact, not only is there no required LEAP, but there is not even a meager first step
involved…!
When initially thinking of what to type in this portion, I considered the analogy of a loving father
taking his beloved child to the deep end of a swimming pool for their very first time, lowering
himself into the water first, then holding his outstretched hands towards his little child totally
vulnerable with no flotation devices, and calling, “Jump, my child, come to me and I will catch you…”
It seems almost fitting because what loving father would allow their child to make that leap, and
then not catch them and sustain them while they got comfortable in the water? How wicked would
they have to be to lure their child into a place which they are afraid of, having assured them of their
trustworthiness, only to let them flounder and splash in a panic? No, of course God who is a
Heavenly Father would not do that with His children…
We know this FOR CERTAIN because during His ministry, Jesus Christ had this to say:
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“What father among you, if his son asks for a fish, will instead of a fish give him a serpent; or
if he asks for an egg, will give him a scorpion? If you then, who are evil, know how to give good
gifts to your children, how much more will the heavenly Father give the Holy Spirit to those who
ask him!”

The Gospel of Luke, chapter 11, verses 11 to 13
When I began to think about the above comparison, the Holy Spirit of God immediately
corrected what I intended to write. Much more in fitting with the character of God, when it comes to
what is really needed for you to be granted faith that saves, the loving father brings his beloved child
to the pool deck beside the deep end, he lowers himself in along the edge, and then he turns and
says, “My dear child, trust me and kneel down before me so I may bring you to be with me in these
waters.”
The child, in total trust and surrender, believing that his father is good, lowers onto their little
knees. And then the loving father leans up onto the ledge, wraps his strong and capable arms around
the young one, and in that firm but tender embrace the child is brought down descending into the
water where they are comfortably held in such great assurance.
My friend, all that is necessary for this transition into faith to begin is for you to humbly, in total
trust and surrender, believe that God is good, and lower yourself down onto your knees before the
Lord Jesus Christ.
I fully appreciate that at this time you may still have doubts. But let’s be sure about what sorts
of doubt are holding you back from this faith in what is true.
You may have what you believe are rational doubts. These are doubts based on the logical
interpretation of the offered data (or ‘evidence’) after properly and objectively weighing it. Rational
doubts can be very reasonable and understandable.
But there can also be emotional doubts. This type of doubt stems from a person’s strong
feelings about a subject they are investigating. For example: someone could be asked what their
opinion is for unbridled asylum for countless numbers of refugees. But because this individual is
currently struggling to find employment, even though it is guaranteed that this large influx of
migrants won’t be given work-visas, they state that they are very much against permitting the entry
of refugees because they don’t want jobs taken away from the nation’s citizens. You see the
emotional and totally irrational reaction they had to the issue in order to protect their hopes of
earning a livelihood?
Yes, I do grasp that in the real world our politicians often promise one thing to get their way,
and then immediately turn around and do precisely what they said they would not, so in reality this
person would indeed have a rational doubt. But at face value for our purposes, I’m sure you can see
how this example revolves around the doubt being emotionally driven, correct?
Lastly, volitional doubts arise due to a person’s will being in opposition to a subject. In our case,
because you have grown up influenced by ideas and teachings in a culture that has helped to
establish your ‘worldview,’ regardless of reality, you may opposingly doubt anything that goes against
that worldview. This could be due to your firm belief in a false religion. More often though, your
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resistance to a Holy God is that you, by volition, are inclined to sin, have believed the lie that it is
enjoyable and beneficial, and have no desire to walk away from it and into the arms of God.
Doubts for emotional and volitional reasons should NOT be harboured during this journey. They
MUST be rejected when they pop up because they will negatively impact your rationale and thus,
influence any rational doubts growing them into IRrational doubts. We don’t want your rational
doubts morphing into irrational doubts because as we progress through this conversation, you’ll find
that what you thought were rational doubts and reasons for skepticism will fall away because
rationally there was no reason to doubt at all. Irrational doubts though are much more difficult for
the truth to penetrate or upheave.
As well, understand that no matter how rational and logical you thought you have been up until
this point, emotional and volitional doubts always taint our thinking. Like wrong presuppositions,
they affect our ability to acknowledge and accept the truth. If the emotional and volitional doubts are
snuffed out as they arise, when more direct and circumstantial evidence accumulates, you’ll notice the
rational doubts you once held onto regarding various topics surrounding God and His Word
gradually appearing less and less justified. Eventually they will disappear altogether.
Once again, my friend, do not make the dreaded mistake of holding off your decision to follow
God until you feel ALL the evidence has been gathered and assessed. There will always be more out
there that points to the One True God. At the same time, there will also always be more and more

so-called “evidence” that is falsely purported to prove God’s inexistence. For these reasons, you
would never be able to make a conclusion!
Also know that there will NEVER be any evidence that for all time proves that God never existed
or that the Holy Bible was not His revealed and inspired Word. Do not hold out as so many do
saying, “One day they will prove I was right not to believe…”
Quite to the contrary, a day is coming when every man, woman, and child will fully acknowledge
that God is who He says He is, but for far too many, it will be too late for that acknowledgement to
mean eternal life and salvation!
It is such a shame that so many people already believe such evidence against God exists. As I’ve
already stated, I’ve seen so much of it and it can all be refuted, and rather easily. Besides, once more,
such “evidence” does not nullify all the evidence we DO have for who God is.
As you venture on through this journey and gain pieces of proof, think of them like the pieces
of a large puzzle spread out over your dining room table. Piece after piece will be laid out and you
will begin to distinguish the character who is God and the scenery in which He has chosen to reveal
Himself. Eventually, even without all the pieces, the Truth this puzzle is conveying to you will be

unmistakable. Don’t wait for the puzzle to be complete. There are so many pieces, many in history,
which we’ll never be able to produce, and which can only be filled in by faith. By remaining assured
of the thing hoped for, and being convicted of the thing not seen, God will fill in the picture for you
to know Him.
Friend, you CAN’T wait for too long because you have NO IDEA if you will live to see tomorrow,
let alone ten minutes from now. Who of us have not heard of people our age dropping dead from
some odd health complication regardless of their being no prior health concerns? Who of us don’t
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know someone who has been diagnosed with cancer… and lost the battle? Who of us do not know
someone who has gone away believing it would only be for the weekend, and was then tragically
killed in an auto-accident, never to return?! We say, “Well, that won’t happen to me, I’m sure I’ll live
to a good, old age…” but this is a false hope grounded on NOTHING, and there is absolutely NO
ASSURANCE there!
"For man does not know his time. Like fish that are taken in an evil net, and like birds that
are caught in a snare, so the children of man are snared at an evil time, when it suddenly falls
upon them."

The Book of Ecclesiastes, chapter 9, verse 12

Friend, you do not know when you will enter your final hour. Therefore you must enter the hour
of decision without hesitation!
Furthermore, because God is good and He is wise, God knows better how you ought to spend
the remainder of your life in this temporal realm. He wants you to be saved through faith, and then
live a life of eternal impact and significance while experiencing true joy, peace that passes all
understanding, and the kind of unconditional love only He can offer, all while humbly allowing Him
to guide you and your decisions for His glory and for your good. Why muck about making poor,
finite choices that serve no heavenly purpose, and so often only lead to hurt and frustration?
Why wait in hopes of making a ‘deathbed confession’ solely because you want God to save you
and grant you life in Heaven? What a sad and sorry mistake that would be. How tragic for a person
to finally let go when they are nearing the end and there is little to nothing of their life left to give,
to be awoken to the truth and immediately realize that all their days were misspent, and in light of
eternity, had been wasted…!
“‘For I know the plans I have for you,’ declares the Lord, ‘plans for peace and not for evil, to
give you a future and a hope.’”

The Book of Jeremiah, chapter 29, verse 11

I can attest to this truth myself, friend. When after that most difficult time of humbling, when I
finally had surrendered my everything to God and my eyes were opened, I was immediately sorry
that I had not truly known to do so since the days of my youth! How much had I missed out on!
How much regret and suffering would I have avoided! Friend, from then on I knew that this message
of life-giving change had to be delivered to as many people as I possibly could! It is why I have
made efforts to share in past years and why I have taken the time to write this for you now!
Friend, we are nearing the end of this preparatory portion “Before We Begin.” We are about to
start looking at a vast collection of individual pieces of evidence. You will likely have what seem at
first to be justifiable, rational doubts. Your mind may say, “That just can’t be…” and the “What-if’s”
may also creep in to undermine the truth. Please remember not to let these frivolous attacks cause
you to discount any single piece of direct or circumstantial evidence without remembering that it is

the whole body that must be weighed.
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Although each piece is undoubtedly criticized somewhere on the internet (as I’ve already stated,
these attacks are usually absurd and often outright lies), the biggest thing to bear in mind is that the

COLLECTION of evidence could not be existent and in place merely by coincidence or chance. And it
certainly could not ALL be the result of some clever plot.
Both notions are purely preposterous and as outrageous as the conclusion drawn in the joke
about the body found dead from natural causes… at the bottom of an elevator shaft... having landed
on some bullets…1
My prayer, dear friend, is that by some point in this book – hopefully sooner than later, but
certainly by the end – your investigation of the amassed evidence will have caused your intellectual,
philosophical, emotional, and volitional barriers to be lowered in humility so that by God’s grace He
will cause to fall the last remaining barrier – the spiritual one – so you may sink to your knees in
surrender for Him to gently lead you from unbelief into belief, and into a truly intimate and eternal,
transformational relationship with Him, and from death into life.
You will hopefully see, there is no leap of faith…
Friend, I know that so much of this is going to come up against what you presently believe. To
believe will demand a total shift in your paradigm. You may read chapter after chapter and see the
very ground your version of truth is built upon cracking and crumbling, but still be resisting the truth
that can set you free as if an invisible wall is built up between your heart and God! That is because
there IS one!
Like the father who came to Jesus Christ to have his poor son delivered from demonic
possession and whom cried out for God’s mercy, you too must cry out if you find yourself feeling
helpless to break through the wall of unbelief!
“Immediately the father of the child cried out with tears and said, ‘I believe; help my
unbelief!’”

The Gospel of Mark, chapter 9, verse 24

Jesus answered that father’s plea and the boy was delivered.
My friend, God desires to answer your heartfelt plea and help your unbelief so you too may be
delivered and set free.
As it is almost time to begin I invite you to respectfully kneel down and bow, perhaps by your
bedside or couch or wherever you will be doing most of this reading, and simply pray the following
with an open heart and mind:
“Lord… I don’t know you… But if the good testimony about you from my friend Michael is true, I
certainly would like to, even if right now I do not know what all that entails. Could you please help
me to believe? Could you please open my eyes to see you, my ears to hear you, and my heart to feel
you? If his claim that you are wonderful is true, then you are very much worth knowing. Please grant
me the faith to know you. Please protect my heart and my mind and my spirit from the schemes of
the enemy who will seek every opportunity to mislead me, deceive me, and distract me from
everything I am going to read in this book.
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“Thank you for caring about me and loving me and calling to me in spite of my doubt, disbelief,
and rebellion.
“In Jesus’ Name; Amen.”
I sympathize with you if you found the above difficult to pray… But that my friend is a HUGE
part of humility – lowering one’s self before God to do something you don’t really want to do
because you acknowledge it will honour Him. Calling on Him for help because you recognize you
aren’t self-sufficient and do need Him is a humble thing to do. Bowing down before Him because
you realize He is God, your Creator, and He sits above you is a humble thing as well. As you’ve
probably garnered from our reading so far, being humble before God is an important attitude to
have. If you have yet to accept this, here is another big, bold warning:
“God opposes the proud..."

The Epistle of James, chapter 4, verse 6
The last thing you want in this life, friend, and during this discussion, and ultimately when you
step off into eternity, is for God to oppose you. You will not win against God who is infinite in
wisdom and power.
But if you’re humble before Him and submit to praying that prayer to Him in advance of your
daily reading, before long, He’ll change your heart so that you begin to desire to come before Him. I
also suggest praying to Him in some fashion as you start and finish each day.
Giving thanks to Him for all things as I had begun doing will also certainly help. The vain
philosophies I had adopted are ones you are probably all too familiar with;
“Everything happens for a reason,” and
“Always look on the bright side…”
Everything happens for a reason because God is in complete and total control over all things
and He causes all things to happen with great and infinite purpose, often which we can’t even begin
to fathom.
There’s always a “bright side” to every situation because through all things God is working out
our reality towards His ultimate glory and eventual complete rule over everything when He finally and
fully establishes His eternal Kingdom.

We have the awesome opportunity to be a part of His purposes and glorify Him in them.
So as you go throughout your day, in all good things you are blessed with seeing, hearing,
experiencing, and receiving, simply smile and think (or even say aloud), “Thank you, God.”
And when the bad happens, no matter how bad, believe and say by faith, “I know all things
happen for a reason, and I know in all situations YOU can work out a ‘bright side’ for YOUR glory
and to shape me into the person you’ve created and desire for me to be, so in this I give thanks.”
Oh my friend, if you do these things, not only will this present journey through our discussion
be so incredibly fruitful, but you will be embarking on the greatest journey in life as well! These
things are of the Truth and if you dutifully apply them to your life as I once did, God will open up the
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floodgates from Heaven and you will experience Him and His grace like never before! By this, as you
read through this eBook, when He reveals Himself, you will know you can put your full trust in Him!
May you be blessed on this journey and may God’s glory be magnified!

1.

Kinka Usher (Director), and Neil Cuthbert (Writer), Mystery Men (Universal Pictures, 1999)

Source Material
Cold-Case Christianity by J. Warner Wallace provides an excellent approach to this sort of
investigation due to Mr. Wallace’s police background and expertise in detective work. It proved to
be absolutely invaluable for setting the stage for an unbiased and fruitful examination where the
discovery of truth is sought.
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Part 1
GOD MUST EXIST
So, my friend, in the precursor to this discussion, “Before We Begin,” we worked to prepare our
hearts and minds. We established that there is indeed Absolute Truth. We worked to free you from

wrong presuppositions, biases, and prejudices, and encouraged you to put on proper lenses and
filters of right presuppositions. Please remember that those preliminary truths about God and our
existence will aid you just as rules in mathematics help us arrive at the truth of an equation.
We also talked about the philosophical naturalism you must reject in order to accept and see
that God IS working. We discussed the types of evidence that are applicable to our conversation and
how logical deduction of it all in entirety will lead to proof ‘Beyond a Reasonable Doubt.’ We also
mentioned the importance of ‘keeping things simple’, and applying Occam’s Razor when tempted to
invent explanations that are unnecessarily complicated. We finished with the importance of seeking
God and the reality that He desires to reward humble faith.
Hopefully you are ready to approach the remainder of this eBook free of the pride God will
oppose. I know if you have taken all of the above to heart and committed it to your mind, your eyes
will begin to open via the rest of this journey. If you have not, then I strongly recommend you go
back and start again, this time taking purposeful notes to memorize and help you apply all that is
necessary.
If you are ready, let us begin.

The First Argument: The Cosmological Argument
Kosmos is the Greek word used for ‘the world, the universe.’ This is where we get the word,
‘cosmological’ from.
Put rather basically, this argument stems from the reality that because the world and the
universe exist, someone far superiour in all ways was required to bring it into existence. As simplistic
as this sounds, it’s the most reasonable explanation. This is Occam’s Razor being applied from the
get-go. This may alarm you as being a fast and bold assumption, but I trust you’ll soon understand
that its simplicity is the result of reality.
1) Anything that begins to exist has a cause
2) The universe began to exist
3) Therefore, the universe must have a cause
4) This cause must be eternal and uncaused
5) God is the most reasonable explanation for such an uncaused first cause
The fourth condition that the cause – God – must be eternal and uncaused brings to mind the
question (or ‘rebuttal’), “Well who created God?!”
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I’m reminded of the ending scene from the first Men In Black film1 starring Will Smith and
Tommy Lee Jones. The film finishes off by zooming out from earth, our solar system and galaxy, and
finally from our universe to reveal we’re just a fancy marble for some giant alien kid to play with…
and he’s got a sac FULL of such universes…
For starters, the invented notion from this movie as well as the idea that God has a creator are
the very “What-if’s” and over-complications we’ve been warned to ignore. They aren’t necessary. Not
even remotely. They may be neat to ponder, but if sincerely ingested and meditated upon, they will
lead you down a rabbit hole that is very difficult to escape from.
Ultimately though, they completely contravene the infinite nature of God which is WHY He is

God. The very IDEA of God being infinite means there is none before Him and none was ever
necessary. To help us comprehend this attribute of God which is truly incomprehensible although we
can in some way slightly grasp the concept, we’ll look at the dictionary definitions for the words

Infinity2 and Infinite, 3 and Eternity4 and Eternal. 5

infinity
noun in·fin·i·ty \in-ˈfi-nə-tē\
1. a : the quality of being infinite
b : unlimited extent of time, space, or quantity : boundlessness

infinite
adjective in·fi·nite \ˈin-fə-nət\
1.
: extending indefinitely : endless <infinite space>
2.
: immeasurably or inconceivably great or extensive : inexhaustible <infinite patience>
3.
: subject to no limitation or external determination
4. a : extending beyond, lying beyond, or being greater than any preassigned finite value
however large <infinite number of positive numbers>
b : extending to infinity <infinite plane surface>
eternity
noun eter·ni·ty \i-ˈtər-nə-tē\
1.
: the quality or state of being eternal
2.
: infinite time <lasting throughout eternity>
3.
: the state after death : immortality
eternal
adjective eter·nal \i-ˈtər-nəl\
1. a : having infinite duration : everlasting <eternal damnation>
b : of or relating to eternity
c : characterized by abiding fellowship with God <good teacher, what must I do to inherit
eternal life? — Mark 10:17 (Revised Standard Version)>
2. a : continued without intermission : perpetual <an eternal flame>
4.
: valid or existing at all times : timeless <eternal verities>
He is infinite, eternal, and uncaused just as the above condition states and this will become
clearer as we continue. But first let’s look at a principle which is an Absolute and unavoidable truth.
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The Law of Causality
Causality (also referred to as causation or ‘cause and effect’) is the reality that everything that IS
had a cause. A rolling ball was caused to roll by someone or something (ie: a force). In regards to the
cosmos and our existence, when we go all the way back, regardless of how one wants to interpret
the formation of our universe along the way, initially there WAS a first cause.
Furthermore, for the existence of God, there is the Argument of Causality which we’ll discuss
now.
Logically, when it comes to the qualities of humanity such as intellect, emotion, and volition (the
will), there should be a cause which is greater in quantity and which is qualitatively superiour in life,
intelligence, emotion, and will. Although many would say that our capacity for such deep and
awesome traits is merely the result of evolution and necessity for survival combined with the
opportunity for development, evolution, regardless of complexity, struggles to answer for the richness
and depth of these traits. God who shares such characteristics but on a far greater level would be the
best candidate for our first cause.
When we consider our incredible intellect, and our ability to reason and be creative, as well as
our capacity to respond to what is ‘beautiful;’ how we are so emotive and can empathize, sympathize,
and be compassionate, and LOVE, and that we are SO relational and naturally inclined to what is
familial; that we recognize injustice when it is done to us and to others and that we desire a
righteous judgment in those situations; and that we are comprised of mind, soul, and spirit which
means we are beings who are tripartite, it’s no wonder the Word of God says:
“Then God said, ‘Let us make man in our image, after our likeness. And let them have
dominion over the fish of the sea and over the birds of the heavens and over the livestock and
over all the earth and over every creeping thing that creeps on the earth.’
“So God created man in his own image,
in the image of God he created him;
male and female he created them.”

The Book of Genesis, chapter 1, verses 26 and 27
There is so much to unpack in that short passage. First is the reality that we are made of three
elements which reflects the trinity of God who is “three-in-one.”
The word, “tripartite” speaks of something involving three people, groups, or parts. 6 So far in this
discussion we have only touched on the reality that God is indeed a Heavenly Father, a Holy Spirit,
and Jesus Christ – His Son. The truth of the Trinity will certainly be dealt with later on, but for now,
think on this amazing parallel with your own self. You have a mind which encompasses your ability to
think and reason and is the seat of your own personal will. The mind of course relates to the body
through the physical brain, and the brain demands its immense complexity so that it may serve as
the conduit between the spiritual realm and the physical realm. Next, your soul is the seat of your
feelings and emotions. Lastly, the third part is your spirit which is the essence of who you are.
Similar to God who is revealed in three persons, you, friend, are made of three components.
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A quick side-note is that God made US in HIS image above the animals and to have dominion
over them. As wonderful as they are, and as special as a family pet can be to us, our world has been
duped into placing them on equal and sometimes even greater standing than us. Although the Holy
Bible clearly indicates that to some extent we are to care for the animals God has created, it is a
great tragedy when we take care of them at the expense of taking care of those who are underfed,
impoverished, in need of clean water, and often homeless and unloved. People are far more precious
to God than animals. We must keep this truth in consideration when we choose how to be charitable.
Moving on, I hope, friend, that when you consider the above passage, you see its
reasonableness regarding mankind’s first cause. As intriguing and inventive as all of the
anthropological, evolutionary theories may be for how humanity has become so incredibly advanced
socially, intellectually, and emotionally, once more the simplest and most reasonable answer is that
we were indeed created by God in His own image.
Now I am fully aware that at some point you may have heard that ‘man made God in his own
image,’ just as I’ve once heard. But this is simply an invention of psychologists such as George
Weinberg and Eckhart Tolle who wish to escape the God of Scripture whom their conscience tells
them they are accountable too. Further, it is a loud and bombastic lie from the greatest enemy to
both mankind and God, invented to deceive and damn the masses who swallow this poisonous
concoction.
The suggestion that WE could create God in His fullness as revealed through the Holy Scriptures
is almost as unfathomable as God HIMSELF is fathomable! There is no possible way that even our
greatest intellectuals could invent God as He reveals Himself in His Word. Even though theistic
philosophers starting with Anselm of Canterbury in A.D. 1078 have used what is known as the

Ontological Argument (define in margin), that we can conceive of a God who is perfect does not
mean we have the mental capacity to fully appreciate Him, let alone dream Him and His attributes up
in entirety.
My friend, you will find as you continue in this conversation that the God of the Holy Bible is far
superiour to us in every way. You will also discover that the Word delivered to us and the wisdom
bestowed upon us through it is infinite and necessarily derived from a source vastly above us.

(“Man Made 'God' in his own image. The eternal, the infinate, the unnameable was reduced to a
mental idol that you had to believe in and worship as 'my god' or 'our god'.” Eckhart Tolle
(“Man created God in his image: intolerant, sexist, homophobic and violent.” George Weinberg
(to be placed in the margins with their images)
Now the reason the above passage from God’s Word regarding our origin is so reasonable,
rational, and sensible is because God Himself is reasonable, rational, and sensible.
I recognize that reading that last sentence may have triggered a response in you which denies
this about God because you believe you can point out times in Scripture where God has been rather
irrational and unreasonable. My friend, you can safely reject any such thoughts because as you get to
know The Lord more, you will see He is indeed always reasonable. He’s actually far beyond
reasonable. He is incredibly patient and understanding with us when there is no need for Him to be,
and while we are so very undeserving.
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That my friend is what is unreasonable.
Returning to the Cosmological Argument, the reason there is order and rationale in the universe
and we can make observations and assume certain expectations is because things have been set in
place by God. And once more, the first cause must be greater, and thus God is again reasonable,
rational, and sensible. The fact that you and I CAN reason speaks not only of the reality that we have
been made in His image, but also that where we exist was ordered by Him so we may draw
reasonable conclusions. If things were truly up to chance alone as the naturalist demands, reality
would be far more random and far less ordered. This includes our very own thoughts. We’d have
nothing to build upon in order to come up with anything logical because nothing would be logical.
That brings us to a couple of historical men believed to have been great, logical thinkers.
Plato, a Greek philosopher who lived from 427 – 347 B.C. believed the world was unique
because it was a representation of a single creator. He conceived of the demiurge, a Greek term for
an artisan or craftsman, but of supreme wisdom and intelligence who was responsible for the
creation and maintenance of the material universe.
Plato’s best student, Aristotle who lived from 384 – 322 B.C. further developed this line of
thinking and introduced the idea of the “unmoved mover.”7 In Book 12 of his Metaphysics, he
employed the phrase, “something which moves other things without being moved by anything.” This
gave rise to the popular term, “Prime Mover.”
This sounds very much like the God of the Bible we’re discussing, doesn’t it? Amazingly, these
philosophers were able to come to this rightful conclusion because of their reasoning ability inherited
as image-bearers of God. Furthermore, they could arrive at what is reasonable while examining
creation because God has created a reasonable universe.
This lends itself to what is known as the Teleological Argument, or “Argument from Design.” We
won’t spend much time on this now, but later on in this discussion we will definitely be looking at
the clear implication of God’s existence due to the obvious design of all creation.
Sadly, in spite of arriving at the understanding that there must be a Prime Mover, neither Plato
nor Aristotle knew God in a personal and saving way.
Also saddening is that these men spent decades pondering and meditating on an idea that
mankind had already known the answer to for many millennia since God had created everything and
then man, and then told him so. This knowledge was then passed down from generation to
generation. And just so no one could be misled later on in history, He had it written down as the
opening statement of His Word over a thousand years before Plato and Aristotle were even born.
Nevertheless, it is from this Aristotelian train of thought that we have our foundation for the
cosmological argument for God’s existence. This argument is popularly applied by Christian
apologists such as Dr. William Lane Craig who uses it as his philosophical introduction to God’s
existence. Mr. Craig once invited Richard Dawkins to debate but Mr. Dawkins refused. Craig’s lectures
and debates are concise, logical, and easily found on the internet for any interested.

Scientists Believe the Universe Had a Beginning
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One of the greatest revelations of the 20th century came with our arrival at the understanding
that space, time, and matter had a simultaneous origin at a finite point in the history of our
universe. This arises out of what cosmologists (define) call the Initial Singularity. Initial Singularity
refers to the single point where all mass and space-time of the universe was infinitely condensed
before quantum fluctuations acted upon it, causing it to explosively expand into all that exists today.
This discovery was an outcome from Dr. Albert Einstein’s theories of Special and General

Relativity at the beginning of that century. At first this really ruffled the feathers of the scientific
community because they were convinced of an eternal and infinite universe without a beginning. But
as research continued, it became inarguable that surely the universe as we know it had once been
nonexistent.
We’ve coined this expansion from the initial singularity The Big Bang Theory, although it’s
properly referred to as “The Standard Model of Cosmology.” Allegedly astronomer Dr. Fred Hoyle
condescendingly called the theory “The Big Bang” during a BBC radio broadcast in 1949 as an insult
to the idea that ‘nothing exploded into everything,’ when he favored the alternative “Steady State”
model where the universe did NOT have a beginning. The punchy phrase stuck.
Origin of the name aside, friend, here’s the irony: There IS no standard for the Standard Model
of Cosmology.
There are many various theories and ideas which revolve around the prime notion that the
universe expanded into existence from a single point. And there is to some extent a general
consensus about what ideas are most likely correct. But there is also much debate and confusion
about the specifics revolving around the whole process, most notably how it all even began!
When the majority of people in our society look to scientific theorists as the arbiters of truth in
regards to the explanation of the natural world around them, this should really shake their confidence
to the core…
We’re all taught in school that all the matter in the universe and even time itself was packed
into a single and near-infinitely dense spot, and then suddenly for unknown reasons it began to
explosively and rapidly expand and continue on into the ordered and functioning universe we now
reside and SURVIVE in. Doesn’t that sound a little far-fetched to you?
Worse is this: it still does not explain “First Cause.”
Our scientists themselves tell us that matter is not eternal or infinite. This is presented in The

Law of Conservation of Matter, and this relates to the same law of conservation for both Energy and
Mass. Matter has an end and thus could only have had a beginning through some type of “creation.”
That’s just the way it goes – if something has an end, it can’t be eternal or infinite and thus, had a
beginning.
Where did the “ball” we spoke of earlier come from? And Who or WHAT got that ball rolling?
Their answer: Quantum mathematicians wish to believe that back before there WAS that matter
– back when there was absolutely NOTHING – there was still the physical property of ‘gravity…’ And
they’ve done the math - they’ve run the numbers – and their equations have determined, in essence,
that:
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Nothing + Gravity = EVERYTHING
How convenient.
What’s truly convenient is how quantum mathematics works. It revolves around explaining
quantum mechanics, and that revolves around states that change and are in constant flux.
Now, I admit, friend, that this is way above me. But for starters, that doesn’t mean I’m wrong or
trying to mislead you to substantiate my position. Secondly, far more intelligent people than I have
warned that although the principles are reliable, the interpretation and use of quantum mathematics
can be greatly forced to arrive at one’s desirable conclusion.8
Case in point: theoretical physicists and cosmologist, Dr. Lawrence Krauss has been known to
wear a shirt advertising that “2 + 2 = 5… for extremely large values of 2” whilst attacking the idea of
‘classical logic’ (the very logic which will help us arrive at absolute truth). Once again, we see an
attack on truth and logic, and a sort of quasi-relativism, only here applied to mathematics.
Whether the number is 2, 2000, or 2,000,000, 2 + 2 only ever equals 4. And this is the sort of
mind at the helm of quantum mathematics as it is used to aid in the discovery of our universe’s
origin. This is the sort of individual influencing what you are told is “truth.”
Need I say more?
Unfortunately, for the sake of our discussion revolving around The Cosmological Argument, I
must.
In 2012, another theoretical physicist and cosmologist, the famed Dr. Stephen Hawking brazenly
denied his Creator when he wrote in The Grand Design:

“Because there is a law such as gravity, the universe can and will create itself from nothing.
Spontaneous creation is the reason there is something rather than nothing, why the universe
exists, why we exist.”9
Quite an assertion, isn’t it?
But it begs the question: Where did gravity come from? Why was there the PHYSICAL property
of gravity acting upon this “nothingness?” Once more, this explanation which so obviously seeks to
sidestep the existence and necessity of God still requires a First Cause.
Furthermore, friend, as you ponder Hawking’s declaration, do you wonder HOW gravity worked
in such a fashion? How it was able to so specifically and exactly and expertly bring about the
unfolding of all matter and space and time in so perfect a way that we abide in a fully functional
universe in spite of the claim to randomness? Should we really believe that first try, gravity randomly
got it right? Should we truly adhere to the thought that the wonder and complexity we witness daily
is simply the lowest common denominator and automatic result of gravity acting upon nothingness?
I think we can both agree that this is quite a stretch for our imagination.
Somehow the cosmos BEGAN because of an orderly, physical law we call ‘gravity,’ and it
CONTINUES and functions because of further orderly, physical laws. And they somehow came into
existence once the ‘ball got rolling.’
Really?
At best, the naturalist must conclude that gravity had been “programmed” or designed to have
this effect. But even if this is really how things began, designed by whom?
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It should be clear to you friend, that apart from God, the matter for the ‘ball’ and its starting to
roll seems rather unlikely. Impossible actually.
Accordingly, when Carl Sagan began his classic television show, Cosmos, recently revived by
fellow astrophysicist Dr. Neil deGrasse Tyson, with the line, “The cosmos is all there is,” he was gravely
mistaken.
Nature and the order observed by science within it needs an explanation that is above and
beyond nature itself. Chaos and chance cannot account for such orderly behaviour, and certainly
provide no reason for the initial creation of infinitely dense matter, space, and time via gravity acting
on nothing. Nor does it account for the force of gravity itself which it also couldn’t be responsible for
either.
Unbelievably, scientists with their naturalist bent, seeing this massive problem with gravity
somehow existing in the beginning, are theorizing that perhaps NO physical laws existed in the
beginning, and none were required, but that all came into existence as the Big Bang began. Another
theory is that the laws functioned in radically different ways than we know today. Basically, just as a
person stuck in a mindset will argue, “Well who made God?!” we have people who when confronted
by their own theories which necessitate a Creator, simply push their naturalist source of ‘first cause’
farther and farther back.
Here’s the catch: If the laws existed, God was required to bring them into existence for they are
far more than merely “nothing.” If the laws didn’t exist beforehand, it’s because God never required
them to act on the matter he created, and He didn’t require natural forces to aid Him in
supernaturally constructing the universe with that matter.
Interestingly, a supernatural and spontaneous creation is exactly what many believers in God and
Jesus Christ adhere to.
Friend, if it’s dawning on you that randomness, chaos, and pure chance are clearly not the
reason behind the ordered universe we see, you are not alone.
As the scientific community has learned more and more about the delicate balance between
natural, physical forces [Laws], they’ve looked hard for a way to explain how such could come about
apart from the direct action of an infinitely powerful and wise being such as God. This has to do not
only with how the laws in the universe function now, or even how they had to function as galaxies
were being formed, but even how the initial expansion and rate – the beginning of the Big Bang –
could occur precisely for all to be. That’s because they now know that if the Bang had happened any
other way, the universe we have wouldn’t exist.
So one theory that has surfaced, put plainly, is that our universe is held in a constant state of
flux that has gone on for eternity. Researchers say that our expanding universe will slow down to the
point where it begins to contract in on itself, the universe will collapse back into a singularity, and
then rebound in a universe-creating explosion once more. The theory is that this has been going on
forever and ever like a bouncing ball that will never cease.
But we know already that there is no such thing as perpetual motion where something can go
on forever without external energy input. Like a ball that has forces acting upon it which cause it to
slow in its bounce and finally settle upon the floor, so too would a ‘bouncing’ universe.
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Even IF there was a way around this via the abuse of quantum mathematics (which they’re
already working on), this still doesn’t explain how it all began and where the matter or the physical
laws originally came from. It only pushes off the question of where our universe came from to
another point in time.
Furthermore, if the laws of physics were changing with every new “Big Bang” so we’d finally, by
chance, end up with a livable universe like the one we have now, why by randomness would the
universe be able to collapse on itself and still have the energy and functionality necessary for it to
rebound again? Supposed indefinite rebounding is even more of a problem if the physical laws aren’t
constant because they’d never get the same beneficial, universe-creating result twice. And if
something can stop, it’s not infinite. This theory is therefore not our answer.
Next we have the theory that we are one universe among an innumerable number of other
universes – the Multiverse theory. One major purpose of the multiverse theory is to answer how we
can have an existent universe where all of the natural forces work together so wonderfully for us to
exist at all. Recognizing that the mathematical probability of this all coming together by chance alone
is a statistical impossibility, they conjecture that there MUST be an enormous number of universes in
existence to counter that infinitesimal statistical percentage in order that at least one universe with
such perfect properties has come to be. To put it plainly, the vast majority of these universes have
their laws of physics improperly tuned and nothing can function and life cannot exist. They believe
this because they admit that randomness SHOULD result in chaos. BUT, amidst all these random
outcomes they say, there is our universe and perhaps a few others where the laws function enough in
this just-so fashion.
So this would explain why WE live in a complex and functioning universe, but yet again, it says
nothing for where the energy and physical forces came from initially for everything to be.
There are other theories of course and other explanations, but they all end the same – they dash
themselves upon the Rock of the First Cause. Regardless of the aggrandizement of their theories,
they all arrive at that same place. Even the 2011 Nobel Prize winner for Physics, Dr. Alex Filippenko,
an American astrophysicist who was part of the team which discovered that our universe is
accelerating which implies that something called “dark energy” must exist, admits that they do not
know where the laws of physics have come from. Even more so, he’s not sure they’ll ever know.10
When I think of these researchers forcing invented formulas into equations so that God as First
Cause does not have to be a part of reality, all I can think of is the old saying, “You can’t fit a round
peg in a square hole!” It seems clear that they are hoping that through the abuse of quantum
mathematics and smashing the numbers together as they desire, they will be able to make them say
anything just as long as they don’t conclude that God is the Sovereign over all Creation.
Friend, if ever there was a time to apply Occam’s Razor, surely this would be it, wouldn’t it?
I truly hope that as you’re reading this, you fully appreciate the great danger that arises out of
an investigation into our origin done solely with a naturalistic bias. I mean think of the gravity of our
mortal and spiritual situation and our need for God, and the complete delusion that He isn’t required
for our existence as the infinite, First Cause, and how that dulls our inclination to even seek Him out…
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The truth is that there is something shocking and disturbing about what is called “science” in
lieu of our eternal destination, and as already mentioned in Philosophical Naturalism, we’ll be
discussing this later at greater length.
For now, something that is interesting is that from time to time, despite the modern scientific
method being so naturalistic, it leads very notable scientists to believe not only that God’s existence
is a possibility, but a probability, and perhaps even a necessity.
After 17 years working on a “Grand Unified Theory” to reconcile all we know from the fields of
cosmology and particle theory, an atheistic mathematical physicist who gave little thought to
questions of theology came to two startling conclusions: God exists; and that it is not only possible
but LIKELY that every human being that has ever existed will be resurrected from the dead. This
conclusion came from Dr. Frank J. Tipler, and he claims he arrived at the proof of God’s existence and
our immortality “in exactly the same way physicists calculate the properties of the electron.”11 This
can be read about in his published book, The Physics of Immortality.
Although Tipler has been criticized for this work being ‘pseudoscience,’ he’s certainly not alone.
Famed theoretical physicist, Dr. Michio Kaku who was one of the first to author a paper on “String
Theory” in field form, also believes, ‘like Einstein’ that God exists as our Creator and First Cause.12,13
And there are many, many more scientists.
I trust that strikes you as compelling if not intriguing to say the least. But what this should
remind you of is the great philosophical thinkers Plato and Aristotle who recognized God’s
requirement, yet did not know God.
Hopefully this has helped you to understand that God is definitely necessary. He is certainly the
First Cause. Before our universe, there was no time, no space, and no matter. There was absolutely
nothing except for God who is eternal and infinite. But because of God and His will as creator, there

IS time, and space, and matter.
This truth that there was nothing and then suddenly there was time, space, and matter has taken
centuries for our greatest mathematicians and physicists to arrive at through their hampered scientific
method. But just as the Bible had clearly defined that God was the Prime Mover long before Plato
and Aristotle thought of that through their philosophizing, God’s Word had declared that these three
properties had a beginning, and that before this there was nothing save for God Himself.
“In the beginning, God created the heavens and the earth.”

The Book of Genesis, chapter 1, verse 1

Fifteen hundred years before Jesus Christ was even born, the Holy Spirit of God inspired Moses,
“a friend of God,”14 to write this simplistic yet incredibly bold assertion as the opening statement to
His Word, the Holy Bible, in the book of Genesis, which itself in Greek means, “Beginning.”
Looking closely at this AWESOME verse, we see that at God’s initiative, the dimension of TIME
began, hence the ‘beginning’ of history. We see that from His infinite power He created the
‘heavens,’ which denotes not only the heavenly realm in which angels dwell, but also all of SPACE,
specifically the sky onwards into outer space, and certainly encapsulating the dimension of physical
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space as well. Lastly, He brought into existence the ‘earth,’ but which speaking in plain terms would
include all physical MATTER.
The bringing forth into existence of time, space, and matter which are all finite DEMANDS that
God Himself – The First Cause who is eternal and uncaused – be INFINITE and outside of space and
time, as well as immaterial. He must be preexisting into infinity; self-sustaining in infinite power; He
must be of great enough intellect to design all that we see which functions as masterfully as it does,
and being infinite in any other trait, it is unavoidable that He be infinite in wisdom as well; He would
not require matter for creation; and the idea of a ‘greater God’ being necessary to have brought Him
into existence is logically fallacious because He’s already infinite.
If He were simply older than the universe, and of far greater power than what was required to
create it, not only would He Himself require a Creator, but He’d also not be the God of the Holy
Bible. By this reasoning, you will soon see that we are indeed speaking of the Only True God who is
Creator overall and Who has revealed Himself in the Holy Bible. The buck definitely stops with Him.
I also hope you now understand that this reality of God’s infinitude is what makes Him God.

Implications of the Infinitude of God
You may be tempted to inject ‘the god of the gaps’ here. But friend, please recognize from the
preceding paragraphs – He IS the First Cause. The scientist trapped in his philosophical naturalism is
never going to “solve the mystery” for you and prove for all time that no God created the universe.
Apart from the God of the Holy Bible, no scientist will ever close the ‘gap’ of the true origin for all
that is. They may invent or concoct unrepeatable theories, but that’s not real observable science, and
the theories will never be provable, much less true.
If you’re tempted to argue that I’m interpreting meaning from Genesis 1:1 where there is none,
please understand, friend, that this amazing proclamation was being put forth in a way easily
understood by all. It was also a time in history where the descendants of Israel were surrounded by
people of pantheistic religions where their false god was A PART of creation itself and that this
physical universe was a part of God (and many still believe this today!).
But we know the universe at one time did not exist. Yet God has ALWAYS existed. So then how
can God who is infinite also be a part of the universe which is not infinite? He simply can’t! Likewise,
that which is finite such as you or I or the creation we exist in cannot be a part of God who is
infinite.
Furthermore, we know that just as everything that is came out of nothing, God did not create
time, space, and matter out of Himself or lend from Himself to create. He merely willed it all into
existence FROM nothing.
The Eastern worldview of an eternal pantheistic universe is not only in complete disagreement
with reality as discovered through properly investigated science, but this line of reasoning should be
making it clear that what was said earlier in Absolute Truth vs. Relativism was indeed true;
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“…God is outside of His creation. He is not a part of you or I or the ground we walk on. He is
separate and set apart, even though He is near to us in Spirit.”15
Again, God is immaterial and not consisting of matter. Not only did He not need to create from
Himself, but there were no physical ingredients within Himself which He could have utilized anyway.
Therefore any religion or spirituality which holds to the false belief that God IS a part of creation,
regardless of how seemingly wise or attractive their religious texts are, it is clearly false and can be
rejected automatically.
Moving on, we’ve witnessed now how God’s Word reasonably asserts that He brought
everything into being before there was anything. Following this line of reasoning, God who is infinite
must have ALWAYS existed and will continue to exist indefinitely. Does His Word correspond with
what His infinitude would reasonably require?
“Before the mountains were brought forth,
or ever you had formed the earth and the world,
from everlasting to everlasting you are God.”

The 90th Psalm, verse 2

The 90th Psalm was also written by Moses. It is obvious that if God who although outside of
time, were placed upon a linear timeline, He would extend in both directions, both into the past and
the future forever. The simple language in this verse helps all people of any generation to grasp this
incredible reality so they can somewhat fathom the magnitude of God.
It’s important to understand that this wasn’t something Moses came to understand through vast
hours of meditation and philosophizing like Plato or Aristotle, but this was a deep and awesome truth
revealed to Him by the Holy Spirit. We’re going to discuss later how God inspired the writing of His
Holy Texts, but imagine Moses having a sudden, mind-blowing epiphany of God’s total independence
of time itself which constrains all of us. Fearsome!
“I am the Alpha and the Omega,” says the Lord God, “who is and who was and who is to
come, the Almighty.”

The Revelation, chapter 1, verse 8

Here we see a statement from the Lord Jesus Christ Himself as recorded by His apostle, John.
Please note that this Revelation was written nearly sixty years after Jesus Christ died, was buried,
resurrected, and ascended into Heaven. These weren’t words Jesus said while walking around in
Galilee during His three-year ministry with His disciples. This revelation came directly from the Risen
Christ decades later and was delivered to John in a wholly supernatural way. Also supernatural were
the events surrounding John’s circumstances leading up to his receiving this revelation from the Lord.
But we’ll discuss this later on as well.
Understand that here we have Jesus, “the Lord God… the Almighty” making Himself out to be
what are in the Greek alphabet, the first and last letters, as if ‘bookends’ on a bookshelf containing all
of history. He’s not stating that He was there at the beginning and will be there at the end, He’s
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saying He was before the beginning and will be AFTER any ending. If doubt remains, He makes it
even clearer in the 13th verse of the 22nd chapter;
“I am the Alpha and the Omega, the first and the last, the beginning and the end.”
There He’s just stated that He is literally the beginning and the end… Couldn’t be any clearer
concerning the infinite nature of God and the reality that He is the source of all things.
Amazingly, when we look at the latter half of the 4th verse in the 41st chapter in the book written
by the prophet Isaiah, we see something astonishing: Jesus’s declaration mirrors another made in the
Old Testament some SEVEN centuries before His birth!
“I, the Lord, the first,
and with the last; I am he.”
These two verses together should not only clear up any confusion about the deity of Jesus Christ
and the unification within the trinity, but also the timelessness of God eternal.
Regarding the power of God in light of infinitude, as already stated, reasonably speaking, He
couldn’t simply be ‘more powerful’ than what we find within the universe because if that were so
there would be a point in eternity past where He was without power. Then how would He have
functioned? If eternity goes on and on forever, then God would never arrive at a point where He had
the energy necessary to bring forth Creation. This finite power would have been spent in eternity
past.
It is therefore reasonable that God must also be omnipotent. This word comes from the Latin
words, “Omni” and “Potens;” “omni” meaning “all,” and “potens” meaning “being able” or “mighty.” So
God is All-Powerful or ‘able to do all things.’ He is thus, infinitely powerful.
As already stated, being infinite in any one trait requires God also be infinite in every one of His
other traits. So the same would apply to the intellect of God. That being said, there was never a time
where He had to learn anything, nor ever been in a state of learning, not about nature, the spiritual,
and not even about you, my friend (yes, He actually knows you better than you know yourself…). He
has always known all things.
When we consider the profound and unimaginable intricacy and complexity of these matters,
from the outermost of the universe, down to the cellular level, and even beyond to the sub-atomic,
or anywhere in the heavenly realm, nothing escapes the mind of God.
“Great is our Lord, and abundant in power;
his understanding is beyond measure.”

The 147th Psalm, verse 5

Naturally, what with God’s infinite wisdom as Creator, researchers in all fields find great evidence
that undoubtedly the universe and all that it contains has been designed perfectly by an all-knowing
being. Yet most simply refuse to acknowledge this.
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I’ve heard arguments against creation by an omniscient God due to the chaotic happenings in
the universe as well as the frailty within our own bodies (‘scient’ comes from the Latin word sciens
which means “knowing” and is where we get our modern word ‘science’ from). But what this neglects
to consider is that we no longer live in the perfectly functioning creation God had originally brought
about. This is another matter we’ll be delving into later in our discussion, but for now please
understand that due to our rebellion against God, we have brought on a curse which has tarnished
not only our eternal spirit, but also our body, and the universe we dwell in.
As far as any supposed “design flaws” in the human body, God in His infinite wisdom has made
every aspect of us for a purpose, free of mistakes. Why He’s created certain features aren’t difficult to
comprehend if we’re humble while thinking about it.
“By faith we understand that the universe was created by the word of God, so that what is
seen was not made out of things that are visible.”

The Letter to the Hebrews, chapter 11, verse 3
I include this verse now for two reasons: For one, it reiterates that God’s Word clearly states that
He made everything from nothing. We believe this not because scientists have proven it as necessity,
but because of our humble confidence and convinced trust in the testimony of the One who is both
Creator and Redeemer – God. As examined earlier on,16 this is what faith truly is. That scientists have
in a way verified this does not serve to finally confirm that we can trust God; it indicates that we
should have always humbly trusted Him in the first place, whether we understood the workings of the
universe or not.
Two; when we consider that all things have been made by God, it introduces the question, “Why
make us?”
First, it should be obvious that if God is awesome and infinite, our creation was not due to
loneliness. He was and still is perfectly satisfied with Himself. After all, God is the perfect, relational
balance of Father, Son, and Holy Spirit (hence why we who are made in His image long for healthy
relationships with both family and others). They’ve obviously gotten along well with each other for
eternity past, right? If God has existed forever, than at what point in time could the weight of
loneliness become so pressing that He NEEDED to “make friends…?” Because eternity extends
backwards forever, there could never be an arrival at a ‘time’ when God became lonely. They’d
naturally get along fine into eternity future as well.
Now that we are growing in our understanding of ‘infinity’ and its application, we know that He
would not only be infinitely satisfied with Himself, but that even if loneliness could settle upon Him,
His omnipotence would forever overcome any power it would have. God is not emotionally fickle like
we are; He is strong and steadfast in all ways.
Therefore, our creation was not necessitated out of any NEED God had.
Rightfully so, the Bible when looked at as a whole does indeed tell us that God created mankind,
not out of need, but out of a desire to magnify His glory through a relationship with us. At this point
in time where our aim is to show that God must exist, we can save the depth of this discussion for
later.
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For now though, understand that in a Deistic creation model, there was a God who created the
‘ball’ and got that ball rolling in an environment governed by natural laws alone for the ball to reside
in. The deist believes God has since stepped back from His creation to observe from a distance like
we’re in some sort of laboratory experiment or testing ground. This simply does not fit. It does not at
all fit what we see God has stated in His Word, nor does it fit with the reality we live in and
experience.
We’ve already mentioned in brief that God is very much active and involved in His creation and
in each and every one of our individual lives. Again, this will be explored later, but I hope you are
remaining open to witnessing Him at work in yours.
The Bible clearly depicts God as Sovereign. This speaks of His role as cosmic Monarch and ruler
over all of His creation. It speaks of His autonomous power over that creation. And it also speaks of
His complete independence from this creation He rules over. This means that He is in complete and
total control over all things. From the microscopic to the macroscopic, all that occurs, even our
choices, He already knows how everything will unfold and nothing does so outside of His power. This
is a difficult thing to wrap our heads around when we consider that He has given us the ability to
freely choose. Nevertheless, His infinitude and His sovereignty demand this be true. I can personally
attest that it is, and later on in this book we’ll look at this in greater detail.
What this speaks of is a Theistic creation model. Like the master artisan Plato thought of, God
has made not only mankind, but each of us individually, including you, as His chief masterpiece, and
He wishes to be an intimate participant in your reality. Because God is Almighty, and infinite in
wisdom and power, His creation has infinite value and purpose. Because of His infinitude, He has the
capacity to take special interest in each and every thing, and in each and every person.
Dear friend, as God’s creation, because of WHO God is and how GREAT HE is, you have infinite
value and purpose. You may recognize that intrinsically already, or this may be a sudden and new
insight into your existence. I imagine it is a welcome one.
Regarding your purpose, if you do not truly believe in Jesus and have an intimate relationship
with Him, you can’t know your true purpose yet. That’s because you don’t have infinite knowledge
and understanding. I pray though, that you will grow to know the Lord who does have that capacity,
and that before too long, He’ll reveal your true purpose to you.
As we are loving and personal beings, God who made us in His image and must be greater as
our First Cause, is infinitely loving and personal. It’s reasonable therefore that He would desire our
fellowship with Him. This would, once more, not be out of need for His own sake – it is His desire for
He knows how wonderfully beneficial it is for our sake.17 Nevertheless, He delights in His children.18
This is exactly what we see laid out in His Word as He is a Heavenly Father.
For some of us, the idea of God as a father may not conjure up feelings of warmth, reliability,
wisdom, or any other good trait which fathers are meant to have. However, our earthly fathers
whether they were involved in our lives or not, they are finite and very much fallible. They are not like
God, although they have the capacity as His image-bearers to reflect some of His goodness now and
again if they permit themselves. Despite how good or bad your earthly father has been, you can
safely entrust yourself to the Heavenly Father who is infinitely good.
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Now, it’s also reasonable that as a Heavenly Father, He knows what is best for us, wishes for us
to know what is best and to walk in it, and to know His purpose for us. As God is infinite in all ways,
there is no greater purpose than to bring glory and praise and worship to Him, and know Him
personally.
The very first question in The Westminster Catechism, composed in the first half of the 17th
century asks, “What is the chief and highest end of man?” The answer, drawing from the truth of
various passages from the Holy Bible, states:

“Man’s chief end is to glorify God, and to enjoy him forever.”19
This is most reasonable considering the infinite majesty of God. One could never give enough
glory to Him; they would never run out reasons to praise Him; we could not offer enough worship to
Him. Nor could we ever tire of Him as He reveals more of His wondrous self to us. What greater
general purpose in life could us lowly, finite beings have than to point others to our infinite God
while growing an intimate relationship with Him? Clearly, none.
For anyone who thinks that the greatest purpose would be found in other things, such as raising
a child well, being a good spouse, or perhaps benefitting the world through charity; it must be
understood that any good thing is ONLY magnified infinitely and for eternal purpose when it is done
with God, for God, and through God. Hence His glorification and a relationship with Him remains the
greatest purpose we can have.
As for our own specific purpose which most effectively brings glory to God and thus offers the
most fulfillment to our own life, that will only be revealed through the interpersonal relationship God
seeks with us because only He knows us the best, recognizes what our true potential can be in Him,
and He alone knows what He has in store for us in the future.
“For we are his workmanship, created in Christ Jesus for good works, which God prepared
beforehand, that we should walk in them.”

The Letter to the Ephesians, chapter 2, verse 10

Considering God’s infinite wisdom, whatever these ‘good works’ for us to do are, we can rest
assured that ANYTHING God has in store will be exceedingly rewarding!
This of course depends on God being good though.
And this brings us to another reasonable conclusion based on God’s infinitude; He’s either
infinitely good, or infinitely bad. But He cannot be both infinitely good and bad.
If He were both infinitely good and bad, He would be in an eternal, constant conflict with
Himself. Talk about split-personality disorder! Add in His infinite power and you would have non-stop
chaos and destruction beyond anything we could even begin to imagine! But look at the world you
live in! Look at this beautiful, rational, functioning universe… Do you see the evidence of such a
conflict? Do you see total and complete, unending chaos? I certainly don’t…
Could it be that the good side of God out of his goodness established a truce with the evil side
of God and the evil side out of its cunning agreed to the truce? This also makes no sense because
the infinitely good part of God would always seek to destroy what is not good, and the infinitely evil
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part would always pursue vile dominance due to its abhorrence of what is good. The evil would
forever attempt usurping any ground the goodness had authority over, even if through beguiling
schemes. Meanwhile the good would continue its conquest to vanquish what is evil.
Now think; for some reason, at some point in eternity past during this battle with Himself, God
decides to take a timeout and make everything which exists? This is hardly reasonable. It’s actually
just plain ridiculous. Any thinking that God is both equal parts good and evil can be safely jettisoned.
God can also not be mostly good and somewhat evil because “a little evil” is hardly infinite, and
neither is “mostly good” which falls short of complete goodness.
I appreciate, friend, that we witness both good and evil all around us on a day to day basis (and
sometimes it seems it’s getting worse), but make no mistake, the apparent ‘ebb and flow’ of right
and wrong we see is happening in spite of God being anything OTHER THAN utterly good. And I am
sorry, but if you have been conned into believing in some sort of eastern philosophy or religion
involving “yin and yang,” please understand that there is no perfect balance of good and evil in the
universe because as just established, they cannot both be infinite. One existed for eternity and the
other only came about, speaking comparatively, in recent time. It should be obvious now which one
must be dominant.
The chaos and destruction and wickedness and sickness and death we experience in this realm is
all finite and PALES in comparison with God who is infinitely good. Does evil exist? Oh yes, certainly.
Is God powerless to stop it? Not even remotely, and we’ll be discussing this topic for your satisfaction
much later.
For now, please recognize that the most reasonable inference we can make from all that we see
which is often orderly and wonderful and beautiful and good, is that although God in His infinite
wisdom for His glory is permitting finite evil to temporarily exist, He Himself is INFINITELY good.
“Oh give thanks to the Lord, for he is good,
for his steadfast love endures forever!”

The 107th Psalm, verse 1

Interestingly, most people who say ‘yes’ when asked if they believe in God also believe that He
is definitely good. Of course many of these same people deny that He can be the God of the Holy
Bible because they mistakenly believe the Bible reveals a God who is not infinitely good. This is
unfortunate. It should also make you wonder why myself and MILLIONS of others can read through
the entire Bible – the same Bible many say depicts a God who is not wholly good – and come away
from it in agreement that God is most assuredly good in His infinitude, and that there is no evil
found in Him.
Again, it is most reasonable to conclude that an infinite God cannot be both good and evil, and
He is therefore only good and there is no evil in Him. Do we see this in Scripture? Of course we do;
“...the Lord is upright;
he is my rock, and there is no unrighteousness in him.”

The 92nd Psalm, verse 15
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Just as there is the reality of Absolute Truth, God’s infinitely good nature demands there be an
absolute of what is good – a Moral Absolute. God is the standard for what is right and anything
contrary to Him is wrong. If we’re honest we can admit that rationally speaking there is moral
absolute and from this we know inherently that God must exist because He’s the reason there IS such
a standard. This is where the “Argument from Morality” for God’s existence comes from and we will
cover that in brief later.
Now because God is absolutely good, He cannot lie. Again, is such a trait validated in God’s
Word? Yes.
“God is not man, that he should lie,
or a son of man, that he should change his mind.”

The Book of Numbers, chapter 23, verse 19

This is why God and His Word are reliable and trustworthy, and as mentioned before, the source
of Absolute Truth. How does this pertain to our earlier discussion of there being a predecessor to
God – another being who brought the God of the Bible into existence? I hope it’s clear that our
existence necessitates God’s existence, but His existences does not necessitate the existence of
anyone or anything else to cause Him to be. We’ve rationally stated that if God is infinite then He
needs no creator. Otherwise, the silly set of ‘creator-dominoes’ could theoretically go on forever and
ever.
So then, what does God who cannot lie and who’s already stated that He is infinite and eternal
say about this?
“Before me no god was formed,
nor shall there be any after me.”

The Book of Isaiah, chapter 43, verse 10

“I am the Lord, and there is no other,
besides me there is no God…”

The Book of Isaiah, chapter 45, verse 5

God would be lying about being the Only God if He Himself was created by another deity. But
He can’t lie, and there is no creator-god before Him. He truly is The First and the Last, The Beginning
and the End. And so He’s stated this matter-of-factly in His Word for us to know this truth.
Furthermore, God’s Word affirms what makes perfect sense, aligning with our own process of rational
deduction, and responding acutely to the application of Occam’s Razor. When it comes to our
existence, not only is God the only source, but He’s also all that is needed.
On a more personal and meaningful level, this means that you can pray directly to God
Supreme. He doesn’t in turn need to pray to another god. And that god does not in turn put forth a
petition to a higher god before them, and so on and so on. He doesn’t need permission to answer
you. No my dear friend, you can go right to The Lord Almighty Himself! How wonderful is that?
Being as He is morally perfect, trustworthy, all-powerful, all-wise, present in all of space and
time, ALREADY involved in every facet of our lives, AND is a loving, Heavenly Father, it is impossible
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that He would not have your best at heart, having developed a means for you to know what is best,
wanting to guide you into that which is best, and having a way to do so.
The Holy Spirit of God is indeed at work all around us at all times, and He is ready to teach us
and guide us and comfort us. But concretely so there is no doubt, God has given us His Word in the
Holy Bible. You can rest assured that just as He is sovereign over all that is, He has been able to
protect His Word so that you could use it to know Him and follow Him throughout your life. This is
the only reasonable conclusion we can arrive at.
However, although God asks of you to humbly trust and believe and the last statement is
argument enough in itself, I recognize it can be difficult to submit. The remainder of this book filled
with undeniable proofs of evidence is intended to help you come to that point where you will
humbly acknowledge that His Word is true and reach out to Him and begin getting to know Him
through it.
He knows the future outcome of pursuing your own desires and making your own decisions,
and He knows ultimately where that will leave you. His infinitude and His good nature means that
you can entrust your entire life and being to Him and that it is obviously best to simply, humbly,
surrender your pursuits and desires and decisions over to Him and His guidance in accordance with
His expectations.
His infinitude has other implications too which we will now discuss.
Firstly, consider how awesome and fearsome and terrifying God must be. This isn’t to mean that
God is “scary” like something frightening which causes you to fear. But it translates into us
comprehending that we are infinitely less powerful than He is, and that our very life comes from Him,
and in comparison to Him, we are nothing. This translates to God being revered and respected with a

healthy fear.
Seeing God in His rightful place above us is very sobering and illuminating, but altogether
greatly beneficial and vital to us and our eternal destination.
“The fear of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom,
and the knowledge of the Holy One is insight.”

The Book of Proverbs, chapter 9, verse 10
“Oh, how abundant is your goodness,
which you have stored up for those who fear you
and worked for those who take refuge in you,
in the sight of the children of mankind!”

The 31st Psalm, verse 19

There is yet more to be said about God’s infinitude, specifically His infinite goodness, and it is
crucial that it be fully grasped and taken to heart.
That being said, friend, would you say that justice is a good thing?
I should hope so.
While talking with people about God, I often ask that question, and sometimes I actually get the
response that ‘No,’ it is not. With a little motivation they’ll elaborate that “justice is sometimes good,
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but it’s not always good.” So I’ll coax this train of thought along by asking, “When is justice not
good?” Their replies range from: “When a murderer gets acquitted because evidence is thrown out of
court, or the police didn’t follow arrest or investigation procedures properly,” to “When pedophiles
get short sentences…”
Then I’ll say, “Okay, but when these things happen, what is that called…?”
It doesn’t usually take much prompting for the person to conclude that what they are describing
is INJUSTICE.
Friends, injustice is the exact opposite of justice. It’s NOT justice when criminals get off without a
punishment or with a lesser punishment than they deserve.
Justice is ALWAYS good.
No one who thinks rationally will argue that justice is a bad thing. There are some however that
romanticize the idea of a world of lawlessness – true anarchy – but such a world where our every
desire was not restrained by impending, legal consequence would be a wicked place to exist in.
Others desire political anarchy, but are more sensible, more akin to ‘libertarians’ – those who wish to
not be under the authority of a government which overregulates and restricts its citizenry. In both
cases however, because man is naturally selfish, there would be nothing stopping us from infringing
on one another’s rights. Anarchy would be HORRIBLE!
Now when a person does something our society deems ‘horrendously wrong,’ we don’t simply
feel a natural inclination towards justice being done, we DEMAND it be done! When someone slights
us, we want justice! When someone harms someone we care about, we want justice!
But when we do something wrong, what is our immediate response – our first hope?
We want mercy. We want a pardon. We want injustice.
Isn’t that true in your life?
Who of us would have the integrity, if we were to kill a person while drunk driving, or from
speeding without even a drop of alcohol in our body, would demand from the judge that we receive
the full measure of the law for our vehicular manslaughter?
I dare say, not a one.
I thankfully have never committed any major crimes in my life, but I’ve certainly received my fair
share of speeding tickets. And yet, even though I’ve seen the posted limit meant to keep other road
travelers and myself safe, and insulate our healthcare system from unnecessary expenditure due to
emergency response and bodily injury, when stopped by the police, what have I hoped for – what do
you hope for?
Mercy. A Pardon. A lesser fine.
We want justice for others but injustice for ourselves.
Now, let me ask you: if God is infinitely good, what does this reasonably imply about God in
regards to justice?
Take a moment to ponder that, my friend…
God who by His very own nature is wholly good must therefore SEEK justice. He MUST therefore

BE infinitely JUST.
He must ALWAYS be JUST.
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He has NO CHOICE. There is no escaping it.
As God is infinite in His traits and in His nature, those traits are IMMUTABLE. This means they
cannot change or be broken. And as in the Book of Numbers, we see God has stated plainly that He

DOES NOT CHANGE. Again, this is a reasonable inference. God CANNOT break the trait of his just
nature.
As immutability means unchangeable and unbreakable, God must always be just, and any
supposed god who is not wholly just is therefore a false god over a false belief system.
There is no god save for the God of the Holy Bible that always maintains this justice immutably.
So does the Bible line up with this? Once again, of course;
“God is a righteous judge,
and a God who feels indignation every day.”

The 7th Psalm, verse 11

Allow me to point out that you are inclined to want justice when you see wrong done because
once again, you were made in the image of God Himself! You loathe injustice because you’re HIS
image-bearer, and as the above verse unapologetically states, God is a righteous judge. This means
He is a judge who is perfect and just. The indignation, or anger he feels daily, is an anger towards
our sinful rebellion because He is perfect and good and we are far from perfect and often think,
desire, say, and do what is NOT good.
Therein lies the problem both for us, and for God who wants deeply to be our Heavenly Father
in an intimate relationship with each and every one of us both now and into eternity forever.
You see, friend, God’s infinitely good nature is defined by one word: Holiness.
God is HOLY.
That word captures His goodness, His perfection, and His morality. God makes no mistakes. You
may disagree with this and believe He’s made mistakes, but it’s you who’s been mistaken, because
God has been misunderstood by you.
To be HOLY means to be ‘set apart.’
God is set apart and separate from anything and anyone who is NOT holy.
Therefore the standard to be in the direct presence of Holy God for the rest of eternity is
righteous, moral, Holy perfection – holiness.
Another question I’ll ask people is, “Do you meet this standard of Moral Perfection?” Most
sensible people will immediately respond, often with a smirk or a chuckle, “Well, nobody’s perfect…”
But the smirk or the chuckle is telling, my friend. It reveals just how insignificant we think our
sinfulness and our rebellion is. Most of us think of the ‘naughty’ things we’ve done as kinda’ cute or
fun. But if we understood how truly awful our immorality was, our hearts would break and we would
weep with despair.
In any case, I’m thankful for their honesty. Through honest, transparent communication, we can
arrive at the truth which sets free.
Incredibly enough, once in a while someone will tell me they’re perfect and have never done
anything bad. Audacity or delusion, I’m not sure which is the culprit, but take your pick, it’s denial all
the same.
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NONE OF US are perfect. Unfortunately as already stated, God IS perfect.
We who are finite cannot be infinitely perfect, and once again, God’s Word sensibly aligns with
what is sensible;
"Surely there is not a righteous man on earth who does good and never sins."

The Book of Ecclesiastes, chapter 7, verse 20
“...for all have sinned and fall short of the glory of God...”

The Letter to the Romans, chapter 3, verse 23
My dear friend, let us face this truth together: no matter how much you try to deny it, or how
much moral-relativism you try to spin on it, you have done wrong in your life, you do wrong, and
you will do wrong in the future. You have hurt people, you have hurt yourself, and you have hurt the
heart of God your Creator – the One who loves you, made you, and breathed into you life…
“The Spirit of God has made me,
and the breath of the Almighty gives me life.”

The Book of Job, chapter 33, verse 4

He is the giver of life. He is the cause of life. He is the sustainer of life, and as you saw Jesus
Christ say earlier in Absolute Truth vs. Relativism, He is life itself.20 To be apart from Him is to be

without life. And to be without life is to be dead.
“For the wages of sin is death...”

The Letter to the Romans, chapter 6, verse 23

All that is good, all that is beautiful, all that is wonderful, it exists because of a God who Himself
is good and beautiful and wonderful. That we are capable of creating ANYTHING good or beautiful
or wonderful is once more because He made us creative, in His image. That’s not even addressing
that our ability to create first demands that God give us matter to create from. Apart from God
though, there is nothing good, no beauty, and nothing wonderful for He is the source of these
things.
Unfortunately, when God speaks of His absence being “death,” He is not speaking of
nonexistence. Your mortal body will die just as everyone else’s has, but you my friend, as already
stated, are body second, spirit first. The essence of who you truly are was created by God as He
formed you in your mother’s womb.
Your spirit, my friend, although not infinite was created eternal and everlasting by God. So to be
separate from Him is to be dead spiritually. To be apart from God means that one is robbed of what
is life-giving, good, beautiful and wonderful. Not only that though, but it is also to be in a place
where even love itself is not present. And that is because “God is love.”21
This place which is so terrible, as you can imagine, is what we call Hell.
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Because God is holy and cannot be with that which is not, this is the only alternative destination
for our spiritual, unholy self to spend eternity.
“The Son of Man will send his angels, and they will gather out of his
kingdom all causes of sin and all law-breakers, and throw them into the fiery
furnace. In that place there will be weeping and gnashing of teeth.”

The Gospel of Matthew, chapter 13, verses 41 and 42

"And if anyone's name was not found written in the book of life, he was
thrown into the lake of fire."

The Revelation, chapter 20, verse 15

Being as God must be separate from any who are not perfectly holy like He is, Hell is the
perfectly justifiable punishment for our not being holy. In our being cast into Hell, justice is perfectly
met and fulfilled. As God is infinitely perfect, we fall infinitely short of that perfection, and so we

MUST spend eternity there serving that just punishment, never able to ‘pay off’ or ‘pay back’ for our
life of not perfectly loving others, ourselves, or God as He wishes for us, expects of us, and demands
from us.
It is so good that God is good and that HE exists. But it also has such terrible implications for
us. That’s because you and I, we have the natural inclination to do what is not good – to sin and
‘transgress.’
“Sin” is a term which comes from archery and means the archer has ‘ missed the gold,’ or what
people in shooting-sports would call the “Bull’s Eye.” Difficult for us to grasp, but so relevant to our
situation is that an archer still sins EVEN IF HE HITS THE TARGET because he has missed the perfect
mark of the center.
Friend, that means you might think you’re doing alright when you compare yourself to those
you would consider horrible – because you’re hitting the target and they’re not – but you’re not
attaining the required perfection.
This is what it means to “transgress” – you step outside the perfect bounds of God’s law; His
absolute morality.
You cannot meet this standard. You do not meet this standard.
You know this to be true already, don’t you, friend?
The Spirit of God convicts your spirit and you feel GUILTY.
That awful, aching, draining feeling deep within you is the warning from God who loves you that
you are under judgment and awaiting His justifiable wrath.
That is why so many people fight incredibly hard their whole lives to not believe that God exists!
It’s why they go to such great lengths in their philosophy or their science to prove or claim that He is
merely invented and made up! The other alternative which people exercise is to make up a FAKE god
with no moral standards so very unlike the One True God! By now, we know that reasonably, such an
amoral god can’t BE God.
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People do this in a vain attempt to free themselves from the very real and tangible guilt they
feel which rightfully accompanies sin. They work to convince themselves that they will not be
accountable to a Holy, Just God who is all-knowing and sees their every thought and deed, and hears
their every word!
The grave error though is that many who understandably find this guilt to be uncomfortable,
seek to escape it or cover it or extinguish it or suppress it or bury it deep down inside by every
imaginable way. They do anything and EVERYTHING to deal with the grief they are experiencing for
their sin EXCEPT COME TO THE JUDGE;
“For godly grief produces a repentance that leads to salvation
without regret, whereas worldly grief produces death.”

The Second Letter to the Corinthians, chapter 7, verse 10

Clearly, God’s Word tells us He uses this godly grief from guilt to bring us to Him, our only hope
of salvation. Anything else leads to the death we should be seeking deliverance from.
Trying desperately to nullify this God-ordained guilt actually deadens the ‘alarm-call’ He has
instilled within us meant to compel us to search out the means of rescue from the righteous and just
judgment at the end or our mortal life! No one will have an excuse because we can all admit we have
this alarm-system;
“They show that the work of the law is written on their hearts, while
their conscience also bears witness, and their conflicting thoughts
accuse or even excuse them”

The Letter to the Romans, chapter 2, verse 15
This verse should resonate with your spirit as the Truth of God. It does, doesn’t it, my friend?
You know right from wrong and always have. Your conscience alerts you when you are in the wrong
by accusing you. You know the feeling, even when it’s only been a slight twinge at your heart. You
may not feel it as strongly as you did when you were a child though if you’ve gone to great lengths
to silence it.
Please don’t misinterpret what God is saying here when His Word speaks of the ‘conflicting
thoughts excusing you.’ That’s not to say you are legally excused before God who is just, but that
your own thoughts alone have excused you, causing you to wrongly think you have license to sin.
It is very true, isn’t it, that we can deaden our conscience. Just as a bad burn-injury kills the
nerves in a person’s body, the Bible speaks of people…
“…whose consciences are seared…”

The First Letter to Timothy, chapter 4, verse 2

Again, this seared conscience may excuse our sinful behaviour from the intended accompanying
alert that we are transgressing, but it DOES NOT excuse us from the just judgment of God.
Friend, I hope this part of our discussion has been sobering while being illuminating.
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Because we exist, God must exist and be infinite; and because He is infinite He must be infinitely
good and wholly just; and therefore you must serve an infinite and eternal punishment for NOT
being infinitely good.
This is the simplest and only reasonable conclusion, even meeting the standard of Occam’s
Razor.
However, simply and reasonably speaking, although God’s existence and perfect morality is
terrifying news for us, the fact that He IS infinitely good and love Himself, wanting for you to know
Him and be with Him in eternity, means that HE MUST HAVE MADE A WAY THAT YOU CAN BE

SAVED…
…and this is very good news. The BEST news in fact.
In the next section, that is what I wish to share with you, my friend;
The Good News
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Part 2
THE GOOD NEWS
In part 1 we worked to arrive at the conclusion that God MUST exist, and that logically He is
infinite and that His infinitude leads to His being wholly good and wholly just. That must mean we
are awaiting a justified judgment, and God’s Word very reasonably and very logically affirms all of
this to the very letter.

BUT, we’ve also logically deduced that God must be loving, and this indicates that He’s likely
made a way for us to escape the judgment while maintaining His just nature. So now, my friend, we
will walk through The Good News in such a way that it will be not only rational, but absolutely clear!
Please, my friend, before we continue, if you’ve yet to release any of the biases which will
negatively impact your ability to easily contemplate what is coming, do so now. And accept those

right biases we said would be helpful.
As well, if you’re tempted in any way to deny that you need to take this information to heart
because you don’t believe in an afterlife, recall first that like the boy on the roof in Absolute Truth vs.

Relativism who wore the towel acting as a cape and was ready to jump believing he could fly, our
personal beliefs have no authority unless they align with what is absolutely true. So remember that
you are first and foremost an eternal spirit. The same Scriptures that we are seeing are so sensible
and intelligent and claim that the Spirit of God makes us and breathes life into us also say:
“Thus declares the Lord, who stretched out the heavens and
founded the earth and formed the spirit of man within him…”

The Book of Zechariah, chapter 12, verse 1

The Holy Bible unreservedly talks about man having a spirit and that spirit existing onwards
beyond mortal death. We will certainly delve deeper into this later on in our discussion so you’ll be
left without doubt. For now, please continue reading, simply recognizing the grave seriousness of
your situation.
To help us understand the following passage, we’re going to define a word seldom used in
today’s society. That word is iniquity.1

Iniquity
noun in·iq·ui·ty \-kwə-tē\
1. : gross injustice : wickedness
2. : a wicked act or thing : sin
For the sake of clarity and emphasis, we’ve established that God is a righteous and just judge
who will perfectly judge and punish us for our iniquity. That of course is bad news – Very bad news.
But as this title states, there is GOOD News – Very Good News. And the good news begins with
this incredible reality that our good and perfect and just God made us and loves us, and He wants to
forgive us so that we can be in right relationship with Him.
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“The Lord is merciful and gracious,
slow to anger and abounding in steadfast love.
“He will not always chide,
nor will he keep his anger forever.
“He does not deal with us according to our sins,
nor repay us according to our iniquities.
“For as high as the heavens are above the earth,
so great is his steadfast love toward those who fear him;
as far as the east is from the west,
so far does he remove our transgressions from us.
“As a father shows compassion to his children,
so the Lord shows compassion to those who fear him.
“For he knows how we are formed;
he remembers that we are dust.”

The 103rd Psalm, verses 8 to 14

What an incredible revelation from the psalmist!
My dear friend, God who made you and loves you knows that you are weak in your frail body of
flesh, and that you are easily tempted and deceived, and that you quickly chase after the things that
will bring both mortal death to your body, and eternal death to your spirit. He doesn’t want that for
you. Like a father who shows compassion to his child, the Lord wishes to show compassion to you,
and if you fear and respect Him for who He is – a holy God far greater than you – then He will
forgive you.
It is important to note that if God were to simply “forgive and forget” sin, He would not be just.
We already discussed that when a true murderer gets off due to a technicality, that’s injustice (just
think of the “skillful” defense lawyer I met who helped so many guilty criminals go free!). But this
occurs in our imperfect legal system because there are rules so the wrongfully accused have a better
chance of escaping a sentence they don’t deserve. A wrongful verdict on the innocent is also
injustice.
But imagine a world where guilty criminals came before judges placed in courts to uphold
justice, only to face judges who smile benevolently at them saying, “I love you… you’re forgiven,”
while waving off the crimes they’d committed. What kind of a world would we live in?! What kind of
a sick system would that be?! It’d be even more wicked and unjust than the one we already have!
But if you were the criminal, regardless of whether you were thankful for your pardon… you
must admit, in a system where the judge forgives and forgets, it would not be justice. And the judge
would NOT be perfectly just.
As already stated, the God of all creation capable of creating even energy and time, is infinite
and therefore immutable and unchanging. Just so that this characteristic of God is clear, let’s see Him
say it again in His Word;
“I the Lord do not change…”

The Book of Malachi, chapter 3, verse 6

I hope, friend that this is very clear now – God does not change; He does not change His mind;
and so He has no choice but to be perfectly just all of the time.
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The moment a god (or rather, someone others say is God) simply waves off iniquity or winks at
it as if it’s not a big deal, regardless of this god’s claims to be merciful and often forgiving, that god
is no longer just. They’ve just broken an infinite and immutable quality which would truly belong to
God. God cannot alter who He is, not even for a moment in order to pardon you, even though He IS
forgiving and He IS often merciful.
Any so-called god who pardons or forgives, leaving your penalty unpaid and justice not served
is NOT just, and is therefore NOT God.
Friend, if you believe in such a god, I am sorry but you have been duped – you have been
deceived. But I am glad to report that you can still know the One True God and pledge your
allegiance to Him before it is too late!
All of this raises the question: How can God show me the mercy He so wishes to bestow upon
me by forgiving me if He must maintain His just nature?
The answer is simple, obvious, and inescapable - The penalty MUST be paid.
Many people have concluded then that the penalty can be paid OFF by their good works. So
let’s take some time analyzing this and determine rationally whether it can be true. Allow me to use
an illustration. It’s rather dark, but will certainly serve well in getting the point across regarding your
current situation.

A young man is travelling in his car behind a school bus filled with children on a day-trip in the
mountains. Suddenly, the aging bus driver reflexively grasps his chest – he’s having a heart
attack! The bus swerves sharply, and the teacher caught completely off-guard and frozen with
fear is helpless to do anything as the school bus veers off the road, through a guardrail, down a
sharp slope, through the trees, finally coming to a stop in a small lake, but on its roof causing it
to quickly fill with water!
The young man has already pulled his car over and ran down the slope, bravely diving into the
water to the rescue of this crashed bus’s occupants.
When it’s all said and done, he’s rescued a total all 37 children, the teacher, AND the bus driver
whom he had to perform C.P.R. on. He’s even resuscitated three children who had drowned! The
guy is a living legend!
It’s no surprise then that a week later he’s honoured in their little mountain town with a
ceremony on the steps of their humble City Hall, at which the mayor awards him with a Key to
the City while all those he rescued sit in the large crowd that looks on in awe and adoration.
What is surprising though is when police cars race onto the scene, sirens blazing, and the young
man is swiftly apprehended in front of everyone!
This however is no strange twist of fate… The police have been investigating the disappearance
of two young children – a brother and a sister – and a lead had led them to this young man’s
house. In it investigators found the siblings gruesomely dismembered and in his freezer…
At his trial his defense lawyer pleads with the judge for his client to be pardoned. After all, in
spite of the abduction and ghastly murder of two children, his client has also SAVED THIRTYSEVEN CHILDREN AND two adults, bringing back to life THREE of those children and the grown
man!
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But of course, this judge is good and just, and he cannot be swayed no matter how much good
this young man has done, and regardless of how much his good deeds outweigh the bad, he is
convicted and given a sentence which he must serve.
Justice has been done, and the judge has maintained his just nature as a good judge.
Now friend, I’ve anticipated that you may think this to be a silly comparison and that it most
certainly CANNOT be applied to you. After all, you’ve never done anything as grievous as murder
anyone, let alone two children.
But have you ever saved anyone? What great and good thing have you done that you truly
believe would outweigh all your bad? Seriously, take a moment to think about it. I have. There is NO
WAY I’ve done enough good to outweigh ALL my bad.
In June of 2006, one of the wealthiest men in the world, investor Warren Buffet, donated $30.7
BILLION to the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation to be given out in annual lump-sums for twenty
years. The money is to go towards seeking out cures for the world’s twenty most widespread
diseases, as well as help shape and improve American school education.
At a town hall meeting held in the New York Public Library, Mr. Buffet stated, "There is more
than one way to get to heaven, but this is a great way,"2 Mr. Buffet is gravely mistaken. I’m so
confident in this truth that I’m willing to bet $30.7 billion dollars that he is wrong with ANYONE who
wants to take me up on it…
You MUST understand the offensiveness of your sin in light of who God is. We’ve already
discussed how He is infinitely holy and set apart from ALL sin. ANY sin is grievous and offensive to
His incomprehensible, perfect nature. We struggle to grasp our own depravity because we have such
a low and incomplete view of God and His awesome nature. Even what you consider to be only
minute infractions are seen as completely abhorrent to Him. The wrong which you do can never be
offset or repaid by the comparatively little good you have done.
Secondly, although you yourself may never have murdered anyone, there is still so much guilt
upon your head in regards to the unnecessary death of others. Please, allow me to explain, first with
a story from my own life, and then with a couple examples that will likely pertain to you.
Back when I was in high school, there was a young boy a year older than myself. I can
remember that for whatever reason, he’d been bullied by others. I can also remember hearing that
one day, he was attacked by another guy in my grade, beaten up, and thrown in a dumpster, all
while a crowd of our peers laughed and cheered…
That young boy a year older than me, picked on incessantly and feeling like life would never get
better, killed himself not long after the dumpster incident (he’d actually made a suicide pact with a
couple others, one of which also followed through with the commitment to take their own life the
same day he did…).
God HATES when people die unnecessary, untimely deaths. As God, sovereign overall and the
giver of life, only HE has the right to decide when life should end.
You may wish to argue that no one made this young boy commit suicide. And you’re right –
nobody did. The guilt lies upon the boy alone for ending his own mortal life, taking from God what is

HIS rightful position.
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BUT, in the eyes of God, there is also much guilt lying on the head of the bully performing for
the crowd, and for the crowd itself for its jeering and cheering which only served to encourage the
despicable treatment.
Friend, if you remember this because we attended school together and you were with that
crowd or you were the bully, this guilt lies upon your head. This is what is called a “Sin of
Commission” – you COMMITTED a sin against God and His Holiness.
Also though are what are known as “Sins of OMISSION” – the sin of NOT doing what you know
to be right. If you were in the crowd or a witness to the events, and you knew by your God-given
conscience that you MUST come to the boy’s defense, but you were too cowardly to do so – too
afraid of what others might think of you or do to you – you sinned that day as well.
And if you were absent from the scene of the event but heard about it and laughed, you
committed sin that day. Or if you were absent from the scene, but after hearing about it did not go
and search out that boy to comfort him and care for him and console him, you sinned then too from
not doing what you knew you ought.
Friend, I was with you in sin. Maybe more so.
I knew that boy.
I’d been on his hockey team at the age of ten. His father had been our coach. I heard the story.
I thought it was wrong and cruel, yet I did not search him out and befriend him and support him
through that time of darkness and trouble when he would believe a lie that there was no hope and
that there was only one way out.
The guilt was very much upon my head too.
Far worse though, is that in spite of all the hurt I’d witnessed and found so troubling, there
would be times in high school, and to my great shame even into adulthood when I knew better, for
the sake of popularity or to push others down below myself in wrong-thinking that such acts
somehow elevated me higher in the social ladder, I too would bully.
Yes, I admit, there was much, much guilt upon my head as well.
And for those who have no knowledge of what I’m talking about because you never attended
high school with us, surely you can relate. Surely something similar has happened where you had the
ability to restrain yourself from harming someone else, or had the ability to comfort and console the
maligned, but you did not.
Yet there’s even more.
Consider for a moment how many starving and dying homeless people are in your city, or even
within your region whom you have neglected to help. What about around the world? You’re fully
aware that there are even CHILDREN en masse dying because of the lack of food, but you push it out
of your mind so that it can’t distract you from the pleasure you wish to pursue in this life, don’t you?
Yet even if you’ve answered the call with a donation of twenty or a hundred or a thousand or
even hundreds of thousands of dollars to stem the curse of starvation, have you really done enough?
Are you really doing all you can? Or are you ignoring the wrongful death of others, perhaps by trying
to pass the blame onto those with more wealth and influence than yourself as if their financial
situation means they are more responsible than you? Or maybe you excuse yourself because there’s
not enough money for you to pay the bills, feed foreign children… and enjoy the pleasures of life…?
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Let’s be real here – none of us is truly giving sacrificially of ourselves for the sake of others. If
we’re honest, for the most part, we constantly ignore the plight of so many people, be it in regards
to physical hunger or even emotional hunger.
God sees this and it offends His perfect standard. His anger over this injustice grows and grows
and His justified wrath awaits. But even so, his patience for us whom He loves goes on and on as He
suffers long with the full knowledge of the agony we cause or neglect.
In Part 1 – God Must Exist – we came to the grim and far-reaching conclusion regarding our
destined separation from God because of our sin.
Now let us look at a diagram to better help us picture the “equation” behind our predicament:
(insert diagram)
On the bar-graph, we have God in His infinite holiness in one column. In the column beside it
we have you after committing just one sin. Do you see how God in His holiness goes on forever
because of His infinite, Holy nature while you remain so far below Him due to your sin – just ONE
sin? God goes on for eternity and meanwhile, you are eternally separated from God due to your sin.
Do you remember also where God declares in His Word, “All have sinned and fallen short of the

glory of God,” and “the wages of sin is death”?
I think we can both agree that the bar-graph clearly depicts exactly what God has told us. Our
column falls way short of His “column of glory”, and our column is infinitely separated from His
column, meaning we are indeed left stranded, and eternally separated.
I also know we can all admit that we have sinned way more than just once. We sin more than
even just once a day. In fact, we sin all the time, be it by committing sins or by omitting actions that
are right. If you’re honest, friend, we look pretty paltry before God’s perfect standard, don’t we? In
light of this, “Well nobody’s perfect…” is a grand understatement, isn’t it? And one that certainly
doesn’t excuse us.
What happens if we add up all our good works on the bar-graph? Does it get any better? Well,
let’s see:
(insert updated bargraph)
So there’s God’s column where He is infinitely good, and His goodness stretches on forever…
and then there’s your column which peaks – and it peaks pretty quickly in comparison to God’s
column. In fact, friend, your heap of good works tallies out infinitely before God’s does. He just keeps
going and going in infinite righteousness.
Please, if there is any thought in your mind that you will be able to rely on purgatory or any
other similar idea of an in-between place where sinners can go to be cleansed of their sinfulness, be
it through suffering an “equal” measure of punishment to atone for sin, or by performing enough
good works, understand that these are false teachings based on misconstrued interpretations of the
Scriptures in connection with a few anecdotal writings by people who were not being inspired by
God to write, or invented ideas by equally wrong and deceived people. They only serve to give false
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hope to people while comfortably excusing them as they wait out this mortal life satiating their sinful
appetites rather than submitting to God while they have the opportunity.
Even if there was such a place, when would you ever suffer enough punishment to become
“clean enough” if the punishment is eternal? Furthermore, punishment itself could never make you
righteous and Holy. Even if we permit ourselves to think what God has never stated – that
punishment CAN undo sin – we might be sinless, but we’d still be left infinitely below God in His
perfect goodness.
Conversely, you could never do enough ‘good works’ to meet God’s perfect standard, even if
working into ETERNITY. Why not? Because God IS infinite. He’s already arrived. You however, would

NEVER arrive. You’d just keep working and working, toiling away, always advancing but never
attaining, His perfect standard forever outside your grasp. That’s just how it works when the finite is
compared to the infinite. The infinite will always exceed the finite regardless of how much the finite
amasses or extends or ventures.
And please don’t be misled by the reality that you are an eternal spirit. There is a great
difference between the longevity of a being who is eternal once created and God who is infinite and
has always been. This also does not mean you measure up to Him in power or magnitude.
Additionally, if you have been instructed to believe that doing the right rituals, or keeping
certain sacraments, or praying particular prayers, or performing specific acts is what will gain you
favour, mercy, forgiveness, and a pardon from all wrongdoing, regrettably I must inform you that in
spite of your best intentions and heartfelt sincerity, you have been faithfully serving a false god.
Therefore the prophet Isaiah spoke rightly when God had Him write:
"...all our righteous deeds are like a polluted garment."

The Book of Isaiah, chapter 64, verse 6

It shouldn’t be missed that according to the original Hebrew culture, the “polluted garment”
mentioned here by God through the prophet Isaiah refers specifically to the cloths a woman would
wear around her groin and soil during her menstrual cycle. Make no mistake, although God desires
us to do good, when compared to HIS goodness, it is inconsequential and utterly worthless in
regards to salvation.
Here’s another illustration: a young child asks their father for a five dollar bill. The next time
they’re at the store with their mother, they buy a little gift with that $5, return home, and present it
to their father. He’s thankful, and probably even touched… but he’s fully aware that the child could
give nothing without his help.
This is the same with God. We breathe and our hearts beat because He lets them. We conjure
up ideas and ways to bless others because He allows us to think. We work and toil on only because
He’s enabled us to do so.
Apart from God we can do nothing that is good.
What does God need of Warren Buffet’s money when His Word states:
“The earth is the Lord's and and all that fills it,
the world and those who dwell therein…”
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The 24th Psalm, verse 1
“For every beast of the forest is mine,
the cattle on a thousand hills.”

The 50th Psalm, verse 10

Not to mention, although Warren Buffet felt quite righteous in his generosity, as of 2016 he’s
worth $74.2 Billion US Dollars… Doesn’t seem so sacrificial anymore, does it? Yet what would his
sacrifice even matter to God who says through the prophet Hosea:
“For I desire steadfast love and not sacrifice,
the knowledge of God rather than burnt offerings.”

The Book of Hosea, chapter 6, verse 6
…or through the prophet Samuel:
“Has the Lord as great delight in burnt offerings and sacrifices,
as in obeying the voice of the Lord?
Behold, to obey is better than sacrifice,
and to listen than the fat of rams.
For rebellion is as the sin of divination,
and presumption is as iniquity and idolatry.
Because you have rejected the word of the Lord,
he has also rejected you from being king.”

The First Book of Samuel, chapter 15, verses 22 and 23

As for whether or not that money has even accomplished anything worthwhile, I’ll leave that up
to you to research and discern. Regardless, it hasn’t “bought” Mr. Buffet’s way into heaven, and I
hope this portion of our discussion has covered any misunderstanding revolving around the false
notion that our good deeds can undo or even outweigh our bad deeds.
God’s primary concern is not sacrifice but righteousness. However, the moment we commit even
just ONE sin, we are no longer righteous. It’s like an ‘on-off’ switch – there’s no in-between. You can’t
be ‘partially righteous’ because righteousness means perfection. You’re either righteous, or you’re not.
And it’s a safe and obvious bet that you, friend, like everyone else, are not righteous.
Again the Word of God speaks accurately when it says:
"For whoever keeps the whole law but fails in one point has become accountable for all of it."

The Epistle of James, chapter 2, verse 10

And there’s also no ‘Reset Button.’ Once you’ve committed that one sin, even if it was way back
in your past, it’s too late, you’re unrighteous just as the bar-graph so clearly illustrates. This would
make sense seeing as God, infinite and outside time, would observe our dimension and your whole
life all at once; sinful past, present, and future in spite of any changes to behaviour or “turning over
of leafs.” And so there is a most fitting way God describes our sin, and it captures how dire our
situation really is. This is the idea of a sin ‘debt.’
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You see, once upon a time, when a someone became indebted to another person and they did
not have the finances to pay off that debt, and their family did not have the resources to help, that
individual would become a slave to the other.
Similarly, you owe a great debt to God because of the accumulation of your sins. But with God,
as already established, you CANNOT pay off this debt through your own good works. And in terms
of slavery, you are a slave to your own sin.
You need to be freed and have the debt paid.
I am sure that you recognize your indebtedness now due to sins of commission and omission.
But let’s spend a little time getting more specific. Like a person is better able to appreciate sweet
once they’ve tasted bitter, in order that you may fully appreciate the sweetness of the Good News,
this exercise will aid you in fully appreciating the gravity of your circumstance.
We’re going to go through some questions and examples while you humbly contemplate them
and reflect upon your own life. Do remember that even if something is not currently apart of your
daily behaviour, if you’ve done it in the past, it’s been accounted against you.
So, to begin:
Have you ever looked at something that belonged to someone else and wanted it? I’m not
talking about having a healthy appreciation of something, followed by a natural and goodhearted
desire to obtain a copy of that thing (ie: “That’s a nice car. I think I’d like to have one like that one
day”). Nor am I talking about perceiving value and responding with a joyful heart of thankfulness for
what the other person is blessed with (ie: “Wow, what a nice house… I’m really glad they get to live
here!”). I’m talking about an unhealthy lust in your heart where you want something that doesn’t
belong to you. It may be because you don’t feel the other person deserves it as much as you do. It
may be because you feel a discontent in your heart about what you have. It may simply be because
you don’t have it and you want it. Or it may be out of a spirit of competitiveness where you wish to
have the same or better as someone else. And in regards to this sort of lustful desire, it doesn’t
matter if your intention is to get the EXACT thing belonging to someone else, or similar as a
replacement – it’s about what inside you is driving that intent.
Have you ever felt that way about another person’s spouse or significant other? Have you
wanted that specific person, or have you simply wanted to compete by pairing yourself with someone
similar, or “better” in your eyes? What about another person’s home or properties? Their business?
Their employees? Their nanny or maids or chef or groundskeepers? What about their car or other
mode of transportation be it for business or personal use or recreation? What of anything that
belonged to them regardless of how seemingly insignificant? Be honest, have you opted into the
“Rat-Race” of life? Have you been sucked into the competition of “Keeping up with the Joneses?”
Understand, friend that this doesn’t just cover that which belongs to someone you know, but
anything that just doesn’t belong to you, such as a car on a car lot. If you’ve driven by or walked by
a car dealership, or walked by a display in a shop window, and you’ve had that unhealthy desire in
your heart for any of those things, you’ve done this.
I think you know what I’m talking about, and I think that if we’re being honest with ourselves,
we can agree that this is a nasty and disgusting feeling. Oh yes, it varies in degree from being almost
innocent – which would be pure recognition followed by thanksgiving and perhaps a desire to
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possess – all the way across the spectrum to being absolutely vile and repulsive. But it’s all stemming
from jealousy just the same. This is called ‘covetousness.’
Here’s another one: have you ever said something false about another person, be it an
acquaintance, a stranger, or even a famous person you don’t have contact with? Have you
assassinated the character of another person in order perhaps to paint yourself as the ‘good guy’ or
the victim in your drama? Have you ever spoken anything about another person, where in your heart
you knew you may have exaggerated or may not have been quite correct in what you were saying?
Maybe you weren’t telling “the whole truth and nothing BUT the truth?” Ever said something while
realizing what you were saying wasn’t accurate? Ever thought that maybe some of the things you’ve
said and thought were true due to a “reliable source” weren’t true?
That’s called ‘slander’ or “bearing false witness,” and it doesn’t matter if it’s said amongst friends
out of earshot of the target, or via social media, or in a courtroom. And it doesn’t matter if it’s untrue
but said about a person who deserves to be maligned for other reasons. If you’re not speaking the
whole and perfect truth about another person, whether you feel bad about it or not, or whether it’s
partially true or not, it’s sin.
Next: have you ever stolen anything – big or small, doesn’t matter. It could have been candy
from the corner store as a kid, or a pickup truck as a teen just having a laugh with friends, or funds
during a shady business transaction. Ever taken advantage of tax loopholes that weren’t intended to
be abused, or claimed expenses you really, when honest, had no right to claim? Ever borrowed
anything and neglected to give it back, perhaps excusing yourself by saying, “I borrowed this so long
ago, they probably don’t need it anymore”? It doesn’t matter if they wanted it back or not, it wasn’t
yours and the rightful thing to do was to return it after use.
Friend, many times your conscience has told you not to take something, and you have anyway.
This is called ‘stealing.’ And it’s still stealing even if your conscience was silent due to it being seared
from a lifetime of theft.
Here’s another, likely hitting closer to home for 99% of people: have you ever had sex with
anyone or given or received consensual sexual stimulation from someone you weren’t married to?
This isn’t just about another person’s spouse or anyone other than your own spouse. This is literally
talking about “anyone you are not in a marital relationship with.” That includes girlfriends or
boyfriends, people during a one-night-stand, friends-with-benefits, partners in casual sex, people in
the sex-work industry, and even people you have later married or are planning on marrying, or are
common-law with. Again, this is not just referring to people OTHER than your current spouse, or
being involved with the spouse of another person. This is referring to sexual intimacy with anyone
you were not or are not married to at the time of the relations. Sexual intimacy outside of marriage is
called ‘adultery.’
But you know what else is called adultery? Entertaining lustful thoughts of anyone you are not
married to is also adultery. It could be sexual fantasies about a coworker, or enjoying bathing your
mind in sexually explicit reading material, or drinking in sexual scenes in movies that reveal far too
much, all of which is meant to be reserved solely for faithful, intimate, loving, marital relationships.
This is known as “Adultery in your heart.”
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Now with this next question, a lot of people think they ‘ace’ it. In fact, this is all too often used
as the gage by people to determine whether or not they pass some sort of “morality test.” Of course,
it should be obvious by now that God’s morality test can only be passed by absolute moral
perfection.
The question is: “Have you ever murdered anyone?” That doesn’t just include what our courts
call “First, Second, or Third Degree Murder,” but stringently includes all of the various forms of
“Manslaughter” – the accidental death of another person resulting from negligence on your own part,
such as by dangerous driving, or even hitting someone with a golf ball by accident due to reckless
carelessness.
What gets the rest of us is the spiritual reality that murder also constitutes wishing others dead.
That’s right, desiring to harm others or that harm would come to others, even in moments of anger
and frustration, regardless of the reason or even how long we have endured wrongful treatment, it’s
“Murder in your heart.” It also doesn’t matter whether this is a half-hearted desire or not, and it also
relates to vicious insults of those you’re angry with.
Next: Have you always spoke well of your father and mother, be it biological, adoptive, foster, or
‘step’ with others? Or have you said things to embarrass them or put them down or reveal their
human weaknesses to others without any due cause (ie: not in a counselling session with a friend or
professional or while reporting a crime)? Have you obeyed their justified and rightful commands and
requests? Or have you laboured to sneak around behind their backs, conducting mischief as you see
fit? Have you ever taken advantage of them? Have you ever shamed them by your own conduct and
life and brought negative attention on them?
Have you forgiven them their wrongdoings towards you and tried with all of your heart to keep
loving them? Have you shown grace to them when they were wrong? Have you tried to encourage
them? Have you thanked them for their best efforts in spite of their shortcomings? Have you

honoured your father and mother?
Next: Have you neglected to reserve time each week to serve, honour, worship, and thank the
One True God? Even if until now you have not understood Him to be the God of the Bible as
revealed through scripture and now being described in this book, have you been mindful of Him and
given Him a day? Do you ensure you have time off from work each week to do this? What about
even a little time each day? Do you even think of Him at ALL???
Have you taught your family to reserve time for Him? Do you permit your employees to have
time for Him?
Have you ever used His name in an empty fashion, such as a cuss-word or expletive, be it in jest,
or in anger and frustration? Have you made little of who He is in the way you speak of Him or use
His name? Have you professed to know Him and taken on His name in vain showing others that
there is no power in His name or in your relationship to Him??
Have you concocted an idea of what He is like and who He is in your own mind and decided
that this is the god you would like to know and serve? Or have you taken the One True God of the
Bible and tweaked and altered Him or what He has said in order to fit your own desires of how you
wish for the world to operate?
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Have you bought into the lie that the God whom I speak of and who is revealed in Scripture is

NOT the One True God? Have you worshiped a FALSE god or assortment of gods, be it of your own
volition or through upbringing and wrongful indoctrination?
I know that was a lot of questions to go through, friend, and I realize fully that it illuminates a
lot of areas of shortcoming in your life. I know that each point certainly hits me. It probably doesn’t
feel very good because the truth hurts. But like a good and loving doctor will help expose through
tests and x-rays and MIRs that you have a terminal condition, these questions have been delivered
graciously because I care about you.
The survey we’ve just waded through expresses the heart of God behind His Ten

Commandments. They were given by Him to a group of people whom He chose for Himself to
represent to the world who He was, and that He was good and faithful. He had to first rescue them
out of slavery in Egypt where they were in bondage to an evil and tyrannical pharaoh. Likewise, He
wants to rescue YOU out of the bondage and slavery to sin and impending death so that you too
can represent to the world that He is good and faithful.
I have often heard it said that “the Bible is just a book of a bunch of rules.” It is true that there
are “Thou Shalt’s” and “Thou Shalt Not’s” as you make your way through the Scriptures. But there is
good reason for it all. At this time though, let’s just go through exactly what the Ten Commandments
say:
"And God spoke all these words, saying,
‘I am the Lord your God, who brought you out of the land of Egypt, out of the house of
slavery.
‘You shall have no other gods besides me.
‘You shall not make for yourself a carved image, or any likeness of anything that is in
heaven above, or that is in the earth beneath, or that is in the water under the earth. You
shall not bow down to them or serve them, for I the Lord your God am a jealous God,
visiting the iniquity of the fathers on the children to the third and the fourth generation of
those who hate me, but showing steadfast love to the thousandth generation of those
who love me and keep my commandments.
‘You shall not take the name of the Lord your God in vain, for the Lord will not hold him
guiltless who takes his name in vain.
‘Remember the Sabbath day, to keep it holy. Six days you shall labor, and do all your
work, but the seventh day is a Sabbath to the Lord your God. On it you shall not do any
work, you, or your son, or your daughter, your male servant, or your female servant, or
your livestock, or the sojourner who is within your gates. For in six days the Lord made
heaven and earth, the sea, and all that is in them, and rested on the seventh day.
Therefore the Lord blessed the Sabbath day and made it holy.
‘Honor your father and your mother, that your days may be long in the land that the Lord
your God is giving you.
‘You shall not murder.
‘You shall not commit adultery.
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‘You shall not steal.
‘You shall not bear false witness against your neighbor.
‘You shall not covet your neighbor's house; you shall not covet your neighbor's wife, or
his male servant, or his female servant, or his ox, or his donkey, or anything that is your
neighbor's.’”

The Book of Exodus, chapter 20, verses 1 through 17

God had His Commandments written out perfectly. They were short and concise but when
meditated upon divulged everything I spent so many ‘key-presses’ to explain and so much more!
God who is infinitely wise devised them. God who is infinitely good demanded them. And that is
because, as already stated…
"...God is love."

The First Epistle of John, chapter 4, verse 8

And because God is love (and not simply, “loving…”), we can, without doubt, know that His
Commandments are not set out as cruel restrictions to rob you of joy and pleasure, but to GIVE YOU

true joy and pure pleasure! They’re meant to protect you and to protect everyone you are in
relationship with. They’re meant to keep you from sin which hurts others, hurts yourself, and hurts
God.
I mean just imagine if the world actually operated in this way and we were all able to keep these
Commandments perfectly! No more jealousy over possessions and relationships which we can all
confess DESTROYS the relationships we already have. The same goes for slander and lies and corrupt
talk which ruins people unjustly and causes division. No more stealing from one another, or worrying
that your things would be stolen – that means no concern for protecting your belongings either. No
more corporate or political greed and prospering on the backs of others, and thus, no more starving
children or wars…
Adultery would no longer be raping the world of real intimacy, and there’d be no more broken
hearts (I can attest that every heartbreaking male “player” I’ve ever met and had be honest with me
stated that they entered into that sort of life after first having their heart broken and becoming
disenfranchised with the idea of ‘true love,’ or caring about women in general – not to mention the
disillusionment as a result of sometimes experiencing the breakdown of their own parents’
relationships). If we were waiting and properly loving each other as God desires, we wouldn’t be in
the social mess we’re in and we wouldn’t be having the broken marriages and single parents, sexually
transmitted infections and diseases, the sex industry and sex-trafficking and people being exploited,
or abandoned or aborted children, and on and on ad nauseum.
No more murder for any reason, and people being much more mindful in regards to death due
to negligence, both which always result in the grievous loss of a loved one. And how much greater
would the world be if we honoured our parents… and if our children honoured us? How peaceable
and stress-free and loving would a household be then??
God foresaw all of this when He gave us His Commandments.
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People might argue that the rest of the Commandments in regards to honouring God and
worshiping only Him really aren’t necessary for everything to go well and for people to get along in
today’s “advanced and sophisticated” society. But that is a lie. Our morality as a society has drifted
away from this perfect standard BECAUSE we’ve jettisoned God and it shows in how poorly we treat
one another now, and it will only continue in decline.
Furthermore, when we are separate from God who is infinitely good and thus the source from
whom truth comes as He is Truth Himself, we have no hope of properly determining what is truly
right and wrong. This is why in today’s age there is a prevalence where what is wrong is called right
and what is right is demonized.
I have witnessed it with my very own eyes time and again where someone – even those who
should know better as they profess to know God – have loved people without giving God His due
honour, and so their idea of what love is for others and how to display it has actually become
incredibly distorted and is now quite contradictory to what REAL love is! It is therefore in exact
opposition to God’s Commandments and ends up damaging people and leading them astray FROM
God!
The only way to be able to truly treat others well is because we’re first in a right relationship
with God ourselves. The only way to truly follow all of these Commandments is to recognize that God
is who He is and respect and fear Him for that so He can give us the desire to uphold His Law and
help us with it. If we all kept these Commandments we would almost have Heaven on earth – almost,
but not quite. It would be a far deal nicer though.
It must also be stated that the Ten Commandments aren’t just about God’s desire for us to
maintain good, loving, healthy relationships with everyone through how we treat others, but that they
reflect first upon God Himself and our relationship with Him.
For example; God primarily hates covetousness because we get jealous and covet in our hearts
due to ingratitude to Him for what He has already blessed us with. We want our neighbour’s car
because we believe the lie that what God has provided for us doesn’t “cut the mustard.”
How does it feel when a father gives his child a good gift and the child just pouts or throws a
tantrum, showing no appreciation? The father is rightfully repulsed by his child’s disgusting attitude.
Now certainly an earthly father in spite of the repulsion he feels due to the ingratitude can still be
compassionate and patient and loving to his spoiled child, and so can God the Heavenly Father. But
His graciousness does not EXCUSE the attitude of our heart.
"Every good gift and every perfect gift is from above, coming down from the Father
of lights with whom there is no variation or shadow due to change."

The Epistle of James, chapter 1, verse 17

Furthermore, that desire for “more and better” comes from an idolatrous heart consumed with
materialism and consumerism, and it means that our hearts do not have God in His rightful place as
the most esteemed thing over all of His creation. Our hearts actually esteem the creation and created
things more.
“No one can serve two masters, for either he will hate the one and love the other, or he
will be devoted to the one and despise the other. You cannot serve God and money."
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The Gospel of Matthew, chapter 6, verse 24
Bearing false witness about another person goes against the truthfulness of God. Stealing, again,
reflects upon our unappreciation and mistrust for the provision of God.
“Trust in him at all times, O people;
pour out your heart before him;
God is a refuge for us. Selah
“…Put no trust in extortion;
set no vain hopes on robbery;
if riches increase, set not your heart on them.”

The 62nd Psalm, verses 8 and 10

Adultery is a reflection upon mankind’s adulterous fliting with false gods and other idols when it
is to God only that we are to be faithful.
"...how I have been broken over their whoring heart that has departed from me and
over their eyes that go whoring after their idols. And they will be loathsome in their
own sight for the evils that they have committed, for all their abominations."

The Book of Ezekiel, chapter 6, verse 9

At the same time, He is faithful to those He is in a relationship with unconditionally despite their
misdeeds. That is akin to the idea of unconditional faithfulness in a marriage and why we make vows
like “for better, for worse; for richer, for poorer; in sickness and in health; until death do us part.” God
will never forsake those whom have accepted His invitation to be with Him, and likewise, we are not
to forsake our marital partner.
Nor are we to have had many partners in this life just as we were to have only One God. And
just as we served idols and other gods before the One True God called us to Himself and this caused
great grief in our heart and then repentance, we should feel grieved and repentant for any partners
or sexual relations we’ve had before our one IN Holy Matrimony. This reflects upon the incredible
picture where Christ is the Bridegroom waiting patiently to be united for eternity with His Bride, the
Church of forgiven believers, who likewise await Him. We won’t experience that incredible level of
intimacy with Christ UNTIL our union in Heaven and not a day before. Just the same, we aren’t
supposed to experience sexual intimacy until our covenantal union with our spouse.
The way we have sullied sexual intimacy mirrors how we have perverted the relationship
between God and man.
Honouring our father and mother reminds us that we are to honour God, respect and revere
God, submit in obedience to serve God, and be mindful of God. It is no wonder we have such
difficulty doing so when we are so often horribly rebellious and dishonouring with the very parents
He has given us.
The remaining first four of the Ten Commandments are obvious in relation to how they reflect
on God and our dealing with Him as they are aimed directly at how we deal with Him.

Succinct3
adjective suc·cinct \(ˌ)sək-ˈsiŋ(k)t, sə-ˈsiŋ(k)t\
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2.

: marked by compact precise expression without wasted words <a succinct description>

Amazingly enough, as succinct as the Ten Commandments would be relative to my explanation,
they would be summed up ever more perfectly by God Himself through Jesus Christ;
"And one of them, a lawyer, asked him a question to test him. ‘Teacher, which is the
great commandment in the Law?’ And he said to him, ‘You shall love the Lord your
God with all your heart and with all your soul and with all your mind. This is the great
and first commandment. And a second is like it: You shall love your neighbor as
yourself. On these two commandments depend all the Law and the Prophets.’"

The Gospel of Matthew, chapter 22, verses 34 to 40

If we would only truly permit God to bring us into a loving relationship with Himself and keep
us there close to Him, we would keep His Commandments. But can you honestly say you are 100%
selfless? Or are you selfish? Probably more often concerned with yourself than your neighbor, right?
Do you as Eric Clapton sings, “Look out for Number One?” Or is your mind only ever on the benefit
of God and others? Alas, we must admit, even when summarized in this way (or perhaps especially
when summarized in this way), we have broken these Commandments also and are found guilty.
Moreover Jesus would declare:
“You have heard that it was said to those of old, ‘You shall not murder; and whoever
murders will be liable to judgment.’ But I say to you that everyone who is angry with
his brother will be liable to judgment; whoever insults his brother will be liable to the
council; and whoever says, ‘You fool!’ will be liable to the hell of fire.
“You have heard that it was said, ‘You shall not commit adultery.’ But I say to you
that everyone who looks at a woman with lustful intent has already committed
adultery with her in his heart. If your right eye causes you to sin, tear it out and throw
it away. For it is better that you lose one of your members than that your whole
body be thrown into hell.”

The Gospel of Matthew, chapter 5, verses 21 and 22, and 27 to 29

Just as a person can see a nice vehicle and appreciate it and leave it at that, or they can begin
to lust after it while fantasizing about its features and how nice it would be to drive, a person can see
someone else and appreciate that they are pleasing to the eye, but that’s where it must stop.
Allowing one’s eyes to wade over all the “features,” taking them in is sin. And it’s certainly sin when
we permit ourselves to envision becoming physical with such a person.
I clarify the difference between appreciation and lust because I’ve met so many guys who when
confronted with Christ’s above warning excuse themselves by saying things like, “God made these
women beautiful so He must want me to appreciate them…” Friend, you know in your heart what it
feels like to first take note, and then to take it further with your eyes and mind. The former is

appreciation, the latter is lust. The people God makes are not objects, so we aren’t to objectify one
another whether the world or even people themselves tell us it’s permissible.
God’s Word makes it clear that if you want to lust after someone, marry them and get consent.
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The problem though is that we are not simply sinful because we sin, but that we sin because we
are sinful. We are inherently sinful and so we have a proclivity to sin. We were born into it, and it’s
been passed on through each generation since the beginning of human history.
"Surely I was sinful at birth, sinful from the time my mother conceived me."

The 51st Psalm, verse 5

The Ten Commandments were a perfect law that if kept perfectly would prove a person’s
righteousness and their being deserving of the reward of eternal life in Heaven with God where sin
has no place. Of course, God knew no Israelite would be able to keep this law apart from Him,
certainly not with the ‘sin nature’ we are born with. And He knows you and I can’t keep it either.
So the Law really was meant to reveal our sinfulness to us. The Law serves as a mirror to show
us that we are far from God’s perfect standard. The Law is meant to cut deep into our hearts through
any hardness we’ve built up over time in order to live in sin as we please while rejecting God. The
Law shows us that we have indeed seared our own conscience in order to keep sinning and that we
are found guilty. By the power of the Holy Spirit, this should soften our hearts and rejuvenate our
conscience so we feel our justified guilt.
The Law also shows how far we are separated from God.
Friend, if you do not feel the presence of God or you feel distant from Him, this is not His fault
but your own due to sin. We must walk from our rejection of Him towards Him for His mercy. Then,
in response to the understanding of His awaiting mercy despite how grievously we have transgressed
The Law, we abide with Him in love and adoration and worship.
You see, now we are getting to the Good News. And the Good News is offensive to us because
first we must understand that we are wrong – we are sinners. No one likes to admit they are wrong.
No one likes to have to apologize. That’s the pride in us acting up. But pride is what keeps us from
God. Pride makes us want to be in charge when God is the one who rightfully deserves to be in
charge. God IS God, and there is no other. So He MUST oppose those whose hearts are consumed
with pride and rebel against Him. So if pride keeps us from admitting we are wrong, it keeps us from
coming to God. And without coming to God, we cannot accept His mercy.
“For though the Lord is high, he regards the lowly,
but the haughty he knows from afar.”

The 138th Psalm, verse 6

“Toward the scorners he is scornful,
but to the humble he gives grace.”

The Book of Proverbs, chapter 3, verse 34

“God opposes the proud but gives grace to the humble.”

The First Epistle of Peter, chapter 5, verse 5

God doesn’t want to oppose you. He wants dearly to give you the grace you require for eternal
life.
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"The Lord is not slow to fulfill his promise as some count slowness, but is patient
toward you, not wishing that any should perish, but that all should reach
repentance."

The Second Epistle of Peter, chapter 3, verse 9
Now that you understand that you are a sinner and that you must permit God to humble you so
you may respond to the work of His Holy Spirit, there is the insurmountable issue of God by
necessity having to maintain His just nature, and thus rightfully punishing for said sinfulness.
So because of His unfathomable and infinite love for you, friend, He does what should be
inconceivable in your mind…
…The God of the universe who is infinite in power, and great in majesty, who created time and
space and the universe and all things in it, humbled Himself for your sake – you whom HE created –
and He was born as a lowly, vulnerable baby boy in a filthy place fit only for animals; born to a poor
carpenter and his virgin bride (rather than to royalty which still would have been FAR beneath what
He deserved), growing up, living a perfectly righteous life, upholding the perfect standard of God’s
Law, wronging no one and loving all and serving and healing many, only to be betrayed for a measly
price of a rejected shepherd or slave,4 then charged unjustly for blasphemy because of His claim to
being God; getting spat upon and ridiculed and beaten, finally ending up nailed through his hands
and feet to a cross where He would hang in excruciating pain, suffocate and die both mortally and
spiritually; the spiritual death – the separation from God – because He took our sin upon Himself,
and thus the full punishment that you and I rightfully deserve…
“For God so loved the world, that he gave his only Son, that whoever believes in
him should not perish but have eternal life. For God did not send his Son into the
world to condemn the world, but in order that the world might be saved through
him."

The Gospel of John, chapter 3, verses16 and 17

"...Christ Jesus, who, though he was in the form of God, did not count equality with
God a thing to be grasped, but emptied himself, by taking the form of a servant,
being born in the likeness of men. And being found in human form, he humbled
himself by becoming obedient to the point of death, even death on a cross."

The Epistle to the Philippians, chapter 2, verses 5 to 8

Yes, I am speaking of Jesus, the Christ – The Messiah! You see God became a man because as a
man He would be capable of dying – dying the death you and I deserve to die! But because He was
God, infinite in power, He could take on the sin of everyone and serve the justified eternal
punishment OF death FOR EVERYONE and OVERCOME it!
And so He did not stay spiritually separated from the Father and mortally dead. He rose from
the grave three days later, proving to His followers that the penalty for our sin did not have to be
served, and that death had been conquered!
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"God raised him up, loosing the pangs of death, because it was
not possible for him to be held by it."

The Book of Acts, chapter 2, verse 24

"But thank God! He gives us victory over sin and death through our Lord Jesus Christ."

The First Epistle to the Corinthians 15, verse 57

He then taught His followers for some days, commanding them to go out and tell the world this
“Good News” – this “Gospel” – that God had overcome death for our sake out of love for us, and that
through Christ we could have eternal life!
You see, friend, God made you, made you with purpose for His glory, and He loves you, and He
loves you in spite of knowing all of the wrong you have done – all the people you have hurt, and
how you’ve hurt yourself, and how you’ve hurt Him through your sin – but He doesn’t want to punish
you; He wants you to know His love and to love Him and be with Him for all of eternity!
But OUR sin gets in the way of that plan, and separates us from Him. Yet HE made a way so
that you could be saved and have eternal life!
"And this is eternal life, that they know you the only true God, and Jesus Christ
whom you have sent."

The Gospel of John, chapter 17, verse 3

"For the wages of sin is death, but the free gift of God is eternal life in Christ Jesus our Lord."

The Letter to the Romans, chapter 6, verse 23

You see, my dear friend, you MUST know the Lord Jesus Christ in order to accept the free gift
out of love He wishes for you to have. Don’t be deceived, don’t reject this free gift. As you’ve already
read, there is no other way.
"Jesus said to him, ‘I am the way, and the truth, and the life.
No one comes to the Father except through me.’"

The Gospel of John, chapter 14, verse 6
There is no other god who has made a way for their infinitely just nature to be appeased –
where our sin is punished – but where they can still show mercy to us and pardon us. No other god
has fulfilled such a plan.
"He is the propitiation for our sins, and not for ours only but also for the sins of the whole world."

The First Epistle of John, chapter 2, verse 2

“Propitiation” is a legal term for when appeasement is made by a guilty party to the one
offended. Specifically in this case, there is an “atoning sacrifice” made by Jesus Christ to God the
Father, and so the justified wrath that awaits us has been answered by Jesus, and justice has been
served.
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Recall earlier when we were speaking about slavery and bondage and the debt needing to be
paid. Back then when the price was paid to free a slave, it was called a “ransom.” Nowadays we hear
that word and think of kidnappings and hostages. But back then it was about people indebted to
another and then forced into slavery. But God has paid our own debt to Himself, so that we could be
set free from slavery to sin and the death it brings!
"For even the Son of Man came not to be served but to serve,
and to give his life as a ransom for many.”

The Gospel of Mark, chapter 10, verse 45

Imagine that – God who could not receive enough worship and service from all of humanity
even if we did so into eternity, humbly comes to earth not be served, but to serve us in love and
wisdom, and to pay our ransom to set us free! Every shameful act or thought, ever shortcoming,
every regret, every sorrowful thing that nags at your conscience in the moments of quiet… all gone –
washed away by the shed blood of Jesus Christ.
“But if we walk in the light, as he is in the light, we have fellowship with one another,
and the blood of Jesus his Son cleanses us from all sin.”

The First Epistle of John, chapter 1, verse 7

“Come now, let us reason together, says the Lord:
though your sins are like scarlet,
they shall be as white as snow;
though they are red like crimson,
they shall become like wool.”

The Book of Isaiah, chapter 1, verse 18

That heavy burden of sin-guilt weighing you down all these years, tiring you out emotionally, it
can be cast upon Christ. He invites you to so your soul may feel the rejuvenation and lightness that
comes with eternal life. He already took the burden of sin, so there’s no need for you to bear the singuilt! He took it out of love for you, friend.
“Come to me, all who labor and are heavy laden, and I will give you rest.”

The Gospel of Matthew, chapter 11, verse 28

This unconditional love is beyond measure and understanding. There are things you have done
or said or even thought that you couldn’t repeat to your greatest and dearest friend or even your
lover. Yet God, knowing them all, and absolutely despising such sin, still chooses to love you – still
chooses to die in your place that you may be pardoned and have life. That is incredible! That is

GOOD News!
But this is only a part of the spiritual equation – only halfway to the perfect standard our Holy
God requires us to meet. With your sin being paid for, you must acquire the perfect righteousness of
God. None of us could attain such a high thing, so Jesus Christ must also ‘cover’ us, and gift us with

His perfect righteousness – again, nothing we deserved or could earn.
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“For our sake He made Him to be sin who knew no sin, so that in Him
we might become the righteousness of God.”

The Second Epistle to the Corinthians, chapter 5, verse 21

Now when we look at our bar-graph, we see our column, sin-debt removed, and we see Jesus
Christ’s perfect and infinite, sinless column in between us and God the Father’s perfect and infinite,
sinless column. God the Son bridges the gap – and is the only bridge, the very bridge discussed
earlier in The So-Called “Leap” of Faith – so that we can have relationship with God the Father.
“For there is one God and one mediator between God and men,
the man Christ Jesus, who gave Himself as a ransom for all…”

The First Epistle to Timothy, chapter 2, verses 5 and 6

“…in Christ God was reconciling the world to Himself,
not counting their trespasses against them…”

The Second Epistle to the Corinthians, chapter 5, verse 19

Then, rather than in our current state, only IN the righteousness of Christ does The Father see
us!
“For as many of you as were baptized into Christ have put on Christ.”

The Epistle to the Galatians, chapter 3, verse 27
Friend, I hope it is becoming so undeniably clear that God loves you and has always loved you,
and loves you in a way deeper and greater and grander than anyone ever has or ever will. People are
frail and imperfect and their love is imperfect and prone to failure as well. But God is someone whom
you can completely trust in to love you in ways that are beyond measure and understanding and will
always be for your good and His glorification.
What is the greatest way to show love to another? Think on that a moment…
Did gifts come to mind? Loving words of affirmation? Time spent with you? A tender embrace?
An act of service for your sake?
Search the Scriptures and it won’t be long before you see God shows His unthinkable love to
you in all these ways. We’ve already stated that ALL good and perfect gifts come from Him. His Word
speaks lovingly of you. He longs to always be with you and never forsake you. His Holy Spirit wishes
to touch you deeply in your spirit in a way which will overwhelm you. And He’s acted numerous
times on your behalf.
But there is a common theme running through these five ways we can show love which God
also utilizes. Yes, we show love through sacrifice.
Can you guess the greatest sacrifice one can make to show their love for someone?
“Greater love has no one than this, that someone lay down his life for his friends.”
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The Gospel of John, chapter 15, verse 13
And so God has proven His love for you through His death at the cross for your sake – for your
salvation. Not because you deserved it. If we’re honest we know we do not compare to God – not in
the slightest. Left to ourselves, in comparison to Him, there is nothing in us that would make The
Almighty God notice us. But to Him, in His eyes, we are priceless, worth paying an infinite price for
such as suffering an eternal death which He of course overcame.
"...you were bought with a price."

The First Epistle to the Corinthians, chapter 6, verse 20

God did not do this thing or love you this much because of how good you’ve been, but because
of how good HE is, and because He is love.
“For one will scarcely die for a righteous person – though perhaps for a good
person one would dare even to die – but God shows His love for us in that while we
were still sinners, Christ died for us.”

The Epistle to the Romans, chapter 5, verses 7 and 8

That is just awesome. And it speaks volumes of the incredible goodness of God – to see our
every wicked and despicable fault, yet LOVE us so powerfully as to lay down His life for us.
I don’t think there is any greater pain or greater regret than to hurt the one who loves you the
most. When you find out that someone willingly loves you unconditionally and desires you, and has
their heart open to you, only to discover that you have shattered that heart… that should grieve the
perpetrator so deeply that it gives them pause and makes them think and reflect on their actions and
their life, and turn from any such behaviour or thinking in order to avoid ever doing such a thing
again. Wouldn’t you agree?
“As it is, I rejoice, not because you were grieved, but because you were grieved
into repenting. For you felt a godly grief, so that you suffered no loss through us. For
godly grief produces a repentance that leads to salvation without regret, whereas
worldly grief produces death.”

The Second Epistle to the Corinthians, chapter 7, verses 9 and 10
Friend, consider this: God loves you more than anyone else ever has and just wants so badly to
be in eternal relationship with you… but your sinfulness and rebellion against Him is the very reason
He was nailed to the cross and His blood was shed. He did it all out of love for you because there
was no other choice.
When we think of how awful the crucifixion was, and how painful it must have been for God the
Father to turn His back on His Son for some time because He was bearing our sin, and how painful it
must have been for Christ the Son to be forsaken when they had been in an unhindered, unbroken,
perfect and loving relationship into eternity past, that should give us pause.
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I know, friend that reading all of this has probably been difficult. I can recall when the Spirit of
God revealed to me through circumstance and His Word and even in subtle supernatural ways that
my life was absolutely damaging and repulsive to Him. It hurt my heart deeply. That was around the
time of my lowest point where I had to be crushed in order that I may turn to God.
But like the Apostle Paul writes above to the Church in Corinth, I don’t rejoice that you are
grieved for grievance’ sake, but because I trust the Holy Spirit is using these words (and most
powerfully, His Word) to work on your heart and in your spirit stirring godly grief that leads to
repentance and salvation without the burden of regret for your past.
Worldly grief, or simply put – “feeling sorry” – will not save you. It will only bog you down in the
mire of self-pity and leave you feeling hopeless and eventually lead to death. At best you may feel
the inspiration to “clean up your act,” or “be your best ‘you’,” but as already mentioned, behavioural
change due to intellectual assent or genuine heartfelt regret won’t save you either.
Only repentance in Christ assures eternal life.
To help with this point, I’d like to introduce another illustration:

Imagine there is a man. This man desires to have a child. He wants to watch this child grow up,
rearing it, teaching it, training it, loving it, encouraging it, helping it to leave a beautiful and
positive impact on the world. He wishes to revel in every cute and wonderful quirk and
idiosyncrasy that this little child will have.
His doctor however has warned him that he carries a rare gene that has been recessive for
generations in his family, but will – 100% guaranteed, perhaps because of his genetics in
combination with his wife’s – express itself in the first child he has. Any child after that will be
completely safe. But this first child will have a degenerative heart-condition where at 21, the
child will most certainly die.
He decides to go ahead and he has this child. It grows up through the years at points bringing
joy to the father, but also bringing much heartache, frustration, and grief. The child naturally
misbehaves, is often unappreciative for what the father does for it, rarely puts forth the effort to
live up to its potential, and from time to time displays traits of absolute cruelty and wickedness.
But the father, knowing in advance that this first child would die due to its faulty heart, chose to
have a second child. His doctor had told him a transplant would be impossible because this rare
disease meant the only donor could be a sibling, but of course the likelihood the younger
sibling would die and no longer need their heart right before the firstborn’s twenty-first birthday
would practically be zero.
Nevertheless, the father raises the second child – a son – loving him and rearing him also. Unlike
the first child though, this child is obedient and loving, and always seeking to do the father’s will.
He’s compassionate to all people he comes into contact with, and serves everyone without
seeking repayment. He’s diligent in all that he does as well, always wanting to honour his father.
Even though the firstborn rarely treats this younger sibling well, the younger loves the older
unconditionally.
The fateful day comes when the transplant must occur to save the firstborn. The younger child –
the perfect son whom has never brought anything but joy and pride to his father in spite of
knowing full well this day would eventually arrive – voluntarily surrenders his heart over and dies
in the place of the older sibling out of love for them and out of love for their father.
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Friend, in this story, the father is God the Father. The second child – the perfect son who gives
his life – is Jesus Christ. The firstborn in need of the heart-transplant whom they both love sacrificially
and unconditionally, is you.
“And I will give you a new heart, and a new spirit I will put within you. And I will
remove the heart of stone from your flesh and give you a heart of flesh.”

The Book of Ezekiel, chapter 36, verse 26

When you consider the pain The Lord has chosen to go through for your sake out of love
because of your sin, does that begin to rob you of the desire to go on living in sin? Does it make
your spirit start to turn in how you think and wish to behave?
This is called repentance, and it is not something you can conjure up yourself, not in any shape
or form. It is only done by the Spirit of God by grace through a faith and understanding God gives
you out of love. In What Faith is, and What it is Not I promised to tell you where faith truly comes
from, and that is precisely where – or rather WHO – it comes from: God Himself…
“For by grace you have been saved through faith. And this is not your own doing; it
is the gift of God, not a result of works, so that no one may boast.”

The Epistle to the Ephesians, chapter 2, verses 8 and 9

No one will boast in Heaven, “I saved myself! I knew to come to Christ! I chose Him!!” No one
will glory in their salvation. It is God alone who deserves the glory for saving us. And believe me, He

IS greatly glorified when He rescues a person trapped in the bondage of their own sin because so
many people absolutely LOVE their sin. Short of that, they’re a SLAVE to it. To escape it DEMANDS
God’s supernatural intervention. I know that personally because even though MY sin caused me pain,
I was still reluctant to leave the pig-sty I was wallowing in. In Heaven, only The Lord Jesus Christ will
be glorified;
“Then I looked, and I heard around the throne and the living creatures and the
elders the voice of many angels, numbering myriads of myriads and thousands of
thousands, saying with a loud voice, ‘Worthy is the Lamb who was slain, to receive
power and wealth and wisdom and might and honor and glory and blessing!’”

The Revelation, chapter 5, verses 11 and 12

“I am the Lord, that is My name; I will not give My glory to another…”

The Book of Isaiah, chapter 42, verse 8

When the Holy Spirit of God brings you to truly believe in Jesus Christ as your Saviour, you will
feel the supernatural compulsion to repent and turn away from sin.
“For what partnership has righteousness with lawlessness?
Or what fellowship has light with darkness?”

The Second Epistle to the Corinthians, chapter 6, verse 14
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As well, something we touched on many times now is that God has paid a price for us. When we
really meditate on the greatness of God and who He is in comparison to us, even though we can’t
fully grasp it, and even though we are special to Him, and even though eternal life is a free gift God
wishes to give us out of love, what do you think the right and automatic response to God is for
FREEING US from eternal punishment...? Really, right now, hearing all this, what is the Spirit of God
telling you through your spirit???...
“You are not your own, for you were bought with a price. So glorify God in your body.”

The First Epistle to the Corinthians, chapter 6, verses 19 and 20

Friends, the God of the universe has paid your ransom. If you have been gifted with the faith to
sincerely believe this, you should feel obligated to surrender your life to Him for His good purposes
and His glory. Not only that, but when you consider the great love that He has shown you, you
should feel compelled to love and serve Him in return out of adoration. No one who is truly saved
from eternal death by the Spirit of God will go on thinking they get to “be their own boss” in this life.
If you genuinely believe that Jesus Christ is God and has paid the price for you, He will become
rightful Lord of your life.
This is the proper and only response to the Gospel…
"Then Jesus told his disciples, ‘If anyone would come after me, let him deny himself
and take up his cross and follow me. For whoever would save his life will lose it, but
whoever loses his life for my sake will find it.’"

The Gospel of Matthew, chapter 16, verses 24 and 25

The trouble though for most of us is that when we think “surrender,” immediately we have
imagery of defeat in our heads. We see the white flag being waved, and the soldiers, smattered with
dirt and blood, with their hands above their heads falling into line where they will be marched off to
some terrible forced-labour camp with no hope of liberation. So we CLING to this material life rather
than “lose” it for eternal life and the sake and cause of Jesus Christ.
We think that surrender to God will mean an immediate transition into a far-off jungle as a
missionary, or a life of solitude in a monastery, or that of celibacy as a priest or a nun in a convent.
Honestly, only that first scenario looks even remotely like what the Word of God depicts. But as a
new believer spiritually unprepared, it’s likely you won’t be thrown to the wolves anyway. God would
never give you more than you can handle with His help.
So this is not at all what it means to surrender to God.
If I could show a short film to depict what surrender to God really is, it would be of a soldier,
face covered in grit and smeared with gun oil from the machine gun he’s been tirelessly firing from a
dank and dark bunker like those manned on the beaches of Normandy. A cacophony of sound from
the weapon reverberates, bouncing off the concrete walls while he screams obscenities at his
advancing foe, viciously warning him to “Stay back,” to “Stay away!!” Finally the last bullet fires and
the belt of ammunition is spent, slamming the place with sudden silence.
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Without ammo the emotionally racked and physically weary soldier knows it is futile to continue
resisting the enemy. He stumbles out of his bunker, his eyes squinting hard in the sudden brightness
of daylight. Awkwardly with his hands high in the air in submission, he makes his way up the steep
steps carved into the trench wall. He’s fearful and unsure, just moments away from giving himself up
to the enemy now in control of the beachhead from which he’d made his long resistance. But there’s
no soldiers awaiting him. His eyes now fully adjusted, he sees a lone, bearded man standing before
him in a robe, his face so kind and inviting, radiating compassion, but beset by a sorrowful brow.
The robed man is Jesus and he speaks tenderly and lovingly while His pain-filled eyes examine
the soldier and his war-torn surroundings. “You sure put up quite a fight… and for some while. Why?”
The soldier looks back to the bunker’s port the still-smoking barrel of the machine gun is jutting
from. He looks past the gun and into the darkness inside. He sees the nights spent partying in big
cities while traveling the globe, he sees the closet full of clothes, he sees all the material things he’s
purchased, and how empty and unfulfilling it all had actually been. And then he sees the hurt, the
pain, the guilt, the grief, the sorrow and the regret, all of which he caused others and all of which
others caused him, and all of which he caused himself. He looks back to his only Saviour and begins
to sob. Through the tears and spittle he shakes his head while sputtering out the words, “I don’t
know…” And it is now that Jesus nears and warmly embraces him and comforts his anguish.
You see, friend, to surrender to Christ is not to surrender into captivity. To surrender to Christ is
to surrender into the freedom only He can give you. And it is a freedom from the world and all of its
trappings. Those trappings are not just in the material, but they are also in the ideological, the
philosophical, the moral, and most importantly, in the spiritual.
Make no mistake, surrendering to God through His grace is no liberty to sin, but a liberty FROM
sin. It is to be free from the pain and the guilt and the regret and the grief that comes along with
our transgression. It is to be free of the pain that comes to us through our own actions via
consequence. It is to be free of the pain we cause others, ourselves, and God. And the more one
surrenders, the more one is sanctified – “set apart” – to be a holy ambassador of God to a world
without hope because it is dying without Christ.
To be a part of this mission through surrender is to be a part of the Great Commission, the
greatest mission one could ever conceive of. It is one that gives us true fulfillment as we partake in
the real meaning of life – to bring glory to God and point people to Him so that He may receive
honour as they receive eternal salvation. There is no enterprise more meaningful than the saving of
souls, and thus to participate is to experience what all else pales in comparison to.
Lately we’ve become inundated with superhero movies. It is within all of us to desire that there
is or are heroes greater than us who can and will save mankind. That’s because this is an inherent
truth planted within us by the Spirit of God so that we would seek out the One and Only true hero of
mankind – Jesus Christ. Unlike Jesus, none of those Marvel or DC heroes have ever done anything
great as none of them even exist.
As incredible as it would be to serve as sidekicks to the likes of Batman or The Avengers, how
awesome is it that the God and Creator of the universe actually invites YOU and I to come alongside
HIM while He rescues people from the clutches of death and saves souls for all of eternity…
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The beginning of John, chapter 15 has Jesus telling His disciples what is essentially the ‘meaning
of life,’ and the immense joy that it will bring:
"I am the vine; you are the branches. Whoever abides in me and I in him, he it is
that bears much fruit, for apart from me you can do nothing... If you abide in me,
and my words abide in you, ask whatever you wish, and it will be done for you. By
this my Father is glorified, that you bear much fruit and so prove to be my disciples.
As the Father has loved me, so have I loved you. Abide in my love. If you keep my
commandments, you will abide in my love, just as I have kept my Father's
commandments and abide in his love. These things I have spoken to you, that my
joy may be in you, and that your joy may be full."

The Gospel of John, chapter 15, verses 5 and 7 to 11
(underline for emphasis, mine)

Who doesn’t want ‘full joy’ in this life? Incredibly enough, this joy can be had regardless of
circumstance or adversity! This is totally unlike ‘happiness’ which is situational and therefore fleeting,
always escaping and needing to be sought after. And what a great endeavour, to “bear fruit” which
brings glory to an INFINITE God who made you and loves you and has paid the greatest price for
there to be a way in which you can be saved!
"The thief comes only to steal and kill and destroy. I came that they
may have life and have it abundantly."

The Gospel of John, chapter 10, verse 10
And who doesn’t want a ‘full life?’ A meaningFUL life? I’m sure you can admit that you have had
parts of your life stolen, or destroyed, or even had loved ones killed as a result of sin… It is a tragic
reality that there is a real enemy who is intent on our destruction eternally, and the destruction of
our usefulness in God’s Great Commission here in the temporal. What’s also tragic is that we believe
the lie that God through His Commandments and rulership wants to rob us of joy and a full life, but
it’s the enemy that aims to do that! Please don’t let the thief have anymore of you…
We’ve learnt that salvation is through grace by faith and that this is a gift. Now let’s take a look
again at what the Apostle Paul wrote to the Ephesians:
"For we are his workmanship, created in Christ Jesus for good works, which God
prepared beforehand, that we should walk in them."

The Epistle to the Ephesians, chapter 2, verse 10

Just try and wrap your head around this reality… God made us, and desires to save us through
Christ so that we can live out this amazing, eternal life, being involved in awesome works which are
pleasant to God and bring Him glory! How wondrous must these works be?! And to think, they were
plotted out and ‘prepared beforehand….’ Well, before what? To a God outside of time who is infinite
and who knows every day from beginning to end before they have even happened, it is astonishingly
clear that He’s prepared these good works since the beginning of time!!!
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“Your eyes saw my unformed substance;
in your book were written, every one of them,
the days that were formed for me,
when as yet there was none of them.”

The 139th Psalm, verse 16

To know that since the beginning of creation, there’s been a chain-reaction of events up to and
including and beyond a situation in which God wants YOU to do ‘good work’ is so awe-inspiring that
it should bring us to our knees! And you, friend, have the choice to be a part of this… or reject it!
The response to our liberation should be to walk into those good works. Who of us would deny
God when He’s planned them out for our joy and His glory since the dawn of existence??? No friend,
this amazing truth, that an infinitely powerful God would be mindful of our finite time on earth
should spur us on to fully embrace the wondrous journey he has for us.
Further, when we look at scripture, we are told the answer to the question that plagues many,
and has at the very least, crossed the minds of all – “What is the purpose of my life?”
"And we know that for those who love God all things work together for good, for
those who are called according to his purpose. For those whom he foreknew he
also predestined to be conformed to the image of his Son, in order that he might be
the firstborn among many brothers."

The Epistle to the Romans, chapter 8, verses 28 and 29

It is just amazing to know that all things, be they good or bad, are actually controlled to
minutiae by a sovereign God for a great purpose for those who love Him, which is for them to be
shaped into the likeness of Jesus Christ – One who loved and served His Father and others, and
brought great glory to Him while showing people the way to everlasting life. What greater purpose
could there be for us?!
Friend, all of us have experienced the joy of serving and helping others in compassion… God
made us so that we would respond well to such actions. But as wonderful as it is to tend to a person
in need, how much greater is it when that service is done with intentions of introducing that person
to this Good News you are reading? How much greater is the service which leads to ETERNAL life??
Well, obviously, and logically, it is infinitely greater… So the joy that accompanies serving people in
this temporal plain in a limited way apart from the aim of God is therefore going to pail greatly in
comparison to the ‘full and complete’ joy promised by Jesus Christ when we abide with Him and do
the Father’s will when loving others. And that’s because when you abide in Him and He abides in you
as you do His will, His joy is in you and is completed! That’s supernatural joy!
I can testify to the marked difference, and it is absolutely supernatural. I share this Gospel with
you, not only so you may have eternal life, but so that you may begin to experience eternal life – to
know God and Jesus Christ whom He sent – here and now in this life.
I know what it is like to have experienced much in life, but not be satisfied. I know what it is like
to keep chasing, craving more and more, and indulging, but always ending up feeling empty. Thanks
be to God, I also know what it is like to finally find satisfaction;
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"Jesus said to them, 'I am the bread of life; whoever comes to me shall not hunger,
and whoever believes in me shall never thirst.'"

The Gospel of John, chapter 6, verse 35

Like myself who surrendered to Christ rather late in life at the age of 30 and came to realize I
had missed out on a truly full and purposeful life for thirty years, those who wait for a deathbed
confession and conversion WILL regret all of that time where they could have been of service to the
Lord who loved them most and paid their ransom. They’ll also regret having lived a life in hurtful,
sinful rebellion apart from God and recognize how much they missed out on, and how much
suffering they could have avoided for their sake and others. I wish for no one to experience that and
urge all to come to salvation at the soonest opportunity.
What is also wonderful about truly accepting the Gospel is that it brings real, lasting peace to a
person’s spirit. No longer is there the constant, nagging, guilt upon their heart and mind due to their
sin. His spirit no longer works to convict them as a warning because the just wrath no longer awaits
them as it has been born by Christ.
"And the peace of God, which surpasses all understanding, will guard your hearts
and your minds in Christ Jesus."

The Epistle to the Philippians, chapter 4, verse 7

We can have this peace because we’re now at peace with God when before, we were not;
"For the mind that is set on the flesh is hostile to God, for it does not submit to God's
law; indeed, it cannot. Those who are in the flesh cannot please God."

The Epistle to the Romans, chapter 8, verses 7 and 8

But for those who have accepted the truce and pardon provided by God out of His love through
Christ, there is no pending punishment thus no reason to fear or be anxious of Him.
"There is no fear in love, but perfect love casts out fear. For fear has to do with
punishment, and whoever fears has not been perfected in love."

The First Epistle of John, chapter 4, verse 18

It is a welcome relief to no longer strain to occupy one’s self with distraction in order to block
out the quiet and gentle call of God. There’s no longer a tireless pursuit of TV or movies or books or
hobbies or social gatherings or conversations or trips or Facebook-posting or ‘tweet’ing,’ or even the
arms of lovers or beds of ‘casual acquaintances.’ Knowing we are eternally secure in Christ Jesus, a
very real, supernatural peace will settle upon you, and you will need not worry anymore regardless of
what faces you. This is far different than yoga, far safer than transcendental meditation, far more
constructive than apathy or indifference, and far healthier than drug or alcohol use.
When we fully acknowledge and believe all of this, especially the truth that God has spoken
through His Word, it makes this decision so much easier. And when we believe that we are sinners
awaiting judgment and are in need of a Saviour, it should be automatic.
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But in order to actually make such a decision – one which we’ve stated begins with humility –
the Holy Spirit of God must work within us. God must change us and transform us; bring us to
repentance about our false beliefs of Him into TRUE belief IN Him, consequentially bringing us to
repentance about our life of sin which was in rebellion to Him. Our heart and our mind and our spirit
which is tainted by our sin nature must be made new so that we would be pleased to be in the
presence of a Holy God from now into eternity. We must become a ‘ new creation.’ We must be “Born
again.”
"Therefore, if anyone is in Christ, he is a new creation. The old has passed away;
behold, the new has come."

The Second Epistle to the Corinthians, chapter 5, verse 17

"Jesus answered him, ‘Truly, truly, I say to you, unless one is born again he cannot
see the kingdom of God.’ Nicodemus said to him, ‘How can a man be born when
he is old? Can he enter a second time into his mother's womb and be born?’ Jesus
answered, ‘Truly, truly, I say to you, unless one is born of water and the Spirit, he
cannot enter the kingdom of God. That which is born of the flesh is flesh, and that
which is born of the Spirit is spirit. Do not marvel that I said to you, ‘You must be born
again.’ The wind blows where it wishes, and you hear its sound, but you do not
know where it comes from or where it goes. So it is with everyone who is born of the
Spirit.’"

The Gospel of John, chapter 3, verses 3 to 8

Jesus speaks to a Jewish Pharisee named ‘Nicodemus’ about a rebirth which must be
accomplished in a person by the Spirit of God. He speaks of being born by the Spirt and by ‘water.’
This refers to the “baptism by the Spirit.” Baptise comes from the Greek word, βαπτίζω ‘baptizo’ and
speaks of “repeatedly dunking, immersing, submerging for purpose of cleansing,” and interestingly,
“to overwhelm…”
Jesus Christ would refer to Himself as “Living Water,” and surely, to be “born of water and the
Spirit” and transformed, we must be immersed in God, cleansed by God, and overwhelmed by God.
The ritual of literal Baptism in water – be it a river or lake or baptismal tank in a Church
building – is not what saves or makes one born again, but it is an action a person often, and should
choose to undergo after the Spirit of God gives them new life in order to publicly declare that they

are born again and are following Christ in eternal life. Just as Christ died and was buried and then
was resurrected and rose again to life, a believer is submerged in the water and rises out of it
signifying that shared, new life.
"Do you not know that all of us who have been baptized into Christ Jesus were
baptized into his death? We were buried therefore with him by baptism into death,
in order that, just as Christ was raised from the dead by the glory of the Father, we
too might walk in newness of life."

The Epistle to the Romans, chapter 6, verses 3 and 4
Again, no one in heaven will be able to boast of their works or any ritual saving them; not by
opting to be baptized, and certainly not by an involuntary ‘infant baptism.’ It is only the work of God
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on a heart He has humbled which brings new life. That is why pridefully and rebelliously rejecting the
work of the Holy Spirit in our heart and in our lives is so dangerous. We must submit to Him in order
that we may be saved eternally.
Without allowing this work to occur in us, we will not be in Christ and found with His
righteousness before a just and holy God. We will not have God’s Spirit indwelling us. We will not be
freed from our sin nature and created anew to be able to enjoy being in the sinless presence of God
in Heaven. We will not be able to cast off the burden of our guilt so that The Lord may carry it for
us… Nor will we be able to allow the immersion and washing of sin from us by the blood of Christ.
"You, however, are not in the flesh but in the Spirit, if in fact the Spirit of God dwells
in you. Anyone who does not have the Spirit of Christ does not belong to him."

The Epistle to the Romans, chapter 8, verse 9

In effect, my dear friend, we will have said to God, “I reject you. I reject your offer to pay my
ransom. I wish to serve my own penalty for sin. And I wish to be apart from you for all eternity
as I serve that infinite penalty.”
Allow me to reiterate what was first clearly stated in God Must Exist: to be apart from the author
of life, the source of truth and all that is good, the reason for what is beautiful and aesthetically
pleasing, to be separate from the One who IS Love, would of course be, as we’ve already covered, to
ask for eternity in Hell.
“Then he will say to those on his left, ‘Depart from me, you cursed, into the eternal
fire prepared for the devil and his angels.’"

The Gospel of Matthew, chapter 25, verse 41

"They will suffer the punishment of eternal destruction, away from the presence of
the Lord and from the glory of his might..."

The Second Epistle to the Thessalonians, chapter 1, verse 9

"And these will go away into eternal punishment, but the righteous into eternal life.”

The Gospel of Matthew, chapter 25, verse 46

"And the sea gave up the dead who were in it, Death and Hades gave up the dead
who were in them, and they were judged, each one of them, according to what
they had done. Then Death and Hades were thrown into the lake of fire. This is the
second death, the lake of fire."

The Revelation, chapter 20, verses 13 and 14

Just as we cannot fully fathom the goodness and love of God, we likewise cannot comprehend
the complete and utter terror that it would be to be apart from Him. Please understand, friend, that
you, nor anyone else, has ever experienced “Hell on earth.” No, we are not “living in our own hell” as
some philosophers wish to pretend. We aren’t “inventing the hell we find ourselves in” as the
supposedly learned muses.
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No, even in your darkest and most despairing moment, the presence of an infinite and

omnipresent God was their through His Holy Spirit.
“The Lord is near to the brokenhearted
and saves the crushed in spirit.”

The 34th Psalm, verse 18

You were then, and still are, under what is called “Common Grace.” You still experience what is
good due to God’s nature while in this temporal existence.
"For he makes his sun rise on the evil and on the good,
and sends rain on the just and on the unjust."

The Gospel of Matthew, chapter 5, verse 45

He is still present regardless of whether or not you lack an intimate relationship with Him
through Christ, and you benefit from this whether you feel like it or not. The pain and anguish we
experience in this world, and the atrocities we witness will never compare to the endless torment that
comes from complete and total separation from God.
"So it will be at the end of the age. The angels will come out and separate the evil
from the righteous and throw them into the fiery furnace. In that place there will be
weeping and gnashing of teeth."

The Gospel of Matthew, chapter 13, verses 49 and 50

I know it can be tough to understand His goodness when we’re surrounded by evil and
wickedness and so we will certainly tackle that later on during this discussion. But for now, please
humbly allow yourself to recognize the truth of what you’ve read and don’t allow anything to hinder
any developing faith in God.
In spite of how good The Good News is in its proclamation that God has loved us so much as to
have Jesus Christ bear our punishment so we do not have to, it does not end here.
The Gospel continues in that God has been building His rightful Kingdom, first through the
phase of transforming people into believers to represent His reign in their lives here on earth, but
another phase is coming, in which Jesus Christ will return and judge the world in righteousness, 5
abolishing all that is evil, destroying this fallen and sin-ridden creation,6 and making all things new
and “very good” just as the original creation was to be.
He will establish Heaven on earth and His good and perfect Kingdom will stand for eternity
under His rule as God dwells with man. His reborn and remade believers will be resurrected in
incorruptible bodies free from any desire to sin or rebel, and any inclination to do so will never exist
again within them.
"Behold! I tell you a mystery. We shall not all sleep, but we shall all be changed,
in a moment, in the twinkling of an eye, at the last trumpet. For the trumpet will
sound, and the dead will be raised imperishable, and we shall be changed. For
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this perishable body must put on the imperishable, and this mortal body must
put on immortality."

The First Epistle to the Corinthians, chapter 15, verses 51 to 53

"Then I saw a new heaven and a new earth, for the first heaven and the first earth
had passed away, and the sea was no more. And I saw the holy city, new
Jerusalem, coming down out of heaven from God, prepared as a bride adorned for
her husband. And I heard a loud voice from the throne saying, 'Behold, the dwelling
place of God is with man. He will dwell with them, and they will be his people, and
God himself will be with them as their God. He will wipe away every tear from their
eyes, and death shall be no more, neither shall there be mourning, nor crying, nor
pain anymore, for the former things have passed away.' And he who was seated on
the throne said, 'Behold, I am making all things new.' Also he said, 'Write this down,
for these words are trustworthy and true.'"

The Revelation, chapter 21, verses 1 to 5

Friend, what God has in store is far more wonderful than anything we can imagine. For Him to
fully dwell with us will be beyond compare. To reside in a reality devoid of sickness and grief and
pain sounds beyond possible to us in this broken world, but to those who have faith from knowing
the One who speaks words that are “trustworthy and true,” we know we have an awesome promise
we can cling to during this life and into the next.
This, my friend, is the Good News – the Gospel; that out of love, God has taken your rightful and
deserved punishment so that His just nature could be appeased while making a way through Jesus
Christ’s sacrifice for you to be forgiven, and that He rose from the dead conquering death, and He
ascended into Heaven but will return again soon and ultimately establish an eternal, heavenly
Kingdom on earth to dwell with those who are righteous through their faith in Him.
I hope the Holy Spirit has prepared you to accept the Gospel. You will find it nowhere else. No
other ‘religion’ preaches it. There is no other god who maintains their infinite and just nature by
paying your infinite penalty themself, thereby making a way for you to be free to have eternal life.
And in any other that claims affiliation with Jesus Christ, Jesus Christ has been distorted. He’s
made into a being created at some point in eternity’s past, no longer preeminent and always existing,
and thus NOT infinite in power, and therefore, incapable of bearing the weight of our infinite
punishment, certainly unable to overcome it and rise again conquering death. Or He’s made into a
mere man who works His way up into “Godship.” Or He’s reduced to a wise teacher or a prophet or a
magician. These are all obviously and logically false.
Secret knowledge or wisdom WILL NOT show you an ‘enlightened’ alternate path that
circumnavigates judgment, or bypasses the Cross and resurrection. And no one will be able to
mumble utterances or incantations over you, or any other foolish thing in order to grant you eternal
life. None of this even makes any sense when considering the real spiritual laws in accordance with
God being infinitely good and holy. It can only come through God’s justice being met through His
perfect sacrifice, and through the gift of righteousness through faith granted you.
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There is only one way to God, to Heaven, to eternal life:
"So Jesus again said to them, 'Truly, truly, I say to you, I am the door of the sheep... I am the
door. If anyone enters by me, he will be saved and will go in and out and find pasture.'"

The Gospel of John, chapter 10, verses 7 and 9
…and there are NOT many ways:
"Enter by the narrow gate. For the gate is wide and the way is easy that leads to
destruction, and those who enter by it are many. For the gate is narrow and the way
is hard that leads to life, and those who find it are few."

The Gospel of Matthew, chapter 7, verses 13 and 14

“No, I tell you; but unless you repent, you will all likewise perish.”

The Gospel of Luke, chapter 13, verse 5

We opened this book with quote by C.S. Lewis about the importance of Christianity. Friend, the
most important decision you make in this life will be to repent from your sins, accept the forgiveness
of God, accept Jesus Christ as your Lord and Saviour and follow Him and love Him and serve Him
and share who He is with others by both deed and word.
If in your spirit – the very essence of who you are – you are now knowing the Gospel to be true
and that God loves you greatly, The Spirit of God is giving you the faith to believe. If in your spirit,
you are acknowledging your sinfulness and wanting to let go of it and turn from it to follow and
serve God, His Spirit is changing your heart and bringing you to repentance and into submission of
His Lordship and into a right and loving relationship with Himself.
The Apostle Paul wrote to the Roman believers;
"...if you confess with your mouth that Jesus is Lord and believe in your heart that
God raised him from the dead, you will be saved. For with the heart one believes
and is justified, and with the mouth one confesses and is saved."

The Epistle of Romans, chapter 10, verse 9 and 10
Although to be born again is a complete work of God in us, we can acknowledge this work with
a confession and profession in a purposeful prayer to our Heavenly Father, sort of like what Paul has
described above. If you feel moved to do so by the Spirit of God, you can, if you wish, humbly bow
down in a display of worshipful submission to God, or remain in whatever position you choose, and
pray the following (and if you do not believe these things, feel free to read it anyway, and then
continue on with us):

“God, I acknowledge my sinfulness before you, and that you are Holy and that my life
has not been pleasing to You. Please forgive me. Jesus, I thank you for your sacrifice for me
because You love me unconditionally. I confess that I have sinned so much in life, and
realize that my sin was why You had to go to the cross. I thank You so much for paying my
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ransom and know you are my Saviour who washed my sins away. I believe you rose from
the dead and accept that You alone are Lord of my life. I turn from my sinful past, and I
want to follow You in Your way as you change me from the inside out. Please, by Your Spirit
who now dwells within me, make me who you created me to be, and help me to serve You
and show others who You are through living out and speaking the Gospel. God, thank you
for desiring to save me for yourself, for giving me the faith to believe, and for becoming my
Heavenly Father.
“In Jesus’ Name;
“Amen.”
If you just prayed that prayer because the Spirit of God compelled you to, that is amazing!!! You
have been adopted by God through Jesus Christ into His family and Kingdom forEVER!!! You have
been blessed with the gift of eternal life! In a thousand years, you will still be alive!!! We will be with
God, worshiping Him in a MILLION years! We will be with Him into eternity!!! Allow me to give God
some praise!

“Heavenly Father, thank you so much for using my weak and humble words, but most
importantly, YOUR awesome and powerful Word to change the heart of this dear reader and
friend! Thank you so much for your mercy and your kindness and for leading them into a time
where they were confronted by the Truth and sweetness of the Gospel! Thank you so much for
unconditionally loving us when we have never deserved it! You are so good to us! May you be
glorified as this Good News continues to go out into the world!
“In Jesus’ Name;
“Amen.”
Some of you who prayed may have felt something supernatural, like a great and oppressive
weight being lifted from your shoulders. Some of you may feel something later, and some will not
have felt anything at all but that doesn’t make it any less real.
Something to understand, my dear friend, and I hope this brings you comfort, is that once God
saves someone, they are forever saved. It is HE that saves, and it is HE that keeps a person. Salvation
cannot be undone.
"For I am sure that neither death nor life, nor angels nor rulers, nor things present nor
things to come, nor powers, nor height nor depth, nor anything else in all creation,
will be able to separate us from the love of God in Christ Jesus our Lord."

The Epistle to the Romans, chapter 8, verses 38 and 39
But recognize that anyone who is truly saved will continue on in this life with God, permitting
the Holy Spirit to work in their life, ‘sanctifying’ them for God and His glory.
"Therefore, my beloved, as you have always obeyed, so now, not only as in my
presence but much more in my absence, work out your own salvation with fear
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and trembling, for it is God who works in you, both to will and to work for his good
pleasure."

The Epistle to the Philippians 2:12-13

Here the Apostle Paul speaks to the Church in Philippi about their living out their saved lives in
reverence to what God is doing in them and through them. People who are saved don’t resist God
(not for long anyway). All of you who have been born again by the Spirit will begin to feel a ‘pull’
away from sinful habits, behaviours, practices, thoughts, and beliefs in your life. This is because your
new spirit is repulsed by that which God hates.
Allow Him to work in your life to discipline and train you by surrendering those things over to
Him as He cleanses you and makes you holy. This is a most mysterious but REAL thing. It is that
“sanctification” – the ‘setting apart’ of a person by God.
Some of you will immediately lose the desire for that which goes against the Spirit, and some
will take a little longer before they realize the need to give such things up. But everyone who is truly
born again will notice over the next several months as they cling to God and follow Him that He has
radically changed them. Others who know you will notice it as well. Some will be amazed and
thankful, but sadly, there will be those that dislike who you have become and wish for “the old you”
to come back…
No matter what, don’t give in, and don’t give up. Eternal life is worth far more than anything the
world, this life, and any relationship can offer;
"For what will it profit a man if he gains the whole world and forfeits his soul?
Or what shall a man give in return for his soul?"

The Gospel of Matthew, chapter 16, verse 26

Although eternal life with Christ is full, brings true joy and inner peace with God, while
remaining in this temporal existence to share the gospel with others until we leave our mortal bodies,
we are not promised an easy road free of trouble. In fact, we’re promised quite the opposite:
“If the world hates you, know that it has hated me before it hated you. If you were
of the world, the world would love you as its own; but because you are not of the
world, but I chose you out of the world, therefore the world hates you. Remember
the word that I said to you: ‘A servant is not greater than his master.’ If they
persecuted me, they will also persecute you…"

The Gospel of John, chapter 15, verses 18 to 20
The world and those of the world will oppose Christ who is in you. But as Christ loves those in
the world whom He came to save, you are welcome and instructed to continue loving all of your
friends (even those who choose to become your enemy) while praying that the Spirit of God would
save and free them also. Your influence in their life, and your witness to them of God’s work in your
own life will testify of His goodness and truthfulness, and will assist the Spirit in His work in their
heart for their salvation.
However, if they offer to you temptations that you feel too weak to deny, it is perfectly
acceptable to change up the circumstances in which you interact with them, or even maintain your
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relationships from afar while perhaps inviting them to associate with the stronger believers you are
developing friendships with. In time the Spirit of God will likely mature you so old enticements lose
all appeal.
"Do not be deceived: 'Bad company ruins good morals.'”

The First Epistle to the Corinthians, chapter 15, verse 33
In regards to giving up because of the pressures of the world and the people in it, a child of
God will never truly be able to reject their Father and walk away from Him.
“They went out from us, but they were not of us; for if they had been of us, they would have
continued with us. But they went out, that it might become plain that they all are not of us."

The First Epistle of John, chapter 2, verse 19

It is certainly possible to be tempted into sin as a child of God, but a child of God quickly seeks
forgiveness and turns back to the Father and the way that they should walk because God has saved
them and He holds onto them.
"The steps of a man are established by the Lord,
when he delights in his way;
though he fall, he shall not be cast headlong,
for the Lord upholds his hand."

The 37th Psalm, verses 23 and 24

"If we confess our sins, he is faithful and just to forgive us our sins and to cleanse us
from all unrighteousness."

The First Epistle of John, chapter 1, verse 9

He loves you that much, friend. If He’s saved you, He won’t abandon or forsake you. He will
keep holding onto you, loving you, overwhelming you with His grace, so that you will turn back to
Him and love and serve Him wholeheartedly. You simply have to accept His grace and let it happen.
Likewise, for you who are distant from God, I am convinced that although He may have given
you over to your own lusts and desires, He will continue pursuing you until your end so that you may
have a chance to come to Him. I urge you to give in and accept His loving offer.
To those whom God has saved, in regards to sin, resist temptation. An infinite price was paid for
you by One who loves you so greatly. Again, Christ’s atonement was not for us to sin, but to be free

of sin.
"What shall we say then? Are we to continue in sin that grace may abound? By no
means! How can we who died to sin still live in it? Do you not know that all of us who
have been baptized into Christ Jesus were baptized into his death? We were buried
therefore with him by baptism into death, in order that, just as Christ was raised from
the dead by the glory of the Father, we too might walk in newness of life."

The Epistle to the Romans, chapter 6, verses 1 to 4
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Friend, if you’ve accepted the Gospel, I’d encourage you to take a moment, and tell three people
of what God has done for you and for all mankind and that you have accepted this Good News. They
can be strangers around you, or family, or friends. But let someone know this wondrous truth. As I’ve
already urged all readers, please, whether you believe or not, share this book with everyone you
know so that THEY may have the opportunity to know this information and make THEIR OWN choice
about it.
Also recognize that there is a very real enemy set out against you. Unlike God whose desire is
that no man or woman may perish, your enemy’s desire is that ALL men and women should perish!
He cannot undo the salvation which is complete in a true child of God, but he will work hard to
attack a child of God to stunt their usefulness to God in this mortal life.
In the one who is not yet a child of God, he’ll attack any faith which God has granted you. He’ll
do his best to bring you to reject whatever faith God has given you, so you’ll walk away from the
eternal life-bringing relationship that God wishes to build with you.
Some of you will have been granted true, real, and complete faith to believe the Gospel, and will
have prayed to God, accepting the eternal life He offers. Others however, even if cut to the heart by
their sin, and seemingly accepting what God offers, perhaps even joyously, will not have truly been
born again by the Spirit of God.
Sadly, we see this very thing in the parable of the Sewer and the Seed;
“That same day Jesus went out of the house and sat beside the sea. And great
crowds gathered about him, so that he got into a boat and sat down. And the
whole crowd stood on the beach. And he told them many things in parables,
saying: ‘A sower went out to sow. And as he sowed, some seeds fell along the path,
and the birds came and devoured them. Other seeds fell on rocky ground, where
they did not have much soil, and immediately they sprang up, since they had no
depth of soil, but when the sun rose they were scorched. And since they had no
root, they withered away. Other seeds fell among thorns, and the thorns grew up
and choked them. Other seeds fell on good soil and produced grain, some a
hundredfold, some sixty, some thirty. He who has ears, let him hear.
“…‘Hear then the parable of the sower: When anyone hears the word of the
kingdom and does not understand it, the evil one comes and snatches away what
has been sown in his heart. This is what was sown along the path. As for what was
sown on rocky ground, this is the one who hears the word and immediately
receives it with joy, yet he has no root in himself, but endures for a while, and when
tribulation or persecution arises on account of the word, immediately he falls away.
As for what was sown among thorns, this is the one who hears the word, but the
cares of the world and the deceitfulness of riches choke the word, and it proves
unfruitful. As for what was sown on good soil, this is the one who hears the word and
understands it. He indeed bears fruit and yields, in one case a hundredfold, in
another sixty, and in another thirty.’”

The Gospel of Matthew, chapter 13, verses 1 to 9 and 18 to 23

I urge you therefore, friend, to CLING to the Lord, through thick and thin, in times of doubt or
certainty, to always be desiring more of God, learning more of who He is through reading His Word
in the Holy Bible, by meeting with Him in frequent prayer, and by surrounding yourself with The
Church – fellow Brothers and Sisters in Christ whom He has also called out for Himself from the
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world. By this God will keep you growing in Himself and you will see the ‘fruit’ of what was already
certain – that God has given you eternal life!
I recommend you get a good “study Bible.” It will have comments and notes on every page to
help you understand the verses. Many scholars and learned men have prayed over God’s Word for
years while studying it themselves. It will also contain “cross-references” alongside the verses so you
will see how God’s Word actually interprets and explains itself from one place to another.
For ease of reading and comprehension, I can safely recommend what’s called an English

Standard Version. It’s what’s known as a “transliterated” bible, or a “literal translation.” It would be the
closest one would get when translating the texts originally written in other languages into English.
Another version that reads a little more freely while maintaining the original meaning is the

HCSB or Holman Christian Study Bible. You can find that translation in Dr. Gene Getz’s Life Essentials
Study Bible which contains an incredible 1500 QR codes each linking to an individual video where he
explains the referenced passage. This sort of thing would be extremely useful to someone who has
just begun to follow Christ.
There are many other good and readable versions available, but I am no expert on this topic. For
that reason and for the sake of time, I won’t even attempt to categorize any others. I’ll simply say
that either of the two versions mentioned will do just fine in my humble opinion. If interested, there
are many reviews of versions that can be found online by searching for “Reviewing all Bible versions.”

vernacular7
adjective ver·nac·u·lar \və(r)-ˈna-kyə-lər\
1. c : of, relating to, or being the normal spoken form of a language
I will however warn you to stay far away from The Message version… It is not a translation of
the original texts, but one man’s attempt to modernize another English version for easier
comprehension by children and teens. The problem is that this creates one man’s interpretation on
what he was reading as he rewrote it to convey ideas in the common vernacular. So if he interpreted
something wrong (which sadly, he frequently did), he was then writing out wrong ideas for others to
take in. They were just conveyed in a way that is more simply understood.
That’s not our aim – our aim is to read [in our own language] what was originally written so that
the Holy Spirit of God can interpret the original ideas and meaning for our spirit to ingest and grow
from. As having read The Message as a teenager, I can vouch for it having ZERO spiritual impact in
my life.
As well, pay no heed to anyone claiming the King James Version is the only true translation of
God’s Word. Unfortunately there are those who claim to follow Christ who mistakenly cling to
nonsensical ideas such as this. It’s an interesting version to read and study but certainly not the only
one, and definitely not The Supreme One.8
When it comes to gathering with others, try to find a culturally conservative church where the
Bible is being preached from and the Gospel is being proclaimed so that you and others are growing
in truth. Don’t be caught up in what place is the flashiest or sounds the best, or simply feels right.
You want God’s truth taught to you in a gracious manner so that your spirit is renewed by the Holy
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Spirit. What you don’t want are “self-help” lessons from a quasi-psychologist rambling off psychobabble. That is the world’s way, and not God’s way.
Sermons which preach from God’s Word will be well-balanced, just as God’s Word is wellbalanced. Some sermons will challenge us when The Word confronts an area in our life which may be
sinful or displeasing to God, and the Spirit of God will convict us causing us to know we must repent
or surrender that area over to God. Others will encourage us and remind us of the awesome and
wonderful promises of our loving Heavenly Father.
Still, there will be times when a sermon provokes us with the reality that we may not be walking
well with The Lord. You don’t want to gather week after week in a place where the pastor’s only
concern is making you feel good about yourself with false and flattering messages that ‘tickles the
ears,’ 2timothy4:3 especially if we can honestly admit we’re desperately in need of correction and constant
guidance. There are presently far too many pastors out there that avoid the topics of ‘hell,’ ‘sin,’ and
even the ‘atoning sacrifice of Christ,’ which is the greatest message of all! These kinds of pastors are
only worried about growing the numbers of their congregation rather than the spiritual growth

WITHIN their congregation. Stay away from such false teachers.
This church should also be a place where other true believers are. They should be serving one
another and serving others in the community, always reaching out with lives that display the truth
and power of the Gospel as they share the Gospel verbally with others. God made man to dwell
together to display His glory, so you want a church that has a healthy, Christ-centered community.
That means don’t be persuaded by the church that seems loving because they aim to offend no
one and desire to be culturally ‘relevant’ and accepting OF sin. That church is slipping away, or
already has slipped away from the stable rock of God’s Word and the truth therein. God’s Word often
convicts of sin and causes offense to our sinful nature, but brings freedom and life just as you have
hopefully experienced from our truthful and honest discussion. Such places have reversed the proper
order of Love from God first before our neighbor, to man first and then God. As discussed earlier,
this reversal causes them to be blind guides who lead others astray. They cannot properly feed others
spiritually or offer others the gracious and truthful love of God.
You also don’t want to select a church just because it has the best music. Music is meant as a
form of worship to God which helps prepare our hearts so we can receive what’s coming from His
Word in the sermon from the pastor. Although it can sound professional and well-rehearsed, it’s not
primarily meant to appeal to us, and it’s certainly not there to entertain us. It’s to help US worship
God. The most important criteria for a church is, without a doubt, solid preaching where the true love
of God is manifested through people.
It can be a daunting task in today’s crooked and deceived society to find such a church. I would
be more than happy to help you locate one near you if you contact me. I’d also be happy to help
you attain a good bible if you don’t have one and are lacking the necessary funds to get one.
You can also supplement your spiritual nourishment by reading great literature by those who
have walked with the Lord in faith before you. A.W. Tozer, C.S. Lewis, Oswald Chambers, D.L. Moody,
and John Piper are a few.
And with modern technology and podcasts, one can hear a wide variety of preachers and
pastors to help you understand the Word of God and grow you in your faith. Dr. Charles Stanley of In
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Touch Ministries was very encouraging to me during the formative beginnings of my faith. Similarly,
Pastor Chip Ingram of Living on the Edge taught solidly and in a way that was applicable and easy to
grasp. Dr. Joe Boot of The Ezra Institute and formerly from Ravi Zacharius’s international apologetics
ministry has an incredible handle on discerning today’s culture in light of scripture and delivers his
messages with eloquence and intellectual prowess.
Lastly, I’ll mention Pastor David Platt, formerly of The Church at Brook Hills, but now president of
the Southern Baptist Convention's International Mission Board. He has such an incredible heart for
reaching the world with the life-giving Gospel. He’s also as talented and gifted an expositor of God’s
Word as I’ve ever heard, and surely preaches messages that spur the believer on to truly live their life
for Christ. He’s partnered with another incredible Pastor, Francis Chan, and together they’ve created a
resource for US to get out there and fulfill our awesome purpose in Christ. That resource is called The
Multiply Movement.
That movement stems out of the reality that God has rescued you for His glory and for His
purposes, just as we discussed above and which lead us into true fulfillment and the meaning of life.
It is based on The Great Commission which Jesus Christ gave His first disciples…
"Now the eleven disciples went to Galilee, to the mountain to which Jesus had
directed them. And when they saw him they worshiped him, but some doubted.
And Jesus came and said to them, 'All authority in heaven and on earth has been
given to me. Go therefore and make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the
name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, teaching them to observe
all that I have commanded you. And behold, I am with you always, to the end of
the age.'"

The Gospel of Matthew, chapter 28, verses 16 to 20

God has saved you so that you could be discipled by someone stronger in the faith and in turn,
quite quickly begin leading others into eternal relationship with Him as you disciple them too. This
isn’t an option. It’s the true mark of a believer. It’s the ‘fruit’ you were born again to bear. It may
sound intimidating, but see again the promise of Jesus – “Behold, I am with you always, to the end of
the age…” That’s a promise that can give us solid reassurance!
Please don’t be overwhelmed by all of this. It may sound like a lot to take on, but what God is
asking is that you simply lean into Him, get to know Him, love Him, and let Him guide you and work
through you. I would definitely recommend spending purposeful, focused time in prayer with your
Heavenly Father which is an intentional conversation. Aside from this, you can pray throughout the
day, giving thanks for all that God is doing, and asking for help with anything that comes your way.
A book that I found exceedingly helpful was Transforming Prayer by Pastor Daniel Henderson.
I’d also recommend you begin reading through the New Testament of the Study Bible you get,
perhaps a chapter in the morning, and a chapter at night, so that you can get to know more about
God, and who He is, what He is like, and who you are in relation to Him. Don’t bring your own ideas
and thoughts to the Bible; you should allow His Word to transform your ideas and thoughts, while
applying it to your life. That, along with a conversation about your day, will give you something to
pray about as you meet with your Heavenly Father who longs to spend time with you.
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As for reading extra books and listening to all those pastors, and joining the Multiply Movement,
they’re not an absolute requirement. However, friend, I will tell you that in my line of work where I
was permitted to listen to satellite radio for 12 hours a day, after I’d surrendered my life to Christ, I
listened almost exclusively to channel 131 Family Talk Radio. The majority of the programming were
sermons, most of which were very good and by pastors I could trust. In conjunction with my daily
bible-reading, it quickly and radically changed the way I thought and behaved. It had such an
incredibly positive, life-altering impact that I do strongly recommend such a thing for you.
In the time spent getting ready for work, or commuting, or doing dishes, or going for runs, or
working out… anytime you don’t have people needing your undivided attention, I would recommend
listening to sermons by the pastors just mentioned. One I neglected to mention but whom The Lord
used to revolutionize preaching in Britain during the 19th century is Charles Spurgeon. Hundreds of
the thousands of sermons he wrote and preached have been catalogued and saved and dictated for
present day audio, and they too are extremely edifying.
Joining The Multiply Movement is certainly worth considering for the simple fact that it will
assist you greatly in focusing on why you have been saved. Far too many Christians have been led to
believe that salvation was simply about ‘conversion’ for themselves. It should be obvious to you from
today’s reading that salvation is about becoming a disciple and true follower of Jesus Christ, and that
this in turn leads to the creation of other disciples. Francis and David’s free program will help you in
this undertaking.
It’s perfectly acceptable not to wait until you feel wholly equipped, because with the Word of
God, no one ever fully arrives, and everyone is always continuing to learn and grow deeper! Making
disciples isn’t necessarily about having all of the answers. It’s about humbly walking with others,
teaching them what The Lord has revealed to you, and growing together in community. It’s okay not
to have those answers as you can relay the question or the person asking onto someone you’re
being discipled by.
My hope with this ministry is to help you along as you grow in faith by learning from what I’ve
learned via the modern day benefit of social-networking and internet media. But mostly, I hope my
ministry can be used as an aid while you seek out those who can disciple you and walk with you in
person.
If you have accepted the Gospel, you’re welcome to skip reading the rest of this book, but I
would recommend that you at the very least read a latter portion of this book titled: A Warning for

All Professing Believers. There is so much deception and disinformation going around our culture,
and even infiltrating the Church, that I have taken the time to warn believers about the importance of
clinging wholeheartedly to the Word of God, and having a right understanding of Who God is and
what He is like. There is no greater tragedy than to profess to know Christ, but be following a false
Christ invented by ourselves due to the influence of the culture around us. That is a damning mistake.
The remainder of this book aims to help combat the various reasons people permit themselves
to doubt that God’s Word is revealed in the Holy Bible. None of the evidence is intended to serve as
the reasons one can believe because as we’ve learnt, faith is a gift from God. And faith is ultimately
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believing no matter what. BUT, just as Jesus called for people to “build their house on the rock”
which means to completely trust in Him as the foundation for your belief and your salvation, as
mentioned earlier, the many arguments in this book serve as girders which rest upon the rock of
truth that He IS, and act to support our ‘house.’
For that reason, I invite even the believer to join us, as I urge the unbeliever to continue reading.
That is because the various following points combat the very arguments put forward by so many
atheists and skeptics to fuel the doubt in the unbeliever, and give him or her excuse to continue not
believing what is so plainly true, and to continue rejecting whatever faith God is trying to grant them.
Dear friend, it is our very real adversary who sews such ideas to create doubt, and this enemy is
very active in order that you be kept from confessing your sin to God and seeking forgiveness from
Him. In the following passage, Jesus is actually giving instruction concerning interpersonal
relationships and debts owed…
"Come to terms quickly with your accuser while you are going with him to court,
lest your accuser hand you over to the judge, and the judge to the guard, and you
be put in prison. Truly, I say to you, you will never get out until you have paid the
last penny."

The Gospel of Matthew, chapter 5, verses 25 and 26

…but you know from all you’ve read today that you are approaching a judgment from The Lord
for which your penalty can never be paid off by you, and no one knows when that hour may come;
“For he does not know what is to be, for who can tell him how it will be? No man has
power to retain the spirit, or power over the day of death.”

The Book of Ecclesiastes, chapter 8, verses 7 and 8

If the Gospel has opened your eyes, unstopped your ears, and made your spirit reborn, please
let me know so that I can give praise for you as well as pray for you! I am so excited to hear about
the testimonies of what God is doing in your life and through your life!
In the next part of the book, we will discuss our very real adversary; the one who is intent on
hindering all people from accepting this amazing and awesome Gospel which brings them into
eternal life and relationship with the God of all creation who deserves all glory and honour and
praise!

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/iniquity; 1,2
“Warren Buffett signs over $30.7B to Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation,” USA Today, June 25, 2006,
http://usatoday30.usatoday.com/money/2006-06-25-buffett-charity_x.htm; last accessed January 4, 2017
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/succinct; 2
Zechariah 11:12, Exodus 21:32
Acts 17:31
2 Peter 3:10
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/vernacular; 1c
Theologian and Professor, D.A. Carson has an excellent book dealing with this very argument: The King James Version Debate: A
Plea for Realism
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Part 3
THE DEVIL IS REAL
AND HE WANTS YOU TO GO TO HELL
Friend, do you recall in the ‘Welcome’ when I stated that we live in a world system which seems
to tirelessly attack and deny and conceal that you genuinely NEED Jesus Christ? Do you remember in

Absolute Truth vs. Relativism when we spent some time reflecting on the reality that the world is
hard at work to eradicate Absolute Truth, but that truth in Christ is what would give eternal life and
set you free? Do you recollect the following:
“I hope that the conclusion you have arrived at from this first segment of “Before We Begin” is
that this will be a struggle, that you are indeed in a battle for your mind and your soul, and that it is
not to be taken lightly.”
There truly is an enemy force and a powerful commander hell-bent (no pun intended) on your
mortal and spiritual destruction. In this portion we will continue looking at circumstantial,
philosophical, and anecdotal evidence to help you see clearly that there truly is a supernatural realm
within which a supernatural battle is being fought to rob God of His rightful glory while damning you
to hell. We’ll also be utilizing passages from the Holy Bible which attest to this invisible reality, and I
trust that even not yet having gone through the great investigation to come as to the bible’s veracity,
it has thus far proven totally logical, reasonable, and reliable to you in this discussion. It can therefore
be depended upon as an authority on this matter, and in time you will see this assumption was a
very safe one to be sure.
Please, do not make the error of discounting what you are reading because you’ve not yet been
convinced of the Bible’s validity. It would be a great shame to dismiss the realness of the devil and
his incredible ability to deceive you and not recognize his cunning attacks going onward which would
prevent you from being able to properly assess the evidence! Once more, if rightly evaluated, the
sum-total of the evidence you will be exposed to on this journey should leave you “beyond a
reasonable doubt” with the understanding that God has spoken through the Bible. At the very least,
you should arrive at the point where you seriously consider seeking Him in all humility, reading the
New Testament for yourself while praying for Him to make Himself known and real to you by
granting you the faith we have been discussing.
For this portion though, anecdotal, circumstantial, societal, and biblical evidence are the means
we have and this is the route that we shall take because unfortunately, like God, the existence of the
devil isn’t exactly the sort of matter that can be determined through the scientific method using
weights, scales, thermometers, and other quantifying, measuring, and detection devices (although
people certainly attempt to investigate the “paranormal” in such a way).
Some might say a discussion of the enemy in such great detail at this point would be premature
and cause more trouble than it’s worth. But I felt that this was important going forward so that you,
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like infantrymen in war would be “eyes open, heads on a swivel.” This way you are made aware of
why you may be having such tremendous difficulty ingesting God’s Word and God’s Truth…
Your spiritual nemesis does NOT want you alerted to his strategy and will continue to work hard
at coaxing you to deny this information, perhaps even tempting you to abandon this discussion
altogether, or possibly distracting you from carrying on (maybe this has already been happening?).
Do you remember in A Welcome when I cautioned that the information we would be discussing may
cause the reflexive closing of your mind, or perhaps even the sense of illness or discomfort in your
stomach, even nausea as your very spirit wrestles against what you are hearing? That, friend, is
because there are genuine spirits at work trying to keep you enslaved and in bondage. I invited you
then to pray for God to help you be free, and I invite you to continue asking Jesus Christ to help you
when any such reactions occur. Ask Him for the strength to continue, perhaps after taking a break.
You may witness unusual occurrences or you may begin feeling emotionally heavy or life may
suddenly turn upside-down. Ask Him to protect you.
Or you may experience nothing at all. Ask Him to open your heart and eyes to His truth.
Please, dear friend, take this discussion seriously. This whole book about the reality of God and
who He is, is LITERALLY a matter of Life and Death, but eternally and of an immeasurable scale! I
truly hope you are not resisting and fighting against everything you have been reading. This is

EXACTLY what the devil wants and you MUST make a conscious effort to apply the right biases,
those correct lenses and filters, and let what is being said penetrate deep within your mind, into your
heart, into your soul, and into you spirit.
I KNOW God loves you, and I love you. You can trust me in this!
Now, let us continue…

“The greatest trick the Devil ever pulled was convincing the world he didn’t exist.”
“Verbal Kint” played by Kevin Spacey in the film,

The Usual Suspects1

(paraphrased from a quote by French poet,
Charles Baudelaire, 1862)

Friend, if your automatic thought is that the above quote is an illogical one due to an obvious
paradox – one where the devil couldn’t have made such a persuasion in the first place because he’s
not real, take a moment to think about that…
There IS no paradox in the statement above. It has indeed been one of the greatest schemes of
the devil to convince the world, primarily through philosophical naturalism, that he does not exist.
From there it was indubitably simple to trick the world into believing he poses no threat, for how
could anything which does not exist be of any real danger…?
Imagine it’s 1970 and after being drafted into the Vietnam War as a ground-pounding infantry
soldier, you’re making your way through the jungles of enemy territory – only, you don’t believe
there’s an enemy! Nobody does! People are talking and telling jokes and laughing… Because of the
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sweltering heat, helmets aren’t donned and flak vests meant to protect from shrapnel from explosives
are left open… Rifles are slung unloaded over shoulders… Some soldiers are confused as to why
they’re strolling through this environment in the first place. Others are making the best of it, enjoying
the sun while admiring the incredible vibrancy of the vegetation, gazing at the occasional wildflower
that grows…
One soldier falls into a pit full of sharpened, feces-covered, pungi sticks meant to maim, then kill
through toxicity, if not from the skewering itself. Yet the soldier lies there bleeding and dying in the
booby-trap in complete ambivalence. Another trips an improvised explosive device and is blown to
smithereens. The loud noise hardly startles the remaining troops who go back to their conversing
while meandering.
Eventually there’s an ambush and tracers from the machine guns of the Vietcong rip through the
jumbled group. Bullets are pinging off the odd piece of metal, tearing apart flesh leaving gaping,
gushing wounds in the soldiers. The enemy assaults to finish them off with bayonets and machetes
and combat knives. In anguish and pain and suffering, the soldiers don’t even react. It’s as if the
enemy force is not only completely unseen, but totally unperceived.
The few remaining living soldiers are taken off to P.O.W. camps, stripped to their underwear, and
put in bamboo cages resting in shallow water. Leeches attach themselves all over their legs while flies
buzz at their faces. They slump there, utterly perplexed with looks on their faces that say, “Why am I
suffering? Why is this happening???” They don’t even know they’re at war.
"The thief comes only to steal and kill and destroy.”2
Most people today give the devil no thought whatsoever. I admit, even as someone who grew

up going to church, I paid little to no attention to his existence, had no idea how he operated or
really even that he did, and by the time I was 29, after nine years of having almost totally walked
away from whatever faith I had at the age of 20, I gave the devil no consideration whatsoever!
How cunning. How dangerous. And how endlessly lethal…

1.
2.

Bryan Singer (Director), and Christopher McQuarrie (Writer), The Usual Suspects (PolyGram Filmed Entertainment; 1995);
(original quote by Baudelaire reads: “The finest trick of the devil is to persuade you that he does not exist.”)
John 10:10

There IS a Heavenly Realm
Part 3 – Section 1
In the last century as cosmological research has advanced, astronomers have noted that galaxies
appear to rotate far too quickly in respect to how much matter is visible within them. They developed
the theory (which is now purported as fact) that there is “dark” matter in the universe. Dark matter is
called this because it does not emit or interact with electromagnetic radiation, such as light, and is
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invisible to the ENTIRE electromagnetic spectrum (ie: from gamma rays to x-rays to ultraviolet, all the
way through radio waves and onwards). To put it simply: we can’t see it.
Adding to this, we have another mysterious component called Dark Energy. Dark energy is
hypothesized as existing throughout all of space and being at least partially responsible for the
proposed accelerated expansion of the universe. Again, we cannot see it.
David Spergel, a leader of the Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe space mission, divulges:

“From our experiments, the periodic table which comprises the atoms or normal matter that are
said to make up the entire universe actually covers only 4.5 percent of the whole… Students are
learning just a tiny part of the universe from their textbooks. It would be dark matter and dark
energy that comprise the next 22 percent and 73.5% of the universe.”3
In any case, it is apparent that huge and invisible forces are exerting themselves upon our
universe. Is it possible that these are actually the effects of an unseen, parallel realm?
Don’t be too quick to scoff, my dear friend… the Albert Einstein Professor in Science at Princeton
University, theoretical physicist and cosmologist, Dr. Paul Joseph Steinhardt has led the way in the
theoretical research into what is called Braneworld Cosmology – the idea that our 3-dimensional
universe is restricted to a Brane inside a higher dimensional space referred to as the Bulk. In physics,
a brane is any dimensional or extended object in string theory, and our universe would be a 3-brane.
The word, ‘brane’ comes from membrane, which would be a 2-dimensional brane, likened to a cell
membrane which is flat but having two sides (think 2D picture on a television vs. 3D space of actors
in a performance). A string from string-theory is a brane of ONE dimension, and a point particle can
be viewed as a brain of dimension ZERO.
Here’s where things get interesting. Dr. Steinhardt offers the following:

"The only way these branes interact is through gravity… [A heavy object on a parallel brane]
would draw matter [from our brane] towards it – but we couldn't touch, feel, or see it. So it
would seem to us to be a kind of dark matter. In fact, maybe the dark matter is matter on this
other brane."4
Although this is obviously still speculative, Professor Steinhardt says, "but it seems like a natural
possibility."5
In the 10th episode of the second season of Through the Wormhole, Steinhardt would propose
“that these two membranes might even touch at points, transferring matter and radiation from one
to the other.”6
String theory actually posits that there are TEN dimensions and there may even be eleven…
Whether this is true or not, all of these fascinating ideas we’ve briefly discussed should bring us to
two realizations;
1) there’s plenty of room for an unseen ‘heavenly’ realm to exist alongside our natural realm;
and
2) that 95.5% of our universe may be composed of matter and energy we can’t even see and the
very little we understand about it is purely theoretical (and it might not even exist in our own
dimension) indicates that all of us, including our greatest minds in science, are incredibly ignorant,
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and MUCH greater humility is needed for our lives, for our research into why and how the natural
world works, and in relation to God Himself. Even IF we had COMPLETE and total understanding of
4.5% of the universe, it would seem that Stephen Hawking’s lofty pronouncement in The Grand

Design was based on a very incomplete set of data…
Considering that scientific theorists really have no knowledge or understanding of what is
outside of our dimension but can embrace all manner of otherworldly concepts, why is it that they
are so skeptical or even OPPOSED to the reality of miracles and other supernatural phenomena,
Heaven, and the existence of God? Famed Christian apologist Dinesh D’Souza wrote in his book

What’s So Great About Christianity:

“It seems worth pointing out here what Harvard astronomer Owen Gingerich seems to be the
first to have noticed: anyone who can believe in multiple universes should have no problem
believing in heaven and hell. Just think of them as alternate universes, operating outside space
and time according to laws that are inoperative in our universe. Even the atheist should now be
able to envision a realm in which there is no evil or suffering and where the inhabitants never
grow old.”7
Once again, due to our upbringing in the modern world within our educational system, we
somehow develop the false notion that we can’t believe anything unless it’s scientifically observed
and proven. Yet we live our very lives having not put a wide variety of very critical matters to such
scientific testing. We don’t even rely solely on scientific processes when proving a defendant is guilty
of a murder – sometimes relying ONLY on circumstantial evidence!
As I pointed out in Direct and Circumstantial Evidence vs. The Scientific Method , it’s entirely
possible that the reason scientists have such trouble contemplating the supernatural is because of the
vast amounts of time spent solving problems via the pattern of scientific methodology. When we
perform an activity repetitively it does indeed impact how our brain functions. That’s why people get
good at “Brain Teasers,” or field sports, or a musical instrument. Be that as it may, philosophical
naturalism seems to play a big part in their imperceptions.
What a convenient tool for the devil to exploit.
In God Must Exist we looked at one of the most incredible verses in the Bible – the very first
verse in which God declares that in the beginning, He made the Heavens and the Earth. We discussed
how this verse describing the introduction of time, space, matter, and energy being a singular event
was CENTURIES before our greatest intellects would arrive at that conclusion through the scientific
method. Once more with the suggestion of other dimensions, God’s Word was WAY ahead of us.
In Hebrew, “Heavens” is the word

ָׁ שַמ ִים, and is pronounced “shamayim.” This word was used to

describe the sky, the “abode of the stars” and the visible universe and the atmosphere, and most
notably for this portion of our discussion, the “abode of God.” Now obviously from the verse, God
existed before He created such an abode, and it naturally could not fully contain Him, but it is in part
where He chooses to reside.
Now I am careful not to take license here because in the Greek, there is a word for heaven
which is οὐρανός, pronounced “ouranos,” and this seems to describe a Heaven which is up, far
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above the earth and past the stars. But there is another Greek word, ἐπουράνιος, pronounced
“epouranios” which speaks of a heavenly region.
That being said, ‘Heaven’ apparently denotes a transcendent spiritual realm that exists parallel to
our 3-dimensional physical realm and God has clearly created a multidimensional universe
encapsulating everything. Unable to see anything outside of our dimension we fall into the snare of
believing this is all there is.
Being as the spiritual realm is also an additional dimension to the physical we observe, it is
entirely likely that Heaven where God resides is not necessarily another place far away. It may be that
one Heaven signifies a “higher” heaven where the throne of God is, and the other refers to that
which is lower within the heavenly realm. Nevertheless, God being infinite, He is omnipresent, so
being within dimensions, but also outside of all dimensions as a Spirit, it’s no wonder He knows “the
beginning from the end,” and can guide all that is happening within time.
From all this it should be evident that Heaven is not simply a place where some people go when
they die… Nor are the spiritual dimensions of reality solely out “there” at the farthest edges of the
universe. Heaven and earth overlap and interact with each other. And they do so in ways that we
cannot often see, and are difficult to detect or understand, and sadly, impossible for some to
perceive. Yet they are operating wholly in continuity.
God operates in the spiritual dimensions of reality, but also sustains and interacts with the
physical world in numerous ways. Events in the physical world are shaped by activities in the spiritual
realm, and what is conducted in the spiritual manifests in the physical in various forms. Whether we
know it or not, everything we involve ourselves in affects the spiritual realm.
The spiritual realm is just as real and tangible as the physical realm, maybe even more so, just
that we cannot experience it with the familiar senses of touch, taste, sight, smell, and hearing. So
when we look at the world in isolation, we miss much of what is happening in the universe.
Three hundred years ago almost every person understood that there was more than what we
see. It’s still that way in countries and cultures where “modernity” has not tainted the spiritual
perceptiveness of the people. Many areas of Africa are home to people quite sensitive to the
immaterial. Sadly, thousands of those individuals focus on the dark side and not on the truth that
God has provided. For most of us though, the so-called “enlightenment” through modernized,
secularized education has left us thinking anything else is old-fashioned, superstitious, or just plain
erroneous.
Having come from where I’ve been in life, I’m not sure how many professing Christians even
comprehend all of this. I fear that many are quite unaware of what is going on spiritually all around
them and can’t discern what there life IS doing or could be doing in the supernatural which we are
actually living and traveling through via this physical plane.
The harder question is how many have SOME understanding, but don’t live like it, mistakenly
operating as if the spiritual realm was irrelevant. Unlike the soldiers in our ‘Nam illustration, the
follower of Christ should be fully cognizant that they are in a battle and then conduct themselves
accordingly.
Before we move on, I just want to say that although we are talking about parallel and higher
dimensions, unlike with the higher dimensions involved in string theory, it is safe to say there are
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NOT other ‘you’s’ in an alternate existence. You can reject such thinking as true genuine sciencefiction. How do we know? For one, the Bible which is God’s trustworthy Word and our standard for
truth nowhere even alludes to such a possibility.
Two; if a person’s spirit supposedly transcends one reality into all the others, but they become
born again by the Spirit of God, does that mean that simultaneously their spirit was born again in all
of those other dimensions? You only have one spirit, friend. That’s what makes you YOU. It can’t be
reconciled to God in one plane of existence but not in another. Could God, infinite and all-powerful
orchestrate events so that at the exact moment of spiritual rebirth in one dimension it was occurring
in all of the rest? Certainly, but this doesn’t make it so. God has created one single solitary universe
to govern over in which we live. Let us apply Occam’s Razor here and cut away any foolishness so no
one may be led astray by frivolous thinking.
You will soon come to learn that such rabbit trails are yet another technique of your enemy to
distract you and leave you shipwrecked, stranded, and forever lost…
Now that we’ve spent some time building our case by looking at the circumstantial evidence
from the scientific community, let’s turn to examples from the supreme authority of God’s Word
(which seems to always be way ahead of the scientists anyway).
In the eleventh chapter of the Epistle to the Hebrews you may remember is the definition of real
faith.8 It’s also where we’re told that God rewards our faith for seeking Him by finding Him.9 The
author spends the rest of this incredible chapter talking of different people throughout history who
exercised their faith and whom God used mightily for His glory and for our encouragement. Part of
what is motivating to us is that at other points in the bible we ALSO read descriptions of nearly every
one of these people sinning grievously. That confirms for us that God is patient, He’s forgiving, and if
we repent and trust in Him we too can do awesome and mighty things for His Kingdom.
The author would go on to say in the following chapter:
“Therefore, since we are surrounded by so great a cloud of witnesses, let us also lay
aside every weight, and sin which clings so closely, and let us run with endurance the race
that is set before us, looking to Jesus, the founder and perfecter of our faith, who for the joy
that was set before him endured the cross, despising the shame, and is seated at the right
hand of the throne of God.”

The Epistle to the Hebrews, chapter 12, verses 1 and 2

Now there is so much we could unpack in terms of spiritual realities here, but I include this
passage namely for the portion that states that “we are surrounded by so great a cloud of
witnesses.” First let’s discuss the meaning of ‘witnesses.’
For the purpose in this passage, witness can mean either a person who is presently seeing

something, OR that someone testifies or gives evidence of something having occurred

10

– in this

case the reality and trustworthiness of God which is who they put their faith in and why they are
examples for us to follow. The Greek word for witness used here is: μάρτυς and is pronounced
“martys” and also encompasses the above meanings. The question for us then is, ‘which is it?’ Some
believe that this great cloud of witnesses is watching us, cheering us on to live right in Christ… while
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others believe they do NOT see us, but are set as a prime example of what we can accomplish
through faith.
I, friend, lean towards the latter. I imagine that heaven would turn into a place of anguish for
believers rather quickly if they had to observe us in our sin, causing pain to one another and
ourselves and to God.
That being said, from the Greek word for surrounded which is περίκειμαι and is pronounced,
“perikeimai,” and indeed means to be encompassed by, and the Greek word for cloud which is νέφος
and is pronounced, “nephos,” which describes a cloud, a large dense multitude, a throng, it seems
clear that the author of this epistle is portraying something ethereal which we are in the midst of.
Could this residence for our ‘cloud of witnesses’ be a higher dimensional brane or a parallel, heavenly
realm we are in contact with? It would seem so.
The apostle Paul who wrote thirteen of the New Testament epistles mentioned the heavenly
realms frequently. Paul was certainly experienced in the matter and we’ll be talking about this shortly.
Right now let’s look at a passage from his Epistle to the Ephesians. He’s just finished explaining the
mystery of the Gospel revealed to him and then writes:
“For this reason I bow my knees before the Father, from whom every family in heaven
and on earth is named, that according to the riches of his glory he may grant you to be
strengthened with power through his Spirit in your inner being, so that Christ may dwell in
your hearts through faith—that you, being rooted and grounded in love, may have strength
to comprehend with all the saints what is the breadth and length and height and depth,
and to know the love of Christ that surpasses knowledge, that you may be filled with all the
fullness of God.”

The Epistle to the Ephesians, chapter 3, verses 14 to 19

Notice where Paul mentions “breadth, length, height and depth?” When we draw our space, we
use coordinates X, Y, and Z for breadth (or width), height, and length. That is because we inhabit 3dimensional space. But Paul incorporates the 4th dimension to express the incalculable love and
fullness of God who transcends our space!
Now, friend, I’ve anticipated that if you are skeptical you will point out that Paul’s supposed “4th
dimension” is depth, and is merely a continuation of ‘height’ but in the negative direction. However,
consider the following: we gave the ‘X’ axis the term abscissa to represent the horizontal (or width),
the ‘Y’ axis we named the ordinate for the vertical (or for the sake of argument, height), and the ‘Z’
axis we called the applicate for length… yet it would be AGES before anyone could fathom the 4th
dimension mathematically, let alone come up with a name for the 4 th axis!
Please don’t get confused, my friend – it is true that mankind throughout history has been able
to imagine the spiritual realm, and even Plato began to envision a “higher” eternal world in The

Republic (c. 370 B.C.). BUT it was not until a 17th century English philosopher named Henry More
introduced the idea of the 4th dimension in his Enchiridion Metaphysicum of 1671 (translated:
“Handbook of Metaphysics”) as an extension from our own, yet again in a spiritual way. He called this
extension the essential spissitude, as ‘spissitude’ means "density, thickness, compactness."11
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Although a hundred years later it would be a French physicist named Jean-Baptiste le Rond
d'Alembert who would advance time as a fourth dimension, it would STILL be TWO HUNDRED years
later in the 1800’s before a British mathematician and science-fiction writer named Charles Howard
Hinton would give name to this 4th axis in physical SPACE! He would use the Greek words, ana and

kata, which mean “Up toward” and “down from” respectively to define the two opposing fourthdimensional movements.
Having said all this, friend, it’s NO WONDER Paul in the first century, in spite of having an
awareness of a 4th dimension, was limited to a simplistic term like “depth” to give full meaning to
the expansiveness he comprehended. It’s actually quite likely that Paul himself did not even perceive
of this fourth axis in the mathematical sense, but that He was inspired by the Holy Spirit to include it
as ‘future proof’ of His divine influence on the text for us to discover all these years later!
To help us appreciate what we have just read and what we’re going to read next from the Bible,
let’s take an introductory look at 4th dimensional space. It is definitely difficult to grasp and hard for
our brains so conditioned to 2D and 3D thinking to picture mentally.
However, we will be treading softly.
Friend, I have reason for concern as we delve into this area of our discussion. While researching
4D geometry and the history of its development, I have made some very disturbing spiritual
discoveries (4D geometry is rightly called “non-Euclidean geometry” but I’ll stick with what’s simpler
to type). It is quite evident that the enemy uses this area of theoretical science to lure the willing, and
deceive and ensnare the unsuspecting. Trying to wrap one’s head around 4-dimensional objects can
definitely stress the brain as it tries to process the imagery, and prolonged exposure should be
avoided. If you begin to feel uneasy, please give your eyes a rest by averting them, or stop
altogether. If you are known to have epilepsy or any other neurological ailments, or there is any
predisposition in your family, exercise due caution.
I myself while watching a 14 minute video experienced mild neural discomfort and slight nausea.
Although I’m sure this was very much physiological, as the brain is the conduit for the spirit I’m also
quite convinced there was more at play. This also warrants discussion and much consideration but
we’ll save that for the moment.
As already discussed, at Dimension ‘0,’ we have a point. At the 1st dimension we have a line
(which in String Theory is called a ‘string’). Extend that line from the initial point perpendicular with
the first line and we now have a square in the 2nd dimension. Extending that square in the direction
perpendicular to the plane it lies on, we arrive at a cube in the 3 rd dimension. So far, we are all
familiar with this, right?
Now here comes the tricky part. If we move that cube into the fourth dimension, it creates what
is known as a hypercube, because it is now hyperdimensional, which means to be above three
dimensions. The word ‘hyper’ is Latin but came from the Greek and meant, ‘over.’ (having broken
down image 01)
Here’s how that all looks when animated: (insert image 02)
The hypercube is ALSO what is called a “Tesseract.” This name was given to it by Charles
Howard Hinton in his book A New Era of Thought. It comes from the Greek τέσσερεις ακτίνες,
pronounced “téssereis aktines,” and means "four rays". This refers to the four lines from each vertex –
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the point where two lines meet – connecting to the other vertices – which is plural for “vertex.” We’ve
already mentioned how Hinton also suggested the words ‘ana’ and ‘kata’ over a hundred years ago,
and looking at the hypercube, one can admit these Greek terms are fitting. (insert image 03) Has the
newly formed cube moved “up toward” or “down from?”
The new cube has the same dimensions as the original cube and appears down from. But it also
appears to be smaller and centralized within the original cube. It could also be interpreted as smaller
yet and up toward. However, this is because we are thinking 3-dimensionally… Here’s another
perspective-drawing that might help: (insert image 04)
(create and insert an image for this) A 3D cube has 8 vertices. The image of the hypercube
above has 16 vertices. Still not helping?
What about this image where the closest vertex is highlighted in red? (insert image 05)
No, not much better… What if we were to rotate the 4D cube in a counter-clockwise direction to
the right in a 3D projection so you can see it in 2D? (insert image 06) How about we slowly reverse
the rotation ? (insert image 07) I recommend not staring for too long, but do you see how difficult it
is to grasp how the hypercube would appear in our three dimensional space?
What if we look at a stereographic image of the hypercube? (insert image 08) This is one of
those images where if you stare at it and then let your eyes cross so the two grey boxes become

three boxes, you will see three 4D cubes hover in space before you. If you’ve ever looked at
“Stereograms” before, this shouldn’t be too tricky to figure out – just make sure the image source is
held the right distance from your eyes. Notice how there are still only 16 vertices even though the
shape looks so complex? I opened the original image in a paint program to colour in and eliminate
each vertex just to be sure for myself, and it was rather amazing considering how busy it looks with
all the lines and boxes and corners.
What’s also amazing is that the hypercube contains a total EIGHT 3D cubes. You may remember
in math class when you unfolded the cube into connected 2D squares that it contained 6 of them.
(insert image 09) This is called the ‘net’ of the polyhedron – the 3D shape – as it is made up of
polygons – the 2D shapes (interesting that it resembles a certain significant symbol pertaining to our
journey to truth which we are on, but it’s probably only a coincidence as 3D cubes can be unfolded
and laid out in many other 2D arrangements as well as the cross). We can also unfold a 4D cube to
view the net in 3D… (insert image 10) Here it is displayed with two colours to differentiate the first
and final stage of unfolding.
Pretty cool, right? Still hard to imagine the process of unfolding? Here is an animation of how
that would look: (insert image 11)
Just for fun, here’s yet another stereographic image, but of the unfolded hypercube: (insert
image 12)
I hope, my dear friend that you have not developed a headache from these mental gymnastics!
If so, please do take a break because next you’ll have the option of viewing an alternate and what I
believe is a safer version of the video on 4D shapes I watched. If at this point you’re already
convinced that seeing something from the 4th dimension in our physical 3D realm would be
incomprehensible, you can safely skip this video. But if you pride yourself as having a more flexible
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mind, I invite you to watch this video while trying to keep up and apprehend what all of the vertices
and sides and shapes are doing just as I did. Very strenuous indeed!
Again, please be mindful as you watch. As I’ve already stated I am convinced with great reason
that the enemy of your soul seduces or outright pounces upon those who venture with their minds
towards the 4th dimension. I’m SO convinced of this that I was actually reluctant to share even this

somewhat safer alternate video. However, because there may be people out there who feel they were
not vexed whatsoever by the tesseract, 4D shapes of greater complexity will be displayed in hopes
that such individuals will also come to the conclusion that what might emerge from a higher
dimension would quite likely be incognizable, even to the greatest of minds.
From what I’ve learned through this recent research into the history of 4 th dimensional
theoretical geometry, I cannot help but believe that God has purposefully limited our minds and our
spirit – at least for the time being – to reside on our 3-dimensional plane, both here in the physical
and in the spiritual. To commune with God in intimate prayer does not require elastic 4 th dimensional
thinking, but a lowly spirit.12 After all, if He’s an infinite being outside of time and space, He’s the One
who descends to us, much like a loving father swooping in with open arms to pick up his children,
and it is not us who ascend to Him…
I must admit though that this thinking is merely conjecture. Being as I don’t think I could
present this as a likelihood based on the Scriptures, it’s obviously not very important or crucial to a
saving relationship with God anyway. But by the end of this investigation into the reality of the devil,
you’ll understand why the thought had occurred to me that God may have confined us to the 3rd
dimension.
Following along with this video will be difficult. Please don’t push yourself. If you feel nauseous
or uneasy or feel tension in your brain or stomach, do stop. You may wish to look away from the
screen at points or skip ahead to shorten the segments as you are shown shapes which grow in
complexity. In any case, the truth is, if you’re having trouble wrapping your head around how these
shapes move and function, you’re ready for the next passage!
(insert videos; https://youtu.be/DEaC1kgzIKo, https://youtu.be/hc98jQKDmas)
Well, how was that? You survived! I truly hope you don’t feel as queasy as I did afterwards.
Honestly, I think I was more troubled in my spirit than my mind. But both were undoubtedly left
uneasy.
If you’re wondering what was so bad about the version I saw, I plan on dissecting the video later
on once we’ve covered the rest of our information about the heavenly realm and the enemy therein.
Right now we’d only be jumping the gun.
Before we move on though, you may find another video helpful where cosmologist Carl Sagan
discusses how difficult it would be for us 3-dimensional beings to comprehend the visitation by a 4D
entity, and why.
(insert video here: https://youtu.be/N0WjV6MmCyM)
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I find it interesting and perfectly fitting that Dr. Sagan would speculate that a 4 th dimensional
being speaking to you or I would be inferred as “a greeting from his insides… a voice from within.” It
is entirely relevant to this part of our discussion and we’ll be talking about how before too long.
For now, let’s look at the next passage from God’s Word:
“In the thirtieth year, in the fourth month, on the fifth day of the month, as I was among
the exiles by the Chebar canal, the heavens were opened, and I saw visions of God. On
the fifth day of the month (it was the fifth year of the exile of King Jehoiachin), the word of
the Lord came to Ezekiel the priest, the son of Buzi, in the land of the Chaldeans by the
Chebar canal, and the hand of the Lord was upon him there.
“As I looked, behold, a stormy wind came out of the north, and a great cloud, with
brightness around it, and fire flashing forth continually, and in the midst of the fire, as it were
gleaming metal. And from the midst of it came the likeness of four living creatures. And this
was their appearance: they had a human likeness, but each had four faces, and each of
them had four wings. Their legs were straight, and the soles of their feet were like the sole of
a calf's foot. And they sparkled like burnished bronze. Under their wings on their four sides
they had human hands. And the four had their faces and their wings thus: their wings
touched one another. Each one of them went straight forward, without turning as they went.
As for the likeness of their faces, each had a human face. The four had the face of a lion on
the right side, the four had the face of an ox on the left side, and the four had the face of
an eagle. Such were their faces. And their wings were spread out above. Each creature
had two wings, each of which touched the wing of another, while two covered their
bodies. And each went straight forward. Wherever the spirit would go, they went, without
turning as they went. As for the likeness of the living creatures, their appearance was like
burning coals of fire, like the appearance of torches moving to and fro among the living
creatures. And the fire was bright, and out of the fire went forth lightning. And the living
creatures darted to and fro, like the appearance of a flash of lightning.
“Now as I looked at the living creatures, I saw a wheel on the earth beside the living
creatures, one for each of the four of them. As for the appearance of the wheels and their
construction: their appearance was like the gleaming of beryl. And the four had the same
likeness, their appearance and construction being as it were a wheel within a wheel. When
they went, they went in any of their four directions without turning as they went. And their
rims were tall and awesome, and the rims of all four were full of eyes all around. And when
the living creatures went, the wheels went beside them; and when the living creatures rose
from the earth, the wheels rose. Wherever the spirit wanted to go, they went, and the
wheels rose along with them, for the spirit of the living creatures was in the wheels. When
those went, these went; and when those stood, these stood; and when those rose from the
earth, the wheels rose along with them, for the spirit of the living creatures was in the
wheels.
“Over the heads of the living creatures there was the likeness of an expanse, shining
like awe-inspiring crystal, spread out above their heads. And under the expanse their
wings were stretched out straight, one toward another. And each creature had two wings
covering its body. And when they went, I heard the sound of their wings like the sound of
many waters, like the sound of the Almighty, a sound of tumult like the sound of an army.
When they stood still, they let down their wings. And there came a voice from above the
expanse over their heads. When they stood still, they let down their wings.
“And above the expanse over their heads there was the likeness of a throne, in
appearance like sapphire; and seated above the likeness of a throne was a likeness with a
human appearance. And upward from what had the appearance of his waist I saw as it
were gleaming metal, like the appearance of fire enclosed all around. And downward
from what had the appearance of his waist I saw as it were the appearance of fire, and
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there was brightness around him. Like the appearance of the bow that is in the cloud on
the day of rain, so was the appearance of the brightness all around.
“Such was the appearance of the likeness of the glory of the Lord. And when I saw it, I
fell on my face, and I heard the voice of one speaking.”

The Book of Ezekiel, chapter 1, verses 1 to 28

Wow…
First question, friend is: do you have any idea what you just read? Can you even BEGIN to
conceive of what Ezekiel saw? I know I certainly can’t! Many have tried and history (as well as the
internet) is chalk-full of pictures and paintings people have done to make sense of all that…
When we really examine the text some things become evident:
1.

a)

The prophet Ezekiel was “among” around 10,000 other exiled Israelites here near the

Chebar canal in Babylon.13 He’s the only one who saw this vision so it was likely that God
opened His eyes spiritually so he could see this great thing transpiring in the spiritual realm
which is what “the heavens were opened” may suggest;
b)

If it was a manifestation in the physical realm, Ezekiel was either isolated from the

others in a secluded portion of the canal so far away no one else could see this magnificent
event (and the Hebrew word for “among” which is

 ָּ תֶיםand is pronounced tekav leaves a little

room for such interpretation but not much, although chapter 3, verse 15 says he returned to
a place called Tel Abib where the exiles were settled which seems to imply he was out on his
own away from others), or God has supernaturally kept all surrounding people from
witnessing this;
c)

In either case it would seem that there are elements from a higher dimension being

revealed on a 3D plane. The reasons for this are:
i)

the four “living creatures are described as each having four wings, every wing
located “on their four sides” (or a different side of their body) – front, back, and
both sides – and each creature is noted as having two wings covering their own
body while the two other wings are touching the wings of another creature, and
yet all the wings are said to be “spread out above,” but also “stretched out
straight [under the expanse],” but “[w]hen they stood still, they let down their
wings” (this last action seems to occur chronologically at the end, but mostly
everything seems to have been occurring simultaneously);

ii)

all the while the text states that “each one of them” (which implies individuality)
“went straight forward, without turning as they went,” and this seems
contradictory if their wings are supposed to be in proximity to be touching this
whole time, and permitting that they moved in unison in the same direction does
not seem to work because;

iii) that they moved in different directions seems confirmed when the “wheel within a
wheel” is mentioned and they “went in any of their four directions” (The King
James Version of the Bible translates that line as “went on their four sides” which
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would indicate perhaps that the rim and hub appeared crossed as if perpendicular
to one another – even more confounding!);
iv) much of this movement was happening in such a manner: “the living creatures
darted to and fro, like the appearance of a flash of lightning.” This could point to
transdimensional travel or the warping of space. Whatever the explanation, it’s
supernatural and not something normal 3D beings can do;
v)

when it comes to the ‘living creatures’ it can’t be forgotten that each of them had
four faces – a lion on the right, an ox on the left, and a human face and an eagle
face, likely on the front and back in that order. The question is: was this literally
how the head of the creature was? Or was this how they appeared because the
creatures’ faces were transcending from 4th dimensional space into the 3rd
dimension? Or was God somehow projecting what He wanted to be seen into the
location of the creatures’ heads for the purpose of His message? It’s hard to say
but what’s important to understand is that literal or not, the faces, as well as
every other detail in the vision had significant meaning for the prophet and for
us today. None of it was an accident, and great interpretations of this chapter can
be found on the internet for those interested in further study. 14

2.

The last and greatest indication that something from a higher dimension had lowered itself to
our plane of existence is when verse 26 says that “above the likeness of a throne was the
likeness with a human appearance.” The throne of course points to the rule of God, and
Ezekiel even concludes the chapter by saying, “Such was the appearance of the likeness of
the glory of the Lord.” Now what person of the Godhead was revealed to us in the form of a
man? Yes, friend, the prophet Ezekiel who we know had this vision in 593 B.C. because it
occurred five years after his group of exiles were taken from Israel in 597 saw an awesome
and terrifying vision of the preincarnate Christ – the Messiah – in so much glorious brilliance
that He looked to be made of precious metal and fire while exuding a resplendent light like
that of a rainbow! In order to be seen as having a “likeness with a human appearance,” the
Lord Jesus – God infinite and outside of time – must’ve displayed himself in a 3-dimensional,
humanlike form!

All in all, it’s definitive that Ezekiel saw something he could not explain in writing in a way that
would be totally clear for anyone to make out. He was permitted by God to see His awesome
splendor when “the heavens were open[ed]” and The Lord either entered into our plane of the
spiritual realm, or perhaps into our plane of the physical realm, through some sort of fiery rift from
the higher heavens. Whichever it is, after Ezekiel witnessed this and was given the heavy and
momentous assignment of God to speak to His people, he went home and was so overwhelmed he
couldn’t do anything but sit among them for seven days.
That would’ve all undoubtedly been a lot to take in, wouldn’t you agree?
(And as a sidenote I hate to have to inject; no, Ezekiel did not see ancient aliens and UFOs… Nothing
in the text about the “wheels” insinuates such an invented speculation.)
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My friend, having struggled through the 4th dimensional shapes can you sympathize with
Ezekiel’s struggle to write a feasible description of what he had been looking at? Forget trying to
perceive a hypercube, think of trying to perceive a being! Can you imagine how debilitating it would
all be?
If you’ve seen Christopher Nolan’s Interstellar 15 starring Matthew McConaughey, you may
remember when McConaughey’s character finds himself in an unthinkable realm which he cannot
understand, causing him to be immediately gripped with fear.16 Although (likely for the audiences’
sake) he quickly comes to terms with where he is, consider how difficult it would be for him to write
down his experience, and how much harder it would be for others to decipher. That’s the
understandable result of viewing something that is both supernatural as well as extradimensional.
This may be too early to divulge but I once had a vision of sorts within my own mind about a
year before coming to know Christ, and believed at that time that it was a sort of revelation from
God (in hindsight it could very well have been the enemy out to destroy my life by pointing me
towards actions that would cause great trouble). But it seemed to occur within an instant and yet
communicate a fair deal of information about the path and purpose of my life up to that very point
(sort of a “life flashing before your eyes” moment you hear people talk about – as if it’s all densely
packed into one little nugget that explodes into instantaneous playback right before you).
I can tell you in earnest sincerity, my friend that I dropped to my knees greatly humbled, and
wept at what I believed was the awesome power of God’s hand over my entire life. Like Ezekiel
described in the 14th verse of chapter three, “the hand of the Lord being strong upon me” was the
fearsome pressure I believed I was feeling.
I’ve gone skydiving a few times and I can only compare that mind-blowing experience to leaning
out the door of an airplane while someone held onto my back, looking two-thousand feet down to
the hard ground below knowing I don’t have a parachute on, and if the person behind me let go, I
would be falling to a terrifying death… only to feel in the midst of all of this that it was God who had
hold of me, and that although He could crush me like the ground of the earth rushing to meet me
would, He loved me, and He was with me, and I could trust Him because He’d never let me go....
I can write with great confidence that Ezekiel definitely saw something so powerful he was left
immobilized, and that what He wrote in the Bible certainly happened over 2600 years ago.
Carrying on, my friend, have you ever heard the saying, “The writing’s on the wall” when it’s
becoming apparent that misfortune looms? Well, friend, this originated from an incredible event
which happened in 539 B.C. and was recorded in The Book of Daniel (another prophet who lived in
Babylon while Ezekiel did, but in a different locale).
King Nebuchadnezzar through his military prowess had regrown Babylon into an empire, and in
doing so had conquered Israel and taken many of its people back to his own country (as we learned
above). This had been permitted by God as a way to chasten His chosen people who had grown
wicked and rebellious in the four centuries since He’d made them a great and mighty nation.
But after Nebuchadnezzar’s death in about 563 B.C. the rule of the kingdom shifted through a
few different hands until Nabonidus took over. He however departed from the capital city in 550 and
made his son Belshazzar responsible over it, hence why although Belshazzar was only a coregent, he
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held the title of ‘king.’ It would soon become evident though that Belshazzar was unfit to rule and
manage an empire.

Regent17
noun re·gent \ˈrē-jənt\
2.
: a person who rules or reigns
Now that the stage is set, here is the passage from Daniel’s account:
“King Belshazzar made a great feast for a thousand of his lords and drank wine in front of
the thousand.
“Belshazzar, when he tasted the wine, commanded that the vessels of gold and of silver
that Nebuchadnezzar his father had taken out of the temple in Jerusalem be brought, that
the king and his lords, his wives, and his concubines might drink from them. Then they
brought in the golden vessels that had been taken out of the temple, the house of God in
Jerusalem, and the king and his lords, his wives, and his concubines drank from them. They
drank wine and praised the gods of gold and silver, bronze, iron, wood, and stone.
“Immediately the fingers of a human hand appeared and wrote on the plaster of the
wall of the king's palace, opposite the lampstand. And the king saw the hand as it wrote.
Then the king's color changed, and his thoughts alarmed him; his limbs gave way, and his
knees knocked together. The king called loudly to bring in the enchanters, the Chaldeans,
and the astrologers. The king declared to the wise men of Babylon, ‘Whoever reads this
writing, and shows me its interpretation, shall be clothed with purple and have a chain of
gold around his neck and shall be the third ruler in the kingdom.’ Then all the king's wise men
came in, but they could not read the writing or make known to the king the interpretation.
Then King Belshazzar was greatly alarmed, and his color changed, and his lords were
perplexed.”

The Book of Daniel, chapter 5, verses 1 to 9

What an odd event, wasn’t it? And yet if we permit ourselves to agree with what theoretical
scientific research seems to be telling us and what the Bible is plainly depicting, although not
common, this sort of thing is NOT an impossibility.
Notice the terror that understandably seized Belshazzar? His “color changed” which could very
well relate to yet another well-known idiom, “pale as a ghost.” His mind was filled with so much fear
that his “limbs gave way” and he trembled so powerfully that “his knees knocked together” like
you’ve probably seen in cartoons! He’s so bothered by what he witnesses that he immediately cries
out for his wisest and most learned spiritual advisors to come and interpret the words upon the wall!
Without even thinking of the consequence of fulfilling such hefty rewards, he rattles off a list for
whomever can tell him what the words say, including making them a third ruler over the whole
Babylonian kingdom! But when even the supposedly brightest minds – those mere men who’ve
mistakenly devoted themselves to false spirituality, but who the king’s put so much faith in for
having the answers – can make nothing of it which attests to the fact that they have long been
spiritually deceived, Belshazzar realizes even further how terrifying his situation is and his color
changes yet again!
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Friend, I think we can empathize here. If like Belshazzar we had studied the histories of the
kingdoms surrounding our region and learned that in times past Israel had defeated great foes and
won unimaginable victories by the hand of their God, and we had flagrantly decided because of how
vast our empire had become, to mock this God by opting to use the very dishware dedicated to the
sacred rituals conducted in the temple of that God, and we gave praise for their artistry not to Him,
but to the false gods of “gold and silver, bronze, iron, wood, and stone,” and then a hand
materialized before us, or slipped through an opening in another dimension to hover in our midst to
write on a plaster-covered wall (perhaps by burning into it as the finger traced out the characters just
as He had when inscribing the Ten Commandments on the stone tablets given to Moses on Mount
Sinai Ex31:18), and we made the connection as Belshazzar likely did that this writing was in direct
response to our blasphemous actions, I think we would be absolutely petrified too!
Again, although this seems at first to be unusual, although it is supernatural, it should not be
hard to conceive of having occurred within the history of our reality.
The last account that I’ve chosen to include from God’s Word which depicts the overlapping of
our physical realm with a spiritual realm reads as such:
“And after six days Jesus took with him Peter and James, and John his brother, and led
them up a high mountain by themselves. And he was transfigured before them, and his
face shone like the sun, and his clothes became white as light. And behold, there
appeared to them Moses and Elijah, talking with him. And Peter said to Jesus, ‘Lord, it is
good that we are here. If you wish, I will make three tents here, one for you and one for
Moses and one for Elijah.’ He was still speaking when, behold, a bright cloud
overshadowed them, and a voice from the cloud said, ‘This is my beloved Son, with whom I
am well pleased; listen to him.’ When the disciples heard this, they fell on their faces and
were terrified. But Jesus came and touched them, saying, ‘Rise, and have no fear.’ And
when they lifted up their eyes, they saw no one but Jesus only.”

The Gospel of Matthew, chapter 17, verses 1 to 8

In this awesome moment from Jesus Christ’s time on earth when “God became flesh,”18 He led
His three closest disciples up on a “high mountain” (possibly reminding us of God’s glorified
appearance to Moses on Mount Sinai19), and then revealed His glorious self to them. First off, does
Jesus’s appearance and the inclusion of the “bright cloud” not sound very similar to what Ezekiel had
seen over six centuries earlier when he was shown “the appearance of the likeness of the glory of
the Lord”?! Somehow God was opening the eyes of these apostles so they could see something in
the parallel heavenly realm, OR He was causing it to pour fourth into OUR dimension, and it in
conjunction with the appearance of Moses – who’d died mortally and been buried fifteen centuries
earlier20 – and Elijah – who was translated bodily into the heavenly realm 800 years earlier21 – left
them so stupefied but overjoyed at what they were seeing that they wanted to erect tents and stay
there a while! What an unusual but honest reaction!
But then Peter was interrupted by the eclipsing of that dazzling cloud, and the voice of the
Father in Heaven was SO AWESOME that their automatic reaction was to drop down in worship out
of wholly reverent fear! Talk about a right response to God…
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If it hasn’t dawned on you yet, my friend, the reality of the spiritual realm being joined to the
physical in spite of being invisible to it, and that beings in higher dimensions can occupy the same
space as us without physically entering it, is the very reason that people can be closer and more
intimate with God in Heaven than with any other person, be it during worship, or in prayer, or when
He manifests His presence to comfort or encourage or strengthen us. But this is provided we receive
Him and accept what He offers by faith. Otherwise, because He will not force Himself upon anyone,
He won’t necessarily show up (although admittedly He often does even for those who are resisting
Him or have rejected Him because He is good and loving). And this is why the psalmist was able to
write what you read much earlier – that “The Lord is near to the brokenhearted…”
I hope from what you’ve been reading, my dear friend, that you can respect that there is indeed
a realm which we cannot see and that it is undeniably entwined with our own, and I trust that you
are humbly opening yourself up to this actuality. I also believe the next portion of our conversation
will help convince you even more.
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Out of Body Travel
Quite a heading, I know. At first glance it may strike you as utterly preposterous or even ‘kooky.’
But you shall soon see the reason for its application to our discussion.
The Apostle John, one of Jesus’s closest disciples and also one of the three mentioned above
during Christ’s transfiguration, was the last disciple to remain alive near the end of the first century.
For His testimony of the resurrection and the evangelizing of the faith, he ended up being
temporarily exiled. It was during this time that The Lord gave him The Revelation;
“I, John, your brother and partner in the tribulation and the kingdom and the
patient endurance that are in Jesus, was on the island called Patmos on account
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of the word of God and the testimony of Jesus. I was in the Spirit on the Lord's day,
and I heard behind me a loud voice like a trumpet…”

The Revelation chapter 1, verses 9 and 10

Patmos, a small, barren and rocky penal island used by the Romans, roughly 45 km2 and part of
a group of 50 islands in the Aegean Sea off the coast of Turkey is where John had been exiled to. It
was here that on a Sunday – the Lord’s day – he would be praying intensely and very intimately to
God who assuredly lived within John by His Spirit. Because of this communion and due to the power
of this prayer, despite the interdimensional divide with the Almighty, John was “in the Spirit.”
When you take this into account with the incredible and surreal visions that John received, it
seems that he is communicating first that he is experiencing something within the spiritual realm, and
second that his spirit in some way begins to travel within it;
“After this I looked, and behold, a door standing open in heaven! And the first
voice, which I had heard speaking to me like a trumpet, said, ‘Come up here, and I
will show you what must take place after this.’ At once I was in the Spirit, and behold,
a throne stood in heaven, with one seated on the throne. And he who sat there had
the appearance of jasper and carnelian, and around the throne was a rainbow that
had the appearance of an emerald.”

The Revelation, chapter 4, verses 1 to 3

Now we see John “in the Spirit” travels to some sort of heavenly location. And it’s here that he
comes to a throne. On this throne someone sits, and this person is shining in radiant glory like
golden coloured crystals such as “jasper and carnelian” while an emerald-tinted rainbow emanates
all around! What an awesome sight! Well of course this description should bring us right back to
Ezekiel chapter 1 because it is none other than The Lord on this throne once more!
Again the Bible reveals that there is more around us than what we see, and here we see that our
spirit can enter into this place…
The Apostle John is not the only one to know this. The sixth chapter from the Book of Isaiah in
the Old Testament details a vision somewhat like Ezekiel’s where the prophet Isaiah also saw The
Lord sitting on a throne. However, it’s unclear as to whether Isaiah has traveled in body or by spirit
alone to the throne room of God, OR if he is only seeing into the heavenly realm by his spirit. This is
why although it is a powerful account, I have not included it here.
But earlier I had alluded to The Apostle Paul’s profound “familiarity” with the heavenly realms…
That is because he too was ushered into them by God during his ministry!
“I must go on boasting. Though there is nothing to be gained by it, I will go on to
visions and revelations of the Lord. I know a man in Christ who fourteen years ago
was caught up to the third heaven—whether in the body or out of the body I do not
know, God knows. And I know that this man was caught up into paradise—whether in
the body or out of the body I do not know, God knows— and he heard things that
cannot be told, which man may not utter.”

The Second Epistle to the Corinthians, chapter 12, verses 1 to 4
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Paul doesn’t know whether what transpired was purely spiritual or if the physical body was also
translated into the heavenly realm. But something revolving around transdimensional travel in some
mode is obvious, especially when we consider that he specifically mentions the “third Heaven” – the
highest and farthest realm of Heaven where we stated God abides.
Now this instance was SEPARATE to the one John had. Paul was not referring to John for this
second letter to the church in Corinth was written in 55 A.D., and John would receive The Revelation
at least three decades later! Although Paul tries in humility to divulge this astonishing episode as if it
happened to another man, he soon lets slip through innuendo that it is indeed himself who went
through it, and confesses that he received an affliction to keep himself from becoming conceited. Not
many of us have trouble becoming conceited over something that happened to someone else, right?
Based on the dating of the second letter, this would set the time for his extradimensional
journey to around 41 or 42 A.D.. He’d been born again by the Holy Spirit in 34 A.D., but did not
present himself to the apostles of Christ in Jerusalem until 37 A.D.. Due to his bold preaching of the
Gospel in Jewish synagogues, those that did not believe Jesus was the Son of God planned to kill
Paul. To protect him the apostles sent him back to the Roman city of Tarsus most likely before 38
A.D.. It would be while apart from his apostolic cohorts that he would continue to grow in the Lord
and undergo what he reported in the passage above.
I cannot help but suspect that God gave Paul this powerful vision for three reasons: 1) as if
Paul’s supernatural conversion when the Resurrected Christ suddenly appeared to him wasn’t
motiving enough, this event would further encourage and inspire Paul in the Great Commission and
deepen his conviction of the truths of Heaven so he would remain steadfast amidst the great trials
and difficulties that laid ahead; 2) to make Paul a very reliable narrator for the topic of the heavenly
realms; and 3) it was during this miraculous incident that Paul received “The Mystery” kept hidden
throughout all of history from not only men but even the angels; that God would reconcile people
from any nation who feared Him, so that “through the church, the manifold wisdom of God might
be made known,” not only to men but even to the most powerful beings in the heavenly realms… 22
…And this will later prove to be an important part of our discussion about our enemy.
Having said all this regarding ‘out of body’ travel by the spirt into the spiritual realm, I must
caution you friend that the practice of what is called astral projection, where a person voluntarily
leaves their physical body, is very dangerous spiritually. Both John and Paul and others in the Bible
were ushered into this realm by God Himself, and so were under the care of the Almighty. If you’ve
sought out how to engage in this activity and attempted to venture into the spiritual realm, you need
to ask yourself some important questions:
-

Who’s protecting me if not God?

-

Who’s drawing me into this realm if it’s not The Lord?

-

If God put my spirit in a body to inhibit me from crossing into this realm, should I be trying
to go there?

-

If my spirit is disconnected from my brain and absent from the body God put me in, both
meant to protect me from the enemies of the spiritual realm, what kinds of attack is my
spirit susceptible to?
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-

If my will and spirit are not with my body to protect it, what kinds of attacks might my body
be susceptible to?

-

If God’s authoritative Word implies that my spirit can only leave my body if I’m with Him or
my body has died and I’m awaiting judgment and unable to return to it except by God’s will,
and my spirt is actually still within my body, then who or what has connected itself to me to
relay the information I am visualizing from somewhere else?

Friend… I know movies and novels and the retellings of others make mystical out of body travel
sound very enticing and even enthralling. But if The One True God is not a part of your crossing,
what you are involving yourself in is harmful and will prove spiritually deadly in the end if you do not
stop, repent, and seek forgiveness from God as described above in The Good News.

22. Ephesians 3:1-12

Teleportation
When we hear that word, we cannot help but think of science-fiction movies we’ve seen.
Immediately for many of us, the phrase, “Beam me up, Scotty” pops in our heads. But it’s worth
bringing up in this discussion. Teleportation can be defined as “the transfer of matter from one point
to another without traversing the physical space between them.”23
There are of course a few different theories on how such a mode of movement could work when
looked at like “faster than light” travel. But the two that pertain to our discussion on the reality of
heavenly realms are as follows:
1) The use of hyperspace (the space above our dimensional plane) to travel by ascending
dimensionally, and appear to disappear from one point in our physical plane and then

reappear at another point in our physical plane when we descend back down;
2) Instantaneously “jump” from one spot to another by means of the will (either our own or
someone else’s) as seen in the 2008 film, Jumper.24
With either method, it seems feasible that the entrance into hyperspace and the folding of that
space to deposit someone back in the lower dimension would be required. Whatever the case may
be, we actually see this occur within the pages of Scripture intimating once again that there are other
realms and dimensions.
The first account we’ll discuss involves Jesus and His disciples. He’s instructed them to depart by
boat from an area near Bethsaida, and head west across the Sea of Galilee in the direction of a place
called Capernaum while He spends time in prayer before reuniting with them. They were either blown
off course, or they intended to follow the coast and veer towards Gennesaret roughly 9 km (or five
and a half miles) from where they launched;
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“When evening came, his disciples went down to the sea, got into a boat, and started
across the sea to Capernaum. It was now dark, and Jesus had not yet come to them. The
sea became rough because a strong wind was blowing. When they had rowed about three
or four miles, they saw Jesus walking on the sea and coming near the boat, and they were
frightened. But he said to them, ‘It is I; do not be afraid.’ Then they were glad to take him into
the boat, and immediately the boat was at the land to which they were going.”

The Gospel of John, chapter 6, verses 16 to 21
(underline for emphasis, mine)

Notice the moment Jesus steps into the boat it’s at land…
In the Gospel of Mark, at that moment the wind also ceased, “[a]nd they were utterly
astounded,”25 and in the Gospel of Matthew, “those in the boat worshiped him, saying, ‘Truly you
are the Son of God.’”26 No doubt!
Considering that Matthew records the boat “by this time was a long way from the land,”27 and
according to John still had two kilometers (or 1.5 miles) to go, and that the Greek word for

immediately is εὐθέως and is pronounced, “eutheōs,” and is translated in every major version of the
Bible as, “immediately, straightaway, presently,” and only ONCE as “in a moment,” and means just
that… it seems like a safe bet to accept that God teleported the boat and its occupants to the shore.
How He did it, I cannot even begin to guess. But it’s a good thing, because Christ would have a full
day ahead of Him – healing the multitudes in Gennesaret, then walking four kilometers to teach
about eternal life in Capernaum.
*Note* : This is separate from an earlier account where Jesus had left in a boat with His disciples and
fallen asleep while the waters became rough and He calmed the storm. The two should not be
confused with one another.
If you find that hard to believe, friend, simply keep reading.
“On the evening of that day, the first day of the week, the doors being locked
where the disciples were for fear of the Jews, Jesus came and stood among them
and said to them, ‘Peace be with you.’”

The Gospel of John, chapter 20, verse 19
At first glimpse, this may seem like an odd way for the author to write that Jesus Christ came to
visit His disciples. Well it’s important to understand, this “First day of the week” is Resurrection

Sunday! So Jesus is appearing in His Resurrected body – the same imperishable body we saw Paul
tell the Corinthians earlier would be received for eternity by born again believers!
But what should really stand out in the above verse is that the doors were locked because the
disciples were fearful that the Jewish priestly leadership having crucified their rabbi – the title of a
Jewish teacher of the Law – would come for them next! Is that important? Let’s keep reading chapter
20…
“Eight days later, his disciples were inside again, and Thomas was with them. Although
the doors were locked, Jesus came and stood among them and said, ’Peace be with you.’”

The Gospel of John, chapter 20, verse 26
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CLEARLY the author is telling us by emphasizing that “Jesus stood among them,” and “the
doors being locked,” that He is in their midst in spite of the room being sealed! Jesus Christ in His
resurrection body was able to defy our physical dimension and appear IN the room! For lack of
better words, He teleported – a word John certainly did not possess to use in the first century!
Do you recall Carl Sagan talking about the 3D apple coming to visit the 2D square within his
house? It was no trouble whatsoever for the higher dimensional being to enter the lower dimensional
being’s home because there was no roof obstructing it. With Jesus, there too would be nothing
obstructing His entrance, not rooves or ground or walls or even locked doors!
But this would not be the only time Jesus defies our laws of physics in such a way, and John
would not be the only Gospel author to say so;
“When he was at table with them, he took the bread and blessed and broke
it and gave it to them. And their eyes were opened, and they recognized him.
And he vanished from their sight.”

The Gospel of Luke, chapter 24, verses 30 and 31

This account does not describe Jesus fleeing from a dining room, my friend. He had met up with
two of His disciples – likely not of the main twelve as one is named ‘Cleopas’ – who were on a long,
seven-mile walk to a village called Emmaus. “[T]heir eyes were kept from recognizing Him”28
(sounds positively supernatural), and He taught them from the Old Testament as to why their
prophesied Messiah had to die. The two disciples invited Him to supper and to stay the night as it
was getting late. As you’ve just read, He then gave the blessing and then their spiritual blindness was
removed, and then He genuinely disappeared from before them! This is indicated not only by the
plain language (let alone the original Greek compound words, γίνομαι ἄφαντος which are
pronounced, “ginomai aphantos,” and mean “to become invisible”), but also by how the proceeding
verse has them break into discussion about their entire time with Him as if He’s no longer there! The
verse after has them hurrying back to Jerusalem to tell the other disciples!
It is there that we see another, more detailed version of what played out in that locked room
described in John’s recounting;
“As they were talking about these things, Jesus himself stood among them, and
said to them, ‘Peace to you!’ But they were startled and frightened and thought they saw
a spirit. And he said to them, ‘Why are you troubled, and why do doubts arise in your
hearts? See my hands and my feet, that it is I myself. Touch me, and see. For a spirit
does not have flesh and bones as you see that I have.’ And when he had said this, he
showed them his hands and his feet. And while they still disbelieved for joy and were
marveling, he said to them, ‘Have you anything here to eat?’ They gave him a piece of
broiled fish, and he took it and ate before them.”

The Gospel of Luke, chapter 24, verses 36 to 43

Again we see the words, “stood among them,” only this time we see even MORE clearly why
John emphasized the locked doors – because stood among them means Jesus appeared out of thin
air! They were so troubled by His sudden appearance that He had to convince them He wasn’t a
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spirit but that He had appeared in bodily form. He does this by first inviting them to touch His fleshly
body, and when that isn’t enough He even asks for something physical to eat so they can know for
certain!
Although Jesus Christ can apparently transport Himself and others at will, God occasionally
moves others in this manner too when He sees it fitting to do so.
A few years after the Resurrection and Jesus’s ascension into heaven, Christianity would spread
throughout Jerusalem and into some of the surrounding areas. But God had commanded the Gospel
go out into all the world (as you may remember from the conclusion to The Good News). So because
His apostles and the Church had settled there and not ventured out, in His perfect wisdom He
permitted persecution from the Jewish leadership to intensify to the point where the followers of
Christ had no choice but to flee and spread outwards into the Roman Empire.
Now a deacon (an appointed leader in the Church under the Apostles) named Philip29 (not to be
confused with the Apostle Philip who was one of the Twelve), had first went to the nearby region of
Samaria (where “The Good Samaritan” would’ve been from in the parable depicting Loving your

Neighbour). He would preach the Gospel here and be empowered to do signs of healing and
deliverance from demons, and many would believe and rejoice!
Philip would soon be instructed by God to go south about 50 kilometers (or 30 miles) to
intersect a main road leading from Jerusalem to Gaza. We’ll pick up with the text here:
“And he rose and went. And there was an Ethiopian, a eunuch, a court official of
Candace, queen of the Ethiopians, who was in charge of all her treasure. He had come to
Jerusalem to worship and was returning, seated in his chariot, and he was reading the
prophet Isaiah. And the Spirit said to Philip, ‘Go over and join this chariot.’ So Philip ran to him
and heard him reading Isaiah the prophet and asked, ‘Do you understand what you are
reading?’ And he said, ‘How can I, unless someone guides me?’ And he invited Philip to
come up and sit with him. Now the passage of the Scripture that he was reading was this:
“’Like a sheep he was led to the slaughter
and like a lamb before its shearer is silent,
so he opens not his mouth.
‘In his humiliation justice was denied him.
Who can describe his generation?
‘For his life is taken away from the earth.’
“And the eunuch said to Philip, ‘About whom, I ask you, does the prophet say this, about
himself or about someone else?’ Then Philip opened his mouth, and beginning with this
Scripture he told him the good news about Jesus. And as they were going along the road
they came to some water, and the eunuch said, ‘See, here is water! What prevents me from
being baptized?’ And Philip said, ‘If you believe with all your heart, you may.’ And he replied,
‘I believe that Jesus Christ is the Son of God.’ And he commanded the chariot to stop, and
they both went down into the water, Philip and the eunuch, and he baptized him. And when
they came up out of the water, the Spirit of the Lord carried Philip away, and the eunuch saw
him no more, and went on his way rejoicing. But Philip found himself at Azotus, and as he
passed through he preached the gospel to all the towns until he came to Caesarea.

The Book of Acts, chapter 8, verses 27 to 40

(underline for emphasis, mine)
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What an incredible report! Azotus would have been, even from the closest point on that road, at
LEAST 20 kilometers away! Philip simply vanished before the Ethiopian when God transported Him!
And Philip would discover he’d moved to an entirely different location!
Now if you’re tempted, my friend, to explain Philip getting “carried away” by the Spirit of the
Lord being like a rambunctious child can get carried away goofing off, maybe dancing about, and
“find himself” having danced into another room, or something of this sort, you must take into
consideration the Greek word being used here. Carried away comes from the word, ἁρπάζω which is
pronounced, “harpazō,” and means to seize, carry off by force or to snatch out or away. The Apostle
Paul would use this very same word to describe believers one day being “caught up together with
[the dead believers] in the clouds to meet the Lord in the air.”30
This is definitely different than someone being enlivened by the Spirit of God to dance or move
twenty kilometers only to discover they’re in a totally different town. This is obviously supernatural
and testifies of God using His power over our physical dimension to move both the matter and the

spirit of a man “from one point to another without [him] traversing the physical space between
them…”
This brings us to the conclusion of this subsection. We set out to show clearly that theoretical
physics and theoretical geometry both leave ample room for, and even signify what God’s Word has
always affirmed – that there is indeed a spiritual realm which we cannot see but is very real.
One last thing to consider is that The Revelation given to John would involve visions from a
distant future he could not fully comprehend. For John to travel to a place and time whether it be in
both body and spirit, or in spirit alone, or for God to reveal what would eventually come to pass in
time, The Almighty would either need to take John there or above there in space, or bend time for
the future to be visible in some way. Again we see definitive, Biblical evidence that there are higher
heavenly realms.
And this method was one way for God to deliver prophecy to His people. And prophecy which
comes to pass is indicative of a God outside of time and space, in a “highest Heaven” who sees into
our “lower realms.” The uncanny accuracy is biblical prophecy is one of the greatest evidences for the
truthfulness and the reliability of God and His Word. We will certainly be covering it in due time.
One last thought I’d like to leave you with, my friend, involves our modern-day scientists’ belief
that some invisible force on a parallel plane or brane is acting upon our visible universe, and is
responsible for why star-clusters don’t appear like we assume they should:
“He is the image of the invisible God, the firstborn of all creation. For by him all things
were created, in heaven and on earth, visible and invisible, whether thrones or dominions
or rulers or authorities—all things were created through him and for him. And he is before
all things, and in him all things hold together.”

The Epistle to the Colossians, chapter 1, verses 15 to 17

23.
24.
25.
26.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Teleportation
Doug Liman (Director), David S. Goyer, Jim Uhls, Simon Kinberg (Writers), Jumper (Twentieth Century Fox; 2008)
Mark 6:51
Matthew 14:33
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28.
29.
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Matthew 13:24
Luke 24:16
Acts 6:5
1 Thessalonians 4:17

Angels Certainly Exist
Part 3 – Section 2
The attack on the reality of the spiritual realm and the beings within is not a new one, my friend.
We see even in the pages of Scripture themselves that a portion of the Jewish elite known as

Sadducees (pronounced: saj-yuh-see) did not believe in such supernatural matters when the Jewish
Pharisees did. The Apostle Paul understood this and used it to his advantage during his unjustified
trial for preaching the Good News;
“Now when Paul perceived that one part were Sadducees and the other
Pharisees, he cried out in the council, ‘Brothers, I am a Pharisee, a son of Pharisees. It
is with respect to the hope and the resurrection of the dead that I am on trial.’ And
when he had said this, a dissension arose between the Pharisees and the Sadducees,
and the assembly was divided. For the Sadducees say that there is no resurrection,
nor angel, nor spirit, but the Pharisees acknowledge them all.”

The Book of Acts, chapter 23, verses 6 to 8

Friend, if you are skeptical of the existence of angels and are only willing to believe in them if a
research lab detects them, weighs them, measures them, and then releases their findings for peerreview in a recognized scientific journal, unfortunately this portion will only include Biblical and
anecdotal evidence for their existence.
However, I trust that if you have been willing to stop fighting and resisting the truth being made
known to you as we progress, this evidence will be powerful and perhaps even overwhelming for you.
I do hope you are willing to humbly consider it. I share it only because I know it will help open you
up to the truth that sets free and saves.
I imagine all of us are at least somewhat familiar with The Christmas Story of Jesus Christ’s
miraculous conception and birth. You may remember it was an angel named Gabriel who delivered
the news to Jesus’s earthly mother;
“In the sixth month the angel Gabriel was sent from God to a city of Galilee
named Nazareth, to a virgin betrothed to a man whose name was Joseph, of the
house of David. And the virgin's name was Mary.”

The Gospel of Luke, chapter 1, verses 26 and 27

This would be the same angel who visited the prophet Daniel over five centuries earlier.
We also see angels communicating with Mary’s husband Joseph through dreams. We see angels
at the empty tomb after Jesus’s resurrection. We see them throughout the New Testament as well as
the Old. They’re spoken of repeatedly, witnessed on more than a few occasions, and their working in
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the midst of man is discerned and noted throughout the entire Bible (they’re referenced more than
TWO HUNDRED times in Scripture31 – although it should be made known that sometimes when An

Angel of The Lord is mentioned, it’s actually referring to a manifestation of God as the preincarnate
Christ in the likeness of a man, but with His glory concealed, unlike in Ezekiel’s vision – do not be
deceived; this is not to say that Jesus was an angel…).
The passage that I think applies best to our current discussion on there being a spiritual,
invisible realm with angels occupying it reads as follows:
“When the servant of the man of God rose early in the morning and went out,
behold, an army with horses and chariots was all around the city. And the servant said,
‘Alas, my master! What shall we do?’ He said, ‘Do not be afraid, for those who are with us
are more than those who are with them.’ Then Elisha prayed and said, ‘O Lord, please
open his eyes that he may see.’ So the Lord opened the eyes of the young man, and he
saw, and behold, the mountain was full of horses and chariots of fire all around Elisha.”

The Second Book of Kings, chapter 6, verses 15 to 17

In this account during the 9th century B.C., the Kingdom of Israel was under great threat by the
Assyrian Empire (modern day Syria). More than a couple of times attempts to assassinate the Israelite
king by the Assyrian king were thwarted because of warnings from Elisha the prophet who was the
disciple of Elijah (whom we learned in the last section avoided death and was taken directly to
heaven). Elisha was able to know the enemy’s secret plotting and forewarn his king. This greatly
frustrated the Assyrian ruler so he dispatched a mighty army to find and seize the man appointed by
God to speak for Him.
Of course as we’ve just read, God was protecting His servant with an army in the mountains full
of “horses and chariots of fire…” This is speaking of an angelic army of God, and obviously not of
human charioteers who’d all accidentally set every last one of their trusted steeds and battle-carts on
fire… They may actually have been the same sort of angelic chariots that had come for Elijah earlier.
Here we see that these warriors of God were residing in plain sight blazing in the mountains, but
invisible to earthly eyes and in a parallel, heavenly realm.
Many a preacher has used this passage to help encourage his flock regarding situations in their
lives where the odds seemed overwhelming. Circumstances only appear daunting if we are looking
with our physical eyes at what is visible. For those who trust in the Lord, help resides in the invisible.
As Elisha had personally witnessed his mentor Elijah’s unbelievable ascendance,32 it’s no wonder he
had such rock-solid faith!
There are many other recordings in Scripture of angelic armies protecting God’s chosen people,
including when Jacob in the 20th century B.C. had his eyes opened to see angels set up for him to
camp among.33 We will see many more passages which attest to the reality of angels, but for now we
will shift to anecdotal evidence I am hoping will hit closer to home for you if you are less persuaded
by God’s Word.
In 2007 near the end of the school year for 17 year old Ross Cappichionni, he was asked by a
friend he’d known for a decade to drive him to a family member’s house in east Detroit. Ross
declined though because the area is apparently the sort of place that even police tend to avoid.
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After a week of repeatedly being asked and even being promised $30 for gas by this friend, on
June 6th, Ross relented.
He stated for the interviewer from The Berrics.com’s documentary, Aberrican Me uploaded to
YouTube October 7th, 2011, that when they were nearing the neighborhood, in spite of it being a
beautiful, sunny day, Ross’s intuition seemed to have kicked in, and a feeling he described as “eerie”
settled upon him. Pulling up to the front of the house, he was instructed to drive around to the back.
As he made the final turn he recalls the impression upon his mind, a flashing “CAUTION: DO
NOT ENTER,” but continued to deny it as he’d known this friend for so long.
Once the two got out of the vehicle, Ross looked around for a brief moment only to be
surprised by a loud and deafening blast that left his ears ringing. He’s surprised, not knowing what
has just happened and looks down at his forearm to see it’s been nearly severed and is bleeding
profusely. Lifting his gaze towards his supposed friend, he sees him holding a shotgun just ten feet
away.
Stunned, Ross asks, “Did you jus’ shoot me?!”
The thug cocks the shotgun and fires again, blowing a 4” hole in the left side of Ross’s chest.
Badly wounded and losing blood, he falls to his hands and knees. He then feels the barrel of the
shotgun press against the frontal portion of his skull and begin trembling. With his remaining good
hand he smacks the gun away as a third blast rings out sending metal birdshot through the top-right
portion of his head.
Still kneeling, he’s smashed in the face with the butt of the gun, causing some of his teeth to be
knocked out and the rest of him to reel onto his back. Ross is surprised he can still see despite the
tremendous blood loss.
The thug is now digging in Ross’s pants pockets for the keys to his SUV. In doing so, Ross is
rolled onto his front. From here he watches his so-called ‘friend’ jump in his Jeep Commander and
tear off down the street.
Lying there Ross decides he must try to get up rather than stay there to die. But no matter how
hard he tries, with the injuries he’s sustained and the lost blood, he cannot push himself up, certainly
not with his badly damaged left hand. BUT, he determines he’ll give one last attempt.
We’ll now continue with the very words spoken by Ross Cappichionni during his interview:

“…Out of nowhere I felt these arms from underneath me pick me up, and I remember swinging,
trying to grab someone and there was no one around. And I was just like, standing up, still like a
z- like, ya’ know, like a drunk z-zombie (*Ross teeters for the camera*). And I got this sh- like a
shove, like someone shoved me from behind to go forward. I musta’ got about 7/8 feet, and I
just fell straight down, ‘cuz I remember I hit the ground, like on my stomach. I’m like ‘Alright,
well I went as far as I could, and this *CENSORED*’s hurting like, too much. Lemme’ just close my
eyes and start relaxing.’
“Sure enough, I close my eyes and all the pain started going away. And then I’d wake up real fast
and be like, ‘This’ not right, I just got shot thirty seconds ago, how’s the pain stopping?!’ And I’d
be like, ‘Ah, don’t worry about it, just go back to sleep. That’s a good feeling when you’re
sleeping.’
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“So I pass back out a little bit, and I’d be like dying! And I’d wake myself up – like my own voice,
third-person – ‘Hey man, get up, man, you’re dying!’ And then I did that and then I heard, ‘Hey!
HEY!’ And I like, started hearing this guy and he’s like running over to me. So when I fell, there
was this probation officer over at a stoplight and he seen me fall out of the woods, like all
bloody, broad daylight. And then I felt his hand on my back like, ‘Hey man, you’re fine, don’tdon’t-don’t close your eyes, ya’ know c’mon – the ambulance is coming, they’re coming!’ And
I’m like, ‘Man, I just wanna’ sleep, leave me alone, man.’
“But then in my head I’m like, ‘No you don’t, because if you fall asleep you’re sleeping forever…’”
Ross remembers being put on a stretcher by paramedics whose faces were in utter shock at his
appearance, yet trying to reassure him, telling him he looked, “beautiful.”
He remembers blacking out, and then being outside the ambulance stating it was as if he was
“on his skateboard filming it.” That may literally have been what he sensed he was doing, or it may
suggest a smooth, coasting sensation. In any case it is quite clear his spirit is outside of his body at
this point.
He sees the ambulance stop at the hospital and the back doors open. His stretcher is brought
out and he sees his own feet and legs emerge first, but the moment his head appears he loses all
consciousness.
On June 6th, 2007 Ross Cappichionni was pronounced D.O.A. – “Dead on Arrival.” Having not had
any pieces of identification on his person, he would’ve been listed as another murdered ‘John Doe.’
Undeterred by the medics having stated that “the kid’s gone,” a doctor decided he would do his
best. Whether this was because of his Hippocratic Oath or because of a prompting by the Spirit of
God, the doctor would perform heart surgery, repair his lung, his head, and tend to his arm. Ross was
then placed on a ventilator.
Three days later, miraculously, he would awake.
Once the breathing tube was removed from his esophagus, Ross would cough up tar and pellets
from the shotgun blast that impacted his lung. Being dazed and rather hazy mentally, when asked his
name, he wouldn’t know it. He wouldn’t know the year either, or even who the president was. But
when asked if there was a phone number the hospital staff could use to contact next of kin, Ross
spontaneously rattled off the digits for his father who’d had no idea where his son had gone.
Ross Cappichionni would end up being contacted by the FBI who already had the culprit in
custody. The alleged friend had bragged over the phone about the shooting to another teen, and

that teen had called the police.
Ross would have to appear in court still missing teeth, with staples in his head and a cast on his
arm, to testify against the defendant who due to guilt, could not even raise his head to look at Ross,
even with forty of his family members present.
Much later, now healed, Ross would return to that courtroom for the final sentencing. Although
this time, the defendant would appear in an audacious purple suit, complete with top hat, cane, and
sunglasses, while wearing a massive, prideful smile, completely unrepentant for his crime. His family,
clearly to blame for the misplaced arrogance of this youth, cried out to Ross that he had been a
coward for turning to the judicial system for justice, rather than avenge himself through violence.
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But because, the judge stated, Ross Cappichionni was a “warrior” who would not give up and
die, the thug would receive 35 years in prison for attempted murder, rather than ‘Life.’
Ross would learn it had all been due to this kid’s assignment for a gang initiation to kill a
random person, so he picked Ross. But because of Ross’s will to survive and God’s hand evidently
being on his life, he would live on.
Unfortunately I cannot report that Ross would come to recognize the supernatural intervention
here, even in spite of the fact that he himself claimed that “out of nowhere” he felt hands picking
him up even though no one was around him. Nor would he acknowledge that it was God who
sovereignly planned that the parole officer who spotted him would have to stop at an intersection
with a red light in order to see him fall out of the bushes when he was so close to bleeding to death.
His takeaway has been to be positive, that he should be incredibly grateful for life and
everything in it because he is blessed, and that “This is my world…”
Of course these things ARE good to some extent, and although it’s obvious Ross did not literally
mean the world belongs to him, I pray he would be given the faith to know that this is God’s world,
and that because of God’s good grace and love, Ross was spared of “fall[ing] asleep [and] sleeping
forever” apart from Jesus Christ in Heaven. I also can’t help but suspect that because of God’s
omniscience, He may have foresaw that Ross as “a junior in high school; a punk just doing [his]
thing,” his life due to negativity was heading or had already arrived at a very low point, and that it
was beginning to, or would soon, take its toll on his life if a drastic situation did not open him up to
the gentle promptings of God to be positive and escape the darkness that negativity can trap us in
which often leads to suicide.
Now there are many details within this story that correlate to our talk about angels and the
invisible realm. First, it should be straightforward, friend, that Ross was not imagining the sensation of
hands coming in under his chest to help him up because willpower or not, once you’ve lost too much
blood, you can no longer even contract your muscles – especially not the ones in the chest when a
portion of those fibers have been torn apart – add in the nearly dismembered left hand, and you’re
left only with a right hand to begin a pushup under the worst possible conditions.
Plus, Ross states that he struggled against whomever or whatever was picking him up, swinging
back with his arms against the force, likely because he expected it was yet another person out to
harm him. But no one was there. Clearly, not even the release of adrenalin could be responsible for
what only reads like supernatural phenomena.
Then, standing motionless, he received at least one shove forwards towards the street – the very
street God would have the parole officer wait at to intervene. Imagine he’d not been motivated to
move in that direction…
Friend, I don’t mean to sound sarcastic, but if you’re still skeptical, I invite you, with your
unmaimed, perfectly healthy body, to get down on your front. Now try to perform a one-arm pushup
while you swing BOTH arms behind your back as if trying to fend off someone grabbing you. Did
you manage to get to your feet? If so, did you feel the sensation of someone picking you up?
If you were able to recreate what transpired for Ross, it’s worth recording and sharing on the
internet for the rest of us to see.
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Of course, in the spirit of pursuing truth only through the process of the scientific method, even
if you WERE able to get to your feet, this wouldn’t be wholly accurate unless you chopped into your
left arm above the wrist, created an open cavity in the left of your chest affecting both your lung and
heart, taken a sharp blow to the face, and lost roughly a half to full pint of precious, oxygenated
blood, and maybe more (Note: the average person only has ten pints of blood in their body…). NOW
try and recreate your one handed pushup while swinging both arms behind you as if to ward off an
attacker…
Alright, am I being silly? No sillier than a person still clinging to the idea that Ross got himself
up while swinging both his arms, thanks only to the natural explanation of his own willpower and
adrenal glands…
No, friend, this whole episode suggests angelic hands were commanded by their Master in
Heaven to pick up this boy who did want to live, and shove him forward while God outside of time
and space plotted everything else for the teen’s survival and for His ultimate glory.
Not only was Ross’s account shared by The Berrics, but it was also shared in a “Beyond Belief”
segment on the Oprah Winfrey Network, as well as during a face-to-face interview with Anderson
Cooper where Ross was actually reunited with the parole officer who had come to his rescue.
I’d encourage you to view the 2 part interview from Aberrican Me to hear him explain everything
himself.
Part 1: https://youtu.be/O3z4NMWdTcg
Part 2: https://youtu.be/0KAkAgNb-R8
Just ONE of the reasons this miraculous intercession does not surprise me is because the New
Testament says:
“Do not neglect to show hospitality to strangers, for thereby
some have entertained angels unawares.”

The Epistle to the Hebrews, chapter 13, verse 2

Although this passage is no doubt making reference to times in the Old Testament where
people hosted or fed angelic visitors from the heavenly realm who appeared human (ie: Genesis 19:13), I include it because it clearly implies that they may show up when we least expect it.
And as recounted in this next testimony, they may be invisible, or visible… at the same time.
In Memphis Tennessee in February of 2016, at approximately 2:30 PM, a black SUV was traveling
east on the Bill Morris Parkway section of State Road 385 when they were clipped by another vehicle
making an improper lane change. This caused the driver of the SUV to lose control and veer right,
heading down a grassy slope towards the exiting lane from the freeway to Ridgeway Road. While
careening down the decline, the SUV slammed into the concrete base of a metal pole. The impact
was so great that a fire instantly ignited within the engine compartment.
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Immediately vehicles pulled over and the entire expressway came to a standstill as other drivers
ran to help. Some looked for fire-extinguishers but could find none. Worse, the driver-side door of
the 2014 Jeep Laredo was jammed shut from the crash, and the dash had collapsed upon the legs of
the middle-aged male driver while the steering wheel pinned his chest.
Meanwhile, a car full of women prayed for God to rescue the occupant as one of them, Anita
Irby, got out to record what was transpiring with her phone.
Thankfully, Memphis Police K-9 Officer, Richard Morrow arrived on the scene. Officer Morrow
quickly grabbed a tire-iron and broke the driver side window and unbuckled the seatbelt,
unfortunately to no avail. Rapidly assessing the situation, Morrow saw that the driver was incoherent,
in shock, not relating to anything he was being asked of him, and would be unable to aid himself in
the extraction.
Morrow and others would try to access the man from the driver side back door but that quickly
proved useless. It was then that the officer ran to the passenger side to try from a different angle. He
would realize the trouble wasn’t just that the driver was a healthy 200 pounds, or even that the
steering wheel was pressed against him, but that his right thigh was totally fixed in place by the
interior of the vehicle having fallen inwards upon it.
Richard admitted in a radio interview with host of Understanding the Times, Jan Markell, that all
“looked pretty hopeless.”
Another gentleman got in the backseat and they were able to let the front seat back slightly.
Nevertheless, no matter how much they pulled backwards or right towards the passenger side, the
man would not budge on account of his trapped leg.
By this point the flames and smoke had reached the inside of the vehicle through the center
console. From Richard’s experience with other vehicle fires, the sound of popping he was beginning
to hear indicated that the plastics of the cab were melting and igniting right in front of them, and the
vehicle would soon engulf in flames. He would command the man in the backseat to get out, and for
the bystanders to move back for their safety as a flash-explosion seemed inevitable.
Anita claims she could hear the driver calling for people to “just let [me] die” and save
themselves.
Richard would then turn to Eugene McNeil, the second gentleman assisting him, and pray to
himself, “Lord Jesus, just help us…”
I’ll continue now with the words I transcribed from his radio interview with Jan;

“For some reason – I can’t say I wasn’t afraid – but I didn’t feel it… It looked like a hopeless
situation… ‘Let’s do this one more time ‘cuz I think if we don’t get him out right now, he’s gonna’
burn to death, and I don’t want him to burn in front of us…’ I was feeling the heat, I was hearing
the noises, it was deafening. Everything got silent, it got cool, I didn’t hear anything. We both
reached in to get the driver, and soon as we touched him, he went backward – up and backward
– not up a whole lot but just enough to lift him up off the seat. Well I wasn’t even thinking. I was
like, speechless…” “You didn’t even pull him?” “No, no…” “Alright, so supernatural hands pulled
him?” “Yes, ma’am, I was just holding on, and He turned – I can’t say ‘He,’ I don’t know if it was
Jesus Himself or an angel or Holy Spirit ‘cause it’s most powerful anyway – it turned his body
towards us, he weighs almost 200 pounds… for us to almost not even use any effort is just aweinspiring… I didn’t get five feet from the vehicle and the thing just exploded and caught fire and
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burned the whole interior of the vehicle, the whole SUV was ruined by the fire… I’m still trying to
explain what it felt like. It was so cool, it was so quiet, it was peaceful…”
The driver had no burns, his suit wasn’t even burned, and he was rushed off to the regional
hospital with nothing but that broken leg which had been the reason for the difficulty in removing
him.
I know, friend – I understand – if you are skeptical of this, you’ll want to explain it away as being
completely natural and explicable. Maybe you’re thinking the driver relaxed his leg, or he
automatically had the instinctive wherewithal or automatic muscular response to push hard with his
left leg… or that others seen in the video crowding around the back driver-side door MUST have
helped. But that’s not what was described here. He was merely touched by Officer Morrow and Mr.
McNeil after Officer Morrow’s prayer, and he went “up and backward,” as if “supernatural hands”
lifted him up and turned him. There’s no room for any other explanation.
But that’s not all.
Sometimes God, in His grace, goes above and beyond in His subtle miracles, making it obvious
enough that the scoffers’ interjections should remain silent, yet leaving enough room for childlike
faith so the humble may seek God and be drawn to Him… while the proud and the arrogant are kept

from Him…
This occurs when God not only performs a miracle, but when He also leaves His “fingerprint”
behind – something extra which clearly points to Him as the source…
Recovered from the crash from the front passenger seat was a nearly unscathed, leather-bound
Holy Bible. The cover had a few slight nicks in it, but all of the pages were in pristine condition.
The remainder of the majority of the vehicle though, including that front seat the Bible rested
on, had been incinerated before firefighters managed to put out the fire. And yet God’s Word laid
there as if supernaturally protected so people would know that The Lord had made Himself and His
power manifest that day.
God loves you, my dear friend, and He is trying to leave clear hints that He exists and you can
entrust yourself to Him… He just expects that you come to Him on His terms as someone
approaching the throne of The Only King.
Richard would continue:

“Two miracles that day – the Bible was barely even touched. It was brought out. The traffic
sergeant opened it up, he said, ‘Look at this.’ The pages were crystal-clear. The Word of the Lord
of Jesus Christ will never die as long as the Holy Spirit is down here with us, and there were
plenty of believers on the scene that day.”
As it turns out, the driver in the accident had been given that Bible by a pastor who’d said,
“Keep this with you always – travel – put it in your seat, keep it with you, you’ll have a guardian angel
with you.” Although I don’t believe there’s any truth to objects – not even Bibles – supernaturally
keeping us safe of their own accord, God honoured this man’s faith and indeed had one of His
angelic servants stay close by Him.
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It also seems reasonable to conclude that this man was not a believer or was very young in the
faith as this Bible was not one he’d gone out to purchase himself, but that it had been gifted to him.
Once Richard had been freed of attending to the driver, he stopped and prayed with Eugene
McNeil to Jesus Christ, giving The Lord praise for the miracle they had just been a part of. A woman
then came over and told him, “There was an angel.” She’d seen the miracle too and apparently a
figure, but Richard and Eugene although seeing the effects of someone helping them, saw no one.34
Here’s the Google Maps ‘Street View’ of the very location the accident occurred at:
https://www.google.ca/maps/@35.0758051,89.8644989,3a,75y,90h,90t/data=!3m6!1e1!3m4!1sFHmHxKbcs7sVuuOgcf1Kdw!2e0!7i13312!8i6656
You can even see the damage on the pole in this photo taken by the Google Map Street View
Car October of 2016,(insert photo) and the damage missing in May of 2015 (insert photo). And here’s
the location in the overhead map (insert photo)
Anita Irby’s Facebook Post after the incident would go viral.35
During the entire event, these women were praying in intercession for the rescuers, and for the
driver to be saved. Their prayers, although simple and repetitive sounding, are impassioned and filled
with a faith in the God who saves. When we don’t know what to pray because we are suddenly faced
with something so overwhelming we’re kept from elegant words, simply calling on The Name Above
All Names, and pleading for the Blood of Jesus which has the supernatural power to save, is all we
sometimes do.
If you’d like to listen to Officer Richard Morrow’s interview now, you can do so
here.https://youtu.be/hcIuaIQ_w8E
The last account I will share which clearly describes the activity of angels within our realm comes
from the life of a man named Arthur Blessitt. Arthur has been walking around the world since 1969
when he first felt called by The Lord to carry a 12 foot cross constructed with 4 inch by 4 inch beams
through various countries while sharing The Gospel of Christ. His ENTIRE LIFE is miracle after miracle
of God’s powerful hand being upon him.
He’s also the most tender and gentle, kind-hearted man you’ll likely ever see. The reason for this
is because of the Holy Spirit within Him whom Arthur submits to in order to be transformed into
Christlikeness just as promised in The Good News. He’s probably the sort of man most atheists would
look at and say, “If ever there was a REAL Christian, that guy would be it…”
In 2009, a documentary about his life and his journey was released. It’s titled The Cross and it’s
from this film that I’ve taken this testimony:
During the civil war in Nicaragua between the Somoza dictatorship and the Sandinista National
Liberation Front, Arthur would be walking through the country while a friend drove their 4-wheeldrive truck which towed a small camper, as another friend tagged along for a two-week visit. Because
of the war between the army and the guerillas, the situation was very explosive, tensions were high,
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and they were warned by locals not to camp along a particular road at night for fear of robbery at
gunpoint, and likely death.
However, Arthur had never run in fear before, as He knew The Lord was with him, and he
refused to start now.
That night at roughly 2 A.M., he heard an aggressive bang at the camper door. He opened it up
and stepped out into the darkness to realize he was in the presence of a half a dozen gunmen with
their weapons raised and pointed at him. He was ordered onto his knees and one of the men began
counting in Spanish with the word, ‘Uno.’
Assuming they would all shoot at the equivalent of ‘three,’ Arthur wanted desperately to have a
Bible in his arms when he died, and he got up and rushed to grab a box full of them as the men
pursued. He hastily set it down on the ground, trying desperately to tear open the sealed, cardboard
box and gain access. He could see their feet all around him while they were trying to lift him up, but
for whatever reason, they hesitated to just kill him. In excitement, Arthur suddenly thought to give
each of these men a Bible also, so he filled up his arms and stood up with one in his hand… only to
see not a single gunmen was still standing…
…They were all now lying down on the ground at least fifteen feet away.
In utter shock, Arthur walked over to the men and asked congenially, “Would you like a Bible?”
The men then got up, ran as fast as they could to a waiting pickup, jumped in the back before it
raced away. Arthur would remain standing there in utter amazement that although he thought he
was moments away from a brutal and violent death, God had delivered him by some means.
Shortly thereafter, he and his companions would notice outside of a nearby village that all the
people were gathered and on their knees outside the door. The villagers would say, “We saw a bright
light… God was here!”
Now honestly, my friend, I don’t want to attribute an action of protection by God to an angel if
it was indeed God who manifested Himself in some way that evening for the defense of His servant,
Arthur Blessitt. BUT, I also know that like when Elisha’s servant was shown a mountain full of fiery,
bright charioteers, these villagers saw something bright and brilliant too… Whatever the cause may
be, ultimately God still receives the glory for the intervention.
I imagine as well that this ordeal Arthur was permitted to go through, and the action of God on
his behalf witnessed by the villagers, likely left them very humbled and ready for acceptance of The
Gospel. OR if the villagers were already believing children of God, it encouraged them greatly in their
commission to share the Gospel.
One thing to note is that although the villagers saw “a bright light,” Arthur didn’t recall seeing
anything that led to the men being on the ground. Once again, something supernatural obviously
occurred.
By the time this documentary was released, Arthur Blessitt had carried the Cross 41,435 miles
through 294 nations. His story is an incredible one very much worth watching. Arthur is a very
genuine and sincere man. He has no reason to lie about the story above because as you can see in
the film, he’s been through worse.
I encourage you to take the time to watch it now while letting the truth therein speak to your
heart and your mind.
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https://youtu.be/anIO0b6TIkQ

corporeal36
adjective cor·po·re·al \kȯr-ˈpȯr-ē-əl\
1.
: having, consisting of, or relating to a physical material body: such as
b : not immaterial or intangible : substantial <corporeal property>
Friend, I hope this anecdotal evidence compels you towards acceptance that there are beings in
a realm we cannot see into, and that they are able to act in our physical realm, whether while visible
or invisible, corporeal or incorporeal.
Perhaps you’ve heard of strangers at accident scenes who walk up to a victim and give aid or
words of comfort, then suddenly slip away when others arrive to help. They never have names, and
often times their face, although looked at by the victim, cannot be remembered even in the slightest.
Is this just a passerby who left, not staying around to seek glory from cameras or others? Then what
of those injured in isolated places far from anyone who report being helped and stabilized by a
mysterious visitor who also simply disappears, yet not at the arrival of others, but because the victim
has received just enough help to now be capable of making their way out of the woods or a canyon
or a jungle, but with great struggle? Surely when you’ve heard of these stories, you didn’t conclude
that a ‘Good Samaritan’ of sorts merely abandoned a person to fend for themselves while they carry
on with their own personal trek after providing a little help, did you?
No, certainly not. These are the sorts of times God has dispatched an angel to help a person, be
they spiritually lost or found in Christ, because God is a good and gracious God, even to those who
are not His. There are many such testimonies. You are welcome to search them out for yourself.
If there seems to be a mental block prohibiting you from surrendering to the truth that angels
are real and operate around us in a parallel location imperceptible to you, please consider this: There
was once a time in our history, not even that long ago, when we could not see “germs.” We couldn’t
see bacteria. We couldn’t see viruses. But food went bad and people got sick. We didn’t know why
flies came out of spoiled meat. Theories developed based on the clear “tracks” and evidence we
could see – circumstantial evidence, if you will. SOME scientists permitted themselves to rely on this
evidence while OTHER scientists were skeptical and often even ADAMANT of their NONexistence.
Yet with the advent of the microscope those theories were verified and the debate was put to
rest.
Similarly, when it comes to nuclear physics, theories of the invisible were proposed, and no one
could see if it was true. All we had were the “effects,” which are AGAIN, examples of circumstantial
evidence. And it would be a long time before we would develop means to scientifically test our
hypotheses, and much longer before we could view what we perceived.
Friend, please do not make the dreadful mistake of holding out for the empirical evidence

“proving” the existence of angels. Don’t be like those in our much earlier illustration who stubbornly
refused to believe mountains exist because they had never seen them themselves when others had.
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31.
32.
33.
34.

https://www.biblegateway.com/quicksearch/?quicksearch=angel
2 Kings 2:12
Genesis 31:1-2
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3459574/Bible-recovered-miraculously-undamaged-SUV-bursts-flames-following-accidentdriver-rescued-group-Good-Samaritans-officer.html, last accessed December 16, 2017
35. https://www.facebook.com/anita.irby.7/posts/695332490570224, last accessed December 16, 2017
36. https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/corporeal; 1b

The Creation of Angels and Their Purpose
Angels are NOT infinite beings. They had a beginning. They are not all-powerful. BUT they are
powerful and they are immortal – meaning they do not die and they will exist forever. This is just like
your spirit and mine which ALSO had a beginning but will go on existing forever.
Angels were most likely created at the very beginning of creation when God was beginning to
construct the heavenly realm (which would have given the angels a domain to reside in), but before
creating the earth, which is the very order we read of in Genesis 1:1. It’s even possible that the angels
in the heavens – who are spirits – were created before ANY physical matter at all was brought into
existence.
We already learned from the passage cited at the end of There IS a Heavenly Realm, that Jesus
Christ created ALL things, both in heaven and on earth, whether they be visible or invisible, “whether
thrones or dominions or rulers or authorities.”37 Now although that could very well imply the
establishment of rule here on earth, it most certainly speaks of the invisible spectrum of authority
within the ranks of angels in the heavenlies.
You see, my friend, there are different classes of angels, and there are apparently zones of rule
for them called principalities. Whether these zones were assigned by God directly or if they were
carved out by the angels themselves, that’s up for debate. What’s important to know is that God is
King of kings and Lord of lords over them all.
The Bible makes mention of Seraphim which were the angels the prophet Isaiah saw before
God’s throne. After Adam and Eve leave the Garden of Eden, a Cherubim stood guard at the
entrance. Cherubim were also used in the design of The Ark of the Covenant, and often in the
symbolic decorations of the Holy Temple and priestly articles related to it. Later in the Book of
Ezekiel,38 we’d learn that the ‘living creatures’ the prophet saw were apparently also cherubim.
Lastly, the angel Michael is given the description of archangel in the New Testament by Jesus’s
half-brother, Jude.39 As the word ‘arch’40 refers to having authority over others from the same class,
this would mean Michael was one of God’s chief angels (as you’ll soon see, Daniel 10:13 reveals there
are others as well). Some suspect from The Revelation that he is the leading angel over the angelic
army of God under Jesus Christ Himself who is the “Commander of the Lord’s Army”

41

I just thought I should add, the idea that angels or ‘cherubs’ are “cute, chubby, babies with
wings” is not at all biblical. God’s Word always depicts them as full-grown adults whom when seen by
humans, inspire fear and awe, and the typical response by people is to fall to their knees in
submission.
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Angels, who are spiritual beings created by God, serve in many roles and help carry out His will
both in Heaven and on earth. As already mentioned, they can be sent to deliver a message as in
the case of Gabriel going to Mary in Nazareth.

Inextricable42
adjective in·ex·tri·ca·ble \ˌi-nik-ˈstri-kə-bəl, (ˌ)i-ˈnek-(ˌ)stri-\
2. a : incapable of being disentangled or untied <an inextricable knot>
b : not capable of being solved
They were also created to give God worship at the wonder of His creation. We see God state
this for Job when He finally responds to Job’s questioning of why God had allowed such inextricable
suffering to befall him:
“Then the Lord answered Job out of the whirlwind and said:
‘Who is this that darkens counsel by words without knowledge?
‘Dress for action like a man;
I will question you, and you make it known to me.
‘Where were you when I laid the foundation of the earth?
Tell me, if you have understanding.
‘Who determined its measurements—surely you know!
Or who stretched the line upon it?
‘On what were its bases sunk,
or who laid its cornerstone,
when the morning stars sang together
and all the sons of God shouted for joy?’”

The Book of Job, chapter 38, verses 1 to 7

(underline for emphasis, mine)

Where The Lord speaks of ‘morning stars singing and sons of God shouting for joy,’ He is
speaking of the angels worshiping at the stupendous sight of God’s spontaneous creation. Please
don’t be confused at reading that angels are “sons of God.” God only has ONE Son; one in His
likeness; one equal – The Lord Jesus Christ. Often when the Old Testament speaks of ‘sons of God,’
it’s talking about those who are with God in Heaven, or belonging to Him.
Also worth mentioning is that some argue that the use of language like “morning stars” only
serves as an indication to the ignorance of ancient people who looked into the night sky, saw stars,
and thought they were angels and gods. They say this is further proof that the Holy Bible was simply
made up by men. Friend, it may look that way in one instance, but as I warned in The Burden of

Proof, trying to use this as proof against God’s divine inspiration of the Holy Bible does ABSOLUTELY
NOTHING to nullify all of the remaining evidence. This means that the skeptic is only applying a
FALSE interpretation upon what they are seeing in the text. The better approach is to humbly seek
out if there is a way to explain this without denying God. And in my experience, there always is.
God may have used this language because it relates to man that angels are splendid and
powerful beings. What it certainly does not do is negate the fact that real beings are clearly at work
in our midst as already witnessed in the previous segment of our discussion. Many of the faithful
ancients understood this, but not comprehending what stars were, God’s use of such poetic and
figurative language led others to believe He literally meant the lights in the sky were angels and
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gods. But there are other points in scripture where God clearly defines stars as solely being lights.
That mistake on the part of man would prove to be a dangerous one for us, and we’ll be discussing
this later.
Another defense to such a flawed attack on the veracity of God’s Word because of the use of
the words, “morning stars” here, is that in the above passage, God is describing worship as He
established earth. He’d already set the stars in heaven with the moon and the sun. So perhaps the
verbiage of ‘morning stars singing’ is really just flowery personification of stars as they hung there
twinkling, and the reference to angelic beings giving praise remains exclusively in the proceeding line
with: “sons of God [shout] for joy.” In either case, it’s hardly a reason to deny God, the Bible, or the
existence of angels, wouldn’t you agree?
Many people mistakenly apply this sort of example as “fuel for the fire” for their skepticism. But
by the time we are done our discussion on your spiritual adversary who is out to ruin you, you will
have seen that it need not be.
My hope as always, dear friend, is that on your behalf, angels will fulfill their role of giving glory
to God for someone’s salvation…
“What man of you, having a hundred sheep, if he has lost one of them, does not leave
the ninety-nine in the open country, and go after the one that is lost, until he finds it? And
when he has found it, he lays it on his shoulders, rejoicing. And when he comes home, he
calls together his friends and his neighbors, saying to them, ‘Rejoice with me, for I have found
my sheep that was lost.’ Just so, I tell you, there will be more joy in heaven over one sinner
who repents than over ninety-nine righteous persons who need no repentance.
“Or what woman, having ten silver coins, if she loses one coin, does not light a lamp and
sweep the house and seek diligently until she finds it? And when she has found it, she calls
together her friends and neighbors, saying, ‘Rejoice with me, for I have found the coin that I
had lost.’ Just so, I tell you, there is joy before the angels of God over one sinner who
repents.”

The Gospel of Luke, chapter 15, verses 5 to 10
(underline for emphasis, mine)

Some believe the importance of the woman having these ten coins was because she was a virgin
and this was her dowry to be paid to the man she was to marry. Marriage for an unwed woman was
extra-critical in the past because it was difficult for most women to earn enough to support
themselves if they were not still under the care of their parents. Imagine her panic and the desperate
searching that would ensue if one of these coins was lost…
This is like the search that God is on for you to be found.
And like the woman who was so filled with joy at finding her coin for her wedding that she
invited those of her community to join her in celebration, Jesus Christ the Bridegroom will rejoice in
Heaven when a sinner who is lost becomes found by Him… and the angels will fulfill their role in
rejoicing as they worship The Holy Lamb of God who was worthy to be slain on behalf of all the
saints for their salvation.
God has established His throne in Heaven overall and angels obediently fulfill His commands
as He wills;
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“The Lord has established his throne in the heavens,
and his kingdom rules over all.
“Bless the Lord, O you his angels,
you mighty ones who do his word,
obeying the voice of his word!”

The 103rd Psalm, verses 19 and 20
(underline for emphasis, mine)

As recently mentioned, after The Fall of Adam and Eve into sin, an angel was stationed at the
entrance to the Garden of Eden to keep man from reentering it. God did this so that we, in our
fallen, sinful nature, would no longer be able to access the Tree of Life.43 God did not make us to live
mortally forever in this awful state with our wicked thoughts and sinful hearts. Do you really want to
live forever on this earth with all of this strife and torment? I know I don’t. And God has never
desired that either.
“He drove out the man, and at the east of the garden of Eden he placed the
cherubim and a flaming sword that turned every way to guard the way to the tree of life.”

The Book of Genesis, chapter 3, verse 24

Angels were created to minister to, and serve the chosen Children of God;
“For it was not to angels that God subjected the world to
come, of which we are speaking. It has been testified somewhere,
“’What is man, that you are mindful of him,
or the son of man, that you care for him?
“You made him for a little while lower than the angels;
you have crowned him with glory and honor,
putting everything in subjection under his feet.’
“Now in putting everything in subjection to him, he left nothing
outside his control. At present, we do not yet see everything in
subjection to him.”

The Epistle to the Hebrews, chapter 2, verses 5 to 8

Now this passage speaks of two things; notably it speaks of Jesus Christ (and verse 9 confirms
this). But it also speaks to the fact that man is indeed lesser to an angel, and yet given a position
above them. The Apostle Paul would confirm this when writing to the Church in Corinth that they
should be responsible enough to oversee disputes among one another because in the next life they
will judge the angels.44
Imagine for a moment if your boss came to you tomorrow and said, “Your new job is to look
after this slug. Take care of it; tend to it; feed it; make sure it is comfortable and stays healthy…” How
would you feel?
Now how do you think a mighty angel might feel if told his primary role will now be to minister
to a frail man and woman freshly created by God and set in a beautiful garden, and do so forever???
Angels also protect the chosen Children of God. The prophet Daniel would report after a night
in a den of lions;
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"My God sent his angel and shut the lions' mouths, and they have not
harmed me, because I was found blameless before him; and also before you, O
king, I have done no harm.”

The Book of Daniel, chapter 6, verse 22
“See that you do not despise one of these little ones. For I tell you that in heaven
their angels always see the face of my Father who is in heaven."

The Gospel of Matthew, chapter 18, verse 10
As Jesus was speaking to His disciples about children at this moment during His ministry, He
seems to be affirming that they each have a personal “Guardian Angel.” It’s even possible this
extends to ALL who are the Children of God…
Angels also fight on behalf of God’s people;
“And the Philistines came up yet again and spread out in the Valley of Rephaim.
And when David inquired of the Lord, he said, ‘You shall not go up; go around to their
rear, and come against them opposite the balsam trees. And when you hear the sound
of marching in the tops of the balsam trees, then rouse yourself, for then the Lord has
gone out before you to strike down the army of the Philistines.’ And David did as the Lord
commanded him, and struck down the Philistines from Geba to Gezer.”

The Second Book of Samuel, chapter 5, verses 22 to 25

Friend, I recognize this sounds like something out of Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon,45 but I
assure you, it is most certainly not. These were not human forces moving atop the trees but an
invisible army of angels. Yet somehow, the noise of this army marching would transcend from the
heavenly realm into our physical realm, OR in some way the unseen force’s movement would
manifest a physical pressure upon the trees and what David and his men would hear would be the
sounds the trees made as they bent under the weight… Whatever the case may be, these angels of
God were ordered to defeat David’s human enemy, or maybe even a dark, spiritual army that was
assisting and empowering that enemy…
Angels are also directed to encourage us. There was a very difficult time in Elijah’s ministry
when he was used mightily by God to oppose a wicked queen of Israel named Jezebel. Jezebel
retaliated by sending a messenger to Elijah to threaten him with a horrible death. Forgetting the
power and protection from God for his work and purpose to be fulfilled, Elijah fled in despair;
“But he himself went a day's journey into the wilderness and came and sat down
under a broom tree. And he asked that he might die, saying, ‘It is enough; now, O
Lord, take away my life, for I am no better than my fathers.’ And he lay down and
slept under a broom tree. And behold, an angel touched him and said to him, ‘Arise
and eat.’ And he looked, and behold, there was at his head a cake baked on hot
stones and a jar of water. And he ate and drank and lay down again. And the angel
of the Lord came again a second time and touched him and said, ‘Arise and eat, for
the journey is too great for you.’ And he arose and ate and drank, and went in the
strength of that food forty days and forty nights to Horeb, the mount of God.”
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The First Book of Kings, chapter 19, verses 4-8
In some ways it’s astonishing to hear that a prophet such as Elijah who’d witnessed God do
incredible things could lose faith and be overcome by fear. But the Holy Bible tells accounts of real,
human, people… Wonderfully reassuring is that God does not give up on Elijah because of this, but
helps Elijah onward to continue carrying out His will.
Have you ever been in great despair and felt like there was no hope; been in the darkest place,
only to have a still, soft voice from within speak into your very spirit to encourage just enough with a
message of hope that inspired you to go on? I know I certainly have. And I’ve known many others
who have too. This was not your own psyche, friend, this was a message from The Lord by His Holy
Spirit or from one of his angels, and it was meant to help you press on rather than give up, so that at
a future time you could know Him and be saved. God loves you.
God uses angels to guide us;
“Then the angel of God who was going before the host of Israel moved and went
behind them, and the pillar of cloud moved from before them and stood behind them...”

The Book of Exodus, chapter 14, verse 19
If God can use an angel to guide the Israelites out of Egypt during the Exodus, there is no doubt
He can use one to give Ross Cappichionni a good and timely shove so that the high school junior
would fall at a roadside where a parole officer was stopped at a red light.
Angels patrol the earth:
“On the twenty-fourth day of the eleventh month, which is the month of Shebat, in
the second year of Darius, the word of the Lord came to the prophet Zechariah, the son
of Berechiah, son of Iddo, saying, ‘I saw in the night, and behold, a man riding on a red
horse! He was standing among the myrtle trees in the glen, and behind him were red,
sorrel, and white horses. Then I said, ‘What are these, my lord?’ The angel who talked with
me said to me, ‘I will show you what they are.’ So the man who was standing among the
myrtle trees answered, ‘These are they whom the Lord has sent to patrol the earth.’ And
they answered the angel of the Lord who was standing among the myrtle trees, and said,
‘We have patrolled the earth, and behold, all the earth remains at rest.’”

The Book of Zechariah, chapter 1, verses 7 to 11

Although the Assyrian Empire would be permitted by God to conquer a great part of Israel, He
would spare the Kingdom of Judah for a time due to her repentance in turning to Him. Judah and
Israel had unfortunately separated centuries earlier after the death of King Solomon. Before long the
Assyrian King’s conquest would reach Jerusalem in Judah where the Judean king lived, and where the
Holy Temple stood. Filled with pride due to all of his victories (and not recognizing that the One True
God had permitted them), the Assyrian King wrote letters to Jerusalem boasting that their God would
not be able to deliver them, just as no other god had been able to deliver the other nations. In
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essence he was comparing false gods to The Lord, and that is a type of blasphemy – a most grievous
sin.
The king of Assyria and his soldiers would learn the hard way that God also uses angels to
carry out punishment:
“Then Hezekiah the king and Isaiah the prophet, the son of Amoz, prayed because
of this and cried to heaven. And the Lord sent an angel, who cut off all the mighty
warriors and commanders and officers in the camp of the king of Assyria. So he returned
with shame of face to his own land. And when he came into the house of his god, some
of his own sons struck him down there with the sword.”

The Second Book of Chronicles, chapter 32, verses 20 and 22

The Egyptian pharaoh who stubbornly refused God’s command to let the enslaved Israelites go
out to worship The Lord and give sacrifices would also learn this difficult lesson;
"For the Lord will pass through to strike the Egyptians, and when he sees the blood on
the lintel and on the two doorposts, the Lord will pass over the door and will not allow the
destroyer to enter your houses to strike you."

The Book of Exodus, chapter 12, verse 23
(underline for emphasis, mine)

It’s interesting that the passage this verse comes from speaks repeatedly of The Lord killing the
firstborn of any household which did not exercise faith in His promise to “pass over” the homes
where the blood of a sacrificed lamb was spread on the door posts, but that when it comes down to
who actually does the killing, it is an angel – the destroyer – whom God either restrains or releases.
Yet God’s use of such powerful angels is still merciful, wise, and perfect while correcting man;
“And when the angel stretched out his hand toward Jerusalem to destroy it,
the Lord relented from the calamity and said to the angel who was working
destruction among the people, ‘It is enough; now stay your hand.’ And the angel
of the Lord was by the threshing floor of Araunah the Jebusite.”

The Second Book of Samuel, chapter 24, verse 16

Angels are in the presence of God worshiping Him, and we see this not only in Ezekiel’s
vision, but also in the prophet Isaiah’s:
“In the year that King Uzziah died I saw the Lord sitting upon a throne, high and lifted
up; and the train of his robe filled the temple. Above him stood the seraphim. Each had
six wings: with two he covered his face, and with two he covered his feet, and with two
he flew. And one called to another and said:
“’Holy, holy, holy is the Lord of hosts;
the whole earth is full of his glory!’”

The Book of Isaiah, chapter 6, verses 1 to 3
Notice, these are of the seraphim “class” we mentioned earlier?
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Angels will accompany Jesus Christ during His return when He judges the unrepentant
unbelievers of earth for their wicked, sinful deeds:
"For the Son of Man is going to come with his angels in the glory of his Father,
and then he will repay each person according to what he has done."

The Gospel of Matthew, chapter 16, verse 27

The Apostle Paul would give more background to this time of justified wrath while writing the
Church in Thessalonica;
“This is evidence of the righteous judgment of God, that you may be considered
worthy of the kingdom of God, for which you are also suffering— since indeed God
considers it just to repay with affliction those who afflict you, and to grant relief to you
who are afflicted as well as to us, when the Lord Jesus is revealed from heaven with
his mighty angels in flaming fire, inflicting vengeance on those who do not know God
and on those who do not obey the gospel of our Lord Jesus.”

The Second Epistle to the Thessalonians, chapter 1, verses 5 to 8

Finally, once God has established His Heavenly Kingdom right here on earth, the main role of
angels will be to offer continuous praise to God into eternity:
”And all the angels were standing around the throne and around the elders and
the four living creatures, and they fell on their faces before the throne and worshiped
God, saying, ’Amen! Blessing and glory and wisdom and thanksgiving and honor and
power and might be to our God forever and ever! Amen.‘”

The Revelation, chapter 7, verses 11 and 12

As you can see, my friend, angels have been given many roles by God, and He created them
with a purpose. But in most cases, they are roles we cannot immediately detect. As mentioned
though, there are indeed some interactions which, for those humble enough in spirit, are noticeable.
When taking together all we have discussed, it should be apparent that the Bible’s making
angels known and why they were created is not at all arbitrary, which would imply invention by man,
or deception. You won’t find whimsical ideas in God’s Word like the notion that He has an individual
angel to guide every respective drop of falling rain. Such things are just fantastic imaginings.
Probably worse.
You see, my dear friend, a long time ago, most probably once man and woman had been
established in the garden of Eden, some of the angels who were FAR beneath God in power and
glory, and created to do His bidding, chose to rebel against Him.
Now that we have taken the time to discuss the reality of the Heavenly realm and that there ARE
entities operating within it which we merely cannot see, it is time to unveil your very real yet unseen
adversary and how he and his army conducts themselves. My hope is that you will comprehend how
badly you need to seek deliverance and protection from the One and Only Saviour.

37. Colossians 1:16
38. Ezekiel 10:15
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The devil
Part 3 – Section 3
Friend, much earlier in God Must Exist, we were discussing the implications of God’s infinitude.
We rightly concluded not only that God must be infinitely good (as opposed to infinitely evil), but
that evil has arrived on the scene, speaking comparatively, rather recently.
In The Creation of Angels and Their Purpose, I explained that angels were probably created very
shortly after God made the spiritual, non-physical aspect of the Heavens. This would have given the
angels, which as noted already are spirits, a location to exist in. Now the lower, material “heavenlies,”
as detailed in There IS a Heavenly Realm, referred to the “abode of the stars” and the visible universe.
It’s almost as if the first verse of Genesis chapter One is stating that “In the beginning, God created
the [heavenly realms, the material] heavens and the earth.” And if the creation of “the heavens and
the earth” therefore constitutes the creation of matter, and the angels were there “shout[ing] for
joy” and worshiping God at this time, then they were indeed existent before our physical universe
came into being. Imagine being there for such an awesome feat!
When God had finished His creation of the earth and all the heavens, and the garden of Eden
and the man, Adam, and the woman, He looked at His work and declared, that “everything that he
had made… was very good.”46 For The Almighty to declare something is “very good” must indeed
mean that it is imperceptibly perfect, or at the very least, NEAR-perfect. How could God say that
though if a number of His angels had already proven themselves to be “NOT very good” in rebellion?
So it would seem that it was after God made this pronouncement regarding His creation being
very good that the rebellion would occur.
But how could such a thing occur? WHY would angels rebel against GOD whom they’ve
witnessed create all the splendor in the universe, especially considering His undoubtedly infinite
reserve of power?! Wouldn’t THEY who were closest to Him adore Him the most?!

46. Genesis 1:31

Pride of the devil
“Pride goes before destruction,
and a haughty spirit before a fall.”

The Book of Proverbs, chapter 16, verse 18
© Michael Hill, 2018

A little necessary background before we begin revolves around the ancient Phoenician city of
Tyre on the Mediterranean coast of present day Lebanon. Without getting too absorbed in the
copious historical details, we shall summarize those which are most profound and important to our
current topic.
In the later part of the 10th century B.C., the King of Tyre was a fellow named, Hiram. He would
have a very advantageous and peaceful alliance with King David of Israel. The relationship handed
down to David’s son, Solomon, may have started to erode when Hiram was not pleased with twenty
cities given him in the land of Galilee. Hiram had visited them and called them, “a land good for
nothing.”47
To make matters worse, Phoenicia was a civilization which worshiped false gods who involved
them in many evil things. Solomon would take wives from the region of Sidon in Phoenicia, and turn
from The Lord and worship Ashtoreth. But Ashtoreth was not the only false god the Sidonians
worshipped. They also worshipped Baal…
In the 9th century, after Israel was split into two kingdoms, the wicked king Ahab of the northern
kingdom would marry Jezebel (the same evil woman who would later threaten the life of God’s
prophet, Elijah). According to God’s Word, Ahab would “d[o] evil in the sight of the Lord, more
than all who were before him.”48 His wicked motivations stemmed from his worship of Baal. Ahab’s
father, Omri had also done more evil than any other before him.49 “Like father, like son,” so they say.
This implies that Ahab was already abhorrently wicked, but it likely intensified with the introduction of
Baal worship into his life. And the worship of this false god came from his union to Jezebel, wherein
they erected both a house and an altar to Baal.50
Jezebel was so evil that she started having God’s prophets killed, seemingly in retaliation against
God for stopping the rain from falling on their heinous kingdom (although it’s also conceivable that
God stopped the rain in retaliation for her killing His prophets).51 Where could this woman have
possibly learned such treachery? Likely from her father back in Tyre, the king of the Sidonians,
Ethbaal the First.52 Ethbaal (also spelled Ithobaal) literally means, “with BAAL!”
WHO or WHAT was this false god, Baal that when aligning one’s self with him, would inspire
such malevolent immorality?!
Move along almost three centuries to 587 B.C., and we have a prophetic judgment from the
exiled Ezekiel in Babylon to the Prince of Tyre. Josephus, the famed Jewish historian writing from the
first century A.D., records this prince as being King Ethbaal the Third. Once again, a ruler who proudly
publicized his union with the false god, Baal…
"The word of the Lord came to me: 'Son of man, say to the prince of Tyre, Thus
says the Lord God:
'Because your heart is proud,
and you have said, ‘I am a god,
I sit in the seat of the gods,
in the heart of the seas,’
yet you are but a man, and no god,
though you make your heart like the heart of a god—
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you are indeed wiser than Daniel;
no secret is hidden from you;
by your wisdom and your understanding
you have made wealth for yourself,
and have gathered gold and silver
into your treasuries;
by your great wisdom in your trade
you have increased your wealth,
and your heart has become proud in your wealth—
therefore thus says the Lord God:
'Because you make your heart
like the heart of a god,
therefore, behold, I will bring foreigners upon you,
the most ruthless of the nations;
and they shall draw their swords against the beauty of your wisdom
and defile your splendor.
'They shall thrust you down into the pit,
and you shall die the death of the slain
in the heart of the seas.
'Will you still say, ‘I am a god,’
in the presence of those who kill you,
though you are but a man, and no god,
in the hands of those who slay you?
'You shall die the death of the uncircumcised
by the hand of foreigners;
for I have spoken, declares the Lord God.'”

The Book of Ezekiel, chapter 28, verses 1 to 10

Well that is quite a pronouncement, friend. But the important takeaway is that this king “with
Baal” had become so intoxicated with his own accomplishments that he swelled with pride. His selfidolization was so profuse that he would even declare to be ‘a god.’ Have you ever heard anyone say
they were a god? Or God Himself? I have. It’s absolutely disturbing. Such a person is so deceived and
self-deluded. My namesake53 demands I ask, “Who is like the Lord?!”
The answer: No one.
Another takeaway is that wealth played a major role in this king’s arrogance. Friend, please never
get caught up in the false idea of self-sufficiency or reliance. Please recall what you learned earlier –
that “every good and perfect gift is from above, coming down from the Father…”54 It doesn’t
matter how hard you have worked – God’s given you every opportunity even when you haven’t asked
Him or known Him, because He loves you and He blesses. Do not be like King Ethbaal III, full of
pride. The effect wealth and comfort and feigned self-reliance would have on his heart is the very
reason Jesus would warn, “Truly, I say to you, only with difficulty will a rich person enter the
kingdom of heaven.”55
All throughout history there have been mortal men declaring to be God or a god. They were
always proven very, very wrong, often needing to be utterly crushed and humbled by the One True
God, both for their sake, and so their deceived followers could be set free from their false, human
idol.
Now Ethbaal’s heart was just like another’s whose was full of pride – a supposed ‘god’ as we
saw above. And that brings us to the next portion of the passage. Notice that The Lord had Ezekiel
address the “prince of Tyre?” Why would God refer to him as such if Ethbaal was the king? In this
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next address from The Lord through Ezekiel, you will see there WAS one ruling over Ethbaal III – one
who was influencing him and truly in charge – the real King of Tyre…
"Moreover, the word of the Lord came to me: 'Son of man, raise a lamentation
over the king of Tyre, and say to him, Thus says the Lord God:
'You were the signet of perfection,
full of wisdom and perfect in beauty.
'You were in Eden, the garden of God;
every precious stone was your covering,
sardius, topaz, and diamond,
beryl, onyx, and jasper,
sapphire, emerald, and carbuncle;
and crafted in gold were your settings
and your engravings.
'On the day that you were created
they were prepared.
'You were an anointed guardian cherub.
I placed you; you were on the holy mountain of God;
in the midst of the stones of fire you walked.
'You were blameless in your ways
from the day you were created,
till unrighteousness was found in you.
'In the abundance of your trade
you were filled with violence in your midst, and you sinned;
so I cast you as a profane thing from the mountain of God,
and I banished you, O guardian cherub,
from the midst of the stones of fire.
'Your heart was proud because of your beauty;
you corrupted your wisdom for the sake of your splendor.
'I cast you to the ground;
I exposed you before kings,
to feast their eyes on you.
'By the multitude of your iniquities,
in the unrighteousness of your trade
you profaned your sanctuaries;
so I brought fire out from your midst;
it consumed you,
and I turned you to ashes on the earth
in the sight of all who saw you.
'All who know you among the peoples
are appalled at you;
you have come to a dreadful end
and shall be no more forever.'”

The Book of Ezekiel, chapter 28, verses 11 to 19

What a repugnant individual this must have been. Will any of us profess that pride is a lovely,
admirable thing? I think not, friend. I think we would all sensibly agree that it is vile and disgusting.
And God hates it too, hence why He cast down this “King of Tyre…”
From reading the previous passage, it should be glaring and obvious that Ezekiel is speaking to
an angelic being – a former “anointed guardian cherub” even. Throughout history, God would have
His chosen King over Israel anointed with oil. He’d also have the priests of His temple anointed.

Annointing speaks of being ‘special’ and set apart; given a position of great importance. It’s entirely
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possible that this incredibly wise and astonishingly beautiful angel – the very signet or symbol of
perfection – was appointed to a position of leadership above all the other angels.
This particular angel was either given an abode – a “covering” – created by God, which was
littered with all manner of beautiful, sparkling gems and precious stones; or perhaps this speaks of a
garment or crown; or maybe even the very body of this cherub. Whichever it is, that in addition to
this angel being called “the signet of perfection,” seems to imply that they were the most beautiful
thing in creation.
Ponder that for a moment. Via the Hubble Space Telescope we have been able to look past
earth’s gas-filled atmosphere which greatly hampers the clarity of what we set our sights on. We have
gazed upon galaxies and star clusters and scenes within our galaxy and universe which are
astoundingly awesome and totally captivating!
Now imagine a being more beautiful than any of that, and it would seem we’re imagining this
particular guardian cherub spoken of above. To us in the present day, it doesn’t make less sense that
God would use language such as “morning stars” for comparison to angels – now that you think
about it, it actually makes more, doesn’t it? A God who created everything and knows how awestruck
we’d be at pictures of the stars when we finally developed the means to see them, would be right to
reference them thousands of years ago for us to relate angelic beings to, wouldn’t he?
Apparently the angels are all rather wondrous, but the one specified by Ezekiel was, to use an
old fairytale line, “…the fairest of them all.”
At first this mighty angel was blameless. But then unrighteousness was found in him; he was

FILLED with violence. Was it in action alone? I doubt it. I suspect that this speaks of the same heartattitude Jesus Christ would despise in people who had hatred and murder in their heart, even if they
had yet to act upon it. Although God’s Word tells us that this angel would also act in violence too.
This being is described as becoming “profane,” and this indicates he turned utterly ungodly and
unholy – a thing reviled by Holy God – and thus cast down justifiably from His perfect presence –

banished!
Based on who this passage is clearly referring to, the remainder about being exposed before
kings and turned to ash forever is obviously prophecy yet to be fulfilled. But that day is coming.
Some of that language though may illustrate that this angel is nothing like his former glorious self.
Notice the root of all this: a heart filled with pride because of his own beauty – a beauty God
gifted him with. And this pride in his God-given splendor was so strong inside of him that it even
“corrupted [his] wisdom…” He couldn’t even think clearly! God’s Word warns that He gives even

people “over to a depraved mind”56 when they are filled with pride and reject Him. Clearly, this is a
warning we should all heed because if our thinking is clouded, how would we ever logically arrive at
the Truth that saves?
Lastly, note, my friend, that this beautiful guardian cherub was “in Eden, the Garden of God.”
Now because the passage speaks of precious stones and jewels being a part of the angel’s “covering”
in this “setting,” and such items aren’t mentioned as being in the garden Adam is in, some scholars
believe that THIS garden of Eden was a precursor in the heavenly realm, and that the physical garden
made for man was a sort of “picture” of the heavenly garden. That’s certainly possible because all
through scripture, God uses physical objects and places to foreshadow or mirror what is in the
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heavenlies. Or perhaps more specifically, this angelic garden was in the spiritual realm parallel to the
physical.
Or, as I theorized earlier, it was indeed speaking of some sort of outfit, and that this angel was
indeed in the garden of Eden, but on the spiritual plane. My best guess is this, because the Hebrew
word translated to “covering” is

ְ יֻס ַכם, pronounced “mĕcukkah,” and although it does indeed mean

“covering,” it is in the sense of “garniture.” This speaks of something that “garnishes, decorates, and
adorns,” and can also be used to describe ornate plate armour.57 Therefore it makes more sense to
me that the jewels are imbedded IN this angel, or in something decorative that they wore. In the end,
this doesn’t really matter and I was only hoping to paint a better picture of this character’s
allurement for us to envision.
Having said all this, you must understand: this being who was removed from his honoured
position in serving The One True God and was addressed through Ezekiel along with Ethbaal III
created this persona, Baal – a FALSE god!
The Hebrew word for Baal is

למעמ ב, and is pronounced, Bah’al. Friend, Baal has been worshiped

and followed for many millennia by many different nations. His name literally translates to “lord…”
But there is only ONE True Lord! This fallen angel is a usurper of the vilest kind and of the greatest
magnitude! To know and have SEEN with your own eyes, The Lord, and then call yourself “Lord” and
deceive whole people-groups into worshiping you when it’s HIM who deserves all the worship! How
despicable!
And Ethbaal III worshiped and bowed down as prince to this false king and let him possess his
life! And it was pride and rejection of God that opened the way for this rulership!
My dear friend, can you understand what that means for any who are rejecting the rule of The
One True God?! If man does not worship Jesus Christ, there is only one other option of whom you
will worship...!
Now I ask you, friend, other than Adam and his wife and God, who else do you recall was in the
garden of Eden?!
Ezekiel would not be the only prophet God would use to speak against a wicked and prideful
king and the evil angelic entity that possessed them. Over a century earlier, Isaiah would speak
prophetically on behalf of God to a king who would reign over the neo-Babylonian Empire 130 years
later. This king would be Nebuchadnezzar the Second (the First having ruled the much older
Babylonian empire 600 years earlier). Nebuchadnezzar II, like Ethbaal III was also an absolutely
arrogant human being, and to the highest order due to his accomplishments. Nebuchadnezzar II as
already mentioned, was the ruler to defeat Judah, the last remaining kingdom of Israel and bring its
people into exile. Isaiah had died nearly a century before that would occur, clearly indicating the
supernatural origin and intent of this message.
Marduk or “Merodak” was the name of the false God that Babylon worshiped.58 The Hebrew
word representing this being’s name is

ָּ מ ֹ רַכם, and is pronounced, “Mĕrodak.” This false god’s name

literally means, “thy rebellion…” You are about to see how fitting it is. For the sake of brevity, I’ve left
out the portion of this message intended for Nebuchadnezzar, but here is the part for the being over
him:
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“How you are fallen from heaven,
O Day Star, son of Dawn!
“How you are cut down to the ground,
you who laid the nations low!
“You said in your heart,
‘I will ascend to heaven;
above the stars of God
I will set my throne on high;
I will sit on the mount of assembly
in the far reaches of the north;
I will ascend above the heights of the clouds;
I will make myself like the Most High.’
“But you are brought down to Sheol,
to the far reaches of the pit.”

The Book of Isaiah, chapter 14, verses 12 to 15

In the prophetic pronunciation of judgment upon Nebuchadnezzar, midway through the
passage, Isaiah begins talking of a “Day Star, son of Dawn,” which as we’ve already discussed, often
metaphorically describes glorious angels. This particular angel “fell from heaven,” a place
Nebuchadnezzar had surely never been. Once again, we have an angelic being who is depicted as
‘most beautiful,’ but filled with pride – so much that he wishes to ascend higher than any other
angel, and establish his own throne and rule above in the most high place, just like God. But being as
there is only room for One to rule, this creature obviously wanted to usurp The True Lord’s position.
And so, once more we have the description of this angel being cast down.
Friend, Marduk is just another persona this fallen angel created in order to deceive men into
bowing down to him so he could have control over their lives. Baal and Marduk are one and the
same. For that matter, they were also called Ashtoreth. This rejected, powerful, yet utterly wicked
angelic being went by many names then, and he hides his true identity behind many names to
this very day.
Now this false god, “thy rebellion” – or Marduk – is called something very specific by God who
knows his true identity. He’s called, “Day Star, son of Dawn.” The Hebrew word for “Day Star” is

ב לב ְלם,

is pronounced, “heylel,” and means ‘light-bearer,’ ‘shining one,’ or ‘morning star.’
There is a Greek word for “Morning Star,” and it is Φωσφόρος, which is pronounced,
“phōsphoros” – yes, just like the element, “phosphous” that burns brightly! This is also the word for

Venus, the luminous planet sometimes viewable before sunrise, hence “Day Star, son of Dawn.” The
comparison of Venus to this brilliantly bright angel would therefore be quite fitting.
Yet when the Hebrew scholars would translate heylel for the Septuagint – a Greek translation of
the Old Testament – they would not use phōsphoros… they would choose the word, ἑωσφόρος,
which is pronounced, “heōsphoros,“ and literally means, “dawn-bringer.” These are extremely similar
words, but the nuanced difference should be noted.
To translate the Greek into Latin, scholars used the combination of the words, “light” (lux or

lucis) and “ferre” (to bring). This would fittingly mean, “light-bringer,” and be pronounced, Lucifer.
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Surely you’ve heard that infamous name before, my friend. Lucifer is indeed who God was
directing both His prophets’ words at. That would be what the devil was called before his inglorious
fall from God’s presence.
It’s no wonder then that after many millennia of this fallen angel bringing false light which leads
to death for the people of the world, Jesus Christ would declare:
“I am the light of the world. Whoever follows me will not walk in
darkness, but will have the light of life.”

The Gospel of John, chapter 8, verse 12

The devil’s called other names in God’s Word including

ָׂי שיםן, which is pronounced, “satan,” and

means, “adversary; or one who withstands.” Nowadays as you’re aware, we say it, “satan.”
How awful though, that in the early 6th century, the false god of Babylon, Marduk, would inspire
a campaign against Tyre, who’s false god was Baal, and countless lives would be lost, when Marduk
and Baal were the same entity – the devil! What treacherous manipulation!
But the devil loves to see pain, suffering, and destruction. Looking back at history with this new
understanding, my dear friend, I think you can agree that he has certainly “laid the nations low”
throughout the ages. But he’s also devastated many in the most evil and damaging way – spiritually

and eternally.
It really boggles the mind when we contemplate how a created angel, even though high and
mighty and beautiful, could determine that it was wise to try and dethrone God Almighty. The devil
had spent however long witnessing God’s miraculous and epic creation of all that exists, and this
surely gave the devil an indication of God’s power and wisdom. Regardless of how much more
beautiful he may have been than anything else God had made, how could he think he was greater
than God and justified in ruling instead of Him?
I would think even the appearance of God in the likeness of man on the throne as Isaiah,
Ezekiel, John, and others saw, should have been aweing enough to make the devil continue to bow in
worship forever. Unless that’s precisely what it was – that God was similar in presentation to the
feeble man the devil had seen Him create in the garden who He’d made “in His image?” Did the devil
foolishly think this took away from the glory of The Lord that poured forth in astounding brilliance?
Or is it possible that God who is Spirit had yet to take on the fantastic humanlike form filled
with marvelous wonder for the angels to gaze upon? Or could it be that The Father and the Son were
very much existent in a visible form, but on a higher dimensional plane, still veiled from the angelic
host They created to serve Them?
I suppose if either were the case, the devil may have thought as the most dazzling being in the
universe, he need not bow down to an invisible God? Aren’t we who do not see God as awesome as
He truly is guilty of this very same mistake?
Maybe as alluded to earlier with the question I posed to you regarding the lowly occupation of
looking after a slug, the devil looked at man so far below himself, and thought it was unjust for God
to give dominion over all creation to Adam and his descendants? And to top it off, expect the angels
to minister to them?! Could such minute but rebellious thinking coupled with incessant aggrandized
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self-appraisal have led to him being so enraged that he became blind to the absurdity of an
insurgency against The Lord?
Honestly, this is all speculation because the Bible does not say, and it truly isn’t important for us
to know and trust in God for salvation anyway.
The important matter to recognize is that the devil for whatever reason rejected the rightful
position of God as Lord, and for it, was himself rejected. Might this be why God so closely examines
and considers our hearts for pride, and lust, and malice, and greed? It make sense. Anyone who is
found with a heart that is repulsive to God cannot be accepted by Him. Anyone who will not bow to
Him now would always have it within them to rally against Him later. If we continue to reject God
and His rule, like Ethbaal III, the devil’s influence and hold will grow in our life until we are destroyed.
That is why The Holy Spirit of God must deliver us from the adversary, do a work within us, help
us to humbly believe and be born again and receive a new heart while cleansing us of all
unrighteousness, and clothe us in the righteousness of Christ.
As for Nebuchadnezzar, as vain and proud as he was, believe it or not, friend, but God would
put the Babylonian ruler through a crushing and humiliating experience in order that he might be
saved (yes, the very sort of experience I warned you back in Presuppositions God is willing to use out
of love for you). It’s as if The Lord used this man’s totally contrasting life to show us that no matter
how far we are from God, there IS hope…
"Now I, Nebuchadnezzar, praise and extol and honor the King of heaven, for all his
works are right and his ways are just; and those who walk in pride he is able to humble."

The Book of Daniel, chapter 4, verse 37
Now that we have taken the time to expose this fallen angel as responsible for all the false gods
that plague humanity and rob worship from the One True God; and also as being the adversary of
not only the world, but also you individually, we’re going to discuss how he operates. The devil is
unimaginably intelligent. This intelligence makes him exceedingly cunning, and altogether formidable
as the foe to you attaining salvation. As a finite being his ability to think strategically falls infinitely
short to that of God’s ability. However, God gives YOU free will to either choose or deny Him, and He
will not force His will for your redemption upon you.
The devil though, does NOT play nice, and is determined to do all that he can to make you
deny God and go to hell through the refusal of the free gift of everlasting life offered to you.
If your whole life you have declined not only this offer but belief in God’s existence, you must
admit that the devil has been quite adept at his aim of deception, am I right, friend? You are not
alone though. And I’m not even talking of the countless billions of other people who have been
duped throughout mankind’s history…
Do you remember when I spoke of the rebellion in heaven against God that I mentioned angels
– PLURAL? Yes, Lucifer was not the only angel to revolt. He was simply the first! And somehow he
convinced a great number of other angels to join him! It was as if they’d attempted a military coup in
the heavens! How the devil was able to convince so many to join him, I can only guess. But
understanding the tactics he uses, I presume that he sewed seeds of dissent among the other angels.
As intelligent and wise as all angels doubtlessly are, the genius of the devil made him “more crafty
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than any,”59 and he watered those seeds of dissatisfaction, and stoked the fires of insolence, and they
joined him in that ridiculous maneuver that would see them all cast down.
In the tenth chapter of the Gospel of Luke, Jesus Christ would tell His disciples:
“I saw Satan fall like lightning from heaven.”60
The following verses ALSO help regarding this insurrection:
“And another sign appeared in heaven: behold, a great red dragon, with seven heads
and ten horns, and on his heads seven diadems. His tail swept down a third of the stars of
heaven and cast them to the earth. And the dragon stood before the woman who was about
to give birth, so that when she bore her child he might devour it… Now war arose in heaven,
Michael and his angels fighting against the dragon. And the dragon and his angels fought
back, but he was defeated, and there was no longer any place for them in heaven. And the
great dragon was thrown down, that ancient serpent, who is called the devil and Satan, the
deceiver of the whole world—he was thrown down to the earth, and his angels were thrown
down with him.”

The Revelation, chapter 12, verses 3 and 4 and 7 to 9

“And the angels who did not stay within their own position of
authority, but left their proper dwelling, he has kept in eternal chains
under gloomy darkness until the judgment of the great day…”

The Epistle of Jude, verse 6

“For if God did not spare angels when they sinned, but cast them into Tartarus and
committed them to chains of gloomy darkness to be kept until the judgment…”

The Second Epistle of Peter, chapter 2, verse 4

Now in full disclosure, my friend, I admit that there is much discussion among evangelical
biblical scholars regarding the timeline that all of these events take place upon. We could spend
several pages trying to break it all down, but such time isn’t necessary. The details surrounding the
sequence of events aren’t required for a person to be saved, or even to know the schemes of the
adversary.
In summary I’ll simply point out that the above passage from The Revelation given to the
Apostle John was visual allegory he received to pass on to us. The woman was Israel who gave birth
to a child, The Lord Jesus Christ. The dragon, who is the devil, had wanted to kill the Messiah when
Mary gave birth. We witnessed that when Herod ordered all boys the age of two and under be
killed.61 And the devil’s ALWAYS worked to stop the Israelite lineage before that so the prophesied
Saviour could not come, and we see that throughout the Old Testament.
The devil was involved in a battle with the archangel, Michael. Michael had other angels on his
side, and the devil had angels on his side. The devil and his angels were defeated and cast down to
earth, and we see that “a third of the stars” were cast to earth. This likely means that a third of the
heavenly host sided with the devil. How many angels does that translate to? No one knows for
certain, but it seems appropriate to estimate at least tens of millions based on Revelation 5:11.
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What is also important to understand for our discussion and for your defense is that not all of
these angels were chained up! There are a wide variety of interpretations then that these two
passages by Jude and Peter are talking about a select group of angels that participated in a specific
grievance as well as the original rebellion. Again, far too much to unpack, and not important for this
time.
Notice though that the Apostle Peter used the name Tartarus for this dungeon where angels
were sent. Tartarus was a location in Greek mythology where the wicked went for their afterlife. It was
not that Peter was relying on Greek mythos to construct his theological understanding, nor even that
it influenced Him. It’s conceivable that he didn’t even choose that term in order to help his Greek

(gentile), non-Jewish audience relate or understand his point. You see, friend, Tartarus was also where
the Titans were confined. And titans were divine beings of incredible strength who battled against
Zeus, the “King of the gods” who ruled from “Mount Olympus…” Sound at all familiar?
Although Greek mythology is surely beset by spiritual disinformation and human invention, it
would seem there may be kernels of truth within it when it parallels the accounts from Scripture. Like
the mythos surrounding Baal and Marduk, the devil is always active in creating false gods and
narratives to detract worship and glory from God whom he hates, while directing worship and honour
to himself through false paradigms. And there is also the ingredient of mankind passing down
through oral traditions, the truth of God’s Word that had originally been granted their most ancient
of ancestors, but which would unfortunately get distorted along the way.
What’s important to take away is that the rebellious angels were cast down from the highest of
the heavenly realms. They may reside on earth in the parallel spiritual realm, or they may be in a
heavenly realm above us, yet below that of God. Whatever the case, you will see shortly that the devil
is able, in some way, to hold audience before God. Though some were imprisoned, there are still
many of them, and they are most certainly able to interact with us in the realm we abide in.
Now let’s look at how the devil and his cohorts go about doing this.
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How the devil Operates
Part 3 – Section 4
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He Seeks to Destroy
Friend, your enemy, the devil is obviously extraordinarily devious – crafty beyond our
comprehension.
Have you ever played chess? Are you poor at it or good? Ever lost a game and realized your
opponent beat you because he was thinking several moves ahead of you? Grandmaster players in
chess are said to be able to calculate and strategize between 10 and 20 moves ahead. It’s really
rather astounding…
But the devil, I surmise, is capable of making moves, and scheming far greater than that. This
could be because of his intimate knowledge of us individually, or of human nature and society and
cultures generally. Since creation began he’s been watching us. He knows what makes us prideful, he
knows what stirs up lust in us, he knows what angers us and makes us hate, he knows what causes
us grief; and he’s had billions of repeatable test-cases through generations and generations of our
human interactions to study and gain information from.
In essence, he can play you and I like a fiddle.
Add to this his network of millions and millions of fallen angels spread out around the globe, all
working together to amass and evaluate this information on us.
Now this is not solely conjecture based on experience or on the fact that the devil was able to
deceive even other angels into joining his irrational rebellion, but on what is clearly laid out in
Scripture:
“Be sober-minded; be watchful. Your adversary the devil prowls
around like a roaring lion, seeking someone to devour.”

The First Epistle of Peter, chapter 5, verse 8

The Apostle Peter directs the believers who although in Christ, are still going to be stalked and
attacked by satan – “the adversary” – to have a mind that is clear and able to think, while also being
alert, and not ignorant of what is going on around them. That’s because the devil is compared to an
aggressive lion whose roar communicates a claim to territory, while he looks for prey – “a PERSON” –
to tear apart, destroy, and consume…
Have you ever seen a giant, male lion stalking his victim in a wildlife show? It’s fascinating to
watch from the comfort of your home in HD… but imagine you were right there in the African
savanna. You’re all alone and you can hear that terrifying predatory call.
Lions generally look for the weakest creature to chase down and pounce upon. But make no
mistake, friend, when it comes to satan, it doesn’t matter how rich you are, how beautiful you are,
how strong you are, or how bright you are, he looks for the weakest part in YOU! And that is where
he attacks so that he can dig his claws in and sink his teeth into you, so that you will be brought
down and destroyed.
Think of wealthy Ethbaal III for example; the devil used Ethbaal’s pride to control him. He’s been
doing the same with you your whole life, not necessarily through pride alone, but through anything
and everything.
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Peter would go on to say to believers in the next verse:
“Resist him, firm in your faith, knowing that the same kinds of suffering
are being experienced by your brotherhood throughout the world.”62
At this time persecution of the early Christian Church by Emperor Nero of Rome had begun. It
was an awful and difficult time to be following Christ. Therein laid the attack: the devil wanted people
to abandon faith because of their difficulties (and they were ghastly). Imagine that though; exchange
eternal LIFE for temporal relief? What a wicked lie! And yet for those not ‘thinking clearly’ and ‘on
guard’ for what satan was plotting, it would be a great temptation that they would give into, and
thus be destroyed for! That’s why Peter calls for them to resist satan and cling to Jesus Christ and
the truth He has given them in their faith! With that comes the promise in the epistle’s next verse:
“And after you have suffered a little while, the God of all grace, who has called you to
his eternal glory in Christ, will himself restore, confirm, strengthen, and establish you.”63
Now THAT is comforting… God who paid it all for a Believer to be saved will, after some
suffering, bring about relief and strengthening. And that may indeed be here in this life and often is,
but it is certain it will DEFINITELY happen in the next! For the true child of God who thereby remains
firm in the faith, the devil is a defeated foe and the victory was already settled nearly two-thousand
years ago at the Cross!
To you, my friend, if you have yet to make that decision to submit to The Lord, please at the
very least, cling to any faith or belief God has been giving you so far in this discussion. The devil is
going to seek to attack you and make you abandon it all and flee. But you’d only be fleeing into that
African grassland FROM the One Person who wants to protect and save you!
We’ve already discussed John 10:10 which stated that the devil comes to steal, kill, and destroy. I
asked you then if you’ve experienced that in your life. Have you had possessions or relationships
stolen from you? Have you lost people due to reckless, unhealthy living? Have you watched as
employment or friendships or family ties were completely ruined? What about in the lives of others?
Or even around the world? Was unreasoned mistrust the culprit? What about the accumulation of
factors outside of your control – the “perfect storm”? One way or another, you have witnessed the
devil at work. We ALL have…
The devil seeks to destroy everything that is good and true. As you continue to read through his

modus operandi, commonly abbreviated “M.O.,” and which translated from Latin means, “Mode of
Operation”, you will likely become more and more aware of what he has done in your past to weigh
you down and burden your heart. If you humbly permit yourself, right now, to acknowledge that
invisible entities were at work in your midst for all of these years, and excuse yourself from the
stringent belief that everything that has ever happened has been solely the result of human decision,
human action, and natural cause, you will likely see suddenly that this all makes sense.
However, I hope that even if you do not accept this truth yet, the pieces will fall into place as we
continue.
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Ultimately, the devil wants to steal from you the free gift of salvation, kill you spiritually in the
death that separates us from the author of life, and destroy the opportunity of eternal, blissful
relationship with Our God.

62. 1 Peter 5:9
63. 1 Peter 5:10

He Attacks Through Our Will
There are things in this life that you want to do, and there are things in this life that you don’t
want to do. There is that which you are willing to do, and that which you are NOT willing to do.
These are determined by your very own will. It’s free, and you can make choices, and God does not
interfere with this although in His sovereignty, everything is already predestined and predetermined.
That’s difficult to wrap our heads around, but what’s very important to understand is that just
because God knows where everything is headed and what we’ll all be doing on the way there, and is
even intricately involved in all matters, it doesn’t mean what people do of their own volition is His
fault, and it doesn’t excuse US from the guilt we bear for sinning through commission or omission via
our freedom of choice. The Holy Spirit of God is actually at work trying to influence the will of man
to what is good and right, and the conscience He’s given us leaves us with even less excuse.
Nevertheless, He does not impose His will on us. Thus our choices and our will are indeed totally
free.
In The Law of Causality, we stated that your will comes from your mind. This is precisely why the
Apostle Peter directed believers to ‘maintain a clear head.’ We’ve discussed a couple of times now
how the physical brain is the conduit for our spirit to relate to and experience the physical realm. We
have our five senses, and stimuli cause responses in them, and the information is transferred through
the neural network to the brain… and here the mind processes it.
Whether or not there is an effect on our soul where the emotions and feelings lie, when it
comes to stimulation that does not cause automatic, physical response (like hitting your funny bone
making your arm move, or being startled), you – your spirit – can exercise your will (within the mind)
to act or not act.
You can choose to do what you are not naturally inclined to do based on the stimulus acting on
your senses. Or you can choose to do what you ARE naturally inclined to do based on the stimulus
acting on your senses. And you can of course choose not to do what you are naturally inclined to,
and choose not to do what you are not naturally inclined to (although that’s generally a lot easier for
us).
Here are a couple of examples to help us:
Let’s say you’re downtown in an urban area and you’ve just eaten out for lunch and taken a few
cookies in a bag to go. At a bus stop you SEE (with your eyes) a disheveled man who is clearly
homeless, and even rooting through a trash bin as if for food or something else of value. This sight
goes through your brain, through the mind, and may now REGISTER in your spirit. It could cause
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feelings of contempt or compassion within your soul. You may be REPULSED or COMPELLED. Now
your spirit determines through your mind and will whether or not to act, and what exactly you will
do.
Let’s say you feel compassion and are compelled to give this gentleman one or even all of your
cookies. DETERMINED to do so, you approach him. And then the unpleasant SCENT of this man’s
unwashed clothes enters your nose. The process of stimulus-to-will repeats itself. The decision must
be made: do you continue on in the action of helping or not?
Now I raise this example not as a question of your ethics or morality or humanity, but simply to
illustrate that all along the way the physical is being SENSED and is related to your spirit, and that
you must always WILL to do or not do a thought or action.
In another example, you may see someone who is physically attractive. You may exercise will to
go and introduce yourself. If you’re married, your will is still very much involved. Will I, or Will I not?
Along this process you may, like many people, be running an internal dialogue. Not all people
conduct what is called “inner speech,” but most do in varying degrees. For some it is quite active, and
for others, rather inactive, but it can be compared to what you sense when you read a book. Some of
us imagine our own voice “audibly” within our mind and also visualize what we are reading. Or we’ll
create the voice of a narrator, or voices for each character. Some of us will only visualize. And some
will do neither, BUT still produce the sensation of thoughts as the text on a page is translated into
information for their mind.
How the sensations of thought and ideas is specifically conveyed within each of us as we
experience and process situations will differ. But they all relate to the same topic: the interaction
between our senses, our spirit, and our will.
Getting back to the examples of the homeless man or the attractive person, you may think, “Oh
this poor man, I really should help him… I wonder if he would enjoy a cookie;” “Wow, they’re
gorgeous… I’ve got to get to know them…”
But THIS is where our adversary or his fallen angels strike…
Friend, let’s revisit Dr. Carl Sagan’s discussion about the 3D Apple coming to pay a visit to 2D
Mr. Square. Because the apple was outside of the flat square’s dimension, Dr. Sagan speculated that
verbal communication would appear as “a greeting from his insides… a voice from within.” I’d stated
that such an unusual comment by a philosophically naturalist thinking agnostic such as him was
surprisingly, but entirely relevant to our discussion about our adversary.
You see, if the devil or fallen angels in a parallel invisible realm were to speak to us, that’s just
what we would sense – “a voice from within!”
Now if while we were eating dinner, they were to speak loudly with commands to stab ourselves
in the eyes with cutlery, or they screamed obscenities and vulgarities at us, we’d probably think we
had schizophrenia! We’d surely exercise our will to ignore such orders, but we’d also either
shamefully hide that such an episode had ever occurred, or perhaps book an appointment with a
‘shrink!’
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But the greatest trick the devil has ever pulled has been what? “…Convincing the world he didn’t

exist…” Why give that up and show your hand after accomplishing such a feat? No, my friend… your
adversary is far too clever for such a thing. He is MUCH MORE subtle than that.
Through reading novels and viewing movies and TV shows involving paranormal subplots, you’ve
surely come across the term telepathy, right? Telepathy literally means “communication between
minds by some means other than sensory perception.” We can safely agree that you and everyone
else who are spirit has a component of their spirit called the mind, and this is where the will is. But
what of angels who are also spirit? Considering the devil was “full of wisdom,” and exercised will to
rebel against God, it should be obvious, that yes, they certainly also have minds.
So the devil or one of his minions, invisible and wholly imperceptible to you, communicates from
the invisible realm to you from their spirit into your spirit – from their mind to your mind. They don’t
need to shout. They don’t need to scream. They don’t even need to talk audibly. They need only

whisper a thought into your mind where it can be considered with all of your other thoughts.
Now if an angel can telepathically communicate with your mind, then he is doubtlessly able to
communicate with the minds of his fellow angels. What the range might be, any guess is as good as
another, but potentially the devil and his fallen angels could be communicating all over the world like
a sophisticated intelligence network gathering information and relaying it while plotting and
scheming how best to deceive and destroy not only humanity, but YOU! And this would likely all be
under the guidance of the devil like some sort of hive-mind… What a dreadful possibility.
Concerning the whispering of the enemy into your mind, what’s worse is that they masterfully
disguise this thought so it sounds just like your own inner voice, and it comes from your own
perspective so that you think it was your own thought... Completely undetectable. Unless of course
you are, as Peter would say, very ‘alert’ and very “sober-minded.”
Even worse; they don’t often come right out and contradict what you would naturally think.
Regarding our example with the homeless man, you may have SEEN the man, and determined to do
what is right, by showing kindness, compassion, and love to him by offering a cookie with a kind
smile partnered with a friendly voice. The enemy of yourself and this man will then try to come up
with a thought to introduce into your mind to affect your will. He’ll do this to influence you away
from this proper action. The subtlety will be that it’s something sensible, and even cloaked in what at
first also seems like kindness in order to conceal the enemy’s agenda of restraining you.
In such a situation as this, the thought may come to you: “Actually, he might be offended by
this offer.” And once the enemy senses your hesitation, he’ll add, “He’ll probably think I’m just pitying
him…” However, it’s entirely possible that once he’s added that first bit about the offense, because it’s
entered your mind so naturally and you perceived it as your own thought, YOU might be the one
who adds the second thought about pity. And then either you or the devil will conclude this inner
dialogue with, “Nobody wants pity… I’d better just leave him be.”
Friend, have you ever experienced such a thing?
It’s up to you to exercise the will to do or not do, but the enemy wants to influence you to do
what is sinful and not do what is right.
Now the enemy may, depending on your character and his knowledge of you, be even bolder.
He may introduce thoughts that are far less subtle and even distinctly contradictory to your initial
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intentions. How he decides, I really can’t say. It may be from watching you your whole life and gaging
what your spectrum of responses would be so that he knows what he can get away with. Or it might
have to do with what can be seen and sensed within the spiritual realm. I have occasionally
wondered if in the heavenly realm a person’s spirit can be dark and vile, or shining and brilliant. I
know Jesus Christ commanded believers to be “light” to the world64 and the Apostle Paul
admonished we who are saints to “shine like stars in the sky,”65 but this is probably only
metaphorical. Again, these are only unessential musings. The REAL important truth regarding such a
matter is that all people are spiritually marred by the marks of sin and need to be cleansed by the
Blood of Christ and made new.
As for what the devil can detect, you don’t need to see something in the spiritual realm to know
if a person’s heart is hardened if you’ve been observing them for an extended period of time. So with
the example of the homeless man, even if you’d thought to offer a cookie, it’s easy for the enemy to
know if he can inject an unsympathetic thought like, “He should get a job.” Or he can implant
something cynical such as, “He probably wouldn’t even appreciate this.” Or if the enemy knows you
tolerate and entertain crude and insensitive humor, he can exploit that with something like, “Oh man,
he smells like an outhouse threw up!” to totally distract you and derail your good intentions.
With the example of the attractive person you want to flirt with, if the devil wants you to be
involved with them to fulfill his wicked plans, he’ll offer thoughts to encourage you and puff you up
to give you a false sense of confidence. Even more horrifying, knowing the other person as well,
the devil may even guide the interaction and your conversation so you will both be successful in
what you think you want, and what he DEFINITELY wants – your mutual sin which is rebellion
against your Creator who loves you and only wants the best for you, and which will lead to death if
left untreated by the grace of God through faith…
If you’re the type who battled low self-image for years as I did, the devil will absolutely REVEL in
helping you have success in thinking you’re attracting good-looking people. And then he’ll play on
your pride and help you to become a hideous and arrogant narcissist!
Or, he’ll remind you of how unworthy you are so you won’t approach that person. That way he
can feed more thoughts of doubt and insecurity and worthlessness to you, all while helping you
engage in self-destructive activities to ruin yourself, hoping that in the end he can convince you to
end your suffering through suicide.
And if you’re married when you see such a person, if your immediate reaction is to remind
yourself of your marriage and that commitment, he’ll remind YOU that your spouse doesn’t
appreciate you anyway, doesn’t treat you right, doesn’t deserve you, and maybe that your marriage is
pretty much over anyway if that seems like your circumstance. Besides, “a little flirting never hurt
anybody...” and “it just feels nice…”
Again, you have your will and there is that which you will do and that which you won’t. The devil
will play on either to influence you towards sin and death, not just for you, but for everyone around
you. He is brilliant and knows how far to push, and when to relent. Like I said, he can play us like a
fiddle. This is why Ethbaal the King of Tyre was merely a prince. He was being played like a puppet
on strings by his false king, the devil. Sadly, this most likely spanned his whole awful life.
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Are you beginning to see, my friend? Have you not experienced such trains of thought within
your head, perhaps even on a daily basis?
There is literally a battle for your mind going on between the Holy Spirit of God and the devil.
And you get to choose who to side with. But the devil will conspire to have you reject God while
keeping you blinded to the reality that you’ve chosen your adversary.
Our spiritual mind and our physical brain are like the gate to the castle of who we are – our

mind, soul, and spirit. There is an enemy fighting to get in. If you live this life with an open mind to
every idea out there, it’s as if your doors are open. Maybe you’ve heard the expression, “Do not be
so open-minded that your brains fall out?” It doesn’t even matter if the doors to your mind are wide
open or open a little, the deceptive ideas of the enemy are getting in.
However, there IS one thing that you need to be opened minded about, and I hope you are
understanding that what you want to enter into your spirit through your mind is the truth of God’s
Word. We should be letting that flow into us and through us like a river! And we need to be drinking
it up!
So what we need installed is what is known as a “portcullis.” If you’ve watched any movies
involving castles, you’ve likely seen these crossed, iron lattices that work in conjunction with the
doors at the front entrance. The doors are open for people to approach the gate and communicate
with those inside, but the portcullis is still down to keep out anyone and anything not good. This
serves as the “filter” for the castle.
The portcullis of our mind is the spirit of discernment granted us by the Spirit of God when we
are born again and He comes to live inside of us. Now God, through The Spirit, can graciously warn
us of ideas or thoughts or teachings that are incorrect and dangerous, but a believer really ought to
hone and grow their spirit of discernment by getting to know God, what is right, and what is true.
We do this by reading and studying all of the wisdom and truth He has revealed through His Word,
the Holy Bible. That way, the believer will have a strong portcullis and be able to have their doors
wide open while they live life and investigate the world they find themselves in, and interact with
others who have very different ideas while sharing the Gospel with them. Meanwhile they are still
very much protected by the enemies’ attempts to subvert their faithfulness and usefulness to God.
Friend, if you watched Anita Irby’s video I linked to in Angels Certainly Exist, you likely can’t
forget that she was screaming at the burning SUV that the devil ‘was a lie.’ Why was she calling the
devil a liar in a prayer for a man to be spared from death in a vehicle fire? Anita was, through prayer,
spiritually attacking the fact that the devil’s greatest weapon is deceit, and that he uses deceit to
steal, kill, and destroy. That the devil’s main tool is falsehood has probably become quite clear to you
by this point in our journey from everything we’ve discussed, hasn’t it?
The devil’s lie that day was that the driver in the crash needed to die. The lie was that God was
helpless to intervene. The lie was that everyone should back away and stay safe and let the man
burn. Even the man himself was reportedly calling out to people with that instruction!
But what would have happened to him if he did not yet know The Lord Jesus Christ? Where
would he spend eternity? If he did not know Christ, he would be separated forever from God just as
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the devil wishes. So the man SAW the severity of the danger rescuers were in, and the devil lied to
him that he should order them not to help. Such a thought may have even sounded noble to him.
But the results would have been damning. So the devil lied.
Now had the driver been a disciple of Christ with an eternity secured already, he may very well
have believed, rightfully so, that the best thing would be for him to sacrifice himself and for people
to be spared. But that was not the will of God that day. God’s will was that people would attempt to
save the driver and that Officer Richard Morrow would pray for help and God would somehow
intervene and answer all the peoples’ prayers to bring glory to His Name. What sort of a testimony
would this have been if the Bible had been found intact… in an incinerated vehicle where a man had
burned to death? I suppose it could have inspired some people considering the driver’s faith to give
his own life for others. But would that have spoken to as many people? God wanted that man to be
saved that day in a way where He would exercise His power for the humble to believe and the proud
to deny, and the lie of the enemy was for people to leave that man to the flames.
Even more obvious when it comes to the battle of the mind and our will being used is Ross
Cappichionni’s story. Ross was there on the ground badly wounded and bleeding to death. A battle
of his will ensued where he wanted to live but he also wanted to just rest. But resting meant death.
Ross had already experienced the miraculous intervention of an angel being used by God to lift
him to his feet and shove him forward the few, precious steps to be saved. Once he fell again to the
ground a second time, his own inner dialogue seemed to combat himself. One perspective was
seductive and soothing, reassuring him that going to sleep would be a wonderful thing. He stated
though that he ‘woke himself up’ as if his own voice in “THIRD-PERSON” was ordering him to get up
because HE WAS DYING! But the struggle continued even AFTER the parole officer had come over to
reassure him that an ambulance was on its way. He was once more influenced through his will to
simply sleep.
But then a voice of reason spoke within him and said full of truth to this unsaved young 17 year
old boy whom God loves, “No you don’t [want to sleep], because if you fall asleep you’re sleeping
forever…”
At this pivotal and dire moment, the enemy was all the more enticing, and the angel of God (or
quite likely, the Holy Spirit) was louder and firmer than usual because God had willed Ross live. A
fight was occurring within the spiritual realm, and a portion of the battleground was Ross’s own
mind.
Now this hour in the cosmic conflict between our enemy and God may not have ended there. It
may have been the devil who convinced the medics that this “John Doe” who was pronounced D.O.A.
was a lost cause worth abandoning. And it may very well have been The Holy Spirit who helped
influence the doctor to do his best.
Because Ross was obedient to the Voice of God who willed he live, he was spared and now has
more time in life to seek and know The Lord Jesus Christ and be saved. My prayer is that Ross will
hear and read the Word of God and once more be obedient, but this time unto eternal life.
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Friend, do you wrestle in your own head about things? Do you have conflicting thoughts
between inner dialogues? Why would Ross’s own self have been telling him to sleep and die while
also telling himself to get up and LIVE?! It should be obvious. It is, isn’t it? Everything we’ve been
discussing is true. There were two opposing, external entities communicating with his mind and spirit
that day.
The point is that the devil can only make you do what you are willing to do. He could certainly
tell you all of a sudden to kill yourself, but such a thought is easy to reject if you will to live. The
devil can also only make you entertain the sorts of thoughts you are willing to entertain. If you have
no personal moral objection to stewing in adulterous, lustful thoughts about people you aren’t
married to, the devil will have a field day luring you into sin by helping you conjure such things up.
And yet, he’s also more than capable of firing in the sorts of ideas that you aren’t naturally
inclined to come up with. You may think, “Where on earth did THAT come from?!” But he’s trying to
wear you down, get you to believe YOU thought such a vile thing because that is WHO YOU ARE!
It’s a lie, friend! And he’ll just keep reintroducing it until you give in. He may do so slowly and
tactfully over time, or he may hammer it at you when you’re at your weakest and ready to succumb.
Another attack of our will can come via impulsive thoughts, and they can lead to impulsive
actions. Let’s say for example, you’re at a crosswalk and the signal is telling you it’s far too late to
start crossing. You even see cars fast approaching from the right which will continue at speed as their
light is going to go green. You tell yourself that you’d better wait. But then SUDDENLY you think,
“There’s time if I’m fast!” and before you can restrain yourself, you dart out from the sidewalk, sprint
across the street narrowly avoiding being hit by a car, arriving by God’s grace safely on the other
side. What thought immediately enters your mind?
“WHAT JUST CAME OVER ME?!?!”
Certainly we’re more than able to have our own stupid, self-destructive thoughts. BUT some of
these impulses are quite likely not our own. All our enemy has to do is fire in such a thought in a
convincing way, and we accept it and exercise our will in accordance with that directive. If you find
this hard to believe, remember Ross Cappichionni and his own voice coming with great urgency from
a third-person perspective. Later on we will talk more about thoughts that feel foreign and alien to
our own minds.
My friend, please know that not every thought within your head belongs solely to you and has
originated with yourself. No one is impervious to this sort of attack. It doesn’t matter how strong you
think your mind and will are, or whether or not you have an active or inactive inner dialogue,
everyone is perceptible. The level of perceptibility could very well relate to the physiological or
chemical makeup of our brain, and so the devil’s ability to use this method of attack may be more
useful on some than on others, and therefore change in intensity depending on the person. But
again, no one is invulnerable to this method of operating.
This is EXACTLY why Peter has warned, “BE SOBER-MINDED!” We’ll be discussing how critical
this is a little later. From all this it should be plain to see that the Bible speaks rightly when the
believer is told to let God produce from His spirit within them, the fruit of “self-control.”66
Another pertinent point made by the Apostle Paul is that we “take every thought captive to
obey Christ.”67 Surely you can appreciate the importance of such an admonition in light of what you
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have just come to understand about your adversary. We need to sift our own thoughts, and be quick
to seize those which are contrary to the Spirit of God, and then rebuke and reject such thoughts!
The difficult thing is that, as alluded to earlier with the example of the enemy deceitfully
influencing us to think feeding a homeless man would actually be an unkind act, not every evil,
untrue, ungodly thought will be obvious. Again, this is why the portcullis must be erected and why
the Spirit of God must be King within our castle. As stated, our discernment grows with our intimacy
and familiarity with the Spirt of God and with our knowledge of His Word. Then a person will have a
suitable filter for every thought and every idea that enters their mind, be it from an internal source or
an external source;
“Do not despise prophecies, but test everything; hold fast what is
good. Abstain from every form of evil.”

The First Epistle to the Thessalonians, chapter 5, verses 20 to 22
Once again, the Word of God speaks sensibly. Why would a person want to hold fast to what is
NOT good? Why would a person want to engage in what is evil? As for prophecies, we will certainly
discuss that topic in detail further on. What is important to know is that God will not add to or
change His Word. It’s a reflection of His unchanging character meant to guide us and prove that we
can trust Him. Just as it would be hazardous to navigate in a ship with a compass that will change
what ‘north’ is, how could God expect anyone to follow Him if He kept changing what is true?
He gave us the Old Testament and fulfilled that with the New Testament, and that was more
than enough. Anything else did not come from Him, and any idea someone speaks to you can be
“tested” against what He’s already laid out very clearly in scripture. So just like we can test every
prophecy someone utters, we can also test every spirit behind the prophecy and the prophet
declaring it, and test every thought that enters our mind;
“Beloved, do not believe every spirit, but test the spirits to see whether they
are from God, for many false prophets have gone out into the world.”

The First Epistle of John, chapter 3, verse 1

Another area where the enemy uses thoughts to destroy us is in addictive behaviours. Alcohol
and drug use is not the only unhealthy source for addiction. Addiction is anything that steals our
time, leads to destruction in our life and relationships, as well as with our health, and has control over
us. We should be able to master our own bodies and desires. Using alcoholism for example, if you’ve
ever battled any sort of addiction, you know that you can resolve in your own mind to outright quit,
or limit yourself, or abstain on a particular day or for a particular period of time. It’s now up to you to
exercise the will.
Still, there’s thoughts that enter your mind that entice you; “Just one drink won’t hurt;” “You
deserve this; you’ve been so good lately;” or maybe even, “This isn’t worth it; getting drunk’s really
not that bad anyway.” These thoughts aren’t necessarily even coupled with a physical urge. However,
we may very quickly feel an urge if we permit such thoughts to circle our mind. Yet why would your
own mind be producing such thoughts and ideas if you’ve already decided just the opposite?? Friend,
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it’s not just that there is a chemical or behavioural addiction influencing you. You have an enemy
communicating suggestively to you in order that you be ushered along right back into the snare that
is ruining you and has you enslaved.
“Do you not know that if you present yourselves to anyone as obedient slaves, you are
slaves of the one whom you obey, either of sin, which leads to death, or of obedience,
which leads to righteousness? But thanks be to God, that you who were once slaves of sin
have become obedient from the heart to the standard of teaching to which you were
committed, and, having been set free from sin, have become slaves of righteousness.”

The Epistle to the Romans, chapter 6, verses 16 to 18

My dear friend, Ethbaal the Third consistently obeyed his own desires and the seductive
thoughts of invitation from the devil, and more and more he came under his control. He certainly
fulfilled his namesake to be “With Baal,” and he was certainly enslaved leading to death.
But you don’t have to be enslaved to your adversary who steals, kills, and destroys. You can be
set free by surrendering to Jesus Christ “who came that [you] have life, and have it abundantly.”68 I
know this because it has happened to me, and I testify that it has happened to many others I know.
When it comes to the inclinations to do what is evil, we do not have to be obedient. And regarding
addictions, I know God can set someone free because I have heard far too many testimonies of Jesus
Christ spontaneously healing people from any dependency when they humbly put their faith in Him
and asked Him to help.
He’s willing to help you too.
I trust that this portion discussing only one mode of the devil’s attack has been informative and
eye-opening. I’ve experienced all of this and know many others who would admit it too. I’m certain
you have as well. Soon we’ll be delving deeper into just how much control the devil can have by
manipulating us through our own will, and how deeply this extends into the many facets of society.

64.
65.
66.
67.
68.

Matthew 5:14
Philippians 2:15
Galatians 5:23
2 Corinthians 10:5
John 10:10

He Tempts Us
If it wasn’t obvious from the last segment of our discussion, the devil attacks us by tempting us.
A nice piece of cake can be pretty tempting, and in and of itself, it’s not an evil or bad item. But
before we continue with this delicious slice of dessert in our example, we need to clarify something:
temptation does not only come from the enemy, but also from ourselves and our own sin nature
which is very much a part of who we are.
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“But each person is tempted when he is lured and enticed by his own desire. Then desire
when it has conceived gives birth to sin, and sin when it is fully grown brings forth death.”

The Epistle of James, chapter 1, verses 14 and 15

More importantly, what people everywhere need to understand, is what the preceding verse
makes very plain:
“Let no one say when he is tempted, ‘I am being tempted by God,’ for
God cannot be tempted with evil, and he himself tempts no one.”69
As stated earlier, God influences for good, never for evil, and He’s not to blame for the wicked
actions of others, and He’s certainly not anyone’s excuse for doing evil to someone else. He only
permits our evil through us exercising our free will. I know that it can be hard knowing He’s in
control and that He sometimes lets people do terrible things to others or ourselves, and I promise we
will tackle this difficult issue later on, on our journey.
Revisiting the cake…
Cake becomes a bad thing when we can’t stop ourselves from having more than we know we
should. It becomes an even worse thing when we know that piece is intended for someone else.
We’ve SEEN it, maybe even SMELLED it, perhaps even TASTED and FELT it as we enjoyed our other
piece. And that goes through the brain to the mind of our spirit and we can will to eat it or not.
Herein lies the battle, and in many cases is a battle with ourselves. There is our will which has
hopefully determined not to eat, and the sin nature within ourself that pulls at us to do what is
wrong. And it very well may include wrestling in our inner dialogue, especially in a matter as
inconsequential as this.

BUT these times, and certainly those of greater magnitude, may very well include those attacks
of the devil where he surreptitiously tries to influence our will and COAX along our own sinful
desires. The unbeliever can submit to themselves and their own will and with great success overcome
many temptations! But they are still no match for the devil and he’ll devise other schemes. If nothing
else he has the one technique which if successful will always lead to death: keep the unbeliever from
entrusting themselves to Christ.
This is because everyone sins, no one is holy, and even IF a person at some point in their life
was capable of mastering every area of their sinful self, there’s still some debt of sin from some point
in their past. And even if they were somehow perfect in thought and deed from birth, they still have
the sin nature that was passed onto them from Adam many generations ago. Of course such thinking
that people could be even remotely perfect in both their mind and actions is quite nonsensical.
Whether the person rejects God totally by their own volition or through the tempting of the
devil, that individual has still rejected the only way to eternal life.
The believer however is gifted with the new nature when their spirit is reborn. And this nature
gifted by God desires The Lord and what is right. However, they’re still in this old body with its
inherited sin nature. The believer will battle not only against temptation from the devil but also from
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the old nature. The difference with a Believer as opposed to the unbeliever is that the Believer
doesn’t fight with their own will to overcome or deny themselves or attain mastery of their old nature
– they “die to self” and humbly submit to the power of the Holy Spirit within them which will
empower them to overcome. The struggle then is not between a Believer and whether to give into
temptation, but it is with surrendering to God. And the more someone trusts God, the easier
surrender is, and the more they will be able to enjoy the fullness God gives them in it. Just like in our
illustration back in The Good News about the soldier in the bunker on the beachhead, it is best to
give in. Submission is immediately freeing as God empowers the person supernaturally! Even the selfcontrol the Believer exercises to castoff temptation comes from the Spirit of God. And one day, the
Believer is freed from the old body and given the new, incorruptible body of the resurrection. They
are then forever free from the old sinful nature and able to live harmoniously with one another and
with God in the Kingdom of Heaven on Earth with no effort required again whatsoever!
The unbeliever who struggles, is in some respects also surrendering, but only to the part of their
own will which wants a sort of temporal victory over an earthly matter. If it’s not God helping them,
then this will only lead to pride and self-reliance. Moreover, the unbeliever will miss out on all the
other benefits and rewards of surrender to God, not just now but forever.
Now that we’ve discussed the internal source of temptation, let’s return to the external source of
temptation – our enemy. James the half-brother of Jesus would go on to say in his epistle;
“Submit yourselves therefore to God. Resist the devil, and he will flee
from you. Draw near to God, and he will draw near to you. Cleanse your
hands, you sinners, and purify your hearts, you double-minded.”

The Epistle of James, chapter 4, verses 7 and 8

Here too we see that when a believer submits to God, God will empower them naturally to
defeat the temptation, AND the devil will be forced somehow (supernaturally?) to leave you be. I
have certainly experienced this as well, and at some points the struggle was intense! And yet the
relief that came not from giving in, but from entrusting myself to God in those moments and
hanging on in surrender, was surreal… After decades of just giving in to nearly every whim, to resist
was completely unnatural for me. But it has proved entirely worthwhile, and God’s presence and
involvement is so clearly evident!
God’s Word very clearly establishes that our personal desires are not the only means of
enticement to sin and that the devil is, as Peter stated, indeed “prowling around seeking someone to
devour.”
“Then Satan stood against Israel and incited David to number Israel.”

The First Book of Chronicles, chapter 21, verse 1

The Israelites had already been given strict commands concerning how to take a census and
how to number the people.70 This was very much about David becoming proud as the King over a
great and mighty nation – but over a nation that was not his, but The Lord’s. A great chastening
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through a plague on the people would occur because of this. David who loved The Lord, but who
was human and made mistakes, quickly repented and the plague stopped.
Another incident recorded for our benefit is found in the New Testament shortly after the
Church was born and Jews in Jerusalem started being born again in Jesus Christ. So grateful for the
incredible gift God had given them of eternal life, those who were more blessed financially than
others began selling excess property to then take care of and bless others in the Church, and they
were sharing everything. This was above and beyond the ten-percent tithe and Temple taxes that
they would have given as Jews, not to mention the Roman taxes.
One fellow in particular named Barnabas, which means “Son of encouragement,” sold a field and
brought the proceeds to the Apostles to share with those in need. Let’s pick up where the Scripture
leaves off:
"But a man named Ananias, with his wife Sapphira, sold a piece of property,
and with his wife's knowledge he kept back for himself some of the proceeds and
brought only a part of it and laid it at the apostles' feet. But Peter said, 'Ananias, why
has Satan filled your heart to lie to the Holy Spirit and to keep back for yourself part
of the proceeds of the land? While it remained unsold, did it not remain your own?
And after it was sold, was it not at your disposal? Why is it that you have contrived
this deed in your heart? You have not lied to man but to God.'”

The Book of Acts, chapter 5, verses 1 to 4
It would seem that Ananias and his wife Sapphira saw the praise people were receiving on
behalf of what the Holy Spirit had inspired them to do, and this couple wanted a little of this glory
for themselves. Notice first that the Apostle Peter somehow knew that Ananias had only given some
of the earnings? Next, see that the problem was not that he didn’t give ALL the money for selling the
field; the problem was that Ananias gave under the false pretense of having given the Apostles every
bit he’d received for the sale! Apparently he’d lied for the sake of self-importance!
And who did Peter say was intimately involved in Ananias’s heart for this deception to occur?
satan…
When we think of the SUV fire in Memphis, it’s entirely possible that the devil had tempted the
unknown driver who caused the accident, maybe through their will, to make that lane-change without
properly checking for clearance. The devil was using someone to try to kill and destroy another
human being – particularly a man who’d recently been given a Bible by a pastor and was possibly
beginning to seek God! That guilty driver even fled the scene! Again, perhaps by their own desires or
by the devil’s power to convince, they sinned further by not stopping and confessing for the crime
which nearly killed someone.
With Ross Cappichionni’s story, well the whole thing was one big satanic mess. You’ve got a
family so lost they think killing people is a good thing. Then they believed that Ross was a coward for
using the court system rather than going to get revenge by killing their own child? That’s totally
contrary to the Word of God and simply demonic.
What would have happened if Ross had been tempted into going to kill that thug? Perhaps he
would’ve ended up dead forever this time. Or perhaps he would’ve been successful in revenge… only
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to end up in jail. If he’d managed to kill his attacker and not be apprehended, what kind of a life
would he have led? And that misguided thug who initially shot him would’ve been dead and on his
way to hell for eternity. But instead, Ross did the right thing, and the shooter was pulled off the
streets where he would’ve likely found himself in more trouble, farther from salvation in The Lord,
and maybe even in a body bag as another statistic in gang-related violence.
Instead, he’s got 35 years for God to work on him in prison where hopefully he will feel the guilt
and weight of his sin and repent and come to Jesus Christ for His overwhelming love and grace… It’s
the biggest mistake for our penal systems not to actively encourage Christ-centered discipleship
ministries to work alongside our prisons. They would offer the truth that sets free to all inmates who
are curious even in the slightest. Now THAT would be real, effective rehabilitation. In relation to
anyone enrolled in such a program, the term “Reoffender” would quickly become obsolete.
But to think; these criminals being tempted by their own sin nature or by the devil, are used as
tools to nearly destroy people… and yet God loves them unconditionally still, and went to the Cross
for them, so that they may one day be saved if they only humbly trust in Him.
What an unthinkable but beautiful truth. Who else but God could forgive like that AND suffer
the penalty Himself?
He alone is worthy to be praised…
When we think of how deadly the combination between our sin nature and the cunning of the
devil is, it’s no wonder so many of us struggle in sin. Thankfully there is indeed a great deal of relief
in Christ for those who seek Him and then day by day, moment by moment live in surrender to Him.
I confess that although I wish I did live that way at all times, I do not. However, God is faithful to
complete the good work He has begun in me, and I will submit to Him more and more in this life as
He sanctifies me for my good and His glory.
I will say though that I’m thankful every day that the life I live now is so very different than it
once was. The enemy was wreaking havoc in my life and numerous lives around me. That being said,
I was completely accountable to God for my actions and decisions, whether they resulted out of
temptation from the devil or from the evil desires of my sinful heart. The same goes for everyone
else on this planet. No one will be able to say, as the cliché goes, “The devil made me do it!”
(although there are certainly unimaginably horrendous murder cases where he was certainly an
influence).
All people need to go to God for grace, mercy, and forgiveness. I am so grateful for the gift He
has given me. I hope one day soon you will experience all of this as well, friend.

69. James 1:13
70. Exodus 30:12

He Deceives
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By the time we reached our discussion on how the devil attacks us by tempting us, you’d
probably already come to recognize that truth. Likewise, in this topic of how the devil attacks through
deceiving us, that’s already become exceptionally evident. The clearest most obvious depiction of the
devil employing this particular mode of operation with humans is found right near the beginning of
mankind’s history, and is thus located near the beginning of scripture. It’s a story you’re probably
familiar with, but which you’ve likely never heard anyone analyze deeply;
"Now the serpent was more crafty than any other beast of the field that the Lord God
had made.
"He said to the woman, 'Did God actually say, "You shall not eat of any tree in the
garden"?' And the woman said to the serpent, 'We may eat of the fruit of the trees in the
garden, but God said, "You shall not eat of the fruit of the tree that is in the midst of the
garden, neither shall you touch it, lest you die."' But the serpent said to the woman, 'You
will not surely die. For God knows that when you eat of it your eyes will be opened, and
you will be like God, knowing good and evil.' So when the woman saw that the tree was
good for food, and that it was a delight to the eyes, and that the tree was to be desired to
make one wise, she took of its fruit and ate, and she also gave some to her husband who
was with her, and he ate. Then the eyes of both were opened, and they knew that they
were naked. And they sewed fig leaves together and made themselves loincloths."

The Book of Genesis, chapter 3, verses 1 to 7

In case you are tempted to dismiss this incident on its face because it involves a “talking snake,”
let’s discuss that. Many people get caught up on this aspect of the account because they are not at
all conditioned to think in any other way than naturally. But I hope, my friend, that by now you are at
the very least, entertaining that there is far more to the world and our history than meets the eye.
Some believe in the beginning that Adam and Eve’s existence was one where the physical and
spiritual realm were very much merged. This was before their sinful rebellion and therefore before
their “fall” from the intimate relationship they shared with God as sinless people absent of the sin
nature. You’ll notice reading the text that once they ate of the tree of knowledge of good and evil,
“the eyes of both were opened, and they knew that they were naked.” Some interpret this to
mean that they were clothed in some sort of spiritual garment (perhaps likened to the idea of a
present-day believer being “clothed in Christ”), and when they fell, not only was that spiritual clothing
ripped away, but their eyes could no longer see spiritually anyway, as they were “opened” only to the
physical. Perhaps just as the devil fell from the higher heavens to lower heavens, man “fell” from a
merged spiritual and physical realm to a purely physical realm. If this is all correct, then there is no
trouble whatsoever for the devil, as a spirit, to appear very serpentine and hold a conversation.
Of course, of believers who actually understand this account to be literal rather than allegorical,
it’s predominantly understood that Adam and Eve were very much naked. In this interpretation, it
wasn’t that “spiritual clothing” kept them from recognizing what it meant to be naked, but that it was
sinless innocence that kept them from the shame of being naked. They could see one another
completely revealed, and it was no doubt alluring, and they knew they were exposed, but they did
not yet understand what it really meant to be unveiled. There was absolutely no shame involved in

nakedness. Until they ate the fruit, like an infant, they had absolutely no understanding as to what
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“naked” was. This is why they immediately felt the need to cover themselves once they ate. I
personally lean to this interpretation over the other.
It can be difficult for us to understand their innocence and complete lack of awareness. We
today strut around on nude beaches and even sometimes at house parties or in front of people we’re
committing adultery with, and we also feel no shame. But this is worlds apart from what Adam and
Eve felt. No matter how comfortable we are in our own skin in front of others, we still know we’re
naked. We’re comfortable due to desensitization, not innocence. Adam and Eve, before they ate the
fruit, had no shame. We today, we’re just shameless. The idea that this state is a good thing is a lie.
As for a person being naked with their God-given spouse, even though there’s no need for
shame there in what God designed to be good and wonderful, we still know we’re naked and what
that means.
Regarding the serpent, there are still other explanations. The devil, as a spirit, may have entered
the body of a serpent so the woman would have something to talk to, and the devil telepathically
spoke into her mind. If in this case the mouth moved, he could have done so by controlling the mind
of the serpent through its weak will and activated the muscles in its jaw to open and shut. This is
akin to how they made Mister Ed the Talking Horse say his lines – they fed him peanut butter which
he’d be jawing away at, trying to swallow. Some believe the Bible is referring not to a literal snake,
but a serpent-like being. However the text seems prohibitive of this because the Hebrew word

ִ י םָי,

pronounced nacash is always translated, “serpent” or “snake.” As well, when God pronounced his
curse on the serpent, it was doomed to go on existing only on its belly, which is precisely how snakes
slither to this day. It is of course possible that the devil with reptilian, serpent-like characteristics was
being cursed in a metaphorical sense, being brought low before all others in creation. When this
interpretation is taken in combination with many areas of the Bible where the devil is spoken of as a
dragon or as a large sea-creature, I suppose anything is possible.
I personally see the notion that the devil possessed a serpent as being the most plausible. After
all, we see in the twenty-second chapter of The Book of Numbers that The Lord opened the mouth
of a donkey and made it speak to its master.71 In any case, my friend, if God’s Word describes
something, whether we can fully grasp or understand it, it happened, and we can accept it by faith. I
hope though that this breakdown aided you in some way.
Now back to the first deception of mankind.
Adam and the woman were sinless and created “very good” without a sin nature. The woman
actually wasn’t named ‘Eve’ by Adam until after the curse befell them because she would be the
mother of all people and the Hebrew word for Eve sounds like the Hebrew word for “life-giver,” and
resembles the Hebrew word for “living.” Adam of course simply means, “man.” Although the tree of
the knowledge of good and evil was right there in the garden, it would not have tempted them in
anyway whatsoever. Adam had already been told not to eat from it, “for in the day that you eat of
it you shall surely die.” We know he told his wife that because that was the response she gave to
the serpent.
Notice: the serpent appealed to the will of the woman through her senses. She SAW that the
tree was good for food and that it was a delight to the eyes. Then he set her up with the question,
“Did God actually say, ’You shall not eat of ANY tree in the garden?’” Here we clearly see the
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deception and the mind-games beginning. God NEVER said they shouldn’t eat from ANY tree… just
one EXACT tree!
Then after the woman’s response, the serpent delivers his bold, outright lie: “You will NOT surely
die…”
All of this temptation so far is completely external as the woman had no capacity to sin of her
own volition. She was being lured along the whole way.
The serpent continues with this masterful deception: “God knows that when you eat of it your
eyes will be opened, and you will be like God, knowing good and evil.” There’s that age-old lie
the devil has always been using with people; “Forget God, you can be God too!”
Whether or not Eve was innocently thinking it’d be a good thing to be like God who knew of
both good and evil, and it seemed to dawn on her that this could only be beneficial; OR that such
temptation of the thought that she could be like God deposited a small seed of pride within her
heart which quickly opened; either seems to fit. Whichever was the case, she took the fruit and ate
and then gave some to her husband who was with her.
A lot of speculation surrounds this moment. Did Eve immediately gain the knowledge of good
and evil, realize the awful predicament she was in and then deceive her husband so she wouldn’t be
alone? Verse 7 says “THEN the eyes of both were opened, and they knew that they were naked,”
so it seems any effect did not take place until Adam ate too.
If Adam was the only one to personally hear the command to abstain from eating from this
certain tree, then it would make sense that he be responsible for the curse befalling humanity ONLY
if he ate. Would his wife have still lived if he hadn’t also partaken of the fruit? Did it jump out at you
that Adam was “with her” while she was having this conversation with the serpent, and he did
nothing to stop her or stop the serpent?! Talk about abdicating your role as the leader and protector
in a relationship!
As well, did you notice that Eve’s first response to the serpent was that they were commanded
not only to not eat, but also to not touch? The text doesn’t include God saying that anywhere. Surely
when we touch, we’re getting closer to eating, and so touching isn’t a good idea and a safe distance
should probably be kept, but it doesn’t appear that The Lord ever said that. Did Adam add that when
relaying the Word of God to his wife? Did Eve invent that? Whatever the case may be, when we add
to the Word of God, we can cause great confusion! That’s a good part of why when I’ve included
speculation or conjecture, I’ve been transparent. I don’t want you to be confused by anything God
has NOT said, my friend. My prayer is you’ll get in God’s Word and seek Him and humbly study it for
yourself!
What you may have also picked up is that Adam and Eve did not spontaneously die like they’d
consumed a cyanide capsule in a spy-movie. Their eyes were now certainly open and they had
knowledge of good and evil (and what that really entailed, anyone’s guess is as good as another’s,
but it certainly meant they now possessed the cursed sin nature and could be tempted internally). It’s
possible that their not immediately collapsing may have been a surprise even to the devil. Did Adam
and Eve even appreciate what death would really be? My point is, when nothing has ever died
before, what does someone anticipate? Whatever was expected, at this point their “very good” bodies
meant to survive forever with God in the Garden of Eden were now permitted to begin the slow
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approach to mortal death as their spirits were separated from God. Only His pursuit of them and His
gift of faith could save them.
So verse 8 tells us that like a loving father who knows his children have done wrong, God
sought them out and asked a rhetorical question to permit their humble confession. And verse 21
tells us that God provided the very first animal sacrifice for them, shedding blood, and taking the
skins to cover their nakedness. This first sacrifice offered a picture of their sin and shame being
covered by the blood and the sacrifice, and it served as foreshadowing of the blood and sacrifice of
Christ that would save them in the future for the faith they exercised in the past.
Also note that the loincloths they’d sewn together out of fig leaves to cover their OWN
nakedness and shame was not good enough, and they were discarded by God for what He ruled was
suitable. Nothing we invent or do of ourselves will ever be good enough. Only God can make the
way, and He has made that way for us.
Friend, the devil is a liar and he attacks you through deception.
“Did God really say that?” has been asked since the beginning of our history, and we hear it
continuously today. That is why absolute truth is attacked. That is why the Holy Bible – God’s Word –
is attacked. That is why lies and subterfuge fill the earth. This is how the devil works to push his
agenda of having the world worship him rather than the One True God. He also lies to lure people
away from God to be “their own God,” when really, he’s only tricking people to serve himself by
rejecting The Lord.
If you’ve ever spent time looking at God’s Word, perhaps even during this journey we are on,
you’ve heard that thought whispered into your mind, haven’t you?

Did God really say that?
This is his prime means of attack, and sin always begins here with lies that are in complete
contradiction to God’s Word and His guidelines for our life and for healthy, loving relationships.

It’ll be fun… This is what REAL love is… You DESERVE this… This is just how God made you…
Nobody loves you… No one can help you… The world would be better off without you… This is the
only way to escape the pain… You don’t need God… There IS no God… You are all alone… The list
goes on and on, doesn’t it? And it always leads to pain, suffering, death, and destruction.
Don’t believe the lies, my friend. Don’t fall prey to your enemy. He’s a liar of the highest order
with thousands of years to hone his craft.

71. Numbers 22:28

He Tempts People into Abandoning Whatever Faith God has Granted Them
Well, we now know that the devil is a liar and deceiver and tempter who uses peoples’ own wills
against them. We should easily recognize his aim is to cause people to reject the faith God is
bestowing upon them. I adamantly warned you of this in The Good News when we discussed the
parable of the Sewer and the Seeds. We saw that God’s Word (seed) was heard by people. Those
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who couldn’t understand it were the individuals hindered by the devil and his forces. But there were
also those who understood but abandoned the faith when difficulty in life came, or when the cares
of the world or riches consumed them.
We’re going to look at some passages from the New Testament that clearly illustrate that the
devil and his army aren’t just deceiving and keeping people from understanding the Word of God,
but that they are also actively working through any avenue in our lives which they can infiltrate in
order to get us to reject whatever understanding God DOES gift us with.
"...we sent Timothy, our brother and God's coworker in the gospel of Christ, to
establish and exhort you in your faith, that no one be moved by these afflictions. For you
yourselves know that we are destined for this. For when we were with you, we kept telling
you beforehand that we were to suffer affliction, just as it has come to pass, and just as
you know. For this reason, when I could bear it no longer, I sent to learn about your faith,
for fear that somehow the tempter had tempted you and our labor would be in vain."

The First Epistle to the Thessalonians, chapter 3, verses 2 to 5
(underline for emphasis, mine)

Here we see the Apostle Paul writing to the Church in Thessalonica. He had sent to them the
young pastor, Timothy, whom the New Testament mentions a number of times. Timothy’s mission
was to strengthen and encourage them. The Thessalonian Church was suffering difficulties for their
faith, but had been forewarned that this should be expected. Friend, do you recall after I clearly
shared the Gospel with you, that I too warned that although life with Christ would be rewarding and
fulfilling and joyous, that none of that would preclude great trouble? I showed that Jesus Himself
promised that you would experience hatred for His Name’s sake!72
And so Paul writes to find out if their faith had been strong enough to resist abandoning The
Lord just like the seed that sprouted quickly on the rocks but was scorched by trials. He did not want
his labour of teaching them to have been a waste.
Who is it that he so clearly defines as ‘the tempter who uses their strenuous circumstances to
lure them from God’? The devil of course.
Friend, have you ever suffered difficulty and determined God was not real or not worth your
time? I’m sorry for the difficulty you went through, but you were being attacked.
Speaking of Timothy, here is an excerpt from one of Paul’s letters to him:
"But refuse to enroll younger widows, for when their passions draw them away from
Christ, they desire to marry and so incur condemnation for having abandoned their
former faith. Besides that, they learn to be idlers, going about from house to house, and
not only idlers, but also gossips and busybodies, saying what they should not. So I
would have younger widows marry, bear children, manage their households, and give
the adversary no occasion for slander. For some have already strayed after Satan."

The First Letter to Timothy, chapter 5, verses 11 to 15
(underline for emphasis, mine)

This excerpt is part of a larger segment where Paul is giving wise instruction concerning charity
and responsibility for widowed women in the church. Thinking back to our earlier contextual
discussion of widows, we know that a woman without a husband had a difficult time surviving on her
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own. BUT many were able to be taken care of by family members. If they were young enough, they
could be remarried. What Paul was saying was that the charity of the Church was not meant to foster
entitlement, should not be abused, and those in leadership needed to be discerning and wise.
Specifically in this passage, Paul says that younger widows shouldn’t be enrolled in charity unless
they are genuinely without help. He goes on to say that they shouldn’t be given responsibilities
either. He’s honestly concerned that other desires and interests, such as a husband, will cause them
to reject their faith garnering even greater condemnation for them in judgment from God! He also
states that such women have a tendency to be unproductive gossips who meddle in the affairs of
others. Although there are certainly great and godly young women, these sorts of women in roles of
responsibility can’t be healthy for a Church.
What Paul wants for younger women is for them to live well so that the devil has no items of sin
in their lives to accuse them and condemn them with, which is certainly an unpleasant experience. He
even expounds on this with the reality that some of the younger women have ALREADY abandoned
the faith in ‘straying after satan!’
Here we have a clear depiction of the seed which landed among the thorns and was choked out
by the cares and riches of the world. Again, the devil uses such devices to entice people into
rejecting whatever faith they have received.
Earlier on in this first letter to Timothy, Paul also said the following regarding some other
supposed followers of the faith who began teaching:
"This charge I entrust to you, Timothy, my child, in accordance with the
prophecies previously made about you, that by them you may wage the good
warfare, holding faith and a good conscience. By rejecting this, some have
made shipwreck of their faith, among whom are Hymenaeus and Alexander,
whom I have handed over to Satan that they may learn not to blaspheme."

The First Epistle to Timothy, chapter 1, verses 18 to 20
(underline for emphasis, mine)

Here we have Paul exhorting Timothy to teach well and defend the faith in truth. Apparently a
couple of men named Alexander and Hymenaeus had gone on to teach strange things that were so
far-removed from the truth of God’s Word that they were actually committing blasphemy, and
opposing the work of the Holy Spirit! Apparently this was the result of a “shipwrecked” faith. They
were thusly excommunicated from the church.
By Paul explaining that they might “learn” from being expelled, it’s implied that there was still
hope for them. Perhaps the attacks of satan would cause them such grief that they would repent for
their erroneous teaching and turn to The Lord for safety. It seems clear that these two fellows had
begun to listen to false and lying spirits who fed them ideas of God and His Word which were
damaging and untrue.
Lastly, we have another excerpt from an Epistle of the Apostle Paul:
"...I feel a divine jealousy for you, since I betrothed you to one husband, to present
you as a pure virgin to Christ. But I am afraid that as the serpent deceived Eve by his
cunning, your thoughts will be led astray from a sincere and pure devotion to Christ. For if
someone comes and proclaims another Jesus than the one we proclaimed, or if you
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receive a different spirit from the one you received, or if you accept a different gospel
from the one you accepted, you put up with it readily enough."

The Second Epistle to the Corinthians, chapter 11, verses 1 to 4
(underline for emphasis, mine)

Paul is writing to the Church in Corinth about how his Message was to unite them with Jesus
Christ. See though who is working to lead them astray from Him? The serpent was at work in the
Garden, he was at work in 1st century A.D., and he’s most certainly still at work today.
Paul warns that the devil will lead astray through a variety of means. False teaching and ideas
about Jesus will determine whether we are actually following and knowing Him or not. Please recall
that John 17:3 says that eternal life is knowing “the only true God, and Jesus Christ whom [He] has
sent.” How dangerous must it be if a person has a totally skewed idea of Jesus or what the Bible is
saying? Alexander and Hymenaeus show us it’s VERY dangerous.
Later on we are going to discuss the attack through the invention of false Christs, deceitful
spirits a person can invite in who are only posing as the Holy Spirit, and gospels that are different
than the one I shared with you. There is only one way and one truth to be set free and have life. That
is why the devil so cunningly deploys these diversions which are not the way or the truth.
Friend, I hope this portion of our journey has very clearly helped you see that the devil has been
constantly attacking you your whole life to abandon and reject whatever faith and understanding God
has been granting you along the way. Like I said in The Good News, you must grab hold of and
foster anything God gifts you with and humbly ask Him to “help my unbelief!” If you were stirred by
the Holy Spirit of God to accept the Gospel as I presented it back then and have only continued
reading in this discussion to learn more for your betterment, I urge you, you must CLING to The
Rock who is Jesus Christ because this enemy wants to shipwreck you too!
As you continue reading, you will see definitively that the true believer in Christ already has
victory over this enemy in every way, and I look forward to you understanding that as well!

72. John 15:18-20

Your enemy doesn’t simply outright lie about the truth of God’s Word. He works to conceal it or
keep the light in it from bringing true illumination.
The TRUTH is so loud and bold that it’s insurmountable. Because there’s no way to get around
Truth, all of the lies the devil tells are aided by obscuring it. Just think back to the encounter between
Eve and the serpent. The devil didn’t simply say that she should eat because she’d gain the
knowledge of good and evil and wouldn’t die; he also said she should eat because she’d be LIKE

GOD. But that wasn’t true. Just because someone has an understanding of good and evil – which is
the case with God – that doesn’t make them equal to God. God can’t be tempted by evil, and yet
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eating the fruit and gaining that knowledge of both good and evil made Adam and Eve become
sinful and able to be tempted by their own sinful desires! That’s not being “like God” at all!
The devil muddied up the waters so badly – so to speak – and conflated the truth with so many
lies that it was completely blurred!
But not only does the devil work in manners of deception such as this, but he also uses

misconception. This is when a person does not have a right and proper understanding of truth, and
so when faced with truth, they misunderstand what it is communicating. They also misunderstand the
intention. I hear this all of the time from people when they immediately start questioning the
character of God who is good and holy, because they read something in Scripture which was difficult
for them to understand, and they in no way understood what it was trying to convey. They then
reacted to it negatively, buried it in their heart and mind, and the devil waters that contemptuous
seed so that they will hate God and stay hardened against His tender advances.
Another manner of obscuring is misplaced speculation. Someone may have read earlier where I
stated, “there is no other religion where God dies for man,” and immediately they thought of certain
ancient mythological stories or characters who they believe fit such criteria. They’ll hold fast to such
details in order to excuse themselves from the truth of God’s Word which confronts them. The devil
obfuscates what is true by using these misapplied speculative thoughts against the person.
Later on we’ll be tackling some of these “red herrings,” and you’ll see there’s no justification for
them whatsoever. If it wasn’t so tragic that these are the very sorts of examples people hang on to
their whole lives and end up dying and going to hell over, it’d be absolutely laughable because these
examples are so far off.
But as you can imagine, friend, this is no laughing matter! Holding onto what is not true is
perilous!
Sometimes a person will read something untrue but believable due to their ignorance of what is
true. They’ll think, “Oh my gosh… I didn’t know that…” and that false idea will sit there as another
seed the devil will water and grow… but they’re the complete antithesis of the seeds of God’s Word

He wants to water and grow in your heart! Again this will keep you resistant to the wooing of God
who wants to call you to everlasting life.
I have seen so many arguments that set out to say, “The Bible can’t be true because of this,” or
“God can’t be real because of this…” But these arguments are easily overcome by the truth. The
reality we find ourselves in is FILLED with what is observable and makes the validity of the Bible and
God’s existence nonnegotiable. Many arguments can be made against the Bible and God, but under
any real scrutiny cannot stand up.
The veracity and validity of God’s Word on the other hand, is immovable.
And this is why the devil’s only tactics are to veil this easily perceivable truth and mask it with
doubt and skepticism. These are just distractions. As long as he can keep people distracted from
approaching the light of God’s Word through humbly reading it while asking The Divine Author for
guidance, he’s won.

He Creates Caricatures of Himself
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A rather clever tactic that the devil has employed is to invent or foster ideas that are so
outlandish (especially to the philosophical naturalist), that people buy the lie that the notion of a
spiritual nemesis is utterly absurd.
There is no doubt you’ve seen the devil depicted as a dapper looking gentleman with slicked
back, black hair, with a sharp handlebar mustache over a triangular soul patch goatee? Let’s not
forget those pointed and arched, suggestive eyebrows… His skin may be red, as is his suit, and he’s
got that audacious cape on with a cane in one hand and dancing shoes upon his feet. What a
distinguished and stylish dandy the devil is! A Real lady-killer!
We see that and we aren’t all that concerned. If that’s the devil, he’s obviously been invented by
us. And if by the off chance he were real, he might be a threat by seducing ladies in a nightclub, but
obviously a chump for anyone hardier.
And so the devil is dismissed in our minds.
Of course we’ve also got that perversion of the cherubim we mentioned earlier. As the devil was
pointed out to us as being a powerful guardian cherub, it would be in his best interest if such a word
immediately made us think of something foolish like Cupid shooting arrows on Valentine’s Day. The
idea that the enemy of our eternal soul is alike to chubby baby holding a harp in a Pampers
commercial is preposterous…
Then there’s the COMPLETE opposite. Think of actor Tim Curry’s portrayal of “The Lord of
Darkness” in the film Legend.73 What an absolutely awful and terrifying enemy! If the devil were
anything, this would certainly be close, wouldn’t it? Even the depiction of the cherubim Ezekiel saw
near the Chebar canal included straight legs, and that “the soles of their feet were like the sole of a
calf's foot.” Perhaps when Lucifer fell his appearance altered to reflect the vileness that was within
him? Could this be where the horns came from and why the devil is represented in such a frightening
way?
It’s entirely possible that the devil has undergone such a ghastly and horrific transformation and
he may very well appear like this. BUT for the devil’s purposes of leading astray people and nations,
the whole world, and even the church this is just a diversion like a “pump fake” in basketball so the
defender anticipates one offensive move and is off his game for the real attack.74
Although it would undoubtedly be horrifying to have the devil show up in our lives as such, it’s
far too obvious. If you came home and blood started bleeding out of your ceiling while a pentagram
etched itself into your wall, you’d very quickly believe in supernatural, evil forces, and that the devil
was quite likely very real. You’d probably determine you needed some sort of spiritual helper to aid
you in the fight against this evil and quickly seek out such a benevolent being, wouldn’t you?
But the greatest trick he’s ever pulled has been deceiving us into believing he was a silly manmade invention. So he comes and manifests in our lives in very subtle, sneaky, seductive, and
altogether enticing ways that get us off our game and not expecting the real maneuver. He comes so
softly and sweetly that nobody bats and eye and they just let him into their lives.
Of course, by now from all you’ve read, this is probably starting to become very clear.
Lastly, in order to make the idea of the existence of him and his army seem trivial and silly, and
far below even the greatest simpleton, he persuades people to blame him for everything. He gets
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people to see a demon under every bush. There’s the demon of the burnt toast; the demon of the
buttered and garnished toast that falls and always lands face down; the demon of the lost car keys…
the list goes on. It all just sounds so silly, doesn’t it? When people who pride themselves as sensible
hear this sort of talk, it obviously sounds ridiculous and further solidifies their belief that the devil
isn’t real. An evil being isn’t necessary for those things to go wrong.
This is where the inspiration behind Steven Spielberg’s Gremlins came from. Apparently, earlier
on during the 20th century, when military pilots had mysterious and sudden engine troubles they
would joke that a “gremlin” – a mischievous, impish sort of creature – was to blame.
Obviously this sort of superstitious talk and belief has been used to undermine the reasonable
understanding of the devil and how he operates.
That being said, friend, we’ve all heard stories of “ghosts” moving objects in peoples’ homes to
cause them anxiety. And it’s also entirely possible that a spirit can somehow interfere with machines
and electronics. I’d actually say it’s quite likely, considering how an invisible spirit which resides in a
realm parallel to ours and can in some ways interact physically with the matter in it, might be
motivated to do so.
But are they the culprit for every last negative incident that we experience? Of course not. Just
as we are naturally inclined to sin and do not always need their help and coaxing to do so, factors in
life can be undesirable, and components in our complex devices can malfunction.
I hope, my friend, that this short segment on how our enemy pulls the wool over our eyes has
been informative and useful for fleshing out yet another tactic in his mode of operations.

73. Ridley Scott (Director), William Hjortsberg (Writer), Legend (Legend Production Company; 1985)
74. Example of a Pump Fake; https://youtu.be/yZb8OAXnl24

He Uses Academia
Since we stated in Absolute Truth vs. Relativism that our educational system right from Early
Childhood Development all the way up to the highest reaches of the university is being utilized to
attack absolute truth and further the lie of relativism, it should be clear that this is yet another
avenue through which the devil attacks the minds and spirits of people. He’s at work there to
condition us to reject God and disbelieve the Good News of the Gospel. The school system is already
so far removed from even the mention of the One True God or anything in Scripture. Much less
obvious is that educational curricula around the western world is getting progressively worse at
helping children learn HOW to think so they can grow into unbiased adults who can reason critically
enough to investigate God’s Word for themselves free of bias. Schools have been veering more and
more over the last several decades towards simply teaching child and adult students WHAT to think.
And the agendas and schemes of the devil through his influence on our educational systems are far
more sinister than that even.
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But ultimately the whole system is geared towards taking children out of their homes and
molding their minds so that the possibility of a Creator God who made them, loves them, has great
desires for their life, and whom they must come to for eternal life, is a truth that now has great
difficulty penetrating their mind and spirit.
This is not to say all teachers and administrators and content creators are bad or evil. Most don’t
even realize they’re involved in this, much in part due to the fact that they themselves have grown up
and gone through this same system. One does not even need spiritually opened eyes and
discernment though to see how apparent this is all getting. However, those with “eyes to see” will
certainly also discern what has been moving in the deeper undercurrent.
As alluded to in Presuppositions, so much of the damage is simply being done by withholding
the information that every God-made human being deserves the right to be exposed to for them to
make up their own decision – to exercise their God-given freedom of choice.
The following is a perfect example of the devil at work through our western educational system.
It comes from the Book More than a Carpenter by Christian apologist, evangelist, and writer Josh
McDowell. Josh was at the University of Houston one day when he sat down next to a student for
lunch. They began a conversation which led to Christianity. It didn’t take long for the student to state
that he did not believe in Jesus Christ because there was no historical evidence.
That’s what is called a “blanket statement.” It’s broad and covers absolutely everything. Except in
this case it actually makes no real argument. That is because it declares generally that “there is NO

historical evidence for Jesus Christ.” Except that THERE IS! Loads of it! So much that it isn’t even
denied by every major secular historian! The only historians who still deny that Jesus was a real man
who lived in Palestine during the beginning of the first century are those who themselves have a
great distaste for Christianity and despise God and have such a wild bias that they deny the facts
their colleagues accept, while sometimes inventing completely outlandish theories to detract and
distract from the reality within history!
This was quite an extensive statement from this young man, and sadly absolutely untrue. So Josh
asked him what made him believe there was no historical evidence. The student replied that as a
history major, one of his textbooks on Roman history contained a chapter dealing with the Apostle
Paul and Christianity. It described the life of Saul of Tarsus (this Jewish Pharisee who would change
his Hebrew name to the Greek name of “Paul”), and ended by describing the life of Paul the Apostle.
The chapter concluded that the cause for the radical change in Paul’s life was UNCLEAR…
Why would any content creator of a HISTORY textbook deliver such an inconclusive finish to a
chapter on one of God’s greatest missionaries?? History clearly states what unbiased historians agree
on – Paul believed he had seen the Resurrected Christ! Regardless of a person’s own beliefs as to
whether or not it really happened, HISTORY reveals that this was what PAUL believed… Why not
finish the chapter with the inoffensive and totally objective statement, “Paul’s radical transformation
was due to his personal belief that he had been visited by a resurrected Jesus Christ on the road to
Damascus, post-crucifixion”?
The answer should be obvious, my friend, isn’t it? If the Holy Spirit of God was able to use the
truth of Paul’s contrasting life in this history textbook’s chapter to cause curiosity to stir within a
student reading it regarding how an individual could change so totally, and they saw the answer was
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flatly that Paul believed he’d met the Resurrected Jesus Christ AFTER the crucifixion, what might they
do? I think you know what they would do – they’d investigate this possibility for themselves!
But if they did that, if they “[sought] the Lord with all their heart,” He might actually reward
their step of faith! He might actually SAVE THEM! And who doesn’t want that?! Who’s willing to fight
at all costs to keep that from happening?! Who’s so wicked they will infect and distort a whole
institution originally meant to help people arrive at truth, so that FEW will ever arrive at the TRUE
TRUTH that saves?!
The answer by now is obvious.
So Josh McDowell kindly took the student to the Book of Acts which details the powerful and
transformational visitation by Jesus Christ. Immediately the student saw that such an encounter (or at
the very least, a belief that such an encounter had actually happened) was the most logical
explanation for the far-reaching transformation in Paul’s life.
Josh shares that as that young man would continue to pursue the truth behind this incident, he
too would have an encounter with the Risen Christ and be saved.
And that is precisely why the whole truth was left out of that textbook’s chapter. For one reason
or another, maybe even from the author of the textbook fearing legal consequences or disinterest
from textbook purchasers due to an “appearance” of proselytizing within this chapter; or simply
because such an inclusion did not seem “academically proper,” they decided to NOT include why
Paul changed (at least they had the integrity to admit that Paul actually existed; all major historians
agree that he did, and it’s only those biased historians I mentioned out on the fringe who deny it. Of
course their rise to popularity is only because the masses don’t want to believe it as well, and so they
gravitate to the lies such historians publish).
If a person does not have that “portcullis” installed before their mind, and the devil is quite
adept at influencing our wills, even with believers who should be honing their discernment, how easy
must it be for him to persuade individuals within a system such as academia to do his will? By
manipulating those at the top or multitudes inside the educational structure, he gains control of the
whole. That’s precisely what he’s done and precisely why we see it. And the massive output of adults
who cannot arrive at the truth that sets free is the expected result we tragically witness.
But this is ONLY one other weapon in his repertoire. It gets combined with all of the others in
order to multiply his effectiveness and his lethality in his conquest to “be like God.”
Later we’ll be diving right in and swimming among the massive collection of evidence pertaining
to the reality and history of Jesus Christ and the New Testament Church. The proof is all there and
the truth is so clear that the devil must use every vicious attack and insidious scheme to keep people
from humbly accepting it.
I am so looking forward to our time there, my dear friend, so that you can finally look at all the
evidence for yourself.

He Uses the Media to Shape Our Thinking and Control Us
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If it wasn’t bad enough that the devil had control of our system of education, he’s also infiltrated
and controlling every mode of our media. The media has of course become the informal means of
education for many people. Sadly, it seems to be this system that is more influential on people and
our society in general.
The devil is clearly using all forms of media for what is called social conditioning. Social
conditioning is the agendized engineering of a society through sociological processes so individuals
as a whole think and behave a certain way, and are willing and accepting of general ideas. This differs
from socialization which is the natural progression of change in a culture due to people developing
ideas while thinking freely. But it is obviously a far slower process for the devil to push his agenda
through socialization than through social conditioning.
In essence, social conditioning is a more subtle form of brainwashing. Yet it is patently less
subtle now than ever before.
The devil’s goal of course is to be worshiped by the whole world, usurping worship from God
Almighty who deserves it. The devil has never been able to establish his throne above God’s as he
first desired. The next best thing then is to simply set up his own kingdom on the earth and pretend
that he succeeded. Such feigned success will mean nothing though, and God will show the devil and
the world which follows him Who is TRULY King of Kings and Lord of Lords.
There are certainly conspiratorial rumors on the internet that social conditioning through the
media as we see it today, is the fruit of high ranking members of psychological warfare organizations
who specialized in manipulating the minds of enemies as well as their own troops in past wars. Once
those wars finished, they allegedly offered their services to corporations in order to sell products as
well as beliefs. I have not personally spent much time at all investigating if there is any real basis for
such speculation, but it’s an interesting idea and the figurative “bread crumbs” and dots to be
connected certainly seem to lead that way.
It doesn’t matter anyway because in the end, who’s the puppet master behind our media? The
devil who influences people. Whether he’s manipulating human manipulators to do his manipulating
is of no consequence.
First we will be taking a quick look at the music industry. Music in itself is a very powerful and
useful medium. God has created our physical bodies which sense tones and vibrations, as well as our
spirits and minds which in turn respond. Through it His worshipers can be prepared emotionally,
mentally, and spiritually to come into communion with their Heavenly Father. But not all music has
The Lord as their intended destination. Nowadays MOST does not.
When tones are played in certain ways, at certain pitches, and in certain rhythms, they can have
an entrancing effect on the mind of a person. You and I are then more susceptible to the information
or message being carried in the lyrics. At the same time, the mood of the music is affecting our soul.
I think we can agree that music can be very, very powerful. It’s because of this fact that the
movies we watch are often accompanied by a musical score. The score affects us emotionally and
draws us into the film so we can better relate to the characters and share in their experiences. Music
is a very spiritual medium, and can be used for good, and for bad.
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I grew up mostly listening to alternative-rock. My favorite bands were The Smashing Pumpkins
and Radiohead. Our Lady Peace was also fairly close. I’d say however that the most influential
musically and lyrically had to be Billy Corgan of The Smashing Pumpkins. How he wrote his songs did
not just effect the poetry I would write and influence what I wanted songs I thought up to sound like,
but the mood and the spirit of their music impacted my own mood and spirit. As a teenager in high
school surrounded by people, I doubtlessly wanted to be upbeat and happy, and there were
definitely times where I felt that way. Yet far too often, I struggled emotionally. There were
understandably other contributing factors to how I felt back then, but in hindsight, falling asleep
most nights with Corgan’s songs going through my headphones, into my ears, and settling into the
mind of my spirit, it’s quite doubtful this was a spiritually healthy habit.
What with how beaten down spiritually I was then, and what I now understand about God, truth,
and the power of music, I’m now convinced it most assuredly was not.
With the release of the Pumpkin’s 1998 album Adore where Corgan incorporated more
electronic and synthesized sounds, plus my introduction to Daft Punk, it’s no wonder that my tastes
would slowly veer in the direction they would. Add in my frequent exposure after turning 20 to bars
and nightclubs that were playing Pop, Top40, Dance, Trance, and Jungle, and I was hooked to the
electronic sound. Not long after, House Music would be added, and then DubStep would follow.
That music was intense. The rhythm, the beat, the mood, the masterful composition; it surely
had ahold of me. I think the word that describes this genre best would simply be, “catchy.”

“Addictive” could be another adjective depending on how much a person lets this style of music
infuse them. And this is why over the past six years we have heard more and more electronic
accompaniment in our pop and rock songs. It’s why when you turn on a Top40 station, you will hear
so many mainline artists partnered up with a deejay. When I was steeped in house music, no average
person knew who Calvin Harris was. In 2015 though, he was dating Taylor Swift and writing a song
together that he’d end up producing with Rhianna after he and Swift broke up. 75 That song, “This is
What You Came For,” peaked at number 3 on the Billboard “Top 100,” and the music video has over
a BILLION hits on YouTube.76 To say electronic is “trendy” would be an understatement.
Although this sort of electronically imbued pop music does not appeal to all, it has caught the
ear and thus touches the spirit of many, many people.
It was very easy for me to become absorbed by this music, but more importantly the message
behind so much of it – have sex. Lots of it. With as many sexy women as will say ‘Yes.’
I thank God often, even to this day, that I was not NEARLY as successful as I’d aspired to be. But
back to the point, these dance songs and their lyrics about “love,” and “making love to you
tonight,”… they aren’t about love. Not REAL love anyway. Not the sort of love between a man and a
wife that God desires. No, these lyrics and these songs are all about conjuring up emotions and
desires and temptation and – summed up in biblical terms – “the lust of the flesh.”
It is no wonder there are so many people engaging in adultery in our society today when this is
what we feed our spirits. All music – this type most definitely – is being influenced in order that we
are more easily tempted by our enemy, or so something bubbles up within us from our sin nature so
we succumb to our own temptations. In either case, we pervert and abuse something God created to
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be a wonderful and beautiful gift to us so that couples in marriage could experience one another in a
way that helps cement that union and their bond.
Am I saying then that this music is evil and “of the devil!” like Bobby Boucher’s mother in Frank
Coraci’s The Waterboy?

77

Actually, I’m not. Certainly there is that music which points to God and

honours Him, and there is music which does not point to Him and honour Him. But if a husband and
wife want to listen to such music while dancing with one another “setting the mood,” provided they
remain respectful and loving with one another, I see no problem there.
But for those of us who AREN’T blessed with such a circumstance, it would be wise to be
cautious regarding how much and how long we allow ourselves to be exposed to it.
A couple of months after coming to know the Lord Jesus Christ, I was sorting through music on
my iPhone. When I’d arrived at an old electronic song, it did not take long for my flesh to react to
what I was hearing. Imagery of sexualized dancing in clubs would seep into my mind as if a music
video was being birthed. I could feel the flesh of my hands, arms, legs and body resonate as if
starting to hum, making me want to get up, go out, dance, and meet someone alluring, and engage
in the very thing my spirit had come to hate! It wasn’t just that I’d intellectually assented to God’s
commandment: “Thou Shalt Not Commit Adultery;” I’d actually been changed by God where I
despised the thought, and permitting myself to think about partaking in such a lifestyle again made
my spirit ill. That to me was some of the clearest evidence that I’d been supernaturally born again by
the Spirit of God just as the Bible says can happen…
So I ended up shelving such music for a number of months until God could make me stronger
spiritually in this war against my own flesh. And after that I’ve no longer bathed my mind in it. I’ll
listen to a few songs here and there (they ARE “catchy” after all), but I’m sensitive to how they make
me feel, and I don’t experience the beats and the sound for long. If imagery pops in my head, it’s
easier to cast out. I can still feel what it does in my body but I don’t let it consume me. I think if I
gave in fully though, and submitted to that feeling, and I basked in it for a while, I could potentially
find myself falling back into ‘the old way.’ But the thought is just so hideous to me that I instead
submit to God where victory and freedom are.
Besides which, if I was to totally give in and submit to what was happening in my flesh while I
listened, what – or WHO – would I be submitting my will to? I think you know the answer, friend.
If you’ve ever exercised any self-restraint against the things you WANT (which most people don’t
feel a need to do, unless they’re, for example, on a diet), you know precisely what I’m talking about
when I described that “humming” in the flesh. Whether a person be a sex addict, or a drug addict, or
a gambler, or an alcoholic, or a shopaholic, or addicted to videogames, porn, Facebook, food, the
gym – whatever it may be, that feeling you get when you restrain yourself from that which you feel
inclined towards, that’s sometimes called an “itch.” It might be different for different people, and vary
based on your poison, and even be partially associated with brain chemicals, but it’s the same
sensation coming from our sin nature.
Please understand however, that I was not addicted to electronic music. Nor was I addicted to
sex, or even how I felt from it (although I admit that feeling attractive to others did have a strong
hold on me until Jesus showed me my worth in Him). What I’m describing is simply how sensitive I’d
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become to the “tugging” of my own sin nature once I was born again, and the “itch” is probably the
most comparable sensation you may understand.
Growing up in a home where we went to church every Sunday, even though I thought I was
“saved” at the age of 8, I hated Christian music. I recall receiving some enjoyment out of singing the
worship songs on Sunday mornings or while at summer camp, but that may very well have been
simply because I liked to sing. You wouldn’t find me listening to CD’s from evangelicals of my own
volition. I thought their melodies were so uninspired and bland. I thought the lyrics were so repetitive
and boring! How many times could someone write a song thanking God for forgiveness, or saying
they loved Jesus, or that God was so great?! I’d been gifted with a few albums at times, listened to
them apathetically, and thought, “Puke, never again.”
A few months after coming to Christ though, I was on a nightshift while operating equipment,
and I was, as usual, listening to Sirius/XM satellite radio. As I said much earlier near the end of The

Good News, I'd been listening to 131 Family Talk exclusively for hours during entire shifts to hear
sermons. By that point, thanks to the intimacy God was drawing me into through His Word and
through prayer (and my utter dependence on Him at a difficult time during that transition), His Spirit
was pointing out that some of the teachers and preachers on that station (only a few, thankfully)
were not worth my time because they were playing “fast and loose” with His Word for the sake of
appealing to a broader audience rather than to God Himself.
This particular night was after I’d determined to take a much-needed break from electronic
music, so switching to the dance music station, which I believe was called BPM then (it’s been a
while} and had once monopolized my listening time, was not an option. I knew the Christian station,
“The Message,” was on channel 63, but I’d always avoided it assuming I’d think the same of it as I did
over a decade earlier.
But I couldn’t have been more wrong.
The music was so well produced and was performed amazingly. But more than anything, it was
the lyrics that grabbed ahold of me and made me praise and worship. I listened and sang for three
solid hours that night! What was so different about the lyrics and the music from when I was an
adolescent you may wonder?
Nothing. Nothing was different.
Except me.
One song moved me more than ever. It totally resonated with my own spirit and my own
desires for the world to know how good and how wonderful God is, and how rich a saving
relationship with Him is. That song was called We Are, by Kari Jobe.
I’ve actually just put it on to listen to it again, and I’m still overcome by the power behind it. The
Truth behind the lyrics is so potent that I’m right now nearly brought to tears.
The next morning I immediately purchased her album, Where I Find You, which “We Are,” written
by James Tealy, debuted on. Again, the songs, the melodies, the music, the composition, and the
lyrics, were all so great that I was completely enlivened by them. I actually listened to nothing but
that album for three months. At the gym, on the bus, wherever I had headphones on, if I wasn’t
listening to sermons from my favorite teachers, it was that album. And that was in spite of knowing
there were so many other good Christian artists writing faith-inspired music. But I figured at that
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time, being a good steward of the money God had blessed me with, there was no need to
impulsively buy dozens of iTunes albums. And with one album that captured so much that is true and
good about God, it really felt like there was no reason to either.
I share this incredible albeit perhaps unusual, account, friend, because just as there is a spirit
behind the secular music industry, and the messaging within it is meant to subdue you spiritually, the
same is very true for the awesome and inspired music of some Christian artists. Seeing as we are so
easily able to submit to that which is in the music of popular culture, it should be apparent to you
that one can ALSO submit to the True Spirit behind the other. I think anyone who does not believe in
The Lord but would like to would end up coming to know and pursue Him if they restricted
themselves to only such godly music for a couple of months.
At the end of this segment, I’ll list some albums by artists I trust. I invite you to listen as openly
and submissively as you do to anything else that plays on the radio and see what happens.
The enemy of our soul is definitely utilizing the music industry to pull us away from the God
who made us. This isn’t just with messaging which desensitizes how special sex is meant to be. The
majority of the songs we hear are also telling us that seeking pleasure and having fun without any
caution is the most important thing in life, as well as to be in control of ourselves and not submit to
authority. It’s clearly geared to break us down morally and spiritually, while destroying our society.
This form of music is obviously being used to brainwash you. The other form of music though –
that which points to Jesus Christ – it will actually wash your brain.
It’s not just the style of music and the messaging of the lyrics that the devil uses though. With
the advent of music videos, he had a whole new medium. More and more we’re seeing it as totally
obvious that he has at least some control of this means for social conditioning. A little later we’ll be
looking at an example of this.
Magazines are yet another popular way for ideas and beliefs to reach the minds of the masses.
It’s not all about selling us stuff we don’t actually need (and probably wouldn’t even want, except
that the Kardashians are telling us it will make our lives more fulfilled). That agenda though, to make
you feel unfulfilled in life while giving you pseudo-solutions doesn’t just come from celebrity
magazines; it also comes from many others; car magazines, hunting magazines, home improvement
and home décor magazines, vacation magazines, food magazines, fitness magazines, tech
magazines… All of them show you nice things, and you respond by thinking, “Oh, I want that…” or
perhaps even, “*Gasp* I need that…”
Here’s the thing: there’s nothing wrong with looking at these magazines and wanting nice
things. It becomes a problem when people are overtaken by consumerism. If our focus in life is the
next best thing, it can’t be on God. He’s said “Thou shalt not covet…”78 and “No one can serve two
masters, for either he will hate the one and love the other, or he will be devoted to the one and
despise the other,”79 and this:
“Do not love the world or the things in the world. If anyone loves the world, the love of
the Father is not in him. For all that is in the world—the desires of the flesh and the desires of
the eyes and pride in possessions—is not from the Father but is from the world. And the world
is passing away along with its desires, but whoever does the will of God abides forever.”
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The First Epistle of John, chapter 2, verses 15 to 17
We need Him to save us and free us from the system of this world – a system the devil has
inspired along with our sin nature to create in order that we be controlled.
With the distribution of magazines, our sexuality is once again, a major focus of our enemy.
Look at Cosmopolitan magazine for instance. Hearst, the media group which owns and distributes the
magazine boasts that the magazine reaches an estimated 17 million readers monthly, and that their
website ALONE reaches 35 million unique users per month, in addition to having a social media
following of nearly 15 million. The media group falsely claims that this magazine is the “bible for fun,
fearless women…”80 Is it really that fun and fearless to take the advice from articles like, “Ten Reasons
Why Your One-Night Stand Was actually a Great Thing,”81 or “How to Have Sex With a Double-Sided
Dildo”?82 It certainly has no relation to the Bible or truth despite what Hearst wishes to express. Just
think of how many young and impressionable teenage girls are getting “life advice” from such a
vapid source…
The male equivalent of course is Maxim. Or at least it was when I was growing up. I didn’t buy
many, but I bought enough for them to shape my thinking. I can recall as a late teen reading that
men thought about sex on average every two minutes. At that point in my life, I was probably letting
my mind wander there (or it was possibly being lured there) every twenty or so minutes, probably
less if I was preoccupied. But I can recall thinking, “Gosh, I’m not quite normal… it’s acceptable and
expected to think about this more often.” And so I would. And that would continue on into my
twenties and all throughout that debaucherous decade of my life. It wasn’t that I made a
conscientious decision to think about sex more often. I didn’t set a timer on my watch to go off every
two minutes. I simply permitted myself to meditate on such thinking if it crept in. And so once I
believed the lie that it should occur as such, it did. Surprised? I’m not. It’s like I’d given permission for
something to invade my mind and harness my will.
Then I’d come to know The Lord. My thinking would radically change as would the frequency
such thoughts would try to penetrate my mind. But one night shortly after my rebirth, again while at
work, I’d see a fitness magazine for men lying on a table. Skimming through it, my eyes fell upon a
very brief article stating that men on average think about sex once per hour. I was shocked! Why had
I been led to believe in that far lower average of 2 minutes?! For starters, while researching this
segment of our discussion, I discovered that there was no research ever done to back up those
higher rates of recurrence!
Upon seeing that article in that fitness magazine, I immediately realized that I and many others
had simply been lied to in order that our sexual appetites be stoked. And that info had come from a
magazine whose title means, “a general truth or principle.” 83 Without even having the depth of
understanding I do now about the devils manipulation of us through social conditioning in the
media, I knew in that moment that one way or another, it had been his scheme. He’d wanted to
encourage peoples’ sexual fantasizing so we would grow our temptation to indulge in what God had
said not to.
Why is the devil so concerned with our sexual behaviours? For one, as already stated, the devil
wants us to defy and dishonour God. The devil also wants us to submit to his damaging and
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destructive desires for our lives while rejecting God’s perfect and beautiful designs. The devil also
understands that the more sin we involve ourselves in, the more we harden our hearts towards God.
It becomes more and more difficult for us to respond to the work of the Holy Spirit upon us. Another
contributing factor for this hardening is when hearts break from damaged relationships due to our
abuse of sexual intimacy, and they heal scarred. We also harden our own hearts to escape the
feelings of pain deep within our spirit caused by our conscience and the conviction of God for our
sin, when He’s only wanting us to come to Him for forgiveness and correction. We run from His
holiness because we are so far from holy… just like Adam and Eve making fig-leaf loincloths and
hiding in the garden. Yet like them, we’re hiding from the very atoning sacrifice that leads to
salvation which God wants for us.
This is why our enemy is so concerned with overt, perverse, sexuality, and why over the past
several decades, messaging propelling us deeper into it has become more and more prevalent in our
society.
Regardless of how innocent magazines seem to be at first glance, or whether or not their
creators, editors, or writers have a maleficent aim, they ARE a medium the devil is using to the
destruction of the world.
Another popular gateway for the devil to plant false ideas and beliefs in our minds is through
books. Both fiction and non-fiction can carry messages which undercut the truth and leave us
susceptible to spiritual attack.
Dan Brown’s worldwide bestselling book The Da Vinci Code has sold 80 million copies as of
2009 and has been translated into FOURTY-FOUR languages! Whatever that book was saying, a lot
of people have ingested the information! The issue though is that the book which declares itself as
factual, is filled with lie after lie to undermine the person of Jesus Christ, and defame the authenticity
of Scripture.
The very first page of the book reads: “FACT: All descriptions of artwork, architecture,
documents, and secret rituals in this novel are accurate.”84 This serves to give credence to the
remainder of the information peddled in its pages.
His characters throughout make very lofty, albeit conversational assertions attacking the veracity
of the Bible and the history of Christ, yet none of what they're saying is true. One of the biggest and
boldest lies is that Jesus and Mary Magdalene had a child that ultimately resulted in the bloodline of
the Merovingian kings of medieval France. The whole idea is preposterous and reveals straightaway
that Brown has no understanding of Who Jesus was or Who He claimed to be or what He was about!
Jesus never got married because He is the Bridegroom awaiting His spiritual Bride, the true Church of
His chosen people!
And yet as an uninformed, biblically illiterate young man of 29 who never read the book, but
had watched the Ron Howard movie adaptation, I myself would suppose it was possible and perhaps
even true, and mention it in passing (thank God, quite infrequently…).
This book naturally evoked a rapid response from evangelicals and Catholics alike, but also from
secular historians! Those that knew what they were talking about published articles and books to
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point out how fallacious the entire novel was, while directing people to the historical truths that
decimated every claim Brown had put on paper.
Contributing writer to FaithfulReaders.com, Marcia Ford, reviewed over a dozen such books and
had this to say:

“Regardless of whether you agree with Brown's conclusions, it's clear that his history is largely
fanciful, which means he and his publisher have violated a long-held if unspoken agreement
with the reader: Fiction that purports to present historical facts should be researched as carefully
as a nonfiction book would be.”85
I would have to agree. Any book that paints itself as factually and historically accurate, then
ventures on while twisting and distorting reality has committed a devious maneuver. Based on the
content being maligned though, it is at best sensationalistic, and at worst, utterly evil. As we read on
friend, you’ll come to understand Dan Brown’s real agenda was far darker than simply making some
money by appealing to our sensibilities.
Richard Abanes, author of The Truth Behind The Da Vinci Code: A Challenging Response to the

Bestselling Novel, writes:

"The most flagrant aspect... is not that Dan Brown disagrees with Christianity but that he utterly
warps it in order to disagree with it... to the point of completely rewriting a vast number of
historical events. And making the matter worse has been Brown's willingness to pass off his
distortions as ‘facts' with which innumerable scholars and historians agree."86
Dan Brown’s false claim that countless scholars and historians agree with what he’s laid out in
the book speaks of his despicable audacity and true intentions.
He set out wholeheartedly to misrepresent Christianity and make it completely reprehensible to
any half-thinking person. And he did so unapologetically and unabashedly. This is evident from his
responses in interviews following the book’s release in 2003. On Good Morning America in November
of that year, host Charles Gibson asked Brown, “...This is a novel. If you were writing it as a nonfiction book how would it have been different?" Brown reveals that he deeply believes everything he
was writing was true and not merely fiction:

"I don’t think it would have. I began the research for ‘The Da Vinci Code’ as a skeptic. I entirely
expected, as I researched the book, to disprove this theory. And after numerous trips to Europe,
about two years of research, I really became a believer."87
I don’t believe for a second that he had initially wanted to disprove any of the gross
proclamations he’d later make. Otherwise he would not have arrived at the conclusions he did during
his research because they’re based on the flimsiest of evidence, hearsay, and speculative fantasy. If
he’d been unbiased in his inquiry, he would’ve concluded his story with views and ideas for his
readership that are totally opposite than he did. The associated ideas he conveys in his earlier book

Angels and Demons, which is the precursor to Da Vinci Code, leave such an initial motive rather
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unlikely. Nevertheless, on the same day he’d appear on Good Morning America, he’d say to Elizabeth
Vargas on Primetime Live:

"I began as a skeptic. As I started researching ‘Da Vinci Code,’ I really thought I would disprove a
lot of this theory about Mary Magdalene and holy blood and all of that. I became a believer."88
On NBC’s Today Show earlier in June of that year, host Matt Lauer would ask, "How much of this
is based on reality in terms of things that actually occurred?" Browns reply, "Absolutely all of it."89 Yet
by no stretch of the imagination is any of it based on reality.
In an interview posted by BeliefNet.com and originally excerpted from Brown’s own website,
DanBrown.com, we see Brown show his hand:

“As I mentioned earlier, the secret I reveal is one that has been whispered for centuries. It is not
my own. Admittedly, this may be the first time the secret has been unveiled within the format of
a popular thriller, but the information is anything but new. My sincere hope is that The Da Vinci
Code, in addition to entertaining people, will serve as an open door for readers to begin their
own explorations.”90 (underline for emphasis, mine)
“Open door” is a most fitting term considering our discussion of how our enemy attacks us
through the mind, wouldn’t you agree, friend?
Whether Dan Brown meant for it to be or not, The Da Vinci Code was clearly a vehicle to create
great doubt in the readers’ minds concerning the way to salvation and eternal life. Those ideas were
then disseminated into the rest of the public by those who read it. Not everyone who passed on the
concepts contained in that book stated where such beliefs originally came from. Many repeated them
without knowing the source as it wasn’t shared with them either. Like Brown said, these false ideas
have “been whispered for centuries.”
But with his book, they have become all the more prevalent. So now these purported facts
circulate our society. Even if Dan was totally innocent in this agenda (which you will come to learn is
highly doubtful), the devil knew full well what he was influencing. The whole book and its attack on
the truth can be summed up in the following words which I hope are now familiar to you: "Did God

actually say...?"
As we learn the truth about Christ and the New Testament, all from history, you'll see there's no
ground whatsoever for Brown's book being touted as ‘reality.’ And these so-called ‘whisperings’ have
only been the devil’s seeds of disinformation throughout the ages to derail the growth of the
Kingdom of God, and the saving of souls.
Returning to the topic of sexual perversion, The Da Vinci Code actually touches on that as well.
But we’ll save that for later and briefly discuss a bestselling book whose chief aim was specifically
such a focus – E.L. James’s 50 Shades of Grey.
This book details the purely sexual relationship between a young college graduate and a young
business tycoon. Of course, it masquerades as an alternative sort of romance, but that is neither here
nor there. The genre of sex that the male protagonist desires from the younger woman is called
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B.D.S.M., and stands for “Bondage, Discipline, Sadism, and Masochism.” Without getting graphic,
Bondage refers to being “bound,” and the ways vary; Discipline refers to both physical and verbal
correction and the corresponding submission, and varies from benign to outright abusive; sadism
refers to the receiving pleasure from inflicting pain on another person, be it emotional, psychological,
or physical; and masochism refers to the reception of pleasure from being abused in any or all of the
above mentioned ways.
There’s no need to argue at length regarding the ethics involved or sinfulness of such activities.
If we’re commanded to “love,” and anything that is not loving is sin, it should be easy to figure out
where practices derived from B.D.S.M. fall. To say one takes great enjoyment in hurting another
person, or the other person receives great pleasure in being hurt should cause us to question their
spiritual condition. Why would anyone want to be degraded or degrade someone else? Who is it that
comes to steal, kill, and destroy?
If a husband and wife consensually involve themselves in sexual practices like the use of a
blindfold, or fuzzy handcuffs, or even extremely cautious introduction of stimulation to the pain
receptors, perhaps with hot wax, this COULD conceivably be permitted, provided no one is being
harmed or dishonored, and people are being sensitive and loving.
The danger lies in this: This sort of sexual interplay can quickly become EXTREMELY corruptive
spiritually. It is a fast and slippery downward slope! And it seems once individuals or couples dip their
toe in, it takes more and more of this stimulation to cause arousal and bring climax. That’s why you
have people entangled in it that descend to such startling and damaging depths.
Before Jesus Christ saved me, taking in an average of ten minutes of pornography was an almost
daily habit, especially in my twenties (go figure, what with what I permitted my mind to think about
every two minutes…). I never had much inclination towards scenes involving B.D.S.M., but like most
guys (and even some women) who peruse free porn sites that often include thumbnails for a random
assortment of recently uploaded clips, I have had the displeasure of curiously looking at some… and I
can tell you, they are generally quite awful. Why a woman would want her hands tied behind her
back with her head in a toilet while a man has sex with her; or why a man would want his genitals
abused or even mutilated, I will never comprehend it. But it is altogether saddening.
The devil’s plot with 50 Shades is certainly not for everyone to fall to such depravity specifically.
But he does influence us through our will, and he does want us to pervert sexual intimacy, making it
unloving and spiritually damaging, even in marriage. That’s because God wants it to be spiritually
beneficial for married couples.
So when a woman reads E.L. James’s book, and she finds herself strangely aroused by the sexual
acts within it, they’re in her mind for good. It’s almost like how Adam and Eve had no thought of sin
until they ate the fruit which gave them the knowledge of good and evil. Suddenly a woman has new
ideas that are introduced to her and she can tempt herself or be tempted to do them. Even in the
protected confines of a marriage, if she introduces the subject to her husband, it may ultimately
prove harmful. If he resists, she may be tempted to resent him. If he accepts, maybe she will find
herself resenting him if he’s not as sensitive as she’d hoped. Or if the fulfillment she imagined from
the novel is not there, she’ll be hurt by what she’s engaged in. Or perhaps they will enjoy what
they’ve dipped their toes into… only to find themselves sliding down the slippery slope, with him
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wanting more than she wants to do, or vice versa. OR even if they do slide down at the same rate of
enthusiasm, it still declines into what dishonours each other, and thus dishonours God.

50 Shades of Grey has sold at least 125 million copies worldwide and has been translated into
52 languages. Just think of how many people are being negatively impressed in a spiritual way
because their minds were opened up and enticed by something they’d never even given much
thought to before they read this book.
The last book I’ll mention is William P. Young’s bestselling novel titled The Shack. It’s about a
grieving father angry at God for the abduction and murder of his young daughter. Although it speaks
of the goodness of God in spite of difficult tragedy happening and how healing can arise, when it
comes to what it says about The Father, the Son Jesus Christ, the Holy Spirit, and even how to know
them and be saved, it is the farthest thing from the Truth that saves and sets free. It is, therefore, like
a Trojan Horse, absolutely dangerous with the messages it delivers.
Worse is that the author presents the story as a narration of a true account so that if the reader
is open to believing, they will swallow every last drop of the content. They will believe every last lie
about God and how He reveals Himself to the main character, and how all people can receive eternal
life regardless of whether they relate to God in spirit and in truth or not.
I was invited to read it within months of being born again. I accepted the invitation and I’m
thankful for God’s hand on my life, the warning of a caring pastor, and the spirit of discernment God
was grooming within me. We’ll discuss the most dangerous and damning errors contained within this
book later on, but the devil was surely behind its inception, and I felt nauseous at times while I read
it.
Nevertheless, The Shack would sell over 20 million copies. By the time you are reading these
words, it will have been released as a major motion picture starring Sam Worthington and Octavia
Spencer.
When one considers how many millions of these books have been sold, as well as how many
other books which intention or not, steer people away from God, it’s abundantly clear that this is yet
another avenue for the devil to condition our society spiritually for his evil purposes.
Another exceptionally popular pathway for delivering false messaging to socially condition us is
through video games. Annually the American video gaming industry makes nearly $30 billion. That
equates to HUNDREDS of millions of games being sold.
One of the most popular game franchises is Activision’s Call of Duty (you may have even had a
relationship end because someone was addicted to playing one of the games?). Since the franchise
emerged in 2003, they have sold nearly 300 million games from the series.
The Call of Duty series of games and the storylines therein are not necessarily carrying overtly
anti-God messaging. Nevertheless, some would argue that the violence in them is contributing to the
rise in aggression in people and there are statistics that seem to prove this. There’s also the
possibility that storylines are meant to grow mistrust in our governments and the authorities over us,
except that generally the games are quite patriotic. Deception and double-cross simply make for an
exciting narrative anyway. What I really want to discuss is the inclusion of occult symbolism.
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I have yet to use the word occult during our journey because I did not want to “set the cart

before the horse,” so to speak. I appreciate that so much of the information you’re being confronted
with might be overwhelming. In this part of our talk on our enemy and how he operates, we will
finally be touching on it.
Within the series of games, occult symbols have appeared more and more often. This is literally
what social conditioning refers to: getting a population used to something by revealing it to them
again and again until it is an accepted and expected part of their lives.
Where it’s at its most obvious though, is in what has piggy-backed a number of the Call of Duty
release titles: Zombies. Naturally this gameplay mode has the player (or players in multiplayer) try to
survive through wave after wave of zombie attacks. Each wave gets faster and stronger as the
numbers within the horde grow more numerous. Personally, from a spiritual standpoint, I think the
notion of fending off corpses re-animated by a virus or bacteria or an extraterrestrial mineral element
is rather mundane. And it is the introduction of Element 115 in conjunction with experimentation on
World War II soldiers that cause the zombification (this science fiction element should not to be
confused with the REAL 115th element which has been artificially created by researchers).
The developers could have left it at that and still had a very captivating and enjoyable backdrop
for this game mode. But it quickly becomes clear that entertaining people and selling video games
was not the goal, and spiritual desensitization and even infiltration was the ulterior motive. With each
successive release, Zombies has become more and more satanically infused, right up to the point
where the latest game levels actually include ritual blood sacrifices, altars, and encircled octagrams
(which are 8-pointed stars in circles) similar to pentagrams.
In earlier releases the occultism was less obvious, although it was rather clear that the zombies
were not only animated thanks to Element 115, but also by a demonic spiritual force. There were
even ravenous “hellhounds” that would spawn into the map, accompanied by the eeriest shrieking of

“Fetch me their souls!”
For players looking for more story for their gameplay as opposed to unending waves of
zombies, there is what are known as “Easter Eggs,” or hidden quests in each map. The Easter Eggs
became more and more intricate with each new zombie map. Difficult to discover, play through, and
solve, many embarked on the hunt to solve them all. With each Easter Egg, the background story
revealed more details, but also required that the player involve themselves in steps that were clearly
more and more satanic, all along the way being subjected to more and more occult symbols and
rituals.
At first only those who investigated the Easter Eggs were exposed so blatantly. However, in the
zombies mode for Call of Duty: Black Ops III, the rituals are no longer hidden. For the player to
upgrade their weapons to even stand a chance against the zombies and monsters as they grow more
powerful in the higher rounds, the player MUST participate in the ritual sacrifices at the altars! It’s like
the game developers weren’t even trying to be sneaky anymore. By now though, the player had
become so conditioned, that they were now rather normalized to it, and it was to be expected.
Why did the game developers choose to go this route? To simply give their narrative “flavour?”
I’d say such an answer is rather doubtful.
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Far less explicit is the messaging within the blockbuster series Assassin’s Creed by developer
Ubisoft. The entire story revolves around a guild of assassins trying defend the world from a
tyrannical secret organization bent on controlling all of mankind. Out of curiosity I went and saw the
recent movie adaptation starring Michael Fassbender, and was mortified, but not overly surprised, to
hear that the creed recited by the assassins was totally contradictory to reality and what the Word of
God espouses; “Nothing is true, everything is permitted.”
And this is what children, teens and adults who play this game are fed. Considering how
relativistic our thinking and morality is in our society today, this is likely gobbled up with every other
idea the game spews. When Jesus Christ is the Truth and there is absolute truth because He does not
change and He is the standard for what is right and perfect; and God has said there are things we
“Shall not” do, the reinforcement of such opposing thinking is absolutely tragic…
Ubisoft has sold over 70 million copies of games from the Assassin’s Creed franchise.
Like music, magazines, and books before them, video games are another way to mainline
destructive and deceitful messages into the minds of the masses for mental and spiritual reshaping.
That of course brings us to movies and television.
I think we can all agree that television is becoming more and more debased. “Reality TV” is the
farthest thing from reality, and yet it crowds our stations falsely depicting for us what “reality” actually
is. Just calling it reality works to normalize all of the behaviour and thinking displayed within each
episode. Now that’s “social conditioning” at its finest!
Obviously we’re also inundated with product-placement to entice us once more to buy things
we don’t need as if such purchases will fill the void in our lives. Not only that, but we have whole
stations geared towards home improvement and decorating to aide us in our misplaced sense of
dissatisfaction. Years ago all we had was Entertainment Tonight and Robin Leech’s Lifestyles of the

Rich and Famous to tempt us. But today with the barrage of celebrity entertainment shows, whole
channels dedicated to their lives, the magazines, and everything else, we’re being told this is not only
attainable in our life too, but necessary for it to be fulfilling. We’re no longer just trying to “keep up
with the Joneses;” we’re doing our best to keep up with men and women in Hollywood making
seven-figure incomes with each movie or album release. It’s no wonder so many people live under
the burden of credit debt and can’t subsist within their means.
While God longs for us to know Him and be shaped into the likeness of His Son, the devil has
us absorbing all of this information about our celebrity idols to remake us in their image…
Top it all off with TV series like Lucifer, where he’s made out to not be such a bad guy after all.
As usual, he’s reinvented as a caricature of his true self.
It doesn’t stop there of course, and there’s much more messaging going on, both subtle and
overt. As you read, The Da Vinci Code was adapted into a film, so was 50 Shades of Grey, and The

Shack has been released. Da Vinci Code saw worldwide box office sales hit $767,820,459. That could
mean that as many as 75 MILLION people watched it. 50 Shades of Grey made $570,998,101
worldwide at the box office, so it’s possible that over 55 million people watched that.
As to be expected some of the loudest messaging within films and TV is that which downplays
the immorality of premarital sex. What’s a little more surprising is how the wickedness of infidelity is
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minimized as well. I think we can all agree that having an affair is one of the most destructive acts a
person can take part in. But it’s often sold to us as sexy and exciting…
Ironically enough, Hollywood comes out with films fairly frequently that seem to aim at the value
and beauty of a committed monogamous relationship. Hitch with Will Smith comes to mind, as does

Wedding Crashers with Owen Wilson and Vince Vaughn. Some go even farther with the message that
sex is special and worth saving, like The 40-Year-Old Virgin. Yet how many of us leave those shows
with our hearts convicted and a change in our minds to live in a more sensible and caring manner? I
myself watched all of these shows with other guys, and we STILL went out in pursuit of uncommitted,
casual sex (sometimes right after leaving the theatre!). I actually saw Wedding Crashers 4 or 5 times
in a row on a flight to Australia (where I was headed to party and go to clubs). It was the only movie
on that 18 hour flight that I thought was entertaining, and so I watched it and laughed again and
again. Even though Owen Wilson’s character arrives at the conclusion that meaningless sex night after
night is awful and empty, and to be with just one wonderful person you love would be an eternity
better, it had little to no effect on my mindset. I took it in yet still wanted to have all those
encounters, believing that ‘one day’ I’d settle down and enjoy a lifelong relationship with just one
person. I was still believing the lie that I had to “get it all out of my system” before pursuing a
committed and faithful marriage.
Just as I’ve had guys be honest with me and admit they entered into a life where casual sex was
pursued as a result of heartbreak they’d once experienced, I’ve also had guys divulge that they’d
actually rather leave such a life if they could find just one wonderful woman to give it all up for. But
we’ve been conned first into believing that a REAL man beds a lot of girls and has multiple notches
in his belt before meeting such a woman; and second, that a decision to abstain from such conquests
is emasculating. The truth of course is that a real man can control himself and has mastery over his
sexual appetite and is not a slave to it. He’s willing to make sacrifices in order to not devalue others.
Even sadder is that when I’ve had buddies meet such a “one,” and recognize that they were
living a lie and that their old harmful lifestyle was well worth being abandoned by any guy, they don’t
run out and tell all of their pals to abandon that lifestyle and simply find one, wonderful woman to
spend their life with. Surely this is for fear of sounding like ‘less of a man.’
What a shame. Our culture has been totally brainwashed to destroy itself and one another… If
social conditioning were up to humans alone and the devil wasn’t behind such an agenda, to what
end would people be aiming? Wouldn’t it be more advantageous if the social conditioning was
constructive and created a healthier family structure and productive society?
When it comes to subtler messaging, it only takes the seeding of ideas and the watering of
those seeds with doubt from our spiritual enemy. If a person does not have God’s Word as a filter to
test the spirits behind ideas budding in their mind, they’ll believe just about anything.
While watching Christopher Nolan’s Interstellar, an idea came to my mind. For those who have
not had the pleasure of seeing the movie, I warn you that this will be a bit of a spoiler. Earlier we
discussed the 4th dimension in terms of mathematical geometry which is one dimension above our
3D realm. In physics however, as already mentioned, where time is concerned, we live in the 4th
dimension. The next higher dimension – the 5th – would be above time as we experience it. When
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Matthew McConaughey’s character ‘Joseph Cooper’ finds himself in a 5D construct, he realizes that it
was created not by aliens of higher intelligence, but by human beings in the future who were so
advanced they could manipulate time and space for their own good. In this case, they do so for the
saving of their own human race way back in the past. And they chose Cooper because they knew he
would do anything to save his daughter, and thus humanity.
Cooper quickly discovers that he can communicate with his adolescent daughter by affecting
gravity within the 4D realm they inhabited in the past. He does this it would seem by influencing 1dimensional “strings.” First he knocks books off a shelf in a Morse code sequence to spell “STAY.”
Then he influences falling dust so that it writes a binary code (1’s and 0’s; On/Off). Lastly, he causes
pulses in the minute hand of a watch he left his daughter, again in Morse code, in order to
communicate the complex math equations required for her to save the human race.
When it comes to Bible prophecy which we’ll be investigating later, it’s clear that a being outside
of time who knows our future had communicated details of events to us which we were yet to
experience. Watching the unfolding exchange between Cooper and his daughter, the thought crept
into my mind, “What if super-advanced humans of the future who’d overcome space/time limitations

had communicated prophecy back to the Israelites in order to influence them towards good? What if
wise and ethical people had created our idea of God as revealed through the Holy Bible for the
following of strict morality to benefit the human race and ensure its survival? What if all of the
seemingly divine interventions and miracles in the Bible and in my own life were only the
involvement of such future beings?”
For a moment I considered it. But knowing the deviousness of the enemy of my soul and yours
too, I rejected such a disgusting notion. For one, we humans would never create the God of the Bible
for our own good. Our constant rebellion and prideful belief in self-sufficiency means we’d create
something altogether different and far more centered on mankind being its own answer and
salvation. Second, even the time-loop in the film makes no logical sense because humanity was
trapped on earth and ready to die. There would be no advanced, future human race to save their
past selves. Then there’s the truth I spoke of earlier, which is that the unfathomable God of the Bible
or His infinitely wise precepts could never be invented by us. Even if we could be so clever, why not
reveal ourselves clearly to more people than just the Israelites? Why not reveal ourselves to ALL
people at once and demand they get along for the sake of the human race? And what wise and
benevolent, advanced future human was idiotically throwing a wrench in things and appearing as
Marduk or Baal or Ashtoreth to mislead the people? To what end?? No, none of that makes any
logical sense.
We also have the supernatural changing of my mind and inclinations to pursue God and avoid
sin. No amount of transdimensional influence on gravity could do that. Lastly there is the reality of
the required First Cause of the universe and our existence, which must be the God of the Holy Bible.
Besides, what would any of us go out and do if such a thing were true, and all of the standards
of morality ascribed in the Bible were merely for our own good and the good of humanity, and there
was no God we would be accountable to? We’d do exactly what we already do – revel in our
sinfulness and live as we please. No amount of intellectual advancement, regardless of how dire our
situation gets on planet earth or how deep our conviction to behave appropriately “for the common
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good” becomes, will ever make us desire to live perfect and righteous lives. We have a sin nature and
humanity will never save itself.
I quickly rejected the questions that slithered into my mind cloaked in my own inner voice. But
how quick and crafty of my enemy to take advantage of what I was seeing in that film. The movie
and TV shows we watch don’t HAVE to say something directly if our enemy is roaming around
seeking every opportunity to devour those who are not alert.
Interestingly enough I would also entertain the thought that writer/director Christopher Nolan
had possibly capitalized on a timeless story of unequalled, boundless love because he understood the
power of it to answer our spirit’s deepest longing.
At one point Anne Hathaway’s character ‘Dr. Amelia Brand’ delivers the dialogue:

"Love isn’t something that we invented. It’s observable. Powerful. It has to mean something.
Maybe it means something more, something we can’t yet understand. Maybe it’s some
evidence, some artifact of a higher dimension that we can’t consciously perceive. Love is the
one thing that we’re capable of perceiving that transcends dimensions of time and space."
We hear that amazing line while watching a film about a father who loves his child so much that
he goes beyond his realm of space and time to send a message to her which will save her life…
…And here we are learning about a Heavenly Father who loves HIS children so much that HE
transcends all of space and time to transmit a message to US which can save our lives; not to
mention how He descended from His realm to ours to supply the lifeblood for that incredible
message.
I suspect Nolan hijacked that theme due to its powerful impact, understanding not only how it
would grab his audience, but also how deeply it would resonate with them.
But its true origins were not missed by me, and that may very well be why it rang all the louder
in myself.
Which brings me to the spiritual power of faith-based films. Similarly to Christ-centered music as
opposed to secular music, faith-based films obviously have a very different spirit behind them. And
like Christian music which I was opposed to growing up, I also hated Christian movies. To me they
lacked the ‘punch’ that Hollywood blockbusters had.
But since coming to Christ, I have seen a fair number of Christian films and although they don’t
carry the budgets or special-effects or A-list celebrities that mainstream movies do, they are filled
with so much heart and truth that the supernatural weight of them is undeniable. When once upon a
time my favorite movies were intelligent, accurate action dramas, what I now enjoy viewing the most
is a solid, truth-filled Christ-focused movie that correctly reveals the character of God to the viewer.
After being born again, there was about a year where I watched hardly any movies, and the ones I
did see were Christian only. But I didn’t feel at all like I was really missing out by avoiding the
mainstream shows, nor from watching far less shows in general.
On that note one might think that God needs to inspire His people to take over the film
industry and make more movies. But truthfully it’s no wonder He doesn’t permit Hollywood to release
the same number of Christ-centered films as secular films; otherwise His children would drown
themselves in them and spend no time directly with Him, or out loving others.
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Along with recommending some albums, I’ll list a few shows that are more than worthwhile and
will certainly touch your heart, if you are willing to let God touch it.
What needs to be said is that not every movie released and pertaining to God and the Bible will
have His Spirit behind it, even if they claim to be about Jesus Christ. The Shack quickly proves that.
So does Martin Scorsese’s The Last Temptation of Christ. And to be honest, some supposed

“Christian” films are dangerous in their messaging too because they deviate from the Truth of God’s
Word.
Ridley Scott’s Exodus: Gods and Kings released not so long ago seemed intent on distorting
Biblical truth. The same can be said for Darren Aronofsky’s abysmal rendition of Noah where God was
the bad guy demanding that Noah kill two newborn baby girls… (in case you were not aware, the
Bible does not include this scene as no one was born on the ark). But as evil and callous as
Aronofsky had Russell Crowe portray Noah, out of compassion for the two girls, Noah relents and
disobeys, making God look even more evil! The whole movie is one anti-Biblical lie after another, and
yet Paramount Pictures who produced the apocryphal film released the statement:

"The film is inspired by the story of Noah. While artistic license has been taken, we believe that
this film is true to the essence, values and integrity of a story that is a cornerstone of faith for
millions of people worldwide. The biblical story of Noah can be found in the book of Genesis."91
“True to the essence, values and integrity…”? Not even remotely. Aronofsky, when confronted by
the negative response from evangelical test audiences who were totally disturbed by what they’d just
seen, said to a writer for The New Yorker:

"Noah is the least biblical biblical film ever made... I don't give a f**k about the test scores! My
films are outside the scores."92
Sounds like two very conflicting opinions of the same movie. Which was it? A biblical film that
was true to the essence, values, and integrity of the Scriptural source it came from? Or was it the
least biblical biblical film ever made?
The agenda was clearly about defaming The One True God, and the production company
wanted Christians to get out and buy movie tickets.
More can be said about films, but it’s unnecessary. There are so many commentaries being
released online in blogs and YouTube videos which display the overtly anti-biblical messages, and try
to expose those that are more subtle. Not all of the assessments being made are correct, but some
are – enough to show that this is yet another medium our enemy is using against us. The more
someone comes to know Scripture and God though, the more barefaced it becomes.
Lastly, in terms of social conditioning through media, I wish to speak of a medium which is
supposed to give us accurate, transparent, and unbiased information from every area of the world so
that we may think critically and make reasonable and informed decisions with our lives and with our
politics.
In brief I’d like to discuss the press – our News media.
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The journalist and the reporter are to diligently work by a code of ethic to ensure that we, the
populace, can assess the situations and circumstances and organizations around us, then make
appropriate choices so we may rightly govern our own selves and our countries through our elected
representatives, and know what we as individuals and as nations should be doing in this world.
Author and journalist, Jonathan Fenby had this to say:

"...to achieve such wide acceptability, the agencies avoid overt partiality. Demonstrably correct
information is their stock in trade. Traditionally, they report at a reduced level of responsibility,
attributing their information to a spokesman, the press, or other sources. They avoid making
judgments and steer clear of doubt and ambiguity. Though their founders did not use the word,
objectivity is the philosophical basis for their enterprises – or failing that, widely acceptable
neutrality."93
It is a human right for us to have “Freedom of Information.” The main way for us to receive such
information is from the press. The press are also to have freedom, not to unashamedly say whatever
they want, but so they are able to collect and report said information to us without the fear of harm
or intimidation which would be meant to silence them.
Unfortunately, we have two issues which occur: Evil people who wish not to be exposed threaten
those meant to relay the truth to us; and those meant to relay the truth to us are not being objective
or neutral. Because of this there is information we never get to know; and that which we do get to
know has a tendency to only be what they want to tell us, how they want to tell it.
This sort of distortion seems to be coming to a head where mainstream news outlets are
unabashedly, with total contempt for the ethical philosophy they are to adhere to, delivering to us
whatever it is they believe to be morally right or advantageous to their cause.
When once upon a time the press’s role was to be the “watch dog” for those we elect, they are
far too often acting like either an attack dog, or a lap dog! Neither is serving us acceptably with the
truth we deserve and NEED to know!
The natural response has been more alternative news sources, often via the internet. Although
this has certainly answered the sickening conduct of our mainstream media sources, there is of
course the danger of an equally detrimental counter-swing.
When what we should be receiving is flat, unemotional, unbiased news reporting, news channels
are being filled with editorials, commentating talk-shows, and opinion pieces. Certain stories are
cherry-picked and fill the headlines and are front-and-center for DAYS if not WEEKS! Meanwhile,
other far more critical stories are superseded, glossed over, and often altogether ignored! The aim
seems to be to deliver talking points and narratives to further an agenda, rather than let US – the

people – decide what is desirable and what is acceptable.
Just like our education system no longer teaches us HOW to think, our news media isn’t giving
us information to think about, and BOTH are teaching us WHAT to think…
The way news is presented has become so contrived as they battle for their own will, that it is
offensive to any thinking person who doesn’t want to be forced into their mold (which is generally a
godless one anyway). Trying to get the truth from news sources has become irritating and
aggravating, and a great deal of wisdom and discernment is needed. The only place to truly get that
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though, is through a right relationship with Jesus Christ and a careful understanding of His Word. Or
else it’s easy to fall prey to their traps.
Friend, it should be quite clear that our enemy is using both the news and press to be his
mouthpiece to push his agenda in our world and bring about the utter annihilation of as many
people as possible.
My dear friend, think for a moment about what the average person does with their free time; we
listen to music, read books and magazines, watch movies and television, and some play video games.

AND we all grew up being processed through a similar system of education (which gets worse every
decade or so), and we get our news from the same sources. It’s NO WONDER we are so oblivious to
the schemes of the devil or the truth of God or what is right and wrong, healthy or damaging. Our
culture is being inoculated by lies and deception meant to turn our time and worship to the devil,
and lead to our eternal damnation. We are truly being ‘socially conditioned.’
You’ve now read of the many pathways your enemy is using to influence and mold your
thinking. Now I want to show you a prime example of this social conditioning in action. As promised
earlier, here is a music video. The song is called “Wake Me Up,” and it’s by a deejay called Avicii.
While you watch it, be asking yourself: “What messages is this video trying to convey to me?
What symbols am I seeing? Is there symbolism I am to perceive?”
(video) https://youtu.be/IcrbM1l_BoI
So, what did you notice? Let’s talk about that…
We see the girls in the video both have Avicii’s symbol on their body. When they go out into
the town, they are not accepted or liked. They even comment on this. We soon learn that it’s because
‘they belong somewhere else.’
Notice though that the girls are hip, dressed in trendy attire, well groomed and esthetically
pleasing. The townsfolk however are drab and boring looking, and far less appealing to the eyes.
There’s a comparatively old-fashioned and conservative air about them, and this is notably construed
as negative.
There’s your first message – it’s bad to be conservative and “old-fashioned.”
If we dig a little deeper, the video may be trying to tell us more about this. The looks on the
faces of the conservative townsfolk are markedly judgmental of the two girls. So then judgmentalism
is then linked to conservatism in the mind of the viewer. Because it’s unkind to look down your nose
at people, you’d better abandon conservatism. Of course, this is not necessarily the case. I’m very
conservative in my views now (when I used to be very centrist), and I don’t judge anyone. Neither
does any other faithful, Bible believing disciple of Christ I hang around. We may know the difference
between right and wrong, but we don’t look down on people for it (you’ve been hearing of my past
life, right? How could I judge anyone for sin?!).
Then the older girl travels to the city. In the city she meets other hip, cool, “free” people, and
they also bear Avicii’s mark. She’s immediately accepted by this select group of people. This mark
gets them all into the greatest, most fun event in town – Avicii’s own DJ show! All of the similar
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people are welcome here, and clearly, it’s where everyone should want to be… unless of course they
are boring, drab, judgmental conservatives.
The older girl goes back to fetch the younger girl (who’s possibly a little sister even though they
look nothing alike), and they flee to the city ‘where they belong.’
Okay, so what? Is this a good message, or a bad message? Well, I can attest that as a follower
of the “God who does not change,” there’s nothing wrong with being conservative. So associating
conservatism with what is wrong is obviously a deceptive message. But is that all? Is the message
that it’s fun to dance to catchy music? And is that a bad thing? As discussed earlier, I wouldn’t think
so, provided people conduct themselves appropriately while dancing to said music which appeals to
the flesh and conjures up certain desires and emotions…
So what else is there?
When I first saw this video I instantly knew what the strategic intention of the social
conditioning was because of my familiarity with the Word of God and the understanding of the
devil’s endgame. It revolved around Avicii’s mark. The video was clearly trying to tell us that having
Avicii’s mark was a very good and valuable feature – something to be desired by anyone who wasn’t
a stick in the mud from a Podunk, backwater town… Essentially, if you’re cool, you’ll have this mark. If
you don’t have it, but it’s possible to get it, you will do so.
Straightaway that will remind us from something in the Bible. But before we go there, let’s look
up where Avicii got such an interesting, unique, and altogether pleasantly sounding name…
“Avīci” pronounced, “Ah-vee-chee,” is the lowest realm in the Buddhist version of “hell” (which
they call ‘the Naraka’). A person who has committed one of the “Five Grave Offenses” will reincarnate
into this realm. But did the deejay know this? Here’s what he had to say when asked in an interview
by VEVO Lift:

“The name Avicii – it means ‘the lowest level of Buddhist hell.’94
Enough said? Shall I go on? Okay…

“…I think a friend of mine told me about it first… before something completely different… and I
was kinda’ choosing my MySpace page… at the time everything else was taken – my real name
was taken, and I really like it now, you know, I’ve become accustomed to it.”95
So… to “belong,” a person must have the mark of the lowest level of Buddhist hell on their
body… Pretty sobering thought, isn’t it? It doesn’t matter if he didn’t really understand what he was
naming himself at first. He stuck with the name and the idea, and it later ended up in a video with
this message ingrained within it.
Does this idea of needing a mark pertaining to hell on your body sound familiar? Does it remind
you of anything?
“Then I saw another beast rising out of the earth. It had two horns like a lamb and it
spoke like a dragon. It exercises all the authority of the first beast in its presence, and
makes the earth and its inhabitants worship the first beast, whose mortal wound was
healed. It performs great signs, even making fire come down from heaven to earth in
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front of people, and by the signs that it is allowed to work in the presence of the beast it
deceives those who dwell on earth, telling them to make an image for the beast that was
wounded by the sword and yet lived. And it was allowed to give breath to the image of
the beast, so that the image of the beast might even speak and might cause those who
would not worship the image of the beast to be slain. Also it causes all, both small and
great, both rich and poor, both free and slave, to be marked on the right hand or the
forehead, so that no one can buy or sell unless he has the mark, that is, the name of the
beast or the number of its name. This calls for wisdom: let the one who has understanding
calculate the number of the beast, for it is the number of a man, and his number is 666.”

The Revelation, chapter 13, verses 11 to 18
(underline for emphasis, mine)

Friend, if you’re connecting the dots here with me, this is a horrifying realization. This passage is
speaking of what is commonly referred to as “The Mark of the Beast.” This term is probably familiar
to you as we live in a nation where, although most people don’t know the Bible, it has permeated
our culture so deeply that some phrases and ideas from it are widely known.
Even just taking a cursory look at the passage above, we see a demonically influenced entity, be
it a person or a system (apparently, in either case described allegorically). I’m personally of the
persuasion that this beast represents a person but that there is certainly a satanically inspired and
controlled system of governance in place. This being can do “great signs” (likely supernatural) which
deceive many people. This leads to false worship. Those who refuse to worship are slain. All people,
regardless of position and power or lack thereof; regardless of financial wellbeing; whether they be a
slave or a free person; they’ll receive a mark on either their forehead or their right hand/forearm.
Without this mark a person cannot buy or sell… How would one eat? How could one survive without
the mark?
A frightening prospect is that some interpret such a mark to be figurative only. They believe this
wording represents either mental assent (the “mark on the forehead”), or extending the right hand
of fellowship (the “mark on the right hand”). That means if a person wasn’t being alert and simply
got swept up with the masses, or thought they could “go-along-to-get-along” just to survive – just to
“keep their kids fed” – they’ll have defied God...
"And another angel, a third, followed them, saying with a loud voice, 'If anyone worships
the beast and its image and receives a mark on his forehead or on his hand, he also will drink
the wine of God's wrath, poured full strength into the cup of his anger, and he will be tormented
with fire and sulfur in the presence of the holy angels and in the presence of the Lamb. And the
smoke of their torment goes up forever and ever, and they have no rest, day or night, these
worshipers of the beast and its image, and whoever receives the mark of its name.'”

The Revelation, chapter 14, verses 9 to 11

Amazingly enough, as strenuous as this time will be under the beast, there will be those who
draw near to God and are saved. They’re encouraged in verse 12 to cling to Him no matter how bad
persecution gets because through their endurance they will have eternal life.
With technology the way it is today as innovators in medicine, security, banking, and social
media are all talking about the great benefits of having chips and RFID components imbedded in our
hands, I think it’s just as likely that the Mark of the Beast will be a physical device a person must
have in their body.96 Such a device would be touted as the most convenient means of partaking in
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sales transactions. It could be used to monitor your health as well as your whereabouts in the event
of a crime or kidnapping (or just to keep track of your children whom you love!). You might even be
able to use it for communication, and even for ‘tweet’ing your thoughts. They’ve already developed
wristbands that can project a virtual touchpad onto your forearm; 97 how far are they away from a
subdermal implant that could project the same sort of touchpad outwards to the uppermost tissue
layers of your wrist? It would be like having an Apple Watch the size of a grain of rice imbedded in
your hand! How cool does that sound?! Exactly…
Just as portrayed in Avicii’s Wake Me Up, the Mark of the Beast will be seen as cool, hip, trendy,
and necessary to “belong.” And who doesn’t want to belong?
For those reluctant about permitting the implantation of such a mechanism simply out of
uneasiness due to it being abiological; or hesitant out of suspicion that it could be used for the
invasion of privacy, the Mark of the Beast would be marketed and branded and sold so smoothly that
lineups for it would rival those for the latest iPhone, Samsung, and “Furby”98 combined. We’ll see the
top A-list’ers promoting them in magazines, movies, TV commercials… With all of the social
conditioning that has been imposed upon society already through sci-fi movies, novels, and videogames, humanity will gobble them up.
Those that don’t will be compelled by the sword.
Now the question you may be wondering, friend, is whether or not Avicii and directors Mark
Seliger and C.B. Miller knew they were partaking in our social conditioning. To be honest, it’s entirely
possible that they were, and they think it’s “cool” to be in on it because they have been duped like
many into believing their master – the devil – is a groovy, good guy. But, even if they were
completely ignorant and oblivious to what ideas were being transmitted in their music video, that
wouldn’t change at all that the devil was using their video for his purposes. The fact that Avicii has
no problem with what his name means tells us that spiritually, he’s lost and total fodder for the
enemy to manipulate. I mean, imagine going by the DJ or band names, “Hell,” “Tartarus,” “Hades,”
“Lake of Fire,” or “Sheol” (the last being a Hebrew name for the place the damned await before the
Lake of Fire). And yes, sadly there are deejays and bands using all of those names…
Also sad is that recurring line from Avicii’s song, "I didn't know I was lost..." Its inclusion is like
ominous foreshadowing because truthfully, so many of these people do not.
Over 1.2 billion people have watched Avicii’s Wake Me Up on YouTube.
Of a similar vein to how celebrities would be used to sell the masses something as abominable
as the Mark of the Beast, think of how so many of them get on soapboxes nowadays and declare
what is best for us and the world. Meanwhile they rarely live up to their own standards and
convictions. What hypocrisy! But just as they have become idols we follow for what we wear and how
we look and how we behave, we are submitting to their values and beliefs.
Suddenly they go from being actors, directors, producers, singers and musicians to experts in
fields far outside their profession. They tell us what is politically correct or ethical. They teach us all
about climate change. They inform us on animal rights. They scold us about human rights. The list of
social causes goes on and on. Do you really believe that after a few good roles or hit songs, they’ve
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become so much more enlightened and brilliant than the rest of us? Their message may carry great
weight because of their fame, but in many cases not because of anything else.
Don’t you find it peculiar that so many of them agree with one another on all of those issues
and they generally lean the same way? Does that mean they must all be right? Or could it mean
they’re all wrong… One may wish to believe that depends on whether or not they see eye to eye with
them personally. However, truth is still absolute. So is morality. And so is reality.
When this group of people has such a high instance of drug and alcohol abuse and a
dependence on psychiatric medicine, PLUS their dismal record of marital unfaithfulness, are these

REALLY the people we should be taking ANY advice from???
I dare say not. Their whole lives generally, are a blaring testimony of the reality that they DO
NOT know The One True God and they DO NOT possess His wisdom for how life should be lived.
Many deny Jesus Christ in word, and many more deny Him in deed. If they don’t serve Christ, there’s
only one other being to serve. Their messaging must always be tested and filtered with exacting care.
If they’re saying it, you are almost guaranteed it’s wrong. Celebrities in a consensus practically serve
as a litmus test for what can be rejected as falsehood.
“Woe to those who call evil good
and good evil,
who put darkness for light
and light for darkness,
who put bitter for sweet
and sweet for bitter!
“Woe to those who are wise in their own eyes,
and shrewd in their own sight!"

The Book of Isaiah, chapter 5, verses 20 and 21
Friend, we have covered a lot of new information today. The topic of social conditioning through
our media may be something you’ve never encountered before. Having now gone through this
though, does it all seem so much more obvious? As alluded to, YouTube and the rest of the internet
is actually brimming with investigative breakdowns and analyses of movies, books, TV shows, music
videos and songs… Yet it’s a rabbit trail I don’t actually recommend going down very far. For one, a
lot of it is speculative and poorly examined. Two, there’s also a lot of disinformation.
Not long ago I was put onto an individual who claimed he’d left the satanic church. I was
watching his seminar on occult symbols that we are confronted with on a day-to-day basis as if he
were some sort of virtuous whistle-blower. But after about a half hour of following along, my spirit of
discernment seemed to warn me that this teacher was STILL being used by the devil to mislead.
Although he was divulging information, he was also weaving in other deceptive material which also
leads to destruction. That’s called a “bait-and-switch…”
Because the viewer thinks this individual is now “one of the good guys,” they trust what is being
said, swallow it “hook-line-and-sinker,” and now there’s all manner of deceitful ideas taking root in
their mind. This fellow had not been freed by the truth of Christ. His master had merely allowed him
to walk away from one path which leads to death, and onto another. It’s also entirely possible that he
was STILL involved in the satanic church and had been ingeniously permitted to disclose material
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which could no longer do harm to the cause of their master in order to gain the trust of
unsuspecting people to feed them the other lies which will further his agenda.
When a boxer leaves himself open and vulnerable in one area, it’s called a “feint,” and he only
does this because he is confident that he can successfully strike when his opponent concentrates on
that seemingly weak location. But when an enemy in war becomes that brazen, my friend, you know
that they believe they are very close to total victory…
In truth, further digging into hidden meaning in media isn’t necessary because everything I will
tell you about your enemy is more than enough to appreciate that he is real and active.
The One who is truly important to know more and more of is The Lord Jesus Christ.
One thing that may surprise you though, is that most of the people online trying to expose what
the devil is doing and fully acknowledge that some sort of supernatural demonic force is behind the
agenda of social engineering in our culture, don’t even know Christ themselves and don’t urge their
viewers to either! That should serve as a loud indicator to you of how apparent the devil’s work is in
our world when even atheists and agnostics know he’s out there trying to lead us all to destruction!
I must add, my friend, that it should be apparent from all we’ve discussed that today’s topic was
not meant for you to abstain from what the devil is using to get ahold of you as if you can resist him
and clean yourself up spiritually. Both He Tempts Us and The Good News made it very clear that no
one can become righteous enough for eternal life.
A person needs Jesus Christ to save them;
"There is therefore now no condemnation for those who are in Christ Jesus. For the law of
the Spirit of life has set you free in Christ Jesus from the law of sin and death. For God has
done what the law, weakened by the flesh, could not do. By sending his own Son in the
likeness of sinful flesh and for sin, he condemned sin in the flesh, in order that the righteous
requirement of the law might be fulfilled in us, who walk not according to the flesh but
according to the Spirit. For those who live according to the flesh set their minds on the things
of the flesh, but those who live according to the Spirit set their minds on the things of the Spirit.
For to set the mind on the flesh is death, but to set the mind on the Spirit is life and peace. For
the mind that is set on the flesh is hostile to God, for it does not submit to God's law; indeed, it
cannot. Those who are in the flesh cannot please God.
"You, however, are not in the flesh but in the Spirit, if in fact the Spirit of God dwells in
you. Anyone who does not have the Spirit of Christ does not belong to him. But if Christ is in
you, although the body is dead because of sin, the Spirit is life because of righteousness. If
the Spirit of him who raised Jesus from the dead dwells in you, he who raised Christ Jesus
from the dead will also give life to your mortal bodies through his Spirit who dwells in you.
"So then, brothers and sisters, we are debtors, not to the flesh, to live according to the
flesh. For if you live according to the flesh you will die, but if by the Spirit you put to death the
deeds of the body, you will live. For all who are led by the Spirit of God are sons of God."

The Epistle to the Romans, chapter 8, verses 1 to 14

This is what the Apostle John was talking about in his first epistle when he warned that anyone
who loved this world system and the things of this world could not have the love of the Father in
them. If the love of the Father is not in a person, does that sound to you like they are one of His
Children?
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I’d love to say that the majority of secular media is totally neutral and the Believer in Christ who
is a disciple can partake as much as they want… but Scripture seems to say otherwise. For those who
are IN CHRIST, they are to set their mind on the things of the Spirit of God within them, and feed
their own spirit with such things. Anything else is food which feeds and strengthens the sinful flesh
that is still apart of them.
That which is stronger is that which will have a greater hold over us. And whatever has the
greater hold will be what we submit to. The true Believer limits the intake of fleshly things in order to
feed more upon that which is spiritually honouring to God. In that way the Believer can then stay
submitted to the Spirit.
All who are in Christ must discern what is pulling them away from Him and limit or abstain from
such devices. They must also learn what draws them to Him and participate in that. Many people,
both the unbeliever and the professing believer alike, gorge themselves on the substances of this
world which feed their flesh, and thus they cannot submit to the Lord who freely gives salvation
through faith. Surrender may be difficult, but it is altogether absolutely freeing.
“You cannot serve two masters…”
As promised, here are some albums and films I can enthusiastically recommend:
(MUST FILL THIS IN!!!)

75. http://www.billboard.com/articles/news/dance/7438158/taylor-swift-calvin-harris-co-wrote-this-is-what-you-came-for-pseudonym; last
accessed December 16, 2017
76. http://www.billboard.com/articles/news/dance/7595867/calvin-harris-rihanna-this-is-what-you-came-for-one-billion-views; last
accessed December 16, 2017
77. Frank Coraci (Director), Tim Herlihy and Adam Sandler (Writers), The Waterboy (Robert Simonds Productions; 1998)
78. Exodus 20:17
79. Matthew 6:24
80. https://www.hearst.com/magazines/cosmopolitan; last accessed December 16, 2017
81. http://www.cosmopolitan.com/sex-love/news/a39901/reasons-why-your-one-night-stand-was-actually-a-great-thing/; last accessed
December 16, 2017
82. http://www.cosmopolitan.com/sex-love/news/a55966/double-sided-dildos-how-to/; last accessed December 16, 2017
83. http://www.dictionary.com/browse/maxim; 1
84. http://www.cbn.com/special/davincicode/abanes_truth-danbrown.aspx; last accessed December 16, 2017
85. Originally from website, http://old.faithfulreader.com/features/0405-da_vinci_debunkers.asp; now viewable at
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Da_Vinci_Code#cite_ref-faithfulreader1_4-0 after archive-retrieval April 29, 2015; last accessed
December 16, 2017
86. Ibid
87. Author Dan Brown, Good Morning America, November 3, 2003
88. Author Dan Brown, Primetime Live:, November 3, 2003
89. Author Dan Brown, Today Show, June 9, 2003
90. http://www.beliefnet.com/entertainment/movies/the-da-vinci-code/an-interview-with-dan-brown.aspx; last accessed December 16,
2017
91. http://newsok.com/flood-of-imagery-noah-movie-goes-beyond-familiar-sunday-school-bible-story/article/3947999; last accessed
December 16, 2017
92. http://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2014/03/17/heavy-weather-2; last accessed December 16, 2017
93. Jonathan Fenby, The International News Services (1986); pg. 25
94. https://youtu.be/119msSY-Nuo
95. Ibid
96. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radio-frequency_identification
97. https://cicret.com/wordpress/; last accessed December 16, 2017
98. http://www.hasbro.com/en-us/brands/furby (notice Furby’s already got his little mark on his forehead for our kids to see? Sheesh…
get ‘em while they’re young!)
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He Uses Philosophies and Ideas
That the devil uses ideas and philosophies is no surprise to you by now I’m sure. The question is
how pervasive is this usurping of our collective thinking. How many pies does the devil have his
fingers in? Obviously anything that steers us towards the denial of the authority of God and His Word
has been tainted by the devil to some degree. Our enemy does not have to twist and distort truth
very much to lead astray a “ship of thought” towards destruction. Wherever man is thinking and
inventing ideas or making discoveries or musing and seeking to uncover truths, regardless of his
position in Christ and his familiarity with God’s Truth, the devil will be at work to impact what he
arrives at, and what that will lead on to with the next thinker.
We already know he’s corrupted the educational system. This means that the devil is at work in
every faculty of learning. It doesn’t matter what the topic is, he’ll be there. He’ll be in the sciences.
He’ll be in mathematics. He’ll be in the philosophies (no surprise there). He’ll be in political and
economic studies. He’ll be in the arts, both visual and performing. He’ll be in psychology and all the
social studies. He’ll be in anthropology and history.
He’ll even be in theology.
No place is safe; everyone is susceptible in this battle for the mind, and only a well-constructed
and constantly reinforced portcullis under careful guard can serve as a defense.
When we make our discoveries and come up with our theories and draw our conclusions, is it
God by His Holy Spirit leading us along? Is it purely man and his own mind? Or is the devil also at
work luring mankind along a trajectory which he desires?

Clearly as God is the standard of truth and the source for all that is, much of what we discover
which aligns with how He has established reality likely has His gracious influence. That seems in line
with His Word given in the following verse:
"It is the glory of God to conceal things,
but the glory of kings is to search things out."

The Book of Proverbs, chapter 25 verse 2

As we saw with Plato and Aristotle in God Must Exist, man can certainly philosophize and arrive
at truth. But we also witnessed that they wasted a great deal of time and mental energy to perceive
of something God revealed in His Word centuries earlier. Same goes for our modern scientists
regarding the origins of the universe.
The danger of course is that if we are not cautious, even when we are 5% right about
something, we can still be 95% wrong. That deviation from the truth can come from human error and
misconception or misperception… but as we’ve already learned, our enemy is skilled in causing such
mistaken conclusions in regards to truth.
As mentioned earlier in There IS a Heavenly Realm, due to our greatest minds admittedly only
understanding 4.5% of the universe, in whatever study man undertakes, we NEED to exercise great
humility in the quest for truth. Our conclusions should point TO God, and not away from Him. And
they should honour HIM, and not glorify man. But because our aim has been wrong for so long and
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we have been proud, God has opposed us and permitted our enemy to grab the reigns and mislead
us further and further from God, and farther and farther towards our own demise.
"Therefore, as you received Christ Jesus the Lord, so walk in him, rooted and built up
in him and established in the faith, just as you were taught, abounding in thanksgiving.
"See to it that no one takes you captive by philosophy and empty deceit, according
to human tradition, according to the elemental spirits of the world, and not according to
Christ."

The Epistle to the Colossians, chapter 2, verses 6 to 8

Look who the Apostle Paul is warning is behind these deceitful philosophies…
Empty, groundless philosophizing in search of truth apart from God is futile and deadly to an
individual, and destructive to a society. Dr. Joe Boot (whose sermons I recommended earlier that you
listen to) has likened such an endeavor to a person in a life-raft in a fog on an endless ocean casting
out beacons to navigate the unknown with no solid reference point. The person has no sense of
where they are going or whether or not they’re arriving at what is true because they don’t know the
destination – a PERSON; JESUS CHRIST – and they don’t have the map or guidebook authored by
that person to help them get there. They may plot out whole areas, and their conclusions may all
sound very good, but they may not even be true and they certainly won’t lead to salvation.
It’s therefore only by God’s grace that they accidentally get ANYTHING right.
In the meantime, the devil works to influence their minds and they submit their will because
they’re grounded to nothing.
Thomas Huxley was an English biologist and contemporary of Charles Darwin. He was known as
“Darwin’s Bulldog” for his ferocious advocacy of Darwin’s theory of evolution. He was also a man who
sadly did not know God personally. He’d coin the term agnosticism in 1869, which in essence meant
that a person could not really know if God exists because He can’t be proven according to the
scientific method (thankfully, we don’t need such a process to know God is real). Because of his
nonexistent relationship with God, all of his thinking would of course be all the more vulnerable to
malformation by his own sin nature as well as our enemy’s tactics.
Unfortunately this would be inherited by his grandchildren, Aldous and Julian Huxley. Both
would grow up and become incredibly influential in the world through their scientific, philosophical,
and fictional authorship.
Aldous would release his book The Perennial Philosophy in 1945. This philosophy revolves
around the notion that there is universal truth which flows in and out of each of the world’s religions
as some sort of “divine Reality.” It pulled from what Aldous thought was “the Highest Common
Factor” of all theologies, and took from various prophets, saints, and teachers from both western and
eastern mysticism, philosophy, and religion. Basically it was a buffet for those who would not submit
to the One True God.
Friend, if someone’s goal is to take “the best” of God’s Word for their use, what do they do with
that which they personally believe is “the worst”…? You can’t nibble at Christ, take a little here, take a
little there. It’s all or nothing. We established already that truth is absolute and outside of ourselves
just as God is, and we bow to truth and to HIM, and He and truth do not bow to us!
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The writers of the book’s jacket wrote: “Mr. Huxley has made no attempt to 'found a new
religion,’” and yet Transcendentalism, which is the belief that man has divine goodness and power
within himself to transcend spiritually, is exactly what this book was promoting! Does that not sound
like a religion to you?!
Oh friend, the lies the devil has used which have infected mankind since the beginning to KILL

HIM barely change the masks they hide behind! What does this sort of language which states that
transcendentalism is the reality that man has divine goodness and power within himself to transcend
spiritually sound like to you?
“…you shall be like God…”
How dastardly and reprehensible!
So what did this enlightened being of divinity and true inner goodness, Mr. Aldous Huxley bless
us with? What pearls of wisdom did he bestow upon humanity? Only eight years earlier he published
his collection of essays within his book titled, Ends and Means. In it he writes, clearly inspired by the
transcending spirit that had ahold of his life:

"For myself, as, no doubt, for most of my contemporaries, the philosophy of meaninglessness
was essentially an instrument of liberation. The liberation we desired was simultaneously
liberation from a certain political and economic system and liberation from a certain system of
morality. We objected to the morality because it interfered with our sexual freedom; we
objected to the political and economic system because it was unjust. The supporters of these
systems claimed that in some way they embodied the meaning (a Christian meaning, they
insisted) of the world. There was one admirably simple method of confuting these people and at
the same time justifying ourselves in our political and erotic revolt: we could deny that the world
had any meaning whatsoever."99 (underline for emphasis, mine)
I do not know what political or economic system he was referring to but based on the rest of
his statement and carnal beliefs, I’m persuaded that it probably wasn’t nearly as unjust as he claimed.
However, I can’t say that for certain. What IS certain is how debased this person’s mind was due to a
life of rejecting God and living as he wanted while submitting to both himself and his true master,
the devil, who whispered into his conscience during his times of deep thought and reflection while
exploring and inventing various philosophies in search of the truth he could never find.
Just look at the book title even and you see the hint at yet another vain philosophy: “The ends
justifies the means…” No it doesn’t! It never does! Only the wicked believe that they can do what is
evil in hopes of achieving what is good! You won’t ever see such justification in the Word of God,
and because we don’t, we know it is a lie!
It isn’t just the sexual immorality that Aldous was hoping to inspire and “liberate” people for
which was wrong (hopefully you recognize by now that this is no liberation but slavery which leads to
death). The belief that there is no meaning is ALSO a big, bold lie! If God who is infinite in wisdom
and has a plan for His creation, creates something and someone, they have infinite meaning to Him!
But it’s this sort of awful brainwashing that leaves people feeling aimless and without purpose, and
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valueless! It’s no wonder we destroy ourselves as we do when this is the sort of “great thinker” the
masses depended on for truth!
Just as Ethbaal III submitted himself to the devil which led to his debauched thinking, tragically,
so did Aldous Huxley. Clearly the devil wields modern philosophy like a weapon to lacerate and
wound us so that we bleed out any desire we may have to know and worship God.
Please, my dear friend, reject vain philosophies and empty deceit which has been utilized to
shape your mind and conform it for the system of this world. And understand that your enemy has
infiltrated every area of study through which man hopes to find and know truth. Therefore it must all
be weighed against the council of God’s Word.
Aldous Huxley’s abandoning the reality that life has meaning demonstrates perfectly for us what
it looks like for a person to be willfully blind to the existence of their Creator and their desperate
need for Him to have eternal life. This leads us to the next mode of operation our enemy uses in
order to destroy us. It can really be considered the pinnacle of his methodology.

99. Aldous Huxley, Ends and Means (Chatto & Windus); pg. 273

He Blinds People Spiritually
Although the devil’s ultimate goal is certainly for our rejection of God and our misplaced
worship of the devil himself which leads to eternal death in the Lake of Fire, that can only be
achieved through his more immediate goal: Blind people from being able to accept the Good
News of the Gospel.
My dear friend, if you’ve been following along this whole time, and your resistance to the
Gospel is as firm as it was when you started; if your heart is still as hard as ever towards God; if your
anger towards the truth of God and His merciful and gracious, albeit only way of salvation through

His Son is continuing to grow; or even if you are placid, yet all of this and certainly the Gospel itself
seems to wash over and off of you with no effect despite a part of you desiring in some degree to
know God, it is because your enemy has worked your whole life to blind you from the goodness of
God so that you are unwilling and unable to appreciate and accept the Gospel…
You may have come this far, all the while feeling as if a translucent (define), silk band was lightly
tied around your head covering your eyes, allowing in a little light, but not enough that you may see.

OR it may have felt as if a hard and rigid plate of iron was fixed before your view keeping all of
this from penetrating into your mind and spirit.
If either is the case, I pray right now that the truth of God’s Word will be unveiled and you will
understand why it has been so difficult in your life to come to the God who made you and loves you
and desires to have you with Him for eternity beyond the grave:
“And even if our gospel is veiled, it is veiled to those who are perishing. In their
case the god of this world has blinded the minds of the unbelievers, to keep them
from seeing the light of the gospel of the glory of Christ, who is the image of God.”
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The Second Epistle to the Corinthians, chapter 4, verses 3 and 4
My dear friend, you may be a stranger who stumbled upon this eBook; you may be a distant
acquaintance who was invited to read this by one of my friends; you may be someone I’ve worked
with or served with or schooled with; you may be someone I met in passing, or someone I’ve known
my whole life. Where the passage speaks of ‘the god of this world’ with a little ‘g,’ it’s speaking of the
devil. The Apostle John warns us not to love this world system or the things of it because the devil
has conceived of, engineered, and orchestrated so much of this world through the people spiritually
malleable to him either by ignorance or invitation.
I have spent a great percentage of the last few years of my life collecting this information, and
putting it together in writing so it may be presented to you because I love you… and I have been
granted just the slightest understanding of how much God who is infinite loves you.
You have not been able to know Him or accept His love or believe in His Word, not because He
isn’t real, or because He hasn’t been knocking at your heart trying to reveal Himself, or because His
Holy Bible isn’t true… or because of any of the excuses you’ve been relying on for all of these years…
You haven’t been able to know Him because you have an enemy, the devil, and he’s very real, and
he’s been attacking you throughout your entire existence working to keep you blinded from the truth
because he wants you to go to hell.
You are certainly not alone. There are so many unfortunate people in the same situation. Some
of which have been given so much more “evidence” to believe in than you. Think of Ross
Cappichionni who was lifted up by an angel of God and ushered onwards to life so that he may LIVE
another day and have a chance to repent and believe and accept the free gift of salvation from a
God who made Him and loves Him and desires Him…
I hope you can accept that out of God’s love for you, He has suffered the penalty of sin which
you deserve to suffer. He has paid your debt and lived the righteous life deserving of admission into
the presence of Holy God in Heaven forever, when you yourself could never earn such entry. He paid
it all on the Cross, was separated from The Father and was buried, but death could not overtake Him
and He rose again, proving that He had conquered death! He then ascended and will one day return
to establish forever His reign over this world alongside those who follow Him. The victory over sin
and death resides in Him and He wants you to graciously have that by faith.
Will you not now bend your knee and confess your sins to Him and seek His forgiveness that He
is all too willing to give? Will you accept Him as Lord and King over your life as you grow to know,
love, and serve Him, and be His shining ambassador to others until His return?
The devil has taken so much of your life already. I believe it is time for you to have and
experience NEW LIFE, life eternal, abundant, and everlasting in your Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ.

He Uses Four
Your enemy seeks to blind you and maintain your blindness through four routes, all of which we
have basically covered. I bring them up again though as a useful tool for helping you be alert if you
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are beginning to believe; for reflecting on where he’s been at work so far in your life; and for giving
you aids to test information you receive in the future as well as the ideas you come up with on your
own. This can also be applied to your own life right now to see where the devil has a foot-hold.
The first ‘D’ is Doubt.
That should be rather obvious. The devil will work to cause you to doubt God’s Word, or
evidence pertaining to God’s existence – even His clear manifestation in your very own life! He’ll also
lead you to conflicting information in hopes that it will grow skepticism in you regarding the Truth.
The second ‘D’ is Deception.
Hand in hand with the first D, the devil, as you already know, will lie. He’ll also twist whatever
truth has been revealed to you. He’ll lead you into false spirituality and false religion which appears
very real and very true. He’ll also lead you into firm belief in the evidence meant to cause doubt.
When “Deception” succeeds through such a mode, doubt grows into the third ‘D’…

Denial is the third ‘D’.
I meet people all the time who flatly deny the existence of Jesus Christ, His deity, the God of the
Bible, or His actuality in general because of some flimsy evidence or invented theory they are clinging
to. Of course their holding fast in denial is so often due to some emotionally influenced position
reinforcing this desire for the True God to not be…
That leads us to the fourth ‘D’ which is Deification.
We may wish to remain as our own god on our own little throne we’ve set up in our own mind.
We wish to “be like god” to ourselves. There are various motives for this, but often the bondage to
sin is the cause. And there we have the deification of some sort of sin behaviour or thought. It could
be, like it was for me, that we don’t want to stop participating in adulterous relationships. Or it could
be that a person simply does not want to forgive someone, and so they harbour hatred in their heart.
Recognizing that this is not permitted if the Spirit of a merciful and gracious and forgiving God lives
within them, rather than accept God’s rightful position while asking Him to expunge them of
unforgiveness, they never truly let Him in (friend, you may know someone who claims to follow
Christ, yet their heart is full of bitterness and unforgiveness towards someone else – and they may
even feel justified due to the wrong that had been done. But such a person needs to very closely
examine the New Testament, and then allow God to examine their heart… for He does not yet fully
have it).
Obviously a person can deify and worship a false god similar to Baal or Marduk or Ashtoreth (or
any of the many millions of present day false deities). Please remember the ‘Law of NonContradiction’ which means if something claims to be true but does not align with, or opposes the
Truth of God’s Word outright, it’s not true, and the supposedly “divine” source of such non-truth is
not God either.
Along those lines, we can make an ‘idol’ out of any thing or any person or any behaviour,
etcetera, etcetera. Some people idolize material possessions, or accreditation, or affirmation, or a
profession, or their own beauty or ability, or a celebrity, or even a mate. You know what takes centerstage in your heart. If it’s not God, it’s an idol. And the devil is using that to keep you from a right
relationship with the only One who can save. Some even make up a false version of Jesus Christ
which doesn’t totally line up with how He’s revealed Himself in His Word.
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Other people center their whole lives on their children, and that’s lauded as a noble and
admirable thing. But no child can save us, and no child deserves our worship. They shouldn’t even
have our love if it takes away from our love of God. I know such a notion may sound harsh and
rather counterintuitive, but it is the Truth and many followers of Christ who’ve had families will attest
to this reality (as long as they’ve learned their lesson and been corrected by God that is).
Pastor Francis Chan (also whom I recommended earlier) has quipped humorously in a sermon,
“Forget ‘Focus on the Family,’ focus on GOD!” That of course had been a reference to the very useful
and influential ministry, Focus on the Family, started by Dr. James Dobson back in 1977. And no,
Francis was not intending to disenfranchise that ministry, as he’s appeared on it several times, and

Focus themselves reiterates frequently that God MUST remain as the central Being of the family.
After God comes the spouse, and then the children. Nevertheless, it’s not about “balance,” but
about proper hierarchy, priority, and interrelational investment, though never at the expense of the
others. What good is it for a parent to spend all their time loving and teaching their children from
their own sensibilities and moralities, when they have been shaped by the shifting sands of our
satanically distorted culture? Even those with the finest upbringing apart from God are really only
relying on the best of what they’ve heard or witnessed passed down from those who followed the
moral standards of The Lord. A parent is better off to draw close to God and know Him and be
shaped into His likeness so they can serve their spouse and children with that same wisdom and love.
Perhaps if you’d like to add something else to your busy listening schedule, you should consider

Focus on the Family. As a mother or a father, or a son or a daughter, or a brother or a sister, or even
an uncle or aunt, or grandfather or grandmother, you will have your mind and heart softened and
even changed by all of the wise council you receive, not to mention the heartfelt testimonials you will
hear of God at work in the lives of families. I know it had a major impact on me when I was listening
daily.
Back before Christ I thought I would’ve made a GREAT father! When He renewed my mind
however, I thought back to some of the ideas I’d had. They were so corrupt and vile… I would not
have been able to care for or train up my children, love my wife, or lead my household well at all.
Now though, I’m confident that if The Lord blesses me with a family, I will be able to love and
honour them very well, as I will first be loving and honouring God.
I trust, my friend, that this portion of our journey will help you to further discover and weed out
areas in your life where the seeds of the enemy have taken root and grown. I believe as well that if
you keep in mind these four ‘D’s of Doubt, Deception, Denial, and Deification, you will be more
aware of when the enemy is trying to sideline or sidetrack your ability to collate and appreciate the
numerous types of evidence as we work through it going forward.

He Accuses the Children of God
"Then he showed me Joshua the high priest standing before the
angel of the Lord, and Satan standing at his right hand to accuse him."

The Book of Zechariah, chapter 3, verse 1
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The prophet Zechariah was given this vision into the heavenly realm in the latter half of the sixth
century B.C. Joshua the High Priest had returned with the first party to Israel from their exile in
Babylon in 536 B.C. Here we see the devil take on the role of a prosecutor or accuser in a trial. The
insidiousness of the devil’s attack is not necessarily because his claims were groundless, but because
the attack was due to Joshua being one of God’s chosen people (although Joshua’s return to the
land speaks volumes considering that we learn only a minority were ultimately willing to leave what
they’d established while in Babylon)! We see this sort of accusation much earlier against Job as well;
“Now there was a day when the sons of God came to present themselves
before the Lord, and Satan also came among them… Then Satan answered the
Lord and said, ‘Does Job fear God for no reason? Have you not put a hedge
around him and his house and all that he has, on every side? You have blessed
the work of his hands, and his possessions have increased in the land. But stretch
out your hand and touch all that he has, and he will curse you to your face.’”

The Book of Job, chapter 1, verses 6, and 9 to 11

These accusations against Job though were certainly groundless, as he was a righteous and
faithful man, close to God.
In both cases we have the devil accusing those who belong to The Lord. Job would be
vindicated after much difficult testing to show the devil whom Job belonged to. And Joshua the High
Priest would be defended by the angel of the Lord – who is presumably a preincarnate Christ – as
seen in this scathing rebuttal followed by the merciful removal of sin;
"And the Lord said to Satan, ‘The Lord rebuke you, O Satan! The Lord who has chosen
Jerusalem rebuke you! Is not this a brand plucked from the fire?’ Now Joshua was standing
before the angel, clothed with filthy garments. And the angel said to those who were
standing before him, ‘Remove the filthy garments from him.’ And to him he said, ‘Behold, I
have taken your iniquity away from you, and I will clothe you with pure vestments.’ And I
said, ‘Let them put a clean turban on his head.’ So they put a clean turban on his head and
clothed him with garments. And the angel of the Lord was standing by."

The Book of Zechariah, chapter 3, verses 2 to 5

We can presume The Angel of the Lord is Christ because He’s the defense-attourney at this trial,
He’s the one giving instructions to the servant angels, and He is the only One who can take away
iniquity from a person. But how great is it to see that God comes to the defense of His children when
the enemy accuses them?
One of the devil’s favorite games is to draw a believer into sin, and then afterwards accuse them

FOR that sin! Imagine that! How awful! But he doesn’t stop there and he keeps riding people, grating
on their nerves, reminding them how unlovely they are for their sin, lying to them that they cannot
and will not ever be clean. He’ll accuse them of not being saved (as if salvation had anything to do
with our works!) and try to drive them from God, and even towards self-destruction…
Thankfully, all the child of God must do is go to their Heavenly Father and confess their sin to
have the feelings of guilt removed – as Christ has already paid for the sin, and they only have to
accept His grace and mercy by faith. Then the attacks of the devil have no power.
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As you’ve already read in the eighth chapter of the First Epistle to the Romans, “There is
therefore now no condemnation for those who are in Christ Jesus.” The devil has no right to
accuse and condemn the Children of God because their condemnation has been suffered by their
Saviour and Lord.
There IS however, as mentioned in God Must Exist, “conviction” by the Holy Spirit of God when
we sin against Him. Speaking of the Holy Spirit, the Apostle John writes:
“And when he comes, he will convict the world
concerning sin and righteousness and judgment…”

The Gospel of John, chapter 16, verse 8

God who is a loving Father will of course convict His Children when they are not living in the
way of love and life which He freed them for. And He does the same for the unbeliever whom He is
calling to be adopted through the blood of Christ. But this is a very different thing than
condemnation of the devil. Conviction draws a person TO God while condemnation drives a person

FROM God and deeper into themselves – deeper into that place of self-pity and despair (we
mentioned this in The Good News) – because “worldly grief produces death,” and The Destroyer
wants precisely that.
When the devil is condemning the Believer, the Holy Spirit brings to mind His Words that we are

NOT condemned. But when the Holy Spirit is trying to CONVICT us and draw us back to Himself and
out of sin, the devil will use those very same verses regarding there being no condemnation to bring
FALSE COMFORT to a person, as if they are permitted to continue in the sin because they’re saved
anyway. In an instance like that, it is a lie straight from the pit of hell meant to destroy! As the devil
works so deceptively using the Scripture against us, the Holy Spirit will use more of His Word to
convict. Then the devil will reintroduce the infamous, “Did God really say…?”
A person doesn’t need to be a saved Believer for the enemy to attack them either. If the devil
thinks he can break a person through worldly grief, he’ll use condemnation and accusation on them
as well. And if he can’t lead them to suicide, he’ll simply seduce them with other sinful and
destructive behaviours the person mistakenly believes will bring comfort and help them escape the
guilt.
As already discussed, many people sadly do their best to sear their conscience to silence the
pangs of guilt to ignore the convictions of the Holy Spirit as well as answer the accusations of the
devil. That is of course, not the way to find relief. My friend, if you’ve done this regarding what God
has revealed to you to be sin, that is why when that particular topic comes up, you are reminded of
your guilt and you work to justify yourself, or excuse yourself, or deny that such behaviour or
thinking is sinful. But you know deep down that’s a lie and that you need salvation, don’t you?
When people bring up adultery and lust and premarital sex, and all the likes I was once involved
in, I feel no twinge in my heart or conscience like once before. It’s not simply because by God’s grace
I’m not living under such slavery either. Nor is it because I don’t regret that I’d once been a part of it.
It’s because I’m free.
"So if the Son sets you free, you will be free indeed."
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The Gospel of John, chapter 8, verse 36
He’s supernaturally removed all guilt from me. I’m “free indeed!”
Do you recall what King David wrote in the 103rd Psalm? “For as high as the heavens are above
the earth, so great is his steadfast love toward those who fear him; as far as the east is from the
west, so far does he remove our transgressions from us. As a father shows compassion to his
children, so the Lord shows compassion to those who fear him. For he knows how we are
formed; he remembers that we are dust.” It’s true. It’s totally true. And this truth serves as the
greatest defense for the Believer against the weapon of accusation used by the enemy.
Just like the preincarnate Christ was the attourney for Joshua the High Priest, Jesus Christ
incarnate, resurrected, and ascended represents the Children of God before the Father who is the
judge over all creation.
"My little children, I am writing these things to you so that you may not sin. But if
anyone does sin, we have an advocate with the Father, Jesus Christ the righteous."

The First Epistle of John, chapter 2, verse 1

He Attacks the Mind
As we’ve covered how the devil speaks into the mind to influence our will, deceive us, affect our
thinking, and now how he speaks accusations as well as false comfort into our mind, it should be no
shock that he attacks us through thoughts as well.
My friend, have you ever heard of the term “negative self-talk?” That’s when you think negative
thoughts about yourself. They can keep you from reaching your full potential, reinforce negative
beliefs about yourself, and even lead you deep into depression through a sense of hopelessness.
You can think those thoughts as a result of someone else first saying something negative, OR
you can think them up on your own.
Here’s the thing: Your enemy may have first tempted a person into impulsively saying something
negative. Also, that first negative thought that seemed to come from yourself may very well have
been the enemy whispering it into your mind. As we’ve already mentioned, such inner speech does
not have to feel or sound foreign to us as our enemy can easily impersonate our own mental voice.
Have you ever had an experience where you were busily thinking and doing activities and suddenly
as if from nowhere a negative thought crossed your mind about yourself which had no correlation to
what you were doing? By this I mean that you could be out watching a football game and having a
great time laughing and cheering when suddenly in your mind pops, “You’re ugly.” You weren’t
looking in a mirror examining yourself and scrutinizing flaws, and nothing on the field triggered the
thought. It may have almost felt foreign to you, except for the fact that it was your own inner voice.
Whether you were able by your will to dismiss the thought, or by your will you accepted the thought
and let it stew, you acknowledged it as coming from yourself, didn’t you?
For a lot of people, especially in formative years, the development of a healthy self-esteem is
incredibly difficult. Negative self-talk can be incessant and utterly destructive to a person. It can break
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the spirit of a person. Then settles in the thinking that you will never be free or able to overcome
whatever you’re believing to be a problem. Then thoughts of suicide start to tempt you. For some,
tragically they succumb to these lies.
But this is how the devil attacks us through our mind to destroy us.
Yet whether the first thought was his or yours or someone else’s, all he has to do is continue
watering it. He can be subtle, or if he perceives you are vulnerable, he can bombard you. Because so
many people accept this as their own thinking as they have no spiritual understanding of their
enemy, they are defenseless and feel as if they are “their own worst enemy.”
Worse is this reality: The devil need only get the ball rolling and too often for too many people,
we take over and WE continue to water and grow our OWN garden of self-destructive and selfdefeating negativity. Don’t we, friend?
“You’re fat,” “You’re stupid,” “You’re worthless,” “You’ll never do it,” “You’re too slow,” “You’re
too dumb,” “You’re not good enough,” “You’re a whore…” Do these sound at all familiar to you?
In our world today where our psychiatrists and our psychologists and our counselors have zero
belief in a real spiritual enemy, or at best appreciate his existence but not how he attacks, they
wrongly respond with one answer – medication. Sadly this medication all too often serves to dull
what is deemed as an “overactive mind.” Or it works to chemically improve the mood of a person.
Meanwhile this is affecting the brain which connects to the spirit through the mind and it’s all been
created by God so that we can properly relate to Him, think about Him, and meditate on His Word to
know Him. Does a cocktail of mind-altering drugs sound conducive to our ability to seek, know, and
build relationship with The Lord? Hardly, I would say. So it’s no wonder this is how the devil attacks,
and why he’s influenced our medical community to approach the issue purely through a bias of
philosophical naturalism. That way, not only can he destroy us and handicap us, but he keeps us from
seeking the ultimate source of salvation and relief.
However, this is not to say that the problem is NOT at all physiological. There is actually a time
and a place for medication in some cases. This is because changes actually occur within our brain
when we ruminate in negativity. Just like when someone learns to play an instrument or a sport,
neural pathways are forming so that the activity can be done more effectively and efficiently. That
means that a person can not only become skilled at piano or football, or fluent in a second language,
they can also become adept at self-critical thinking. As we agree more with the lies of the devil which
he uses to influence our will and shape us, the easier it gets for us to automatically have those same
thoughts. It becomes our nature and he no longer must actively involve himself. As a gardener tends
a young sapling, eventually the root system has grown firm and set and does not need close
attention. This is what the devil is trying to accomplish in us.
Before too long the heartbreaking thoughts above become “I’m fat,” “I’m stupid,” “I’m worthless,”

“I’ll never do it,” “I’m too slow,” “I’m too dumb,” “I’m not good enough,” “I’m a whore…” Once
accepted as truth, the devil need only pop in occasionally to make sure the sapling is still in place,
growing and doing well. How sad.
It’s no wonder then that God’s greatest missionary, the Apostle Paul would write to the Church
in Philippi;
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"Finally, brothers, whatever is true, whatever is honorable, whatever is just,
whatever is pure, whatever is lovely, whatever is commendable, if there is any
excellence, if there is anything worthy of praise, think about these things."

The Epistle to the Philippians, chapter 4, verse 8

Paul had a very intimate understanding of how the devil attacks through our own mind and
thoughts. After he had his incredible vision of the third heaven in the Spirit (or out of body) which
gave him that awesome insight to discuss the heavenly realm with us, in order to be kept humble so
that pride would not ruin him and his ministry, he describes the following:
“So to keep me from becoming conceited because of the surpassing greatness
of the revelations, a thorn was given me in the flesh, a messenger of Satan to harass
me, to keep me from becoming conceited. Three times I pleaded with the Lord about
this, that it should leave me. But he said to me, ‘My grace is sufficient for you, for my
power is made perfect in weakness.’ Therefore I will boast all the more gladly of my
weaknesses, so that the power of Christ may rest upon me.”

The Second Epistle to the Corinthians, chapter 12, verses 7 to 9

Paul described receiving a “thorn in the flesh” which troubled him and kept him from getting
“too big for his britches.” For whatever reason, I’ll never know, but perhaps to deemphasize the
involvement of the devil and his forces, pastors have often interpreted this to mean that Paul
received a physical ailment (there seems to be scriptural reason to believe that his eyesight was very
poor, but why then wouldn’t Paul plainly identify that as the issue causing his trouble?). Perhaps this
was because of the reference to Paul’s “flesh.” But we know that ‘flesh’ does not always imply the
physical body in the New Testament, but also the sin-nature of a person.
More so, Paul actually defines his “thorn” in the very next line – “a messenger of satan to

harass me.” I don’t think it needs anymore clarification than that. Paul was being bothered by a
demonic messenger who served the devil. The Greek word used above for messenger is ἄγγελος and
is pronounced angelos. This is where we get our word “angel.” This word is found 186 times in the
New Testament of the King James Version of the Bible. 179 of those times the scholars chose to
translate the word as “angel” and only 7 times did they translate it into “messenger.”
It seems clear then that Paul’s thorn in the flesh is a fallen angel who rebelled alongside satan
and was now being used to torment God’s servant with thoughts that would keep him humble and
reliant on the grace of God as His strength. In God’s wisdom He did not deliver Paul from the attacks
as He did with Joshua the high priest during the devil’s accusations because He understood that the
best place to be was in complete dependence of Himself. Paul’s defense then was to focus on God
and the truth of God. Read how Paul would defeat such attacks:
"In all circumstances take up the shield of faith, with which
you can extinguish all the flaming darts of the evil one..."

The Epistle to the Ephesians, chapter 6, verse 7

Like flaming darts meant to penetrate our mind and cause injury to our spirit, and weaken us,
Paul says that faith is what makes such attacks ineffective. It’s like the enemy is trying to shoot these
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fiery arrows through the portcullis of the believer’s castle. But they “take every thought captive,”100
testing the spirit behind it, and rebuke or reject thoughts that are not of God while focusing on the
Truth that God has revealed in His Word, meditating on what is good and excellent instead of
entertaining that which is sent in from the enemy.
Although it can be granted that pharmaceuticals have their place in the treatment of depression
and debilitating negative self-talk, the first resort should always be the above prescription and an
abiding relationship with God in Jesus Christ. In conjunction with prayer, a person can be delivered
from such falsehood, and the mind and brain can be healed as a person is set free by God alone.
Drugs aren’t a necessity in most cases, and I’m a living and breathing testimony of this truth.
When I was just 7 years old our grade two class went on a fieldtrip to the local pool (Centennial
Pool for anyone curious). Looking at the other boys I noticed some were skinner or thinner than I
and that some of their ribs were noticeable when mine weren’t as much. I was by no means a “fat”
child. I was actually quite normal and rather average. But I did have a little more of a layer on my
frame. Yet I didn’t give it much more attention than that. Why would I? I was SEVEN. I was more
focused on having fun at the pool.
Nevertheless, during our time there, I would walk along the deck and approach the edge to the
shallow, lane-swimming pool. A girl from our class was seated on the edge, dangling her legs in the
water. She’d look up at me automatically, and with zero-hesitation, without even looking over my
body, she would simply and matter-of-factly speak the words: “You’re fat.”
I had no idea why she would suddenly and quite impulsively say such a thing. Looking back
though on her saddening life and understanding that the devil was very active in trying to control
and destroy her, there is no doubt in my mind now that she’d momentarily been used as a puppet,
her will influenced or altogether overridden to deliver a fiery dart at me which I had no ability to
defend myself from. But the seed was planted and it would have a huge impact on me. Only two
years later, still quite average and normal, I wouldn’t dare tuck my shirts in because I thought I was
“fat” and didn’t want my supposedly fat waistline accentuated by my pants.
I can still remember vividly at that age of 9 when my mother would approach me to tuck my
shirt in, and I’d refused to let her because “I was fat.” Her face twisted in disgust as if offended that
such a foreign idea would even be in the mind of her little son with a normal body-fat percentage.
“Whaddya’ mean?! You’re not fat…!” she’d say. But I’d insist I was.
A little over a decade later and I’d have women saying, “You’re hot!” and I would CRAVE hearing
such words, and go out frequently in pursuit of such empty appraisal. That of course would lead to
all manner of harmful foolishness in order to attract women in the hopes of countering my deepseated poor body image. Nothing would bring reprieve.
That is until I came to know The Lord Jesus Christ and He showed me in His Word that I was
fearfully and wonderfully made and that all of His works are wonderful,101 and that God had seen
value in me as His creation made in His image and been willing to pay the infinite ransom for me.102
My profound need for approval from women quickly melted away like ice under a hot iron. It’s been
nearly six years since I last felt that inclination to appeal to any woman physically for the sake of
validating myself. What a beautifully freeing revelation that was.
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Now when the fiery darts come, I am able to extinguish them just as Paul instructed. I know
everyone struggles with different doubts about themselves, and I also know that so much of it is
from the enemy. I wish everyone could taste this freedom.
During my walk with the Lord I have heard of intense spiritual attacks upon the minds of his
saints. Pastor Chip Ingram who I recommended listening to in The Good News, has testified that at
different times during his ministry, often before teaching series on how the devil operates, into his
mind would enter some of the most negative, self-destructive, and vile thoughts, most of which felt
very foreign to him and seemed inexplicably sudden to him, and without any due cause.
During an episode of The Comfort Zone with Ray Comfort dealing with spiritual attack, pastors
and evangelists, Mark Spence, “E.Z.” Emeal Zwayne, and Ray Comfort himself all attested to periods in
their ministries where they also came under intense spiritual attack through foreign thoughts entering
their awareness. Commands like, “Worship me,” and “Bow down to me” were invading their minds.
These are all godly men who have no interest in rejecting God and submitting to their spiritual
adversary. And they’re also men of sound minds who are emotionally stable. This means that these
thoughts were not the result of schizophrenia or other psychiatric conditions (although we will
certainly discuss that condition later).
What did they do when confronted with such slithering demands? The same thing Jesus Christ
did when the devil called for Christ to worship him; they spoke Jesus’s Words as recorded in the
Gospel of Matthew: “Be gone, Satan! For it is written, ‘You shall worship the Lord your God and
him only shall you serve.’” Instantly the intrusive thoughts would vanish as if a real spiritual enemy
had been forced to retreat from them, and they were then filled with peace.
Friend, as far out as these latter examples are, I can assure you they are most definitely real. As
you yourself are probably quite familiar with the former examples of spiritual attacks through the
mind meant to defeat you personally, the attacks these evangelists experienced were because with
their close relationships to God and the great faith He has grown within them, personal attacks are
far more trivial to them and the enemy apparently decides to fight harder. It would seem that for a
time to sharpen them and keep them humble, the Lord permitted like with the Apostle Paul, a
temporary “thorn in the flesh” to buffet them so that they would remain close to God and in his care.
Perhaps you’ve experienced any one of these attacks and recognized them to be foreign, or
apparently not triggered by anything you were reading or watching or doing, or you simply did not
want them but mistook them as originating internally. Whether infrequent or relentless and
unbearable, respite from this enemy can be found in The Lord.

100. 2 Corinthians 10:5
101. Psalm 39:14
102. 1 Corinthians 6:20

He Causes Timidity, Fear, Anxiousness, and Anxiety
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Has there ever been a time in your life, my friend, where you had an opportunity to do good
but hesitated out of timidity? Were you ever incapable of action due to fear? Have you ever suffered
from anxiousness due to a circumstance in life, or full blown anxiety which incapacitated you? And
the question underlying all of the others: Was your fear rational, or irrational?
I ask these questions, friend, because all too often in this life we are kept from doing what is
right or good, or made to worry when we have no control over a situation. Often during these
situations, we are reluctant to act or we do the wrong thing or we lose peace because we invent
aspects in our mind to worsen our situation when they aren’t even a factor.
We may see someone in need and wish to approach them to help when thoughts enter our
mind causing us to be timid. We might suddenly become hesitant because we think they may resent
our offer and we fear looking silly. Or we could be out in public and see a man becoming verbally or
even physically abusive with a woman and not intervene by any means, not even calling out to get
his attention for fear that the abuse will turn our way. We might work in an industry for a company
that could in a period of economic stress lay people off, and so we’re unsettled by underlying
anxiousness. Or we are riddled with anxiety at our workplace because it feels like everyone is talking
behind our backs and is out to get us, and is setting us up for failure.
The common denominator in all of these scenarios is that the likelihood for them all going badly
or even being a reality is very minute. Yet we focus on what is probably not, rather than rest in what
is probable. Instead of living with peace and a sense of certainty, we are waylaid by negative
thoughts of what might be.
This may remind you of how in He Attacks Through Our Will we saw how the devil could stop
us from helping a homeless man by introducing a variety of thoughts to influence our will. It’s no
wonder then that he can use the unknown to intimidate us into doing what is wrong or not doing
what is right. He simply has to create in our minds reasons for us to fear.
In the scenario regarding the potentiality of a layoff, he can even instigate the spreading of
rumors to stoke the uneasiness in your workplace and cause fear for more people. Meanwhile there’s
likely no talk about layoffs at all. Or if there is, why should it be you?
I once knew a guy who up and quit an excellent job it seemed because he thought a coworker
was planning to do him physical harm. But I knew that coworker intimately and never was there ANY
such inclination or desire to DO any harm. That guy had let unfounded fear rule him and make him
flee an excellent income for his young family!
Have you ever been under the assault of fear for any period of time, and then on the other end
of it all learned that the things you were afraid of had never actually existed to be of any threat?
Think of all that wasted energy and uncomfortable stressing for nothing. You may be tempted to
justify your fearfulness as “due caution” as you aren’t all-knowing. And so in best-defense you
permitted fear to protect you from possible “worst-case scenarios.” But remember what was real and
what was not…
It is no wonder that Jesus would say to the Jews who were children of God and had come to
hear Him preach;
“’Therefore I tell you, do not be anxious about your life, what you will eat or what you will
drink, nor about your body, what you will put on. Is not life more than food, and the body
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more than clothing? Look at the birds of the air: they neither sow nor reap nor gather into
barns, and yet your heavenly Father feeds them. Are you not of more value than they? And
which of you by being anxious can add a single hour to his span of life? And why are you
anxious about clothing? Consider the lilies of the field, how they grow: they neither toil nor
spin, yet I tell you, even Solomon in all his glory was not arrayed like one of these. But if God
so clothes the grass of the field, which today is alive and tomorrow is thrown into the oven,
will he not much more clothe you, O you of little faith? Therefore do not be anxious, saying,
“What shall we eat?” or “What shall we drink?” or “What shall we wear?” For the Gentiles
seek after all these things, and your heavenly Father knows that you need them all. But seek
first the kingdom of God and his righteousness, and all these things will be added to you.
“’Therefore do not be anxious about tomorrow, for tomorrow will be anxious for itself.
Sufficient for the day is its own trouble.’”

The Gospel of Matthew, chapter 6, verses 25 to 34

…and in the Old Testament that God would say to His servant, Joshua the son of Nun;
"Be strong and courageous, for you shall cause this people to inherit the land
that I swore to their fathers to give them. Only be strong and very courageous, being
careful to do according to all the law that Moses my servant commanded you. Do
not turn from it to the right hand or to the left, that you may act wisely wherever you
go. This Book of the Law shall not depart from your mouth, but you shall meditate on it
day and night, so that you may be careful to do according to all that is written in it.
For then you will make your way prosperous, and then you will have good success.
Have I not commanded you? Be strong and courageous. Do not be frightened, and
do not be dismayed, for the Lord your God is with you wherever you go.”

The Book of Joshua, chapter 1, verses 6 to 9

(underline for emphasis, mine)

Do you see how many times God told Joshua to be strong and courageous and not be
frightened? Joshua was leading the Israelites into the Promised Land of Israel where they would have
to fight and conquer many powerful armies and nations who served and worshiped the devil. He had
every reason to be afraid, and fear could have debilitated him if he’d focused on it and let his
imagination run wild – and for Joshua the factors that are far less probable in our circumstances were
much MORE probable in his.
But rather than permit himself to meditate on the intruding thoughts the devil wanted him to be
concerned with and crippled by, he was to think on God’s power and presence with him.
God is sovereign. Nothing happens outside of His awesome and infinite wisdom and planning.
All things that happen are ultimately for His glory and our good. If a person has put their trust in
God, no matter what situations come their way, they can have peace and security and weather any
storm, and persevere through any trial, even unto death.
Again, I can testify to the trustworthiness of God’s Word and promises here. Since The Lord
started waking me up six years ago, I have gone through times which would have driven most people
to the brink. Yet God by His Holy Spirit kept reminding me of His goodness, kept bringing His Word
to me for my comfort and reassurance, sometimes as frequently as every five minutes during the
most difficult time! It’s all true though, and He’s seen me through! Even today as I write this, I’m
going through a period which most people would collapse under. But God holds me up and I can
boast of my weakness in His strength.
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Friend, it is the most amazing feeling to have total peace when the enemy of your soul is trying
to bring your house of sanity down all around you to destroy you. I’ve wished frequently to have had
this knowledge from God during my whole life. Now I wish it for you too.
The Apostle Paul would write to his disciple:
"...for God gave us a spirit not of fear but of power and love and self-control."

The Second Epistle to Timothy, chapter 1, verse 7

The born-again believer in Christ has that Spirit of God, and God infinite in power need not fear
anyone or anything.
Special Forces operator and member of Navy SEAL Team 6, Adam Brown deployed to both
Afghanistan and Iraq and “was always the first through the door to clear the way for other members
of his team."103 What enabled Adam to be so fearless in spite of the very REAL possibility of death? In
a letter to his children, not meant to be seen unless he was killed during deployment, he had written,
“I’m not afraid of anything that might happen to me on this Earth, because I know no matter what,
nothing can take my spirit from me.”
Adam was a faithful and fearless combatant because his trust was wholly in The Lord Jesus
Christ who’d saved him both spiritually, but also physically from the intense bondage of crack cocaine
years earlier.
Adam’s story can be heard in Fearless: The Heroic Story of One Navy SEAL's Sacrifice in the Hunt

for Osama Bin Laden and the Unwavering Devotion of the Woman Who Loved Him by Eric Blehm. It
is a most incredible testament of God at work both subtly and supernaturally and very worth your
time.
All of this is not to say that we shouldn’t listen to our instincts. God gave us these for a reason.
We should also be sensitive of intuition or premonition which may be the Holy Spirit of God or one
of His angelic messengers warning us, like when Ross Cappichionni felt the ominous feeling of driving
his classmate into east Detroit, and specifically when the thought of “Caution: Do Not Enter” signs
flashed in his mind as he made the final and fateful turn onto the back lane where he was shot. But
we have to be guarded so that the devil is not hijacking these utilities for his own uses.
We had the example of the person in need who we became too timid to help. But all too
common nowadays is our absolutely disgraceful shunning and avoidance of other members of the
human race. A woman may be waiting at a crosswalk on a busy street in broad daylight when a man
with no intentions except to be convivial says, “Hello, nice day isn’t it?” Her response: Coldly look
forward and avoid any conversation for fear that he might see a kind reply as an acceptance of
romantic advancement (unless of course he’s appealing to her that is… Then she’s MORE than willing
to reply). Or the man who gets nervous while walking through the hallway of his apartment in the
middle of the afternoon because another man approaching him looks surly and of ill-repute. The
RIGHT reaction to the oncomer is to smile politely and say ‘Hello’ because he’s your neighbour and
you’re to “love thy neighbour.”
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But that’s not what our enemy wants, no. He wants all people to feel isolated and alone; not
good enough for anyone else, or too good for anyone else. For this reason he will continue to stir up
unreasonable fears to keep relationships and kindness and compassion to an absolute minimum in
our deteriorating societies.
Friend, we can all admit that anxiousness can spiral out of control quite quickly if we let it, and
that fear can paralyze us. Evangelist Ray Comfort whom I mentioned in He Attacks the Mind has
come under intense spiritual attack by the devil at different times in his ministry. He wrote of a
period where the devil brought such powerful anxiousness upon him that he was rendered nearly
useless;

"In June 1985, I had just finished preaching in a small country church when a lean-looking young
man approached me and said, ‘I wish I was like you.’ I managed a smile, but held onto the words
that came to mind. You don’t know what you are saying. Little did he know that at that moment
I was going through sheer terror. I had been praying earlier that day when suddenly it seemed
that all hell was let loose in my mind. It was as though God had removed every hedge of
protection from me and a thousand spirits of terror invaded my thoughts. I fell upon the floor. I
wept. I cried out to God. I exorcised myself, to no avail. There is no way I can describe the
experience of the following months other than to say that it was like being held over a black pit
of insanity by a spider’s web... I felt so crushed within my mind that I was unable to have family
devotions, or even eat a meal at the table with my family for over twelve months... It took years
to overcome that experience. At one point, I couldn’t even gather enough courage to go to my
home church. I wanted to, but irrational fear was paralyzing me. The first Sunday after the initial
experience, I was in my bedroom trying to gather strength to go with my family to church. The
fear was so strong, I would actually lose my breath even while I lay in bed."104
Ray goes on to explain that this was a fiery trial permitted by God early on in his ministry to
ensure Ray was wholly dependent on The Lord, and that this was similar to what Job and the Apostle
Paul suffered. God would see Ray through though as Ray learned of his utter and total need for
God’s sustenance for the work set before him to bear fruit and bring forth any reward. His account
serves well to show that our enemy can indeed attack our minds and cause great fear within us.
I hope this segment has helped you to recognize that the devil is often responsible for the
unnecessary fears YOU may face. He’s masterful at stunting us by making us believe in and fear what
isn’t even there. But even when we do face something which by rights should terrify us, an intimate
relationship with God can help us to overcome anything.

103. http://www.adamslegacy.com/about.html
104. https://www.livingwaters.com/witnessingtool/panicattacks.shtml

His Aim is for People to Be
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How comfortable do you feel around someone deemed to be “crazy?” How likely are you to
associate with them? Are you apt to show them compassion? Are you likely to go to their home to
visit them, or host them in your own?
Doubtful you’ll be overly involved with such people, isn’t it?
But that’s precisely what the devil is hoping for – loneliness and isolation for his prey. He roams
around seeking someone to devour and it’s easy to pounce on those who are weak and all by
themselves. And we are prone to ostracize and isolate those people we deem ‘unsafe.’ The devil
however, is not just trying to do this to other people; he’s trying to do this to YOU.
In He Attacks the Mind, we saw that he assaults us through thoughts. In He Causes Timidity,

Fear, Anxiousness, and Anxiety, we discussed how these thoughts can be ones which cause and grow
irrational fear. He can lead us or help us along into depression or anxiety or paranoia, or any manner
of what we call mental health disorders.
Consider Ray Comfort’s account from early in his ministry where he was nearly bedridden after
being exposed to some sort of spiritual onslaught. Anyone unwilling to even entertain that he was
speaking truthfully would assume his condition was purely physiological. Even if they permitted what
he states happened within his mind, it’d be chalked up to some sort of anxiety disorder.
Yet what causes anxiety for so many people – the irrational fear that everyone is against them or
that they’re being constantly scrutinized by their peers – can simply be the result of repeated attacks
of the mind by the devil and his forces to grow that fear and instability as the victim internalizes it all
and lets the many seedlings root, grow, and take hold of them.
This touches on paranoia too, and the source is certainly not necessarily all from a person’s own
brain. Even more diabolical is that the enemy can tempt and influence individuals to come together
and genuinely target someone whose life they feel justified in ruining. Then you have the
combination of real incidents that verify and validate the target’s suspicions. Now the enemy has
something tangible to work with as they attack the victim’s mind so they begin inventing and
imagining further incidents of malevolence from their peers, perhaps seeing evidence of such
conspiring and intrusion where there is none.
The end goal of course is for the victim to self-destruct and act out in desperation in one way or
another. As the thief wishes to steal, kill, and destroy, any outcome is at least somewhat appealing. If
a person is not able to overcome by the grace of God, they’ll become more and more unstable with
no one able to relate to them, and quite possibly find themselves labeled as ‘crazy.’ Oh how we
throw that term around when it’s so meaningless.
The better terminology is that a person is under spiritual attack.
But it’s tough to sell that idea to the naturalistically biased medical field, and tougher yet for a
pharmaceutical company to create, market, and sell a treatment when the Gospel and salvation is a
free gift.
Once more, this is not to say that there isn’t a time when drugs and treatment may be necessary
as physiological alterations to the brain have sometimes manifested as a result of this long exposure
to demonic assault without relief. But just as the answer for Ray Comfort was a deepening reliance on
God, so too is it ultimately for everyone else.
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During the last few years as a follower of Christ, I’ve met people who’ve spent time in psychiatric
wards as well as people who’d been diagnosed with one mental health condition or another. One of
those people had CLEARLY been the victim of spiritual attack due to the incredible bondage to sin
they were under. Although they were medicated while in the hospital as a form of treatment, they
said the only real respite came when they listened to one of my favorite pastors discuss the
unfathomable love of God in one of his sermon series. They also only received peace when their
pastor would visit and read Scripture to them and pray with them. When these two things were
absent, they would see the dark apparition of a man standing ominously in the room as if waiting to
snatch them up.
No, I’m not making this up…
Another person I know was admitted to the psychiatric floor of our hospital because he’d felt
overwhelmingly compelled to share a message with people that they must get ready because God
was going to return. This was not something he’d ever read or heard but was an understanding of a
severe warning that had entered his mind and which he could not stop telling people. Amazingly
enough, this warning is one God gives us in His Word – He’s going to return so be ready. Shortly
thereafter, as he was not a threat to himself or other people, and with his compulsion now subsided,
he was released from the hospital. However, someone he’d met in treatment had asked him to relay
a message to one of the pastors at the church I attend. He’d come to deliver that message and
would also hear the Gospel for the first time EVER and be saved and learn that what he’d felt
impelled to tell others was in fact true.
Lastly, I knew of someone being misdiagnosed by a psychiatrist as “manic,” yet was thought to
be rather coherent by their physician they’d been requested to visit frequently. Without any
medication or treatment, although their behaviour had seemed strange to many, they continued on
in life very sound in mind and even more so as they grew to know The Lord.
I am far more convinced that mental illness derives from a lack of spiritual wellbeing than
anything purely physical. Unfortunately the reality is that the modern scientists and health
professionals would not agree. In the meantime our enemy will monopolize on any emotional
vulnerability and continue to hammer on that area, forcing the person to concede to his orientation
of their state. At the same time, as their spirit and mind are linked to the brain, physical reshaping
occurs and the person becomes more and more trapped, appearing to those in relation to them as
losing their sanity.
The devil’s aim is to immobilize people mentally and then destroy them, or at best, keep them
subdued and far from God, or spiritually powerless in their useful willingness to God’s work. When
according to a national health database, nearly 80 million people in the United States were taking
psychiatric drugs in 2013105 (which is likely a reflection of the occurrence in most western nations), it
should be clear that the system of this world has been strategically tailored by our enemy to make
this method of attack particularly effective in its destructiveness.
Friend, if you’ve suffered from difficulties in your mental health, please understand that it was
not just something going on in your brain. There is a REAL enemy trying to cause great distress in
your spirit to break you in hopes of killing you. How saddened am I to hear of so many servicemen
and women, some of whom I knew personally, taking their own lives because they felt so hopelessly
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imprisoned by a prognosis a psychiatrist was helpless to cure, when they had a Heavenly Father
willing to save them if they would only turn to Him and believe. He is willing and able to free you
right now if you will only bow to Him and then rest in Him.
I actually recently reunited with a friend I did both Basic Training and Infantry Battleschool with,
and he shared a little with me about how he’s dealt successfully with his PTSD (Post-Traumatic Stress
Disorder) through His strong faith and deepening relationship with Jesus Christ. It didn’t come from
drugs and following the unwise counsel of a secular psychologist who’d suggested, in order to be
“happy,” that he leave his wife and children either. Thankfully he discerned the spirit behind such
awful advice, found a godly, Christ-centered counselor and was aided in his full recovery.
You too, like us, can have the peace that surpasses all understanding which was mentioned in

The Good News.
As we read on, you will see that all of this is no mere conjecture, but that the devil does indeed
operate in this way, and God can indeed deliver people from such an oppressive force.

105. https://www.cchrint.org/psychiatric-drugs/people-taking-psychiatric-drugs/; last accessed December 17, 2017

He Uses Our Anger
We’ve already mentioned in He Uses Four D’s that the lack of forgiveness can serve as an idol in
our hearts either hindering our relationship with God OR even outright prohibiting it. This is because
our enemy the devil is able to control and oppress and manipulate us when anger and unforgiveness
rule in our heart and not God;
“Be angry and do not sin; do not let the sun go down
on your anger, and give no opportunity to the devil.”

The Epistle to the Ephesians, chapter 4, verses 26 and 27

Notice that we are permitted anger, but not sin with our anger. That means our anger must be
righteous. It can be justified, but it must not lead to vengeance or hatred, and it must also be
tempered quickly with forgiveness. A victim of a grievous crime, by the power of the Holy Spirit, will
be able to forgive the aggressor. This does not mean they are required to immediately trust the
wrongdoer and leave themselves vulnerable for further abuse, but it does mean that any justifiable
repayment must come from our legal system and from God, not from our own hands or the hands of
vigilantes;
"'Vengeance is mine, and I will repay,
for the time when their foot shall slip;
for the day of their calamity is at hand,
and their doom comes swiftly.’"

The Book of Deuteronomy, chapter 32, verse 35
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Even IF we lived in a land of lawlessness, revenge would still not be justified. If for the sake of
protecting ourselves or others from further assault from the perpetrator, a just penalty would have to
be fair and impartial and not driven by our own passions. But in the world most of us live in, we
don’t get to avenge ourselves regardless of how slighted we feel, even if the legal system fails us,
and especially when no law has been broken or the legal system has not even been properly and
transparently involved.
During Jesus’s ministry He would be asked by His disciple Peter how many times a person
should forgive someone who wrongs them. Jesus would reply with the following parable:
“Therefore the kingdom of heaven may be compared to a king who wished to settle
accounts with his servants. When he began to settle, one was brought to him who owed
him ten thousand talents. And since he could not pay, his master ordered him to be sold,
with his wife and children and all that he had, and payment to be made. So the servant fell
on his knees, imploring him, ‘Have patience with me, and I will pay you everything.’ And
out of pity for him, the master of that servant released him and forgave him the debt. But
when that same servant went out, he found one of his fellow servants who owed him a
hundred denarii, and seizing him, he began to choke him, saying, ‘Pay what you owe.’ So
his fellow servant fell down and pleaded with him, ‘Have patience with me, and I will pay
you.’ He refused and went and put him in prison until he should pay the debt. When his
fellow servants saw what had taken place, they were greatly distressed, and they went and
reported to their master all that had taken place. Then his master summoned him and said
to him, ‘You wicked servant! I forgave you all that debt because you pleaded with me.
And should not you have had mercy on your fellow servant, as I had mercy on you?’ And
in anger his master delivered him to the jailers, until he should pay all his debt.”

The Gospel of Matthew, chapter 18, verses 23 to 34

A talent was a large weight of gold and worth about 20 years of wages for the common
labourer. A denarius however, which is singular for pluralized denarii, was a single day’s pay. So the
first servant owed his master 200 THOUSAND YEARS WORTH OF WAGES!!! OR, based on a six day
work week in a Hebrew calendar year of 360 days, 61,714,285 and roughly ¾ days’ worth of wages...
Imagine the wretchedness in the one servant who owed that massive sum, yet being forgiven
the debt, goes to his fellow servant who ONLY owed him a hundred days’ wages, and chokes him
while demanding repayment!!!
Notice then that the master who hears of this awful treatment reneges on his gracious pardon
and then has the servant imprisoned “until he should pay all his debt!” No one could ever repay
that amount of ten thousand talents, especially not from prison! It should also be noted that the
Greek word used there for jailers is probably better translated as “torturers…”
That’s not the end of the parable, my friend. Jesus would finish this train of thought with the
following verse:
“So also my heavenly Father will do to every one of
you, if you do not forgive your brother from your heart.”106
The massive number of days’ wages the first servant owed to the master conveys to us how
much we are indebted to God. The much lesser amount of course, was being used to indicate the
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level of indebtedness of our offenders to us. Please, my dear friend, don’t ever think you have any
right to hold a grudge against another person. Also, please don’t mistake that Jesus is saying
something in this parable He most certainly is not – NO ONE will ever be able to pay off the debt
they owe to God by serving their allocated time ‘imprisoned’ in hell.
Besides which, even if we could pay it off “to the last day,” who wants to spend almost 62
million days in the Lake of Fire just so they can live however they want right now in rebellion to God?
Some teachers play loosely with this passage falsely reassuring their listeners that salvation
through Christ is unconditional as it is a freely given gift. And they are partially right. Where they are
wrong is their deemphasizing the importance and necessity of our forgiveness of other people.
They’re correct that no one EARNS their way into heaven by forgiving all of their offenders, but they
are wrong in not explaining the following: The true child of God, born again by the Spirit, who is
given the faith to believe the Gospel and understand the unfathomable Good News that the Blood of
Jesus Christ has WASHED AWAY every last one of their sins; their heart is changed and they,
recognizing all of the forgiveness and mercy they have been shown, are now able to offer that same
forgiveness and mercy to other people, even their greatest foes, often with lightness in their spirit
and a calming joy in their heart.
The person who has trusted in Christ and can do that is surely born-again into eternal life. The
professing believer who cannot needs to question where they are in relation to God and allow Him to
closely examine their heart before it is too late for them.
Friend, you are probably familiar with the egregious slaughter of nine people during a
Wednesday night Bible study and prayer time at a church in Charleston, South Carolina. The culprit
was 21 year old Dylann Roof. He was a white supremacist who mercilessly shot and killed the people
that welcomed him into their church because they were black, in hopes of sparking a “race war.”
Some of the families of the victims came to his “bond” hearing and were permitted to speak
before the courts to Roof. Just listen to what some of these Bible-believing, followers of Christ had to
say to the young man who brutally murdered their friends and family members in cold blood just
because of the colour of their skin;
The daughter of 70 year old Ethel Lance said this:

“I just want everybody to know, to you, I forgive you. You took something very precious away
from me. I will never talk to her ever again. I will never be able to hold her again. But I forgive
you. And have mercy on your soul. You hurt me, you hurt a lot of people, but God forgive you,
and I forgive you."
A family member of 59 year old Myra Thompson said this;

"You know I forgive you and my family forgives you. But we would like you to take this
opportunity to repent. Repent, confess and give your life to the one who matters most - Christ so that he can change you; change your ways no matter what happened to you, and you'll be
okay. Do that and you'll be better off than what you are right now."
Felicia Sanders, mother of Tywanza Sanders said this;
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"We welcomed you Wednesday night in our Bible study with open arms. You have killed some
of the most beautifulest [sic] people that I have ever known. Every fibre in my body hurts, and…
and I'll never be the same. Tywanza sanders is my son, but Tywanza was my hero… Tywanza was
my hero. But as we say it in Bible study: We endured you, but may God have mercy on your
soul."
Powerful, isn’t it? There are two more, similar messages, but I believe the point has been made. I
encourage you to go and watch the video and listen to their words here: https://youtu.be/Fc8yRyBllQ
On one hand we see the incredible power of God’s Holy Spirit helping victims forgive one of the
worst kinds of perpetrators. On the other, we see the fruit of someone who through hatred permitted
the devil to have “an opportunity” in their lives. During the Bible study, Roof had apparently argued
with his welcoming hosts over their interpretation of the passages they were reading. It’s no wonder
he had a differing perspective – consumed and oppressed by a spirit which is completely
oppositional to the Holy Spirit which is needed to rightly discern the Scriptures, Roof could not
receive any understanding from the Word of God. And he was certainly not humble enough to allow
God to show Him.
After hearing those peoples’ messages of loving and gracious forgiveness in the likeness of
Christ, it’s easy to see who was more likely correct in their reading of the passages that night during
the Bible study.
What should also be known about the root of Roof’s motivation is that his journey into hatred
against black people began with the coverage and online conversations surrounding the killing of
Trayvon Martin by community watch coordinator, George Zimmerman. This tragedy had quickly
ignited further outrage over “white-on-black” crime and injustice through a wide variety of media
outlets, mostly through social networking applications, but even including our news press. Some news
outlets even referred to Zimmerman as being “white.”107 Anyone who was enraged over this shooting
due to Zimmerman being white and “getting off easy” was gravely mistaken as George Zimmerman is
also Hispanic with black ancestry on his mother’s side. But that fact wasn’t useful for anyone’s
narrative of racism and injustice, or more importantly for the agenda of the devil to cause division
and turmoil in our society. And he is the one who heavily influences all paths of our media.
This is not to say there are not issues in our society that need to be dealt with and fixed. BUT
hatred and unforgiveness won’t bring victory here. The many thousands of people that think it will,
and spread their vitriol over online social platforms are only playing into the hands of the devil.
If all people simply surrendered to Jesus Christ as Lord and Saviour, this “race-war” would end in
a day. Sadly, that likely won’t happen.
Dylann Roof would first become agitated by how the Trayvon Martin shooting was being
portrayed with obvious bias through most major news sources. Then he would be tempted to
investigate the incidence of “black-on-white” crime in America. Discovering statistics similar to the
FBI’s release of 2015 data indicating 500 black-on-white killings vs. 229 white-on-black killings (which
is obviously disproportional yet still does not justify revenge), and likely watching the many
presentations on the topic uploaded to YouTube further infuriated him. Unwilling and clearly UNABLE
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to forgive, Dylann Roof became ripe for the devil’s puppeteering. He would be influenced along to
slaughter nine, loving, beautiful, true Children of God. How ironic that Roof’s hatred made him take
unnecessary justice out not on those he hated for the crimes they had committed, but on people that
were clearly not to blame for any of the issues that bothered him.
Not only that, but if Dylann Roof had been able to forgive and trust in God and the system for
justice, and work through the power of the Holy Spirit to help alleviate the issues facing our world,
rather than become a part of the problem, he also would not have thrown away the rest of his life,
and he wouldn’t be awaiting the Death Penalty.
But the thief comes to steal, kill, and destroy…
Thanks to archaeological research, we surprisingly have better understanding now of God’s Word
than at any other time for many centuries. A vast number of tablets from ancient Mesopotamia which
is the modern day Middle East have been discovered and translated. They’ve provided not only
additional clues for the context of scriptural references, but also insight into vocabulary the Semitic
people in antiquity had borrowed.
Let’s focus on a passage written over 3500 years ago, but tells of an event even further back
than that. Let’s take a look at the first murder ever committed during humanity’s timeline;
“…Now Abel was a keeper of sheep, and Cain a worker of the ground. In the course
of time Cain brought to the Lord an offering of the fruit of the ground, and Abel also
brought of the firstborn of his flock and of their fat portions. And the Lord had regard for
Abel and his offering, but for Cain and his offering he had no regard. So Cain was very
angry, and his face fell. The Lord said to Cain, ‘Why are you angry, and why has your
face fallen? If you do well, will you not be accepted? And if you do not do well, sin is
crouching at the door. Its desire is contrary to you, but you must rule over it.’
“Cain spoke to Abel his brother. And when they were in the field, Cain rose up
against his brother Abel and killed him.”

The Book of Genesis, chapter 4, verses 2 to 8

For the sake of background, notice that Abel brought The Firstborn of his flock. When we give
the first of our income or wealth to God before we do anything else, even taking care of ourselves,
we show God He takes priority and that we trust Him. Able would be counting on God providing
more sheep. See though that the text does not say that Cain’s fruit offering was his firstfruits, so it
may have simply been general produce from his entire harvest. That would indicate that God was not
first in Cain’s life, nor was Cain trusting in God.
As well, as the first sacrifice made for Cain and Abel’s parents Adam and Eve involved the death
of animals and the shedding of their blood to cover their sin, it’s likely God had instructed them on
how to properly offer sacrifices by this point. These reasons may have been why God did not accept
Cain’s offering.
In any case, Cain’s response was to be angry at God, and apparently also to become jealous with
his brother Abel. These are both very dangerous sins. But in God’s grace He would warn Cain that he
needed to repent and turn from these powerful emotions because ‘sin was crouching at the door
and its desire was contrary to Cain.’
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But Cain did not listen, and he was overcome by the temptation to act out his anger towards his
brother Abel, and he killed him.
Just imagine that for a moment, my friend: Nobody had ever killed anyone before. It’s
disgustingly unnatural for us today to allow our anger to make us murder someone, but how
completely foreign would it have been then? To even think of ending someone’s life? No one had
even died yet! They’d never even witnessed a person’s life leave their body! So to cause such
destructive harm to a fellow human then that they died would’ve been totally unthinkable! It really is
horrifying to contemplate!
We don’t know if Cain had used his fists, or if he’d used an item like a club or a stick or a stone.
We don’t even know if people had become accustomed to hitting one another in anger yet (although
it’s plausible that children may have in unrestrained, immature, frustration). How awful it must have
been to look down at the first person to have their life taken away and know that you were guilty of
it.
Returning to the earlier mention of ancient, discovered Semitic tablets, many evangelical scholars
perceive that the Hebrew word

ָ מֹים, transliterated as rabats and pronounced ravats and used here for

“is crouching,” could very well be a loan word from ancient Akkadian, rabisu. Akkadians came from
the lineage of Shem, a descendant of Seth, the son born of Eve to replace the murdered Abel.
Akkadians lived in Accad mentioned in verse 10 of the 10th chapter of Genesis, and were the first
‘Semitic speaking’ people108 (Semites were the descendants of Shem and this is where we get the
word, Semitic).
Now because ancient Hebrew had no vowels,

ָ מֹים, ‘rabats’ could comparatively relate to RBS. So

there seems to be enough flexibility for ‘rabisu’ to be the root-word. 148-EV-85 But what does rabisu
mean in Akkadian, my friend?
Rabisu means ‘demon.’
As usual, there are scholars out there who prefer a less supernatural exegesis of the text, but the
context of the passage seems to support the interpretation of demonic involvement. Sin which
describes the transgression of God’s perfect standard, is not something that lies in wait, unless
metaphorically… but demonic beings certainly do. And they wait for “an opportunity” just as the
Apostle Paul warned the devil does.
Biblical scholar John Walton agrees with this understanding of this verse:

“The fact that the text mentions the desire to master Cain favors rabisu as a demon.”109
Leading up to the first murder in the Bible and in human history, like the serpent tempted Eve
to disobey God, a demon was crouching at the door of Cain’s mind, soul, and heart. And it was the
anger and jealousy that permitted that demonic being to have control and influence in Cain’s life, just
like pride permitted the same in Ethbaal the Third’s life.
It is no surprise then, my friend, that we see some of the most disturbing murders occurring
now and throughout history as the devil and his demonic forces have been with us and active since
our beginning. And just like the devil and his forces attack our minds and aid us in doing what many
witness and deem “crazy,” we see people like Dylann Roof committing “crazy,” murderous acts. There
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are of course even grizzlier, more obvious examples. We have mothers drowning their own children
in bathtubs and cars driven into lakes. There’s people chopping off the heads of fellow passengers on
buses and then eating their flesh. And of course, we also have Charles Manson and his Manson
Family cult and their string of ghastly murders intended to start race-wars (racial division seems to be
a favorite mechanism of the devil, doesn’t it?).
It is unsurprising then that Jesus Christ would warn that even hating someone in your heart was
as bad as murdering them. When we commit such a sin, we are letting demonic forces have control
of us, first a little, then later more and more as they whittle down our wills and tempt us along.
This isn’t only used by the devil outside in the world to instigate murder, but also inside in
churches to ignite unjust conflict, and it can be catastrophic in tearing apart what God desires be a
healthy and loving environment for unbelievers to see and recognize He’s a part of. As the Apostle
Paul writes, Believers more than anyone need to be cognizant of the devil’s schemes;
“Anyone whom you forgive, I also forgive. Indeed, what I have forgiven, if I
have forgiven anything, has been for your sake in the presence of Christ, so that
we would not be outwitted by Satan; for we are not ignorant of his designs.”

The Second Epistle to the Corinthians, chapter 2, verses 10 and 11

This is obviously important and indeed a “design” for causing turmoil in churches because Jesus
Himself commands in the Gospel of Matthew, chapter 18, verses 15 to 20, that His followers make
amends quickly when we’ve offended someone.
With modern day research indicating a heavy link between anger, stress, unforgiveness, and the
degradation of our physical health,110 this is yet another reason the devil wants us not to forgive, and
why God commands it. This leads to a question that deserves to be considered: Can the devil and his
forces’ attacks manifest in physical sickness? The answer is most definitively – YES.

106. Matthew 18:35
107. Mike Schneider, “Answers sought in death of teen in Fla. Suburb.” Associated Press, March 9, 2012,
http://www.dartmouth.edu/~themalsjournal/pdf/fall_2014/benash.pdf; last accessed December 17, 2017
108. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Akkadian_Empire
109. John H. Walton, Zondervan Illustrated Bible Backgrounds Commentary (Old Testament) Volume 1: Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus,
Numbers, Deuteronomy (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 2009), pg. 38
110. http://www.everydayhealth.com/news/ways-anger-ruining-your-health/; last accessed December 17, 2017

He Can Cause Disease
In the first chapter of Job we saw that satan came before God to accuse His servant. He was also
permitted to come against Job so God could prove Job’s loyalty. Frustrated at God’s servant passing
the strenuous test of faith in losing not only everything he possessed, but also the children whom he
loved, satan would return in the second chapter to demand further testing;
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"Then Satan answered the Lord and said, ‘Skin for skin! All that a man has he will give
for his life. But stretch out your hand and touch his bone and his flesh, and he will curse you
to your face.’ And the Lord said to Satan, ‘Behold, he is in your hand; only spare his life.’
"So Satan went out from the presence of the Lord and struck Job with loathsome sores
from the sole of his foot to the crown of his head."

The Book of Job, chapter 2, verses 4 to 7

This would not be the last time God’s Word would clearly demonstrate that the devil and his
forces can manifest physical sickness, disease, illness, and ailment within a person. We’ll be covering
different examples next.
What’s interesting, albeit unsettling, is that our enemy as already mentioned, surely works to
increase stress, anxiety, anger, and unforgiveness in our lives, and all of these factors can contribute
to poorer health. Furthermore, there is research that anger and stress also aggravate the spread of
cancer cells within an individual by various means.111 Other research however, claims there is no
correlation.112 If it is true though, our enemy could be causing some of the cancer we see through
this external avenue.
What can’t be ignored is the reality that if a spirit in a parallel realm can at times interact with
the physical material in our realm, it would be no problem whatsoever for the devil to reach inside us
and tinker with components of our body, perhaps even at the microscopic level of our cells, or even
our genes, in order to cause inflammation, nervous issues, mutations, or any number of other
problems. This would then be a direct pathway he could use for causing sickness, as well as the
secondary, external attack mentioned above.
Interestingly enough, according to the second-century father of the early church, Athenagoras,
Lucifer had been a “prince of matter.” He writes of this in chapter 24 (XXIV) of A Plea For the

Christians, a lengthy treatise on the validity of Christianity to high Roman officials including emperor
Marcus Aurelius around 170 A.D.. Athenagoras would write:

"...just as the other angels were created by Him, and entrusted with the control of matter and
the forms of matter, is opposed. For this is the office of the angels,—to exercise providence for
God over the things created and ordered by Him; so that God may have the universal and
general providence of the whole, while the particular parts are provided for by the angels
appointed over them. Just as with men, who have freedom of choice as to both virtue and vice
..., so is it among the angels. Some, free agents, you will observe, such as they were created by
God, continued in those things for which God had made and over which He had ordained them;
but some outraged both the constitution of their nature and the government entrusted to them:
namely, this ruler of matter and its various forms..."113
Honestly, the Bible does not say all of this specifically, so I consider it very casually. I also believe
that God by His Spirit is more than capable of affecting the physical in our realm and wouldn’t need
to create angels as intermediaries for His will to be “done on earth as it is in Heaven.”114
Nevertheless, for the sake of discussion I’ll include that some Bible commentators suggest that the
devil is able to use his knowledge of the creative processes God used in order to corrupt living
matter at the genetic level. That is interesting in light of modern scientific research which submits
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that abnormalities at the genetic level “may predispose a man to antisocial behavior, including crimes
of violence.”115
You may be familiar with the term epigenetics. ‘Epi’ is the Greek word, επί, which means “over,
above, outer.” This speaks of external or “outer” mechanisms affecting gene expression of cellular
phenotypes which are heritable changes, as opposed to normal changes which occur in underlying
DNA sequences.
This leads to the question: Can supernatural interference by demonic forces serve as an “outer
mechanism” to cause changes in genetic expression and negatively affect chromosomal health? We’ll
soon see that throughout Jesus Christ’s ministry, He encountered people who were victims to BOTH
demonic oppression or possession as well as physical illness. Therefore a connection in some cases
may be likely.
Author Dr. Neil Anderson writes:

“Approximately one-fourth of all the healings recorded in the Gospel of Mark were actually
deliverances.”116
Some go as far as to say that epigenetics and the inheritance of sin-prone traits is why God
warns that disobedience in Israel would warrant iniquity “to the third and the fourth generation.”117
I and many others do not interpret these words to mean this though (if a trait can be inherited
genetically, it doesn’t stop after three or four generations, right?). Is it possible however that a person
via genetics can be predisposed to an inclination towards a specific sinful behaviour such as
alcoholism? Yes,118 it’s possible, but that certainly doesn’t excuse a person for their sin, and it also
does not mean they MUST become someone who engages in that sin. It also does not mean that a
person IS for example, an alcoholic at birth, unless they engage in the behaviour and become an
alcoholic. People aren’t born alcoholics. They choose to become alcoholics.
The comparison can be made to a table which catches a falling book. The table has the ability or
even propensity if you will, to stop a falling book from reaching the floor. But the table will never
become “a falling book catcher,” or even be renamed as such. The same can be said for genetic
mutations or alterations that have resulted in a susceptibility to become something sinful. They’re just
molecules aligned to form genes which will express themselves in certain ways – WE determine if that
sinful expression will come to fruition. The proclivity towards sin does not have to define us.
For example, I was born a man with a heterosexual proclivity towards adultery due to my
inherited sin nature. I bowed down to that temptation and the circumstances which may have been
orchestrated for me by my enemy. But God was able to free me from that and heal my mind and my
thinking towards such activity. He can do that for anyone else involved in ANY manner of sinful
activity He detests. I’ve heard far too many testimonies of Him at work in too many lives regarding so
many sins being abandoned that it can’t be denied.
Like with mental health disorders, none of this is to say demons are wholly responsible for illness
including cancer. Nor is it to say that medical treatments should be avoided. But, as usual, the first
response of the secular naturalist is to seek out a doctor, and the majority of medical practitioners
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will not prescribe ‘prayer.’ The first response for everyone however, should always be to draw close
to God and pray requesting healing if it be His will. Meanwhile a person is encouraged to seek
medical help at the same time. God has blessed us with many medical advancements in order to
bring healing and wholeness to our lives. He may have also permitted this advancement with the
understanding that fewer and fewer people would be willing to ask Him for His loving help. Our lack
of faith as a society inhibits God’s willingness to provide widescale healing. If medical miracles were
happening on every street corner, those who are proud in heart and rebellious to God might actually
turn to Him, but not out of humility which He requires. Thus, He seemingly does not often answer
such requests with a ‘Yes.’
Nevertheless, just as Jesus Christ was healing in the first century, God is still doing those
miracles to this very day, and I can testify to this personally. But those stories will come later on in
this book.
For now, let us continue on in our discussion of how the devil can cause illness and ailment in a
person.
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He Can Make People Disabled
“Now he was teaching in one of the synagogues on the Sabbath. And behold, there
was a woman who had had a disabling spirit for eighteen years. She was bent over and
could not fully straighten herself. When Jesus saw her, he called her over and said to her,
‘Woman, you are freed from your disability.’ And he laid his hands on her, and immediately
she was made straight, and she glorified God. But the ruler of the synagogue, indignant
because Jesus had healed on the Sabbath, said to the people, ‘There are six days in which
work ought to be done. Come on those days and be healed, and not on the Sabbath day.’
Then the Lord answered him, ‘You hypocrites! Does not each of you on the Sabbath untie
his ox or his donkey from the manger and lead it away to water it? And ought not this
woman, a daughter of Abraham whom Satan bound for eighteen years, be loosed from
this bond on the Sabbath day?’ As he said these things, all his adversaries were put to
shame, and all the people rejoiced at all the glorious things that were done by him."

The Gospel of Luke, chapter 13, verses 10 to 17
(underline for emphasis, mine)

The Scriptures don’t mince words here; the disability of this woman was caused by a demon of
satan, and by the authority of the Word of God, she was healed and made free. Is part of our
problem with this belief not just that we don’t want to acknowledge God, but also that we find the
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idea of real demons involving themselves in our lives uncomfortable? Whichever it is, even if it’s both,
we must come to a right understanding of what is going on in our world so that we can best combat
it.

He Can Cause Epilepsy
Before we look at a passage linking epilepsy and the seizures it causes to demonic attack, let’s
first look at a verse which categorically separates epilepsy from demonic oppression. This would
indicate to us that assuredly, epilepsy can be wholly physiological;
“So his fame spread throughout all Syria, and they brought him all
the sick, those afflicted with various diseases and pains, those
oppressed by demons, epileptics, and paralytics, and he healed them.”

The Gospel of Matthew, chapter 4, verse 24

That passage does not seem to imply that all sick who are afflicted by a variety of disease and
pain, as well as epileptics and paralytics, are this way due to oppression by demons. The text appears
to be separating all of these conditions from each other. In the following passage though, we shall
see that one individual’s epileptic seizures are definitely being caused by the intrusion of a demonic
entity;
“And when they came to the disciples, they saw a great crowd around them, and
scribes arguing with them. And immediately all the crowd, when they saw him, were
greatly amazed and ran up to him and greeted him. And he asked them, ‘What are you
arguing about with them?’ And someone from the crowd answered him, ‘Teacher, I
brought my son to you, for he has a spirit that makes him mute. And whenever it seizes him,
it throws him down, and he foams and grinds his teeth and becomes rigid. So I asked your
disciples to cast it out, and they were not able.’ And he answered them, ‘O faithless
generation, how long am I to be with you? How long am I to bear with you? Bring him to
me.’ And they brought the boy to him. And when the spirit saw him, immediately it
convulsed the boy, and he fell on the ground and rolled about, foaming at the mouth. And
Jesus asked his father, ‘How long has this been happening to him?’ And he said, ‘From
childhood. And it has often cast him into fire and into water, to destroy him. But if you can
do anything, have compassion on us and help us.’ And Jesus said to him, ‘”If you can”! All
things are possible for one who believes.’ Immediately the father of the child cried out with
tears and said, ‘I believe; help my unbelief!’ And when Jesus saw that a crowd came
running together, he rebuked the unclean spirit, saying to it, ‘You mute and deaf spirit, I
command you, come out of him and never enter him again.’ And after crying out and
convulsing him terribly, it came out, and the boy was like a corpse, so that most of them
said, ‘He is dead.’ But Jesus took him by the hand and lifted him up, and he arose.”

The Gospel of Mark, chapter 9, verses 14 to 27

It cannot be denied that the above passage clearly specifies that an evil spirit was what was
causing the boy’s epileptic seizures. And it’s God who commanded the evil spirit to depart “and
never enter him again.” Tragically in this day and age, we are adamant that such neurological
conditions are purely natural and waste both the time of doctors and technicians, AND years of a
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person’s life, while numbing their brain with psychiatric drugs. All the while, it’s only a reliance on
God which is the treatment for some of these instances. I can’t help but be reminded of the barrage
of medical and psychiatric treatments the girl goes through in The Exorcistsource while the real cure
was completely avoided (yes, even the entire procedure of the exorcism they performed was a farce
when looked at through a Biblical lens).
Do you recall, my dear friend, in The So-Called “Leap” of Faith… where I urged you to call out to
God, just like this father did for The Lord to “help [your] unbelief?” I can promise you that God will
respond just as He does in the above passage.
It’s interesting that the Greek word for epilepsy is σεληνιάζομαι, and is pronounced

selēniazomai and means someone is epileptic, or said to be “moon-struck” or a “lunatic.” It was once
believed that a person’s mental wellbeing could be influenced by the moon, hence why we see the
Latin word, Luna. Luna was another name for Artemis, the moon goddess. As we now know, false
gods are demonic in origin. How fitting then that we have this association of a moon goddess to
lunacy as demons are fully capable of affecting our mental [read: spiritual] health.
When we look at the complexity of the brain and it being a gateway to the spiritual, if a person
was to come under intense demonic attack through the mind as seen in Mark chapter 9, it is
undoubtedly possible that a person would go into convulsions while their mind was being
overloaded. Think even to what we see portrayed by Hollywood. We’ve got movies like The

Matrixsource where abilities and information are downloaded en masse into a person’s mind, causing
them to have tremors. Overstimulation of the brain such as virtualizing death in the matrix caused
even more severe convulsions. This seems relatable to the condition of ‘mania’ where a person’s mind
is on overdrive and they require antipsychotics to tranquilize the brain. A spiritual being could surely
cause that sort of stress on a person’s mind, perhaps by inputting thoughts or information that
brought them to hyper-excitability nearing the point of debilitation.
I bring this up not just to tie this segment together, but also because a very notable man in
history who was a false prophet allegedly had severe seizures at the times when he would receive his
supposed revelations from an angelic being. His mind was filled with a great deal of information, and
being overwhelmed, he would collapse as if epileptic. These prophecies purported to be ‘final
revelations from God’ were completely contradictory to the True revelation from God, going as far as
to say that Jesus Christ was not divine and did not die for anyone’s sins, totally eradicating the
Gospel and our only hope for salvation. The man’s revelation exchanged the Good News of God’s
finished work at the cross for pardon and forgiveness through works and faith alone, which we
already know cannot justify and pay our sin-debt.
Now what enemy of God and man would want to spread such a lie?
Why the devil of course.
I don’t for a second doubt the sincerity of this man’s visions or any convulsive fits that may or
may not have accompanied them. But the information delivered, regardless of how supernaturally
transported was a disastrous, satanic lie.
As well, like we’ve already covered, psychiatric drugs that work to dull the brain could therefore
serve as an impediment for a person being able to relate to God spiritually through their mind. For
the devil to first attack a person and then deceive our medical professionals to prescribe tranquilizing
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pharmaceuticals which may serve his purposes of blinding people from being able to accept the
Gospel is spiritually speaking, a real one-two punch.
However, I still believe that if God does not heal a person from epilepsy caused by physiological
reasons and they must remain on medication, He’s more than powerful enough to connect with them
spiritually if only they are humble enough to seek Him and ask, “help my unbelief.”
For those who are being fed medication in an effort to combat epilepsy caused by a demonic
assault, God can surely deliver them through prayer and fasting just as Jesus would tell his disciples
in the 29th verse of Mark chapter 9. There is then only one way to truly find out which cause is
behind a person’s affliction – seeking The Lord while praying and fasting and humbly asking Him to
heal you and or free you so you can best serve Him. Then according to His infinite wisdom, He’ll
decide how to respond.

He Can Make People Mute
We’ve already seen in the passage about the demon-possessed boy who was having seizures
that an evil spirit can make someone mute. But here’s another account to confirm that the boy’s
muteness was not a result of epilepsy, but that a person can be made mute apart from epilepsy;
“As they were going away, behold, a demon-oppressed man who was mute
was brought to him. And when the demon had been cast out, the mute man spoke.
And the crowds marveled, saying, ‘Never was anything like this seen in Israel.’”

The Gospel of Matthew, chapter 9, verses 32 and 33

Without reservation, the text plainly states that this man was demon-oppressed. He wasn’t
suffering from “Selective Mutism” which is a condition affecting children and some adolescents. This
is where they feel anxious in certain situations and timidity keeps them from being able or willing to
speak.
The cause of this man’s muteness was not simply anxiety or timidity (although we hopefully now
understand that the devil and his forces CAN exacerbate such problems in a person’s life). Jesus did
not go up to a man, speak tenderly and reassuringly to him, make him feel welcome, and coax him
to speak for the first time in a long time. Otherwise the text would not report that “the crowds
marveled, saying, ‘Never was anything like this seen in [the whole nation of] Israel.’” Certainly by
that point in Israel’s history, someone had convinced a nervous person to talk when they’d been
reluctant to do so for some time. There’s nothing to marvel at there.
No, something incredible and obviously supernatural occurred here. Why was it so meaningful to
the Jewish people? Don’t worry, my friend, we will be covering this later on and it is simply amazing!

He Can Use Those Who Live In Sin
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This should be quite evident by now, my friend. We’ve seen it in the lives of evil kings and in
Cain and others who harbour hatred in their hearts, and we have the warning from the Apostle Paul
to give ‘no opportunity’ to the devil. But the reality is that ANY habitual sin and rebellion to God can
become a gateway not only for oppression where the devil and his forces try to destroy our lives by
constantly beating on us and keeping us down, but also to possession where they have control of us
and guide us like a pilot in the cockpit of our mind;
“Six days before the Passover, Jesus therefore came to Bethany, where Lazarus
was, whom Jesus had raised from the dead. So they gave a dinner for him there.
Martha served, and Lazarus was one of those reclining with him at table. Mary therefore
took a pound of expensive ointment made from pure nard, and anointed the feet of
Jesus and wiped his feet with her hair. The house was filled with the fragrance of the
perfume. But Judas Iscariot, one of his disciples (he who was about to betray him), said,
‘Why was this ointment not sold for three hundred denarii and given to the poor?’ He
said this, not because he cared about the poor, but because he was a thief, and
having charge of the moneybag he used to help himself to what was put into it.”

The Gospel of John, chapter 12, verses 1 to 6
(underline for emphasis, mine)

I imagine, my friend, that you are already familiar with Judas Iscariot who was the disciple of
Jesus Christ but betrayed The Lord with a kiss. Notice though that Judas’s heart was so vile that even
though He’d spent nearly three years following Jesus, learning from Jesus, and seeing Him
compassionately heal people from every station in life, he was capable of stealing money meant for
the poor and to support their ministry work. Wow…
Let’s continue;
"Now the Feast of Unleavened Bread drew near, which is called the Passover. And
the chief priests and the scribes were seeking how to put him to death, for they feared
the people. Then Satan entered into Judas called Iscariot, who was of the number of the
twelve. He went away and conferred with the chief priests and officers how he might
betray him to them. And they were glad, and agreed to give him money. So he
consented and sought an opportunity to betray him to them in the absence of a crowd."

The Gospel of Luke, chapter 22, verses 1 to 5

"Now before the Feast of the Passover, when Jesus knew that his hour had come to
depart out of this world to the Father, having loved his own who were in the world, he loved
them to the end. During supper, when the devil had already put it into the heart of Judas
Iscariot, Simon's son, to betray him, Jesus, knowing that the Father had given all things into
his hands, and that he had come from God and was going back to God, rose from supper.
He laid aside his outer garments, and taking a towel, tied it around his waist. Then he
poured water into a basin and began to wash the disciples' feet and to wipe them with the
towel that was wrapped around him... After saying these things, Jesus was troubled in his
spirit, and testified, 'Truly, truly, I say to you, one of you will betray me.' The disciples looked
at one another, uncertain of whom he spoke. One of his disciples, whom Jesus loved, was
reclining at table at Jesus' side, so Simon Peter motioned to him to ask Jesus of whom he
was speaking. So that disciple, leaning back against Jesus, said to him, 'Lord, who is it?'
Jesus answered, 'It is he to whom I will give this morsel of bread when I have dipped it.' So
when he had dipped the morsel, he gave it to Judas, the son of Simon Iscariot. Then after
he had taken the morsel, Satan entered into him. Jesus said to him, 'What you are going to
do, do quickly.' Now no one at the table knew why he said this to him. Some thought that,
because Judas had the moneybag, Jesus was telling him, 'Buy what we need for the feast,'
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or that he should give something to the poor. So, after receiving the morsel of bread, he
immediately went out. And it was night."

The Gospel of John, chapter 13, verses 1 to 5 and 21 to 30
(underline for emphasis, mine)

It should be quite apparent, my friend, that Judas who permitted the sin of greed in his life was
not only easily persuaded by the devil, but also ultimately possessed by him. What anyone reading
through this incident in any of the Gospels might recognize is that Judas’s behaviour did not
suddenly become erratic like one might expect after seeing one too many Hollywood horror-movies
depicting demonic possession. Judas while being possessed would go to the high priests and
Pharisees. It’s Judas who devises the plan to betray Jesus with a kiss and for guards to then seize Him
saying, “The one I will kiss is the man. Seize him and lead him away under guard.”119 Judas is also
able to lead the men to the Garden of Gethsemane where he suspected Jesus would be as Judas
himself had been there many times with Jesus.120 That’s a lot of very coherent and normal, albeit
wicked and devious behaviour.
What’s concerning, friend, is that being possessed by a demon does not necessarily mean a
person must appear stark raving mad. In fact, it would seem then that a great number of people
entrenched in sin (isn’t that pretty much everyone?) could be the victim of demonic possession and
not even know it. And no one around them would suspect it either. That concerns me…
It should concern you too.

119. Mark14:44
120. John 18:1-2

His Force of Demonic Spirits Can Possess and Oppress People
I’m sure, my friend, that by now it is entirely clear that it is not only satan himself who
possessed Judas that can enter and control people, but that ALL of his fellow fallen angels can do
likewise. This segment will discuss this truth with biblical evidence as well as some of the evidence
from our world today.
“That evening they brought to him many who were oppressed by demons,
and he cast out the spirits with a word and healed all who were sick.”

The Gospel of Matthew, chapter 8, verse 16

Here we see Jesus Christ healing people from oppression by demons as well as casting out
spirits which suggests they possessed people. The difference of course is that one is an external
attack to keep a person spiritually subdued, and the other is internal. Both of course can result in a
person being controlled. It’s just that one is from manipulation and influence resulting in the
submission to the will of the demon, while the other is more of a direct control of the person’s
functions.
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"And he healed many who were sick with various diseases, and cast out many
demons. And he would not permit the demons to speak, because they knew him."

The Gospel of Mark, chapter 1, verse 34

Again we see Jesus casting demons out of people. As well, the demons knew who Jesus was. Of
course they should seeing as He created them and they served Him before their rebellion in history
past.
"...and also some women who had been healed of evil spirits and infirmities:
Mary, called Magdalene, from whom seven demons had gone out..."

The Gospel of Luke, chapter 8, verse 2

The Scriptures declare that a person can be possessed by more than one demonic spirit at a
time. They also declare that the more demons a person is possessed with, the worse it is;
“When the unclean spirit has gone out of a person, it passes through waterless places
seeking rest, but finds none. Then it says, ‘I will return to my house from which I came.’ And
when it comes, it finds the house empty, swept, and put in order. Then it goes and brings
with it seven other spirits more evil than itself, and they enter and dwell there, and the last
state of that person is worse than the first. So also will it be with this evil generation.”

The Gospel of Matthew, chapter 12, verses 43 to 45

That would explain why the next account of demonic possession is as powerful and awful as it
sounds;
"Then they sailed to the country of the Gerasenes, which is opposite Galilee. When
Jesus had stepped out on land, there met him a man from the city who had demons. For
a long time he had worn no clothes, and he had not lived in a house but among the
tombs. When he saw Jesus, he cried out and fell down before him and said with a loud
voice, 'What have you to do with me, Jesus, Son of the Most High God? I beg you, do not
torment me.' For he had commanded the unclean spirit to come out of the man. (For
many a time it had seized him. He was kept under guard and bound with chains and
shackles, but he would break the bonds and be driven by the demon into the desert.)
Jesus then asked him, 'What is your name?' And he said, 'Legion,' for many demons had
entered him. And they begged him not to command them to depart into the abyss. Now
a large herd of pigs was feeding there on the hillside, and they begged him to let them
enter these. So he gave them permission. Then the demons came out of the man and
entered the pigs, and the herd rushed down the steep bank into the lake and drowned.
"When the herdsmen saw what had happened, they fled and told it in the city and in
the country. Then people went out to see what had happened, and they came to Jesus
and found the man from whom the demons had gone, sitting at the feet of Jesus, clothed
and in his right mind, and they were afraid. And those who had seen it told them how the
demon-possessed man had been healed. Then all the people of the surrounding country
of the Gerasenes asked him to depart from them, for they were seized with great fear. So
he got into the boat and returned. The man from whom the demons had gone begged
that he might be with him, but Jesus sent him away, saying, 'Return to your home, and
declare how much God has done for you.' And he went away, proclaiming throughout
the whole city how much Jesus had done for him."
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The Gospel of Luke, chapter 8, verses 26 to 39
What an incredible incident! So much is packed into that passage. We see that this one man had
multiple demons in him. When addressed, the demons said their name was “Legion” because there
were so many of them. A Roman Legion in that period was a military unit comprised of 5000 soldiers!
It’s a fearsome thought to think that many evil spirits may have lived within one man, especially
considering we just learned having SEVEN was worse than ONE!
This fellow had no clothes, lived among tombs, and was able to break through chains and
shackles that bound him. THIS is probably more of what we envision when we think of demonic
possession, right? Once again these demons knew who Jesus was, even calling Him “Son of the Most
High God.” They recognized His authority over them instantly and begged not to be thrown into the
‘abyss.’ We talked earlier about how Jude and Peter’s epistles both discussed fallen angels having
been punished by confinement to such a place. Clearly it was awful and these evil spirits did not want
to be sent there just yet.
Knowing they were about to be cast out of this man and potentially into the abyss, they had to

request that Jesus instead cast them into the nearby heard of pigs. The Gospel of Mark, chapter 5,
verse 13 tells us there were more than 2000 pigs! At Jesus Christ’s permission, “Legion” possessed
the entire heard of pigs and instantly drove them down the hill and into the water where they were
drowned. It should not be missed that the demons’ desire seemed to be death and destruction and
they did this with the animals. Some believe this is because they receive joy from such infliction.
Others believe they feed off of our wills like it provides some sort of spiritual energy.
Who can really know unless God’s Word tells us?
The question is though, why had they not been able to do that with the man? I suspect it’s
because his will was stronger than that of an animal. Although they were unable to make him totally
destroy himself, Mark 5:5 says they were able to make him cut himself with stones. That should tell
you something about the tragic practice of “cutting” and self-mutilation that many people involve
themselves in. For whatever reason, perhaps because it is self-destructive, or perhaps because of the
blood that is drawn, demonic spirits seem to CRAVE this behaviour. We saw that on Mount Carmel
when the prophet Elijah faced off against the false prophets of Baal whom King Ahab of Israel had
followed. The false prophets could get no response from Baal to consume their offering which the
challenge revolved around, so to incite their false god’s response, “they cried aloud and cut
themselves after their custom with swords and lances, until the blood gushed out upon them.”121
Amazingly, with the demons vanquished, the man returned to his right mind, was clothed, and
then sat worshipfully at the feet of Jesus. He’d even requested to continue on with Christ as a
disciple. But as a gentile, this could not yet happen and so Jesus instructed the man to go and share
his incredible testimony of deliverance to all the people in his town. That way many would be ready
for later when the Gospel would go out from Jerusalem.
On March 5th of 2012, a free documentary would be released via the internet and go on to be
viewed by hundreds of millions of people. That documentary was titled Kony 2012. The aim of the
documentary produced by non-profit organization Invisible Children Inc., was to make known to the
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world the infamy of a Ugandan rebel militia leader Joseph Kony. The hope was that with enough
attention, he may be arrested for war crimes. Kony is the leader of the LRA – Lord’s Resistance Army

– and although claiming to be in service to God Almighty and aligned with The Lord’s will and
desires, the LRA are the farthest thing from being truly Christ-inspired. Based on the reality that they
kidnap children and force them to become child soldiers who kill their own families, and the fact that
many young girls are forced into sexual slavery, and on Kony’s own profession of being a prophet of
God and a medium for several spirits which God’s Word FORBIDS, it is beyond obvious who Kony’s
true master is. Joseph Kony is STEEPED in witchcraft and Christianity is only something the demons
which control him use to garner support and deceive people while defaming Jesus Christ before the
onlooking world.
The release of this film by Invisible Children Inc.’s founder Jason Russell would have serious
spiritual backlash. It is quite apparent that either the devil and the spirits who controlled Joseph Kony
were displeased with the attention brought upon their host and the potential for his arrest, or that
Kony himself was displeased and through witchcraft, he sought revenge on Russell via spiritual attack.
On March 16th only 11 days later, Jason Russell would be caught on camera ranting and raving
about the devil while strutting naked around noon in San Diego on the beachfront corner of
Ingraham Street and Riviera Drive. He was allegedly also vandalizing cars and making lewd sexual
gestures, perhaps even masturbating. All of this can be seen in a video caught on camera and sent to
TMZ.com. In the video he is also seen violently slapping his hands against the pavement. He would
reveal later during an interview with Oprah Winfrey that he was hitting the ground with such force
that it flattened one side of his wedding ring.
After his arrest by police and admission to a psychiatric ward, statements were made on his
behalf regarding the tremendous stress he was under due to the massive response to the Kony 2012
documentary, some of which was quite negative. The CEO of Invisible Children Inc., Ben Keesey stated
that Russell’s condition was brought on as well by exhaustion, dehydration, and malnutrition.
The whole episode was naturally passed off as purely psychological, and referred to by many as
a “meltdown.”
Although Russell would normalize the event in a likewise manner, it can’t be missed that some
of his remarks to Oprah are very telling. He remembered very little from the experience even going
as far as to say, “it-it – really, it’s hard to explain if people who’ve never had an out-of-body…
experience, but it really wasn’t me.” This speaks of Russell having no control over his own faculties.
Oddly, Oprah who’s personal convictions fully permit the supranatural corners Russell and forces him
to admit he had ‘lost his mind,’ perhaps only to ensure the audience was aware he took full
responsibility for his actions.
Russell would also comment that “[he] didn’t know who that was” in the captured video of
himself, and that he “[didn’t] remember anything but a half-second.” He would also recall that his
thoughts surrounded ‘good vs. evil,’ and ‘God and the devil.’
Needless to say, this was clearly a spiritual attack involving either demonic possession or
oppression so heavy that he was driven towards what any outside observer would call “insanity.”
Blogger and fellow believer Sean Trank would agree with my assessment on the demonic
influence here.122 Sean had been on mission trips to India by the time he viewed the TMZ video and
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can attest to what demonic possession truly looks like. Jason Russell’s behaviour was not due to
drugs or psychological issues but to a demonic attack.
As well, although perhaps not the most reliable source, TMZ would release an article March 24 th
of the same month where a former child-soldier in the LRA, Richard Akena would state that Joseph
Kony was known to use ‘voodoo magic’ to dominate his enemies in Africa, and that this power would
best explain Russell’s behaviour.123
Apparently Jason is a follower of Jesus Christ and a child of God. I can’t personally vouch for him
or comment on that, but we will be discussing possession, oppression, and the attack on Believers
later.
If you would like to review these videos for yourself, here they are:
TMZ.com – https://youtu.be/TjdH2LDH5LM
Oprah Winfrey interview – https://youtu.be/Q7MCh19igW4
Regarding Sean Trank’s experience in India, a woman became possessed while people were
praying, perhaps as an attempt by the enemy to scare the rest of the Church. The woman began
crawling around on the ground. Pastors and church members immediately sprung upon her and held
her down while praying for deliverance in the only Name that has authority over demons – Jesus
Christ. At that her body relaxed as the spirit left it and she came back to her senses.
Exorcism is a very real and proper response to true demonic oppression and possession. Natural
secularists in the realm of psychology and psychiatry generally deny the effectiveness of such a
practice. Some however entertain its possible usefulness, but only accept its successfulness as a form
of “suggestive therapy” for religious people who believe they are possessed. However, it is a truly
legitimate form of treatment for those are GENUINELY under spiritual attack. Care and caution needs
to be applied though, both in the diagnosis of a person to ascertain whether or not their condition is
truly spiritual, and in the application of the exorcism itself if it has been deemed necessary. There
have been terribly unfortunate cases of priests or pastors who have starved, strangled, and beaten
not only victims of real possession, but also those who are only suffering an actual psychiatric
condition. An exorcism won’t do any good for a person whose condition is physiological (although
prayer may very well result in healing) and medication and traditionally naturalistic treatment would
be appropriate in those cases.
But NEVER is it permissible to use physical abuse or force a fast from food or water upon the
victim. That’s only a trick by the devil to cause further harm to the victim while delegitimizing
exorcism in the eyes of the publics as well as the courts. Reading through the New Testament, never
do we see Jesus Christ or even His disciples working in such a fashion. If you’ve watched The Exorcist,
that the younger priest ‘Damien Karras’ proceeds to beat the possessed girl near the end of the film
shows you just how far from Biblically accurate their exorcism was. It also demonstrates the
character’s total lack of faith and reliance on Jesus Christ (not to mention the reality that Karras
probably had no real relationship with God whatsoever). What a tragic and confusing depiction of an
exorcism for the world to consume.
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While we’re on the topic, it should also be noted that a mortal human does not defeat a demon
by inviting it into themselves and then committing suicide. That was sadly yet another trick of the
enemy and exactly what he’d wanted – the weak-in-his-faith priest to destroy himself rather than rely
on Jesus Christ. Even that the demon remained powerful against the symbol of the Cross and the use
of Jesus Christ’s name was, according to evangelical expert on the occult Dr. Walter Martin, a bold lie
to portray Christ as weaker than the devil.124
As well, even though the spirit left the girl, ‘Regan,’ as we read earlier in Matthew 12:43-45, it
could simply return later with seven other spirits and she would be worse off!
Lastly, there is no such thing as “Holy Water.” Water can’t be blessed and given supernatural
power. It’s only used in Roman Catholic exorcisms according to the Rituale Romanum, but you won’t
see it in God’s Word anywhere and many an exorcism has been performed without it. It deserves no
credence as it only serves to reinforce silly superstitious, manmade traditions.
In the last segment, He Can Use Those Who Live In Sin, we concluded with the truth that a
person does not have to exhibit overtly irrational behaviour (much like Jason Russell) to be
possessed. I stated that this concerned me and that it should concern you as well, friend. Case
studies reported by those involved in deliverance ministries have gathered a number of characteristics
commonly found in possessed individuals.125 There are many which are obvious, but a few which are
less obvious, and those are the ones I wish to briefly discuss.
People who are demonically possessed are very resistant to a wide variety of specifically
Christian religious activities such as prayer, listening to or singing worship music, and especially the
reading of or hearing of the Scriptures.
I know, friend, that people may argue that they simply find music or writing about God whom
they do not believe in offensive. They might excuse their avoidance of trying prayer to their not
knowing how or there seeming to be a mental block. They may declare that anything relating to a
religion they blame for unnecessary shame and guilt and even cruelty in the world as grating on their
nerves. They might assert that they simply have no desire to read “a book written by men.”
But, my dear friend, none of these things should truly motivate a person to anger or violent
outbursts. I warned straightaway in A WELCOME Followed By a Disclaimer that you may feel
“discomfort and a sense of illness in your stomach as your spirit wrestles against [what you read,
hear, and learn.]” It’s entirely possible that participation could cause a person to feel ill in their
stomach, or cause a headache to develop. This is because what they are ingesting is so contrary to
their own spirit. But they should at the very least be able to try these things, certainly being able to

physically do them regardless of reluctance or reservation due to personal beliefs. Again, as you were
warned in He Blinds People Spiritually, it is your enemy that can cause you to feel like there is a
blockage between your mind and God. And this would certainly explain difficulty in perceiving that
God is listening as you pray, but that won’t prohibit you from getting down on your knees, clasping
your hands and closing your eyes to try it.
If this is how you’ve been reacting during this journey – negatively and aggressively – it is an
unfortunate possibility that your spiritual enemy has not only blinded you from the Gospel but
completely enslaved or perhaps possessed you and you are in serious need of deliverance.
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I myself have no trouble reading political views that don’t align with God’s Word. I am physically
able to research scientific theories that are contrary to what the Bible seems to indicate. I can read
religious or spiritual material that is wrong and in total conflict with the Scripture, even delving into
other religious texts. Now, that’s not to say I don’t find them disagreeable, or saddening, or even
disturbing. In fact, sometimes, like when reading The Shack, I feel ill in my spirit… but that’s because I
have the Holy Spirit of God living within me with my transformed spirit and these ideas are offensive
to Him.
For those that find the things of GOD disagreeable, especially those who are in complete
opposition towards them and feel intense animosity when confronted by them, ask yourself: What
spirit is in those people??

121. 1 Kings 18:28
122. https://seantrank.wordpress.com/2012/03/22/jason-russell-drugs-psychological-breakdown-spiritual-attack/; last accessed
December 17, 2017
123. http://www.tmz.com/2012/03/24/kony-jason-russell-voodoo-video/; last accessed December 17, 2017
124. https://youtu.be/sQHB4ag4X3I
125. Based on Dickason, op. cit. , 1975, 1 987; John P. Newport, "Satan and Demons, " in John Warwick Montgomery, ed., Demon
Possession (Minneapolis: Bethany Fellowship, 1976); Millard J. Sall, Demon Possession or Psychopathology? A Clinical
Differentiation," Journal of Psychology and Theology, 1 976, 4, pp. 286-90; Samuel Southard, "Demonizing and Mental Illness, Part
2, The Problem of Assessment," Pastoral Psychology, 1986, 34, pp. 264-87; Henry C. Vukler and Mary B.Virkler, "Demonic
Involvement in Human Life and Illness " journal of Psychology and Theology, 1977, 5, pp 95-102.

He Also Aims to Influence People to Oppose the Will of God and His Servants
Again, from what we’ve learned already, this is obvious and we see examples of it in our media,
in our society, and all over the world. But let’s look at examples from the Bible;
“But since we were torn away from you, brothers, for a short time, in person not in
heart, we endeavored the more eagerly and with great desire to see you face to face,
because we wanted to come to you—I, Paul, again and again—but Satan hindered us.”

The First Epistle to the Thessalonians, chapter 2, verses 17 and 18

Here we have the Apostle Paul wishing to return to Thessalonica to see the Church established
there. But be it via orchestrating events or influencing the introduction of difficult circumstances, the
devil opposed their desire to venture there, and for some reason, God permitted that interference.
The next example is even more blatant;
"From that time Jesus began to show his disciples that he must go to Jerusalem
and suffer many things from the elders and chief priests and scribes, and be killed,
and on the third day be raised. And Peter took him aside and began to rebuke him,
saying, 'Far be it from you, Lord! This shall never happen to you.' But he turned and
said to Peter, 'Get behind me, Satan! You are a hindrance to me. For you are not
setting your mind on the things of God, but on the things of man.'”

The Gospel of Matthew, chapter 16, verses 21 to 23
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Jesus Christ’s primary mission was of course His death on the cross to pay the ransom for our
sins. The devil although privy to the same prophecies in the Old Testament as most people, did not
know the full plan of salvation and the bringing forth of the Church. This is why the devil was quick
to possess Judas and have Jesus killed. BUT until that time, the devil also wanted Jesus to be bogged
down under worldly concerns. The Jews of the day had believed their Messiah would come and
immediately rule and free them from all oppressors. In that day and age, it was the Romans. The
devil had already tempted Jesus with immediate rulership over the entire world, and Peter had his
own earthly mind on the same ambitions. This was, however, in direct opposition to the will and
planning of God the Father. Taking such a route would have not resulted in the fulfillment of all the
necessary prophecies even if it did still end with crucifixion by the Romans, this time for leading a
revolt.
Although the devil surely understood that God’s will was to rule over the world as He rightfully
should, it was to come about according to God’s way, and not the way of the world, man, or the
devil. In this lied the devil’s scheme to oppose God.

God Can Grant People Authority to Cast Out Demons
Midway through Jesus Christ’s ministry, He would send out His twelve disciples to spread the
good news that the Kingdom of God was now beginning to manifest itself upon the earth. One of
the ways the disciples would prove their authority to speak such a proclamation was by casting out
demons.
"And he called the twelve together and gave them power
and authority over all demons and to cure diseases, and he sent
them out to proclaim the kingdom of God and to heal."

The Gospel of Luke, chapter 9, verse 1 and 2

This would prove to all who heard the message given by the disciples that they spoke on behalf
of God because only God has authority over the spirits.
Later on in His ministry, Jesus would again send out his disciples to heal, cast out demons, and
tell those who’ve received such healings that the Kingdom of God has come near to them. This time
though, there were seventy-two disciples dispatched. Then they would return;
"The seventy-two returned with joy, saying, 'Lord, even the demons are subject to
us in your name!' And he said to them, 'I saw Satan fall like lightning from heaven.
Behold, I have given you authority to tread on serpents and scorpions, and over all the
power of the enemy, and nothing shall hurt you. Nevertheless, do not rejoice in this,
that the spirits are subject to you, but rejoice that your names are written in heaven.'”

The Gospel of Luke, chapter 10, verses 17 to 20

As mentioned in the past segment, exorcism is a very real and viable treatment for the
demonically possessed and oppressed. Dr. Martin Walter whom I mentioned as well, was a foremost
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expert on demonology and wrote The Kingdom of the Occult and published it in 2008. He himself
had been involved in several exorcisms and networked with a number of other pastors involved in
healing and deliverance ministries.
One very important thing to note here, my friend, is in whom the power truly lies for authority
over the devil;
"John answered, 'Master, we saw someone casting out demons in your
name, and we tried to stop him, because he does not follow with us.' But Jesus
said to him, 'Do not stop him, for the one who is not against you is for you.'"

The Gospel of Luke, chapter 9, verses 49 and 50

Only by the Name of God can a demon be removed. Only God has authority over the angels.
And so we see repeatedly in the Gospels that they submit to Jesus Christ and are cast out in His
Name. Even those who themselves do not intimately know Christ can cast a demon out in His Name.
And yet we see the following occur after Jesus’s ascension into heaven when the Apostles spread the
Gospel throughout Greece and the Roman Empire;
"Then some of the itinerant Jewish exorcists undertook to invoke the name of the
Lord Jesus over those who had evil spirits, saying, 'I adjure you by the Jesus whom Paul
proclaims.' Seven sons of a Jewish high priest named Sceva were doing this. But the
evil spirit answered them, 'Jesus I know, and Paul I recognize, but who are you?' And
the man in whom was the evil spirit leaped on them, mastered all of them and
overpowered them, so that they fled out of that house naked and wounded."

The Book of Acts, chapter 19, verses 13 to 16

To be honest, friend, I’m not entirely sure what the difference is between this group which had

NO success and the other man who did. I suspect it may be because of the intentions of the person
attempting the exorcism. In the last passage we have some traveling Jewish exorcists who decided to
utilize the Name of Jesus. They had seen Paul being used by God to do incredible and mighty acts to
validate the message of the Gospel. It’s quite plausible that their goal was not to honour God and
bring glory to Jesus Christ, but to increase their own fame and influence in the region. Naturally, God
would not respond to this for their selfish gain. Even that they weren’t calling out in the Name of
Jesus, but ‘by the Jesus whom Paul proclaims’ seems to hint at their own lack of belief in Christ and
that they simply wanted to profit off of Jesus’s Name.
It’s also possible that this has something to do with whether or not a person is an elected Child
of God. To be of the “elect” means that God has chosen to save you. A person may not yet be bornagain into salvation, but at some point before their life ends, God will sovereignly save them. So it
could be that the first man casting out demons at the time of Jesus’s ministry on earth was doing so
in faith that Jesus had that power, and would later come to fully trust in Christ for eternal life,
whereas these Jewish exorcists couldn’t care less about God as they proudly wanted to remain in
religious dominance over their own lives and the lives of others.
In the next segment we’ll hear about the power of unbelievers to cast out demons when we talk
about a phenomenon countless people mistake to be purely natural when in many if not most or all
cases, it is supernatural and evil in origin.
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For now, my dear friend, please recognize that demonic attacks can be stopped by anyone who
is humbly believing in the power of Jesus Christ to come to their rescue and is willing to call on His
Name which has all authority over the enemy. This means that if your enemy has come against you
while you’ve been on this journey, or if they make their presence known in the future, you can call on
the Name of Christ for them to go.
This also means that if you are being spiritually blinded and blocked from taking in the
information you are reading, you can be freed by calling on Jesus for freedom and for your enemy to
release you from their hold ‘In Jesus Name.’

The Spiritual Attack of Sleep Paralysis
While displaced in 2016 during the massive wildfire which caused the evacuation of my
hometown, Fort McMurray, Alberta, I was completing the research and ordering of source information
for this eBook. As I compiled my data about our enemy the devil and his demonic forces, I was
studying a passage from the Book of Job when I discerned something unusual. That would lead me
on to investigate something I’d heard little of during my life and given even less thought to – Sleep

Paralysis. I would very quickly find that this phenomenon which the medical community purports as
merely psycho and physiological is believed by many others to be caused by a supernatural
encounter with an evil spirit. And that was exactly what I perceived had occurred in a particular
chapter of Job.
This would then lead me to watch two secular documentaries on this otherworldly experience.
Both are titled The Nightmare; one a Gray Brothers Film from 2009 which aired on Space: The

Imagination Station; the other by Rodney Ascher, released in 2015.
Both would include interviews with numerous people from all walks of life in multiple areas of
the world from Newfoundland to various locations in the United States to Africa and to Japan. The
natural explanation is that a person’s mind has begun to awaken from deep sleep before the body
which is still rendered immovable by the brain to protect the person from injury through sudden
movement during dreaming. Anyone who’s ever kicked something in a dream and startled
themselves awake from swinging their foot, or even struck something like a wall can appreciate how
important it is that our body does not function normally while we sleep. To wake up and feel as if
you cannot move would therefore be a frightening experience. The increasing terror is seen as being
caused by focusing on that inability to move. I’m sure we’ve all experienced something similar to this.
But that’s not what most of the victims in the documentaries had undergone. A few different
aspects struck me as inexplicable from a naturalistic standpoint: 1) the victims described a sensation
of a repulsive brooding evil presence; 2) a large percentage of victims actually SEE something appear,
often dark and shadowy which then approaches them; 3) what they see is not often something
they’ve been exposed to previously through movies or other media forms so it is not likely to have
been a conjured up hallucination from their own imagination; 4) oftentimes very different people in
very different locations are seeing the same things appear; 5) victims often feel an invisible presence
upon their bed or even themselves, sometimes choking them or touching them or even penetrating
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them in a sexual manner; 6) in such cases, they may even SEE and feel a visible presence doing this;
7) even when victims describe the sensation of paralysis beginning within the first few moments of
drifting off to sleep, they also report feeling totally awake. Most notably though is that 8) sometimes
more than one person in a household despite having different stresses and concerns both suffer an
attack on the same night, negating the medical explanation that it is simply stress; 9) in some
situations even though a person does not know God personally, calling on His Name for help or
commanding the presence to leave in His Name causes the presence and brooding sensations to
immediately vanish.
The skeptic will try to explain this all away as simply being in the mind, and that the effect of
invoking Jesus Christ’s Name as a defense is only a psychosomatic remedy. But this is most certainly
not the explanation for a vast number of these experiences. That wouldn’t explain why people are
seeing the same presence without prior exposure. The Gray Brothers documentary reported victims in
Newfoundland waking up paralyzed and unable to breathe with a heavy and invisible presence upon
their chests. They wouldn’t have any natural explanation for what they had been through and only

LATER would someone from their community tell them about ‘the Old Hag’ who torments people in
their sleep. The same can be said by people in many different cultures all around the world.
As well, the ‘visitations’ appear to increase in frequency the more people think about them, and
they seem to become more powerful as well. The skeptic would say it’s only because a person is
dwelling on them, especially if before bed. But just like God rewards us for our faith and we
experience more and more of Him, I say it is more likely that the increased intensity of these attacks
is because like we read in His Force of Demonic Spirits Can Possess and Oppress People, the demons
are possibly being energized by feeding on the spiritual energy or off of the wills of their victims. As
the demons grow in power, they can come back more often, and wish to do so to feed more in an
attempt to eventually take the person over completely.
Like a powerful move of the Holy Spirit sweeping a region bringing people to faith in Christ, the

Popibawa Epidemic has swept numerous times over the African island of Zanzibar off the coast of
Tanzania. Of no coincidence I presume, Tanzania rose to prominence as an international slaving port
where undoubtedly, countless numbers were maligned, tortured and wrongfully killed. This wretched
sinfulness would have certainly fed the fallen angels active there. As well, this region and the people
in it have a long tradition of witchcraft as they’ve practiced their tribal black magic religion.
Shortly after a revolution in 1964 which left thousands dead, attacks by the “Popibawa” began in
1970. The epidemic returned in 1995 as well as in 2007. Every night massive numbers of Zanzibarians
were attacked by Popibawa causing widespread panic in whole communities. Like a plague, it would
move through the region. The citizens became so frightened that they began to sleep outdoors in
large groups thinking this would keep them safe.
My friend, if this was just “groupthink” brought on by the powers of suggestion, why did it erupt
so quickly? And what of actual physical injuries being inflicted on people by the spirits while they
slept?
What is truly horrific is that both in 1995 and in 2007, the presence of the Popibawa would be
blamed on witchcraft (although admittedly this was certainly a gateway in the area, MANY shared the
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guilt for their involvement), and it would lead to the murder of those suspected of unleashing the
demon. The attacks then stopped.
Another people group, the Laotian Hmong refugees from Southeast Asia, came to America
following the Vietnamese War.126 There were also Hmong people who were resettled to the Ban Vinai
refugee camp in northeastern Thailand.127 These people believed they had to perform a variety of
rituals in order to appease demonic spirits that taunted them and made demands of them, and even
threatened them with death if they did not comply. However, both of these groups were unable to
fulfill their obligations to the spirits due to their cramped living conditions. Separated by over 12,000
kilometers, each resettled group would have 18 and 16 people suddenly and mysteriously die during
their sleep respectively. These people were not old; they were not sickly.
Once the communities were able to form in larger areas and fulfill their ritual obligations, the
deaths stopped. Some chalk this up to a reverse of the placebo factor. I see this as a clear indication
of our enemy at work to destroy and enslave people.
I hope by now, friend, that you are able to detect the devil’s scheme in these very different
cultures: Attack the people spiritually, lie to them that the remedy is murder or ritualistic offerings to
false gods, then relent when the murders have been committed or the offerings have been given. The
demons weren’t being cast away by the sinful act of murder or worship of the devil, both which God
hates. But the enemy very cleverly moves from the overt attack to something more subtle. This allows
the peoples’ faith in a false system and a false cure to increase trapping them even further. This
method of deception is used all over the world so that people will invest their faith in false-belief
systems for healing and deliverance from the devil, and their traditions have carried on throughout
the ages even to this day as we see in the Gray Brothers’ documentary.
This method works similarly with us, not just in our misplaced faith in false systems for healing,
but even in how we are tempted to sin, crave it, and then give in, followed by the craving going
away. It’s not just a chemical reaction within our brain that is causing the craving in the first place or
even the release of the craving when it is met. It’s also that our enemy is at work. It’s just that
unfortunately, our body and fleshly nature work hand in hand with what he’s trying to accomplish.
Just like the attacks of the Popibawa in Zanzibar seemed to spread like a disease from person to
person, a man known as “Jeff R.” would tell director Rodney Ascher that his attacks of sleep paralysis
began the night a girlfriend divulged to him what she had endured for years. Even after their breakup
his attacks would come more often and with more ferocity. Doctors would tell him he was simply
experiencing stress and that he should improve his sleep, diet, and physical health. He followed their
instructions but to no avail. Jeff would tell a female friend about his sleep paralysis attacks. The next
day he’d receive a text from her telling him that ‘she hated him because what was happening to him
was now happening to her.’
One afternoon Jeff would be doing housework and decide on a brief nap before going out with
friends that evening. He’d lie down on his bed and set the alarm on his phone to wake him up. He
rested his head back on the pillow and began feeling the same sensations that always accompanied
the beginnings of his sleep paralysis. To avoid another unwanted experience, he sat up to wake
himself. Believing he had warded off the feeling, he looked at the time on his phone and then laid
back down. The moment he fell asleep his phone rang. He reluctantly picked it up to hear static and
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an undiscernible garbled voice. He continued with the phone-call, trying to make out what was being
said, perhaps because he thought it was a friend calling him about their plans that night. Jeff, now up
and awake decided on a cigarette while walking into his living room in hopes of a better signal with
his phone.
Finally the interference cleared and Jeff could hear the voice of a pleasant sounding man saying,
“Hello, I was wondering if you could do me a favour…” “What kind of favour?” Jeff replied.

“LET ME IN!!!” was the no longer pleasant but altogether horrifying and startling reply of the
unknown man.
Instantly Jeff believed a demon was communicating with him, and he hurled his phone across
the room, breaking it into pieces. At that the reality he found himself in broke into chaos, the room
began shaking, and the atmosphere darkened. Let’s continue with Jeff R.’s own words now;

“My whole body started vibrating - it felt like something was trying to like, rip me out of myself,
kind of like pull my soul out. You know, just like trying to process this, like, what’s going on, you
know, just absolutely terrified. And so like, the only thing I could think to do was I just started
praying. I was like, "God, if you're there, help me, I don't know what's happening... Just, please,
somebody help me. And as soon as I said that, it felt like somebody just grabbed me from
behind and just like, yanked me back, like, down the hall and just like, slammed me back into my
body. And, like, I hit my body and I, like, sat up instantly and like, looked around, and was like,
‘Did that just happen?! Was.. was that real?’ And so the first thing I did was to grab my phone,
you know. I’m like, looking through, ‘Okay, who did I just talk to?’ And like, no-there is no
missed calls or no answered calls or nothing, and I looked at the time and it had only been like,
two minutes since I had initially laid down to go to sleep."128
This sort of constant and frequent attack climaxing with an incident this horrifying is not the
culmination of stress-induced bad dreams resulting from self-fed hysteria. As an areligious person,
there’s no reason Jeff’s plea to a God he didn’t know would have any effect, certainly not something
as dramatic as what happened when he was pulled back into his own body. I would say he was
indeed under attack and God did indeed rescue Jeff from that particular attack.
Sadly, it would not seem from the documentary that Jeff has turned to Jesus Christ for
permanent respite.
Another interviewee would have a similar experience. Connie Y. would grow up in a home that
would consider itself ‘Christian,’ yet according to Connie’s own YouTube videos, their attendance of
church was seldom. Connie would walk away from the Church early on and become a rebellious teen
who frequently disobeyed her parents. She talks of feeling unloved and having a brokenness inside as
if she were spiritually broken. Her wayward life away from God would continue on through her
twenties and into her thirties. As her life progressed she would grow more and more curious
spiritually. Although part of her concept of God would include Jesus Christ, it would be anything BUT
Biblical while she dabbled in and leaned more into all-encompassing ‘new age spirituality.’
Nevertheless, by God’s grace HE was seeking HER. Periodically she would open her Children’s Bible
from when she was a little girl. But she’d admit that she had a great distaste for the Christian faith
itself, even stating the following:
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“I actually abhorred religion. I didn't want... some lady a long time ago told me I should marry a
Christian man and I just laughed in her face. Anyways um, I learned very late in my life that the
name of Jesus has power, and that's how... I became a Christian."129
Her becoming a Christian had to do with the demonic attacks she faced which induced sleep
paralysis. She’d suffered episodes when as young as 6 years old, as well as at 15 during her angry,
rebellious years. She’d recall a very graphic and horrifying encounter while in her college dorm, and
also experience them towards the end of her spiritual journey in her 30’s. Ironically, the evil spirits she
was toying with as she sought spiritual truth in all the wrong places, although they were growing in
power in her life, their own attacks were what would cause her to call on the Name of Jesus Christ.
She describes her final attack where she felt a dark and utterly evil presence approaching her from
behind as she laid frozen in her bed. Within her mind she would hear something terrible screaming
loudly at her. Horrified she was desperate to have the presence leave;

"I remember this guy, his name is Jesus, and I'm gonna’ use his name right, and I'm gonna’ say
just, in Jesus name, ya’ know, y-you get out, or s-I said something to that effect... and I f-I
suddenly sensed that the demons or the, the-thing that was happening to me, that evil presence
just left, gone. Umm... and it was amazing. It was like a feeling of victory… They never came back.
I wasn't even a Christian then.”130
And so we have here that an elect child of God was able to cast away a demon in Jesus’s Name.
Or was it due to her intentions not being about personally prospering like the itinerant Jewish
exorcists? I can’t say for certain, but there was another woman in the documentary who also called
on the Name of Christ, but it had no effect. All I know is that God showed up for Jeff and Connie.
Looking at Connie’s faith-walk, it’s incredible how God has freed her, blessed her, and grown
her. In a YouTube video she would state that a couple weeks after first calling on the Name of Jesus
Christ to rebuke the spirits, she would become born-again. She’d admit in the video that the sleep
paralysis attacks would then return and intensify. Again, calling on Jesus’s Name would stop those
attacks. It’s important to understand that a Child of God can still be assaulted in some ways and we’ll
discuss that shortly. This was clearly an attempt of the devil to get Connie to reject her faith. The
devil hates when his children are freed from his grip. Over five years later though, Connie is still
going strong, praise God!
For anyone skeptical of these incidents being anything more than dreams, even if they WERE
dreams, they’re no MERE dream, but ones through which demonic spirits are communicating and
interacting with peoples’ spirits through their minds. We mentioned far earlier that an angel of God
had communicated with both Joseph the husband of the virgin Mary as well as the wise men through
dreams. These dreams were also no mere invention of the mind as the godly angels within them
forewarned of very real plots by Herod to kill Jesus as an infant. None of these men knew of this
information so their subconscious minds would not have been able to invent such an angelic
warning.
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As well, with all of this talk from these victims regarding their ‘sensing’ these evil spirits looking
at them during their sleep paralysis episodes, I can’t help but wonder if there is any connection to
the eerie feeling we can get where we think someone is watching us, but when we look, we see no
one there. I’d say it’s a possibility but there isn’t enough information for me to take a firm stance.
Nevertheless, these spirits are certainly all around us as they interact with and influence our lives.
I’d mentioned earlier that I was led to investigate sleep paralysis in the context of spiritual attack
due to something I read in the Book of Job. Let’s look deeper into that now.
After satan destroyed Job’s life and inflicted him with boils, Job would have three friends come
to comfort him. They would be accompanied by a fourth, younger man. One of Job’s friends was a
man named Eliphaz;
“Then Eliphaz the Temanite answered and said:
‘Now a word was brought to me stealthily;
my ear received the whisper of it.
Amid thoughts from visions of the night,
when deep sleep falls on men,
dread came upon me, and trembling,
which made all my bones shake.
A spirit glided past my face;
the hair of my flesh stood up.
It stood still,
but I could not discern its appearance.
A form was before my eyes;
there was silence, then I heard a voice:
“Can mortal man be in the right before God?
Can a man be pure before his Maker?
Even in his servants he puts no trust,
and his angels he charges with error;
how much more those who dwell in houses of clay,
whose foundation is in the dust,
who are crushed like the moth.
Between morning and evening they are beaten to pieces;
they perish forever without anyone regarding it.
Is not their tent-cord plucked up within them,
do they not die, and that without wisdom?’”

The Book of Job, chapter 4, verses 1 to 21
At first glance it would appear that Eliphaz was a reverent, God-fearing man who understood
that God had the power and right to do whatever He wanted with man whom He made. If you
search the internet as I did, you’ll see many pastoral commentaries which draw this very conclusion.
And that’s just how deceptive the enemy is. Looking closely at this interaction between Eliphaz and a
spirit, it became clear to me quite quickly that this encounter was very different than any other
meeting between man and an angelic servant of God as depicted in the Holy Bible.
Unlike other angels that appear boldly and make loud proclamations, this one came stealthily
and whispered its message. God’s angels in their brilliance cause awesome fear, but this one which
glided past Eliphaz’s face sent chills through his body and paralyzed him in his bed. God’s angels are
clearly defined and seen, but this one’s appearance could not be discerned as anything more than a
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form before Eliphaz’s eyes. After hearing all about these “Shadow Men” in The Nightmare
documentaries, this seems all the more congruent with a demonic attack. Worse though is this evil
spirit’s message; an angel of God would know that The Lord can and DOES make people right before
Himself, and that He DOES put trust in His servants and give them important tasks and missions. But

this spirit incites doubt in God’s goodness towards man, even pointing as if vindictively to the
charges God laid against the angels who rebelled with Lucifer. The tone behind this message is that
of a rebellious angel intent on distorting this man’s view of The Lord.
The text does not tell us at what point in Eliphaz’s life he received such a devious message, but
knowing how the devil works, it’s entirely possible that first satan afflicted Job, then in hopes of
tempting Job into rejecting God, he had one of his fellow fallen angels deliver this message to
Eliphaz so that it could then be relayed to Job and sway his thinking.
In any case, what we’re looking at is an account of a demonic visitation likened to sleep paralysis
right in the pages of authoritative Scripture.
It breaks my heart when I meet people who are suffering in such a way, be it by sleep paralysis
or constant attacks through night-terrors and vivid nightmares. I know personally that God can and
does free people from such demonic oppression just as He did for Connie and Jeff when they called
out. Louis Zamperini, the famed World War II airman whom Angelina Jolie’s 2014 film Unbroken was
based off of, was an unbeliever who’d suffered horrible nightmares for years after the war. He would
testify in his book Devil at My Heels that when he finally gave his life to God and called on the Name
of Jesus Christ for salvation, his nightmares would end.
There is power in the Name of Jesus Christ not only to save, but also in this invisible war we all
find ourselves in.
If you would like to view the two documentaries on sleep paralysis which I watched, they can be
viewed here:
The Nightmare (Gray Brothers)
The Nightmare (2015)
Something you should notice, my friend, is that the sleep paralysis and the attacks have
everything to do with the state of consciousness the victim is in as they drift from one brain
wavelength to another. This is not to say this serves as proof for a purely natural explanation, but
rather that just as our mind is where the battle lies, the state of our mind is what makes us more or
less susceptible to attack.
We’ll be discussing this soon as we journey into the reality of the spiritual battle.

126.
127.
128.
129.
130.

http://www.nytimes.com/1981/05/10/us/nightmares-suspected-in-bed-deaths-of-18-laotians.html; last accessed December 17, 2017
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1647019/
Rodney Ascher, (Director), The Nightmare (Zipper Bros Films; 2015)
Ibid
Ibid
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The Reality of the Spiritual Battle
Part 3 – Section 5
My friend, we have now mentioned Daniel the mighty prophet of God a few times. He was the
one called to interpret the writing on the wall by the hand which emanated from another realm; we
mentioned how an angel of God protected him from the lions in their den during his wrongful death
sentence; and we also stated that the angel Gabriel who’d spoken to Mary, Jesus’s earthly mother,
had visited Daniel five centuries earlier. Now we’re going to look a little closer at another angelic
interaction Daniel had.
In the third year of Cyrus king of Persia after he took over Babylon (so around 536/535 BC),
Daniel who was nearly 90 years old by this time, had been mourning for three weeks. He ate no
delicacies, no meat or wine had entered his mouth, nor did he anoint himself (likely with oil?) for
three weeks. Then as he was standing on the bank of the Tigris River, he had an incredible vision of a
being so wonderful and powerful that it sapped his strength. The men who were with him did not
see the being but felt the presence, and trembling they fled to hide. An angel would reassuringly
touch Daniel’s shoulder and call him to stand upright for God had seen his fasting and heard his
praying and sent the angel to converse with him. But said the angel:
“The prince of the kingdom of Persia withstood me twenty-one days,
but Michael, one of the chief princes, came to help me, for I was left there
with the kings of Persia... now I will return to fight against the prince of
Persia; and when I go out, behold, the prince of Greece will come.”

The Book of Daniel, chapter 10, verses 13 and 20

Just as Michael the Archangel is mentioned here as a ‘prince,’ there are other princes that
oppose them. This of course speaks of other angels of great power and authority. Their reason for
opposition is of course because they rebelled with the devil and are fallen. And just as the devil is
“the god of this world” who blinds unbelievers, these fallen angels were ruling over the nations of
that time such as Persia and Greece. No doubt they have this control and influence through the sinful
amenability of the rulers or kings there, just as rulers and kings of Babylon and Tyre were so easily
puppeteered by the devil.
We cannot see angels unless they are revealed to us. And we cannot see into the heavenly
realm unless it is unveiled to us. But within this dimension which is not visible to us, an unseen but
very real war is being waged. It effects our world and we effect it. Daniel’s fasting and prayerful
words to God were why the angel was dispatched.131 Yes, because this is a spiritual war, our weapons
are spiritual;
“For though we walk in the flesh, we are not waging war according to the flesh.
For the weapons of our warfare are not of the flesh but have divine power to destroy
strongholds. We destroy arguments and every lofty opinion raised against the
knowledge of God, and take every thought captive to obey Christ…”
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The Second Epistle to the Corinthians, chapter 10, verses 3 to 5
The Apostle Paul reminds us here that our war is not with people, but with spiritual forces who
manipulate and influence them. The events of earth are being affected by unseen beings. With the
Truth of God’s Word, the believer can set people free by destroying demonic strongholds over
individuals, their families, and whole communities. Just as there is a Prince of Persia or Greece with
lesser angels serving them, there are no doubt Princes over other major territories with lesser angels
serving them there, all under the guidance of the devil their master.
Like Daniel, the Believer contributes to this fight through prayer, the spiritual gifts God has
entrusted to us, faith and hope, but mostly through Christ-like love;
“If I speak in the tongues of men and of angels, but have not love, I am a
noisy gong or a clanging cymbal. And if I have prophetic powers, and
understand all mysteries and all knowledge, and if I have all faith, so as to
remove mountains, but have not love, I am nothing. If I give away all I have, and
if I deliver up my body to be burned, but have not love, I gain nothing... So now
faith, hope, and love abide, these three; but the greatest of these is love.”

The First Epistle to the Corinthians, chapter 13, verses 1 to 3 and 13

It’s important to know though what love is. Earlier in The Good News we learned that mankind’s

worldly ideas of what love is fall quite short from what God tells us love is. We heard that even those
who profess to know God can get love wrong when they love people before they love and honour
God. We learned that only those who truly know God and put Him first can truly know and fully
extend His love to others. So then, what is love?
"Love is patient and kind; love does not envy or boast; it is not arrogant or rude. It
does not insist on its own way; it is not irritable and does not count up wrongdoing; it
does not rejoice at wrongdoing, but rejoices with the truth. Love bears all things,
believes all things, hopes all things, endures all things. Love never ends..."

The First Epistle to the Corinthians, chapter 13, verses 4 to 8

The weapons of this warfare are patience and kindness, humility, forgiveness, politeness,
meekness, longsuffering, mercy, truth and grace. These are the munitions, empowered by the Holy
Spirit, which build the Kingdom of God as the Gospel goes out and is received. They can serve
powerfully to release people from all that their enemy has spiritually bound them in… unless of
course the individual refuses to be released because of their love for the darkness. The growth of
God’s kingdom means that it encroaches on that kingdom of darkness as it loses more of its slaves.
How awesome an honour and how rewarding it is to be recruited into the ranks of the Most High
God!
Sadly, as stated in the introduction to this part on our enemy, many people don’t even know
this war is going on. That includes people who profess to know Jesus Christ.
No one however, has the option to sit on the sidelines. Everyone whether they want to be or not
is involved in this war.
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Dr. Walter Martin who we stated had been involved in various exorcisms has said while
discussing William Blatty’s film The Exorcist based off of his novel of the same name, that Blatty had
done extensive research into separate accounts of real-life exorcisms, then formed a composite
including all of the most horrifying elements. Although the movie may have been aggrandized, that

ANYTHING from that film is happening in reality aids us in appreciating that this spiritual war is very
much tangible and crosses over into the physical. Blatty himself has never been shy about confirming
that he was trying to depict what has really happened to people.132
We discussed earlier how the ministry leaders at The Comfort Zone with Ray Comfort have come
under very real spiritual attack due to their usefulness to God and His permitting of testing in their
lives. We also mentioned Pastor Chip Ingram who’s been attacked rather intensely at various times,
especially before teaching ON spiritual warfare itself.
Pastor Jim Wood of Wears Valley Ranch, a Christian support home for children, has taught on
spiritual warfare as well, and naturally has ALSO experienced attacks during those teaching sessions.
More notably, during the series, he spoke of an incident where as a new pastor, he was asked to visit
a young woman in a psychiatric hospital in Atlanta. The woman was in a catatonic, non-responsive
state. The doctors had tried various tests including exploratory prodding at her nervous system to
trigger a response. Nothing worked.
Pastor Jim introduced himself to the woman’s mother and the young woman herself, at which
the mother informed him about her daughter being catatonic. Pastor Jim acknowledged that he had
already known about her physical condition but was speaking to her spirit. He then began to talk
about the Lord Jesus Christ. He continued on sharing the Gospel with this young, unmoving woman,
and purposefully brought the conversation back to Jesus Christ’s lordship and authority again and
again, knowing full well that this would aggravate any demonic spirits IF they happened to be
involved.
After a while of this agitation, the young woman whose eyes had been fixed as if looking into
space, turned her eyes to look directly at Pastor Jim. Her expression unchanged, the gaze was a
piercing and searing one. Calmly he would continue conversing about this same topic – Christ’s
victory over the devil.
Without warning the young woman unleashed a sudden and starling raspy shriek from deep
within herself, catching both the mother and Pastor Jim quite off guard. She then returned back to
her previously silent state.
Now if she were simply being affected by a psychiatric condition as a result of some sociological
situation, why did she react that way from Pastor Jim speaking about Jesus Christ, salvation, and
victory over the devil? Why react at all? Why not remain catatonic if that’s all it was? Are you really
going to hold fast to a belief that the young woman’s subconscious was manifesting some sort of
pseudo-response based on a deep-seated personal distaste for Christianity? Or was she having a
purely materialistic and natural psychotic episode, and with her subconscious only believing she was
demon-possessed, such an outburst was a suitable reaction for that moment?
I trust, my friend, that by this point, you find such answers as unlikely as I do.
No, the devil and his forces are very much real and at work, and they hate God and His children
and are constantly scheming to draw away worship and destroy the People of God.
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In 1942, Christian author and philosopher C.S. Lewis released The Screwtape Letters, a satirical
novel based on a compilation of letters from a senior mentoring demon to a lesser demon. The elder
guides the other in how to tempt and destroy an unsaved man assigned to him. Lewis would say that
spending his time while writing the book from the perspective of a demonic persona, constantly
reversing what is good to be what is bad and vice versa, was quite fatiguing spiritually. 133 I can
imagine there was more affecting his mood than just that.
As Jesus Christ said, the cost to following Him as a disciple (which of course is the true mark of
a person who is saved) needs to be counted.134 He warned that the servant was not greater than the
master.135 It will cost a person a lot to be a born-again Child of God and many people will challenge
you if you accept the free gift of salvation. Though it will of course be eternally rewarding!
If you start pursuing God, humbly praying to Him, and reading His Word, you will discover that
you are smack-dab in the middle of this invisible conflict (if you haven’t recognized the devil’s mode
of operation in your life already!).
This is just like how Connie Y. came under attack as she pursued God, and even after when she
was first starting to truly walk with Him.
My dear friend, if you’re still having trouble believing these demonic forces are real, go talk to a
good, conservative, pastor who preaches God’s Word and stays true to the Bible, and who has been
serving for a while, and he’ll be able to share some very real anecdotal evidence from his own life
with you.
If that’s not enough to make you appreciate that you have an unseen enemy who is out to ruin
you, try opposing them for a while. Follow the Lord, and you will quickly have more than enough
practical evidence. I’ve only been following God for a little over five years and I have witnessed more
than enough to convince me of my need to stay close to my Heavenly Father. Not just yet, but later
on, I’ll share something from my own life. As hard as it may be to take the word of someone you
don’t know, you may know me personally, and I have nothing to gain from making any of this up.

131. Daniel 10:12
132. http://ca.ign.com/articles/2000/09/20/interview-with-the-exorcist-writerproducer-william-peter-blatty; last accessed December 17,
2017
133. http://blogs.cbn.com/churchwatch/archive/2010/09/02/c.s.-lewis-on-the-screwtape-letters-and-man-in-space.aspx?mobile=false; last
accessed December 17, 2017
134. Luke 14:25-35
135. John 15:18-20

Put On the Whole Armour of God
To protect His Children, God through His Holy Spirit would inspire the Apostle Paul to write the
following:
“Finally, be strong in the Lord and in the strength of his might. Put on the whole armor of
God, that you may be able to stand against the schemes of the devil. For we do not wrestle
against flesh and blood, but against the rulers, against the authorities, against the cosmic
powers over this present darkness, against the spiritual forces of evil in the heavenly places.
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Therefore take up the whole armor of God, that you may be able to withstand in the evil day,
and having done all, to stand firm. Stand therefore, having fastened on the belt of truth, and
having put on the breastplate of righteousness, and, as shoes for your feet, having put on the
readiness given by the gospel of peace. In all circumstances take up the shield of faith, with
which you can extinguish all the flaming darts of the evil one; and take the helmet of
salvation, and the sword of the Spirit, which is the word of God, praying at all times in the
Spirit, with all prayer and supplication. To that end keep alert with all perseverance, making
supplication for all the saints, and also for me, that words may be given to me in opening my
mouth boldly to proclaim the mystery of the gospel, for which I am an ambassador in chains,
that I may declare it boldly, as I ought to speak.”

The Epistle to the Ephesians, chapter 6, verses 10 to 20
There’s a lot being said in this important passage which obviously pertains to spiritual warfare.
Just like the weapons we use are not normal weapons, neither is our armour.
First, we notice that our strength is not in ourselves but in God and HIS might. Now THAT’S a
lot of might! You and I have no power or authority over the devil in ourselves. It all comes from The
Lord. With HIS armour on, we can “stand against the schemes of the devil” – yes, the same devil
who prowls around like a roaring lion who is scheming about a person’s destruction. Interestingly
enough, the Bible tells us that the Believer is “clothed in Christ.”136
In verse 12, the Apostle Paul is again reaffirming that “we do not wrestle against flesh and
blood” because our war in this life is primarily against spiritual forces. Like we saw in the Book of
Daniel when he was told of ‘princes,’ the follower of Christ fights “against the rulers, against the
authorities, against the cosmic powers over this present darkness, against the spiritual forces of
evil in the heavenly places.”
I want to take this time to point out that this does not mean that God prohibits a Believer to be
involved in physical war when necessary. Unfortunately, many people who oppose Christ and love
darkness will, under the deception of the devil, wage war to destroy God’s Children as well as each
other. God’s Word tells us in The Book of Ecclesiastes that there is “a time for war and a time for
peace.” Sometimes good men, even those who love and follow the Lord must take up physical arms
against a physical enemy in order to protect the weak and the innocent and free the oppressed.
When it comes to an individual believer and their faith and their own safety however, it seems fully
expected that a Christian be martyred for it rather than raise the sword. We’ll be discussing this later.
In order for the disciple to stand firm and withstand these “evil days,” they must put on that
aforementioned armour of God. The armour of God is described as thus:
1) The belt of Truth – How ABSOLUTELY CRITICAL it is to surround one’s self and have all the
armour held together with TRUTH. Of course truth comes from God’s Word. Without it, our
scheming enemy who is a LIAR through and through will be able to get the best of us.
When we’re commanded to “Test the spirits,” it is with The Truth of God’s Word that we
can test them. Without Truth, we can’t even properly love because we don’t of ourselves
know properly what love is. This is why anyone professing to be a believer who does not
hold Truth in high regard when they try to teach and love only end up leading people
astray, often times away from Christ and repentance and into damnation. How ineffective is
that?!
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2) The breastplate of Righteousness – Naturally the believer’s righteousness comes from
Christ through faith. As far as acceptance by The Father goes, this is it. BUT, in this war, it is
also crucial that a follower of Christ walk in The Spirit, staying submitted so that their lives
reflect something powerful both to others and to the enemy. As well, it’s rather difficult to
be bogged down by accusations of the enemy when there is little to be accused for and you
keep your account with God short through frequent confession and repentance, no? This is
why God’s Word tells us to be ‘blameless.’137
3) The readiness given by the peace of the Gospel as shoes for your feet – This speaks of
how a Believer has peace in his mind and heart because of the peace He now has with God
through Jesus’s Christ’s work of atonement at the Cross for his sins. He’s also “ready” for
whatever may come into his life – even death – because of his standing in Christ and the
promise of eternal life. He may also ‘stand firm’ because his footwear, like that of Roman
soldiers which was made specially to give them grip against their enemy, helps keep him
stable. Lastly, he’s ready to share the Gospel with others which “breaks strongholds.” The
Apostle Paul’s choosing to use shoes in this way reminds us of what he wrote in his Epistle
to the Romans in chapter 10, verse 15: “How beautiful are the feet of those who preach
the good news!” This of course was an allusion back to The Book of Isaiah, chapter 52,
verse 7: “How beautiful upon the mountains are the feet of him who brings good news,
who publishes peace, who brings good news of happiness, who publishes salvation, who
says to Zion, ’Your God reigns.’”
4) The shield of faith – When the fiery darts of the enemy come, just as we discussed in He

Attacks the Mind, our faith in God and understanding of His Word and what is true can be
used to extinguish all of the rubbish our enemy flings at us to inflict injury. Those insults and
that doubt is immediately extinguished, praise God.
5) The helmet of Salvation – This of course is that deep understanding within our mind that
we are saved, set free, and we have eternal life and victory over death and the devil. We
have no reason to fear in this supernatural conflict. Our knowledge of God’s authority over
us and our enemy is totally reassuring and we can rest in it.
6) The Sword of the Spirit which is the Word of God – God’s Word itself, the Holy Bible
states in Hebrews chapter 4 verse 12: “For the word of God is living and active, sharper
than any two-edged sword, piercing to the division of soul and of spirit, of joints and of
marrow, and discerning the thoughts and intentions of the heart.” It can be used both
defensively and offensively. It can be used to cut away that which is wrong in our own heart,
and that which is wrong in our brother or sister’s heart. Empowered by the Spirit of God, the
Word of God can convict and reprove, heal and comfort, and is useful in all manner of ways.
We will see shortly that Jesus Christ Himself who is the Word of God embodied in flesh
would use memorized Scripture with all its power to fend off the devil.
As well as the armour, Paul tells us to ‘pray in the Spirit,’ which means to pray deeply and in
alignment with the will of God. We’re also called upon to “keep alert,” no doubt for evidence of what
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b,i[=our adversary is scheming, and then pray against it, as well as for all who are Believers that they
may be effective in their sharing of the Gospel.
Before we move on, it’s important to note that a person’s effectiveness in the spiritual battle is
naturally going to be hampered if they only put on SOME of the armour of God. From the moment a
Believer awakes in the morning, if their desire is to be protected and able, they need to “put on the
whole armour of God.”

136. Galatians 3:26-27; Romans 13:14
137. Philippians 2:16

Jesus Christ Battled the devil With Scripture
Even though we see clearly in the Gospels that Jesus Christ has authority over everything
INCLUDING fallen angels (or demonic spirits), we see He rebuts the temptations presented to Him by
the devil by quoting Scripture. This should give us great confidence in God’s Word and it’s authority
over our enemy.
What’s unsettling is that, like mentioned in He Accuses the Children of God, the devil has no
issue with quoting Scripture (out of context, mind you), and misapplying it as he so desires to try and
confuse those he is attacking.
In the Gospels of Matthew, Mark, and Luke, we see Jesus Christ being baptized by John the
Baptist. This was not because Christ was a sinner in need of repenting as He was sinless, but because
He identified with us who are sinners. Following that, we’re told of this episode;
“Then Jesus was led up by the Spirit into the wilderness to be tempted by the devil. And
after fasting forty days and forty nights, he was hungry. And the tempter came and said to
him, ‘If you are the Son of God, command these stones to become loaves of bread.’ But he
answered, ‘It is written,
“’Man shall not live by bread alone,
but by every word that comes from the mouth of God.’
“Then the devil took him to the holy city and set him on the pinnacle of the temple and
said to him, ‘If you are the Son of God, throw yourself down, for it is written,
“‘He will command his angels concerning you,’
and
“‘On their hands they will bear you up,
lest you strike your foot against a stone.’”
“Jesus said to him, ‘Again it is written, ‘You shall not put the Lord your God to the test.’”
Again, the devil took him to a very high mountain and showed him all the kingdoms of the
world and their glory. And he said to him, ‘All these I will give you, if you will fall down and
worship me.’ Then Jesus said to him, ‘Be gone, Satan! For it is written,
“‘You shall worship the Lord your God
and him only shall you serve.’”
“Then the devil left him, and behold, angels came and were ministering to him.”

The Gospel of Matthew, Chapter 4, verses 1 to 11
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Right away I want to address something many find issue with: The fact that no mountainous
vantage point permits anyone to see all the Kingdoms of the world at once, or even how Jesus and
the devil would arrive there as well as on the pinnacle of the temple. I trust, my dear friend, that by
now you’ve read more than enough about the spiritual realm and visions therein, and supernatural
travel to permit that all of the above did happen and was indeed experienced by Jesus Christ,
whether we can explain it outright or not. True?
Returning to the passage, first we see that the devil tempts Jesus Christ with ‘the lust of the
flesh’ – food to eat and feed his mortal body after the lengthy fast. Then we see ‘the pride of life’ –
Jesus’s Sonship is challenged and He’s tempted to prove Himself through a careless suicidal jump
which God the Father would need to rescue Him from via an angelic intervention. Finally we see ‘the
lust of the eyes’ – an invitation to take the rule the devil who is “the god of this world” has over it
for Himself. Although Jesus Christ WILL one day rule over the entire world, as recently stated, this
was not the appointed time. And bowing down to the devil was CERTAINLY not the way to go about
attaining that rulership. Jesus was to gain such a glorious position only through His perfect
submission to The Father as a model for His followers.
What’s interesting is that the Gospel writer Luke would rearrange this order of temptation so
that it matched that of the serpent’s temptation with Eve: The fruit was good for food – the lust of
the flesh; pleasing to the eyes – the lust of the eyes; and would make one wise – the pride of life. No
doubt, the Apostle John would follow suit when he wrote in his First Epistle, chapter 2, verses 16
which we saw earlier in He Uses the Media to Shape Our Thinking and Control Us. We were told such
lusts were not from The Father.
But Jesus would use Scripture – The Book of Deuteronomy specifically – to counter each of the
devil’s attacks of temptation. Just like James said if we submit to God the devil would flee, we see in
this account that when the Son submitted to the Father, the devil knowing the temptation would not
succeed, fled. As well, Christ’s accompanied command for the devil to depart shows us His authority.
That Matthew chapter 4 verse 10 included “Be gone” shows us that was the historical chronological
retelling of the account, where Luke’s rendition which did not include “Be gone” was meant to match
the order of Eve’s temptation.
Those who are God’s Children may ALSO wield this ‘Sword of the Spirit.’
Also worth mentioning: If a Child of God is concerned because they are being tempted by
invasive, foreign thoughts to bow down to the devil, it is not because it’s coming from a wicked
heart, or that they aren’t saved and are actually possessed… Like for evangelists Ray Comfort, Emeal
Zwayne, and Mark Spence, the devil will attack those who are on the move for God in such a fashion.
Like those three evangelists who cited Deuteronomy as Jesus did when He said, “You shall worship
the Lord your God and Him only shall you serve,” we can as well, and those wicked thoughts will
vanish.

God Has Authority Over Angels
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We already witnessed in He Accuses the Children of God and He Can Cause Disease, God has
authority even over His most powerful foe, the devil. It was satan who had to come to GOD for
permission to attack Job. And it was up to God by the counsel of His own infinite wisdom to
determine whether or not to permit the testing.
But this is not the only time we see this in Scripture. During the reign of that wicked king of
Israel, Ahab, the same one who married Jezebel and worshiped Baal, there was a prophet of God
named Micaiah. Ahab had long since started receiving his counsel not from God through His
prophets and priests, but through false prophets and false priests. Ahab wanted to go against Syria
with Jehoshaphat the king of Judah. These false prophets were sycophants who were not only
mislead by false and lying demonic spirits who wanted to see the destruction of God’s people in
Israel and Judah, but they were willing to say anything that puffed up Ahab and made them
favourable in his eyes.
Jehoshaphat was for the most part a God-fearing king but he did make the mistake of allying
himself with Ahab. At seeing all of the false prophets who gave guidance to Ahab, Jehoshaphat
would ask, “Is there not here another prophet of the Lord of whom we may inquire?”138 Ahab’s
response: “There is yet one man by whom we may inquire of the Lord, Micaiah the son of Imlah,
but I hate him, for he never prophesies good concerning me, but evil.”139 Isn’t that just like a
proud person? They only want to hear good about themselves and their destiny, even if it isn’t the
truth…
But Jehoshaphat would compel Ahab to summon this true prophet of God, and Micaiah would
come and tell of a vision he had;
“And Micaiah said, ‘Therefore hear the word of the Lord: I saw the Lord sitting
on his throne, and all the host of heaven standing beside him on his right hand and
on his left; and the Lord said, ‘Who will entice Ahab, that he may go up and fall at
Ramoth-gilead?’ And one said one thing, and another said another. Then a spirit
came forward and stood before the Lord, saying, ‘I will entice him.’ And the Lord
said to him, ‘By what means?’ And he said, ‘I will go out, and will be a lying spirit in
the mouth of all his prophets.’ And he said, ‘You are to entice him, and you shall
succeed; go out and do so.’ Now therefore behold, the Lord has put a lying spirit in
the mouth of all these your prophets; the Lord has declared disaster for you.”

The First Book of Kings, chapter 22, verses 19 to 23

Sure enough, Ahab, deceived by his false prophets who themselves were persuaded by a “lying
spirit” would go out to battle and end up dead. Again, like with satan in the attack on Job, we see
God utilize a fallen spirit to do His bidding.
Now, friend, before you jump to the defense of Ahab or make the mistake of accusing the
unaccusable Almighty God, recognize that Ahab’s whole life was wicked rebellion and the worship of
Baal just as we discussed earlier. Do you remember that we said he “did evil in the sight of the
Lord, more than all who were before him” in Pride of the Devil? Ahab had led all the people of the
northern kingdom of Israel, God’s chosen people, away from The Lord and into false worship that
would result in their eternal damnation. His wife was responsible for the deaths of many of God’s
priests so they could continue their demon-worship. Who knows what else they had been involved in.
And the whole time, God was graciously warning Ahab to repent and turn to Him and away from
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wickedness. And there WAS a short period of personal repentance by Ahab as seen in 1 Kings 21:2529. Yet his heart had not truly changed and it would not last, and he would carry on in rebellion.
So God who cannot lie permitted an angel who had rebelled with Lucifer to go and do what
they love to do – deceive Ahab and lead him into destruction.
And God was completely and absolutely justified in doing so because as we learned in God

Must Exist, “the wages of sin is death.”
Another instance similar to this is when Saul the first king of Israel was afflicted. Now this was a
time before Judah and Israel had split. This was in the latter half of the eleventh century, B.C. Saul
had been a very insecure and prideful leader and not who God had desired to lead His people. But
the people had demanded “a king like other nations,”140 when God had been leading them through
human judges since Moses. God would graciously warn the people through His prophet Samuel that
they just needed to be patient and He would put in place the right person. Even at this promise and
the warning that their king would be a cruel and poor leader, they insisted.
So they got Saul.
God would bless Saul with His Holy Spirit to give Saul victories over other nations so that Israel
could begin regaining all of the land they’d lost after first coming into their Promised Land under
Joshua five centuries earlier. Unlike the covenant now where a Believer has the Holy Spirit indwell and
always abide with them, under the Old Covenant we see in the Old Testament, although a person
was still saved at that point by their faith in God’s mercy and the sacrifice of animals (which looked
forward to Jesus Christ’s sacrifice), the Holy Spirit did not indwell all people, and He did not abide
with people indefinitely.
“Now the Spirit of the Lord departed from Saul, and a harmful spirit from the Lord
tormented him. And Saul's servants said to him, ‘Behold now, a harmful spirit from
God is tormenting you. Let our lord now command your servants who are before you
to seek out a man who is skillful in playing the lyre, and when the harmful spirit from
God is upon you, he will play it, and you will be well.’ So Saul said to his servants,
‘Provide for me a man who can play well and bring him to me.’… And whenever the
harmful spirit from God was upon Saul, David took the lyre and played it with his
hand. So Saul was refreshed and was well, and the harmful spirit departed from him.”

The First Book of Samuel, chapter 16, verses 14 to 17 and 23

Once again, God utilized a fallen angel to do His bidding – torment Saul. Saul had already
proven himself utterly faithless. When ordered by God through Samuel to totally destroy King Agag
of the Amalekites, all his people, and all of their livestock, Saul had decided to spare Agag’s life, and
with his army, they decided to keep all of the best livestock for themselves. Agag and his people
were absolutely evil and their destruction was well past due! To top it all off, Saul in his arrogance
had erected a monument to himself on account of the victory that GOD had granted him. When
caught, Saul would excuse himself, telling Samuel that the livestock had only been kept in order to
sacrifice them to The Lord. It was for all of this that Saul was rejected and God’s Spirit left him.
When we consider that all of us are proud and selfish and do not give God His due honour
when He deserves endless praise and adoration, any and all of us should justifiably be tormented by
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demonic spirits without reprieve. But God in His graciousness clearly does not always permit this,
does He? Furthermore, He invites us to abide with Him now, and eventually forever if we accept His
free gift.
Another matter of interest is that the music David played caused the demonic spirit to depart.
This seems to give credibility to the reality that there is indeed spiritual power in music as we
mentioned earlier in He Uses the Media to Shape Our Thinking and Control Us, perhaps even in the
resonances themselves.
One final passage to mention comes from our discussion point God also uses angels to carry

out punishment. We’d touched on Exodus 12:23 where “the destroyer” struck down the firstborn sons
of any households which did not paint their doorposts with lamb’s blood in order for it to pass over.
Was this “destroyer” the same evil angelic leader we see mentioned in the ninth chapter of the
Revelation? That leader is named Apollyon which is Greek for “Destroyer.”
If that’s the case, which it likely is, we once again see that God has total authority over very
powerful, fallen angels.
Some make the mistake of apologizing for God stating that God is by His nature incapable of
bringing harm to anyone. They say this is WHY He uses angels in such situations as this. They’re
wrong for two reasons: 1) God doesn’t need to be excused. He’s God. He’s perfect in goodness and
wisdom and that same nature they wrongly think prohibits Him from causing harm is totally
righteous and demands He be JUST. God isn’t making a mistake when He permits difficulty or wrath
to come upon people like Ahab or Saul, or even you or I. We’re all sinners deserving not mercy or
grace, but punishment. That’s the amazing and beautiful thing about God – He LOVES US so much
that He seldom gives us everything we deserve and He even made a way for us to be forgiven
completely by taking our punishment HIMSELF! 2) The Bible makes it clear that God HIMSELF CAN
pour out wrath and judgment, and He has and He will again in the end when He comes back to
“cleanse the world of unrighteousness” and establish His Kingdom. There is nothing wrong
whatsoever with God delivering punishment.
God doesn’t need angels to do all of “the hard work.” He’s not a big gooey, dainty cupcake
covered in sprinkles; He’s God all-powerful, wholly just, fearsome and terrible, yet inexplicably loving
and wonderful.
It’s no wonder the demons feared Him even as He walked the earth in the flesh. And this leads
us to our next segment.
We can trust though, that because God is good and all-wise, His permittance of demonic attack
is always with good reason. It may be that His servant is being tested like Job or Ray Comfort going
through a trial; He may be pulling back the veil to help His pastors to see that there is indeed an
enemy like with Jim Wood; He may be using the devil and his forces to skillfully chasten one of His
followers like an artisan uses pruning shears to sculpt a beautiful masterpiece out of a shrub; or He
may allow them to attack an unbeliever, like a velvet-covered vice grip which when squeezing
compels them to humbly seek out their Creator for relief. Whatever it may be, we can trust Him, and
that He chooses to exercise His authority in this manner should certainly not be cause for us to reject
Him.
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In actuality, His complete and total authority over our spiritual adversary should be a great
comfort to us, knowing that like with Job, they will never be able to do more to us than He permits.
If we have submitted to Him and been adopted into His family as His children, as we read at the end
of the eighth chapter of the Epistle to the Romans, not even “angels nor rulers” can ever take away
our eternal security.

138. 1 Kings 22:7
139. 1 Kings 22:8
140. 1 Samuel 8:20

Jesus Has Authority Over Angels
We’ve already covered plenty of passages depicting Jesus Christ casting fallen angels out of
people. Although each of the accounts has hidden gems of insight within them when thoughtfully
studied, for our discussion regarding His authority, it would be a tad redundant to go over similar
passages. So let’s simply look at a few verses that plainly state Christ’s authority;
“Baptism, which corresponds to this, now saves you, not as a removal of dirt
from the body but as an appeal to God for a good conscience, through the
resurrection of Jesus Christ, who has gone into heaven and is at the right hand of
God, with angels, authorities, and powers having been subjected to him.”

The First Epistle of Peter, chapter 3, verses 21 and 22
(underline for emphasis, mine)

The Apostle Peter states clearly that all of these spiritual forces, both good and bad, regardless
of where they have dominion; they are under the authority of Jesus Christ.
“But when the archangel Michael, contending with the devil, was
disputing about the body of Moses, he did not presume to pronounce a
blasphemous judgment, but said, ‘The Lord rebuke you.’”

The Epistle of Jude, verse 9

It’s quite something to see an angel as powerful as Michael pronouncing a rebuke of The Lord
against the devil rather than relying on his own strength. Again, we see that authority of Jesus Christ
being relied upon.
“And he went down to Capernaum, a city of Galilee. And he was teaching them
on the Sabbath, and they were astonished at his teaching, for his word possessed
authority. And in the synagogue there was a man who had the spirit of an unclean
demon, and he cried out with a loud voice, ‘Ha! What have you to do with us, Jesus of
Nazareth? Have you come to destroy us? I know who you are—the Holy One of God.’
But Jesus rebuked him, saying, ‘Be silent and come out of him!’ And when the demon
had thrown him down in their midst, he came out of him, having done him no harm.
And they were all amazed and said to one another, ‘What is this word? For with
authority and power he commands the unclean spirits, and they come out!’ And
reports about him went out into every place in the surrounding region.”
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The Gospel of Luke, chapter 4, verses 31 to 37
I’ve included that last passage to emphasize that the authority Jesus Christ had when casting out
demons was like nothing the people had EVER seen before. This authority would be so awesome to
them that it would draw out a very interesting and telling question;
“Then a demon-oppressed man who was blind and mute was brought to him, and
he healed him, so that the man spoke and saw. And all the people were amazed, and
said, ‘Can this be the Son of David?’ But when the Pharisees heard it, they said, ‘It is only
by Beelzebul, the prince of demons, that this man casts out demons.’ Knowing their
thoughts, he said to them, ‘Every kingdom divided against itself is laid waste, and no city
or house divided against itself will stand. And if Satan casts out Satan, he is divided
against himself. How then will his kingdom stand? And if I cast out demons by Beelzebul,
by whom do your sons cast them out? Therefore they will be your judges. But if it is by the
Spirit of God that I cast out demons, then the kingdom of God has come upon you.’”

The Gospel of Matthew, chapter, 12, verses 22 to 28

In the above instance, Jesus’s authority over this particular demon who caused a man to be both
mute and blind was so amazing that it led them to ask, “Can this be the Son of David?” Jews at that
time, and even today know that their promised Messiah will come from the lineage of King David. I
promised in He Can Make People Mute that I would discuss the profound significance of Jesus
casting a demon out of a mute man, and it has EVERYTHING to do with His being the Messiah. But
it won’t be until later that we investigate ‘why.’
What I REALLY wanted to point out in the above passage for this segment is that The Lord
states that “satan does not cast out satan” because a ‘house divided against itself will not stand.”
What does that tell you then about the witch-doctors in Zanzibar supposedly casting out
demons without invoking the Name of Jesus Christ? What can you infer then about the Laotian
Hmong people who were to offer sacrifices to keep demons from attacking them? What can you
deduce then about any sort of ‘faith-healing’ from illness caused by demonic spirits which has no
reliance on The One True God for that healing?
Friend, it’s just as we conversed about back in The Spiritual Attack of Sleep Paralysis; those
people weren’t actually being freed from demons – the demons were only ceasing to attack in the
more obvious ways in order to reinforce the peoples’ false and damning faith systems, propelling
them further on along the broad path which leads to destruction.
“If satan casts out satan, he is divided against himself.”

The devil and his Forces Are Way More Powerful Than You Or I
I expect, my friend, that by now it is quite clear that angels good or bad, and therefore most
certainly the devil, are far more powerful than we mere mortal human beings. There’s a moment in
Scripture where Jesus Christ says something to His disciple Simon Peter which illustrates this very
vividly;
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“’Simon, Simon, behold, Satan demanded to have you, that he might
sift you like wheat, but I have prayed for you that your faith may not fail.
And when you have turned again, strengthen your brothers.’”

The Gospel of Luke, chapter 22, verses 31 and 32

Nowadays we have machines to sift wheat but I suppose whichever process is used, it still paints
hauntingly what this passage reveals. Sifting wheat is the process of smashing and folding wheat
stalks so that the grain (or ‘wheat berry’) can be separated.
Now imagine this process being done by a powerful spiritual being to a fleshly person.
Pretty gruesome, I know.
And had it not been for the intercession of Jesus Christ, satan would’ve had his way. Jesus would
go on to warn Peter that he would deny Christ three times before the rooster crowed. This would
indeed occur and Peter would be totally broken in his heart because of his weakness. BUT, Peter
would repent and later be filled with the Holy Spirit and be used MIGHTILY by God as an Apostle of
the Gospel.
Judas Iscariot however would, although filled with grief for his betrayal, then be tormented by it,
and very quickly hang himself and die without true repentance of his sin, thus being damned for
eternity.
Very sad. But that’s what a “sifting” alludes to.
Jesus Christ’s defense of His disciples is reminiscent of The Lord passing over the doors painted
with lamb’s blood, prohibiting The Destroyer from killing the firstborn son within the house.
Friend, although the devil could dash you into pieces, God by His grace has not let that happen.
He’s giving you time to come into His fold as one of His sheep. Those who are in the fold, the Good
Shepherd will never lose them to the thief or the wolf, or even the wolf in sheep’s clothing because
He is praying for them to the Father, and God has all authority.
As we stated much earlier, the devil is not omnipresent nor is he omniscient. Certainly through
his network of fellow, fallen angels, he can know quite a bit and orchestrate a fair amount, and
therefore be far more strategic than we could ever hope to discern, but God is greater and the
enemy can do nothing outside God’s permissive will.
Anything He permits will ultimately work towards His glory and the good of His children. And
that is a promise in His Word for those who believe.

Only the Children of God are Protected from Demons
Not to say they can’t come under attack, but they certainly can’t be possessed. I mentioned
earlier while talking about the ending of The Exorcist where the demon left the girl, ‘Regan’ and then
killed the priest, Father Karras, that an unclean spirit can leave a person and then return to them
easily because “the house is empty.”
God’s Word makes it clear that the body of a Believer is a temple for the Holy Spirit. 141 As the
Temple was the ‘House of The Lord’ for the Jews, the above is making a parallel statement – if a
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person DOES NOT have the Holy Spirit of God indwelling their ‘temple,’ then it’s no difficulty for a
demonic spirit to enter and occupy them. Again, a person does not have to run naked through a
graveyard while cutting themselves with stones to indicate they are possessed – it could be as simple
as suddenly feeling compelled to text a Believing friend with irritating, blasphemous messages, not
knowing whatsoever that you’re being puppeted to distract them just as they sit down to write a free
eBook about the truth of God’s existence in hopes that it will be used by Him to lead many people
out of the clutches of the devil and into eternal salvation. Think back to Judas Iscariot just doing what
he naturally felt compelled to do…
“I appeal to you, brothers, to watch out for those who cause divisions and create
obstacles contrary to the doctrine that you have been taught; avoid them. For such persons
do not serve our Lord Christ, but their own appetites, and by smooth talk and flattery they
deceive the hearts of the naive. For your obedience is known to all, so that I rejoice over
you, but I want you to be wise as to what is good and innocent as to what is evil. The God of
peace will soon crush Satan under your feet. The grace of our Lord Jesus Christ be with you.”

The Epistle to the Romans, chapter 16, verses 17 to 20

The devil HATES relationships, be they in the Church, or out in the world because God has set
up His creation to principally work best when relationships are healthy and abundant. The devil

especially hates when true Believers of God who testify of the Truth and share the Gospel develop
friendships with unbelievers. The devil will do whatever he can in order to make those people destroy
the ties. He’ll influence the unbeliever to sabotage the relationship and isolate themselves, and tempt
the Believer into rejecting the unbelieving acquaintance due to those attacks of sabotage. By this
method the estranged Believing friend has no further impact on the unbeliever’s life with the Light of
God.
Just look around you at Western society – we have never been so appallingly fractured and
divided. We see this in families, neighbourhoods, communities, and as stated, in churches even. Quite
heartbreaking.
We’ve already seen that the devil wanted to “sift the disciples like wheat” but that Jesus Christ
had prayed to His Father in Heaven for them. Let’s take a look at part of that prayer as it’s laid out in
the Gospel of John;
“While I was with them, I kept them in your name, which you have given me. I have
guarded them, and not one of them has been lost except the son of destruction, that the
Scripture might be fulfilled. But now I am coming to you, and these things I speak in the
world, that they may have my joy fulfilled in themselves. I have given them your word,
and the world has hated them because they are not of the world, just as I am not of the
world. I do not ask that you take them out of the world, but that you keep them from the
evil one. They are not of the world, just as I am not of the world. Sanctify them in the truth;
your word is truth. As you sent me into the world, so I have sent them into the world. And
for their sake I consecrate myself, that they also may be sanctified in truth.”

The Gospel of John, chapter 17, verses 12 to 19
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This prayer occurred shortly before Jesus’s betrayal. The ‘son of destruction’ who was lost so
the Scripture might be fulfilled refers of course to Judas who by this point had already gone to the
Temple to cut a deal with the jealous and murderous priests.
But to see that Jesus could say He’d not lost A SINGLE disciple The Father had given Him;
having guarded them successfully, and now having prayed that they would be protected from ‘the
evil one,’ it really is reassuring to see that God who has all authority over even ‘the evil one’ is who
protects us, the Believers.
The Apostle Paul truly had this assurance too and he was able to pass it on to the Church of
Thessalonica;
“Finally, brothers, pray for us, that the word of the Lord may speed ahead
and be honored, as happened among you, and that we may be delivered
from wicked and evil men. For not all have faith. But the Lord is faithful. He will
establish you and guard you against the evil one.”

The Second Epistle to the Thessalonians, chapter 3, verses 1 to 3

Wicked and evil men, doubtlessly influenced by demonic forces would come against the
Believers, but The Lord would faithfully guard them from the evil one and his forces, establishing
them firmly in their faith as they spread the Gospel.
As already mentioned in The Good News as we read Romans 8:38, not even demonic angels can
separate us from the love of God. That’s a great comfort to the Believer whose salvation is secured
and protected in Jesus Christ.
The Believer need not fear these demonic forces. They were defeated by Jesus Christ’s work at
the Cross. Death is of no real consequence to the Believer and death is the worst thing fallen angels
can throw at any of us. That leaves the enemy with only one place he can gain some traction;
ignorance and fear. And both of these of course are easily countered by a close and trusting
relationship with God and a solid understanding of Him through His Word.
These evil forces have no real authority over the Believer, and in Christ, we have authority over
those demons. They must only believe, humbly trust not in their own abilities but in Jesus Christ

alone, be bold and courageous, and be dependent on our authority accompanying our call to
ministry for God’s Kingdom.
If the true follower of Jesus Christ puts Him first and does these four things, their foe has
nothing on them.
When we look at the Biblical depiction of demonic exorcism, it’s not fanciful sacred rituals we
see being the power to cast out demons, but abiding faith and assurance in God. The rituals that
commonly accompany deliverances as seen in movies are therefore totally unnecessary.

141. 1 Corinthians 6:19

The devil Wants Control Over the Whole World
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When we think back to the kings of Tyre and Babylon, and even the evil kings of Israel, it’s easy
to see that powerful, influential people are ripe for satan’s picking. This has everything to do with
their pride be it due to that power and influence, or to their wealth or to whatever else, it doesn’t
matter – they have been left open to the manipulation of the devil.
Does that make you think? Does it make you contemplate those who are world leaders be it for
being rich and wealthy, or for being celebrities, or business moguls, or powerful politicians?
It should.
We saw that God addressed the devil directly through his prophets by having them speak to
powerful and influential leaders in the ancient world. Look what we see in The Revelation, the book
of revelatory prophecy describing the end times as we know it before Jesus Christ’s triumphant
reentry into our physical realm;
“For they are demonic spirits, performing signs, who go abroad to the kings of the
whole world, to assemble them for battle on the great day of God the Almighty.”

The Revelation, chapter 16, verse 14

We see clearly that the forces of evil would be persuading the elite of the world en masse in
order to have them come against Jesus Christ and His people. They’ll be so deceived, they’ll think
they’re doing a good thing.
Now, my friend, tell me, when you look at those who are powerful and famous, would you say
they stand for Jesus Christ and what the Bible teaches, or do they stand opposed to that? Do they
promote Christianity, or do they silence it in the fallacious name of “separation of Church and State?”
Do they truly promote Biblical ethics and morality, or do they twist and contort the idea of ‘love’ and
what it means to ‘love thy neighbour?’
I think you wouldn’t need much reflection to come up with the truthful answer to my question.
Rather unsettling, isn’t it?
Demonic spiritual powers of evil are attracted to authority and people with authority. If they can
influence a person with authority who influences the masses, they quickly amplify their power on
earth.
We mentioned how pervasive the devil’s agenda has been within our universities and schools as
well as our media. Thanks to widespread agnosticism and atheism in those institutions, he has
developed whole generations who’ve spilled back into those places making such erroneous thinking
totally concentrated therein. And it’s also spread to the governments of the world as well. Worse is
that it’s taking over the theological seminaries which are to be where the next generation of pastors
and preachers and ministers of the Truth come from. So now many of them no longer convey what is
reality for their flocks. This of course has led to more and more of Western churches falling away
from the precepts and guidance of God by the Holy Spirit and His Word.
The collapse of Biblical morality in our society has been the result. All of this is why the battle
for the mind is so important.
How easy is it for the devil and his forces to usurp and control the will of the ruling class as well
as the majority of people when they are his very own children…
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“Then he left the crowds and went into the house. And his disciples came to him,
saying, ‘Explain to us the parable of the weeds of the field.’ He answered, ‘The one
who sows the good seed is the Son of Man. The field is the world, and the good seed
is the sons of the kingdom. The weeds are the sons of the evil one, and the enemy
who sowed them is the devil. The harvest is the end of the age, and the reapers are
angels. Just as the weeds are gathered and burned with fire, so will it be at the end of
the age. The Son of Man will send his angels, and they will gather out of his kingdom
all causes of sin and all lawbreakers, and throw them into the fiery furnace. In that
place there will be weeping and gnashing of teeth. Then the righteous will shine like
the sun in the kingdom of their Father. He who has ears, let him hear.’”

The Gospel of Matthew, chapter 13, verses 36 to 43
“They answered him, ‘Abraham is our father.’ Jesus said to them, ‘If you were
Abraham's children, you would be doing the works Abraham did, but now you seek to kill
me, a man who has told you the truth that I heard from God. This is not what Abraham did.
You are doing the works your father did.’ They said to him, ‘We were not born of sexual
immorality. We have one Father—even God.’ Jesus said to them, ‘If God were your Father,
you would love me, for I came from God and I am here. I came not of my own accord, but
he sent me. Why do you not understand what I say? It is because you cannot bear to hear
my word. You are of your father the devil, and your will is to do your father's desires. He was
a murderer from the beginning, and does not stand in the truth, because there is no truth in
him. When he lies, he speaks out of his own character, for he is a liar and the father of lies.
But because I tell the truth, you do not believe me. Which one of you convicts me of sin? If I
tell the truth, why do you not believe me? Whoever is of God hears the words of God. The
reason why you do not hear them is that you are not of God.’”

The Gospel of John, chapter 8, verses 39 to 47

(underline for emphasis, mine)

I know that the above implications are very unsettling. At any rate, they should be. Abraham was
a man who was “righteous by his faith”142 just like any who are saved are made righteous before
God by grace through their God-given faith. Because Abraham had TRUE faith in God, his life and
works demonstrated that. These Jewish Pharisees did not understand Jesus Christ nor did they want
to even hear it because they were children of the devil. They even accused his mother of having Him
out of wedlock (ironically this indicates to US that the Pharisees understood there were unusual
rumblings surrounding His conception and birth). In their hearts they hated Jesus Christ and wished
Him dead, just as the devil has been a murderer in his own heart since the beginning and convinced
Cain to kill Abel. Like Cain, the children of the devil are easily convinced to do his bidding. Their life
is one of slavery to habitual sin which they cannot escape;
“Everyone who makes a practice of sinning also practices lawlessness; sin is
lawlessness. You know that he appeared in order to take away sins, and in him
there is no sin. No one who abides in him keeps on sinning; no one who keeps on
sinning has either seen him or known him. Little children, let no one deceive you.
Whoever practices righteousness is righteous, as he is righteous. Whoever makes a
practice of sinning is of the devil, for the devil has been sinning from the beginning.
The reason the Son of God appeared was to destroy the works of the devil. No one
born of God makes a practice of sinning, for God's seed abides in him, and he
cannot keep on sinning because he has been born of God. By this it is evident who
are the children of God, and who are the children of the devil: whoever does not
practice righteousness is not of God, nor is the one who does not love his brother.”

The First Epistle of John, chapter 3, verses 4 to 10
(underline for emphasis, mine)
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Not only is the child of the devil a slave to sin but they are also a slave to the intrinsic fear of
death as their spirit knows full well that they are guilty before a Holy God and awaiting an impending
day of judgment;
“Since therefore the children share in flesh and blood, he himself likewise partook of the
same things, that through death he might destroy the one who has the power of death, that
is, the devil, and deliver all those who through fear of death were subject to lifelong slavery.”

The Epistle to the Hebrews, chapter 2, verses 14 and 15

There is some talk out there among commentators that this notion that the devil has children
actually has some sort of correlation with real, physical genetics. They are sometimes the same crowd
that links “sin-traits” with epigenetics.
Personally, the idea that the devil somehow by someway has genetically infected – if you will –
the human race so that his own “seed” is being spread throughout mankind may be somewhat
interesting, but it is nevertheless inconsequential. Whether it’s true or not, it’s of no real pertinence to
our conversation. Being a “spawn of satan” would not excuse someone for judgment day; it would
only explain why they were never able to accept the Gospel and be saved.
Furthermore, and herein is where the danger really lies with such a theory, there’s already been
so much damage done to specific members of the human race because of man’s ignorant
understanding of genetics and race that too much meditation into this topic could also quite easily
stray into more vile thinking regarding the Mission of the Church and the spreading of the Gospel.
We could end up with groups of individuals declaring that such-and-such a people don’t need to
hear the Gospel because their genetic predisposition precludes them from accepting it anyway. That
would be evil, but surely the sort of trickery the devil would devise.
Besides which, as I stated at the onset in A Welcome Followed By a Disclaimer, and quoted in

The Good News, God has already spoken in His Word that He wishes not “any should perish, but
that all should reach repentance.” That would be an impossible desire if peoples’ DNA prohibited
them from receiving the Good News of the Gospel, right?
It’s entirely more likely that when Jesus Christ spoke of ‘good seed’ and ‘bad seed,’ He was
speaking of the Word of God (just like in the Parable of the Sewer we heard much earlier) and the
false, demonic ideas inspired and spread by the devil. True and false ideas are the seeds which get
planted in our hearts and minds and either take root or are rejected. One signifies adoption by God
the Father, the other signifies ownership by the devil. One leads to life, the other to death.
Perhaps, my dear friend, this hard separation between Children of God and the children of the
devil has rattled you. I personally think the notion that an individual could be a child of satan is a
horrifying and disturbing one. You might be feeling that same uneasiness right now, especially if
you’ve had a difficult time understanding or accepting anything that has come from God’s Word, or
aimed to prove His existence and the reality His Truth imposes upon us.
But don’t worry. A person cannot know in this life whether they are a child of the devil or an
elected Child of God until they are saved. Those who are not presently saved may very well be
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children of the devil OR they may simply be Children of God who’ve yet to accept His work of
adoption through Jesus Christ. No one need go to the grave and hell believing they were destined to
go there with the devil because God is calling to ALL PEOPLE. And my hope is this resource unveils
this amazing truth to many – God WANTS for YOU to be saved! And you can be!
No one is too far gone! Look at MY OWN LIFE! How vile I was before God! My life was
HABITUALLY one of evil and wickedness! To anyone with understanding at the Scriptures looking in
on my life, it would appear that I was a child of the devil with destruction as my destiny.
But amazingly by the grace of Almighty God whose love knows no boundary and is totally
unconditional, He rescued ME out of the muck!
There is no doubt in my mind that He can rescue you too if you would only accept His means of
rescue – submission and trust in the Lordship and atoning sacrifice of Jesus Christ who was raised
from the dead.
In that moment you will know forever that you were not a child of the devil, but a Chosen Child
of God and a fellow heir in Christ.
"For you did not receive the spirit of slavery to fall back into fear, but
you have received the Spirit of adoption as sons, by whom we cry, “Abba!
Father!” The Spirit himself bears witness with our spirit that we are children of
God, and if children, then heirs—heirs of God and fellow heirs with Christ,
provided we suffer with him in order that we may also be glorified with him."

The Epistle to the Romans, chapter 8, verses 15 to 17
But just like we said before, anyone who does not have the Spirit of God within them and their
mind on the things of the Spirit, is hostile to God.143 Jesus Himself would say:
“Whoever is not with me is against me, and whoever does not gather with me scatters.”

The Gospel of Luke, chapter 11, verse 23

Recognizing the authority and power of Jesus Christ and that God’s patience with
unrighteousness is coming to a head, it is best to join with Christ at the next available moment. As
the Apostle Paul would say:
“So flee youthful passions and pursue righteousness, faith, love, and peace, along
with those who call on the Lord from a pure heart. Have nothing to do with foolish,
ignorant controversies; you know that they breed quarrels. And the Lord's servant must
not be quarrelsome but kind to everyone, able to teach, patiently enduring evil,
correcting his opponents with gentleness. God may perhaps grant them repentance
leading to a knowledge of the truth, and they may come to their senses and escape
from the snare of the devil, after being captured by him to do his will.”

The Second Epistle to Timothy, chapter 2, verses 22 to 26
(underline for emphasis, mine)

Now because the devil has such control over the world and so many who govern it, it is no
wonder that the devil can afflict and imprison the Children of God. We saw that during the Roman
Imperial persecutions of the early Christian Church, and we see it even today all over the world when
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Christians are dealt with unjustly, penalized monetarily, and sometimes put in jail or even executed
for their faith and convictions, and for the Gospel.
Because of this, the Children of God are warned
“‘I know your tribulation and your poverty (but you are rich) and the slander of those
who say that they are Jews and are not, but are a synagogue of Satan. Do not fear what
you are about to suffer. Behold, the devil is about to throw some of you into prison, that you
may be tested, and for ten days you will have tribulation. Be faithful unto death, and I will
give you the crown of life. He who has an ear, let him hear what the Spirit says to the
churches. The one who conquers will not be hurt by the second death.’”

The Revelation, chapter 2, verses 9 to 11

This is quite a warning from The Lord Jesus Christ Himself. Take note of what’s being said –
following Christ will be difficult. Those who are faithful “unto death” will receive the promised eternal
life as they have truly been Children of God. Just like there were religious Jews whose hearts were
actually aligned with the will of the devil and they were thus “a synagogue of Satan” during the time
of the Apostles and the early Church, there are religious types totally confused by the devil who will
attack the faithful Children of God today.
More so, Jesus was promising imprisonment of His followers, and as stated, that can be
expected now. The important factor for your realization, friend, is that only governing authorities have
the power to imprison Christians for their beliefs and God-directed actions. But why would anyone
apprehend someone for sharing the love of God through the Gospel…? Unless of course the
governing authorities are totally and utterly controlled by the enemy of God’s Children, the devil.
Friend, are you seeing anything around you that indicates that the governing authorities are
anti-Christian?

142. Genesis 15:6; Romans 4:3
143. Romans 8:17

The Big “Why” Questions
Part 3 – Section 6
I hope by now, my dear friend, that the devil is no longer perceived by you to be a silly and
fanciful invention from archaic people in the past. He’s very real. Accepting and admitting this may
have led you to some difficult questions regarding the devil and why God would permit him to be.
Those are good questions worth discussing and that is the aim of this brief section.
Unfortunately the Holy Bible does not always come right out and give clear answers to such
questions in black and white. It does however convey certain principles when we look at all of
Scripture as a whole. The following answers I’ve come up with are mostly conjecture although they
do seem to have Biblical backing. Nevertheless, although they may be correct assumptions, they are
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still only assumptions. Please take the time to consider them, but do so with a grain of salt. As we’ve
already discovered, philosophizing CAN lead to a correct answer, but it can also lead a person astray.

SO, the first question that we’ll ponder is ‘Why didn’t God just destroy Lucifer the moment he
rebelled?’ That’s a good question. Such action would’ve saved a lot of heartache, and Adam and Eve
would not have been tempted in the garden of Eden and then no one would ever have inherited a
sin nature which would lead them towards damnation.
Nowhere have I seen a place in God’s Word plainly explaining why He did not instantly destroy
the devil, although as we’ve learnt, it does say the devil was cast to a ‘lower heaven’ of sorts. What
the Bible does say is this:
“For this reason I, Paul, a prisoner for Christ Jesus on behalf of you Gentiles— assuming
that you have heard of the stewardship of God's grace that was given to me for you, how
the mystery was made known to me by revelation, as I have written briefly. When you read
this, you can perceive my insight into the mystery of Christ, which was not made known to
the sons of men in other generations as it has now been revealed to his holy apostles and
prophets by the Spirit. This mystery is that the Gentiles are fellow heirs, members of the
same body, and partakers of the promise in Christ Jesus through the gospel.
“Of this gospel I was made a minister according to the gift of God's grace, which was
given me by the working of his power. To me, though I am the very least of all the saints,
this grace was given, to preach to the Gentiles the unsearchable riches of Christ, and to
bring to light for everyone what is the plan of the mystery hidden for ages in God who
created all things, so that through the church the manifold wisdom of God might now be
made known to the rulers and authorities in the heavenly places. This was according to the
eternal purpose that he has realized in Christ Jesus our Lord, in whom we have boldness
and access with confidence through our faith in him.”

The Epistle to the Ephesians, chapter 3 , verses 1 to 12
(underline for emphasis, mine)

Before we take the time to interpret the relevance of this passage with our question of why God
allowed the devil to continue existing, I want to remind you that I think this incredible “mystery” the
Apostle Paul says was revealed to himself and the apostles and prophets was likely what was
communicated to him when he had his supernatural visit, either in spirit or in body, to “the third
heaven” as spoken of in Out of Body Travel. This astonishing revelation had never been understood
by any man or angel before and had been kept secret within the mind of God Himself! It’s no
wonder Paul had been so galvanized by that whole experience!
Returning to the question at hand, all throughout mankind’s history we’ve seen the devil mislead
and deceive people into worshipping him. Yet against all odds, even though sin is so alluring and
enticing to people, God would pick out from the people of earth His OWN PEOPLE who would
forsake the devil’s temptations and the ways of the world to follow God. Not only did God do this
with His people, the Nation of Israel, but when the devil probably thought everyone of every other
nation would then belong to him, God sent His Son, Jesus Christ to establish The Church and show
what was not made so clear before – that ALL people from EVERY nation were to be welcomed into
the Kingdom of God. Many from every corner of the earth would come IN SPITE OF the devil’s great
scheming and strategizing.
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Although this “plan of the mystery hidden for ages in God who created all things” took
generations to set up and then be unveiled, in this way “through the church the manifold wisdom
of God might now be made known to the rulers and authorities in the heavenly places.” Think
about that; God’s MANIFOLD WISDOM has been made known to all of the most powerful demonic
rulers and authorities by His ability to “call out” a Church from this sinful, devil-controlled world, no
matter what the devil and his forces have devised to stop Him.
Why does this passage point to our answer?
There’s a reason that Lucifer came to believe that he was just as great as God and deserved to
be above Him. At the introduction to Part 3 – Section 3: The devil, I speculated that the angelic
rebellion occurred sometime after God had made man. In Pride of the devil I shared the possibility
that the devil, at seeing the lowly people who’d been given dominion over all creation and were to
be served by angels, decided God must not be worthy of His place of rulership.
If Lucifer could arrive at such a conclusion, would destroying him the moment he had such a
thought mean no other powerful angel wouldn’t arrive at the same conclusion given enough time?
Regardless of how clear a pronouncement or judgment was by God on Lucifer before the host of
angelic beings, couldn’t such deceived thinking creep into the mind of one of them later?
God could have EASILY destroyed Lucifer or banished him to hell forever the INSTANT he began
entertaining rebellious thoughts. At the first meeting Lucifer had with other angels to persuade them
to aid him in his mutiny, God being omnipresent and all-knowing, could have stepped in. But what
would that have proven to any of the other angels?
The cosmic drama that has been playing out for all of time proves again and again that GOD

ALONE who is truly wiser than the devil, the most powerful angel created, is very much the rightful
ruler over His creation. When the devil moves all of his pawns around the board and looks to be in
check and nearing checkmate, God maneuvers in a way that demolishes that demonic strategy for
the world and all of the angelic host to witness. He’s done it again and again throughout history;
He’s done it again and again in individual lives like my own when He frees someone from the
clutches of the devil, transforming them from a child of wrath into His own Child; and He did it at the
Cross when Christ conquered the penalty of sin;
“He disarmed the rulers and authorities and put them to open
shame, by triumphing over them in him.”

The Epistle to the Colossians, chapter 2, verse 15

Here the apostle Paul speaks of God taking away the demonic forces’ greatest weapon –
damnation – by triumphing over them in Jesus Christ at the Crucifixion. Because the ransom was paid
and men and women can be justifiably reconciled to God through Jesus Christ, the devil loses control
over any such person.
How amazing that this plan revealed throughout time and the Old Testament, in spite of
prophecies foretelling it, was kept secret from not only man, but also from the devil and his army of
darkness. Further was the ‘mystery’ Paul and the other apostles spoke of, which was the formation of
the Church to spread the message of the Gospel and establish the Kingdom of God throughout the
entire world right under the nose of the devil who is “the god of this world.”
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Here’s what the apostle Peter had to say on the matter:
“Concerning this salvation, the prophets who prophesied about the grace that was to
be yours searched and inquired carefully, inquiring what person or time the Spirit of Christ
in them was indicating when he predicted the sufferings of Christ and the subsequent
glories. It was revealed to them that they were serving not themselves but you, in the things
that have now been announced to you through those who preached the good news to you
by the Holy Spirit sent from heaven, things into which angels long to look.”

The First Epistle of Peter, chapter 1, verses 10 to 12

It is undeniably obvious to anyone watching and to any of the fallen angels observing God’s
plan unfolding that He is indeed King of Kings and Lord of Lords and the God above all false gods.
“For I think that God has exhibited us apostles as last of all, like men sentenced to
death, because we have become a spectacle to the world, to angels, and to men.”

The First Epistle to the Corinthians, chapter 4, verse 9

God is not to be trifled with, not by any man, nor by any angel. If God had simply snuffed out
the devil then, or even now, what would any other angel or any man today learn from this? Think
about boxers or fighters in mixed martial arts for example; even when one is crowned “Heavyweight
Champion of the World” or similar, there are STILL competitors boasting that they could beat them if
given the chance. There are STILL contenders lining up to get in the ring.
But if The Champ were to get in the ring, time and time again with everyone they faced, and
toy with them for ten rounds letting their opponent land blow after blow, only to unleash an
unimaginable combo leaving that opponent stunned, dazed and reeling, and put them on the mat
only to let them get up repeatedly so that they could ultimately land a knock-out punch when the
opponent has been given ample chances to show the audience what they’ve got, every onlooker
would be able to say inarguably that no matter what, no matter whom, The Champ deserved that
title and would never lose it, and no one should EVER try again to usurp it.
Think if there was a factory owner and one of his highest supervisors started scheming to
somehow take over the factory. The supervisor could go around surreptitiously sewing seeds of
doubt in the minds of other workers regarding the owner as he prepared for his takeover. But what
would it prove if the factory owner discovered this plot and merely fired the supervisor? What sort of
precedent would that establish for the other supervisors and workers?
Better yet, if the factory owner kept the supervisor around for YEARS all the while making him
look stupid while unraveling his various plots and showing the other workers just how great he
himself was as factory owner, you’d never have anyone become so foolhardy again.
These two scenarios illustrate perfectly why God might have decided to keep the devil around
rather than obliterate him instantly. The Bible makes no indication that any angels have rebelled
against God SINCE that original attempt led by Lucifer. Considering what all of the remaining faithful
angels have been witnessing for all this time, it’s really no wonder, is it, my friend?
In this unfolding cosmic battle, no matter how much power or control God permits the devil to
gain, it is always profoundly clear to all onlookers who is sovereign.
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God’s glory has been revealed through all of His victories throughout this time and was
paramount at the Cross.
That leads us to another question which goes even farther back: “Why create Lucifer if God
who knows ‘the beginning from the end’ could foresee the rebellion which would lead to the
temptation and spiritual death of man?”
But before we answer that, let’s address a question relating to that one: “Why put the tree of
the knowledge of good and evil in the garden of Eden in the first place?” “And why make the
penalty for eating from it mortal and spiritual death?” These questions lead to the answer of the
former.
Friend, have you ever felt you were in love with someone and that love was not returned? Were
you tempted to wish you could MAKE that other person fall in love with you? If you could’ve
somehow forced them to love you, not by compelling them through flirtation and wooing and the
winning of their heart, but by the flicking of a switch, would that love from them have been genuine?
I think we can both agree that it would not have been genuine love.
What was it that made the love, no matter how real it felt, false?
The answer of course is the lack of choice.
God made people to glorify Him and love Him in relationship. But God did not want robotic
automatons forced and programmed to love Him, for what kind of sick love would that be? So God
gave mankind free will (oh yes, even in spite of knowing what their every choice would be before
they even made it, even before they were actually born). But man without a sin nature would only
choose to love and obey God, not that there is anything wrong with that because they’re still acting
of their own free will – they simply have no intrinsic temptation to disobey. By the way, obedience
does indeed have very much to do with love; that’s why Jesus Christ would say, “If you love me, you
will keep my commandments.”144 Not only does loving God empower a person to avoid sin and live
righteously, but it also compels the person to do so.
So then, God put the tree of forbidden fruit in the garden so we would have a choice. By that
we could demonstrate our love by choosing NOT to eat of it. Thankfully, absent of the sin-nature
through which temptation to sin bubbles up, it was easy to obey and love and be in perfect
harmonious relationship with God Almighty.
That leads us to the next question which I’ve actually been asked before: “Why make the
penalty for eating the fruit mortal and spiritual death?” This individual actually asked specifically,
‘Why not make the punishment a stubbed toe or something?’
The answer is in the reality of what sin and transgression is: ‘Breaking union with God’ as we
already discussed earlier in God Must Exist. There Adam and Eve were in perfect union with God…
then they disobeyed, and then that union was broken. Friend, there’s no coming back from that. God
is infinite in Holiness and perfection. In that act of disobedience they stepped away from that
perfection just like a parachutist steps out of a fast moving plane and is no longer in relationship to
it. And like the plane just keeps moving and moving as the person falls farther and farther away, so
too is it when man steps away from infinite God.
Spiritual death, or separation from God who IS the source of life, is the only possible outcome.
Thus the reason for such a penalty.
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Why the mortal death too?
This, my dear friend, was a merciful clause God attached to the penalty so that man wouldn’t
live indefinitely with a sin nature. Think of it, the tree of the knowledge of good and evil was placed
in the garden to give them a choice in order to demonstrate their love, but to gain such carnal
knowledge and a sin nature then meant man would live an awful life much like the ones we see all
around us and struggle with ourselves to this very day! How cruel would it be of God to leave
someone in such a state as this for eternity?! Clearly the number of people thinking “world peace” is
a wonderful goal attests to the reality that we don’t actually think we’ve got it as good as it could or
should be, right?
Mortal death CAN for those who are to be united to God, bring everlasting freedom from the
sinful nature of this flesh. Therefore, mortal death as a clause for their rebellion was actually a

merciful act by God, and far less a cruel punishment!
You may be wondering why they didn’t immediately die, or why God didn’t simply destroy them.
Why not scrap the whole thing and go back to the drawing board? In the state that they were in,
mortal death would have meant their spirit would have gone on apart from God. But that’s not what
God had made man for – He’d made man for relationship. God in His mercy permitted them to live,
then be covered by the sacrifice of the animal which provided their clothing, and through their faith,
they could then be saved eternally and be reconciled to Him spiritually unto everlasting life.

BUT first Jesus Christ their Messiah had to come in the flesh and as man bear their punishment,
and as God bear the infinite weight of it. That animal sacrifice had, as already stated earlier in He

Deceives, only been a foreshadowing of what Jesus would do later.
Rather than just start over and abandon Adam and Eve, God graciously implemented His
unfathomable plan for their redemption. God has graciously implemented this unfathomable plan for
you too to be saved. All you have to do is accept it.
Jesus’s sacrifice did not follow shortly after Adam and Eve’s fall so all could see the cosmic battle
develop and unfold between God and the devil, once more so that no other angel would be tempted
to ever rebel again. It might be hard to understand, but God’s wisdom is far beyond ours and we
should NEVER take that for granted when we think on the things of God.
"’For my thoughts are not your thoughts,
neither are your ways my ways,’ declares the Lord.
“’For as the heavens are higher than the earth,
so are my ways higher than your ways
and my thoughts than your thoughts.’"

The Book of Isaiah, chapter 55, verses 8 and 9

Now back to the other question: “Why create Lucifer if God knew the serpent would deceive
Eve which would lead to all of this mayhem? Countless BILLIONS have surely died and more will
die too, all apart from God and everlasting life. So then “Why create Lucifer who would become
prideful? Why did it have to be THIS way?!”
The reality, friend, is if not Lucifer, it would’ve been another angel. Angels were made to obey
God, but they too like man had a choice. Clearly the reason two thirds have not rebelled and have
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stayed faithful to God is because they have seen how powerful and worthy He is of their worship,
and if there IS ever any inclination to rebel like the others had, they quench it and remember who
The Lord rightfully is and what He did to the first batch of rebel angels!
But if God had not been demonstrating that ‘manifold wisdom’ like He has, it’s a good bet some
other angel would’ve gotten too big for his britches just as Lucifer had.
Again, Lucifer wasn’t immediately stopped because that would’ve proved and solved NOTHING.
So here we are, basically in a catch-22; between a rock and a hard place…
Couldn’t God have just skipped making angels then? He surely could accomplish all of His will
by the Holy Spirit, true? I’d say ‘yes’ to that. So why make angels then if it would only lead to death
for people? If not for the devil, mankind would have “been fruitful and multiplied over the earth” just
like first instructed to by God, but without sin.

That would’ve been Heaven…
But there’s one thing that would have been missing in Heaven, my dear friend; and that is God’s
greatest demonstration of His love for you and I, and our being able to even begin appreciating that
demonstration.
In a ‘Heaven on Earth’ from the beginning of creation, no matter how many words of affirmation
God gave us, or how many blessings He poured out upon us, or how much time He spent with us,
none of it would speak as loudly as what He did at the Cross for us because of our desperate need
due to our sin. I’ve used this verse before but I’ll use it again now;
“…but God shows His love for us in that while we were still sinners, Christ died for us.”

The Epistle to the Romans, chapter 5, verse 8
When God as man, living a perfect life did not deserve to die, He chose to because the sacrifice
of self is the loudest and most recognizable way for someone to demonstrate their love for another
person. It is the gravest and most appreciable act of love anyone can conceive of.
So God created an angel who He knew would spit in His face, and He’d cast that angel away
from Him. And that angel would deceive God’s chief creation – people – into also rebelling against
Him and being lost and doomed to an eternity apart from Him.
But in all this God could show how glorious He is in His infinite and unconquerable wisdom
while growing a people to love and to love Him back, all while displaying to them just how precious
and priceless they are to His heart through that sacrificial act on the Cross that they desperately
needed, both for salvation, and to understand the depths of His great love.
Just like in The Good News, we discussed how people can’t appreciate such a gift unless they
understand their dire need of it. The gravity of sin and the justified punishment it warrants is what
makes God’s ransom payment for us in Christ proclaim His love so powerfully.
I’ve wanted to share the Gospel with people before, but due to timidity, avoided discussing sin
and it’s penalty and been left with, “God loves you! He sent His Son Jesus to die for you!” ‘So what?’
was the look on their faces and the tone in their polite reply.
The Gospel doesn’t even make sense when sin and damnation are avoided. The Gospel is
robbed of all power when lacking its fullness.
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Nor is the goodness and sweetness and fullness of God’s love properly conveyed without Jesus’s
death on the Cross for our sin!
This was the only way, and through God’s infinite, manifold wisdom, it was always the plan;
"Therefore, just as sin came into the world through one man, and death through sin,
and so death spread to all men because all sinned—for sin indeed was in the world
before the law was given, but sin is not counted where there is no law. Yet death reigned
from Adam to Moses, even over those whose sinning was not like the transgression of
Adam, who was a type of the one who was to come.
"But the free gift is not like the trespass. For if many died through one man's trespass,
much more have the grace of God and the free gift by the grace of that one man Jesus
Christ abounded for many. And the free gift is not like the result of that one man's sin. For
the judgment following one trespass brought condemnation, but the free gift following
many trespasses brought justification. For if, because of one man's trespass, death
reigned through that one man, much more will those who receive the abundance of
grace and the free gift of righteousness reign in life through the one man Jesus Christ."

The Epistle to the Romans, chapter 5, verses 12 to 17
Some are tempted to ask then if God is wrong for creating people if they’ll just go to hell. The
reality is we all have free will. We can seek God or deny Him. We’ll talk later about the people who
“never got to hear the Gospel,” because that’s a point of contention for many people (oddly enough
often arising from the mouths of those who adamantly deny His existence and thus the validity of the
Gospel anyway…).
For you, dear friend, you’ve had ample opportunity to learn about God, hear the Gospel, and
accept or reject God who made you and loves you and has good and awesome desires for your life
to make His glory manifest among the nations. Provided you have been on this journey free of
negative biases because you dispatched with those back when I’d invited you to, and you aren’t
fighting against every point you read, as you progress you will see a wealth of information proving
that there is more than enough evidence for anyone to humbly believe in the God of the Bible and
give their lives to Him.
As for the follow-up question as to whether it was morally wrong for God to permit reality to
unfold in such a way to demonstrate His love as He did when it also meant the damnation of so
many, again, people have free will to accept Him or not. Man has a penchant for rebelling against
God. All people, despite their sin nature COULD bow to Jesus Christ and receive eternal, everlasting,
abundant, meaningful lives if only they humbly accepted what the Holy Spirit was doing around
them, to them, and in them… But since the beginning many have chosen wrongly to be their own
king.
Just like God put something weighty in the garden for man’s choice to love and obey or disobey
to be of any consequence and significance, creating Lucifer only for him to fall and mislead people
towards death is just another opportunity for man to show with significance that he will love and
obey God rather than anyone or anything else.
People know right from wrong. Adam and Eve knew it was wrong to eat of the tree of the
knowledge of good and evil. Therefore, God’s permittance of the serpent to end up there and tempt
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God’s first people, regardless of how cunning the serpent is or how it would all turn out, does not
put God in the wrong.
Ultimately, it was God’s WILL to do as He has, and He, as God, may do as He chooses. I have
come to understand that, and I am eternally grateful for what He’s done for me, and that He would
display His love for me in such a powerful way, even if it means many will go to hell. That people will
die spiritually forever is a heartbreaking reality to me, but rather than rail against its truthfulness,
when as we’ve seen, it’s the only thing that can be true and there is no sense in trying to disprove it
or deny it because Truth is absolute, I’m sacrificing much of my own life for you, dear friend, and for
many others to have this free resource to wade through and hopefully discover God as a result of it.
Rather than demand God make another way, I only pray you and many others may find the one
way that He DOES offer, and that the creation and dissemination of this resource will be fruitful.
It is not an astonishing matter that God would have only ONE way for people to be saved
because it is the only thing that makes sense. What IS astonishing is that a holy and beautiful and
thoroughly perfect God who totally detests and HATES sinfulness, looks on us lowly sinners with
mercy and grace and provides ANY way of salvation at all.
By rights Adam, Eve, you and I, and everyone on earth should have been abandoned by God for
all of eternity a long, long time ago...
…But He did not do that.
He did not do that at all.
As you’ve seen, these answers are really no more than philosophizing. They may be true, or they
may not be. They seem to correlate with Scripture, but perhaps I’ve overextended myself and said
more than God’s Word intended. If you search the internet with such questions, you’ll find similar
answers. I believe what I’ve put down is possibly correct. I truly hope even if it is mere supposition
that you will have found this information satisfactory for the sake of this journey so you can be freed
from such questions monopolizing your time when there are much more useful ideas in God’s Word
worth meditating upon.
I hope, my friend, that you now have a humble understanding of the questions we just covered.
If you’ve conceded to God being just and right in whatever He chooses to do, you may still be
troubled by the seeming injustice in the devil and his angels still not suffering a punishment for their
rebellion and for their deception of humanity. So let’s finish this section by covering what WILL
happen to the fallen angels.
We’ve only barely touched upon the reality that the devil and his forces will indeed suffer
punishment. We saw in the second chapter of the Apostle Peter’s second epistle as well as in Jude’s
epistle that SOME of these angels are already imprisoned. The Bible indicates that angels although
not ‘infinite,’ they are immortal, eternal spirits which cannot die mortally (just as your spirit cannot
die mortally).145 Once created, spirits go on existing forever. The question is: Will a spirit exist WITH
God, or APART from God…
The Apostle Paul writes in God’s Word that the Children of God WILL, in the end of this age as
we now experience life, judge the angels;
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“Do you not know that we are to judge angels? How
much more, then, matters pertaining to this life!”

The First Epistle to the Corinthians, chapter 6, verse 3

Paul was addressing the inability of the church members there to settle their own differences
among one another without seeking the secular judges of the Roman courts. Such frivolity was
bringing defamation to the Church of Corinth, and thus to the cause of Christ and the spreading of
the Gospel.
Finally, when all is said and done and God is about to establish “a new heaven and a new
earth” to rule over His Children and dwell with them, just as we saw in God Must Exist and The Good

News, there is a genuine “Lake of Fire,” and the devil will end up there;
"...and the devil who had deceived them was thrown into the
lake of fire and sulfur where the beast and the false prophet were,
and they will be tormented day and night forever and ever."

The Revelation, chapter 20, verse 10
But it won’t just be the devil and the beast and the false prophet there, no. As we saw in the
twenty-fifth chapter of the Gospel of Matthew, verse 41 states that this “eternal fire” was “prepared
for the devil and his angels.” Yes, the rest of the demonic angels will go there as well, as this was
the place prepared for them due to their rebellion. God did not make hell for people. People go
there because it’s a fitting place for them to go and suffer punishment as children of the devil.
Friend, surely you understand that God is perfect and just. The fact that the devil and many of
his fellow fallen angels are still loose running amok does not translate to God being unjust, but only
speaks of His infinite wisdom in how He permits them to operate in this world to separate those who

truly love God from those who truly hate God.
We can look back at the history of humanity as well as the history of our very own lives and
know that the devil and his army have done tremendous damage. We can then look to God and rest

assured that by His perfect justice, our spiritual adversary will be repaid in full.
Having read all of this about God and angels and His authority over them and His having
created them for HIS glory and for them to worship HIM, it should go without saying that angels
aren’t to be worshiped by man.
Read what the Apostle John recorded for us;
“I, John, am the one who heard and saw these things. And when I heard and saw
them, I fell down to worship at the feet of the angel who showed them to me, but he said
to me, ‘You must not do that! I am a fellow servant with you and your brothers the
prophets, and with those who keep the words of this book. Worship God.’”

The Revelation, chapter 22, verses 8 and 9

If John was inspired by the Holy Spirit to include this silly moment and embarrass himself rather
than avoid it, there was a reason for it – we’re to learn from it. And if an apostle as faithful and
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spiritually aligned with God’s will through the Holy Spirit as John can make such a mistake and need
correcting, how much more you and I?
Yet we’ve got so many people, many professing to follow Jesus Christ praying to angels, putting
up statues or pictures or figurines of angels, even on their dashboards, and then asking those same
figurines for help or blessings or travel-safety; altogether spending far too much time transfixed in
fascination by angels when accordingly our focus is to be on God! Look even at the television
shows that have aired at different times, all about angels and how wonderful they are as they work in
our midst, completely stealing glory away from God’s working as the Holy Spirit, seemingly trying to
avoid giving Him any credit whatsoever…
How is this such a phenomenon present in the lives of supposed believers when God’s Word
clearly speaks against it?!
And a better question: If the angelic spirit in the verse above admonished John to worship not
he but God alone, what does that tell you about the angelic spirits drawing people to pray to them?
What does it tell you about the angelic spirit behind such TV shows? It tells you that they have no
problem at all in accepting all the gratification…
Yes, it’s a prideful spirit behind it all wanting to bask in the glory of how splendid angels are no
doubt, and not a godly servant-angel of The Lord. And the mind of most Hollywood producers is
easy pickings for such a being to get that message of false worship out to the masses.
Now this isn’t to say we shouldn’t ask God for His angelic host to protect us or come to our aid
when we pray. I’ve been privy to prayers with other Believers who have called upon God to do so,
and have done so myself from time to time understanding that God has chosen to use these spiritual
servants for such a purpose. But NEVER would I take my requests to an angel and not to God. If
Jesus Christ is the only intercessor between man and God, and He shed His blood so I would have
such a great privilege, why would I forsake it to speak to a minor envoy? Any spirit trying to entice
myself or any other person to pray to IT rather than God is clearly a demonic one. Let us be careful
how we pray.
Whenever messaging comes before you that angels are to be worshiped, reject such wickedness
or you will be led astray!
“Let no one disqualify you, insisting on asceticism and worship of angels, going
on in detail about visions, puffed up without reason by his sensuous mind, and not
holding fast to the Head, from whom the whole body, nourished and knit together
through its joints and ligaments, grows with a growth that is from God.”

The Epistle to the Colossians, chapter 2, verses 18 and 19

Angels will NEVER preside over man for this is what the Scripture indicates!
If you ever encounter a religion, even one that professes to revolve around Jesus Christ as

Lord and Saviour, be on the alert for any indication that a created, finite, angelic being is given
authority over man as Lord, ESPECIALLY AS JESUS CHRIST who is God infinite become man and
no mere angel! Know that you are being lured into a false faith-system which offers no true
salvation. It only offers a false Christ which cannot save.
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Think about it for a moment; the penalty of sin is INFINITE SEPARATION FROM GOD. So then,
as we established in The Good News, only an INFINITE BEING could not only endure the penalty for
our sake, but also OVERCOME the penalty for our sake. How could a finite, created angel who is
limited finitely in power achieve a feat so great?
Don’t be deceived, my friend… they can’t.
Even if someone were to say to you, “Well the Bible teaches that The Father gave the angel such
power,” know that you are being fed a LIE! Jesus Christ as God in the flesh alone has such power;
"For this reason the Father loves me, because I lay down my life that I may
take it up again. No one takes it from me, but I lay it down of my own accord. I
have authority to lay it down, and I have authority to take it up again."

The Gospel of John, chapter 10, verses 17 and 18

The person who themselves is misled and now misleading you may point out that verse 18
finishes with “This charge I have received from my Father,” as if to validate their argument. Yet God
cannot simply make a finite being infinite in nature – He can only SUSTAIN such a being by HIS
infinite power through the Holy Spirit. Yet what do we see in Scripture as Jesus Christ is nailed to the
Cross for our sins? We see that He is totally and utterly forsaken by The Father. The ‘charge’ or

authority that Jesus Christ received enabling Him to lay down His own life and take it up again is
NOT because He was given the ability from the Father, but because He was BEGOTTEN from The
Father. That means He was ONE with God the Father, and the same in essence and nature as He had
come from The Father. They were both God, two members of The Trinity, always existing, neither
ever being created.
Furthermore, my friend, the word charge in that verse comes from the Greek word, ἐντολή,
which is pronounced, “entolē” and does NOT mean “ability, or power,” but means “commandment, or
precept.” The Father gave this commandment or precept to the Son to lay His life down for The
Father’s glory and for His peoples’ salvation, not because He was enabling the Son to do it, but
because it was ALREADY something the Son, being infinite in power and the author of life, had the
capability of doing. This capability does not belong to any created being.
Besides which, how would any being rule over the Children of God into everlasting if God’s
Children will be given authority to reign over those very beings?
But that is just like the devil – an angel – to try once again to usurp worship from God to focus
it upon himself. The devil is the false ‘angel-Christ’ in such a religion. Thankfully there are less than a
dozen million people deceived into that particular cult, and God can free such people by His Holy
Spirit when they hear the Truth of God’s Word and the Holy Spirit opens their ears to hear. It is hard
of course for such Truth to permeate a person when they’ve been taught the distortions which
ensnare them by a teacher’s twisting of that very same Word… Very saddening.
The devil and his angels are very deceptive indeed. We’ll be discussing how these deceptions
have been initiated throughout the world in even greater detail in the next section.
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144. John 14:15
145. Luke 20:34-38

The Lie of the Occult
Part 3 – Section 7
To begin, the word occult revolves around “supernatural, mystical, or magical beliefs, practices,
or phenomena.” It comes from the Latin words which mean “to hide; conceal; or make secret.”146 The
occult revolves heavily around hidden methods of manipulating the power within the supernatural
realm, involving one’s self with that which God did not want man to involve himself with, and
attempting to determine the things meant by God to remain unknown.
A suitable place for us to begin inspecting the occult and the devil’s use of it to influence a
person’s life, is in the realm of “magic.” Most of us, when we think of magic, we think of the
innocuous sleight-of-hand tricks like pulling rabbits out of hats or silk scarves out of sleeves; we think
of the illusions of David Copperfield (or at least we used to). Or perhaps we think of performers like
Criss Angel or Dynamo or Kristian Jioti… these three seeming to enjoy portraying themselves as being
very dark spiritually, conveying either truthfully or erroneously a far less innocuous supernatural
connection. Why adopt such dark personas? Simply for the sake of seeming mysterious and selling
yourself as a product? That’s one possibility. But I’m sure you can appreciate that there may be more
to their stories.
Be that as it may, magic has not always been what it is today. It has not always been strictly
about entertainment (and perhaps the financial power that comes from that), but about the power
one can receive from tapping into the heavenly realm and dealing with the entities therein.
Mirin Dajo was the pseudonym of a Dutchman, Arnold Henskes, and was born in 1912. His
stage-name was from the purposefully created language of Esperanto, and that language had been
created in hopes of eventually unifying mankind as one global community under one language.

Mirindaĵo means Wonder in Esperanto.
Mirin Dajo’s act involved piercing himself straight through the torso, both laterally and front to
back with long rapiers and other bladed weapons. Similar feats are apparently accomplished
nowadays by folding the skin together with rubber cement and then piercing through the fold, but to
go straight through the torso and past vital organs requires something else altogether. The skeptic
might point out that internal scarring could create pathways for the blade to safely, albeit painfully
travel through, and they could very well be right. But that’s not where Mirin Dajo’s story ends…
You see Mirin Dajo claimed to have a vast number of paranormal dreams and experiences while
growing up. He developed the spiritual view that there was more than the material world and that
materialism only led to misery and war. His desire was to share this message to all people, and point
all people to a higher force or god he called “The Source.” Sounds like a fairly reasonable message,
doesn’t it? As we read earlier, God did indeed warn mankind through the Apostle John that we aren’t
to “love the world or the things of this world.” BUT who was this SOURCE and where was the
Gospel message of salvation through Jesus Christ???
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Mirin Dajo’s ultimate goal was to unite the entire world just as the creator of Esperanto had
hoped his language would help facilitate. But, friend, who wants control of this entire world and all
men in it without giving the due honour to God?
Mirin Dajo had come to believe his material body was invulnerable and that this ‘gift’ had been
given to him so he could travel about, gain audiences, and propel this message of global unity, love
and peace. He was even reported to swallow glass and razor blades, and had said in an interview
with Time magazine that he’d also tested his invulnerability with burning irons, boiling water, and two
bullets through the head fired from half a yard away, allegedly proving this by pointing to two scars
on his forehead. Some of Mirin Dajo’s invulnerability was even put to the test “scientifically.” His
assistant and neighbour, Jan Dirk de Groot claimed that the performer had several “guardian angels,”
was telepathic, and even had the ability to supernaturally heal people.
When we combine what Henskes’s body was able to handle, the paranormal experiences and
dreams that had such great influence on him, the purported supernatural abilities such as telepathy
and healing, AND his obvious satanic message for the world to unite and submit to this “Source,” it’s
abundantly clear who and what was guiding this poor fellow. Regarding telepathy; that could simply
be angels interpreting the thoughts of people, then communicating them to Henskes; and the
healings could, as discussed earlier, merely be demons refraining from causing physical illness in a
person. Both would be done in order for their false messenger to gain influence with people. How
Henskes’s involvement with demonic angels all began is anyone’s guess, but it’s possibly safe to
presume it started with pride and a desire to have influence in the world. Without being grounded to
Jesus Christ and able to test the spirits through an understanding of the Word of God, Arnold
Henskes was used like fodder by the devil.
Although Henskes’s fame was short-lived and his spiritual message did not overtake the world,
that message and his impact got enough attention that the seeds of it remain today to confuse and
afflict the minds of those in the modern world. How enticing it is for all too many to think there is
something higher which they can draw power from, and through that, transcend spiritually into
eternity, without bowing down before a Holy God whom they are accountable to and will stand
before to face a perfect and just judgment.
Sadly, before Arnold Henskes could repent and turn from this deceitful belief system, in 1948 at
only thirty-five years of age, he died. Arnold would say he was instructed by “voices” to swallow a
large needle to be surgically removed afterwards. Although the surgical removal two days later
seemed to be successful, less than two weeks passed before Arnold was discovered dead. Like too
many pawns, the devil had preyed upon Arnold Henskes, used him up, and then spat him out.
Whether Arnold Henskes was able to achieve all of his feats through the naturalistic means of
built up scar-tissue, or whether it was through some supernatural intervention where demonic angels
manipulated physical matter in the interior of his body to protect him from damage until his end,
their aim of dispersing a false message to the world had to some extent been met.
My friend, I hope this one example illustrates well enough to you that demons DO involve
themselves in SOME magic at the invitation of the magician, and that there was a time, and in some
cases may still be times where the powers in the supernatural realm are involved in what we are
witnessing. I was shocked and disgusted, but not overly surprised to learn about some
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experimentation being done involving magic and the supernatural realm during the 19th century while
I researched our topic on the true existence of the heavenly realm.
As already stated and made clear by Arnold Henskes’s pursuits, the power of the devil’s
magicians is not for the sake of entertainment, but for them to gain favour and influence in the lives
of others. Let’s look at an example from the Old Testament;
“Then the Lord said to Moses and Aaron, ‘When Pharaoh says to you, “Prove yourselves
by working a miracle,” then you shall say to Aaron, “Take your staff and cast it down before
Pharaoh, that it may become a serpent.”’ So Moses and Aaron went to Pharaoh and did just
as the Lord commanded. Aaron cast down his staff before Pharaoh and his servants, and it
became a serpent. Then Pharaoh summoned the wise men and the sorcerers, and they, the
magicians of Egypt, also did the same by their secret arts. For each man cast down his staff,
and they became serpents. But Aaron's staff swallowed up their staffs. Still Pharaoh's heart
was hardened, and he would not listen to them, as the Lord had said.”

The Book of Exodus, chapter 7, verses 8 to 13
(underline for emphasis, mine)

“By their secret arts” clearly speaks of the occult. This wasn’t a silly little fable, my dear friend;
something supernatural transpired here. God of all creation would have no trouble whatsoever
turning a staff into a serpent. How did the devil perform the trick? I doubt it was in conjunction with
puffs of smoke and sleight of hand. I think it’s entirely possible that angelic beings in the parallel
heavenly realm were able perhaps to transplant the staves with snakes as if through teleportation.
Who can really say?
What’s critical to understand is that it happened, and it happened because these magicians were
harnessing the power of darkness to make it so. And they operated in this way for the sake of power
and prestige and it had brought them a constant audience with the pharaoh of Egypt. Notice though
that the staff of God’s chosen ambassadors consumed those of the devil’s servants? This just like how
God would display His ultimate power over that of the false gods which the pharaoh worshiped,
through the ten plagues they would be powerless to stop.
Yet the pharaoh’s heart would remain hard against God…
There’s a similar demonstration in the New Testament of a man using magic to garner esteem
from people. Yet what would happen with his heart would be quite different;
“But there was a man named Simon, who had previously practiced magic in the city
and amazed the people of Samaria, saying that he himself was somebody great. They all
paid attention to him, from the least to the greatest, saying, ‘This man is the power of God
that is called Great.’ And they paid attention to him because for a long time he had
amazed them with his magic. But when they believed Philip as he preached good news
about the kingdom of God and the name of Jesus Christ, they were baptized, both men
and women. Even Simon himself believed, and after being baptized he continued with
Philip. And seeing signs and great miracles performed, he was amazed.
“Now when the apostles at Jerusalem heard that Samaria had received the word of
God, they sent to them Peter and John, who came down and prayed for them that they
might receive the Holy Spirit, for he had not yet fallen on any of them, but they had only
been baptized in the name of the Lord Jesus. Then they laid their hands on them and they
received the Holy Spirit. Now when Simon saw that the Spirit was given through the laying
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on of the apostles' hands, he offered them money, saying, ‘Give me this power also, so
that anyone on whom I lay my hands may receive the Holy Spirit.’ But Peter said to him,
‘May your silver perish with you, because you thought you could obtain the gift of God
with money! You have neither part nor lot in this matter, for your heart is not right before
God. Repent, therefore, of this wickedness of yours, and pray to the Lord that, if possible,
the intent of your heart may be forgiven you. For I see that you are in the gall of bitterness
and in the bond of iniquity.’ And Simon answered, ‘Pray for me to the Lord, that nothing of
what you have said may come upon me.’”

The Book of Acts, chapter 8, verses 9 to 24

Thankfully, Simon appears to have had his heart broken before God in repentance, recognizing
that He needed mercy. Also see that once again someone is tapping into a supernatural ‘source,’ all
for the sake of gathering the attention of others, even “saying that he himself was somebody
great.” There’s that pride I warned you about back in Pride of the devil which makes a person ripe
for control by the devil.
When we see that the devil and his forces are fully capable of performing great ‘signs and
wonders’ through mere mortal men, and that supernatural power could at times convey authority
from God, it’s no wonder God would warn us not to simply chase after those who could apparently
perform miracles, but to test the spirit behind the messengers, and simply and humbly believe in God
by faith.
We must be discerning when it comes to magic, being cognizant of the reality that the devil can
and will use it, sometimes even in what appears to be done only for entertainment’s sake, in order to
gain control over people through these demonstrations of false authority. There have always been
men like Mirin Dajo, and more will appear and arise within mankind to lead us astray.

146. Google’s definition of ‘Occult’

Opening Gateways to the Lower Heavenly Realm
At different times during this discussion on our spiritual enemy, we’ve spoke of the “power of
the air” which could likely refer to the atmosphere above the earth parallel to the lower heavenlies in
which demonic forces reside. In The Revelation, chapter 9, we see that the fourteenth verse refers to
four angels bound at the river Euphrates. Some commentators believe the imprisoned fallen angels
spoken of by Jude and Peter are somewhere in the depths of the earth. Chapter 9 of the Revelation
begins by speaking of “the shaft of the bottomless pit,” or abyss in the Greek, again seemingly
referring to a place deep within our planet. Even the “Lake of Fire” referenced in Holy Scripture may
be speaking of the hot molten magma which makes up the inner core of our earth.
Whether God’s Word is speaking of a purely physical or purely spiritual location, or a place
where the two intermingle, it certainly does not seem to be speaking of somewhere far, far away.
Furthermore, regardless of the proximity of these locations in relation to us, it should be quite
evident that whatever the situation is, spiritual gateways can be opened through which demonic
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entities can traverse. While writing this I’m reminded of poor Jeff R.’s horrifying phone call where the
caller demanded, “LET ME IN!”
We have spoken a fair bit now about how our sin itself can provide an “opportunity” for the
devil; we’ve seen that habitual sin can open a person up to constant spiritual bondage and
oppression, influence, and in some cases, outright possession whether subtle or overt. Clearly the
most important spiritual gateway is the one of our very own mind.
Nevertheless, all throughout history men have built PHYSICAL gateways in hopes of ushering
into our realm supposed gods from the other realm. We see this both in archeology as well as in the
history accurately depicted by the Bible. In the Old Testament, time and again, Israel, the children of
God, would disobey and erect places of worship high up in the hills to sacrifice to idols and
commune with false gods.
Have fallen angels really crossed over in some sort of material form from the supernatural realm
into our earthly realm via such physical gateways? I’ll simply permit that it’s a possibility, and we will
take a brief look at that later.
What’s important to note is that whether beings have manifested physically or not, ultimately
they are spiritually crossing over into the midst of men.
Whether through simple prayers of the mind to these demonic forces; or at the completion of
some sort of ceremonial conjuring ritual, such as the tracing of a pentagram with paint or even
blood; or by the construction of an elaborate temple or altar or actual gateway; the factor that is
actually of any importance remains the same: Intention of the summoner’s heart.
This should make one wonder when they view something like the opening ceremony to the
Gotthard Base Tunnel, the world’s longest and deepest traffic tunnel, which cuts through the Alps of
Switzerland. Anyone with even the barest understanding of Christian and occult symbolism can’t help
but speculate that there was far more to this bizarre performance than ordinary artistic expression.
But this shouldn’t be surprising when we look at many of the internationally televised ceremonies, as
well as many of those less public.
It may be profitable for you to view it for yourself. Then consider what sorts of people made up
the audience and were therefore intimate observers and in some ways participants of the ceremony.
The fact of the matter is, gateways of all types are being opened at a rapid rate all over this
world. Utterances, incantations, channeling, supernatural albeit false visions, and a variety of esoteric
rituals have everything to do with the occult, and these disciplines are frequently practiced.
These spiritual pathways are then to be avoided as they WILL lead to death, as well as a greater
and greater manifestation of demonic entities operating in more powerful ways among us.

The Occult
Ultimately the reason people involve themselves in the occult is because they wish to have
power and control over their own fate. They do this by harnessing the mysterious spiritual power that
comes from the heavenly realm. But they are not simply drawing energy from the spiritual realm itself
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like a lightbulb draws energy from an electric grid; nor is it power granted to them by God. The
power is granted to them by the devil and his fellow fallen angels who facilitate the process by going
into action performing whatever is necessary for the practitioner to achieve their goal. The assistance
of demons means that the more they seek such power, the more deeply involved with the demons
they become. They are therefore opening up a spiritual gateway into their own self and into the
selves of others in contact with them. Supernatural power from the spiritual realm is never something
simply utilized like air pulled out of the atmosphere by a compressor; it always comes either from
God and His servant angels, or from the devil and his cohorts as either force works to bring about
the desired result.
Even more, this power from demons always comes with strings attached so that they may infect
and exploit the lives of those who have come to them for such power. For one thing, whether a
person wishes to admit it or not or recognizes it or not, they are submitting themselves to the devil
and thus not at all submitted to God who is their rightful Lord. This means they are worshiping not
God but satan, again whether they perceive that they are actively involved in such an activity or not.
Naturally, to be opposed to God and aligned with satan means to be estranged from God and
destined for eternal death apart from the author of life. A person cannot be saved while mingling
themselves with the devil and his brood.
Because of God’s love for people, and for the sake of His own glory, He has always forbade such
practices which lead to the death of people and the destruction of civilization. But the people of this
world have always been, and are still being drawn away both by their own sinful inclination to be
their own god, and by the demonic deception that they too can have power and “be like God.”
So God, in His mercy, and according to his manifold wisdom, selected a people group out of
the world called Israelites so that they could become a nation under Him and display again and
again His great majesty to the world (and to the fallen angels of course) while communicating to
others who their God was. To the people of Israel God would give commandments regarding the
occult in order to do two things: Keep them safe from the schemes of the evil one; and restrain them
from rejecting Him, the only means of eternal salvation, by their going off to bow down and worship
false gods whom they believed wrongly can empower them.
Now let’s look at the Word of God given to the Israelites so that we may explore what He had
to say, and still does say about the occult;
“When you come into the land that the Lord your God is giving you, you shall not
learn to follow the abominable practices of those nations. There shall not be found
among you anyone who burns his son or his daughter as an offering, anyone who
practices divination or tells fortunes or interprets omens, or a sorcerer or a charmer or a
medium or a necromancer or one who inquires of the dead, for whoever does these
things is an abomination to the Lord. And because of these abominations the Lord your
God is driving them out before you. You shall be blameless before the Lord your God,
for these nations, which you are about to dispossess, listen to fortune-tellers and to
diviners. But as for you, the Lord your God has not allowed you to do this.”

The Book of Deuteronomy, chapter 18, verses 9 to 14
(underline for emphasis, mine)
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The Promised Land was possessed by a small collection of nations in the approximate area
where present-day Israel is actually located! God gave the Israelites this land not only so His people
would have a place to settle, but also because the taking of this land from the inhabitants which were
there would accomplish a couple of objectives. First off, the Israelites would be used by God as a tool
of His justified wrath against these wicked people for their abominable practices. The word

abominable speaks of ‘moral revulsion,’ and this was exactly how God felt about these practices and
the people that were partaking in them.
Why? Because all of these practices had aligned these people with the devil and had long since
caused them to worship him and give him the glory and honour due only to God; and because it was
leading to the temporal destruction of their societies and the eternal destruction of the inhabitants.
These weren’t innocent people but people that were abhorrently wicked. So God, after centuries of
patience with them, wanted them to be wiped out.
The second matter that was accomplished was that Israel’s conquering of these devil-worshipers
showed both the nations of the world, and the angelic force of the devil that they were no match for
God. Anyone He favoured would be able to overcome anyone the devil favoured provided God was
acting on their behalf and they were aligning with His perfect will.
And so God assisted the Israelites in taking the land as they submitted to His commands and
went out in faith that He would give them victory.
The former nations of the Promised Land were involved in child-sacrifice, divination, fortunetelling, interpreting omens, sorcery, charming spirits and communicating with them, and attempting
to speak to the dead. All of these practices were “abominable,” and they were all of the occult.
As innocent as the devil has deceptively made such practices appear to our modern day world,
they still have everything to do with him, they still open up people and families and communities to
demonic control, they are still to be avoided, and they are still damnable offenses to a Holy God.
God’s opinion on these demonic, occult practices has not changed. They have everything to do
with your most diabolical spiritual enemy. Because of these two truths, we are going to take the time
to dissect them and look at how these ancient practices play out in our oh-so-sophisticated modern
world.

The Psychic
A psychic is a person who apparently has the uncanny ability of telepathy – to know the
thoughts of another person, or past information about a person, or see what cannot be naturally
seen (such as what playing card is on the top of a deck before it is turned over), or a combination of
these factors, like seeing the details of a recent murder in another location. A psychic can also be a
person who is said to be clairvoyant, meaning they can see or know details of the future which is yet
to occur. A psychic may even demonstrate skill in all of these areas.
To some the explanation is clearly supernatural and psychic abilities are seen as a sort of
mystical or spiritual gift. To the naturalist it is perceived to be an ability with a totally natural
explanation. Some believe that perhaps resonances or vibrations are given off by the mind like radio
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frequencies and although all people receive such frequencies, only some are able to detect, decipher,
and interpret them. Regarding clairvoyance, the naturalist may propose that a person is similarly able
to detect what will happen in the future based on the theory that the higher dimensions encompass
all of time at once and so a mind sensitive to such a dimension would then be tuned in to data from
beyond what we are experiencing in our linear space-time perspective.
Since the 1990’s the popularity of psychics has risen enormously in our society as people have
looked for comfort and answers in anything other than God. This rise can’t be missed when we
consider how evidently it’s displayed through all forms of entertainment media.
Now that our enemies’ existence has been unveiled, friend, there’s no good reason for us to
spend much time pondering the purported natural explanations behind psychic abilities. Occam’s
Razor being applied indicates we already have everything we need for our answer: People are seeking
answers apart from God and there’s a spiritual adversary more than happy to seemingly meet that
need, even if through lies and deception.
But before we discuss that, we should address the reality that there are indeed psychics who are
unwittingly or fully aware that they are involved with demonic spiritual forces; and there are those

posing as psychics who only have a skill of reading people and using suggestion to draw out answers
and make fairly accurate, although often generalized estimations in respect to the details about a
person’s life.
When the psychic reads a person’s mind, they’re either reading a person or playing a mindgame through the power of suggestion (which is how a magician often knows “what number
someone is thinking of”) or through a set formula (which is how they know which card you withdrew,
memorized, and placed back into a deck); OR they are sensitive to the quiet whispers of a demonic
spirit. This spirit may be influencing a person to think about a certain topic while informing their
psychic pawn of that same topic.
For example: They plant the image of a red fire-truck in the mind of both the member of the
audience and the magician; the magician guesses correctly, and everyone applauds in amazement!
The demon might read the thoughts of the person and then convey them to the psychic.
Considering the ability of immortal fallen angels to tell details from a person’s past, the demon may
simply know the past events of that person’s life because they’ve been observing them for some time
and they’re able to inform the psychic of pertinent information so it appears that their past is known.
The psychic is merely open and receptive to what the demonic spirit is trying to communicate to
them.
This is exactly like a Believer in Christ who is receptive to the Holy Spirit and listens and obeys
when the Holy Spirit prompts them to suddenly pray for a specific need when it suddenly comes to
their mind and presses upon their heart, only to find out later that at that very moment what they
felt led to pray for was in fact very much an issue needing the spiritual response of prayer. For
example, I’ve heard of a godly individual in a Church all at once feeling like they needed to stop and
pray for a specific missionary and call other Believers to join them, only to find out later that at that
very moment, even in spite of the difference in time zones and separation by great distance, the
missionary was being held at gunpoint by rebel militants. Maybe you’ve heard of people being
impressed upon in the middle of the night to call someone only to find out that at that very moment
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the recipient of the call was contemplating suicide and about to commit it. These events are all too
common as the Holy Spirit of God acts in our midst.
It’s quite similar to when a Believer knows inherently that they are to wait to do something, or
to act. I’ll share a testimony of my life regarding this later on in our discussion. It’s a very real
phenomenon in the life of those who are spiritually acute.
But this goes both ways for those listening for the Holy Spirit and His servant-angels, as well as
for the servant of the devil and his fellow fallen angels.
When we think about a psychic’s ability to know in their mind information that they cannot
physically see, it’s all too easy for a demon who is spirit to traverse the parallel realm of the physical,
and then pass said info onto their unsuspecting victim. Looking at how someone may learn of
something or envision something at a distant locale without traveling there may remind you of our
brief discussion of astral projection in Out of Body. Again, who is translating the details from a far off
place when the person is not there? It should be obvious that the network of demons is simply
passing the information along through their network to the recipient if the info is current and realtime, OR if it’s older information, the spirit was present there and then they traveled to the psychic to
relay the specifics they were asking or probing for.
Maybe you’ve seen on television when a psychic aids the police in a grisly murder investigation?
How natural is it that a wicked and vile demon may have been at the scene of the crime, perhaps
even enticing the criminal along through the whole process of planning and executing the act? Not
only may giving that information to a psychic hired by police result in the murderer’s incarceration
and torment in an earthly prison, but of far greater importance to the devil and his agenda, it gives
greater credence to the abominable practice of consulting psychics.
How much greater would it be then if police detectives would just serve the Lord wholeheartedly
and pray for and trust in His assistance regarding their work?
Similarly, perhaps you’ve heard of the use of psychics during wartime to learn of secret plans
and strategies and developments by enemy forces on the other side of the globe, such as during
World War II and the Cold War? I know it sounds bizarre, but when people are seeking power, and
justifying victory through any means, and do not regard the commandments of God, they will be
lured into anything. Sometimes, due to their defiant will and distaste for the things of God, they
involve themselves in the occult rather happily. If governmental organizations weren’t decaying
morally at a fast enough rate already by their outright rejection of God’s morality and wisdom, how
much worse does it get when they knowingly or unknowingly involve themselves with the demonic
realm? We have clearly seen the fruit of both these actions in the last century.
When it comes to clairvoyance, the maneuver is a little different. This time they inform the
psychic of some future event, and then as the person who consulted the psychic goes on through
life, they subconsciously or consciously make choices which guide them towards the “future”
fulfillment of that fortune-telling. Meanwhile, the demons do their best to aid in bringing the matter
to be so that it builds the person’s faith in the false system so they will go out and share this false
“good news” with others, spreading the belief in, and pursuit of occult power apart from God.
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I knew a fellow once who told me a psychic told him who he was going to marry before they
were even dating, and voila, they ended up together and married. It’s not hard at all for demons who
can tempt us and suggest ideas to us to get us to think about certain individuals and develop
feelings for such a person, eventually convincing us to give that person an opportunity to date us,
finally leading to marriage.
The devil and his army of fallen angels are not like God existing outside of time, existing in the
past, present, future all at once and able to see all. They are very much finite and limited. That’s why
only the Bible has accurate prophecies, and real-life psychics and false religious texts are so poor at
predicting the future. The devil’s only means of aiding his human servants in foretelling the future is
to give them a message and then help them bring it to pass.
The demons’ capability to know all of the past through observation explains the uncanny talent
of psychics to know past details, and the demons’ inability to know the future explains why their
psychic instruments are so woefully poor at predicting it. IF they were actually capable of knowing
future events, for starters, they’d likely be helping certain individuals willing to sell their souls to them
make endless amounts of money through the stock market or other means. Think of Thomas F.
Wilson’s character, Biff Tannen in Back to the Future Part II
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giving the copy of Gray’s Sports

Almanac: Complete Sports Statistics from 1950 – 2000 to his younger self in 1955. If demons really
knew the future, they could do this. But they can’t.
As it is though, if they wish to make one person rich on the stock market, they need only
influence others to do whatever is necessary for that one, specific individual to profit, gain fame, and
then share ungodly ideas with the world through the news media… say, by donating large sums of
money while telling people “There’s more than one way to get into heaven” perhaps???
If the devil could ACTUALLY tell the future, it’s doubtful he would have possessed Judas Iscariot
to have him betray Jesus which gave any who follow Christ victory over death, right? After all, he’d
spent how many millennia trying to stop the promised Messiah from even being born?
Often times God does not let the devil succeed in his ploy for forecasting, and this is in His
grace understanding people are easily lured into putting their faith into false systems when they see
rewards for such a faith. But from time to time, according to God’s infinite wisdom, He allows the
devil to make it look like the future has been foretold so that those who do not wish to know God
will reject Him and follow other gods while humanity moves along on this cosmic agenda of God’s
towards His final intervention in our history – the Return of Jesus Christ.
I know, my friend, that you may be skeptical that any spiritual involvement was necessary for
that above scenario about courtship and marriage to be realized. But soon I’ll share another true-tolife anecdote in greater detail which is explicable in only one way – supernatural involvement.
The world is and always has had false prophets and demonically influenced psychics in it trying
to entice people to worship what is not of God while rejecting the only way of salvation. God warned
the Israelites of this, giving them a “Litmus test,” and His Word remains true for us today;
“’But the prophet who presumes to speak a word in my name that I have not
commanded him to speak, or who speaks in the name of other gods, that same
prophet shall die.’ And if you say in your heart, ‘How may we know the word that the
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Lord has not spoken?’— when a prophet speaks in the name of the Lord, if the word
does not come to pass or come true, that is a word that the Lord has not spoken; the
prophet has spoken it presumptuously. You need not be afraid of him.’”

The Book of Deuteronomy, chapter 18, verses 20 to 22
(underline for emphasis, mine)

Here we see clearly what God’s litmus test for man is: If someone claims to know the future and
foretells it, and it doesn’t happen, it wasn’t God who gave them that word. It was either from their
own imagination, OR from a false god – a demonic spirit.
The reason behind the commandment for that prophet to die should be obvious; by having His
people enact His justified judgment and wrath via execution immediately rather than mercifully and
graciously allow that prophet to go on living while spreading their demonic beliefs, God was
protecting His people, the Israelites, from delusional or demonically influenced individuals leading His
precious Chosen People astray – away from Him into rebellion and spiritual death.
Why don’t Jews still execute psychics? Well, that’s a question for Jews… Christians who are also
Chosen People of God, grafted into the Olive Tree,148 are not under the Law of God handed down
through Moses to the Jews, but under grace.149 We don’t follow the Jewish Levitical Law as Jesus
Christ has lived that Law perfectly and fulfilled it perfectly for our sake so we could have HIS
righteousness.150 We are expected of course to follow the Great Commandments which encompass
the Ten Commandments.
What this means is we don’t have the authority or the right to go kill someone for involving
themselves or even drawing others into the occult regardless of how dangerous and damning it is for
them and for society. As we read in The Reality of the Spiritual Battle, our weapons are not of the
flesh but of the spirit, and that’s how we would combat – so to speak – psychics under demonic
influence – by showing them the grace and love and truth of God while praying for their release
from the spiritual stronghold of demons. This is a good thing because God loves even these people
and He wishes for them to repent and be saved for all of eternity to enjoy Him and bring Him glory.
The harsh, fast-and-quick penalty of long ago was only to ensure the nation of Israel’s survival for the
occurrence of the Messiah’s birth through them. And that happened with Jesus Christ over two
thousand years ago, and then came His victory for us over the devil at the Cross. Now, as the world
goes to ‘hell in a hand basket,’ as awful as that is, and as much as the Christian should spiritually
wage war against that, it’s of no real consequence, and it’s all a part of God’s inconceivable plan
anyway. Therefore, such executions are no longer justified.
I hope, my friend, that here and now you appreciate that great difference between the true faith
of following Jesus Christ in Christianity, and that of false belief systems which to this very day call for
the death of those who commit blasphemy or apostasy. As such commandments have long since
served their purpose and then gone away, one belief system is obviously of God, and the other is
obviously not.
It also goes without saying that a prophet or psychic, even if their prophecy or foretold fortune
comes to pass, if they’ve come in any other Name than that of The One True God, they are obviously
a false prophet and the fulfillment occurred through demonic manipulation of human events just as
we’ve already described.
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It may still be difficult for you to permit yourself to believe that psychic powers have demonic
and dark origins, especially when it seems that so much good can come from them, and so many
receive comfort through psychics. So let us once again look at the Word of God which is true and
proves time and again to be honest and reasonable;
“As we were going to the place of prayer, we were met by a slave girl who had
a spirit of divination and brought her owners much gain by fortune-telling. She
followed Paul and us, crying out, ‘These men are servants of the Most High God, who
proclaim to you the way of salvation.’ And this she kept doing for many days. Paul,
having become greatly annoyed, turned and said to the spirit, ‘I command you in the
name of Jesus Christ to come out of her.’ And it came out that very hour.”

The Book of Acts, chapter 16, verses 16 to 18

Clearly in that account, the young slave-girl’s ability was not natural and of herself. It was
entirely demonic. She had a spirit of divination which speaks of “divining or attempting to foretell
future events or discover hidden knowledge by occult or supernatural means.”151 She made money
for her masters by fortune-telling, the very thing so many unsuspecting people today go to a psychic
for. And so by the authority God had given the Apostle Paul, he prayed in the Name of Jesus Christ,
and the demonic spirit had to flee.
As we read on in the following verses, the girl, now free, would lose her ability to foretell the
future as she was no longer communing with the demon as it had left her. Her masters, enraged by
this loss of income, would bring a charge to the local magistrates against God’s servants, and they
and others in the crowd would attack Paul, Silas, Timothy, and Luke, beating them with their fists as
well as rods before throwing them in jail.
There is no other way to interpret the passage. The slave-girl was not inherently clairvoyant but
had her ability due to the influence of an ungodly spirit.
But this is not a phenomenon from long ago only, and mankind has not evolved to possess such
a power. It’s still very much due to demonic interaction. From what you’re learning, take a look at a
modern day account now and discern for yourself how such a mystical feat is possible.
Someone I knew from high school once shared their supernatural experience openly via a blog a
number of years ago. It did indeed sound incredible then. But when I came to know the Lord and
study His Word, as I learned more about the operations of the enemy, I grew concerned for this
acquaintance due to their experience. During the process of compiling the source information for this
eBook, I personally requested and received permission from them to share this story specifically in
this portion of our discussion where the reality of the supernatural was being disclosed. I hope this is
beneficial not only for you, but also for them, and I mean that with utmost sincerity.
Shortly after high school this friend, still in incredible physical shape and with their usual,
positive and upbeat disposition, was out with their partner whom they were in a relationship with
when they happened upon a psychic doing readings. Having time to kill they opted to go in for a
session.
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When asked by the female psychic what they wanted to know, they brought up the future of
their relationship.
But before long, the psychic began to look visibly distressed. She stated there was some very
negative energy about this high school friend. She stated that she was concerned and asked if the
friend was worried or stressed about matters in life.
Surprised, they replied that they weren’t, not even a little, exclaiming that they were actually in a
very happy place in life, and that they were generally a very positive person.
The psychic lowered her hand to her own abdomen and held it there. She began to express
concern, discussing problems or issues she could see with their stomach, even arriving at the point of
worry. She even stated that she thought they needed to get checked out by a doctor because her
premonition was very bad.
But this high school friend assured the psychic that they were fine physically and in tip-top
condition. They left that meeting and thought nothing of the psychic’s warning.
Three months later, with no presence of pain up to this point, they began having ulcers. When
those ulcers were investigated by medical professionals, it was found that they were caused by cancer
eating through their stomach lining.
Thankfully they were treated and have totally recovered, being left only with a scar from the
surgical operations they underwent for the removal of the cancer.
So friend, I ask you: Where did this psychic get the ability to see the future problem arising, or
the present problem existing? Do you really believe this exceedingly positive individual heard these
negative words, took them to heart, and then began manifesting the cancer by natural means within
themselves? I hardly think so.
No, I think what is most likely is that spiritual beings were able to see within their body, detect
the malignant cancer cells, inform the psychic who was sensitive to their whispers, and she relayed
them to my friend.

OR, quite possibly, they had begun an attack upon the physical makeup of their body before the
time of the reading, or at the time of the reading, or maybe even after, and they’d informed the
psychic of what was happening, all so that the false power of psychics and the agenda of the devil
through the occult could be advanced.
I know that it sounds so goofy to our ingrained naturalist mindset to think demons can and do
cause physical illness… but what have we already covered in How the devil Operates and He Can

Cause Disease? He indeed CAN and so can his fellow fallen angels.
Is this what happened? Sadly, I think it’s entirely possible. Whatever the cause of the cancer may
be, what other explanation is there for the cognitive ability of the psychic they spoke with?
I’m so thankful for my friend being saved from cancer… but more importantly I pray for them to
entrust their life to the Lord God who made them and loves them and sent Christ to die in their
place for the sin they’ve committed, even this sin of consulting a psychic, so that they may have
eternal life.
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My friend from high school, if you are reading this, which I hope you are, thank you for sharing
your story and permitting me to use it, and I mean no offense in how I have shared it or in how I’ve
used it to reveal the operations of our very real spiritual adversary.
May seeing your experience in this new light bring infinite, transformative blessing…
Some biblical commentators have stated their belief that psychic abilities could very well be a
latent ability all humans have, but which was lost when Adam and Eve fell spiritually. I find this
doubtful and improbable for a number of reasons. First, for what purpose would God give man the
ability to know the thoughts of another man outright when God’s Word tells us only He can know
our hearts?152 I’ve actually had a fellow professing believer tell me they had a “spritiual gift” from God
to discern the hearts and intentions of others… but the problem was this individual was also rather
cynical in their estimation of people, sometimes seeing treachery where there was none. If someone
believes something which is false, then it’s not from God who is the source of Truth. Thinking
someone has such an ability leads them to be presumptuous and that can be rather damaging for
building and maintaining healthy, God-honouring relationships. As deceitful as the human heart is
with man’s sin nature, “love always believes,”153 which means the benefit of the doubt is always
given. The gift of discernment speaks more to discerning the spirit behind a teaching or an idea, and
less to the motives of other people.
When God wants His servant to be warned about dangers that lie ahead due to the intentions
of others, He can let them know by supernatural means, and we see that in scripture. In the
meantime, the Believer is to be wise and alert, but open and accommodating until it is time not to
be.
“Behold, I am sending you out as sheep in the midst of wolves,
so be wise as serpents and innocent as doves."

The Gospel of Matthew, chapter 10, verse 16

As for an ability to see the future originating within a person themselves, why would God
bestow that upon any person when His Word says He alone makes “known the end from the
beginning, from ancient times what is still to come?”154 No, it seems clear that the only time a
human being can know the definitive future is when the Holy Spirit communicates it to them.
God shows us in His Word that the only time one of His servants knows anything that is secret,
it’s because the Holy Spirit or one of His serving angels has revealed it. Earlier in Angels Certainly

Exist, we saw that the prophet Elisha knew even the words being spoken in the bedroom of the king
of Syria who was plotting to kill the king of Israel. But Elisha wasn’t harnessing some long since
forgotten psychic ability endowed by God. He was being informed by God or one of His angels.
Any real manifestation of psychic ability would permit a person to be far less dependent on God
– the very God a Believer is to recognize they are wholly dependent on. What good would these
abilities really serve the Church? All they would do is exalt an individual and draw worship and
dependence away from God. You’d have churchgoers falling at the feet of such a person, crying for
their future to be told, much like we have professing believers bowing before these false, so-called
‘faith-healers.’ There is enough man-worship in the present-day church already.
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“Thus says the Lord, your Redeemer,
who formed you from the womb:
‘I am the Lord, who made all things,
who alone stretched out the heavens,
who spread out the earth by myself,
who frustrates the signs of liars
and makes fools of diviners,
who turns wise men back
and makes their knowledge foolish…’”

The Book of Isaiah, chapter 44, verses 24 and 25
Fortunes only come true because people want to believe that fortune-tellers can have that
power, and in their independence from God, He allows demons to operate and intervene to bring
those false words to pass.
But whenever He wants people to know there is no truth in those words and no power in the
fortune-teller or the spirits they rely on, He sovereignly impedes their activity so it can’t come to
pass. Time and again throughout our history, He has made psychics look foolish, only permitting
enough for people to have exactly what they want – everything but Him.
Therefore, my dear friend, I PLEAD WITH YOU: from this day forward, DO NOT LISTEN TO
PSYCHICS! If you have entertained their words in the past, repent and seek forgiveness from God
who says that such activity is abominable to Him and His Holiness! He is gracious and merciful and
wanting to forgive you through the cleansing and washing away of sin by the Blood of His Son Jesus
Christ. God loves you and wants you to be WITH HIM, but the devil who HATES you wants you to be
separated eternally from God! Please remember who the TRUE KING of Babylon was in
Nebuchadnezzar the Second’s day!
“So do not listen to your prophets, your diviners, your dreamers, your fortunetellers, or your sorcerers, who are saying to you, ‘You shall not serve the king of
Babylon.’ For it is a lie that they are prophesying to you, with the result that you will be
removed far from your land, and I will drive you out, and you will perish.”

The Book of Jeremiah, chapter 27, verses 9 and 10
(underline for emphasis, mine)

The false prophets of Israel were telling the Israelites that they would not be overcome by the
earthly king of Babylon. But how did that turn out for them? Likewise, those who are spiritually
deceived will tell you TODAY that listening to psychics will not result in your being overtaken by the

spiritual king of Babylon… So then how do you think that will turn out for YOU? God makes it clear –
you will be removed from His presence as He drives you out from His holiness and “you will perish.”
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154. Isaiah 46:10

The Astrologer and the Diviner
Dictionary.com defines astrology as “the study that assumes and attempts to interpret the
influence of the heavenly bodies on human affairs.” That’s a very accurate definition. Just as the
moon affects the tides of the water and the crust of the earth, it’s believed that the celestial bodies
are somehow affecting you and I. I’d say, from a naturalistic standpoint, gravitational or atomic force
is likely out of the question unlike with how the moon interacts with earth. Therefore it’s obvious that
the interrelation between us and stars and planets has much more to do with the mystical and
spiritual. People in the 60’s, 70’s, and 80’s weren’t asking, “Hey babe, what’s your sign?” because they
were curious as to which stars were having a physical effect upon a person, but as to whether or not
the other person was spiritually aligned and compatible with them… be it for short or long-term
relations.
How fitting that astrology is involved with our spiritual reality when we consider that “the host
of heaven” speaks both of the stars in our galaxy as well as the angelic host. Just as people turn to
the stars and physical heavens for guidance in their lives to some respect giving those objects the
worshipful place of God who wishes to guide them, so too are there the fallen, demonic angels who

DELIGHT in being worshiped and stealing worship from God while deceptively guiding people
towards destruction.
All throughout humanity’s history, long before people were concerned with their own personal,
astrological star-sign, there were people worshipping what they saw high above them which they
could not comprehend. This is the reason we have mythological gods named Mars or Luna; or rather
why we have planets and stars named after false deities.
A diviner is one who practices divination, and as we covered in the last segment, that is a person
who seeks to know the unknowable through occult practices. Astrology and divination certainly go
hand in hand as astrologists seeks what is secret by interpreting the stars and their influence on us.
In fact, the Hebrew words for astrologer actually mean “diviner of the heavens.”
Countless numbers of people read their horoscopes in newspapers and magazines, or buy a
rolled up ‘scroll’ of sorts from gas stations so they may “know what is in store for them.” It all seems
so innocent, doesn’t it? How crafty of our enemy who schemes for our destruction.
Divination of course includes many other methods of determining what is not to be known.
Wikipedia155 indicates that there are sadly a vast number of methods used. Some that are more
common are the interpretation of omens or signs, like when someone sees a certain kind of bird at a
certain time; the examination of entrails or byproducts of birth from both animals AND humans
(which even the spiritually uninformed observe as ghastly, wicked, and perhaps even demonic); hakata
which is the casting of bones or even dice; and yes, reading palms, tea leaves, or even religiously
determining choices in life through the flipping of a coin. All of these activities regardless of how
mundane or innocent they seem steer our dependence away from God and His guidance through His
Word, and place it in our own hands and the hands of demonic spirits.
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I myself when first being awoken to the immense power and supreme sovereignty of God by
recognizing predestination within my life begun looking for God’s hand in absolutely everything. It
came to the point where I believed He was able to, and thus likely communicating to anyone willing
to listen, through coincidences encountered during circumstances each and every day. Now although
God certainly has that power and could do so, and despite the reality that all events no matter how
small DO have significance to some measure because all things move us onward through life in
accordance with God’s sovereign will, such thinking can descend into the act of omen-interpreting
and sign-seeking when God has commanded in His Word, “Be still and know that I am God.”156
Now does God “open and shut doors that no man may open and no man may shut?” He
certainly does and His Word tells us that.157 But the Child of God must be discerning and be seeking
their Heavenly Father for His guidance through reflection on His Word and through prayer, while
“being still” and waiting patiently. God will make it obvious in one way or another without the person
constantly looking for themselves, trying to “connect all the dots.” Anyone through their constant
pursuit of knowing the will of God by such means, has involved themselves in what can only be
described as divination. And God gives people over to such lusts for understanding where then the
forces of evil are permitted to supernaturally work to put in place certain dots to be connected to
guide their victim towards destruction. Even when the individual misses those dots and does not
connect them for themself, the scheming demonic forces are quick to point them out to their victim
by definitively whispering the connection through thoughts in their mind.
I am so grateful to God that He was so patient and understanding with me during that time. By
His Holy Spirit He orchestrated all of that to work out for my good, freeing me from the clutches of
the enemy and from falling headlong into such erroneous thinking. I give Him praise for this because
it is just as His Word promised. I’m also thankful for whatever Saints saw what was going on within
my mind and prayed for me. Because of this spiritual intervention, I was totally freed from it.
Conservatively, from the time I was first alerted to the likelihood that God was indeed STILL
interacting with His creation and my life specifically to the time I denounced and repented from my
involvement in trying to constantly connect all the dots was probably close to two years. It could
have been shorter, but God in His wisdom allowed it to take that long. I’m thankful for it all as
difficult as it was, and I’ll talk more of these matters a little later on in our discussion.
Needless to say, I regrettably know just how destructive divination by any means including
astrology can be. They are false and demonic systems and they all need to be abandoned, rejected,
and avoided.
Our most basic yet primary understanding of stars should be that God created them. In all their
splendor and magnificence what they primarily do is point to the splendor and magnificence of God
which is infinitely greater. Considering how God is the one who brought them into being, how sad is
it that so many of us marvel only at the stars while considering God to be rather lackluster if existent
at all;
“The heavens declare the glory of God,
and the expanse proclaims his handiwork.”

The 19th Psalm, verse 1
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Furthermore, the greatness of what is seen out in the universe serves to tell us not only of God’s
greatness by giving us just an inkling of how great He must be, but they also help us appreciate how
small and insignificant man is in comparison. Surprisingly though, the greatness of the cosmos
therefore proclaims loudly what God’s estimation of us is;
“When I look at your heavens, the work of your fingers,
the moon and the stars, which you have set in place,
what is man that you are mindful of him,
and the son of man that you care for him?”

The 8th Psalm, verses 3 and 4

Stars and planets were also put in place by God to help us mark time. We have daytime and
nighttime nearly everywhere on the planet and our need for sleep reminds us of our frailty and
dependence on God who “will not faint or grow weary.” The sun gives light for the day and the
moon can give light at night so that we may be productive. Lastly, these “lights” remind us when to
worship God according to a set schedule that would repeat yearly.
“And God said, ‘Let there be lights in the expanse of the heavens to separate the day
from the night. And let them be for signs and for seasons, and for days and years, and let
them be lights in the expanse of the heavens to give light upon the earth.’ And it was so.”

The Book of Genesis, chapter 1, verses 14 and 15

Now when God’s Word speaks of these lights being for ‘signs,’ He doesn’t mean for us to use
them for divination. We know this because He’d be contradicting Himself when He says NOT TO. The
use of the Hebrew word here means that they serve as indicators of time. Interestingly, the Hebrew
word for seasons used above is

ֵַעל, pronounced mō·ād, which speaks of “appointed times” or

meetings. Sure enough, God would give His people the Israelites a list of festivals to celebrate
throughout the year which He promised to meet with them at.
What you may also find interesting, my friend, is that the Zodiac signs were not always used as
they are today. Long ago the twelve signs you’re probably somewhat familiar with were used to tell a
prophetic story which had biblical significance. However, like so much of what God does for good
reasons and for our benefit, it was hijacked and corrupted by the enemy through his earthly children
in order to rob people of the hope God wants them to have in Christ. We’ll be discussing that later
when we dive into the incredible and undeniable evidence of God’s existence.
My friend, when you look at a horoscope or a description of your personality based on your
star-sign, for one, they are entirely generalized and therefore applicable in some ways to each and
every one of us; but two, not only will you see aspects of yourself in all of their descriptions or
anticipate that your day will play out as they foretell, if you spend time focusing on them and
patterning yourself to them while looking for their fulfillment in each day, you’ll only end up shaping
yourself and your life to match what they say. What a colossal shame that anyone would mold
themselves and their lives into the image of a horoscope when God wishes for us to live a free and
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liberating life under His guidance for His purpose while being shaped into the likeness of the most
magnificent person who ever walked the earth – His Son, Jesus Christ.
Meanwhile, as you dabble even “for fun” in the daily horoscope, or ingest it religiously as if star
constellations actually have power over your fate, a demonic army will aid you in the transformation
of yourself and your life to match what you’re reading, all with the agenda of cementing your faith in
a false system apart from God. Just like with other forms of divination, they’ll help bring things to
pass, even pointing out “when the dots connect” if you don’t notice by speaking to you within your
mind. As you read that vague rubbish, they’ll entice you down that road to destruction with the
thought “it IS true…!”
Amazingly the earth’s rotation around the sun is so perfect and timely that we only lose 1.4 to
1.7 MILISECONDS not every year but every CENTURY! That means that each century the earth
rotates around the sun only 0.0014 seconds slower… That translates to only 14/1,000,000‘s of a
second lost EACH YEAR! Let’s put that into greater perspective; if the earth were to exist in another

MILLION years (big ‘If’ by the way, and we’ll discuss that in much greater detail later on in this
journey), the earth would only take an additional 14 seconds to travel around the sun, and therefore
a year would only be 14 seconds longer. In a BILLION years, a year will be an additional 1400
seconds or 233.33 (repeating) minutes OR 3.88 (repeating) hours… An earth-year will only be a little
more than 3 and ¾ hours longer in a billion years. That’s impeccable timing! And that’s in a system
God is letting DECAY and “groan!”

158

God has set all of this up to remind us of His steadfastness and covenant-keeping faithfulness.
God is never early and never late, but ALWAYS perfectly on time. Constellations and such weren’t
meant for us to worship, but to help awaken us to and reflect upon the wonder and power and
wisdom and infinitude of God! We’re meant to use stars and planets, and the sun and the moon to
help us keep track of when we should worship the God who created them as well as us!
The only way God permits stars to guide us is in their usefulness for navigation by sea, air, or
land. Other than that, they have no guiding pertinence in our lives. We must therefore refrain from
seeking guidance and knowledge through stars and signs and divination of any type because these
things were an abomination to God long ago, God does not change, and thus they are an
abomination to Him today. Like the psychic they will only lead us astray from rightful worship of God
and away from eternal relationship with Him.
“If there is found among you, within any of your towns that the Lord your God is giving
you, a man or woman who does what is evil in the sight of the Lord your God, in transgressing
his covenant, and has gone and served other gods and worshiped them, or the sun or the
moon or any of the host of heaven, which I have forbidden, and it is told you and you hear of
it, then you shall inquire diligently, and if it is true and certain that such an abomination has
been done in Israel, then you shall bring out to your gates that man or woman who has done
this evil thing, and you shall stone that man or woman to death with stones.”

The Book of Deuteronomy, chapter 17, verses 2 to 5

Again we see the seriousness of God’s views on His Children the Israelites straying from Him
into false worship. With that we see the severe and altogether justified punishment He commanded
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must be quickly carried out to purge such wicked practices from among His people. Therefore if you
wish to come to God, you must purge such wicked practices from your own life.
Again I’ll point out that these commands for execution served their purpose long ago and God
now offers GRACE and NOT EXECUTION through Jesus Christ. If you know of religious systems
where stoning or death is the prescribed treatment for idol worship or any other severe
transgression, know that you are looking at or perhaps even involved in a demonic religious system
that is not of The One True God. Since Christ we have entered a time (although God has ALWAYS
been merciful towards man) where God patiently waits for astrologers and diviners to come to a
knowledge of The Truth, repent and believe on Him and be saved. He gives them this time during
their mortal life. He alone will be the judge over their afterlife, not the Christian who is a True
Follower of God.
But for those who involve themselves in such abominable practices and refuse to leave them,
either as a practitioner OR as a client, He gives the following invitation followed by a warning;
“Stand fast in your enchantments
and your many sorceries,
with which you have labored from your youth;
perhaps you may be able to succeed;
perhaps you may inspire terror.
“You are wearied with your many counsels;
let them stand forth and save you,
those who divide the heavens,
who gaze at the stars,
who at the new moons make known
what shall come upon you.
“Behold, they are like stubble;
the fire consumes them;
they cannot deliver themselves
from the power of the flame.
No coal for warming oneself is this,
no fire to sit before!
“Such to you are those with whom you have labored,
who have done business with you from your youth;
they wander about, each in his own direction;
there is no one to save you.”

The Book of Isaiah, chapter 47, verses 12 to 15

Just like with the prophet Jeremiah who spoke to God’s people who were listening to diviners
and fortune-tellers and the likes, He graciously spoke much earlier through His prophet Isaiah by His
Holy Spirit to warn that although they were welcome to seek comfort in everything else but God, it
would bring them NONE; and ultimately it would not save them, not from the invading armies, and
not from eternal punishment that coincides with the rejection of the God of Life.
My dear friend, even IF a psychic or an astrologer or whomever was right about every last

detail of your past and able to perfectly foretell every aspect of your future, in the end, that person
will NOT be powerful enough to save you from the penalty of eternal death for your sin. There is
only One Saviour. That demonically inspired individual may provide you temporary comfort or relief
in this life, but it will prove to be an utterly false comfort in the next. No matter how incredible an
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experience you may have had might have been, please turn from such wayward thinking and seek
forgiveness from the God of mercy who is “gracious and merciful; slow to anger and abounding in
steadfast love.”159
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The Necromancer
Necromancy, in a nutshell, is the act of consulting someone who is dead. There are a variety of
reasons which might cause a person to involve themselves in such an activity. Oftentimes it is with
the desire to reveal hidden knowledge or to seek counsel, or a person requests assistance in
influencing the course of events within their life. There are of course personal and seemingly
understandable reasons regarding comfort sought in a time of grieving. Nevertheless this practice is
still dangerous and reprehensible to God.
Like with the prior two activities which are deeply rooted in the occult, necromancy takes away a
person’s dependence on God. Whether they are aiming to know what He wants hidden, wishing for
guidance which He is more than capable of giving, or seeking comfort when He is more than willing
to provide it, demonic entities love to lure people into this false communion which is an affront to
God.
Friend, I mean no offense and I do mean to tread softly here. I don’t want to trample on
anyone’s feelings. I’m fully aware that there are people who have lost those who’ve meant so much
to them and have wished for just another moment to see them and talk with them. I’ve known
people personally who believe they’ve been visited by the deceased during times of mourning in
order that they may be consoled and reassured that they would one day see them again – in a ‘next
life.’ But God says what He says for a reason, and the devil and His forces who wish to lead us away
from The Lord are inconceivably skilled in their ways of deception. Therefore it is crucial that we
calmly and rationally look at such experiences apart from our emotions, doing so strictly through the
lens of God’s Word which never lies.
Think of it for a moment; if tragically a person has died apart from salvation through Christ and
is currently in a place of agony awaiting the eternal Lake of Fire, why would God allow that spirit who
is damned to pay anyone a visit, be it to cheer them up or warn them of something foreboding in
the future? I bring that up as I’ve just recalled watching accounts on TV of ghostly visitations where
sailors were warned of a violent, impending storm at sea, and not to go out. It’d be nice to think that
this visitor was benevolent, and it’d appear obvious that they were when we consider how valuable
their words were, right?
But that’s just like how the demons operated with Mirin Dajo isn’t it? They seem to be masters
at ‘giving a little to take a lot.’ They come in a guise of helpfulness just so that what they’re offering
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will be snatched up! Then when the bait is taken and the hook is set, they reel that person into
bondage and away from God.
In the Gospel of Luke Jesus Christ Himself told a very insightful parable of a rich man and a
poor man named Lazarus. I’ll let God’s Word speak for itself;
“There was a rich man who was clothed in purple and fine linen and who feasted
sumptuously every day. And at his gate was laid a poor man named Lazarus, covered with
sores, who desired to be fed with what fell from the rich man's table. Moreover, even the
dogs came and licked his sores. The poor man died and was carried by the angels to
Abraham's Bosom. The rich man also died and was buried, and in Hades, being in torment,
he lifted up his eyes and saw Abraham far off and Lazarus at his side. And he called out,
‘Father Abraham, have mercy on me, and send Lazarus to dip the end of his finger in water
and cool my tongue, for I am in anguish in this flame.’ But Abraham said, ‘Child, remember
that you in your lifetime received your good things, and Lazarus in like manner bad things;
but now he is comforted here, and you are in anguish. And besides all this, between us and
you a great chasm has been fixed, in order that those who would pass from here to you
may not be able, and none may cross from there to us.’ And he said, ‘Then I beg you,
father, to send him to my father's house— for I have five brothers—so that he may warn
them, lest they also come into this place of torment.’ But Abraham said, ‘They have Moses
and the Prophets; let them hear them.’ And he said, ‘No, father Abraham, but if someone
goes to them from the dead, they will repent.’ He said to him, ‘If they do not hear Moses
and the Prophets, neither will they be convinced if someone should rise from the dead.’”

The Gospel of Luke, chapter 16, verses 19 to 31

First off, it’s important to understand that most Bible commentators do not believe this depicts
heaven and Hell. Abraham’s Bosom is believed to be a place where all Believer’s go while they await
the New Heaven and New Earth when the Kingdom of God manifests physically upon that new
earth. Hades is a place the unbeliever goes to await the Lake of Fire (that’s why we read in Revelation
20:14 that “death and Hades [will be] thrown into the lake of fire.”) It’s an actual place.
Another interesting detail that some commentators have addressed is that this is the only
parable Jesus uses where He gives a participant a name – Lazarus. It’s believed that this was because
it was either a true story which had occurred or that He did so to emphasize the reality of the entire
situation. There is however debate over whether this is the case and if such an interpretation is
permitted. But what seems to be implied and is of great importance to our discussion is that it seems
even a Believer isn’t going to be floating around visiting people, not to warn them of Hell, nor to
warn them of a coming storm. Now does that mean God’s Word has spoken definitively and with
finality on the matter here? Unfortunately, no.
Yet we do have an account from the Old Testament where the first king of Israel, Saul, seeks to
communicate with the dead through a medium. By all appearances, he seems to succeed! This
occurrence is recorded for us in the 28th chapter of the First Book of Samuel. In it we’re told that a
mighty Philistine army was preparing to come against Israel. King Saul who we learned earlier in God

Has Authority Over Angels was insecure, proud, and defiant towards God, had been overcome by
fear. Sadly this fear was because the Holy Spirit had long since left him (as we already learned) and
he was no longer able to inquire of God for guidance by any means. His disobedience had led to his
abandonment so that David could become the king over God’s people. Samuel who’d been the
prophet of God to Saul had since died leaving Saul all alone at this desperate time.
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And so, out of desperation, Saul sought out a medium from a place called En-dor – and this was
after Saul himself had ordered that all mediums and necromancers depart from the land that Israel
had reconquered up to that point. This medium however had decided not to leave but to close up
shop and lay low, remaining in the land. Saul hoped that he could summon Samuel and have Samuel
relay to Him the will of God once more. In doing so Saul would not only be reneging on his own
commands to stop necromancy in the kingdom of Israel, but he’d also be breaking God’s very clear
commandments given through Moses which Saul knew and were the reason for his orders for
necromancy to stop in the first place.
We see in verse 8 that Saul disguises himself in order to meet with this medium. He says to her,
“Divine for me by a spirit and bring up for me whomever I shall name to you.” This frightens the
medium for she’s wary of Saul’s decree. But Saul swears to her by The Lord that she won’t be
punished (at least not by him) and she asks whom he wishes to speak with. He tells her he wishes to
see Samuel.
What’s surprising is that when she sees a spirit who is supposedly Samuel “coming up out of
the earth,” she cries out with a loud voice as if surprised. Is this because she suddenly realizes that it
is king Saul himself before her because his prophet has arrived? Or is it because she didn’t actually
expect to see anything appear?
Whatever the case may be, Samuel is upset for being disturbed and doesn’t tell Saul anything
helpful. He only condemns Saul for having disobeyed God so much that the favour of the Lord was
stripped from him, and that the kingdom of Israel and his life and his sons’ lives would be given over
to the Philistines the next day. Then Samuel vanishes leaving Saul collapsed on the ground in sheer
terror.
There is much discussion over what exactly transpired at this meeting, which for all intents and
purposes could better be called a “séance.” Some believe that Samuel truly did appear to Saul. This
would mean God permitted it. But this is unusual for the simple fact that God had commanded that
no one consult the dead and God does not partake in what is sinful so it’s impossible that He’d break
His own Word by facilitating such a visitation, even if in graciousness.
Another similar option is that Samuel learned of Saul’s intentions and somehow came of his own
volition. But Samuel had faithfully served God his entire life! Why would he after mortal death and at
seeing and beholding the promises of eternal life then become an accomplice in this sinful action,
even IF for the sake of pronouncing judgment on Saul? And where on earth would he get the
authority to cross over from the spiritual realm to the physical realm except by God? And we’ve
already covered how God probably wouldn’t partake in this.
My friend, the most likely answer may be difficult to hear, especially if you believe you’ve been
visited by a lost loved one, or have communicated with one by some means; the most likely answer is
that a demonic spirit simply masqueraded as Samuel, mimicked him perfectly and skillfully having
observed Samuel his entire life, just as an enemy spirit can so skillfully whisper into our own mind
with our own voice in order to attack us in our thoughts. The pronounced judgment and its
accuracy? Perhaps God had permitted the spirit to go out to Saul in the likeness of Samuel to do His
bidding, just as we saw also in God Has Authority Over Angels He’d later permit a lying spirit to
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deceive the disobedient king Ahab. There’s nothing here prohibiting God from allowing a demonic
spirit to deceive by appearance and then tell the truth of what is coming, is there?
My dear friend, if you’ve had an experience or sought an experience, especially through
involvement in the occult, and you were visited in your grief and comforted by your visitation, all I
can suggest is that you take a moment to pray to God, give thanks to Him for permitting that
comfort, but ask forgiveness in case it was anything outside of His will, and commit to never again
seeking comfort by such means, now committing to go to Him only for comfort. It may be difficult to
say and mean it when you want to believe what you witnessed was real, but I do believe it is for the
best.
Maybe it was real… and maybe God did permit it…
…but what if He didn’t?
My dear friend, I tell you when I came to understand that I had involved myself in divination and
how that involvement had led me to make such colossally stupid and damaging decisions which
affected other people, I was shaken! I had been so masterfully duped by my own desires and
emotions which the enemy capitalized on, and everything had seemed so real that I had actually
believed I’d done the will of God… But I had acted foolishly and it had resulted in anguish and hurt
and fear in another person, all while my intentions had been to remind them in a powerful and
meaningful way that God loved them. That was incredibly humbling.
But admitting I was wrong and coming before the Lord, seeking His forgiveness and accepting
His mercy and grace; it all brought great healing to me.
Friend, if you’ve experienced something supernatural and were comforted by it, I am gladdened
by the momentary relief it brought you, but it is time to enter into a relationship with The Lord Jesus
Christ and then grow deeply into it where you will experience a TRUE comfort free of negative
repercussions due to rebellion against what God has said is actually evil.
“So Saul died for his breach of faith. He broke faith with the Lord in that he
did not keep the command of the Lord, and also consulted a medium, seeking
guidance. He did not seek guidance from the Lord. Therefore the Lord put him
to death and turned the kingdom over to David the son of Jesse.”

The First Book of CHRONICLES, chapter 10, verses 13 and 14

This is a serious matter but many people think so lightly about it. Some seek out the dead on
their own through hoping and wishing; some stumble through a ritual they’ve read about; some do
so with others via a Ouija Board; some use mirrors; some partake in séances where a medium
channels information from the spirit, sometimes even permitting the spirit to enter them resulting in
drastic changes to both face and voice to reproduce the very person they wish to channel. By now I
hope, friend, that you understand how such a feat is accomplished. What they are involving
themselves in is not at all good but very much dangerous. Yes, channeling is when a medium invites
a spirit to speak through them. It can be as simple as the medium being given a word or a phrase
(just like how a psychic receives and senses whispers from a demon), or it can be a full-blown
conversation where the medium becomes a puppet for the spirit to speak through as described
above.
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“Behold, I and the children whom the Lord has given me are signs and portents in
Israel from the Lord of hosts, who dwells on Mount Zion. And when they say to you,
‘Inquire of the mediums and the necromancers who chirp and mutter,’ should not a
people inquire of their God? Should they inquire of the dead on behalf of the living?”

The Book of Isaiah, chapter 8, verses 18 and 19

Understanding how demonic all of this is, how bizarre is it that Hollywood would romanticize
the entire phenomenon with a movie like Ghost starring Patrick Swayze, Demi Moore, and Whoopi
Goldberg. It’s a story where a man is unable to transcend to the afterlife properly because he was
murdered. In it there’s even a scene where Patrick Swayze enters Whoopi Goldberg who plays a
psychic so that he may touch and feel his former love played by Demi Moore just one more time.
From a purely esthetic perspective, it’s absolutely beautiful… especially the kiss at the end before he
is ushered into what can only be heaven. Yet the disturbing thing is that in reality it would all be a
lie. But what a message for the devil – who so easily influences the movie industry – to feed to us,
the masses.
Even more disturbing is that Ouija Boards, clearly an occult tool of spiritism – which is the act of
communicating with the dead – are nowadays marketed and sold to families as a fun “board game”
suitable even for children as young as 8 years old! One image I saw of a box contained a PINK Ouija
Board aimed at young girls. On the front it read: “Ask the questions girls want to know,” and on the
back it read “Girls have questions, Ouija has answers!” Wow, how fun and exciting! How despicable
that Hasbro Toys and Parker Brothers would get together and invest even MORE energy in selling
this tool to people, ESPECIALLY children when it has only one purpose. Why even sell it AT ALL?! The
reason friend should be obvious, and Money is the least damning of those reasons.
Here’s what Walmart.com has to say about the Ouija Board:

“Enter the world of the mysterious and mystifying with the Ouija board! You've got questions
and the spirit world has answers - and the uncanny Ouija board is your way to get them! What
do you want to know? Ask your question with a friend and the planchette that comes with the
board, but be patient and concentrate because the spirits can't be rushed. Handle the Ouija
board with respect and it won't disappoint you! Ouija and all related characters are trademarks
of Hasbro.”
Clearly no condemnation from the retail giant…
“Do not turn to mediums or necromancers; do not seek them out, and so
make yourselves unclean by them: I am the Lord your God.”

The Book of Leviticus, chapter 19, verse 31

God of course is talking of a spiritual uncleanness. Nothing unclean can come before Him or be
in His presence. That is why all who seek to draw near to God must do so through a washing and
cleansing by the Living Water – by the Blood of the Lamb. Christ’s shed blood for us paid the penalty
for our sin and we must accept that to be made clean before we can come into eternal relationship
with God.
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“A man or a woman who is a medium or a necromancer shall surely be put to
death. They shall be stoned with stones; their blood shall be upon them.”

The Book of Leviticus, chapter 20, verse 27

It doesn’t matter if the intermediary agent or the medium believes they are providing a loving
service or involving themselves in something beneficial. Just like God commanded such people be
stoned to protect the remainder of the Israelites, this practice will only lead to separation from God,
and therefore unto death. Once again, this is why it is so important for a person to love God and His

truth more than they love people.
Having said all of this, my friend, shouldn’t it make us wonder why if God said NO ONE should
consult the dead, and wouldn’t have let one of His great prophets Samuel communicate with
someone still living, why is it that a major spiritual institution in this world that claims to be the true
church of Christ has taught people for centuries to consult, and pray to, and seek help and protection
from Christ’s Apostles and His mother, Mary? People are being deceived into coming forward in
prayer to so-called patron saints over all manner of occupations and activities for all matters
including even “travel-mercies!”160
Friend, no matter how great a saint is (and don’t be misled – ALL Believers in Christ ARE saints!),
they are still just people! They’re like your or I and they will not hear or answer our prayers and they
will not intercede for us! It is God alone whom a person must pray to! If a Child of God can have the
privilege of coming to HIM in prayer, why on earth would we settle for another lowly human being?!
And HOW would our prayers be entertained if God has already said:
"For there is one God, and there is one mediator between God and
men, the man Christ Jesus, who gave himself as a ransom for all…"

The First Epistle to Timothy, chapter 2, verses 5 and 6

Friend, this is yet another doctrine of demons that has crept into and overtaken the catholic
church. Pay it no heed and make your prayers to God alone and not to the dead for it is just another
devious ploy of the devil to trick people into involving themselves in necromancy, seeking the
assistance of fallen spirits who once masqueraded as Samuel and now masquerade as beloved saints
who have gone to be with The Lord.
If someone’s prayers ARE being answered when addressed in such a false manner, then it is
quite likely that the orchestration of events to answer those prayers is coming from the workings of
deceitful spirits in order that a person’s faith grow in this wrongful practice so they will be lead
deeper and deeper down this path of deception.
My dear friend, as hard as this segment may have been to read through, I have not delivered its
difficult warnings to hurt you, but so that you may be saved. If I’d loved people more than God, I
would have ignored what He said in order that I not offend or be rejected. But I love and honour
God and I know that He is right and that He is good. Therefore, I can write this with compassion, but
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with the truth that sets free, and thus, love people better with their eternal destination in mind over
their temporal feelings.
"Faithful are the wounds of a friend; profuse are the kisses of an enemy."

Proverbs 27:6

160. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_patron_saints_by_occupation_and_activity

The Sorcerer
My dear friend, when you hear the word sorcery what images does it conjure up within your
mind? Do you, like me, immediately think of witches’ cauldrons and bubbling potions and magical
spells being cast? Do you imagine a montage of Disney characters? Does the line “Double, double
toil and trouble” from Shakespeare’s Macbeth come to mind?
Maybe they all do. How whimsical and powerless and utterly inconsequential it might all seem
to be in our modern and sophisticated world. Barely any cause for alarm. Mostly we believe we’re so
far removed from such silliness that we need not pay any attention at all to the idea of potions and
spells and sorcery. But if the sorcerer and the sorceress are practicing magical arts, and we’ve learnt
already in the intro of The Lie of the Occult that magic often has EVERYTHING to do with the devil
and his mode of operation, and the magic related to sorcery is obviously not that which is associated
with harmless card-tricks, illusions, and sleight-of-hand, then we have every reason to be on the
alert, don’t we?
The very fact that the Holy Spirit inspired the prophet Jeremiah as we saw earlier in Jeremiah
27:9, to lump sorcerers in with false prophets, diviners, those who have false dreams and visions, and
fortune-tellers, all of whom are STEEPED in the occult and controlled by demons should give us
pause. It should sober us up in an instant and make us want to think very clearly on the rest of this
segment about sorcery.
What is being concocted in the cauldron that is of the occult? What is it that’s being ingested by
the sorcerer that they may gain wisdom and secret knowledge, or foresight into future events? What
is in the potion intended to manipulate and influence the intended target who drinks it?
God’s word uses the word sorceress twice in the Old Testament, sorcerer SIX times in the Old
Testament and twice in the New Testament, and the word sorcery once in the Old Testament and
twice in the New Testament. At each of these times the Hebrew or Greek word for sorcery is affiliated
with witchcraft or sorcery or magical arts. But most notably for this segment of our discussion, we’ll
be looking at the Greek word for sorcery which we find in the New Testament.
You see, God HATES sorcery and those who practice it – the sorcerer and the sorceress. Neither
will be able to abide with Him for eternity because both have entrenched themselves in what is
demonic and therefore abominable to God.
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"Now the works of the flesh are evident: sexual immorality, impurity, sensuality,
idolatry, sorcery, enmity, strife, jealousy, fits of anger, rivalries, dissensions, divisions, envy,
drunkenness, orgies, and things like these. I warn you, as I warned you before, that those
who make a practice of doing such things will not inherit the kingdom of God."

The Epistle to the Galatians, chapter 5, verses 19 to 21

(underline for emphasis, mine)

If you’re at all concerned about your eternal destination by this point, that warning from the
Apostle Paul should shake you to the core. Look at that list of habitual, behavioural sin which so
many people are in bondage to, often willingly! Do you actively participate in any of that with no
desire to change – no inkling of repentance? Surely sorcery isn’t something you have to be worried
about, right? Or is it?
In this passage as well as later in The Revelation, the Greek word we’ve translated into sorcery is

φαρμακεία. That word is pronounced pharmakeia. Does that remind you of anything? Does the root
of that word jump out at you? Pharmakeia is where we have derived the word pharmacy from. It’s
where we have derived the word pharmaceuticals from.
The Greek word pharmakeia means “the use of or the administering of drugs.” We aren’t talking
about a pharmacist giving out prescribed medication to combat a bacterial infection or a viral
infection or a severe migraine or anything similar.
When God warns that He will not accept the one who practices sorcery into His Kingdom, He is
speaking of the person who involves themselves in the use of drugs which alter the state of a
person’s mind and consciousness.
God is warning against the use of hallucinogens, psychotropics, and psychedelics tailored with
the intention of affecting the mind, influencing how it works, and therefore affecting a person’s
perceptions. Because the mind is so closely associated with the spirit, this “opening” or “expanding”
of a person’s mind leaves them completely susceptible to attacks and manipulation by the devil and
his forces.
You may not want to believe this is what’s being said in God’s Word, but I can assure you, it is.
Think about it for a second; have you ever been high? Have you ever sat around with a couple
of buddies smoking marijuana or doing ‘magic mushrooms?’ Once you were in your altered state,
what were your conversations like? Where did they venture? Where did they end up? Did you
consider philosophical matters like the size of the universe, our origins, if there is an afterlife, or how
one gets to heaven? What conclusions did you arrive at?
I’m willing to bet they were not the same conclusions you’ve been arriving at while on this
journey, were they?
While under the influence of drugs and pondering such questions, every false and satanic lie
that had been sewn into your mind came bubbling up to the surface, and in a moment of what you

thought (rather incorrectly by the way) was a heightened state of consciousness, they all wove
together and you had otherworldly epiphanies of what is true and what is false. And yet, everything
you supposed could be right was so far from what we’ve shown truly is, wasn’t it?
While your mind was wide open and receptive to all manner of ideas, you were completely
vulnerable to the manipulation of those thoughts by demonic spirits attacking you from the spiritual
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realm. No matter how feeble your portcullis was before without the Holy Spirit and the Truth of
God’s Word to reinforce it and make it a formidable filter to the deceitful messages of the enemy,
under the altered state caused by drugs your portcullis was nonexistent. The castle of your mind and
spirit was left completely indefensible.
And yet all the while you thought you were just having a good time…
Again, the physical brain is intricate and powerful because it is the conduit through which our
spirit interprets the physical and our physical experiences the spiritual. When that is convoluted by
the chemicals from so many drugs, especially those touted as “recreational,” you are doomed to total
takeover by the enemy.
Full disclosure here; I know what I’m talking about. Although I’ve only smoked marijuana around
a couple dozen times, done magic mushrooms a few times, smoked hashish, and tried cocaine once, I
can attest to how “expansive” the mind can begin to feel, ESPECIALLY after ingesting magic
mushrooms. The thoughts that came to my mind and how free it all felt was quite entrancing. And
that’s just it; my mind had entered a different, very open state; the same sort of state mystics from
many backgrounds in life try to arrive at through various means. We’ll get to that shortly.
What’s important to understand here, my friend, is that all through history false prophets,
sorcerers, witches, shamans, medicine men, voodoo witchdoctors, and all of the likes, they’ve mixed
up and ingested “potions” and other concoctions in order to alter their state of consciousness and
open up their minds so that they would be perceptive to what was going on in the spiritual realm.
This is how they were able to have visions, deliver prophetic utterances, and communicate with
spirits.
If you took the time to watch the Gray Brothers’ Film, The Nightmare I sourced from earlier for

The Spiritual Attack of Sleep Paralysis, you’ll remember that the witchdoctors in Zanzibar used
hallucinogenic drugs to help them t communicate with and even enter the spiritual realm. What did
you think of their behaviour during their deliverances of demons? How far from how the minister of
God acts when he is used by The Lord for a true deliverance!
Furthermore, do you recall that the documentarian spoke about the possessions and sleep
paralysis assaults taking place when a person was in an altered state of consciousness, even between
being fully asleep and being fully awake?
That’s right, not only is the usage of such drugs dangerous, but as alluded to, so is entering a
trancelike state through other means including meditation. It doesn’t matter how or what the aim is
or how “beneficial” it all feels, while the mind is in the open state it can receive ideas sometimes even
imperceptibly delivered and tucked away to manipulate us later and blind us from receiving the truth
that saves!
How much my heart ached when I recently heard a local radio advertisement announcing free
meditative therapy in my hometown for people still suffering from anxiety after 2016’s tragic wildfire
and citywide evacuation. That’s not the answer. Much less is the “opening of the mind” or “becoming
one with the universe” which meditation promotes but will only lead to much greater issues later due
to the demonic assault the person is left open to.
How horrifying is it, friend, to realize that the same “open” state of consciousness the medium
enters while inviting a spirit into themselves for channeling messages to paying customers wishing to
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speak with deceased loved ones is the same open state these unsuspecting people will be leaving
themselves in while searching out inner-peace and harmony for their life!
But this is the sad condition of our world where people wish for any answer as long as it does
not involve submission to God and an abandonment of sin. How awful is it that facilitators who claim
to be coming to the aid of people are actually doing the bidding of the devil…
Hand in hand with transcendental meditation, chanting and the use of mantras are another
avenue for opening the mind so that a person may enter a state of consciousness where they may
spiritually transcend this physical state. Regardless of the technique used, it’s all one and the same
and incredibly dangerous. Pursuing Nirvana will never truly result in eternal peace for a person, even
if it duplicitously appears to bring some form of temporal peace.
There is only one peace that matters – peace with God through Jesus Christ. The way to achieve
peace of any sort is, as I stated in The Good News, to receive it through an all-encompassing trust in
God, first through salvation, and then through entrusting Him with every other facet of our lives
knowing all things are in His control and that despite how bad they may eventually get, we have the
assurance of everlasting life with Him. THAT’s what TRUE peace looks like!
What’s even more sickening than the world offering peace apart from God is the fact that
professing Christians involve themselves in this today and have throughout their existence. The
Roman Catholic church involved itself in the use of what are called “Prayer Labyrinths” for centuries
and they’re making a comeback. The hope in using a Prayer Labyrinth is to slowly make one’s way
along a set path, stopping and praying or rather meditating at periodic points, hoping to open up
the mind to transcend to a heightened state of consciousness as if such a worldly practice would get
someone closer to God. But it’s this sort of folly that has left the minds of priests and bishops with
great influence open to the deceitful whisperings of fallen angels, hence the immense overflow of
demonic doctrines that have made their way into the catholic church since the founding of the

original true universal (or “catholic”) Church in the first century.
When God’s Word speaks of “meditation,” it is not at all regarding the complete emptying of the
mind. When God commanded Joshua who was leading the Israelites into the promised land to
“meditate on [my Word] day and night,”161 He was speaking of reading it, taking it in, then thinking
upon it and reflecting upon it all rather consciously. This is very much the opposite of what the devil
wants you to do by meditating. He can’t usurp and control the spirit and mind of a person filled up
by God’s Word because their portcullis is very strong. But he CAN most certainly control a person
who opens their gates wide to his invading forces travelling in as envoys of peace and serenity.
Not only is a person prone to demonic influence and attack while in an altered state of
consciousness due to the use of drugs or through trance-inducing processes be they self-imposed or
involuntary, but insobriety due to drunkenness is yet another obvious state wherein a person is
vulnerable.
Can you attest to this like I can, friend? Have you woken up after a night of “getting wasted”
and going out on the town and thought groggily through your hangover, What was I thinking?! I
know I certainly have. There are so many incidents, some remembered, some not that I am absolutely
ashamed of. I’ve offended people, hurt people, damaged property, said or done things I didn’t even
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mean… and although I fully believe that alcohol deadens our inhibitions which naturally keep us from
doing what we know to be harmful, it seems to also spiritually deaden us to the warnings and
promptings of the Holy Spirit NOT to do them.
“And do not get drunk with wine, for that is debauchery, but be filled with the Spirit…”

The Epistle to the Ephesians, chapter 5, verse 18
Not only can the temptations from our own sin nature within us lead us into debauchery, but so
can the temptations whispered into our mind by our enemy when the defenses of that mind are in a
weakened state. Perhaps you’ve had that same experience where suddenly within your mind,
something you’d had no interest in doing suddenly appeared. And there it was for you to now
consider with your limited capacity and your inhibitions rendered impotent by alcohol. Does anything
come to mind? It certainly does for me.
The remedy the Apostle Paul gave to the Church in Ephesus: “be filled with the Spirit.” As we
learned in His Force of Demonic Spirits Can Possess and Oppress People, demons cannot occupy the
same space which The Holy Spirit of God occupies. Hence why the Apostle Paul instructed the
Ephesians to be filled up by and focused on God.
Along with all of these other tools the enemy has to alter the state of a person’s consciousness,
we have hypnosis (which is obviously dangerous as it leaves a person in an unguarded state) as well
as music. It’s no wonder we even have a genre called Trance. I can tell you from personal experience
sitting drunk in what’s called an “Acid Lounge,” trance music is certainly entrancing, and it can
definitely have an effect on you. It’s then that the messages within the songs are much more easily
swallowed up by our mind. If not the message from the song, then the whisperings from the spirit
world are there as well.
I believe with good cause that a large number of deejay’s are unknowingly or knowingly
persuaded by demons to create dance music with a deliberately repetitive and systematic series of
tones and thumping of bass meant to purposefully affect the mind and the spirit so that people in
clubs (often under the influence of alcohol if not drugs) will be more susceptible to the workings of
the enemy who is intent on causing all sorts of mayhem in the lives of partygoers. Far too often is
the obvious damage caused by indiscriminate sexual relations. The remainder of the deejays simply
copy what’s popular and ‘catchy’ further dispersing this means of dismantling the defenses of wouldbe victims for easy access by their spiritual adversary.
The influential power of music in entrancing a person and assisting them in supposed spiritual
transcendence is why it’s commonly utilized in meditation classes. You don’t have to look hard at all
on YouTube to find search results filled to the brim with “transcendental music” promoted as being
able to help the meditating listener temporarily escape this physical reality and receive healing of
‘mystical’ proportions.
What should also be of great concern to you, my friend, is that as we’ve already discussed
earlier in He Uses the Media to Shape Our Thinking and Control Us, the devil is using social
conditioning techniques by manipulating the powers that be in our media and in other facets of
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influence in our society. Now if the devil is trying to do that, and he has his power-hungry little paws
all over “sorcery” or pharmakeia as well, and pharmakeia opens up our minds to accept messaging
and ideas even when they are not true, defy God, and are not in our best interest, are the dots
connecting for you? Do you see that it would be in the devil’s BEST INTEREST to motivate as many
people within a population as possible to be involving themselves in mind-altering drug use?
There is a clear connection with the rampant increase in drug use since the 1960’s and the
drastic societal change in thinking even up to and including this day regarding what is moral and
immoral, what should be legal and what should be illegal, what is tolerable and what is intolerable,
and what is right and what is wrong. We are not “progressing” at all as so many wish to believe.
What seems so evident is that the above connection is because there is a definitive LINK
between the use of drugs and the subtler form of brainwashing known as social conditioning. If one
permits themselves to entertain the murmurings about conspiracies, the same individuals trained in
the art of psychological warfare during earlier 20th century wars who then went on to assist within the
media were also associated with those trying to harness psychic occult forces in order to spy on
enemies. As well, such organizations and individuals were investigating the use of pharmacological
agents and their effects in a multitude of areas including enhancement in the abilities of soldiers to
help them focus, and ultimately make them submissive to the orders from their superiours. They were
also heavily invested in determining how they could incapacitate enemy forces through the
administering of drugs via various means; and how to use drugs in order to make a captured enemy
unable to lie or conceal truth during an interrogation, instead spilling every secret simply by inviting
them do so through specific questioning. What is most troubling though were their endeavours to
actually control the minds of the enemy through the ingestion of different drugs. All of this research
was in part what led to the dissemination of such drugs into the general public.
Meanwhile, all of these activities had everything to do with the occult whether the originators of
the plans understood that or not. Again, the lust for power rather than dependence on God leaves
one totally vulnerable to being governed by the enemy.
Now although all of this information is easily found on the internet, it’s doubtful much or any of
it pertains to the spiritual side and the influence of the devil and his agenda. It’s presented as having
much more to do with a desire to control a populace by making them docile and subservient. If this
is the case, still we see the lust of power in play, and we know all too well from our discussion thus
far that the enemy can commandeer all too easily those with such prideful mindsets.
Perhaps you’ve heard of Project MKUltra, a venture by the C.I.A. to harness mind control for the
purpose – at least at face value – of helping increase efficiency in interrogation techniques like we’ve
just mentioned. There’s so much talk about MKUltra nowadays and it’s even been highlighted in a
goofy film called American Ultra, and in a much more interesting Netflix exclusive series, Stranger

Things. Internet conspiracy theorists abound saying that Lee Harvey Oswald, Timothy McVeigh, and
even Dylann Roof had been inducted into the program and then unleashed later on to do the will of
government puppeteers intent on steering the course of politics for their own purposes.
Whether all of the conspiracy theories are true or not is certainly not our aim here. Nevertheless,
it is clear that the American government involved itself heavily in drug experimentation and this has
spilled out and overflowed into our culture with damning effects.
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I invite you to watch an hour-long documentary I stumbled upon divulging this very reality. It is
from an old investigative television show on ABC called Closeup. This particular program aired on
January 30th, 1979. The episode is titled Mission: Mind Control. It’s also notated for whatever reason
on the C.I.A.’s official website here.

https://www.cia.gov/library/readingroom/document/cia-rdp99-00498r000100160048-5

That

should speak to the authenticity of this source.
There are numerous clips and documentaries on YouTube pertaining to this topic, but the
officiality of this particular documentary is why I include it. Having said that, my dear friend, don’t
waste your time combing through all of them; time is a precious commodity and the devil will tempt
you to travel long and far down this rabbit hole in hopes that you will, like so many, find yourself lost
amidst the abundance of information that has little to nothing to do with your only Saviour, Jesus
Christ.
What you are about to watch is not funny; it’s not cool; it’s absolutely horrifying. Even more so,
from what you have learned about your enemy, the occult overtones and demonic involvement is
undeniably prevalent. There should be many statements that jump out at you having read everything
you have so far concerning the activities of our spiritual adversaries.
Dr. Stanley P. Lovell was made head of Research and Development for the World War II era

Office of Strategic Services until 1944. He would tell his superiour, Colonel ‘Wild Bill’ William Donovan
the following:

“What I have to do is stimulate ‘Peck’s Bad Boy’ beneath the surface of every American scientist
and say to him, ‘Throw all your normal law-abiding concepts out the window. Here’s a chance to
raise merry hell. Come, help me raise it!’”162
Whether or not Lovell meant this in the literal, spiritual sense or not is of no consequence. It was
in this atmosphere of ‘anything goes’ that our spiritual adversary would sew his tares and usurp the
agenda for his own devices. That OR there were researchers involved who wished to do their TRUE
master’s bidding.
https://youtu.be/MQDNDCoCtoQ
I trust you found all of that as unsettling as I did. Don’t’ be tempted to excuse yourself due to a
lack of involvement in some of the drugs mentioned in the documentary. Anything that alters and
opens up the mind is of use to the devil and his forces.
For some of you, that may have all hit much closer to home. Psilocybin is clearly not harmless.

Lysergic acid Diethylamide or “acid” clearly isn’t either.
Even if the various governments of the world have stopped their research in how to use these
drugs to persuade the masses, or if they’re secretly continuing to do so perhaps in less obvious ways,
it makes no difference; the ball started rolling long ago and the devil has tempted our culture to
keep it rolling faster and faster OURSELVES while his agenda to dominate humanity progresses along.
Remember the philosopher Aldous Huxley whom we revealed to be a demonically inspired pawn
in He Uses Philosophies and Ideas? Here’s a paraphrased quote attributed to Aldous, but most likely
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from a lecture he gave at the University of California in Berkeley on March 20th, 1962. The lecture was
titled The Ultimate Revolution;

“There will be, in the next generation or so, a pharmacological method of making people love
their servitude, and producing dictatorship without tears, so to speak, producing a kind of
painless concentration camp for entire societies, so that people will in fact have their liberties
taken away from them, but will rather enjoy it, because they will be distracted from any desire to
rebel by propaganda or brainwashing, or brainwashing enhanced by pharmacological methods.
And this seems to be the final revolution.”163
This idea which he included in his novel Brave New World sounds almost prophetic… like a real
blueprint for the type of controlled and enslaved societies we’re destined for. But what government
would need to implement this when we’re spiritually enslaving ourselves with suitable drugs already?
My dear friend, when you see an agenda to propagate the notion that the use of mindnumbing, consciousness-opening drugs is a good thing, and there’s a massive push for legalization
of substances that do that, know that the devil is behind it all to speed up his plan of governing this
entire world and having all of humanity worship him.
Yes, you read that right and if you’ve interpreted it to mean that even this initiative to legalize
marijuana for recreational use or at least for medicinal reasons is actually motivated by satan, you’re
absolutely correct.
Oh I know, nobody wants to blame “Mary-Jane,” and I once believed it to be harmless fun too…
but I came to realize it was just as spiritually dangerous as everything else, and its popularity makes it
all the more useful a tool for our adversary to infect and infuse our minds with his ideas, goals, and
ambitions.
Oh, and by the way, Aldous Huxley although aware of the usefulness of drugs to demonically
control society, he himself had no problem riding along with the agenda as he was quite fond of
mescaline and LSD, even having LSD administered intravenously by his wife while on his deathbed.
In the last several years of walking with The Lord and wanting to share His message of hope and
salvation with others, I have encountered many, many people who use recreational drugs – most
commonly being marijuana. I can tell you without hesitation that it is those who have frequently used
drugs – even the supposedly ‘harmless’ marijuana – who not only have some of the most distorted
ideas on spirituality, are the most relativistic, and have the hardest time understanding that there is
absolute objective truth, but they are tragically also the most blocked both intellectually and
spiritually to having a saving-appreciation and understanding of The Gospel. It’s as if a darkened
smog hangs around their head clouding their thinking and making them blind to the light of the
Truth of God.
It is heartbreaking to witness. Questions aren’t understood; correct conclusions can’t be arrived
at. No real spiritual illumination occurs. At least this is how it would seem.

BUT, it is what’s to be expected when drugs have the effect that they do on a person’s mind
and spirit.
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Worse is when I encounter people who use marijuana and CLAIM to believe in the Word of
God, and say that they believe Jesus Christ is their Saviour, yet their life is one of complete defiance
and unrepentance and an unwillingness to accept that Jesus Christ is to also be Lord over their life.
As those conversations have progressed it’s become evident that they don’t actually believe that ALL
of the Bible is really God’s Word, just that some of it is – like the important part where Jesus died for
their sins, and as long as they agree with that, they’ve got a ticket into Heaven regardless of their
complete rejection of every other thing He’s commanded them to obey. They don’t recognize the
reality that they’ve entrusted NOTHING of their life to Him when He expects EVERYTHING to be
surrendered for His sake.
Most troubling in these discourses is their vehement opposition to even the suggestion that
they should walk away from any drug use whatsoever. That attitude of course demonstrates that
they’re under complete bondage to the drug and the drug is what they wish to have ruling over their
life rather than the One True God. This is “sorcery” at its most apparent.
"'All things are lawful for me,' but not all things are helpful.' All things are
lawful for me,' but I will not be dominated by anything."

The First Epistle to the Corinthians, chapter 6, verse 12

When it comes to the things of this world which are not inherently sinful in and of themselves,
none of it truly has mastery over the Believer if they are indeed saved. The Believer can, by grace and
through the empowerment of the Holy Spirit, walk away from anything be it vice or healthy habit.
Even IF marijuana was permissible in the eyes of God, these individuals who claimed to be saved
could not nor did they want to put it aside. It is no wonder then that God’s Word says such people
will not inherit eternal life in His Kingdom like we saw in Galatians. They simply can’t as they don’t
actually want to. But it’s because of the hold that ‘sorcery’ has on them.
Now these I’ve mentioned who profess to believe and whom I encounter fairly often (although
not nearly as frequently as the professing Unbeliever who loves his drugs), they only make such
professions when it is inquired of them. That means on a day to day basis, they generally don’t even
think about or mention God. And that of course is because they don’t actually know Him and are
unsaved which explains why He doesn’t even come to their minds.
But what is even more tragic and disturbing than their situation is that of those who make daily
professions of faith, appear to be seeking the Lord through Bible-study and prayer, attend church
with some regularity, but STILL use drugs and believe that God permits it. In my nearly SIX years of
walking with the Lord and pursuing Him and speaking with other believers, I have honestly only
encountered three people from this category. Why is that you may be wondering? Because True
Believers in Jesus Christ know inherently that drug use must be abandoned.
That’s right, my friend; when the Holy Spirit of God comes to indwell a person whom He has
granted a saving faith to by grace, He begins to correct within them that which is wrong and that
which will inhibit their life-giving relationship. This is part of the process of sanctification we
mentioned in The Good News. Drug-use seems to be of priority with God because in most new
Believers that lifestyle practice is always jettisoned; obviously because it is of the occult and no one
who partakes in the occult is or will be saved.
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Along with this is the fact that none of these people I’ve met who claimed to be Christians but
used drugs had a right understanding of the Word of God. It was heartbreaking to see that although
they claimed to know the Lord and be saved, they had some of the most perverse and disturbing
interpretations of His Word. How can that be when it’s the Holy Spirit living within a person whom
interprets His Word for us, teaches us, and gives us understanding?
Also, they were incapable of making wise choices in their very own lives which would
demonstrate that they truly walked with God. One individual in particular lacked compassion, was not
terribly interested in sharing the Gospel with others in their day-to-day life, was proud and spiteful
not willing to even humbly make decisions that would benefit others or improve their own situation,
always blaming others for their problems, and being unwilling to forgive. Not only was their life
spiritually distorted and not of the truth, but so was their ability to interpret God’s Word.
One prime example is that they’d arrived at the conclusion that God’s Word which places a
husband and father as the head of a household as authority and the one to discipline his family
meant that he was also permitted to physically discipline his wife if need be – yes, hit her to correct
her, and even beat her if she refused the correction!
That was not the only wrongful interpretation but it was the one which left me most aghast.
You see, my friend, I’ve read the entire Bible once through and am working on my second time;
I’ve read the New Testament some 4 or 5 times and the Gospels 6 or seven; and I’ve studied various
passages and Books of the Bible NUMEROUS times and I can say most assuredly there is nowhere in
Holy Scripture from which even the most corrupted teacher could make a case for the physical
discipline of the wife by the husband. In fact, the passage of the Bible most radical feminists point to
as being chauvinistic due to its saying “Wives, submit to your own husbands…” (you should

probably read that in context) goes on VERY QUICKLY to say;
"Husbands, love your wives, as Christ loved the church and gave himself up for
her, that he might sanctify her, having cleansed her by the washing of water with the
word, so that he might present the church to himself in splendor, without spot or wrinkle
or any such thing, that she might be holy and blameless. In the same way husbands
should love their wives as their own bodies. He who loves his wife loves himself. For no
one ever hated his own flesh, but nourishes and cherishes it, just as Christ does the
church, because we are members of his body."

The Epistle to the Ephesians, chapter 5, verses 25 to 30
(underline for emphasis, mine)

Wow… what a BEAUTIFUL passage about how a husband is to treat his wife!
Think about it for a second, my dear friend… if a husband is to love his wife just like Jesus Christ
loved His Church, what does that mean? Well Jesus Christ loved His Church unconditionally,

patiently, and self-sacrificially, having put the Church before Himself for a time so that it would then
in turn love and cherish HIM and honour Him. How beautiful would marriages look like in our world
today if husbands loved their wives like this, putting their wife’s needs first before their own personal
wants? Of course Christ does so there, and He continues on with His Church patiently, making her
beautiful and holy.
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Now the passage is clear that a husband is to love his wife JUST LIKE HIS OWN BODY, tending
to her, cherishing her, nourishing her and helping her be healthy, “For no one ever hated his own
flesh!” You ever see someone punching themselves in the face because they were a HEALTHY
individual? You ever see anywhere in the Bible where a person is commanded to inflict pain on
themselves? I can’t think of ANY verses off the top of my head…
Yet in spite of that fact or EVEN that the above passage SAYS THE EXACT OPPOSITE, this
person was able to arrive at such a twisted conclusion.
But this was the same individual I mentioned in The Psychic who’d told me they had a spiritual
gift enabling them to know the intentions of people – and which as I said was obviously no gifting
but a deceptive means from their enemy to ruin their relationships with others through cynicism.
And sadly, this individual had also admitted that they never felt closer to God than when they
were high on marijuana…
My friend, if a person has their highest spiritual experience while doing something God has
forbidden, the spirit they are drawing close to is not that of the Holy Spirit… It is no wonder then that
the spirit interpreting the scriptures for them was leading them to inferences that are opposite of
God’s will.
Dr. Chuck Missler once delivered a comparison in a lecture likening the interpretation of the
Holy Bible with the assistance of the Holy Spirit to a ray of light traveling through a perfect prism to
then lay out a beautiful and clearly defined rainbow on a piece of white paper. What a wonderful
simile, wouldn’t you agree, friend?
He then went on to say though that those who read God’s Word while influenced by or even
possessed by a demonic spirit will end up with something different than the beautiful rainbow for the
lens through which the light shines is not the Holy Spirit. The result will either be heavily distorted
and disgusting as the interpretation above is, or even imperceptibly altered so that it is still a
mistruth, and of course anywhere in between those two. Because drugs open us up to demonic
influence, it can be terribly difficult for people to come to an arrival of the Truth when trying to read
God’s Word on their own.
This is also why it is vital that a Believer wishing to understand God’s Word approach it with a
CLEAN and PURE heart through wholehearted submission to God and a cleansing which God
promises to give through confession and repentance.
We’ve discussed already how drug-use or sorcery opens up a person so that they can
communicate with the spiritual realm. We saw that various practitioners of magic throughout the
ages used drugs in order to do so. Perhaps this has already dawned on you within your own mind,
friend, but we touched on a more subtle manifestation of this communication several times now
while discussing our adversary. We spoke of it in Angels Certainly Exist, The Creation of Angels and

Their Purpose, He Attacks Through Our Will, He Uses the Media to Shape Our Thinking and Control
Us, He Attacks the Mind, here in The Lie of the Occult, and probably in other places too.
Although the occult practitioners of old sought out these spiritual beings, it was not drugs that
enabled them to venture out to do so, but what made them easy recipients for the incoming
demonic information. This is of course because subtle thoughts and whispers from the demonic
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realm travel easily into an open and vulnerable mind. Sometimes we perceive those whispers as
foreign and wonder, “Where did that come from?” but sometimes they are more overt – louder –
giving a person great trouble. Many people shake it off, but some have greater difficulty doing so
leading to deeper distress.
Yes, my dear friend, we are speaking of what the naturalist psychiatrist calls a mental disorder –

schizophrenia. Schizophrenia of course often has to do with auditory and visual hallucinations – the
idea that something has been seen and heard when nothing “real” has triggered this perception.
The Canadian Mental Health Association has this to say:

“Schizophrenia is a mystery, a puzzle with missing pieces. This complex biochemical brain
disorder affects a person’s ability to determine what is reality and what is not. It is as though the
brain sends perceptions along the wrong path, leading to the wrong conclusion. People with
schizophrenia are affected by delusions (fixed false beliefs that can be terrifying to the person
experiencing them), hallucinations (sensory experiences, such as hearing voices talking about
them when there is no one there), social withdrawal and disturbed thinking.”164(underline for emphasis,
mine)

Now, friend, from everything you’ve learned about the adversary and how he works, and even
from having touched on “negative self-talk,” anxiety disorders, and how the enemy wishes to drive
people to what undiscerning onlookers could only define as ‘insanity,’ what does the above really
seem to be describing? Just like I stated regarding other mental health disorders, could schizophrenia
be physiological in nature? Certainly. But is the natural ALWAYS the source of origin? Is the natural

ALWAYS what’s BEHIND schizophrenia?
I think by now we can both agree on the answers to those questions – definitely not.
If it was purely physiological, then – scientifically speaking – we’d be able to assess a patient and
find that the brain appears to be the originator of the hallucination as well as the receiver of the
hallucination. In other words, the brain would be working in order that it would cause the stimuli, and
also be working in order that the stimuli could be perceived and responded to.
So is this what researchers are finding? Do they see a brain working to create the hallucination
as well as perceive the hallucination?

“But if we really want to know what the difference between what happens in the brain during
inner speech and voice hearing – and how inner speech might become hearing voices – then
first we need to understand what our internal talk is usually like. A recent study by researchers in
Finland attempted to address flaws in previous brain-imaging studies of inner speech. Using
functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), they studied the difference between activity in
the brain when participants experienced an auditory verbal hallucination, and when they
deliberately imagined hearing the same voice. In this way, they controlled for aspects of the
experience such as the sound and the content of the voice.
“They found the main difference between the two conditions was the level of activation in a
cortical region known as the supplementary motor area (SMA), which contributes to the control
of movement. When participants heard voices, there was significantly less activation in the SMA,
which fits with previous hypotheses suggesting that recognizing actions as one’s own might rely
on signals from motor cortical areas reaching sensory areas of the brain.”165
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Now the skeptic might propose that this simply means the person is still the creator of the
hallucination, but it takes less brain activity, and such activity is involuntary. And that is the
concluding hypothesis the researchers believed they came to. However, it seems obvious that
something else may be at play when we look at the data and see a VAST difference in how little the
brain of a schizophrenic is functioning when they hear voices or see visions compared to when they
or the supposedly mentally healthy imagine them voluntarily. Once again, these voices and visions
the diagnosed schizophrenic feels are foreign and originating from something else.
When discussing what a 2D square would sense if they were being spoken to by a 3D apple,
how fitting is it then that astronomer Carl Sagan would infer that the 2D person would mistakenly
believe the sensation of the “voice from within” emanating from the 3D apple to be a “psychological
aberration.”
I was shocked recently while discussing temptation with a youth group I lead. I asked the simple
question referring to external temptations from the enemy, “Have you ever had a thought in your
mind that felt like it was foreign and not from yourself? Was it a thought to do something good, or
something bad?”
All five of the children, without hesitation, quickly responded that they had indeed sensed that
very thing, and sure enough it was commonly to do something bad. Not only that, but it was often
an impulsive and sudden thought. I don’t know if it’s a common theme in children’s cartoons
anymore, but I can remember growing up and seeing on The Bugs Bunny and Tweety Show that the
characters would sometimes have an angel and a demon (or rather a fallen angel) on their opposing
shoulders; one trying to coax the protagonist towards what is wrong, and the other – the angel –
trying to persuade them to resist the temptation. Nowadays we refuse to believe that this is anything
other than our own conscience.
I wasn’t surprised to hear all of the youths admit to such a sensation. What DID shock me was
when one suddenly continued with the statement that he used to see a ghost from time to time. At
this the remaining youths began unpacking their own testimonies of spirit-encounters. Listening to
them all, hearing how different they all were from one another, it did not sound like a group of kids
trying to one-up each other or fit in with peers having paranormal experiences. As well, they didn’t
sound like stories created out of nothing or stemming from exposure to ideas or accounts from films
or books or TV shows. All I could say to them was that it was possible it was just their imaginations,
but that it may have been real, yet that trusting in God and drawing near to Him was the defense
and proper response to such ‘visitations.’
The reason this all shocked me was because I don’t recall having any such visions in my youth.
And I had QUITE an imagination and a deep fascination with anything paranormal. One child even
recalled seeing floating spirits above his crib in infancy…
But God has made us so that while we grow as children, our brains are open like sponges. This
helps us to learn rapidly and grasp ideas quickly, and also cling to anything we are taught. This is
why Jesus would say to His disciples, “Let the little children come to me and do not hinder them,
for to such belongs the kingdom of heaven.”166 As was stated in Presuppositions and What Faith is,
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and What it is Not, when one has faith like a child, they are receptive to the spiritual things of God.
But this seems to go both ways. And from what I had heard during youth group, it stands to reason
that all of these children really were seeing things and being visited by demonic spirits for one
purpose or another. I believe the prevalence of such encounters has EVERYTHING to do with the
rising involvement in occult activity in our society and the resulting power this involvement is giving
to the devil and his forces to manifest in our midst.
Along with this, I’ve occasionally asked adults if they ever felt like a thought that popped into
their mind was foreign and not of themselves. The answer has been yes. One former coworker whom
I was deep in conversation with, someone who’d stated they once “believed” but had walked away
from the church, admitted that they had such thoughts. Based on the depth and openness of this
conversation, I asked if those thoughts were ever negative and inviting them to impulsively act out in
violence. Uncomfortably they said ‘Yes.’ And when asked if they came out of times where such
thoughts fit their circumstance or whether they came seemingly out of the blue, they agreed that the
impulsive thoughts of violence had come very much from nowhere and did not fit their mood or the
situation.
This wasn’t a “crazy” person, my friend. By anyone’s estimation, this was a normal person like
anyone else, but a person willing to be open and honest. I can say with confidence that they are not
in the minority in our society, and this is because demonic spirits are at work.
When we couple this with the effects drugs have on our minds we see very much that there is a
connection between the use of mind-altering substances and the opening of the mind and the
proceeding of communications from demonic spirits.
I personally know two individuals who developed schizophrenia after marijuana use. I also recall
an individual who you’d think would’ve been the most relaxed person ever based on their copious
use of marijuana but who had developed a nearly disabling anxiety disorder so severe that they took
on twitching and stuttering. Looking back I understand that this was more likely a spiritual attack
invited in from years of drug-use.
I also know a pharmacist who admitted, without divulging specific details or breaking patient
confidentiality that they treat SEVERAL people for schizophrenia who have disclosed that they had
been frequent users of marijuana and wished they’d never involved themselves in it.
Now there has been a fair amount of research done on the correlation of schizophrenia and
marijuana use – some saying usage can lead to the disorder, and others saying a predisposition to
the disorder of schizophrenia makes one more susceptible to marijuana-use (now how would THAT
work…?). Whatever the case, whatever the data concludes, there’s no need for debate here because
no naturalist scientists will ever arrive at the conclusions that are so plainly evident to anyone willing
to see it as I hope you are now.
If for all of time sorcerers and the likes have been using drugs to open their mind and it has
been schizophrenia which has caused them to hear voices, then wouldn’t it still be wise even for the
skeptic to avoid the use of such substances in order that they avoid THAT condition? Of course by
now, even without all of the evidence on display verifying the authenticity and authority of the Holy
Bible as being God’s own Word, we have more than enough information to validate that the spiritual
realm is a reality and that these mystics had not simply developed a mental disorder. Besides which,
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all of the prophets and apostles of God who saw visions and were moved by His commands
abstained from such substances… yet they had the most real experiences of all.
Furthermore, when the Apostle Paul spoke of a ‘messenger of satan’ being permitted to
torment him, he was not speaking of schizophrenia. We know this because his tool for defense to
distinguish the ‘fiery darts from the evil one’ was simply ‘the shield of faith’ – FAITH in the Truth that
God’s Word contained. Why would TRUTH have ANY effect against schizophrenic hallucinations
within a person’s own mind, except that such messaging was actually originating from a spirit of
deception?
As it is, I have people decry such a notion that marijuana is spiritually dangerous, and I have had
dozens of such conversations. The main argument I hear from the spiritually open person is that God

MADE marijuana, that it is natural, and that it is therefore permissible and beneficial. Often times the
so-called scientific FACTS from recent studies surrounding medical uses are offered to me. But what
one needs to logically grasp first is that something being ‘natural’ does not necessarily make it good.
Falling due to gravity is perfectly natural but it can have a seriously adverse impact on your life (pun
intended). Even the idea that God made receptors in our brain specifically for the purpose of

responding to the chemicals in marijuana is fallacious as well. Just because our nervous system reacts
to something does not mean it’s good. Our brain tells us we’re in pain when we hit our finger with a
hammer when we miss the head of a nail during carpentry. It would seem God made our brain to
respond to that sort of stimuli. No kidding.
Likewise, it’s just as likely that God made our brain to respond in a specific way to chemicals he
deems spiritually dangerous so that when the first men stumbled upon them and ingested them, felt
strange, they would have chalked them up as “not good for food or other consumption.” The first
person to take some would have thought (rightfully so) that they were losing their mind! Or possibly
been overcome with anxiety at the thought that such feelings would never cease, all while living in an
era of barbarism and great danger, not just from enemies and animals, but even starvation!
Maintaining a sharp and sober mind would have been rather advantageous.
Along with this is the reality that not all plant-life which is natural is good nor was it always
intended for us.
My dear friend, when God pronounced the curse to befall all of Creation due to Adam and Eve’s
sin and adoption of a fallen nature, He said this to Adam;
“Because you have listened to the voice of your wife
and have eaten of the tree
of which I commanded you,
‘You shall not eat of it,’
cursed is the ground because of you;
in pain you shall eat of it all the days of your life;
thorns and thistles it shall bring forth for you;
and you shall eat the plants of the field.
“By the sweat of your face
you shall eat bread,
till you return to the ground,
for out of it you were taken;
for you are dust,
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and to dust you shall return.”

The Book of Genesis, chapter 3, verses 17 to 19

Friend, do you see what was happening there? Adam was being told by God that the ground
was now CURSED and would bring forth “thorns and thistles” so that while he worked arduously in
the field to get bread to eat, he would have to CONTEND with THORNS and THISTLES. They would
be completely natural, but they would not be good. Yes, BAD but very NATURAL vegetation would
spring forth from the ground!
Regarding the alleged, medicinal benefits of marijuana or its extracted byproducts, we have
three possibilities: Either God has created marijuana with the intention that once technologically
advanced enough, we could isolate the chemicals within it which have positive effects on our health

without affecting our mind and thus our spirit; or it only APPEARS that elements and properties
are helpful, but this is a cleverly crafted deception by our enemy; or that there ARE benefits but that
we must avoid it anyway.
Reading of a heartbreaking case in which a baby girlhttp://www.cnn.com/2013/08/07/health/charlotte-child-medicalmarijuana/index.html; last accessed Jan 14, 2017

of only 3 months began having life-debilitating seizures and how the

administration of an oil extracted from marijuana low in tetrahydrocannabinol (or THC which is the
chemical that causes the psychoactive responses in marijuana users) but high in cannabidiol or CBD
which apparently has medicinal properties but no psychoactivity, and that it resulted in her seizures
being greatly reduced to the point where her life is liveable again, will give any anti-marijuana person
pause. But have we already forgotten the boy in the 9th chapter of The Gospel of Mark? The boy’s
seizures were being caused not by a physical condition but by demonic attack which Jesus Christ was
able to heal. If our adversary wants the world to believe that marijuana is a cure-all for so many of
the diseases which plague us so that more people will ingest it and be affected spiritually, all he has
to do is have his minions attack a little girl like this (or the little boy in California firstibid), and then
lead the desperate parents towards the use of marijuana, and finally have his forces stop that
particular method of assult. Through this “evidence” it’s easy to persuade the world to change its
thinking on marijuana.
The question you should be asking yourself is, “If a low-THC, high-CBD compound extracted as
an oil is the answer, why all the pressure to legalize smoking marijuana even for people who are not
ill at all?” It seems quite evident that of our three possibilities the second is what we obviously face in
our reality – the medical benefits of marijuana aren’t real and our enemy has ingeniously manipulated
all of this so medicinal isolation of marijuana will be legalized and the smoking of it by anyone else
will be tacked on so that many more minds and spirits will be vulnerable to demonic enslavement.
But doesn’t the little girl’s genetic SCN1A mutation which is present in 80% of people suffering
from Dravet Syndrom seizuresibid tell us already that spiritual forces aren’t the cause? Not when we
see plainly in scripture from our having read He Can Make People Disabled that a ‘disabling spirit’
was behind the crippling of a woman for eighteen years, causing her to be hunched over and unable
to stand up straight. As we read in He Causes Disease, we repeatedly see in the Gospels that what
are physical ailments often spiritual causes – the immaterial, demonic forces are somehow able to
manifest in a way that affects the material, and this possibility should not be dismissed.
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Best case scenario is a combination of this possibility and the third which is that there are
indeed real benefits within it which God has permitted to develop therein and be discovered, BUT
that He wants us to avoid it all because it’s our enemy’s Trojan horse. When cancer and seizures and
physical aches and anxieties plague us but are really only temporary and will one day be escaped by
those who entrust themselves to Jesus Christ, avoiding such drugs whilst bearing with the ailment
and trusting in Him only for healing if He so wishes, seems to be the test God has laid before us –
which will we choose?
What’s also worth consideration is that the above scenarios led to the advocacy of marijuana use
by our medical professionals, yet in spite of all of the true, documented and inexplicable “miracles”
and healings that have occurred due to humble prayer in the Name of Jesus Christ even in recent
decades, where is the widespread advocacy for that option as accompanying treatment in the
medical field? Why not have surgical teams praying for God’s healing hand in everything they do, if it
be His will?
Just like with absolute truth, your subjective feelings revolving around marijuana and its
supposed benefits have nothing to do with whether it’s spiritually good or bad. Nor do the findings
of any medical studies! Whether it is spiritually good or bad has everything to do with what God has
said. The effect it has on the mind and how that relates to what God has said tells us it is sorcery and
it is to be avoided or spiritual death is a certainty.
Furthermore, we all KNOW beyond a shadow of a doubt that the “weed” we are smoking these
days is so far removed from “natural” as it once was that such an argument does nothing to justify it.
I’m willing to bet you can still open any edition of High Times magazine and read articles of growers
boasting once again of how they’ve grown a strain that is more potent and more powerful than what
was out last year, true? I myself packed a gram and a half of “White Widow” into a tobacco pipe
while in The Bulldog in Amsterdam, and got completely ripped. Sitting in a lounge nearby (maybe
even above), it felt like hours were passing… but my watch indicated only five minutes had been
spent there. This was not a ‘normal’ or ‘natural’ experience.
Everyone knows even the marijuana of the 60’s was 50-60% less potent than it is now due to a
HUGE increase in levels of psychoactive cannabinoids – yes the very ingredient that makes this a
mind-altering substance and exactly what opens a person up to demonic influence. In other words,
the devil is having a field-day with all of these people advocating for its mass consumption all while
it becomes more and more powerful for his usage.
Regardless of how this lie for medicinal and recreational uses is being marketed and packaged,
the main-man in behind it all is reason enough to simply dismiss the discussion. Not to mention the
reality that hardly ANYBODY who uses for medicinal purposes wakes up in the morning, has one
teeny-weeny hoot or maybe two in order to take the edge off by giving themselves only the slightest
of buzzes comparable to what other pharmaceuticals properly administered deliver. No of course not.
People get stoned; they get high; they get baked. It’s why we have the phrase Wake ‘n’ Bake. People
take more than enough to numb all of the physical pain in their body, separating their mind from it;
or they take enough to totally tranquilize the mind that they believe is overactive and anxious. But in
both cases that mind is being rendered totally open and vulnerable.
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What a treacherous plot for demonic forces to invade and attack the minds of people, and then
convince them that opening their mind and dropping their defenses through the use of mind-altering
drugs on a more frequent basis is the best solution! Why then do some people claim relief from the
voices? Because the demons simply switch their attack from outright viciousness to deceptive
subtleties – the new attack being one of ideas which will ultimately kill and destroy, doing more
damage than the former attacks.
Friend, I ask you this with compassion and the utmost of sympathy because I know so many of
you who believe that marijuana and drug-use is your only escape from so much pain and worry – Are
your gates open? Is your fortress vulnerable?
“You shall not permit a sorceress to live.”

The Book of Exodus, chapter 22, verse 18

Although the Believer in Christ is certainly not permitted to kill or execute a sorcerer or sorceress
or any person who even uses drugs, that command came from God as the Israelites were being
supernaturally ushered out of Egypt and into the promised land because He knew that the use of
mind-altering substances left people open and susceptible to the workings of the enemy, and that it
would lead to the nation of His Chosen people being led astray. Ultimately, regardless of whether
there is or is not an earthly judgment by execution in the past or present, it is by eternal judgment
and spiritual separation that the sorceress and sorcerer will perish.
What do you see happening now in our culture as we become more and more inundated with
recreational drug-use? Are we moving closer to or farther away from The One True God and His
standards of Truth?
And just to be clear, those who practice sorcery are not only those who are themselves using,
but also the one who gives out the drugs, sells them, deals them, grows or manufactures them, and
even PRESCRIBES and dispenses them. I hope that did not arouse a chuckle from you, my friend; it is
a most sobering thought that your involvement in such an industry – illegal or legal – will be
damning.
I presently work at a pharmacy. Although I recognize as already stated earlier in segments, that
there is a time and place for certain pharmaceuticals in therapy in order to try and assist the brain
chemistry in proper balancing, these medications are not the real answer and should certainly not be
the first place people turn. Day after day I encounter those taking antidepressants, tranquilizers for
anxiety, and so on and so forth when the real answer is a trusting, loving relationship with Jesus
Christ. Meanwhile these medications often have adverse side effects, stunt people emotionally or
mentally, or they simply don’t work in a simple corrective manner. And that’s just the good cases. The
point is that even though these prescription drugs aren’t lumped in with those pertaining to sorcery,
as long as the devil can convince people that their answer is in anything other than God, the devil
still wins.
Even more heartbreaking to me is how our veterans are being treated, no, not just in the
absence of treatment or its tardiness, but in what they’re being told are the answers to their Post-
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Traumatic Stress Disorder and other ailments when they’re finally seen. These are people I served
with, trained with, cared about (although in an ungodly fashion), and to see them being led far, far
from God and down roads that will destroy them, that is the most difficult for me. It’s a prime
motivator in my writing this book and specifically this portion on drug-use and other mind-opening
practices. To see a former section-mate carving and painting a coffin as artwork and some form of
catharsis on the national news when it is a spirit-rebirthing, life-transforming relationship with
Almighty God which is needed; that shattered me. To see guys falling into alcoholism and other selfdestructive practices; that pains me. To hear that transcendental meditation classes are being offered,
or hear that antipsychotics are being traded in for “medicinal marijuana;” that hurts when I know how
damaging it all is.
Yes, dear friend, I may be writing this for you.
Just like the godly friend from the military I recently reconnected with who was advised to leave
his wife but has come through to great healing thanks to Biblical, Christ-centered counselling, God is
the wonderful counselor.167 Knowing that Jesus Christ bore our guilt, and that He bore our shame,
and that He bore our penalty for sin and wrongdoing, and knowing we can have inner-peace with
God because Jesus’s atonement has made a way; and knowing that we are meaningful and precious
to Him, and that He loves us and we are valuable to Him, and that He has a purpose for us; and that
the self-destructive thoughts raging through our minds are only lies from a defeated spiritual enemy
and the Truth of God can make their power null and void just as it did for the Apostle Paul under a
similar attack by a satanic messenger; that’s where the cure from anxiety and depression come from.
Amazingly I’ve met so many people and heard so many testimonies of Believers who were in
bondage to drug-addiction but were totally freed when they cried out to God for forgiveness and
submitted to Him in repentance. Because of God they walked away from it all.
Not being able to inherit the Kingdom of Heaven due to the use of mind-altering drugs which
leave you spiritually inhibited towards the Gospel does not have to be your destiny. Living a life
trapped in a repetitious cycle of self-destruction due to addiction to recreational drugs doesn’t either.
The temporary satisfaction or escape they give a person is only a lie. What such a person is seeking is
God;
"Jesus said to them, 'I am the bread of life; whoever comes to me
shall not hunger, and whoever believes in me shall never thirst.'"

The Gospel of John, chapter 6, verse 35

Mankind has been lured by the devil into using all manner of mind-opening devices so that he
could deceive them and lead them to worship him. That has never changed, and we see its
prevalence today and the exponential rise of it in the twentieth century. Sorcery is of the occult now
just like it was for hundreds and thousands of years, but it’s simply being foisted upon us by the
devil in totally different, more timely packaging. Because of all of this, people are more deceived and
less able to make a rational and discerning decision more now than in a long time even in spite of
the belief that due to science we know more than ever before!
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But when the end of our time as we know it comes, a mighty angel sent by God to bring
judgment on the earth will cry out a pronouncement, both to what’s left of humanity and also to the
devil himself;
“…the nations were deceived by the devil’s sorcery…”

The Revelation, chapter 18, verse 23
The Greek word used there, my friend, is once again, pharmakeia.
All I have to say is: On this day, you CAN be set free; you can be SET FREE from both bondage
and the deception which blinds you from the TRUTH; you CAN be saved…
… Do you want to be?
“Everyone who calls on the name of the Lord will be saved.”

The Epistle to the Romans, chapter 10, verse 13

For further viewing and consideration: https://youtu.be/uY2hUM1PpfM
161.
162.
163.
164.
165.

Joshua 1:8
Brainwash: The Secret History of Mind Control pg 41
https://pulsemedia.org/2009/02/02/aldous-huxley-the-ultimate-revolution/; last accessed December 22, 2017
http://www.cmha.ca/mental-health/understanding-mental-illness/schizophrenia/; last accessed December 22, 2017
https://www.theguardian.com/science/blog/2014/aug/21/science-little-voice-head-hearing-voices-inner-speech; Study https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3757718/; last accessed December 22, 2017
166. Matthew 19:14
167. Isaiah 9:6

The Sexually Immoral
At the very beginning of this book after A WELCOME, I included a disclaimer in which I told you,
my dear friend, that I cared about you and loved you TOO MUCH to stay silent to avoid offending
you with the Truth. I spoke of a cancer specialist who’d be doing a great disservice to his patient if
he avoided giving them the dreadful news regarding their terminal illness.
And so today I will reluctantly but caringly usher you into this segment which is a hard but
important truth to face – God’s thoughts on our sexuality. I hate the idea of hurting your feelings, but
I CANNOT censor myself when as we’ve already seen in the Apostle Paul’s warning to the Galatians,
those who make a practice of living unrepentantly in sexual immorality will NOT inherit the Kingdom
of God.
Therefore it is CRITICAL that you fully understand what constitutes sexuality that God sees as
immoral, wouldn’t you agree?
God loves you and He made you and designed you and He alone knows what is best. This is no
time to let our own subjective feelings and our relativistic culture whose morality changes like the
temperature determine what is right for us. God gives us warnings again and again through His Word
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because there is that which will lead to spiritual death and destruction in our lives and in society in
the meantime, and there is that which brings forth life in us and all around us starting today.
"And the Lord spoke to Moses, saying, 'Speak to the people of Israel and say to them, I
am the Lord your God. You shall not do as they do in the land of Egypt, where you lived,
and you shall not do as they do in the land of Canaan, to which I am bringing you. You
shall not walk in their statutes. You shall follow my just decrees and keep my statutes and
walk in them. I am the Lord your God. You shall therefore keep my statutes and my just
decrees; if a person does them, he shall live by them: I am the Lord.'"

The Book of Leviticus, chapter 18, verses 1 to 5

Friend, it’s important that we remember that the Egyptians whom enslaved the Israelites were
worshiping FALSE gods. So were the people living in the land of Canaan. And who makes himself out
to be God through deception and falsities which are not true? Yes, our spiritual adversary, the devil.
And just like we’ve covered that reality, we’ve also discussed more than enough now how the
devil is the ruler of the society and world we find ourselves in today. Just like how God commanded
the Israelites not to be like those in the lands around them, God commands His Children today not
to be like the rest of the world around us. Our society and the world we find ourselves in DO NOT
know what is right for us sexually because on the whole, they have rejected God and his “just
decrees.”
“You shall not plant any tree as an Asherah beside the altar of the Lord your God that
you shall make. And you shall not set up a pillar, which the Lord your God hates."

The Book of Deuteronomy, chapter 16, verses 21 and 22

This may seem like an unusual passage to include here in our context revolving around sexuality
and God. However, the Asherah was a goddess worshiped by many people groups the Israelites lived
among, yet she was a false god. The devil’s inspiration in this worship becomes obvious when we
discover that as a “fertility-goddess,” often times the sacrifices made to her were simply paid via
performing sexual rituals in her presence. Imagine that for a brief moment (hopefully not too vividly);
a bunch of people having sex on a hilltop in front of a statue. Does this sound like something The
One True God would call for, or something the devil would find amusing?
And what was the problem with erecting a pillar? Oftentimes the pillar accompanying the
Asherah was phallic in nature – yes, shaped like a giant penis. Talk about the height of sexual
perversion (pun intended)… Again, a monument to the perversion which took place.
But God did not want Himself associated with such detestable methods of worship. Likewise, sex
in itself, when in the confines of God’s design is a beautiful thing guarded by Him and quite
admirable. It brings Him glory through the magnificence of his planning and creation which unites
two people in love so intimately on a level that is not only physical but also spiritual.
Apart from Him however, it steals that glory from God and is abominable.
We may not erect statues and Asherah poles today while involving ourselves in rituals to a false
god, but this does not matter. Like with how today’s drug-use is the modern-day equivalent of occult
sorcery, the devil has simply switched gears and the misguided sex we are having, even though we
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think we are in privacy, is still before him and his fallen angels as a form of occult worship and
submission to him and his way of ruling the world, much to our own demise.
How disturbing a thought is it to think we would have such an audience during such a private
act?
God’s perfect design for our sex and our bodies and this gift which he has given us can be
compared to a loving father gifting his beloved child with a brand new luxury sports car… along with

its manual. When that manual is read and followed correctly and that sports car is operated within
the guidelines of the technical engineers who expertly crafted it, it will function well and wonderfully,
performing enjoyably in all manner of operational circumstances.
Who are we then, to decide that diesel should be poured into its gasoline fuel system along
with two cups of sugar and three cups of fertilizer? Who are we to decide this car with only 5 and a
half inches of ground clearance should be driven in reverse off-road in the backwoods? It all seems
rather foolish, doesn’t it?
Like the greatest engineers have designed the best luxury sports cars, God has clearly and
plainly designed sex to function best between a man and a woman in the confines of a lifelong
committed marital relationship. Some may wish to argue with that based on their own personal
experiences, but this was His plan, and His way is always best.
Furthermore, He designed this sexual and marital relationship to bring forth life in children.
Some may argue that it doesn’t always work that way, but in most cases, it certainly does. Others
might point to asexual or same-sex reproduction in a minute number of creatures in nature, but
that’s not how it works with humans made in His likeness… and fifty million years of evolution isn’t
going to change that either. We must humbly and simply admit this reality.
Any sort of alteration through medical and scientific advancement to make recreation in humans
occur any other way other than between a sperm and an egg from a biologically-born man and a
biologically-born woman within a biologically-born woman’s uterus would only be an affront to God.
Conception and pregnancy through in vitro fertilization which adheres strictly to these parameters is
therefore still permissible.
"But from the beginning of creation, ‘God made them male and female.’
‘Therefore a man shall leave his father and mother and hold fast to his wife, and the
two shall become one flesh.’ So they are no longer two but one flesh."

The Gospel of Mark, chapter 10, verses 6 to 8

In that passage we see Jesus Christ informing the Jewish Pharisees of what the TRUE standard
was. We have the design plainly laid out as being “from the beginning.” This was never and has
never been something we got to make up or change as a society. Moreover, we have God’s
commandment we saw in The Good News which clearly said, “You shall not commit adultery.”168 Of
course, Christ would go on to flesh this out so that we could understand the heart behind the law
when He stated that “everyone who looks at a woman with lustful intent has already committed
adultery with her in his heart.”169
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Thinking sexual thoughts about anyone other than your spouse is adultery. Sex with anyone you
aren’t married to is adultery. Sex with your neighbour’s spouse is OBVIOUSLY adultery. Even if you
haven’t done that specifically, you may have slept with or thought about someone who would ONE

DAY be someone else’s spouse. It’s the same thing in the eyes of an omnipresent God outside of
time who sees all interactions and all of time at once.
"And you shall not lie sexually with your neighbor's wife and so
make yourself unclean with her."

The Book of Leviticus, chapter 18, verse 20

All of these acts lead to spiritual uncleanness and separation from God. All of them are a
reflection of our own unfaithfulness to God. For the Israelites, rituals and the shedding of blood in an
animal sacrifice would make the guilty clean again for it pointed to what was to come. For us today
now that Jesus Christ has shed HIS blood as the perfect unblemished Lamb of God, a person can be
made spiritually clean through Him so they may have a relationship with God.
My dear friend, if you’re engaging in this activity, you need to humbly let God bring you to
repentance and be washed clean by Jesus Christ.
If this was how you USED TO behave, you haven’t simply dodged a bullet by getting married.
Unconfessed sin is still unconfessed sin and an attitude that a person has “dodged a bullet” is not
one of acknowledgement of that sin or repentance from it even if it’s no longer being committed.
The heart should be changed so that reflection on all past sin causes a person remorse producing a
desire to be forgiven for what they had once done, followed by thanksgiving and rejoicing in the fact
that they already are forgiven as they accept that forgiveness through the work of Christ on the
Cross.
As well, having sex with the person you INTEND to marry is still adultery because you’ve yet to
be married.
If you’re single, stop committing adultery with your body or with your mind.
If you’re involved with someone else but unwed, give your life to Christ and let the Holy Spirit
lead. He’ll either lead you in truth to exit your relationship, or He’ll lead you to stay in it. But what He
won’t lead you to do is keep committing adultery through sex with someone you aren’t married to.
You’ll get married.
Marriage between a man and a woman reflects the beautiful plan of God for Jesus Christ to be
the WAITING Bridegroom for His Bride, The Church – the people of God. It is a lie of the devil that
two people can lovingly enter a sexually intimate relationship apart from a wedding ceremony, as this
is devoid of God’s authority and involvement. Weddings are not merely a man-made invention or
we’d have no barrier between what is considered adultery with someone who is not your spouse and
what is not. We’ve already mentioned that adultery also comes in the form of premarital sex.
No, weddings are a beautiful ritual designed and created by God and inspired upon the mind of
man and passed down from generation to generation for all of antiquity. If this was not the case,
then even the unbelieving husband and wife who were married without a direct reference to the One
True God in their ceremony would still be guilty of committing adultery also. But they are not.
Somehow, spiritually, God sanctifies and protects their sexual relationship so that it is not sin.
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Likewise then, the professing believer must also have a wedding before they engage in sexual
intimacy. Otherwise, how would their conjugal intimacy be distinguished from adultery? And how else
but through abstinence until marriage would it reflect anything different to the watching world – of a
waiting Jesus Christ as Bridegroom faithfully waiting for His Bride?
The most intimate time that the Believer and member of The Church will have with Jesus Christ
will not be now in this existence, but AFTER the Marriage Supper of the Lamb…
"Then I heard what seemed to be the voice of a great multitude, like the roar of
many waters and like the sound of mighty peals of thunder, crying out,
“'Hallelujah!
For the Lord our God
the Almighty reigns.
Let us rejoice and exult
and give him the glory,
for the marriage of the Lamb has come,
and his Bride has made herself ready;
it was granted her to clothe herself
with fine linen, bright and pure'—
for the fine linen is the righteous deeds of the saints.
“And the angel said to me, 'Write this: Blessed are those who are invited to the
marriage supper of the Lamb.' And he said to me, 'These are the true words of God.'"

The Revelation, chapter 19, verses 6 to 9
My believing friend, I did not make this up; it is the Word of Our God. Please ready yourself as
you keep yourself ‘bright and pure.’ And if you have been deceived into going the way of the world,
repent and be made clean by the precious Blood of the Lamb and do things right going forward.
There is much mercy and grace for you, and you have a witness to protect for the sake of Christ and
for the lost.
Sexual immorality and a tainted view on marriage and courtship is such a plague to the church
today that I’ll be discussing it in greater detail later. For now, I hope this clarification has sufficed.
For those that are married, masturbation while visualizing someone other than your spouse is
obviously adultery (and hopefully if you’re envisioning your spouse, you have permission from them
to think about them and act out in that way in their absence). For those who are single, masturbation
even if for the sake of physical release alone is sin. Like we saw in The Sorcerer, God spoke clearly
through the Apostle Paul when He said to the Corinthians that nothing should master us. 170 Sexual
release isn’t like breathing and a sexual appetite isn’t necessary like our appetite for food. You can
take it from myself and many others who are abstinent (and even those who feel called to celibacy); a
person can go without sexual release if only they submit to The Lord and what He has said and rely
on Him while rejecting the lies and temptations that our enemy will throw at us.
I recognize fully as someone who lived in complete opposition to this out in the world that it
may not make any sense whatsoever from where you are standing right now. But look at our world
and our society and our communities as they and the families within them crumble apart due to
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lusting after others, sleeping around, engaging in monogamous relationships outside of marriage
which all too often are doomed to fail. The statistics don’t lie when they tell us that the majority of
live-in relationships before marriage end in a break-up several times before working. If you add those
numbers to the divorce statistics, you have grown those stats exponentially.

“…living together before getting married doesn't accomplish the goal that couples think that it
will. A couple who does not live together prior to getting married has a 20 percent chance of
being divorced within five years. If the couple has lived together beforehand, that number jumps
to 49 percent.
“If the couple chooses to live together as an alternative to being married at all, the likelihood
that the relationship will break up within five years is 49 percent. At the 10-year mark, a married
couple has a 33 percent chance of breaking up. For the unmarried couple who is living together,
the likelihood of a breakup is a whopping 62 percent.
“For couples who decide to move in together, just over half of them marry within five years.
Within that same time period, 40 percent of couples split up. Roughly 10 percent of them
continue to live together without being married.”171
Now you may be the exception, and I’m happy for you. But this is what the statistics say.
Interestingly enough, they also say that people who engage in more premarital sex are far more likely
to get divorced, and those that WAIT are far less likely to divorce.172 They also say this:

“… the most enjoyable and most frequent sex [is] occurring among married people, those who
attended church weekly – any church, whether Catholic or not – and people who had the least
sexual partners.”173
If an appliance works nearly all of the time and only occasionally goes on the fritz, we say that
the appliance works.
But if an appliance only works half of the time and isn’t working often enough, we say that it’s

broken.
That latter term is exactly the word we can use to describe our modern-day culture’s
understanding and execution of sexual interaction in today’s world. It’s broken… And no surprise, it

works when we do it God’s way.
For the skeptic who points out the high divorce rates even within the church, I’d like to remind
you once again that a profession to know Christ does not mean a person truly does, nor does it
make a person born again by the Holy Spirit. The grievous number of divorces within churches today
is because so many professing believers are false-converts living sexually immoral lives who’ve
followed the patterns of the world rather than the just decrees of God, and handle their disputes with
ungodly wisdom, following ungodly counsel, and settling those disputes by ungodly means.
If the church consisted only of The Church, these statistics would be radically lower and declare
the righteousness and wisdom of God to the world like a shining beacon of hope as well as a
warning of judgment.
Alas, it is not, and our present-day statistics within the church make that evident.
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Friend, sex is a very complicated interaction between two people and it’s been created by God
for His purposes and our good. As fun and pleasurable as it is, it’s not a toy to be used however we
see fit. It’s emotionally and spiritually powerful and therefore ultimately dangerous. When it is not
handled properly with due care, it is a damaging and deadly thing that destroys people.
If it wasn’t, the devil wouldn’t spend so much energy perverting it as we have seen throughout
all of humanity’s history. But he has done so because somehow, our misuse of it gives him immense
power and influence over us through personal spiritual and sexual bondage, as well as over the entire
world.
Think about it for a moment; the devil only concerns himself with that which gives him power.
Take for example the interior wall-colourings of houses in Western society. There’s all manner of
paint-colours being used to decorate the interior of peoples’ houses and they’re vastly different. Not
to mention, some people may still opt to use wallpaper. But if there was some weird epidemic of
cult-like behaviour where the vast majority of society – let’s say 97% of people – was painting the
interior of their house in shades of blue, to anyone not completely brainwashed, you’d know that was
odd; you’d know that meant something to the devil because he’s the one who steers society through
ideas and social conditioning.
But we don’t see that because the colour of your walls is neither here nor there to him.
But we do see that 97% of people don’t wait to have sex until marriage. And that’s because
the god of this world wants everyone to be under spiritual, sexual bondage to himself so that they
will deny the God of Truth and be damned while their actions somehow benefit and empower the
devil.
I hope that you’ll take these words into careful consideration, and most importantly, meditate on
God’s Word regarding this topic.
An excellent resource which I read through after coming to know Christ was called Hooked: New

Science on How Casual Sex is Affecting Our Children. But it wasn’t just for children – it spoke truths
which apply to all of us from any age and any walk of life. I really wish I’d understood the
information which is in it back when I was much, much younger.
I think, my dear friend, that if you’re anything like me, you can look back at your life and if
you’re willing to contemplate everything, not superficially but deep below the surface and for long
enough, treating sexuality and intimacy the way the world has led us to believe is permissible has left
yourself heartbroken far too often for it to be good. It’s probably left the hearts of others you’ve
been with broken or at least bruised. It hasn’t mattered how careful you tried to be or whether or not
you both entered into it with the mutual goal of “fun,” or tried to exit a relationship on good terms,
somehow it’s left you feeling hurt and empty, later on and looking for things to fill up that emptiness
or dull that hurt… just like we discussed in The Good News.
This is true… isn’t it?
The lie the devil has fed to us through his demonic world system has caused us NOT to love
God and love others when those are the greatest commandments. Not only is it the occult power of
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sexual immorality that keeps a person in bondage and far from salvation, but it is this total and
complete mistreatment of one another that demonstrates that even if we profess to know God and
believe we are saved, if our lives are ones of habitual sexual immorality, we aren’t and we haven’t
inherited the Kingdom of Heaven through spiritual rebirth and adoption as Children of God.
I can tell you in great confidence that God who is the Wonderful Counselor is also a Mighty
Healer. If your heart has been broken and has never truly been healed – only patched up and more
aptly scarred and hardened to ignore the pain of what has been done to you and what you have
done to others, on this day, I promise that your heart can be mended and you can be healed.
I know this because I myself with so sordid a past have received this healing;
"O Lord my God, I cried to you for help,
and you have healed me."

The 30th Psalm, verse 2

Having spoken of hurt due to the gross mishandling of sexuality and the healing God can and
certainly does provide, this is a poignant opportunity to introduce the next perversion of sexuality
which the devil loves and which certainly releases occult spiritual power;
“None of you shall approach any one of his close relatives to uncover nakedness. I
am the Lord. You shall not uncover the nakedness of your father, which is the nakedness of
your mother; she is your mother, you shall not uncover her nakedness. You shall not
uncover the nakedness of your father's wife; it is your father's nakedness. You shall not
uncover the nakedness of your sister, your father's daughter or your mother's daughter,
whether brought up in the family or in another home. You shall not uncover the nakedness
of your son's daughter or of your daughter's daughter, for their nakedness is your own
nakedness. You shall not uncover the nakedness of your father's wife's daughter, brought
up in your father's family, since she is your sister. You shall not uncover the nakedness of
your father's sister; she is your father's relative. You shall not uncover the nakedness of your
mother's sister, for she is your mother's relative. You shall not uncover the nakedness of
your father's brother, that is, you shall not approach his wife; she is your aunt. You shall not
uncover the nakedness of your daughter-in-law; she is your son's wife, you shall not
uncover her nakedness. You shall not uncover the nakedness of your brother's wife; it is
your brother's nakedness. You shall not uncover the nakedness of a woman and of her
daughter, and you shall not take her son's daughter or her daughter's daughter to uncover
her nakedness; they are relatives; it is depravity."

The Book of Leviticus, chapter 18, verses 6 to 17

The first time I read through this passage, I could not help but see a stern and damning
prohibition of incestuous pedophilia by any relation. No doubt it extends outwards to non-familial
pedophilia as well. It seems clear the passage, when referring to ‘uncovering nakedness’ is not simply
speaking to observing someone naked like when a diaper is being changed (although it’s obvious
that there are contexts wherein a person can see another person naked, and that which falls outside
of such contexts is also prohibited), but that it’s more so speaking to sexual relations.
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And who hasn’t heard awful accounts of brothers molesting younger sisters, or fathers or
mothers or uncles or aunts doing likewise to children in proximity to them?
What does God call this? DEPRAVITY.
And how damaging it is to people who are victim to it! How spiritually damaging it is too when
the devil then has this hideous event or repeated abuse to remind a person of again and again to
weaken them and cause them great fear and anxiety, not to mention doubt of their own self-worth!
It’s not only the stealthy assaults on children and even people of all ages itself which empower
the devil, but it should be of no surprise to you that occult rituals can and do sometimes involve
sexual abuse of children. What then of the MASSIVE sex-industry revolving around pedophilia in this
world?
Along with this is the long-existing act of pederasty – sexual relations between two males,
especially when one is a minor.174 Throughout humanity’s history, this demonic practice has had its
place, perhaps most notably in ancient Greece – oh what a sophisticated culture they must have been
to have determined that age was no defining factor when it came to sexual intimacy, but that given
consent was the only factor to consider.175 But what youth wouldn’t give consent provided the right
incentives were offered up. Or, concerning our modern era, when a youth is simply looking for an
older person, specifically male to give them attention and love them – due to the pathetic emotional
and sometimes physical absence of a father – which leads to older people preying upon such
vulnerabilities and then coaxing the youth down paths where their relational intimacy turns physical.
How revolting that some believe this to be budding love when it’s anything but. It’s much more
rightly defined as victimization.
Utterly sickening.
Before deploying overseas as an infantryman in 2003 to Kabul, we had an Afghan consultant
give us a cultural briefing. We were warned of many things we’d need to expect… and most
disturbingly, to accept such practices and not intervene when they were witnessed. The beating of
women was one thing; pederasty between men and younger boys was another.
I’m pretty sure I witnessed such a diabolical relationship when a labourer in his late twenties
showed up at our camp with an adolescent boy in his truck. The boy stayed in the truck most of the
day and I hardly believe it was a ‘take-your-kid-to-work’ event.
If you find it hard to believe I saw what I saw, or that our governments would tolerate such
things, please recognize that American Special Operations Green Beret, Captain Dan Quinn was
relieved of command and pulled from Afghanistan in 2011 when he and fellow operator, Sergeant
First Class Charles Martland beat up a U.S. backed Afghani milita-leader who was chaining boys to his
bed and raping them.176 After trying to ignore it for some time due to their superiors telling them to
disregard it, they finally took matters into their own hands. Regardless of western military brass’s
reasoning, ignoring such abusive practices is deplorable.
You likely agree with me. But would you agree that this is rising in acceptance and tolerance in
our world? You may be shocked to understand that the question of the necessary age of consent
that ancient Greeks had determined is one being tossed around in our modern-day society. It’s all a
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part of the satanic agenda to normalize this evil sexual immorality in our world. In Canada the age of
consent was raised from 14 to 16 in 2008 in order to try and combat internet predators. The age of
14 had been established in 1892 for whatever reason. But a “close-in-age” exception was put in
specifying that a 14 or 15 year old could consent to sex with a partner provided the older partner
was less than 5 years their senior and not in a position of ‘trust’ like a teacher or coach, etc. But
we’re ALL in relationships of trust with the people around us, and if a 14 or 15 year old entrusts
themselves to an 18 or 19 year old as a friend, how difficult is it for the older person to coerce – or
in other words, seduce – the younger person to take advantage of them sexually, sending them
spirally down a path of confused and unhealthy sexuality? Not difficult whatsoever.
NAMBLA is an acronym which stands for the North American Man-Boy Love Association.
Although much more quiet now after years of police infiltration and arrests, they once marched
loudly and proudly during the sexual liberation movement of the 60’s and 70’s. You won’t have to dig
very deep to see some unsettling connections…
Even more unsettling is the push to make pedophiles in our society feel less stigmatized for
their perverse desires to have sex with underage people. Currently the American Psychiatric
Association includes pedophilia where a person’s sexual proclivity is towards youths and children as a
‘mental disorder’ and has been since 1968. This is found in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of

Mental Disorders. The push mentioned above involved reclassifying pedophilia in the DSMMD to
refer to such a proclivity as a pedophilic disorder only IF the desire is interfering with the individual’s
ability to function normally in their everyday life. Yes, that means as long as you aren’t having trouble
in life due to your licentious desires for children, or acting out in ways deemed illegal, you’re A-Ok!177
Friend, if God says lusting after another person you’re not married to is “adultery of the heart”
and a damnable offense, you can bet your boots that thinking about kids is pedophilia of the heart
and still very much reprehensible to Him. Besides which, this new distinction also means that as soon
as it’s legal and deemed ‘acceptable,’ the idea that it was EVER a psychiatric disorder will be oh so
passé… But is that how absolute truth and absolute morality works with God? Obviously not. So why
would we use such application with ANY sinful behaviour?
When you move to take away a stigma from something that is wrong, it’s not called being kind
and compassionate and caring as the people doing this wish to believe; it’s called NORMALIZING an

evil behaviour.
Should we be surprised then when SALON Magazine puts out an article titled I’m a Pedophile,

but Not a Monster by a guy named Todd Nickerson (it’s been removed now but I read the original
when it was still on their website178)? Of course we shouldn’t be surprised by this. But how awful of
this person to try and justify his corrupted thinking and play himself off as a misunderstood victim of
a sexual inclination that society is at odds with.
Also, for him to make himself out to be some sort of a hero for not acting out his desires
because he knows it would be wrong to “hurt a child” is a bold-faced lie. Friend, I think everyone can
agree that if it was legal for little children to consent to sexual intimacy with people such as Todd
Nickerson, it would somehow miraculously become quite moral to him overnight. After all, how could
it be hurting a child if they were accepting of it? And how could it be wrong if society declared it
legal and even embraced it?
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No, when I read Nickerson’s testimony, what I see is a tragic story of someone steered down a
path throughout their WHOLE LIFE by a spiritual enemy who confused him about his sexuality and
even blinded him to the only way out. What Todd Nickerson was longing for, wanting to belong to,
wishing to be loved by was Jesus Christ. In Christ Todd will have true freedom and healing and a
strong defense against the lies of the devil.
Mr. Nickerson, if you ever read this, I feel for you and sympathize for your growing up with
insecurities and the overwhelming feeling of being unloved and undesirable as I too struggled with
that. But you have believed in and fostered a lie which has taken root in your heart and grown and
bloomed into something wicked and vile. And you’ve only treated it with more lies.
What you need is to understand how much God loves you and how He has shown that love to
you at the Cross in spite of your terrible desires and the entertainment of such vile fantasies . At
the foot of that Cross, you can be made clean and feel the truest sense of overwhelming love.
Nickerson isn’t the only one being used by the enemy to socially condition our society. I learned
of a sadly deceived young woman of 18 who was conceived on her parents’ prom night. Her dad
took off, fleeing his responsibility, but later reentered her life when she was 16. Feeling more
comfortable around him than any other man, she gave her virginity to him. Two years later, they’re
planning their wedding. Once they’ve moved to New Jersey where adult-incest is legal she plans on
revealing her identity to the world. Unbelievably, her father’s side of the family is totally supportive of
them and is glad they’re “happy together and can’t… wait for [them] to have babies… [treating them]
just like any other couple.”179
How sick and twisted is that?
It’s the COMPLETE OPPOSITE of what God’s Word says above! And yet the father thought it
was acceptable to begin with, and so does his family. Talk about perversion.
What of all the catholic priests and the protestant pastors molesting children? What of Josh
Duggar from 19 Kids and Counting molesting some of his sisters or their friends or whatever it was
and then later being outed for having a membership to online casual-sex site AshleyMadison.com?
My friend, none of this had ANYTHING to do with God! Read the above, God HATES what was done.
“Whoever receives one such child in my name receives me, but whoever causes one of
these little ones who believe in me to stumble, it would be better for him to have a great
millstone fastened around his neck and to be drowned in the depth of the sea."

The Gospel of Matthew, chapter 18 verses 5 and 6

When the Bible says that people who participate in sexual immorality won’t inherit the kingdom
of heaven, I find it hard to believe that any of these priests or pastors or Josh himself was saved and
born again into the family of God if they could be involved in such depravity. If they were born again
at the time such abuses occurred, they must have been skillfully led astray by an enemy who works
tirelessly to defame the Name of Jesus Christ and His Church so that the lost will be deceived into
believing the Name of Christ does not save.
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Surely though, those who fell into such temptation in spite of being Children of God would’ve
then quickly sought forgiveness from their victims and God, repenting from such activities or
thought-patterns, all while giving themselves over to the law for a just punishment if necessary. If
there attitude was simply thankfulness for “getting away with it” and there was no repentance, it’s
hard to believe they were true Believers in Christ.
A great disservice is done to The Gospel when those who claim to know Christ and the way of
salvation commit such heinous acts. But it’s clear the enemy then uses this as one of his tools of
distraction. I say this because I’ve met countless people who refuse to accept Christ or even hear the
Gospel because of all the molestation they’ve heard about within the church.
A side-issue regarding incestuous relations I’ll touch on only briefly is where the sons of Adam
and Eve found their wives. Foolish and perverse haters of God’s Word have thought it humourous to
spread the lie that Eve had sex with her own sons so they could have offspring. But God’s Word gives
no indication of this whatsoever, especially when we consider that Adam and Eve were “one flesh” in
marriage and sexual intimacy and that has been God’s design “since the beginning,” which prohibits
having sex with anyone’s spouse. Cain and Abel did NOT have sex with their own mother.
But we’ll talk about this in greater depth later as the truth is actually quite fascinating.
What really needs to be regarded here is that pedophilia and molestation and rape are very
much despised by God, and these acts are lumped in with every other sexual behaviour He finds
detestable.
That should make you rethink what you yourself have been or are involved in today…
The next area of sexual immorality that fuels the devil’s agenda will surely hit closer to home for
many people whether they want to admit it or not.
That area is prostitution;
“None of the daughters of Israel shall be a cult prostitute, and none of the sons of
Israel shall be a cult prostitute. You shall not bring the fee of a prostitute or the wages
of a dog (a male prostitute) into the house of the Lord your God in payment for any
vow, for both of these are an abomination to the Lord your God."

The Book of Deuteronomy, chapter 23, verses 17 and 18

This activity goes hand in hand with the false sexual rituals offered up to Ashtoreth at the
Asherah poles mentioned above. Worshippers of false gods from the land of Canaan and Egypt
would employ temple prostitutes to perform sexual acts of service for the cults which gathered there.
But just as the devil has veiled satanic occult worship of himself through our common
involvement in sexual adultery in our present time, he has traded temple prostitution and false
worship for the sex industry now so prevalent in our society.
It’s clear from the passage above that God does NOT want our sons and daughters to be
offered up in service to satan, but this is done when they enter the sex industry. God hates this
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activity so much that he doesn’t even want money donated to the cause of the Church if it was made
from that industry.
On the far side of the spectrum which few of us have been involved in, we find genuine “payfor-sexual stimulation” prostitution. And don’t be deceived, friend; as high-class as V.I.P. escort
services appear, and as costly as they are, they’re the same thing.
Far more accessible and less taboo is exotic dancing and the strip club, whether territorial
legislation permits full nudity or lap-dances or not.
And of course, viewed by the highest percentage of people, we have pornography whether it be
extremely graphic in nature or passed off as “art” containing nudity.
I’d be remiss not to mention the promotional modelling industry when it incorporates dressing
women and men up in revealing clothing which totally and utterly objectifies them as nothing more
than a sexual object to entice customers into hearing about a product. They are still offering up their
bodies to be lusted after in exchange for money, and that lust is “adultery of the heart” to a God
who sees our every thought. This is clearly included in the sex industry, albeit on the tamer side. But I
won’t confuse the issue here with anymore discussion of that topic, and will stick with what blatantly
leaves no room for debate.
The damage done by the sex industry is an obvious one, although there are those who argue
deceptively that it is healthy for a society to have an outlet such as this for the release of sexual
energy. One report I saw claimed that it gave people a healthier view of sex. Hardly. Others say it
actually LOWERS rape and sexual assault. That’s obviously a lie due to the reality that our
pornography and the likes dehumanizes people while enraging a very unhealthy and distorted sexual
appetite in the viewing and participating consumers. Sexual acts a person would never have thought
of themselves become more and more palpable regardless of their brutality as people seek to satiate
those increasingly warped appetites.
Just ask Ted Bundy.
Ted Bundy was a serial killer who abducted, raped, and murdered over 30 women and girls. He
was executed by electric chair, January 24th, 1989. One of Ted Bundy’s strategies involved wearing his
arm in a sling or a fake cast, or having a fake cast on his leg. He’d then ask unsuspecting women to
help him carry things to his car. There he would then entice or force the women into his vehicle.
On the eve of his execution, he would grant a 30-minute interview180 with Christian psychologist
and founder of the Christian evangelical ministry Focus on the Family, Dr. James Dobson. In this
interview Ted Bundy would discuss an addiction to pornography and its connection with his ability to
commit such heinous crimes due to the complete degradation of women within his mind. He’d state
that it would begin with coming across far more explicit, “hardcore” images within magazines
discarded by neighbours.

"I'm not blaming pornography, and not saying that it caused me to go out and do certain
things. I take full responsibility for whatever I’ve done and all the things that I’ve done – that's
not the question here. The question and the issue is how this kind of literature contributed and
helped mold and shape the kinds of violent behavior... In the beginning it fuels this kind of
thought process then at a certain time its instrumental – what I would say, crystalizing it, making
it into something which is almost – is like a separate entity inside and that in – at that point
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you're at the verge – or I was at the verge of acting out on this kind of – these kinds of things...
It happens, it happened in stages, gradually. It doesn't necessarily – not to me at least – happen
overnight."
Bundy spoke of being on a threshold from inaction to action for a couple of years, knowing his
thoughts and fantasizing were wrong to think and worse yet to act out. But the use of alcohol would
reduce his inhibitions as the pornography fueled that fantasy-life. Go figure that alcohol would aid in
anyone’s descent into debauchery when that’s precisely what God’s infallible Word warns. We talked
about this not long ago at all, didn’t we, my dear friend?
Bundy would admit that in the earlier portion of his serial killing, he would go out half-drunk as
it dulled those inhibiting sensations within him as he admitted being raised to know better. No doubt
that was his God-given conscience and perhaps even the urgings of the Holy Spirit not to go through
with what he was desiring to do.
Finally in the interview, Bundy would warn society against the excuses most think of regarding
hardcore pornography;

"’Well I’ve seen that stuff and it doesn’t do anything to me,’ and I can understand that. I don’t –
virtually everyone can be exposed to so-called pornography and while they're aroused with one
degree or another not go out and do anything wrong."
Dr. Dobson then made the connection between violent porn and a percentage who act out, and
Bundy would continue:

"That was a major component and I don't know why I was vulnerable to it. All I know is that it
had an impact on me that was just so central to the violent behaviour that I engaged in… Listen,
I'm no social scientist and I haven't done a survey – I mean I don't pretend that I know what
John Q Citizen thinks about this. But I've lived in prison for a long time now and I've met a lot of
men who were motivated to commit violence just like me, and without exception every one of
them was deeply involved in pornography without question – without exception, deeply
influenced and consumed by an addiction to pornography. There's no question about it. The
F.B.I.'s own study on serial homicide shows that the most common interest among serial killers is
pornography. And it's real. It's true"
I would agree that not every person who views pornography becomes a serial killer, otherwise
the statistics of people committing murder would be closer to 80-90% of our total population. As
well, many out there say that Ted Bundy wasn’t remorseful at all, didn’t come to faith in Jesus Christ,
and was only manipulating Dr. James Dobson for one reason or another. However, none of that
changes that pornography devalues people. It reduces the intrinsic worth of a person in the eyes of
the viewer. They’re no longer special and of infinite value as beings created in the image of God.
How do I know this? Because I’ve asked guys if they had a daughter, would they want her to be in
the sex-industry?
When I’ve heard guys speaking fondly of outlets in the sex industry, be it at work or other
places where I interacted with men, I’d ask if they had a daughter. Whether they did or not, I’d paint
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a scenario for them. I’d start off with: ”Imagine your wife or your girlfriend is expecting a child, and
then the day comes when that child is born, and you’re gazing at a beautiful baby girl, so fragile and
delicate and precious, and something deep within you says, ‘I am going to honour this little girl; I’m
going to protect this little girl; I’m going to help her grow to be everything she should be in this life;’
and you wake up late to nurse her and rock her, and you’re changing diapers; and soon you’re
teaching her how to ride a bike; and you’re being filled with joy as you watch her open presents on
birthdays; then later you’re trying to keep her safe from all the guys trying to date her when you
know they only have one thing on their mind. Then you see her graduating high school all filled with
pride at her accomplishment. Tell me, honestly, are you hoping she’s going to go off and be involved
in any of what you’re talking about?”
Generally, my friend, their sincere answer is a simple and ashamed ‘No.’
I then ask, “Well if someone managed to suck your baby-girl into that kind of life, would you be
angry with those people and with all the guys looking at them or being with them?”
Again, the most usual answer is an honest ‘Yes.’
My response to that is, “Well whether or not the women involved in the things you’re talking
about have a father who cares about them, there is a Heavenly Father who sees what men are doing
to all of these girls He’s created in His image and He is filled with rage and will punish those who are
abusing these women or perpetuating their abuse… but He’s patient and withholds His wrath for a
time, permitting men to walk away from participating in what He sees as so vile…”
Finally I ask, “Would you want other men to be with your daughter in such a way, or watch her
in such a way? Would you yourself want to see your daughter in such a way?”
And again the answer is always ‘No.’
“Then maybe it’s time you stopped looking at other peoples’ daughters like that.”
Only the hardest of hearts will say of a fictitious daughter, “Well, hey, it’s her life – if she’s doing
what she wants and she’s happy, I’d be proud of her…” and I’ve actually heard that response from
time to time. But that’s the answer that comes from someone wanting to justify their own sinfulness
while permitting themselves to continue viewing what they know is wrong.
No GOOD father in his right mind would want his child involved in that, be they daughter OR
son. No good and loving father would think his cherished child would be looked upon in a good
light through such involvement. Although in our twisted world I’m sure there’d be plenty of guys
ready to boast if their son was in porn having sex with hundreds of women. But it’s still a lie and
everyone, when honest with themselves knows it’s not healthy for men to be involved in it either.
Besides which, even if it was “fine” for men to be in porn, but not fine for women to be in porn, then
how would it be fine for a man to be involved in acts which harm women? Exactly. Both are harmed
regardless.
I know that there are even women who wish to believe that porn is empowering to them. But
that’s still just a lie, and a lie I used to tell myself. I used to wish to believe that these women were
high up in the world holding men in the palms of their hands. But in reality, they’re down in the
dumpster in the minds of men. Oh sure, you may have a few weirdoes out there who totally idolize
such women, but that’s idolatry and it’s a misplaced view of people as well, and just as wrong.
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No the reality is when guys leave a night at a strip-club, they don’t talk with esteeming words
about the women that were there. Sure, they may use words like “hot” or “gorgeous,” but it still
revolves around the women being meat.
The same can be said of “locker-talk” between men regarding women they’ve slept with. They
use words that cheapen them and toss stories around, trading them like they traded their old
baseball cards they used to attach to the spokes of their bikes as kids. It’s totally disgraceful.
Back then I liked to believe I was better off and of moral superiourity because I wouldn’t name
names, nor would I use demeaning words about the women or the experience itself. I’d even urge
other guys not to use words like ‘slut’ because it stigmatized women who were just out having fun

AND giving us what WE wanted. So why put them down when we should speak well of them and
encourage such behaviour?
How sickening was my self-delusion.
Sexuality is a sacred and private thing between a husband and a wife, not a juicy anecdote for
insecure people to share with others.
For the skeptic, the truth is already out there. There’s SO MUCH research done exposing the
damage and dangers of pornography and the sex industry that it’s not worth our time to discuss it.
Just search for it yourself on the internet and you’ll find more than enough agreement on this reality.
Oh sure, you’ll find the odd dissenter – I’ve read some of those “studies” too – but they’re altogether
incredulous.
It’s so well-known that porn is addictive and dangerous that Fight the New Drug is an
organization founded with the purpose of raising awareness about the addictive and socially
destructive reality of pornography, especially with its correlation to sex-trafficking. Although it claims
no religious affiliation, it was founded by Mormons. If their stance isn’t good enough for you due to
the religious ties, consider comedian Russell Brand’s views he’s posted to YouTube;

“... it biases my opinion of what human beings are and how we should treat each other. So like,
I’m not like a person who’s puritanical and doesn’t think people shouldn’t be able to do what
they want – you know, do what you want, I don’t care, as long as you’re not hurting anyone. But
I think porn, it hurts everyone involved – the people that are doing it; the people that are
watching it, and yeah, so for me personally I try not to engage in it.”181
Yes, my friend, that’s the same Russell Brand from the film with Jonah Hill, Get Him to the Greek;
the same Russell Brand who’s slept with about a thousand women…182 Did you notice the unfortunate
contradiction in his position though? “Porn hurts everyone involved” whether they are in it or just
watching it, but people should “do what [they] want… as long as [they’re] not hurting anyone.” Once
more we see relativistic thinking at work as absurdly fruitless because the speaker has no absolute
truth to stand upon. Indeed a shame.
If the secular position of Russell Brand wasn’t enough, I once viewed an absolutely shocking and
all too graphic documentary on the porn industry and how truly emptying it is. The producers took
three massive fans of pornography from the United Kingdom and gave them a very up-close-andpersonal look at it. In some respects I want you to see it. However, it is just so graphic that I’m not
going to look it up and share it. If you really think it’s something you should watch and you believe it
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helpful for this discussion and perhaps for the changing of your own mind on porn, then you’re
welcome to try and find it on YouTube as I did.
If my memory serves me correctly, the eldest gentleman was a paraplegic in his early 40’s. His
consumption of pornography was hard to fathom, even by myself. It was far above the average of ten
minutes a day. I think he stated that he consumed a couple hours at minimum.
The second was a young guy in his early twenties who’d had the biggest crush on an American
porn starlet. The last was another young guy, this time homosexual. He too had a major crush on an
American porn-star, however this time a male.
The first step was to bring all three to a set of a porn scene being shot there in the U.K. so the
eldest could meet his favorite British porn-actress. They were somewhat nervous but excited about
what they would experience. Exposed to very little they felt fairly good about the second phase of
their journey – a trip to the United States to meet their favorite adult film-stars.
The young heterosexual guy spent an afternoon with his while she was on location shooting a
scene and was somewhat jolted by how far from intimate and enjoyable it really was for her. It was
all business, and a little too much pain too as the scene needed to be stopped now and again. Going
to the home of her husband for a private lunch didn’t help either and he came away feeling rather
dissatisfied.
For the homosexual guy the experience was even more painful as he found out his favorite actor
although willing to receive oral sex in his scenes was not actually gay, and any scene where he
appeared to be on the receiving end of anal sex actually involved a body-double in his place. This
poor fellow was even more jaded than the others.
For the third part of their journey they had to sit and watch new girls to the industry involved in
a scene for an internet porn site. You could visibly see the anticipatory enjoyment drain away from
the faces of the two straight guys as the scene progressed and the girls became more and more sore
and worn out, even having to take breaks while in pain. I think I can even recall one of the guys
stating that by the end the girls looked “spiritually broken.” He probably only knew to use that
phrase as it compares to something like a broken spirit seen in wild animals kept in captivity. But we
here on this journey learning of the spiritual realities know what he was really seeing, don’t we,
friend? Yes, there was very real, draining, spiritual damage being done to these poor souls who’d
been duped into auditioning for something that would scar them for life.
Needless to say, the guys left this location feeling gutted themselves.
Lastly they were introduced to a woman who’d once had some fame but had left the industry.
She spoke of the sexually transmitted infections and diseases she’d contracted. She spoke of how
hard and heart-breaking the life had actually been. And she spoke of the fact that even though she’d
regretted it all, all those images and videos were still out there for people to view, and perhaps for
people close to her to stumble upon one day.
My dear friend, all three of these guys returned to the United Kingdom with a totally reversed
opinion on their viewing of pornography and the multi-billion dollar industry which pumps it out.
What they realized was that it had all been a lie and that it was actually empty inside, and unable to
bring them the fulfillment they desired. Even the oldest guy who admitted addiction was able to put
away all of his old DVD’s as the appetite had totally left him.
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These three guys got to see the vapidity of the sin they were involved in, and it left them
wanting. They’d seen the truth and been set free. One can only hope they will come to hear and
believe in the Truth that sets free unto everlasting.
My friend, the sex-industry makes so much money that it is hard to track. Think of all the good
that could be done for the cause of Christ with that money. But the devil entices people to pour all
of those resources into something that brings honour to himself in this corrupted world system.
Not only that, but think of all the FREE pornography that has flooded the internet. Over the
years I had probably watched hundreds of hours of sex-clips free on the internet, and probably spent
less than a hundred of my own dollars on DVD’s and magazines or pay-to-view websites.
Once again, I testify that the answer is not in any of these things and that all the world has to
offer will not satisfy. I know because I have tried and tasted so much of what’s out there. Our spirits
made by God to honour and glorify and worship Him were tailor-made to be satisfied completely by
Him alone.
Another saddening side-effect to the porn industry and its consumption today is that more and
more men are finding themselves drawn away from finding a wife and raising a family. The reasons
for this are two-fold and very connected; 1) having conditioned their brains and their eyes to be
stimulated only by women who look and act a certain way, when they’re unable to attract and
possess such a mate, they retreat into their homes to their computers and other media sources which
will bring them the stimulation that they seek. And 2) in conjunction to that, they find it is just easier
to stay at home where immediate sexual gratification through self-stimulation to visual images is
simpler than the hard work and discipline that it would take to better themselves in order that they
would attract any mate whatsoever. In doing so they resign themselves from the world and are no
longer an option for women. The result is our rapidly declining national birth-rate. You will see in
only a few more decades, my friend, how damaging this is to a society and your way of life.
Soon you will witness the collapse of western civilization into something you’ve never known.
Unless you’ve been totally brainwashed, you will see firsthand how absolutely terrible that is and
perhaps finally appreciate just how good you had it.
I’ve had discussions with intelligent people who defended porn both as consumers and as
participants, but I also see plainly that these are very hurting people, people who need to know and
submit to the healing love of God and the wholeness that it promises to bring.
My dear friend, if you’re one of those people, I pray that this journey is being used upon your
heart.
There is a ministry called Triple ‘X’ Church183 and through their evangelism at porn conventions
which have shown men and women the unconditional love of God through Jesus Christ, men and
women have left the industry and found eternal life. Jenna Presley, one of the most well-known pornactresses in the 21st century came to faith after reading parts of a Bible giving to her by Triple ‘X’
Church.
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I’d like to invite you to take a moment to hear the testimony of a woman who I knew as Jenna
Presley, but whose real name is Brittni.184
Pretty amazing, I know – that someone could descend so far into feelings of hopelessness in a
machine that ingests people, especially women, chews them up, and then spits them out, to then
come to a place of such peace and joy! You can see in her eyes that she is sincere, not just putting
on a façade to try and sell herself like she would’ve in her industry-days trying to make and keep
fans. No, she is filled with joy which is a byproduct of the Holy Spirit of God indwelling her.
I’m saddened to say that I’d seen some of her old scenes once upon a time. I’m thankful to God
that her and I have been saved from such lives.
I also have to say that although I don’t totally agree with everything I’ve seen Triple ‘X’ Church
post, I am still thankful that God is using them to reveal Himself to those who need it most.
For those in the other areas of the sex industry such as prostitution and exotic dancing, there’s
an incredible ministry led by former sex-workers called Treasures because all people, even sex
workers are treasures of immeasurable worth sought after by a Holy God. Their video testimonies are
also worth watching.185
How awesome is it to even glimpse at the knowledge that an infinite God who is Holy and Pure
and so far above us in our sin can look upon a street-worker so many would despise and look down
upon, and see past her sin and wretchedness which His Word tells us so clearly He hates so much,
but loves her unconditionally and wants to draw her in close to Himself so she may finally, for the
first time in her life, feel this unimaginable love and grace.
I can remember hearing someone comment that whenever they hear of porn-actresses leaving
the industry Jesus Christ is the reason. Sadly it was in the form of a derisive and mocking question, if
I recall correctly, from a woman on Youtube’s The Young Turks who said, “Why is that whenever you
hear about these women leaving the porn-industry it’s because of Jesus!?” followed by the chuckles
of her male cohost.
I’m not sure if there’s statistical information to back up that generalization, but the reality is that
women and men can leave their lives in the sex-industry because after recognizing the infinite and
overwhelming love of God, they realize that HE is a God worth worshiping.

HE is a God worth giving your whole self over to.
Finally, my friend, I’d like to invite you to watch an hour-long session of Pastor Mark Driscoll’s
where he talks about pornography in our culture today and how damaging it is to each and every
one of us spiritually. It is extremely informative and altogether illuminating. He and his wife even
interview a former porn actress, and yes I can sadly admit I’d watched scenes involving her as well.
Thankfully, like Brittni, she TOO has come to know Jesus Christ, and she candidly shares her
testimony during this session. It is a beautiful one which totally demonstrates the providence and the
goodness of God who hears and answers our heartfelt prayers, reaching out to those who humbly
seek Him.
https://youtu.be/vnuaOTFRFu4
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This session was the 8th part of a twelve week study on what Pastor Mark Driscoll defines as
“Real Marriage” according to God’s Word. You’re more than welcome to add that to your personal
study during our discussion. You will find as I did that it is all well worth it.
In closing, my dear friend, I just want to reiterate that God HATES prostitution, not only when it
involves two people getting together physically, but even through viewing another person in a sexual
manner where the one displaying themselves does so in exchange for money or any other resource.
This connection makes complete sense in light of the reality that God not only hates the physical act
of adultery, but also the visual and mental act of ‘adultery in the heart.’
God abhors these things which steal His glory and give authority and honour over to the devil.
Therefore it breaks His Commandment to Love HIM. Not only that, but it breaks His Commandment
to love OTHERS as the sex industry is one wholly devoid of what true love is. Breaking both of these
Commandments breaks the heart of God who made us and designed us for something so much
greater and so much more wonderful.
Those who involve themselves in it “will not inherit the Kingdom of Heaven.” If you habitually
participate in these activities and do not repent and turn from them towards God, you will not be
saved for eternity. You will bear your own sin and suffer the justified punishment in the Lake of Fire.
Yet by His unconditional love for you IN SPITE OF WHAT HE HAS WITNESSED YOU INVOLVE

YOURSELF IN, He has made a way through the atoning sacrifice of His Son in your place.
All you have to do is accept this in repentance and submission;
"And the Pharisees and their scribes grumbled at his disciples, saying, 'Why do
you eat and drink with tax collectors and sinners?' And Jesus answered them, 'Those
who are well have no need of a physician, but those who are sick. I have not come
to call the righteous but sinners to repentance.'
"'For the Son of Man came to seek and to save the lost.'”

The Gospel of Luke, chapter 5, verses 30 to 32, and chapter 19 verse 10

When you compare your life and your behaviours to what God has said is good and right and
just, my dear friend, are you a sinner? Are you lost?
Then God is calling you. God is seeking you.
God loves you.

Like with pedophilia we arrive once more at a perversion of sexuality that most people will agree
with God about concerning its vileness, and that is bestiality;
"And you shall not lie with any animal and so make yourself unclean with it,
neither shall any woman give herself to an animal to lie with it: it is perversion."

The Book of Leviticus, chapter 18, verse 23
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I don’t think much needs to be said about this sickening sexual activity. I think the majority of
people understand this to be abhorrent. Although admittedly there are far too many people who
laugh when they hear about it, and far too many guys who have perused imagery and video of it via
the internet even if just in curiosity. Perhaps you too have seen raunchy comedy-films where a young,
male cast talk of visiting Tijuana, Mexico to see a woman perform sex-acts with a horse?186
I personally went through Basic Training (a.k.a. ‘Boot Camp’), Battleschool (where new recruits
learn how to be infantrymen), and served for nearly five years with an absolute sicko whose
pornographic appetite included bestiality, we thought only for the sake of humor. He once invited a
bunch of guys to view some shocking clip on his laptop while we were on tour to Afghanistan. You
could hear the amused yet disgusted groans of a dozen or so guys come from his Quonset hut (a
quickly erected domicile that ten soldiers could sleep and live in). There was the devious sicko in their
midst cackling with delight.
Now I don’t share that to bring shame to the military. Although imperfect like everyone else
born in sin in this world, those in the military who’ve joined with a willingness to lay down their lives
for our freedom deserve our respect and gratitude.
But I share that story to bring to light the prevalence of bestiality in our modern world. Guys
also joked about bestiality in the mines I worked in. Guys also joke about and watch it in the finest of
fraternity-houses or corporate offices. On that note, you go look for it, you’ll see amateur porn of
frat-parties where guys are having public sex with hired escorts or even other drunken college girls
while dozens of other college coeds watch. There’s no one who is above this sort of stuff. And
neither was I. I didn’t join them in that hut not because I thought what they were watching was awful
and wrong; I didn’t go in because I’d once stumbled upon some myself while drifting through
cyberspace viewing pornography and I thought it was gross and not worth watching again (although
as I’ve already stated, in my twisted thinking, I did believe how I was handling sexuality was morally
superiour to many of the guys I served with).
That being said, I also want to disclose that the individual I’d served so long with who’d coerced
so many to watch what he’d apparently thought was as funny as it was stimulating for him, he’d later
be arrested, tried, and convicted for molesting his own children, the child of a later girlfriend after his
divorce, as well as for the distribution of child pornography. He was totally and utterly debauched.
Ted Bundy wasn’t wrong whatsoever when he said that pornography devalues others in the
minds of people and makes them susceptible to further acts and thinking of deeper depravity.
“Whoever lies with an animal shall be put to death.”

The Book of Exodus, chapter 22, verse 19

It’s no wonder God would have to put such a harsh penalty upon His people, the Nation of
Israel. Such involvement truly does open a person up to worse and worse manifestations of sexual
bondage and control by demonic forces. I found it rather interesting when Bundy spoke of “a
separate entity inside” as his maniacal urges grew and took shape. I can only imagine that whether
he knew it or not, there was a darker, spiritual reality behind what he had felt which he would later
relay through words in that interview.
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A society that permits itself to run rampant into these sorts of things is doomed not only in the
ultimate sense of eternal damnation, but even just in the temporal ways of moral and then total
collapse.
A cursory look into history reveals immediately that humanity’s past has always been afflicted by
the intrusion of this horrible action. Wikipedia has an article on Zoophilia 187 which is a psychological
term for a person’s preponderance towards sexual stimulation involving animals – such people would
be called zoophiles. It also has a lengthy article describing the “History of Zoophilia.” 188 Both expose
the reality that this is no new phenomenon but something the devil has enticed mankind into again
and again. Why? Because once more we see the good and perfect design for sex between a man and
a woman being maligned and dishonoured (as an aside, I’d typed in “Zoophilia” to look up the exact
definition and made the gruesome mistake of clicking the first link in Google thinking it’d be
harmless only to be assaulted by hideous images that made me look away! Why was the first link in
Google one to an actual bestiality site, I can only guess! You would think the media mogul would be
responsible enough to have those sorts of links farther down and leave the earlier links geared
towards things like research articles. That assumption of course forgets that the media serves to
condition us towards the will of the devil…)
Before the skeptic attacks and says, “Well, this is a subculture and only an insignificant minority
of people engage in such a thing,” the fact that there are pictures and videos out there where
humans are engaging in the act means it’s being done; the fact that there are enough people
viewing it to warrant having the websites online means the number is larger than you’d think. Now
couple that with the commonality of a household pet and our weak wills which so often succumb to
temptation, especially once a sin-behaviour is introduced for us to mimic, and now who knows what
the REAL number of people who’ve been tempted into this is but God alone! Who here hasn’t heard
the urban myth about a woman being caught naked at her own surprise party with peanut butter on
her genitalia while she was calling the family dog…?189 That doesn’t sound far-fetched at all as
something people might try believe.
And did you know that just like one can allegedly view bestiality in Tijuana, Germany, the
supposedly exemplar, most refined, and finest nation of the European Union ACTUALLY has “animal
brothels” or “erotic zoos” within its borders? Yes, and because animal-porn is illegal, but sex with
animals is not, there are people flocking to them; no pun intended.190
And as moral as Canada seems to be, we had a father in British Columbia forcing his stepdaughter to perform sex-acts with the family-dog while he videotaped, but he was later acquitted of
a bestiality charge because the dog itself was not being sexually penetrated.(
https://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/politics/supreme-court-clarifies-canadas-bestiality-law-withruling/article30371581/; last accessed September 16, 2018) So in Canada, until the Supreme Court
amends our laws which prohibit “buggery” of an animal anally or vaginally, animals are permitted to
perform sexual acts including penetration upon a person… “Disturbing” doesn’t even begin to
describe this.
I also remember hearing from another platoon while I was in Afghanistan that they’d observed a
local Afghani man through ‘Forward-Looking-Infrared’ (F.L.I.R.) thermal sights leave his home in the
middle of the night and begin having sex with a dog or one of his sheep or something. They weren’t
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the only ones. You can see this sort of footage on YouTube coming from many other military units
which served there…
This is the world we live in.
Would it be a surprise to you by now, my friend, to learn that demonic rituals to false gods have
incorporated sexual acts with animals throughout the ages? This was because people often believed
that specific animals represented their gods and so during these ceremonies they believed their gods
would enter these animals.
If a legion of demons can enter a herd of pigs and force them to destroy themselves in a lake, I
wouldn’t be surprised to learn that demons were entering animals during these rites to gain some
sort of sensory perception through the physical bodies of the animals – that means the spirits were
able to ‘feel’ sex with humans via the medium of the animal host (you know, that just reminded me
of Patrick Swayze kissing Demi Moore THROUGH Whoopi Goldberg in Ghost…191). It would be no
wonder at all then why the devil would draw people into such a sick and satanic form of worship.
How awful to think that demons might not only be WATCHING us in our unsanctified, unsacred,
immoral sex, but they may somehow be active participants for their pleasure with or without our
knowledge or conscious consent?!
It’s no wonder then why God prohibits cult prostitution and had to speak out against sex with
an animal.
Now, my friend, I haven’t included this in case you’ve involved yourself in this and need to
repent (although if you have you certainly should and God WILL forgive you), but because it’s yet
another perversion of God-given sexuality, and it is prevalent in our society which is exactly what the
devil aims for, and God warns against it as it will lead to the curse of eternal death.
“Cursed be anyone who lies with any kind of
animal. And all the people shall say, ‘Amen.’”
The Book of Deuteronomy, chapter 27, verse 21

As we move onto the next form of sexual immorality in the eyes of a Holy and omniscient God, I
want to remind you, my friend, that no matter what you have partaken in, God does love you. He’s
demonstrated that love in the greatest way – performing the greatest sacrifice conceivable to make a
way for you to be pardoned from the penalty of sin and freed from the bondage of it.
I want to tread softly here because I know that people involved in this idea of sexuality have
already struggled long and hard in life, wrestled with much confusion, and have only wanted to love
and feel loved while feeling free of judgmentalism and deficiency or inferiority.
I can empathize because so much of my adolescent and adult life I too felt deficient and inferior;
I simply ventured down a different path in order to mask and compensate for that feeling.
But the answer for both of us was the same – a life-giving, transformational relationship with the
Lord Jesus Christ.
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I can also empathize because as I went along my path, thoughts and doubts crept into my mind
as well, and their aim was to lure me down the same path you have gone down while thinking it was
right. The difference was that it was already so deeply ingrained in me that your path was wrong and
not for me that when the thoughts popped into my head, I always questioned them; always rebuked
them; and always cast them away, hoping for something else as I pursued the path I ended up going
down.
We’ve already discussed that at lengths, haven’t we, my friend – the reality that the devil and his
forces sow seeds of confusion into our minds as they try and persuade us to accept a lie about
ourselves and about what is good and what is right. With all sinful temptations and ‘fiery darts from
the enemy,’ when we don’t know how to battle them with the ‘belt of truth,’ ‘the shield of faith,’
and ‘the sword of the spirit which is the Word of God,’ it’s very easy to be swept off our feet and
hurled down into a pit of deception which is next to impossible to escape from.
It happened to me personally with my heterosexual adultery both in the mind and with the
body. I’d grown up and developed all manner of personal hang-ups and imagined shortcomings, and
I was driven both by my own sensibilities, and likely ushered along by lying and deceitful spirits at
the same time to prove something to others as well as prove something to myself – that I was worth
loving.
Eventually I sought to do this by being as physically and socially appealing as possible so that I
could attract women and have them pay me compliments both verbally and through affection and
adoration. It was absolutely saddening and entirely pathetic, all the while also being a heartbreaking
and damnable offense against others and against God. There was even a time when I’d realized that
it wasn’t even sex that I wanted but the feeling of a woman in my arms at night so that I might have
a sense of gratification from being wanted. But trust me (or perhaps you know this as well already),
it’s unusual to simply spend the night cuddling with strangers. Most of us who’ve casually gotten
together feel compelled to include sex as part of the equation even though ultimately, it’s not what
either party is seeking.
Thankfully God freed me from that life fully and completely, even changing my thinking about it.
He can do that in respect to anything, and He can do that for anyone willing and desiring to live this
life His way. But it can’t just be about wanting a change in life; it’s got to be about wanting Him
because you recognize what’s He’s done for you. You’ve already seen this verse twice but I’ll say it
again because the truth it contains is so powerful; “You were bought with a price, so glorify God in
your body.”192
How wonderful it is to know that God paid an infinite price FOR YOU… so then how could we
not turn to Him and then do with our bodies as He sees fit – as He has designed and purposed and
planned? The Apostle Paul was directly addressing the sexual practices of the believers in the
Corinthian church when he told them to honour God with their bodies.
“The thief comes to steal, kill, and destroy…”193
As I stated in the above portion on pedophilia, one of the devil’s tactics is to first entice a
person or even perhaps POSSESS a person to victimize a child. Then through the remainder of that
child’s life as they carry on, he works to continue his barrage against them to keep them down and
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subdued and unable to live life in the fullness Christ desires for them by glorifying Him. The devil
even works to produce in them a perpetual victimhood. As you’ve maybe heard now if you watched
the videos from Treasures ministry, most of the girls in the sex industry were victimized repeatedly in
different ways in their life, be it through molestation and rape, and onwards in abusive relationships.
There’s certainly statistics to back this up, although a minority in the industry argue that this has
nothing to do with their choices (these are generally the same ones in the sex-industry that wish for
the world to believe they’re being empowered and not enslaved by their trade). But when someone
has been so mistreated and broken down, often to a point where their inherent albeit innocent
understanding of their immense worth is concealed so that they no longer have any real
understanding of their true value, they’re then able to put a price on themselves or allow someone
else to, and then accept it.
It might be a $5 gratuity while they’re dancing half-nude on stage, or it might be a loonie or a
toonie (a one or two-dollar coin in Canada) being tossed down a rolled-up poster of themselves as
they hold it between their spread-open legs towards their most sensitive sexual part (and yes, I’ve
known of guys who heated up those coins with a lighter before throwing them…); or it could be a
$10 or $30 private lap-dance; or a $50 session as the performer of oral sex; or it could be $200 for a
half-hour massage with an ending to bring a man to sexual climax; or $300 or even $1000 an hour
for sex; or $1500 for an afternoon porno-shoot… it could even be as seemingly “innocent” as $150
for an afternoon standing in revealing clothing – booty-shorts and a low-cut t-shirt revealing
cleavage in order to sell motorcycle parts or brand-name beer as a promotional model. People are
able to put a value on the most intimate aspects of who they are because at some point in their life
they came to a place where they no longer saw themselves as priceless. And all along this timeline is
an enemy working to compel them along this path via lies and falsehoods perpetuated by the media
or other people, or by themselves whispering them into the minds of the hapless victims.
But they don’t just do this so people will end up in the sex industry, he also does this to give
additional ammunition to his assault of distorting the sexuality in others as well.
I’m going to be painfully nondescript here because I don’t want anyone who knows the people I
grew up alongside to have even the most rudimentary idea of whom I’m talking about. The name
isn’t important for the purpose of this next point. You’ll just have to accept that and bear with me as
we continue.
But when I was a young boy, too young to fully understand the gravity of the situation, I was
with a peer from my elementary school one day. Tragically that day someone who was led down a
path of sexual depravity decided it was time to molest this child I knew. To some degree they had
inflicted trauma upon me as well by exposing themselves to me and by saying various awful and
descriptive things to me that no child should hear. But of course the real victim of the assault that
day was the other person, and I can only hope and pray that life has turned out alright in spite of
that terrible episode.
The worst thing for me was hearing their pleas to me for help, but being too young and too
small and too helpless to do anything about it other than to call out for the abuser to stop, only to
be told to leave them alone as they closed the bedroom door. I didn’t even know how to phone the
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police back then, or to go get the victim’s neighbor for help. I don’t even think I knew how to pray
about it. All I can remember is going into another room and quietly hoping it would all end.
How awful is it then that later on perhaps in adolescence I would hear that the majority of
pedophiles had once been victims themselves. Then the thought would come to my mind (perhaps
emanating from myself, or perhaps as we’ve learned by now, being whispered in by a deceitful
enemy who wishes to derail our lives, especially our sexual orientations), “I was victimized in some
way; what if I’m going to become one of those sick people?”
Now bear in mind, I’d never had thoughts or temptations to think of younger children (although
by the age of eleven, sex crossed my mind quite vividly from time to time and I occasionally
fantasized about having it with girls my age, possibly because I’d stumbled upon a very graphic porn
magazine at the age of seven while at a babysitter’s). In fact, I even thought the idea of dating
anyone even a grade younger was gross and a grade older was unusual.
Now, had I entertained the notion and considered pedophilia for even a moment, or conjured
up thoughts about it first finding them repulsive, but overtime desensitizing myself to them and
accepting a lie that this is what I was to become “because pedophiles had often been victims
themselves,” what would have happened to me?
I can sympathize with Todd Nickerson to some extent, but it is clear that when invasive thoughts
from the enemy or even ideas bubbling up from his own sinful nature came, he did not reject them
outright, but allowed them to percolate within himself and overtime become more and more of who
he was! Do you see, friend? This is just how the devil works! Little by little, bit by bit, inch by inch,
until eventually he’s six miles in sitting upon his throne over a person’s life!
Think of Ted Bundy’s description of feasting upon imagery and ideas and fantasies his whole life
until coming to a two-year period where he struggled and considered acting out those fantasies

when the whole time what he should have been doing was rejecting the corrupt thoughts all at
once! And eventually, like Todd Nickerson but in a different way and with a different sin, he was
consumed and controlled!
Friend, we saw that in the Epistle of James where he said, “But each person is tempted when
he is lured and enticed by his own desire. Then desire when it has conceived gives birth to sin,
and sin when it is fully grown brings forth death!”194
My friend, the devil works upon a person’s life from the first moment he’s given permission to
do so, and as long as people take in his lies and ponder them, those lies can take root within them
and take hold. And he does this with our sexuality and orientation too. He did it with me and my
heterosexual adultery, and he’ll do it in any other way provided it defames the design and planning
of God in order that His majesty not be appreciated.
In fact, it wasn’t just with adultery that the devil tried to derail me. No, even with pedophilia in

spite of my having no desire whatsoever, he still tried to sow those seeds of doubt in my mind!
When he realized I wasn’t going to entertain any of it because unlike Todd Nickerson, I understood
at my core that pedophilia wasn’t just wrong to DO, it was wrong to even think about, the devil used

OTHER people to try and sow the seeds of doubt in me!
When I was seventeen I’d had an amazing experience at a summer camp as a cabin leader for a
group of ten year old boys where I saw God at work in my life just as I’d begun to believe the
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demonic lie that I was worthless and that perhaps I’d be better off not existing – yes, the idea of
suicide was yet another seed the enemy was trying to have germinate within me (and no, for the
record I’d obviously not been drawn to the children in my care in an inappropriate manner). That
experience where God used me to care for those boys, all of whom came from troubled homes, and
all of whom had experienced the love of God, some even praying for forgiveness and acceptance of
Jesus as Saviour and Lord, that made me want to know God more. I asked, likely to my mother’s
great joy, to attend a Christian semi-private school near Edmonton where I thought I’d be able to
foster this desire to know God.
Diabolically the rumour spread through my Fort McMurray high school that I’d been caught
looking at a porn-site by my parents and shipped off to a religious educational institution so that I
might be rehabilitated! That’s not funny, friend! That’s not funny at all! And I don’t say this for my
own sake, because I didn’t care then what people thought of the decision, and I care much less now
what people thought of my desire to get to know the Lord. Don’t you see what was happening?! I
use the word diabolically because the Greek word διάβολος pronounced diabolos where we get the
word diabolically is the word for the devil! And it was the devil who worked to instill and perpetuate
that foolish rumour so that no one would consider that I’d go of my own volition to a Christian
school in my graduation year – the year that means so much to so many high school students – to
learn about God!
By distracting peoples’ attention away from the Truth with a swollen falsehood, he kept people
from two things; 1) wondering if they too could know God through Christianity; and 2) considering
that God could even be known at all… Two birds, one stone, the devil used this awful derogatory lie
to keep other lost high school students from coming to the Well of Living Water. Now I wasn’t cool
by any means, but people knew who I was. They knew me enough to invent a rumour and circulate
it. There were people that watched me perform improv-comedy every Friday and I was thought to be
funny. I suppose there were a few that would’ve looked up to me because of that. What if fifty of the
600 people in that school had known the truth of where I’d gone? What if ten of them had decided
to seek also? What if two or three of them had then heard the Gospel somewhere and been saved?
No, certainly the devil couldn’t have that…
So there I was, away from home and boarding with a young couple who professed to be
Christians, and whom although different than what I look for in true Christianity today, could very
well have been. Now sadly I’d made the mistake of believing that a Christian school would therefore
be filled with hundreds of ‘mini-Christs’ ready to accept me with open arms. But sadly that was not at
all what I experienced. It took months for them to warm up to me, in part due to my own social
awkwardness, AND for my own ungodly response to their having not immediately welcomed me – I
distanced myself from them in return (I can’t say I was a mini-Christ either honestly, as my life
although appearing to be moving towards God, my near-complete abandonment of my faith and the
depravity I engaged in only a few years later is a fairly good indication that I’d yet to be saved and I
was only in the process of being drawn towards a gracious and merciful ever-loving God).
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Because of this isolation I spent nearly all of my evenings alone in my rented room playing
computer games or watching rented videos on the downstairs T.V. It just so happens this young
couple also had a little daughter who was about two years old.
This curious little toddler would often crawl down the stairs and wander into my room. It didn’t
really bother me but I’d kindly escort her back upstairs, return and close my door. Maybe I’d done
that because I thought it weird for a teenage boy to spend any amount of time with a little girl in his
basement room even if innocently, and although I had no ill-intent I didn’t want her parents to jump
to conclusions. Whatever I was thinking at the time, that was the decision I’d made and I still think it
was probably the best.
After a couple of months of witnessing the family-interactions though I realized this little child
was coming back again and again and again quite possibly because her own parents hardly ever
played with her. What I witnessed was more of the ‘sit-you-down-in-front-of-a-video’ or ‘sit-youdown-with-your-toys’ variety of entertainment-parenting. To be honest, I felt bad for her.
So finally, after two or three or maybe even four months of her coming down the stairs into my
bedroom, I took her back upstairs to the living room outside the kitchen where her mother was
(preparing dinner we can assume) and able to hear us, and began playing with her using her toys.
I’ve always had a knack for entertaining children, and I used funny voices and did silly things, making
her little characters come to life as she giggled and laughed and really lit up.
Her mother came in, apologized for her daughter bothering me, picked her up and took her into
the kitchen. I said it was no bother at all and returned to my room.
After that day though her parents were incredibly vigilant in ensuring she never wandered down
into my room again.
Now, friend, how do you think that made me feel back then with an enemy who works by
attacking the mind and feeding doubts into us? What do you think I thought what with that
supposed fact in my mind that people who were pedophiles were most often themselves victimized?
Yes, the enemy was using this incident too to try and have me consider a possibility, entertain an
idea, and then accept that I must be a pedophile-in-the-making and the parents somehow had a
sense of it and needed to protect their daughter.
Rubbish. All of it.
I can respect why they were cautious (I think parents certainly SHOULD be because not every
young guy out there was like me, a person with no inclinations), but this does not negate the reality
that the devil was using this scenario to try and steer me down a path in contrast to the one God has
authoritatively spoken as correct and true.
You see, unlike Todd Nickerson, by God’s grace, I rejected anything that came about to steer me
down that path. Even Nickerson’s unsettling recounting of the first time he remembers being
attracted to a little girl much younger sounds heavily romanticized and reimagined. Perhaps the first
time there was a little spark as he innocently took notice that a girl was pretty; nothing too sinister.
But as he thought about it again and again, playing it over and over in his mind as he got older
while feeling so disconnected from others, it grew into something else altogether.
I hope, my dear friend, that my transparency has helped you to see how our spiritual enemy
works through ideas as well as through circumstances and our environment to make us into
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something God never intended or desired for us. I also hope you haven’t been manipulated by our
enemy into believing children aren’t safe around me, thanks to my complete and utter transparency.
You’d be gravely mistaken. But I think if you’ve been able to read all of this rationally with a clear
head, you saw that there was no real reason for alarm whatsoever.
With our enemy’s tactics of using our environment and circumstances to sexually derail us in
mind, I’ll talk about yet another ploy the enemy was trying to entangle me in so that I would find
myself in a pit of deception. You’ll see that I can empathize with you in this area of sexuality also
even though this was yet another path I did not venture down.
Growing up in elementary I’d started off having little trouble attracting the attention of girls. I
styled my hair like Jordan Knight of New Kids on the Block and I could make others laugh, especially
the fairer sex. But as I got into the junior-high years, I felt more and more stunted. By the time high
school rolled around I had no luck whatsoever attracting girls – or so I thought. It would later turn
out that there were girls interested in me, but I always seemed to be interested in other girls – the
kind others would’ve said were WAY out of my league, if speaking frankly.
I now understand this was the sovereign grace of God trying to keep me pure and far away
from the adulterous path I’d later find myself on.
In the meantime though the doubts started to creep in.
“What’s wrong with me?” “Why can’t I get a girlfriend?” “Why don’t they like me?”
And of course then slid in the inevitable “Maybe I’m gay…”
With all due respect I fully appreciate that homosexuals, even friends I’ve had, say that when
they’d asked that question of themselves, they’ve “always found people of the same sex attractive
from as early as they can remember,” but please hear me out.
I contemplated that question. Was I attracted to other males? It didn’t seem so. But I had to be
honest with myself and admit that I found some guys to be attractive. No kidding; there are people,
of both genders who are physically appealing based on our societal standards and it’s natural for
others to be able to recognize that. But was I attracted to them? The answer was ‘yes.’ Again, that’s a
no-brainer because it’s also natural for us all to be drawn to good-looking people and to desire
being around them. As an insecure adolescent and teen, I intrinsically desired to be around attractive
people because that would make ME feel more attractive about myself when I so desperately wanted
others to be attracted TO me. Naturally I was attracted in some way to good-looking guys.
So then, was I sexually attracted to such guys – would I fantasize about them?
No. Why not? Because I didn’t want to. And by “want,” I don’t mean this by definition as desire,
but as a conviction NOT TO. Even if the thoughts had begun to seep into my mind, I wouldn’t have

let them stay there.
You see, my friend, that once again we have this battle for the mind with a spiritual enemy
capable of inserting ideas right into our being. We can either reject them, or we can allow them a
place in us, but doing so only permits them a chance to grow and become permanent.
Add to that all of the outside information and the environment which is shaping us and it
becomes more and more difficult to know what is true and to resist was is NOT true.
It didn’t help that one of my very best friends – or at least someone I’d thought was a very best
friend – would sometimes shield his eyes as if ashamed when I came around. “What are you doing?”
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I’d ask. As if in jest he’d say, “You’re in my gay-dar…” Taken aback and immediately hurt by the
implications of the term I asked, “What’s that mean?” His answer: “I can sense who’s gay like on a
radar, and I’m detecting you...”
What would make it all the worse is that he’d do it less and less as a joke as time went on.
Meanwhile during that period of introspection I’d consider the powers of the subconscious not
understanding as I do now that so much of what’s going on in the deep recesses of our mind are
subtle attacks by our spiritual enemy to get at us from where we least expect it. Why do you think a
sexually debased and godless fellow like Sigmund Freud would be used so instrumentally by the devil
to inject the notion of the subconscious into our culture over a hundred years ago? Although there
may be some truth to the subconscious, our acceptance that it is an honest indication of who we

really are and what we really desire is obviously a doorway into our mind through which lying spirits
can then deliver their falsehoods to deceive us.
So I would consider how if I really had sexual tendencies towards men my subconscious would
indicate that. How then might I know except by dreams of a sexual nature involving myself with men?
Now, friend, you may recall not long ago that we read a passage where God warned the
Israelites against those who had false dreams and visions.195 You may also remember that we spoke
of demonic attacks through dreams during our portion on sleep paralysis. You see, God had to warn
the Israelites not to believe every powerful dream they had because demonic spirits could influence

their dreams and deliver false ideas and messages through them. If that then is the reality we are
faced with, then our dreams may serve no purpose whatsoever in determining what is and what is
not true about us, the world around us, or the future! And yet look at the number of people out
there trying to interpret their dreams to find some semblance of meaning or guidance for their lives!
How tragic!
Thankfully God who’s outside of time knew that question pertaining to my subconscious and
dreams would arise, and so by His grace I’d never had a homo-erotic dream. I had however had
ample sexual dreams involving women. And that’s no surprise considering at that point I allowed
myself to fantasize about women on a daily basis. Again, here we see the prohibition or the

permission of a sinful idea that opens us up to demonic attack and leads us down a path – mine as
you’ve just witnessed was towards heterosexual adultery.
You see, friend, if we know something to be wrong, if and when it pops in our head and we’re
alert to its presence, we dismiss it and think irritably, “Where did that come from?!” But when we
don’t know it to be wrong, like in Todd Nickerson’s case, we allow the thought admission. And then
even when we do think something is wrong, the outside WORLD is telling us it’s okay and ‘normal’
and ‘acceptable,’ and so although confused, we may at first reject but later on begin to accept such
thoughts as they lead us towards action in sin – the ‘giving birth to sin from desire.’
Now you’d think the whole question as to my sexuality would have been set then. But it wasn’t.
Our enemy is relentless. Like with pedophilia, if he couldn’t get his seeds of deception to take from
within me, he’d use other people to help water them.
So I had a girl hastily approach me in my eleventh year of school and angrily demand I tell her,
“WHY DON’T YOU HAVE A GIRLFRIEND?!” How surprised I was to be asked that. For starters, I’d
wondered that very thing too! “I dunno…” is all I could muster. “WHAT, ARE YOU GAY?!” Defensively I
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recoiled and asserted, “No…!” “THERE ARE SO MANY GIRLS WHO LIKE YOU!” Now I was REALLY
surprised. Confused too. But I was actually excited as well at the prospect that MAYBE one of the
girls who seemed so unattainable was one of them! “Like who?!” I balked. The girl a year younger
than me calmed down possibly due to my complete ignorance, “Well, nobody NOW… but you used
to be liked by…” She rattled off a list of names of really great girls any guy would’ve wanted to date,
none of which however had been of the few that I’d aspired to be with.
I was stunned. I’d never even known it. But more importantly, there I was again doubting my
sexuality. If others thought I must be gay, maybe I was…
In that same short period I’d wonder what ‘label’ I belonged under – yes, like I said, I was a teen
utterly insecure and wishing to be able to identify with something. I’d lean over to a loosely
acquainted buddy during a math class and ask, “Hey, what am I?” Perplexed he’d reply sharply,

“What?!” Trying to desperately clarify without coming off too desperate I’d say, “Like, what label am I?
What do people say that I am?” His puzzled expression telling me he needed more clarification, I’d
continue; “… You know, there’s jocks, geeks, skaters… What am I?” Finally understanding he’d say
matter-of-factly, “Ooohh… You’re a drama-fag.”
I obviously objected, reminding him I did improv, and that I was a comedian – in the making at
least. But no, he insisted, I was lumped in with those who did plays and hung out by the drama-room
– a “drama-fag.”
There I was again being told a lie to try and sway my sexual orientation. But it wasn’t what I
wanted to be so I simply wouldn’t give in.
There were likely numerous events like this as well as however many countless episodes where I
permitted what I thought was logical and rational introspection. But these incidents mentioned are
the times that really stood out and so have been ingrained on my memory.
Joining the military, still insecure in so many ways, I’d seek constant approval and affirmation
from my older male superiours. I’d love it when an officer or sergeant or warrant officer would notice
me and commend me. I treasured being told by my French platoon sergeant at the end of Basic
Training that I would “go far in the military.” When my commanding officer would speak well of me
in Battle School, I’d be so full of pride. When my company sergeant-major would holler “Way ta’ go
there, Arnie,” in reference to Arnold Schwarzenegger because of how hard I’d pushed myself to help
our platoon during a huge battalion-wide competition, it would be the most wonderful feeling.
At the same time however, I’d overhear an older senior-private I really admired saying to others
in a change-room, quite likely in hopes that I’d overhear, that I was “living in a glass closet.” I knew
immediately what he meant – that I was gay and trying to hide it while everyone else could see it.
That wasn’t the case at all; I was just a young, insecure, awkward twenty-one year old, and a virgin at
that.
Yeah, that didn’t help things whatsoever.
Guys would find out and make jokes. Platoon staff would find out and encourage other guys to
take me out, get me drunk, and get me laid. And before that, back in Battle School, I’d have that
child-pedophile I mentioned earlier (pre-arrest and conviction) questioning my sexuality all the time,
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making jokes about me; “Dude, how do you KNOW you aren’t gay if you haven’t even had sex yet?!
You might have it, and not even like it!” followed by his wicked laughter.
Yet he was SO manipulative and self-serving. Everybody liked him. Nobody had any idea how
deranged he was. Even I fell for it at times. Yes, in spite of how he treated me, I’d still seek his
approval to some extent.
I can remember one time returning from Toronto after a weekend off during Battle School,
telling him of a good-looking Argentinian girl studying in Canada whom I’d managed to make out
with and dance with at a massive nightclub which played a bevy of electronic genres in different
rooms (the club was called Guvernment for anyone wondering). He’d laugh and declare that

EVERYBODY in Toronto knows that Argentinians are INFAMOUS for cross-dressing, and that I was
“probably making out with A GUY!” There was this pedophile again, a disturbed puppet of the devil
trying to sow and water seeds of confusion within me.
To make matters worse, the Argentinian girl (who surely looked and felt like a girl everywhere)
was hanging out with a group of very flamboyantly dressed South American guys…
All the while there’s that question revolving in my mind; “What’s wrong with me?”
What a sad lie, my friend. There was nothing wrong with me. I was under spiritual attack; that is
all. And God above, by sovereignly allowing me to be awkward and not attract the sorts of women I’d
hoped to be with and have the experiences I believed I wanted, was trying to keep me pure and save
me from my own sinful desires and from this sin-entrenched world. What a good and gracious
Heavenly Father.
But I couldn’t recognize that for what it was back then, and instead of submitting to Him and
following Him, and letting Him lead me into the good things He had for me, I cursed my
predicament and my situation, and vowed to change who I was and overcome what I thought was so
bad. So I figured out (by the world’s estimations anyway) how to attract women, discern whether they
too only wanted something physical (or at least thought they did), and then go as far as they wanted
to go.
I look back now and see that all the heartache and the social awkwardness and not getting what
I thought I wanted was because a Sovereign, omniscient, omnipotent God of love was watching over
His son-to-be, Michael, whom He cherished and loved and wanted so desperately to protect from the
consequences of sin. The penalty for sin – “the wages of death” – that would be paid for by His
other Son – the Perfect Son, Jesus Christ so that I wouldn’t have to pay that justified penalty – but
there would be fallout from my past choices, some of which I won’t be freed from until the next age
when Heaven and Earth meet for eternity.
Eventually at some point in my early mid-twenties, I’d feel completely secure as a heterosexual
male – in part due to my own arrogant assessment that I was growing into quite a stud. Yet the devil
wouldn’t be done. Certainly he’d thrown me down one pit of deception into my adulterous
fornication, but it wasn’t enough for him. He had more in mind for me. He always does.
I’d never thought much of bisexuality. In the 90’s in a small city of 30,000, hardly hip and
metropolitan enough for up-and-coming social trends such as that, I rarely heard of it (although
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thinking back, there were a couple of friends who professed to be so). The prevalence of bisexuality
and experimentation has risen markedly in high schools however as it’s become more trendy and
popular to explore even the slightest hint of what’s called “bi-curiosity.” My exposure and focus
revolving around people being involved with partners from both genders had mostly been limited to
the occasional intake of a lesbian porn-scene (also called a ‘girl-on-girl scene’) which would often
later introduce a guy.
But I can remember one day while in the military doing an inventory of our LAV III armoured
personnel carriers that I was flipping through a Maxim magazine (yes, always a source of good, Godhonouring insightful information… *sarcasm*) and I saw a sexuality-spectrum laden with superheroes.
“How straight was Spider-Man; how gay was Batman” – that sort of thing. It had never really occurred
to me that all of humanity might reside on such a spectrum in regards to their sexuality. There was
that openness to the question again – “Where was I?”
After some more reflection I considered that I must be nearly 100% heterosexual. But gosh, I
had to admit I had an attraction to attractive guys – I could TELL that they were good-looking! Okay,
so maybe I was 90-95% heterosexual. Fine by me I thought. At least I was being honest with myself, I

thought.
Years later at the age of 29 I’d meet a young woman and she’d seem to take to me very quickly.
The feeling was certainly mutual. But she’d introduce me to her best friend and roommate, another
girl a few years older than her, but with a more solidly built frame, and with a personality which
quickly showed itself to be domineering and subset with bitterness. While out with these women the
older aggressive one would assert very viciously that I was bisexual and to come to terms with it.
As I’d become quite sure of who I was and where I stood on that spectrum, I didn’t pay much
attention to the unnecessary comment. Yet I include this incident to demonstrate the relentlessness
of the devil’s attack to misguide our orientation. I just wouldn’t have any of it.
And that is where I would stay, in my pit as a heterosexual adulterer, living a life of depravity
that hurt others, hurt myself, and hurt God. That is of course until God rescued me out of it and
showed me the muck that I had found myself in as well as the truth of what He’d wanted for me.
Although an overblown sense of my attractiveness with women was in part why I had come to
feel secure in my heterosexuality, I’d say the greatest factor which solidified and secured my
recognition that I was certainly heterosexual was when I finally understood the Truth of why I’d been
plagued by the nagging desire to be seen and acknowledged and affirmed by older male superiours
while in the military. I came to see, much to the contrary of what many modern-day psychologists
may conclude, that it wasn’t caused by a latent homosexual desire for a dominant man in my life,
not at all. That deep, inherent draw was from my very normal and very platonic longing for an older
man to affirm me and help me to know my worth by making me feel valuable through unconditional
and patient fatherly love.
You see due to the destructive force of sin and the scheming of the devil who’d been at work
long and hard to destroy the integrity of my family and all of the relationships within it which God
had designed, I had in many ways rejected and distanced myself from my own father. Furthermore, I
had no real understanding of the loving relationship my Heavenly Father had created me for with
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Him. With those two massive absences in my heart and in my life, I was bound for all manner of
confusion and identity-crisis and much doubt about who I was and even my sexual orientation.
That’s perfectly understandable and I submit that this is what a great number of people struggle
with for one reason or another. Something is always missing and then their mind becomes more and
more open to finding it elsewhere as their spiritual adversary lures them along. Like a little child
bringing a drawing or a craft or whatever before their dad saying “Look, Daddy, Look!” we crave that
loving attention we’re meant to have.
While so insecure and lost; while looking for someone to care about me, befriend me, love me;
had an older gay guy skillful in seduction come alongside me, and made me feel special, and made
me feel well-liked, even loved, with all of those lies already fired into my mind and all the workings of
the enemy, who knows what temptation I may have succumbed to. I could have become involved in
a path many have been lured down, and then reimagined past events in my life just like Todd
Nickerson reimagined that “magical” first time he’d really taken notice of a young girl. Maybe, in
wanting to normalize what I was becoming as I allowed myself to be reshaped, I would have looked
back and picked out moments highlighting them as early memories where I had indeed been
attracted to other boys, and later other guys.
Yet those reconstructed memories wouldn’t have made it any more true.
It would still have remained a lie.
And this, my dear friend, is why I can also empathize with those who identify as homosexuals. I
appreciate that their life has originated with much confusion and much doubt as they looked to fill
their heart with a paternal love only a good and spiritually healthy father can offer, as well as an
abiding love only God the Father can fulfill.
I’m grateful to pronounce that since Christ my relationship with my earthly father has improved
tenfold. I’m so saddened by how I treated him growing up, and even into adulthood. But God who
specializes in reconciling sinful man to Himself also specializes in reconciling relationships so that
they are closer to what He’d created and crafted them to be.
My friend, I mean no offense when I say this, and I say it with a loving and compassionate tone;
if you believe yourself to be homosexual or bisexual or anything other than heterosexual, it is
because you too have been told a lie again and again throughout your life, little by little, bit by bit,
until you gave in and it took hold, reshaping you into something far from what God had imagined
for you.
My path may have been different than yours, but it was still just as much sin in the eyes of our
masterful designer and planner, a Holy God. Just like he saved me and corrected me and changed
my thinking and then my desires, He promises to do the same for you if only you will accept who He
is and come into a right relationship with Him through God-ordained confession, repentance, and
submission. It may have been easier in some respects for myself as I did not need to reorient the
gender to which I was attracted. But there was still much reorientation that needed to be done in
terms of understanding what my heterosexuality was to be in Christ – it was to be chaste and
controlled and devoid of lust, completely and totally reserved for one woman if so blessed by God
whose will is perfect.
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Some may say I was only repressing my “true” sexuality and that I’m not really heterosexual. But
it’s not repression which people are participating in when they say ‘No’ to sexual urges or
temptations not intended for them by God, but REJECTION of what God has said is not for His
people.
Others might argue that I was indeed heterosexual, but only because I was biologically destined
to be so, and that they on the other hand were biologically destined to be something else. But the
reality, my friend, especially when we consider what the modern evolutionary theorists say, is that I
was biologically destined to be an “adulterer of the heart,” always looking for another way to
“spread my seed” and increase the likelihood that my genetic information would be passed on.
The first word I have for that is HOGWASH. God didn’t make me that way for such a life.
But even if He did permit me to have such a genetic predisposition – and this is important,
so don’t miss it – He was capable and ready to change me forever just as He has so that it would no
longer have a hold on me and dictate who I was or how I behaved.
He can do that with any genetic predisposition.
He may permit a person to be born with a physical impairment like a missing limb and never
spontaneously grow one back for them, but when it comes to matters of the mind and heart which
are so entwined and intermingled with the spirit, God has no reservations whatsoever freeing a
person and changing them completely to align with His good and perfect will for His glory and their
benefit.
On that note, let’s look at three alleged, scientific positions used to promote the notion that
people are born gay and have no choice.
In 1991 a neuroscientist by the name of Simon LeVay196 – the following footnotes are imbedded within the body of
the text and will be moved to the end of this portion at a later time

(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Simon_LeVay; last accessed

September 16, 2018) produced results from a study on the human hypothalamus, a tiny portion of
the brain which works with the pituitary gland to secrete sex-hormones. This is only one, small role of
the hypothalamus, but it’s due to this role that LeVay wanted to examine it to see if there was a
connection to be found regarding an individual’s sexual orientation. He looked at tissues from the
hypothalamus of some 41 deceased persons comprised of mostly men, and six women. Some of the
men were identified as being homosexual while the others were identified as heterosexual. LeVay
released data linking the size of the third interstitial nucleus of the anterior hypothalamus – or INAH

3197 (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/INAH_3) – with sexual orientation in men.198(
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/1887219; last accessed September 16, 2018) The size of the
INAH 3 in homosexual men was said to be half that of heterosexual men and closer in size to that of
women.
This news was immediately touted as proof in the mainstream media that homosexuality was not
a choice but due to the brain.
However, there were issues with the study.
For one, when the data collected from measuring this region is examined, it’s plain to see that
sometimes the region was just as large in the alleged homosexual men’s brains as in the heterosexual
men’s brains. And in some of the heterosexual men’s brain’s, it was as small as those in the brains of
homosexual men.199( http://www.stat.ualberta.ca/statslabs/casestudies/files/homo15.pdf; last accessed
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September 16, 2018) It’s just that on average the region was smaller with homosexual men. But if the
size of the region definitively implies the sexual orientation shouldn’t they ALWAYS be smaller?
Another issue was that the sexual orientations of all the donated persons’ tissues weren’t
determined due to personal interview prior to death, or by investigating their personal histories, but
based ONLY IN PART by medical records – of which not all records even specified sexual orientation!
So LeVay was FORCED to make assumptions about the sexuality of some of his test subjects.
Researchers have pointed out how flawed this approach is when wanting to assign such a conclusion
to this study.200 (https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/bf83/05d40f699fd2209eeb9c7f3a095bc1d4d163.pdf;
last accessed September 16, 2018) Even LeVay himself would say of the regional volumes which were
out of alignment with the orientation they belonged in;

"The existence of 'exceptions' in the present sample (that is, presumed heterosexual men with
small INAH 3 nuclei, and homosexual men with large ones), hints at the possibility that sexual
orientation, although an important variable, may not be the sole determinant of INAH 3 size. It is
also possible, however, that these exceptions are due to technical shortcomings or to
misassignment of subjects to their subject groups.”201 ((1991). A difference in hypothalamic
structure between homosexual and heterosexual men. Science, 253, 1034–1037;
https://ipfs.io/ipfs/QmXoypizjW3WknFiJnKLwHCnL72vedxjQkDDP1mXWo6uco/wiki/Simon_LeVay.html
last accessed September 16, 2018)
That, to me, does not bode well at all for making any decisive conclusions. Clearly the
differences are statistical and NOT absolute. And this is precisely what other researchers would go on
to say in their own reports.202(
http://www1.udel.edu/psych/sgallagh/Neurophysiology/Articles/Chapters_56-58/SDN.pdf; last accessed
September 16, 2018)
One more major issue with this study is that it cannot prove causation but perhaps only
effectuation. This means that we can’t tell from LeVay’s study whether the differing size in the INAH 3
is the cause of homosexuality or the effect of homosexuality. Even if one were to study the tissue
samples of a deceased newborn infant, differing sizes having a bearing on sexual orientation could
never be tested as the child would not be able to live out life to the point where their orientation
could be determined. Thus no conclusion could be made whether or not the tissue size was
predictive of a disposition or not. LeVay himself understood this as we see in a past New York Times
article from 1991;

“Dr. LeVay also said it was not yet known if the difference arises during the development of the
brain, or whether a man's homosexual preferences could somehow influence the contours of
certain neural pathways later in life. If that were the case, he said, his finding would be a mere
consequence of homosexuality, rather than one of its possible causes.”203(
https://www.nytimes.com/1991/08/30/us/zone-of-brain-linked-to-men-s-sexualorientation.html; last accessed September 16, 2018)
Just as we discussed in Part 3’s He Attacks the Mind, the activities we partake in, the thoughts
we entertain, everything in our environment impacts the formation of our brain. Research has shown
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that the area of the brain which controls the reading finger of blind people who learn braille actually

becomes enlarged and more active.204 (Pascual-Leone, A. and Torres, F., Brain, 1993, 116, 39–52.;
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/8453464 last accessed September 16, 2018) Before the advent
of GPS’s in every cab, licensed London taxi drivers were actually found to possess a larger
hippocampus, which is responsible for navigation and memory, compared to the common person
because of how much they exercised their brain to memorize the city.205( Maguire, E. A. et al., Proc.
Natl. Acad. Sci. USA, 2000, 97, 4398–4403; http://www.pnas.org/content/97/8/4398 last accessed
September 16, 2018) Our activities effect the formation of our brain…
One more thing to note, my dear friend, is that the volume of tissue Simon LeVay was
measuring was as miniscule as 0.1 mm3. Yes, that’s right, the destiny of a man’s sexual orientation,
and his eternal destiny, is apparently determined by a patch of brain tissue that is 0.1 millilemeters
cubed. Men presumed to be heterosexual generally had an INAH 3 volume of 0.1 – 0.2 mm3 while
men who’d mostly died of AIDS through homosexual contact (medical records had stated this was
the cause of their having HIV) had an INAH 3 volume of 0.025 – 0.05 mm3.206(
http://www.stat.ualberta.ca/statslabs/casestudies/files/homo15.pdf; last accessed September 16, 2018)
And again, three of these men had INAH 3 regions as large or larger than their presumably
heterosexual counterparts.

207

(Ibid) Is this region of tissue barely viewable by powerful microscopes

really what’s setting people apart from a relationship with God? Or is it a matter of the mind and
heart and not the brain at all?
Simon LeVay would say in a 1994 interview:

"It’s important to stress what I didn’t find. I did not prove that homosexuality is genetic, or find a
genetic cause for being gay. I didn't show that gay men are born that way, the most common
mistake people make in interpreting my work. Nor did I locate a gay center in the brain. The
INAH 3 is less likely to be the sole gay nucleus of the brain than a part of a chain of nuclei
engaged in men and women's sexual behavior."208
http://discovermagazine.com/1994/mar/sexandthebrain346/?searchterm=levay; last accessed
September 16, 2018)
By my own estimations, having read nearly a dozen studies revolving around the INAH 3, the
effects of AIDS on the hypothalamus, or testosterone either in utero or after and its effects on us, as
well as environmental effects, and even social effects on the size of the hypothalamus and the INAH
3, in conjuction with how poorly the sexual orientation of Dr. Simon LeVay’s tissue donors was
determined, what we arrive at regarding predisposition and homosexuality is nowhere near
conclusive.
Not meaning any offense, I must also point out that Dr. Simon LeVay was himself homosexual.
He’d determined to begin his course of studies into the origins of sexuality after his own partner died
after a 4-year struggle with AIDS. (Ibid) In all fairness, could bias have played into his research?
Another notable finding was that of the “Gay Gene” by Dr. Dean Hamer in 1993. 209
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dean_Hamer; last accessed September 16, 2018) But a Canadian
research team took his findings to task, setting out to recreate them as the scientific community
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often does in due prudence. They concluded that the statistical evidence for such a gene was lacking
at best.210
(http://science.sciencemag.org/content/284/5414/665?maxtoshow=&hits=10&RESULTFORMAT=&fullte
xt=gay%20gene&searchid=1&FIRSTINDEX=0&resourcetype=HWCIT; last accessed September 16,
2018) Basically one was no more likely to share the Xq28 markers which he believed denoted
homosexuality than would be expected by mere chance. Psychiatrist Dr. Alan R. Sanders who also did
some immediate follow-up research could not find such a connection as well.
But in 2017, Sanders and his team would conclude after a broader study involving far more
candidates than before that there was in fact a genetic connection. 211
(https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-017-15736-4?WT.feed_name=subjects_scientific-communityand-society; last accessed September 16, 2018) But, as with LeVay’s statistical findings as well as
Hamer’s, follow-up researchers have pointed out that even these results do not point to conclusive
absolutes involving sexual orientation and genetic or biological predisposition 212
(http://www.sciencemediacentre.org/expert-reaction-to-research-on-genetic-links-to-male-sexualorientation/; last accessed September 16 2018) stating once more that correlation is not necessarily
causation.
Again, perhaps I’d be remiss to not mention that Dr. Dean Hamer is himself also homosexual.
In 1994, Doctors Ruth Hubbard and George Wald released their book, Exploding the Gene Myth:

How Genetic Information Is Produced and Manipulated by Scientists, Physicians, Employers, Insurance
Companies, Educators, and Law Enforcers. In this book they would, in part, confront the conclusions
of Doctors Simon LeVay and Dean Hamer. More importantly, as you can see from their title, they
exposed serious issues regarding genetic research and the interpretations of the scientific community.
In any case, non-heterosexual people have actually grown tired of relying on scientific studies
and the “born-this-way” argument to justify their sexual orientation. In a 2014 article by Samantha
Allen, she pointed out that she and other gay people were fine with their sexuality being a choice.213(
https://www.thedailybeast.com/the-problematic-hunt-for-a-gay-gene; last accessed September 16,
2018) But then that of course squarely confronts the non-heterosexual’s decision to remain so in
direct opposition to what God has decreed.
But even if there were a gene, the above cited research articles by both proponents and their
critics show clearly that not everyone with this genetic marker ends up gay anyway. Also to bear in
mind in light of the true nature of our conversation revolving around the reality and thus the

authority of God is that genetics do not in any way justify our behaviour. If the murderer is found to
be predisposed to his violent tendencies, do we permit him to go on murdering? What about if a
gene for pedophilia was discovered? Does it then become sanctioned by law? Of course not. And
that’s not because of our own decisions and moral inclinations as a society, but based solely on what
God has said.
Furthermore, when one brings up that animals in nature commit homosexual acts, and that it is
therefore natural, they forget a number of things: 1) We’re made in the image of God while animals
are not; 2) homosexual acts are actually significantly rarer within the animal kingdom than they are in
human populations; 3) often when homosexual acts are witnessed between male animals of like kinds
(such as a bull mounting a bull), it’s believed to be out of dominance over an area and group rather
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than out of sexual desire; and 4) animals do all manner of heinous and awful things to one another
including cannabilism, so do we therefore permit it amongst ourselves?
Lastly, it needs to be pointed out that many, many people who’ve lived lives as homosexuals
now live lives happily as heterosexuals. Would this be possible if they were truly born gay and it was
genetic or biologically ingrained? You’ll hear some of their stories soon.
Having reviewed everything here, it would appear that those who want to believe the evidence
speaks of sexual orientation having a purely biological origin found within our body are going to
arrive at just that no matter what… even though Dr. Alan Sanders above would state that “most
contemporary researchers believe that sexual orientation… is the result of both biological factors and
psychological experiences,”214 (https://borngay.procon.org/view.source.php?sourceID=004830; last
accessed September 16, 2018) and not just biology alone.
Ultimately the problem does not lie in what gender you want in your sexual partners – that’s not
the hurdle that needs to be overcome for change – the issue is whether or not a person wants Jesus
Christ to be Lord of their life. If they don’t, why would some will-empowered, so-called “conversion
therapy” work? No, it has to be God causing the changes, and this happens as we draw near to Him
and want more of Him. He makes us reborn, clean, and gives us His desires as He sets us apart for
His service while giving us a new identity in Himself as His follower and spiritual sibling.
Some have said that they are gay and Christian. Some contest that the Bible doesn’t actually
speak out against homosexuality, specifically in the New Testament. Some say that Jesus Christ never
spoke against it and so it is therefore warranted as legitimate in the eyes of God.
None of this is true, my friend.
As we saw clearly already when talking about adultery, Jesus stated flatly that ‘he who created
them from the beginning made them male and female, ‘Therefore a man shall leave his father
and his mother and hold fast to his wife, and the two shall become one flesh.’” He didn’t need to
specify because He was already making it clear that this was the ONLY pattern. Nor did Christ need
to address pedophilia or bestiality.
Furthermore, what all too many people forget is that Jesus Christ, the Son of God, is one with
The Father in the trinity. Preincarnate Christ, existent forever was in total and full agreement with
whatever the Spirit of God delivered to the prophets of the Old Testament to preach and write. That
means that Jesus Christ agrees with and affirms everything from the Old Testament as well whether
we accept this to be true or not.
But before we go there, there are those who claim to be Christian teachers and pastors who
state that whenever homosexuality is referenced as sin in the New Testament, it’s only referring to
homosexual relations apart from monogamy – a faithful relationship. But they’re deceived by lying
spirits and being used to deceive so many others. Like oncologists who tell their patients they’re

totally free and clear of cancer while the situation is terminal and critical, these false preachers are
leading the world astray in the name of their false idea of love which is totally godless and devoid of
His Spirit and Truth.
In that passage earlier where the Apostle Paul tells the church in Corinth to “honour God with
[their] body” because they “were bought with a price,” in that same chapter he uses the Greek
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word ἀρσενοκοίτης, pronounced arsenokoitēs. This word describes ‘an abuser of self with mankind
like the sodomite from Sodom,” and it speaks of “a man who lies with a male as with a female.” 196 It
should also be noted that it addresses both the “passive and active partners in consensual
homosexual acts.”197;
But God’s Word does not aim to convict only homosexual men of their sin in order that they be
warned and come to repentance but also women much to the contrary of what many other false
teachers claim (yes there’s even supposed Bible-teachers who begrudgingly concede that male
homosexuality is prohibited but deny any prohibition against female homosexuality – how that makes
any sense, I don’t know, unless perhaps it’s the presence of male genitalia and penetration that
makes it offensive to God? Not likely). Again we can first look to the clear-cut message from Jesus
Christ Himself referring to God’s design for sexual relations. Then as well we see Paul’s description to
the Romans of what has always happened in societies that rejected the One True God and ascribed
false worship of any kind to anything other than Him;
"For this reason God gave them up to dishonorable passions. For their
women exchanged natural relations for those that are contrary to nature; and
the men likewise gave up natural relations with women and were consumed
with passion for one another, men committing shameless acts with men and
receiving in themselves the due penalty for their error."

The Epistle to the Romans, chapter 1, verses 26 to 27

This stark comparison between men partaking in unnatural relations equating to homosexuality
and women also partaking in unnatural relations asserts that they too were involved in
homosexuality.
So many of us have been deceived in one way or another by the culture and films and music
like Katie Perry’s “I Kissed a Girl” or Demi Lovato’s “Cool for the Summer” or Teagan and Sara’s
recently released “Boyfriend,” and especially for guys watching porn involving lesbianism, to believe
that it is some sort of hot and even beautiful interaction (and it was pretty clever of Disney to have
Demi Lovato sing the single “Let it Go” from the album to their smash-hit children’s film Frozen.198
What CD do you think an 11-year-old girl is going to ask for when she’s sang “Let it Go” a million
times and realizes the lady singing it also has her own musical albums out there? What hit-single
from Lovato’s album will she hear? What ideas will she be singing along to as they soak into her
young mind and take root? Simply diabolical…).
But God’s Word shows us clearly that He despises all such activities just as He despises all other
forms of sexual immorality that devalue His awesome and wondrous plan for our bodies and the
sexual relations we can have in a healthy marital relationship.
“You shall not lie with a male as with a woman; it is an abomination.”

The Book of Leviticus, chapter 18, verse 22

That verse is one often pointed to with contempt by those who wish to disenfranchise the
authority of God’s Word over our lives by making God out to be cruel, harsh, and insensitive to
peoples’ feelings, desires, and proclivities. But that hard and firm wording is not there because God is
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so mean and thus not correct or worth worshipping; it’s there that way because He is so GOOD and
because He is so LOVING and He wanted people to stay away from homosexuality because it is

literally abominable.
My friend, like every other sexual perversion we’ve discussed thus far which is at its root of the
occult, the devil is the one who initiates and perpetuates homosexuality throughout a culture
because he seeks to keep our worship from God and aim it to himself reinventing rituals of old for
the modern day. Why else would God need to command through Moses in the Book of
Deuteronomy that the Israelites not make their sons cult-prostitutes like in other nations? In those
times when in so many cultures women were often subjugated and treated as second-class citizens
or even property, neither of which could have wealth or money, do you really think it was WOMEN
coming to those places of false worship to have sex with the male temple-prostitutes? NO, it was

other men who would come and engage with them sexually before their demonic idols, and that was
detestable to God and damning to people!
And so the compassionate cancer specialist who hates cancer and the actions which lead to it
because he’s seen so much devastation due to it as well as the death it so often leads to, he loves if
he is a good doctor and so he speaks out against the behaviours that cause cancer and He speaks
out against the cancer itself as he longs for a cure and offers hope and treatment.
So too is God compassionate when He condemns these acts and warns against these things. He
says what He says because He is good and filled with compassion.
"When he saw the crowds, he had compassion for them, because
they were harassed and helpless, like sheep without a shepherd."

The Gospel of Matthew, chapter 9, verse 36

My dear friend, have you felt harassed and helpless? Has the enemy been agitating you your
whole life, causing you to doubt, to wonder, to be confused about your sexuality? Is that how it all
began for you? Did he lead you down one wrong path or another, prodding you and goading you
without ceasing until you gave in and bought the lie? God has seen you in your helplessness and He
has compassion on you. He loves you and wants a life-giving relationship with you unto everlasting.
You don’t need to clean yourself up before He will accept you; you need to go to Him seeking
forgiveness and then you will be accepted through the atonement provided by Jesus Christ Himself
as He brings your heart to repentance and He changes you into His own likeness.
As I already stated, I’ve had friends say they knew from a young age that they were attracted to
people of the same sex. But we’ve discussed this. It’s normal for there to be attractions of various
sorts, but it’s where we allow our mind to go and continue going that conditions us and creates ruts
within our minds which can be so difficult to escape. And we don’t only have our own inclinations to
consider but our spiritual enemy who sows the seeds to derail us. Just as I was conditioned to be an
adulterer and engage in it for over a decade (two if you count what was going on in my mind from a
young age), the same occurs in people with same-sex attractions. Is all of this to say necessarily that
gay people ‘choose’ this lifestyle (which is a commonly called a ‘misperception’ by many people)? No.
But it does mean they’ve been lured down a path filled with a lifetime of choices, many of which
were likely being made rather unconsciously at a very young age, and were certainly in part
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determined by environmental and situational elements. Although this too involves ‘choices,’ it is
obviously very different and much more complex than simply choosing to “be gay.”
But even if it was totally and completely inherent and genetic, that’s no excuse, and such natural,
sexual leanings are still far from inescapable. It should also be taken into account that many
Christians who have been freed out of a life of sin and the sin of homosexuality concede that their
behaviour was very much the result of choices. As we read above, lesbian journalist Samantha Allen
and many other homosexuals would agree.
I’ve also had friends say they felt like they had finally ‘found themselves’ when they’d accepted
that they were homosexual. But that wasn’t true and they hadn’t found anything but a lie. For one,
that nice feeling they thought was from liberation came from them finally finding a label to be a part
of which they’ve always longed for just like I was once trying to find a label for myself because God
made us all with the deep-seated desire to belong to something; ideally that something is God
Himself and His family of Chosen People. Secondly – and this is likely more prominent – that freeing
sensation came from no longer having to wrestle with the devil on that issue. Wrestling against his
will by our own willpower is very tiring and anguishing. When they defied the good and awesome
design of God and bent to the will of the devil in that area of their life, they had given up; they’d
submitted; they’d stopped having to wrestle.
That’s why there seemed to be a period of relief.
My dear friend, if I’m talking to you regarding this issue, has that feeling of freedom lasted? Or
has there come a new anxiousness? A feeling like maybe you were wrong? Has this caused you to
rally against the voices and opinions and people who don’t agree that your sexual preference is
morally correct? Are you annoyed by such thinking? If so it’s not people you’re fighting against.
You’re fighting against an inner restlessness because you don’t have peace with God. You don’t have
this peace because you won’t accept the truth that sets free, and He’s acting upon you by His Holy
Spirit.
It’s time to have the eternal peace that comes only from a right relationship with God inside of
His will. There IS hope – hope indeed.
While listening to a weekly discernment ministry program online called Understanding the Times,
the same program I mentioned earlier which told the story of police officer Richard Morrow and
God’s supernatural rescue of a vehicular crash’s victim, I heard the powerful and incredible
testimonies of God’s grace at work in the lives of two people who had lived great portions of their
adulthood involved in immoral homosexuality. Neither of these people left homosexuality because of
long hours spent in rigorous “conversion therapy” where they gritted their teeth and willed
themselves to stop being gay – they came to believe in the Gospel and accept the truth that God
loves them and has made a way for them to have eternal life. They would accept that what they were
truly seeking was God Himself and that they’d settled for something far lesser. One person – a man –
would realize much like myself that he’d simply longed for paternal and divine fatherly love. And then
not long after he’d find matrimonial love in a godly woman.
The other person, formerly living as a lesbian, would also trust first in Christ and later trust in His
Word that her life was not compatible with His way and the way of eternal life.
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The more a person aligns themselves with God, the more He will align their desires with His own
will. And how wonderful is it to know that what we’ve longed for most in life will actually finally be
answered. And how grand is it to realize that for many, many people, God has a spouse for them,
being prepared for them by Himself – one which honours His plans and designs – and in most cases
results in the blessing of biological children. Even greater, it results in usefulness and great
fruitfulness in their service to God and His great commission to spread the Gospel so His eternal
Name would be lifted high!
Life doesn’t get much grander than that…
The gentleman who came to Christ is Stephen Bennett. He’s now a pastor leading Stephen
Bennett Ministries Worldwide199 which helps people to know the Truth that there is hope in Christ
stemming from His unfathomable love. You can hear a little of his story here. 200
The woman who came to know Christ as Lord and Saviour is Rosaria Butterfield. She was an
English and Women’s Studies professor as well as a political leftist who hated Christians, Christianity,
and Christ. She’s now married to a conservative pastor and works as a homeschool mother, author,
and speaker, and operates her website201 to help others understand their situation and know that
God does indeed bring true enduring change along with everlasting life. Her very real and very
compelling story can be heard here:202
Another testimony of a lesbian woman finding Christ and being totally set free comes from
former gay-rights activist Charlene Cothran. By her own profession, what I’ve said about change
arising out of absolute submission to Christ, and not by sheer will can be seen as totally true. Her
story of God’s love and intervention in her life is an inspiring one. Please take a moment to watch it
as well here.203
Homosexuality as mentioned is yet another sexual practice which has no place with God. As our
society shifts away from God and His eternal principles of truth for this temporal age, we see the
rising prominence of homosexuality. And as we see its complete and total normalization, we will see
a further falling away from the truth of God and God Himself. If that gloomy trajectory wasn’t
disconcerting enough, there is something more you must understand about the normalization of
homosexuality; it had everything to do with changes the American Psychiatric Association made when
they redefined it from their DSMMD as a mental disorder in 1973. It would take another 14 years for
it to finally be removed.204
The reason this should disturb you, friend, is that just thirty years later homosexuality is a very
commonplace practice, and one whose forced acceptance continues to be agendized. But we only
just spoke in the last portion about how there is a great yet discreet push to normalize pedophilia
didn’t we? And what’s the first maneuver? Have the American Psychiatric Association redefine it in the
DSMMD. What will come later? Removal. We’re probably only thirty to fifty years from seeing adulton-child relationships as an “alternative lifestyle” choice; maybe sooner based on how quickly we are
jettisoning God and His truth from our midst and how debauched we are becoming as a whole. What
is acceptable now (and I mean from every aspect of sexuality) likely wouldn’t have been uttered in
private, much less in public sixty years ago.
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Now regarding the APA’s treatment of their classification of homosexuality, you should know
that it did not come as the fruit of careful scientific deliberation at the conclusion of a vast number of
research studies (even licensed psychologist, Dr. Phil Hickey who clearly sides with homosexuality as
normal attests to this fact)205 – it came from very intimidating and aggressive lobbying from the gay
community. It got to the point where, as Newsweek put it August 23rd, 1971, “…in the movement’s
most aggressive demonstrations so far—a group of 30 militants broke into a meeting of the
American Psychiatric Association in Washington, where they turned the staid proceedings into near
chaos for twenty minutes.”206 And this was apparently after gay-lib organizations had already
repeatedly disrupted OTHER medical meetings.207 What with the homosexual-incited Stonewall riots208
only two years earlier and all of the threatening posturing that occurred after that, it’s no wonder the
medical professionals were persuaded, or rather, coerced.
Please don’t mistake my intentions here; the purpose of writing this bit about psychiatry is not
for everyone to determine that homosexuality is a mental disorder. The fact that it is a damning
spiritual condition is what really matters here. However, I’ve chosen to discuss it in order that we
would see that our spiritual enemy is entirely cunning and he won’t bring about widespread
pedophilia via the same fiery, and spirited stratagem he’s used with homosexuality. No, if it isn’t
obvious from Todd Nickerson’s article in SALON and films like The Woodsman
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Bacon, it will be through misplaced and confused empathy and tolerance. And that is what we are
heading towards.
Once more, what is love without truth?
Speaking of love without truth, if you are tempted to deny that the furthering of the
homosexual agenda towards prominence is NOT a satanically inspired one at all but yet another
“civil-rights movement,” please understand two things; first is that God has said homosexuality is NOT
to be participated in. So if it’s not only being participated in but advertised on TV shows and films
and commercials and taught in our schools to our children as normal and totally acceptable all the
while defying what God has said, then there’s only one place it can come from – the mind of the
devil and his spiritual army as well as from our own sinful hearts which are in rebellion against God
and wish for our own way.
The second reason that our minds should not be clouded by the declaration that this is a civilrights or human rights matter is that this is NOTHING like the ending of apartheid in South Africa or
the ending of segregation in the United States. Why not? Because this is not a matter of inherent
being but a matter of behaviour. Nobody grows up and realizes they’re of a specific race due to their
environmental upbringing and doubts and questions and a long progression of incremental choices
to engage in thinking about, all forming them into being a member of that racial demographic. And
no one born into a particular racial demographic will EVER be changed into another racial
demographic thanks to a relationship with Jesus Christ.
Also, you will find nowhere in the Bible where God decrees that involvement in a particular race
is an “abomination.” In God’s Word, there is no talk of upper and lower classes of human beings
being a reality. There is however much talk about behaviours which are good and behaviours which
are bad.
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The move to defy what God has said and proclaim that homosexuality is truly just an alternative
lifestyle is therefore at its root a matter of spiritual deception for the masses to take hold of.
That homosexuals as human beings should be given the inalienable rights to matters like “the
pursuit of happiness” or tax-breaks due to a long-term monogamous union with their partner is one
thing (and certainly a fair one at that); the propagandization of society and especially our children to
believe and accept that homosexual behaviour is right and normal is a whole other matter.
My dear friend, if you are someone who struggles with homosexual urges or tendencies or have
even altogether given into such proclivities and are now living out a lie God did not intend for you, I
dearly hope that reading this truth told in love has not offended you. It may have deeply unsettled
you, maybe even turned up old wounds and hurts that you have tried to conceal and cover up
through actions and a lifestyle which will ultimately only bring you more harm… but as I initially
warned in The Disclaimer, the truth does often hurt, even when told with a sympathetic heart.
As I’ve said time and again though, God is willing to heal and take away such pain. You’ve seen
it with Pastor Bennett and Rosaria Butterfield and Charlene Cothran, and it can be the same for you
as well. If you’re fearful of a returning sense of inferiority and confusion, friend, we are already ALL
inferior to a Holy God due to our sinfulness, and we are already confused when we don’t align with
His truth which is wise and sensible. What others think means nothing when we are adopted children
of God.
Something struck me as I read about the Stonewall riots on Wikipedia. It was the following line:

“Garbage cans, garbage, bottles, rocks, and bricks were hurled at the building, breaking the
windows. Witnesses attest that "flame queens", hustlers, and gay "street kids"—the most outcast
people in the gay community—were responsible for the first volley of projectiles, as well as the
uprooting of a parking meter used as a battering ram on the doors of the Stonewall Inn.”210
(underline for emphasis, mine)

Would you like to know what came to my mind when I read the line speaking of those in the
gay community most looked down upon by others? What immediately came to my mind, which has
spent much time meditating on the TRUTH of God’s Word and WHO God reveals Himself to be
through it, was the passage I cited not long ago when discussing the sex industry, the one where
Jesus was questioned by the religious hypocrites for sitting to eat with sinners and tax collectors, and
He replied that He came to seek that which was lost and call them to repentance. 211
I thought to myself that Jesus Christ loved such outcasts as these flame queens and hustlers and
gay street kids as well, and He would’ve sat to eat with such people. He wouldn’t have done so to
participate in their riot; He wouldn’t have done so to show that He condoned their sexual
perversions; He would have done so to portray clearly to them the love of God while sharing with
them the Gospel of His Kingdom which He wants them to be a part of.
That’s what God is like, and no one, not you or even these “outcasts” is outside of His reach, and
not considered worth saving.
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If you’ve read all of this and you do indeed feel the call of God upon your heart but you don’t
think you can change or don’t think you need to, God can change you, and He will because that’s the
only way it works if you will inherit the Kingdom of Heaven. You just have to let Him do the changing
just as I have and just as Stephen and Rosaria and many, many, millions and millions of people have
throughout the course of human history.
Not too long ago we discussed how the Apostle Paul, speaking on behalf of God by the
inspiration of the Holy Spirit, specifically spoke out against the practice of homosexuality in the same
letter to the Corinthians where he told them they were bought with a price and to therefore honour
God with their bodies. He would also address sexually perverse sin-behaviours in general warning
that any who involved themselves in all such activities would be prohibited from adoption as sons
and daughters of God.
Read that warning but look closely at what he says after it;
“Or do you not know that the unrighteous will not inherit the kingdom of
God? Do not be deceived: neither the sexually immoral, nor idolaters, nor
adulterers, nor men who practice homosexuality, nor thieves, nor the greedy, nor
drunkards, nor revilers, nor swindlers will inherit the kingdom of God. And such
were some of you. But you were washed, you were sanctified, you were justified
in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ and by the Spirit of our God.”

The First Epistle to the Corinthians, chapter 6, verses 9 to 11
(italicize and underline for emphasis, mine)

The truth truly does set free, my dear friend.
Any and all who come to the Lord Jesus Christ will be reborn and made anew. What Good and
Glorious News, friend! And it is news for you also!

There is one more area of sexual perversion we must talk about before we can move on with
our discussion about the reality of our enemy. It is one which is becoming more and more prevalent
in our society and at an increasingly rapid pace. Not that it is a good and healthy practice for anyone
to live with secrets and skulk around in the shadows of their community, but because this behaviour
is on display wide and far for people to witness, it is leading an increasing number of us – especially
children - astray. Just like with Adam and Eve receiving the knowledge of good and evil, and then
having new ideas and temptations to lead them to sin, as this activity grows in precedence and more
people learn of it, more people are tempted by it, and question whether they should be involved in it
– just like how questions and temptations are used by the devil to mislead us in other areas
pertaining to our sexuality.
This final topic is that of transgenderism.
Transgenderism is the belief that an individual was assigned the wrong physiological body for
their assigned psychological – and as some would believe – even their spiritual gender. From that
definition alone, my dear friend, it should be obvious that we are dealing with a spiritual contention
over what is true and God-ordained, and what is false and demonically inspired. It is so obviously a
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battle over the spirit and the mind more than anything, that our handling of this phenomenon as a
society has evidently been totally inappropriate and useless.
One would be in total error if they think the loving answer is to embrace and accept and
propagate this behaviour through normalization. That is because God who IS LOVE has already
stated:
"A woman shall not wear a man's garment, nor shall a man put on a woman's
cloak, for whoever does these things is an abomination to the Lord your God."

The Book of Deuteronomy, chapter 22, verse 5

Friend, I know those words sound as harsh as they are firm, but just like we’ve seen in the
previous segments, when you consider the author and authority from whom they originated, you can
trust that they are GOOD – they ARE loving.
Just think of the confusion and the torment that transgendered people go through. No, it’s not
right for others to come along and be unkind and mock them (and this is not what is meant when I
speak of “torment”). But affirming them in their disposition is surely not the answer either. The
answer is to love them and share the truth with them – that God made them and made them special,
and He didn’t make any mistakes, and they are being fed and believing a lie by a wicked and evil
being who seeks to destroy their life and rob them of God’s design for it, and then lead them into
eternal destruction for rejecting the One who wishes better for them.
The confusion and torment I’m talking about is the kind that originates with the devil – that
constant prodding that they aren’t exactly as they’re supposed to be and would be more fulfilled if
changes to their gender were made.
What a satanic lie!
And sadly we’ve got story after story of people being misled into bombarding their bodies with
all manner of hormones and surgical treatments to become the lie they’ve bought. It is so
heartbreaking to read about when the veil has been removed from your eyes and you see the
spiritual battle occurring in this realm as I and other followers of Christ do.
Poor little boys splashed all over the covers of magazines, having their minds cemented with the
false reality that they’re actually supposed to be a girl; paraded around in front of photographers and
journalists who follow them around to ballet classes where other girls – biological ones – are put in
the spotlight and asked what they think of it as if their opinion can somehow justify what is not right.
What makes their opinion of even less consequence is that they’re raised in households of relativism
where “being nice to others” is taught to them to mean quite erroneously that “you must accept
whatever other people wish to do with themselves.”
This sort of thinking actually translates in perfect alignment with the spirit behind “Doest thou

wilt shall be the whole of the law…” but we’ll talk more about that later.
Naturally the majority of children will give either an honest answer (or a feigned response in
light of the cameras) that it’s perfectly acceptable. Few resist, and that’s to be expected in a culture
where social conditioning and demonic deception is so aggressive that children are subjected to it
while at home thanks to movies and television, and later on immediately upon entering the public
school system.
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But it’s not right, and it’s not normal, and it’s hardly even healthy.
Dr. Paul R. McHugh is a former professor and director of the Department of Psychiatry and
Behavioral Science at Johns Hopkins University. At the same time he was chief psychiatrist of the
hospital. He can confirm the unhealthiness of gender reassignment surgeries and their uselessness of
curing psychological difficulties that people with a confused gender suffer from. He and others
conducted a great deal of scientific research before putting a complete stop to reassignment
surgeries at the acclaimed hospital in 1979. An excellent article about this which he himself wrote in
2004 can be found here.212
Oddly enough, Johns Hopkins would resume such “treatments” in 2016, much to the jubilation
of activists like one of ThinkProgress.org’s editors who referred to McHugh’s research as “junk
science.”213 I think we know what the real junk science is. It’s whatever Johns Hopkins is pointing to
now in order to justify beginning the awful and irreversible surgeries again. The above cited article
makes it clear that this was not a medical or scientific move but like with the alteration of definitions
for homosexuality, it’s once again a purely political one.214
I’ve heard people say that they knew of a child who at a very young age was playing with toys
appropriate for children of the opposite gender. Yet this is of no consequence for five reasons; the
first is that our genitals and anatomy determine what sex we are, and God is the orchestrator of such
developments. The second is that children often experiment and try out different activities they see
because children are naturally explorative and inquisitive. A young girl may see boys playing with toy
dump-trucks and want to give that a try. If she receives some sort of gratification in this activity, what
does this have to do with gender? And later in life just because someone feels drawn to an activity
most commonly associated with the opposite sex, this has no bearing on their gender either.
For example: if an adolescent male finds himself withdrawn from the other boys and their
horseplay and their competitiveness and leans towards reading books and playing violin and crossstitching, this in no way means they were supposed to have been born as a girl.
Third; people, ESPECIALLY children go through phases (part of their explorative nature and
development). The worst thing a parent can do is see their child engaging in an activity associated
with the other gender and then start questioning their own little child as to whether they want to be
a boy or a girl, inviting in the thinking that there’s actually a choice to the matter, OR that there’s
really no difference anyway and we can be whatever we want. No, the right thing is to affirm them in
what is true.
Fourth, all that we’ve just mentioned revolved not around gender itself, but actually has to do
more with what stereotypes we’ve developed as a culture to associate with gender. Certainly there’s
some truth to the usual inclination for men to be protectors and women to be nurturers and certain
activities seem to fall in line better with one than the other, but this still has nothing to do with
defining what gender a person is. In the Bible we see Jesus Christ being tender to His “Beloved”
disciple, John, but this doesn’t mean Jesus should’ve been born a woman! Nor does seeing the judge
Deborah valiantly leading men into battle mean she should have been born a man!
Fifth and finally; the development of a human being and their mind and spirit is an inconceivably
complex process. It is undoubtedly affected by incoming information, environment, experiences, and
also the spiritual realm (we’ve already discussed the spiritual perceptiveness of children and thus their
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susceptibility to it). Because the devil is so often the author of confusion, bent on destroying our
society and turning it from the good design of God, you had better bet that just like he tempts
children and adolescents and adults towards engaging in sexual practices that are perverse, you can
be alert with certainty that he is also tempting people of all ages towards abandonment of their
naturally assigned gender through all manner of whisperings and invitations and coaxing.
If we need any proof that this is wrong and purely originating within the minds of people
succumbing to temptations from a spiritual enemy who loves to sow confusion, we can look at 52
year old Paul Wolscht for example. Paul left his seven children and wife because he didn’t feel
accepted at 46 when he began identifying as a woman. To complicate matters worse, he then
realized he was actually a six-year-old girl.215 I know it sounds like something out of The National

Enquirer, but I’ve seen Paul interviewed and he is very sincere, albeit utterly wrong. What’s even more
unsettling about this situation is that a senior couple in Toronto has adopted him and lets him play
with their grandchildren. Friend, what happens when Paul Wolscht who wishes to be 6 year old
“Stefonknee” starts developing crushes on 8 year old boys? Or 8 year old girls for that matter,
because hey, anything goes, right? One quick look at some of the outfits Paul wears which are totally
inappropriate for a 6 year old child, and you know in an instant that this has everything to do with
some sort of sexual fetish and mental disorder that got out of hand long ago.
What Paul needs is not the support of an aging couple in Toronto to affirm what he’s becoming;
what Paul needs is the healing power of the Lord Jesus Christ.
Bruce Jenner, long since forgotten by most celebrity-watchers rose once more to worldwide
fame along with the rise of the Kardashians. It wasn’t long before he was foisted to center-stage as
being transgendered. He became the voice and face to represent hundreds of thousands across the
world.
What Bruce probably did not realize (at least I’d hope he was an unwitting pawn in this
undertaking) is that he’s being used by the devil to further the agenda of sexual perversion and
disorientation in our world. Not only will Bruce Jenner have influenced many more people to embrace
something warped within themselves which God forbids, but he does it all while giving people the
false and damning understanding that a person can engage in such things and know God and be
destined to eternal life rather than eternal judgment due to his giving the impression that he’s a
practicing Christian!
When asked in a 2016 interview with ABC’s Diane Sawyer,216 Jenner would say the following
regarding why he was transgender;

"...God's looking down, making little Bruce, okay? He's looking down and He says, ‘Okay, what
are we uh, what are we gonna' do with this one?' Make him a smart kid, very determined. He
kinda' gave me all these wonderful qualities. And then at the end when he's just finishing He
goes, ‘Wait a second, we've gotta’ give him something – everybody has stuff in their life that
they have to deal with, ya’ know? What are we gonna’ give him?’ God looks down and chuckles
a little bit and goes, ya’ know ‘Hey, let's give him the soul of a female and let's see how he deals
with that.’
© Michael Hill, 2018

"…I'd always sit in church. I would always wonder, 'In God's eyes, how does he see me?' I had
this feeling and a kind of a revelation that maybe, this is my cause in life, this is why God put me
on this earth is [sic] to deal with this issue.’ And that was a very powerful moment. It certainly
gave me a lot of courage."
My dear friend, does any of that sound like what the One True God would do to someone even
for His great and unthinkable purposes? Is the solution to thousands of confused transgendered
people feeling left alone with no support who turn to suicide that a former gold medal Olympian of
the decathlon become a woman so they have someone to relate to? We’ve already stated during The

Necromancer that God would NEVER cause anyone to do what He has already commanded is wrong.
So why would He lead Bruce Jenner into any of this?
"Blessed is the man who remains steadfast under trial, for when he has stood
the test he will receive the crown of life, which God has promised to those who
love him. Let no one say when he is tempted, 'I am being tempted by God,' for
God cannot be tempted with evil, and he himself tempts no one."

The Epistle of James, chapter 1, verses 12 and 13

Bruce Jenner has been allowed to go under trial and testing, and he has not sought the Lord
but instead dove headlong into yet another pit of deception that the devil digs for people. But far

worse is that he has used his celebrity to drag hundreds and thousands of other people with him!
Furthermore, those two verses there PRECEDE the other verses from James’s epistle we’ve been
hearing which state that when we’re tempted, we’re lured and enticed by our own desires which
when conceived will give birth to sin, and when sin is fully grown, will bring forth death!
Friend, that is precisely what we’re seeing unfold in the life of poor Bruce Jenner! The god who
was chuckling about Jenner having the soul of a woman was the false god, satan. And he’s chuckling
still as he uses Bruce like a puppet to deceive the nations into defying God.
Don’t be deceived, Bruce Jenner has rejected God and does not know Him. He is no Christian
and will not inherit the Kingdom of Heaven unless he is born again by the Spirit of God. God in His
mercy is no doubt still at work to bring Bruce to repentance and healing where he will truly
understand the love of God and God’s purposes for his life.
If you want to see what it looks like for a transgendered person to be a Christian, you’ll only see
that in someone who has left behind such ungodly thinking and living; you’ll see it in a fellow like
Walt Heyer.
Walt Heyer grew up also in a confusing environment where the enemy of our souls was at work
to derail him. His grandma would dress him up in girls’ clothing as a boy. Later in life he’d marry, but
still feeling confused and unsatisfied he’d divorce his wife and abandon his two children, thinking that
he was ‘sparing them’ from the coming difficulty as he transitioned surgically into a woman. Later on
he would begin studying psychology and come to terms with the reality that he was simply
struggling with childhood trauma and the fact that he needed the fully-satisfying love of God. He’d
abandon his newfound gender and the life associated with it, transition back to being a man, and
thankfully reconcile with his now-adult children.
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His story can be found at his website217 and he helps people with confused gender-issues find
true healing at another self-managed website called Sex Change Regret.218 Walt shares his testimony
in a video here:219 It’s interesting that very quickly, like Bruce Jenner, Walt mentions how everyone
has “struggles” (or ‘stuff in their life’). Thankfully Walt would eventually deal with his struggles by
turning them over to Christ.
Also powerful is the testimony of a man who became a woman and involved himself in the porn
industry. He lived as “Diamond Dee.” As debaucherous as his life had become however, Jesus Christ
was still able to reach through the muck and the mire and rescue him out of it. His interview with
Triple-X Church which you’re already familiar with is very much worth watching.220
Please don’t be confused by Diamond Dee’s belief that God had somehow GIVEN HIM the
desire for the sex-change in order to help free him from sexual addiction. As we’ve just learned God
cannot tempt us to sin, correct? What God did was simply get out of the way of restraining him so
he could do what was necessary for him to eventually stop his other damning sin habit. But what a
sad and painful road to go down!
And how saddening is it that NOBODY warned him that what he was going to do was wrong
and never fulfill him, all because of their false, relativistic “do what you think is right” worldly idea of
loving others. Provided Diamond Dee maintains a close relationship with The Lord and God’s people
in truth and grace, he will be able to withstand further temptation from the enemy and indeed
remain free.
It’s absolutely amazing hearing these stories of release and freedom from demonic bondage.
On the contrary, it is so absolutely painful looking at all of these other stories of people being
confused and robbed of their true identity AND the identity God wants them to have in Christ as His
eternal children.
I wish I could find the article I read a few years ago about a European man who grew up with a
mother who did not love him because she’d wanted a daughter. Midway through his life he surgically
transitioned to the opposite sex. But upon seeing him, his mother said he was an ugly woman.
Shortly thereafter he would take his own life.
Don’t you see the workings of the devil all over that story? Don’t you see it all over every other
story too? Even Bruce Jenner’s so-called courageous story where he seems to hold back admitting
that he’d not had a close relationship with his own father while speaking with Diane Sawyer? It’s
obvious that his overwhelming desire to impress people and let no one down stemmed from having
a World War II veteran for a father. Their relationship quite likely felt as if it was based solely on his
performance and it never seemed to be enough to warrant the kind of close and intimate love he
longed for.
Think how else the devil is working to destroy peoples’ lives regarding transgenderism. Think of
the people being duped into attraction to people masquerading as someone of a totally different sex
than they truly are! How confusing that must be when someone learns the object of their affection is
not of the gender they’re naturally drawn to!
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Tragically, and unjustifiably, there are transgendered people being KILLED by the people they’re
in relationships with when the truth comes out! The devil surely LOVES this sort of destruction as
well!
Friend, the solution is not for the whole world to shut its brain off and pretend that men and
women who are dressed in the clothing of the other sex, even after a surgery, are whatever gender
they identify with. Chromosomes and genetics and hormones in utero and the genitals we’re born
with are what determine our gender (Sorry, ThinkProgress.org, that’s not “junk-science”). Having
EVERYONE accept this falsehood as reality will never make it so, and it will never bring inner peace
to anyone struggling with this issue.
The real solution, my friend, is for people to come to terms with who they were meant to be
and reject the lie. That is probably going to require the strong hand of the Holy Spirit in their life,
and that’s okay because it stems out of a right relationship with God which is a good thing.
Concerning “junk science,” notice, my friend, that I did not start off this segment of our
conversation with Dr. McHugh’s findings on gender confusion and post-surgical psychological health.
I started with the Word of God. THAT’S where the authority and truth comes from. It just so happens
that when we see scientific “research” that seems to agree with the conclusion God’s Word would
bring us to, you can know you’re likely looking at the truth. There are numerous studies conducted
regarding our sexuality and our gender, but they are always conducted by people with a bias one
way or the other. Therefore, you will find those that disagree with what God’s Word would affirm; and
you will find that which is affirmed by God’s Word. No study is itself the proof or the evidence to
what is true or right. That always rests upon what God has said.
Interestingly, I’ve had some very honest conversations with people where I’ve asked, “In an ideal
and perfect world, what do you think would be most healthy and beneficial for the upbringing of a
child; a perfect mother and father, a perfect mother and mother; or a perfect father and father?”
Most people, after only a little deliberation will conclude that the best circumstance is a mother and a
father. “Why?” So that a child will grow to understand both the love of a father and the love of a
mother, witnessing what it is to be both man and woman as they positively model that for them
which helps them grow into either and look for it in a partner.
That’s the right answer. That’s God’s design.
Seldom do I have a person argue that it doesn’t matter because no parents are perfect anyway,
or introduce the possibility of healthy role-models other than the parents entering the child’s life to
compensate (that’s the same sort of erroneous arguing we saw much earlier regarding the little boy
on the roof who believed he could fly, and the person demanding that be fine because he’s going to
land on a trampoline...). But it does happen from time to time when talking with someone who
ardently wants to believe that any family situation can be as good as another. That’s just not true
though because God’s made everything with great purpose from infinite wisdom. It doesn’t matter
that there are studies stating that same-sex parenting is just as good or even better. Meanwhile there
are studies saying just the opposite. People might say they know someone raised in such an
environment who is wonderful. There’s always an exception. At the end of the day, there is the
absolute truth of God and His order of how things are supposed to function for the benefit of
ourselves and our society.
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Research studies of this nature will NEVER be the determining factor for what is best.
My dear friend, I hope that if you are struggling with this, or if you know someone who is, you
will turn to The Lord for help. From all that you have read, is it not evident that He will love you in
spite of your sin and cleanse you of it and save you when you confess?
I shared the verse with you some time ago now that “if we confess our sins, he is faithful and
just to forgive us our sins and to cleanse us from all unrighteousness”221 and this is most
assuredly true.

In conclusion, my dear friend, we have looked at the full array of what God has deemed sexually
immoral, perverse, and abominable in His sight. We have hopefully come to appreciate that all of
these behaviours fly in the face of what is right and true and good. We’ve also SEEN that the devil is
using all of these activities to turn people away from God and everlasting life. The devil is also quite
obviously pushing in a faster and faster rate his own agenda to bring all of humanity into complete
defiance of God and into worship and rule under himself.
How could it only be a coincidence that ALL of these sinful behaviours are on the rise and
becoming more and more prevalent – especially heterosexual adultery – when God’s Word says not
to be involved in this? Why don’t we see all of humanity rallying for monogamous, heterosexual
relationships reserved only for the confines of marriage?
The reason should be obvious, my friend; we are all sinful and our natural inclination apart from
God is to sin and do what He does not want as we live in rebellion against Him. And to usher us
along is a powerful demonic angel named satan who has been leading angels and humans in
rebellion against God since the very beginning!
Our thrust into such widespread debauchery rather than sexual purity is wholly INDICATIVE of
the devil being real and involved in the happenings of humanity, as well as being indicative of the
Bible and its moral guidelines being REAL and TRUE! Therefore people must FLEE from the devil and
out of his bondage by throwing themselves into the arms of Christ while learning of Him through His
Word!
God has made it clear what is good. He has a perfect and WONDERFUL design for our bodies
and our sexuality and He expects this to be followed. Meanwhile the devil wants us to deny that
perfect plan, blinding us from the majesty of God, leading us astray, which results in our putting our
focus and our worship on our own desires and on the devil himself.
Think back to the reality that our sexuality when not protected and sanctified by God is
therefore quite likely involved with putrid, evil spirits. What a ghastly thought! This brings whole new
understanding to the notions of succubus and incubus which are supposed sex-demons at work in
our midst, does it not?
No matter what we want to believe is right or good or beneficial, and regardless of whether or
not our governments dictate that we should have the freedom of choice to do as we please with our
own bodies, there is an absolute truth and we can either fall in line with that and taste the freedom
and joy and fullness that accompanies it, or we can come up against it and reject it and deny it and
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suffer the painful consequences of that rejection both here in this life and onwards into eternity in
the next.
My dear friend, I lived in a fashion that was so harmful and so awful and I wanted so badly to
believe it was all fine and acceptable when it was not. By God’s grace He worked in my life so that I
could be freed and be shown the tragedy I had given myself over to. Then He showed me that truly
His way of life was surely the best and He made me born again by His Spirit. He changed my mind
and my desires much in part by bringing me into contact with the Word of God which speaks so
definitively about all of this. I have tasted freedom and I can tell you, “it is good!”
From time to time I admit I have stumbled in my thinking and periodically in action. It grieves
me, no doubt, but I know that God has not forsaken me, and more often than not I live in victory
and freedom from the bondage of the sexual sins which once had mastery over me.
"The steps of a man are established by the Lord,
when he delights in his way;
though he fall, he shall not be cast headlong,
for the Lord upholds his hand."

The 37th Psalm, verses 23 and 24

God spoke truthfully through the Apostle Paul when Paul spoke to the Corinthians that “such
were some of [them, but they] were washed, sanctified, and justified in the Name of the Lord
Jesus Christ and by the Spirit of God.”
My dear friend, God has spoken and His Word is timeless and absolute. Maybe I grew up with
you, or maybe I served with you, or maybe I worked with you, but I’ve written this difficult portion for
you because NO ONE came to me and said, “Michael, I love you and you must know that your sinful
sexual behaviour is a damnable offense to God and will prevent you from inheriting the Kingdom of
Heaven! God LOVES YOU and HE has a much better way!”
Thankfully sometime a short while before my spiritual rebirth, my grieved and heartbroken
mother who was beginning to perceive of the wickedness which had overtaken my life went to her
lady’s Bible-study group and asked them to pray with her that “whatever it takes, Oh God, please free

Michael and give him New Life in You!”
Praise God that He answers prayers like that!
It must be hard for a mother and fellow mothers to pray that a son be saved “No matter what it
takes!” All manner of painful possibilities awaited me so that I could see my sin and be brought into
the loving arms of God, my Saviour! And, friend, it hurt, and it took over a year, and it was the worst
period I’ve ever gone through, and I wish that sort of pain on no one else!
But had someone only come to me with the Gospel and my dire need of accepting it, I would
have been cut to the heart and likely given my life up in submission to The Lord! I would have likely
avoided so much of the heartache and pain I caused while God allowed me to pursue my own
desires for a little while in order, like Diamond Dee who also sinned grievously of his own volition
before coming to truly know the Lord, so that I be saved.
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"...I am not ashamed of the gospel, for it is the power of God
for salvation to everyone who believes..."

The Epistle to the Romans, chapter 1, verse 16

One summer I was on leave from my infantry-unit and while home to visit friends and family, my
mother had mentioned Mel Gibson’s Passion of the Christ which had recently come out only months
prior. She told me of the rave reviews and the box office reaction and asked if I’d seen it. My
calloused response;

“The last thing I want to see right now in my life is a show depicting Jesus’s crucifixion to make
me feel bad about anything I’m doing wrong in my life!”
But, friend, that was PRECISELY what I needed! I needed to be confronted by my OWN sin and
what God had done OUT OF LOVE FOR ME so that I could be freed from the penalty of it all!
What I needed was for someone to kindly, but firmly, and with faith-filled boldness, TELL ME
that I was a sinner desperately in need of God’s grace! And that grace had been demonstrated most
magnificently at the Cross!
I can truthfully and honestly tell you that I don’t think I would have lasted more than a few more
months living apart from God in the wretchedness I was involved in had the Holy Spirit had His
message of the Gospel plainly there to roll around in my mind. I’ve got video recording of myself
giving monologues after an unsuccessful night at a bar, or while traveling Europe in hopes of casual
sexual encounters, talking about how that life wasn’t fulfilling and how I figured one day I should go
back to God. But I kept pushing it off, believing the lie that somehow I’d find satisfaction in the
world.
If someone had only shared the fullness of the Gospel with me, broken, I’m sure I would have
bowed down to Him and humbly said something like, “I am sorry for walking away from you and
doing all of this sinful stuff. Please forgive me, Lord, and help me to follow you…”
There were even a couple of occasions, even while knowing I was apart from God, that I would
humbly pray for something I wanted. But very seldom.
Friend, I’ve written this very difficult segment for you because I don’t want to sit idly by while
you don’t know this truth that saves and sets free! I WISH someone would’ve told me these truths
long, long ago so that I could have grown up in them and experienced what it is to faithfully follow
God from my youth and see the good and joyous fruit that comes from that.
Dear friend, if you are involved in any activity that God deems abominable and sexually perverse,
it is time to humbly repent and turn from the devil and sin towards the One True God so you may
experience the fullness of eternal life.
If you do, you will NEVER regret it!
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"The Lord spoke to Moses, saying, “Say to the people of Israel, Any one of the
people of Israel or of the strangers who sojourn in Israel who gives any of his children to
Molech shall surely be put to death. The people of the land shall stone him with stones. I
myself will set my face against that man and will cut him off from among his people,
because he has given one of his children to Molech, to make my sanctuary unclean
and to profane my holy name. And if the people of the land do at all close their eyes to
that man when he gives one of his children to Molech, and do not put him to death,
then I will set my face against that man and against his clan and will cut them off from
among their people, him and all who follow him in whoring after Molech."

The Book of Leviticus, chapter 20, verses 1 to 5

As we’ve already seen from how God values the innocent faith of little children and how harsh
His warning is against anyone who would hurt ‘any of these little ones’,222 He’d obviously take
sacrificing little children to false gods quite seriously. That’s made abundantly clear in the passage
above where He gave this decree of warning and just punishment to Moses to convey to the
Israelites.
Seeing as Molech was a false god who would mislead people away from rightful worship of the
One True God, who must he have been?
That’s right, the devil, once again.
And what did Molech require of his followers as worship?
Child-sacrifices.
Pretty sick. Altogether twisted. Definitely sounds like something the devil would deceive people
into doing, doesn’t it?
So in the promised land which was filled with nations that worshiped satan where God would
use the feeble Israelites to vanquish in order that the people of the world would know God is more
powerful than the devil, we had child-sacrifices occurring. God would have Moses warn the Israelites
that this was yet another wicked practice which would be absolutely forbidden. It was so wicked and
He was so concerned with it becoming a common practice which would lead to people turning from
Himself and harming children that not only was the person who involved themselves in it sentenced
to immediate death, but if people ignored the sin and did NOT serve the justified punishment, God
would cut them off as well.
What Canaanites were doing (and regrettably what the Israelites themselves would later do) was
craft a large metal statue of Molech himself with outstretched arms. The statue was actually hollowed
out in places in order to hold flammable fuels. Once ignited, those fuels would burn and heat up the
metal idol of Molech. Then when the fire raged at its hottest and the metal was searing, a person
would offer their little child up to Molech’s outstretched arms and the child would roll down those
arms and into the fire where they would burn to death while screaming in agony.
Why would they do such a despicable and heinous act? They wanted to appease Molech in
hopes of a better life.
It’s fitting that this segment on such an abomination would follow our last which was all about
sexual immorality. For one, just as the devil has altered and concealed forms of occult worship
involving our sexuality so that they would become acceptable common practices in our modern era,
he has done the same with child sacrifice.
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Second, our modern day child sacrifices are all too often the result of our first having involved
ourselves in sexually immoral, false worship resulting in unwanted and untimely pregnancies.
I’m not going to spend much time bemoaning this awful and tragic topic which is much a part
of our culture. There’s more than enough on the topic already available to you. I’ll simply offer up
some simple statistics from The Canadian Institute for Health Information;


101,104 total reported abortions in Canada in 2015223



An estimated 387,516 babies were born in 2015 meaning roughly 1/5 th of pregnancies
were terminated224



97.9% of abortions conducted in Canadian hospitals were not due to medical
complications during pregnancy225



Canadian hospitals reported 73.7% of those abortions were conducted by means of
“aspiration and curettage” – using a needle and vacuum to suck up the contents of the
uterus including, of course, a baby226



Over 59 MILLION abortions have been conducted in the United States since Roe vs.
Wade in 1973227 (as of 2016 there were 36.29 million people living in Canada)228

There’s also really no point defending abortion-on-demand being a necessity due to unwanted
pregnancy after rape or molestation; nor is there any need to argue for it due to medical
complications which threaten the life of the mother. Why not? Simply because these reasons amount
to a very small percentage of why an abortion is ever sought out. Therefore let’s not muddy the
debate with those heavily outweighed minority cases.
The majority of aboritons are occurring simply because the baby is unwanted.
It doesn’t matter WHY the baby is unwanted. No reason will ever be justification in the eyes of a
Holy God who says;
"They served their idols, which became a snare to them. They sacrificed their sons
and their daughters to the demons; they poured out innocent blood, the blood of their
sons and daughters, whom they sacrificed to the idols of Canaan, and the land was
polluted with blood. Thus they became unclean by their acts, and played the whore in
their deeds. Then the anger of the Lord was kindled against his people, and he
abhorred his heritage; he gave them into the hand of the nations, so that those who
hated them ruled over them. Their enemies oppressed them, and they were brought
into subjection under their power. Many times he delivered them, but they were
rebellious in their purposes and were brought low through their iniquity."

The 106th Psalm, verses 36 to 43

Although this is God’s Word in reference to His Chosen People, the Israelites, it sounds all too
reminiscent of our own society, doesn’t it, friend? Our land is polluted with the blood of our innocent
sons and daughters; we’re spiritually unclean because of our acts as we whore after false gods and
don’t give God His deserved due; and God is clearly demonstrating His anger and displeasure with us
by giving us over to our own immorality, and the rulership of the devil such immorality is ushering in.
And now we are all very much slaves to our sin and the consequence of it, even though so many
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times God graciously keeps us from experiencing the full brunt of such consequences. All in all, we
deserve everything that has come upon us.
But God doesn’t stop there. He goes on to say;
"Nevertheless, he looked upon their distress, when he heard their cry. For their
sake he remembered his covenant, and relented according to the abundance of his
steadfast love. He caused them to be pitied by all those who held them captive. Save
us, O Lord our God, and gather us from among the nations, that we may give thanks to
your holy name and glory in your praise. Blessed be the Lord, the God of Israel, from
everlasting to everlasting! And let all the people say, “Amen!” Praise the Lord."

The 106th Psalm, verses 44 to 48

Now this Word of The Lord too is directed specifically at the Israelites. God has no covenant
with the majority of people in our society. Yet He is STILL ready and willing to rescue any who cry
out to Him because He is good and loving and sees the distressing condition we find ourselves in
and He has planned and purposed many, many people to be called out from “among the nations”
so He may be praised and glorified for His patience and kindness.
And this is in spite of the terrible reality that right now, each day, men and women all
throughout our privileged and sophisticated western nations are lining up to offer their children to
Molech – their god of convenience and self-interest so that their lives can go on uninterrupted by the
child they’ve conceived.
"...I imply that what pagans sacrifice they offer to demons and not to God..."

The First Epistle to the Corinthians, chapter 10, verse 20
Although that verse comes from the Apostle Paul’s letter in which he speaks of meat being
eaten after it’s been offered to an idol, it’s perfectly fitting here as well. You see, friend, some of the
people were unaware at the time that behind each and every idol was a demon at work drawing
people away from the One True God and into false worship just as we’ve been discussing.
Likewise, we have people that deny abortion is in anyway a contemporary facsimile to child
sacrifices made to demons long ago.
But it can’t be denied that at the root, abortions are predominantly selfish. The person having
the abortion is putting their desires and their plans before that of God as well as the little baby inside
of them. It is therefore a form of self-worship. And that is false-worship. Who seeks false-worship?
The devil.
Many people try to excuse themselves with various lies. Sometimes they say that it would be
unloving to have the baby when they’re not ready whatsoever to be a parent. So the loving response
is to chew the child up with a vacuum attached to a large needle?
How altruistic.
Others say that it wouldn’t be financially feasible what with the children they already have. This
“surprise” is best dealt with by terminating their baby’s development and that will be best for them as
well as for the other children and the rest of the family.
Killing their children’s unborn sibling is really the best option?
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That’s simply a demonic lie.
There’s no justification. God sees through all the lies people tell themselves and wish to believe
so that they can try and excuse themselves of guilt. No amount of applied situational ethics will ever
make the murder of developing babies right in His eyes.
What’s horrifying is that hardcore pro-choice lobbyists recognize full well that very early on,
babies in the womb do feel pain, and it’s not simply reflexive but very real and organic. Sure, you
may find scientific studies that try to pull the wool over our eyes with factoids about pain not being
felt until 26 weeks.229 Yet we’ve got babies being born premature at 21 weeks and 5 days.230 Do you

really believe that such a child could feel no pain? Do you really believe that this wasn’t really a life
and aborting it would have been ethical? Too many prominent pro-choice advocates have themselves
abandoned the argument that the baby in utero is not a living human because they know that’s just
not true. What’s worse though is that this truth doesn’t matter to them. It can’t be missed that many
of them feign that such a weighty reality makes the decision oh-so much more complicated and
heart-wrenching. That’s to be expected though when killing a human baby generally weighs on the
soul.
The justification of course, and the standard retort meant to silence opponents ( especially men)
is that it’s a woman’s right to choose. But when we consider, based solely on general statistics, 50%
of babies being aborted ARE women. Where’s their right to choose life? Where’s their right to be
protected?
Once more we’re faced with the ugly truth that abortions are (for the most part) being
conducted because someone is being selfish; they don’t want to live with the consequences of their
actions when sex can and does mean pregnancy. They want their way, AND to make matters even
uglier, it’s at the expense of another human being – their own child which they’re meant to protect
and care for and raise to live a healthy and full life!
No one can ever say they didn’t know better. Willful ignorance is the only possibility. All of us
know automatically how babies are made and where they come from. It stands to reason then, that if
an abortion is conducted after such intimate processes, it’s a baby being killed and not merely “a
clump of cells” no longer being permitted to divide.
This is why, my dear friend, when someone has a miscarriage they are deeply, deeply grieved
and heartbroken and often go into a period of mourning. If it’s just a clump of cells, why shed a
single tear? Just make another clump of cells and hope this time it eventually becomes a human life?
Yeah right. Nobody thinks of it that way. Your only other conclusion to this automatic reaction of
grief if you don’t believe it’s really a life is that the person isn’t grieving over a life lost but only lost

potential or the loss of their own expectations and desires. Your only alternative is to declare that
grieving couples who’ve had miscarriages are really only sorrowful due to their own selfish wants not
being met.
If you want to take your belief all the way, that is the conclusion you must arrive at.
But that would be a bogus claim only held to in order that the other belief – the belief that the
unborn child is not truly a life – not be bogus itself.
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Sadly I have friends and know people who have had miscarriages. They don’t EVER dismiss these
events as having merely lost clumps of cells. I have friends that have even given names to their
unborn children. That’s beautiful and a right response and we’ll discuss why shortly.
The reality that a life is inside of a womb regardless of whether or not it is wanted and our
understanding of this is also evident due to the fact that in MOST places, when a pregnant woman is
murdered, the murderer is charged for the death of two people.
I’ve worked in a pharmacy a couple of times and have regrettably had the misfortune of talking
with customers requesting what is commonly referred to as “the morning-after pill.” I’m probably not
supposed to do this and I could not care about that, but I’ve explained to the guy (for some reason
it’s always the guy that comes – hopefully because the woman feels so awful about what she’s about
to partake in), “Before I hand you off to the pharmacist, you do realize that if the sperm has fertilized
the egg, a human life is now forming, and her taking this medication will terminate that life?” They
always understand, and yet they do not hesitate.
We know when life is first conceived, yet we offer up our children as a sacrifice to our own
convenience and wellbeing.
And this is why so many women think long and hard before having their abortions. And it’s why
so many of them are hounded by guilt and then go to great lengths to quell that awful and
agonizing prodding in their conscience. But as we learned in The Good News, that’s God’s alarm-call
for us as a warning that there is indeed a penalty for sin, and we need to come to Him for the only
remedy.
Much earlier in the 139th Psalm we saw that we are all specially handcrafted by God-infinite-andeternal while in our mother’s wombs. Does God step in to do this at 38 weeks or 26 weeks or 8
weeks? No, friend, God is there from the very beginning. Who are we to decide a life God is making
should be ended? That would be pretty audacious of us.
When does God join the spirit of a person with their body? Third trimester? Second? During the
first? Only at a child’s first breath as it exits their mother and is brought forth into the world? He told
the prophet Jeremiah that He knew Jeremiah before He had even formed him in the womb! So if our
spirit is formed by God before our body and He says He forms us in the womb, what makes us
believe that at any point during development God doesn’t see an intact and complete life when He
looks upon a fetus or even a zygote?
Due to the environment I found myself in as a budding high school student, I was developing a
somewhat liberalistic outlook on society, and inarguably a relativistic one. I would have to say that by
grade 11 I was, for the most part, pro-choice. After all, “it’s the woman’s right to choose what
happens with her own body,” isn’t it?
What would cement my views long before thorough ingestion of God’s Word would be a brief
relationship with another student during my one semester at that Christian school I attended during
my graduation year. Like I’d said, I didn’t have many friends; there had been no ‘little Christs’ running
up to welcome me. Part of what furthered that issue would be my own un-Christ-like response which
was to email a best friend back home in Fort McMurray to complain about all the people at that
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school. What would make that email so troublesome was that I’d typed it out on a Mac which I
wasn’t familiar with, and the internet servers in the computer lab were atrociously slow and the email
kept hanging while being sent. I thought it had finally completed and went on my way.
It hadn’t and a fellow classmate who had a real chip on his shoulder found my email, printed it
out, and distributed it around my grade for all to see. He was even courteous enough to flaunt it to
me as well by shoving a printed-out copy in my face while making accusations about my estimation
of myself over that of him and others.
Think about that for a second; a guy who’s cocky and has a chip on his shoulder and hates
being in a Christian school doesn’t befriend the new guy, and neither does anyone else, and when
the new guy writes about this a month later and this cocky guy finds the letter, he prints it out in
hopes of making the new guy’s time there even worse.
What an awful response. Perhaps I’d had a good reason behind my complaints, even if my own
response should have been to be gracious and patient and not write such an email?
Anyway, after about another month of this, the cocky guy’s cousin who I sat next to in religion
class started talking to me, slowly at first, but gradually more and more until we were rather chummy.
Towards the end of that semester he’d even start inviting me, the ostracized ‘loner’ who sat in his
basement bedroom playing computer games after having sabotaged his own chances of making
friends by complaining about the very people he’d thought should befriend him, out to hang out
with that cocky cousin (who proved to not be all bad) and the rest of their friends.
By that time I’d already determined that I should return to Fort McMurray to finish high school,
but people were all coming around, talking to me, and wishing me well when they suddenly learned I
was leaving. If I’d stayed, I would have finally had friends!
I’d come to learn that this young guy who sat next to me and whom I’d become ‘chummy’ with
had been speaking up for me to his classmates, all without my knowing, telling them to give me a
chance and forgive me for my stupid blunder earlier on.
How beautiful and gracious was this guy at a time in my life when I felt so alone and unwanted.
All the while my enemy was still continuing his onslaught against me, determined to deceive me into
thinking life was not worth living, even after that recent summer away at camp where God revealed
that He valued me.
I tell this short story, my dear friend, because by all accounts, in our modern era, that agent of
God’s grace in my life at that school should not have been alive in order to mercifully intervene on
my behalf. By all accounts, so many of today’s parents who would have seen what his parents likely
saw in an ultrasound in 1981 would have determined that his was a life not worth allowing to live.
You see, this fellow was born without arms. From the shoulders down there was nothing. He
wrote and ate and combed his hair all with his feet and toes.
Yet in spite of such challenges, he was beautiful and compassionate, and kind and funny, always
ready to laugh, and he reached out to me in a place where no one else would when I needed it
most.
So many people nowadays, especially with our 3D-ultrasounds in high-def, would see such a
fetus developing and believe the lie “that the compassionate thing to do” is end that life. Otherwise
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think of the challenges that child would face growing up. Think of the additional stresses on the
parents when child-rearing is already so difficult…
But God knew that baby boy before He was formed and knit Him together by His perfect
wisdom in ways that we cannot even begin to understand, because God outside of time was going to
shape that boy in order to be who he would be to come to my aide so many years later.
I pray and believe that that young guy continued to grow up beautifully and is now living a full
life, surrounded by blessings including a wonderful wife and lovely children, all to the glory of The
Lord.
God is so good; life is so precious, unborn or not. How can any of us determine the life of the
innocent should be ended?
Surely we have no such right, and thus the act of a needless abortion is abominable in the sight
of God and justifiably brings His wrath onto those who will not repent.
For those who have lost children due to miscarriages, or sacrificed the lives of their children for
their own convenience and have been grieved into repentance and regret ever having committed
such an act, there is good news – there’s always good news with God, isn’t there?
In spite of the reality that we are all born into sin with a sin-nature and thus deserving the
eternal punishment for our sinfulness, we have good reason from God’s Word to believe that for all
who are very young and all who are mentally incapable of recognizing right from wrong and turning
to God, there is grace afforded them by the full and atoning sacrifice of Jesus Christ.
In the Second Book of Samuel, chapter 12, we see that King David is being punished by God for
his adulterous affair with one of his chief military leader’s wives, AND the arranged murder of that
very military leader in hopes of covering up his sin before his kingdom. The punishment God
determined for David was that his newborn son, born from that adultery, would take ill and die after
only a week of being born. Up until that time David had fasted and mourned before God, begging
for God to heal the child and make him well. But in God’s wisdom, that was not His will.
David’s servants would be surprised to see their king filled with joy and thanksgiving at the
passing of his son and they questioned him about it. His response is one that gives all of us great
hope – especially those of us who have lost their children at a very early age;
"...While the child was still alive, I fasted and wept, for I said, ‘Who knows whether the
Lord will be gracious to me, that the child may live?’ But now he is dead. Why should I
fast? Can I bring him back again? I shall go to him, but he will not return to me.”

The Second Book of Samuel, chapter 12, verses 22 and 23

Where was David going to spend eternity due to his faith in the salvation offered only by the
One True God? That’s correct, Heaven. So where could his little son not return from, but he knew he
would go to and be reunited?
Yes, friend, Heaven.
Heaven is where that little baby had gone due to the mercy and grace provided by God. And so
for anyone who has grieved the loss of a small child, be it at any point, and even if at their own
hands and of their own volition, if they have repented of sin and sought forgiveness and mercy from
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God and have been reborn and now follow Him, they can be ASSURED that they will one day be
reunited with that child to enjoy them with The Lord forever and ever.
How wonderful is that?
My dear friend, THAT is the remedy for guilt and grief over having had an abortion, not
lobbying for pro-choice and screaming, “It’s a woman’s right to choose!” while trying to conceal the
sin and shame and smother the anguish through various forms. The answer is to weep over sin and
poor decisions and wrongful sacrifice of a child to our own selfishness. There we can turn to God and

accept His healing hand upon our heart as we look forward to getting to know the person we had
foolishly kept from living out their God-given potential and plan for their life. What a hope! What a
joy!
I should also include, my friend, that if you’re a guy who while married took part in an abortion
and did not do everything you legally could to stop it, you’re just as guilty. If you’re a guy who
outside of marriage impregnated a woman during the act of adultery and she had an abortion, even

IF you did everything you legally could to save that child’s life, you’re still guilty because her decision
stemmed out of your sinful act of adultery. You won’t be able to say before God, “I washed my hands
of it.” Only His blood can wash you clean of it.
But that’s okay because God loves you and wishes to forgive you and bless you with wholeness
in spite of your sin. If you are struggling with guilt due to such a predicament, excusing yourself of
the abortion is not the answer – owning up to your part and seeking God’s grace is.
Before we conclude this saddening portion on child sacrifice, I have to mention something
shocking and disturbing, albeit not terribly surprising, regarding Planned Parenthood’s founder,
Margaret Sanger. Sanger’s whole view of “birth control” is trumped up by poise and intellectualism,
but at its heart it is what it is. She was an advocate for eugenics which is the belief that humanity can
better and improve itself in an evolutionary way by limiting and discouraging reproduction by those
who possess “less desirable traits.”231 Margaret Sanger herself advocated segregation and even
sterilization of the “profoundly retarded.”232
Looking at these definitions, I wonder, granted she had her way over all of our governing
authorities, if she would have permitted to live the baby who would grow into the boy who reached
out to me at that private school? Doubtful. Like with any such relativistic thinking, who’s “fit” today
maybe the unfit and the undesirable of tomorrow. How can humans and their shifting moralism
determine anything so critical?
Apologists for Sanger try to distance her from the other groups which held in high esteem the
implementation of eugenics. One such group are the Nazis. Although she appears to not have agreed
with them on all matters including that of race and fitness, two things must still be understood; the
whole idea of eugenics is demonic, emerging from thinking and imagining such as us having the
ability to attribute various values to people, which is unbiblical. That the Nazis thought eugenics was
a splendid thing in conjunction with the fact that they themselves were obviously demonically
inspired should tell you what or rather ‘WHO’ was behind Sanger’s thinking.
The second is that in spite of what Sanger may have published and what apologists say, she did
believe that the poor and uneducated who were “irresponsible and reckless people” should have their
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uninhibited procreation stymied. And today we find that the majority of Planned Parenthood clinics in
America are located within walking distance of poor neighborhoods, most of which are also
predominantly composed of minorities while 42% of babies conceived by non-Hispanic black women
in that country are terminated before they can come to term when only 12% of babies conceived by
white women are aborted (that’s still a grotesquely high number).233 Whether she believed what the
Nazis did about race, somebody after her within her organization seemingly did. That’s probably
something Black Lives Matter should REALLY be attacking.
What I find so unsettling about all of this is that a very prominent American politician whom so
many people look up to finds it easy to actually praise Sanger for her profound influence on our
world. The fact that there are hordes and hordes of people, not only in the United States but all over
the world and even in churches thinking this politician has any business leading a nation leaves me
with chills. Anyone who is aligned with the mind of Margaret Sanger is clearly not aligned with the
mind of God but rather completely opposed to Him. They can only lead people farther from God and
deeper into the destitution we see spreading today.
Don’t be mistaken, my friend, if you find articles and websites on the internet arguing that The
One True God of the Holy Bible actually had no comment regarding abortions or that He even

favoured them, and that God’s Word is only twisted by pro-lifers to add some sort of credence to
their view (yes, such commentaries do exist). Of course I’ve stumbled upon such opinions while
studying the abortion debate from a biblical, Christian perspective, and again while researching for
this portion. I can assure you that the people who hold to such a view have an exceedingly poor
understanding of both Holy Scripture and the character of God Himself. What with their bias towards
the pro-choice position they make extremely bad expositors – they don’t handle God’s Word well or
understand it whatsoever. That’s because they DON’T approach God and His Word humbly to see
what He has to say on the issue; they approach it with predetermination and LOOK for verses or
passages which they can twist to justify their wrongful position.
Once more we see the devil working through his confused and misled human agents who are
not God’s Children. Through them the devil says (just like he always does), “Did God really say that?”
I can assure you; God hates the sacrifice of children and the shedding of their blood, and that is
EXACTLY what people were doing for Molech back then, and that’s exactly what people are doing
today with their needless abortions.
"They have turned to me their back and not their face. And though I have taught
them persistently, they have not listened to receive instruction. They set up their
abominations in the house that is called by my name, to defile it. They built the high
places of Baal in the Valley of the Son of Hinnom, to offer up their sons and daughters
to Molech, though I did not command them, nor did it enter into my mind, that they
should do this abomination, to cause Judah to sin."

The Book of Jeremiah, chapter 32, verses 33 to 35
(italicize and underline for emphasis, mine)

My friend, God has NEVER desired that we sacrifice our children OR even other humans. When
He commanded Abraham to sacrifice His only son Isaac in the 22 nd chapter of the Book of Genesis, it
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came with the foreknowledge that Isaac would not die and it also happened to paint a picture of
greater things to come (yet you’ll see advocates for abortion cite this incident as proof that God
enjoys the sacrifice of children). But we’ll discuss why this account took place later in this book.
The devil tries to have people believe falsely regarding this account so that these child-sacrifices
which somehow empower him in the spiritual realm will continue. People go along with this faulty
thinking because they want to excuse themselves and justify the act.
My dear friend, abortion for the purpose of avoiding the consequence of your own consensual
sex is simply diabolical. Going one further, even the abortion of a child due to non-consensual sex is
wrong because it’s still the termination of a life which God has created. Besides which, that child
might be the outcome of a despicable act but they weren’t the evil mind behind it. They’re just as
much an unwilling and involuntary participant as the woman, and murdering them makes them out
to be just another victim. There’s enough testimonies out there of rape-victims keeping the child and
loving it and being so thankful they didn’t abort it that this idea that the child would “forever be a
reminder of the rape” is just a satanic lie.
As well, whatever the reason for the untimely pregnancy, God has stated that children are always
a blessing. The lack of planning on anyone’s part does not alter that truth. AND there are
COUNTLESS couples in this world waiting to adopt because they themselves can’t have children!

PLUS there are countless couples WILLING to adopt so that a child is not killed! I myself know a
couple who’s got TWO beautiful children through adoption when abortion had been considered in
both cases. Praise God it never happened! Their son’s biological mother had gone in to have the
abortion but waited so long that the baby was actually being born! Immediately they responded to
the emergency adoption-offer and have been so blessed because of it.
My dear friend, please, if you have been involved in such an abhorrent act, go to God in
repentance for forgiveness and He will be sure to forgive you! Then you will also be blessed with the
promise that one day you will see your child in the New Heaven on the New Earth! That’s a
wonderful expectation!
And if in your mind you believe abortion is perfectly acceptable, you too need to repent and ask
forgiveness as God changes your mind to align with His own.
What I have not taken the time to include here are the unbreakable truths which bolster up the
side of the debate which defends the life of unborn babies from the pro-life perspective. In a nutshell
they revolve around Size, Level of Development, Environment, and Degree of Dependency. You can
read more here234 but it’s foolishness not to see how sensible these points are. On the other hand,
having just read “10 arguments on the side of pro-choice,”235 they were all easily refuted because
they were situational, relativistic, and morally flexible. It’s this sort of thinking which has also paved
the way for euthanasia, assisted suicide, and is paving the way for post-birth abortions (yes, you read
that right…).
Before I end this brief segment I must add that although the subtle form of child sacrifice
through abortion is profoundly abundant and commonplace in our world, there still exists the much
more obvious and purposeful ritual sacrifice of children and humans going on as well. Obviously this
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is a much more secretive and guarded act so we can’t even begin to investigate the frequency in
which it is occurring. But wherever we have the worship of false gods and people desperate for
power and influence, you will find unacceptable sacrifices made to those demonic beings.
Once someone begins to dig deep and research the occult and Satanism, they will undoubtedly
stumble upon the despicable realities of kidnapping and child-trafficking for the purposes of
pedophilia-rings and child-sacrifices. It’s real; it’s prevalent; and it’s hardly even under our noses.
In Belgium in the late 80’s a man named Marc Dutroux was arrested for the sexual abuse of five
young girls. Sentenced to only thirteen years he’d be let out in THREE ‘for good behaviour.’ This
known child sex-offender would go on to kidnap and confine more girls within cells he would
construct in different rundown properties he owned. But where did the finances come from for this
unemployed father of a family to purchase six homes? It would be alleged that he’d get the money
from stealing and trafficking automobiles with the mafia. Yet it would seem more likely that his desire
to sell kidnapped girls to the mafia for child-pedophile networks was where his funding came from,
and potentially why he went so long without being apprehended.
You see, my dear friend, his own mother would write the police to tell them he was holding two
teenage girls in his house against their will. Nothing would happen. Multiple witnesses would come
forth telling them this ex-con was again kidnapping and assaulting girls. Nothing would be done.
When the police finally acted, they would set up surveillance cameras to watch his home… only to
program them to turn off during the evenings which is primarily when Dutroux did his work.
Federal investigator René Michaux would monopolize all of the evidence that would be
gathered, yet not act on any of it nor let anyone else view it. At one point they would search one of
the properties and confiscate a dozen video tapes. Michaux would be the first to view them, and
deem three of them of no importance. Yet four years later other investigators would view those
tapes. Two would be of Dutroux constructing the ventilation systems for his hidden cells. The other
would be of him involved in pedophiliac sex while on vacation to an eastern European country. How
were those not important to the investigation? Why weren’t they shared by Michaux?!
Finally when the police were instructed to go and search Dutroux’s property which was
suspected of housing two recently kidnapped girls, Michaux would demand he be the one to go.
While in the cellar with the locksmith who got them into the residence they would find various sexual
objects and paraphernalia. Then the whimpers of children would be heard at which Michaux would
angrily shout for ‘silence!’ At that the whimpering obviously stopped. Michaux would then assert that
the area was clear and that they could go. But the locksmith resisted, saying he didn’t want to leave
until they’d searched every last inch of the area on account of the sounds of potential children.
Michaux would intimidate the locksmith into conceding with the question, “Who’s the Gendarmerie
here?!” referring to his position as a federal police agent.
When two of the captive girls were finally freed and Dutroux was charged and incarcerated an
inquiry began to determine why he hadn’t been caught much, much earlier. At one point he’d even
been jailed for four months for car-theft (why he was let out so early should be obvious to you by
now). During that time two 8-year-old girls he’d imprisoned in another property had somehow nearly
survived, by his testimony, without food, water, electricity or heat for that entire time, one passing
away shortly before his return, and the other briefly after. Yet the autopsy would reveal that the
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deceased child had been raped repeatedly two weeks prior to his release. Clearly someone had not
only been feeding them while Dutroux was still in prison, but also assaulting them. Yet the
investigators would insist Dutroux had acted alone and that there was no evidence to the contrary.
All the while, the crackdown on the system following Dutroux’s final arrest would lead to charges
against some 29 individuals involved in a pedophile network, some being police members as well as
politicians. Suddenly the magistrate in charge of that investigation was hauled off the case and
replaced by a far less experienced magistrate who would produce no further arrests and consider the
investigation over before it had produced any more members from the network.
An inquiry into the obvious bungling of Dutroux’s investigation would also begin. Yet as soon as
it began producing evidence that Dutroux had been protected by the authorities to enable his
continuation, the inquiry was shutdown.
Notably, an accomplice with ties to the mafia and various members in politics, Jean Michel
Nihoul, would serve only 5 months in jail for his involvement in Dutroux’s kidnappings and murders.
Nihoul had been a facilitator of sex-parties for various members of the elite. Allegedly, Nihoul had
hired Dutroux to kidnap girls for his sex-network; a network he would use in order to blackmail
officials.
Lastly, some twenty indidivuals, all willing to inform the public through the police and through
the media that there was far more involved to Dutroux and the pedophile-ring all ended up dead
before they could bring forth their testimonies.
It all sounds like something of fabrication due to its complete unbelievable idiocy. But it’s a very
true story – one from which the full truth will never be known of in this time. It can be seen here:
https://youtu.be/8Wi6oV1PgS4. There are other documentaries out there relating to it which one can
find on YouTube. I’d wanted to include one but it made mention of a recent, infamous pedophilenetwork scandal which the majority of the public have already made very clear they want to deny,
whatever the cost to children. To avoid the risk of discrediting this entire body of work which is most
certainly true, I’m going to avoid that topic because so many have ignorantly labeled it as ‘fake news.’
Hopefully you’ll stumble upon it yourself, and with eyes willing to see, see what is plainly before us.
Another story of people in power involving themselves in pedophile sex-rings comes from
Britain’s Elm Guest House as well as the Kincora Boys Home in Northern Ireland.
More closely tied to that of satanic ritual abuse and our topic of the occult though comes from
this long list from Wikipedia: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_satanic_ritual_abuse_allegations. Like
the account from Belgium, one of the most sophisticated members of the European Union, what
sounds like a work of fiction is actually a dark and diabolical fact.
Oh, how much God despises these things. And oh, how dire is the situation of mankind because
they are taking place.
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A Justifiable Punishment from a Holy God
My dear friend, we have covered a great variety of topics regarding the occult and our
involvement with the devil, unwitting or not. To quickly recap we discussed:


Magical arts which are spiritually empowered



Psychics and Fortune-tellers



Astrology and Divination



Necromancy



Sorcery and illicit Drug Use



Sexual immorality including lustful thinking, adulterous and unconsented masturbation,
heterosexual adultery, pedophilia, molestation and rape; the sex industry including
pornography, exotic dancing, and prostitution; bestiality and Zoophilia; homosexuality
and bisexuality; and transgenderism; and finally



Child sacrifice and abortion

How terrible that it is all of these things that we are seeing as more and more acceptable in our
world today as they increase in occurrence. And meanwhile God has said that He finds all of it
absolutely detestable and even abominable! Again, friend, because God is real and the Holy Bible is
His Word, and in it He has spoken plainly about what offends Him, and the devil is real and wishes to
lead people astray, and the devil is “the god of this world [who] has blinded the minds of the
unbelievers, to keep them from seeing the light of the gospel of the glory of Christ, who is the
image of God,”236 we are seeing the devil propel us into more and more of what is listed above.
Otherwise we probably wouldn’t see all of it on the rise as we do today.
Why don’t we simply do what is truly good? Because we do indeed have that sin-nature God’s
Word speaks of and we need deliverance from it.
I’ve done so much talking when I’d rather not talk at all, but much of it is necessary to help you
understand the ideas conveyed by God. However I think the following is clear enough on its own. I’ll
let God Himself speak now of what will come of all people who will not forsake their satanic
involvement and turn to God;
“If a person turns to mediums and necromancers, whoring after them, I will
set my face against that person and will cut him off from among his people."
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The Book of Leviticus, chapter 20, verse 6
"But as for the cowardly, the faithless, the detestable, as for murderers,
the sexually immoral, sorcerers, idolaters, and all liars, their portion will be in
the lake that burns with fire and sulfur, which is the second death.”

The Revelation, chapter 21, verse 8

It is so saddening to know that in spite of God’s love for us and His great blessings poured out
upon us, especially here in the western world, we have abandoned Him and treat Him with so much
disdain and contempt. Much like the Israelites before us we are descending deeper and deeper into
spiritual darkness, doing “much evil in the sight of the Lord.” God’s patience waned with the
Israelites and it is surely waning with us;
"Manasseh was twelve years old when he began to reign, and he reigned fifty-five years
in Jerusalem. His mother's name was Hephzibah. And he did what was evil in the sight of the
Lord, according to the despicable practices of the nations whom the Lord drove out before
the people of Israel. For he rebuilt the high places that Hezekiah his father had destroyed,
and he erected altars for Baal and made an Asherah, as Ahab king of Israel had done, and
worshiped all the host of heaven and served them. And he built altars in the house of the
Lord, of which the Lord had said, 'In Jerusalem will I put my name.' And he built altars for all
the host of heaven in the two courts of the house of the Lord. And he burned his son as an
offering and used fortune-telling and omens and dealt with mediums and with
necromancers. He did much evil in the sight of the Lord, provoking him to anger. And the
carved image of Asherah that he had made he set in the house of which the Lord said to
David and to Solomon his son, 'In this house, and in Jerusalem, which I have chosen out of all
the tribes of Israel, I will put my name forever. And I will not cause the feet of Israel to wander
anymore out of the land that I gave to their fathers, if only they will be careful to do
according to all that I have commanded them, and according to all the Law that my servant
Moses commanded them.' But they did not listen, and Manasseh led them astray to do more
evil than the nations had done whom the Lord destroyed before the people of Israel."

The Second Book of Kings, chapter 21, verses 1 to 9
My friend, the Israelites would end up being allowed by God to be overcome by their enemies
and they would find themselves in exile. However, God would graciously bring them back to the land
of Israel, just as promised and prophesied so that the Messiah could be born in order to fulfill the
promises and prophesies about Him.
But for us, friend, there will be no exile followed by a gracious returning to the land. For this
generation, for our world, the only thing to come is judgment for our involvement with demons in
the above practices.
The only escape will be eternal life through a saving relationship with the promised Messiah –

the Christ – Jesus.

236. 2 Corinthians 4:4

FLEE ANY OCCULT AFFILIATIONS!
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The options you are faced with should be obvious, my dear friend.
One option is to continue on in sinful rebellion towards God and suffer His justified wrath which
is to come. The other, much grander option is to flee all occult affiliations and repent of all sin while
seeking forgiveness and grace and mercy from God. At this He will surely welcome you into His
family and walk with you in an eternal, wonderfully-full, life!
Hopefully you remember a little while ago in God Can Grant People Authority to Cast Out

Demons where we were discussing the Apostle Paul and some other disciples arriving in a distant
Roman land where God had performed powerful miracles through them to validate their
proclamation of His Gospel. We’d mentioned how itinerant Jewish exorcists who wished to wield such
power for their own purposes attempted to cast out a demon but were overpowered. The passage
would go on to demonstrate that God’s authority had been displayed so inescapably through the
miracles He was doing through Paul that a huge number of people left their occult worship to follow
God. Let’s read their response now;
“And this became known to all the residents of Ephesus, both Jews and Greeks. And
fear fell upon them all, and the name of the Lord Jesus was extolled. Also many of those
who were now believers came, confessing and divulging their practices. And a number
of those who had practiced magic arts brought their books together and burned them in
the sight of all. And they counted the value of them and found it came to fifty thousand
pieces of silver. So the word of the Lord continued to increase and prevail mightily.”

The Book of Acts, chapter 19, verses 17 to 20

That’s a powerful and illustrative testimony of a people who were leaving their occult practices
behind. You don’t necessarily have to burn books or articles from your home which are of an occult
origin and nature, but it’s certainly advisable to get rid of them if they will serve as a snare to your
life after you’ve come to Christ.
Whatever the case may be, it’s awesome to hear of these individuals confessing their
involvement and then abandoning it.
In the 7th century B.C. there was an 8 year old boy named Josiah. Because he was in the lineage
of King David, he would serve in the procession of kings over Judah. For the better part of 47 years
before him, the kings of Judah had done what was evil in the sight of the Lord. Although Josiah
would begin to serve at only 8 years of age, because of the involvement of godly priests in his life,
he would do “what was right in the eyes of the Lord and [walk] in all the way[s] of David his
father.”237
When Josiah was 26 years old the high priest, Hilkiah, would find the “Book of the Law.”238 Yes,
friend, the kingdom had become so wicked and apostate that they’d actually lost their only sacred
copy of the Holy Scriptures that had been compiled thus far. Recognizing the profound importance
of God’s Word and the necessity for it to guide our lives and certainly the life of a king responsible
over many people, he’d give it to his secretary, Shaphan, to take it to Josiah and read it.239
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Josiah who had been raised to revere and honour God had never been able to fully understand
the severity of God’s justice because, it would seem, that no one had much knowledge of it as the
texts revealing God’s Word had been misplaced or hidden.
Here would be Josiah’s reaction;
"When the king heard the words of the Book of the Law, he tore his clothes.
And the king commanded Hilkiah the priest, and Ahikam the son of Shaphan,
and Achbor the son of Micaiah, and Shaphan the secretary, and Asaiah the
king's servant, saying, 'Go, inquire of the Lord for me, and for the people, and for
all Judah, concerning the words of this book that has been found. For great is the
wrath of the Lord that is kindled against us, because our fathers have not obeyed
the words of this book, to do according to all that is written concerning us.'”

The Second Book of Kings, chapter 22, verses 11 to 13

That Josiah tore his clothes signifies just how great his distress was. He was completely shaken
and filled with a right and proper respect and FEAR of God. He’d seen the aftermath of a wicked
leader and what God had permitted for the chastening of His people in Judah. Josiah understood the
appropriate response was a complete and utter forsaking of anything God despised. Being the ruler
of God’s people responsible for them, he was able to issue decrees on behalf of God for the good of
the people regarding their false worship.
Josiah would boldly have God’s temple restored and have the land cleansed of altars to false
Gods while reestablishing God’s feasts as laid out in The Book of the Law;
“Moreover, Josiah put away the mediums and the necromancers and the
household gods and the idols and all the abominations that were seen in the land of
Judah and in Jerusalem, that he might establish the words of the law that were written
in the book that Hilkiah the priest found in the house of the Lord. Before him there was
no king like him, who turned to the Lord with all his heart and with all his soul and with
all his might, according to all the Law of Moses, nor did any like him arise after him.”

The Second Book of Kings, chapter 23, verses 24 and 25
My dear friend, you too can put away all that draws you in to the bondage of satan and his
forces. You too can turn to the Lord with all of your heart and with all of your soul and with all of
your might, and live an incredible life like no other for the glory of the God who made you and loves
you!

237. 2 Kings 22:2
238. 2 Kings 22:8
239. 2 Kings 22:10

A Dark But Telling Prophecy
Part 3 – Section 8
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In 1875 a boy was born in the United Kingdom to a staunch Christian family who belonged to
the conservative denomination known as the Plymouth Brethren. Nevertheless, this sorry child would
himself not follow in his parents footsteps even though he understood their Christian beliefs to be

doubtless. The boy would decide instead to follow after the devil in hopes of being one of his
greatest servants;

“My first step must be to get into personal communication with the devil… Indeed, my falling
away from grace was not occasioned by any intellectual qualms; I accepted the theology of the
Plymouth Brethren. In fact, I could hardly conceive of the existence of people who might doubt
it. I simply went over to Satan’s side and to this hour I cannot tell why… I was opposed to an
omnipotent God… I was not content to believe in a personal devil and serve him, in the ordinary
sense of the word. I wanted to get hold of him personally and become his chief of staff.”240
This individual would record in the above autobiography a personal episode that demonstrated
even at only 14 years of age just how sadistic and cruel and sociopathic he truly was;

“In particular, I am uniformly kind to animals; no question of cruelty or sadism arises in the
incident which I am about to narrate.
“I had been told ‘A cat has nine lives.’ I deduced that it must be practically impossible to kill a
cat. As usual, I became full of ambition to perform the feat. (Observe that I took my information
unquestioningly au pied de la lettre.) Perhaps through some analogy with the story of Hercules
and the hydra, I got it into my head that the nine lives of the cat must be taken more or less
simultaneously. I therefore caught a cat, and having administered a large dose of arsenic I
chloroformed it, hanged it above the gas jet, stabbed it, cut its throat, smashed its skull and,
when it had been pretty thoroughly burnt, drowned it and threw it out of the window that the
fall might remove the ninth life. In fact, the operation was successful; I had killed the cat. I
remember that all the time I was genuinely sorry for the animal; I simply forced myself to carry
out the experiment in the interest of pure science.”241
How incongruous of him to state that the above involved no cruelty or sadism. The whole

episode was cruel and sadistic. Now listen to the complete arrogance of this person as he goes on to
justify his demonic action;

“The combination of innocence, ignorance, knowledge, ingenuity and high moral principle
seems extraordinary. It is evident that the insanely immoral superstition in which I had been
brought up as responsible for so atrocious an absurdity. Again and again we shall see how the
imposition of the antinatural theory and principles of Christianity upon a peculiarly sane, matterof-fact, reality-facing genius created a conflict whose solution was expressed on the material
plane by some extravagant action. My mind is severely logical; or, rather, it was so until mystic
experience enabled it to shake off its fetters.”Ibid
See how he begins the paragraph by exalting himself and giving himself praise? See how he
blames his actions not on himself but on the existence of a silly superstition (one you won’t find
taught in the Bible by the way). And yet he somehow equates that foolish superstition to the
teachings of God’s Word. Naturally, because of his debased view of God, he’s able to put a false
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belief such as a cat having nine lives on par with everything God has said, and then dispose of both
because he’s such a “genius.” All of his gloating is absolutely repugnant. It’s not hard at all to see
how a heart like his would so easily bow down to the “king over all the sons of pride.”243
Regrettably it would only become worse for this boy as he grew into manhood. In April of 1905
at the age of 29, now a skilled mountaineer who wished to be seen as the greatest in the community
of mountaineers, his prideful spirit would once again get the best of him. On an expedition to lead a
Swiss doctor and his companions up Mount Kanchenjunga, the third highest mountain in the world,
his cold-heart and arrogance would be exhibited once more. On September 2nd the doctor and their
Italian transport officer decided to relieve this arrogant man of his leadership position. The matter
unsettled, the doctor, the transport officer, a companion of the doctor named Alexis Pache, decided
to descend from one camp to another upon a single rope with four of their porters.
A fall would unfortunately lead to an avalanche killing three porters as well as Pache.
The doctor’s other companion, Charles-Adolphe Reymond, who had stayed behind, would
immediately descend in order to assist. The arrogant character in our focus however would remain in
his tent drinking tea and later that evening write a letter to a newspaper in Calcutta – the Pioneer –
stating that he’d advised against the descent and was "not over-anxious in the circumstances...to
render help [because a] mountain accident of this sort is one of the things for which I have no
sympathy whatever… Tomorrow I hope to go down and find out how things stand… the doctor is old
enough to rescue himself, and nobody would want to rescue de Righi."244
Sure enough, he would pass right by the site of the accident without even pausing nor speaking
to the survivors, leaving on his own for Darjeeling where he would coolly extract the last of the Swiss
doctor’s expedition funds to spend at his own leisure.245
Now that we’ve done a little to reveal the true character of this demonically inspired man, let us
return to our aim of showing just how demonically inspired he truly was.
A year before that tragic expedition up the Kanchenjunga, while on a honeymoon in Cairo, Egypt
with his new wife, Rose, this diabolical man of pride would set up a temple room in their rented
apartment. In this temple room they invoked ancient Egyptian deities while studying Islamic
mysticism and Arabic.246 At one point his wife would suddenly enter a state he’d never seen her in
before in which she would dreamily yet intensely say, “They are waiting for you.” Not long after she
would do this again, this time adding, “It is all about the child.”247
Wanting enlightenment into her statements, he would conduct a ritual she had been
supernaturally compelled to tell him of even though it was nothing like the magical rituals either of
them were familiar with. He would state that the particular ritual had even seemed silly to him. The
first attempt on March 19th at noon warranted nothing. Another attempt at midnight would be quite
the opposite;

"March 20th. The invocation was a startling success. I was told that ‘The Equinox of the Gods
had come’; that is, that a new epoch had begun. I was to formulate a link between the solarspiritual force and mankind."248
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Not knowing what would come next, they would continue waiting until on April 7th, his wife
directed him once again as if channeling the commands of another being, to go into their temple
room at noon on the 8th, 9th, and 10th of that same month. He would do so and open himself up to
communion with a spirit. At this he would hear a voice from behind him claiming to be that of
Aiwass, a messenger of Horus. Each day between noon and 1 pm for three days, he would write
automatically whatever the spirit communicated to him – in other words, he would channel the
demon much like we’ve already read about.
In the end he would title this brief collection of writings Liber AL vel Legis which in English
reads: The Book of the Law.249
Under the heading, “Law of Thelema,” we see that this book laid down a simple ‘Code of
Conduct’;
“Do what thou wilt shall be the whole of the law.”
“Love is the law, love under will.”
“There is no law beyond Do what thou wilt.”
In essence, the spirit which spoke stated that a supreme moral law was to be introduced in this
Aeon, "Do what thou wilt shall be the whole of the Law."
It sounds so good and flowery doesn’t it, my friend? But as we’ve already discussed a number of
times, what is love when it is a false love? Even though it reads, “Come forth, o children, under the
stars, & take your fill of love!”,250 what we have here and what you will see is an obviously false love.
You should be eerily alarmed as well when it talks of people coming forth ‘under the stars’ to
take their ‘fill of love’ when we know false angels are demons bent on deceiving mankind, and God’s
Word often speaks metaphorically of angels as stars. We’ve already seen how demonic angels
wishing for authority OVER our lives are heavily invested in us indulging in a godless love which slaps
The One True God in the face. Having said this, the above verse seems to speak of humanity
indulging in sexual practices under the guiding authority of angels rather than under the open night’s
sky.
Also disturbing is when this spirit said in verse 13 of chapter 1, “I am above you and in you. My
ecstasy is in yours. My joy is to see your joy.” Friends, this counterfeit demon speaks in an imitation
of Jesus Christ who said in the 15th chapter of the Gospel of John, “Abide in me and I in you… As
the Father has loved me, so have I loved you. Abide in my love… These things I have spoken to
you, that my joy may be in you, and that your joy may be full.”251
How unapologetically unimaginative of the devil to steal God’s Word to cloak his depraved and
twisted ones. But that’s what you get from a shyster such as him.
We’ve seen the word Thelema now, and this deceptive book says in the 39th verse of chapter 1,
“The word of the law is THELEMA.” But what is Thelema? Thelema is simply the Greek word for will
and is used most often in the Bible when describing the will of God. Yet it can be used to describe
the appetitive will of man and his desires, even those which are sexual. It’s no wonder then that this
so-called “Book of the Law” would say moments later in the 41 st verse, “The word of Sin is Restriction.
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O man! Refuse not thy wife, if she will! O lover, if thou wilt, depart! There is no bond that can unite
the divided but love: all else is a curse. Accursed! Accursed be it to the aeons! Hell.”
Once again we see a depiction of a false love because it’s a love joined with the wrongful idea
that distinguishing anything as sinful is restrictive in a negative and unhealthy sense. In other words,
The Law of Thelema is actually calling for hedonism – the pursuit of pleasure through sensual selfindulgence. Sounds familiar doesn’t it? It sounds exactly like what this hokey, satanic philosophy or
false religion espouses!
Google’s dictionary even defines hedonism as the ethical theory that pleasure (in the sense of

the satisfaction of desires) is the highest good and proper aim of human life. What a bunch of
baloney!
Here we have a faith system which tells people that if only they would follow their own desires
and do their own will to the fullest – under love of course – everything would go swimmingly on
earth and nothing bad would ever happen again. Right…
Meanwhile we have GOD who says, surrender your will to ME, and do MY will on earth as in
Heaven while I empower you supernaturally to love as only I can love, and things will go well.
What sounds more sensible here; the viewpoint that us fallible, selfish people will make the
world a better place by simply doing what we want and indulging in our every want and desire; or
the viewpoint that an omniscient and omnipotent God who’s never wrong might have the blueprint
and the willingness to guide us into something better?
It’s obvious which is right and which is incorrect.
Need more proof?
Verse 51 of chapter 1 reads:

“...Be goodly therefore: dress ye all in fine apparel; eat rich foods and drink sweet wines and
wines that foam! Also, take your fill and will of love as ye will, when, where and with whom ye
will! But always unto me.”
Just sickening. It’s the opposite of anything The One True God would prescribe for the world as
you’ve recently learned, isn’t it, my dear friend? In fact, in the Gospel of Luke it’s recorded that the
Lord Jesus Christ told a parable of a rich and wealthy, ungodly man who looked at all of his
prosperity and said to himself, “Soul, you have ample goods laid up for many years; relax, eat,
drink, be merry.’”252 Jesus would say in response to this frivolous attitude, “God said to him, ‘Fool!
This night your soul is required of you, and the things you have prepared, whose will they
be?’”253 If God’s telling us NOT to live in such a manner, then who might tell the world to do so? It
should be evident by now.
Notice also that this false book directs people to have sex with anyone they so desire “but
always unto me”? Doesn’t that sound incredibly similar to what we discussed earlier regarding the
occult worship of the devil and how he’s intermingled it with our modern day practice of very casual,
sexual adultery? I’d say so. If this spirit wanted peoples’ sexual escapades to be done in honour of
himself, this is further proof that such an offering goes to satan.
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“Sing the rapturous love-song unto me! Burn to me perfumes! Wear to me jewels! Drink to me,
for I love you! I love you!”254
The decadence illustrated for us is just revolting. And yet millions of people living today believe
the author through whom this book was channeled was a spiritually enlightened person from whom
the truth has come. Unbelievable.
If it isn’t clear already which spirit this writer was channeling, the spirit himself makes it plain;

“I am the Snake that giveth Knowledge and Delight and bright glory…”255
Yes, my dear friend, this is the Serpent of Old, the devil – satan! – the same rebellious spirit who
tricked Eve and Adam when he told them to eat of the Tree of the Knowledge of Good and Evil so
that they would have their eyes opened and “be like God, knowing good and evil.” See how this
Snake-spirit boasts that he gives knowledge and delight and bright glory? That’s the same deceitful
promise spoken of in the Garden of Eden. satan is precisely who was communicating with the writer,
and for whom the writer wrote this putrefied work! The lie and the promise never changes!
What’s important to understand here is that this proud and satanically controlled individual
would be ADAMANT that this voice which spoke to him was not merely his own ‘higher
consciousness’ or ‘inner-self’ but a sentient entity outside of himself with far greater understanding
than he or anyone else. He wrote "no forger could have prepared so complex a set of numerical and
literal puzzles"256 in reference to the supernatural encoding concealed within the The Book of the Law
regarding the occult alphanumeric system of Gematria.
He’d also write, “I was bound to admit that Aiwass had shown a knowledge of the Kabbala
immeasurably superior to my own,"257 which is a reference to demonically inspired Jewish occult
mysticism. As well, he would write, "We are forced to conclude that the author of The Book of the
Law is an intelligence both alien and superior to myself, yet acquainted with my inmost secrets; and,
most important point of all, that this intelligence is discarnate,"258 which means ‘to have no physical
body.’
In his final work, Magick Without Tears, he writes in reference to the spirit Aiwass which
accompanied him and guided him throughout his life and first dictated to him what must be written
in The Book of the Law, “The Holy Guardian Angel is not the 'Higher Self' but an Objective
individual… He is not, let me say with emphasis, a mere abstraction from yourself; and that is why I
have insisted rather heavily that the term 'Higher Self' implies 'a damnable heresy and a dangerous
delusion'… If it were not so, there would be no point in The Sacred Magic of Abramelin the Mage." 259
And this is despite even his closest friends like his personal secretary, Israel Regardie, believing it
was otherwise, having written so in his biography of the author, The Eye in the Triangle. Other writers
agree that the writings of the author in later works are too similar to those in The Book of the Law.
Yet you’ll learn later that this is very much how things appear when ideas from external spirits are
communicated to us and written down – it’s always in a way familiar to us so that we may
understand, and often in our own words even when the concepts are ones we aren’t entirely familiar
with ourselves. Further, the reason the writings were similar is most likely because the same spirit was
influencing his later writings too.
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Seeing that Israel Regardie wrote The Eye in the Triangle in 1970 some 23 years after our
prideful subjects death, I think we can possibly conclude that Regardie attributed the writings to a
‘higher self’ to first mask the reality that satan was the guiding force people would be contacting; and
second, to outwit all those who in the 1960’s were involving themselves in mysticism revolving
around their ‘higher self’ but who would have been turned off to know their will was actually being
commandeered by the devil. Most people in the western world have been brought up to believe that
if the devil existed, he would be evil and not one to align yourself with. The ‘higher self’ concept
would have been more palatable and a much better vehicle to use when deceiving the masses to
follow satan.
What’s even more inconceivable is that numerous people follow The Law of Thelema under this
false premise of love as if they haven’t read the rest of The Book of the Law. Either that or they’re in
cahoots with the agenda behind it all, because anyone who did read the remainder of it would see
this is no god of love whatsoever.
When we get to the third and final chapter of The Book of the Law, we see a very drastic and
violent turn in this spirit’s commands. No longer are they flowery (albeit surreptitiously wicked), but
outright destructive. See for yourself;

“Now let it be first understood that I am a god of War and of Vengeance. I shall deal hardly with
them. Choose ye an island! Fortify it! Dung it about with enginery of war! I will give you a warengine. With it ye shall smite the peoples; and none shall stand before you. Lurk! Withdraw!
Upon them! this is the Law of the Battle of Conquest: thus shall my worship be about my secret
house. This shall be your only proof. I forbid argument. Conquer! That is enough. I will make
easy to you the abstruction from the ill-ordered house in the Victorious City. Thou shalt thyself
convey it with worship, o prophet, though thou likest it not. Thou shalt have danger & trouble.
Ra-Hoor-Khu is with thee. Worship me with fire & blood; worship me with swords & with spears.
Let the woman be girt with a sword before me: let blood flow to my name. Trample down the
Heathen; be upon them, o warrior, I will give you of their flesh to eat!”260
So we’ve got this so-called god telling mankind to indulge-indulge-indulge, in sex, wine, food,
and riches, and then go out in rampant conquest of the world killing all unbelievers (“Heathen” who
don’t follow Thelema) and then eat their flesh. Definitely sounds like a false and demonic god to me.
Just LOOK at how he calls all of this mayhem worship to himself!
Now, friend, before you fall to the temptation to point a finger at The One True God of the Holy
Bible who at times called for bloodshed, you must understand a very important difference here: God
who in the Old Testament called for the annihilation of the people in the promised land which would
become Israel, and who The Revelation tells us will come back to cleanse the world of all wicked
inhabitants and the demonic forces which aid them, He does not kill or command His people to kill
simply because he enjoys the brutality of it all, or because it is his means of conquering the entire
world, and He certainly does not call for it as a form of worship to Himself. He does so because He is
perfectly JUST and the people who fall prey to His Sword (or in the case of the promised land, to his
instrument of justice, the Israelites) are being justifiably punished. Furthermore, God takes no pleasure
in the death of the wicked so He is therefore nothing like the false deity revealed above;
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"Have I any pleasure in the death of the wicked, declares the
Lord God, and not rather that he should turn from his way and live?"

The Book of Ezekiel, chapter 18, verse 23

He also abhors cannibalism and never commanded anyone to do it, unlike this beast!
God’s Word makes it abundantly clear that this earth will not come under his reign and control
at the hands of his followers through war. The Israelites conquering only one, limited, area was so
that the devil-worshippers in that land would be punished and exterminated (although the Israelites
failed at that miserably) and all would see through their unlikely victories that their God was more
powerful than all the falsely worshiped gods and that He was The One True God. Jesus Christ has not
yet returned to conquer the world as described in The Revelation, and so any spirit guiding people
through their false faith-systems to fight and war and conquer the world, be it for a caliphate or
other, is obviously demonically guided and following the same spirit we see in the third chapter of
The Book of the Law.
But let’s continue;

“The best blood is of the moon, monthly: then the fresh blood of a child, or dropping from the
host of heaven: then of enemies; then of the priest or of the worshippers: last of some beast, no
matter what.”261
It’s mindboggling how although the author through whom this spirit communicated would
himself write again and again about human sacrifice, child sacrifice, and blood sacrifices, his
proponents create website after website defending him, stating that he himself would never have
partook in such a ritual, nor would he have condoned such a ritual. Even if that’s true (which I find to
be too big an assertion to swallow) the demons guiding his life certainly saw the value in such
ungodly sacrifices (as we’ve witnessed throughout human history as well as in these references).
Unfortunately it’s quite likely many of his deranged followers have also taken the instructions quite
literally.
The clear reality that the guiding force behind The Book of the Law was the devil does not stop
there;

“Let the Scarlet Woman beware! If pity and compassion and tenderness visit her heart; if she
leave my work to toy with old sweetnesses; then shall my vengeance be known. I will slay me her
child: I will alienate her heart: I will cast her out from men: as a shrinking and despised harlot
shall she crawl through dusk wet streets, and die cold and an-hungered.
“But let her raise herself in pride! Let her follow me in my way! Let her work the work of
wickedness! Let her kill her heart! Let her be loud and adulterous! Let her be covered with
jewels, and rich garments, and let her be shameless before all men!
“Then will I lift her to pinnacles of power: then will I breed from her a child mightier than all the
kings of the earth. I will fill her with joy: with my force shall she see & strike at the worship of Nu:
she shall achieve Hadit.”262
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That this spirit pities compassion and tenderness shows him to be the antithesis of God who
says, “I desire mercy, not sacrifice”263 and reveals Himself throughout both the Old and New
Testament to be very compassionate. It’s disgusting to see that this spirit wants her to be filled with
pride as he is, and for her heart to be dead when God wants to renew the hearts of men and women.
Again, the call for her to be an audacious adulterer indicates that this spirit is in direct contravention
to The One True God’s will. Notice also the total contradiction where the demonic spirit says out one
side of his mouth that he’d punish her with the shame of a harlot while out the other side states that
her flagrant adultery would bring her high esteem.
Such idiocy is hard to reconcile.
What’s most disturbing about the talk of a Scarlet Woman is that it points directly to what The
Revelation speaks of occurring in the end times in chapters 17 and 18. The above makes her sound
like a literal physical person, and it’s possible such a woman will exist, at least for the purposes of The
Book of the Law’s followers. But in the Bible she is a metaphor for a spirit that overtakes the world
and leads it into spiritual adultery against God while calling for the killing of Christian Believers. The
disturbing aspect of this is that this woman is exalted in the eyes of the spirit behind The Book of the
Law and its followers for such spiritual adultery against the God who made and loves mankind and
wants them to be saved.
Talk about a dichotomous perspective on what is praiseworthy and good.
Also, it will be out of such a spiritually adulterous climate that her child will be born – and this
speaks of the antichrist who will arise to rule the entire world in direct defiance against God.
Dear friend, are you connecting the dots? The spirit behind this demonic Book of the Law is
calling for a raging upsurge in rebellion against The One True God so that the antichrist can appear
on the scene to lead humanity!
The boy who was born in the United Kingdom in 1875 and would later grow in his pomposity to
be terribly heartless, all while pursuing satan in order to be used to usher in the rule of the antichrist,
is none other than a fellow you’re likely not at all familiar with, but whose demonically inspired
writings have influenced the entire world. His name is Aleister Crowley and he has been coined “The
father of modern Satanism.”
The Book of the Law which proclaimed that humanity was entering a ”new Aeon” and that
Crowley would serve as its prophet would become the cornerstone of Crowley’s religion, Thelema. 264
Crowley would send typescripts from his channeling session in Cairo to several occultists he was
associated with.265
Thelema is satanism because just as satan wanted to exalt himself above God, Thelema calls for
lowly us to exalt ourselves above God as well. Not to mention, for you to not obey the will of God is
the very will of satan whether you consciously follow him or not. In this anyone who “Doest thou wilt”
is actually serving the devil and thus a satanist.
Once more, again quite incredulously, the followers of Aleister Crowley state repeatedly in their
websites for the uninitiated and the curious that Crowley was NOT a satanist. By the above definition
it’s clear that he was. What’s also clear is that he himself believed he was;
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“Beneath the standard of objectivity I serve my great master Satan and the council of nine
composed of Beezlebub…I swear to work my work abhorred, careless of all but one reward, the
pleasure of the Devil our Lord.”266
Even if that’s supposed to be tongue-in-cheek, it’s utterly blasphemous and satanic to say all the
things he just did. But Crowley definitely meant in truth what he wrote and we see that he had full
understanding of whom he was toiling for whether he agreed with the title of ‘The Devil’ or not.
While discussing the devil in his book Magick in Theory and Practice, Crowley identifies Aiwass,
the spirit which communicated The Book of the Law to him as being “The Devil,” Satan,” and
“Lucifer”;

"The Devil" is, historically, the God of any people that one personally dislikes. This has led to so
much confusion of thought that THE BEAST 666 [this is what Crowley referred to himself as due
to his all-encompassing desire to be the ‘beast’ spoken of in The Revelation] has preferred to let
names stand as they are, and to proclaim simply that AIWAZ [his alternative spelling of Aiwass] -- the solar-phallic-hermetic "Lucifer" is His own Holy Guardian Angel, and "The Devil" SATAN or
HADIT of our particular unit of the Starry Universe. This serpent, SATAN, is not the enemy of
Man, but He who made Gods of our race, knowing Good and Evil; He bade "Know Thyself!" and
taught Initiation. He is "the Devil" of the Book of Thoth, and His emblem is BAPHOMET, the
Androgyne who is the hieroglyph of arcane perfection.”267
Seeing as God’s Word clearly indicates that the devil is satan and Lucifer and the serpent from
the Garden, there’s only one conclusion for us to arrive at. And Aleister Crowley would be in
agreement. Unfortunately he would get it all wrong, seeing the Snake-spirit he communicated with or

Lucifer to be the good-guy in the cosmic battle over this universe due to his having tricked mankind
into attaining forbidden knowledge – knowledge that actually doomed them rather than empower
them. What a gross and demonic lie to share with the world!
“Know thyself” which sounds noble enough (who doesn’t value a little introspection or selfreflection, right?), but the depths of the meaning point towards the false idea that we are all gods
and that this godship can be revealed and made manifest as we delve deeper and deeper within
ourselves. But please recall, friend, that the “higher self” was not a more profound part of our own
consciousness according to Crowley, but a “damnable heresy” as the higher self was actually the
supposed ‘Guardian angel’ each and every person has – his being Aiwass who was obviously the
devil.
On top of that, “Know Thyself” was inscribed in the forecourt of the temple of Apollo at Delphi
according to the Greek writer Pausanias in his Description of Greece.268 But who does the Bible state
in Revelation is Apollo? He’s most likely also Apollyon, the destroying angel of the bottomless pit
mentioned in the 11th verse of the 9th chapter of The Revelation. Although this likely does not refer to
satan directly, it certainly refers to a powerful demonic angel that serves satan. No wonder “Know
Thyself” which would open people up to fallen angels was in his temple.
Also to note, while doing this research I discovered for the first time that much of the Greek’s
philosophies and mythology actually stemmed from ancient Egypt,269 yet another demonically
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controlled place which God demonstrated His great power in with the ten plagues which could not
be countered by pharaoh’s own gods before the children of Israel were freed.
Horrifying to think that these demonic teachings have gone on and on throughout all of
mankind’s history, simply being repackaged along the way in order to entice the ‘modern’ people of
each generation, but not at all surprising.

Baphomet is another term which may or may not be familiar to you, but we’ll discuss that in
brief a little later.
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The Dark Prophecy Is Being Fulfilled
Crowley’s plan for the New Age of Antichrist consisted of many points of implementation for it
to succeed (but if Crowley was channeling a spirit, then this is obviously truly the spirit’s plan and not
primarily his own).
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"Now, Horus, the child, in which we come to perceive events as a continual growth
partaking in its elements of both these methods, and not to be overcome by circumstance. This
present period involves the recognition of the individual as the unit of society…
"He rules the present period of 2,000 years, beginning in 1904. Everywhere his government is
taking root. Observe for yourselves the decay of the sense of sin, the growth of innocence and
irresponsibility, the strange modifications of the reproductive instinct with a tendency to
become bisexual or epicene, the childlike confidence in progress combined with nightmare fear
of catastrophe, against which we are yet half unwilling to take precautions.
“Consider the outcrop of dictatorships, only possible when moral growth is in its earliest stages,
and the prevalence of infantile cults like Communism, Fascism, Pacifism, Health Crazes,
Occultism in nearly all its forms, religions sentimentalised to the point of practical extinction.
“Consider the popularity of the cinema, the wireless, the football pools and guessing
competitions, all devices for soothing fractious infants, no seed of purpose in them.
“Consider sport, the babyish enthusiasms and rages which it excites, whole nations disturbed by
disputes between boys.
“Consider war, the atrocities which occur daily and leave us unmoved and hardly worried."270
My friend, Horus the “child” is the spirit of antichrist and Crowley was stating that he was being
manifested at the beginning of the 20th century from the time The Book of the Law was dictated in
1904. Notice all of the symptoms we would see in society as this spirit grew in strength and power
and established it’s satanic, spiritual (and perhaps even physical) government – numbness to sin;
ignorance and carelessness; “strange modifications of the reproductive instinct with a tendency to
become bisexual or” androgynous (which is what “epicene” speaks of); “childlike confidence in

progress” (which obviously translates to mean progress in and of itself is not the answer) coupled
with a fear of catastrophe (and we’re constantly bombarded with messaging outside of the Bible itself
that warns our world is under great threat). He speaks of dictatorships which we see in various forms
around the globe; even health crazes – like we aren’t inundated with those as well; OCCULTISM
which is all around us due to it coming in “all its forms”; and religion – or in the case which actually
matters – Christianity being rendered impotent by liberalism and flaccid teaching followed by even
weaker following.
Friend, not long ago at all I offered up that there’s no coincidence between God having warned
us against many occult practices, and that our inclination to gravitate towards them means indeed we
are sinful and that rebellious spirits working against God are definitely drawing us into these
pratcices, thus, in a way, providing very CLEAR evidence to the devil’s genuine existence and
interaction with our world.
And God’s Word even warned of a time that would come just like Aleister Crowley has
described, after a demonic spirit had communicated just such a blueprint to Crowley on how to bring
about the way in this new age by which his coming could be brought about and even sped up!
I hope this is becoming all the more disconcerting to you. I hope all this truth being revealed to
you about the reality you find yourself in is making you uncomfortable. It should.
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The linchpin which held that blueprint together was for all of society to accept and follow the
credo of this New Aeon or “New Age” which is “Do what thou wilt shall be the whole of the law.”
What expression became prevalent and widely accepted in the 1960’s? Do your own thing. And
what has that devolved into? If it feels good, do it. And now we have Each to their own.
Once more the defenders of Aleister Crowley will affirm that any belief that such maxims as
these are immoral only proves a complete misunderstanding of Thelema and its aim to unite people
by having them synchronously move together and fall into place as we all simply “Do what thou wilt
under love.” But friend, we’ve already looked at the message of the snake-spirit who delivered it and
its egregious lie of the highest order. Remember the desire to conquer? The bloodshed? The human
sacrifices? The shaming and destruction of the Scarlet Woman unless she was a boastful adulterer?
The deceit of Crowley and the spirit behind him are so obvious and stupid that anybody who
falls for the lies of Crowley WANTS TO.
And that is a dangerous place to be because it pits them in the trenches in opposition to a Holy
God in a war they’re destined to lose and be punished for for all of eternity.
So how do you get peoples’ minds so polluted and open and incapable of right and sensible
thinking that they would believe this lie and agree to defend it? One of the main ways is to cloud
their thinking and make them open the gates of their mind protecting their spirit. The first and most
obvious ways to accomplish this is by first deceiving them to partake in pharmakeia – that is, to selfadminister drugs which alter and open the consciousness of that person.
And so we had the drug revolution of the 60’s which coincided with the introduction and
embracing of “Do what thou wilt shall be the whole of the law.”
Lo’ n behold (no surprise here), Aleister Crowley was also ‘the father of the modern drug
culture.’
Robert Anton Wilson who played a leading role in the counter-culture revolution of the 60’s
wrote in his book Sex, Drugs, and Magick: A Journey Beyond Limits, “Diary of a Drug Fiend played a
decided role in developing the philosophy or mystique of the Drug Revolution.”271
Well what was Diary of a Drug Fiend?

Diary of a Drug Fiend was Aleister Crowley’s first published novel, released in 1922. He states in
its preface that it was actually a true story but retold with pseudonyms and a few altered details to
conceal certain personalities. Inside we find a character deliver the following lines in a poetic fashion,
“Stab your demoniac smile to my brain. Soak me in cognac, kisses, cocaine… Heart of my Heart, come
out of the rain. Let’s have another go of cocaine… Always go on till you have to stop. Let’s have
another sniff! Over the top!”272
Robert Anton Wilson who we just mentioned having pointed to this novel and Crowley as being
so influential would include those very lines of poetry within the pages of his Sex, Drugs, and Magick
right after asserting the book’s influence on the drug-culture movement of the 60’s.273
Crowley’s personal secretary Israel Regardie who we’ve already said wrote his own biography of
Crowley included, “[Crowley] became an expert at a dozen or so varieties of Hindu and Buddhist
Yoga… he experimented with more drugs more frequently than anybody in the west before the
neurological revolution of the 1960’s.”274 And yes, as already alluded to, meditation techniques
involved in yoga also open up our minds to unfavourable spiritual invasion because the gate and the
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portcullis of the mind’s castle are being opened supposedly to ‘the universe.’ This, my dear friend, is
why Crowley trained in and mastered these practices – because he wanted so badly to be in touch
with his master, the devil. The frequent inclusion of mind-altering substances is of course because his
master had communicated this:

“I am the Snake that giveth Knowledge & Delight and bright glory, and stir the hearts of men
with drunkenness. To worship me take wine and strange drugs whereof I will tell my prophet, &
be drunk thereof! They shall not harm ye at all. It is a lie, this folly against self. The exposure of
innocence is a lie. Be strong, o man! Lust, enjoy all things of sense and rapture: fear not that any
God shall deny thee for this.”275
This is the whole verse from the Book of the Law which I pointed to earlier when unveiling what
spirit was actually behind the inspiration of that book – the snake or satan. It’s quite clear that the
devil himself makes a connection between drunkenness and mind-altering drugs and the sort of
false-worship he desires which also leaves people open for communion with him. But this should not
surprise you, my friend, seeing as we already discussed some time ago how shamans and witchdoctors and all manner of demonically inspired false prophets and mystics have used such substances
throughout the ages to contact the spiritual dimension.
How twisted that the devil would also wrongfully reassure the world that drugs would not harm
people at all, and to be told so is a lie when the very reassurance he is offering IS THE LIE! And to
encourage people to be strong and steadfast in lusting and overindulging in all things when the very
sense of weakness and hesitation they might feel before, during, or after such activity is actually guilt
and their conscience at work to make them repent; how diabolical is that lie as well!
But what takes the cake has to be this asinine command that no one should fear that such
activities would be a cause for ANY God to deny them when they are the VERY THINGS that The
One True God demands we avoid and states emphatically, “those who [practice pharmakeia] will
not inherit the Kingdom of Heaven!”276
If you’re not willing to accept that the devil and demonic spirits will interact with you while
you’re under the influence of mind-altering substances, Crowley would interpret the above himself in
his book Diary of a Drug Fiend when he said, “Let's get back to the words 'to worship me.' They
mean that things like heroin and alcohol may be and should be used for the purpose of worshipping,
that is, entering into communion with, the 'Snake that giveth Knowledge and Delight and bright
glory' …”277
Aleister Crowley also once dined with Aldous Huxley in Berlin, and the rumor goes that Crowley
introduced him to peyote.278 Well, we’ve already discussed how Aldous Huxley was quite fond of
mind-altering substances as well as who he was inspired by, and his friendship with Crowley speaks
of the spiritual ilk he belonged to.
The demonic agenda to bring in the antichrist by reshaping the minds and spirits of humanity
would be furthered by the Harvard University professor turned drug-guru, Timothy Leary. Leary was

ALSO a disciple of Aleister Crowley. As a psychologist and psychotherapist at the school, Leary would
test hallucinogens on volunteering graduate students during the Harvard Psilocybin Project,279 and
later distribute mescaline and LSD to the young of America, encouraging its recreational use (just as
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we heard was happening in that old documentary concerning mind control and drugs). Although he’d
claimed it was for scientific research purposes, the foremost reasons were clearly of a spiritual nature.
This wasn’t only evident from much of his own speeches and writings, but also as he oversaw the
March Chapel Experiment280 where students with graduate degrees in theology at Harvard Divinity
School partook in ‘magic mushrooms’ to see if it would heighten their spiritual experience and help
them connect with God. Nine out of ten mistakenly reported just that as what they were actually
being opened up to were pagan gods.281
All in all, Timothy Leary fueled and propelled the drug-centered culture-revolution just as his
mentor Aleister Crowley had channeled, and just as their demonic master had instructed them to do.
There should be no doubt in your mind that Timothy Leary knew exactly what he was perpetuating
by pushing drug-use out into the culture so it would gain mainstream acceptance leading to
widespread use.
In a PBS interview on Late Night America, Leary admitted that the plan began coming to fruition
in the 60’s and that he was carrying on Crowley’s work;

“Well I’ve been an admirer of Aleister Crowley. I think that uh, I’m carrying on much of the work
that uh, he started over a hundred years ago and I think the 60’s themselves – you know
Crowley himself had said he was uh, in favor of uh, finding your own self and uh, ‘Do what thou
wilt shall be the whole of the law’ under love;’ it was a very powerful statement. I’m sorry he isn’t
around now to appreciate the glories that he started.”282
What we are living in today are the spiritual fruits of their insidious labours. Their desire for the
antichrist to arrive in our world will be met more rapidly as more people engage in pharmakeia and
open themselves up to the influence of demons.
This goes even further than the administering of illicit, mind-altering drugs.
We’ve already discussed to some extent how so many of our supposed psychiatric and
psychological ailments are merely the manifestations of a real demonic enemy attacking our spirits
through our mind. We’ve discussed how the real, TRUE answer for so many of those suffering is a
simple prayer and the submission of their whole life to Christ so that their enemy will flee from

them.283 Yet what is our response? What is the response of our all-knowing doctors, psychologists,
and psychiatrists when it comes to conditions like anxiety and depression? Drugs, drugs, drugs, and
more drugs. Drugs which lobotomize a person and neuter their creative ability to think; and
tranquilizers which stunt their spiritual susceptibility to what the Holy Spirit is trying to do in them.
This isn’t the answer to spiritual oppression and bondage and maybe even possession – and the
devil knows this which is precisely why he’s guided the “medical” field to go down this secular,
godless route. And this is why at ANY GIVEN TIME in Canada, nearly 10% of the people within it
from all ages are on antidepressants, be it for even milder forms of depression, as well as generalized
anxiety and social phobias, when God’s Word says repeatedly ‘Be of good cheer!’ and ‘Do not fear!’
and ‘Do not worry!’284
Once more, this is not to say that there isn’t a time and a place for such medications, and God
has surely, in His grace ensured we would discover and develop them for our use when necessary.
But when He’s never even invited into the equation to be tried and tested as the solution, it’s obvious
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that their overuse is rampant and being taken advantage of by the devil who wishes so deeply to
distract people from ever consulting The Great Physician and Wonderful Counselor

285

in times of

need which could very well lead to their eternal salvation.
Look around you, my dear friend, and you will see that it is impossible to ignore that Crowley’s
forecasted spiritual condition of our world is becoming more and more true. At the time of this
writing we are mere DAYS away from the widespread legalization of cannabis usage in Canada!
Along with this attitude of “Doest thou wilt shall be the whole of the law” which became Do

your own thing and If it feels good, do it and Each to their own, empowered and enflamed by a
tsunami of drug-use came the inevitable sexual revolution of the 60’s. It was called a ‘liberation
movement’ but there was no liberation for anyone who involved themselves in it or would later be
influenced by it; only spiritual enslavement occurred. It is safe to say then that Crowley had just as
much influence on the sex-revolution as he did on the drug-revolution.
He also knew that in order to establish the new age of antichrist he would have to destroy God’s
design for family consisting of men and women as husband and wife. We saw that where one of the
desired and manifesting symptoms of the new age was described as “the strange modifications of the
reproductive instinct with a tendency to become bisexual or epicene”
Crowley’s title for chapter 52 of Magick without Tears would declare: “Family: Public Enemy No.
1”
That sounds like some real “Do what you wilt shall be the whole of the law UNDER LOVE,”
doesn’t it, my dear friend? Yeah right. What a demonic con-artist this fool was! God LOVES the
family! He DESIGNED the family! And it is NOT to be trifled with and rearranged to fit our own
debased desires conjured up within our own finite and limited minds! So naturally, Crowley would
write:

“Think what horrid images it evokes from the mind. Not only Victorian; wherever the family has
been strong it has always been an engine of tyranny… Curse them! They are always in the way…
to the performance of this work [speaking of the New Age under the antichrist being ushered in]
the nearest obstacle and the most obvious is the family.”286
He’d speak of the obstacle like so:

"...the whole strength of the family is based on the fact that it cares for the family only:
therefore its magical formula thus concentrated is of necessity hostile to so exclusively individual
an aim as Initiation."287
As vile and backwards as it is to vilify the family for caring for itself which actually strengthens
neighbourhoods and societies and whole cultures as God intended, Crowley, and thus satan’s aim is
for families to be weak and broken apart. Otherwise the Initiation of peoples’ conscious evolving to
the false reality that it must “Do what thou wilt” within Thelema, which is merely self-worship fostered
by self-interest, can’t happen. Members in a family, specifically the mother and the father, must not
be consumed with selfishness and self-interest or they will not foster the healthy bonds and growth
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necessary for a family to be strong and for the children to grow up emotionally healthy. It makes
sense then that we see systems all over this world trying to raise peoples’ children for them and
indoctrinate them as if children don’t belong to a family but to the nation or world itself. Gotta’ break
down those families…
It’s also no wonder we see the epidemic of divorce that we do and why God would so clearly
define marriage as an unconditional covenant that was meant to last for life for the sake of the man
and woman involved as well as any children they had, and as well, for the good health of society.
And it’s also why we see the total rearrangement and redefinition of what family is. We’ve got
weird communal situations where ‘everyone’s a family’ and the children have multiple moms and
dads (who also sleep with each other and swap partners of course); moms who are actually biological
men partnered up with dads who are biologically women, and then are impregnated so the couple
can carry their baby; as well as two moms, or two dads, as if this new normal is perfectly feasible and
acceptable.
Friend, I understand that everyone wants to be loved and have a family and be married… and
these are very NORMAL desires which I believe are inherent and intrinsic within us as we’re made in
the image of God who is clearly revealed as a relational and familial being. But God has declared
what constitutes such a thing and He with his omniscience has made an unbeatable and incredible
layout for what a family should look like and operate as, and we as a society are being deceived and
guided by satan into a destructive system that denies God the glory for His perfect planning and
therefore gives honour to satan in our “Do what thou wilt” mindset of rebellion!
God doesn’t deny relational and familial love to anyone; He simply says it’s got to be
constructed HIS way! And guess what, that’s also THE BEST WAY for families, parents, children, and
our society, all while helping people come to know and honour God while restraining the devil and
his forces from coming to rule this world.
And just in case we’ve so quickly forgotten that Aleister Crowley was working for the devil, his
dedication of The World’s Tragedy went like so:

"I owe this book, as all that I possess, to my playmates in the Garden of Eros; but they are rich;
they want for nothing; therefore I give it to the poor boys and girls of England, so that, shaking
off morality and religion, they may be partakers in Love unto the glory of PAN."288
We’ve already seen in The Book of the Law that the snake-spirit wanted sex done as worship to
himself. So who here are children and men and women supposed to be “partakers in Love unto the
glory of PAN” having sex to after abandoning morality and religion? Well, Pan was a mythological,
lecherous, goat-man and god, often depicted as a satyr.289 Once more we see the connection of
demonic, satanic false-god worship in Crowley’s thinking and writings.
It should also be noted that the word Eros he uses above is the Greek word for sexual, romantic
love, and we do not see it anywhere in the Greek New Testament, but only in the Greek translation of
the Old Testament – for example: in the Song of Solomon which speaks of the intimate and
spiritually covered love between a husband and a wife. But Crowley, as would be expected, shares
such love with other ‘playmates’ who are wealthy and indulgent in their ‘Garden.’ It’s highly doubtful
that the ‘Love’ he speaks of offering to this sick and lecherous god called Pan is real, true love at all,
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but only perversion which the devil savors so strongly. Yet this is the sort of love that is born out of
rejecting the social, moral norms which have come about thanks to the teachings of God in His Word
and the transformation that had come to the world through Christ and the sharing of the Gospel by
His disciples. Yet this is what Crowley invites the youth of England to partake in?
What else was the snake-spirit guiding his prophet, Aleister Crowley, to tell the world regarding
sexuality to speed up the coming of the antichrist? As mentioned, bisexuality would be a physical
fruit of the spiritual movement, but let’s go to the horse’s mouth to see what else;

“Let me seduce the boys of England… I shall fight openly for that which no living Englishmen
dare defend, even in secret – sodomy! And in truth there seems no better way to avoid
contamination of women… sodomy is an aristocratic virtue, which our middle class had better
imitate if they wish to be smart.”290
He goes on to list a series of men he ascribes to be “great men,” and declares that they were all
“sodomites,” as if there’s a surefire connection between anal-sex between men and his idea of
greatness (actually, I suppose in Crowley’s depraved mind there would be…).
It should be clear then, my dear friend, that the escalation of homosexuality would also
necessitate the coming of the antichrist. Should this shock us though when we covered already that
homosexuality was yet another sexual practice prohibited by God due to its spiritual occult ties to
satan? No, it really shouldn’t.
Now, my dear friend, please don’t be confused by Crowley’s above statement that seems to
exalt homosexual relations between men as a virtuous activity. Having been initiated into the secret
order called the Order Templi Orientis “the Order of the Temple of the Orient” (O.T.O. for short),
Aleister Crowley would rise in prominence and quickly expand their sexual ritual magick to include
what he considered more “transgressive” sexual acts such as homosexuality in order to evoke more
powerful a demonic effect. As graphic and revolting as it is for me to write and for you to read, he
believed that the excreted blood and trace amounts of feces that tends to accompany homosexual
sex attracted demonic spirits “while the sperm kept them alive.”291
Now, does that sound virtuous at all to you? I highly doubt it. And Crowley knew it, and that’s
why he pursued it and actively encouraged it.
Harry Hay may not be a household name to you, my friend, but as a young man, he’d play the
organ at the Los Angeles Lodge of the Order Templi Orientis, “Aleister Crowley’s notorious antiChristian spiritual group… a secret society… known to have created homosexual sex-magic rituals.”292
It’s no doubt whatsoever from Hay’s life and beliefs that the occult and the mysticism therein was a
major influence on him.
As a homosexual and organizer for homosexual rights, he would become the “Founder of the
Modern Gay Movement” and put homosexuality at the political forefront during the 60’s. In his own
book Radically Gay, Hay states of homosexuality;

“Our beautiful lovely sexuality is the gateway to spirit. Under all organised religions of the past,
Judaism, Christianity, Islam, there has been a separation of carnality, or shall we say of flesh or
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earth or sex, and spirituality. As far as I am concerned they are all the same thing, and what we
need to do as faeries is to tie it all back together again.”293
The book, published in 1996, states that since 1991 Hay has held yearly ‘sex magic’ workshops
to explore these spiritual ‘gateway’ potentials with other Gay men…”294 In the same book Harry
quotes Crowley’s Book of the Law when he writes, “Come forth oh children under the stars and take
your fill of love.”
Friend, is it obvious then what spirit was behind Hay and therefore the movement he would be
the catalyst for? If nothing else, it was obviously not the Holy Spirit of God or those aligned with
Him. But then, what other spirit if all other contradictory spirits are opposed to God?
A name you’re likely more familiar with is Dr. Alfred Kinsey. He’s the American biologist turned

sexologist who apparently conducted thorough and honest and purely academic research on a
widescale with no agenda whatsoever, and arrived at wholly objective, truthful, and altogether
groundbreaking conclusions about our culture and human sexuality therein.
He would first release those conclusions in his book, Sexual Behavior in The Human Male in
1948. From then on until his death in 1956, he traveled the world advising governments on how they
could modernize their antiquated sex-laws. His advice was integral to updating our sexual attitudes,
and those conclusions are what has paved the way for how sexuality has morphed over the last sixty
years.
But his research WAS carried out with an agenda, and he purposefully skewed it all along the
way in order to arrive at untrue conclusions in order that the course of human sexuality would be
altered for the worse all while he thought in his warped mind, it was being altered for the better.
According to Kinsey-biographer Jonathan Gathorne-Hardy, Alfred Kinsey grew up in the slums of
Hoboken, New Jersey in a poor, restrictive and repressive Christian Methodist home. Not that the
Methodist denomination itself is wrong, but his parents themselves were so repressive not just with
sexuality but all things, that they were described by Gathorne-Hardy as nearly friendless. Because of
all this, in Kinsey’s 20’s, having gone off to college, he abandoned whatever faith he may have had,
and turned with fury on ‘religion.’ Unfortunately this anger towards the repressiveness he experienced
and blamed religion for remained with him his whole life, and even his close colleagues believed it is
what fueled his research.
That’s not to mention that through his research and sexual involvement with both his male and
female research-staff – in the name of good, objective, scientific inquiry of course – he’d come to
believe that he was actually gay. Before long he’d begin living a double-life. The laws of the time
which prohibited ‘sodomy’ certainly played a part in his desire to see ALL (yes, “ALL”) sexual depravity
as acceptable and tolerated as mainstream.
Of the 5000 or so “sexual histories” Kinsey’s first book on male sexuality was based upon, 1400
of those interviews came from prisons scattered over a dozen states.295 In these prisons there was a
much higher instance of homosexual relations due to the inmates engaging in that activity for the
sake of sexual gratification, and as many as 44% of those prisoners surveyed were involved in such
activities!
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On top of that, this sampling of inmates was contrived primarily of sex-offenders. Even when
they weren’t, violent offenders and anyone locked up in prison prove by their very incarceration that
they are dysfunctional members of society with little forethought of consequence, and their sexual
behaviours are not at all likely to be a true representation of your average male. They’re therefore not
indicative of reality and such a LARGE sampling would have, no doubt, distorted Kinsey’s findings.
It’s inconceivable that Kinsey would not have realized this. In fact, one of his lead researchers,
Paul Gebhard – who we’ll discuss more shortly – would later confide that they purposefully sought
out “sex offenders,” especially the “rare types” “in order to maximize the statistical magnitude in the
general population of deviancy.”296
From this skewed research, they dubiously pronounced that 10% of all men were gay! (Do you
ever recall hearing that seemingly enlarged number floating around? Obviously irrespective of
reality… But its existence as purported fact has influenced and shaped the thinking and behaviours of
MANY people).
Kinsey’s non-imprisoned interviewees would come through introductions from contacts his team
had made while accomplishing the prison surveys, and he says this in pages 38 to 40 under the Male

Report. How does one get a good and fair representation of the common American man this way?
Clearly he had no desire to.
For whatever reason, a fellow psychologist, Lewis Terman of Stanford University, took Kinsey and
his poor execution of research to task and he began a publicized debate with Kinsey. Terman would
point to the issue of the above when he wrote;

“The author lists (p. 39) 32 groups of “contact” persons numbering “many hundred” in all, who
helped in obtaining volunteers. Seven of these 32 were delinquent groups: male prostitute,
female prostitutes, bootleggers, gamblers, pimps, prison inmates, thieves and hold-up men.
These presumably would have brought in others of their kind, but in what numbers they did so
we are not told.”297
Great way to get a fair and honest look at sexuality in America, no?
Hardly.
But that’s not all, friend. If it wasn’t sinister enough for Kinsey to skew his research in such a
fashion, he had much darker aims as well.
Contained in his deceitful first book on male sexual behaviour is a chapter number 5 titled, Early

Sexual Growth and Activity. In it we find several tables of ‘research findings’ regarding the responses
found in children. The graph tables used identical criteria as those for adult subjects. If you aren’t
interpreting what I’m saying here, my dear friend, Alfred Kinsey had used so-called ‘data’ involving
the sexual stimulation and responses of children.
At a minimum from studying all of the charts, some 300 children were involved, some as young
as only 2 months old. Imagine that for a moment; how is it possible whatsoever for a 2 month old to
consent to such experimentation?
Kinsey attained this information through the cultivation of relationships with habitual childmolesters. These pedophiles would provide him with accounts of their abuse of children with their
own interpretations of the children’s sexual development based on their perceived enjoyment.
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In June of 1944, Kinsey traveled 1800 miles from Indiana to Arizona where he would have a
clandestine meeting with a man who would become his prime source of these alleged “child-sexuality
records.” That man had kept descriptive journals for over TWO decades, and due to the illegal nature
of the content, had buried them in the desert. But Kinsey had persuaded the man to retrieve them
and pass them onto him for study.
For three more years Alfred Kinsey would regularly correspond with the donor of the journals.
This man was a U.S. government land-examiner named Rex King. Kinsey would give him the
codename, Mr. Grein to protect his identity. King’s job naturally took him across Arizona and New
Mexico, and on these taxpayer-funded trips, he would prey on children and collect his own samplings
for study. In total it is believed that he molested at least 800 boys and girls while recording the
details in those explicit, handwritten diaries.
Kinsey had come to know about King from his own mentor in sex research, Dr. Robert Dickinson.
Dickinson had collaborated with the pedophile, King, via written letters for several years and even
taught him how to record his child-abuse in specific, scientific detail for the sake of future research.
How empirical…
Kinsey Institute researcher, Paul Gebhard would tell of how King was taught to time and
measure in minute detail every bit of data pertaining to these predatory encounters, and that “it
encouraged him” referring to King. If someone is a narcissist capable of sexually abusing children,
then the knowledge that their abuses would be passed on to the world would OBVIOUSLY
encourage them! Dickinson’s own excuse that King should “at least do something scientific with it”
points to the fallacy that great good could actually come from molesting children, and this certainly
played on King’s ego.
Why on earth would Dickinson say something like that to an ACTIVE pedophile when the right
response was to call the authorities?!
Kinsey would include King's "findings" in Sexual Behaviour in the Human Male, not divulging
them as claims of a self-professed child-abuser, but as the first ever scientific proofs that children
were inherently sexual beings FROM BIRTH. With no independent corroboration, he published King's
detailed descriptions of what the pedophile claimed were 'orgasms' experienced by the hundreds of
children he had abused. Without being able to check these claims, Kinsey reproduced them as
scientific FACT. Why? Because he had an agenda to de-stigmatize sexuality in society due to
resentment over his own repressive upbringing.
The Kinsey Institute for Research in Sex has worked for decades to exonerate their hero,
especially after Kinsey, Sex and Fraud: The Indoctrination of a People was released in 1991 by Dr.
Judith Reisman and other whistle-blower doctors. Their book served to plainly unveil the crookedness
behind Kinsey and his research. The feeble attempts to defend Kinsey’s judgment regarding Rex King
continued, and can be seen in a 1998 investigative episode of Secret History from the United
Kingdom called, Kinsey’s Pedophiles. During the interview sequences with the director of that time,
John Bancroft, it’s evident that he’s very cautious and measured when speaking of Kinsey’s
involvement with King and King’s diaries.
Bancroft offers that Kinsey’s own belief was that as a scientist, it was not up to him to make
moral judgments regarding King’s actions.
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Bancroft shows his hand though, and clearly agreed with Kinsey’s twisted logic when he says of
Kinsey’s decision not to notify authorities;

"It's inconceivable that one could do research in that way - give people guarantees of
confidentiality, and then when they've given you the information, say 'well I'm afraid I'm going
to have to report you to the police.' That would be immorality in my book of the highest
order."298
Really, Mr. Bancroft? Higher than say, having molested over 800 children in a 20-year period?
Now THAT is what’s inconceivable…
But the institute excuses both Kinsey and themselves by adhering to the claim that King had
long since ceased his habit of sexually exploiting children before meeting Kinsey, and he’d only
wanted to help their research while being guaranteed legal immunity. At the far reaches of rationale,
that ALMOST sounds reasonable… except that the institute refuses to release ANY of King’s detailed,
date-laden diaries for public scrutiny in order that such a claim be substantiated.
Biographer Gathorne-Hardy was able at one time to convince the institute that he himself was a
trustworthy fellow aligned with their cause. He’d eventually be permitted to see a number of different
secreted documents including notes regarding King’s diaries. All the while he was taking his own
notes. The instructions to members of the institute which Gathorne-Hardy copied out stated, “Don’t
reveal that he [King] went on gathering histories until 1954,” and this seems to suggest strongly that
Rex King was actually still active as a pedophile up to 1954. This is more than TEN years after first
meeting Kinsey! Are we really to believe he’d stopped journaling abuse and the proceeding journals
only contained ‘data’ collected from interactions with people of legally consenting ages?
Not at all!
You see, friend, the Kinsey institute was also collecting surveys and data and accounts from
many other ACTIVE pedophiles as well! They were also receiving data from an American pedophile
organization of the time. These were people who had not been incarcerated but were interested in
sharing their stories too! And this no doubt further encouraged child-abuse!
But it didn’t stop at the shores of North America! Kinsey was also corresponding with a senior
Nazi party official, Dr. Fritz Von Balluseck in Germany! Von Balluseck had been a storm trooper before
World War 2, and was assigned a position overseeing a ghetto during the war. In that timeframe he
sexually abused hundreds of boys and girls. He’d even sent some of his personal “research diaries” to
Kinsey across the Atlantic.
Von Balluseck would eventually be arrested for all of this sexual-abuse, some of which was
happening while communicating with Kinsey. Due to this, investigators from INTERPOL (an
international Police agency) would contact Kinsey with the aid of the American F.B.I. and demand that
Kinsey send back Von Balluseck’s diaries as evidence.
Kinsey would refuse.
The German judge presiding over Von Balluseck’s eventual trial is recorded as having stated, “I
had the impression that you got to the children in order to impress Kinsey and to deliver him
material.” Von Balluseck would reply, “Kinsey himself asked me for that.”
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Once more, if the truth was being told, it would mean that Kinsey was unapologetically involved
in the sexual abuse of children. The quasi-scientific directions for how to record the encounters would
have likely been given by Kinsey himself. Regardless of how Kinsey’s institute defends him, he was
clearly responsible in part for the ongoing harm done to children.
It’s likely of no coincidence that in 1955 while Von Balluseck was awaiting incarceration, Kinsey
took a flight from Italy north to Frankfurt where Von Balluseck’s office was. A complaint would be
lodged that late in the night, someone had illegally entered that office and remained there for some
time. The next day, Kinsey would fly on to Spain. Why did he stop in Frankfurt first, especially when
the Stuttgart and Munich airports were closer and more serviceable in those days?
The reason seems obvious, and none of Kinsey’s letters to Von Balluseck would ever be found
there in that office, most likely because Kinsey had gone to recover them to protect himself and his
influence on sexuality.299
When one closely examines all of the tables from chapter 5 which dealt with early sexual
development, it is entirely possible that some 1200 children were involved in the molestations to
acquire that data.
It’s hard enough to fathom how Kinsey could permit such abuse to occur and then justify it.
What’s more difficult is to understand that he has research staff TO THIS DAY defending it all. If you
choose to view the cited investigative documentaries I’ve sourced from (which I will include at the
end of this segment), you will see and hear firsthand the tolerant and even accepting or dismissive
attitudes of Kinsey’s colleagues. It demonstrates perfectly just how debased and depraved the mind
can become when we do not say ‘No’ to wrong thoughts and fantasies coming into it for decades at
a time.
Senior member of the team, Paul Gebhard, would speak distastefully of what he felt was sexual
repression during the days of their research. He would lump together the illegality of premarital sex
with adultery, but also with bestiality, and go onto say that calling them all wrong was oppressive.
That would seem to indicate that he was open to bestiality!
It doesn’t stop their though. He would even go on to say bemusedly;

"If you tried 'petting' [referring to manual, sexual stimulation with the hands], you had to be very
careful of the age of your partner or you would be contributing to the delinquency of a
minor."300
“Be careful”? Why would ANYONE be manually stimulating a minor?! And why is abstaining from
doing so seen as repressive to him?
When discussing Rex King’s abhorrent sexual appetite, rather than be visibly repulsed, Gebhard
can’t help but chuckle about what King thought was “ordinary behaviour.” He’d continue to do so
while smiling when stating that Kinsey’s prime pedophile source’s…

“…interest in sex was his main hobby in life. Everything was a sexual object for him. He was
interested in having sex with men, women, and children, and animals, and he was just curious to
see what would happen.”301
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Regarding INTERPOL’s demands that Kinsey turn over Fritz Von Balluseck’s pedophile-diaries,
Gebhard seems to recollect with great humour that his team-lead’s response (which of course was an
illegal obstruction of justice and would aid a pedophile) was…

“Absolutely not, this is completely confidential! We’ll destroy it before giving it to you!”302
Research-colleague Clarence Tripp is another example of a mind utterly misconstrued. With no
sign of distaste, he’d inform the investigative journalists of Secret History that pedophile Rex King
had his first intimate, sexual contact with his own grandmother. He goes on to say that looking up
the family tree, he’d had sex with nearly ALL thirty-three members of it!
Tripp recalls that King had been sexually involved with over 600 boys and girls who’d yet to
even arrive at puberty. Completely undisturbed he can be heard explaining that King had clearly
accumulated all of his pedophiliac sexual encounters through consent because, in spite of “even a
whimper out of a child landing you in jail,” there was never a charge laid, nor was he ever arrested.
Saying with a smile, Tripp fondly states that, “all the children thought he was wonderful,” and then
stifling a laugh, he goes on to say, “all the mothers though he was wonderful.”
Tripp finishes this retelling that there was allegedly only ever one complaint, and it came from a
young girl who’d consented but then cried out in pain, not because of a change of mind, but only
because King was larger than her small, adolescent genitalia, and there was “a ‘fit’ problem.”
My dear friend, is this registering with you? Do you not see great issue with all of this? These
are the very people who have determined what is right and wrong sexually for our society, but they
are CLEARLY and unapologetically, irrevocably disturbed! But their influence has shaped government
laws and sex-educational policy for decades!
Concerning their involvement with Rex King and other active or non-imprisoned pedophiles,
Gebhard would admit, “It was illegal, and we knew it was illegal, but it was very important for people
to study childhood sexuality.”
Thankfully, some of Kinsey’s team would object to the use of data collected on a two-month-old
baby boy. One such researcher was Vincent Nowlis. Clarence Tripp would say of Nowlis,

“…[he] was damaged in childhood by all this morality and then he had this peculiarly moralistic
wife – I’m understating it – and through all this it sounded to him like pure sin.”303
Well that’s because it was, Clarence! And I can’t help but assume Tripp’s low view of Nowlis’s
wife wasn’t because of some bizarre prudishness, but more likely due to an unwillingness on her part
to indulge in the wife-swapping “experimentation” that the research team had been involving itself in
under Kinsey’s guidance.
In any case, although Nowlis and a minority objected to the inclusion of King and other
pedophiles’ data being included, it was only to a minor extent because it involved the abuse of them.
Primarily their objection was due to the “experiments” occurring without objective, scientific
witnesses, and that they found measurements like measuring an infant’s time to orgasm down to the
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fraction of a second rather absurd empirically and altogether irrelevant. They were MORE worried that
such irrelevance would damage the credibility of Kinsey’s book!
Imagine that, Friend! Being more concerned over how the data of child-rape is collected and
notated rather than the child-rape itself!!! Just insane!
And an even larger lack of continuity to their thinking was that they’ve argued that this data was
just too critical to stop the pedophiles… Director John Bancroft would say;

“I think people have got to ask themselves the question, ‘Do they believe that research into
sexuality should be done or should not be done; particularly research into sexuality that might
be in some sense illegal.”304
When asked by the Secret Histories interviewer if the cost remains that more children will be
victimized, Bancroft replies;

“Consider the cost of remaining in ignorance. Unless we know about these behaviours, we’ll be
in a much worse position than if we have more information about them. That was Kinsey’s
view.”305
I think I can safely say for both you and I, friend, that neither of us needs to know about the
supposed-orgasms of a two-month-old baby, or even that of a 16 or even 17 or even 26-year-old!
None of that has any relevance or use in reality, and certainly not in sex-education classes for
children. People have been doing well for EONS without such information, and any sense of
confusion or repression was not because the Bible or true Christianity stands in opposition to good,
healthy, pleasurable sexual relations between a man and a woman. That’s made plain from the
explicit yet poetic writings found in The Song of Solomon in the Old Testament. I mean, I can
remember being maybe twelve, and watching a video in sex-ed class of a penis ejaculating into the
vaginal canal… Really? Was that REALLY necessary? When a child asks, “Where do babies come
from,” you don’t sit them down to watch something like that. And seeing it at 12 doesn’t help
anything later. You can explain it without such graphic content, and it can all be explained without
graphic drawings even – drawings that only serve to stir up curiosity in the minds of children and lure
them to investigate more on their own through the internet.
Nobody’s NOT going to know how to have sex because they didn’t go through the sexeducation system. And as adults, if people want to know more, they’ll have the opportunity and right
and ability to go read books and study the topic, or be informed about it by their doctor.
No, all of this has obviously been an agenda to demoralize and desensitize our society so that
the boundaries that were there for good reason would come down just as they have.
But this isn’t the only area the Kinsey Institute’s explanation for not informing the authorities on
active or freed pedophiles breaks down. As already mentioned, they were already surveying

incarcerated sex-offenders and child-rapists and so they had no excuse to give immunity to
pedophiles in exchange for their information. They could have simply gone on gathering what they
considered crucial data for understanding the human sexuality of minors from the prisons.
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But they didn’t! And based on their laissez-faire attitude towards child-molestation, I’d say it
revolved more around the fact that they didn’t see anything terribly concerning about it, and thought
it would be healthy in society if it no longer carried the deserved stigma that it did. And you’ll see
this was certainly true shortly.
What I can’t help but ask is: How did no one at the time of Sexual Behavior in the Human Male
not shout from the rooftops that Kinsey and his team were abetting criminals? Why was there no
prompt and thorough inquisition into where Kinsey got the data for tables 30 to 34 in chapter 5?!
Why was there no outcry from the masses that this book and the research in it must be a deplorable
fraud and that any and all of what is in it was to be avoided like the plague?! Kinsey was lauded all
around the world in the media for that book, and although it was roughly five times more costly than
other books of the day, it sold 300,000 copies! People were gobbling it up!
Well for those who want to know the truth, you don’t have to dig very far to see some very grim
and alarming realities behind how Kinsey’s sexual ‘reformation’ got off the ground and then took off
to change the world.
But ignoring all that, I will simply offer that the people who read the book were so clouded by
their own desire to give into their lusts and passions which all the other chapters justified, that they
were able to completely overlook the gruesome realities the chapter on childhood sexuality divulged.
When people want an excuse to sin, anything can justify their ‘means to an end.’
If you find it hard to believe anyone would have missed the obvious if it WAS plain to see, just
google “Kinsey chapter 5 table 34” and read the collected data for itself. It’s graphic and revolting
and disheartening and I won’t reprint it here. But people wanted to ignore the molestations as they
took hold of and promoted Kinsey’s book. Take for instance ‘Table 31 – Pre-Adolescent Experience in
Orgasm” whereafter Kinsey writes, “Some of the younger boys who have contributed to the present
study have described what is unmistakably sexual orgasm in their pre-adolescent histories, and a
larger number of adults remember such experience.”306 Yet the table contains SEVENTY-ONE children
from 2 months old to 4 years old! How many of these children, even if older were looking back,
remembering details like how many orgasms they’d achieved?! I’d say probably NONE! How many 2
or 3 or 4 year olds were sitting down to discuss and explain their experiences for the Kinsey-team’s
surveys? Again, probably NONE! I can’t help but think that where Kinsey wrote, ‘a larger number of
adults remember such experience,’ that he wasn’t talking about grown adult men recollecting early
sexual experiences, but cryptically writing of the remembered observations of the pedophiles
conducting these awful acts!
Before Alfred Kinsey, psychologists had rejected the idea that children were sexually viable until
the age of puberty. Earlier that century famed (and utterly depraved) Sigmund Freud paved the way
for Kinsey by pronouncing that children were sexual but that their sexuality was latent –that is, not
acted upon until puberty.307 Kinsey’s report radically altered this perception spawning an entire
industry based on the notion that children have a right to sexual relations at any age.
Of no surprise, friend, Sigmund Freud was a big fan (read: Addict) of cocaine, and this mindaltering substance undoubtedly played a role in his thinking, as I hope you’re understanding now,
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due to his mind’s openness and susceptibility to spiritual attack thanks to his frequent drug-use, and
that of course would have influenced and warped Freud’s thinking. If you don’t believe me, the
source for his involvement with cocaine comes from a news outlet you likely believe everything from;
CNN.308
As promised, I said that I would show that Kinsey and his group didn’t report the pedophiles,
not only for the sake of their research, but also because at the end of the day, they thought it would
be freeing for children and society alike, and that being sexual was actually quite good for them.
Kinsey would write that children could,

“…with the assistance of an experienced adult, enjoy sexual activity from the moment they were
born.”309
Friend, is that sort of language advocating or inviting pedophilia? How does the ‘assisting adult’
know if an infant is giving consent? Or do they begin and merely wait for some sign of objection.
What if after beginning, they can’t stop themselves because it’s SIN that they’re committing and SIN
that they’ve been tempted into and can’t refrain from?
What is consent from a young, speaking child, when really, they’re only curious about what
you’re inviting them into? What is consent if that child has become confused by all the sexual
contact, and now thinks it’s normal?
What a complete farce.
I can’t even write some of the details that Rex King would so ‘scientifically’ include in his highlyincriminating journals. Yet Kinsey would write to King,

“I congratulate you on the research spirit which has led you to collect data over these many
years. Everything you’ve accumulated must find its way into scientific channels.”310
My dear friend, there was a spirit leading King and Kinsey into these sick and twisted behaviours
alright, but it wasn’t a “research spirit;” it was the spirit of antichrist.

“He did not openly promote [pedophilia], but he provided the quote, scientific, unquote, basis
for it. He felt the main problem with adult-child sexual relations was hysteria and overreaction
on the part of parents and authorities. He believed that young boys needed the help of older
people to develop effective sexual techniques, and he recorded that adult-sexual contacts with
young girls are the source of pleasure to these girls and may lead to better sociosexual
development in their later lives.
“His coauthor, Wardell Pomeroy, a prominent sexologist, has written that the Kinsey research
uncovered, quote, many beautiful and mutually satisfying relationships between fathers and
daughters [unquote]. Pomeroy also, in his sex-education book, ‘Boys and Sex,’ refers to the
possibility of quote, loving sexual relationships, unquote, between children and animals."311

Gordon Muir MD, Research Scientist and editor
of Dr. Reisman’s Kinsey, Sex and Fraud
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As I’ve researched this topic and the subject of Kinsey, it’s looking like he actually WAS involved
in some of the pedophilia, at least as far as observing it in person. But for the sake of brevity, we can
safely give him the benefit of the doubt on that because direct contact or not, it’s clear that Alfred
Kinsey was a sick and satanically inspired man.
Another of Kinsey’s biographers – one who seemed much more sympathetic than GathorneHardy – revealed that on one occasion, without local anesthetics, Kinsey circumcised himself with his
pocket-knife. If that isn’t the icing on the cake, the next portion will likely suffice.
Kinsey, it would turn out, was very much informed of the person and works of Aleister Crowley.
Attaining “The Great Beast’s” day-to-day sex-diaries would serve as a bit of an obsession to Kinsey
while he visited Europe in 1955.312 Wardell Pomeroy who we’ve mentioned was Kinsey’s coauthor for

Sexual Behavior in the Human Male, had accompanied Kinsey on this trip and he wrote that Kinsey
had hoped to acquire those diaries while in England.313 He’d even write that Kinsey would excitedly
say, "We stand a fifty-fifty chance of getting them" in hopes that it would become a "prized item" for
the institute's personal library.314 According to Pomeroy, it would seem that Kinsey was successful due
to his having written, “Two weeks after Kinsey had tracked down these papers in England...”315
Kinsey was also fond of Crowley’s poetic works, White Stains and The Scented Gardens of

Abdullah the satirist of Shiraz which revolved around homosexuality and sexual magick, and neither
of which are short poems. Apparently he’d thought of Crowley as “a brilliant writer.”316 The Kinsey
Institute’s own erotic bibliographer, Greshon Legman has denied this, but one would then be left
wondering why the fixation with securing the sex-diaries? And what of Kinsey’s visit with his friend
Kenneth Anger?
Kenneth Anger whose surname was changed from Anglemyer, is a disciple and follower of
Aleister Crowley, still alive today at 90 years of age. He produced short, devilish films which some
considered avant-garde. Sometime in 1947, he’d become a good friend of Kinsey and even aid Kinsey
in some of his “research.”317 Anger would say of Kinsey’s shorthand code which he utilized for the
recording of subjects’ sex-histories during that research, that it was “highly reminiscent” to Anger of
Crowley’s own “sex ritual” records.
During Kinsey’s trip around Europe in 1955, Kinsey would meet Anger at Crowley’s “Abbey of
Thelema” in Cefalù, Italy, and they were even photographed together there. This small house was a
place of Thelemic worship where Crowley and many others conducted their sex-magick rituals during
the 1920’s. For Anger, being there was very much a pilgrimage, and for Kinsey, it may have in some
ways been similar.
In any case, Anger was in the house doing restorations to the old oil-paint murals which Crowley
had done all over the walls. Now many of those murals were horrific in nature with demonic
overtones avoiding all subtlety. But worse was that these murals containing pornographic, sex-magick
ceremonies depicted the inclusion of children with adults. Kinsey, as one should now expect,
registered no ethical, moral, or humane objection to what he was seeing in the artwork.318
It should strike you as incomprehensible that Kinsey could condemn those who espoused sexual
self-discipline and restraint, as well as the founding moral principles for western civilization, but he
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found Crowley’s savage child pornography, his homosexual sex-magick, and his violent, blood-anddeath ritualism to be “most open.”319
Some say the reason Crowley was forced to leave Cefalù in 1923 was because then fascist Prime
Minister Benito Mussolini was concerned with what he’d heard were “black magic rituals” involving
animal sacrifices and wild orgies, and he didn’t want them happening in his country. 320
But other authors such as Bill Landis, Sandy Robertson, and Richard Cavendish allude to the
reality being that those rituals also involved children. The fact that the very murals within the house
depicted that, and the reality which would be welcomed by Kinsey in 1955, which is that the nation
of Italy was filled with and totally unconcerned by prostitution including that of children, lends to the
reality that all this was indeed occurring.321
Some even purport that child-sacrifices were occurring at the Abbey, but that is obviously
difficult to substantiate. And in truth, the activities there were debauched enough as it was to warrant
our concern and motivation to flee all things related to what Crowley believed without adding the
ritual-murder of children to it.
Kinsey had begun and maintained a relationship through written letters with an American Nazi
propagandist named George Sylvester Viereck. Viereck and Kinsey’s common bond was one of erotic
books and poetry, and Kinsey had a high opinion of Viereck’s own poetic writing.322 Viereck had also
founded a publication called The International in which Aleister Crowley had been a contributing
editor for a time.
Because Crowley and Kinsey shared a number of acquaintances such as Anger, Viereck, and the
French pedophile René Guyon,323 and because Kinsey carried out extensive, secretive, “confidential”
correspondences with sex-diarists in Europe and Middle Eastern countries, it is suspected that Aleister
Crowley may very well have been one of Kinsey’s influences. After all, they not only shared
acquaintances, but also some of the same demented sexual obsessions.
Pomeroy would write in page 198 of his book that…

“…[Kinsey] would have done business with the devil himself if it would have furthered his
research."324
Looking at how all of that research was collected and conducted, it seems quite clear that Kinsey
was already doing the devil's business. Even Kinsey’s motto of which he repeated for his sex-research
colleagues, “Do your best, and let other people react as they will” 325 certainly upholds the same spirit
as Crowley’s “Do what thou wilt.”
Concluding this segment involving Alfred Kinsey, we see that horrifically, much of what is
assumed today with regards to NORMAL sexual development in children came from these same
studies and has had profound influence in the shaping of sexual education curriculum as well as laws
against molestation and even how and when sex education is taught.
Kinsey who so many in authority – yes, even governments – have looked to for expertise on
human sexuality can clearly be seen as NOT being the source of truth regarding it.
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One final example of this is the “Kinsey Scale.”
This scale or spectrum takes into account both sexual experience and psychosexual reactions to
place an individual on the scale from 0 to 6 where 0 is completely heterosexual and 6 is completely
homosexual (the additional category of X describes those who have “no socio-sexual contacts or
reactions”326 commonly referred to today as asexuality). This was likely the very inspiration for the
scale of Maxim’s ‘Spectrum of Superhero Sexuality’ I’d seen during my military service . Introducing
the scale, Kinsey would write:

“Males do not represent two discrete populations, heterosexual and homosexual. The world is
not to be divided into sheep and goats.”327
Having grown up under Christian Methodist teaching, there’s no doubt that Kinsey meant more
in that statement than first appears. It seems to have been a statement of sheer defiance towards
God just as the intentions behind all of his research had been. This saddening source of falsehoods
regarding our sexuality could not have been more wrong even though he pompously wrote as if he
was the authority. Jesus Christ who was and is the source of Truth and the true authority spoke of
the Final Judgment with these very words;
“When the Son of Man comes in his glory, and all the angels with him, then he
will sit on his glorious throne. Before him will be gathered all the nations, and he will
separate people one from another as a shepherd separates the sheep from the
goats. And he will place the sheep on his right, but the goats on the left. Then the
King will say to those on his right, ‘Come, you who are blessed by my Father, inherit
the kingdom prepared for you from the foundation of the world... Then he will say to
those on his left, ‘Depart from me, you cursed, into the eternal fire prepared for the
devil and his angels.’ And these will go away into eternal punishment, but the
righteous into eternal life.”

The Gospel of Matthew, chapter 23, verses 31 to 34 and verses 41 and 46

Just as the serpent in the Garden of Eden had said to the woman, “Did God really say…” the
snake-spirit that had guided Aleister Crowley had also deceived Alfred Kinsey into believing no such
separation would ever happen, while also guiding him. Due to Kinsey’s bitterness and resentment
towards his own father and towards The God of Christianity he never came to understand, he was
oppressed and perhaps even possessed and led far, far, astray, and God gave him over to the desires
of his own depravity.
"Therefore God gave them up in the lusts of their hearts to impurity, to the dishonoring of
their bodies among themselves, because they exchanged the truth about God for a lie and
worshiped and served the creature rather than the Creator, who is blessed forever! Amen."

The Epistle to the Romans, chapter 1, verses 24 to 25

But the campaign towards the rule of the antichrist would continue onwards with Kinsey simply
being another disposable pawn of the devil. His purposefully flawed and biased research in the 50’s
would set the stage for what Harry Hay would accomplish in the 60’s.
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As already mentioned, Hay was a major player in the homosexual movement of the 1960’s. But
what also needs to be made know is that Hay was ALSO photographed marching in a parade in 1986
wearing a ‘sandwich board’ that read, “NAMBLA walks with me.” If you’ve already forgotten, NAMBLA
stands for “North American Man Boy Love Association.” Yes, Hay in his debauched thinking was
promoting pederasty, or homosexual pedophilia.
It makes it very difficult for those in favour of homosexual and transgender rights to separate
NAMBLA from their own homosexual liberation movement when one of the most influential people in
their cause clearly supported adult-to-child sexual relations.
If you do your research you’ll come across the arguments that Hay himself was no pedophile.
You’ll read that his personal beliefs of anti-assimilation by extension gave him reason to lend some
support to NAMBLA. They’ll say that in this, Hay actually broke away from the “mainstream” LGBT
movement which wouldn’t condone the beliefs of NAMBLA; or that Hay was coming from a place of

anti-assimilation and less about pedophilia itself.
They’ll likely point to the fact that the organizers of the Stonewall 25 march, which was a
homosexual rights march through New York past the United Nations Headquarters in 1994, refused
to include NAMBLA in their march as incontrovertible proof that they were not aligned with the
agenda of NAMBLA.
But was this true? Was contempt over NAMBLA’s desire to have sex with underage boys really
the motivator behind barring them from this very public and highly publicized march where over 1
million people are said to have participated?
Gay-rights historian, David Thorstad, like Harry Hay, was another activist in the homosexual
liberation movement. He was even president of New York’s Gay Activists Alliance in the early 70’s
which was founded in 1969. At the group’s inception, it was actually opposed to age-of-consent laws
which would prohibit adults from having sex with children. The belief, of course, was that sexual
liberation was not to be reserved only for men and women of various inclinations, but also for minors
and children.
In 1979, the Gay Community News published a “Statement to the Gay Liberation Movement on
the Issue of Man/Boy Love”;

"…the ultimate goal of gay liberation is the achievement of sexual freedom for all — not just
equal rights for 'lesbians and gay men/ but also freedom of sexual expression for young people
and children."328
Sounds a lot like the conclusions Kinsey and Pomeroy arrived at, doesn’t it, my dear friend?
That was from an article Thorstad wrote in 1991 titled “Man/Boy Love and the American Gay
Movement.” It appeared in volume 20 of the Journal of Homosexuality.329 Thorstad also writes in that
article that “Boy-lovers were involved in the gay movement from the beginning, and their presence
was tolerated.” This indicates that there has been a natural and inarguable connection between
homosexuality and pedophilia.
Pushback did come from within the homosexual movement. But it came primarily from the
lesbian feminists who saw it for what it was – child abuse.
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Thorstad would cite the curator of the International Gay and Lesbian Archives in Los Angeles
when he said;

“A point I've been trying to make is that if we reject the boylovers in our midst today we'd better
stop waving the banner of the Ancient Greeks, of Michelangelo, Leonardo da Vinci, Oscar Wilde,
Walt Whitman, Horatio Alger, and Shakespeare. We'd better stop claiming them as part of our
heritage unless we are broadening our concept of what it means to be gay today.”330
By this, he was obviously speaking to the pederasty that has been going on throughout the
ages, especially within male-homosexual communities. It should come as no surprise to you that
David Thorstad was also a founding member of NAMBLA.
By 1985 NAMBLA was admitted into New York’s Council of Lesbian and Gay Organizations as
well as the International Gay Association (now called the ILGA to incorporate the involvement of
lesbians). Friend, NAMBLA advocated for sexual relations between adults and minors, that was no
secret. They’d been doing so for years. It’s not as if they were able to SNEAK into these major
homosexual-rights organizations under some false-premise that they were purely supporters of the
homosexual agenda.
So if their aims were tolerated and likely even accepted, why were they kicked out in 1994
during the International Gay Association’s Annual World Conference held in New York from June 24th
to July 3rd? Was there a change of heart within the upper echelon of the homosexual-rights
organizers? Was it because they realized just how despicable pederasty actually is, because it’s really
just pedophilia and child-abuse thinly veiled under some falsehood of historical cultural normalcy?

“In October, 1993, Lambda Report, an antigay publication in the United States, alerted the U.S.
media that the North American Man/Boy Love Association (NAMBLA) was an ILGA member. The
United States threatened to seek the revocation of ILGA's consultative status unless ILGA
expelled NAMBLA and any other pedophile group. Concerned about losing its consultative
status, ILGA decided to comply with U.S. demands. At its Annual World Conference held in New
York City in June, 1994, ILGA expelled three pedophile groups: NAMBLA, Project Truth/Free Will,
and Vereniging Martijn.”331
You read that right, friend. Their decision had nothing to do with morality but everything to do
with political expediency and their own agenda. Conservative North Carolina senator Jesse Helms led
a campaign against the ILGA to have their consultative status with the United Nations removed due
to their involvement with pedophile-advocacy groups. At the last minute, the ILGA removed those
groups in hopes of keeping their influence within the U.N.
And that is the only reason NAMBLA was not allowed to walk in the Stonewall 25 March held on
the 26th of July, 1994.
Don’t believe the lies out there stating otherwise; homosexuality and pedophilia walk hand in
hand regardless of whether or not every homosexual desires to or chooses to engage in pedophilia.
At its core, the agenda is one to turn sexuality on its head. I can only imagine that this is being done
by people in hopes that when everything is permissible; when everything is acceptable; when every
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desire is acted upon by all people; because there will no longer be those of us who abstain from
what is wrong which serves as a reminder to them that there IS a right way, they will no longer feel
that pang of guilt within their hearts for their sinning against God who gave them a conscience and
an inherent knowledge of what is wrong.
But it won’t help. We already talked about that – trying to drown out or silence the alarm call of
our need of repentance will never make it go away, nor will it ever excuse us.
There’s also the reality of the spiritual guidance in all of this to do away with God’s design, even
if at the expense of little children. But if it’s not already evident, our society on the whole clearly
demonstrates on a day-to-day basis that it sees even precious little children as utterly expendable in
the pursuit of pleasure and escape from submission to Holy God.
It’s a shocking connection to admit, isn’t it? I know that before I came to Christ, when I was
believing that all things were permissible and I was living a life of “Do what thou wilt,” I would NEVER
have permitted myself to believe that there was any connection whatsoever between the
homosexual-rights movement and pedophilia. Thankfully though, the blinders were removed by the
Spirit of God. If you, my friend, need a little more convincing of the very real and debased united
front, consider for a moment the words of Michael Swift who contributed what has been called only
a satirical article for, once more, the Gay Community News in February of 1987;

“We shall sodomize your sons, emblems of your feeble masculinity. We shall seduce them in
your schools, in your dormitories, in your gymnasiums, in your locker rooms, in your sports
arenas, in your seminaries, in your youth groups.”332
Those in the LGBT point out that conservative and religious groups who’ve cited this article,
even before Congressional hearings regarding the “Gay Agenda,” purposefully leave out the opening
statement by Swift which testifies that it’s not meant to be taken seriously. The statement reads as
such:

“This essay is an outré, madness, a tragic, cruel fantasy, an eruption of inner rage, on how the
oppressed desperately dream of being the oppressor.”333
But there’s nothing funny or humourous about the words in this ‘desperate dream of an
oppressed individual erupting from repressed inner rage who fantasizes about a world where he is
the oppressor.’ It’s altogether shocking and intolerable.
We’ve heard plenty of times of the viciousness of so-called religious conservatives, and if a
prominent journal from their side wrote the reverse of this, it would be called hate-speech and all
involved would be vilified and put up on charges while having their names dragged through the mud
by the mass-media.
Just think of Duck Commander patriarch, Phil Robertson who wasn’t being even half as hateful
as the above article-writer, but simply told GQ that a woman’s vagina seems more appealing than
another man’s anus, and that sin makes one do illogical things. The media wanted to HANG him. 334
His language may have been course but he was right about the illogicality that stems from sin and
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giving into temptation (just look again at Kinsey and how far he was able to sink and how his staffmembers are also deranged in their reasoning!).
In any case, the seduction in all directions, of young men even in seminaries which are
institutions where people earn degrees in theology – the study of God; as well as even adolescent
males in youth groups (because a youth group generally hosts boys and girls from both junior and
senior high), is exactly what’s going on, and exactly what seems to be the aim of the more militant
homosexuals.
Even lesbian journalist Masha Gessen admitted during a radio interview that the push for gaymarriage was actually in hopes of “radically redefin[ing] and eventually eliminate[ing] it,”335 speaking
of marriage in general.

“It’s a no-brainer that (homosexual activists) should have the right to marry, but I also think
equally that it’s a no-brainer that the institution of marriage should not exist. …(F)ighting for gay
marriage generally involves lying about what we are going to do with marriage when we get
there — because we lie that the institution of marriage is not going to change, and that is a lie.
"The institution of marriage is going to change, and it should change. And again, I don’t think it
should exist. And I don’t like taking part in creating fictions about my life....I have three kids who
have five parents, more or less, and I don’t see why they shouldn’t have five parents legally… I
met my new partner, and she had just had a baby, and that baby’s biological father is my
brother, and my daughter’s biological father is a man who lives in Russia, and my adopted son
also considers him his father. So the five parents break down into two groups of three… And
really, I would like to live in a legal system that is capable of reflecting that reality, and I don’t
think that’s compatible with the institution of marriage.”336
Even IF not every member of the LGBT is aware of or involved with said agendas, they DO exist,
they ARE radical, and those who participate in and support the movement are actually helping grease
the wheels of something that will go well beyond anything they could have ever imagined.
And these agendas are the very same ingredients Crowley prophesied as necessity for the entry
of the antichrist: rampant influx in sodomy and a destruction of God’s design for the family – both of
which seem very clearly to be deep within the homosexual-rights movement. Just think back to
Crowley’s own words in The World’s Tragedy where he cried, “Let me seduce the boys of England!”
Sounds very much like what Michael Swift was only “joking” about. But the same spirit guides them
both.
It should also be obvious that Crowley’s directions were to also reignite pederasty and
pedophilia in Judeo-Christian nations to undermine God’s influence there. As stated, he painted
magick sex-rituals involving children in his Italian abbey, and such things allegedly occurred there.
Kinsey’s coauthor Wardell Pomeroy would write in regards to this very matter, “They held group
orgies as a part of their ritual, and included in them the small children the women had brought with
them.”337 Of course we’ve also got the puppets of satan publishing revolting articles like the one in
Salon which attempts to foster and further the pedophiliac agenda through sympathy.
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A side-point I’ll only touch on briefly for your consideration is that both the satanically guided
Aleister Crowley AND Alfred Kinsey allowed their devious perversions to also play out in
sadomasochism. We talked earlier of the potential spiritual implications involved in BDSM, and how it
was evident in any sexual practices devoid of real, biblical love. But is the rise in it yet another attack
on the glory of God by the devil through his agenda to bring about the antichrist? Based on the
involvement of Crowley and Kinsey with it, I’d say it’s quite safe to assume so.
Could this be why we see drivel like 50 Shades of Grey appearing on our bestseller lists and in
our movie theaters in order that it may entice the masses to partake in it in an attempt to lead them
into what is an ungodly replication of beautiful, human sexuality?
It seems rather likely, does it not?
Yet another area in which Aleister Crowley was guided for the agenda of the antichrist was the
synthesis of Western occultism with Eastern mysticism. We have certainly seen this take place within
the last 50 years. The snake-spirit would have Crowley write in the 4th verse of chapter 1 of The Book

of the Law;

“Every number is infinite; there is no difference.”
We can all agree about how ludicrous this statement is. BUT it sounds a lot like the sort of
conclusions one would arrive at when overtaken by false spiritual systems such as dualism where
anything can at once be two opposing and contrasting realities (think good and evil). Sounds
ethereal and enchanting, but it’s altogether nonsense.
Same with the pronouncement by theoretical physicist Lawrence Krauss that 2 + 2 can equal 5
which we read about much earlier. It’s just as absurd and stems from the same meditations as the
above belief given to Crowley. But rather than being cloaked in mysticism, it’s coated in pseudoscience.
Within a system of such spiritual nonsense where anything can be true however, we’re led
onwards to pantheism. After all, for a number to represent both a finite figure as well as be infinite, it
would most certainly make sense if in actuality everything was one and the same, and part of the
same whole. Again, think of the false notion of something being both good and evil at the same time
or that neither then really exists.
I can recall a hot-yoga class I attended in hopes of giving a good stretch to my hamstrings
where the instructor (who quite possibly thought of herself as an enlightened yogi or spiritual guide)
told us deep into a stretch that if we felt any pain, to remind ourself that there is no such thing as

bad sensation, nor is there such a thing as a good sensation.
Dualism and false spirituality foisted upon a class of twenty-plus people while melodic, tranceinducing music prepared our minds for the inception of a false idea and belief system. How tragic for
any participants not standing on The Rock of Truth or swayed through gullibility by such foolishness.
Naturally, Crowley was guided by the devil to encourage rebellion against the established
authority, which at the time was often still shaped and fashioned by Christian, theological influence.
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After all, how does one persuade the entirety of earth to fall under one false messiah in the antichrist
when a majority are already perfectly satisfied in those who govern them? We see this also today,
don’t we, friend – a growing mistrust of authorities, be it the government itself, government agencies,
and even police who are allegedly mostly racists hell-bent on oppressing minorities.
Christianity itself was of course to be rebelled against. That’s obviously prevalent all around us
today. We see even government itself stomping out Christian influence in the public sector.
We see the agenda coming to fruition of a New World Order under a global governance system
– one easy for a single leader to step into control of to reign over the entire world.
And of course, all of this coincides with people aligning themselves with their supposed Will via
the philosophy of Thelema, which is really only a fabricated lie so that the devil can have all people
bend down to his will. He only needs to dispatch his forces to go out into the world and influence
people to obey thoughts and feelings they believe are originating from within themselves, while it’s
actually these demonic entities implanting them either by their own suggestion, or through false
ideas through various forms of media.
The 15th verse of The Book of the Law’s first chapter reads;

“Now ye shall know that the chosen priest & apostle of infinite space is the prince-priest the
Beast; and in his woman called the Scarlet Woman is all power given. They shall gather my
children into their fold: they shall bring the glory of the stars into the hearts of men.”
What I find unnerving about this instruction is that, as we’ve already learned, the Bible often
speaks of angels as stars – both those submitted to God and those that are fallen from God. No
doubt when this “glory” of such fallen “stars” resides in the hearts of mankind, it will be wholly
opposed to the things of God.
Lastly, I wanted to point out the 17th verse of chapter 3 in The Book of the Law;

“Fear not at all; fear neither men nor Fates, nor gods, nor anything. Money fear not, nor laughter
of the folk folly, nor any other power in heaven or upon the earth or under the earth. Nu is your
refuge as Hadit your light; and I am the strength, force, vigour, of your arms.”
Like with the admonition to not fear God’s judgment for using mind-altering substances, we
have more false reassurance to not fear God no matter what occurs in the life of the Thelemite. I
wonder if this has anything to do with the complete obstinateness of unbelievers who will not repent
and turn to God during the end-time’s tribulation foretold in The Revelation. Whatever the case, such
defiance is definitely ill-advised.
Darkest of all though is the likelihood that Crowley was calling upon his demonically guided
followers to involve themselves with child-sacrifice just as we saw in the pagan nations which God
judged through the armies of Israel.
In Crowley's Magick In Theory and in Practice awaits a spiritually dark chapter 12 called Of the

Bloody Sacrifice: And Matters Cognate (cognate meaning "of a similar nature"338).
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Once again we see that the spiritually deceived Crowley has an extremely limited and twisted
understanding of Holy Scripture and even the ideas therein, although he's led to refer to them
directly to give spiritual credibility to his demonic rituals.
What he says from all of this is that a blood-sacrifice has "from time immemorial been the most
considered part of Magick." Let us now work our way through this passage. It’s a lengthy one to cite,
but seeing all of the details will give you a clearer understanding when confronted with the defenses
of this passage by Crowley’s loyal supporters;

“In any case it was the theory of the ancient Magicians, that any living being is a storehouse of
energy varying in quantity according to the size and health of the animal, and in quality
according to its mental and moral character.”339
I think we can all agree that animals themselves really have no sense of morality. A dog will just
as soon defend its owner from an enemy as jump up on the table and eat his dinner when the
master leaves the room (unless trained otherwise), and ONLY appear troubled by its own actions
when scolded BY that master upon their return.
The supposed ‘morality’ Crowley speaks of likely alludes to the fact that God had specifically told
the Israelites to sacrifice a year old, unblemished lamb – that is, a lamb pure and white and free of
any spots – for the atonement of their sins.340 To a character like Aleister Crowley, the use of such an
animal by the Israelites would point to a universally powerful, magical truth able to be harnessed by
any practitioner, even when devoid of anything to do with The One True God.

“At the death of the animal this energy is liberated suddenly. The animal should therefore be
killed within the Circle, or the Triangle, as the case may be, so that its energy cannot escape. An
animal should be selected whose nature accords with that of the ceremony – thus, by sacrificing
a female lamb one would not obtain any appreciate quantity of the fierce energy useful to a
Magician who was invoking Mars. In such a case a ram would be more suitable. And this ram
should be virgin – the whole potential of its original total energy should not have been
diminished in any way.”341
For Crowley who was right in understanding that sex was spiritual but wrong when believing it
to be magical, a virgin would obviously have more of its initial magical power, not yet spent during
sex. I suppose then that sacrificing a goat you’d copulated with would therefore be less useful

magically…
I mention this because, as one could expect, Crowley involved bestiality in his sex-magick. Arthur
Lyons would state in page 80 of his book Satan Wants You: The Cult of Devil Worship in America, “In
1920, with a small band of followers, Crowley moved into a farmhouse near Cefalu, Sicily, and
founded his Abbey of Thelema, from which he hoped to see his gospel spread. It was here, away
from the prying eyes of society, that he began to revive barbaric rites that had not been practiced
since the time of the Dionysian cults in ancient Greece. During one ritual in 1921, he induced a hegoat to copulate with his constant female companion and "Scarlet Woman", Leah Hirsig, then slit the
animal's throat at the moment of orgasm.”342
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“For the highest spiritual working one must accordingly choose that victim which contains the
greatest and purest force. A male child of perfect innocence and high intelligence is the most
satisfactory and suitable victim.
“For evocations it would be more convenient to place the blood of the victim in the Triangle –
the idea being that the spirit might obtain from the blood this subtle but physical substance
which was the quintessence of its life in such a manner as to enable it to take on a visible and
tangible shape.”343
Now when Crowley speaks of a “male child,” is he speaking of a young, male animal? Why not
be more specific and clear? He WAS speaking about rams so why not use the term “kid?” When he
speaks of innocence, is he, as God intentioned, only speaking of the absence of physical blemishes?
When he speaks of “high intelligence,” is he talking of an abnormally smart child-ram, one who can
jump through hoops and find treats hidden under turned-over bowls? That’s what I think of when I
hear about “intelligent” barnyard animals…
Or is he talking cryptically about something else this entire time, trying purposefully to keep his
words’ true meanings veiled and only as clear as necessary?
When I think of an innocent male child of high intelligence, I think of a young, human boy who’s
kept himself from too much mischief. Is that just me?
Let’s continue…

“Those magicians who abject to the use of blood have endeavored to replace it with incense. For
such a purpose the license of Abramelin may be burnt in large quantities. Dittany of Crete is also
a valuable medium. Both these incenses are very catholic in their nature, and suitable for almost
any materialization.
“But the bloody sacrifice, though more dangerous, is more efficacious; and for nearly all
purposes human sacrifice is the best.”344
Thanks, Aleister for clearing all that confusion up for us, ya’ know, just in case we thought you
were talking about rams still…
But is he talking about just a little blood, or killing somebody?

“The truly great Magician will be able to use his own blood, or possibly that of a disciple, and
that without sacrificing the physical life irrevocably.”345
Okay, so apparently you don’t need to kill yourself or another human being, but if you’re
unskilled at all this, you might sacrifice not just a little ‘physical life’ through the shedding of SOME
blood, but you may end up sacrificing the WHOLE life irrevocably (which means “without being able
to go back”). I’m really glad we’re getting to the bottom of this…

“An example of this sacrifice is given in Chapter 44 of Liber 333. This Mass may be
recommended generally for daily practice.
“One last word on this subject. There is a Magical operation of maximum importance: The
Initiation of a New Aeon. When it becomes necessary to utter a Word, the whole Planet must be
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bathed in blood. Before man is ready to accept the Law of Thelema, the Great War must be
fought. This Bloody Sacrifice is the critical point of the World-Ceremony of the Proclamation of
Horus, the Crowned and conquering Child, as Lord of the Aeon.
“This whole matter is prophesied in the Book of the Law itself; let the student take note, and
enter the ranks of the Host of the Sun.”346
You may recall, friend, that the third chapter of The Book of the Law spoke of a brutal and
violent conquest over the earth where much blood was poured out. What exactly is being called for, I
cannot say. After doing a little digging I did discover though that Magick: In Theory and Practice is
the third part of a larger work called Magick, Liber ABA, Book 4.347 As The Book of the Law was given
to Crowley by an intermediary of satan, or perhaps by satan himself under the name of Aiwass, this
book came to him through a spirit which identified itself as Abuldiz. This “visitation” came in
November of 1911. The book was published in the winter of 1912 to 1913.
Could “The Great War” to be fought be a prophetic foretelling of the ACTUAL “Great War”
which began in July of 1914? A third footnote on page 88 of an electronic edition by Celephaïs Press
in 2004 based on the 1930 publishing by Lecram Press seems to state this when it says, “This
paragraph was written in the summer of 1911 e.v., just three years before its fulfilment.”348
11 MILLION combatants died along with 7 MILLION civilians. That would make for a LOT of
human sacrifice. And indeed, this would seem to be the launching-point towards the New Aeon from
which we will see “the Proclamation of Horus, the Crowned and conquering Child as Lord of the
Aeon.” Sure enough, western civilization would soon be ready to accept the Law of Thelema.
If ONE ‘Great War’ wasn’t enough, we had a second only two decades later.
Now the devil cannot see the future, and so was not able to communicate these ideas to
Crowely with absolute foreknowledge. BUT the devil as already noted IS incredibly skilled at
manipulating whole masses of people and individuals themselves. When one looks at the elements
which led UP to World War 1, how it was a powder-keg of alliances ready to go off at the striking of
a single match, it’s no trouble whatsoever for the devil and his legion of lying spirits to organize and
guide all those pieces of animosity into place.
Of course there is also the possibility that this foretold ‘Great War’ where the world is bathed in
blood is yet to come… Who can really say but God Himself?

“Actual ceremonial details likewise may be left to experiment. The method of killing is practically
uniform. The animal should be stabbed to the heart, or its throat severed, in either case by the
knife. All other methods of killing are less efficacious; even in the case of Crucifixion death is
given by stabbing.”349
As mentioned earlier, Crowley would erroneously point to the stabbing of Christ with a spear in
his side as being what killed Him. Likewise here, death by crucifixion was usually through
asphyxiation, often sped up by the breaking of the shins so that the punished could no longer hold
up their bodyweight to breathe. Stabbing would have only been used as a further means to expedite
the process but only when necessary.
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“One may remark that warm-blooded animals only are used as victims: with two principal
exceptions. The first is the serpent, which is only used in a very special Ritual; the second the
magical beetles of Liber Legis. (See Part IV.)
“One word of warning is perhaps necessary for the beginner. The victim must be in perfect
health – or its energy may be as it were poisoned. It must also not be too large: the amount of
energy disengaged is almost unimaginably great, and out of all anticipated proportion to the
strength of the animal. Consequently, the Magician may easily be overwhelmed and obsessed
by the force which he has let loose; it will then probably manifest itself in its lowest and most
objectionable form. The most intense spirituality of purpose is absolutely essential to safety.
“In evocations the danger is not so great, as the Circle forms a protection; but the circle in such a
case must be protected, not only by the names of God and the Invocations used at the same
time, but by a long habit of successful defence. If you are easily disturbed or alarmed, or if you
have not yet overcome the tendency of the mind to wander, it is not advisable for you to
perform the “Bloody Sacrifice”. Yet it should not be forgotten that this, and that other art which
we have dared darkly to hint, are the supreme formulae of Practical Magick.”350
Friend, remember where I said it seemed like Crowley was being cryptic in his writing to avoid
giving away precisely what he was depicting, especially concerning the idea of the human sacrifice of
children? Is this what he meant when referring to “that other art which we have dared darkly to hint”
which would be THE SUPREME formulas of Practical Magick?

“…You are also likely to get into trouble over this chapter unless you truly comprehend its
meaning.”351
In this closing line we see a warning. Is Crowley warning the initiate that if the above is not done

properly there will be consequences? Or is he saying that if they misinterpret what he’s getting at
here and they go through with it all, there will be consequences?
In direct relation to “A male child of perfect innocence and high intelligence is the most suitable
sacrifice” on page 87 in the 1930 republication of Magick by Lecram Press, their footnote reads, “It
appears from the Magical Records of Frater Perdurabo [another alias of Crowley] that He made this
particular sacrifice on an average about 150 times every year between 1912 e.v. and 1928”
That equates to an unbelievable number of 2400 sacrifices… It’s honestly hard to fathom even
Crowley committing so fiendish a feat. But even 2400 animal sacrifices sounds hard to believe.
Whatever the case, it’s hard to escape that he spoke of male children of perfect innocence and high
intelligence being the best sacrifice, when this doesn’t seem to speak of animals whatsoever,
especially in conjunction with his statement only TWO paragraphs later that HUMAN sacrifices are
the best for the bloody sacrifice.
Is this why Crowley would venture off to the areas of the world which were somewhat more
disconnected from more-modernized society of the day? Was he seeking out places where
disappearing children would be more difficult to publicize or even trace?
Or were the bloody rituals only drawing blood and not necessarily taking the entire life?
Whatever the case, Crowley’s faithful defenders can be found on the internet denying that
human, child sacrifice was EVER the intention of this chapter (although it certainly seemed apparent).
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It was allegedly just a concealed joke he was making about his own habits of masturbation and that
the “innocent and pure male children” were only his sperm.
They point to his warning at the end to the reading audience that they’ll find themselves in
trouble if they don’t understand his meaning as proof of this.
But I haven’t been able to find any sources whatsoever where Crowley confesses the above
citations to be a hoax and a gag; only hearsay from his supporters.352
Besides which, the rituals he described contained blood, intelligence, stabbing, and a variety of
other matters which you can’t get out of sperm. Imagine trying to stab the microscopic for a ritual?
What of the reality that sperm have a 50/50 chance of creating a male or female after fertilization of
the egg due to the presence of either an ‘X’ or ‘Y’ chromosome which bonds with the ‘X’
chromosome present in the egg? How does one then refer to sperm as “a male child”? Sperm
doesn’t seem to fit whatsoever.
All those statements in defense only serve as examples of laughable excuses.
No, my dear friend, it seems quite likely that Aleister Crowley was indeed describing and
defining child sacrifice or at the very least, the drawing of their blood for the sake of his demonic
rituals. The historical practice of human sacrifice was well documented in an unfortunate and
misguided book called The Golden Bough by an anthropologist named James George Frazer and
published in 1890. Crowley would cite it as an inspiration for his work in Magick.353 We see that
where he writes, " The practical details of the Bloody Sacrifice may be studied in various ethnological
manuals, but the general conclusions are summed up in Frazer’s “Golden Bough”, which is strongly
recommended to the reader.”358 He mentions the work over a half a dozen times!
And even if he wasn’t actually calling for the sacrifice of human children, how many
demented fools given over to satan have read his words and taken them literally? I think it would be
a safe wager to assume thousands around the globe throughout the past several decades at a bare
minimum. How totally and utterly careless of him. Not to mention all the others murdering people “in
the name of satan” or because they sincerely believed, “the devil told me to.” Go look and you’ll see
countless such accounts of that, and they aren’t all murderers attempting to beat the system with a
plea of insanity.
Just think of the pedophile and child sacrifice rings alluded to earlier. Can you imagine anything
more evil and wicked, and thus satanic than little children being sexually enslaved, and emotionally
and physically abused, even being locked in showers with boiling water spraying on them while they
cry and scream for mercy from their demonized captors??? If you don’t know what that is a direct
reference to, you need to look into it and follow the breadcrumbs, being willing not to dismiss where
they lead…
The point is, these diabolical, demonically inspired activities are indeed happening, and they are
happening amidst not only the lowliest of backwards cultures, but also among the most powerful and
prominent people and organizations in the most sophisticated regions…
Aleister Crowley had of course first sought to fulfill his mission within his homeland of the
United Kingdom. But it was near his death when he realized that the United States of America was
riper and more ready for the philosophies of Thelema and “Do what thou wilt.” In The Confessions of
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Aleister Crowley, which was mostly an autobiography written throughout Crowley’s life and then
compiled and finalized late, two decades after his death in 1947, Crowley would write:

“I turn therefore to America from an expiring solar system to a nebulous mass which I expect to
develop into an organized galaxy. The elements of the United States are heterogeneous in a
manner unprecedented in history. Every race, language and creed of Europe is represented… all
Americans are eager for power, in one form or another… no humbug so outrageous as to deter
them from running after the new religion… Their dauntless innocence persuades me that just as
soon as they have acquired the critical faculty, they will progress spiritually more swiftly and
sanely than has ever been known.”355
Certainly, just as the United States of America has been at the forefront of nearly every great
achievement in the last two centuries as a shining example to the world, it has also become the
sullied example of what it means for a nation blessed and favoured by God to be turning her back
on Him. The very immorality called for by the devil through Aleister Crowley has very much engulfed
that once-great nation, and every nation under the influence of her pop-culture has followed suit in a
quick-time death-march altogether in a downward spiral while those opposed to God view it as the
greatest emblem of humanity’s progress towards equality, tolerance, and liberty of any sort for all.
The prophecies delivered by the snake-spirit who is none other than the devil are coming to
pass before our very eyes and within our very generations…
Astonishingly, God is not at all surprised, and He promised this era would come nearly two
thousand years ago through His own TRUE prophet, the Apostle Paul;
“The coming of the lawless one is by the activity of Satan with all power and false
signs and wonders, and with all wicked deception for those who are perishing,
because they refused to love the truth and so be saved. Therefore God sends them a
strong delusion, so that they may believe what is false, in order that all may be
condemned who did not believe the truth but had pleasure in unrighteousness.”

The Second Epistle to the Thessalonians, chapter 2, verses 9 to 12

My dear friend! The “lawless one” referred to hear is the antichrist (or ‘Child of Horus’ according
to Crowley) which the knowing servants of satan wish to bring forth! We need not go on listing all of
the anecdotal evidence of the despicable acts which God hates but which are occurring in our world.
Certainly you have seen enough to know that Aleister Crowley had indeed received his orders from a
powerful demonic being opposed to The Word of God that was laid out for the Israelites and for the
followers of Christ long ago!
Surely you see the prophecy from the Apostle Paul given by the Holy Spirit centuries beforehand
is also true!
If you have been deceived into believing the way of the world is a wonderful thing and that the
God of the Bible has no business ruling over it, it is because He has permitted the strong delusion to
overtake you! But the promised condemnation IS ONLY FOR THOSE WHO WILL KEEP RESISTING
AND NOT TURN THEMSELVES OVER INTO THE LOVING HANDS OF GOD.
That does NOT have to be you too!
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You have HAD “pleasure in unrighteousness,” BUT SO HAVE I! And by God’s grace, to His glory
He took a sinner such as I, and in His mercy, gave me the faith to see and believe! If I could have
been shown such mercy and accepted this gift, then surely the same can happen for you!
All you have to do is accept it!
I pray that you do! Oh, please, my dear friend, do accept it!
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Vain Philosophies
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We discussed already, friend, how “Doest thou wilt shall be the whole of the law” has been
completely and totally accepted through other idioms which in actuality are full-fledged belief
systems or philosophies. The idea of doing your own will has been perpetuated through “Do your
own thing,” “If it feels good do it,” and “Each to their own.” Another saying I recall, and am guilty of
saying, is “Whatever floats your boat…”
“Each to their own, as long as it doesn’t hurt anyone” is simply a rewording of “Doest thou wilt
shall be the whole of the law under love.”
Of course, by now I’m sure we recognize that Thelema has nothing to do with real, true, biblical
love, and that Crowley was a satanically influenced charlatan maneuvered to deceive the masses.
The vanity in the above philosophies is obvious when one meditates on how relativistic they all
are (and we discussed relativism and how it is a slippery slope and far removed from absolute truth
much earlier in Absolute Truth vs. Relativism). Just stop and think for a moment of the things an
individual may determine to do because they don’t believe the action does any direct harm to
anyone else. But the truth is, we are all completely interconnected and every action has a causal
effect on everything else around us, and that is how God has designed our universe to function.
Think once more to how this relativistic philosophy has led to the steep decline of ageappropriateness for sex, and how unbridled, there are no boundaries to how far “as long as it doesn’t
hurt anyone” can go. Attention-starved and spiritually deceived children are easy pickings for
pedophiles guided by such philosophies, and societies and governments governed by the same
philosophies won’t stand up to protect those children for much longer.
But the examples could go on forever.
Where they hit a brick wall is the Absolute and steadfast Word of God.
Earlier in He Uses Philosophies and Ideas which discussed how those two things are used as
avenues for the devil to take control of our minds, we saw how God inspired the Apostle Paul to
write to the Colossians, “Therefore, as you received Christ Jesus the Lord, so walk in him, rooted
and built up in him and established in the faith, just as you were taught, abounding in
thanksgiving. See to it that no one takes you captive by philosophy and empty deceit, according
to human tradition, according to the elemental spirits of the world, and not according to
Christ.”356
We saw God’s warning to those persuaded by the faith to pursue Christ that if they were not
mindful they would be overtaken by philosophies and belief systems that are not at all true and
totally dangerous.
When you look around, my dear friend, what philosophies do you see in practice? Are they vain?
One area of deception that has overtaken western culture is the idea that there is great power in
positive-thinking. Now it is certainly true that a positive mindset can help people achieve goals, even
in the day-to-day grind. It’s also true that being negative and telling one’s self that you “can’t do
something” will likely mean you won’t be willing to try that thing or be able to succeed at it. Yet is it
an absolute truth? Is this a certainty we can build our life on? Does the self-defeated child who
believes the lie whispered into them that they will never make it to first-base in softball potentially
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surprise themselves when they swing and connect with the ball and find themselves able to run to
first in spite of their negative self-talk?
Or does the person intent on starting a business, propped up by positive thinking and so many
‘get-rich’ books and seminars often find himself unable to begin and succeed at any single venture?
Why not? Was he just not thinking positively enough?
The idea of positive and negative thinking enabling or disabling is no absolute truth at all. It’s
really the will of God that is absolute. The down-and-out may surprisingly succeed, and the lofty may
find themselves incapable of climbing out of their position in life.
Worse is the notion which is simple mysticism, that positive thinking actually has power in and
of itself to shape the universe around us. We mentioned this long ago in What Faith is, and What it is

Not. None of us has power over our own destiny, and no amount of positive thinking is going to
change that. Success or failure is up to God.
Unfortunately a prominent preacher named Norman Vincent Peale would bombard the masses
through radio and then television as well as magazine with such a philosophy for several decades.
Loosely rooted in biblical scripture and faith-based principles, he would unwittingly influence many
people into the mysticism of empowered positive thinking. His book The Power of Positive Thinking,
first published in 1952, would stay on the New York Times Bestseller list for 186 weeks, and has sold
over 5 million copies.357
It’s not my intention to slander Mr. Peale, but it is my intention to help you know the truth and
protect you from further erroneous thinking, or the sliding into it. The book just mentioned is one of
the first books I read after giving my life to Christ, and it didn’t take long as I read through it that the
Holy Spirit would guide me through discernment to hold loosely much of what was written in it.
The truth is that the devil who is the enemy of our soul and is seeking to destroy us would love
nothing more than for us to be so negative that we ultimately destroy ourselves (perhaps by suicide
thanks to hopelessness and desperation). His other motivation is that we be so positive that we
consider that we are our very own god capable of controlling our own destiny, be it here in the
temporal, and even into the ever-after.
Meanwhile one of the main verses Peale built his philosophy upon was this one;
"Finally, brothers, whatever is true, whatever is honorable, whatever is just,
whatever is pure, whatever is lovely, whatever is commendable, if there is any
excellence, if there is anything worthy of praise, think about these things."

The Epistle to the Philippians, chapter 4, verse 8

Friend, in Peale’s defense, I think he had hoped to help introduce more people to Jesus Christ
by attaching positive thinking to Christ at the time of The Great Depression. He even spoke of a time
in Hollywood or Los Angeles or some other place where the “hip” people were getting together at
their swanky homes not to engage in drinking alcohol and doing drugs, but to talk about Christ and
the power of positive thinking.
Sadly it seems quite evident that all along, this attachment of mysticism to Christianity was a
ploy of the devil to get belief in the power-of-self out to the masses in nations that were, for the
most part, traditionally and culturally under the influence of “Christianity.” But because people weren’t
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tuning in to hear what Peale was saying out of a love and adoration for Christ, but out of a desire to
be their own god shaping their own destiny, it only took a couple of decades to jettison Jesus
Himself from their thinking.
The above passage does not speak whatsoever about a person having the ability to define their
own path by the power of their mind, but speaks about keeping one’s mind on the things of God
and on what is near and dear to His heart while avoiding that which only serves to draw our mind
away from Him – and so important to the faith – our TRUST in Him. Trust in God is really where all
power lies, and it is not a power for ourselves for our own purposes, but an empowering by God
through the Holy Spirit so that we may accomplish His grand will. In Him one can be “positive” as
they focus on His character and His promises. This in itself is not where success comes from, but the
success comes from God demonstrating HIS trustworthiness to US.
Those in the positive-thinking empowerment movement have, by necessity (or likely by influence
of satan), included pseudo-science into their vain philosophy. They’ll point to protons and electrons
being positive and negative and state that our thoughts can affect them. But the components of the
atom are neither positive NOR negative. We just gave them those names because they oppose one
another, and so we think of opposites such as negative and positive. They could just as well have
been said to be “Black and White.” They’re simply polar opposites which repel each other.
They’ll also say that reality sits upon a multitude of frequencies – which seems to coincide with
molecular and quantum theory – and our brain itself emits frequencies – and this we can detect
through electroencephalograms or E.E.G.’s of the brain. The self-appointed gurus point to this
connection as evidence to back up the claims that we can be the gods of our own destiny simply by

thinking what we want to happen into existence.
Once more, my friend, I hope you are reminded of the serpent in the Garden who said, “You will
be like God.”
This mashing of science with mysticism in order to explain and validate the occult is exactly what
Aleister Crowley was trying to do with Thelema and all of his magick rituals. What’s unsettling as well
is that SOME of these positive-thinking gurus, just like Crowley, also claim that they’ve been
contacted by otherworldly beings. To these gurus, these beings have introduced themselves to be of
a higher consciousness who’ve evolved intellectually to the point where they have mastery over the
universe with their own minds.
The ruse here should be obvious to you by now, friend; people who’ve rebelled against God
want to be the rulers of their own life and so they buy into a philosophy and apply it to their lives,
and the demons are permitted by God who “gives people over to their own delusions” to give some
semblance of success to these individuals – or more realistically as much success as God allows within
the creation He governs – and these people, especially when successful, buy the whole lie hook,
line, and sinker, and then spread this false gospel to others, furthering the agenda to rebel against
God and ‘Do what thou wilt.’
Again, it’s true that a person can set goals and think positively about achieving them. But such
achievement is not because their mind had any power outside of their own body. Their power only
went as far as their phone calls or conversations could relay ideas and information which would help
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establish their path. They had to put ideas and thoughts into action, and others had to help facilitate
those ideas.
Their thoughts had no influence on the immaterial or material whatsoever.
However, there were also those within the spiritual realm that were at work aiding them.
It's actually by God's grace when people fail miserably after setting their own goals and setting
their mind on their own desires under the false belief that it in and of itself can shape the course of
their lives, having the power to alter what is happening outside of their proximity by manipulating
the universe. Failures for such people should serve as a wake-up call that they're not actually in
control of their own destiny and best get to intimately know the Author who is.
To bolster this false belief that we can control our own fate with our mind, we have other
sayings like “Mind over matter.” That expression may well have originated to encourage people to
use their own willpower to push on when their physical body seemed to be sending signals to the
brain that it was overloaded, spent, and unable to accomplish the assigned tasks. The reality though
was that the body – the nerves, the muscles, the respiratory and cardiovascular systems – may not
have trained to the next level required to perform the task, and so all the neural pathways had been
set to believe their capacities were at the max.
Perhaps the spirit is in some ways affiliated as it is the house of the will, and so the willpower
mustered up by a person’s spirit then communicates with the physical body to extend itself just a
little farther, and once those neural pathways have experienced the new maximum, they are able to
achieve it later while the brain’s synapses recollect what can be done.
But this certainly does not mean that the will of a person’s mind has power over the matter
outside their own material body to control and alter it at their whim. Yet this is the direction “Mind
over matter” has been taken.
My heart sinks every time I drive around the traffic circle towards my home because a sign there
from others to us who were affected by an enormous wildfire which caused a citywide evacuation in
2016 reads, “Sending love your way”. I know that this is an empty and false belief, but meant to bring
hope and encouragement, yet deceiving all who read, ingest, and believe it to be possible.
Love doesn’t get sent from one location to another while riding atop frequencies like music and
voices ride radio-waves to travel through the air. The information of love only gets from one place to
another through physical communication, be it by a phone call or a letter or a gift shipped via mail.
No one has the ability to “send love” to anyone via their mind or their heart or their spirit or their
own will. But we see this in that sign, and we see similar expressions as this on Facebook when
people “send good thoughts your way,” or “…positive thoughts your way,” or even, more specifically
aligned with the vain philosophy we’re uncovering, “…good vibes your way” (again, there’s the idea of
frequencies or vibrations by which tangible emotions are able to be sent).
Granted, when someone reads the sign regarding love being sent, they may feel loved. But as
stated, this is because a physical means of transporting that message of love has been sent. The love
was not sent metaphysically to any of us. But metaphysics is yet another area of philosophies which
quickly erodes into deception with the intention of leading people astray.
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The only way a person can feel love via the thoughts of another person is if the idea is acted
upon spiritually – not by our own spirit, but by another – and we don’t have many choices. We’ve got
the Holy Spirit of God who is more than capable of causing a person to feel great sensations of love;
we’ve got His loyal angelic servants who will go and minister to a person; and naturally we’ve got
demonic, rebellious spirits who wish to carry people away in their vain philosophies unto destruction.
If the recipient actually feels something, which spirit do you think responded to the sender’s desire
to “send love” or “good vibes” over distance to another person when they’re only doing so was under
the pretense that they themselves have some sort of power to do so? Obviously the demonic spirit
intent on grounding that sender AND the recipient in that false faith-system.
The list goes on and on when it comes to vain philosophies pervasive in our world. They have to
be combatted by weighing them against the truth of God’s Word which is absolute. If they fall short,
they’re to be abandoned, lest they lead us into eternity apart from God. If they line up, they’re never
to be taken out of the context of God’s involvement such as what happened with Philippians 4:8 and
how we’re to think on what is good.
“Boys will be boys” is often cited to excuse unruly male children of their bad, and sometimes
completely atrocious and even demonically influenced behaviour. Sure it can be meant innocently
enough, and even be attributed to that which isn’t of any concern, such as the desire to wrestle or
build a tree-fort or play with toy guns… But it’s just as often applied to activities like going out to get
drunk and sleeping with multiple women. How can we think such wicked behaviour is simply to be
expected and thus accepted?
“Ignorance is bliss” seems to remind us that all is fine and dandy provided we don’t know the
depths of the situation around us, but it’s a lie based on an idea that our mind is setting what is our

own reality – there’s relativism again. There’s nothing blissful about a spouse having an affair,
whether we know about it or not, true?
“Moderation in all things, especially moderation” is yet another vain philosophy when we
consider that there are definitely activities which we should not partake in, even in moderation.
Meanwhile there is that which we should involve ourselves in to the fullest we can bear, and that is
the worship and praise of God and the seeking after Him.
“The ends justify the means” sounds sensible enough… until you take it to the full extent of its
meaning and realize that a great many atrocities have been committed in even the last century
because such a way of thinking has commandeered the reason and rationale and morality of very
powerful people.
Likewise we have the philosophy of doing whatever is necessary on behalf of “the greater good.”
This kind of obtuse thinking was and is the bedrock of such ideologies as communism, and the
reason that communism (as well as all other systems where the government controls the people) will
never be anything other than evil. If the majority elects such a party, that party then caters to
whomever is the majority, often at the expense of the minority, and always ultimately maneuvers to
gain control of the populace for its own purposes because people are sinful and sinful people in
power always want more control – ESPECIALLY when out of their own pride, they think they’re smart
enough to fix a world-system which will never be truly right until it is ruled by Jesus Christ. We don’t
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have to look hard at history to see the brutal evidence of where this thinking leads. One example I’m
sure we’ll begin seeing more of is euthanasia for the very sick and maligned, especially when aged or
disabled, in order to save economically for healthcare systems.
Believing that “All’s fair in love and war” leads to manipulation and deceit in every area of our
lives, be it during a board-game where someone pretends to be helping their opponent in order to
lead them into disadvantage, and certainly plays out (as the saying suggests) in relationships, be it to
get them or keep them. I can recall reading books on how to attract and pickup women and how
disgustingly manipulative they were in order that the man get what he wants.
Nothing was worse, however, than the book aimed at women seeking to land themselves a
husband of influence, The Rules: Time-Tested Secrets for Capturing the Heart of Mr. Right by Ellen
Fein and Sherrie Schneider. It was easily one of the most despicable and detestable pieces of adviceliterature I’d ever read – and I read this back when I was sleeping around and living far away

from God with far less thought of the feelings of other people! At one point the reader is told to
never give a man a meaningful gift, and at others to always keep him emotionally on edge so you
have complete control over him. The thinking there was as soon as you lost control, he’d become
disinterested and move on. What a sick and unhealthy means of attaining, maintaining, and retaining
a relationship!
It was so disgusting to read, and I’m not just saying this as a man, but because it was so much
worse than the books for men on seduction which I’d looked at.
Looking back though from where I am now, it was simply a book that had nothing to do with
the love that a wife should have for her husband or vice-versa. It was downright diabolical.
And so is the belief and practice that all is fair in love and war. Some things may very well be
fair, but ALL things? Hardly…
Another vain philosophy is the belief that “What goes around comes around.” Not everyone who
does evil in this life will experience evil done to them. Not everyone who does good or blesses others
will experience the same. But what the Bible DOES tell us is this;
"Do not be deceived: God is not mocked, for whatever one sows, that will he also reap."

The Epistle to the Galatians, chapter 6, verse 7
Now it may prove likely that a person who eats unhealthily will eventually have poorer health.
But is it always true that a person who gives generously to others will themselves receive blessing in
this life? Is it true when the televangelist promises his viewer, “If you send this ministry $100 right
now, God is going to bless you TENFOLD soon!”? No, that’s a scam, and both ideas are a lie.
“You reap what you sew” is the expression pulled out of biblical context and applied as people
see fit. But The Apostle Paul was speaking of eternal and spiritual matters, and we know this because
he goes on to say in verses 8 and 9 that “For the one who sows to his own flesh will from the
flesh reap corruption, but the one who sows to the Spirit will from the Spirit reap eternal life.
And let us not grow weary of doing good, for in due season we will reap, if we do not give up.”
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But those with worldly minds took the idea that we reap what we sew and joined it to eastern
philosophy, and that resulted in our western idea of karma. We think “What goes around comes
around,” and “That’s karma, baby.”
Yet in Karmic Law which stems from Hindu philosophy, the spirit reincarnates after the body’s
physical death into the new body (which we know is not true according to God’s Word)… and a
person “gets what they deserve.” Therefore, within the caste system of Hinduism, a person justifiably
ends up in a caste by their own merits. When we recognize that there is a caste called “The

Untouchables” who are the lowest of the low, starving and dejected by the rest of society with no
hope of help or betterment, we must come to terms with the vanity of the philosophy of Karmic Law.
If there is a religious and philosophical worldview that tells people they don’t have to help the
poor and the needy if they don’t feel inclined to, they truly are not obliged to because that person is
getting exactly what they deserve for the sins they committed in their past life.
But Jesus Christ warned;
“Then he will say to those on his left, ‘Depart from me, you cursed, into the eternal fire
prepared for the devil and his angels. For I was hungry and you gave me no food, I was
thirsty and you gave me no drink, I was a stranger and you did not welcome me, naked
and you did not clothe me, sick and in prison and you did not visit me.’ Then they also will
answer, saying, ‘Lord, when did we see you hungry or thirsty or a stranger or naked or sick
or in prison, and did not minister to you?’ Then he will answer them, saying, ‘Truly, I say to
you, as you did not do it to one of the least of these, you did not do it to me.’"

The Gospel of Matthew, chapter 25, verses 41 to 45

Imagine that, friend, an entire belief system that not only tells those who have been blessed

NOT to bless those in need which is in direct contravention to what God demands of people, but the
following of that karmic belief system which instructs those who have not to give to those who have
not because they’re getting what they deserve, will lead a person straight into condemnation by God!
Where do you think this belief system came from then?
Yes, satan who desires the death and destruction of all people, quite clearly.
On one hand he destroys people by keeping them from receiving help. And on the other hand
he leads people to destruction by keeping them from giving that help.
Just plain evil.
So then how foolish of any of us to look at a situation and think, “Oh, that’s karma baby,” giving
it any credence whatsoever, when the whole system is a demonic lie?
Perhaps people may get what they deserve, but it’s certainly not karma at work.
Quickly I’ll touch on one more pop-culture philosophy that is utterly vain, and that is YOLO:

“You Only Live Once.” Oddly, the word ‘yolo’ often comes right before a person does some sort of
stunt which is dangerous and stupid while someone records it in hopes of it going ‘viral,’ or some
other act which brings no real meaning to their life or anyone else’s. If people are going to live in a
manner where the emphasis is on this being their only chance at life, shouldn’t they be saying
“YOLO” before doing something absolutely noteworthy and beneficial for the world around them?
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What yolo really seems to mean is, “Have fun right now; pursue pleasure and excitement, because
this is all you’ve got.”
Talk about the epitome of VAIN.
As one would expect, vain philosophies can be and most definitely are delivered to us via the
media.
I can recall watching the Terminator movies by James Cameron, thinking Linda Hamilton’s
character Sarah Connor was onto something when she’d repeat, “There is no fate but what we make.”
It sounded catchy, and possibly even true to me when I was younger. But it wasn’t true at all. It was
completely antithetical to what the Holy Bible tells us – that God is in control, and He is sovereign,
and He’s the one determining fate even though we are free to exercise our own wills… But our
choices and the consequences of those choices already being known to God in eternity’s past point
to a very immovable reality of predestination for our lives as His eternal planning comes to pass.
Sarah Connor was dead-wrong, and I was dead-wrong for giving it even a moment’s thought.
Thankfully by God’s grace, He protected me from letting it become an all-consuming belief that I
lived by. Had He not intervened, something like that could have totally swept me away.
We already covered earlier that vain philosophies and wrong ideas were an avenue through
which the devil would attack us. This section has served to further delve into what sorts of
philosophies are floating about our society, and to point out why they’re wrong and that God’s Word
is the only sure way to test them.
My dear friend, vain philosophies can lead a person from God, or even KEEP them from God, for
the simple fact that they don’t wish to abandon those beliefs they have relied upon and believed to
be true when they realize such beliefs are in opposition to God.
Worldviews regardless of the form they come in – be it religious, or philosophical, or supposedly
validated scientifically – form mental barriers within our own mind and keep us blinded to the Truth
of God. That is why He would have the Apostle Paul write;
"Do not be conformed to this world, but be transformed by the renewal
of your mind, that by testing you may discern what is the will of God, what is
good and acceptable and perfect."

The Epistle to the Romans, chapter 12, verse 2
(italics and underline for emphasis, mine)

We have to humbly allow the Holy Spirit to renew our mind by reading His Word, ingesting it,
believing in it, and entrust ourselves to it in the full knowledge that God loves us. Of course, this
understanding of God’s love for us comes from accepting the Truth of the Gospel that God loved us
so much He sent His own Son to die in our place. But the renewal of the mind is what undoes all of
the strangleholds that false ideas and vain philosophies and wrong worldviews have on us.
I can remember the sheer sense of illumination and freshness even as I ate of God’s Word every
morning and every night while listening to various great pastors after I first gave my life to Christ. It
was like having my mind washed clean of so much wrong thinking, and it was such a freeing delight!
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I hope that you too can experience this, my friend.

356. Colossians 2:6-8
357. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Norman_Vincent_Peale

Vain Philosophies lead to False Religions
It really is unfortunate that there is so much interfering messaging in the world because it seems
many people are seeking, but that they are simply sidelined along the way by false ideas. Mind you,
according to God’s Word, if someone genuinely wants to know Him, and truly seeks after Him, He
will reveal Himself to them, call them, and draw them to Himself.
Of course what’s also unfortunate is how many of these ideas unsettle and sometimes collapse
the faith of some believers. I suppose though that if false ideas bombarding a professing believer are
able to lead them astray, they were not clinging to the faith after all, nor did they possess true saving
faith to begin with.
Nevertheless there is so much in this world attacking the Christian faith through devious
falsehood, more nowadays than ever before. Many of these arguments and ideas are cloaked in what
appears to be intellectualism to anyone not established in the faith, and so such people believe
they’ve been given reasonable arguments to hold onto when confronted with the claims of Christ.
Evangelist Josh McDowell would write in his apologetics book More Than a Carpenter;

"The goal of New Atheists is simple: to eradicate any rational grounds for religious belief and to
persuade theists to walk away from their faith... [But] there are no fresh discoveries in science,
philosophy, or history that undermine Christianity. Most arguments of the New Atheists are
recycled from older atheists such as Friedrich Nietzsche, Sigmund Freud, Karl Marx, and Bertrand
Russell... Atheists of the past were well aware of the consequences of denying God. They realized
that without God we inhabit a cold, dark, pointless universe. Many older atheists mourned the
death of God because they realized it undermined the foundations of Western culture.
Existentialist Albert Camus admitted that the death of God meant the loss of purpose, joy, and
everything that makes life worth living."358
Josh would go on to quote Professor Emeritus of Theology at Georgetown University, John
Haught who said:

"The new, soft-core atheists assume that, by dint of Darwinism, we can just drop God like Santa
Claus without having to witness the complete collapse of Western culture--including our sense
of what is rational and moral. At least the hard-core atheists understood that if we are truly
sincere in our atheism the whole web of meanings and values that had clustered around the
idea of God in Western culture has to go down the drain along with its organizing center."359
satan loves disorder and chaos and confusion and that’s what he desires in this world for his
plans and purposes. And that’s what we’re seeing aren’t we, friend? Don’t you ever look at the news
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and seeing all of the doom and gloom of impending destruction and social collapse think it’s as if
we’re about to slide off the edge of the earth?
But this is exactly what rejecting God and the structure and order His way brings to a society will
do. For the most part all we’ve been left with is a vacuous hole sucking everything into itself.
That’s where the NEW world-religion comes in;

“Many people assert that this abandonment of the god hypothesis means the abandonment of
all religion and all moral sanctions. This is simply not true. But it does mean, once our relief at
jettisoning an outdated piece of ideological furniture is over, that we must construct something
to take its place.”360
That quote came from a book in 1964 called Essays of a Humanist by Julian Huxley, the younger
brother of Aldous Huxley – yes, the same Aldous Huxley who was rumoured to have shared a meal
with occultist Aleister Crowley; who enjoyed taking LSD, even on his deathbed; who wanted both God
and meaning to be done away with for the sake of his own journey of “Doest thou wilt”; and who
released The Perennial Philosophy in 1945 to make way for the world-population’s acceptance of an
amalgamated spirituality apart from The One True God yet attractive to everyone else.
But regarding the construction of a new belief system to take the place of what God had
established, did Julian have any ideas of what such a system could look like?
Indeed he did;

“As I see it the world is undoubtedly in need of a new religion, and that religion must be
founded on humanist principles. When I say religion, I do not mean merely a theology involving
belief in a supernatural god or gods; nor do I mean merely a system of ethics, however exalted;
nor only scientific knowledge, however extensive; nor just a practical social morality, however
admirable or efficient. I mean an organized system of ideas and emotions which relate man to
his destiny, beyond and above the practical affairs of every day, transcending the present and
the existing systems of law and social structure. The prerequisite today is that any such religion
shall appeal potentially to all mankind; and that its intellectual and rational sides shall not be
incompatible with scientific knowledge but on the contrary based on it.”361
Here we have a religion depicted which will be accessible by all because no gods are involved,
only men. Of course, it is MAN who becomes the God of this religion. Interestingly, like the other
false and mystical belief systems, this one aims to affirm itself by correlating with supposed scientific

realities as well.
It is a crying shame that people like this who tout themselves as rational and logical have
rejected the Bible outright without properly examining it. Anyone who takes the time to do so would
(unless absolutely hardened in their heart towards God) find that there’s nothing proven scientifically
true that contradicts The Word of God, and nothing in The Word of God which contradicts what is
observably true through scientific processes as well. We’ll be seeing that soon enough as we
investigate the evidences for the reality that God IS.
What needs to be known about this faith system Julian proposes may very well take the place of
God’s true faith in Christianity is that without the ingredient of the transcendent spirituality (which he
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seems to be grasping for), it will not fill the spiritual void in people, and therefore not appeal to all of
humanity.

"A religion is essentially an attitude to the world as a whole. Thus evolution, for example, may
prove as powerful a principle to coordinate men’s beliefs and hopes as God was in the past.
Such ideas underlie the various forms of Rationalism, the Ethical movement and scientific
Humanism.
“"Humanism: An outlook that places man and his concerns at the centre of interest. Modern
Humanism, which does away with traditional Christianity, is characterised by its faith in the
power of human beings to create their own future, collectively and personally.""362
So it was Humanism which Julian was talking about and which he believed would unite the
world and be the faith system in which all could harmoniously believe.
But look at it in light of all we’ve been discussing, my dear friend, and think of ideas that pop
out at you…
There’s the idea that human beings create their own future or destiny, and we know that to be
false. We see that the idea is that human beings will govern themselves and through their own
goodness and ingenuity, be their own saviours, and that sounds a lot like “You shall be like God.”
And we see that ultimately the aim is to do away with God, Christ, and Christianity so that for
mankind “Doest thou wilt shall be the whole of the law,” and this is precisely what satanist Aleister
Crowley was calling for.
It also hopes to utilize the theory of natural and cosmological evolution as its underpinning.
Regarding the necessity of spirituality for all this, certainly humanism can be spiritualized when
people believe that we in ourselves can actually alter and control the universe around us if we evolve
to a state of ‘higher consciousness’ which the positive-thinking gurus say they’ve been told we can.
Evolution in itself can and is mystified and aggrandized already for the sake of making us feel
like we are a part of something bigger than ourselves – something transcendental. Just look at this
website I stumbled upon which speaks of The Great Story – the idea that evolution encompasses all
of us and “encircles the globe… and can delight children everywhere.” It’s called TheGreatStory.org
and is clearly aimed at giving a sense of meaning to people by relating them to their part in the
evolutionary development of the universe and our world itself.
When one considers that there’s a movie about the birth, life, and resurrection of Jesus Christ
called The Greatest Story Ever Told,363 and two children’s books called, The Biggest Story,364 and The

Big God Story,365 both which are also all about God and Jesus Christ and the cosmic drama that has
been unfolding since the beginning of time, it makes the idea that evolution and man’s part in it is a
grandiose and beautiful reality all the more farcical, and altogether an even grander travesty, and
leaves one feeling devoid of meaning, and not filled with it.
But when people desperately want to reject God and live apart from Him as their own god, they
will grasp at anything and swallow it.
We’ve already discussed how the snake-spirit that giveth knowledge who came to Aleister
Crowley desired for our world to be set up for a one world government for the antichrist to rule over,
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and how a one world faith-system would play its part in that. It is absolutely incredible that God’s
Word prophesied that this very governing system would occur and we’re seeing it coming to fruition
in our time.
But what’s even more incredible, my friend, is that God’s word ALSO revealed that a one world

RELIGION would come to pass for the sake of the antichrist’s reign. And what are we seeing in
humanism? We see people believing the lie that they are for the most part good at heart; and if
there’s an afterlife they’ll definitely go to heaven because primarily, they’ve been decent enough, and
certainly having donated once in a while they’ve paid their own way… But none of this is true and it’s
all very much the fruit of humanism which has made its way through our western culture over the
last century as we pushed out God and Christianity.
It’s quite evident that the devil was using both Aldous and Julian Huxley in this process of
paving the way for such a One World Religion to arise in step with the One World Government that
others have been preparing. We’ll see more evidence of the furthering of this false religious system
shortly.
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False Religion
Now that we’ve uncovered so much and hopefully see quite plainly that a spiritual influence is
having its way with our world and this influence is none other than the devil himself, we’re going to
go deeper and uncover more of what has happened in the past and is happening all around us so
that you will be made aware and able to make conscious decisions based on the truth for the sake of
accepting the Truth in your life.
There are three clear tests we can apply to a belief, teaching, or philosophy to determine
whether it is true or false. They come from the Word of God which has been tested and proven to be
true (and we’ll be investigating that in greater depths soon). If they pass these three tests, they’re
likely true.
The first test is regarding Jesus Christ and his character and characteristics; Who is He really??
What does the belief, teaching, or philosophy say about Jesus? God’s Word shows plainly that Jesus
was uniquely divine and human at the same time; He was sinless and perfect; infinite and eternal,
always having existed (this means He was preeminent) even though there was a time where He was

physically born; and He was also Creator of all that is. It also clearly makes Christ out to be the
divine Son of God and God Himself, and therefore a member of a trinity.
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You’ve likely heard that at best, Jesus was just a great moral teacher or prophet. You may have
heard that He was a mythical character, simply invented.
But these ideas are completely false and demonic just as the spirit behind them is;
"By this you know the Spirit of God: every spirit that confesses that Jesus Christ has come
in the flesh is from God, and every spirit that does not confess Jesus is not from God. This is
the spirit of the antichrist, which you heard was coming and now is in the world already. Little
children, you are from God and have overcome them, for he who is in you is greater than he
who is in the world. They are from the world; therefore they speak from the world, and the
world listens to them. We are from God. Whoever knows God listens to us; whoever is not
from God does not listen to us. By this we know the Spirit of truth and the spirit of error."

The First Epistle of John, chapter 4, verses 2 to 6
The Apostle John had to write this to the Church because it was already coming under attack by
the devil via heresies and other false ideas that make out Christ to be less than He is so that He is no
longer Lord and Saviour of anyone. The devil does this because he wants people to place their faith
in a Jesus who is incapable of saving them.
That antichrist spirit has been active all along, opposing the True Christ. This general spirit of
antichrist which plagues humanity is, of course, not to be confused with the literal antichrist who will,
in bodily form, rule over humanity before the return of The Lord Jesus.
The next test looks at what the belief, teaching, or philosophy does with the Gospel of Jesus
Christ. But first one must know what the Gospel actually is in order to apply such a test. We
discussed “The Good News” in part 2, and have touched on it repeatedly since then. I hope, my dear
friend, that you at least intellectually understand by this point what the Gospel is: that every man and
woman is a sinner separated from God and destined to eternal death; but God, infinite and eternal,
would come in the flesh, and that He – Jesus Christ – would live the perfect life you could not live,
and die the perfectly just death you deserved to die, to take the punishment of sin on behalf of the
humanity so that they could be forever forgiven and have eternal life with God; and that faith in all of
this and in Jesus Christ’s resurrection and ascension as Lord and Saviour and His coming return
would be met with the guarantee of salvation by the gifted righteousness of Christ and the
indwelling of the Holy Spirit.
The only means of rescue is salvation by faith in Christ alone, and any ‘gospel’ that comes to
you and differs from this, or any idea that is offered you which counters, perverts, or contradicts this
core hope by adding, subtracting, or substituting, is obviously of the devil.
Broader aspects of the Gospel include the original creation of God being perfect and man being
made free of sin but falling to temptation by the serpent’s craftiness, followed by the perfect creation
coming under a curse, as well as the coming return of Jesus Christ to rightly rule over His Kingdom
of Heaven on earth.
One of the more clever attacks on this Gospel is to swap words, or give new meanings, or
allegorize or spiritualize or make metaphor of what God has clearly stated the Gospel to be so that
there is no longer a saving Gospel to put one’s faith in.
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The Apostle Paul would write to the Church in Galatia which had received the one and only

TRUE Gospel Jesus Christ had sent His disciples and apostles out to preach and share;
"As we have said before, so now I say again: If anyone is preaching to
you a gospel contrary to the one you received, let him be accursed."

The Epistle to the Galatians, chapter 1, verse 9
My dear friend, that was written in the FIRST century so ANY gospel which has come after that
and does not align with it is obviously false.
The third test is to examine the fruit which comes as a natural result of the belief, teaching, or
philosophy. But we’ll discuss this more later on.
We stated in Absolute Truth vs. Relativism that the Law of Non-Contradiction prohibits all faith
and belief systems from being true. We’ve also stated plainly that all such systems come up against
Christianity and what God’s Word says is true, and they are therefore NOT true. And we’ve certainly
unveiled that the devil is behind all paganism and forms of worship which rob The One True God of
His glory. Therefore all religions other than Christianity have been inspired by the devil and the
antichrist spirit (and no, it’s not bigotry to say that because truth has nothing to do with bigotry). We
see the psalmist writes in the 4th and 5th verses of the 96th psalm, “For great is the Lord, and greatly
to be praised; he is to be feared above all gods. For all the gods of the peoples are worthless
idols, but the Lord made the heavens.”
We also saw that connection in Child Sacrifice when we read that the Apostle Paul was inspired
to write “what pagans sacrifice they offer to demons and not to God. I do not want you to be
participants with demons.”366
We covered in great detail in The Occult that any worship not centered on The One True God
was therefore, whether we intended it or not, worship placed on the devil because it is him who
desires to steal worship from God.
"Who is the liar but he who denies that Jesus is the Christ? This is the
antichrist, he who denies the Father and the Son. No one who denies the
Son has the Father. Whoever confesses the Son has the Father also."

The First Epistle of John, chapter 2, verses 22 and 23
Having said all this, friend, naturally whenever someone comes along claiming they alone have
been given a NEW revelation from God, or a FINAL revelation from God, or some sort of “course
correction,” even if they profess to be a “final prophet,” God has already spoken and the message
they are delivering is certainly not to be trusted, ESPECIALLY when it contradicts what God has
already stated. God’s Word, the Holy Bible, was completed with the Apostle John’s book, The

Revelation. Nothing new will ever come after that. Nothing has come to correct it either.
The devil is a usurper as you’ve seen and he desires to slip in and undo what God is doing so
that people will be kept from the Truth.
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Can you think of any supposed prophets or apostles who’ve come since John wrote The

Revelation at the end of the first century and have stated that they had new messages from God?
Did their messages align with what God had already said? Did their message align wholly and
completely with the Gospel? Or did they add or take away? Did they change who Jesus Christ is? If
they didn’t, they weren’t new messages but the same Gospel the Apostles spoke. But that’s not what
we’ve seen in history is it?
Did such prophets and apostles who came after the Church was established by God perform
public miracles to certify they were true messengers of God? And if there were ‘signs or wonders,’ did
their message turn people FROM The One True God as revealed in Scripture or to Him? (And just so
you’re aware, we’ll be talking more about the dangers of looking for signs and wonders and Jesus
Christ’s own words regarding them later).
Did these so-called prophets or apostles or messengers include extensive prophecies from God
which would be fulfilled with accuracy? If you do your research, my friend, you’ll find that no ‘religion’
outside of Christianity has been validated by so vast and distinct a collection of prophecies as those
within the pages of the Holy Bible. On the other hand, the purported prophecies of other religious
texts and utterances from their founders have fallen short or fallen flat altogether. Even one of the
grandest – and I use that term generously – prophecies from a particular world religion set up that
Romans would have a victory over Zoroastrians after ten years, and they did. But a prophecy being
fulfilled in ten years is quite pithy when held up against the prophecies within Scripture that spread
not only decades, but also centuries as well as millennia, and are fulfilled down to the last detail.
It’s an incredible thing that God could guide all of human history to fulfill what He said would
come to pass, and a very small thing for Him to let the devil have an insignificant success in allowing
a satanically inspired prophecy to come to pass within ten years, especially when the scheming devil
is, when permitted, capable of influencing people of power as well as governments either to what
appears to be victory, or what is destruction.
Another question is whether the prophets or apostles of religions after Christianity were given
their revelations while alone or with others. You’ll find they were ALWAYS alone. Although the
Apostle John was alone while receiving the final Revelation, he’d already walked with, been taught
by, and eaten with the RISEN and resurrected Jesus Christ in the presence of many other disciples.
Did the followers of such messengers and prophets reap any reward from passing on their
message? Did this NEW satanic revelation bolster the morale of fighting troops in a time of conflict?
Did it gain them political influence? Look and you’ll find much wealth and riches and prestige was
gained, most notably over villages and territories conquered by the sword. You won’t find the same
with the early followers of Jesus Christ. In fact you’ll find quite the opposite. And yet, God the Holy
Spirit would advance their message throughout the known world so His Gospel could be heard and
believed in to His glory and to the salvation of His cherished people.
Again, we’re talking about the direct descendants of the messengers and the messengers
themselves. It’s true that within a few centuries Christianity had spread so far and grown so greatly
that the devil wanted to usurp its power and shift it to his own desires and we certainly saw that
happening then, and we see it happening now. But trust me, the exceedingly wealthy televangelists
who claim to be doing the work of God while bilking their viewers of the contents of their bank
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accounts to line their own pockets are servants of satan and not God. What the world views as
“Christianity” has long since been fractured into collectives of what is TRUE and what is false.
Perhaps you’re familiar with movements, even ones claiming to be TRULY Christian, even

“witnesses” of God, which state that Jesus Christ was ACTUALLY a chief angel of God. They’ll say that
an angel was born in the form of a human named Jesus Christ, and he then did all that Jesus did and
was even resurrected, and for his great works was appointed Lord of all.
It sounds almost like the Gospel doesn’t it, my dear friend? Except that angels are created
beings… and Jesus Christ was not only not created and is infinite, but He was ALSO the very one who

created all the angels! We saw that in Teleportation when I cited verses 15 to 17 from the first
chapter of the Epistle to the Colossians where Jesus Christ was clearly said to have created ALL things
including “thrones or dominions or rulers or authorities” which speaks not only of earthly, human,
kings, but also of the angelic principalities. Hard for a mere angel to do all that, especially when they
themselves must have been created. If Jesus created all the angels, did this “angel-Jesus” create

himself along with them?
Yet the sadly duped cult I have in mind descended from a founder who said it was the
Scriptures themselves which revealed to him that Jesus Christ was once an angel.
Although there are certainly parts in the Bible which the devil could twist to convince someone
of such a falsehood, they’re also contradicted by the Truth. Case in point;
"And to which of the angels has he ever said,
“'Sit at my right hand
until I make your enemies a footstool for your feet'?"

The Epistle to the Hebrews, chapter 1, verse 13

The question posed by the author of the epistle to the Hebrews was written decades AFTER
Jesus had indeed ascended into Heaven to sit at the right hand of the Father. It’s also rhetorical as he
cites the first verse of the 110th psalm. In it King David, moved by the Spirit of God, writes that God
the Father is speaking to God the Son – the LORD Jesus Christ! No angel has EVER been told to sit
at the right hand of God, nor will there ever be one.
Think of the angel Gabriel who was to speak with the prophet Daniel about the coming of the
messiah, but wasn’t able to overcome a demonic angel to do so for 21 DAYS! That doesn’t sound
very omnipotent and godlike, does it? The archangel Michael had to come to help, but God’s Word
tells us that Michael isn’t the Lord but only one OF other chief, “prince” angels.367 Are we to believe
there are other angel-Christs equal to Christ Himself? Or that Michael was appointed to the task of
being the Messiah and was somehow promoted to Lord and God after he’d accomplished the
Messiah’s tasks?
How was a created and finite being such as even a chief angel able to take on the infinite
weight of sin and the eternal punishment it brought, and somehow overcome it? Finite overcoming

infinite? It makes no sense whatsoever if one is thinking logically and critically.
Yet this cult believes Michael is Jesus Christ…
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Friend, what happens to a person who puts their faith in a false Christ incapable of dying for
their sins? Their sins wouldn’t be forgiven then, would they?
Can you think of any other angels who want to make themselves out to be God or the Christ to
rule the world?
Yep, the devil, once again. The very one who wants to be antichrist over the world – a false
messiah.
God spoke the Second Commandment which warned us not to fashion for ourselves an image
of Him how we see fit. This is called making an idol. God tells us who He is in His Word and How He
is and What He is like. We don’t get to make that up and we would be served well to get to know
Him just as His Word says so that we can worship Him and relate to Him properly as He so desires,
and then operate in this life in the proper way.
We’ve already mentioned the book and the film titled after it, The Shack, which totally broke the
second commandment and spread a false Gospel and a false Christ and false god to the world, both
secular as well as evangelical.
A grave mistake the devil tries to con people into for their destruction is to happily settle with
the simple belief in A god, as if that’s what saves. Or even in the belief in THE One True God and
even Jesus Christ, but without that belief causing them to fully entrust their lives over to Him.
That’s actually no belief at all, and it is a belief which also cannot save;
"You believe that God is one; you do well. Even the demons believe—and shudder!"

The Epistle of James, chapter 2, verse 19

Naturally, our spiritual foe knows very well what God is like and who God is. They believe in
Him. But it’s not a saving faith or belief IN, but merely a belief OF. This is tragically where many are
who say they believe in Jesus.
I am compelled to give PRAISE to God for his ingenuity of the Gospel. There is no other God
who made the sacrifice as He has so justice could be met while mercy and pardon are given out.
There is no other Gospel where God died in OUR place in order to show us just how much He loves
us. It is the grandest and most incredible story ever – and a TRUE one which transforms lives
supernaturally at that.
Oh sure, there are indeed ancient myths about gods or demigods dying, and even some about
them rising again. But we’ll be covering that later on to show how foolhardy it is when the skeptics
claim they’re where the Gospels came from. I am certain by the time you’ve looked at all the
evidence for yourself, with a clear head free of bias and emotional influence, you’ll see there’s no
longer any more reason to argue or fight or resist… Unless of course that’s just what you’ve set out
to do.
But not only is the Gospel totally and completely unique; it has been SOVEREIGNLY protected by
God. Although a plethora of false gospels have come since Christ ascended into heaven to be at the
right hand of the Father (just as promised in Psalm 110), the devil who inspires such trash has never
been able or permitted to come up with a false belief system which fully utilizes the Gospel while
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also infusing lies which lead to death. There’s been many variations, but the true nature of Jesus
Christ and what He’s done has always been distorted so that anyone applying our tests from the
Scripture will be able to apprehend that they are untrue and not to be believed.
We already talked in Implications of the Infinitude of God about the reality that God can only be

good, and there can be no evil in Him. While discussing False Religions, we’ll just refer to that reality
again to speak of the frivolity in thinking, as the pantheist, that we are somehow all apart of God
ourselves, and that God is also in everything else. That’s simply an impossibility. We have a sin nature
and no sinful thing can be a part of Holy God. Nor can God be a part of this cursed and fallen
creation He’s given over to destruction.
Again, because God is infinite, He’s definitely the only God and not the offspring of other gods.
We’ve already seen His claim to this through His prophet Isaiah,368 where He plainly stated that there
were no other gods, nor gods before Him.
We all definitely had a beginning as well. And, unlike God, we don’t have power over the
material in terms of creation. Nor are we a part of it. Nor is it just something within our minds. It’s
definitely subjective, and absolutely not the result of our collective consciousness constructing it. Our
consciousness is not collective either outside of us actually sharing our ideas through physical means
just as we can’t “send love your way.” There is no collective consciousness which is actually God
either, and that’s evident from the fact that regardless of our perceptions, there are things that will
not change or are a certain way whether we wish them to be so or not.
Hearing these truths may be uncomfortable for you, my dear friend, if you’ve bought into such
lies for any length of time, providing them to take root in your mind. But these are false faith systems
in need of uprooting. The Truth will confront them and eradicate them if you humbly allow it. This is
the purpose of discussing them along with the fact that they have permeated our culture.
Another reason we can know that we are not collectively or individually God is because none of
us has the power of creation. Oh yes, we may be able to think up ideas or create art or construct, but
none of us can make something from nothing. Only God has that ability, and none of us are simply
waiting to “evolve” to a point where we can realize or actualize such a power within ourselves.
God is objective and much, much, more than a mere invention of our mind. We stated in The

Law of Causality that The One True God of the Bible was far beyond any idea we could ever have
constructed. The only reason we’ve been able to be as creative and inventive with our own
mythologies since our creation, is because we had a knowledge of so high a God to influence such
lofty fabrications. The same goes with the Gospel.
Similar to pantheism where God is in everything, monism purports that everything IS one, and
thus, everything is God. This of course is easily refuted from what we’ve recently discussed, AND it
proves to be fundamentally incoherent because it would then encapsulate ideas such as dualism and
pluralism which are certainly different and contradictory.
Yet these sorts of philosophies themselves alter how one perceives reality, and therefore, by
strategy of the devil who inspires them, often render his spiritual victims incapable of thinking
themselves out of the trap they’ve thought themselves into.
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Hopefully, now with an appreciation of how real the supernatural and spiritual realm is, it can be
understood that the “fruit” of truth is not necessarily that a belief, teaching, or philosophy is
flourishing and growing. There are obviously a great number of false faith-systems and religious
practices that are set far apart from the truth of God and are therefore not true in the truest sense of
the word and yet they have grown or are growing. Nor can they grant eternal salvation for the
participant either.
One such example is that of scientology.
Scientology would be birthed out of the mind of L. Ron Hubbard, a small-time science-fiction
writer. But it’s Hubbard’s influences and thus the roots of scientology which should spiritually concern
us.
Hubbard would become friends with a rocket-propulsion researcher named Jack Parsons. Jack
himself worked on groundbreaking projects for the U.S. government in the 1940’s which would lead
to the establishment of NASA’s Jet Propulsion Labs. By this point in the 40’s, Aliester Crowley was
well established. Jack Parsons who’d been a disciple of Aliester Crowley would be appointed by
Crowley as the head of the O.T.O. or Ordo Templi Orientis in America.
Although Crowley saw Hubbard as a complete charlatan and fraud, Parsons would swear
emphatically that L. Ron Hubbard was completely dedicated to the Thelemic religion.
Whether Hubbard was sincere, or whether he was a conman driven by greed and pride, it’s
obvious that ultimately, his influence was the same spirit which drove and guided both Aleister
Crowley and Jack Parsons.
And from this we have scientology.
Hubbard claims his understanding of scientology was delivered to him from ethereal beings.
Although such a thing makes for better sales of a false religion, I wouldn’t doubt if there was some
reality to the account, just as Crowley had been communicating with and channeling demons himself.
Naturally, Aleister Crowley would also, by many rights, be the father of the New Age movement.

366. 1 Corinthians 10:20
367. Daniel 10:13
368. Isaiah 43:10

The New Age
In “Magick in Theory and Practice” which we’ve already mentioned many times, and is perhaps
the most influential work in Aleister Crowley’s Magick, Liber ABA, Book 4, we see his definition for
what magick is in the introduction;

"Magick is the Science and Art of causing Change to occur in conformity with Will."369
Although while giving an example, Crowley offers one that is quite practical, when reading
through the rest of his introduction, it’s clear that he’s pointing to something far more mystical and
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in line with the false philosophy we discussed earlier in Vain Philosophies where we have the ability
to shape our destiny by our own will.
We see that sort of thinking again where he writes;

"Every intentional act is a Magical act."370
"Magick is merely to be and to do."371
We see Crowley attributing some sort of supernatural power to all of our very actions when this
is pure esoterism and not reality. But to ground it and give it a basis and make it palatable to the
materialist who is more persuaded by naturalist philosophies, Crowley (like many others before him
and after him, such as L. Ron Hubbard) tried to make it sound scientific;

"[Magick is] the method of science—the aim of religion."372
Once again we see the attempt to deceive people spiritually so that they may not seek The One
True God while giving them some sort of counterfeit spirituality conning them into not experiencing
the true religion of Christianity.

"Magick is the Science of understanding oneself and one's conditions. It is the Art of applying
that understanding in action."373
Again, by making his example a practical one – when to use a particular golf club in different
golfing circumstances – his idea seems familiar with the common man who can then grasp it. But as
simplistic and obvious as it seems, Crowley desires for the reader to extend this thinking far beyond
the basic and natural. Therein lies the deception and the danger of beginning to ingest his teachings.
But it’s from these sorts of philosophies that decades later, we would have a much more
common belief that we can guide our own destinies within the universe. It’s out of this that we get
demonic beliefs like The Law of Attraction popularized in Rhonda Byrne’s The Secret.
Whether a reader recognizes it or not, this is very much of the New Age. And the “New Age” is
very much a false and demonically inspired and influenced belief system meant to lure people away
from God.
In 1985 a book was published which would greatly impact our present world. It was called

Voyage to the New World, and it was written by a fellow named James Mahr. The world had already
been prepared for the New Age by Aleister Crowley’s writings, but this book blew the doors open for
that sort of spirituality and thinking to become more and more accepted and commonplace. Just take
a look at the shelf-space in your local bookstore as a testament to this. Or think back to the
prevalence of Facebook comments of people “sending love your way.”
But Mahr wasn’t alone with his message. Like Crowley received his predictive marching orders
from the snake-spirit or satan, Mahr claims he was inspired by an entity named “Ramtha,” and
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recruited to be its “Master-scribe.” How did Ramtha communicate with Mahr you ask? Mahr says he
was channeling Ramtha.
You do recall that word, right, my friend? Channeling is what a medium does when it is letting a
demonic spirit communicate through them. This is precisely what New Age gurus do when they think
they are speaking to entities of higher consciousness from some distant or parallel plain.
And that’s also what James Mahr was doing.
It’s no wonder then where he was getting his message. Not surprisingly it was a message very
similar to Crowley’s and leads people to wrongly believe they can be their own gods and designers of
their own destiny. For self-centered, sin-natured humanity, that’s a very enticing message, and it is
one that has taken off and permeated so much of our society.
As few participants in the New Age movement itself identify as “New Agers,” it’s difficult to
collect accurate data on how many there are. There’s also no official organization under whose
authority all the separate groups fall into. Nevertheless, it’s known that there are some ten thousand
groups around the globe and perhaps 50,000,000 serious members.
More than that though are the vast number of people within western society who have been
persuaded into agreement with the beliefs therein just by frequent exposure while not alert to it.
That, my friend, is the technique we talked about much earlier – social conditioning.
Although this “New age” is nothing BUT new and has spawned from the various mysteryreligions of antiquity, it has exploded in the latter half of the twentieth century.
Wikipedia had this to say about the new age;

“Despite its highly eclectic nature, a number of beliefs commonly found within the New Age
have been identified. Theologically, the New Age typically adopts a belief in a holistic form of
divinity which imbues all of the universe, including human beings themselves. There is thus a
strong emphasis on the spiritual authority of the self. This is accompanied by a common belief in
a wide variety of semi-divine non-human entities, such as angels and masters, with whom
humans can communicate, particularly through the form of channeling. Typically viewing human
history as being divided into a series of distinct ages, a common New Age belief is that whereas
once humanity lived in an age of great technological advancement and spiritual wisdom, it has
entered a period of spiritual degeneracy, which will be remedied through the establishment of a
coming Age of Aquarius, from which the milieu gets its name. There is also a strong focus on
healing, particularly using forms of alternative medicine, and an emphasis on a "New Age
science" which seeks to unite science and spirituality.”374
Notice where that excerpt spoke of “a strong emphasis on the spiritual authority of the self”?
What does that sound like to you, my dear friend? Doesn’t it sound a lot like the belief that we can
set our own course in this life and “Doest thou wilt shall be the whole of the law”? It should because
it is. It’s the main theme of Thelema repackaged so that it can spread and overtake our society. And
that of course was the goal of the snake-spirit, wasn’t it, friend; that the belief that all of humanity
could “Do what thou wilt” would become commonplace and acted upon by all. In this we see again
the false promise that we lowly humans “will be like God.”
That was one idea that tied together the majority of the new age groups. The other was that
there exists “…a wide variety of semi-divine non-human entities, such as angels and masters, with
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whom humans can communicate, particularly through the form of channeling.” What does that sound
like to you, friend? That sounds like demonic spirits interacting with people, promising them
wonderful blessings through secret knowledge so that they can lead them away to destruction!
And again we see that merging of science with spirituality so that the lie becomes a broader net
filled with a more pleasant bait to ensnare a wider population of people!
Naturally within this satanically false religion we have another primary teaching that all religions
are different expressions of the same God given through different eyes and different messengers or
prophets throughout mankind’s history. For one this means that “all roads lead to God,” and that
Jesus Christ as He truly is is once again relegated to being yet another messenger, even IF one of the
greater messengers – but certainly never The One True God. Of course for those whose minds have
been completely swallowed up by relativistic thinking leading to an inability to logically deduce the
contradictions herein, this will all “feel right” and wonderful and tolerant of all faith-systems.
This is why the New Age movement is such a crafty and alluring deception capable of giving
power to the devil.
This movement goes by many names. Some of them are New Thought Religion, The New

church, the Third Wave, New Consciousness, the Transcendental Movement, the Human Potential
Movement, New Spirituality, and what you’re likely more accustomed to thanks to the 60’s song by
the band The 5th Dimension, The Age of Aquarius.
In the Wikipedia summary it’s stated that they believe the solution for the many problems within
this world is this coming Age of Aquarius.
But what was it that the snake-spirit – the devil – told Aleister Crowley his spiritual rebellion
would bring forth? The New Aeon (“aeon” means AGE, friend!)! And who would rule this new aeon?

The Child of Horus! And this would come about by a mass acceptance of “Do what thou wilt.” And
the Apostle Paul said in his second epistle to the Thessalonians that this ‘lawless one’ was coming,
and to his disciple Timothy he wrote that this would occur at a time where lawlessness or “Do what
thou wilt” was fully attained!375
Are the dots connecting for you, my dear friend??! New Age, Thelema, satanism, it’s all the same
thing! It’s all the same agenda! And it’s growing and amassing as people reject God and God gives
people over to their own delusion!
One area of thought that coincides with the New Age movement is the myth of a global

consciousness – the notion that all of our consciousnesses are interconnected. It doesn’t stop there;
the lie continues on to say that just as one person’s consciousness is powerful in this belief system,
all of our consciousnesses and wills united would be able to accomplish great and powerful
achievements for the greater good! Hence the push for all people to think alike and follow their true
will under the Law of Thelema.
Proponents of this myth cite research where groups of people in one area were told to focus on
a particular image while another group separated from the first by a great distance was told to try
and perceive what the other group was thinking. Apparently it was marked by some success.
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Another area of research is that when an animal species in one region learns something,
members of that species in a distant locale will suddenly know it as well thanks to a connected
consciousness.
To me it all sounds like hogwash but apparently there’s some science to back it up.
I find it unlikely, and from what we’ve been discussing revolving around psychic phenomena and
the reality of spiritual influence being the cause of it, the explanation for the above shouldn’t be too
hard to imagine, should it, friend? Obviously our spiritual adversary who wants us to put stock in
such a faith system will do what they can to manipulate us, true? And so they inspire people to do
such research, and then they inspire the test subjects to produce some sort of result which reflects
upon the hypothesis being authentic. People (especially those open to demonic influence) will be
easy enough to manipulate into envisioning the faraway image, and if a number of demons can make
a herd of pigs charge into a body of water in order that they be drowned, it’s no stretch to think the
same demons could make animals in different locations appear to learn through a connected
consciousness, right?
If you look into this you’ll come upon the word noosphere 376 which relates to the plain of global
consciousness just as the biosphere has to do with all biological life and the geosphere has to do
with the inanimate matter of the earth which we all live on. Once more we have an idea that is purely
mystical and spiritual in nature, yet aimed at being accepted scientifically so that it can penetrate
deep within society.
Even more bizarre, my friend, was a YouTube video377 I once stumbled upon which spoke of
global consciousness and interconnectivity between all people, but also that all of the major
landmarks around the world from the Great Pyramids to Stonehenge and on and on were all
connected in some sort of metaphysical way creating a sort of field to help us arrive at the next level
of our global consciousness. I saw it as pure nonsense but I also could not help but wonder if the
devil had been at work all of this time throughout the ages inspiring the various people-groups who
worshipped him to build such landmarks right where he’d wanted them so that after patiently waiting
for so many millennia, he could then convince the world through this that indeed the global
consciousness and our ability to evolve to a heightened state for our betterment will indeed come if
only we submit our wills to this oneness and thus to him. What an incredible scheme if this is really
the case!
Whatever the case, the philosophy that everything is connected is a major tenant of the New
Age, and sadly even major movie celebrities like Jim Carrey378 are serving as false apostles. I’d already
heard Jim Carrey philosophizing falsely in YouTube videos of speeches he’s given in different venues,
but I was reminded of his involvement as a puppet in this agenda when I happened upon yet
another video filled with totally untrue ideas which work to give the listener a false sense of eternal
security and steer them away from seeking God for forgiveness. Yet this is one of the aims behind
the New Age.
Not surprising but what must be known is that much of today’s New Age movement stems from
doctrinal writings by a late 19th century Russian occultist and spirit-medium named Helena
Blavatsky.379 Also not surprising is that her teachings were a major inspiration for Aleister Crowley.
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Although the idea that “everything is connected” is a false one aside from the reality that God is
sovereignly in control over all matters and all of our actions certainly have impacts outside of
ourselves which ripple onwards, when we look at what is of satan, we see how the dots easily
connect between the New Age and Satanism and the roots which have led to both ideologies in our
modern time. This is because the same mind is behind them both – Lucifer.
Another false spokesperson that comes to mind is Valeria Lukyanova from the Ukraine.380 You
may know of her as The Russian Barbie Doll because she has meticulously and rather unnaturally
honed herself to look like a life-size doll. On the surface it appears to be a clever gimmick to garner
fame and attention. But if you spend anytime listening to what she has to say, it becomes evident
very quickly that she’s tragically been attacked and preyed upon her whole life by demonic entities
who now use her as a megaphone to deliver the message of New Age spiritism to the world as well
as the acceptance of the existence of the entities which claim to deliver such messages for our
betterment and to enable us to progress to our awaiting higher state of consciousness (all which
we’ve learned is central to the New Age system).381 Sounds reminiscent of poor Arnold Henskes a.k.a.

Mirin Dajo, the human pin-cushion who used his so-called “magick” abilities to draw an audience in
order to deliver his false message.
If demons want to rule us and have us deny God who deserves our worship, doesn’t this all
sound like a fairly useful means to do so?
As already mentioned in He Uses the Media to Shape Our Thinking and Control Us, William P.
Young’s The Shack is a tool of the devil, obviously inspired by demonic spirits to lead people away
from the Truth that saves. I promised to disclose some of the obvious errors within the book, and in
short it totally changes who God is and how we can know Him and be saved. This book fills the
reader with false ideas which blind them from accepting the Truth of the Gospel when they hear it if
they’re determined to hold fast to what they’ve learned in The Shack about God.
Very quickly into the book we find the Heavenly Father is portrayed as a large, African-American
woman cooking in a kitchen. This is who Octavia Spencer would later play in the film adaptation. This
is completely antithetical to God’s Word because of the thousands of times God speaks of Himself in
scripture revealing His nature and character. It is almost always as a fatherly figure in a masculine
way. Only very few times will you see the Holy Scripture make allusions to a feminine or motherly
characteristic of God, namely when Jesus says in the 23rd chapter of the Gospel of Matthew, “O
Jerusalem, Jerusalem, the city that kills the prophets and stones those who are sent to it! How
often would I have gathered your children together as a hen gathers her brood under her wings,
and you were not willing!”382 And yet this isn’t even God the Father but God the Son making the
comparison. And it’s very much meant to be taken metaphorically. In all of the times you’ll find
allusions to femininity, it’s easy to see the poetic nature.
Why has God presented Himself as a Father? The hater of God would argue that men made God
up this way out of their own misogyny and chauvinism to rule over women. The scoffer asks the
juvenile question of whether God the Father would have a penis or not (yes, I get that one quite
often when the discussion is degenerating). But I’d say in God’s wisdom His emphasis on His
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fatherliness is to inspire men to be good husbands and good fathers and lead their households well.
Shouldn’t they?! In our post-modern progressive and completely satanic system we’re being cattlecarted into the thinking that women can lead a household just as well and that men are primarily
Homer Simpson-esque doofuses who have no business being the head of a household. This isn’t to
say a single mother can’t raise her children well, but she’s certainly disadvantaged as it’s clearly God’s
perfect design to have WHOLE families. And it’s certain that God wants men to step up into the role
of leadership and not be children.
God’s design isn’t to put women down or subject or oppress them, but to keep an order and a
function to the family so that it will be its healthiest for His glory and for the good of those members
and the society they are a part of. Ever heard of a ship having two captains? It doesn’t work well,
especially during stormy weather.
All in all, the real reason and the only reason that matters for God revealing Himself as a Father
and being thought of as such is simply because that is what He has done. That should be reason
enough for us to think of Him in this way. Why would we need anymore? Trying to undo that is
heretical. The spirit behind this agenda of feminizing God has always been around, and His chosen
people have always been lured into it. Even the Jewish priests of the temple well before Christ’s
incarnation were being steered towards making the Shekinah – the Holy Spirit of God – out to be
female, and this trajectory often degraded into temple prostitution and sex rituals. Go figure.
We see it after Christ too with the gnostics – deceived people who professed to follow Christ
but falsely believed that to be saved one needed secret mystical knowledge – gnosis.
To put to rest the false and demonic notion that the Holy Spirit is a woman, during the last
supper, Jesus Christ (who obviously has more intimate knowledge of the things of God than any of
us) told his disciples that the Holy Spirit would come to them (this is in the 14 th, 15th, and 16th
chapters of the Gospel of John). Repeatedly Christ refers to the Holy Spirit with the male pronoun,

He.
Lastly, God’s plan to reveal Himself to the world in flesh resulted in the prophesied appearance
of the Son of God, Jesus Christ – a man.
End of discussion.
Another notable error in The Shack that was evident to me even as a young Christian protected
by the Holy Spirit of God, was the idea that all people of any faith are having personal experiences
with Jesus Christ and are being saved by Him apart from actually knowing Him. That’s universalism
and it’s a satanic doctrine to deceive people into the belief that there are many paths to God and WE
get to choose the one which suits us best, when it’s absolutely irrefutable that God has made only
one way through the work of Jesus Christ at the Cross and God-given faith and acceptance of this. I
couldn’t believe what I was reading on the page. I literally felt nauseous. I recognized that I was
reading and holding in my hands a book with the most evil of intentions – to deceive the reader and
rob God of His glory. What was also disturbing is that the coworker who loaned it to me had claimed
he’d once been a ‘born again Christian’ but had sort of figured out the REAL truth about who Jesus
was. He’d said, “You really need to read this book…” Sure, if only to know what lies from the pit of
hell look like in paperback…
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But seriously, how thankful I am to God for Him helping me recognize instantly that what I was
reading was false and not to be believed in! I’d hardly been walking with the Lord for a couple of
months so how did I know what was true or not except by supernatural intervention?
Lastly is that in the pages of The Shack the Holy Spirit of God actually manifests in human form
for the sake of the protagonist. But the Holy Spirit is SPIRIT, invisible and devoid of human form. God
has already revealed Himself in human form and that was in Jesus Christ. But that wasn’t enough for
Mr. Paul Young, no – he wanted the world to see the Holy Spirit through the same skewed lenses he
does, and so the Holy Spirit appears as a nimble yet aging Asian woman with the songlike name,

Sarayu. Sounds melodic and lovely, doesn’t it, friend? But how did Young decide this was to be the
name of God? Well the Sarayu is a river in India and is of spiritual significance in the Hindu religious
texts.383
It’s worth mentioning that from Sarayu, the feminine derivative of the Sanskrit root सर् sar means
"to flow", and as a masculine stem, saráyu- means "air, wind". So Sarayu can mean "that which is
streaming". In Hebrew the word

 מ רַֹםis pronounced ruach, and is defined as spirit, breath, and wind.

Here we see a similarity between Sarayu and Ruach due to the similar meaning of air which is flowing
or “wind.” But is that why Young chose that word? Better question is why Young was inspired by a
spirit to choose that word. I’d say it’s most likely that it once again had to do with feminizing God –
this time the person of the Holy Spirit (which is what Bono of U2 admits they were doing in the song

Mysterious Ways which they say to some extent also refers to the Holy Spirit384 But Bono is wrong in
his assertion that El Shaddai means “the breasted one.”385) Not only did selecting the name Sarayu
work to feminize God, but it also serves to blend eastern spirituality with Christianity making it a lie.
It’s simply diabolical that The Shack says all that it does but has gained such notoriety. Worse
though is that undiscerning Christians want so badly for big-name Hollywood stars to be in faithbased movies, that they clamber to them and then share them with their unbelieving friends, or they
hand books like it out by the dozen. It does NOT help the cause of Christ and does more harm than
good for professing believers to expose anyone to the book or film because while they may become
more curious about Jesus Christ, they will also be latching on to so much that is wrong and will serve
as an impediment to truly knowing Him. The Christ they’ll likely pursue due to such exposure will
probably be a Christ who cannot save.
If you’d like you can simply search Google with the words “Heresy in the Shack” and find
181,000 results in 0.84 seconds like I did and then start doing some reading, viewing, and listening…
Or you can listen to this excellent interview by Jan Markell of Understanding the Times with author
Dr. James DeYoung who wrote the response to William P. Young’s book which he appropriately titled

Burning Down the Shack. https://www.olivetreeviews.org/news/headlines/item/12372-burning-down-the-shack
The simple fact that world-famous horror/fantasy author Stephen King had one of his characters
mention The Shack in a positive light should be warning enough of what is lurking within it. Stephen
King is no partner to the Gospel or friend of Jesus Christ and his decades of novels and their context
of false spirituality which only serves to foster erroneous thinking in the mind of his readers attest to
this. In his 2010 title Full Dark, No Stars, in the final novella of the four within the compilation, the
protagonist recalls that her husband had recommended she read The Shack saying that the novel was
“a life-changer.” Yes it surely can be, but not for the better.
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Even more telling though is the praise given to The Shack by the misled author of The Message,
the modern-day contemporary language version of the Bible I’ve already warned you to avoid.
Eugene Peterson’s acclaim for the novel is among many others in the front of the book. You see, my
dear friend, Peterson who wrote The Message for mass consumption is likely not who he presents
himself to be. Was it really the Holy Spirit of God who called him to write The Message so that
people of all English reading levels would be able to understand what God was delivering to us
through His Word? Horrifically when one reads passages from any decent English translation and
then compares what they read in Peterson’s version, rarely do the intended ideas come across easily,
nor do they even seem to convey the same meaning. That doesn’t sound at all like something God
would want out of The Message and yet that’s precisely what we get. Furthermore, anyone with a
grade 4 reading level can make out what is plainly being said in any other modern version of the
Bible if only they take the time to think about what they’re reading. It wasn’t at all necessary to
contemporize the language with a present-day vernacular.
But within the pages of Peterson’s version of God’s Word we see the phrase, “As above, so

below.” You won’t have to look very far to find that this is a prominent and important maxim to New
Agers and other followers of occult spirituality. It speaks to the divinity within all of us and the
Oneness of God in everything. Perhaps you’ve seen the symbol of a triangle pointing up above a
triangle pointing down? Sometimes one is white and the other is black? This is the symbol of that
same maxim.
That maxim originated with The Emerald Tablet of Hermes, and Hermeticism is yet another
ancient, occultic, mystery religion. Naturally the satanic deception in Hermeticism followed onwards
influencing both Helena Blavatsky and Aleister Crowley and the Thelemic religion. It of course
continues on into today’s New Age system386 (as an aside I’ll include that influential psychiatrist Carl
Jung was a fan of hermeticism – yet another major player in shaping our modern society who was far
removed from God but worked to blend esoterism with science).
It should also be no shock to find out that deejay Avicii (whom we mentioned earlier as being
influenced by demonic entities) has a symbol of a triangle next to an upside-down triangle to
represent his name. And of course the symbol on all the “cool” people which permitted them access
to his live show in his music video Wake Me Up, which we briefly dissected and concluded is being
used to condition our minds for acceptance of the mark of the beast, is an even more obvious
triangle pointing up above a triangle pointed down – “As above, so below”…

The Message is replete with subtle New-Ageism and the entire work itself seems intended to
condition the minds of the readers for the age of antichrist. The New Age perversion of the
interpretation of the teachings of Jesus Christ is that just as He was God “below” to God “above,” we
too can be God and must realize we already have God in us.
I find it hard to believe that replacing Christ’s prayer to the Father for imitation by the disciples,
“…on earth as it is in Heaven”387 with “as above, so below” was only an unfortunate coincidence. From
many passages within The Message,388 it seems Eugene Peterson is very much in tune with this
mindset. He has simply been very careful and calculated in letting his true beliefs be known over the
years. That this apostle of the New Age within the modern church proclaims a book like The Shack as
worthy to be read serves as a glaring signpost of caution.
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The devil’s aim with the New Age movement which is really only a more spiritualized version of
secular humanism, is to create a pattern of thinking where humanity believes our salvation can come
from within, and that a Messiah-figure who is probably mortal man but also claiming to be a selfrealized god and a being of higher consciousness will be able to lead us into a future of world peace,
stability, and prosperity. All systems that cannot be dissuaded from strictly and adamantly adhering
to the Holy Bible – God’s Word – will have to be marginalized and eventually silenced so that
humanity will primarily share the will of accepting this false-messiah when he arrives. Much of this
has been accomplished by reconditioning our western philosophical belief systems into those of
Eastern thought.
As this nears completion, we move closer and closer to the unveiling of the antichrist and his
coming reign.
In this all of satan’s work will finally have come to a head.
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Our Educational Institutions Have Been Usurped for the Demonic Agenda
If it wasn’t enough that the devil has overtaken our educational system in order to blind people
from the Truth that saves as discussed in He Uses Academia, now we’ll briefly discuss how our
educational system has been tailored to aid the devil in bringing children to accept the rule of the
antichrist in a system of global governance. To put it bluntly, under the guise of education, our
schools have become a mechanism for brainwashing the next generation to work in and lead such a
global governance system while voting in leadership who has also gone through the same machine.
Robert N. Proctor would quote Adolf Hitler in his 1999 book The Nazi War on Cancer as having
said;
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“Why nationalize industry when you can nationalize the people?“389
There’s nothing wrong with people being proud of their nation and being patriotic when that
nation has and is doing something worthy of such esteem. But Hitler wanted ultranationalism where
his followers would believe they were superiour and that other nations were inferior, and therefore
deserving to be ruled over by the Germans. In the above quote he dismisses the political strategy of
uniting and commandeering a country’s industry by bringing it under the authority of the
government-party by pointing out that it is unnecessary when you already have control of all of the
people within that industry. One means of nationalizing your populace is by indoctrinating them as
children in the school system. Naturally that is what the Nazi party would aim to do both with their
school system and with the Hitler Youth program.
Adolf Hitler was without a doubt a demonically controlled individual.
Another historical figure under similar control was likely Friedrich Engels. Engels was the coauthor of Karl Marx’s Communist Manifesto. In the Principles of Communism which was drafted in
1847 and would later become that very manifesto of communism, Engels would write;

“The education of all children, from the moment that they can get along without a mother's
care, shall be in state institutions at state expense.”390
How beautiful and altruistic it is to want education for all children, especially when it so often
leads to a better life with more opportunity. That is of course only if your reasoning behind getting
children into school as soon as possible is to give them a GOOD education. But what IS a “good
education”? Surely it’s not one which merely molds children into government-serving automatons
programmed to agree with the political agenda. When a system is truly good and right, it should
have no fear of being rejected making it rely on force and persuasion, but rely on its goodness and
rightness being self-evident and easily recognized.
Attributed to yet another demonically inspired individual is a quote many early 20 th century
authors have attached to Vladimir Lenin;

“Give me four years to teach the children and the seed I have sown will never be uprooted.“391
There are opponents to this attribution on the internet, and in fairness I could not find Lenin’s
own source for which these attributions came. It is however very much in line with the sort of
propagandization so common within socialist and communist systems. These systems are demonically
inspired and nowhere in God’s Word will you see Him lending them any credence. They’re systems
inspired by the devil to grow large and heavy bureaucracies filled with the people they’re supposed
to govern as their employees, all interconnected via their families so there will be no one left as
detractors. A mind renewed by the Holy Spirit does not want such shackles (although they recognize
God’s command to submit peacefully to their government as laid out in The Epistle to the Romans),
but to live as a free citizen in Christ governed by God alone, and free to worship Him. We’ll certainly
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be talking about this later on in the book because it is so crucial that in this time those who profess
Christ recognize the deception many have fallen prey to.
One of the most influential persons in how our educational system has been shaped over the
last 100 years was American philosopher, psychologist, and educational reformer, John Dewey (yes,
the same fellow your library’s “Dewey Decimal System” was named after).
In his book The School and Society, Dewey wrote;

“What the best and wisest parent wants for his own child, that must the community want for all
of its children.”392
That sounds innocuous enough at first glance, but if you read it again carefully the words ‘best

and wisest parent’ should jump out at you. Well who’s the best and wisest parent? Who decides
who that is? What is this appointed best and wisest parent wanting for their own child? What do they
therefore think is best for YOUR child? And are they honest in this shared desire?
Bill and Melinda Gates’s foundation actually has a Center for Education Reform under their
banner. They’ve poured millions and millions of dollars into schools both within the U.S. and abroad.
This cited article393 only refers to ONE grant of 51 MILLION dollars, and there are many more grants
like it.
Reading their policies on how grants are awarded rings of eerie undertones as they mention
‘coming to an agreement about how success is defined.’394 The reason that is eerie is because of the
Gates’s fundamental belief system and how they’ve got their fingers in so many pies trying to
reshape the world into their image. Their definition of success is certainly not God’s definition of
success.
The reality is that the supposed ‘best and brightest’ parents only want the common child in a
system where they will be indoctrinated to serve the massive bureaucracy that constrains them. In
that portion of Dewey’s book we find the above quote under the heading The School and Social

Progress (I hope alarm bells just went off in your head from reading those words), and only a few
short sentences after that quote we read, “Here [speaking of these ideal, reformed schools]
individualism and socialism are at one.”395 And that’s precisely what Dewey was aiming for.
The Gates, they don’t want their children constrained by that system, but ruling over it. They
send their children to Seattle’s most prestigious school for the elite, Lakeside School, a kindergarten
to Grade 12 institution. The mission statement of the school reads:

“The mission of Lakeside School is to develop in intellectually capable young people the creative
minds, healthy bodies, and ethical spirits needed to contribute wisdom, compassion, and
leadership to a global society.”396
“…leadership to a global society.” What sort of an agenda does this sound in line with, friends?
Obviously the one of globalization and a one-world system. I wouldn’t be surprised at all if these
children were subtly conditioned to understand and believe that they are privileged, special, more
talented, and therefore duty-bound to lead over their fellow peers as they grow older. That’s a nice
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way of saying “RULE.” I’m relating this to you because that’s just what the arrogant social-elite believe
about themselves already; that they’re wiser and more intelligent and more talented and gifted, and
thus they alone know better how to govern and influence the masses. It’s either that or it’s a prideful
lust for power and control. Whichever the case, they undoubtedly pass that mentality on to their
heirs to be successors to their thrones.
This is why the Common Core State Standards Initiative which the Gates Foundation helped
force on so many school districts in the U.S. actually serves to dumb children down by inhibiting their
ability to think critically and logically. Meanwhile Lakeside School makes no mention of having
Common Core in their curriculum.397 Surprised? You shouldn’t be.
This problem isn’t in the States alone though. Just the other day I heard phonics wasn’t being
taught in our local school system and that children were being given the assignment of writing a
story simply as they thought the words were spelt. A few years ago I heard that they were teaching
children in early math grades to use approximations in arithmetic. Essentially they were being told to
guess and that being ‘close’ would be good enough. Bravo… Bravo…
That may not be in every local school, but even if it’s just ONE it’s a travesty in dire need of
correction! I find it quite likely thought that it IS a more widespread issue. Yet this is the sort of
system Dewey and globalists like himself were trying to move the world towards by turning the
school system into an instrument of social-programming.
A friend of the family who’s semi-retired after decades of teaching high school mathematics and
now substitutes on occasion has said that even since I graduated in 1999, the math curriculum has
degenerated so drastically that students are hardly prepared for university-level math courses!
Similarly, the political view of children is prepared for this same direction. I can recall the idea of
globalization and the ‘global community’ being espoused in my Social Studies classes throughout
high school, and I can attest to the fact that after grade 11 I was starting to believe (like Sam Roberts
who would sing in The Canadian Dream, “S-O-C-I-A-L-I-S-M is the only way”) that indeed socialism
was the best system for our world! I am thankful to God that I would read George Orwell’s 1984
during a religion class while doing my one semester at the Christian semi-private school I mentioned
earlier. The question for that book was whether communism was a good and godly thing and my
essay thesis stated that it was obviously not. Being that communism and socialism are of the same
vein what with having the same spiritual source, socialism is clearly not good either. But in the public
school system, the opposite was certainly impressed upon me that it as well as globalization were
perfectly fine and reasonable under the right authority.
In Dewey’s My Pedagogic Creed, he would also write the following:

“I believe that education is the fundamental method of social progress and reform."398
As has already been made clear, the education system in the wrong hands is certainly the
greatest tool for changing a society into what you hope it will be. Unfortunately what Dewey wanted
has nothing to do with what is right and good and of God. He’d also say;
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“I believe, finally, that the teacher is engaged, not simply in the training of individuals, but in the
formation of the proper social life.”399
This is certainly true, but just as “best and wisest parent” is completely subjective, so is the
phrase proper social life. What is the proper social life? What does it look like? What was John Dewey
imagining and hoping for? We’ll soon find out.

“I believe that education is a regulation of the process of coming to share in the social
consciousness; and that the adjustment of individual activity on the basis of this social
consciousness is the only sure method of social reconstruction.”400
And here we have the idea first off of conforming our children to one will. Then this will is to be
shared over all of society for some sort of social reconstruction. But reconstruction into what??? And
what are we all supposed to be aligned with in our will???

“I believe that the community's duty to education is, therefore, its paramount moral duty. By law
and punishment, by social agitation and discussion, society can regulate and form itself in a
more or less haphazard and chance way. But through education society can formulate its own
purposes, can organize its own means and resources, and thus shape itself with definiteness and
economy in the direction in which it wishes to move.”401
In that same document we see Dewey admitting that the educational system is the best and
most efficient means of shaping the consciousness and will of the people by first getting them as
children. His agendadization of the school system has worked perfectly to assist what the devil has
been working to do during the 20th century and up until now. Like Eugene Peterson who presents
himself as a man living by the Holy Spirit let’s look at the evidence which clearly shows the
progenitor of how we have been taught to think for the last century was himself misled and
misguided by an antichrist spirit.

“I believe that in this way the teacher always is the prophet of the true God and the usherer in of
the true kingdom of God.”402
If you are already a friend of Christianity or becoming one thanks to this reading and the
experiences in your life occurring during our discussion, don’t be too quick to breathe a sigh of relief
at Dewey’s last quote from his Pedagogic Creed. At face-value many people throughout history and
even today and probably going on into the future, so long as it is politically expedient to do so, will
make claims to or give applause to Christianity. So what did John Dewey really mean by “true God”
or “true kingdom of God”? Furthermore, even the idea that any and every teacher is a prophet to
God is nearly blasphemous. Only the person whom God speaks through is His prophet, and only
someone nowadays who speaks from God’s Word is speaking His truth, as His prophets have all
served their purpose and long since died and gone on to glory, and there have since then no longer
been anymore prophets in that same, ancient sense.
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From Dewey’s A Common Faith in 1934 which was a three-part compilation based on the
Dwight H. Terry Lectureship at Yale University, it starts to become clear that John Dewey’s view of
Christianity was far less supernatural and much more pragmatic and humanly oriented.
As trustee of the Student Christian Association in Michigan he would give a talk one Sunday
morning, March 20th, 1892. It would be titled Christianity and Democracy.403 At only 32 years old,
from this lecture it is evident that Dewey was already sliding far from his Christian upbringing into
secular humanism and socialism. A lot more of his understanding of Christianity would be undone by
the time he wrote My Pedagogic Creed in 1897 and A Common Faith in 1934.
John Dewey had been influenced by late 18th, early 19th century philosopher, Georg Wilhelm
Friedrich Hegel.404 We’ll spare ourselves some time and avoid delving into Hegel, but Hegel claimed
himself a follower of Christ while abandoning everything and anything that would make him truly so.
The Christianity Hegel espoused and which would later infect Dewey was the humanistic sort which
strips Christ of His divinity, focuses only on His moral teachings, and ignores the inescapable
supernatural of the trinity.
Scholar Steven C. Rockefeller would point out in his book John Dewey: Religious Faith and

Democratic Humanism that Dewey was “keenly interested in gutting what he saw as Christianity's
‘false’ and ‘harmful’ supernatural characteristics.”405
Ultimately John Dewey was just another person who professed Christian faith but whom had
been deceived by the devil into rejecting it. Unlike Eugene Peterson who would embrace New Age
spiritism, Dewey gravitated towards the more naturalistic secular humanism. Even more foolhardy was
that he rejected the Bible’s claim that man is inherently sinful and chose to express great hope in the
natural goodness of man and idealistically believed that society has the ability to become a perfectly
cohesive and interdependent place of peace. This of course is why he so adamantly desired
progressivism and socialism to consume the world.
Seeing reality for what it is through this lens, it now becomes clear that in Dewey’s Pedagogic

Creed the kingdom of God he spoke of was a man-made utopia and the God worshipped there is
man himself.
Because John Dewey did not stand firmly on the rock of truth but allowed himself to
philosophize off into what is not real, he became just another useful idiot the devil would
commandeer for his agenda of a one world system. Through Dewey and his educational reform satan
has been able to craft a mechanism which itself crafts whole populations which will be more than
willing to go along towards this system. And it continues on through present-day progressive,
globalist reformations like those propagated by charities involved in education “reform” such as the
Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation.
It is no wonder then that UNESCO was formed and exists to this day for the purpose of
continuing to shape the educational institutions of our entire world, but from a place of much higher
and far-reaching authority than any single charity no matter how large. UNESCO stands for United
Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization. Its basic purpose was made undeniably
clear by its first Director-General, none other than the secular humanist philosopher I hope by now
you are quite leery of, Sir Julian Huxley;
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“Specifically, in its educational program it [UNESCO] can stress the ultimate need for world
political unity and familiarize all peoples with the implications of the transfer of full sovereignty
from separate nations to a world organization ... political unification in some sort of world
government will be required.”406
Huxley said that in 1947, the same year that Aleister Crowley would die. Crowley who’d really
got the ball rolling for this antichrist one world agenda which would involve the demonic takeover of
God-given education for the purpose of indoctrinating all people to go along with that agenda
understood as many other demonically inspired individuals that they had to capture the minds and
hearts of the youth;

“Let me seduce the boys of England and the oldsters may totter unconverted to their graves.
Then these boys, become men, may bring about the New Heaven and the new Earth… but
without an army I am useless… give me my army, young men; and we will sweep these dogs into
the sea.”407
Crowley had wanted his writings and teachings “circulated among the young”408 and so they
have been in various forms.
In Rosalie M. Gordon’s book What’s Happened to Our Schools? she asserted the following
referring to Dewey’s attitude as to why his progressive educational reform had to occur on a
widescale;

"Children who know how to think for themselves spoil the harmony of the collective society
which is coming where everyone is interdependent."409
If you do your research you’ll likely see defenders of John Dewey citing quotations from him
pointing to freedom of thought and the importance of critical thinking. And yet it’s evident enough
that his agenda which was skewed by his false, man-centered theology where we could save
ourselves and create our own heaven on earth, had led his ideas ever towards the globalism which
the snake-spirit who’d deceived him desired.
Dewey’s directives made schools ripe for what they have become; places where being nice and
tolerant means not being allowed to discuss Jesus Christ or God or the importance of knowing Him;
it’s deemed inappropriate and sometimes illegal for a teacher to even leave their Bible on their desk,
or lead their sports team in prayer on bended knee even if every member of the team so desires it;
open and public prayer is discouraged and often prohibited, even if a child is doing it before a meal;
and the list goes on. Regardless of whether a school is publically funded, if the staff or students
attending that school truly are to have a sense of individualism and free thinking and such is to be
fostered and encouraged, permitting children to be exposed to Christianity is NOT the abusive act of
“forcing religion on them” as many wish to believe, but giving them the opportunity to freely choose
for themselves.
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Jesus Christ who brings true freedom however, is what those desiring an all-consuming unity in
a global system of peace and tolerance wish to deny their populace.
What a paradox.
Where once the schools were simply a place where children learned how to read and write and
do arithmetic while learning about scientific processes, all while being exposed to Christianity, they
have become a useful apparatus to the devil which teach children how and what to think while
denying them any access to Jesus Christ. By this our western society is ripening more and more for
the rule of the antichrist in a one world system.
If you are having trouble believing there is this agenda, take into consideration the reality that
Germany, an extremely progressive nation in the already progressive European Union which is very
much intune with globalization, had BANNED homeschooling! In 2013, without any evidence that the
Wunderlich’s four children were being abused in anyway or being denied sufficient educational
learning opportunities, German police and social workers raided their home and seized their children
with the equivalent of a S.W.A.T. team!410 You don’t have to look long and far to see the discussion
of homeschooling being banned throughout all westernized civilizations. Why? Because
homeschooling, regardless of how few exercise the right to do it, interferes with the globalist agenda.
My dear friend, think for a moment; what were you taught in school? Or what did you teach? Or
what do you teach now? Does it pave the way for the one world government? Or does it teach the
importance of individualism and thinking for one’s self, or the benefits of sovereignty as a nation?
Does it condition children HOW to think so they can’t think critically? Are they taught WHAT to
think? Is the school a safe and open place where Jesus Christ is welcome based on the individual’s
personal convictions? Or is He barred from the school along with any witness of His reality?
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Everyone a Star
We’re hearing a lot of this weird and strange talk these days, aren’t we, my friend? Or maybe
you haven’t noticed. If you’re not alert to it, it likely passes you by. But at the time of writing this
we’ve got three pop-songs playing on our local radio station revolving around this idea that we are
all stars. The first I can recall is Scars to Your Beautiful by Alessia Cara. In it she pointedly states,
“We’re stars and we’re beautiful.”
It could be argued that there’s no REAL meaning behind that – that it’s just shiny, nice-sounding
poetry to make people feel good about themselves. EVEN IF that were Alessia’s true intentions, the
message is still there; You are a STAR.
Then we’ve got Virginia to Vegas’s song aptly titled, We Are Stars featuring Alyssa Reid. In it
they repeat the words “We are stars” again and again, I suppose just in case the message wasn’t clear
enough in the other song…
Both of these songs also talk about “light.” If you think about it, you’ve probably seen a lot of
movies and heard a lot of songs that talk about a “light within us,” haven’t you, my dear friend? We’ll
get to that soon enough.
What needs to be pointed out about Virginia to Vegas’s song is where they remind the listener
who is also a star that they are “open-hearted” (which could relate to being open-minded and
tolerant and therefore ‘kind’ to others), and also that all who are stars are “into loving” and “built for
loving.” That leads us to the question: what does the writer of this song mean by this love?
Well far too often our modern-day pop song’s interpretation of love is actually simply having
fun, light-hearted casual sex when sex outside of marriage is anything but. Sure sounds nice when
put to a pleasing melody and a soft duet of vocals though, right?
Let’s give Virginia to Vegas the most massive benefit of the doubt right now (because I’m sure
in their inclusive idea of loving which may very well include kind acts, they’re also talking about easygoing sexual encounters); let’s believe Virginia to Vegas is implicitly speaking of doing acts of
kindness to others while showing compassion when they speak of being “into loving” and being
“built for loving.” Is there a problem with this? Does this serve a satanic agenda, especially alongside
this message of being ‘stars’?
The answer is a resounding YES.
You see, my dear friend, just as we spoke first in The Good News and often since then, there is a
love which does NOT put God first and thus can steer people away from Him.
In the Greek New Testament we read of three types of love. We see the kind of love which is
spelt Στοργή and is pronounced storgē.411
This speaks of a quiet, generalized, and natural feeling of love. It could be the affection a man
has for his wife just as well as it is extended towards his dog or even a sports team.
Next there is Φιλἐω which is pronounced, phileō. This speaks of familial or brotherly love and
can even be extended to non-family members whom you love deeply enough. I can certainly testify
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that this was the sort of love I had for my closest friends whom I served with in the army as well as
my closest friends I now serve God alongside.
Most importantly there is a love known as Ἀγάπη and pronounced, agapē. This is the
unconditional love a person can show to their fellow man, even a stranger. This is the sort of love
that God is comprised of and shows to us His beloved creation. It is why He is able to suffer long
with us who rebel and sin against Him while hurting one another – because He loves without
conditions.
I found it interesting that while doing this research I stumbled upon a pop-psychology article
from Yes! magazine’s website describing 6 Greek words for love (“and why knowing them can change
your life”).412 In it the writer spoke of agapē love and cited Christian author and apologist C.S. Lewis
(whom we’ve already mentioned) saying that agapē to Lewis was “gift love” and the highest form of
Christian love. Agapē of course is the Greek word used in the 16th verse of the third chapter of The
Gospel of John which reads, “For God so loved the world, that he gave his only Son, that whoever
believes in him should not perish but have eternal life.” Naturally that love would HAVE to be
unconditional.
Evidently the writer would then shift our focus to his interpretation that agapē is ALSO found in
“other religious traditions, such as the idea of mettā or ‘universal loving kindness’ in Theravāda
Buddhism” as if he wouldn’t want any of his readers getting curious enough to investigate Christianity
a little more due to it being based on agapē love… I can assure you, friend, the Greek word for
agapē was never EVER written in the texts of Theravāda Buddhism or any other major religious texts
as none of them were written in Greek. Seeing as this article was about the Greek words for love, why
make mention of any other religions except to try and qualify them (or disqualify Christianity)?
Remarkably – or rather unremarkably – the writer neglects to draw an important deductive
conclusion when he writes:

“There is growing evidence that agape is in a dangerous decline in many countries. Empathy
levels in the U.S. have declined sharply over the past 40 years, with the steepest fall occurring in
the past decade. We urgently need to revive our capacity to care about strangers.”413
Isn’t it obvious that this is because the “gift love” from God C.S. Lewis wrote about which is to
be shared by word through the proclamation of the Gospel and by deed has been shut up and
silenced more and more in the forty years prior to this article being posted in 2013, and much more
intensely in the decade coming up to it?

Of course there will be a massive decline in our capacity to show compassion to strangers when
God does not rule in the hearts of men and women who make up a society. How spiritually blind the
writer must be to not understand that compassion was the fruit of God’s Word being preached and
passed down through families for generations before the cultural “revolution” of the 60’s and 70’s
under the influence of the devil derailed mankind, and thus his ability to demonstrate agapē.
But as a likely secular humanist, he’d believe mankind can come back to that place apart from
God. This seems to be exactly what he is urging.
As already stated in The Dark Prophecy is Being Fulfilled, the Greek word for love, Εροσ which is
pronounced eros, is NOT found anywhere in the Greek New Testament. This may very well be
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because eros love which defines deep, passionate, erotic love, often has much more to do with a selfcentered attraction and emotion caused from the pleasure one derives from another person rather
than out of a selflessness for that person. Nevertheless, eros love when covered and protected by
God can be a very healthy and helpful thing for the marital relationship between a man and a
woman. As previously mentioned, we actually see it depicted vividly within the pages of Holy
Scripture in the Book of Song of Solomon.
Back on track now, because God has made man in His image we do have the capacity to show a
beautiful kind of love to others. And it can be seen in the loving acts even unbelievers do for others
even when they do NOT know God. But what must not be forgotten is that at Adam and Eve’s sinful
rebellion in eating the fruit from the tree of the knowledge of good and evil, a curse came upon the
earth and a sin-nature entered man and has been passed down ever since. This sin nature has tainted
every seemingly good thing including any characteristics we may have inherited in our being made in
God’s image. Thus even our ability to show love is not as pure as we may think it is.
You see, my dear friend, the Holy Spirit of God which dwells in a Believer and loves people
through that Believer as they surrender will ALWAYS serve to woo people and attract them towards a
relationship with God. But a love that comes apart from God does not necessarily do that. True, God
can sovereignly utilize the love shown by even the most ardent atheist in order to soften the heart of
a person for the Holy Spirit to work on them, but that does not mean it’s God working through that
unbelieving individual to love someone. In fact – and pay attention because this is the most
important thing to understanding why there is such a grave difference between the love of God and
the love of man – the spirit within that unbelieving person or behind that person is likely going to
serve to point the recipient of that person’s loving kindness towards a belief in the sufficiency of
man to save himself while denying man’s need for God to be his saviour.
Do you see the important contrast there, my dear friend? There is a love that points people to
God and there is a love that points people towards man and away from God so that they will not be
saved and will be made firm in their belief that God is not necessary for salvation.
During a freezing northern winter day, I once went to great lengths to help a young mother and
her friend get their tire repaired so she could travel safely in the winter down our treacherous
highway (before it was twinned) on a good tire rather than the spare I helped her put on. When
finished and seeing her off she said that I had “renewed her faith in humanity.” I said this to her;

“Dozens of people walked right by you in that busy Canadian Tire parking lot and none stopped
to help you. The difference is that I stopped to help you because I serve God – the Lord Jesus
Christ – and He loves you and He compels me to show His love to others. It wasn’t humanity
that helped you today, but God… so please put your faith in Him and not in humanity.”
And that’s the crux of the matter, isn’t it, my friend? Is the love being shown pointing people
towards an awesome and eternal relationship with Jesus Christ? Or is it pointing them towards a
deceitful hope in a global utopia where man has saved himself? This is why I always try to mention
God whenever I do anything of kindness to people – I want them to be pointed in the right direction.
It’s also why when I have the option, I always donate my money to charities and ministries who love
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and serve and POINT PEOPLE TO CHRIST rather than charities (and even godless self-identifying
ministries) that make no mention of Him but simply ‘do good.’
It aches to share this story, but it’s so important and speaks of the state of our present-day
church, but I once had lunch with a pastor of a local church because he felt my remarks of
truthfulness on his church’s Facebook page were disparaging and unhelpful and that I needed some
gentle correction and to have my eyes opened to the truth. During this conversation he informed me
that even unbelievers in their acts of kindness and good will help build the Kingdom of Heaven. Who
does that sound like, friend? Who did we just talk about being deceived but saying almost the same
thing? John Dewey of course – the very one who believed as well that mankind could build their own
Kingdom of Heaven on earth.
In fairness, I believe this pastor meant that unbelievers were building God’s spiritual kingdom on
earth just as His followers do as they share the Gospel and people become saved. I’m being
generous in allowing that he was referring to the formation of the spiritual Kingdom Christ had
initiated. But it’s also just as likely that this pastor was speaking of a false doctrine called Kingdom

Now theology where mankind by his own efforts renews the earth, makes it a better and more
beautiful place, and then Jesus Christ returns to rule over it.
Whichever the case, either belief is false. Only the Holy Spirit builds the Kingdom through the
Church of True Believers, and unbelievers regardless of how impactful their kind acts are will have no
part in that construction. Nor will mankind ever make the earth perfect for Christ’s rule as the Bible
plainly shows Jesus Christ Himself recreates the earth in perfection. Both beliefs come from the pride
in man and serve to raise man up to a higher standing than he deserves.
It’s heartbreaking to learn from listening to enough of this pastor’s online audio sermons that
his life and experiences have taken over in shaping his mind to the point that (as I warned earlier), he
has put man and his sentiments before God and His truth. We must love God first, then our
neighbour as ourselves, and that order cannot be broken.
The preaching from that church has become so worldly and powerless as it has become more
and more devoid of God’s truth through proper exposition of His Word that I frequently warn the
curious unbeliever and the believer alike to avoid attending there while pointing them to the church
that for now seems to stand much closer in alignment with God’s revealed Word. If you’re curious as
to which church I’m talking about who’s teaching has strayed too far from God’s truth, I’d be willing
to tell you through private correspondence for your good. If you live in a region different from me
and you’re wondering about the denomination which I’m more and more concerned about, I’d be
willing to reveal that privately as well.
I should add that I’m aware that when he reads this (which I hope he does as I’m going to invite
him to do so), these words may grieve him deeply. But I don’t intend to hurt, and I recognize that
the truth so often needed can do that. I pray that it is not a worldly sorrow but a godly sorrow which
leads to repentance for his sake and for the sake of the flock he presides over. He had told me over
dinner because of my staunch belief in the power of the proclaimed Gospel and the Word of God to
save lives eternally that I was actually causing damage to the cause of Christ. Is my honesty brought
forth in boldness yet in gentleness really that damaging, friend? Or is it a help? Is watering down the
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message and trying to conceal it within something more palatable to a sinner in need of God more
useful? What do you think?
Whatever you think, I will let God be the judge.
Having said all that, which love do you think Virginia to Vegas are hoping to foster in people
with their lyrics and their message? It seems evident now, doesn’t it? They’re preaching that we are
all stars and that we’re made to bring peace and unity to this world. Think back only briefly to
Aleister Crowley whom through the snake-spirit commanded “Doest thou wilt shall be the whole of
the law; the law under love.” First off, we know that this snake-spirit was not talking of love at all.
Secondly we know this snake-spirit desired the self-centered and destructive eros love to be at the
forefront of the Thelemic movement. Lastly we know that this snake-spirit wanted this sort of thinking
to be widespread for the Child of Horus to be accepted by the world. Are the pieces falling into place
so you can see that this song was inspired to further the preparation of a one world system? Not
quite? Well Virginia to Vegas’s “We are Stars” came from their album titled Utopian – which clearly
refers to a utopia or a state where everything is at one. Now it’s undeniable that the love in their
song has nothing to do with God but the antichrist agenda.
Then we’ve got a song literally titled Starboy by The Weekend and Daft Punk. If it wasn’t
obvious enough from the video which portrays Abel Makkonen Tesfaye (the singer who’s named
himself The Weekend) destroying his own home with a neon-pink cross which obviously has some
sort of meaning, that the spirit of antichrist is deeply entrenched in the song, the lyrics and the belief
system it promotes finishes the job. Reading through those lyrics makes it plain, but I mention them
to draw your attention to the simple proclamation that The Weekend sees himself as a “Starboy.”
What does that mean? Is it important? Or is it again just random poetry? If it wasn’t simply random
for Alessia Cara or Virginia to Vegas, why would we think The Weekend doesn’t have intentions with
it also?
If you’re at all familiar with Marvel Comics’ blockbuster films Guardians of the Galaxy Volumes 1

& 2, you know that the main hero Peter Quill played by actor Chris Pratt is actually named Star-Lord.
What is the saviour of the galaxy, Star-Lord’s backstory? Well his father was a deity and his mother
was a human and together they conceived him. Is this meant to sound more like a play on Greek
mythology or a perversion of the story of Jesus Christ’s birth and mission? I think it’s quite apparent.
Think back a bit farther and you’ve got John Carpenter’s film, Starman

414

starring Jeff Bridges.

Internet Movie Database’s brief synopsis of this movie reads:

“An alien takes the form of a young widow's husband and asks her to drive him from Wisconsin
to Arizona. The government tries to stop them.”415
Friend, how many movies and songs can you think of which revolve around this idea about stars
and that somehow we too are stars? We have been inundated for quite some time now as I can think
all the way back to David Bowie’s song also titled Starman in 1972. How many lines of lyrics have
bombarded us during this period and now play over and over in our heads dealing us a subtle and
mysterious and all-too-appealing message – that we are stars?
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My dear friend, think back only briefly to our discussion around the New Age movement and
the Age of Aquarius necessary for the revealing of the antichrist. This is the same message they
promote – that we possess some sort of divine essence within us and that we are able to ascend
from our current state into something far more splendid than where we currently find ourselves. How
appealing is that message when we refuse to trust in the infinitely greater message of The Gospel?
If our pop-culture is feeding us ideas and information to draw us into this satanic belief system
by spiritual and mystical pathways, just take a moment to read the message celebrity-astrophysicist
Neil DeGrasse Tyson has been touting for quite some time now;

“The atoms of our bodies are traceable to stars that manufactured them in their cores and
exploded these enriched ingredients across our galaxy, billions of years ago. For this reason, we
are biologically connected to every other living thing in the world. We are chemically connected
to all molecules on Earth. And we are atomically connected to all atoms in the universe. We are
not figuratively, but literally stardust.”416
Concerning isn’t it, friend? Do you see the preaching of interconnectivity here which lends itself
to the greater message of the potential for all of us to be connected and one? He talks about this in
other interviews – the idea that all people are interconnected because of this supposed molecular
origin. It is heartbreaking to me to watch him discuss the reality that all of us individually hope and
wish to be a part of something bigger and grander than ourselves because we feel so alone in our
lives, but that this understanding of our chemical origins serves as a deep and comforting belief for
him and can be for others as well. This is exactly what we were discussing in Vain Philosophies Lead

to False Religions. It’s just like how Julian Huxley had said about rejecting God as creator and Lord “it
does mean, once our relief at jettisoning an outdated piece of ideological furniture is over, that we
must construct something to take its place,” and that system would have to be a religion which “shall
appeal potentially to all mankind; and that its intellectual and rational sides shall not be incompatible
with scientific knowledge but on the contrary [be] based on it.”
This is exactly what we’re seeing come to pass. And it’s exactly what God had told us would
happen.
I’ve seen Tyson put down Christianity and the Bible so many times in various media clips and it
is so disheartening that someone who claims adamantly to stand by philosophical naturalism and
calls God ‘the God of the gaps’ when He’s given glory for anything in creation we’ve yet to explain
naturally, when at the end of the day, Neil DeGrasse Tyson is clearly also searching for some sort of
spiritual wholeness. Yet by resisting and rejecting God he will only be led to destruction.
Underneath the surface it is possible that Tyson is holding out and hoping for something
supernatural to provide that wholeness, and this is seen when he makes his statement that “the
universe is in us.”417 This sort of language coincides perfectly with what the devil wants to bring to
bear through the New Age.
Once again we have the melding of science and religion, and in a form which seems to be
mutually compatible and substantiating. This is precisely what Julian Huxley had called for when he
said the coming religion will be based on science.
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Fellow celebrity-scientist, theoretical physicist and cosmologist Lawrence M. Krauss whom we
mentioned way back in Scientists Believe the Universe Had a Beginning likes to exclaim that 2 + 2 =
5 goes one step further regarding our being stardust;

“The amazing thing is that every atom in your body came from a star that exploded. And, the
atoms in your left hand probably came from a different star than your right hand. It really is the
most poetic thing I know about physics: You are all stardust. You couldn’t be here if stars hadn’t
exploded, because the elements - the carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, iron, all the things that matter
for evolution - weren’t created at the beginning of time. They were created in the nuclear
furnaces of stars, and the only way they could get into your body is if those stars were kind
enough to explode. So, forget Jesus. The stars died so that you could be here today.”418
It is unfortunate as well as agonizing to hear such blasphemy and dejection of the Saviour who
loves Lawrence more than his own mother and father ever could. Worse is the raucous applause and
laughter that erupted from the audience who heard him say this in a speech that’s ended up on
YouTube.419

Now the ingredient which ups the ante is this self-sacrifice of stars for our sake. I don’t think
Krauss really intended any of that to be any more than a setup for his abominable punchline. But if
we’re all stars and the universe is in all of us, and we’re all one, this really opens the door again to
pantheism. Therefore somehow in the past we all died for ourselves? It wouldn’t be difficult for that
mystical connection to be made. Due to our arrogant desire to be our own gods and our pompous
thinking that we can be our own saviours, it all certainly falls together nicely. Put some enchanting
transcendental music behind it as it’s sung sweetly and you’ve got a song to top the charts and sway
the masses…
That’s what we have here though, my dear friend – the social conditioning and brainwashing I
warned you of in He Uses the Media to Shape Our Thinking and Control Us. Messages which are the
same or similar enough to fit together derive from all types of sources so we will come to accept
them just as the devil wants them to be.
You are most absolutely being conditioned for the coming antichrist with this rhetoric.
The third verse of the first chapter in satan’s The Book of The Law which he gave to Aleister
Crowley reads:

“Every man and every woman is a star.”420
Are you really going to keep believing that all of this star-talk is simply poetry or scientific
discovery being revealed and that there is no spirit behind it all guiding it towards an ultimate aim? I
really don’t believe you are. I believe, my dear friend, that by the grace of God the veil is being lifted
and you are truly beginning to see all the pieces plainly lying in place. The image these pieces
portray is that of the devil at work throughout the history of mankind and quite feverishly in our last
century. That pace only quickens as the coming of his antichrist nears.
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You don’t have to look hard or far to see countless videos on YouTube professing New Age
spirituality and this nonsense that we are all stars. You’ll find it on numerous websites as well. The
New Age gurus who channel their ‘spirit-guides’ or angels or ‘Masters’ are prolific, influential, and
widespread. Even a great many of the ‘self-help’ and motivational speakers well-known in the world
and seen on TV are, like Rhonda Byrne of The Secret, very much connected with the New Age. They
aren’t fools though, no. They don’t reveal everything they truly believe all at once. Most give just
enough, a bit at a time luring their followers along as their false teachings and the spirit behind them
take over ensnaring and enslaving those followers completely.
I’ve seen YouTube videos that began by talking about infinite perpetual energy machines which
could power whole villages and even cities, then shifting over to the power behind this system being
the fact that all of nature has some sort of cyclical alignment within it, and those who know how to
tap into it can harness this eternal, cycle of energy. The videos then go on to talk about these
frequencies and vibrations which we can all become attuned to. The so-called reality that we’re all
connected then comes into play. Pretty soon the presenter is telling us that we all need to join
together in this for some metaphysical greater good. It all sounds more like a quest for nirvana than
a presentation on free, renewable energy. Meanwhile the real message of the video is one from the
pages of New Age literature and straight from the pit of hell.
There’s similar videos that claim this knowledge for infinite power has come from extraterrestrials. It’s all very bizarre but it also all ties together rather nicely as many New Age gurus say
that the ‘beings of higher consciousness and intelligence’ they are communicating with are extraterrestrial beings from parallel dimensions or distant star-systems. What with humanity’s complete
fascination with everything science-fiction, our desire for salvation apart from God, and our quest to
explain all of creation apart from God, what sounds so far-fetched begins to resonate as being a
potential, powerful means for satan to deceive the masses.
When you understand that many within the New Age teach that one can be or IS a “starchild”
able to harness the power of the universe to guide their own destiny, it’s no wonder that Canadian
rapper The Weekend who’s rocketed to stardom would sing a song wherein he’d arrogantly exclaim,
“I’m a mother-f-ing starboy.” It’s likely while on his quest to wealth and riches he began reading
about the New Age and his hidden power as a starchild to attain such wealth and riches. That or
while on his journey he met someone (someone probably slick with charisma and a penchant for
success) who introduced him to the idea of ‘shaping one’s own destiny,’ and over the conversation
spoke of his being a starchild possessing great potential and power. Maybe a business card was
offered with the invitation of a further talk if so desired – there’s no need to be pushy; those who fall
prey to the lusts of the flesh, the lust of the eyes, and the pride of life are the most suitable
candidates for these satanically inspired, serpentine, and surreptitious gurus anyway.
I don’t think I’m far off the mark here. With lyrics in Starboy like “100 on the dash get me close
to God; We don’t pray for love, we just pray for cars,” it’s apparent whom The Weekend serves –
money. More than that he is unfortunately in-over-his-head serving satan. I think he knows it too. I
think he’s been duped into accepting it.
In the video for his 2015 hit single Can’t Feel My Face there is an older gentleman with slicked
back, blond hair who is seated in the nightclub The Weekend is singing in to a crowd that seems, for
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the most part, apathetic and unamused. But when this mysterious and seemingly sinister gentleman
tosses a lit zippo-lighter at The Weekend and the rapper becomes engulfed in flames, the audience
suddenly leaps to their feet to join in enthusiastic dancing and acceptance of his performance.
Are we to believe The Weekend’s being ignited in flames is a juvenile and simplistic metaphor
for his now being “on fire” in pop-culture? I doubt it. I think it likely has a much deeper meaning that
by The Weekend’s being totally and utterly consumed by a ‘fire’ which came from the dark and
sinister man in the audience, the masses would love and adore The Weekend and his music.
Sounds far-fetched but this same sinister man appears at the end of another video from The

Hills which is from the same album. In this video The Weekend meets the man in a deeply red-lit
room. The sinister man sits in a chair (perhaps meant to signify a throne?) with two scantily clad
women beside him. In his hand he holds and caresses an apple. Although God’s Word never
identifies the fruit of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil, popular culture has ALWAYS
symbolized it with the apple. It’s clear what is happening here: The devil is presenting a tempting
offer to The Weekend – one which he undoubtedly takes.
For curiosity sake I’ll quickly mention this ‘devil’ character appears in another video for Tell Your

Friends and is shot dead by The Weekend. Perhaps this is to tell us that The Weekend thinks that
now that the devil has given him what he wanted, he’s been able to elude the clutches of satan. But
in truth and in reality, that’s not at all possible except through the freeing authority of Jesus Christ.
So many people believe that they alone are able to get what they want from the devil and then
renege on their commitment to give to him in exchange for their wealth, their eternal soul. But that is
just another lie he offers them so they falsely believe they can enter into communion with him and
then get off scot free.
And this same lie is perpetuated through The Weekend’s videos to the masses so they too may
believe and exercise it in making deals with satan they think they’ll never have to fulfill so their
desires can be met as well.
Many believe the antichrist will be a prominent politician so smooth, brilliant, and cunning that
the entire world will fall at his feet in adoration and worship. They estimate that this worship will be
in response to his seemingly being able to answer all of humanity’s problems from financial to
environmental to moral. They say his genius which will lead to global peace and unity will make him
appear worthy of the title of ‘messiah.’ With humanity’s acceptance of secular humanism, this seems
somewhat possible. After all, Jaime Foxx called out to the audience of the 2012 Soul Train Awards;

"It's like church over here. It's like church in here. First of all, give an honor to God and our Lord
and Savior Barack Obama,"421
The audience cheered loudly. Barbara Walters even admitted quite seriously to Piers Morgan
that collectively people had this sort of belief and hope that;

“We thought that he was going to be – I shouldn’t say this at Christmastime, but – the next
messiah.”422
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Just as Piers and Walters are discussing, Barrack Obama was a massive disappointment
compared to all of the promises he made and the anticipation and expectation his followers had in
him. But he also had so many opponents. The same could be said of Hitler who through his own
giftings and with the help of a satanic spirit to influence those under him, was able to make a large
portion of Germany and even other parts of the world believe that he would bring some sort of great
and positive change to the world. However, neither of these men were wholly esteemed by all people
of the world.
Therefore, could a normal human being, even a talented and brilliant one, ever rise to the point
where they are accepted and worshipped by all of humanity? Perhaps if they first appeared to bring
the answers to all of our problems, or at the very least appear to be the answer to those problems.
What I think at this point may be quite probable, and even more probable, is the possibility that
the antichrist who is unveiled will present themselves as being a human being who is fully man, a
genius with no equal, but also presenting themselves as fully divine, an entity claiming to be perfectly
in tune with the universe and majesty within themselves, and therefore of greater enlightenment and
higher consciousness as embraced by the New Age. Due to many of the New Age follower’s believing
that Jesus Christ was not The One True God yet the greatest Master and Teacher of New Age
spirituality who had walked our earth and attained such a state of higher consciousness in order to
deliver to us such infinitely wise teachings on morality, the antichrist could very well declare
themselves to be of a similar nature. This would make sense as the antichrist will be a total
counterfeit of the True Christ. If exceedingly gifted in the knowledge of science as the philosophical
naturalist understands it, and demonstrating that they are spiritually superior to any other mortal,
they could then achieve the required positive attention of the human race.
This would be even more plausible if this individual’s unveiling is accompanied with what is
demonstrably bordering on the supernatural and the metaphysical, and thus marveled at and
accepted by both the naturalist and the spiritist. Because of this we see, as already revealed in The

Dark Prophecy is Being Fulfilled, that the coming of this antichrist or ‘lawless one’ is by the “activity
of satan with all power and false signs and wonders.”423
So it would seem that the antichrist ruler would need to be far more than a mere man, and
what I’ve just detailed may be the scenario which unfolds.
Or it could be even less ordinary than that…
Neil DeGrasse Tyson is known to joke about extra-terrestrial life potentially being so far beyond
us that our assumed most brilliant like Stephen Hawking would be on the level with their equivalent
of toddlers.424 Meanwhile NASA believes they’re only a couple decades away from finding microbial
life on other planets and not much father out from making contact with intelligent lifeforms. 425
They’ve even granted 1.1 million dollars to an ecumenical research institute in New Jersey to study
what impact meeting intelligent beings from another realm would have on our world and the faithgroups within it426 (“ecumenical” refers to a representation of multiple Christian denominations and
lends itself to ecumenism which is the promotion of unity between all denominations in our planet
who profess to follow Christ – as nice as that sounds on paper, what would that obviously lead to?).
What is NASA preparing for?
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If beings with the capacity Neil DeGrasse Tyson talks about showed up, you can be certain there
would be “signs and wonders” accompanying their arrival. You can also bet that they would likely tell
us they had the solutions to all of our world’s problems. And all of this would jive perfectly with what
the New Age and secular humanism has brought us to; especially if said beings stated that they too
were “starchildren,” the very starchildren and Masters and Teachers our New Age gurus have been
channeling all this time, and that they had simply reached a higher state of consciousness through
physical, spiritual, and mental evolution, all while announcing that they had come to fulfill their
promise to assist us in achieving the same state of personal salvation.
And yes, there are many in the New Age community (and even some from the fringes of quasiscience) that believe Jesus Christ was an alien. Some say He was a Venusian hybrid – born of an alien
from Venus and of a human woman (like Guardians of the Galaxy: Vol. 2, this is just another
perversion of the miraculous conception of Christ).
Short of that though, the antichrist could also simply claim that a “star-being” had joined with
him like we’ve seen in enough science-fiction films already, or that he was channeling said star-being,
and from it he was receiving the capabilities required to rule over humanity and lead us onwards and
upwards.
Enough of this foolishness though. We’ll discuss it all later. For now, let’s return to the reality we
face on planet earth.
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False and True Light, Illumination, and Enlightenment
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Back in the 1990’s as Oprah Winfrey grew more and more successful she increasingly began
airing shows where the topics revolved around spirituality. During one episode the discussion turned
to how a person can be saved and find themselves in Heaven for eternity. In response to an audience
member’s comments, she began to state that one of humanity’s mistakes was to believe there is only
one way to God. She would elaborate by saying there are;

"...many paths to what you call God, and her path might be something else, and when she gets
there she might call it 'The Light.' But her loving and her kindness and her generosity, if it brings
her to the same point that it brings you, it doesn't matter whether she called it 'God' along the
way or not... There couldn't possibly be one way..."427
If you view the clip I cited you will notice that Oprah emphasizes love being the way to Heaven
when she says, "...you live with a loving heart, you lived as Jesus would have had you to live, you
lived for the same purpose that Jesus came to the planet - to teach us all." Again we see that mancentered love and false, humanistic belief that man makes his own way to God. As well, her comment
reveals she has bought into the New Age lie that Jesus Christ’s coming to earth was primarily for the
purpose of teaching. Yet by now, friend, I think you understand Jesus Christ came to die for the sins
of mankind so that we could be forgiven and accept the free gift of eternal life.
Oprah hasn’t given up on this mission to share her New Age message with the world and we
see her pressing mega-church pastor, Joel Olsteen in another clip428 from a more recent season of
her show. If you watch the clip you’ll see that sadly, because as a people-pleaser, Olsteen who has
more fear of men and a loss in revenue, book sales, and attendance at his mega-church than he does
of God, he has a very hard time giving a firm, solid, and scripturally authoritative response to Oprah’s
questions.
How did Oprah Winfrey who was raised going to church find herself so lost and off-track?
Unfortunately like all of us until God helps us understand, she did not have a right view of Him.
Because of that (and possibly other circumstances in her life and more importantly, in her mind and
in her heart) it was easy for the enemy to deceive her into rejecting the only way to salvation. In a
‘question-and-answer’ segment from one of her shows in the early 2000’s she explains what
happened to make her walk away from God as He truly is and has revealed Himself through Jesus
Christ to be. As a young woman she was at a large church she regularly attended and…

“…this great, uh, minister was preaching about how great God was and how omniscient and
omnipresent, and God is everything, and then he said, ‘And the Lord thy God is a jealous God.’
And I was, ya’ know, caught up in the rapture of that moment until he said ‘jealous,’ and
something struck me, just, and I was like, uh, I think about twenty-seven or twenty-eight – I was
thinking, ‘God is all, God is omnipresent, God is all, and God’s also jealous?! Jealous, God is
jealous of me?!’ Umm, and something about that didn’t feel right in my spirit.”429
It’s very saddening for me to hear something like this, friend, because since God saved me,
when I’ve had questions or doubts or something has struck me funny, I’ve humbly asked God the
hard questions, prayed, searched His Scriptures which reveal His truth and His mind on all matters,
and He has repeatedly rewarded me with understanding. And the rare time I have remained unsure,
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I’ve looked on the internet and even sought wise council from my fellow Believers, and then tested all
I’ve heard or read with what is in God’s Word to ensure it lines up. Again, He has been faithful to me.
But poor Oprah heard just one thing (and completely misinterpreted it by the way) and she
began her quest for spiritual understanding apart from the Lord. However, there is only one other
place from which ideas of the spiritual come, and they are fashioned to lead people to destruction. I
don’t imagine that it was this one misunderstanding alone though. I’m sure there was much more in
Oprah’s life that was pulling her from God. Doing only cursory research I’ve discovered that she’s
lived a very tragic and difficult life. Sadly, rather than receive full healing from God, she walked away
from Him. I pray that she will soon be moved by Him to reconsider.
You see, friend, when God’s Word describes Him as being “jealous,” He’s not jealous OF us as
Oprah understood, He’s jealous FOR us! That is a HUGE difference from the lie Oprah swallowed. God
loves us as a Heavenly Father and jealously wishes to protect us from our self-destruction through
choosing the world over Him. That sort of jealousy is replete in the pages of Scripture and I suppose
she may not have recognized it herself due to not spending enough time taking it all in. I can’t help
but wonder if her instinct that God was jealous of her didn’t come from a place of pride within her
own life due to the success she was beginning to receive by that point in her early journalism career.
Let us not forget that “God opposes the proud.”
Wikipedia says that although Oprah was raised as a Baptist, in her biography co-written by Janet
Lowe and released in 1998, she said:

"I have a church with myself: I have church walking down the street. I believe in God force that
lives inside all of us, and once you tap into that, you can do anything."430
This satanic, New Age belief system has been completely consumed by Oprah Winfrey and it
only grows more and more evident as the years go by. Many of her own talk-show episodes and the
articles and TV shows from her Oprah Winfrey Network feature New Age teachers and gurus. Some
include Deepak Chopra431 and even metaphysics writer Eckhart Tolle432 whom we mentioned earlier
wrote that mankind remade the “eternal… infinite… unnameable…” God into a “mental idol” we forced
each other to worship.
These are the sorts of spiritual teachers she has learned from and has spent most of her adultlife promoting to the world.
Now you may not have caught it, my dear friend, but in the first clip Oprah equated God with
“The Light.” This is yet another widespread belief within the New Age movement. But what exactly
does it mean, and what exactly is wrong with it?
That is what this subsection deals with.
Many people make the mistake of believing that satanists overtly and purposefully aim to
worship satan (or Lucifer for that matter). But what many satanists themselves will tell you is that this
is not necessarily so. satanist Anton LaVey who founded The Church of Satan in San Francisco in 1966
and authored The Satanic Bible and The Satanic Rituals wrote on the cover-flap of the latter book;
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“Satanism is a vital philosophy which asks you to take your fate in your own hands – break the
barriers that confine you – sweep aside all that is smothering you – realize your full innate
power. The most important commandment of Satanism is: Satanism demands study - not
worship.”
Sounds a lot like “Do what thou wilt shall be the whole of the law” doesn’t it, my friend? Also
sounds a lot like the line from The Terminator series, “No fate but what we make” right? It’s also
made of the same stuff the New Age is when it comes to us having the innate power to guide our
own destiny. Does that also remind you of what Oprah Winfrey states she believes? Sad, isn’t it?
Don’t miss though that there seems to first and foremost be an emphasis on study and the
attainment of knowledge. And that’s because the search for knowledge has always been what the
mystery religions have been about.
For ages there has been the repulsive lie being circulated by the devil that Yaweh, as God is
often named in the Old Testament, was a cruel god-offspring of a benevolent mother-God. Right
away we know this is a lie because we’ve already established that the God of the Hebrews whom we
find in our Holy Bible is indeed the One True God, did not require anything to fashion Him as He
rightfully and sensibly has always existed, and being incapable of lying, He’s stated before Him there
was no other god. But this is what people who reject God and how He has told us to live have
always wanted to believe.
Meanwhile there is the deception that Lucifer is the “Light-Bringer” who freed mankind in the
very beginning by giving them knowledge when Yahweh had wanted to keep the knowledge of good
and evil from them. The lie continues onwards by deceiving people into believing that it is the
acquisition of some sort of secret and mystical knowledge that will lead them to their own salvation.
Just as these fallacious ideas have been transmitted throughout the ages via different sects and
various teachings (which prideful people always gravitate towards), it would end up with the Gnostics
who would, under the influence of satan, begin infiltrating the early Church. The early Church would
have to combat these perverse heresies and false doctrines, and thankfully, by the providence of God,
the Truth did prevail and remains to this very day.
Gnostics who came from a variety of spiritual movements emphasized salvation through gnosis
or γνῶσις in the Greek, which means knowledge – hence their name, gnostics. They believed in ideas
like “cosmological dualism” which was a prominent feature in their beliefs, and meant that the
spiritual world was in direct opposition to the material world which they considered to be evil. That
can immediately be understood as a satanic lie meant to breed deceit in a person’s mind because
although a curse of gradual deterioration was pronounced on the material world by God, it DID NOT
make what is physical evil in itself. In fact, God tells us Himself in His Word that when He had
completed His creation of all things material He called it “very good.”433 But as usual, my dear friend,
we see the serpent whispering to man as he always does when aiming to undermine the authority of
God’s Word and Truth itself, “Did God really say…?”
It is most unfortunate that when people speak of “The Lost Gospels” then, that they’re actually
speaking of false, gnostic gospels written well after the original and legitimate Gospels of the New
Testament authored by the Apostles and other witnesses of the Resurrected Christ. But it is those
gnostic gospels which people rely on to affirm so many of their twisted New Age ideas of Jesus
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Christ being a great and wise teacher only – because they espouse philosophical ideas He never
would have even muttered as they aren’t spiritually true.
Regarding Yahweh’s physical creation which we find ourselves in, as it is material, being an evil
one, Chris Putnam and Tom Horn write of it and the Gnostic beliefs in their book Exo-Vaticana:

“The principle aspects that unify Gnostic creation myths are that an original divine being
produced other, lesser-divine entities in the spiritual realm – associated with the archons in
Ephesians 6. However, something went dreadfully wrong, and a defect occurred in the spiritual
realm that brought physical matter into existence. Some of the original spiritual, a divine spark,
was implanted into material persons as a soul. Unfortunately, people are now trapped in the evil,
defective, material realm. However, a savior came to impart knowledge that will emancipate the
divine spark. Through this gnosis, a soul can free itself and battle through a series of levels
controlled by the archons until one is back home in the pure spiritual realm.”434
The horrific irony of course is that the archons – or är-khā’ as it is pronounced from the Greek
word ἀρχή - is the word for “principalities” that the Apostle Paul is speaking of in that sixth chapter
in his inspired Epistle to the Ephesians, and it refers directly to the demonic, fallen angels who seek
to enslave humanity!
Of course this makes perfect sense because God DID originally create lesser beings in the
spiritual, heavenly realm and we’ve learned all about this; they were called ANGELS! And it’s the
fallen angels which rebelled – or archons to the gnostic – who are the principalities Paul warned us
about, yet have gone on for eons teaching that man can approach the eternal and the divine on our
own apart from God! Look at how this gnostic nonsense about our having a divine spark within us
lines up perfectly with all the other false religions and belief systems including those found in the
east which speak of pantheism, as well as Thelema, and also The New Age of course!
The notion of these divine sparks being scattered pieces originating from chaotic creation also
fits metaphysically with the idea that we all came from stardust and that the universe is within us,
and thus that we are truly stars!
Now think back to the 2003 romance-comedy Bruce Almighty.435 On its face it seemed to be
communicating ideas from the traditional Judeo-Christian perspective. It spoke of God and we saw
walking on water which Jesus Christ Himself did, as well as the parting of a bowl of soup just as
Moses parted the Red Sea. So who were we to believe the God of this film was? Well obviously the
God of the Bible. And who was the film aimed at? Obviously westernized people who still had some
sort of a traditional understanding of God being the one from the Bible, otherwise they would not
have included all the biblical references.
Yet in it, Morgan Freeman who plays ‘God’ tells Jim Carrey’s character ‘Bruce’ that he possesses
“the divine spark.”436 You know, it’s really sad to me to recognize now just how deceptive this movie
was at introducing the masses, especially those nominal Christians out there barely hanging to the
label of “Christian” by any more than a thread, to the idea of the divine spark. Even Jennifer
Anniston’s character “Grace” was written to look like the typical sort-of-practicing-not-reallypracticing Christian of North America, and many probably watched that film and identified with her
character and believed falsely that they themselves were therefore A-Ok in their non-existent, worldly
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relationship with Jesus Christ. How do I know that? Because, my friend, I was one of those who
professed to know Christ even though I’d been capable of totally rejecting Him and walking away
who watched that movie and saw my spiritual situation as being quite similar to hers and altogether
acceptable enough!
One thing I will say about the film though is that the depiction of surrender you see in Bruce
when he finally kneels down before God in the rain is what real surrender from a contrite and broken
spirited person should look like, and what God adores and will honour. The selfless, heartfelt, and
sincere prayer for Grace while temporarily dead is what real, conversational prayer with God who
listens looks like as well.
This movie could have been so much better if it had only been meant to deliver the Truth of
God rather than a lie from satan – or should I say Lucifer, the “Light-Bringer”…
You see, my dear friend, the church of satan, the gnostics, the New Age, Aleister Crowley, what
they all promise and boast of is enlightenment and illumination through the understanding of secret
knowledge. They refer to all of this secret knowledge as illumination which comes from ‘The Light’,
and the Bringer of Light is Lucifer himself just as they teach that he was the bringer of knowledge in
the Garden of Eden (yes, “the snake that giveth knowledge and delight and bright glory” just as
Crowley channeled and wrote).
This is where the reality of the Luciferian religious system comes from. Any who seek spiritual
illumination and enlightenment and “light” apart from God and truth are actually seeking after and
serving Lucifer. To involve one’s self in this is to practice Luciferianism. This goes hand in hand with
satanism which is determining to reject God and His will, which brings Him the glory and honour He
deserves, while we do what we perceive is our own will, even when it’s actually satan’s.
When we think back to the king of Babylon Nebuchadnezzar, as well as Ethbaal the Third, and
the pride and pomposity that led to their being overtaken by the devil, it’s no surprise that there are
powerful people involved in satanism and Luciferianism all over the world. It should be no surprise
that the official Church of Satan itself boasts that it has had members such as Jayne Mansfield,
Sammy Davis Jr., Liberace, and (big shock here *sarcasm*) Marilyn Manson, and even in the 90’s
boasted that it had gained many members from places of prominence and influence and would
continue to do so;

“There are people in every field of endeavour - in architecture, science… We have no regard for
the masses. satanism is a religion for the elite. It's a religion for leaders, it's a religion for
competent people. It's not a religion for anyone who wants to be a satanist… It isn't for the
millions, it isn't for the masses. It is for the rulers and leaders of the earth. It's for people who
achieve.”437
Just so there is no confusion here, friend, it is true that although there are similarities in the
pursuit of knowledge and “study” to bring illumination and power to the individual within both the
Church of Satan and Aleister Crowley’s Thelema, there are indeed philosophical differences as well,
which is why Nikolas Schrek states that satanism isn’t for the masses during his 1989 interview with
televangelist Bob Larson, while Aleister Crowley’s desire was for the whole world to follow Thelema
(and the Thelemite would argue that’s because Thelema isn’t satanism and Crowley didn’t worship
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satan… but we’ve already covered that). The reality of course is that the same spirit is behind both
spiritual movements to oppose God and mislead people.
No one should be surprised by Schrek’s claim that powerful people are involved in satanism
when we already know that Aleister Crowley’s secret societies had been spiritual and philosophical
homes for various “elite” members of society.
This is exactly what we’d expect when the pride in a man’s heart grows; it’s false enlightenment
and deceitful illumination that is sought, but the light which this understanding comes from is a lie –
the ‘father of lies’438 in fact;
“And no wonder, for even Satan disguises himself as an angel of light.”

The Second Epistle to the Corinthians, chapter 11 verse 14

Here is the source of all of this so-called knowledge which people are seeking after. When
people are interacting with and drawing near to this “light” in the New Age, the devil is exactly who
they are holding communion with. When people state that they have been enlightened and received
illumination from some spiritual source apart from God, the light from whom it came was false – it
was Lucifer the bringer of false light – it was the devil, satan.
The reality that the devil can disguise himself as an angel of light to deceive the masses should
instantly reveal to you whom the false prophets of major religions in this world were communicating
with when they said they received their ‘message of God’ from an angel, even when that message
totally contradicted and distorted the truth of the Gospel and the person and character of Jesus
Christ!
Those false prophets by whom these major religious movements came from after the Church
was founded in the first century were speaking with satan! And so satan is who they follow, and it is
unto destruction that they follow him.
That is tragic!
Now having more understanding of this false enlightenment and the gnostic movement to seek
salvation apart from God through such an enlightenment by the acquiring of secret knowledge, we
need to return to the book, The DaVinci Code. This book by Dan Brown was produced, published,
and then promoted both in paperback and in film in order to reintroduce western society on a large
scale to Gnosticism and the false worship of female deities while it debased Jesus Christ.
The book speaks erroneously of “sacred feminism” and the Shekinah glory being the feminine
side of God (just as U2 has purported). At one point the book’s character Robert Langdon who is an

iconologist and symbologist – a person who studies the meanings behind icons and symbols, and
who would later be played by Tom Hanks in the films – tells Sophie Neveau, the French National
Police cryptographer played by Catherine Zeta Jones;

"For the early Church... mankind's use of sex to commune directly with God posed a serious
threat to the Catholic power base. It left the Church out of the loop, undermining their selfproclaimed status as the sole conduit to God. For obvious reasons, they worked hard to
demonize sex and recast it as a disgusting and sinful act. Other major religions did the same."439
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Let’s not forget that Dan Brown and his publishers purposefully worked to present The DaVinci

Code as a work of fiction based on facts – and as we already discussed, my dear friend, many of
Brown’s facts weren’t factual at all. They even went to the lengths of creating a fake yet apparently
“official” website for Robert Langdon’s character.440 It was created March 1st, 2003, just 17 days before
the The DaVinci Code was released as a book. Now the lengths they went weren’t great as the site

DOES only contain a single page, but it comes off as being about a real person and even contains an
email contact-address. There are a great number of people who wouldn’t realize this to be a move to
give authenticity to a fictional character and would then have an even harder time distinguishing the
book as a complete and total work of fiction.
If you’re tempted to chalk that up to being a marketing gimmick alone, keep reading; it’s
evident that Brown had a spiritual objective. And even if he himself didn’t, the master he may or may
not recognize he serves was certainly guiding such actions.
The pages surrounding the above quote continue on with all sorts of absurdities and outright
lies about ancient Judaism and how the Israelites worshipped God;

"Langdon's Jewish students always looked flabbergasted when he first told them that the early
Jewish tradition involved ritualistic sex. In the Temple, no less. Early Jews believed that the Holy
of Holies in Solomon's Temple housed not only God but also His powerful female equal,
Shekinah. Men seeking spiritual wholeness came to the Temple to visit priestesses—or
hierodules—with whom they made love and experienced the divine through physical union. The
Jewish tetragrammaton YHWH—the sacred name of God—in fact derived from Jehovah, an
androgynous physical union between the masculine Jah and the pre-Hebraic name for Eve,

Havah." 441

Early Jewish tradition would NOT have involved this as we saw in The Sexually Immoral that God
had already decreed in the 23rd chapter of The Book of Deuteronomy that cult prostitution of either
the female OR male was COMPLETELY forbidden! Dan Brown was pulling a fast one in trying to dupe
people of Judeo-Christian traditions into swallowing this lie of Gnosticism in their ancient Hebrew
heritage, and we know that because even the very word hierodule was a GREEK term and NOT a
Hebrew term! Surprisingly Wikipedia has an excellent article on “Sacred Prostitution” which does a
fine job differentiating what is true and false for us in the context of ancient Israel and temple
worship which did not involve occult sex-rites.442

DID the ancient Israelites conduct such perversions of worship in Solomon’s temple? They were
performing such demonic sexual rituals ALL OVER THE PLACE and with Ahab desecrating the temple
as he was, it’s entirely likely that sex-rituals did indeed occur within the temple during the latter
points of its existence before it was destroyed. But unlike what Brown posits, it was never intended to
be a common practice, and it certainly was not desired by God.
But as we already covered in depth in The Lie of the Occult, the devil desires such perverse
worship and those who follow him promote it and practice it as well. They have in every nation
throughout the ages as we’ve already learned. The fact that the Israelites involvement in
sexual/spiritual acts outside of the protected confines of marriage would in part lead to their
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destruction and banishment by the Assyrians and Babylonians serving as corrective discipline from
God makes plain to us what He thinks of it. Yet it’s all something Aleister Crowley promoted too.
Brown’s mention of the Tetragrammaton or “Name of God” is also significant. It is true that God
is referred to as ‘Yahweh’ (or at least believed to be so due to the lack of vowels separating
consonants in the written Hebrew language – YHWH or ְ ְ in Hebrew) as mentioned at the onset of
our talk on Gnosticism, but the Hebrew spelling has NOTHING to do with Eve. This was yet another
gross interpolation to trick the reader into adopting this false belief system which exalts sexual
depravity.
Eerily, but as would be expected, the very Name of God – the Tetragrammaton – has been
snatched up and used in vain by occultists all the way back to Jewish Kabbalists (spiritually demonic
mystics I mentioned in A Dark but Telling Prophecy). It is used today in various forms of spiritual
mysticism involving the New Age and false “gnosis,” and it’s no doubt Brown’s intention was to make
millions of readers curious to look into the power in the Name of God, which is unfortunately often
taught in a way that is completely separate from God Himself and only leads to deception and death.
In spite of all of this disgusting messaging in his book, Brown’s website contains the question,
“Are you a Christian?” His answer reveals that he is indeed a false teacher and wolf in sheep’s
clothing which Jesus Christ had warned us about;

“Yes. Interestingly, if you ask three people what it means to be Christian, you will get three
different answers. Some feel being baptized is sufficient. Others feel you must accept the Bible
as immutable historical fact. Still others require a belief that all those who do not accept Christ
as their personal savior are doomed to hell… we're each following our own paths of
enlightenment. I consider myself a student of many religions. The more I learn, the more
questions I have. For me, the spiritual quest will be a life-long work in progress”
For the sake of honesty and transparency, I must add that this cited response I came across
some time ago is no longer posted on Brown’s site. It does however still remain at Belief.net443 in its
original entirety from their interview with Brown. Without rigidly holding to the tenants of Christianity
taught by Christ and found plainly in the Holy Bible, it’s no wonder Dan Brown was swallowed up in
Gnosticism melded with other twisted spiritual ideas as if true-religion can be picked over like a
buffet of what we want and that which we think we can ignore.
Obviously it’s not up to us and our particular tastes; it’s up to God.
Having used the word illumination so many times now, my friend, and having talked about the
damning reality that false satanic belief systems are consuming every sector and demographic of
society so the powers that be can maneuver us towards the One World Government, we need to
unveil and confront another area by which satan is deceiving and guiding this world.
Tell me, have you noticed a peculiar pattern of triangles being used in recent pop-culture artmedia such as music videos, paintings, etcetera? Are you noticing people of influence forming
triangles with their hands, sometimes with their thumbs together as the base and their index fingers
forming the apex? Are these people making this shape and then overlaying it over their eye? Have
you noticed an odd trend where celebrities are photographed with one hand covering one eye? Are
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you noticing more and more that the symbol of a triangle with an eye in that triangle or at the
pinnacle of that triangle is showing up?
This is happening, dear friend, because the prevalence of the occult over our society is being
revealed to us by those involved in it. This symbolism revolves around a symbol known as “The Eye

of Providence” or ‘The All-Seeing Eye of God.’ This also lends itself to the notion of “The Divine
Architect.” Although all of these names seem compatible with The One True God of the Bible, I’ll
simply state in brief that regardless of what people tell your or try to convince you of, it is not.
Or if it actually ever was (which there is still much evidence for reasonable doubt), like the
Tetragrammaton, it has been usurped for diabolical purposes. The symbol of the eye in the triangle
has long since been knit with “The Eye of Horus” out of ancient Egyptian mythology. It is a symbol of
protection, speaking of a ‘Risen One’ who offers said protection. The term “Risen One” is not to be
confused with a Resurrected One such as Jesus Christ, but with the imagery in mind of a cobra rising
up in defense.444 No surprise that once again a serpent is being venerated. And no shock as well that
symbols of the Eye of Providence have also so often been affiliated with Egyptian pyramids – because
they were pointing back to occultic Egyptian paganism, which people involved in secret mysteryreligions often do because of the demonic spirit of the devil who presides over them all. Not only
have we already learned that Egyptian spirituality was the root from which Greek philosophy and
mythology came, but just think back to where Aleister Crowley was on his honeymoon when he
received his satanically prophetic message from Aiwass who was actually satan – Cairo, Egypt.
Having said all that, who was Aleister Crowley directed to make a way for? What pseudonym
was given for the antichrist or ‘man of lawlessness’ his spiritual message would usher in?
Why “The Child of Horus” if you’ve forgotten.
And so we witness more and more people in the public eye themselves covering one eye rather
purposefully for the photographer or the videographer when shooting a music-video; we have more
people forming triangles with their hands or fingers; we have more people placing such handsymbols over an eye; and we have more people wearing clothing with these symbols on them.
You see, friend, these people believe they are initiated into something secretive, powerful, and
elite. They believe through the acceptance of false and satanic teachings stemming from all the
mystery-religions which have been refined over the centuries of man attaining his own godship, that
they are initiates of such orders. They believe by their receiving a false light from their “Light-Bringer,”
Lucifer, that they are enlightened and illuminated…
And this is where we get that term which is appearing more and more in our culture today,

Illuminati.
I’d say it’s of little coincidence that Dan Brown mentions them in his books (or at least in Angels

and Demons). Are the members of the Illuminati truly involving themselves in unusual occult rituals?
At some point of the spectrum the answer is certainly ‘yes.’ After all, just look at their spiritual
predecessors whom they’ve learned from and fashioned themselves after. Look at what their master,
satan, has had his followers do throughout the ages. Look even at what Aleister Crowley was involved
in and you know the answer to the question is certainly ‘yes.’
So now is a fitting time once again to bring up popular culture and the music which so heavily
influences it.
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We’re told in Scripture that when a ‘harmful spirit’ came upon King Saul to afflict him, David
(who would succeed Saul on the throne as King of Israel) would play the lyre for Saul and that the
harmful spirit would depart Saul.445 Is God’s Word implying here that there is indeed a spiritual effect
from music? Where we see an emphasis on tones and frequencies and vibrations in the New Age and
in eastern mysticism which encourages using trance-inducing music and rhythms for meditation and
channeling, could there be some truth to this (not to say such practitioners are using music to
actually get in touch with the One True God, but that music is in some way a spiritual medium)?
Is the heavy, rhythmic bass in our dance music doing something to our nerves only, or are those
sensations translated across to our spirit as well? Is it more than just the suggestive lyrics in
conjunction with our alcohol and drug-numbed minds that help us move towards expressing
ourselves in such a sexual manner in nightclubs and our private residences afterwards?
Is this why the devil so often chooses to use our music industry to socially condition us and
prepare us for the rule of his antichrist? satanist Nikolas Schrek certainly thinks so seeing as he stated
as much in his interview with Bob Larson. Many of the performers and artists in the music industry
have clearly been duped into partaking in the propagandization of the generations so that we will be
blind to the Truth of God and His Gospel of salvation, and open and ready to willingly accept the
reign of the antichrist.
In the next section we will discuss the reality that the devil’s prophet, Aleister Crowley, is also the
father of modern popular culture as we know it today.
It’s important to know, my dear friend, that wisdom and knowledge and understanding and light
will never be found in their truest forms apart from God who is the way, the truth, and the life. I
sincerely hope you have not found yourself involved in the demonically inspired belief systems we’ve
been discussing, going along with this culture in its bleak rejection of God masked in empty promises
of man-empowered salvation and a humanistically invented paradise.
If so, God has already forgiven you and He is simply waiting with great love and patience for
you to confess your sin, turn from it, and entrust your life to Him.
Do you want knowledge? Have you sought wisdom? Have you been seeking enlightenment?
Have you been drawn towards the Luciferian idea of ‘Light’?
As stated before in Pride of the Devil, it’s no wonder that Jesus Christ would set the record
straight when He came to earth by saying “I am the light of the world. Whoever follows me will
never walk in darkness, but will have the light of life.”446 He HAD to say that because there was,
and there still IS so much FALSE Luciferian LIGHT in our realm…
Jesus Christ is the only TRUE light;
“So Jesus said to them, ‘The light is among you for a little while longer.
Walk while you have the light, lest darkness overtake you. The one who
walks in the darkness does not know where he is going. While you have the
light, believe in the light, that you may become sons of light.”

The Gospel of John, chapter 12, verses 35 and 36
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And of course, Jesus Christ is and was The Lord even to the saints of the Old Testament;
“The Lord is my light and my salvation;
whom shall I fear?
“The Lord is the stronghold of my life;
of whom shall I be afraid?”

The 27th Psalm, verse 1

If you want true knowledge and wisdom, you must go to God for it, for it is only by Him that it
can truly come;
“The fear of the Lord is the beginning of knowledge;
fools despise wisdom and instruction…
“then you will understand the fear of the Lord
and find the knowledge of God.
“For the Lord gives wisdom;
from his mouth come knowledge and understanding;
“he stores up sound wisdom for the upright;
he is a shield to those who walk in integrity,

The Book of Proverbs, chapter 1 verse 5, and chapter 2, verses 5 to 7
“Teach me good judgment and knowledge,
for I believe in your commandments.”

The 119th Psalm, verse 66

“If any of you lacks wisdom, let him ask God, who gives
generously to all without reproach, and it will be given him.”

The Epistle of James, chapter 1, verse 5
If you seek enlightenment, especially the spiritual kind, exercise some faith in humility and open
up the Word of God;
“Your word is a lamp to my feet
and a light to my path…
“The unfolding of your words gives light;
it imparts understanding to the simple.”

The 119th Psalm, verses 105 and 130

Don't accept any of the light that is darkness. Ensure that only the light of Christ is in you;
“Your eye is the lamp of your body. When your eye is healthy,
your whole body is full of light, but when it is bad, your body is full of
darkness. Therefore be careful lest the light in you be darkness.”

The Gospel of Luke, chapter 11, verses 34 to 35

“But you are a chosen race, a royal priesthood, a holy nation, a people for his own
possession, that you may proclaim the excellencies of him who called you out of
darkness into his marvelous light. Once you were not a people, but now you are God's
people; once you had not received mercy, but now you have received mercy.”
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The First Epistle of Peter, chapter 2, verses 9 and 10
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Aleister Crowley, the Father of Modern Popular Culture
In A Dark But Telling Prophecy where we learned that Aleister Crowley divulged in the 21 st
chapter of Magick in Theory and Practice that Aiwass was Lucifer and satan, Crowley stated that the
devil commanded his followers to “Know thyself.” He also stated that the devil’s emblem which
symbolizes him is “BAPHOMET, the Androgyne who is the hieroglyph of arcane perfection” (more on
Baphomet shortly).
Regarding the directive for each person to “Know Thyself,” we’ve learnt that this was actually
about obeying the demonic forces who whisper guidance into the subsurface levels of our
consciousness, and our spirit, as if this would bring enlightenment to ourselves while we moved
towards godship – and this is all gnostic Luciferianism.
Would you be surprised then if I remind you that in the Wachowski Brother’s first Matrix film,
when Keanu Reeves’s character Neo visits ‘The Oracle’ she points him towards a sign hung in her
kitchen which reads “Know Thyself” in Latin? Their entire conversation is a philosophical one meant to
open up the viewer’s mind and the portcullis of the castle which protects it to ideas and concepts so
that the viewer will become increasingly susceptible to the deceptive workings of the devil. The whole
series is, in fact, a gateway to antichrist-thinking cloaked quite expertly in the vehicle of a sci-fi action
saga meant to reel in as many viewers as possible, and then make them watch it repeatedly. And of
course, an “oracle” by Greek definition is a place where a priestess serves as a medium for the
ancient gods through whom messages are delivered. It can also refer to the priestess herself but it
really doesn’t matter – either is a purely satanic concept.
Tragically when one looks at the messaging in their films such as V for Vendetta, Cloud Atlas,
and Jupiter Ascending, as well as the very lives of the Wachowski brothers (now to be known as
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“Wachowski siblings”) themselves, it becomes evident that they are deeply entrenched in antichrist
thinking and very much under satan’s control for his agenda.
It takes very little digging, my dear friend, to find out that Aleister Crowley has been a major
influence in the lives of most every major musician in the 20th century who rose to fame and
celebrity. It’s no wonder that Ozzy Osbourne of Black Sabbath would even write a song for his debut
solo album Blizzard of Ozz titled “Mr. Crowley” about the very same occultist.447 In it are the words:

“You fooled all the people with magic; you waited on satan’s call.”
In an article from August, 1980 in the monthly American rock magazine Circus, Osbourne would
say that Crowley was “a phenomenon of his time."448
Guitarist Jimmy Page of Led Zeppelin purchased The Boleskine House and resided there from
the early 1970’s to 1990’s. It had once been the residence of Aleister Crowley.449 Crowley himself had
purchased the house believing it was absolutely suitable for performing the “Sacred Magic of
Abramelin the Mage” taken from The Book of Abramelin, a 14th century occultic text, and Crowley
would write of this in his own book The Confessions of Aleister Crowley;

“…the first essential is a house in a more or less secluded situation. There should be a door
opening to the north from the room of which you make your oratory. Outside this door, you
construct a terrace covered with fine river sand. This ends in a 'lodge' where the spirits may
congregate.”450
Page would also admit that Crowley had been a great influencer in his life, and in the 70’s own
an occult bookshop and publishing house in Kensington, England, called The Equinox Booksellers and
Publishing House.
Marilyn Manson whom we already mentioned was a member of the Church of Satan titled
chapter 9 of his book The Long Hard Road out of Hell, “The Rules” with the subheading “Do what
thou wilt shall be the whole of the law – Aleister Crowley, Diary of a Drug Fiend.”
In 1970 The Doors released their album simply titled 13. The reverse side of the LP sleeve shows
the band seated with lead singer Jim Morrison in the center, his hands clasped under his chin, and
just behind a small statue of a seated bald man – Aleister Crowley. It’s no secret that The Doors were
fans of Crowley too.
Interestingly, one of my best friends growing up had an older brother who was heavily
influenced by Jim Morrison and had begun to idolize him in his early teens. Sadly that brother
descended deeper and deeper into a socially chaotic and destructive state. With my understanding
being what it is now, I see that he had been demonically oppressed all the while I knew him. A
couple of years after I gave my life to Christ I would meet up with that older brother and see a
totally new and completely changed man. He’d apologize to me for how poorly he treated me in our
youth and tell me that he’d met the Lord Jesus and been born again and baptized! How amazing had
it been to see the supernatural work of God in this man’s life and the transformation that had
occurred! We were able to quickly share our testimonies and give God praise together!
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Without beating a dead horse, so to speak, music, primarily of the popular kind, is incredibly
dangerous to anyone who isn’t carefully guarding their mind and spirit and being protected by the
Holy Spirit of God. The messaging throughout so much of it consistently has the aim of undermining
God and leading people away from Him and towards destruction through one way or another.
Kanye West who has the audacity to write a song titled “I Am a God (feat. God)” is yet another
example of a person who by their pride has become a puppet of satan to mislead the masses into
the Do-what-thou-wilt/we-are-all-gods way of thinking. Clearly with Kanye going as far as to rename
himself Yeezus which is obviously a play on the Name of the Son of God, Jesus, and may stem from
the ‘Y’ sound, or Yeh from the ‘Yah’ in Yahweh, or from the fact that Jesus in Greek is not
pronounced with the soft ‘G’, J-sound. The opposition may point to Kanye’s own lyrics in “I am a God
(feat. God)” where he states in reference to Jesus Christ, “I know he the most high, But I am a close
high” in defense of Kanye’s claim to divine-like status being recognition that he still isn’t God, just
close. Yet you’d have to be willfully blind when Kanye is constantly depicting himself in imagery
where he is wearing a crown of thorns just as Christ did. Even the alleged original cover-art for the
Album Yeezus in which “I am a God (feat. God)” was included had Kanye crucified on a y-shaped
cross451 – the y-shape being used for ‘Yeezus’ more than out of respect for Christ’s crucifixion on a
cross no doubt. That the eventual album’s CD case would be completely DEVOID of any art
altogether, and only possess a tag saying ‘Yeezus’ on it seems to indicate that this was their way of
communicating to the purchaser that if the world was not quite ready for the supposedly leaked,
scandalous image of Kanye on a cross, then they would receive no album-cover art at all.
Apparently the idea behind this arrogant and blasphemous song came as inspiration from the
82nd Psalm where God inspires the author to write in the 6th and 7th verses, “I said, ‘You are gods,
sons of the Most High, all of you; nevertheless, like men you shall die, and fall like any prince.”
It’s obvious that Kanye’s own pride distorted his understanding of that verse (and all too plausible
that some New Age fool had once pointed it out to him in such a fallacious way that would warrant
his claim to divinity – Deepak Chopra himself has pointed to this very verse) because the psalm is

ACTUALLY speaking of God rebuking the judges of Israel who’d been given responsibility as His
intercessors, hence why they who are representing God to the people were given the honourous title
of ‘gods’ by Him. Note with due emphasis, friend, the LITTLE ‘g’. Kanye is also very wrong even when
he stated “But I am a close high,” for he falls, just as you and I fall, infinitely short of the glory of
God.452
Besides which, in a clip453 from an interview you can view on YouTube, Kanye explains that for
those asking, ‘Who do you think you are to call yourself a god,’ his response is, “I just told you who I
thought I was – a god! I just told you – that’s who I think I am!” Even when brutalizing the 82nd
Psalm and distorting it to mean that mere men who “shall die and fall like a prince” can somehow
be elevated to the level of divinity, he misses that it’s God alone who does the elevating and chooses
whom He will. It certainly can’t be claimed by us ourselves, regardless of how much fame, wealth, and
influence a person has which may have led them to think such exaltation has occurred.
To top it off, friend, his own track title on the album reads “Featuring God.” So if Kanye wants us
to believe he recognizes he’s not God Himself but just A god, then who is “God” in the song if God is
featured in it?
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Has Kanye entrusted himself to Jesus Christ which would make him a fellow son of God? His
latest album The Life of Pablo is apparently a “gospel” album. But it’s wrought with lyrics that read
more like hackneyed Christian colloquialisms one hears in Hollywood movies about Christians written
by people who themselves aren’t even Christians, but have been exposed to Christianity to some
extent in their lives, and have from that created within their mind an idea or understanding of
Christianity which is no more than a façade or veneer to the real thing. Or worse, the non-Christian
writers of these films portraying Christians are only writing characters and dialogue based on their
having only seen Christianity ALREADY filtered through other older movies portraying Christians
written by non-Christians. What we so often see in Hollywood movies which reference Christianity are
merely second or third generation clichés far removed from the authentic truth. One example of this
would be the 2004 coming-of-age/comedy-drama, Saved!

454

starring Macaulay Culkin, Mandy Moore,

and Jena Malone.
So in Kanye’s latest album, that’s basically what we hear; him crying out to God, confessing he’s
a sinner in need of forgiveness and acknowledging his desperate need for God… as well as claims
that he relies on this higher power for his life, granting God has given him everything… but what we
don’t see is repentance. The entire album is also so lewd and crude and filled with vulgarity that the
lyrics themselves bear witness against Kanye actually being a true “follower” of Christ. I’ll leave the
worst, but one telling line goes like so:

“God, I’m willing
To make it my mission;
“Give up the women
Before I lose half of what I own.”455
It seems evident that he’s speaking of infidelity while married to Kim Kardashian as divorce
would lead to the loss of half his estate. For Kanye though, he’s got to understand that it isn’t the
loss of money which is the major matter at stake here; what’s at stake is his eternal destiny for the
continual and unrepentant sin of adultery.
Regarding money, for Kanye West or anyone who’s rich and famous and has involved
themselves in shaping the minds and moral standard for society in such a negative way as he and so
many have, I wouldn’t just urge them to accept the forgiveness of Christ and acknowledge their need
of a saviour (as Kanye seems to pretend to do in the album), and then turn from sin in repentance,
I’d go as far as Jesus Christ Himself does with the rich young ruler;
“And behold, a man came up to him, saying, ‘Teacher, what good deed must I do to
have eternal life?’ And he said to him, ‘Why do you ask me about what is good? There is
only one who is good. If you would enter life, keep the commandments.’ He said to him,
‘Which ones?’ And Jesus said, ‘You shall not murder, You shall not commit adultery, You
shall not steal, You shall not bear false witness, Honor your father and mother, and, You
shall love your neighbor as yourself.’ The young man said to him, ‘All these I have kept.
What do I still lack?’ Jesus said to him, ‘If you would be perfect, go, sell what you possess
and give to the poor, and you will have treasure in heaven; and come, follow me.’ When
the young man heard this he went away sorrowful, for he had great possessions.”

The Gospel of Matthew, chapter 19, verses 16 to 22
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It’s quite chilling to hear what Jesus tells the wealthy, young man, but even more chilling to see
the response where the man seems to go away sullenly, knowing in his heart he’d rather have his
wealth than eternal life with Christ while following Him. All the talk about keeping commandments
was not Jesus’s way of telling the young man that he could earn his own salvation, but an incredibly
wise way of working towards the true root of the man’s issue – his own pride. The very fact that the
young man could say “I’ve done all these things, but what do I still lack?” tells us the young man

himself felt inside the lack of peace which comes when Jesus Christ is not truly our Master and we
are not truly saved.
I think the emotional angst within Kanye West which is revealed in the lyrics of The Life of Pablo
and is witnessed in whatever’s often captured from his self-destructive personal life shows us that his
master is not Jesus Christ… and that any message coming from his songs or even from his lips is one
that will most certainly lead the undiscerning to their own eternal deaths.
So many rich and wealthy people of notoriety who “come to Jesus” at some point seem to
demonstrate very little change (unlike my friend’s older brother I recently mentioned who was so
radically different that the supernatural intervention of God was the only answer). The celebrities we
periodically see professing a new and abiding relationship with Jesus Christ as Lord and Saviour so
often only give the impression that they have simply ADDED Jesus Christ to their already
overwhelming lives. For people like Kanye West, the best thing to do would be to walk away from it
all; to simply and humbly follow Christ just as He’d directed the rich young man to do.
Make no mistake, my dear friend, we too, even with our financial limitations have more than
enough resources to be distracted from truly following God and being saved. We also must be
brought by God to a place where in our hearts He alone is our Master and the things of this earth
are held so loosely that if required, we would be willing to sell all our possessions and give the
proceeds to those in need.
One of the best things you can do when coming to Christ or shortly after first accepting Him as
your Lord and Saviour is to part with some of your most prized possessions, give away more money
than you think you can afford, and take a break or completely abandon the hobbies which consume
your time and seem to make you happy even though it is a fleeting emotion only. In exchange for
this, give yourself over to Christ fully and embrace Him and follow Him and experience FULL life
which He promises is found in Him. By this you will know what it feels like to be saved and
unshackled from the world we are temporarily in.
In truth, friend, I think Kanye West has long since given himself over to satan to gain his riches
just as The Weekend has. I think Kanye’s album Life of Pablo is only an indication that he feels the
awful struggle within himself to be freed from slavery to his master, Lucifer, because he’s not willing
to turn from all of the sin and material possessions which have bound him to the devil and kept him
from surrendering wholeheartedly to God.
Kanye has allied himself with satan and is being used for this world’s preparation for The Child
of Horus, the antichrist. It’s no secret when one spends only a little time analyzing all of his music
and lyrics and the imagery he allows himself to be involved in. Even the music video for his song

Power has him emerging slowly from a hall of columns, and around his neck he wears a thick gold
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chain, and from this chain is the head of the Egyptian god,456 the god of the sky symbolized by a
man with the head of a falcon. This Egyptian god’s name, my dear friend, is none other than
Horus.457 Recall that it is the Child of Horus that is to be ushered into our world (does the title “god
of the sky” also remind you of “The Lord of the Air,” which is another New Testament name for satan,
my friend?).
Frankly speaking I actually suspect it’s far more likely that The Life of Pablo is nothing more than
a net cast into the sea of people we know as modernized humanity in order to catch a few more
professing Christians who are terribly weak in their faith and not truly submitted to God. With that
album that seems to carry a scent of Christian sentimentalism, those who lack discernment will
swallow it and the demonic messaging that’s actually carried within it – that even blasphemers like
Kanye West are saved, born again Christians who will inherit the Kingdom of Heaven, and it’s
perfectly acceptable to profess Christ but “Do what thou wilt.” In fact, his song Jesus Walks from his
2004 debut album The College Dropout was nominated for a Stellar Gospel Music Award before
protests over all the vulgarity within that song as well as the entire album forced a rescinding of that
nomination. 458
Why are professing Christians so horny to marry themselves to the world when the Holy Spirit
has communicated that to love the world means they have no love for Him? It’s the same reason
Israel could so easily turn from God after idols – because there are many in the church who are not
actually saved and born again.
Which brings us to the next connection; The Life of Pablo was originally only released through
TIDAL Rising, an online music and media streaming company. Who owns TIDAL? Well, a lot of famous
musicians including Kanye himself. But the brains behind it was none other than the legendary – or
perhaps better put infamous – rapper Jay-Z.459 Jay-Z is yet another puppet of satan preparing people
for the antichrist. Like Kanye who sacrilegiously refers to himself as Yeezus, we all know Jay-Z also
goes by the name “Hova” because he thinks he’s the “God” of rap, and God’s Name Yahweh is also
often pronounced Jehovah. Gross, I know.
It doesn’t end there (why would it?). Jay-Z’s own clothing line Rocawear once featured a sweater
that read, “DO WHAT THOU WILT” across the front, and Jay-Z sported this same sweater during an
interview he once did.460 It’s very telling. It’s also very braggadocios to align one’s self with satan,
make yourself out to be your own god, and then flaunt it before the entire world. But the ‘pride of
life’ as we’ve already learned is one of the ways satan tempts a person to follow him while rejecting
God.
The inclusion of occult mantras and symbols in Rocawear is a bit of a trend as well, just so
you’re aware. I’ll let you do your own research. It won’t take long (and don’t be misled if you find
they’re now placing Christian symbolism all over their products to throw off this scent the dogs have
caught wind of).
Not to be missed, Jay-Z would also feature modern artist (who’s actually a ritual satanist and
occultist posing as an artist) Marina Abramović in his “performance art” film Picasso Baby.462 Friend,
just keep following the bread crumbs and see where they lead.
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Now the music, my dear friend, may be entirely alluring and enticing. I admit, I find the beats
and the tempo and the musical hooks in Kanye West’s “I am a God (feat. God)” very catchy. But at
the same time, I honestly feel something awful while I listen to the lyrics. And there is still something
terribly unnerving about how the music moves and unfolds even though at the same time it works to
captivate and even mesmerize.
Music has been known throughout history and found through research in the last century to be
exceedingly useful for influencing the mind of the listener while implanting ideas and messages.
Research has also been done into the effects of light patterns and visual imagery when paired with
music.461 And so both factors are married together and this is the medium the powers that be under
the control of satan so often use – music videos and elaborate lightshows during concert tours. Case
in point would be the music video that was produced to accompany Serena Ryder’s “Electric Love,”
another top 100 song playing on the radio right now at the time of this writing. Why are we being
bombarded with non-stop triangles as we hear these New Age and gnostic lyrics? Naturally because
they’re originating with the same spirit and being sent with the same goal for us: associate the
triangle with the false one-world religion and system which is to come under the reign of the
antichrist.
As well, the research article from the Scientific American blog I’ve just referenced is only the tip
of the iceberg. If you search Google with the words “Music Lights Mind Control Research” you will
likely find articles that lead you to places and facts and conclusions you never thought you would go.
It will bring all-new meaning to the words “movie magic.”
Why the music industry producers and directors who are adept in this craft use their talents to
steer people towards satan and Luciferian belief systems should be obvious, friend; they do so
because they’re marching in step with their master and the teachers he’s spoken through in the past
such as Aleister Crowley. It’s why when we see these videos they are chock-full of symbols and words
and messages to condition the listener and viewer for a massive shift towards the occult in our world
and the leadership of satan. It’s why when I or other ardent Believers engage with such people in
person or via social media, and especially within the comments sections of these very videos once
they’ve made their way to YouTube, these people are blind to the truth and don’t understand what’s
being told to them. I only hope OUR easy and gradual progression through God’s truth revealed and
what it tells us about our society has prepared you thus far for everything you’re now being exposed
to as the veil is pulled back bit by bit for you to see the world we actually live in and how godless it
has become, and how that godlessness has actually been engineered! The same unfortunately can be
said about engaging people not only in discussions about music, but also in theology and social
issues and politics. It’s truly insane how people think when the writing is on the wall.
As awful as the music is and the videos that follow, the live performances while on tour leave
nothing to the imagination and make it very clear who is pulling the strings. If you’ve never taken a
look at film footage from the world’s most famous musician’s tours, maybe you should take some
time to do so. You’ll probably be shocked by how they often depict rituals, sacrifice, and a lot of
blood. Short of that though, they’re still frequently displaying symbols and imagery meant to mold
the mind of the audience for what is to come, even when you think the artist is rather benign. That
shouldn’t catch you off-guard though when “even Satan disguises himself as an angel of light. So
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it is no surprise if his servants, also, disguise themselves as servants of righteousness.”463 This
verse and the ensuing reality we find ourselves in only serve to call us not only to repentance and
submission to Christ for salvation, but to careful study of His Word which reveals His nature so that
we may be discerning with all that we see and hear and “test the spirits to see whether they are
from God.”464
Although God by His Holy Spirit had grown discernment within me and was revealing to me that
much of what I was hearing and seeing in the media was not aligned with the Truth, I’m grateful that
I came upon Good Fight Ministrieswww.goodfight.org led by pastor Joe Schimmel of Blessed Hope Chapel
in Simi Valley, California. Their whopping 10-HOUR-long documentary titled They Sold Their Souls

for Rock n Roll does an outstanding job of connecting all of the dots so that the viewer, Believer or
not, has a real understanding of the origins of our present day music-industry and the reality that it
has been influenced and inspired by satan all along the way.
Ten hours of the truth that most every band you’ve ever enjoyed is a servant of satan intent on
drawing you into their fold, whether they know it or not, will probably leave you as gutted as I felt.

BUT in it all I was able to give thanks to God that in spite of my involvement with so many bands
and the acceptance of much of the messaging, He still loved me, He’d still sent His Son to die for my
sins to show that love to me, and He was still calling me to Himself. As disorienting as it felt to have
so many disturbing truths barrage my mind (as I’d watched the entire ten-hour documentary in only
two sittings), I was renewed and refreshed by the Spirit of God.
During that documentary though, you learn that even the two youths, Dylan Klebold and Eric
Harris, who were the shooters at Columbine, April 20th, 1999, had spent large amounts of time
consuming heavy-industrial bands under satanic influence. A website http://www.acolumbinesite.com/
dedicated to those injured and killed in the shooting shares many grim details and facts surrounding
the situation to help people understand what transpired.
One of the included pages is simply called “Columbine Music.” It summarizes the various musical
influences on the shooters and points to the firm evidence of their having been impacted by it. They
listened to a satanic, German band called KMFDM, which loosely translated means ‘no pity for the
majority.’465 Other bands included Trent Reznor’s NIN or “Nine Inch Nails” (could that be a reference
to the nails which hung Christ? Really doesn’t matter when one analyzes the messaging in the lyrics,
videos, and artwork of Nine Inch Nails), and possibly even Marilyn Manson, although the website
notes that there is really no firm, supportive evidence around that. Being as Manson was friends with
Trent Reznor who’d signed him to his own record company, Nothing Records however, it’s likely the
shooters listened to the shock-rocker Manson as well.
Most importantly to this portion of our discussion, they certainly listened to another German
industrial band Rammstein. One of their songs was mentioned in a rant in the journal of Eric Harris.
That song was titled “Weisses Fleisch” and literally means “White Flesh.” Translated from German, the
song lyrics start with the words;

"You on the schoolyard
I – ready for killing
and no one here does know
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about my loneliness
"...there's no God in my heaven"466
The rest of the song seems to indicate that a brutal murder or multiple-victim massacre ensues.
It shouldn’t be hard, friend, to interpret what the message of this song is – if you’re lonely and
angry and hurting because of the isolation you feel, you are justified in killing people at your school
who cause you this pain.
Eric Harris’s journal entry would include the words: “’Weisses Fleisch’-perfect-song-for-me’467
Not every person who hears a song will live out the lyrics. We will only do that which our
conscience permits. The point is that songs have messages which influence our thinking and our
behaviour, and the rhythms and the music videos and the concert tours are used to facilitate the
ingestion and adoption of such messages. From this peoples’ consciences are desensitized and
reshaped and we become more likely to do that which we once found unacceptable.
When I first stumbled upon some ‘vines’ (six-second videos) where people had made comedic
vignettes using the climatic bridge of Awolnation’s RUN, what instantly popped in my mind was how
effectively the heavy, fast-tempo’d pulsing of the cello coupled with the ominous, repetitious,
taunting command to “RUN” could inspire hurting, angry, emotionally bottled-up and demonically
oppressed teens to fantasize about walking through their school’s hallways touting shotguns and
rifles to slaughter people while wearing their headphones to listen to the very song which first
inspired such terrible and violent fantasizing.
Searching out and listening to the rest of the song, I was disturbed to find that the lyrics read:

“I am a human being, capable of doing terrible things.”468
…repeated four times and then:

“There's lightning striking all over the world.”469
…repeated four times.
It’s clear that the first line is establishing that humankind is fully capable of doing what is evil
and wicked. The repetition may be an emphasis on this reality and perhaps even serve as a warning
or explanation for what is to come within the song. Repetition is certainly used when inducing people
in hypnotic states, meaning it can be used to subvert the mental defenses in a person’s mind to
penetrate their thinking. With certain people propelled along by their own sin-nature and the
workings of the devil, in the right situation such a message from RUN could also serve as the
justification for something truly terrible being acted out by a person.
Could the reference of lightning striking all over earth be speaking to the truth that we human
beings are ALREADY doing terrible things all over the world? Both this line and the first are repeated
robotically and in a matter-of-fact manner, devoid of any emotion. When the listener internalizes the
message it can then become a realized perception. The taunted warning for others to “RUN” now
becomes their message to others – “You had better get out of my way because I am GOING to do
bad things.”
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The question to ask yourself is: what other purpose could writing and producing this song
possibly serve?
From an occult-symbology perspective, just as Jesus Christ Himself stated He “saw satan fall like
lightning from Heaven,”470 the sign of lightning is often utilized to speak of satan’s activity. Could
the writer of Awolnation’s RUN be testifying that satanic attacks and maneuverings are occurring
right now all over the world in anticipatory uprising before his short-lived reign?
As God was wooing me and awakening me to my dire need to follow Him, I had begun to listen
to indie-folk artist Bon Iver. The melodic guitar and accompaniment would float into me while the
quietly sung, deeply emotional lyrics seemed to grab me not only by my heart but also by my throat.
I was transfixed by the aching style of music that I can now only describe as ‘moody and depressive.’
One line that jumped out at me came from a song called Re: Stacks. It starts with the lines:

“This my excavation and to
Day is Qumran
Everything that happens is from now on”471
I didn’t know what Qumran was but Bon Iver seemed to be saying that whatever happened after
Qumran would be radically different. So I looked it up and found out it was a reference to the
Qumran caves discovered in 1947 which contained so many intact manuscripts from the Old
Testament dated from the time Jesus Christ walked the earth, and even before, that there was now
no rational reason to doubt that the Old Testament hasn’t changed since God first inspired its
writing.
I remember looking up and reading an article about Justin Vernon’s (front-man for Bon Iver)
meaning for the inclusion of that line. Indeed he pointed to what I have just explained. I read that
and wondered with excitement to myself, “Wow, is he a Christian?!”
You see, friend, because I was thinking I was saved and believing my faith in God was being
renewed, I was exactly as I’ve already described – a nominal “Christian” who could watch Bruce

Almighty and think it was a sort-of-Christian movie. I was the sort of person that believed that
celebrities who gave nods to Jesus were Christians too. I had no idea what a Christian was. But I was
excited to think I was identifying with celebrities…
However, I’d forget all about Bon Iver after 2011 and coming to Christ and even swear off
listening to his album For Emma, Forever Ago again because I had no desire to be reminded of the
emotional connection to it or anything related to it.
But a year or so ago I noticed in the iTunes store that Bon Iver had released another album.
Being as they were a very talented and gripping band, I took a look out of curiosity. What I saw
chilled me to my very spirit. Their cover-art for that album, 22, A Million was PLASTERED
unapologetically from top to bottom, side to side with spiritual, occult symbolism from every
antichrist belief system under the sun! I felt like throwing up!
Although surprised, I was not shocked to find Justin Vernon singing on Kanye West’s track I Am

a God (feat. God) for the outro. Vernon of Bon Iver sings what sounds like:
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“Ain’t no way I’m giving up. I’m God.”472
Some lyric websites post that the closing line finishes with “I’m A god,” while others read, “Ain’t
no way I’m giving up on MY God” or “ON my God.” It really doesn’t matter what the line was when
they don’t really define who God truly is. More than that, when you listen to the song, it ACTUALLY
SOUNDS LIKE Vernon is SAYING “I’m God.” It sort of sounds like the sound-engineers muffled it or
overlaid it with “I’m a God” so the listener can’t be quite sure what was sung.
Does it matter though when Bon Iver’s 22, A Million is consumed by antichrist symbols?
How about the reality that Justin Vernon had secluded himself in a cabin in northern Wisconsin
during the winter of 2006 and 2007 for three months to write and record For Emma, Forever Ago? 473
Does that sound unusual to you, my dear friend? Have you ever heard of people in seclusion having
“lost their minds?” The losing of one’s mind is not necessarily what happens. What really is most
likely happening is that a person stuck on their own with what they perceive are their own thoughts,
are slowly being introduced to concepts and philosophies from external sources – demonic spirits. As
they take over a person, that person simply seems to be “losing their mind” because of how their
mind is now changed due to the constant assault and barrage of deceptive ideas that they may have
thought were their own bubbling up from within themselves when they were anything but.
Sounds crazy, but if you take the time to watch Good Fight Ministries’ 10-hour documentary
about the music industry, you’ll find out that one of the foremost blues-style musical legends had
started off unable to even play a guitar whatsoever, but went away on a personal retreat where they
made a pact with the devil for musical talent and fame, and then came back to inexplicably play
blues music on a guitar as no one had ever seen.474
Was Justin Vernon’s time in seclusion purely musical? Or was there a spiritual element to it as
well? That first album was, one could say, almost spellbinding, and it swept over the world launching
Justin Vernon to stardom quite rapidly.
Throughout the history of man, people from every religious belief system have gone off on their
own for spiritual reasons, often seeking enlightenment and experiences with the “other side.” Jesus
Christ Himself spent 40 days fasting alone in the wilderness after being guided there by the Holy
Spirit in preparation for His three-year ministry. Near the end of that time He was attacked and
tempted by satan Himself.
Sadly, it would seem that Justin Vernon of Bon Iver is yet another pawn of the devil being given
a MASSIVE platform through fame from which he can use his musical talents and message to
dissuade the masses from truly loving and following God.
The god he seems to be singing about in Kanye’s song is anything BUT the One True God.
Having connected Aleister Crowley and his do-what-thou-wilt philosophy which invites the Child
of Horus to reign over our world to our modern popular culture and the celebrities within it, it’s time
to move on and also return to the topic of secret, occult societies that are brazenly flaunting who
and what they are right before us. If you feel, my dear friend, that the connection between Crowley
and our popular culture is yet too flimsy, I invite you to continue your own research and watch Good
Fight Ministries’ 10-hour documentary I’ve mentioned. For me to simply regurgitate what they’ve
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already laid out would just be a waste of our time. And time is of the essence. Believe me, if you are
willing to follow the crumbs where they lead while connecting the dots, like myself, you will see
satan’s hand in the lives and message of most every celebrity and musician.
It would seem that many of them are involved in one of two groups: The Illuminati and The
Freemasons. Now Freemasonry presents itself as being a healthy, charitable, God-centered
organization that has the world’s best interests in mind. But this is merely a cleverly crafted guise. I
won’t take the time to go into the history of the Freemasons or their origin because once we know a
few facts, everything else becomes superfluous. The Freemasons worship “The Great Architect.” We’ve
only just finished discussing who that truly is in False Light, Illumination, and Enlightenment didn’t
we? One may defend them with the statement that this is only an attempt to make their group an
inclusive one. But, friend, we’ve already discussed that there is only ONE TRUE GOD! So then who are
they pledging their allegiance to? To what are they assigning honour and praise? For someone who
claims to follow Christ to sit down with someone who denies Christ, either through religiosity or apart
from it, and then all pray to the same being – The Great Architect – there’s only one option of whom
they could all be praying to!

Morals and Dogma of the Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite of Freemasonry was written by
33rd degree Freemason Albert Pike, and published in 1872. It has served for some time as a
guidebook of philosophies for Freemasonry. In it Pike would write:

"Masonry, around whose altars the Christian, the Hebrew, the Moslem, the Brahmin, the
followers of Confucius and Zoroaster, can assemble as brethren and unite in prayer to the one
God who is above all the Baalim, must needs leave it to each of its Initiates to look for the
foundation of his faith and hope to the written scriptures of his own religion.“475
If Christ and Christianity is relegated to equal standing with other religions which denounce
Christ and are obviously satanic, this should speak loudly of the spirit behind Freemasonry. There’s
much, much more that is within their own texts and rituals which proves it to be in opposition to the
Truth of God’s Word but we’ve already said more than enough.
Freemasonry and all it’s do-goodery is yet another system which promotes a one-world faith
and governance system and is more than ripe for the rule of the antichrist. The same could be said of
its system of graduation up through the levels which apparently involve the understanding of more
secret knowledge and involvement with more rituals. This quest for “Light” and to be an “Initiate” (or
one who is initiated) is clearly Luciferian at its core.
The other secretive organization is the Illuminati, and we also discussed them in our last
segment. Who they are is even more secretive although perhaps you’ve heard as I have that multiple
people within the music and movie industry are a part of it. That may or may not be true, but it is
certainly a group of individuals who believe they are illuminated, and this illumination is what
explains their success in the world and over their own destinies. It’s entirely likely that the celebrities
we see making triangular hand-signs and giving us all the “Eye of Horus” symbol are involved.
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It apparently has its roots in Bavaria of Germany in the 18th century. Once more, this is of no
consequence. What’s important to understand is that this modern idea of the Illuminati being alluring
and enticing and exclusive is a giant satanic sham meant to pull people away from seeking God.
The Illuminati are ALSO Luciferian in nature and are nothing to be sought after or followed.
That’s really the crux of the matter; what groups are Luciferian. Reality tells us that when compared to
the Truth of God’s Word, all of these groups promising enlightenment and advancement are
Luciferian.
If it needs to be said, all of the celebrities and people of influence throughout history who have
sought spiritual enlightenment and awakening apart from Jesus Christ, be it through the New Age or
through satanism or through Thelema, or what have you, they’re ALL Luciferians. Those that project
themselves as having esoteric, occult knowledge are all a part of that system. All those who promote
the one world system are too. It’s no wonder then that the pyramid with the all-seeing-eye at its
pinnacle, and the Eye of Horus are seemingly associated with the Illuminati – because the same
world-dominating, demonic spirt that controlled the pharaohs for so many dynasties is the same
spirit operating within and through all of these influential, rich, wealthy, famous people of power.
We’ve already mentioned Jay-Z with his “Do What Thou Wilt” sweater. But what of his apparent
wife, Beyoncé who’d sung in the choir of the St. John’s United Methodist Church in Houston while
growing up?476
I promised that we would talk about how Aleister Crowley had stated that Baphomet was the
“Androgyne who is the hieroglyph of arcane perfection.” Well what is Baphomet? The first question is
really, ‘What is an Androgyne?’ In the context that Crowley was thinking, an androgyne is “a being of
ambiguous sexual identity; one that combines major aspects of both the male and the female.”477 His
thinking may have been similar to the gnostic thinking of God being a perfect union of both male
and female. In any case, we see Baphomet as having both the body of a man and a woman. We
already covered in The Sexually Immoral that God sees androgyny and transgenderism as
abominable. It’s no wonder then that this would be incorporated in the symbol of Baphomet.
The word “hieroglyph” simply refers to the idea of a symbol as Baphomet is the symbol to
represent satan, and more so, his perverse agenda and false worship. Baphomet is not necessarily
what satan looks like.
Of greatest importance to this portion of our segment is that Baphomet, although having the
torso of an androgynous man and woman joined together and exposing its breasts, the lower half is
depicted by the split-hoofed feet and legs of a goat, and the head is also that of a goat with great,
long horns. It really is a disgusting beast to look at.
Yet people are somehow attracted to it.
Beyoncé Knowles has been known to wear a large, ornamental ring-like piece of jewelry which is
molded and shaped like the head of Baphomet. The jewelry itself is disgusting which dismisses the
notion that she picked it by accident. So is her intimate relationship with Jay-Z why she is likely alltoo-familiar with the spiritual trajectory he is on? She’s likely been deceived by the devil to join him
on it, and her life and views and the messaging within her songs and music videos and live
performances reveal she too is in league with satan.
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It’s even clearer when she herself describes her most powerful performances being ones where
she simply feels “something else come into [her]”478 And this is of course where her supposed “alterego” Sasha Fierce comes from.

I Am… Sasha Fierce was the name of her third album released in 2008. Would you be surprised
to learn that occultists often use and emphasize the words “I Am” in order to refer to the divinity
within themselves and make themselves out to be God? Did you know that Moses would ask God
whom he should tell the Israelites had sent him – what the Name of God was so they would believe
him? God’s response:
"God said to Moses, 'I am who I am.' And he said, 'Say this to
the people of Israel: "I am has sent me to you.""

The Book of Exodus, chapter 3, verse 14

Sadly, Beyoncé is just another pawn of the devil to prepare the way for The Child of Horus.
But why do people think Baphomet is cool and sexy and hip when it is so obviously repulsive?
Because as we learned in the first chapter of The Epistle to the Romans written by the Apostle
Paul, God has given people up to their own delusions because they would not worship Him but
wanted to be their own gods. And Paul’s second epistle to the Thessalonians tells us God sends this
delusion to such people.
But why a goat? I suspect it’s because God commanded the following through Moses to His
people, Israel, after freeing them from Egypt:
"So they shall no more sacrifice their sacrifices to goat demons, after whom they
whore. This shall be a statute forever for them throughout their generations."

The Book of Leviticus, chapter 17, verse 7
And that’s who people are sacrificing to, or rather sacrificing their own lives to – a goat demon.
For this reason, friends, it’s no surprise that Aleister Crowley would dedicate a book to Pan,
whom we already stated in The Dark Prophecy is Being Fulfilled was an over-sexualized, perverted,
Greek mythological god. Silenus was yet another debased goat-man-god who was given honour.
Essentially the Greeks and Romans included Baphomet – or a goat demon – in their worship! That’s
completely natural though because their whole spiritual system was also a satanically inspired one,
which we’ve already mentioned stemmed out of ancient Egyptian spirituality.
Do you see how it all connects? It keeps going back to the same root – denial of the One True
God and a pursuit of divinity with the devil! And this is precisely how he’d deceived the first man and
woman in the garden of Eden.
And then we have in Kanye West’s so-called “gospel album,” Life of Pablo, a song titled “30
Hours” where he adlibs improvised rap-lyrics on the spot while a musical track plays out. The art of
rhyming and rapping off the top of one’s head to get a “flow” going, and not from memorized
written lines, is called freestyling. The action of loosening one’s mind in order to freely say whatever
comes to it is very, very similar to what mediums do when they permit themselves to enter a trance-
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like state in order to serve as a channel for demonic spirits to communicate. When one “thinks too
much” or exercises too much conscious thought, it can be very difficult for that ‘flow’ to occur.
What should then be obvious to you, my dear friend, is that potentially, when we loosen our
mind and simply let the words that come to it flow out of our mouths, we may very well be uttering
the words of the spirits we are associating with in our lives as they whisper them into us.
After all you’ve read and heard, friend, about the occult and Luciferianism and triangles and
Horus and demonic Egyptian influence, what did Kanye West say during that recording of “30
Hours?”

“The pyramids shall rise.”479
He’s likely not talking about a literal rise of the pyramids of Egypt. He’s talking about the satanic
one-world system which has chosen the pyramid as its emblem.
It really is tragic for people to believe so foolish a lie as the one the devil has sewn all over the
world through so many avenues – that his followers will reign with him in Hell. My dear friend, know
that Hell will not be a party as AC/DC and so many other rock groups have stated it will be. It won’t
be a joyous reunion with other friends and family members who rejected Jesus Christ. It will be, just
as Jesus Himself warned, a place of everlasting torment where no one will reign and all will suffer in
great anguish.
My dear friend, if you have been lured into any of the philosophies we’ve discussed so far; if
your favourite musicians have been used to deceive you into nihilism or satanism or Luciferianism or
any other vain philosophy, it is not too late to seek forgiveness from the God who made you and
loves you and wishes for you to dwell with Him in Heaven for eternity. With Him, full and eternal life
can begin today! And I promise you, it is wonderful even though it may be trying. But we have a
promise that when Christ reigns over the New Heaven and New Earth when sin and unrighteousness
has been totally wiped away, in the NEW resurrection-body of the Believer, it will no longer be
difficult to follow and obey The Lord. We will have peace and rest forever!
Please consider that now, won’t you?
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Oh, friend, we have covered so much material thus far. So much of it has likely been totally
foreign to you. Trust me, it was all so foreign to me as well as God led me through it in these last six
years. I went to church for most of my young life. I grew up in a home that probably would have
been identified as being ‘Christian.’ But no one warned me, and no one prepared me for what this
world truly is. I hardly recall hearing sermons or teaching about the reality of the devil. Therefore, I
can appreciate that you who may have never even attended a church service before may be even
more perplexed or shocked by what we’ve been unveiling here in the third part of our discussion,

The Devil is Real and He Wants You To Go to Hell.
Everything I am telling you, God by His Holy Spirit has walked me through via so many different
resources, be they people, sermons, videos, books, and He guided me perfectly through it in a way
that I could receive it and ponder it, and understand. I am truly praying that our progression through
this material although at a much greater pace is clear and concise and thorough enough that as the
veil is slowly removed, you are coming to a full understanding of the truth.
Now that you have heard all about the different Luciferian, New Age systems by which demonic
spirits are operating in order to deceive you and pull you towards eternal damnation by rejecting the
only way of salvation – Jesus Christ – we are now going to discuss a very real account from the life of
a friend of mine.
You should know, I contacted him roughly one year ago to revisit this very supernatural
testimony he shared with me, and informed him that I desired to include it in a series of discussions
aimed at helping people acknowledge the reality of an otherworldly realm. Not only did he give me
permission, but he went through all of the details I relayed back to him as I remembered them from
a long discussion we once had while on a road-trip to ensure I had every detail right.
In order to stay accurate and true to his account, I am simply going to lay it out for you to read
through and discuss with you critical points as we go.
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I mean no offense or ill-will towards him as I address such points. Please recall that Jesus has
declared “You will know the truth, and the truth will set you free”480 (I’ve also hidden some of the
details in order to protect his identity). Remember, although the truth can be offensive, it is what will
bring freedom from strong, spiritual bondage and deception. Not only do I want you to be freed, my
dear friend, but I also hope and pray that he too will read this and be cut to the heart by the truth of
God which stands in opposition to the beliefs he has come to accept as true.

“So the story is roughly right except a few details but you have an amazing memory to recollect
so much of it, I'm impressed.
“I was 19 at that time and living in [another province], the event occurred in October of 2002 but
I don't remember exactly what date. It was warm outside, enough to be walking around with just
a hoodie and no jacket.
“So I ended up on the [outskirts of a metropolitan center] after taking the wrong train and
falling asleep on it. I was actually heading to the [opposite end of the city], and unfortunately it
was the last train so I was out of luck. With no money and no other way to get home, I started
walking towards the highway and once I got there, I hitchhiked.
“The first ride I got didn't get me very far, and I got dropped off on the highway.
“So I kept walking and started talking to myself, then the talking became more rhythmic, like a
rap freestyle. In order to stay in the beat and keep rhyming, I became very creative in my
opinions.”
So my dear friend, we just finished talking about how if we relax our mind or “loosen our

tongue” as it’s sometimes referred to, and we let ourselves say whatever thoughts come into it, we
leave ourselves open to an imperceptible spiritual influence. We saw how Kanye West had been used
to speak a line into a song which may very well be an idea he himself believes in, but was not
necessarily something he consciously determined to speak. We mentioned how this is exactly how
channeling from a spirit through a medium can work. Let’s continue with my friend’s testimony
though;

“I was expressing my disgust with today's society, the lack of information about what really
matters, the need for individual enlightenment, and collective consciousness.”
I don’t know what exactly it was that my friend found so unappealing about our society, but we
can all agree there is a lot (especially if we’re taking to heart what we’ve been learning during our
discussions). But hopefully what jumped out at us here is his mentioning our need for “individual
enlightenment” and “collective consciousness.”
You should recognize now that although each of us may be TRULY enlightened at an individual
level, it’s not enlightenment that comes from ourselves, and it’s not going to be entirely unique – it’s
going to come from The Holy Spirit of God and it’s going to align completely with the revelation He
has already given us through His Word. Anything else will only work to distort what He has
authoritatively laid out. We’ve seen that God calls for us to receive all of our enlightenment from

Himself alone.
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Second, we’ve covered the false idea of collective consciousness where we all think the same
and share the same will, and have revealed it as being nothing more than a trick of the devil to have
all of our spirits and minds aligned under his demonic control. On the other hand God appears to say
in His Word that He wants us to have our OWN minds, but have those minds submitted only to Him
and His will. By this there will obviously be congruity in our thinking, but not because we’ve given
ourselves over to the thinking of other people, but only to the mind of God. And the mind of God as
we’ve already mentioned is not the mind of a collective consciousness.
Any similarity in destined goals or thought-beliefs will be due to the renewing of each

individual’s mind as they are “washed” by the Word of God by the Holy Spirit and made into the
likeness of the Son of God, Jesus Christ. As God is Holy and Good, such a process which would bring
people to think the same is wholly good. The alternative, of course, is wholly evil.

“That train of thought led me to my own enlightenment, my ideas became incredibly clear and
more defined; my thoughts were no longer dark and blurry. My ‘flow’ was continuous,
uninterrupted, spot on, perfect harmony and balance between creative and rational thought. It
was like everything finally made sense.”
Unfortunately my friend’s reference to an enlightenment here is one of a spiritual origin, and this
was his intent and final conclusion as well. We discussed in the last segment that any spiritual
enlightenment apart from God which does not agree with what He has said is clearly Luciferian in
nature.
And from his description of the events which unfolded to allow him to arrive at that place, it
sounds distinctly like his rhythmic rhyming over a period of time in conjunction with the unbridling or
“expanding” of his mind (as many New Ager’s would call it) led to his entering a nearly ‘trance-like’
state through which the spirits could very easily communicate their vain philosophies and deceptive
messages. His admittance to me during our conversation that he’d never rhymed that well ever
before or ever since tells me that something else was operating through him. This is eerily
reminiscent of a certain so-called “prophet” who was entirely false, but under the control of a
demonic angel had apparently delivered some of the most fluent and poetic verses ever written in
Arabic, and which led to the creation of one of the world’s largest, antichrist belief systems.
I don’t doubt for a second that what my friend experienced was a supernatural, spiritual clarity
within himself. Remember, “even satan disguises himself as angel of LIGHT.” I myself had what felt
like an incredible moment of sheer illumination late in 2010. It’s hard to explain but within my mind I
saw a series of pivotal moments within my life zipping from one to the other from oldest to most
recent as if a laser was being shot from scene to scene while my life flashed before my eyes, finally
arriving at where I was at that very instant of my life, and my mind was overwhelmed by this
understanding that my whole life had been engineered so that I would be set on a path to
accomplish one specific, particular task of great importance and magnitude.
Not only was it one of the most real yet surreal experiences of my life, the fruit of that
experience was so awful and terrible and had such negative and ungodly consequence for myself and
others (even though I had believed entirely that the vision had come from God for His glory and all
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of our good), that I can’t help but dismiss it all now as stemming from a demonic spiritual being
capitalizing on the sinful desires of my heart.
Believe me, friend, demons are certainly capable of giving us visions which seem to bring clarity
when it is really only darkness.

“I recall projecting these questions to the Universe, to the Light, then the answers came to me in
light form, as if to show me that I had it in me all along. What I mean by that is that at first when
I started talking to myself, it was as if I was looking for answers; then as I kept going and my
talking became more rhythmic, sort of dictated by my own creative mind it felt like I just knew
what to say to make sense of my own questioning.
“When the vision appeared, it was like a confirmation of my righteousness. I felt like I was shown
‘the Light’ to prove that I was right. And it was overwhelming. I was startled, but not frightened.”
I can attest to a similar sensation with the vision I had had and just referenced. I too was
overwhelmed and startled but not the sort of way someone feels when they are scared of something.
I was in complete and total awe.
Notice though that my friend’s words and ideas are totally in-line with New Age doctrine? He
speaks of “The Light” and the notion that the universe is sentient and somehow responsive to us, or
perhaps in connection with us as the pantheist would have us believe. Even the idea that secret
knowledge could originate from within himself during this ‘self-enlightenment’ should alert us to the
workings of demons.
The Apostle Paul would warn his young disciple Timothy whom he left in charge of the Church
of Ephesus;
"Now the Spirit expressly says that in later times some will depart from the faith by
devoting themselves to deceitful spirits and teachings of demons..."

The First Epistle to Timothy, chapter 4, verse 1

Which Spirit is Paul initially referring to? Well none other than the Holy Spirit of God who spoke
to him. And his warning is that “some” in reference to those within the church professing to know
Christ would leave in pursuit of deceitful spirits and their teachings or doctrines. So if this could
happen to those who believe themselves called by God into His Church, how much more likely is it
that such demonic activity will be rife outside of the Church and in the world?! Obviously MUCH!
So here we have my friend being lured away in such a manner whether he wants to admit it or
not. I myself to this very day hate to think that I had been deceived by demonic spirits so powerfully,
not because of my pride or unwillingness to admit any fault, but because of how grossly I was
overtaken! But like me, my friend whose testimony we’re going through and you yourself can be
released and unshackled from such lying spirits and their doctrines by the Holy Spirit of God.
Naturally I MUST address my friend’s supposed revelation that he was righteous and had a
righteousness in and of himself; My dear friend, you and I both know that you are not righteous; you
have most certainly sinned and sinned grievously. We both can agree that we shared in
debaucherous, depraved lifestyles which you certainly know by now God abhors and abhors
vehemently! The God who made you and gave you life is the One who will judge your life and He
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has already warned that “there is none righteous, not one!”481 Friend, please do not rely on your
own righteousness because the scales will be weighed and you will be found wanting…
But that’s the lie of the devil, isn’t it, my dear friend; that we are “good enough” even when we
“all have sinned and fall short of the glory of God.”482
If he can get us to believe that lie into the grave we will be lost forever. And if he can get us to
believe that lie for the majority of this life, we will have been of little use to God.
But here’s where my friend’s story really breaks into the supernatural;483

“The prism I saw was a pyramid. Its edges were red and the inside was gray. It was drawn with a
laser beam coming right out of my eyes or my ‘third eye’ I should say. It drew the pyramid while
I was looking at the stars, sort of aiming my gaze towards the edge of infinity. But it didn't
remain within the three dimensions we know of, it was just floating right before my eyes
wherever I was looking, up, down, side to side, it was just there and everywhere. Even when I
closed my eyes. As if it was a 4th dimension. For a short period I had a glimpse of a structure of
light in a dimension of its own. It lasted about 20 to 30 seconds, enough for me to be
completely amazed by it. It's hard to define its size because you can't measure the distance of
something that you see with your third eye. But in terms of perspective it was roughly the size of
my thumb if I look at it with my arm stretched in front of me.”
Did you comprehend what my friend said he’d witnessed manifest from the spiritual realm? A

pyramid. Why a pyramid? Why are pyramids the theme? Why do they keep coming up? I have no
idea, friend; I simply recognize that for some reason our adversary has chosen them to be the symbol
for his coming antichrist system as I’ve already stated. I’ve heard some state that satan’s fascination
with pyramids may be because he’s desiring to recreate a counterfeit of something only seen in the
Heavenly realm – a pyramid of God or something of that sort. But that’s purely speculation and does
not seem to be within the pages of Scripture.484
But the fact that my friend who was now entranced and completely open and susceptible to the
spiritual realm and the communications with fallen angels would end up seeing the manifestation of
a pyramid tells us exactly what was behind his rhyming and musings and enlightenment: an antichrist
spirit.
The other thing I must mention is his inclusion of a reference to his Third Eye. This of course
stems out of eastern mysticism, but it is akin to many satanically influenced belief systems. There’s
even talk of it relating to the penial gland within our brain by the pseudoscientific in the occult. 485 Is
there some possibility that our intricately designed brains have a small mechanism within them which
God designed for our spiritual receptiveness? I’d say it’s quite possible. But to delve into that apart
from God, or even make it the focus of one’s life rather than God Himself will only open a person up
to deception.

“So I just want to correct the part where you said I was inspired by the entity I had just seen, that
was just mixed up. The talking and rhyming came first, then the vision appeared after answering
my own questioning, as if the vision itself was the answer in light form.”
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Here my friend simply corrects small errors in what I’d remembered and had first summarized
for him in my initial letter and request. If you’re interested in seeing what I’d originally wrote him, it
can be viewed in the appendix.Appendix notation
(for appendix)

So basically, I'll just go through what I remember, and then you correct me and let me know if I missed
anything and retell it so it's accurate.
I don't recall when it was... before moving to Fort McMurray though. It was a hot day in the summer,
correct? You were hitchhiking? You were pondering something, perhaps for answers about the purpose
of life? Or seeking the answers for everything? Do you recall if you were projecting those questions to
anyone or on anything? And then a green prism or 3D triangle appeared before your eyes. It looked real,
but almost holographic in nature. It was not large and seemed to be only a few feet in front of your
eyes. No words were relayed to you, but it was as if your mind was suddenly being filled with thoughts,
correct? And then you began freestyling or laying out lymrics in a fashion so fluid and so eloquent that
you felt as if you were being directly inspired by the entity you had just seen.
So did I remember that well? Some questions:
What year, month, time did this happen? What was the temperature like?
Do you recall what exactly you were pondering or wishing to know?
How large was the object? Did it look solid or ethereal? How far from you was it? How long did it last?
Was it there during the rhyming or did it leave before?
Do you recall what answers you were given? Do you recall what words you were rhyming?
I recall you saying you were totally sober when this happened. But I also recall you saying you had used
hallucinogens and other drugs prior at some point in your life. Do you recall how much of what drugs
you'd used up until that point? I won't be using your name or any sort of descriptor for you in this story
because for one, I want to protect the identities of the people who anecdotes I'm using, and two, it's
really not important to the stories who the subjects are.
Thanks for any help you can offer. There's three other people who've agreed to share their supernatural
experiences with me for this article, so it should be very convincing for people who do not believe such
things can be real :)
“As for the precise words I was rhyming, I cannot recall. I tried getting hypnotized to remember,
but that was like opening a Pandora's box, when I started talking about the experience during
my session, it got very interesting. I would really like to relisten to that session, transcribe it and
translate it for you but it's on my computer at my dad's.”
It’s quite saddening to hear of my friend submitting himself to hypnosis. If ever there was a time
where the mind is left quite unguarded and susceptible to demonic intrusion and influence while the
defenses are lowered, it is in the mentally open state while hypnotized. How fitting that he himself
would liken the experience to the opening of Pandora’s Box. I suspect however, that he did not mean
that the experience was negative but more so that it led to the release of something mystical and
unknown and all together exciting.
The true idea behind Pandora’s Box though is that it comes from Greek Mythology wherein the
opening of a jar led to all manner of evil being loosed into creation. Wikipedia aptly defines it in our
present day as meaning: “to perform an action that may seem small or innocent, but that turns out

to have severely detrimental and far-reaching negative consequences.” 486 I truly hope that God will
break my friend free of the spiritism he has become mixed up with.
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If there is any doubt in your mind as to hypnotism being a means for our spiritual enemy to con
us into lowering our own defenses so that his fellow fallen angels can speak through us or that
channeling via an open mind has similar effects, keep reading;

“If I remember right, an entity was communicating through me and commenting [on] the
experience. It explained some details and gave some clarification about its source. It said I was
shown this vision to keep me on the right path, to inspire me and keep seeking the answers.
“I'll have a look in my inbox and try to find the recording of the session, I'm pretty sure I have it
somewhere on the cloud, just have to find it.”
And there you have it, my dear friend; my friend was indeed channeling an otherworldly entity
which was working to sew deception and lies that mislead and destroy. No, it was not simply his
subconscious at work but something totally foreign to him. This is precisely how real mediums
operate and are utilized by spiritual forces.
It’s heartbreaking to hear phrases like “right path” when this is anything but.
This testimony just goes to show that no matter how REAL our experiences are, and regardless
of whether it’s TRUE that we HAD such an experience, the experience itself is not necessarily TRUE
nor is it necessarily bearing witness to the truth or validating the ideas surrounding it as being true.
Truth will only ever line up with the authoritative and absolute word of God.
Jesus Christ said HE was the Truth and the way… and my poor friend is definitely not “on the
right path” while continuing in step with the mystical teachings from these demonic beings who have
given him so much false enlightenment.
I pray that he will repent and come to know the Lord and all the goodness that is in Him for
eternity.
I must also add, my dear friend, that this friend of mine and I used to dabble together in
hallucinogenic, psychedelic, psychotropic drugs such as what are called “Magic Mushrooms” and
hashish. It was actually with him that I first did mushrooms and only around him that I did ‘shrooms’
the few times that I have. It was also with him that I tried and did hashish the only time in my life
that I ever have. I also knew that at least for some time he was using marijuana recreationally at least
on a biweekly basis, but possibly more frequently than that. We’ve already learned in The Sorcerer
that the devil certainly uses mind-altering substances to open people up to spiritual oppression and
to alter their perceptions and ultimately their thinking.
My friend had done such drugs BEFORE his above, spiritual experience, but was completely
sober during that experience – it was no mere hallucination, but drug-use likely assisted in his
spiritual progression and vulnerability in the years leading up to that experience.
The New Age is a very alluring and appealing belief system to many people, even though it is so
blatantly Luciferian. Some are attracted to it because they believe it is some sort of new esoterism
which will help us to usher in great and wonderful change and liberation in this world so that we may
have peace and prosperity. But if it hasn’t been made clear already, it’s only repackaged demonic
doctrines of old, making their way into the culture once again in hopes of preparing us for the reign
of a false god and false Christ.
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"What has been is what will be,
and what has been done is what will be done,
and there is nothing new under the sun.
"Is there a thing of which it is said,
‘See, this is new’?
It has been already
in the ages before us.
"There is no remembrance of former things,
nor will there be any remembrance
of later things yet to be
among those who come after."

The Book of Ecclesiastes, chapter 1, verses 9 to 11

480.
481.
482.
483.

John 8:32
Romans 3:10-12; Psalm 14:1-3; Psalm 53:1-3
Romans 3:23
Note: I’ve not edited this whatsoever; this is exactly what he wrote to me, and it follows exactly from where we just left off with his
account
484. Some think that the New Jerusalem which comes down from heaven although appearing to have the dimensions of a cube will
actually be a large pyramid; Revelation 21:15-16
485. http://www.crystalinks.com/thirdeyepineal.html; last accessed December 30, 2017
486. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pandora%27s_box

The 4 th Dimension
Did you notice how in my friend’s account he associated the prism he was seeing with the 4 th
dimension? How he was inspired to make a connection of it with a higher 4 th dimension is anyone’s
guess, but I’m hoping it reminded you of our discussion quite some time ago in There IS a Heavenly

Realm where we talked in a fair bit of detail about a possible or likely 4 th dimension and the reality
of a spiritual, heavenly realm.
During that segment I had invited you to watch a brief YouTube video aimed at helping us
perceive what geometric objects could potentially look like in a higher dimension. You may recall that
I also warned you that we needed to “tread softly” as we approached the topic of the 4th dimension
because it was quite likely, in a spiritual sense, a dangerous rabbit hole. I had said that there was a
version of that video I had seen first, and that I perceived this alternative version to have a more
sinister agenda than simply helping people consider mind-bending 4D geometry. At the time I’d not
wanted to “jump the gun” so to speak, because all of this talk about satanic agendas had to come
first so that you’d be more prepared mentally for the topic. Exposing it all then would have been too
premature – too unbelievable. But I trust that your eyes are being opened to the reality that
surrounds us and such exposure won’t sound far-fetched anymore.
You see, my dear friend, caution needed to be exercised because many people have delved into
4 dimensional thinking and found themselves lured into a false spiritualism because of it. As my
th

desire and God’s purpose with our discussion is to HELP you to come to God and know about the
adversary trying to hinder you, and not carelessly lead you through information that could easily
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tempt you and waylay you, I did not want to thrust you headlong into that alternate version which
seemed intent on ensnaring the minds and souls of viewers.
Charles Howard Hinton who was the late nineteenth century British mathematician to coin the
term “tesseract” for what we now call the hypercube, was instrumental in helping 4D geometry
become more accessible to the modern public of his time. But it was Hinton’s own meditations on
the 4th dimensional realm and his exercises involving envisioning objects from that realm which
radically altered his perceptions of spirituality. He would himself move towards mysticism throughout
his life, and his work and theories and mind-expanding drills would draw the attention of many
occultists. Even Aleister Crowley would twice make mention of Hinton in his book from 1917,

Moonchild 487 (accidentally making this reference by using his father James’s name however).
If you watched the YouTube videos I listed which were meant to help us all see how confounded
our minds might be at seeing beings coming out of a 4-dimensional reality due to our perceiving in
three dimensions only, you may recall the name Ludwig Schläfli. Schläfli was the Swiss mathematician
from whose perspective the narration of the video came. Although Schläfli had worked on 4dimensional polytopes (the term we now use to describe the higher dimensional equivalents to our
3D polygons and polyhedral) for the latter half of the 19th century, his work was not fully published
until 1901 some years after his death in 1895.
Sadly his retirement was spent studying Sanskrit and translating the Hindu religious texts, the

Rig Veda into German.488 Why was a Swiss mathematician who studied theology in 1834 compelled
to translate scriptures honouring false gods written at the same time the Israelites were writing the
Old Testament? One can only speculate thanks to the lack of information on the topic, but I suspect
it may have to do with his own mental opening to the 4th dimension through his meditation on the
mathematics.
If you watched the video until the end you probably remember the sensation within your mind
as you grappled with the more complex polytopes as they rotated around and around while their
vertices and sides folded through themselves. If you, like I, tried to wrap your head around what
exactly was happening, you likely also felt the sensation of something unusual occurring within your
brain. When we stop and consider though that Buddhists meditate to open their mind and finally
reach a point they refer to as Nirvana, which is a state that literally means to be “blown out” like an
oil lamp; or how East Indian religions’ trance-inducing meditation is meant to bring them to a similar
state they call moksha,489 it’s no wonder that Schläfli, after years of delving into deep contemplation
of these orthogonal shapes where at first it may have been difficult, but eventually one can easily be
“at one” with the shapes, so to speak, because they’ve simply relaxed and opened their mind and
surrendered to the phenomena happening within it during such meditations, it’s not surprising that
the Rig Veda is what Schläfli would gravitate towards. Nor is it surprising that occultists influenced by
Eastern mysticism would see great potential and power in the consideration of such a dimension and
the objects therein.
It’s really all about having mentally expanding experiences. This of course is spiritually
dangerous.
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Johann Carl Friederich Zöllner who was a German professor of astronomy at Leipzig University
through the middle of the 19th century at this time of great fascination with the 4th dimension also
pursued this matter into the spiritual.490 Zöllner would become interested in the relationship between
the spiritual and the fourth dimension in 1875 when he visited British physicist and chemist, Sir
William Crookes.
Crookes himself had become enamored with occult spiritism after attending a séance in 1867 in
hopes of contacting his recently deceased 21-year-old brother. This led to years of trying to prove
the reality of the supernatural at great cost to his reputation in academia. He’d also involved himself
with various paranormal investigative organizations including The Society for Psychical Research, and
The Ghost Club. Worse than this though, friend, was his involvement in The Theosophical Society, an
occult group founded by none other than the inspiration for Aleister Crowley herself, Helena
Blavatsky. Theosophy, of course, is the belief in the collection and amalgamation of mystical and
occult doctrines from every belief system that has ever existed in pursuit of enlightenment under the
false pretense that it leads to a person’s spiritual salvation.491 One of the society’s goals was to
prepare the minds of humanity for the arrival of a “World Teacher” who would lead mankind in its
spiritual ascendance.492 Who, my dear friend, does it sound like they were supposed to prepare us
for? Yes, the antichrist of course.
Crookes would also find himself as an initiate of The Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn, yet
another secret society built upon the demonism of a mystery religion. Aleister Crowley had once
been a member of this group early on in his unfortunate journey as well.
Meanwhile, Zöllner would team up with the American medium, Henry Slade, in hopes that Slade
would be able to assist him in his experiments involving the fourth dimension and spirit-beings from
within that realm. The basis for the experiments was the hypothesis that spirits could receive objects
by somehow translating them into the higher dimension where they would rearrange them and then
present them back into our third dimension. An example of this was to get small leather bands onto
the narrow sections of a wooden table leg even though the diameter at either end of the leg
prohibited them from sliding on. This would mean that they had necessarily been “bent” or distorted
in the fourth dimension to be placed on the table leg. The experiments were all similar in nature.
However, it was found that Slade had been fraudulent in all of his interactions with the spiritual
realm, and his entire career proved to be that of a charlatan.493
Whether these experiments worked or not is not the point here, friend; the point is that
something about the meditation upon the 4th dimension leads people into spiritual deception. As
stated much earlier, it really does appear that God has designed our world and our minds to be
limited to 2D and 3D thinking and perspective while we live on this dimensional plane, at least for
now. To bend the mind and open it to the 4th dimension seems to have the potential of leaving
people transfixed upon it. Like the occultists influenced by Hinton’s work the unsuspecting can find
themselves lured towards what is known as “Sacred Geometry.”
I’m not kidding. While doing this research I came upon a website detailing “the interface
between science and the transcendental.” Not only was sacred geometry and the 4 th dimension relied
upon heavily, but occult chemistry was also discussed (different from ancient alchemy which ALSO
quite often involves mysticism). Does this remind you of how I’d stated that the aim is to blend
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science with false spiritualism to prepare us for the great deception which will accompany the arrival
of the antichrist? Everything on that website is perfectly suited for New Age thinking. The internet is
actually replete with this sort of talk.
One thing you may have been reminded of when viewing the videos on 4D geometry is what’s
known as tessellation tile art. These intricate, geometric, tile mosaics have been created throughout
history even into antiquity and their significance is not simply artistic, nor is it merely mathematical.
It’s also clearly spiritual. Just as one can stare at the rotating, sliding shapes in the 4D geometry
videos and slip into a trance-like state, so too can a person as they stare at and contemplate the
ever-repeating patterns in tessellation tile art. When one looks at the larger cell polytopes Schläfli
described, they should be reminded of Buddhist mandalas and Hindu yantras. Whether they be in the
form of tilework or tapestry or painting, the sacred geometry involved has always been used for
transcendental meditative purposes and is obviously meant to help facilitate the expanding and
opening of the mind to the spiritual realm. This is why they’ve existed for eons and why people do
indeed have supernatural experiences from fixating upon them. They were even found adorning the
interior walls of ancient Sumerian temples where people would worship. Sadly we find sacred
geometric artwork even in the stain-glass of cathedrals where people are to gather and worship the
One True God in Spirit and in Truth.
If you’re familiar with the eccentric, Spanish artist Salvador Dali, you know that he utilized 4D
geometry in his artwork as well. One of his most famous works has Jesus Christ crucified on an
unfolded tesseract titled Corpus Hypercubus. After returning to his catholic roots post-World War 2,
Dali who became enamored with sacred geometry and the fourth dimension slipped further into
deception arriving at a belief system called Nuclear or Quantum Mysticism.
When I’d first watched the original version of the YouTube video on 4D geometry that I’ve
stated was so troubling and even dangerous, I felt spiritually unsettled. I did not know why exactly
but I understood there were supernatural reasons for it. Out of curiosity I opened up the channel
page for the individual who’d posted this video. Instantly my wary feeling was validated. This person
had not only posted this but also videos about the Tetragrammaton or ‘Name of God’ we spoke of
earlier which refers to YHWH or Yahweh found in Scripture. Well this video, very quickly in only three
minutes walks a person through satanic teaching to deceive them into believe that just as God said,
“I AM,” you too can look in the mirror, ask yourself who God is, and respond with confidence and
authority: “I AM.”
Even the accompanying music was clearly meant to alter the state of the mind so it can more
readily accept the message. He’s also got an old video from New Age guru and eastern mystic,
Deepak Chopra (I mentioned him earlier as being one of Oprah’s favourites). Interestingly he’s even
got a couple videos that seem to be exposing the Illuminati. Seeing though that these other videos
are of an antichrist nature, it’s obvious that this is just deception whether the owner of the channel
realizes it or not; he’s still just being used as a pawn to get Luciferian ideologies out to the masses,
and the devil is adept at dangling something with one hand to get people to look one direction
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while he works with his other hand to sew deception. We already saw in He Uses the Media to Shape

Our Thinking and Control Us that this is called the “bait-and-switch.”
In his posted video on 4D geometry explained, the narrator no longer has what sounds like an
American accent like you heard in the video I linked for you. No longer is the speaker conversational
and somewhat animated. In the video I watched originally, the narrator reading Ludwig Schläfli’s lines
has a British accent and reads in a dull, quiet, subdued, nearly monotone voice. And it gets slower
and more monotonous as we’re directed to focus deeper and deeper into the 4D shapes as they
rotate for us.
The original video is part of a series on dimensions created by some French mathematicians.
Originally produced in French it is available freely under a ‘creative commons license’ so that others
can translate it into their own language for further dissemination around the globe. It’s available in at
least eight other languages as well as nearly two-dozen subtitles. But if it was available in the English
version you heard… who made the drawling, English version I heard? Why was it made in such a
fashion? By accident, or purposefully?494
Meanwhile the background music remained the same. It starts off with Tchaikovsky but then
shifts to a song called “Rupture” by a modern composer named Florent Ghys out of New Jersey. The
music which utilizes disharmonic vibrations becomes more and more disjointed as we progress
through the mind-expanding exercise. The cacophony heard seems intent on unsettling the spirit. At
the same time as this is happening, our mind is being opened, and a monotonous voice of the
narrator, free of any inflection delivers dialogue to us filled with long gaps, even at one point
commanding us simply to “Look…”
Even more bizarre is how Schläfli’s character personifies the objects, referring to them as
‘beauties’ and ‘majesties.’ If his dialogue by the writers was based off of old discovered journals, I
wouldn’t be surprised to learn whatsoever that he truly believed what he was seeing within his mind
were “beings” or “entities” within the fourth dimension as he seems to be thinking of them here.
Either that or that’s how the writers perceived them after copious time spent meditating on fourdimensional shapes themselves.
The entire episode seems intent on putting the viewer in a state of hypnosis where their mind is
then vulnerable. This is exactly like a session with a hypnotist who speaks in an even tone, slowly,
methodically, drawing the listener into a trance while directing them to “Look” at a spinning wheel or
a swinging pocket-watch. This is known as “Eye Fixation” for the purpose of “Hypnosis Induction.” 495
It’s evidently what we were exposed to in the film. And it’s obvious that the YouTuber whose video I
first saw knew exactly what his posted short might do to people and open them up to. He probably
experienced something very similar himself before delving off into New Age spirituality, and wanted
to help others in their own false enlightenment. In fact, his channel is called “Evolution 292.”
Tragically, that video has had over 2.9 MILLION views and he has 5.5 thousand subscribers even
though he hasn’t posted in 2 years and never posted anything terribly creative or noteworthy. Even
the disgusting “YHWH/Tetragrammaton” video has 1.6 million views. How many do you think, my
dear friend, have been lured on a path to eternal destruction because they’ve ingested these films
and been opened up to something diabolical?
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What of the music by Florent Ghys? Was it itself spiritually dangerous? Was the intention for it
to be so? I’ll start by saying that after listening to most of his album, he’s clearly brilliant and
talented. However, it’s mostly of the same vein, and yes, I would say it is spiritually dangerous and
able to do something to a person’s spirit as they listen to it. Was this his intention? Possibly not, but
it really doesn’t matter because it’s the spirit behind him which guides and uses him. Because we
gravitate to music and tones which resonate with us on an emotional, mental, intellectual, and
spiritual level, be it due to the lyrics or the music, or more commonly both, I did not really enjoy
listening to his album. I felt it was unnerving as something was definitely amiss.
This reality is why many people (including myself once upon a time) cannot listen to Christian
music for very long – it wars against their spirit which is in rebellion against God.
This is also why if you look at Florent Ghys’s supporters on his Bandcamp.com page, 496 you will
see that some of them have avatars depicting the all-seeing-eye, eastern spiritual imagery, pyramids,
an Ensō or infinity-circle made from what looks to be a hurricane, and even Baphomet – because his
music resonates spiritually with such spiritually deceived people. Heartbreaking.
This may actually be a good time to briefly revisit electronic dance music which we discussed
before. I mentioned how it did something to me in my flesh and how I chose to fast from it for a
time and still to this day will not expose myself to it for prolonged periods (although I certainly still
appreciate its energy and catchiness and will likely involve myself in it more often if eventually
married because then the sexual energy it’s obviously meant to arouse will have a place to be spent
under the protection of God). Well I stumbled upon a short YouTube documentary while doing this
research uncovering the occult beginnings of trance-music. I can’t say I was shocked as the entire
EDM music industry seems aimed at doing one thing: promoting the “Do what thou wilt” mentality
while directing people towards hell. But I was still very disturbed.
Discussing it earlier would, like this discussion of the 4 th Dimensional videos, have been
premature. Now that you’re familiar with many of the spiritual ideas and their propagators, you
should know that even Timothy Leary, the disciple of Aleister Crowley and peddler of LSD, said of the
electronic dance-music movement and the drugs often associated with it, that it was clearly tied to
shamanic spirituality and just as useful for achieving the end goal of evolving our collective
consciousness through opening the individual’s mind to new philosophies.
The video is titled “Rave New World” and does a considerably good job revealing a lot of the
demonic spiritual workings through this genre of music and the concerts it spawns. Not every idea
displayed in this video is necessarily in agreement with God’s Word however, and there are moments
when even New Age ideas seem to be introduced as spiritually true when they’re just as false as the
rest. Nevertheless, it’s worth watching to help us be aware of many factors within our reality. Just be
mindful that although it exposes much, that does not necessarily mean that it can be wholly
swallowed as Gospel-truth. This is because even the maker of this documentary, Round SaturnsEye is
himself sadly also a deceived puppet of satan believing himself to be a Christ-follower to sew deceit
which leads to death while also revealing some of the devil’s workings (more typical ‘bait-andswitch’).497
Round SaturnsEye’s Rave New World https://youtu.be/jV3rGn__sek
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It is soul-wrenching to understand that many, many people are lured by mind-expanding
activities such as 4D geometric envisioning onto a downward path leading further into spiritual
deception. Like those seeking nirvana and moksha who believe themselves to be ascending into the
heavenlies nearer to God, all such people are actually being led into a pit.
Whenever the scientific meets the spiritual apart from God, we have the occult. Unfortunately
much quasi-scientific philosophizing is actually what has influenced and shaped the minds of the
scientific community which has set out to explain the natural and the unexplainable apart from the
God who gives wisdom to those who seek it. And that, of course, means that an antichrist spirit has
influenced much of what we now hold to be scientifically true.
It is never too late, my dear friend, to be freed by God from the shackles of wrong thinking…
until it is too late.
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False Teaching
Now that we have addressed so much we’re going to take a look at the very present danger of
false teaching within the church. False teaching isn’t just religious and spiritual teaching that is in
complete opposition to that from God’s Word alone. More importantly, it includes that which distorts
the truth just enough that it is no longer the truth that sets free and saves.
We can immediately test teaching with what it does to the character and person and godship of
Jesus Christ. Then we can look at what it does with the Gospel. The third test is called The Fruit Test
– what kind of fruit is born because of it? What kind of fruit comes from the life of the teacher living
it? Jesus Christ would warn His followers;
“Beware of false prophets, who come to you in sheep's clothing but inwardly
are ravenous wolves. You will recognize them by their fruits. Are grapes gathered
from thornbushes, or figs from thistles? So, every healthy tree bears good fruit, but the
diseased tree bears bad fruit. A healthy tree cannot bear bad fruit, nor can a
diseased tree bear good fruit. Every tree that does not bear good fruit is cut down
and thrown into the fire. Thus you will recognize them by their fruits.”

The Gospel of Matthew, chapter 7, verses 15 to 20
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So then, what kind of “fruit” is evident from their lives? What fruit is born out when groups of
people follow the teaching? What types of attitudes and behaviours does it encourage? Does it foster
a manifestation of the divine nature from the Holy Spirit within a Believer or the sinful nature from
man?
We saw in The Sorcerer that the Apostle Paul warned that the fruit or “works” of the flesh are
“sexual immorality, impurity, sensuality, idolatry, sorcery, enmity, strife, jealousy, fits of anger,
rivalries, dissensions, divisions, envy, drunkenness, orgies, and things like these,”498 and that any
who did not repent from such activities were clearly not saved and would not inherit the Kingdom of
Heaven. If the teaching leads to such activities, an example being that of the satanic cult posing as a
Christian group under false teacher, David Berg, “The Family,”499 then it’s definitely not the truth and
of Christ. Berg’s cult which began in the late 60’s practiced what they called “flirty fishing” in order to
make disciples and followers. Their gatherings included orgies, “free love,” and even pedophilia
alongside its worship-singing and Bible-teaching.
That which is of the truth and of Christ will, by the working of the Holy Spirit, bear what Paul in
the very next verses called “the fruits of the spirit;”
“But the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness,
faithfulness, gentleness, self-control; against such things there is no law. And those who
belong to Christ Jesus have crucified the flesh with its passions and desires.”

The Epistle to the Galatians, chapter 5, verses 22 to 24

Where it gets difficult is where false teaching and false spiritual practices seem to bear some of
this ‘good’ fruit. Many a person practicing TM or transcendental meditation claim they receive great
tranquility from it, including Jerry Seinfeld who for nine years was deeply involved in the stressful
production of his own comedy-show, named after himself. He believes TM got him through that
difficult time.500 That’s where we apply the other two tests. Besides which, peace only truly comes
when we are at peace with God, and that is really the most important peace a person should aspire
to. As deep as the peace may feel from practicing transcendental meditation, it is totally superficial
and utterly misleading.
When one looks at the history of Christianity we find that there have always been attacks from
within guided by demonic forces through false teaching and heresy. The early Church battled hard
and long through writing and discussion to defend the faith from false ideas that would creep in and
draw away followers of the truth via false, satanically inspired teachers who professed to also follow
Christ. This surreptitious method of assault by satan has never changed and even goes on to this very
day. In fact, it may be worse now more than ever as we move towards the coming reign of the
antichrist.
Many today who claim to be anointed teachers of God’s Word actually deny the authority of the
Holy Bible. Many distort the identity of Jesus Christ. This is because of the spirit they have been given
over to and who is influencing them. Because the devil hates when God is glorified, he will maneuver
to distort the teaching of people who supposedly do so in the Name of God so that no glory is given
to Him. The devil also hates that right teaching liberates people from his control in this world and
places them in the Kingdom of God. One must be cautious and discerning because it is definitively
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easier to spot a person teaching paganism than it is to spot a false Christian. That brings us back to
Round SaturnsEye from YouTube. If you watched the cited exposé video on YouTube which points
out why Round SaturnsEye is a false follower of Christ, you would know that he believes Christ came
to free us from the evil God of the Old Testament. This was what many gnostics believed and actually
goes right back to a second-century heresy called “Marcionism.” Once again we see that King
Solomon was right when he wrote that “there is nothing new under the sun.”501 This is why I had to
warn you not to swallow everything in the Rave New World documentary.
So much of the teaching in the world and even in churches distorts the clear stance of the Bible
and leads people astray. The “wolves in sheep’s clothing” as Jesus called them, love biblically illiterate
followers who themselves aren’t trying to learn God’s Word and know it. This is because it leaves
them unable to be discerning and capable of “testing the spirits”502 and “testing prophecy.”503 I hope
though that you, my friend, have learned by now that this is an important way of harnessing and
possessing the right filter through which to accept information AND see the world.
Another reason such false teachers enjoy unwitting followers is because of their pride. They love
to have people under them, listening to them, following them… and they certainly don’t want anyone
to be knowledgeable enough to challenge them;
"If anyone teaches a different doctrine and does not agree with the
sound words of our Lord Jesus Christ and the teaching that accords with
godliness, he is puffed up with conceit and understands nothing."

The First Epistle to Timothy, chapter 6, verses 3 and 4
As we saw in David Berg’s cult, such false teaching did indeed occur. The devil was inspiring his
child, David Berg to teach license for overt sexuality, and amazingly the devil was inspiring his
children to teach the same even during the first century while the Church was forming and growing;
"For certain people have crept in unnoticed who long ago were designated
for this condemnation, ungodly people, who pervert the grace of our God into
sensuality and deny our only Master and Lord, Jesus Christ."

The Epistle of Jude, verse 4

This was certainly happening then and it’s happening today – people abuse the grace of God
claiming they may “Do as thou wilt” because salvation is by grace through faith and not by our works
or keeping of any Law. Although this is how salvation works, their understanding is greatly lacking
and one clearly originating from an unsaved spirit which desires sin more than holiness with God.
Shortly we’ll see what Jesus Christ Himself had to say about such an antichrist belief.
Returning to the allegory of fruit, it is CRITICAL that anyone who does any teaching whatsoever,
be it in front of a congregation, or in a Bible-study, or even in his home with family and friends
understand the following:
“Either make the tree good and its fruit good, or make the tree bad and its fruit bad, for
the tree is known by its fruit. You brood of vipers! How can you speak good, when you are
evil? For out of the abundance of the heart the mouth speaks. The good person out of his
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good treasure brings forth good, and the evil person out of his evil treasure brings forth evil. I
tell you, on the day of judgment people will give account for every careless word they
speak, for by your words you will be justified, and by your words you will be condemned.”

The Gospel of Matthew, chapter 12, verses 33 to 37
(underline for emphasis, mine)

I don’t know how anyone could read Jesus’s warning there and think of it as nothing more than
a slap on the wrist for not speaking what is right and proper. This is naturally applicable to all of us
who converse with others on a day-to-day basis as well, but it is undoubtedly aimed at teachers who
speak to lead people. There are many more warnings for those who teach found in the pages of
Scripture and I intend to share those with you later on in this discussion.
Not only does the sin of pride lead to people teaching falsely to meet that desire of being over
others but the Apostle Peter points out that greed is another motivating factor;
"But false prophets also arose among the people, just as there will be false
teachers among you, who will secretly bring in destructive heresies, even denying
the Master who bought them, bringing upon themselves swift destruction. And
many will follow their sensuality, and because of them the way of truth will be
blasphemed. And in their greed they will exploit you with false words. Their
condemnation from long ago is not idle, and their destruction is not asleep."

The Second Epistle of Peter, chapter 2, verses 1 to 3

Peter is referring back to the false prophets that rose among the Israelites in Old Testament
times. Regarding greed, now we see, my dear friend, that true followers of Christianity don’t lead or
teach with the desire of attaining wealth as so many of the televangelists giving Jesus Christ a bad
name in recent decades have. In fact, earlier in the Apostle Paul’s letter to Timothy warning of false
teachers’ conceit causing them to teach falsely, he goes on in verses six through ten to talk of how
those with true faith are content in God alone.504
Unfortunately, just as these early followers of Jesus Christ were inspired by the Holy Spirit to
write, false teaching and deceitful spirits did indeed creep into the Church and begin all manner of
great spiritual perversion. In recent decades the modern Church has seen what has been the socalled Holy Spirit Movement that has swept over many nations bringing all manner of signs and
wonders including such supposed manifestations of God as “Holy Laughter” and “being Drunk in the
Spirit.” If you yourself are caught up in this movement and believe it to be legitimate, then you may
feel offended and I do apologize for the hurt you are feeling. I love you and I don’t say this to cause
you that hurt; I say this because you really need to ensure that the spirit you are giving yourself over
to is indeed the Holy Spirit of God. We’ll be discussing this much later in the book as well.
Another mode of false teaching which has always threatened the purity of the Church, even
since its formation is that of secret teachings. It’s evident in our day and age that ideas from secret
mystery religions are imbedding themselves within our churches and rendering them powerless. From
the Apostle John’s visitation with the resurrected Lord Jesus Christ we get the following, very stern
warnings;
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“And to the angel of the church in Thyatira write: ‘The words of the Son of God, who
has eyes like a flame of fire, and whose feet are like burnished bronze.
“‘I know your works, your love and faith and service and patient endurance, and
that your latter works exceed the first. But I have this against you, that you tolerate that
woman Jezebel, who calls herself a prophetess and is teaching and seducing my
servants to practice sexual immorality and to eat food sacrificed to idols. I gave her time
to repent, but she refuses to repent of her sexual immorality. Behold, I will throw her onto
a sickbed, and those who commit adultery with her I will throw into great tribulation,
unless they repent of her works, and I will strike her children dead. And all the churches
will know that I am he who searches mind and heart, and I will give to each of you
according to your works. But to the rest of you in Thyatira, who do not hold this teaching,
who have not learned what some call the deep things of Satan, to you I say, I do not lay
on you any other burden. Only hold fast what you have until I come."

The Revelation, chapter 2, verses 18 to 25
(italics and underline for emphasis, mine)

So there we have Jesus Christ, The Son of God, warning the Church in Thyatira that not everyone
within it was actually His follower, and that this literal woman named Jezebel, or a person whom was
under the same demonic spirit that Jezebel, the ancient wife of King Ahab, was under, would be
stricken and damned because she would not repent. This points out that God is indeed serious about
our repentance as He makes it clear that He “searches mind and heart” and will give to us according
to our works. Salvation is a gift, but punishment and reward have everything to do with what we
think, say and do. What Jezebel was teaching is the exact same sort of perversion that those who
profess salvation by grace through faith without repentance do. God makes it clear that He abhors
this.
Notice also what I refer to as “secret teaching” – “the deep things of satan.” The occult is all
about what is hidden and secret, or deep beneath where most eyes don’t see. But those “secret”
teachings are becoming more and more common today and are even abounding within buildings
and congregations that wish to tell the world they are a church. God’s warning to such people is
clearly depicted above.
Isn’t it interesting that The One True God who is Holy and separate from all sin says to Jezebel
that because she continued on in debauchery and licentiousness that she would be tossed down and
cursed… but the false god who is satan in The Book of the Law warned Jezebel through Aleister
Crowley that if she DID NOT act in a lewd and over-sexualized manner she would be punished? How
absolutely sickening. It’s clear which writings come from God here.
And yes, this also makes it very difficult to reconcile the True Jesus Christ with the
hippy/socialist/activist/pacifist Jesus many today worship and point to and aspire to be like both
within and outside of the church. But we’ll definitely be addressing this later as well because it’s
important for the sake of salvation, the Gospel, and God’s glory, that we worship the True Christ and
not a facsimile who cannot save.
“And to the angel of the church in Pergamum write: ‘The words of him who has the
sharp two-edged sword.
“‘I know where you dwell, where Satan's throne is. Yet you hold fast my name, and
you did not deny my faith even in the days of Antipas my faithful witness, who was killed
among you, where Satan dwells. But I have a few things against you: you have some there
who hold the teaching of Balaam, who taught Balak to put a stumbling block before the
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sons of Israel, so that they might eat food sacrificed to idols and practice sexual
immorality. So also you have some who hold the teaching of the Nicolaitans. Therefore
repent. If not, I will come to you soon and war against them with the sword of my mouth."

The Revelation, chapter 2, verses 12 to 16

We see again Christ’s stern warning and threat of retribution to those teaching falsely and
promoting demonic doctrines which cause His followers to stumble spiritually. In the 22 nd chapter of
The Book of Numbers we meet a man who was not a prophet of God specifically, but a prophet who
knew of God. This prophet’s name was Balaam. Balaam would be paid by a king named Balak of
Moab to curse the people of Israel who had moved into the area and were conquering the promised
land as directed by God. Balaam knew God would not curse His people and that it would be wrong
to pronounce such a curse. So what he did in hopes of getting paid was have the Moabites incite the
Israelites to mingle with the women of Moab who worshipped false gods. In time, Israel’s men would
become spiritually corrupt because they would be enticed by their foreign wives to worship the false
Moabite gods that these wives still worshipped.
That was the stumbling block Balaam taught Balak, and this is what we see being taught or
totally ignored within many churches today – that sexual immorality isn’t that big of a deal and that
it’s permissible to enter into intimate relationships with others even when they aren’t really following
God. Christ’s admonition here is dreadfully terrifying and should be taken with the utmost of
seriousness!
In My Friend’s Story we learned that the Apostle Paul warned his disciple Timothy “Now the
Spirit expressly says that in later times some will depart from the faith by devoting themselves
to deceitful spirits and teachings of demons.” He’d go on to say in the following verses: “through
the insincerity of liars whose consciences are seared, who forbid marriage and require
abstinence from foods that God created to be received with thanksgiving by those who believe
and know the truth.”505 I bring this up because what God has inspired the Apostle Paul to write is
completely contradictory to what we see in the catholic church where vows of celibacy are mandatory
for certain positions of leadership and service within the organization. Although it is one thing to
maintain one’s singleness in the service of God if He leads them to do it personally, it is an antibiblical action to hold anyone else to it through imposed vows. But when a person begins to read
and learn from the Word of God via the teaching of the Holy Spirit, and then investigates many of
the doctrines and teachings held to by the catholic church through history and even to this very day,
it becomes quite clear that the catholic church of old first started by the Apostles has long since
been usurped by satan bit by bit to spread a false gospel of salvation via the keeping of sacraments
and religious traditions once a person has believed in the pardon of punishment for sin by the
sacrifice of Christ. The emphasis really is put upon keeping communion and different rites. Tragically
it’s paganism all over again. Hence the reason God inspired the protestant reformation nearly 500
years ago.
I actually have a friend who’s now a pastor and he felt moved by God years earlier to go to a
nearby parish, sit with the priest who presided over it and discuss salvation by grace alone through
faith as it’s been laid out so clearly here during our journey. After a while of talking about this point
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the priest became agitated and even angry and told my friend that he was wrong on the issue and
that the priest never wanted to hear from him again and that he was prohibited from telling any of it
to his parishioners.
Friend, it’s right there in the Bible in Ephesians 2:8-9… to deny that and to keep it from the
people seeking God is just satanic.
This isn’t to say there aren’t well-meaning sincere people attending catholic parishes and even
leading them, and I hope that by God’s grace they may put their faith in His work alone for salvation.
But it is most definitely not the best place for people to go and attend if they want to be hearing the
truth of God’s Word. There’s just too much demonically inspired spiritual distortion still there today
after making its way in throughout the last two millennia.
It’s also not to say that there aren’t indeed born again Believers in the catholic church – I
actually know some who deny the catholic church’s position on salvation, acknowledging themselves
that they are only saved by grace and not by any ritual, and they continue to attend because of
friends and family there and in order to share the truth that sets free.
But the catholic church like many organizations claiming to be of a Christian origin holds fast to
man-made traditions and decrees which you won’t find purported in the Bible. Some of those issues
are determining who is a saint in heaven; who is a priest and what does it mean to be one; who has
the authority to determine what God is and is NOT saying in His Word, especially on issues in
modernity when they aren’t addressed specifically in Scripture (we find the papacy under the pope is
who has that authority when it’s really God’s Word itself under the guidance of the Holy Spirit, and
any born-again layperson wholeheartedly following God can discern what God has said, and would
say principally about our present-day affairs); and most importantly, the sufficiency of Jesus Christ’s
work at the Cross and in His life to give us both forgiveness for our sins as well as the righteousness
of God.
Also worth mentioning is the current pope, Pope Francis himself. Time and again, this false
teacher states as true the things that God’s Word clearly speaks against! How can the highest
authority of a religious institution be so corrupted unless the rest of that institution has been built
upon layer and layer of false doctrine throughout its existence? We’ll be addressing some of this later
on in this book as well. In the meantime, if you’re curious, there are already plenty of articles and
YouTube videos regarding the demonic spirit influencing Pope Francis to deceive the masses and
prepare the way for the One World Religion under the antichrist.
Sadly, many who refuse to believe do so because of what they have witnessed from the catholic
church now and throughout history when it’s not been a true reflection of Jesus Christ for hundreds
of years. It’s important to not let any of that influence your opinion of God as that organization and
its many offshoots have placed traditions and man’s own interpretations over the authority of God’s
Word, building upon a false foundation that’s only grown into what is undoubtedly a perverse
antichrist monstrosity in our present time. It gives the illusion of being a spiritual authority on behalf
of the One True God while distorting God, Jesus Christ Himself into being only partially responsible
for our salvation while His Word says He is wholly responsible for saving us. Once more we see a
demonically slanted version of Jesus Christ who cannot save. We’ve seen verses already that warned
against this reinvention of the Gospel being of the antichrist spirit.
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In the closing of this segment some very difficult things have been said by myself, but more
importantly by God Himself. We’re seeing the agenda of the devil moving all around us and the only
way to test the spirits at work in our midst is by a clear, God-given understanding of the Word of
God. How does this come if we are not studying while praying for understanding? How does this
come if our pastors and our teachers themselves are deceived and teaching falsely?
"Not many of you should become teachers, my brothers, for you
know that we who teach will be judged with greater strictness."

The Epistle of James, chapter 3, verse 1
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False Prophets
We’re going to take a brief moment to touch on false prophets, mostly within the church, but
also outside in the world. In the last segment we saw in the seventh chapter of the Gospel of
Matthew that Jesus Christ warned against false prophets. We also saw in the second chapter of The
Second Epistle of Peter that a comparison was made between false prophets of old and false
teachers. Because of this and in light of what I’ve personally witnessed within the modern day church
it seemed important to include this segment. That way, if you are coming to faith from what God is
revealing to you through our journey, you’ll know what to look out for. And if you’re already
attending a church, you’ll be able to put it to the test.
But before we discuss what a false prophet is, what exactly is meant by the word prophet? A
prophet is someone who speaks on behalf of a spirit from the heavenly realms to reveal what is not
known or remind us of what has already been said or done.
The TRUE prophet of GOD is a person who is inspired and led and compelled by the Holy Spirit
of God (or even an angel The Lord has dispatched) to speak a new revealed word from God on His
behalf as well as retell us what He has already said.
The FALSE prophet is a person urged to speak what does not originate with God, and it is either
originating from a demonic spirit or from within the person’s own spirit based on their own will
rather than God’s will.
In spite of a belief in modern Christianity called cessationism, The New Testament makes it clear
that spiritual gifts including prophecy still exist today. Cessationists believe that when the New
Testament was completed and sealed after The Revelation was recorded by the Apostle John, God
ceased speaking to and through people in a supernatural way by means of the Holy Spirit. This
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unfortunately has led to a figurative “throwing out the baby with the bathwater” in different biblically
conservative circles. This is NOT to say that God is going to give NEW revelation and teaching now –
and this is why we can use the Word of God as a filter to ‘test the spirits’ and ‘test prophecies’ today
– God will never say something that contradicts what is recorded for us in His Word. But God is
certainly still speaking. The Holy Spirit will prompt us in our spirit to say certain things to minister to
others or defend the faith for example. But nothing we say under compulsion by the Holy Spirit is
going to be new principally from what God has clearly defined in Scripture. This is how He protects
us from teaching and preaching and swallowing what is false.
Unfortunately though, there are many people today claiming to be prophets and prophetesses
possessing the gift of prophecy in the church when they do not. Are there times when The Lord gives
a person a word to speak to someone else? Certainly. We see in Scripture that Jesus promised His
disciples (and by extension His followers today) that the Holy Spirit would guide them in what to say
when defending the faith against adversaries.506 Will God give a person the right words to speak to
someone needing comfort? I think so. Can God also reveal hidden insights into a person’s life so that
you can address those with a person? It certainly sounds plausible BUT this is where we have to be
careful and discerning and test the spirits, both as the one receiving prophecy and the one giving it.
I was once told by someone that they were given a prophetic word for another person. In their
recounting of this event they went up to a guy in their church and under supernatural compulsion
started listing off past sins from this guy’s life that the alleged prophetess would have had no
personal knowledge of. The recipient was broken and devastated once again by what they’d once
been involved in. So I asked, “Were these sins they were still holding onto and hiding, or sins they’d
long repented from?” The professing prophetess told me they were old sins they no longer partook
in.
Bingo.
You see, my dear friend, God’s Word tells us that the devil comes to condemn us for sin507 when
God has already forgiven us, while the Spirit of God only comes to convict us of sin508 which we
need to confess and be free from.
Would God hash up old dealt-with sin in this man’s life just to make him feel bad about it
again? According to God’s own Word, the answer is a definitive and resounding ‘NO!’ So what
happened?
This supposed prophetess I knew was unfortunately involving themselves in all manner of socalled Christian supernatural experiences, and often times when I interacted with them I witnessed
horrible misinterpretation of God’s Word and unusual spiritual practices that could only be described
as satanically inspired. I’m not going to say this person wasn’t or isn’t saved because only God can
really know that. In fact, this was someone I prayed for months would be freed from the world and
saved by God and I rejoiced when they called me to tell me they had comes to know Jesus Christ as
Lord and Saviour. But I will say that just as the real medium who can know the intimate details of a
person’s past due to the whisperings of demons trying to instill in that person a belief in their having
some sort of higher powers and capabilities, the same demons also prey on professing Christians
who by deeply hidden pride, wish to have higher and greater capabilities within the church by the
manifestation of spiritual gifts. She was clearly supernaturally influenced by a demon to hash up old
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sins from this gentleman’s past in order that he feel wrongfully condemned when God had already
freed him from any and all condemnation. Therefore this was not a Word from God, but a word
whispered in by demons. This is being a false prophet.
I’ve also on various occasions witnessed people say they were given a vision or a dream by God
that He was going to bring a certain thing to pass… and it never came about. This too is being a
false prophet.
Another dangerous misstep is to declare on behalf of God that He is calling the one giving the
declaration to fulfill something – “God’s calling me to do such and such.” If it’s not really God
compelling that person to complete that task, then they are prophesying falsely. Later on in this
book I’ll discuss how I genuinely believe that God has called me to write what I’m writing and
prepare the online ministry I’ve prepared and how I arrived at such a belief. It will be in the portion
of our discussion pointing out that God is indeed real, actively involved in our lives, and interacting
with us so that His will may be known.
Having said that though, friend, I am also quite convinced that I have also, in the past before
giving my life to Christ, been guilty of stating that God wanted me to do something; to tell someone
else something when it was not God at all. The inspiration for all of that was surely supernatural, but
as alluded to a few times now, it was unfortunately also quite likely from a demonic source as well, as
it led to great pain and anguish and effected many people negatively.
The point is that we who profess to know Christ must NOT allow ourselves by ignorance or
pride to speak presumptuously for God. It is far better to err on the side of caution and not speak
until God conclusively brings us to that point.
Such advice however is hardly heeded in much of the modern church. Prophetic utterances are
rampant in many circles as people lust after greater and more profound ‘signs and wonders’ and
experiences to validate their beliefs, rather than humbly trusting on the promises of God’s Word as
already written. It really does appear to be a spirit within us which is prideful and wanton that is
seeking recognition for seeming to possess the various spiritual gifts, namely prophesy. And as God
has promised, pride leads to destruction, and the modern church is being deceived as people give
themselves over to such desires.
I recently heard an advertisement on our local Christian radio station for a visiting prophet
coming to town. Listeners were invited to “Come and meet the Living Jesus” by attending this
purported prophet’s meeting. What a shame. The Living and Risen Christ can be met anywhere, and
this individual need not travel from place to place promoting some false idea that with him someone
is guaranteed to meet The Lord. Too many of these traveling “prophets” and faith-healers are actually
only con-artists preying on spiritually weak people who themselves are hungry for more experiences
rather than a deeper faith in God. I truly hope this person invited into our community was legitimate
but I am quite skeptical about where his spiritual gifts come from. Often times their purpose for
visiting different communities is not to edify and encourage, but to make an earning off of the ‘loveofferings’ that could be better used elsewhere for God’s Kingdom purposes.
I’m not skeptical due to a critical spirit but due to discernment that God has given me through
understanding of His Word and from seeing what’s so plain regarding such traveling speakers. I was
once invited to watch several hours from a weekend conference hosted by Morris Cerullo. Towards
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the end of it as the preaching and teaching got more egregious (read: false) a man assumed to
authentically have the gift of healing by the Spirit of God upon him began inviting people in need of
such healing to come up for prayer. But there was a limitation and a price: fifty chairs for fifty ailed
people only. The cost of just ONE chair: one-thousand dollars. But once the fifty chairs filled up,
suddenly the Holy Spirit had the healer announce that more chairs could be added. The ushers
(which looked more like security guards) added chair after chair to the row up front. Quickly those
coming forth for healing dwindled. Was it a lack of faith or the reality that they were desperate
people trying to make ends meet with very little income? So God apparently told the healer to lower
the price to five-hundred dollars. Flocks of people surged forward until those chairs were filled. Then
God seemed to command that more chairs be added and sold, but for less money now – onehundred dollars or thereabouts. Now the poorest people came to the front in hopes of some sort of
release from their illnesses.
How despicable and shameless to use the Name of The Lord for their own profit. It was
maddening and disgusting. But a lot of professing believers are on the path towards that sort of false
exercising of their faith by speaking insolently on behalf of God and pronouncing prophecies and
miracles and healings and answers to prayer that He’s not instructing them too.
This sort of behaviour is tarnishing what God created the church to be, and many are remaining
lost because of these false witnesses who distort who Jesus Christ actually is. It’s for this reason that
we will be addressing this important issue in greater detail later as well.
"The word of the Lord came to me: 'Son of man, prophesy against the prophets of
Israel, who are prophesying, and say to those who prophesy from their own hearts: "Hear
the word of the Lord!" Thus says the Lord God, Woe to the foolish prophets who follow their
own spirit, and have seen nothing! Your prophets have been like jackals among ruins, O
Israel. You have not gone up into the breaches, or built up a wall for the house of Israel,
that it might stand in battle in the day of the Lord. They have seen false visions and lying
divinations. They say, "Declares the Lord," when the Lord has not sent them, and yet they
expect him to fulfill their word. Have you not seen a false vision and uttered a lying
divination, whenever you have said, "Declares the Lord," although I have not spoken?'
“Therefore thus says the Lord God: 'Because you have uttered falsehood and seen
lying visions, therefore behold, I am against you, declares the Lord God. My hand will be
against the prophets who see false visions and who give lying divinations. They shall not be
in the council of my people, nor be enrolled in the register of the house of Israel, nor shall
they enter the land of Israel. And you shall know that I am the Lord God."

The Book of Ezekiel, chapter 13, verses 1 to 9

That warning for the false prophets of old living within ancient Israel stands to this very day.
How gut-wrenching to be lumped in with those involved in “lying divinations.” Divination is an
abomination to God just as we learned many segments ago in The Occult. God seems to be implying
that such presumptuous speech has something to do with demonic influence. That makes sense
considering the anecdote I shared only moments ago involving the satanic condemnation heaped
upon that fellow believer by someone who was clearly motivated by an ungodly spirit.
It is a frightening prospect but we must connect the dots here; people who are chasing after
greater and grander ‘signs and wonders’ from God and being led into bolder and more grandiose
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pronouncements and declarations on His behalf are being lured along and directed NOT by the Holy
Spirit of God, but by deceitful and seductive spirits determined to lead them to “abandon the faith”
as the Apostle Paul warned Timothy in chapter four of his First Epistle to him. 509
My dear friend, if you chase after spirits which coerce you to say that which God is not saying,
think of whom you are pursuing and bowing down to! Ask yourself: “Are there teachers or fellow
professing believers around me inviting me to follow this same spirit?”
“If a prophet or a dreamer of dreams arises among you and gives you a sign or a
wonder, and the sign or wonder that he tells you comes to pass, and if he says, ‘Let us
go after other gods,’ which you have not known, ‘and let us serve them,’ you shall not
listen to the words of that prophet or that dreamer of dreams. For the Lord your God is
testing you, to know whether you love the Lord your God with all your heart and with all
your soul. You shall walk after the Lord your God and fear him and keep his
commandments and obey his voice, and you shall serve him and hold fast to him. But
that prophet or that dreamer of dreams shall be put to death, because he has taught
rebellion against the Lord your God, who brought you out of the land of Egypt and
redeemed you out of the house of slavery, to make you leave the way in which the
Lord your God commanded you to walk. So you shall purge the evil from your midst."

The Book of Deuteronomy, chapter 13, verses 1 to 5

There are people in the church trying to motivate others to follow after spirits that are not of
God because of accompanying signs and wonders. There are those that may appear to have been
given a Word from the Lord whom have not, and although it may appear to have come to pass, their
invitation to go after the spirits which differ from the Holy Spirit of God will serve as a warning for
believers not to follow with them.
This topic is so critical for our modern church to be the effective and beautiful, soul-winning
Bride that it was meant to be that we’ll be tackling this later on in the book as well. For now what
needs to be taken to heart is the simplicity of our being told to walk after the Lord our God and fear
Him and keep His commandments and obey His voice while serving Him and holding fast to Him. It’s
not about exercising super-powers and boasting about the wonderful “gifts of the Spirit” that we
ourselves possess; it’s about humbly and faithfully walking with the Lord and surrendering ourselves
over to His will to be used by His Holy Spirit. Sometimes spiritual gifts such as healing or prophecy
and the likes will manifest in those times. But seeking after those gifts before the Giver opens us up
to being commandeered for the agenda of satan.
If you profess to know Christ and after prayer and consideration recognize that the Holy Spirit
bears witness against you for committing such sin, please approach our Heavenly Father with a
contrite heart of repentance and receive His forgiveness. That’s what I had to do when it became
evident that I had acted out of turn in that season where God was drawing me to Himself before I
gave myself over to Him. It was good, and it was freeing.
If there is a bright side to what we are seeing in the church today in reference to this, it is that
apostasy in the end-times before Jesus Christ’s return was prophesied specifically. That means we are
getting nearer and closer to our union with God in His Kingdom on earth. Amen to that!
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Part 3 – Conclusion
Well my dear friend, we’ve been on quite a journey so far. I’m sorry that this portion of our
discussion had to be so long, but it was necessary that it be thorough and reveal plainly and
definitively that you do indeed have a very real spiritual adversary.
To summarize, we’d begun by making it clear that the devil has duped the world into believing
that he and his forces aren’t real and aren’t a threat. So we first established that the heavenly,
spiritual realm is indeed a reality. We showed that supernatural, extradimensional beings known as

angels are indeed existent and operating in and influencing the happenings of our realm. We’ve seen
how the devil has created various personas to garner worship from the many different people groups
of the world, thus they are worshiping false gods, and really, the devil himself.
We looked at how the devil and his forces attack us. We should be able to clearly see now that
they manipulate our will through media and can even instill thoughts in us. We can now recognize
that the devil tempts and deceives and causes us to reject God-given faith, also lying about and
obscuring what is true. Academia is also utilized. Vain philosophies as well.
The devil clearly blinds the unbeliever. He also accuses and condemns while at the same time
giving false comfort and reassurance that our sin is permissible. He attacks our mind, is capable of
causing fear, and wants us to appear crazy and be isolated from others. He can use our anger as well
as any of our habitual sins to control us. He can surely cause physical illness too. He and his forces
can possess any of us who are in bondage to sin and resisting the Holy Spirit’s work in our lives. His
forces are also often the reason for what doctors have called ‘sleep paralysis.’
Ultimately what I hope you have seen is that the battle is very real.
We can however resist the devil by the power and authority of Jesus Christ with the Word of
God because God has complete authority over the angels, and Jesus who is God naturally shares that
authority.
We plainly laid out with ample evidence that the devil’s desire is to control the world.
We answered some of the BIG and troublesome questions pertaining to the devil, and I trust the
answers were sufficient to quell your doubts.
We saw that the devil is behind all occultism including magic, psychics, fortune-tellers,
necromancers, mediums, drug-use, all forms of sexual immorality, as well as child-sacrifice, and we all
must remove ourselves from such involvement.
We saw that Aleister Crowley, the mouthpiece of satan, clearly gave the devil’s marching orders
for the coming “child of Horus” – more appropriately named “The Antichrist” – and we’re seeing all of
it roll out in our current day, starting with the sexual and drug “revolutions.”
We saw plainly how even the school systems are gearing us up for a one world government,
and that we’re also being conditioned to accept a one world religion. We discussed the New Age and
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secret societies such as Freemasonry and the Illuminati, all of which is Luciferian and false, bringing
no real ‘Light’ nor enlightenment as they promise.
We went on to expose how the devil is clearly working to deceive those who ponder 4 th
dimensional arithmetic; and more notably how he, his forces, and his puppets are working to find a
way to meld philosophical naturalism with New Age spiritism in order that all of humanity can be
brought together to worship the antichrist.
Lastly we discussed how important God’s Word is for protecting us and keeping us alert to the
schemes of our enemy, and that he is working to sully the witness of God’s Church through false
teaching and false prophets just as he always has.
I imagine all of this has been very helpful and illuminating and I pray that even those who were
ardent skeptics at the onset are now seeing clearly that the world is going the direction it is because
we have an enemy orchestrating our trajectory in direct contradiction to the commandments given by
a very real God who had his instructions laid out in His Holy Bible for mankind to easily see. The
greatest evidence of the devil’s existence and our sin-nature is our willful and continual resistance to
what God has said we should and should not do. It’s obvious these weren’t manmade control
mechanisms but ordinations from a Holy God. Otherwise we’d be naturally inclined to do many of
them without His influence. But we don’t, do we?
With the understanding I hope we all now have it should be easier to recognize our enemy at
work in our world today.
Take for instance the gruesome murder of Tim McLean on a Greyhound bus destined for
Winnipeg, Manitoba in 2008.510 Vince Li, also known as Will Baker, was a nationalized Canadian
immigrant from China who boarded the bus, sat next to 22-year-old McLean, calmly pulled out a
large knife, and to the horror of the other passengers, methodically stabbed him in the neck and
chest quickly killing him. Once the bus driver had the bus pulled over and all the remaining
passengers vacated, Li would dismember McLean, sever his head and carry it back and forth on the
bus displaying it to the now vacated passengers through the windows while also eating flesh from
McLean’s body.
After RCMP had finally seized Li, they boarded the bus and found that McLean’s eyes and heart
were missing, assumed to have been ingested by Li. His nose, tongue, and an ear were found in Li’s
pocket. Friend, you don’t have to research very hard to find out that many pagan cultures practiced
cannibalism and the eating of the heart and eyes were very significant spiritually. In the bible we only
see mention of cannibalism as being a curse from God upon Israel when they rejected Him.511 It’s
obvious from the cruelty and barbarism of this act that it would bring great satisfaction to the devil
who delights in all depravity.
Furthermore, Li would also defame the Name of God claiming that since 2004 he’d been hearing
the Voice of God instructing him. On the bus he’d apparently heard God say that McLean was a
“force of evil” needing to be executed. As we established much earlier while discussing the occult and
pronouncements for execution by God within Israel, under the New Covenant after Christ’s atoning
work on the Cross, we no longer need to execute the wrath of God on others. Even though medical
“experts” blamed schizophrenia for the crime, it’s clear who the real culprit was – satan.
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Vincent Li isn’t the only obvious case. Matthew de Grood, a 22-year-old student from the
University of Calgary would slaughter 5 other young adults at a house party in 2014.512 After
meditating on all manner of conspiracy-theories involving the illuminati, Barrack Obama, the end of
the world, and vampires and werewolves, de Grood had been stirred into a state where his mind was
fodder for malevolent forces to persuade him to take a butcher-knife and cold-bloodedly stab
through the heart a number of people. He would tell psychiatric analysts that he believed the devil
had told him, “Kill them before they get you,”513 understanding that one of them was a werewolf and
the others were on the side of evil. He would also state that he was “the son of God and also
Anubis.”514
Constable Shawn MacGillivary would testify that although de Grood was very slim, he had
“almost super-human-type strength,”515 able to hold himself off the ground by only his hands and
feet “almost as if he was levitating off the ground”516 while the three officers and their German
shepherd were trying to apprehend him. This doesn’t shock me at all. The entire account sounds
supernaturally empowered and demonically influenced. Do you recall the demon-possessed men
Jesus encountered who lived among the tombs and were able to tear through the chains that bound
them?
It’s worth mentioning that Dr. Alberto Choy’s psychiatric interview also revealed that although de
Grood was not believed to be under the influence of drugs or alcohol on the night of the murders,
he admitted previous use of illicit drugs during high school. As already stated, the use of drugs opens
the mind making us more susceptible to the influential workings of the devil and his forces.
Only hours before the killing, de Grood had posted to his Facebook wall a Megadeth song titled

Dread and the Fugitive Mind.517 Listening to it and reading the lyrics within it, it’s clear what spirits
guided the artists who wrote and performed it.518
Lastly, what also speaks loudly to how horrendously the devil has maligned our world and
culture and even our justice system, is the reality that both of these murderers have been found “not
guilty” of their murders by way of insanity. Friend, spiritual oppression, insanity, a poor upbringing –
whatever the excuse – NO ONE is excused from the guilt of their sin, and NO ONE escapes
accountability for the wrong which they commit when they stand before a HOLY and JUST God.
With good reason we spent a great deal of time discussing Aleister Crowley and the agenda he
was summoned to initiate because the fact that we are seeing it come to fruition in our time speaks
greatly about the legitimacy of God’s Word and what He told us would happen. Here’s more
forewarning by the Holy Spirit through the Apostle Paul as to what we would expect to see, and what
we do indeed see this very day because our culture is rejecting God;
“And since they did not see fit to acknowledge God, God gave them up to a
debased mind to do what ought not to be done. They were filled with all manner of
unrighteousness, evil, covetousness, malice. They are full of envy, murder, strife, deceit,
maliciousness. They are gossips, slanderers, haters of God, insolent, haughty, boastful,
inventors of evil, disobedient to parents, foolish, faithless, heartless, ruthless. Though they
know God's righteous decree that those who practice such things deserve to die, they
not only do them but give approval to those who practice them.”

The Epistle to the Romans, chapter 1, verses 28 to 32
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It seems so foolish to me to hear people say “the bible was simply invented by men,” yet what
accuracy it predicted for societies which rejected the One who claims to be the Author of it, no?
Societies go the way they do, into moral collapse, not because they reject man-made rules designed
to control people, but because they reject God and His decrees meant to bless us and give sanity
and stability to our societies.
I’d promised earlier to share some more of my own accounts regarding this spiritual battle, and
so now I will.
During 2013 once the idea for this book and the ensuing ministries it would foster began
budding in my mind I was very conscious of the reality that the devil was capable of provoking a
person to do his bidding, often by manipulating them through their pride. Having once already been
utilized and played like a fiddle, I was wary of once again bringing shame to the Name of God by
presuming to act on His behalf. As already stated I plan to share much later how I came to firmly
believe God wanted me to fulfill this work, but during that process of confirmation, as the great and
blessed ministry ideas came to me, eventually a thought would creep in with them as well. The
thought was, as usual, “Did God really say…?” Only rather than those specific words, what entered my
mind was, “All of this has come from your own mind and your own prideful heart. God isn’t calling
you to do any of this.” Now, it wasn’t an audible voice and it wasn’t even a definitive sentence like
you just read; it was simply a sudden knowing as if a thought or an ‘understanding’ had basically
sprung up within me from nowhere.
Friend, after what I’d already been through by that point in my life thanks to being receptive to
the spiritual reality we live in, I can tell you that such an idea truly did give me pause. And it only got
worse and worse.
So, in submission to God, I’d simply surrender up the entire idea and tell God, “I don’t want to
do this if You aren’t the One inspiring me to do it. I’m putting it on the shelf and if You want me to
do these things, You’ll have to speak loudly and plainly to me.”
For months I went along doing other things for The Lord while trying to ignore what I’d initially
perceived was His will for my future ministry-purposes. But those ideas would keep returning and
pressing on my heart. Yet at the same time, so would that villainous thought, “This is all your own
idea due to your prideful self-importance.”
By ‘worse and worse’ I mean to say that the assault on my mind became more frequent and
more intense. I can assure you that all I’ve said about the battle for the mind is a certainty, and the
ability for the enemy to fire “darts” or deceitful thoughts into our mind is true today just as it was for
the Apostle Paul millennia ago. Out of nowhere into my mind, even on the best of days when my
mind was thinking of good things, in would suddenly pop commands to “Kill yourself” or do other
wicked things. I perceived it was from my enemy as it surely wasn’t from my own spirit and it
definitely wasn’t from the Holy Spirit. This is why God’s Word says to take every thought captive.
Those sorts of impulsive and foreign thoughts kept surfacing, often out of nowhere as if to wear
me down. I did indeed feel like I was under oppression. Some days the attacks manifested more
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obviously, yet all the while life itself was very good, very fulfilling, and very blessed. So where were
these thoughts coming from?
How shameful is it that our medical psychiatric community would dismiss this sort of thing as
psychotic impulses or any other such folly due to their blindness to the spiritual reality we face.
Eventually what would start invading my mind were the commands to “Bow down to me,”
“Worship me,” “Submit to me.” Friend, these weren’t spontaneous and rightful instructions from God
for me to give Him honour and praise; I could feel and knew that the source from which these words
were originating was very much a dark and evil force. I knew it was assuredly NOT God.
It troubled me greatly though; why would such thoughts be permitted to enter my mind if I was
a born-again child of God adopted into His family by the blood of Christ?! Wasn’t I saved?! Were
these awful ideas tempting me because I was still very much a child of satan like in the life I’d lived
for so long? All I knew to do was cling to the Rock of Christ and plead for His mercy and grace to
surround me and for His will to be done in my life. If I wasn’t saved, and I certainly was in doubt
because of the onslaught, well then if I cried out to the Lord, He would save me as His Word
promises.519
Around this time I’d taken to watching the daily broadcasts of Ray Comfort’s “The Comfort
Zone” with pastors Mark Spence and Emeal Zwayne. After about a month of viewing I’d hear teaching
I don’t ever recall hearing before: Jesus Christ was permitted by the Father to be tempted by satan in
the wilderness before His ministry really began. This testing showed Him approved to be who He
truly was. Just as we already discussed, satan would even call for Jesus to ‘bow down and worship
him.’ All three pastors – Ray Comfort, Emeal Zwayne, and Mark Spence – confessed that they too had
dealt with such twisted thoughts of temptation swimming into their minds during their life as well,
often out of nowhere while life was good and their ministries were healthy. Their response as we
already saw in He Attacks the Mind was to say exactly what Jesus Christ had said: "Be gone, Satan!
For it is written, ‘You shall worship the Lord your God and him only shall you serve.’”
I was elated! Was this my answer? Of course it was if it was used by My Lord and Saviour, Jesus
Christ! And indeed, it was while watching that episode that the commands for me to bow down and
worship seemed to have grown to their loudest and most pervasive!
I’ll never forget it. It was a bright and sunny afternoon and I was in my bedroom watching the
episode on my laptop while folding laundry. Life was good, I loved God, and there was no reason for
those foreign commands to be present in my mind. But as I stood folding something, facing my
bathroom, there it was again, the loudest and most aggressive it had been. And so I spoke allowed
exactly what Christ had said, “Be gone, satan! For it is written, ‘You shall worship the Lord your God
and Him only shall you serve!”
And like that, it was gone. The presence that was trying to whisper into my mind vanished. The
commands were gone; the thoughts were gone; sudden impulsive thoughts to blow my own brains
out or stab myself in the brain through my own eye-socket for no reason whatsoever, all gone. It was
so real that it actually felt tangible, like something in the air around me in my room actually had
departed.
Around that same time I’d hear the teaching about spiritual warfare by Pastor Chip Ingram and
Jim Wood which I’ve already relayed to you as well. I’d also come to understand plainly from the
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Holy Spirit that the Apostle Paul himself had been under such assaults, and that such attacks are
permitted to test the ministers of the Gospel, help them to learn steadfast and constant reliance on
the power of God, and to be kept from becoming conceited.
You see, my dear friend, God was permitting something difficult in my life so that He could
teach me something. The fact that all of this was happening and I was then brought to ask difficult
questions made it more significant when He would reveal the answers to me through various means.
Had I just begun preparing this ministry idea and eBook back then, I would have not been able to
write of our adversary with the depth and clarity and understanding that God has given me now. In
fact, I may have widely missed the mark regarding the present-day beliefs on mental-health and even
spiritual warfare. I wasn’t “crazy” because of those thoughts; I wasn’t “suicidal” because of those
thoughts; I wasn’t “psychotic” or “bipolar” or “schizophrenic” because of those thoughts. I was under
spiritual attack. And that’s why when I recited the Word of God and the command of Jesus Christ
who has all authority, it all immediately left me. It wasn’t psychosomatic, it was spiritual warfare.
Since that day such thoughts and assaults have been incredibly sparse. They are few and far
between, and as usual not related to or indicative of the mood I’m in when they come. My response
is the same and they always recede back into the shadows from whence they came.
As further evidence to the reality of this enemy, this last year – 2017, which has been the period
in which I have written this entire portion about our enemy so that he can be unveiled and you can
be warned to flee from him by entering into a saving relationship with God – it has been exceedingly
difficult and I have been under a smog and oppressed by our enemy, attacked frequently through
people and circumstances and periodically through deceptive lies and thinking that enter the mind. I
look forward to it being done and our focus shifting more so towards God because I know in that
the cloud will lift.
Allow me to reiterate: it’s not simply the dark subject matter that has made things difficult; it’s
the fact that a very real force is opposing the completion of this work.
Just the other night I had a fellow Believer tell me that a pastor he knew embarked on writing a
book about the occult and he nearly went mad during the process. I’ve heard a story about an
individual renting a room across from an occult church to pray against it, and he, according to our
modern way of thinking, lost his mind.
The battle is a real one.
If you’re alarmed or frightened by me for what I’ve been so open and transparent about
regarding what’s gone through my mind for your sake by giving further credence to the fact that our
enemy works by such means, then you clearly have missed everything we’ve said and have remained
spiritually blind to our adversary. There’s no reason to fear or mistrust me as this thinking never
originated with myself. But what a pity it is for you if you don’t understand that this was the case and
wrongfully believe I could be a danger to myself or others.
But our enemy will undoubtedly try to concern you when there’s no reason for concern so that
you will be distracted from recognizing the truth about him so you may be alert to his schemes. In
fact, I wouldn’t be surprised if right now in your mind thoughts are creeping in that nothing of what
I’ve written can be trusted because ‘I’m obviously of an unsound mind.’ If that is the case, take those
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thoughts captive and reject them, or you will tragically be deceived into dismissing everything so
plainly laid out to reveal this enemy and his method of working to you.
Another anecdote I’ll share revolves around an individual I met online who professed to be a
fellow believer in Christ. This person whom none of you would know was born to parents who
emigrated to Canada decades ago from Haiti. You may or may not be aware of this but Haiti is a
place where the occult practice of voodoo is quite common. In fact, her own father was a practitioner.
Unfortunately her mother who was cared for and greatly influenced by Christian missionaryteachers would not heed their warnings while back in Haiti not to involve herself in a relationship
with this voodoo witchdoctor-in-training.
Growing up her father would abuse this individual in all manner of ways, while raising her older
brother up in the teachings of voodoo. The father would pronounce curses over her which she has
unfortunately seemed to have been under bondage to for many years as more and more painful
events occurred in her life. In the meantime, although her family broke apart through divorce, her
older brother would pronounce a curse upon her older sister. By that point their older sister had had
a son, out of wedlock, but the brother’s curse was that she would bear no more children. To this day
the older sister and her husband (a gentleman who came along after the son was born) have been
unable to have children, having had several heartbreaking miscarriages.
Do you really think all of that is a coincidence?
This individual contacted me early on in 2013 to ask me for godly advice. After a second request
for advice it had become more evident that they were under spiritual bondage in their life. During
that phone call I would pray for them and encourage them with a list of scriptures from God’s Word
that they could start memorizing and applying to their life so that they could be set free by the
Truth. They were overjoyed and so thankful for the care I gave and felt hopeful as we ended the
conversation.
I went to bed that night also feeling overjoyed at having been used by God to minister to one
of His children.
Yet I would wake up in the middle of the night, unable to move and suddenly gripped with
terror. Laying on my right side looking across my bed I could feel a dark and brooding presence
behind me towards my closet. I didn’t know what “sleep paralysis” was at that point, but I knew that
there was a real, demonic enemy force in our world. Without having seen those documentaries on
sleep paralysis which we discussed earlier, I knew already from reading the Scriptures that I could
pray in the Name of Jesus against such a force, and so I began to.
Instantly I was freed, able to move my head, and the gripping presence was gone. But I knew
immediately this was a response to my dealings with this individual who I would come to learn was
under constant assault by the enemy to destroy her. This tactic against me to cause fear was to make
me stay away from what this opposing force seemed to be claiming was his property.
I knew, of course, that this was a satanic lie because Jesus Christ has paid for all people to be
set free from whatever principality has enslaved them.
As I continued talking with this person via phone calls I would learn about their father and the
voodoo and the curses, and the history of satanic attacks against them (yes, friend, you’ve interpreted
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it correctly if you recognized that the attack of sleep paralysis I’d been faced with was not in
response to knowing of the demonic activity surrounding her life as I’d had no idea yet that it was
occurring or that there was a history of occult-ties in her family - it therefore happened because
forces were actually at work, and it was not from my own imagination). I would also learn though just
how deeply this bondage and oppression can root itself when a person is not willing to fully
surrender to God and flee sinful thinking and behaviour to receive His freedom.
Friend, I must ask you to think rationally here; if the sleep paralysis was only the result of some
natural phenomena and my own active imagination, why didn’t I complete the experience by
inventing more than the sensation that something was present behind me in my room? I grew up
watching countless demonic horror movies and movies about the supernatural and also read many
books. Why didn’t I imagine a ‘shadow-man’ or a big-eyed grey alien or a boogeyman of sorts? No,
there was no hallucination or imagined being. There was something real and dark and ominous
wanting me to know that it was present and responding to my involvement in their affairs, and at the
Name of Jesus I was released by their grasp.
(Just a note: I believe the reason praying in the Name of Jesus against the forces trying to
implant suicidal thoughts and temptations to falsely worship the demonic entity mentioned earlier
did not seem to have any freeing effect was because God was teaching me and leading me along a
path where I’d come to see that even the Son of God faced such assaults, other pastors had, and the
Apostle Paul had, and there was power in the use of Scripture just as Paul tells us ‘the sword of the
spirit… is the Word of God.” Again, the answers may not have been as significant to me if the trial
had not been as profound. But in this particular lesson, it was enough to pray in Jesus’s Name to
‘cast out’ or cast away the demonic being.)
One night after a few months of talking with them and praying with them and trying to
encourage them with the Scriptures I ended the phone call once they had felt uplifted and reassured.
Again I felt quite good having been used by God, and I was filled with a supernatural joy for being a
conduit of grace for the Holy Spirit to minister through. It dawned on me that God was also using
this entire opportunity to help train me in the ways of “pastoral care” which is an integral part of
leading the children of God (certainly teaching and preaching are important, but helping others oneon-one is also critical to the role of loving God and His people). In a flash though a thought jumped
into my mind: “She’s just a little pet-project!”
I felt ill in my spirit and in my body for having such a thought enter me! No way had such a
disgusting and vile and selfish thought come from myself when I had just been in the midst of giving
God praise and thanks for helping this person and giving me of all people an opportunity to be
involved and see Him working, all while bringing me alongside Him to also learn for future
ministering opportunities!
I rejected and rebuked the thought that this person was anything other than a precious child of
God! They were in NO WAY merely a “pet-project” to me, nor to God!
The following evening I would receive a spontaneous call from them. For no reason apparent to
me they were agitated and aggressive and began attacking me verbally with insults. And then they
said it – or rather, something said it through them – “I’m just a little pet-project to you, aren’t I?!!?”
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Yes, my dear friend, the exact same phrasing, I kid you not. I’m not making this up. Whatever
pervasive entity had tried to get me to think that thought had also slithered its way into her mind
the following day, riled her up with it, and got her to call me and slander me with it. Not only that,
but this disgusting lie they’d been fed and sadly accepted had robbed them of all the good the
previous night’s conversation filled with God’s Word should have done in their life.
I knew in an instant that this was yet again a display of the very real enemy we face on a dayto-day basis, especially while doing the work of God.
Like I said earlier in The Reality of the Spiritual Battle, you can go ask any good, conservative
pastors who faithfully preach God’s Word and stay true to the Bible, and they will have many of their

own anecdotes regarding the real manifestations of demonic attacks during their ministry. Why?
Because we who follow God and humbly submit to Him and serve Him are on the frontlines of this
war – we’re in the trenches. We get to see the nitty-gritty of it all and it’s unapologetically evident.
The last thing I’ll share from my own experiences is that my very own cousin was steeped in
New Age, occultic spiritism. I wasn’t even aware of it for years. Eventually though, as I was growing in
my faith, she would share hers with me, primarily while I drove her a couple of hours to our
grandfather’s funeral. On that drive she’d tell me of her ability to see auras around certain individuals
at different times as if the spirit-world was opening her eyes to show her something. It would quickly
become evident that she was in touch with demonic spirits as well who were serving as guides or
“familiar spirits.” She would meditate and pray to them, asking for help, or for other reasons. At one
point she’d learned that a coworker’s lover was dying of cancer, so she would spend time entering a
trance to focus positive energy from the universe onto this person for their healing. At that she said
she saw what looked like a woman in 19th century garb appear beside the man in her vision and
speak into her mind, “Do not worry for this man; he is under our care and you need not concern
yourself with him.” She would leave it at that only to find out shortly after that he would succumb to
his illness and die.
Finally when she told me that she would sometimes see these beings as brilliant lights appearing
to her within her mind (and likely her spirit), I would simply share with her, “You see these entities as
lights and they seem benevolent even though everything you’re telling me is contrary to what God
says? Did you know that God warns in His Word, ‘Do not be deceived for even satan masquerades as
an angel of light’?” Stunned she replied, “No… I’ve never heard that before…”
I believe it was her hearing the truth from God’s Word that started working within her, and
eventually through some other experiences as well, amidst great spiritual turmoil in her life, she
would surrender that life to Jesus Christ. It undoubtedly also had everything to do with many of our
family members praying for her release from the demonic realm and its false light. Later she would
exclaim that much of her anger and bitterness and resentment as well as anxiousness had stemmed
when she turned to Him for salvation.
I believe with good confidence that God in His eternal wisdom took our grandfather to be with
Him in Heaven at just the right time so that circumstances could lead the two of us to be on that
drive together having the conversation we did. I’d actually not intended to partake in the funeral at
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all as I was in the middle of my work-cycle. And generally it’s my parents who would have picked up
my cousin and her mother and drove them south. But things fell into place just as they had to.
I must add that my cousin, like myself, had grown up consuming copious amounts of spiritually
deceptive films, books (often those of Stephen King), music like Nirvana who was a favourite, and had
dabbled in astral-projection for the first time at only fourteen while hanging out with a friend. All of
these things which built up a wall between her and the Light of God also opened her up to the false
light of the devil and his army.
We’ve practically stated this before but I’ll say it again: satan and his cohorts don’t require our
directed and purposeful worship of him for him to achieve his goals (or even receive our worship). He
and the other demons already know they’ve lost and are destined for hell. But on their way out of
this existence they want to hurt the heart of God by dragging as many people with them as possible.
All the devil has to do is aid in a person’s continued rejection of God through whatever means are at
his disposal. He knows that anyone who does not live in the teachings of Christ will be going with
him to hell;
"Everyone who goes on ahead and does not abide in the teaching of Christ, does
not have God. Whoever abides in the teaching has both the Father and the Son."

The Second Epistle of John, verse 9

Thankfully God can and does open the eyes of unbelievers so they can know Him and accept
Him and accept those teachings which are His way of eternal life, and the truth of God which comes
forth from His ministers can be used to do this. We’ve talked often of the Apostle Paul. Before being
God’s greatest missionary, he was at first an enemy to God and the Church. But here we see his
conversion while en route to persecute the Church, and a testimony to the opening of spiritual
eyes;
“In this connection I journeyed to Damascus with the authority and commission of the
chief priests. At midday, O king, I saw on the way a light from heaven, brighter than the sun,
that shone around me and those who journeyed with me. And when we had all fallen to the
ground, I heard a voice saying to me in the Hebrew language, ‘Saul, Saul, why are you
persecuting me? It is hard for you to kick against the goads.’ And I said, ‘Who are you, Lord?’
And the Lord said, ‘I am Jesus whom you are persecuting. But rise and stand upon your feet,
for I have appeared to you for this purpose, to appoint you as a servant and witness to the
things in which you have seen me and to those in which I will appear to you, delivering you
from your people and from the Gentiles—to whom I am sending you to open their eyes, so
that they may turn from darkness to light and from the power of Satan to God, that they may
receive forgiveness of sins and a place among those who are sanctified by faith in me.’"

The Book of Acts, chapter 26, verses 12 to 18

There is so much in this life that we simply need to walk away from, and while doing so, walk
right into the arms of God. There is so much in this world that we must humbly let go of so that we
can embrace God with open arms;
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"What do I imply then? That food offered to idols is anything, or that an idol is
anything? No, I imply that what pagans sacrifice they offer to demons and not to God. I
do not want you to be participants with demons. You cannot drink the cup of the Lord
and the cup of demons. You cannot partake of the table of the Lord and the table of
demons. Shall we provoke the Lord to jealousy? Are we stronger than he? 'All things are
lawful,' but not all things are helpful. 'All things are lawful,' but not all things build up."

The First Epistle to the Corinthians, chapter 10, verses 19 to 23

“Do what thou wilt” has certainly taken over so much of our society and so much of our culture
and it is expanding its control. Friend, are you a part of that system? You must be freed, and you can
be free indeed just as the Lord Jesus Christ has promised!
"And you were dead in the trespasses and sins in which you once walked, following
the course of this world, following the prince of the power of the air, the spirit that is now at
work in the sons of disobedience—among whom we all once lived in the passions of our
flesh, carrying out the desires of the body and the mind, and were by nature children of
wrath, like the rest of mankind. But God, being rich in mercy, because of the great love
with which he loved us, even when we were dead in our trespasses, made us alive
together with Christ—by grace you have been saved—and raised us up with him and
seated us with him in the heavenly places in Christ Jesus, so that in the coming ages he
might show the immeasurable riches of his grace in kindness toward us in Christ Jesus."

The Epistle to the Ephesians, chapter 2, verses 1 to 7

I’m so thankful God rescued me from my demonically inspired beliefs and the muck and the
mire of sinful self-indulgence that I’d permitted to take over my life. I’m absolutely mortified when I
think of where my mind had been allowed to go. I had the most distorted thinking about morality
and how the world should be – vain philosophies; divination; thinking it was wise and enjoyable to do
psychedelics, even looking forward to a potential day when I could ingest magic mushrooms with a
girlfriend while listening to ‘live’ Radiohead songs from concerts, making believe that we were right
there hearing it. And if this girlfriend had never done drugs and wasn’t terribly interested, I figured
because there was “nothing wrong with them,” I’d simply persuade her because I sincerely believed it
was perfectly safe, fun, and acceptable. The same would go for the practice of “tantric sex” which is

also obviously spiritually deadly! How awful to steer someone who loves and trusts you down such a
terrible and dangerous path! Do you think a good and loving God would entrust anyone He cared
about to me at that point in my life?! I praise Him and thank Him for NOT doing so – for NOT giving
me what I wanted!
I would’ve been used by the devil to deceive anyone I was with, and I’d already been used to
lead so many people astray. Spiritually I was far-gone and I was only going to go farther off the
deep-end if I got what I wanted, rather than turn to God in thanksgiving.
But He renewed my mind and He can assuredly unshackle and renew anyone else’s as well if
only that person be willing to humbly trust Him to do so and obey what He says in the process.
Because involving ourselves in so much sin actually roots us into an occult-tie with the devil, it is
an abomination to God – it links those for whom Christ died to the evil spirits who are His enemies.
Therefore such involvement will eventually, and quite rightfully, lead to judgment for those who
refuse to forsake it;
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"They stirred him to jealousy with strange gods;
with abominations they provoked him to anger.
"They sacrificed to demons that were no gods,
to gods they had never known,
to new gods that had come recently,
whom your fathers had never dreaded.
"You were unmindful of the Rock that bore you,
and you forgot the God who gave you birth."

The Book of Deuteronomy, chapter 32, verses 16-18

That was from the Old Testament and was addressed to the nation of Israel. We know though
that this wasn’t just for Israel but for all people as we see it as a prophetic word for the future as
well;
"The rest of mankind, who were not killed by these plagues, did not repent of
the works of their hands nor give up worshiping demons and idols of gold and silver
and bronze and stone and wood, which cannot see or hear or walk, nor did they
repent of their murders or their sorceries or their sexual immorality or their thefts."

The Revelation, chapter 9, verses 20 and 21

My dear friend, those words should be alarming to you because they are God’s alarm-call for
people to turn from the world and the god of this world – the devil – As well as the sinful practices
they have aligned themselves with.
We’ve covered so much information in this portion which PLAINLY gives evidence for the
authenticity of God’s Word and the reality that it has originated with Himself. Yet this is still only the
beginning. This has all just been a precursor to the main course in our “thorough investigation of
undeniable proofs” because I KNOW without a doubt that YOUR ENEMY has blinded you already
and will continue to work to blind you to the evidence we’re going to look at as we move along
building the argument, so that you will remain blind and in an unsaved state.
Hopefully though, now that you have been shown that the devil – your enemy – is definitely
real and opposing you, you’ll be able to look at the upcoming evidence with humility and openness.
I do believe that God will use what you are going to see to break down any further intellectual,
spiritual, and emotional barriers to His being Ruler and King reigning over your life.
From the remainder of this body of work, you are going to be able to logically and rationally
deduce that the Holy Bible MUST BE God’s own authoritative Word, and that Jesus Christ is exactly
who He said He was, and that there is really no good reason to withhold your belief and trust.
Up to this date in your life, you’ve probably only ever seen one side of the argument – the
devil’s. Now it’s time to look at the other side, and I am very excited to be with you on this journey!
"The one who states his case first seems right,
until the other comes and examines him."

The Book of Proverbs, chapter 18, verse 17
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Part 4
THE BIBLE IS THE REVEALED WORD OF GOD
Well, my dear friend, we are FINALLY here! Really, this is what you came for, isn’t it? I trust that
everything we’ve discussed so far has been exceedingly helpful and useful though, hasn’t it? Our
preparatory discussion about truth, and having the right presuppositions as opposed to allowing
WRONG presuppositions to work as distorted lenses and filters which inhibit our ability to arrive at
spiritual truth has likely proved invaluable in assisting you in understanding that we are indeed
influenced by biases. Hopefully it’s also aided in your logically and rationally accepting everything
that followed.
As we continue, please recall the correct lenses to apply: that God exists (which we certainly
demonstrated in God Must Exist); He’s knowable, infinitely powerful, infinitely wise, good, love itself,
and that God loves you, and that He does most assuredly speak through His Word (another matter
we’ve clearly demonstrated but are soon going to make abundantly clear); that He’s perfectly
protected that text for our good and for His purposes; the reality that you have an eternal spirit
(which we’ll also be looking at more thoroughly soon); and that the supernatural does occur (which
should be quite evident now after our in-depth revelation about our spiritual adversary, the devil).
We discussed the reality that believing all events can be and MUST BE explained through
physical, natural, processes is hugely in error, but that such a philosophy serves our enemy in
blinding us to spiritual truth about God. We also spoke about the reality that not all matters of
importance – even GREAT importance – are investigated through the scientific method, but more
commonly through looking at direct and circumstantial evidence just as lawyers do when arriving at a
conclusion “beyond a reasonable doubt,” and that this sort of logical deductive reasoning is precisely
what we’d be utilizing to assist the skeptical in recognizing that God is, and that He’s given us His
Word so we could know Him.
We pointedly and firmly laid down the stark reality that when something is TRUE, it’s not up to
those who humbly understand the facts to prove them to others, but that the burden of proof
actually lies upon the skeptic to try and prove that what IS true is not. Of course, the truth of who
God is cannot and will not ever be refuted or proven to be otherwise. As already stated, the more we
learn and know, the more the creation around us actually points towards the necessity of a Creator,
and His Words from the Bible coincide perfectly and reasonably with who He is.
Friend, please, looking back at this introduction thus far, it should be plain to see that
continuing on with a hard-heart and mind towards God while trying to reject and “poke holes in”
each piece of evidence we look at will not serve you well, no, not at all. Sure, much of what we’ll
discuss can be attacked – I’ve seen many counterpoints myself over the years on various websites
and videos made by atheists. But there are two considerations you must take into mind:
1) All of their arguments when carefully examined fall apart, often due to their poor
understanding of Scripture itself, or even their weak interpretation of the evidence which
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unmistakably affirms God’s existence and His having spoken in the Bible; or that their
evidence against God’s existence or the Bible’s validity is itself altogether weak and often
entirely imagined and sometimes even invented;
2) There’s so much evidence that they have to attack and try to debunk that the enormity of it
all serves as a proof that its being there for our examination is more than coincidence – that
this abundance of evidence exists should in itself lead us to humbly understand there is
more to it all and that an all-powerful God has ensured it be there to help the skeptic
release his doubts.
As well, we talked of Occam’s Razor and that we should avoid invention of excuses or radical
explanations in order to avoid what is clearly before us. We also defined what faith actually is
because it’s definitely not a ‘flushing of one’s brain.’
Of course, after this we went through The Good News, and I can’t imagine ANY of us coming
away from that not recognizing that we are sinners in need of salvation from a justifiable punishment
from a Holy and Perfect God.
And from what we just finished working our way through in The Devil is Real and He Wants You

to Go to Hell, obviously we’re going to have great opposition and distraction at work to keep us
from believing any of the evidence we’re about to look at. I hope, dear friend, that you have taken
careful time to meditate (which is to think upon deeply) on all of what we’ve read so far. I hope that
you’ve permitted it to settle in your heart and in your mind so that the truth of it will shape your
perceptions in a right way for what we’re now going to delve into. Because the devil is real, he is
going to do everything he can to keep you from accepting Part 4 of our discussion. I don’t want
that for you, and I know God definitely does not want that for you. He loves you and wants you to
appreciate who He is and turn to Him for eternal life which brings Glory to His Name.
In some respects the Holy Bible can be compared to a long and well-thought-out love-letter
from a departed grandfather to his grandchild. His hopes in writing it and ensuring it got to the
grandchild are because he cherishes that child and wants them to know all about him and who he is,
and how to live their lives.
This massive love-letter which is the Bible has gotten to us because God in His omnipotent
power has kept it safe. Out of His sovereignty and complete control over the course of humanhistory, He’s ensured that it would be handed down just as it was first delivered in spite of

thousands of years of people trying to tamper with it and attack it. He’s been able to achieve this
great wonder not just by guiding its purposeful development and safekeeping, but also by infusing in
it various means to prove its authenticity and protect it from an enemy trying to interfere with the
content.
Knowing that God has had the ability to create everything including you and I who are so
masterfully intricate, how impotent would God have to be to NOT be able to have His message to us
constructed and then safeguarded for us so many millennia later to read it and know Him? Naturally
such a notion serves as a monstrous contradiction and a gaping illogicality.
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No, friend, because God is, He’s been more than capable. And this truth is astonishing and
magnifies His glorious power! You will see that He authenticates His message and shields it from the
false notions that it is fraudulent and devised or contrived or invented. Such imaginations fall away
when one truly does their investigation with a humble heart; when one openly looks at the evidence
just as an unbiased juror free of hostility towards the defendant would look at a difficult case.
There are different ways for God to authenticate His message and one is to exhibit that it
originates from outside of our time-domain (just as God is outside of time and not limited by a
future we have yet to physically experience). God is “declaring the end from the beginning and
from ancient times things not yet done, saying, ‘My counsel shall stand, and I will accomplish all
my purpose.’”1 Yes, friend, the message of God we see in the Holy bible contains “history written in
advance” – prophecy. There are literally THOUSANDS of detailed prophecies concerning events
which were precisely fulfilled many years after the predictions were made. Who would have such
ability but God? We already mentioned how the devil can’t see the future; only put an idea in a falseprophet’s mind and then by God’s permission manipulate human events and human minds so that
such a prediction will come to pass. But God’s never permitted any demonically inspired prophecies
of any great time-distance to happen. We’ll be looking later at some of the extra-biblical prophecies
people point to as true and divinely inspired which actually hold no real water. That God’s Word
makes so many predictions and is never wrong speaks volumes to the authenticity.
Alongside the prophetic knowledge is the scientific and medical foreknowledge contained within
its pages many centuries before we knew why it worked or why it was true. It also contains profound
wisdom and truth and ethical teachings which transcend the finite wisdom of man.
For those willing to seek and to look, it also contains the answers to the most profound
questions humanity asks: “Is there a God?” “Why am I here?” “What is the purpose of life?” “What
happens after I die?” “Why do bad things happen?” The answers within are vital to a person’s life,
how they set goals during it, what sorts of relationships they have and how to manage them, our
emotional and spiritual health, and ultimately our eternal destination.
These are some of the questions our purportedly most brilliant philosophers have wrestled with
throughout human history and their conclusions have either fallen way short, or when apparently
correct only coincided with what God has already had written out for us to discover when we desire
to know Him through what He has said.
Of course there are other forms of evidence like that of archaeology and we’ll be looking at
those as well. Another notable factor are the accompanying miracles which God performed to
validate the Words of the prophets who wrote them and spoke them, all while indicating His
authority accompanied them.
Friend, I know that people doubt, and obviously God knows this too. Even real, truly born-again
Believers in Christ will have moments of doubt, be it through temptation of the enemy, or an internal
wrestling over God’s Word or circumstances, or while trying to understand what they are ingesting
while reading. And God permits that and will assist the doubter who sincerely wants to understand

and is already drawing close to God in spite of any doubts. Do remember and keep within your
heart that God opposes the proud but gives grace to the humble. If you doubt on this journey,
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that’s permissible, but do so free of any arrogance. Do so with a lowly and humbled spirit, for God
has even said to His faithful servant Job who presumptuously questioned Him;
“Where were you when I laid the foundation of the earth?
Tell me, if you have understanding.”

The Book Job, chapter 38, verse 4
This is basically God’s way of asking, “Who are you to question Me?!” And He’s right; Job had
no business asking. Likewise, we have no real business in our skepticism to accuse God.
In fact, the Bible does not apologize for itself. Nowhere will you see God pleading through the
pages for the reader to believe that He’s actually speaking through it, nor do you see Him wasting
ink defending it. The Word of God speaks rightfully from a position of absolute authority. The first
chapter of Genesis, which as mentioned is the very first book, repeatedly states, “God said…” (ten
times in fact). That occurs 42 more times throughout the pages of Scripture. 110 times in the Old
Testament we read the phrase, “The Lord spoke.” 274 times we read, “The Lord said” within the Bible.
We read a whopping 415 times, “Thus says the Lord.”
Please, friend, don’t try to dismiss this off-the-cuff. You already saw in There IS a Heavenly

Realm Ezekiel had this mind-melting vision of The Lord and was instructed to go speak on His behalf.
We spent a good deal of time talking of how that wasn’t just a clever story. Why shirk off the reality
that God spoke all of these other times within Scripture? Unless of course you are only trying to
excuse yourself from His authority by willfully ignoring the facts… Don’t do that. That’s the sign of
someone who simply doesn’t want to know and wants to keep rejecting God. That sort of attitude
isn’t helpful for this discussion and it’s not helpful for your appreciation of the awesomeness of God
or even your eternal destiny.
The Holy Bible which consists of 66 different books was written by 40 different authors over
some 1900 years in three different languages and multiple dialects from a number of locales.
Although hundreds of difficult topics were discussed, what was written sits in total agreement and
harmony and even serves to confirm and build up the doctrines or teachings of God.
What was delivered to the writers made its way to the written medium by which the authors’
contemporaries and all successive generations could receive, examine, and consider the information.
Amazingly, over this extensive period of human history, the revelation of God built and grew, never
contradicting who God was while He progressively fleshed out more of His nature as well as His
commands for mankind. Primarily these authors were closely connected by race – they were Hebrews,
also connected by their faith, and would become the nation of Israel and stem from her. Yet some
were non-Jews, or Gentiles, such as the physician and New Testament author, Luke.
You will soon see that the Bible is truly “inspired” by the Holy Spirit of God, and not simply the
philosophical writings of a group of ancient men, nor the works of powerful men conspiring.
Having said that, we live in a time like no other. Never has there been so aggressive an attack
from academic scholarship or elsewhere to discredit the integrity of the Biblical text. No generation in
history has been so plagued with doubt, skepticism, and outright animosity. Never have people
gravitated as we see now to poorly reasoned beliefs that the Bible is anything other than
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constructive, invented ethical teachings or mythological traditions. Through perverse allegations and
manipulations from skeptics and cynics alike, the Bible has been rallied against throughout the
centuries. Yet here in this age preceding the ‘Age of Aquarius’ or New Aeon, or coming “rule of the
antichrist” as predicted and called for by Aleister Crowley (as discussed in the latter half of Part 3 of
this work), the culmination of such anti-Biblical aggression is nearing its apex. Because the devil is
real and so is his despicable agenda, we are going to see such an attack and see that attack reach a
crescendo.
Nevertheless, all the while God is continuing to act, and the greatest evidence that His Word is
contained in the pages of Holy Scripture and has undeniable power is that the Holy Spirit
supernaturally transforms the lives of millions and millions of people who commit themselves to the
revelation of who God is held therein.
The Holy Bible remains, without question, the most significant book in human history.
"The law of the Lord is perfect,
reviving the soul;
the testimony of the Lord is sure,
making wise the simple;
the precepts of the Lord are right,
rejoicing the heart;
the commandment of the Lord is pure,
enlightening the eyes;
the fear of the Lord is clean,
enduring forever;
the rules of the Lord are true,
and righteous altogether.
"More to be desired are they than gold,
even much fine gold;
sweeter also than honey
and drippings of the honeycomb.
"Moreover, by them is your servant warned;
in keeping them there is great reward"

The 19th Psalm, verses 7 to 11

1.

Isaiah 46:10

The Second Argument
Part 4 – Section 1
The Moral Law Giver
In God Must Exist, we saw the Cosmological Argument which is that our existence and the
existence of the universe necessitates an infinite, thinking, all-powerful first cause - God. As well, we
briefly mentioned the teleological argument in The Law of Causality and we’ll be discussing that later
on here in Part 4. In apologetics which has been called ‘the art and science of Christian persuasion,’
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we also have what’s known as the Axiological Argument. Like the cosmological argument which is
straightforward and simple due to its being reality, the axiological argument is also to the point and
logical. It stands as such:
1) There IS an objective transcendent moral law
2) Every moral law has a moral lawgiver
3) Therefore, there is an objective, transcendent moral lawgiver
4) a)

God is the most reasonable explanation for such a transcendant moral law

b) God is the most suitable candidate for such a transcendent moral lawgiver
Once again we see Occam’s Razor applied; due to there indeed being an all-encompassing
moral law, it must have come from someone all-encompassing, and ALSO desiring moral goodness
be upheld and adhered to. Who but The One True God fits the bill?
To those who argue against the idea of an all-encompassing, transcendent set of moral laws, it
would be hard for anyone to ignore that in spite of our culture, in spite of our time in history, or
even our location, we all feel a certain obligation to moral duty. We have an intuitive sense of moral

oughtness. We ALL recognize some things are right and some things are wrong. When someone lies
or steals or wrongs us or those we care about, even accidentally, we feel slighted to some extent.
Don’t be deceived by our cunning adversary, my dear friend; this is NOT the result of evolutionary
processes as the anthropologist might want for you to believe! But we’ll talk more of this shortly…
When such happenings occur, we have a desire for JUSTICE, don’t we? We can all agree that it
takes a great deal of oppression and conditioning and the breaking of a person’s will and spirit for
them to have that inherent feeling of wrong and injustice dampened or snuffed out. And even in
such people who accept the wrongs being dealt them, there’s still going to be a deep and abiding,
internal recognition that something is amiss. That of course is because we’re all born with this sense
in us. The toddler doesn’t need a parent to teach them that it’s wrong to take from others that which
does not belong to them in order that the toddler themselves be troubled by somebody else taking
away their possession, do they now? Any numbness onwards in life is the result of conditioning and
not the norm.
Alongside this, my friend, is the very REAL feeling within each of US when WE do something
wrong. It doesn’t even always have to be taught to us as wrong. There are things we can think or do
and we just know they’re wrong as God has endowed each and every one of us with a conscience. 2
Such moments bring a sense of shame and guilt to us. Surely this may also be the Holy Spirit of God
bringing conviction to our hearts. However, except when the Holy Spirit is at work, we can certainly
quiet that sense of wrong by ‘searing our conscience’ as discussed earlier.3
That these moral laws are transcendent and objective and absolute means they are not

subjective or determined by popular opinion. As the culture shifts, these laws stand firm. We’ve
already talked about this. Due to this being the reality, regardless of how you or I feel about these
laws, the truth of their moral status remains. In Absolute Truth vs. Relativism it was said that we
would necessarily need to talk about absolute morality because absolute truth exists, and here we are
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finally doing so. Like with absolute truth, absolute morality has authority over us, and we cannot
change it (even though we always seem to want to). Naturally, both come from God.
What’s also important to understand is that even though we can discover moral truth, it does
not mean we have invented it. Further, the reality of moral truth is why we can look back at history
and accurately gage what is morally right and wrong (although it can be admitted that because our
societies do NOT adhere to moral absolutes, and because ‘the victor writes the history books,’ we
may see very unusual and even wicked reinterpretations of what was morally objectionable or even
permissible in our past).
It must be accepted that culture itself cannot be the source of moral law. This extends to the
reality that we as a culture therefore must not take the liberty of changing or rewriting those moral
laws which are absolute and laid out rather clearly in God’s Word. Regardless of borders or nations or
states or municipalities, there is undoubtedly a “law of laws” over all of mankind which we all share.
Like civil laws originate with civil lawmakers, intrinsic, inherent, intuitive, even instinctive laws
must certainly come from a moral lawmaker. And to the skeptic: even if there exists ONE single
transcendent moral law, then it must have come from that very lawmaker who can only be God. I
think we can even all agree that there MUST be more than only one such law. The Ten
Commandments we laid out in The Good News show us masterfully and ingeniously that there is
more than just one. But even if you wish to deny their authority due to your rejection that they came
from The One True God, we can all agree that murdering a little child for our own fun and pleasure is
evil and our recognition of this transcends all people – even the aberrant who may participate in such
a heinous act. I think we can also agree that pedophilia is transcendentally immoral regardless of the
fact that pederasty has occurred repeatedly throughout history – even in the most sophisticated of
cultures – and still happens to this day around the globe, and is likely to return to the western world
soon. As stated already, morality is not determined by us, our cultural evolution, or anything else
other than God. The fact that He is above time, people, the nations, and all locales should reveal to
you that He is the reason for this very real moral awareness instilled within us.
For this reason, it makes perfect sense that Jesus Christ would warn us in the seventh chapter of
the Gospel of Matthew that anyone who builds their house on the sand will fall with its collapse
when the storms come, and that we are to build our House on The Rock, which Christ who is The
Truth, and thus is who the source for and the basis for true morality is revealed to be. God is a sturdy
and steadfast Rock who will NEVER change His ideas of what is morally acceptable and what is not.
What do you see when you look out at our world and our society, my dear friend? It is very clear
isn’t it, that our culture is the very shifting sand Christ warned us about, and we see it change its
ideas on morality from day to day.
Where have you built your house?
Let’s come back to the groundless theorizing that our morality is a result of our biological and
social evolution. Words like ‘instinct’ certainly remind us OF evolution. But is that really where our
instincts come from? If God gives us a conscience, doesn’t that imply He also gives us certain
instincts, especially when in reference to what is right and wrong? I’d say it’s rather obvious (and we’ll
definitely be talking about instincts later on in this discussion as well).
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The truth is that Darwinian evolution has actually wreaked havoc on our cultural morality as we
arrogantly determined our own standards while rejecting God’s transcendent ones. You see, friend,
Darwinian evolution has great trouble accounting for the existence of objective morality for two
reasons: First, if we truly live in a natural, physical world governed solely by “cause and effect”
relationships between chemical processes in our brains, “free will” is only an illusion and the idea of
moral choices and moral accountability is nonsensical. A murderer could NOT be held accountable
for purely chemical reactions and physiological developments in their brain when they had no choice
but to act out what they were pre-programmed to do by a causal chain of biological events.
Friend, you won’t have to look far into the history of criminal-defense trials to find cases where
lawyers actually pleaded that evolution and genetics left their defendants predisposed to aggressive
and violent tendencies. Now thankfully because our society has yet to fully follow and accept the

terminal implications of how our behaviour and evolutionary theory relate to one another, those
criminals were found guilty. BUT, we’ve still got people like Vincent Li and Matthew De’Grood being
protected from justice for what the philosophical naturalists deem ‘physiological’ reactions within
their brains leaving them incapable of being fully responsible for their grisly murders. You can’t deny
it, my friend, this is where the trail leads if you wish to believe our morality stems from evolution
alone. And as you read on, any debate that our continuing to evolve helps us develop a “proper”
sense of morality naturally without God, will also fall away.
If you are having a hard time accepting that evolutionary thinking has made wrong behaviours
more tolerable due to their only being the result of brain chemistry, consider how the infidelity of
men has for some time now been seen as more expected and less damnable due to their ‘prehistoric
need to spread their seeds and ensure the likelihood that their own genetic material will be passed
on through multiple offspring in various regions.’ So-called Dr. Richard Hagen who wrote The Bio-

Sexual Factor was a psychologist who wrote about this4 (don’t be confused by the article stating he
attended Moody Bible Institute though – the fruit of his life as described in the same article reveals
he had no relationship with Jesus Christ or the Bible whatsoever).
Friend, why shouldn’t we extend this sort of thinking over to murder and pedophilia? Surely it’s
only in our genetic makeup, right? Again, aren’t we doing this already with our “plead insanity”
foolishness?
The second issue with evolutionary principles being the origin from which our morality comes
from is that it cannot produce truly objective morality. If moral truths are merely behavioural
concepts that we humans created purposefully or automatically to aid our survival, morality is rooted
in us, the subject, and is therefore subjective, ever-changing, and NOT absolute. Under such a
system, even seemingly well-meaning secular ideas like “greater good” or “faith in humanity” are a
myth due to the likelihood that we would descend into complete chaos and anarchy (which is
precisely what we’re moving towards apart from the moral authority of God as we dull the conscience
given to us by our Moral Law Giver, and seek to “Do what thou wilt,” all while teaching our children
consciously or unconsciously to follow in our footsteps).
Some of the awful fruit of first accepting and then teaching the next generation that we’re
evolved, higher animals, and that there is no transcendent moral law but only a law we ourselves
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make up, is that of school shootings. Such massacres are indeed, highly complicated psychological,
and most importantly, spiritual matters, but here are two examples that should scream at you.
In 2007, Finnish student Pekka-Eric Auvinen went to a high school and killed two girls, five boys,
and the female principal.5 He can be seen in a photo wearing a black T-shirt which reads, “Humanity
is overrated.” In his own manifesto written before the killing-spree he wrote:

"Life is just a meaningless coincidence... result of long process of evolution and many several
factors, causes and effects... I, as a natural selector, will eliminate all who I see unfit, disgraces of
human race and failures of natural selection... the truth is that I am just an animal, a human, an
individual, a dissident... It's time to put NATURAL SELECTION & SURVIVAL OF THE FITTEST back
on tracks[sic]! "6
You may be tempted to argue, “But this isn’t what natural selection is or what ‘survival of the
fittest’ really means!” Doesn’t it? When you go all the way down isn’t this exactly what one arrives at
when they believe no God made them and that as a society or even individually we can determine
what is truly right or wrong? You may wish to believe that survival of the fittest only means a species
or individual within a species finds a place where it ‘fits.’ But doesn’t it also mean an individual or a
species can be wiped out and that’s not right or wrong, here nor there, but just ‘what happens
naturally?’ Who grieved when the dinosaurs went extinct? My friend, no one did. It’s just what
happens in evolution and during natural processes when the “fittest” survive, isn’t it?
You may also wish to believe, like those whose minds have fallen into New Age thinking, that
thanks to evolution, we will evolve to higher states of consciousness, and thus the morality we’ve
determined is right will only improve and arrive at perfection, true? So then why when we look at the
history of mankind do we see pederasty, and then western civilization abandoning it, but then
starting to take it up again? Does that mean somehow devolution is occurring? No, friend, it doesn’t.
It means there’ve been times where society has acknowledged The Moral Law Giver and been shaped
by the cultural code of ethics His Laws ALWAYS inspire, and that we’ve speedily returned to a time
where we’ve rejected Him, and therefore the ethical code is reverting to when the world did not
honour Him.
It shouldn’t be missed that Pekka-Eric like Eric Harris and Dylan Kleibold of the Columbine
shooting ALSO listened to the German industrial band, KMFDM. The song Pekka-Eric used in a
YouTube video foretelling the impending attack on Joleka High School was KMFDM’s Stray Bullet.
Quickly perusing the lyrics,7 with lines like “I am your holy totem,” “I am of divine descent,” “I’m the
illegitimate Son of God,” and “Anathematic Antichrist; I’ve come to take my place,” it’s entirely clear
that the very spirit of satan was behind this trash. And that very spirit coupled with evolutionistically
guided morality led these killers towards their brutality. Yes, friend, Eric Harris also saw what he was
doing as “Natural Selection,” and on that fateful April day in 1999, he’d wear a white T-shirt with
black font across it reading those very two words.8
The fruit of thinking that evolution is where we have received our morality or how we’ve arrived
at our ethical thinking is obviously not always going to be so overtly violent and brutish in its
contemptible wickedness. Nevertheless, it will always be rotten as it leads us from the Truth of God.
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Speaking of such fruit, consider this: the emergency first-responder will put themselves at risk,
and sacrifice time and thought to talk a suicidal person out of jumping from a building to their
death. Why is that, my friend? Is it because the city they work for would require funds be spent to
clean up the sidewalk far below? Or is it because the over-arching, transcendent law which forbids
suicide makes it known to us that such a death is unnatural and that life is precious? If you believe
like so many that our belief that life is precious and suicide is wrong doesn’t come from the
transcendent lawgiver, it’s no wonder we’re discussing the right of a person – even a TEENAGER – to
be medically assisted in their own suicide, and in many countries permitting it! Worse is that we in
Canada actually had to debate whether or not a doctor who consciously objected would be protected
legally if he himself would not refer his patient for such a heinous “treatment” when there would
undoubtedly be ample other doctors who would!
Again we see the shifting of morality when it denies the absoluteness of that morality by an
omniscient Creator.
I’m honestly amazed by the inconsistency in modernist, secular thinking which I’m confronted by
as I live in this world now. Too often I hear the ironically contradictory statements of people whose
thinking is relativistic, constantly shifting due to not being built on a solid foundation of truth, and
therefore completely untrustworthy. One example which pertains to this very segment is when leftistleaning progressives voice that “We need prison reform! We aren’t animals! Men aren’t supposed to
live in cages!” Yet the same majority of people think “We’ve evolved from animals, and are also
animals in the animal kingdom. That’s why we live by our animalistic instincts and tendencies which
are deeply ingrained throwbacks from the beasts we’ve descended from.” Worse is that this false
belief-system authorizes our moral behaviour; “Sex can be special when it needs to be, but mostly it’s
just carnal and fun and feels good. It’s our animal instinct to copulate and fornicate, so it’s perfectly
acceptable to treat it casually.” Now people may not be stating these words specifically, but it’s
evident in their actions. So which is it, people? Are we animals, or are we humans? We don’t get to
be both.
Myself? I stand on the Rock of Truth that claims to be absolute and IS. That’s why you won’t see
me wavering on my positions; not because I made them up or even simply believed them or agreed
with them, but because they ARE. I don’t have the authority to change them or reinvent them. There
is only One who has that authority, and that’s because He created all things. We don’t get to
undermine that and we shouldn’t.
Now sometimes a challenge regarding morality coming from God is offered up by the atheist to
the Christian, and that is for us to name just one good act that a Christian can do which the atheist
can’t. The thinking here is that God isn’t necessary to do good, so therefore He isn’t necessary for
there to be an absolute goodness determining our morality. It’s a silly argument because it misses
the larger point which is: How can atheism itself make sense of moral obligations in the first place?
As you’re probably seeing, it can’t (another point is that there actually IS one “good” act the atheist is
incapable of doing, and that is to properly worship, glorify, and honour God. Just as we saw in Part
3’s Everyone a Star, not all love is real, God-honouring, God-empowered love, and likewise, there is a
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‘good’ which only the Spirit-indwelled Believer can do, and which the atheist is thus incapable of
doing). All of this puts the above challenge to rest.
Another issue at hand independent of whether or not atheists can do ‘good’ – at least in the
secular humanistic sense, because in that way they certainly can – is whether atheism and the idea
that our morality is shaped by social evolution, when adopted as the prevailing philosophy for a
particular culture, will be good or bad. When it’s taken to its absolute in terms of implications, what is
the end effect?
By now it should be becoming quite clear that the result will only be bad, both societally and
spiritually (this makes sense as the two are deeply connected).
Did you know, friend, that the 20th century regimes of the Communist Soviet Union (particularly
while ruled by Joseph Stalin), Communist Cambodia under Pol Pot, Communist China under Mao
Zedong, and the Nazis under Adolf Hitler were jointly responsible for the deaths of at least 50 million
people? All of these groups considered these deaths to be morally permissible for the sake of their
cause. A common thread to them all is atheism in conjunction with the denial of ultimate
accountability to God their Creator.
Someone once told me that Stalin went on some sort of ‘spiritual retreat’, in order to rebut the
above statement as if such a retreat meant he did indeed believe in a god of sorts. That apparently
occurred in 1941. |Yet that’s hardly a rebuttal and the actions of his life cry out far louder than a
single retreat. The same individual told me Hitler was a Christian. That’s easily seen as entirely untrue
and his statements revolving around Christianity were only to manipulate those within his country
who professed to believe. If anything, Hitler’s beliefs actually revolved around paganism. In any case
where but atheism and a belief in evolution did the thinking that other people groups such as Jews
or invalids were unfit and deserving to die come from? It wasn’t from God, that’s for sure.
Whether or not some or all of these leaders were raised in homes that held to theism, they all
rejected God during their lives. What cannot be denied by anyone is that their regimes were certainly
atheist by policy, and definitely NOT centered on Christ. What must be accepted by everyone and is
clearly confirmed by the actions of the above-mentioned regimes, is that when subjective morality
rules the day and is embraced by all, those with the power and authority to enforce THEIR own ideas
of ‘right and wrong’ determine what is prohibited and what is permissible and they will do it to you
and others whether you like it or not and in spite of your believing it is right or wrong.
Again, when mankind embraces philosophies and ideologies which lead him to believe that he is
not ultimately accountable to God, he will naturally gravitate towards thinking and behaviours which
are contrary to the absolute moral law of God. So it’s no wonder that through our school systems’
curriculum we’ve created youths who are capable of going to those same schools to slaughter their
peers and faculty. Male lions are known to kill the cubs of female lions in order that the female
procreate with them to make new offspring. Killing each other, even the young, with such barbarity is
just what animals grown from organic sludge with no God over them do. Collectively we no longer
believe God is watching over us, knowing what we are doing and thinking, so therefore we may do
and think as we ourselves want, and what is right and wrong is defined and determined by us alone.
This system has been bubbling up to prominence in our society for almost two centuries and
has been speedily churning out a produce of children free of absolute morality for three generations
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now. The child born today has grandparents with no objective moral foundation guiding their
decisions on what is right or wrong. And that’s how they raised their children, and that’s how their
children will raise that grandchild of theirs. Thus we have an increasingly corrupted moral culture
swallowing us up and ushering us towards destruction. This reproductive system of immorality is why
we have government officials and police and teachers and bakers and even bus-drivers all helping in
this promotion of godlessness while doing evil to one another.
With all of this being said, if our morality is TRULY decided by our evolutionary developments
and chemical brain-processes in conjunction with cultural shifting, do we really have anything to
complain about? Isn’t this just the way things should be? But your very sense that there is ‘wrong’
around us is due to the fact that God IS. Atheism has a very awkward time defining evil without the
transcendent moral standard of good which God sets by His very existence. If there is nothing
outside of this physical, natural world, what does it mean to say that “evil” exists when it, like God
Himself, is not something tangible we can weigh and measure and examine in a laboratory? In one
respect it’s really only a label we’ve placed upon specific behaviours or ways of thinking. But in a
truer sense, evil is certainly something non-physical yet very present and real. Therefore it’s rather
incongruous to say “evil exists but God does not,” isn’t it, my dear friend? Now don’t protect your
disbelief in God and your rejection of His reality by jettisoning the reality that evil exists as well due
to its being transcendent. That would be foolishness of the highest order.
All of this talk about moral absolutes and the reality of true good may have reminded you of
the timeless question, “If God is so good, why does He allow evil to exist?” As promised we will
address this at some point in this discussion. But for the sake of this segment, please understand, my
dear friend, that a person’s ability to recognize the presence of evil and call attention to it testifies to
their inherent appreciation that there is a transcendent law. It’s just that they’re only responding to
the flip-side of ‘good’. People ask this question with the assumption that the behaviours which come
as a result of evil’s existence should be easily identified as wrong by everyone regardless of personal
likes, dislikes, or opinions about human conduct.
J. Warner Wallace (whom we mentioned in Direct and Circumstantial Evidence vs. The Scientific

Method) points out in his book Cold-Case Christianity that “[i]f evil were a matter of opinion, we
could simply change our minds about it and it would be eliminated.”9 Wouldn’t that be a simple
remedy! Of course, that would be impossible, and not because our idea of ‘right and wrong’ has
been so deeply ingrained in us via our culture, but because the truth of right and wrong exists
outside of us. Again, the acknowledgement of evil is not the product of biological or even social
evolution. There will never be a day where someone abusing and torturing and murdering another
person for their own entertainment will be seen as permissible by all (unless of course the entire
world has rejected God and then seared their consciences). I suspect though that the majority of
individuals being tortured at someone else’s hands for anyone’s entertainment would likely still object
to being killed no matter what moral shape the world is in…
Evil which has traditionally been understood to be a perversion of what is good carries with it
the implication that there is a standard of absolute goodness. C.S. Lewis who was an ardent atheist
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for much of his life and clung to the same arguments you might be clinging to would write in his
book Mere Christianity;

"My argument against God was that the universe seemed so cruel and unjust. But how had I got
this idea of just and unjust? A man does not call a line crooked unless he has some idea of a
straight line."10
Friend, you’ve either got to accept that there is truly no evil or good because there is no God, or
you have to accept that there is evil and good because God exists and He is good. We actually
stated early on in Implications of the Infinitude of God that there has always been good eternally
existing thanks to God who Himself IS absolutely good, and that evil arrived later on the scene and
was comparatively new. There can only be evil if there is first good.
Even famed atheistic philosopher J.L. Mackie who passed away in 1981 said of moral values in
his book The Miracle of Theism that they;

"…constitute so odd a cluster of qualities and relations that they are most unlikely to have arisen
in the ordinary course of events, without an all-powerful god to create them. If, then, there are
such [moral] values, they make the existence of a god more probable than it would have been
without them. Thus we have, after all, a defensible…argument from morality to the existence of a
god."11
Mackie’s treatment of moral values in order to excuse himself and his readers from the authority
of God was to deny that moral values were absolute.12 How simple. That sort of solution is just as
obtuse as Aldous Huxley’s determination with unbelieving friends that all of life was meaningless to
negate God’s existence and permit their licentiousness when God has most certainly created with the
utmost of meaning. What foolhardy thinkers these men were – ‘I’ve got an idea! We’ll just say the
grandest matter which inconveniences our position and makes it impossible simply isn’t real!’
Brilliant…
Friend, we’ve seen how vain philosophies are used by our enemy to blind us from the truth, and
we’ve looked at the lives of the Huxley brothers who were very much pawns of the devil in his
agenda to rule over this world. We’ll later see that there is indeed great meaning and purposefulness
in the life God has given each of us. And we should be seeing now that there are most definitely
absolute, objective moral values, and that Mackie’s dismissal of them was intellectually dishonest and
altogether reckless.
The existence of true evil necessitates the presence of God as a standard of true, virtuous
goodness for it to be measured against.
It’s a curious thing that although atheists cry out against the atrocities in our world and say that
due to them there must be no God, every day the very people suffering such atrocities come to faith
in Jesus Christ and are born again into eternal life. And every day people who are already born again
deal with the awful hardships such atrocities bring and persevere through them thanks to their faith
in God and the grace He blesses them with. Why would a skeptic doubt the existence of God in spite
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of this? If anything such an enigmatic actuality should really be a reason for them to SEEK and
discover God rather than close themselves off to Him. This means, friend, that the evil in the world is
not an argument for disbelief whatsoever. If you hold it as a defense, it’s time it were abandoned.
Like for C.S. Lewis, the most common objection to God’s reality, “God can’t exist because there is
so much evil in the world” ends up being one of the greatest reasons to believe in Him.
In closing, that you can assert ‘right and wrong’ reveals that you instinctively accept that
objective law is real. Your sense of this was not initiated by your culture and upbringing, although it
can certainly be shaped over time. Your inherent awareness requires there be a true barometer of
what is right and what is wrong. For something to be objectively bad there must be something
objectively good for us to measure against. This standard by which we can measure rightness and
wrongness must be perfect and unchanging, solid and steadfast. This immovable standard is The
Rock we’ve already mentioned, The Lord Jesus Christ who is God.
There is an objective, perfect, moral standard of what is good and right and what is evil or
wicked because there is a Moral Law Giver and He is Holy, Holy, Holy.
"...I the Lord your God am holy."

The Book of Leviticus, chapter 19, verse 2

2.
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The Infinite Wisdom of Holy Scripture
Part 4 – Section 2
When one approaches the Word of God – the Holy Bible – with a humbled heart rather than an
attitude of skepticism, and certainly not one of disdain ready to scoff, it is undeniable that His Word
contains wisdom far beyond that of mere men. Yet the Bible was written entirely by men (except of
course where God Himself wrote His Ten Commandments on stone for Moses 13 as we learned of in

There IS a Heavenly Realm). This divine feat was possible due to God Himself influencing and guiding
the thoughts of men by the Holy Spirit to write precisely what was necessary for the Scriptures. For
now we’ll save how all that worked and discuss it in the next portion.
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In this segment though, we’ll point to different proofs of divine wisdom’s impact which indicates
that the Holy Bible we all have the blessed opportunity to freely read has indeed come down from
Heaven for God’s glory and our good.

“The more profoundly we study this wonderful Book, and the more closely we observe its divine
precepts, the better citizens we will become and the higher will be our destiny as a nation.”

William McKinley, 25th President of The United States of America

13. Exodus 31:18

The Incredibly Positive Impact Christianity Has Had on Society
That may illicit an annoyed laugh out of some, but it is true: Jesus Christ and true Christianity
has radically changed the world for the better since His ascension and the founding of the Church by
the Holy Spirit through His Apostles and their disciples. One example is that the modern concept of
the hospital was created out of Christian mercy once Christianity was no longer outlawed in the
Roman Empire.14 This was in many parts thanks to Basil the Bishop of Caesarea15 in the early 4th
century. He was also instrumental to the formation of orphanages. Infanticide which is the killing of
children was common in the Roman Empire while the Christian Church was first growing. But in an
early document used by the Church to teach believers called the Didache,16 infanticide and abortion
were condemned.17 This compassion and love for children was completely contradictory to the
Roman culture of the day18 and was obviously shaped by following the risen and eternal Lord Jesus
Christ who demonstrably valued children during His ministry. The recognition of even children as
being precious creations of God by His followers in Christ is why they founded the orphanages, and

their influence on the Roman Empire as the number of Believers grew is why infanticide would later
be outlawed. It should not be missed that infanticide and seeing children, born or not, as less
valuable and devoid of inalienable rights is still common all over the world where The One True God
is not known OR has been rejected.
Another social injustice stymied by Christianity was slavery. William Wilberforce was a Christian
and a politician in England during the late 18th century and early 19th century who was indispensable
in the abolitionist movement. It was the Scripture’s influence upon himself and many others that
motivated them to put a stop to the use of slaves in most of the British Empire. 19
Many more examples and details of that which we’ve just covered can be found in John
Ortberg’s Who is This Man?: The Unpredictable Impact of the Inescapable Jesus.20 The book looks at
the undeniable impact Jesus Christ has had on the entirety of human history since the period in
which His birth, death, resurrection, and ascension took place.
You may be tempted to point out the supposed ‘many’ injustices that Christianity has brought
about in the world, but you would be remiss to not consider two things: the first is whether this
injustice truly came about by the influence of the Holy Spirit of God working upon TRUE Christians
who live by and follow the teachings of Jesus Christ (hint: it never once did), and second: whether or
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not what you consider an injustice is actually something God Himself rightfully speaks against and
would very much desire His chosen people oppose (ie: imaginary rights to abort a child which even
the first-century document – the Didache – naturally influenced by His very disciples, stated was
wrong; or even the public school system believing unjustifiably that it has a civil duty and a moral
obligation to invite young children to ask of themselves during sex-education classes while teaching
them all about transgenderism and homosexuality if they truly belong to the gender they were
assigned to by God). Clearly the way to determine what injustice is and what injustice is not; what is
of God and what is not of God, is not by weighing a matter in our own sinful hearts shaped by this
culture of shifting sand, but by weighing it against the Holy Bible which is an unchanging Rock.
Even secular sociologists when willing to acknowledge the difference between actions directly
influenced by Christ and the New Testament and that conjured up by fallible men disobeying Him,
will admit that Christianity has indeed done many positive things for civilization as a whole over the
last two millennia. This is also why our politicians trying to shame us or manipulate us into obliging
their social-justice agendas (whether they truly align principally with God’s Word and His agenda or
not) will say to us, “It’s just the Christian thing to do…” Even slithering snakes such as they know that
Christianity teaches what is right and noble (even if they aren’t willing to accept all of it or adhere to
any of it themselves).
Yes, yes, I know, friend, Christianity isn’t necessary for people to do nice or kind things. But as
we’ve already defined in our last segment, The Moral Lawgiver, Christ IS necessary to properly
worship God; and in Everyone a Star, the Holy Spirit IS necessary for a person to exhibit a TRUE love
which points people towards God Himself. A person’s ability to be ‘loving’ and be kind is because
God who IS LOVE made mankind in His own image. That the Bible would state this and it is a reality
is an amazing thing. Lest we have already forgotten, since The Fall, we can no longer perfectly reflect
His image. It is now very much tainted and imperfect and why we cannot perfectly replicate his
kindness and love in spirit and in truth without His direct aid.
Also amazing is the fact that we feel a genuine sense of reward inside of us when we selflessly
put others before ourselves and do good to others with no thought of recompense. Jesus confirmed
this reality when He said, "It is more blessed to give than to receive.”21 Friend, it’s not that Jesus
was a philosopher or guru who discovered this on His own and then played it off like eternal wisdom
from God. No, it was truth because He created us and ‘wired’ us this way. Just as moral laws and
absolutes prove solidly that God does indeed exist and is our Creator, our inner reaction to being
selfless in our kindness to others not only demonstrates that Christ had an intimate knowledge of
how we work, but it shows we were created in this way. This is not a result of evolutionary processes
where kindness is “advantageous to our own survival.” To pass it off as such is ignorance because in
survival it is better to take and then keep rather than give away. Therefore we should feel better
about attaining and hording. But we don’t. And for those who say we’ve developed this sense in
order that we give so that in times of need we would receive, once more for our survival, it’s proven
incorrect because as already mentioned, giving without the thought of recompense still brings a
peaceful internal feeling. That feeling, when the giving was sincerely done with no selfish desire,
abides even at a future realization that the recipient has no intention to repay us. This is completely
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contradictory to how sociological evolutionary development should work. It works this way because
this is how God made it to work.
Nevertheless, a person in whom the Holy Spirit is absent, although they will feel ‘good’ about
such giving, will never experience the fullness of God’s joy WITHIN THEM when they commit such
an act as the presence of the Holy Spirit only indwells the Believer. This supernatural feeling must be
experienced in the grace of God to be truly appreciated.
Another evidence to the omniscient origin of the Holy Bible is that NONE of God’s ethical
teachings are contradicted by another. How is that possible except that the human minds who wrote
it over so many centuries, in spite of changes in culture, were somehow externally intuned? Of
course, that’s exactly how it was – they were intuned by God! Now don’t be fooled by our enemy, my
dear friend; just because I don’t go out and stone an adulterer and the adulteress does not mean
there are contradictory commandments or ethical guidelines within Scripture (we already discussed
the reason stoning was commanded by God in The Astrologer and The Diviner for a particular group
of people in a particular part of the world for a very particular point in time – we cannot fathom the
wickedness and overt depravity of the world at that time within which God was protecting the
Israelites from descending into with such penalties – so I hope that’s clear enough now). The very
reason we DON’T participate in stoning is because of Christendom’s effect upon the western culture
which was founded upon Christian principles (don’t forget the great many nations influenced even by
those nations). Just look around at the nations which stemmed from people groups who rejected
Christ as Lord and the Son of God – those nations which adhere strictly to a certain (very literal and
likely accurate) interpretation of Islam’s Quran – and you’ll see such stonings as well as homosexuals
being tortured or executed even by being thrown off of buildings.22 It’s an awful yet thoughtprovoking coincidence that Islam is in many ways the antithesis of Christianity for having robbed
Christ of His divinity and His atoning work on the Cross for us sinners. I should hope, my dear friend,
that you did not simply arrive here in Part 4 without first reading our precursor and then Parts 1
through 3. If you have, you should return there, or you will miss how Part 3 lays out very distinctly
that such complete hijacking of the story of Christ’s life, ministry, and mission can come from only
one source – satan.
Some believe incorrectly that the ethical teachings we find in the Holy Bible are merely due to it
being a moral fiction. Yet another evidence of it being divinely inspired and filled with infinite wisdom
is not only the transformative power it has on a society as a whole, but on each individual as they
humbly accept Christ as Lord and Saviour and follow Him.
Friend, it was NOT the supposed “great thinkers” of the enlightenment era or even the Greek
philosophers who made a way for western civilization to become paramount in success, innovation,
and ethics, but the power of God by His Holy Spirit through His Word.
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Friend, we talked in brief earlier of how wasteful it has been for men to philosophize in search of
“truth” apart from the Word of God. We mentioned how decades were spent building theories and
ideas and foundations for later generations to work from. What a sad and futile expenditure of life
and thought when any person who humbly fears the Lord and approaches Him and His Word will
come to understand many of the great mysteries of life in a comparatively short time – even within
their own life!
Reverend Dr. Joe Boot, founder of The Ezra Institute for Contemporary Christianity, formerly of
Dr. Ravi Zacharias’s International Ministry (and pastor whom I recommended you listen to in The

Good News) has likened the search for truth through philosophizing apart from God’s word in a most
fitting way. I heard him speak when he visited my church in 2014, and he said it’s like men in rafts
are attempting to navigate a body of water beset by impenetrable fog. All they can do is throw out
buoys (or ideas and concepts) as reference points as they make their way along. But they have no
idea how large this body of water is, or where they are except in reference to the buoys they’ve

already tossed out! With no foundation of true truth, they’re completely disconnected, awash, and
utterly lost! When they do occasionally bump into a pillar of truth, ramrod stiff and immovably set in
those waters, it’s a pillar that’s been set by God beforehand and which they could have found easily
enough within the pages of Scripture.
How many decades or lifetimes or even centuries are spent and used up to arrive at beneficial
ideas for humanity when they’re already principled in the Holy Bible?! Just look at all of the shelves of
‘self-help’ and ‘marital help’ and dating guides and ‘how to forgive’ and so on and so forth when you
go to a library or bookstore… the wisest of it already in the Bible.
Think for a moment upon just ONE example: “The Golden Rule.” Sadly this isn’t even always
taught to children in school anymore because it has too pungent an odour of Christianity, and that
would be too ‘exclusive’. Yet the Golden Rule which is that we should treat others as well as we
ourselves would like to be treated came right from the mouth of Jesus Christ when He said, “So
whatever you wish that others would do to you, do also to them."23 He’d already said it over 1500
years earlier through Moses as well: "...you shall love your neighbor as yourself: I am the Lord."24
What’s important to note is that every other culture and philosopher who had a concept similar
to this used it in the negative sense, meaning: “What you DON’T want anyone to do to you, don’t do
it to them.” Basically it was about avoiding harm to another in hopes that no harm would be done to
you in return. Even the Jews themselves who had the Torah (which was the first five books of the
Bible) would say, "What is hateful to you, do not do to your fellow,"25 and this came from a rabbi
who lived just before the time of Jesus. If even he’d had the Torah and understood God wanted men
to love one another, why didn’t he grasp the depth of the meaning to translate into the positive –
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“The sorts of actions you DESIRE to be done to you, you should go out and do to others”? That’s the
flip-side; the reverse. And that’s what Jesus had commanded.
Yet no other culture spoke of this concept in the positive sense.
Naturally we see Wikipedia’s whole article on “The Golden Rule”26 is an attempted “Gotcha!” for
the Christian or the person investigating the validity of the Holy Bible. The attempt is clearly to mask
the truth that the Golden Rule truly originated with the Scriptures and was emphasized by Jesus
Christ. The articles try to play it off as an idea common to all of humanity well before Jesus spoke it.
But that’s just not true when you look at the dates within the article itself and how the sense is still
always negative (except when the religious or moral texts putting it in the positive came well after the
New Testament was completed and the later teaching is simply a pitiful rip-off act by puppets of the
devil to undermine the authority of Christ).
Exercising initiative to do good to another and bless others is so vastly different than the
practice of avoidance. The Golden Rule prescribed by God has changed the world and how we treat
each other as He has grown His Church all over the face of this world.
Truly God’s timeless principles found in the pages of Scripture indicate that the wisdom within it
has come down from Heaven, and not from the minds of men alone with lots of time on their hands
postulating ideas.

“Behold the works of our philosophers; with all their pompous diction, how
mean and contemptible they are in comparison with the scriptures! Is it possible that
a book at once so simple and sublime should be the work of man?”

French philosopher, writer, and composer, Jean-Jacques Rousseau
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Any
The Bible, specifically the New Testament, easily sets itself apart by being a sure guide for any
person to base their life’s decisions on. It is entirely worthy of being used as a guide. Even if the
skeptic or the atheist were to read through the pages of the New Testament and apply to their life
every precept to do and every directive to not do, they would find their life would become much
more stable while their personal relationships became more peaceful and sound. The internal life
would become more calm and quiet and settled.
There is of course the reality that being unsaved, the peace of salvation and knowing one is
saved would still elude that person. But it would be a great improvement on the melodramatic, selfdestructive lives so many are bogged down by.
In The Good News we stated that if everyone followed the Ten Commandments, even devoid of
the Spirit of God, we could almost achieve the secular humanists’ desire of a utopian ‘Heaven on
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Earth.’ If the guidelines of the New Testament were put into practice, there would be no mouth
unfed, no person inadequately clothed or without shelter, and no person unloved (humanistically
anyway). It certainly sounds plausible, but this could never come to pass of course because we need
the Holy Spirit of God to empower us, and without putting our faith in Him, while still plagued by our
sin-nature, we have that ugly inclination to selfishly put ourselves first before others. Struggling to
follow the principles of the New Testament by the power of your own flesh, you could outwardly
appear to be a better person, but it’s impossible to think the entire world would be on board with
this plan.
Naturally the Bible also deals realistically with our nature as humans. It’s true when it declares
that “all have sinned and fall short of the glory of God.” It speaks rightly when it states that every
man and woman needs to experience salvation made possible by Jesus Christ’s death for us.
Amazingly, for those who accept this and truly trust in Christ, they find that the Bible speaks truthfully
about the transformation and sanctification of themselves by the Spirit of God.27 They witness their
attitudes and thinking noticeably changing. They also know within their very spirit that they are
indeed an adopted Child of God!28 I can tell you that it is entirely exhilarating to know these truths
within your very spirit and be experiencing them only to later read of them as you work your way

through the Word of God and see that it is speaking truthfully in affirmation of what you are
living out.
I can remember coming across verses and being stunned in jubilation, realizing, “Wow, this is
why I feel this peace! This is why my thinking and desires are changing! This is why I have this deep
joy!” It was amazing… Friend, if you’ve not grasped what I’ve just stated, please allow me to
reemphasize: MASSIVE changes were occurring within me and within my life not because I read
about how they should happen within the Bible and then tried to apply them; I experienced them,
and then as I read through the Bible, I saw that what was happening was promised to happen by
God! This showed just how true and trustworthy God’s Word really was!
As well, every question pertaining to life which a person has can be answered as they diligently
but patiently mine the Scriptures with a desire to know God and what He thinks.
All of this is yet more proof of the divine and timeless origin of God’s Word.

“Read this book for what you can accept and take the rest on faith,
and you will live and die a better man.”

Abraham Lincoln, the 16th president of The United States of America

27. 2 Corinthians 5:17
28. Romans 8:16

The Bible and Its Correlation with Mind and Body
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Medical science has come to appreciate that there is an undeniable interrelation between a
person’s mind and their physical health (this of course makes perfect sense because the spirit of a
man houses their mind which is connected to their brain). When a person’s spirit is healthy or their
“mental state,” as it is called, is healthy, often the body and appearance are in a state that is likewise.
Naturally when the spirit is ill, the physical will appear so too.
In the Book of Proverbs compiled mostly by King Solomon during his reign from 970-931 B.C.,
we read verses which speak of this very real phenomena;
"A tranquil heart gives life to the flesh,
but envy makes the bones rot."

The Book of Proverbs, chapter 14, verse 30

"The light of the eyes rejoices the heart,
and good news refreshes the bones"

The Book of Proverbs, chapter 15, verse 30

"Gracious words are like a honeycomb,
sweetness to the soul and health to the body."

The Book of Proverbs, chapter 16, verse 24

"A joyful heart is good medicine,
but a crushed spirit dries up the bones."

The Book of Proverbs, chapter 17, verse 22
I don’t think any honest person can read those verses and not agree to the reality and truth
found therein. We talked earlier about the link between stress and physical illness and unforgiveness
and other issues of the heart and spirit.
This is what the Christian apologist would refer to as an evidence for the veracity of Scripture
coming from God Himself, labeled as “scientific or medical foreknowledge,” but of a psychiatric or
psychological type. My dear friend, resist the temptation to protest that the above verses are simply

“common sense” which ancient wise men would have discovered solely through experience and
reflection. It’s true that a person could arrive at such conclusions apart from God, but it’s more
importantly true that God inspired men to write these words down. Later on in this discussion we’ll
actually see much more specific and practical evidences of medical, scientific foreknowledge within
the pages of Scripture, and those will be far less deniable by you as ideas put forth by men apart
from an infinite, wise God. Therefore, if those later evidences must have come from God, why would
you dismiss that these too were inspired by Him just because they are ideas which could have been
arrived at by a very astute and self-reflective, thinking man?
Consider them an appetizer before the main course which is to come shortly. I only placed them
here because they fit so nicely during this segment on the infinite wisdom of Scripture being an
evidence to God’s involvement in its construction.
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The Endless Journey of Drinking Living Water
Thanks to God’s ingenuity stemming from His infinite wisdom, His Word was not laid out in
point-form for the purpose of mindless memorization. It has come to us in such a fashion that we’re
required to keep on reading and digging and contemplating, and this process drives us deeper and
deeper into the very mind of God. Because God desires we spend our time with Him, the time
required to grow in understanding of His Word means we must sacrifice more time to excavate it,
and thus we are giving up more of this world for His sake and growing in our relationship to Him.
It’s a peculiar fact that the atheist must deal with that some of the most brilliant men from every
age in history have given their undying attention to the Scriptures. How is it that we see this when
Christianity is apparently reserved only for the mindless, the unthinking, and the gullible – only for
those who are willing to turn their brain off in order that they believe in supposed fairy tales? An
anonymous writer has left us the quote, “He who teaches the Bible is never a scholar; he is always a
student.” Without a doubt.
I actually had a coworker and friend who absolutely hated God but began hanging around me
by his own admission, to find out “why someone who seems so intelligent can actually believe in
something that’s obviously fictitious.” Sadly no matter what I told him and no matter how much he
was shaken by the truth or moved by my life towards him, he struggled to maintain his rejection of it
all. Tragically he’d die only months after we became friends.
It’s been said that our approach to spiritual discovery from the pages of the Holy Bible is
analogous to the Jews approach to the ancient temple of Jerusalem. The outer court where the
Gentiles were permitted can be compared to the letter of the Scripture. The inner court of the
Israelites themselves is likened to the inner truth of Scripture. The Holy of Holies which is the most
Holy place within the temple is equivalent to us coming into the presence of Jesus Christ within the
pages of Scripture. It’s as we ascend (or descend?) into the thickening richness of God’s Word that
our heart and mind are prepared by the Holy Spirit and we meet God face to face.
One of the most important scientists of England during the 16th century was Sir Francis Bacon.
He contributed much to the scientific study of nature. In fact, he’s the very same Francis Bacon from
whom our modern idea of the Scientific Method came, hence why he’s been called ‘the father of
empiricism.’ This man of great intellect would write:

“Thy creatures, O Lord, have been my books, but thy Holy Scriptures much more. I have sought
thee in the courts, fields and gardens; but I have found thee, O God, in thy sanctuary, thy
temples.”29
Francis Bacon was yet another man of science whose scientific pursuits were a means of
understanding how our Sovereign Creator operated in the natural world and how He’d set things
about to function. Unlike so many modern, atheistic scientists who chalk God up to a ‘god of the
gaps’, only necessary or believed in to explain the unexplainable until science can show us how
something works, Bacon and many others glorified God in discovering how this intricate system He
designed functions while still giving Him credit for it. It’s foolish arrogance that makes anyone think
God must not exist simply because we can explain a natural process happening without God’s
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imminent interaction or intervention. We’ll come to understand more of that later during our
discussion. What’s important to know is the empirical scientific method Bacon is known for is one
that relies on observation and measurable attributes as opposed to unprovable theories and
conjecture upon which more theories and conjecture are built. One is real science, and the other is
not. The latter is prevalent and widely accepted in today’s world. It has to be, of course, because
there is just so much we’ll never be able to explain because we aren’t able to observe it or recreate it
in a lab to test it.
Another matter to understand is that even though Francis Bacon who acknowledged that the
intricacies of nature revealed much about God, he admitted that it was in God’s Word that he would
learn the most about Him.
The Bible never makes the claim to be a science-textbook; it’s not and was never meant to be.
But it has certainly impacted great men of science during history and even today, and it always aligns
with what real true scientific discovery is telling us. Also, you’ll never see anything within the pages of
Scripture which do not align with scientific reality, although there are certainly moments where what
appears to be the supernatural work of God has occurred.
The Holy Bible is a deep well never to be exhausted by the student of the Scriptures, regardless
of the simplicity or complexity of their thinking. Those who dive into the depths of God’s Word will
always find something fresh and meaningful.

“There are a good many problems before the American people today, and before
me as President, but I expect to find the solution of those problems just in the proportion
that I am faithful in the study of the Word of God.”

Woodrow Wilson, the 28th president of The United States of America

29. Francis Bacon, The Works of Francis Bacon, Lord Chancellor of England: With a Life of the Author by Basil Montagu, Esquire in
Three Volumes – Volume II (Philadelphia: Collins, 1859)

The Scriptures Carry People through the Most Challenging Times
Tertullian was an early father of the Church alive in the second century. He’d learned from the
disciples of Jesus Christ’s own Apostles. After coming to faith sometime around forty years of age he
devoted his life to God and the Scriptures. Having memorized most of the Bible by the end of his life,
he was able to persevere in the faith through the various outbreaks of persecution brought about by
the Roman Empire. Memorizing Scripture was a common practice during that time period for
Christians who could not attain written copies of the New Testament for themselves.
Eusibius who was another noteworthy member of the early Church – this time from the third to
the fourth century – had once witnessed a man reciting from memory whole sections of Scripture
from various locations in the Bible for a gathering of Believers. 30 This is not only miraculous because
of the memory that he’d possessed, but because the man himself had been the victim of
imprisonment for his faith, and not only had the bottoms of his feet been badly seared with a hot
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iron, but his eyes had been burnt out by that same iron. Because he’d memorized God’s Word before
this horrific event could take place, it was stamped upon his heart to be read again and again within
his mind. Dear friend, what was it about God’s Word being taken to heart by such a fellow that gave
him so supernatural a resolve? Why not abandon the faith in order to be spared?
Pastor Francis Chan whom I also recommended you listen to in The Good News talks of a time
where South Korean missionaries who’d once been held hostage by the Taliban in Afghanistan
confessed they often wished they were STILL in captivity because they felt the presence of Jesus
Christ with them in their suffering, and no amount of praying or fasting had brought them back to
that point of great intimacy since their release had been negotiated. Two senior men had even been
executed before that release could happen. Yet they still wanted to go back. You should read the
entire article here.31
Friend, the true followers of Christ have been persecuted by the children of satan ever since
Christ founded His Church. It was horrendous during those first few centuries until the Church’s
influence led to Christianity being permitted in the Roman Empire. But it still goes on to this very day.
You can find it all over the world – North Korea, Iran, Pakistan, India, China… look into it. Real
Christians are being imprisoned and even executed for their faith on a scale that far surpasses every
false religion out there because the devil who inspired all of those other religions hates God but can
only hurt His children. Yet they hold fast and persevere. Ask yourself, “What is it about these
Scriptures and this faith that makes this possible?”
Friend, it’s because these are the very Words of God and when committed to memory the Holy
Spirit uses them to comfort supernaturally in a way so powerful it crosses over from the spiritual
realm into this one, manifesting in a way that can be felt when it is most needed. The Lord truly is

near to the brokenhearted as we’ve read in the 34th Psalm.
I’ve NEVER suffered persecution like these Brothers and Sisters in Christ but I’ve definitely faced
difficult times which would have crushed many others. Apart from God, I don’t know what I would
have done. But I can attest to the truth that God is near to those who draw near to Him and
meditate on His Truth during such trials.
The disciple of Christ who loves Him and His Word and was first loved by God always has a
faithful friend, a wise counselor, and the most effectual comforter of their souls.

30. The History of The Church from Our Lord’s Incarnation, to the Twelfth Year of the Emperor Mauricius Tiberius, or the year 594: As
it was Written in Greek by Eusibius Pamphilus… (Black Swan, 1707); Pg. 170
31. “Korean Missionaries Wish They Were Still Imprisoned by Taliban for This Surprising Reason,” The Gospel Herald, June 7, 2017,
http://www.gospelherald.com/articles/70854/20170607/surprising-reason-korean-missionaries-wish-still-imprisoned-taliban.htm;
last accessed February 18, 2018

The Holy Bible was Intricately Woven Together by God
Incredibly the entire Bible from start to finish, although appearing only as a collection of
narratives to the undiscerning, tells the story of God creating us, loving us, and making a way for us
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to be reconciled back to Himself so that we may dwell with Him forever as He’d intended, all in spite
of our rebellion against Him. It is undeniably the greatest love-story ever told. Furthermore, the entire
Bible reveals the character and nature and person of God through every book and circumstance that
it details, even when the accounts seem disconnected as they happen to different people in different
locations and times. But it all interconnects on a level far beyond the simple imaginings of men.
All of this occurs throughout sixty-six books written by FORTY authors over some nineteen

HUNDRED years. It’s filled with various themes carried on throughout its entirety, and we’ll be
looking at those in greater detail later on in this discussion.
Those lacking wisdom are often confused as to what is allegory, what is symbolic, what is
metaphorical, and what is literal and historical within the pages of Scripture. But if they’re open and
willing and humbly seeking, they will see that other segments of Scripture help clarify what is what
for our benefit. The same can be said about the difficult passages of the Bible which are hard to
interpret – God’s Word interprets itself for us!
C.E. Paxson was a fellow who had influence in the life of a new Christian named Cyrus Ingerson
Scofield in the latter half of the 19th century. C.I. Scofield, soon after coming to faith, saw Paxson
making annotations and markings in his new Bible.32 This troubled Scofield at first but after Paxson
explained the benefit of cross-referencing, Scofield would do the same. Later on in his life Scofield
would be moved by God to produce the Scofield Reference Bible. This Bible which was used by many
for over a century, even to this day, is filled with cross-references of verses which point back or
forwards to other verses, interconnecting the whole of Scripture for a new reader to easily see those
connections and how God has constructed Scripture in so elaborate a way.
The depth of such interconnectedness is beyond ingenious, many connections taking hundreds if
not thousands of years even for us who call on the Name of God to actually discover them. This
inventiveness which only God, infinite in wisdom must possess, is a clear indication that His hand was
all over the production of the Holy Bible and that the words contained within are indeed His words.
For this reason, a person can trust that what they are reading is from Him. They can also read over
His Word again and again throughout their whole life still discovering more and more each time,
never wearying of studying it as they behold their God.
Once more, this is only an appetizer of what you will see later when we discuss the thematic
nature of the Bible. It is beyond conceivable that mere men concocted so fine a text over so long a
period.

32. Charles Gallaudet Trumbull, The Life Story of C. I. Scofield (New York: Oxford University Press, 1920)

The Bible Anticipated Sabotage and Was Prepared to Counter It
I’ve had people try to show me evidence that the Bible we have today is nothing like it originally
was – that verses have been removed – and that all of this means it is no longer trustworthy. These
accusations are groundless though as much as they are inconsequential. We’ll be looking at that
shortly. But the reality is that God has indeed guarded and protected His Word throughout the ages
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even as evil men puppeted by their master, the devil, have wanted to interfere with the Truth it
contained. Even so, the very ideas themselves have been laid out in a way that they would remain
regardless of any possible tampering that God may have permitted in isolated locations among
specific people-groups at certain times.
Dr. Chuck Missler, who I’ve mentioned before, compared the forethought invested in the
Scriptures to that of a naval communications engineer designing a comms-system in anticipation of
hostile jamming and interference (Missler himself having an extensive background in such a field 33). In
his book, Cosmic Codes: Hidden Messages from the Edge of Eternity, he points out that the message
needs to be spread over the entire bandwidth available so that no particular frequency being jammed
or removed will stop the message from being relayed; he’ll avoid clustering. The system also needs
‘error-detection’ and ‘auto-correction’ techniques. These are the very counter-measures we find in
Scripture. You’ll find no specific chapter or passage dealing wholly with baptism or the resurrection,
or creation, or salvation, or the ascension, or the truth that God is three-in-one, or even Christ’s
return. All of it is pointed to, mentioned in brief, or discussed with greater clarity throughout the
entire Bible. The auto-correcting and error-detection is how the Bible helps us, the reader, not to
misinterpret the message through its cleverly referencing to and explaining itself as mentioned in the
last segment. The prophet Isaiah even speaks to this:
“To whom will he teach knowledge,
and to whom will he explain the message?
Those who are weaned from the milk,
those taken from the breast?
For it is precept upon precept, precept upon precept,
line upon line, line upon line,
here a little, there a little.”

The Book of Isaiah, chapter 28, verses 9 and 10
(underline for emphasis, mine)

All of the precepts are built up line upon line yet they are spread out here and there
throughout the entirety of Scripture. God teaches knowledge and gives understanding of His Word to
those willing to search it out.
Even in parts of the world where political systems and tyrants have wanted to distort God’s
Word, editing out a section here or there could never nullify any single idea in totality because it
would still remain somewhere else. Some of the resolution or ‘sharpness’ of the meaning might be
subtracted if verses relating to it disappeared, but the overall meaning would remain due to it being
found in other places. Along with that, nowhere could they insert any false idea because it would
never be confirmed in another area of the Bible.
Having said all this, it’s important to understand that although there have likely been regimes
throughout history who’ve wanted to alter the texts of God’s Word (although in my research I’ve had
trouble finding any that actually did), they would have never been able to affect change in the texts
outside of their control (ie: the rest of the world). For this reason we can be assured that even if a
perverted translation arose for a short while in isolation, it’s had no impact on what we can read
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today. As this discussion continues you will be shown that the Bible we have today is what was
written originally and ordained by God to come to us.
Another amazing benefit foreplanned by God is that a very small portion of Scripture memorized
or retained as a physical copy is enough to remind us of the goodness of God and His plan. As there
is no critical subject concentrated in any single place, one can have very little of the Bible in their
possession and still possess more than enough. A Christian wrongfully imprisoned, for example, who
only had a single epistle from the Apostle Paul, like The Letter to the Ephesians – typically only five to
six pages in your standard pocket-sized Bible – would have more than enough to keep themselves
strong and steadfast in their faith as they meditated on it.
The brilliance in the design of the Holy Bible points definitively to the involvement of God,
infinite in wisdom, having His hand in it, and this verifies that those men who penned its contents
were indeed inspired by the Holy Spirit. It can be trusted as inerrant and infallible. This should give us
great confidence.

33. http://www.chuckmissler.com/biography; last accessed February 19, 2018

The Holy Bible Has Withstood Countless Attacks throughout the Ages
Although this segment does not directly speak to the infinite wisdom of Scripture as evidence of
God’s involvement, after discussing the mechanism of counter-sabotage within the Bible this seemed
a fitting place to insert a brief point about its impossible endurance.
Certainly if there was no supernatural element attached to the Bible, it would have long ago
been lost in antiquity. More than any other book, more than any other religious text, the Holy Bible
has been assaulted so often and faced more opposition, hatred, and censorship. Be it banning or
book-burning, there has been an undisputable agenda to have its message silenced. That shouldn’t
surprise us though considering satan wants mankind to be led astray through lack of wisdom and
knowledge of the truth of God’s Word. He’s wanted for it to be destroyed and its contents snuffed
out all this time.
Nevertheless, it has triumphed over emperors, kings, dictators, and governments who abhorred
the true report of freedom that it brings to people. After thousands of years we still possess the
contents of it just as they were first intended by God to come to us. Had it not, it would have proved
either that it was not divine, or that God was impotent to have His will be known by us. But such
impotence would mean He could not be God. So here we are, and thus, God IS all-powerful and
capable of guarding His Word and sovereignly delivering it to us in spite of such demonic schemes
of obstruction.

The Word of God is Truth
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In closing out this segment on how the infinite wisdom contained in the Holy Bible as well as in
its construction points to the divine and intimate involvement of God, we’re served well by the
reminder that the Word of God is Truth. Everything within it can be tested and found to be true and
reliable. That is because God Himself is reliable.
In a world where logic, and morality, and “modern science” change, there is only one sure
standard. The Truth contained within the Word of God has stood the test of time over any other
document or philosophy. Once more we see evidence that it can only have come from the mind of
God.
We’re really only scratching the surface so far, my dear friend, and I look forward to you being
able to weigh all of the evidence together. Please don’t forget to wait for the sum-total before you
pronounce your judgment.
"Oh, the depth of the riches and wisdom and knowledge of God! How
unsearchable are his judgments and how inscrutable his ways!
“'For who has known the mind of the Lord,
or who has been his counselor?'
“'Or who has given a gift to him
that he might be repaid?'
"For from him and through him and to him are all things. To him be glory forever. Amen.”

The Letter to the Romans, chapter 11, verses 33 to 36

God by the Holy Spirit Inspired the Writing of the Texts
Part 4 – Section 3
One of the complaints I hear most frequently is that the Bible was written by men. A recent
scoffer actually told me the Bible was written by “one big, fat, man a long time ago.” Such blatant
ignorance is inexcusable but indicates that the person has zero desire to know God. Otherwise they
would have done at least a little investigation and found out as you now know that there were many
more authors than just one. That the Bible was written by so many individuals over so long a period
is some of the astonishing evidence that it originated with the mind of God and must have been
communicated through men by the Holy Spirit.
Think of it, friend: sixty-six books from forty authors writing from the 19th century B.C. all the
way up to the end of the 1st century A.D, spanning some SIXTY generations, most writing at different
times, while some wrote during the same period, but often from different places – even

CONTINENTS – such as Africa, Asia, and Europe; different languages such as Hebrew, Aramaic, and
Greek; some knowing each other personally or hearing of another, but most not knowing another or
having contact with anyone else; all coming from varying walks of life – some being kings of Israel,
others being warriors, some being meager shepherds or fishermen, and others being poets, and one
being a physician. They wrote in differing moods and in different styles such as historical narrative,
allegory, poetry, parable, romance, song, prophecy, biography, memoir, law, and personal
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correspondence. Most of these men weren’t well-educated yet some of the wisest men in every age
have acknowledged their collective writings which make up the Holy Bible as being the world’s
greatest literary masterpiece.
For all of this to grow from five books to the thirty-nine in the Old Testament and be finalized
with the twenty-seven books of the New Testament in that span of time, remaining innerant and
mutually consistent in spite of all these changing factors is a mighty tall order to fill if only by the

hands of men.
The complete text of the Bible reveals coherent unity and remains the most unified book in the
world. As already pointed out in The Holy Bible Was Intricately Woven Together by God, it contains a
progressive revelation of the message of God from start to finish. The story begins in The Book of

Genesis, unfolding along the way, and concludes in The Revelation. It consistently reveals and
develops God’s plan of redemption for humanity through the Messiah, Jesus Christ. The Old
Testament continuously points to the coming of a “Messiah-King” to redeem his people, and the New
Testament plainly lays out that He has come and is coming again to reign. In the Old Testament are
numerous prophecies of His birth, life, death, and resurrection, and Christ fulfilled them all. We see
paradise lost in Genesis and see it regained in Revelation. The Old Testament truly cannot be
understood without the New Testament.
The significance of such composition will be made even clearer when we investigate the reality
of prophecies within God’s Word, but this certainly indicates that the Holy Spirit of God was active in
the construction of the Bible.
All this writing on hundreds of controversial subjects when brought together shows absolute
harmony from beginning to end with ZERO contradictions (yes, I’ve encountered websites solely
created for the purpose of outlining the supposed contradictions in Scripture, but it takes very little
investigation to see that the allegations are unwarranted and those making such claims simply have
no ability to understand what the Bible is saying).
Thanks to the reality of causality which we discussed in The Law of Causality, we know that all
events require a preceding cause. There’s a saying that to Jewish rabbis “’coincidence’ is not a kosher
word.” Thanks to causality and God being sovereign over all things, this is very much true. The Bible
seldom points out the ‘coincidences’ within the Scripture – it’s left to the lover of God who studies
His Word to discover the connections under the guidance of the Holy Spirit who teaches us, and then
rejoice in and take comfort in the Bible indeed being supernaturally constructed. We’ll be looking at
examples of this later on during this discussion, but they too are evidence for the Holy Spirit being
intimately involved in the texts coming together, and also serve as evidence against the texts being a
contrivance by men. I trust that if you’ve been waiting and looking for it, by now you’ve witnessed
God’s sovereign hand has been at work in your life as well.
No group of people were patiently constructing the Bible over all that time constantly going
back to check that their next point jived with all the rest, my dear friend. This will be made more
evident later on in this discussion when we confront some of the silly conspiracy-theories out there.
You will see that such notions are utterly groundless, and the Bible in no way serves such purposes
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for those that read it. In the meantime simply accept what you’ve read as being the truth, because it
is.
All of this indicates for us that the Holy Bible, in spite of coming together over so vast a period
of time, and from the pens of so many men, only had one TRUE author – God.

“There is no other book in history to even compare to the uniqueness of this continuity.”
Christian Apologist Josh McDowell
The collection of men who wrote out God’s Word were those who were prophets and apostles
and most importantly, eyewitnesses to His supernatural involvement in history whom He
handpicked. They often identified themselves as such. They wrote down for us what they saw and
heard and experienced, and sometimes even touched with their own hands, or envisioned in their
own spirits by the Spirit of God.
In the Old Testament God used the prophets to speak to the nation of Israel. In the New
Testament we have the apostolic eyewitnesses to testify of His Son, Jesus Christ. It should be
mentioned that since the deaths of the eyewitnesses of the resurrection of Jesus whom God made to
be His Apostles, there have been no more apostles. These people today gallivanting around calling
themselves modern-day apostles under a modern apostleship are at best deceived, and at worst,
fraudsters. Their “signs and wonders” should not trick you because, as we’ve already discussed, signs
and wonders are expected in the end times as they accompany the coming of the antichrist. We’re to
test the spirits behind such individuals, and in doing so we find their message is often false, usually
twisting and distorting God’s Word, pointing the glory to men or themselves rather than God, or it is
different altogether from what God has said.
God’s Word has come together by the Holy Spirit operating through His chosen men. Now let’s
look at how He did this.

“The Bible itself is an astonishing miracle. Written fragment by fragment over fifteen centuries,
under all different states of society and in different languages, by persons of opposite tempers, talents,
and conditions, learned and unlearned, prince and peasant, bond and free. These writers produced such
great works in such diverse categories—history, prophecy, poetry, allegory, emblematic representation,
proverbs, epistle, sermon, prayer, precept, and example—all types of rational discourse. And consider the
subjects that are treated—the most difficult subjects—still the writers are not found to contradict one
another in even the slightest way.”

British Historian and Politician from the 19th Century,
Thomas Macaulay

How the Holy Spirit Influenced the Authors to Write His Word
Seeing as we read in He Attacks Through Our Will and He Attacks the Mind that the devil and
his forces have no trouble whatsoever whispering temptations and other thoughts into our mind and
that they can be so subtle as to seem like they are originating within our own self, it should be no
surprise that God who is all-powerful can also communicate to us in such a fashion. There are times
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when such communication from God is loud and obvious, hence why the prophets had wrote, “Thus
says The Lord,” and there are times when God is so unobtrusive that the one writing simply writes
conversationally, yet the words hitting the page are the very words and ideas God wishes to
communicate.
Those in antiquity who wrote and spoke on behalf of God were submitted to God and thus in
tune with the leading of the Holy Spirit. Nevertheless, God could certainly override the will of man if
ever there was a moment where their writing was about to meander from His desired course. Being
sovereign though and understanding infinitely how all stimuli before us will impact what we do, think,
say, or write, He can steer the writing of His prophet by external stimuli too. Just as scents or noises
or your mood will steer how and what you write, the Spirit of God can cause such to come into play
when needed, masterfully playing a person through their environment and circumstances like a
musical instrument. Of course the Holy Spirit who is a person can emit a very real force as well if it
be His will.
The following definition and citation should prove useful:

plenary
adjective ple·na·ry \ˈplē-nə-rē\
1.
: complete in every respect : absolute, unqualified <plenary power>
“The doctrine of plenary inspiration holds that the original documents of the Bible were written
by men, who, though permitted to exercise of their own personalities and literary talents, yet
wrote under the control and guidance of the Spirit of God, the result being in every word of the
original documents a perfect and errorless recording of the exact message which God desired to
give to men.”34
The Apostle Paul would attest to this fact that even every word is inspired:
"This is what we speak, not in words taught us by human wisdom but in words taught by
the Spirit, explaining spiritual realities with Spirit-taught words. The person without the Spirit
does not accept the things that come from the Spirit of God but considers them foolishness,
and cannot understand them because they are discerned only through the Spirit."

The First Letter to the Corinthians, chapter 2, verses 13 and 14

In the last major section we talked about the infinite wisdom of God displayed in His protection
of His Word. Well not only was it God who ‘encoded’ or ‘encrypted’ His Word through the Holy Spirit
guiding the writing and formation of it so that the enemy could not tear it apart, but it is also God
by the Holy Spirit who deciphers the Word for us and helps us to truly understand it within our own
spirit.
Dr. Chuck Missler puts it perfectly when he writes:

"When one examines a hologram in natural (uncollimated, noncoherent) light, it has no
apparent form nor attractiveness. However, when one examines it with the laser with which it
was formulated, a three-dimensional image appears. When one examines the Bible in unaided,
natural light, it 'has no form nor comeliness that we should desire it.' But when we examine it
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illuminated by the Light that created it, the Spirit of God that put it all together in the first place,
we see an image: the image of the One that every detail in it illuminates, the promised Messiah
Himself."35
It is an absolutely incredible and supernatural joy to learn of Christ and know and love Him and
then be reading portions of the Scripture which were written well before He became flesh and dwelt
among us, and see Him revealed in those early passages! Every instance drives a follower to search
more for His appearance in unexpected places which to the unregenerated don’t seem to be
speaking of Christ at all.
So if the Holy Spirit is required to decipher His Word for the reader, then it’s no wonder people
without the Spirit of God helping them have so much trouble rightly interpretting the Scripture. Sadly
there are a great many scholars of archeology, history, religion, and even the Bible itself who
themselves are not saved and born again, and despite pouring over the Scriptures, studying it for
years, come away spiritually unphased and totally unmoved by it all. Yet the most humble and simple
of people can read it and grasp what it’s saying to them. This is only because God is involved in it.
This is how God accomplished the deliverance of His Word and message into text so it could be
conveyed to all people of every following generation. Because each and every Word that comes forth
from the mouth of God is important, not just for us to read but also for us to hear, we see Him direct
His prophet like so:
“This is what the Lord says: Stand in the courtyard of the Lord’s house and
speak to all the people of the towns of Judah who come to worship in the house
of the Lord. Tell them everything I command you; do not omit a word."

The Book of Jeremiah, chapter 26, verses 2 and 3

That should be heard loud and clear by pastors preaching these days – they aren’t to select
parts of passages they think their congregants will like while avoiding the Words from God they think
won’t be so well-received…
The Apostle Paul would also not only point out that the Holy Spirit was involved in every word,
but his writing would indicate that every word was chosen specifically. See that here in his epistle to
the Church of Galatia;
"Now the promises were made to Abraham and to his offspring. It does not say, 'And
to offsprings,' referring to many, but referring to one, 'And to your offspring,' who is Christ."

The Letter to the Galatians, chapter 3, verse 16

Aslo worth mentioning is that Jesus Christ who Himself is God is obviously going to be an
authority on the subject of the importance of Scripture. It’s no wonder then that He would say the
following to His hearers:
“Do not think that I have come to abolish the Law or the Prophets; I have not
come to abolish them but to fulfill them. For truly, I say to you, until heaven and earth
pass away, not an iota, not a dot, will pass from the Law until all is accomplished."

The Gospel of Matthew, chapter 5, verses 17 and 18
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Not even the smallest part of scripture, a Greek iota, which referred to the tenth letter of the
Hebrew alphabet which is their tiniest character, looking similar to our apostrophe, would be lost or
broken from God’s commandments. The theme of the Old Testament remaining is carried on by Paul
who speaks of its usefulness;
"For whatever was written in former days was written for our instruction, that through
endurance and through the encouragement of the Scriptures we might have hope."

The Letter to the Romans, chapter 15, verse 4

As already seen in the introduction to Part 4, The Bible repeatedly states that God is speaking
through its words. For this segment on God doing so through men via the Holy Spirit we see the
Prophet Jeremiah plainly recorded this:
“Then the Lord put out his hand and touched my mouth. And the Lord said to me,
“’Behold, I have put my words in your mouth.’”

The Book of Jeremiah, chapter 1, verse 9
The authors were moved not only to write what the Lord has spoken, but also that Scripture
itself is in totality fully originating with God;
"All Scripture is breathed out by God and profitable for teaching, for
reproof, for correction, and for training in righteousness, that the man of
God may be complete, equipped for every good work."

The Second Letter to Timothy, chapter 3, verses 16 and 17

The Apostle Paul who wrote the above to his disciple Timothy would write to the Romans that
the Old Testament was the very, revealed Word of God;
"Much in every way. To begin with, the Jews were entrusted with the oracles of God."

The Letter to the Romans, chapter 3, verse 2
(underline for emphasis, mine)

The unknown author of the letter to the Hebrews says likewise;
"For though by this time you ought to be teachers, you need someone to teach you
again the basic principles of the oracles of God. You need milk, not solid food, for everyone
who lives on milk is unskilled in the word of righteousness, since he is a child."

The Letter to the Hebrews, chapter 5, verses 12 and 13
(underline for emphasis, mine)

Naturally the New Testament is also the very Word of God. The Apostle Peter would affirm that
the Apostle Paul’s writings were inspired;
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"And count the patience of our Lord as salvation, just as our beloved brother Paul also
wrote to you according to the wisdom given him, as he does in all his letters when he speaks
in them of these matters. There are some things in them that are hard to understand, which
the ignorant and unstable twist to their own destruction, as they do the other Scriptures."

The Second Epistle of Peter, chapter 3, verses 15 and 16
(italics and underline for emphasis, mine)

You can see in the above that Peter doesn’t simply state that Paul’s wisdom came from God, but
that he clearly equates Paul’s writings with the “other” scriptures of the Old Testament, and by
extension other books of the New Testament.
The importance of the specificity of what was written under inspiration by God is also made
obvious by the phrase “it is written” which appears eighty times in the English Standard Version. We
see it early on from one of the first authors, Moses, who recorded such instruction to the Israelites:
"And when Moses had finished speaking all these words to all Israel, he said to
them, 'Take to heart all the words by which I am warning you today, that you may
command them to your children, that they may be careful to do all the words of this
law. For it is no empty word for you, but your very life, and by this word you shall live
long in the land that you are going over the Jordan to possess.'”

The Book of Deuteronomy, chapter 32, verses 45 to 47

The above passage makes it clear that the Word of God is life. This is why we see Jesus Christ
saying that knowing the truth sets free, and knowing Him is eternal life as He is the Word of God
made flesh.
Both the Old and New Testament assert themselves as being the very Word of God inspired by
God Himself, and they make no apology for it. Much evidence has already been offered which
validates this claim and sets the Bible apart from any other book or religious text. But soon we’ll be
seeing even grander proofs.

34. B.B. Warfield, The Inspiration and Authority of the Bible (Philadelphia: The Presbyterian and Reformed Publishing House, 1948);
pg. 173
35. Dr. Chuck Missler, Cosmic Codes: Hidden Messages from the Edge of Eternity; pg. 310-311

The Bible Makes No Attempt to Dismiss or Hide the Frailty of its Authors
One of the more interesting points which lends great credibility to the Holy Bible is that the
authors and characters within it are very much human like you or I. Although some certainly lived out
lives holier than the common man, each still sinned and each still erred. Obviously Jesus Christ who is
God is the only person within Scripture who was sinless. I admit you’ll find the occasional account like
that of Daniel in which a foolish person could come away claiming Daniel was sinless (because it
records nowhere of a sinful act he was involved in). But the rest of Scripture declares that all have
sinned and fallen short of the glory of God except Jesus (as I’m sure you’re now well acquainted
with).
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I actually just came across a forum post where an individual who has promoted themself to the
position of a teacher has written that there were others than Christ who were sinless. Reading other
ideas he espoused it’s a saddening reminder that “not many… should become teachers.”36 They had
arrived at a good deal of other erroneous conclusions and looking at their dialogue with other
posters it’s plain that pride is at the root.
The reason the odd person in the Bible may not have sinful behaviours recorded of them is
likely due to the reality that writing about such an incident isn’t necessary or the aim of each book
and author. It’s not the aim because there were other points to make; and it isn’t necessary because
Scripture already does well to clearly point out that only God is without sin. Unlike myself, God
doesn’t waste ink or paper when He communicates ideas.
Returning to the point, the natural tendency of writers is to protect their reputation by ignoring
their blunders or playing down their faults. Adversely, we see the writers of the Bible avoid such mancentered motivations and don’t ignore errors when they’re important for our understanding, or are
positively a part of the account.
However, we do see a little protection of the Apostle Peter’s reputation by the author John Mark
who wrote the Gospel of Mark. This is understandable as Peter was the one who trained Mark and
treated him very much like a son.37 This is certainly no crime, and it does nothing to rebut the point
being made here about the authenticity of Scripture because when unavoidable or necessary, Mark
still wrote of Peter’s foibles. BUT this idiosyncracy was one of the first points that stood out to
criminal investigator-turned-apologist, J.W. Wallace who we’ve already heard had to humbly accept
the New Testament for what it was and Jesus Christ for who He was after reading it for himself. It
read like an eyewitness statement would.
What makes this even greater evidence is the fact that these normal, everyday men would take
this Good News throughout the Roman Empire and change the world entirely and that lasting
change would still be felt today. The reason for their impact is because God inspired the writing, and
empowered them as they took that message abroad.

36. James 3:1
37. 1 Peter 5:13

This is not yet the section where we’ll be debunking the myths and conspiracy-theories revolving
around scripture being created by sordid collaboraters aiming to control the masses. We will however
touch on one point that easily refutes those wildly imagined theories. For those open to the
supernatural and spiritual involvement around us we’ll also confront the notion that the Bible has
been concocted by nefarious, ill-intentioned demons.
Charles Wesley who was one of the founders of Methodism and the Methodist Church in the
18th century put it much more succinctly than I ever could when he wrote the following:
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“The Bible must be the invention either of good men or angels, bad men or devils, or of God.
“1. It could not be the invention of good men or angels; for they neither would nor could make a
book, and tell lies all the time they were writing it, saying, ‘Thus saith the Lord,’ when it was their
own invention.
“2. It could not be the invention of bad men or devils; for they would not make a book which
commands all duty, forbids all sin, and condemns their souls to hell to all eternity.
“3. Therefore, I draw this conclusion, that the Bible must be given by divine inspiration.”38
How straightforward and concise, wasn’t that, my dear friend? Once more we see a perfect
example of Occam’s Razor applied. It’s obvious that no good man or good spirit could bring to
fruition a book that lies repeatedly and states it’s coming directly from God if it wasn’t. And be sure,
wicked men and evil spirits would not create a book that holds so high a standard of morality in
order to persuade the masses to follow them. We see today, do we not, that the way to bring the
masses under one rule is to make that rule a law of “Do what thou wilt,” and this is precisely what is
happening. Crowley’s demonically inspired Book of the Law is what people want to guide their
conscience, not God’s Holy standard found in the Bible.
The skeptic would argue (as I’ve seen many times) that the high morality of the Bible was
invented by said evil men to trick those under them into believing that they had no hope of escaping
God’s wrath apart from their religious system of governance, and that this was in order to keep those
people returning to them for forgiveness. Through this deception a crafty few could extort the
multitudes for money and rule over them. But we’ll look a little closer at Scripture later and show
plainly that this idiotic theory doesn’t fit at all with what we see in Scripture.
No, friend, the fear of God due to disobedience and sin we see in Scripture was very much the
result of God’s holiness and the Bible being His plain and honest Word.
And that there is the last and only viable option; and it is a very reasonable one: the Holy Bible
is no mere invention but a creation of God through the men He inspired to write it.
For the sake of truth and transparency, full disclosure is that religious institutions have indeed
tried to use God’s Word to control people. Political orginizations and parties have as well. Just as
you’ve learned, there were false prophets and deceived priests in the Old Testament during the time
of Israel. You’ve also learned there are false converts and false professors of Christ today, and there
have been since the time of His resurrection and ascension.
The Bible brings true liberation and true freedom which is why demonically controlled religious
and political groups have always perverted or concealed its entire message. Because those people
wanted control they’ve manipulated its message while suppressing the entirety of it.
Being as God’s Word is as powerful as it is, OF COURSE people have tried to harness it for their
own objectives. But this does not change its origin or sully it in any way.

38. John Wesley, The Works of the Reverend John Wesley, A.M. (New York: J. Collard, 1831); pg. 554

The Original Revelation
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There are a couple of ideas that can be discussed regarding an original revelation from God. The
first is that just as God spoke to Adam and communed with him in the garden of Eden there were
obviously concepts and ideas perfectly communicated to Adam. We see in verse 16 of chapter two
that God speaks to Adam and gives him the command to eat of any tree BUT the tree of the
knowledge of good and evil. Because God made man for interpersonal relationship with Himself, I’d
say it’s safe to assume that they spoke frequently to one another and the relationship before the Fall
was rather intimate and communicative. This would represent one type of original revelation
because God’s very Word was being spoken directly to man.
After the Fall caused by the sinful rebellion of Adam and Eve, just as we saw in Part 3’s He

Deceives, God sacrificed animals to clothe them39 and cover their shame, and the shed blood of the
animal was a foreshadowing of Christ’s blood atoning for their sin. In the following chapter of
Genesis we hear that Cain’s sacrifice was rejected by God when his younger brother Abel’s offering of
the firstborn of his flock was accepted.40 It seems reasonable to interpet this to mean God had
spoken to man or to Adam and stated what sorts of offerings would be acceptable to Him and when
they would be necessary – for example: to cover one’s sins.
It’s also theorized that very early on God would have told Adam the account of creation. These
original revelations would have been free from error and then passed on to the following
generations. However, as time went on, the pride of man, or doubt, or some other factor would have
caused the instructions and details to be altered, in some ways subtracting from the original
revelation, and in other ways adding to it and confounding it.
As well, there was also the very real presence of demonic spirits or fallen angels once again
tempting the people to invent such alterations. These spirits would have whispered in their own
additional details to lure humanity into idol-worship and submission to themselves, the false gods of
early paganism. Any person who didn’t want to hold fast to the truth in order that they might
continue following the One True God would gladly move off in this direction. And that’s precisely
what happened.
Thus the original revelation over the millennia would have become distorted, even to the most
righteous and faithful, and altogether abandoned by the unrighteous and unfaithful. As good as
tribes and people-groups can be at passing down traditions and stories through the generations, God
would require Moses to write down once and for all the account of creation and all that followed,
which is why we’re blessed with the Book of Genesis to this very day.
The second point regarding original revelation that we should discuss is that of the original

documents – those containing the very words which were originally inspired by the Holy Spirit to be
written down. These would be the second type of original revelation. As already stated, we don’t
have those original documents. What we have are copies of copies of copies, BUT thankfully those
have been sovereignly overseen by God so that what was passed on has been a very accurate and
near-perfect replication of what God originally had man write down. Soon we’ll be talking about why
God likely did NOT want us to have the originals, and why we can have unshakeable trust in the
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copies we DO have. Like I said, they are NEAR-perfect, and it is incredible just how near that
perfection is.
There is also an interesting theory included in the first type of original revelation that God
perfectly revealed to Adam details about natural science, astronomy, cosmogony, geology,
eschatology, and more. Even grander is the idea that Adam before the Fall was so in-tuned with God
that he knew all that God knew, but that after the Fall when he was detached from God, he retained
an imperfect memory of those things. I personally think it’s preposterous to think mere man – even
in a sinless and flawless state – could know all that God knows (and I don’t believe 1 Corinthians
13:12 justifies any belief that we will ever know all that God knows – that verse seems only to
indicate that we will intimately know God just as He knows us). I would concede though that to some
extent, certain elements of the above mentioned disciplines may have been made known to Adam
and then passed on to his offspring imperfectly. We’ll discuss that more later on in this journey when
we speak of the cultural themes which span across the globe despite all our differences, and do not
exist thanks to coincidence.

39. Genesis 3:21
40. Genesis 4:3-5

God Has Desired The Holy Bible Be Read
Just as the Holy Spirit of God inspired the writing of the Holy Bible, there is no doubt God has
wanted it to be read and moved people to do so. As one of the most ancient surviving books, it is
the only one so widely read and distributed to this day. Unlike the texts of Greek mythology or the
Sumerians or the Egyptians of antiquity, the Bible is read daily by hundreds of millions of people.
The American Bible Society which was founded in 1816, has distributed some SIX BILLION Bibles
so far,41 and over 100 million are printed each year.42 The entire Bible has been translated into some
607 languages43 while the New Testament itself has been translated into over 1500 languages,44 and
there’s currently over 2500 more languages and dialects being worked on in over 170 countries. 45
Although the majority of the Bible was written over two-thousand years ago in an Eastern
literary style unlike anything contemporary, each year billions of people from all walks of life, from
every corner of the globe, are compelled to open it up and read from it. Clearly something or rather

Someone is at work.
Naturally God also desires that we take His Word seriously. We see Him calling for us to read it
and follow it repeatedly throughout its inspired pages, like when Joshua is told told to “meditate on
it day and night” in the first chapter of the Book of Joshua. We also see His prophets and apostles
calling for it to be read and adhered to as well.
We see God warn that nothing should be added to or taken away from it in John’s recording of
Jesus Christ’s Revelation to him;
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"I warn everyone who hears the words of the prophecy of this book: if anyone
adds to them, God will add to him the plagues described in this book, and if anyone
takes away from the words of the book of this prophecy, God will take away his share
in the tree of life and in the holy city, which are described in this book."

The Revelation, chapter 22, verses 18 and 19
Having said that, it should be as heartbreaking to you as it is to me to know there are people
changing and distorting the Bible and God’s intended meaning found within it. One person who
comes to mind is Mr. Eugene Peterson who we mentioned wrote The Message version of the Bible
which is wholly inaccurate and quite likely intentioned to lead astray. Another would be the
anonymous editors of the Queen James Version bible, an edited version of the King James Version
Bible (and an obvious play on words) which was published in 2012 and sought to explain away the
clear and justified depiction that homosexuality is sinful.46 I truly hope those involved repent so they
may be spared from eternal death as mentioned in Revelation.
May we too take God’s Word seriously and cherish it in our hearts as we grow in our knowledge
and understanding of He who is the Author.
My dear friend, there is no reason to deny that the Holy Bible was inspired word for word, line
for line by God. It itself makes that claim clearly, and the authors themselves reveal it to be true. As
we have seen there are other evidences surrounding this reality also; perfect unity and cohesion in
spite of the widely varying backgrounds of the writers; the ability for God to influence a person’s
mind and spirit to do His exacting will; the writers’ honesty regarding themselves and others, even to
the point of embarrassment; the fact that such a book would not have been invented by good or evil
men or spirits; and the stark reality that God has been supernaturally involved not only with its
creation and survival but also with its dissemination and man’s acceptance and receiving of it.
As we continue you shall see God’s infinite involvement must be true.

41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.

https://demoss.com/newsrooms/americanbible/background/american-bible-society-fact-sheet; last accessed April 2, 2018
https://brandongaille.com/27-good-bible-sales-statistics/; last accessed April 2, 2018
http://www.wycliffe.net/statistics; last accessed April 2, 2018
Ibid
Ibid
https://www.gotquestions.org/Queen-James-Bible.html

The Holy Scriptures are Inerrant and Infallible
Part 4 – Section 4
The traditional definition of biblical inerrancy holds to the premise that the Bible is wholly
accurate and completely free of error. There is of course sufficient evidence that the Bible is the
infallible Word of God, as we are now uncovering, but if it WERE to contain any errors they would
have to have been directly inspired by God. But as we saw in Implications of the Inifnitude of God,
He cannot err nor can He lie. The Apostle Paul affirms this in his letter to Titus where he writes:
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"Paul, a servant of God and an apostle of Jesus Christ to further the faith of
God’s elect and their knowledge of the truth that leads to godliness—in the hope
of eternal life, which God, who does not lie, promised before the beginning of
time, and which now at his appointed season he has brought to light through the
preaching entrusted to me by the command of God our Savior..."

The Epistle to Titus, chapter 1, verses 1 to 3
(italics and underline for emphasis, mine)

More than that, Jesus Christ would say to the Father, of His Word (which by now we should
recognize also speaks of the inspired, written Word in the Holy Bible):
“Sanctify them by the truth; your word is truth.”

The Gospel of John, chapter 17, verse 17

If anyone, Jesus is obviously the authority on this matter here.
The magnificent unity of the Scriptures also reveal that God is not saying one thing in one place
and another thing in another place.
I should add though that when it comes right down to it, the ORIGINAL manuscripts mentioned
in the recent portion titled the The Original Revelation are the only documents that would have been
free of ANY and all errors in transcription – and the latter human errors in transcription are the only
errors a person will find when examing ancient manuscripts. The word ‘minor’ doesn’t even begin to
describe the inconsequentiality of such errors either.

Idiosyncracies and Different Personalities of the Various Authors are Still Evident
As you’re well aware now, my dear friend, the Holy Bible was inspired into being by the Holy
Spirit working through men. As God used all manner of indirect and direct influences to bring into
being exactly what He wanted communicated, the authors’ own personalities, habits of speech in
writing, and dialects of the time or area they wrote from have come through and are clearly evident
to those who’ve studied the works of their contemporaries and are experts in such literary fields. One
can even determine which authors were more or less gifted at writing throughout the various books,
and even detect improvements in those writing abilities, as well as the level of spiritual revelation and
understanding the specific author had received from God about Himself and His plans, as those
authors often wrote in widely spread out periods during their ministries.
Naturally, innerrancy and infallibility does not mean that such idiosyncracies, personalities, or
even personal perspectives won’t be found in the Scriptures. It means that such factors won’t affect
the trustworthiness, congruity, intention, or the correctness of it.
Just as the authors being frank about characters of their time being imperfect, and slight
protection of the Apostle Peter by John Mark as discussed in The Bible Makes No Attempt to Dismiss

or Hide the Frailty of its Authors delivers evidence of great authenticity, so do the widely varied
differences in how the authors wrote. Again, experts intimately familiar with secular texts from
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antiquity which are contemporary to those found in the Bible will attest that they fit within
those eras thanks to writing styles as well as the very words used. We couldn’t have this
confidence and understanding had it not been for such personal infusion. But that infusion does
not ever break God’s Word.
If God’s Word was utterly sterile and free of any such infusion from its time-bound authors, it
would certainly stand out, but it would also be impossible to pin down its place in history based
solely on the texts as we are now able to do.
Also, to make the claim that the Holy Bible comes from an all-powerful, all-knowing God, then it
would HAVE to be correct when it deals with historical persons or events – and it most certainly is.
There are, however, detractors in the world who argue against this; that the Bible confuses names
and dates and happenings; critics state that the texts indicate the men who wrote weren’t even
writing from the times they purported to be writing from; and by this deem it to be mere invention
and not God’s Word at all. Yet these are simply bold accusations with no real evidence.
An American Presbyterian scholar by the name of Dr. Robert Dick Wilson lived from 1856 to
1930. He served as professor of Semitic Philology at Princeton Seminary for nearly three decades.

Philology is “the study of literary texts… and the establishment of their authenticity and original form,
especially in historical and comparative linguistics.”47 During his life Dr. Wilson contributed an
abundance of carefully researched scholarly papers and books which confirmed the accuracy of the
Old Testament. These writings served to combat and expose flaws and deficiencies in the popular
theories held to in that day by the “higher critical school” (liberal biblical scholars who doubted the
innerancy and infallibility of Scripture and worked to attack and undermine God’s Word). Wilson’s
counter-arguments were so powerful and even threatening to the popular skepticism that was
spreading in his day that they were never rebutted – the liberal critics simply ignored his devastating
arguments against their dismissal of the Bible’s accuracy, rather than attempt to propose a valid
counterpoint.
Did you hear that right, friend? They knew nothing they could say would prove wrong Dr.
Wilson’s position that the Bible was surely inspired by God, so instead they nullified the significant
impact his findings rightly would have had upon society – that the Bible was God’s Word and should
thus be read and followed – because they didn’t want to believe it themselves or be embarrassed
when their criticisms were proven wrong. That’s some disgusting arrogance.
Instead they simply pretended his evidence did not exist.
My dear friend, I truly hope you are not doing that on our journey.
Dr. Wilson would write in his 1926 book, A Scientific Investigation of the Old Testament:

“We claim that the assaults upon the integrity and trustworthiness of the Old Testament along
the line of language have utterly failed. The critics have not succeeded in a single line of attack
in showing that the diction and style of any part of the Old Testament are not in harmony
with the ideas and aims of writers, who lived at, or near, the time when the events
occurred that are recorded in the various documents… We boldly challenge these Goliaths of
ex-cathedra theories to come down into the field of ordinary concordances, dictionaries, and
literature, and fight a fight to the finish on the level ground of the facts and the evidence.”48
(bold and underline for emphasis, mine)
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It’s pretty telling when the so-called “higher critical scholars” were basing their beliefs not on
real ‘facts and evidence’, but on their own musings, pronouncing those assumptions to be the truth.
Once again we see our enemy attacking with, “Did God really say?” Also, just as I told you, the real
experts who did the dirty work and due diligence to investigate the ancient texts of the Bible did
indeed find without any doubt that the authors were writing precisely from the times and regions
they claimed to be in, and this is visible in the writings themselves.
I feel I should point out that philology is very much a science even though it does not involve
beakers and gages and scales and the use of a laboratory. As pointed out in Direct and

Circumstantial Evidence vs. The Scientific Method, there are many different scientific disciplines, and it
isn’t just those we’re most usually exposed to in popular media that have significance and
importance. The fact that we tend to immediately associate “science” with laboratory experiments is
part of why you hear arguments like “You can’t scientifically prove God’s existence or that the Bible is
His Word.” Here we clearly have the science of philology working to provide evidence for just that. I
think it’s possible (and perhaps it makes sense to you now as well after reading Part 3) that we have
been conditioned to see science as so narrow and cliché a definition.
By the end of Part 4 of our discussion you will see that there truly is no reason whatsoever for
such skepticism or denial of the historical accuracy of the Bible. In fact, you shall see that the Bible
actually serves as the greatest plumb-line to calibrate all other world history against.

47. http://www.dictionary.com/browse/philology
48. Robert Dick Wilson, A Scientific Investigation of the Old Testament (Philadelphia, PA: The Sunday School Times Company) ; pg.
163

The Bible is Scientifically Reasonable and Free of Contradiction
Although the Bible nowhere makes any claim to be a science textbook, as it has been inspired
by God omniscient who certainly knows all there is to know in the realm of ‘science’, His Word is
going to be accurate when it speaks on matters which involve the scientific. It will also, therefore, be
free of any outlandish narratives that are scientifically absurd, as such moments indicate mythological
invention of human authors. Later we’ll be looking at a historical world event told both in the Bible
and by contemporaries of the Jews who clearly retold the account, but in a distorted way perverted
by their own minds and surely by the involvement of deceptive demons too.
We’ve already briefly discussed in The Bible and its Correlation with Mind and Body that it
contains medical and scientific foreknowledge, and we’ll dig deeper into that in due time. Those
topics as they appear in God’s Word are, of course, scientifically well within reason .
Don’t forget that we saw in Philosophical Naturalism that there is nothing unscientific about
miracles and God working in supernatural ways. God is wholly permitted to work in our physical
realm in ways that either break or supercede the natural laws He’s put in place, OR work in a manner
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that harnesses or manipulates already existent natural laws in ways that are not normally witnessed –
a sort of ‘bending’ of the laws. Who knows; God could have created any number of “backdoors” in
how the natural realm functions, where His actuation of law ‘A’ against law ‘B’ makes gravity or
matter or light or any other physical ingredient function in a unique and distinct manner we’ll never
see outside of His intervention. Right now we have science-researchers using the Large Hadron
Collider below the earth near the Franco-Swiss border to try and answer countless questions
revolving around physics and the nature of our reality.49 They themselves – simple humans,
infinitesimal in comparison to God – are harnessing different factors at the atomic level within the
natural laws and making them interact. It shouldn’t be difficult to believe that God who wrote the
rulebook for all of this can wield it as easily as a skilled juggler would effortlessly juggle two tennisballs.
That should put to rest any assumptions that the Bible is scientifically unreasonable based on
what is clearly supernatural. The more difficult events which are clearly contradicted by our modern
understanding of science (and history) will be tackled later here in Part 4, and you will see those
comparitively recent and invented contradictions laid to rest.
Regarding supposed contradictions within the pages of Scripture, you can rest assured that there
are none. Sadly, large numbers of people have believed the lie that there are and that this has been
proven, and they’ve rejected the authority of Scripture because of this false belief. But it’s just not so.
I’m informed all the time of contradictions. Many are easily explained away when one simply
looks at God’s Word correctly. I might have a person point out that an individual in the Bible did
such-and-such a thing but that God commanded not to do that. But the individual they’re pointing
out was written about in the book of Genesis and the command being referred to was given to the
Israelites through Moses thousands of years LATER. That’s not a contradiction; that’s someone
wanting to reject the Bible, and having no understanding of what’s happening because their hardness
of heart has kept them from actually reading it properly.
Another aspect lost to so many atheists who hold this erroneous position is that the Bible is
both descriptive and prescriptive. This means that the Bible both describes what is happening and
what people are doing while also prescribing what we are to do and not do. God’s prescription
comes both literally but also principally. It’s easy for those in rebellion against God to get such details
confused with each other and perceive them as contradictions because it serves their purpose in
wanting to reject God and His Word. It also helps when someone understands there is a chronology
to the Bible and its events, and knows what that chronology is. But a person born again whose heart
and mind have been transformed to see God as He is has a far easier time seeing God’s heart and
intention behind the lines of text. What’s laid out is far less confusing.
That to me seems again to exclaim that there is indeed something supernatural at work behind
the pages of Scripture. It’s as if God clouds the minds and blinds the eyes of those who really don’t
want to hear Him – hence why His Word is such a convoluted mess to so many when it’s clear as
crystal to others.
It’s also amazing that when someone simply accepts by faith that this Book written by sixty-six
authors over so vast a time-period is truly an integrated message system totally congruent, numerous
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difficulties concerning so-called contradictions vanish, and Biblical “controversies” simply evaporate.
God’s Word has been intricately engineered and designed so every detail and name and place and
number are apart of a system tailored for our good learning and discovery-generated amazement.
Often the keys to unlocking troubling passages are nessled away in another, very unsuspecting place
making the discovery all the more amazing!
Nearly every accusation of a contradiction is due to the one making the allegation having no
real idea what they’re talking about because they’ve not approached the Bible with any semblance of
humility, but determined to scour it looking for said contradictions. You go online and you’ll see
whole websites designed to point out where the Bible says one thing in one place and the opposite
in another, but it’s all just foolishness.
There are no contradictions and when you think you’ve found one, remember that this is a
spiritual exercise and not simply an intellectual one.50 God rewards those who are humble in their
diligence and truly ‘seeking Him with all of their heart’. Search with care and you will be rewarded
with discovery and illumination.
You may be dismayed to hear that we’re not going to deal with a single alleged contradiction
right now. If you’re looking for help putting some of those to bed, there are plenty of great resources
on the internet. One that I came across was found at Apologetics Press. 51
Later in Part 5 we will look a little at why there are apparent contradictions in the testimonies of
the Gospels. Don’t worry – they don’t break the Bible or make God a liar. They actually serve once
again as more evidence to the veracity of the claims of the Gospel-authors!

49. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Large_Hadron_Collider, last accessed April 13, 2018
50. 1 Corinthians 2:1-16; John 14:26
51. http://www.apologeticspress.org/AllegedDiscrepancies.aspx

ALWAYS Make Mistakes
I hear the argument all of the time that “The Bible was written by fallible men!” Although God’s

Word is infallible it was indeed definitely written by fallible men. Thankfully these men were moved
along by the perfect Holy Spirit of God so what they wrote would also be perfect. Rest assured, the
contents of ideas found within its pages are free from our earthly fallibility.
As far as fallibility in the Scriptures go, it will only go as far as what has been copied, not what
was originally conveyed. Men definitely make mistakes – that’s why there are minute errors in the
transcriptions handed down over the centuries since the original manuscripts were first inspired – but
we don’t necessarily have to make mistakes, and we don’t make mistakes in all cases.
The more careful a person is, the less likely there will be an error. Of course if a scribe or copyist
was being less cautious when copying God’s Word from an earlier manuscript to the one they were
working on (and there are many reasons for distraction or haste, but we’ll discuss that later), small
errors would be bound to appear. There’s also the reality that on rare occasions a copyist felt it
justifiable or important to add what is known as an interpolation or ‘addition’ to a text. These are
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always seen as meant to give clarity, and not meant to introduce a new idea (and we’ll discuss those
later as well).
None of this, however, says anything about the original manuscripts as influenced by God.
Anyone who was TRULY being carried along in the Spirit and was being guided by an all-powerful,
infinitely wise God who is love and exists in all time and space, when they were submitted to His

will and permitting Him to work through them in a supernatural way, what He caused them to write
would not be at risk of being mistaken. That sort of goes without saying, doesn’t it, friend?
Furthermore, if I write “2 + 2 = 4,” I’m right, aren’t I?
Of course I am.
If I were to scribble out that “Pedophelia is abhorrent,” I’d be correct again, true?
Yes, I definitely would be!
Why is what I’ve just written unmistakably true and certainly inerrant and infallible? Because
what I’ve written has been under submission to God and in accordance with His truth. Unlike Dr.
Lawrence Krauss who is a relativist and wishes to do away with absolute truth, and thus has imagined
ways through quantum theory to say that two plus two does not always need to equal four; or like
David Thorstad who wishes for pedophilia to be permissible couldn’t write what I just typed out, my
heart has been changed by God so that I do wish to be aligned with His will. These two fellows and
anyone else are much more inclined to write or say what is false (even if they don’t recognize they’re
doing so) because they are in outright rebellion to God.
When one is fully submitted to God who is Holy, what comes from them will be in accordance
with what God wants conveyed. This is surely witnessed from time to time when a God-honouring
individual closely following Jesus Christ writes a great book explaining one idea or another and such
ideas are very much true and correct. Yet even such books as those fall way short of what we have
in the excellence of the Holy Scriptures. Undoubtedly in the case of the prophets and apostles who
wrote out what is contained within the Holy Bible, the Holy Spirit was much more involved and direct
in His influence as it was His purpose to put His full and exact message on paper via a human
medium.

Should We Take the Bible Literally?
This is an important question. It’s a very real question. It’s a question that’s being wrestled over
now in the modern day church and has been wrestled with for centuries since the early Church’s
founders went to be with the Lord and God’s decrees and expectations and teachings began to get
muddled up.
There are those who believe that a fair chunk of the Bible is to be taken as allegory and
metaphor – especially the parts that run in opposition to what modern scientists and historians are
telling us about creation, the earth, and human history. There are those who are even more liberal
that have been spawned out of the incorrect “higher critical” movement of Dr. Dick Wilson’s day who
say that the Bible, even Jesus Christ’s life and miracles are all to be taken allegorically. There are even
those who claim that any interpretation from the Bible is a valid one provided it points people
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towards loving their neighbour and seeking some sense of relationship with Almighty God. But we’ve
already discussed the reality of false and true love, and the thinking that God’s Word is not absolute
and can mean a great many things has clearly arisen out of the movement of spiritual relativism.
The hard and unmoving truth, my dear friend, is that God’s Word is true and it is absolute and
He has spoken, and He has spoken clearly and plainly for all to see. Just like truth and God and
morality do not bow to us, His Word does not bow to us either – it is us who must bow to His Word
letting it shape us and our interpretations and perceptions of it.
Just as we discussed in Occam’s Razor; “If the literal sense makes good sense, seek no other
sense lest you come up with nonsense,” this is how we approach the reading of the Bible. I can think
of no time in Scripture where the literal interpretation does not make sense, ESPECIALLY in light of
the reality that God can do whatever He wants and make whatever He wants happen. We’ll see later
how this pertains to us in terms of faith and belief in humility for the sake of salvation, but for now
simply understand that when God’s Word reads plainly like a historical account it’s most likely meant
to be taken at face value – literally.
When the Bible reads with imagery and metaphor and simile and looks like poetry, it’s probably
meant to be poetry, yet still telling of something very real and important for our understanding. It’s
not difficult getting the two straight – there are times when poetry is clearly being used, and there
are times when clear, historical, depiction of the actual event is laid out. The Bible views itself as a
non-fiction book and is primarily told in that sense, and the poetic areas, although still not fiction
per se, are definitely in the minority. For anyone willing to see, the differences and when to receive
the text as speaking metaphorically, or when it is speaking historically are easily discerned.
Moreover, when one does make an interpretation of God speaking in metaphor, that isn’t
permission for them to soar off into the whimsical and the mystical so that any interpretive invention
they come up with can now be ‘truth’ to them. That sort of carelessness will shipwreck that person
and anyone who also swallows their interpretation.
God’s Word, like He Himself, should be approached with revereances and thoughtfulness, and a
great concern to receive ONLY what God wants us to gleen. We don’t get to be the interpretors of
God’s Word – only the Holy Spirit is the interpretor and He interprets for us.52
Unfortunately in the church there have amassed a great number of interprations on many
various passages. Because there is so much difference of opinion, the truth is that many are wrong
(or that ALL are wrong). We’ve got to humbly go back to God and the Scripture collectively and ask
Him to correct us and what we think He’s saying. Honestly though, I don’t imagine this will ever
happen because too many people proudly hold fast to their perception of Scripture because of the
power they perceive it has given them, or for some other reason.
It must be considered rightly and with great respect that when the authors referred to one
another or to different individuals or events, they spoke of them seriously as very real, and not
imaginary or metaphorical. We’ll talk more about this later in the conclusion of Part 4 and you will
see that it is the great underpinning for why the Holy Bible is truly the revealed Word of God and
why all the evidence does indeed point to this.
So many people protest that they can’t trust the Bible or that no one can really understand the
Bible because “there are so many different interpretations.” They hang onto these views they’ve either
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not looked into or arrived at due to improper, biased investigation, and so they dismiss the Bible and
refuse to read it. But confusion over interpretation of God’s Word in this world and even amongst the
collective of people professing to belong to Him is a hazardous excuse; especially when not all who
profess Christ actually belong to Him and so would naturally have a very skewed perception of His
Word, AND when there is a very real, spiritual enemy of God’s people and the people of the world,
and his major tactics are deception and confusion. It is therefore a deadly mistake to hold to this as a
justification for avoiding God’s Word, particularly when the case for why it must be read has been
made so very clear:
"Whoever believes in the Son has eternal life, but whoever
rejects the Son will not see life, for God’s wrath remains on them."

The Gospel of John, chapter 3, verse 36

How can anyone actually believe in the Son and know Him correctly if the Holy Bible revealing
who He is isn’t inerrant and infallible, and trustworthy and accurate? How can anyone know the Son if
they read the Bible, but don’t do so basically, instead choosing to allegorize it all and invent any
interpretation they want from it? How can anyone know the Son if they’re not humbly requesting the
Holy Spirit help them in their interpretation?
The ENTIRE BIBLE reveals who God is, and God has been revealed to us through the Son – but
it’s not just the Gospels people should be reading and studying, but the entirety of the Old and New
Testament, seeing how God – Father, Son, and Holy Spirit – is revealed through all of it. If a person
doesn’t understand who God is, they’ll invent a false idea of who the Son is, and they will end up
placing their faith and their eternal destiny on an idol.
This liberalization of interpretation of the Scriptures, rather than holding fast to what God has
clearly laid out, is why the modern church is in the mess it is today and why its impact upon society
has been so eroded.
Thankfully, my dear friend, there is still hope for you; there is still hope for your friends and
family and those you connect with. This brief segment has served to introduce the reality that the
Holy Bible is assuredly infallible and inerrant. We’ve pointed out that the idiosyncracies and
personalities and differences in the various authors’ writings don’t mean there’s errors. We’ve also
come to understand that those nuances are actually proof that the different books were written
during the times and places spoken of in their pages. We’ve asserted that the Bible is going to be a
scientifically reasonable book free of contradictions because God is all-knowing and not confused
when He speaks to us, and by the conclusion of Part 4 we’ll have been exposed to enough evidence
to warrant that as being a perfectly reasonable position. Lastly we’ve read that fallible men who make
mistakes don’t ALWAYS make mistakes, and that they certainly don’t when under control of the Holy
Spirit to lay out the revelation from God to man.
My dear friend, as you open the pages of Scripture to read and look for yourself, do so humbly
and earnestly ask the Holy Spirit to help you understand. Read the Word plainly and trust that what
God has said in it is accurate and true. In time, if this is your approach, you will understand.
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“After forty-five years of scholarly research in biblical textual studies and in language study,
I have come now to the conviction that no man knows enough to assail the truthfulness of the
Old Testament. When there is sufficient documentary evidence to make an investigation, the
statement of the Bible, in the original text, has stood the test.”53

Professor of Semitic Philology,
Dr. Dick Wilson

52. Note: This is NOT to say a person requires no effort to understand – 2 Timothy 2:15
53. Dr. Dick Wilson, Speaker’s Source Book, pg.391; Grant R. Jeffrey, Signature of God: Revise Edition (Colorado Springs, CO:
WaterBook Press, 1996); pg. 57; www.geocites.com/heartland/7234/quotes.html, last accessed October 26, 2009

Common Cultural Themes Amongst Globally Dispersed PeopleGroups is Evidence
Part 4 – Section 5
One of the most fascinating realizations that has developed thanks to archaeological discoveries
and the deciphering of ancient texts is that humanity which is now dispersed across our globe once
shared a common, localized origin. The writings of the Sumerians, Babylonians, Assyrians, Hittites, and
Canaanites ALL share striking similarities with those of the Israelites which would grow into the Old
Testament. God’s Word has been shown to be accurate when it spoke of kingdoms, cities, rulers,
places, temples, trade routes, artifacts, tools, as well as customs in ancient times. Even regarding the
Hittites themselves, there was a time when skepticism of their actual existence drifted about through
scholarly circles due to no physical evidence having yet been found. Thanks to this, as usual the
reliability of God’s Word was in question. But a series of discoveries throughout the 19th century and
into the 20th century validated the Bible’s many dozen references to them, 54 and once more God
vindicated His Word.
But even more telling than these shared histories are the cultural themes or threads woven
through not just these people-groups of Mesopotamia, but through all cultures globally. All of these
threads clearly lead back to a common origin even farther back into the past.

54. http://apologeticspress.org/APContent.aspx?category=13&article=888; https://www.hopechannel.com/read/the-hittites-acivilisation-lost-and-found; last accessed April 28, 2018

Moral Laws and the Requirement of Atoning Sacrifice
When we look into history it becomes quite apparent that before the coming of Jesus Christ
every people group who left behind physical evidence, be it through engraved writings or actual
artifacts, they were involved in ritual sacrifice for religious reasons. Those whose writings and carvings
tell us why reveal that the sacrifices were often a means of atonement for wrongdoing between
themselves and whatever god or gods they worshipped.
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There were other recorded reasons for why these sacrifices took place; some believed the gods
to be similar to themselves and having some of the same physical needs, thus they were “fed”
animals for their consumption. Of course the One True God needs no such thing, but this is a
testament of how when mankind worships a false god, they often layer onto it characteristics that
they themselves possess. The false gods are very much only reflections of ourselves and our own
desires. When you do a deep comparison between Yahweh and Zeus for example, you find Zeus is
very much like man sharing the same appetites, sensitivities, and proclivities, but being only bigger
and more powerful.
Although we share some similarities with God and He uses certain traits we possess to describe
Himself, this is done for our understanding. There are also similarities not because we have made
God in our image but because He has made us in His. There is much about God that is vastly
different from us, namely His perfection and His Holiness. Any honest researcher can tell you Zeus
also lacks that unattainable trait.
Along with the idea that the gods needed sustenance is that the sacrifice itself possessed some
sort of supernatural power or mana with which a divine being whose energy was diminishing could
be recharged so to speak.
Another idea was that the scent of blood attracted the gods and kept them close in communion
with the people. Yahweh is certainly no barbaric “blood-god,”55 but the aroma of sacrifice when it
comes from a right heart is indeed pleasing to Him. Obviously it’s about the relationship He has with
those giving the offering and not the actual smell itself, and it’s certainly not only about blood as we
see other burnt offerings such as the grain offering in Leviticus chapter 2, verses 1 and 2. The aroma
rising is merely significant for the act of worship through sacrifice.
In ancient Egypt large numbers of mummified animals excavated from sites show that animal
sacrifice was held in high esteem. The sacrificial animal was either used because it was seen to
represent an enemy-deity of a particular god and so offering that specific animal would please a
certain god, or the specific animals were offered if they were believed to be sacred and favourable to
a particular god.56
Sacrifices of all sorts were also seen to deprive the offerer of useful foods and other
commodities and such ascetic disciplines were believed to be pleasing as well. 57 They were also
thought to work as bargaining chips to be given in order to persuade the gods to do the offerer’s
bidding like a cash-exchange for service.
Sacrifices were also performed in rituals where the end-goal was hidden wisdom through a
method of divination known as haruspicy58 (reading the entrails).
In many of the cultures the priests performing or receiving the sacrifices kept a part of the
offering as a means of provision and upkeep of the temple. The Israelites were commanded by God
to partake in such a way.59 Not only that but we read in the eighteenth chapter of the book of
Numbers that God commanded that the preists would receive much of the offering as an inheritance
as His preisthood. Unfortunately, thanks to the rebellious nature of man, this is the sort of matter
used by skeptics to affirm that religions were only made up by men in order that they may profit off
of those under them. Such an idea demonstrates the ignorance of the person making the statement
because the rest of Scripture does not support this notion whatsoever. As promised we will be
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discussing that later. Needless to say, God was providing for His priesthood while also teaching us a
great many things with how He set up His sacrificial system.
Researchers also point out that sacrifices as part of festivals although offered up to the ascribed
deity were ultimately consumed by the people (in regards to the Israelites, if it was a “burnt offering”
some of it may have been eaten by man like with the grain offering, but it was often times wholly
consumed by the fire60). Some believed early hunters and gatherers did this as a way to give thanks
and that as humans advanced to the point of developing civilizations the rituals evolved into ones
involving temple worship.
What’s most important for our discussion though is that all of these cultures participated in
sacrifices as a means of appeasing a god or collection of gods that were angry with them. Their
thinking was that the offering, be it an animal or even a human victim, would serve as a scapegoat
upon which their guilt would be heaped. Upon the death of this scapegoat which the gods targeted,
their wrath would be appeased and the connection between the divine and the mortal could be
maintained.
What’s fascinating and most useful to our conversation is that this theory did not come from
biblical scholars but from evolutionistic anthropologists studying the many ancient people-groups.
This was the conclusion they arrived at when deciphering the texts and examining the ritual remains
and artifacts. Also interesting to note is that the Israelites who certainly sacrificed animals – namely
the unblemished lamb at the time of the Passover feast – also had a specific scapegoat for a feast
called The Day of Atonement. Two goats were chosen and one was killed as a sin offering for the
peoples’ sin to be atoned for. This was a foreshadowing of the atoning death of Jesus Christ to come.
The remaining goat – the scapegoat – would have the sin and guilt of the people placed upon its
head before it was led out of the Israelite’s camp to be abandoned and forsaken. This was the
foreshadowing of Jesus Christ being forsaken on the cross by His Father for the sin and guilt of the
people.
The theory goes that as the end of our most recent ice-age neared, allegedly around 10,000
B.C., warming climates permitted hunters and gatherers to settle and begin farming as well as
domesticate animals. From this populations grew and civilizations begun. This is what is known as the

Neolithic Age

61

and it is believed to have begun around the area of Jericho in modern-day Israel.

This is how the simplistic animal sacrifices are believed to have evolved into the more complex
religious systems involving temple-worship and priestly services. It’s also believed that humans,
remembering how difficult life in the ice-age was, put more emphasis on appeasing the gods to
safeguard themselves against the future threats of snow, ice, blizzards, and the accompanying food
scarcity.
Think about that for a moment, my dear friend; men were coming out of this awful and trying
era and they had somehow developed the belief that it was due to the wrath of a god, and they
understood that animal sacrifices could atone for their sins and appease that wrath…
The ancient Greeks and Romans offered fowl or birds, sheep, goats, pigs, bulls, and others, all in
hopes of maintaining their connection with divine beings.63 Ibis and baboons as well as cats and bulls
were sacrificed by Egyptians.64 Ancient Aztecs sacrificed human beings prior to the arrival of the
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Spanish. But they also sacrificed animals.65 Canaanites, the culture God had commanded the Israelites
to wipe out, sacrificed infants. Not being annihilated by Israel as God had ordered, a remnant was
able to resettle in Carthage of North Africa where they continued their child-sacrifices to Kronos (the
regional name for Baal Hammon, the chief of Carthage’s gods) and Tanit (another name for Ashtoreth
of the Bible) who was Baal’s consort.66 Hindus of the Vedic period which lasted from 1500 to 500 B.C.
(which is when the Vedas are believed to have been compiled67) also performed animal sacrifices
(even though modern Hindu scholars protest that ancient animal sacrifices were due to
misinterpretation of the ancient vedic texts enmasse, that doesn’t change that it was ongoing and
widespread until reforms were made by later followers68).
The ancient, Amorite city of Ugarit, located in modern Syria, which had close ties to the Hittite
Empire was giving Shelem (peace) and Asham (guilt) offerings as long ago as 1800 B.C..69 It was done
in Babylon as well.70 The Chinese whose great history dates back to the reign of Huang Di in 2500
B.C. were definitely offering animals sacrifices in 1500 B.C. but may have been performing such rituals
much earlier.71 Excavations at the Minoan settlement of Phaistos in Ancient Crete of Greece produced
basins of animal sacrifices dating back to 2000 to 1700 B.C..72 In 3000 B.C. at Tel Megiddo, located in
the lush pastural valleys of modern Israel, a vast and great temple existed and clearly animal sacrifice
was practiced there also.73 As well, all manner of sacrificed animal-remains were found from the same
date at Hierakonpolis – baboons, hippopotami, elephants, a leopard, crocodiles, and other exotic
species.74 The Badari culture in Upper Egypt were sacrificing animals between 4000 and 4400 B.C.,
going as far as to bury the animal with the dead or within the same cemetary. 75 Why would a people
need animals to be buried with them when they died? Sounds reminiscent of the coin needed for the
boatman, Charon, to ferry a soul over the rivers Styx and Archeron,76 doesn’t it? Sounds a lot like an
understanding of atonement via animal sacrifice, especially right before meeting one’s maker.
A temple dated to 4000 B.C. was even found in Nebelivka, Ukraine, and no surprise, it too was
found to contain the remains of animal sacrifices. Similar sites have been found in other parts of the
Ukraine as well as around Eastern Europe, and they’re believed to have belonged to the Tripillian
people.77 Animal bones were also found in Gobekli Tepe in Turkey. This site is believed to be the
oldest temple, predating even Stonehenge built in 3100 B.C. by a whopping 7000 YEARS setting it in
10,100 B.C.78 just as the ice age was ending. From the Mediterranean to Asia Minor to Africa to every
part of the world where we find ancient people-groups, we discover the remains of animal sacrfices.
My dear friend, atonement is the concept of one person taking actions to correct the
wrongdoings of themselves or of another individual so that their relationship with someone else can
be regained after estrangement due to said wrongdoing. The New World Encyclopedia describes it as
occurring in two parts;79 1) the action of the offender or on behalf of the offender to make amends
in order to receive forgiveness from the offended party, and 2) the reconciliation which then comes
where there is unity between the offended and the offender. Every culture that has ever existed has
clearly held to such an understanding of their relationship with the divine for as long as history is
detected.
The word “atonement” which is comprised of two parts, “at” and “onement,” was initially coined
in Christendom by William Tyndale, the maker of the 1526 English Bible. He’d opted to invent a word
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that better expressed the reconciliatory sacrifice which Jesus Christ had made, as opposed to the
English transliteration of the Latin word reconciliatio we see in such passages as Romans chapter 5;
"Since, therefore, we have now been justified by his blood, much more shall we
be saved by him from the wrath of God. For if while we were enemies we were
reconciled to God by the death of his Son, much more, now that we are reconciled,
shall we be saved by his life. More than that, we also rejoice in God through our Lord
Jesus Christ, through whom we have now received reconciliation."

The Letter to the Romans, chapter 5 verses 9 to 11

My dear friend, the blood that Christ shed for us as a sacrifice of atonement was so that we
could be reconciled to God for an eternal, life-giving relationship. The animal-sacrifices God had
commanded of the Israelites were a foreshadowing of this. It must be understood that the Israelites
weren’t simply borrowing ideas from their Middle Eastern neighbors, nor were they imposed upon
them by their Assyrian captors as some wish to believe.80 No, the similarities in animal-sacrifice rites
are due to the reality that well before the Israelites were made into a nation, God had provided an
animal-sacrifice for Adam and Eve and we see that they had passed on the instruction to their
descendents to continue such practices so that their offspring could be in right standing before God.
We discussed this already in The Original Revelation. This tradition and understanding carried on
through the ages as archeological evidence indicates, even though in so many cultures the One True
God whom mankind needed to be made right with was usurped by so many false gods. It’s in part,
for this reason, that God would set aside the people of Isreal for Himself and through Moses bring
about undisputable refinement in the matter of atoning sacrifices which demonstrate His covenant
with His people.
Friend, we have millennia of animal sacrifices all over the world before Jesus Christ because all
people came from Adam and Eve’s lineage and carried along the understanding of the requirement
of atoning sacrifice. Adding to all of this is a shared understanding of God’s moral laws and precepts,
and commonality regarding them is seen between many of the sophisticated civilizations wherever
ancient writings are found. You don’t have to look hard to see as far back as 2000 B.C. and beyond
that robbery, rape, and murder, and many other vices were recognized as criminal offences, and most
of these cultures had a death-penalty for serious crimes. Many of these cultures even shared civil and
priestly laws. The reality is that SOME of those priestly laws were shared by the Israelites, but this is
not because Moses plagiarized as many skeptics pronounce, as there are many notable differences in
the laws which set God’s chosen people apart as unique. However, it’s clear that a shared
understanding had always existed, and the similarities weren’t from borrowing or copying but from
their being a common origin, yet refinement was still very much necessary for Israel to be set apart.
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The Origin of Our Languages
Currently in the world there are some 6,900 languages spoken.81 All of these languages can be
traced back to less than 100 different language trees or “language families.” Linguistic studies even
indicate that the Indo-European language-family seems to have emanated out of a common center in
central Europe. Dr. Paul Thieme who was the Professor of Sanskrit and Comparative Philology at Yale
University from 1954 to 1960, said this:

“Indo-European, I conjecture, was spoken on the Baltic coast of Germany late in the fourth
millennium BC. Since our oldest documents of Indo-European daughter languages (in Asia
Minor and India) date from the second millennium BC, the end of the fourth millennium would
be a likely time anyhow. A thousand or 1500 years are a time sufficiently long for the
development of the changes that distinguish our oldest Sanskrit speech form from what we
construct as Indo-European.”82
Indo-European languages are the most widely spoken languages at 44% or 2.5 billion people
speaking them.83 That’s a large language-family.
Naturally, from Adam and Eve onward there was one language spoken on earth – the one God
had bestowed upon mankind. But an event transpired from which all modern languages would
originate: God’s dispersion of a collected humanity by confusing their single language into many at
the Tower of Babel.84 Reading Genesis chapter 10 which tells a geneology, it is revealed that some
seventy-plus family clans would have been present in the plains of Shinar building the Tower of
Babel.
My dear friend, the 6,900 languages spoken in the world belong to only NINETY-FOUR different
language families. Ninety-SIX percent of our planet’s inhabitants speak a language from the top TEN
language families. That means only four percent of the world speaks a language from the remaining
eighty-four language families.85 If every clan at the Tower of Babel received their own language,
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we’re really close to the figure we see represents the total number of language-families today. The
question is: is it more reasonable to believe Moses took account of the number of known languagefamilies extant back in 1500 B.C. so that he could fabricate the geneology in Genesis chapter 10 and
the Tower of Babel account in chapter 11 to explain where all our languages came from; or is it more
likely that Moses was inspired by the Spirit of God to simply write out what actually happened? It
seems rather obvious that we possess ninety-four language-families today because at a single
moment in history God forced some seventy to eighty language-families upon a group of
disobedient and rebellious people so that they could no longer communicate to unite against Him in
defiance but spread out all over the world just as He’d commanded.86 The few remaining languagefamilies would have originated later on as the offspring dispersed further and developed in isolation.
It is recorded in the Bible that at this time of great, supernatural division a fellow named Eber
existed. The language of Hebrew is named after Eber. Another fellow from this time was named
Aram. The language that would be named after him is Aramaic, and both are languages Christ would
speak. If these two individuals named during this event would have languages stem from them, it’s
only reasonable to assume that every other major family leader present would also have a language.
According to Dr. Thieme’s above statement, it’s perfectly reasonable to believe that in 4,000
years we would see nearly 7,000 languages come from the less-than-one-hundred original languages.
That’s because as descendents spread out from their families and their original root languages,
borrowed words and newly developed terms and phrases would further grow the proceeding
languages while lost words and phrases further disconnected them.
God’s sudden confounding of the singular tongue of man into nearly a hundred different
tongues must have been a very frightening experience for those involved. Even a subtle twist would
be enough to make people no longer understand one another, and when there is no understanding
(especially when it’s so sudden), fear takes over easily. This would have naturally forced the many
family-clans to flee and segregate. It’s also doubtless that they understood something supernatural
had occurred and that God, all-powerful, was the cause. This too would have been a fearsome
prospect which would have forced them to run because they would have likely connected this
sudden confusion with their building the Tower of Babel.
The amazing thing, my dear friend, is that many cultures around the world share a similar story
about a confusion of languages happening in the past.87 In fact, many of these cultures share the
detail in their tradition that a tower was involved as well! The ancient Sumerians are a prime example
(although their tradition refers to a temple and not specifically to a tower – but it should be
understood that many towers in ancient times were used for temple purposes). 88 We see other tales
of towers in Central America and another tale involving confused languages in ancient Mexico.89
Again we’ve heard such stories coming from Nepal and from people-groups all over the continent of
Africa and even Asia; as far south as Encounter Bay in Australia and as far north as the state of
Alaska.
The Babylonians and Egyptians are presumably derived from the lineage of Ham and Shem
making them of Hamitic and Semitic descendancy. This is the same for most of the other tribes who
settled Africa and Asia. Dr. William Foxwell Albright who regarded the Table of Nations in the tenth
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chapter of Genesis (which lists the geneology and families who would have mostly gathered at the
Tower of Babel) as “an astonishingly accurate document”90 believed the Haphetic peoples migrated,
for the most part, into Europe and became the so-called Aryan people. They would have descended
from Japheth and spoken an Indo-European language.
For those who have a modern understanding of historical chronologies, you’ll likely be bothered
by how the biblical time-setting of the Tower of Babel does not appear to fit. Believe me, it’s
perfectly acceptable to agree with God’s Word and we’ll address this later. For the time being
consider this: when we grant that the earliest writings found are on a limestone “Kish” tablet from
Sumer containing pictographic writing from 3500 B.C.,91 and that the earliest simple, written symbols
allegedly came from the Neolothic Peiligang culture of Jiahu located in the North China Plain in 6600
B.C.92 followed closely by the Vinca culture in central and southeastern European regions and their
symbols dated back to 6th and 5th millennia B.C.,93 it sounds all the more plausible that this
congruence in writing development is thanks to a shared sophistication in their timeline of language
and communication. This shared sophistication and congruent development points to cultures
stepping off from a shared point in their sophistication – the Plains of Shinar where the Tower of
Babel was. Once different clans had been able to settle and establish themselves, such endeavours as
development of their own writing would have begun.
As mentioned, God did all of this due to the rebellion of men. He’d commanded them to go
forth and multiply across the world, but in their prideful hearts they defied Him and chose to stay in
the Plains of Shinar together to build up their people essentially as one kingdom – one defiant
kingdom. Does that remind you of anything from our discussion in Part 3, dear friend? It should. As
usual the devil was deceiving and enticing mankind to unite against God in a one-world system that
he could rule over through a man he controlled – much like the antichrist over a one-worldgovernment which is destined in our modern time. Talk about a one-track mind! The devil has been
trying to create this system ever since the beginning and he hasn’t let up!
Also recall from our discussion in Part 3 that poor, hapless Arnold Henskes (a.k.a.: Mirin Dajo)
was moved by demonic spirits to promote a one-world-system united by a single language called
“Esperanto”! Pipe-dream or not, his desire was the complete reversal of what God had brought
about!
God had done away with a single language in order that the people would spread out to
postpone the inevetible rule of satan through his antichrist until the allotted time – soon – so that
His entire plan could come to pass. Humanity has remained dispersed and nations and peoplegroups have remained this segregated all of this time for His purposes. Our world will NEVER be
properly united for good in this current era. TRUE unity and peace will only come under the rule of
Jesus Christ in His Kingdom of Heaven on earth and not one day sooner. Any other attempts by our
secular governments to dissolve borders and mingle the people of earth together as one, regardless
of how much praise and applause is coming from professing Christians, is only a counterfeit unity
used by satan to bring about the temporary reign of the antichrist in defiance of God. The only truly
good unity you will see which transcends cultures and borders today will come from the true Church
of God. All attempts to bring masses of people together apart from their shared belief and trust in
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the Gospel is only a furtherance of satan’s agenda for a one-world-system where Christianity is
nullified and the Church is extinguished.
Are you pursuing unity at any cost, my dear friend? Are you desiring open, fluid borders apart
from God? Or are you desiring a unity guarded by and sifted through discernment and an
understanding of God’s Word?
Are you aiding in the devil’s agenda, or wisely and lovingly opposing it?
Now that this agenda should be all the more obvious to you, we’ll be pointing to it again from
time to time as we continue when it is fitting. Do not be deceived.
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Pyramids All Over the World
Naturally, as all people came from one area where the Tower of Babel was being erected, the
story of its construction and the dispersion as a result of the baffling of the common language would
likewise spread throughout our world. Wherever people settled and began civilizations and the
population grew so that the required manpower was available, a person of prominence motivated by
pride would almost always demand that a similar structure be built.
Guess what structure we find commonly erected all over the world, friend – ziggurats.
Interestingly, Google’s own definition of ‘ziggurat’ reads:

“(in ancient Mesopotamia) a rectangular stepped tower, sometimes surmounted by a temple.
Ziggurats are first attested in the late 3rd millennium BC and probably inspired the biblical story
of the Tower of Babel (Gen. 11:1–9).”94
Moses who wrote about the Tower of Babel in the book of Genesis wrote around 1500 B.C.. But
Moses was only writing down the history of mankind as inspired by the Spirit of God, not out of
inspiration by such towers themselves. Google’s assumption that such towers “probably inspired” the
account in Genesis is only that – an assumption.
The many pieces of art depicting the Tower of Babel as being built and suspended by multiple
Grecco-looking columns is doubtful in its accuracy as that style of building and architecture arose
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much later in history. The Bible even indicates that the tower was actually built with sun-dried bricks
and pitch or ‘bitumen’ as mortar.95
Ziggurats although formed from stepped layers are pyramidal and certainly linked to pyramids

also found throughout the ancient world. As one would expect by this point in our discussion, all of
these structures had a spiritual significance just as the Tower of Babel did. Many are used as burial
tombs or for other rituals, and often have some relationship to the stars above. It can’t be missed
that this all wreaks of occult significance. It can be guaranteed that demonic spirits who so easily
usurp the will of sinful men and puppet them to do their own will were an influence in the building
of these structures. This explains why there’s always a correlation with the worship of false gods. It
really is impossible to miss all of this outright defiance.
The oldest pyramid is the White Temple of Uruk in present day Warka of Iraq. It is believed to
have been built between 3200-3000 B.C.96 upon an even older mound called the Anu Ziggurat from
4000 B.C..97 Then we have the Tepe Sialk Ziggurat of Iran dated to 3000 B.C..98 Next is the Pyramid of
Djoser in Egypt, circa 2750 B.C..99 Between the 26th and 27th century B.C. we have the Caral Ziggurats
in the Supe Valley of Peru.100 Completed by 2600 B.C. is the Red Pyramid of Egypt.101 The famous
Giza Pyramids of Egypt were constructed around 2560 B.C..102 Admittedly as time went on pyramids
in the region were no doubt the result of copying others less than attempts to build in the spirit of
the Tower of Babel. One example are the hundreds of Kushite pyramids in Sudan. This group of
people began building pyramidal burial tombs in the 7th century B.C. most likely as a direct result of
seeing the Egyptian pyramids after conquering Egypt103 (it should be noted that the Kushites were
descendents of Ham through his very real son Cush also mentioned in Genesis chapter 10’s “Table of
Nations”).
Nevertheless in parts of the world very distant from Egypt cultures were still building ziggurats.
Take for example the pyramid of Cuicuilco in Mexico believed to have been built between 800 and
600 B.C..104 Also we have the Lost World Pyramid of Mundo Perdido, Tikal in Guatemala which is
thought to have begun construction around 600 B.C..105 In the 3rd century B.C. we have the Great
Pyramid of Cholula in Mexico (its construction was not completed, however, until the 9th century
A.D.).106 Established in 100 B.C. and completed by 200 A.D. is the Pyramid of the Sun, the largest
building in the ancient settlement of Teotihuacan, also in Mexico.107 The Pyramid of the Moon was
built at that location as well between 200 and 250 A.D..108
Over in Asia, in Cambodia during the 10th century A.D. Koh Ker was built.109 The Sukuh Temple
was constructed in the 15th century in Indonesia.110 It’s incredible just how similar these pyramids are
to those found in the Mesoamericans. Why people in Asia weren’t building pyramids earlier certainly
wasn’t because they hadn’t thought of it until visiting distant Egypt (this is obvious because they did
not build typical pyramids but stepped ziggurats like that of ancient Mesopotamia). But are we really
to believe that explorers from Asia traveled before Columbus to the Americas, saw some ziggurats
and felt inclined to reconstruct them when they returned from their voyage? Hardly even thinkable. It
may have something to do with the religious beliefs they brought with them from the Mesopotamian
region when they migrated after the Tower of Babel. We’ll discuss this more in the next segment.
Just before the Spanish would arrive in the Mesoamericans, we have the Pyramids of Tenayuca
being contstructed in the 13th century, also in Mexico.111
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Friend, we’ve only gone through a list of the most predominant of the ancient pyramids. There
are literally hundreds if not thousands of pyramids all over the world. Especially when you count large
burial mounds like the Silbury Hill pyramid located in England. This mound has been dated back to
2400-2300 B.C.!112 These sorts of mounds aren’t only located in ancient England and the rest of the
world but all over North America as well! Why were so many completely distant and separated
peoples compelled to build the same constructions of spiritual and religious significance?!
As of 2008, some 135 pyramids have been discovered in Egypt alone. 113 Sudan which we already
mentioned boasts 220 extant pyramids, possesses the most in the world.114 These represent just a
small sampling from around the globe. It is quite likely that more will be uncovered in the years
ahead as explorers comb the wilderness and archaeologists excavate below later-built structures.
Clearly, dear friend, the pattern should be obvious to you; mankind moved rapidly from
Mesopotamia after the confusion of their languages, and wherever they were able to settle and build
up, as time went along, they were moved to reconstruct towers similar to that of their rebellious
ancestors on the plains of Shinar because they too were of a rebellious heart, desiring to defy the
One True God and serve false gods as they so pleased. Not only would their oral or written traditions
be at play, but as already mentioned, demonic spirits intent on leading them away from salvation
would also be scheming against them. Later on we’ll talk about how Nebuchadnezzar was motivated
by a spirit to rebuild the Tower of Babel and this was recorded by himself in history for our
archaeological discovery!
As mentioned already in My Friend’s Story from Part 3 some theorize that the demonic
persuasion to build such pyramidal structures has something to do with a structure or type of
structure that exists in the heavenly realm. Again, it’s doubtful that New Jerusalem will be any shape
other than a large cube, but perhaps there are ziggurat-like structures in heaven that the devil and
his forces wish to recreate for their own spiritual purposes. Maybe it has something to do with false
worship in ‘high places’. Ancient Israelites were repeatedly lured by the spirits of their false idols to
perform rituals up in the hills.115 Many different theories surrounding why humanity has believed they
must worship in high places exist. Some revolve around the idea that satan and his demonic forces
are the ‘rulers of the air’ as the Apostle Paul seemed to indicate in Ephesians 6:12. Does elevation
really have something to do with wicked spirits manifesting in the atmosphere? Or is it all simply
symbolic?
I don’t think it really matters. What matters here is the link between the building of similar
structures all over the world by multiple people-groups despite there being no contact between
them. It is clearly the case that all people came from one region where demonic spirits enticed them
to build a tower and that same activity carried onwards after God spread them throughout the world
whenever their resources and populations permitted them to do so.
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A Message Hidden in a Language
Long before Buddhism which began in the first century B.C. and even further before Taoism and
Confucianism were introduced in the 5th century B.C. the people of the Far East who would become
the Chinese were developing their writing.
Pictograms are forms of writing where pictures are used to represent physical items. A symbol of
a flame etched into a cave wall would likely represent a word relating to ‘fire’. An ideogram is a little
more complex in that the symbol represents an abstract word or idea which can’t be related
physically. The concept for the word ‘No’ can’t be related to phsycially so we’ve developed a symbol
of a circle with a slash through it.116 Ancient writing was constructed from both pictograms and
ideograms. The earlier the writing the simpler it was. The earliest writing incorporated only simple
symbols. Later writing would incorporate ideograms. Even later we would see the use of a symbol for
a word which has a sound combined with another symbol which has a sound because those two
sounds together make up another word. So even though the two symbols together are confusing, if
you knew the language, seeing those two symbols together would give you the word you
understood.
A great example I saw online goes like so: in English we have the word ‘Bee’. A symbol of a bee
would be understood universally. We also have the word ‘Leaf’. That too would be easily discerned.
But in English if you add the sound of ‘bee’ with ‘leaf’ you get our word belief. A symbol of a bee
and a leaf together would be extremely difficult for anyone to translate unless they already knew
English and the sounds and meanings of our words. This is how hieroglyphics work – the symbols
convey sounds to form words – and hieroglyphs are a more complex form of writing.117
Let’s return to the history of Chinese writing.
We already mentioned the Jiahu symbols in The Origin of Our Languages and that they’re
believed to be from 6600 B.C. and belonging to the Peiligang culture in the North China Plain (their
language is actually only derived from a meager SIXTEEN distinct markings we’ve found118). Then
we’ve dated characters belonging to the Yangshao culture found northwest of the Peiligang from
4800-2000 B.C.. The Dawenkou culture to the north of the Peiligang from 3400-2250 B.C. also used
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pictograms. But finally, and most importantly to our present discussion, we had the famous Oracle
Bone Script from 1500 to 1000 B.C. during the late Shang dynasty. These symbols were already
exhibiting signs of a very complex system. Many examples have been found etched on animals bones
and the shells of tortises. This writing-system is important because it is the direct ancestor to modern
Chinese writing.119
During the reign of Qin Shi HuangDi from 259-209 B.C. who formed the Qin or Ch’in Dynasty
Chinese writing was standardized using some 3000 characters. They would evolve into the Ch’in
characters we now see today. HuangDi is also known for the construction of the Great Wall of China,
and the Terracotta Army. Most notably for our discussion is that he also had a massive, pyramidal,
burial tomb of earth built for himself and it stands at seventy-six meters to this very day.120
Surprised?
The Kangxi Dictionary used during the 18th and 19th centuries contains over 47,000 characters
although a large number are rarely-used variants accumulated throughout history. Working literacy
for the common citizen is defined as a knowledge of 4000-5000 characters. Although the Ch’in
characters have, to a large degree, remained the standard to the present day, in the 1950’s under the
communist government, a new system of Romanizing the characters to work with the English/Latin
alphabet called Pinyin was introduced.121 Remembering from Part 3’s Our Educational Institutions

Have Been Usurped for the Demonic Agenda that communism was certainly inspired by demons, you
will soon see what spirits were behind altering the ancient Chinese characters and why they would be
motivated to do so.
Amazingly much of China’s history was recorded and preserved in ancient manuscripts called the

Shujing (or ‘Shu-King’) which translates to “Book of Documents.”122 This incredible collection details
the reigns of the first four dynasties in China from as far back as 2256 B.C. (Shun, Xia, Shang, and
Zhou).123
One of the most interestings aspects of these documents is the detailing of ancient China’s ideas
about God. They understood that there was a supreme God and He was named Shang Ti (or
‘ShangDi’) which actually means “Supreme Deity.” More than that, His character as described seems
very consistent with that of Yahweh of the Holy Bible. Also worth mentioning is Emperor Shun’s socalled ‘Border Sacrifice’ which was offered to ShangDi. Where did the emperor receive his idea of
God and the need to sacrifice to Him? And why, my dear friend, do we see so many similarities
between ancient Chinese folklore and the accounts of Genesis? Surely it wasn’t because they were
borrowing from the Jews or vice-versa. No, friend, it is because the Chinese had also left the Plains of
Shinar after the confusion of language at the Tower of Babel, then traveled east to settle a new land.
In the Table of Nations from Genesis chapter 10, we see that from Canaan came a people called
the Sinites124 which translates to “Dwellers in a marshy land.”125 Now I imagine the earth has changed
somewhat in the last 4,000 years, but it’s a very interesting coincidence that a modern-day map of
wetlands in China show the strongest concentration of wetlands to be exactly where the Peiligang
would settle and from where the Yangshao and Dawenkou would grow. The ancient Sinites or

Chinese weren’t communicating with the Mesopotamians and the Mesopotamians weren’t
communicating with them so that Hebrew authors would know they’d arrived in marshland. It
appears the Holy Spirit inspired the naming of these people for where they were going to go, or for
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where they had ended up (depending on when they were given the name ‘Sinites’). The root for
Sinites (sin) also means “clay; thorn; mire; to be muddy or clayey).126 Sounds like marshland to me.
Some believe that where the Bible refers to the land of Sinim it is referring to the region that
would become modern China. German biblical critic and Semitic language scholar Dr. Wilhelm
Gesenius would comment that Arabians and other Asiatic peoples referred to China as “Sina” and the
inhabitants thereof were called “Sin” or “Tchin.”127 It’s believed that ‘Sin’ originated with the Qin

Dynasty or “Ch’in,” except that Isaiah’s use of the word “Sinim” as well as Mose’s use of “Sinite” both
predate that dynasty by centuries at the very least. Nevertheless, we now have the term sinology
which refers to the study of Chinese language, literature, history, and culture.
Undoubtedly the people of the Far East settled there after fleeing from Mesopotamia. They
retained their understanding of the world and human history from their origins, and geographically
isolated by the vast mountain ranges and deserts, that recollection would only gradually be altered.
Now, let’s take a look at the characters of the Chinese language for more evidence of this.
The Oracle Bone Script possesses two different characters for ShangDi. The first symbol looks
like this, ____, and the second symbol looks like this, _____. It’s believed that the triangle may
represent a mouth and indicates an individual being. Whether you look at the second symbol which
has three definitive triangles in it, or the first which has a triangle split into two triangles for a total of
three, both symbols seem to be relating that ShangDi, the Supreme Deity is one singular deity made
up of three unique identities.128 Now where, my dear friend, would the ancient Chinese get the idea
that God was triune… except from God Himself? Believe it or not, but since the very beginning God
has indeed revealed Himself as three-in-one and we’ll be investigating that later on when we dicuss
the ‘Trinity’.
The Oracle Bone word Shen which means ‘God’ contains the symbol for a person which is ____
added to itself in an inversion to make ____. This word formed by two characters joined together is

instruction. It’s combined with the Oracle Bone word for manifest and this is how ‘God’ is formed.129
Surely in the Garden of Eden God manifested Himself to Adam and instructed him. The ancient
Sinites understood this idea hence why ‘Shen’ would be formed by ‘manifest’ and ‘instruction’.
Another way of forming the word Shen or God is by taking the character for “hands” which is
____ and combining it with “perfect person” which is ____, and “hands” to form ____. It should be
noted that the combination of the character for the perfect person and the hands (___) comes out of
another word for ‘instruct, explain’; ____. Again we see the idea that God manifests and instructs. This
time however there is the emphasis on Him being a perfect person doing the instruction.130
Then we see the word Sheng, ____, which means ‘to create or give birth to’. Combine that with
mouth, ____ (and as already mentioned, triangles can also represent mouths), and you arrive at the
word ‘to speak’, ____.130 Isn’t it amazing, friend, that all through the creation account in Genesis
chapter 1, we see God SPEAK to create, and the ancient Chinese symbol for ‘speak’ comes from the
combination of the words ‘mouth’ and ‘create’? I sure think it is.
The ancient Chinese took their symbol for a kneeling man, ____ (was he praying?), and hands,
____, once again to form the word imprint, _____.131 Let’s permit some leniency and imagine that the
Chinese had in mind that these were God’s hands, and then think back to the creation of man when
God said, “Let us make man in our image, after our likeness.”132 When God made man in His
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image He was certainly imprinting Himself and many of His attributes upon man with His hands so
to speak. Not only that but they combined the symbol of ‘hands’, ____, with ‘earth, or clay’, ____, to
create the word ‘holy’, ____.133
"...then the Lord God formed the man of dust from the ground and breathed
into his nostrils the breath of life, and the man became a living creature."

The Book of Genesis, chapter 2, verse 7

Not only do we see that man was formed by God using earthen materials or ‘dust’, we see all
through scripture that man is equated with pottery or clay vessels created from clay by the MasterPotter.134 More than that though, we’ve already discussed that Adam was created sinless and free of a
sin-nature – he was created HOLY! How amazing is it then that we should see the words for ‘clay’
and ‘hands’, which obviously denote someone – a potter – creating something which is Holy! Just as
Adam was created ‘good’ to be “great,” the ancient Oracle Bone word for ‘good, or great’, ____, is
formed from the symbol for ‘man’, ____, combined with ‘earth, or clay’. This holy man was created
‘great and good’ from clay.
Now the ancient word Shi, ____, which means ‘to manifest’ and is naturally very similar to Shen
(because God manifests Himself to us) can be combined with ‘earth, or clay’ to form the newer
symbol of the word ‘society’, ____. Modern, secular man has long since forgotten that God created the
first society, and His desire was that society would consist of Himself manifested with humanity.135
Although man can certainly be content with God alone, God had a perfect idea to partner man
with someone else, and we see this plays out with the creation of the first woman. Can you guess
what word the combination of ‘hands’ (of God), ____, with ‘woman’, ____, and ‘sun’ (referring to Adam),
____, creates? It creates the word ‘want, need, important’136 because a woman was a want or desire so
important to man that he essentially needed her;
"Then the Lord God said, “It is not good that the man should be alone..."

The Book of Genesis, chapter 2, verse 18

How wonderful it is to see that God was acutely and intimately aware of Adam’s deepest desires
even when Adam himself could not even conceive of or annunciate what those needs and desires
were as no woman had yet existed. That is the good God I’m hoping you will come to know also.
Obviously an infinitely wise God knows what is best for us just as He knew for Adam…
So guess what ancient Oracle Bone Script word you arrive at when you combine ‘hand’ (of God),
___, with ‘woman’, ___? You get the word for ‘suitable’, ____;137
“…I will make him a helper fit for him.”138
You see that, friend? God made a helper suitable for Adam – a woman – with His hands.
Then when you combine the symbol for ‘moon’, _____, with ‘strength’, ____, you get ‘rib, or side’,
___.

139

God had caused Adam to fall into a deep sleep which is represented by the moon symbol, and

power or ‘strength’ from Adam, or a suitable helper to give him strength is related, and this comes
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from his side or ‘rib’ which is an incremental ingredient God uses (likely to symbolize the supportive
compatibility He designed women to provide men as implied in the Hebrew word ָ
ע יב לם, pronounced

tsela`140 which can not only mean ‘side’, or ‘rib’, but also ‘beam’).
Now when you combine the traditional Chinese symbol for ‘field, or farmland’, ____, with ‘tree’,
___, you get the word for ‘fruit, consequence, or result.’141 It can certainly be argued that this wordstructure came from the thinking that a tree in a field naturally results in the product of fruit. Fruit is
the consequence or the result. But trees in fields don’t necessarily produce fruit, do they? However,
we see plainly in the second chapter of Genesis that after God put Adam in a garden to tend to it,
He warned the man about the tree of the knowledge of good and evil, and that eating its fruit would
have dire consequences. Isn’t it likely that this is what the ancient Chinese had in mind when they
constructed the word for ‘fruit, consequence, or result’ from combining ‘tree’ and ‘farmland’ (or
‘garden’?) because fruit don’t always necessarily grow on trees in fields, but eating forbidden fruit
from a particular tree was certain to have a consequence with God. You don’t want to permit this line
of thinking? Then explain why the symbol for ‘two trees’, ____’ combined with ‘God, reveal’, ____, forms
the word ‘forbid’, ____.142 Just as God had given the instructions regarding two trees, and warned
about the dire consequence pertaining to one tree, eating from one of those two trees was
forbidden. That’s no accident.
Neither is the use of the Oracle Bone symbol for ‘serpent’, ____, being combined with the ‘two
trees’, _____, to create the symbol for ‘negative, no, not’, _____.143 Although to ancient men a snake
coiled around a tree or two is understandably “negative,” there seems to be an obvious and
interesting connection between a serpent and two trees seeing their were two trees of prominence in
the garden of Eden, wouldn’t you agree? When you examine the symbol for ‘serpent’, _____,
combined with ‘noble person’, ____, and see that this means ‘foreigner, to kill,’

144

it’s interesting that

a serpent was chosen to represent an ignoble character and unknown stranger who desires to kill the
noble person. Why a snake when it could’ve been anything else unless they were thinking of the
ancient serpent who approached noble, sinless Eve to lead her to death?
If that wasn’t enough, the Oracle Bone symbols for ‘hands’, ____, ‘tree’, ____, and ‘mouths’, ____,
combine to create the word for ‘die, to perish.’ 145 Does that not strike you as a terribly convoluted
jumble of characters to symbolize the idea of death? Two mouths and some hands and a tree all
tossed together? It’s obvious the two mouths refer directly to Adam and Eve who ate of the TREE –
singular – of the knowledge of good and evil. Maybe the three hands represent the three parties
involved in that fateful interaction – a man, a woman, and the devil.
Why does the symbol of a kneeling man, ____, or woman, ____, with ‘fire’, ____, above their heads
symbolize ‘naked, glorious light’ in Oracle Bone Script?146 Well the reason should be obvious to you
now, and remind you of the holiness of the first people pre-sin; they were naked and perfect in holy
glory (some believing the ancient Chinese imagined them to be brilliant in appearance hence the
symbol for ‘fire’).147
Amazingly the Oracle Bone symbol for ‘clothes’ looks like a cloth covering two people, one
emanating from the side of the other.148 This is totally reminiscent of Eve coming from Adam’s side
and the both of them being covered by clothing made by God while said clothing ALSO covered

their sin and shame! Add to this that combining the Oracle Bone symbol for ‘knife’ with ‘clothes’
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forms the word for ‘beginning’.149 This only makes sense considering it was in the beginning that the
sacrifice of an animal (symbolized by the knife) brought about clothing to cover two people.
Moving along you likely remember our conversation about Cain and Abel and how Cain, the
elder brother over Abel killed him. Surely if the ancient Sinites were Chinese who migrated from
Mesopotamia and they shared real ancestoral history with the people of the Middle East, they would
remember this horrible story because it was the first murder. Surely it would play out in the Oracle
Bone Script just as everything else seems to have. Well the symbol for ‘elder brother’, ____, combined
with the word for ‘mark’, ____, along with ‘person’, ____ (in this case, Abel), creates the word for

‘violent, or fierce’.150 Earlier when we were expounding on this ancient account we stopped short of
an important detail relevant to our current topic;
"And the Lord put a mark on Cain..."

The Book of Genesis, chapter 4, verse 15

Friend, why did the ancient Chinese decide the symbol for “violent, or fierce” must incorporate
an elder brother with a mark on him grabbing another person?! The reason should be obvious! The
first, most prominent and profound act of fierceness or violence was when Cain, a man who would be
marked, killed his brother! This event would have been burned in the minds of those desiring to be
reminded and remind future generations that faithfulness to God was critical, and violence was
indicative of the behaviour which damned Cain! What better way to engrave that reality into your
descendents than through your very writing system!
Finally we’ll review the Oracle Bone word for ‘boat’, ____, which is comprised of ‘vessel’, ____,
‘mouth’, ____, and ‘eight’, ____. As if to bring to mind the greatest boat man had ever built, and leave
a lasting impression on the culture, the character for ‘boat’ points to a vessel which contained eight
people – Noah’s ark contained eight occupants.151 Making the connection even clearer, the traditional
Chinese characters which descended from the Oracle Bone Script create the word ‘flood’, ____, by
combining ‘water’, ____, and ‘total’, ____, but ‘total’ is made up from ‘together’, ____, ‘earth’, ____, and

‘eight’, ____.152 Their word for flood contains ideas about “total water” over the “earth” while “eight”
are “together.” Yet again, a direct reference to the flood Noah and his family went though not long
before the Tower of Babel episode which would scatter his descendants across the earth.
It is absolutely astonishing that so many of these words point right back to what God had
revealed to early humanity, and what those people would have also communicated to their
descendants. It’s inescapably more than a mere coincidence, and it’s obviously not the mere invention
by Christians grasping at straws (although there are those out there trying to push that viewpoint).
The question is whether the Chinese designed their symbols and characters purposefully to tell a
story and point back to their origins while serving as a reminder, OR whether God had inspired the
construction of their writing to serve as a message back to Himself so many millennia later so
Chinese would come to know Him because of these characters being deciphered which is what is
happening all over China now. I’d say it’s a combination of both – the ancient Chinese were so
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directly impacted by these events that it shaped the formation of their writing, AND God inspired
that to occur to utilize it for His glory in our modern era.
It doesn’t end there though, my dear friend. Not only did these characters point backwards in
time, but they also seemed to point forwards.
The Oracle Bone symbols for ‘me’, ____, and ‘sheep’, _____, combine to form the word

‘righteousness,’ _____. We’ve talked enough about Jesus Christ being the perfect, sinless Lamb of God
sacrificed for the world, have we not, friend? Surely you see the connection there. Even greater is that
the ‘sheep’ symbol seems to COVER ‘me’ so the person is righteous. But were the Sinites only
pointing to the animal sacrifices they understood were needed for their righteousness before God?
Even if that were the case, friend, once more such thinking only further solidifies the reality of a
shared origin and an understanding that God had decreed such sacrifices were necessary to make a
person righteous before Him (and why a sheep when it could have been a bull or other animal?).
But when we realize the symbol for ‘me’ is actually made up of ‘hand’, ____, and ‘lance, or spear’,
____, piercing the ‘hand’ symbol or symbol representing the person, it should strike us as being
prophetically significant just as it was when the prophet Zechariah wrote some seven-HUNDRED
years later;
“And I will pour out on the house of David and the inhabitants of
Jerusalem a spirit of grace and pleas for mercy, so that, when they look on me,
on him whom they have pierced, they shall mourn for him, as one mourns for
an only child, and weep bitterly over him, as one weeps over a firstborn."

The Book of Zechariah, chapter 12, verse 10

(underline for emphasis, mine)

This is a reference to Jesus Christ who was punctured by three nails, and more notably for this
segment, a SPEAR while on the cross at calvary. Zechariah wrote this some five-HUNDRED years
before Christ would even be born. The Chinese made their symbol up before the year 1000 B.C..
When read in context it becomes quite clear that the passage actually refers to the end times when
Israel will mourn over their initial rejection of Jesus Christ at His first coming, shortly before His
second coming.
The last Oracle Bone symbol we’ll look at is formed by combining ‘noble person’, ____, with
‘sheep’, ____; it forms the character representing the word ‘beautiful’, ____. It’s no coincidence, friend,
that the most noble person through righteousness, perfection, and His nobility as the very Son of
God was also the very Lamb of God, and that this combination forms the word beautiful, because
Jesus Christ is the most beautiful and wonderful being ever to exist, and He is worth all of our
adoration and praise.
I hope you enjoyed this portion, dear friend. It is unthinkable that any of this came about by
chance. You’ll also find if you do your own counter-research that this has been validated countlessly
and will not be debunked. There are definitely scoffers out there trying to nullify what’s so evident by
saying Christians are forcing these interpretations upon the characters and that when properly
examined it’s clear they don’t really mean such things. But there are enough connections in the
above symbols to put such arguments to rest. If even a few mean what they clearly appear to mean
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(and there are obviously more than a few as you’ve just seen) then they must be true. This also
explains why the godless, communist leadership in China would have adopted the Pinyin writing
system (or at the very least why demonic spirits would have inspired them to do so); to keep this
system of hidden messages from the people.
It may not be the case that such accounts are hidden within other ancient writing symbols, but
that only means that the other cultures developing their writing weren’t as interested in passing on
those accounts (possibly due to their own growing, spiritual delusions), or that they simply did not
think to weave them into their writing. For whatever reason, this was God’s will, and so it was.
Whichever the case, it’s abundantly clear that the Chinese came out of Mesopotamia and shared the
same origins as every other people group in history just as the Holy Bible has stated.
May I remind you once more that God only wants people to believe in Him based on humble
faith, and not out of reluctant acceptance of overwhelming evidence. If every ancient writing system
was encoded with these ancient, origin stories, then more people who hate God might go along to
get along. But it’s not intellectual ascent that is needed for salvation, it’s spiritual rebirth.
Nevertheless, here we are examing an amassed collection of evidences in hopes that you will
turn from mere reluctance that God must be whom He says He is in repentence to acceptance that
God is.
Most of this information was sourced from researchers who studied the works of Reverand C.H.
Kang, Dr. Ethel R. Nelson, and Dr. Chan Kei Thong. Their books respectively are titled The Discovery

of Genesis: How the Truths of Genesis Were Found Hidden in the Chinese Language; God’s Promise
to the Chinese; and Faith of Our Fathers. As well you can find YouTube videos about these authors
and find other videos discussing the content of this portion.
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Recurring Themes in Creation Accounts Around the World Are Quite Telling
If you were to read an account of creation that began by stating that at the beginning a god
was floating through the universe and came upon a beautiful duck feeding from a circle of water
suspened in the cosmos, and this god breathed on the duck and it became a beautiful woman and
the god inseminated the woman with his seed, and the woman grew pregnant until she exploded
into pieces and her right leg became the earth and her left leg became the moon and so on and so
forth you’d rightfully have a lot of questions. If it was the beginning and this god was already IN a
‘universe’ where did the universe come from? Where’d the circle of water and the duck come from?
How does it make any sense that a woman’s dismemberment would result in the existence of
gigantic celestial bodies? Naturally it wouldn’t. And this is the sort of fancy that characterizes creation

‘myths’.
But when we look at the creation accounts from the book of Genesis, we see a startling
difference; we see events described in a style that is plain, to the point, and altogether authoritative
in its declaration of how everything came to be. It’s certainly unnatural sounding to us who’ve been
conditioned to believe that all things came into existence based on processes devoid of the
supernatural. But it’s not at all out of bounds for an all-powerful being who is infinite and existent
before all that is. When it’s read and taken at face-value it actually begins to make sense. Before
long, my dear friend, you will see that it actually makes the most sense. Besides which, most of us
have given ourselves over to the belief that everything came from nothing thanks to quantum
mechanics (which themselves would have needed a creator) and we showed how great a folly all that
was in God Must Exist. We concluded reasonably that The One True God MUST have spontaneously
created everything. And that is just how the Bible reads.
Amazingly enough, as anthropological researchers have been able to compile more and more
creation mythologies we see patterns emerging. From this it’s hard to escape the common worldwide
connections.
Taking an admittedly cursory look at some fifty-five creation legends from North America,
Mesoamerica, Europe, the Oceanic, Mesopotamia, Asia as well as East Asia, and Africa, there were
some very interesting similarities. Some of those similarities even come out of the accounts which are
clearly invented myths – no story is as succinct as the Hebrew accounts of Genesis of course – but
somehow key components of God’s original revelation to Adam, which he handed down and Moses
would be directly inspired to reassert, crop up in nearly all of the cases I looked at (except perhaps
the most ludicrous and clearly thought up).
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Some explanations are obviously necessary and are why origin-myths would arise, like where
water and land come from for example. It’s obvious that these events warrant mentioning because
even the most primitive recognize that the presence of both water and land means it had to have
come from somewhere. A good number speak of the seas being made and the lands being made.
Like Genesis 1:9 and 10 which read:
"And God said, 'Let the waters under the heavens be gathered together into one
place, and let the dry land appear.' And it was so. God called the dry land Earth, and the
waters that were gathered together he called Seas. And God saw that it was good."
…we see this emphasis on water being gathered or land and water being separated in a number
of the stories.
Similarily we have the creation of both plants and animals included in the stories. What’s
intriguing however, is that like in the first chapter of Genesis we see plants created before the
animals! Why do they share the same chronology?
A good amount of the different people groups believed that there was once an endless space or

nothingness, and a few note specifically that time didn’t even exist. While some mention heaven and
earth in the beginning, a good deal go as far as to say that not even heaven and earth existed in the
beginning… Some even emphasize that only the Creator existed, like the famed, African Zulu tribe
who named the creator, ”uMvelinqandi” which means “Before Everything” in their language,

isXhosa.153 These are all factors which Genesis clearly stated. Shouldn’t this be expected? Not
necessarily. The idea that there was “nothingness,” not even time, are fairly abstract ideas.
A good chunk speak of a man and woman being created in the beginning, and that also seems
natural as it explains where we all came from. Most of those stories stated this very fact – “all of
humanity came from those two people.” A few of them state that the creator commanded them to
spread and multiply around the world. But where it gets interesting is that so many of the accounts,
even the nonsensible ones, speak of man being fashioned from earth, or earth and moisture – most
often water – to create clay. We see in Genesis 2:7 that God made man from the dust of the earth.
Well dust and water make clay, and we mentioned in the last segment, A Message Hidden in a

Language, that God is the potter who makes clay vessels… Why is this idea so common in spite of
the vast distances and separation of people? Both the ancient Babylonians and the Hopi Indians of
North America spoke of man being created from “earth and the creator’s saliva.”154 That is a massive
gap in chronology and geography, my friend!
Even more interesting than that though is that a fair number of the accounts spoke of the
creator needing to act upon his clay creations that they (or he) be brought to life, most of those
specifying that this was “the breath of life” just as we see in Genesis 2:7! Not only that but a few of
the accounts I looked at spoke of the woman being created from a portion of the man. Most of
those said this occurred while the man was asleep just as we see in Genesis 2:21! My dear friend,
these are some inexplicable coincidences!
Just as Adam was appointed the role of tending to the garden in Genesis 2:15, in a small
number of the other myths man is also appointed to tend to the earth or “living things.” And so we
see in a few of these myths that it’s explicitly mentioned that God can communicate with his created
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beings. In a minority we also see that there is a garden or a “perfect land” initially created. Even more
notable is that a couple other creation stories articulate that “life was in the mind of the Creator” and
all was created by the “Logos” which speaks of the very mind or thoughts of the creator. This is what
we are told by God in the Gospel of John, chapter 1, verses 1 to 3.
More stunning than that though, is that in one story the creator creates a nephew who creates
everything, and in another it’s the son who creates everything! What makes this so stunning, dear
friend, is that as we saw in Part 3’s segment, Teleportation, God’s Word says in the epistle to the
Colossians that Jesus Christ who is the Son created all that there is!155 Again, what an odd
coincidence to find in an origin story!
Another phenomenon that can’t be missed is that in more than a few of the accounts trees are
integral to the story. In two of the stories I perused TWO trees where emphasized! I wonder why that
would be! More than that, in the story from the Serer people of Senegal in Africa, there’s a mystical
serpent in a tree of great importance! This story which is likely influenced by broken, oral tradition, is
clearly perverted because in their culture the serpents are actually venerated and to some extent even
worshiped!
Notably in a few stories we’re told that the easy life comes to an end due to disobedience.
Sounds familiar, doesn’t it, friend? In two of the stories the easy life is now difficult and disobedience
is the reason for death. That’s precisely what happened in the garden of Eden when Adam and Eve’s
sin brought about the forwarned curse which resulted in ‘the Fall’.
Seeing all of these connections which carried on through time and the many lineages of man,
it’s not suprising that in a good number of the accounts we’re told that demigods rebelled against
the most powerful God in some of those stories and that this resulted in the demigods being cast
down and banished. This should remind you immedialtely of the rebellion of Lucifer and his fellow
angels, and of Jesus Christ telling His disciples, “I saw satan fall like lightning from heaven.”156 It’s
only natural that we would see these similarities.
A fairly reasonable expectation is that darkness be mentioned in many of the stories because all
people experience ‘nighttime’, and this is the case. It’s a common understanding that everything
came out of darkness. But some specify particularly that everything came out of chaos. Notably a fair
amount speak of “everything coming from water which covered everything”. The profoundity of this
will become quite clear later on in our discussion, but it too points to the very real fact that all of
humanity has a shared origin as stressed by the Bible.
So then what happened? Why haven’t people better maintained the original account as it was
passed down from Adam and then again from Noah? One reason is that time and great struggle in
survival would have definitely hindered the ability to properly record and pass down what was known.
Hopi Indians spoke of travelling far “through a cold and icy country to the north.” This is obviously a
throwback to far ago travels over the Bering straight.157 In two stories we read of earth freezing over
and there being nothing but ice. One mentions the ice melting and life returning. Obviously this is
due to the last ice age before the Neolithic period began.
But even more troublesome than the trials and adversities brought on by the struggle for
survival is man’s own inclination to deny the truth and reinvent reality to suit himself. After all we’re
talking about the very rebellious people who tried to build the tower of Babel then spreading around
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the earth. Of course such people would make up their own origin-stories. Oh, and by the way, one of
the Japanese origin-legends incorporated the building of “a great column to the heavens.”158 It’s no
mystery what inspired that.
Not only is there man’s sinful, rebellious nature that true-history must contend with, but we’ve
also got demonic spirits who are masters in deceit and the art of tempting people. It’s not at all
doubtful that through the ages they’ve encouraged men to reinvent their own stories. It would seem
though that sometimes what was passed down was too impactful to forget regardless of how much
the enemy tried to persuade, hence why we see the connections. Where those evil spirits couldn’t
succeed, they sought to perverse and twist. Thus we have so many grandiose distortions. Why some
of these myths are so fanciful is probably the result of men, perhaps tribal priests, involved in some
spiritual act (possibly involving mind-altering substances) having transcendental visions where as
much information as would be accepted was fed to them. Thus we have stories that are much more
akin to fairtytale than the reality of a spontaneous creation by Almighty God.
Yet the Mossi people of Africa understood that in the beginning, the “kingdom of everlasting
truth” is all that existed.159 That’s pretty accurate seeing as Jesus Christ is, as we learned in Absolute

Truth vs. Relativism, The Truth, and in the beginning all that existed was His everlasting Kingdom…
Friend, it’s no secret that just as there’s a “Kingdom of everlasting truth” there is a “Father of
lies” and because the devil who IS that father of lies wants people to be led astray from God so that
they will die, you’ll see great distortions and disunity in the origin stories abounding from humanity’s
past. But because what the Bible says happened, we’ll see traces of it all throughout that past.
Again we have evidence of a shared human origin which aligns best with the Scripture’s
depiction of history and points once more to its veracity.
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The D
Because the myths behind all of the gods and demigods both in antiquity and even into the
present are therefore simply “borrowed ideas” from what originally happened and from an original
revelation that was granted man from God, we naturally see the commonalities. More so, because
these myths were almost always energized by a malevolent supernaturalism, the agenda of these
myths has been to lure people away from the true worship of God and a relationship with Him which
promises eternal life. That’s just like the devil to do such a thing.
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We’re not going to spend the time discussing the long history of demons in literature and myth
because it is replete with information. Our understanding came from their very real existence and
involvement with humanity. We’ve already shown this to be true in Part 3. If you wish to spend the
copious hours looking into it, you’re welcome to. But you’ll only find what’s obvious – all cultures
have recognized the reality of evil spirits actively working in their midst.
As stated much earlier in Pride of the Devil demonic angels who involved themselves in some
sort of forbidden activity in addition to the initial rebellion found themselves confined in ‘Tartarus’.
The Greeks defined this place as the “dark abode of woe” or “the pit of darkness in the unseen
world,” and Homer wrote of it in The Iliad being “…as far beneath Hades as earth is below heaven.”160
As already stated, the apostle Peter was not borrowing from Greek mythology to aide his own
theology, nor was he using the common term to help the understanding of his Greek, gentile
audience; he was using this term under inspiration of the Holy Spirit because the rebellion depicted
in the Greek mythos was a perversion of real events within the heavenly realm much, much earlier.
It’s also entirely possible that Peter already had this understanding based on Old Testament texts and
extra-biblical works from Judaism which to some extent were touched by the Holy Spirit yet God in
His sovereignty did not include within the canon of scripture.161
In any case, this blatant commonality is due to the fact that there are indeed two kingdoms:
God’s and satan’s; satan and his forces being the force behind the appearance of so many pagan,
mythological deities as humans were deceived through idolatrous worship solicited by such dark
forces. When we look at the Enuma Elish from the Babylonians, the Adapa Epic from the Assyrians,
and the Epic of Gilgamesh from the Sumerians, it’s clear that these three are crooked plagarizations
of the original revelation demonically inspired solely for the purpose of constructing false
mythologies and pagan deities to steal worship from The One True God.
Moving on, when students of comparative religions examine all of the myths they find a
frequent reoccurrence of heavenly or venerated serpents. This only makes sense because satan, for
whatever reason, frequently manifested in the likeness or form of a serpent just as we saw in the
garden of Eden. Serpents involved with supernaturality is precisely what we see abounding
throughout the pages of our common history. Some of the gods were even portrayed as navigating
the skies in a serpent shaped ship or boat, or a serpent itself.162 There’s even an Egyptian god of
chaos named Apep. As one would expect, he’s depicted as a long, large serpent. 163
According to the modern chronological interpretation of mankind’s development, between
100,000 and 50,000 years ago was when homo sapiens entered into modernity in terms of behaviour
and function and cognitive abilities. It was during this time, roughly 70,000 years ago, that people in
what is now present-day Botswana were worshipping a serpent, specifically a python, within a cave! 164
Understand that, my dear friend; from the very beginning of man’s history he was worshiping a
serpent! Where else do we know of a serpent interacting with the earliest representatives of
humanity, hoping to eventually entice them to worship itself? Exactly, satan in the beginning in the
garden of Eden. So it’s only to be expected that the descendants of Adam and Eve would do so
wherever they spread because this same surreptitious spirit pursued them!
We’d mentioned the Serer people of Senegal in the last segment, Recurring Themes in Creation

Accounts Around the World Are Quite Telling, and how they possess an origin story that incorporated
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a mystical serpent within a mythical tree in their beginning, and that these were trees of importance
to them. As stated they honour the snake in their culture so much so that the value esteemed to a
particular tree is determined by how great a serpent is in it! How absurd in light of Genesis chapter
three! The whole thing is completely upside-down! It’s so upside-down in fact that in their mythos a
tree of prominence called the Saas falls to disgrace because it “abused its powers”!165 But the culprit
was never a tree, it was the serpent! (talk about “blame-shifting” of mythological proportions!)
If this all isn’t enough twisting, the serpent is so exalted in their culture that it’s believed that
when a person dies they reincarnate as a snake! Hence why the Serer avoid killing snakes! Imagine
that; a snake found in the garden is left alone because it might be Grandpa… only for it to slither in
the home and into the crib in the middle of the night and swallow ‘baby’… What a satanic deception,
allowing to live dangerous animals in proximity to your family when they pose a threat. Let’s not miss
that the Serer word pangool means ‘sacred serpent’166 and the Yaal Pangool means “the masters of
the serpent cult”167 speaking of the religious elite within the Serer religion. Their symbol is, of course,
a serpent.
As is to be expected, serpent-worship is not limited to the continent of Africa. In Mesoamerica
we had the Aztecs who worshiped Quetzacoatl, the Feathered Serpent, and Mixcoatl, the Cloud

Serpent.168 There’s also the Mayans who worshiped Kukulkan, the Plumed or Feathered Serpent.169
Feathery, hairy, scaly serpents… Remind you of anything?
Over in Asia – specifically China – we have to this day the exaltation of long, scaly dragons who
have feathery, hairy faces and sometimes bodies, as depicted by parade costumes and ancient
artwork. That this serpentine creature is also widely recognized there as a symbol of ‘luck’179 or good
fortune is also problematic in its spiritual implications. After all, the dragon revealed in the book of

Revelation is none other than satan himself.171 Certainly no figure of good fortune.
In 2010, an eastern Chinese tomb dated to 500 B.C. was excavated and 47 human sacrifices were
found buried there with their aristocratic ruler.172 Included in this morbid burial site were some
ancient swords and daggers. Upon one black, gold, and red sword were depictions of dragons. I can’t
help but wonder if it’d been used in the sacrificial rituals. Again, not very lucky at all.
Another clearly satanically inspired perversion of God’s plan of redemption that was deceptively
seeded into ancient mythology and played out into the physical realm was that of the Greek goddess
Eileithyia.173 All over ancient Greece shrines were built to her by cult-followers. In these shrines were
erected terracotta figurines of immortal nurses who took care of divine infants through whom a
specific bloodline was to survive. What was so significant about this bloodline that requires all this
overindulgence? It promised an eventual “serpent child” and future “serpent-saviour” that was to one
day be born! Yes, a “seed of the serpent” if you will!
Now there are some exceedingly foolish and controversial notions that somehow satan has a
physical lineage on earth that has endured throughout humanity’s history paralleling that which led
from Adam to Christ and superceding Christ’s resurrection and ascension. Few have heard of it and
even fewer believe in it, but it is certainly unmistakeable that there is a spiritual lineage throughout
the ages that satan has fostered and nurtured along our timeline’s development. All the while, as
indicated in Pride of the Devil, we’ve seen powerful, wicked, demonically controlled men and women
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affecting the course of history. All of this, as already revealed in The Dark Prophecy is Being Fulfilled,
is moving us along to the arrival of this “serpent child” or “Child of Horus” or “man of lawlessness” –
the antichrist! Thus we had pagans building cult-shrines in honour of this spiritual lineage in hopes
that Eileithyia would protect it. Second-century traveling geographer, Pausanias, wrote of one such
shrine on the mainland at Olympia possessing a small inner chamber (called a cella) sacred to the
serpent-savior containing a virgin-priestess who “cared for a serpent that was fed on honeyed barleycakes and water.”174 Legend has it that this shrine memorialized the appearance of a woman with a
babe in her arms who, “at a crucial moment when Elians were threatened by forces from Arcadia,”
was placed on the ground between the contending forces and changed into a terrifying serpent,
“driving the Arcadians away in flight, before it disappeared into the hill.”
Of greater interest is that this false goddess Eileithyia is also connected with the birth of Apollo
mentioned much earlier in A Dark But Telling Prophecy. There I wrote that Apollo is most likely also
Apollyon the destroying angel mentioned in the ninth chapter of the Book of Revelation. That’s up
for debate, but doing some cursory research I came across forums and articles stating ‘Apollyon isn’t
Apollo’. Yet they were always written by people who by their own admission weren’t born again
Believers in Christ (oh sure, many of them ascribed to something, even a form of orthodoxy, but it
wasn’t real faith, always heterodoxy, that’s for sure). As we’ve stated numerous times now, it’s easy for
those without the Spirit of God granting them discernment to be deceived and then puppeted to sew
disinformation and misdirection for those investigating to be led astray. I’d say it’s quite fair and likely
appropriate to make the connection between Apollyon and Apollo.
I’d also stated that Apollyon was probably not a direct reference to satan. Colonel J. Garnier of
the Late Royal Engineers published a book in 1904 titled The Worship of the Dead or the Origin and

Nature of Pagan Idolatry and its Bearing Upon the Early History of Egypt and Babylonia. This
researched book connected much of ancient paganism. According to Garnier, to the common man of
that day, Apollo was identified as the promised “seed of the woman”, the title rightfully attributed to
the prophesied Christ to come. Again, as in Genesis chapter 3, the seed of the woman would slay the
serpent, only this time the serpent slayer would not be Jesus Christ, but Apollo. Garnier goes on to
write however, that unlike with the common, Greek man, to the initiated cultist, Apollo would not be
the slayer of the serpent but its PRIEST!...

“…and therefore as the Serpent himself; for the priest was both the representative of, and
identified with, the God he served. Hence at Delphi, Apollo was worshiped under the form of a
python…”175
Apollyon, or Apollo, this Greek, pagan counterfeit “seed of the woman” was their hoped-in godman through whom the antichrist-spirit will operate. This man and spirit is yet to come. The links of
this pagan deity to the antichrist are so clear it is uncanny.
Niether I nor Colonel Garnier are grasping at straws to make a case here, my dear friend. It only
makes sense. The affiliation between Apollo and a python symbolizing him when he’s supposed to

slay the serpent; the perverted theft of the “seed of the woman” prophesy being attributed to a
Greek false-deity; the desire for a god-man or a man indwelt by a spirit to be mankind’s saviour,
when Jesus Christ was the promised God-man and has already come; it’s all so clearly an operation
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by the ‘father of lies’, satan, to mislead people. And it’s all so clearly a perversion of the original
revelation given to man by God for us to hope in as we ventured onwards in time.
The corruption doesn’t stop there and there are many more distortions or “knock-off’s” when we
examine topics like the virgin-birth, heaven and hell, resurrection and final judgment, water-baptism,
communion, and many more.
Finally, when it comes to the idea of an impending “apocalypse” many religions and ancient
belief systems have incorporated such a world event, and those still existing maintain such
expectations. Of those a good number point to an endtime saviour who will rescue a chosen people.
We saw in Part 3’s section titled The New Age that even some members of the New Age movement
are anticipating a Christlike messianic being arriving in our world when self-destruction looks
imminent. The majority of people are being set up for this event via the insemination of such ideas in
their worldview when originally the promised One had been a promise from The One True God.
Once more we see the evidence, be it the shared understanding of a ‘devil’ or ‘evil one’ being
the enemy of God and humanity; the involvement of mystical serpents or dragons, especially in the
perversion of idolatrous worship; the worldwide recognition of demonic spirits or beings who scheme,
trick, and deceive; and the anticipation of a coming saviour other than Jesus Christ all point to a
localized origin where the original revelation was shared with everyone and understood by all only
for it to be distorted.

160. Homer’s Iliad chapter 8, verse 15
161. I’m referring specifically to the Book of Enoch and its reference to Genesis 6:1-4; Jude quoted directly from the Book of Enoch
we’ve discovered but this does not necessarily mean what we now possess is what Jude would have originally read, as it may be a
clever invention with a verse from Jude tucked into it to give it credibility. In any case, this may be what Peter was thinking of when
being guided to write; https://opentheword.org/2018/02/25/who-were-the-imprisoned-spirits/; last accessed August 6, 2018
162. http://www.bearfabrique.org/Catastrophism/Saturn/shipart.html; last accessed August 6, 2018
163. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Apep; last accessed August 7, 2018
164. https://www.apollon.uio.no/english/articles/2006/python-english.html; last accessed August 7, 2018
165. Henry Gravrand, La Civilisation Sereer - Pangool (Les Nouvelles Editions Africaines du Senegal, 1990); pg.198−9
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174. Ibid
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and Babylonia (Chapman & Hall; London, 1904); pg. 235

In Conclusion
My dear friend, we have looked at some very weighty circumstantial evidence that cannot and

should not be dismissed. We can tell quite easily that indeed, God had commanded the first man
and woman to conduct animal sacrifices for atonement and to pass this instruction onto their
offspring, and so it was done, even though there would come distortions in how and to which god
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these sacrifices were to be offered. Secular, non-religious anthropologists have arrived at the
conclusion that all of these animal sacrifices were being made by people as a means of atonement
between themselves and their gods. That's to be expected if God had really established this covenant
with mankind at the onset of our history.
Multiple people groups from all over the world have stories explaining the origin of distinct
languages coming from a time where all people spoke one language which was confused and caused
them to disperse. Many of these tales involved a tower or temple shared by all people. It's no
coincidence there are roughly 100 language families connecting our nearly 7,000 languages and there
happened to be nearly 100 family clans living together at the tower of Babel in the plains of Shinar.
Moses nor anyone else would have had the ability to number the extent language families of his time
over the entire earth in order to concoct the origin story in the Bible which fits. Its accuracy tells us
God inspired Moses’s writing, and languages such as Hebrew and Aramaic were actually named after
people.
Ziggurats or pyramids all over the world built by people at periods when they were isolated and
had no contact with one another is further evidence of a shared dispersion from the plains of Shinar
in Mesopotamia. These structures of religious and spiritual significance were built in defiance of God
as they were enticed to do so by the demonic spirits they were worshiping.
We also saw that the ancient Chinese came out of Mesopotamia and were isolated past the
mongolian heights where their culture could grow and their biblical past would be encoded in their
written language. It's outside the realm of simple coincidence that so many of those words could be
totally significant to the accounts of Genesis. Especially when we consider the symbols for "violent or
fierce" being comprised of Elder brother, mark, and person, which obviously speaks of Cain harming
Abel.
The many shared connections in origin and creation myths by people separated all over the
globe point back to humanity being in one locale and receiving the TRUE origin account to pass on.
The reality of evil spirits interacting with us, and the devil himself as the leader of this evil force;
the veneration and worship of serpents and dragons which would be the obvious counterfeit the
devil would impose upon unwitting people; and the endtime apocalyptic expectations, as well as the
hope in a messianic figure to rescue us; this is all further evidence of a common shared starting
point.
It doesn’t end there though, my dear friend. There’s also the reality that various ancient people
groups anticipated a resurrection.176 Natrually the devil influences men to grab ahold of this to ingest
and then disperse a lie that Jesus Christ’s resurrection was only a borrowed myth from other ancient
sources. It obviously wasn’t and that will be made much clearer later. No, Christ’s resurrection was the
fulfillment of the promise of God demonstrated to us and to His loyal followers.
Job would refer in his ancient text (arguably one of the oldest inspired books in the Bible) to
resurrection177 when he said:
“For I know that my Redeemer lives,
and at the last he will stand upon the earth.
“And after my skin has been thus destroyed,
yet in my flesh I shall see God,
whom I shall see for myself,
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and my eyes shall behold, and not another.
“My heart faints within me!”

The Book of Job, chapter 19, verses 25 to 27

This ancient understanding believed in by so many is why we see mummification or preservation
of a corpse done not only in Egypt but in many, many other places.178 The Chinchorro people of
South America were doing it some two-thousand years before Egypt even!179 Along with that are the
numerous tumulus and kurgan or earthen burial mounds (often pyramidal in one sense or another)
that cover the earth from Asia to North America. There was a belief passed on by many people that
the body would be regenerated at a future time hence this ritual tradition. And so they were placed
in such mounds.180 As stated earlier in Pyramids All Over the World, one of the largest and most
notable comes from the third century B.C. in China for the first Qin Emperor, Qin Shi Huang, and is
seventy-six meters tall and took 38 years to build!181
Once again all of these common cultural themes point to a shared origin when humanity lived
together, knew the same things and passed them on before being dispersed widely upon the earth.
All the while what they knew changed in subtle ways sometimes faster or slower, or was altogether
abandoned and reinvented or replaced. Then God who loves us and wants us to know the truth
picked a people called the Israelites and inspired their leader Moses to transcribe His Word in full
clarity so the truth could be known.
My friend, do NOT be deceived when you come across articles or opinions that claim Moses
borrowed or stole ideas from surrounding peoples’ belief systems. Don’t be deceived by the
assertions that later Hebrew priests invented the creation accounts in Genesis. It’s all, always a lie.
There’s no evidence for it. It’s all simple conjecture and nothing else. Sure, they make arguments like
“The Israelites in Babylonian exile invented a new creation account for Genesis because they needed
to make their God sound more powerful than the gods of the nations that oppressed them in order
that they have hope.” But where’s the evidence for this or any other claim? There is none. There’s no
ancient manuscripts or engravings where the first chapter of Genesis is absent, nor are their ancient
manuscripts or engravings confessing such an operation. It’s all just empty proclamations from
demonically deluded people who don’t want the God of the Bible to have authority over them. And
just so they can try to squash the alarms in their conscience of a coming judgment, they’ll try to
crush the alarms in the consciences of everyone around them through such empty and deceitful
claims, hoping in futility that if everyone around them would simply shut up about this God, then
they would finally have peace.
But they won’t. They’ll never get that peace because the Spirit of God is well and active in this
world convicting the world concerning sin and righteousness and judgment.
What they NEED is peace with God.
Although some might point to “circumstantial evidence” for the invention of the Bible by Moses
or later preists as I just stated, what they muster together is miniscule and hardly damning when
weighed against all we’ve already discussed and what we’ll discuss moving forward.
You, my dear friend, can have faith and trust in God’s Word.
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To This Day We Possess Exactly What The Holy Spirit Inspired
be Written
Part 4 – Section 6
A frequent argument I encounter when talking to people about God is that the Bible we possess
today isn’t what God originally gave to mankind. Never is there any evidence provided, nor is there
any assertion of what it may have really said originally, but a lot of blanket-statements are offered as
to why it can no longer be trusted. This section aims to respond to such allegations so that you can
fairly assess them for yourself, and even better, know the reality which makes such arguments totally
baseless.

Not Translations Upon Translations
The most common excuse I hear as to why a person feels they have no responsibility to know
God’s Word is that what we have today is the product of a long line of translating from a translation,
and so on and so forth. The belief is that what we have today can’t possibly be accurate because
meaning is lost in translation and it only compounds with each following translation.
Guess what. I agree wholeheartedly with that point.
The good news is it does not at all apply to the the Holy Bible we can read today.
I’m not sure when and where this lie came out but people think the Bible was in Hebrew and
Greek and then got translated into Latin, and then from Latin it was later translated perhaps into
German, and then from the German into a style of English one might find in sixteenth century poetry,
and finally modernized for the reader today.
If that was the case, even with the most careful of translators we would end up with a great
many issues because the meaning of words and phrases as stated can be lost in translation, even by
the most cautious scholar.
The reality however is that most modern versions are based on the best manuscript
collections we possess in the original language. You read that right, my dear friend; the Holy Bible
you can get today is based off of the original languages and is not a mess of lanuages mashed
together over many centuries.
And the manuscripts we’ve unearthed and discovered or even those which have been preserved
are weighed against one another in a scientific process called textual criticism.182 This scrutinizing
practice can be utilized by researchers to make very accurate and intelligent estimations of what the

ORIGINAL manuscript, technically called an Autograph, would have said. I can assure you, I’ve
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researched this topic regarding the Bible and we are in good hands. But we’ll be taking a closer look
at this later on.
Another fact to keep in mind is that those doing these translations are brilliant, faithful people
wanting to convey the very Word of God as precisely as possible so that the Spirit of God may use

His Word to bring the world under His good and righteous reign. Such men were and are consumed
by the desire to glorify God.
One such man was William Tyndale whom we mentioned not long ago in Moral Laws and the

Requirement of Atoning Sacrifice. His English New Testament was written in defiance of the Roman
Catholic church who called his desire to translate the New Testament into the common language for
all Englishmen ‘heretical’.183 But using a compilation of ancient Greek manuscripts he took up the
task. These manuscripts were copies stemming back from even before the famous Latin Vulgate184
(Latin translation) which was the authorized Bible of the Roman Catholic church. The Latin Vulgate
was based largely on Saint Jerome’s translation in the 4th century and he too had used the Hebrew
and Greek texts of the day. Tyndale would also translate many of the books of the Old Testament
using Hebrew Bibles (which you’ll soon see were also meticulously copied from the originals). William
Tyndale’s God-ordained desire to get His Word into the common man’s hands would be rewarded by
the Roman Catholic church taking him captive, stripping him of his ecclesiastical status for not
recanting for his heresies, and then turning him over to the British authorities for execution by
hanging.
Tyndale was, of course, inspired by a German named Martin Luther.185 By 1522 Luther had
translated the New Testament into German for the common German citizen, also from that
compilation of ancient Greek and Hebrew manuscripts.186 His companions assisted him in the
production of the German Old Testament. Luther had already been excommunicated by the Pope in
1521.
Why was there so much pushback from the Roman Catholic church? Well, friend, sadly the
Roman Catholic church set itself up long ago as the sole authority over what the Holy Bible or the
Word of God is really saying. We see that in the 19th point from the Council of Trent in the midsixteenth century;187 yes, after people like Martin Luther and William Tyndale and many others had
begun what was called “The Protestant Reformation.” This reformation movement was clearly
orchestrated by God to help free people from the shackles of empty ritualism and false doctrine
which had consumed the Roman Catholic church for centuries. Even in that 19 th point above we see
the Roman Catholic church referred to as the “holy mother Church,” but this concept is NOWHERE to
be found in Scripture. Again and again the Church is the collective of called-out Believers and the

BRIDE of Christ, NOT His mother. But there are many, many doctrines which are so far from biblically
true within that organization that they can be nothing else other than demonic as the Apostle Paul
warned. The spirit behind so much of the leadership within the Papacy over the centuries clearly
aimed to keep men and women from eternal life. Making it so that they could not read the Bible for
themselves with the help of the Holy Spirit interpreting meant they could not refute any errors being
taught as truth; and this meant they could not rebel against this false, religious authority as God
would eventually bring about with the reformation, but it also meant they would have much more
difficulty arriving at the truth that saves.
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Now this isn’t to say that a Catholic person isn’t or can’t be saved – that always relies on God
who gives people the faith to trust in Him alone for their salvation and righteousness, and not in
rituals and sacrements to earn or maintain that salvation or righteousness. I know some wonderful
Catholic people I’m sure are born again, and as stated much earlier, they remain within that
congregation due to family, or even to help others receive the true message of grace through faith
alone. But I also know that the system for a long, long time has not been operating as God had
intended it to.
Moving on from that necessary aside, we see that nearly four-dozen scholars worked on the
King James Version completed and published in 1611.188 Each scholar was a member of the Church of
England, and I think it’s safe to presume aimed to bring the very best that they could in hopes of
honouring The Lord.
Modern versions like the New International Version189 published in 1978, and revised again since
then, have relied on the many thousands of manuscripts, both fragmented and complete, which have
been found in the nearly FIVE CENTURIES since the time of Tyndale, Luther, and the production of
the King James Version. Admittedly the Textus Receptus190 used by them was, as I said, a compilation
of copied manuscripts going back to the fourth century and maintained within the Roman Catholic
church. But they were really quite accurate, and the King James Version relied not only on them but
also on the Byzantine texts191 making what they arrived at even more precise. And please, my dear
friend, when you see the phrase ‘more precise’, do understand that we’re talking about improvements
on texts whose authenticity and accuracy is already up in the 99th percentile! We’ll be looking at the
astonishingly, supernatural precision of this text later on, but I wanted to clarify a little here so that
my transparency about “better” texts would not be used by our adversary to stir up doubt within you.
Now the NIV translation had a core group of 15 scholars with over one hundred more
contributing! Rest assured, these people truly wanted others to know God’s Word!
Even more recent is the English Standard Version192 published in 2001. It too came about thanks
to the teamwork of hundreds of leading evangelical scholars and textual critics, aiming to make the
most literal, workable translation of the ancient texts.
All the time we are digging up ancient manuscripts which verify that the Greek we’ve translated
from was accurate. It would seem the more time we have, the better our translations get, when one
would think the English translations closer to the origin would be better. But this just isn’t the case.
Other modern English versions such as the Holman Christian Standard Bible and the New Living
Translation Bible are also very useful versions which have been rigorously researched during their
execution. The authors of the New Living Translation, however, possessed a translating philosophy
aimed at taking the meanings and ideas behind the original languages and transferring those ideas
into modern English. This was meant to make it more readable, and less clunky than transliterated
versions like the English Standard Version. The problem though is that although the NLT reads nicer
during a sermon, the exactness of the wording does not make one stop and think like in the ESV. For
personal study, the ESV seems better. As mentioned in Part 2’s The Good News, I myself primarily
use an ESV. But I also have an NIV, the HCSB, and a New King James Version, which was an attempt
to modernize the English of the original KJV.
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As discussed earlier, versions which attempt to paraphrase what is already an English translation
may inadvertently alter the meaning of the text if the paraphrase is really only the author’s

reinterpretation of the text. Also possible is that a version hoping to contemporarize the modern
language by simplifying it may mistakenly do away with the literal meaning God intended. This is why
I personally would not try to study from the Contemporary English Version or CEV (even though it is
apparently also a fresh translation from the Greek).193 Once again The Message by Eugene Peterson
should be avoided not only because it so innacurate in so much of its parahrase’s interpretations
which causes the intended meaning to be lost again and again, but even worse as we’ve already
learned, it’s clearly inundated with New Age and occult ideas… and the reason why that might be is
haunting to me.
In any case, dear friend, we can rest easy as we open the Word of God for what we have is what
He intended us to have. Furthermore, modern versions like the ESV are so excellent and clear that the
ideas conveyed are truly the ideas God has wanted passed along. And if we can know the thoughts
of God through His Word or Logos, we know the very mind of God, and thus God Himself.
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The Texts Were Passed Down Accurately and Without Great Flaw
Another accusation I often hear is that what we have today in the Holy Bible is much like the
jarbled mess children arrive at in the end of a game of Telephone. Surely you’ve played that game,
right, friend? A first child makes up a line of dialogue and whispers that into the ear of the next child
in a circle or line of children, and it makes its way through the group of giggling, prepubescent,
youths, until finally the last recipient of the message hears and then announces what they think they
heard, and everyone laughs when the originator declares what he originally said and it’s way, way off.
The unwitting, deceived person seems to sincerely believe that along the way, whether spoken
or written, God’s Word has been corrupted and twisted and changed repeatedly, whether it be thanks
to human error, or human malovelence. I hear this excuse fairly often. Fortunately that is not the case
at all for two reasons we’ll now discuss.
When it comes to the verbal teachings of Jesus Christ, or all of the commandments God handed
down to the Israelites through Moses, or for what anyone was communicating in ancient culture for
that matter, you must appreciate that we hear and remember details much more poorly than people
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back then. We’ve got smartphones and laptops and microphone-recorders, and at the very least,
pens and notepads! People back then when writing utensils and other materials were an uncommon

luxury had nothing but their ears and their brains! Nobody was taking point-form lecture notes!
Teaching and learning and education and worship in religious communities was all done by
word of mouth and committed to memory by the hearer. You and I, we haven’t had to learn this way
so we haven’t grown up training our brains to be so capable. We’ve talked already of how our brains
can be trained to perform different tasks expertly, but only if we’re practicing such skills frequently,
especially from an early age. This is why it can be so difficult for the modern person to study and
memorize for exams or for theater productions they’ve opted into.
In the ancient oral culture of the Jews rabbis had become famous for having the entire Old

Testament committed to memory!194,195 That’s over 23,000 verses and over 600,000 words!196
Apparently even many of the Jewish adults of the region had the Torah and the Prophets memorized
in that time.197 Even children were known to have a remarkable capacity for memorizing. 198 Friend,
this was an oral culture; it is not unthinkable that Christ’s disciples could accurately remember all of
his spoken teachings. Especially when you consider how important they must have believed every
word of His was because even before they saw Him resurrected they believed Him to be their
Messiah and Lord. I’d say they were an ‘attentive audience’ to say the least.
Not only that, but according to experts such as Dr. Craig L. Blomberg who we quoted much
earlier at the introduction of this discussion, eighty to ninety percent of Jesus’s words were originally
in poetic form.199 That’s not to say his words rhymed in the Greek or Aramaic or Hebrew He spoke in,
but that it had a ‘meter’, balanced lines, parallelism, and so forth, and this sort of speech is easier for
people to memorize, especially when they’re already adept at commiting lectures to memory.
Because ancient cultures were oral cultures, oral transmission which we’ve already talked about,
played a significant role in their lives. Imagine people gathered around a fire telling stories and
legends or accounts about their ancestry. The study of such cultures reveals that there was freedom
to vary how much of the story was told on any given occasion, be it what was included or left out,
what was paraphrased or explained, usually for the sake of summary.
In Lee Strobel’s transformational discussions with researchers which would lead to his book The

Case for Christ, he’d speak to Blomberg about this topic. Blomberg would point out that in the
ancient Middle East the retelling of a sacred tradition could vary from ten to forty percent depending
on the occasion it was told.200 Yet there were always fixed, unalterable points, and members of the
community had the right and responsibility to interrupt and correct the storyteller if he errerd on any
such point of importance. I make mention of this because it’s been said that there is variation of ten
to forty percent in the passages of the Synoptic Gospels (which refer to the Gospels of Matthew,
Mark, and Luke which describe the life and ministry of Jesus from very similar perspectives). This is
exactly what’s to be expected when we recognize that Jesus’s followers heard and memorized what
He said and committed it to memory before retelling it with slight variation, yet always holding fast
to the points of significance. This also indicates that the the Gospels weren’t likely written down by all
authors simply copying an older, earlier record of the accounts and teachings, but from their own
memories as eyewitnesses, and investigations involving the memories of other eyewitnesses. If they
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had all worked from the same original, earlier document, we would see far less variation. But we’ll
talk about this later when we specifically address the New Testament.
There is much conversation out there that Moses wrote the Pentateuch (another name for the
Torah) based on oral transmission of God’s original revelation to Adam which had been passed on
for many generations. Surely SOME of what God had revealed and what had been passed down as
experiences in the accounts which would end up in Genesis had remained intact, and we see this as
the Israelites immediately understood who had commissioned Moses when he told them “I AM who I
AM has sent me” – The Lord their God!201 To think though that it had all remained unbroken for
thousands of years when we’ve already seen how every other people group distorted the same
accounts makes it hard to believe that they would stay consistent apart from God’s immediate
involvement. The reality is that God Himself had to take Moses up Mount Sinai multiple times to
write down what He wanted to communicate to the Isrealites as well as to reiterate the story in great
detail so it could be recorded with perfect accuracy and never again forgotten. This can’t be missed
when we see that’s exactly what happened.202
My dear friend, an innocent game of telephone between eight-year-olds in a birthday party
setting is one thing… but full-grown adults who believe they are being told incredible wisdom from
God are absolutely careful to memorize everything they can if they can’t write it down – and then
they pass it along as accurately as they can! The “fun” of ‘Telephone’ is that the message DOES get
garbled up. But that’s unequivocally dangerous and disastrous when passing along the very thoughts
of God! In telephone you aren’t allowed to ask the prior person to repeat the statement. While
passing on the Word of God however, you most certainly can! OR you can go to the pastor or rabbi
or whomever for more information! In Telephone the message is passed in whispers and hushed
tones; with the Word of God these words were loudly and boldly proclaimed! And if distance from
the orator meant it was hard to hear, again you could go and find out later!
Not to mention the checks and balances where other Believers could come and correct you if
you had something wrong. It’s as if in a game of Telephone every third person got to speak the
phrase they heard aloud and confirm it had not changed. The communities in which the Old and
New Testaments formed would constantly be monitoring the message of hope and salvation to
ensure there was never any deviation.
That way the truth definitely remained The Truth.
The second reason we can have such great confidence in what we have today is that once the
message arrived with a scribe or copyist (and let’s not forget that God delivered the first five books
to Moses verbally to be transcribed), they were METICULOUS in their replication to ensure it would
be maintained with great accuracy and integrity.
If you research how documents were fashioned in ancient times you’ll find that although writing
materials were not readily available to the common man, they weren’t entirely rare. Stone was used
for etching; later Papyrus sheets were constructed from pressing and gluing two layers of split
papyrus reeds; animal skins from calf or antelope made vellum; parchment came from sheep or
goats; and leather came from cows or bulls. These were the sorts of materials scribes worked with.
Let’s now acquaint ourselves with a fellow from the Old Testament named Ezra;
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"For Ezra had set his heart to study the Law of the Lord, and to do it and to teach his
statutes and rules in Israel.
"This is a copy of the letter that King Artaxerxes gave to Ezra the priest, the scribe, a man
learned in matters of the commandments of the Lord and his statutes for Israel: 'Artaxerxes,
king of kings, to Ezra the priest, the scribe of the Law of the God of heaven. Peace...'"

The Book of Ezra, chapter 7, verses 10 to 12

This letter regarded the return of Ezra to the region of Judah with a collection of Jews in 457
B.C. (that date is massively significant when it comes to the reality of prophetic word in the Bible and
we’ll definitely cover it later – it is FASCINATING!) Notice though that Ezra set his heart to study
the Law of the Lord – which refers to the Tanahk – and to do it and to teach his statutes and
rules in Israel, AND he was a preist and a scribe!
During Ezra’s era a pattern of rituals for transcribing the Holy texts would be established to
maintain that critical accuracy and integrity already mentioned. This sort of attention to detail was
naturally already a tradition by this point among preists and scribes who revered the Word of God.
Dr. Paul D. Wegner, a professor of the Old Testament with a specialty in the Book of Isaiah would
write:

“From 500 B.C. to A.D. 100, an influential group of teachers and interpreters of the Law called
sopherim (“scribes”) arose to preserve Israel’s sacred traditions, the foundation of the nation.
The Babylonian Talmud (Qidd. 30a) says, “The early [scholars] were called soferim because they
used to count [sfr or ֹ ֻי פמin Hebrew which means to number] all the letters in the Torah”203
(These were actually the very same scribes that would later challenge Jesus Christ again and
again). Notice Dr. Wegner said they “counted all the letters in the Torah”? As stated, the Torah or
Pentateuch refers to the first five books of the Old Testament (Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers,
and Deuteronomy). They counted the characters in any copied document to see if they numbered the
same as the original. If it differed, they’d search for the error and find it! This demonstrates just how
exacting these scribes were! Friend, if you find it hard to believe that anyone was being this
particular, Jewish scribes even in this modern day of computers and printing presses are still this
demanding when copying the Torah out by hand!204
Around the time that the canon of the Tanakh (which is the Hebrew equivalent of the entire Old
Testament) would be determined and onwards until 200 A.D., a group of scribes known as the

Tanna’im came into existence. Their name which is spelt ָׁ  תָאin Hebrew and literally translates to
‘conditions’ meant “to hand down orally, to study, to teach.” They faithfully maintained and continued
the traditions before them and passed those down too.
It was during this period and towards the close of the second century that scribes and rabbis
developed another system for copying the oral traditions and laws they’d accumulated (these would
be the teachings included alongside the Holy Scriptures given by God a.k.a. “Written Torah”). The
strict guidelines they followed give us an idea of just how seriously they took the task of copying.
This list of guidelines was undoubtedly applied to the copying of the Tanakh;
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1. Only parchments made from clean animals were allowed; these were to be joined
together with thread from clean animals
2. Each written column of the scroll was to have no fewer than forty-eight and no more
than sixty lines whose breadth must consist of thirty letters.
3. The page was first to be lined, from which the letters were to be suspended.
4. The ink was to be black, prepared according to the specific recipe.
5. No word or letter was to be written from memory.
6. There was to be the space of a hair between each consonant and the space of a small
consonant between each word, as well as several other spacing rules.
7. The scribe must wash himself entirely and be in full Jewish dress before beginning to
copy the scroll.
8. He could not write the name of Yahweh with a newly dipped brush, nor take notice of
anyone, even a king, while writing this sacred name.205
Next up we have the Amoraim or ָׁ  אַ ֹאin Hebrew. Their name meant "those who say" or

"those who speak over the people",206 or "spokesmen" because they primarily “told over” the oral
Torah to the people.207 They also became participants in copying the Tanakh and diligently scoured
past scripture texts adding marks and notations as to areas of possible error in past transcriptions.
These marks of notations and commentary became known as Masorah (ְֹ ַֻ in Hebrew), which
literally means ‘dedicated’. These Masorah would be used by the next group of scrupulous scribes
from the sixth to eleventh century. Because of their expertise of and emphasis on this past marking
system they would be known as the Masoretes (also Ba’alei ha-Masora, written in Hebrew as בעלי

 המסורהwhich literally means ‘The Dedicated Husbands’).
So why have we taken the time to discuss this you might be wondering? Because my dear
friend, the careful copying and devoted attentiveness to the Word of God which preceeded Ezra
ensured he would have accurate copies of the original Word of God transcribed by Moses a
thousand years before him. The strictness of Ezra and the Soferim of his era ensured the Tanna’im
would ALSO have an accurate copy of God’s Word to us. The same was passed on to the Amoraim,
and finally to the Masoretes. Their concerned diligence was so dependable that we today have an
Old Testament based upon what is known as The Masoretic Texts which they were the copyists for.
Isn’t that amazing? We have the Word of God today as it first was because of centuries and

centuries of careful, exacting copying by men afraid of tainting what God had meant for us to
possess. Praise God!
Just how careful were they that their text was reliable enough to depend on for well over a
millennia? Like the Soferim before them, they also counted the total number of characters when
done.208 The Masoretes also added markings to signify long consonants and vowel points to help
with pronunciations and accents of the ancient Hebrew, as well as further Masorah notations and
commentaries in the margins. What’s important to understand is that none of this causes issues with
the meaning and ideas behind the text itself – they do not create doctrinal issues.
Along those lines, my friend, is the fact that although I earlier wrote the phrase, “areas of

possible error in past transcriptions,” regarding the markings of the Amoraim, there are only FIFTEEN
places in the Hebrew text where small diamond-shaped markings have been placed above a word or
character. These words don’t mean the entire Bible was wrong, nor do any of them break a single
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important doctrine within God’s Word. They simply point out a place where there was reservation
about the word in question. A prime example of this is found in the thirty-ninth verse of the third
chapter of the Book of Numbers where we read:
"All those listed among the Levites, whom Moses and Aaron listed at the commandment
of the Lord, by clans, all the males from a month old and upward, were 22,000."
In the Hebrew Masoretic Text we see those special marks above the words “and Aaron” because
in verses 16 and 42 we read of Moses listing or ‘numbering’ the people with no mention of his
brother Aaron. Does that mean Aaron never actually helped and that verse 39 is wrong? No. it simply
means Aaron wasn’t written into the other verses, likely as an oversight due to redundancy. All the
diamonds are there to point this out to the reader.209
Not a big deal at all. Definitely nothing to lose sleep – or more importantly, faith – over.
That being said, the additional marks of the Amoraim and the Masoretes did not change what
was being passed down in the Tanakh, nor were they pointing out places where they feared passages
had been purposefully changed in the past. Again, the message of the texts was not changed.
As we close this portion we need to consider the facts: Firstly, these scribes weren’t employees
of some government bureaucracy doing data-transfers. They were careful, mindful people who
believed they were following God and passing on what He wanted communicated to His people.
They were therefore rightfully cautious in how they did so, and so they did it with great respect truly
believing it was essential for following His guidance in life, and that they would be accountable to
Him for what they were doing.
Secondly, when we compare what we have today to what we have from antiquity, it’s evident
that no changes of any significance have occurred. This is not at all what we would expect to see if
corrupt men with a sinful nature had set out to manipulate the texts to their own ends as so many
believing in conspiracies theorize.
Although, as already promised, we’ll be tackling that false notion later in greater detail, let’s look
at a quick example of how we know no such corruption has occurred.
According to all of the prophecies a Messiah would come to free the Israelites and give them a
place of prominence on earth. This Messiah was known, according to the Scriptures which were
passed down so carefully, to be from the physical lineage of King David some four centuries before
Ezra. In spite of a split in Israel which occurred after David’s son Solomon died, David’s heirs would
remain on the throne over the region of Judah in the capital city of ALL Israel – Jerusalem – until the
captivity and exile by the Babylonians prior to the return of Ezra to the land over a century later.
If the Old Testament was REALLY being doctored by those in influence to suit their own needs
and help them maintain power, why upon their return to Jerusalem in the sixth century was no one
from David’s line appointed as king over Israel? If everything we read today from the Old Testament
about a king from David’s line always ruling over Israel was ACTUALLY invented and shoved in there
by David’s own family to keep someone from that family on the throne, WHY DIDN’T THEY USE
THAT TO PUT SOMEONE ON THE THRONE?!
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The answer is obvious and clear to anyone who’s faithfully and humbly read the Old Testament,
my dear friend: God spoke through His prophets and warned the people of how they would be
punished for their rebellion, and everything came true ACCORDING TO HIS WORD. After this the
remnant who returned to Israel wanted to take things very seriously and if their king had been
stripped from them, then it was only God who could appoint another king. This faithful remnant had
traveled some 900 MILES – an arduous and deadly trek – to return to their land. It was primarily the
faithful and the devout that came back and they risked everything to do so. They believed God.
They were ALSO graciously permitted to return by the Persian king, Artexerxes. What might have
happened to them if they’d returned and immediately set someone up on a throne? It would have
been seen as a clear sign of defiance. Thus it was now more than ever, a time to await and hope for
their Messiah of Davidic heritage. This is why there was so much anticipation in Jesus’s time that He
would overthrow the Romans and re-establish the kingdom of Israel.
They also kept painstakingly detailed genealogies of their families to know which tribe they
belonged to, that they were the children of Abraham or “children of the promise” which God had
given Abraham, and to know who was of David’s line. Again, nobody was rewriting the Scriptures or
their history to set themselves up in power. Everyone knew the promises and there would have been
a complete and total revolt if they’d gotten wind of revamping of their Holy Books filled with the
Messianic prophecies which had circulated for centuries through families in the very same context of
oral tradition passed down perfectly via campfire stories we talked about earlier. These people had
prayed upon this Word of God, memorized the stories, and they would have stood against such
perversion, no matter how badly they may have wanted a king.
This faithful remnant of priests, scribes, and common citizens would not have been willing to
tamper with the texts whatsoever.
It would not be until 104 B.C. that Israel would once again find itself under a “king” in Judah. But
this was Aristobulus the 1st and he’d appointed himself king and was not of Davidic lineage. He’d die
in 103 B.C..210 Go figure…
His brother, Alexander Jannaeus, also not of the Davidic line, would succeed him until 76 B.C.. 211
Eventually in 37 B.C. you would have the infamous “Herod the Great.” Herod’s family wasn’t even of
Hebrew ancestry although he was raised as a Jew due to his family’s conversion.212 Most assuredly
though, he too was not of Davidic descent.
So why didn’t any of these families of power rewrite themselves into the texts to justify their
rule? The texts were not manipulated and we all thankfully await the return of Jesus Christ to be the
rightful King forever from His throne in Israel.
Dear friend, it should be abundantly clear that both the written transmission of the Old
Testament (and even the New) are nothing like a game of ‘Telephone’. At a time when photocopiers
and printing presses were not yet in existence, the scribes of the Jewish culture were indeed carefully
recreating exacting copies of the original texts. I hope that from their thorough manuscript process
you can rest assured that the Old Testament you can read appears just as God wanted it to for your
sake. Surely as God all powerful, He has the ability to deliver His Word to us in spite of time or any
other influence. Indeed He has done just this, intervening and guiding, and at times likely
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overpowering the very will of men to bring us the exact representation of what He has said and
done. We can joyfully rest in this reality!
And if any doubt remains, it will certainly be quashed in the next portion of our discussion.
“The grass withers, the flower fades,
but the word of our God will stand forever.”

The Book of Isaiah, chapter 40, verse 8
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Jesus Christ Verifies That the Old Testament is Trustworthy
In concluding this segment it needs to be pointed out that Jesus Christ who is God referenced
the Old Testament scriptures repeatedly. He paraphrased, alluded to, and quoted them time and
again. That would be an odd thing for an all-knowing deity to do if they were fabricated and wholly
unreliable, wouldn’t it, my dear friend? Well naturally, as Jesus Christ is God, He’s the authority on
what is real and what is true, so if He quotes the Old Testament, He affirms it.
In the thirty-ninth verse of the fifth chapter of the Gospel of John we see Jesus say to the Jews:
"You search the Scriptures because you think that in them you
have eternal life; and it is they that bear witness about me..."
He’d also quote a passage from an Old Testament Psalm, equating it to what the Jewish
religious authority was doing to Him in that present day;
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"Jesus said to them, 'Have you never read in the Scriptures:
‘"The stone that the builders rejected
has become the cornerstone;
this was the Lord's doing,
and it is marvelous in our eyes"?'"

The Gospel of Matthew, chapter 21, verse 42

One singular moment which speaks to the veracity of the entire Old Testament occurs soon
after Christ’s resurrection when He comes across some of His lesser known disciples on a road to a
village called Emmaus some seven miles from Jerusalem before appearing to the famed eleven as
well;
"And beginning with Moses and all the Prophets, he interpreted to them in all
the Scriptures the things concerning himself... Then he said to them, 'These are my
words that I spoke to you while I was still with you, that everything written about
me in the Law of Moses and the Prophets and the Psalms must be fulfilled.'”

The Gospel of Luke, chapter 24, verses 27 and 44

These are but a few samples of the vast number of times we get to see in the Gospels that Jesus
Christ had no reservations about the Old Testament. A brief search on Google returned some
numbers I have no reason to doubt as I’ve already stated Jesus frequently referred to the Old
Testament. For your sake I’ll summarize the main points:
1) He quoted the Old Testament 78 times in what we see written in the Gospels alone; 213
2) He quoted from sixteen of the thirty-nine canonical Old Testament books214
Obviously on the journey mentioned above where He revealed from the Law (which is the
Torah), the Prophets, and the Psalms everything that spoke of Him, we can assume there were many
more references made, yet not written out for us later readers, likely for the sake of brevity. Any
eager seeker of Christ will see Him again and again in the pages of the Old Testament, validating this
assumption.
The point is, my dear friend, Jesus Christ is the final authority, and His life and verbal testimony
make it plain that we can trust what we have from the Old Testament.
What about the New Testament?
We’ll be taking a more indepth look at the New Testament in Part 5 which pertains specifically
to the evidence regarding Jesus Christ and the first century Church.
If the testimony of Our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ is not yet convincing enough for you, the
next section of physical evidence should be.
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It Is Proven That the Message Has Been Passed Along With
Great Integrity
Part 4 – Section 7
We’ve discussed the baseless attacks on the Bible that it’s just translation of translation or that
it’s not been copied properly and that it’s FULL of errors and can’t be trusted. Well we’ve seen that
neither of this is true, and in this section we’ll be proving just how untrue this purported claim is.
The Masoretic Text we discussed above is what is used today as the Hebrew Bible in rabbinic
Judaism and it was what Martin Luther, William Tyndale, and the scholars behind the King James
Version used to translate the Old Testament. At the beginning of the 20th century the oldest,

COMPLETE (meaning cover-to-cover) copy of the Masoretic Text was the Leningrad Manuscript held
in St. Petersburg of Russia at their National Library.215 It is dated to 1008 A.D..
Dear friend, as we’ve been learning about the reality that the heart of sinful men is naturally
inclined to reject God and His authority over our lives, what do you think was the result of our having
such a comparatively ‘new’ copy of the Old Testament so far removed from the first writing? Yes, as
always this was used as ammunition to attack God and His Word, saying this relatively recent text
meant there was little assurance of us having the original message… But as usual, as you are seeing
time and time again, God had made a way that the faithful and the humbly seeking could be
encouraged to continue to press on while the scoffer was shown to be the fool.
The Essenes were a sect of Jews who existed around the period of the 2 nd century B.C. into the
1st century A.D. alongside the Pharisees and the Sadducees.216 As a group of ascetics whose priests
were celibate they lived primarily around Damascus, Jerusalem, and Qumran at the Dead Sea. Those
who gathered in Qumran seemed to be quite devout based on historical commentary. In any case
whoever had settled in this region spent a good deal of their time copying the Old Testament texts
and writing out their own interpretations on it in the form of scrolls.
In 68 A.D. the settlement of Qumran was destroyed by Roman legions in response to their
involvement in the Jewish revolt against Rome.217
Fast forward almost TWO-THOUSAND YEARS to 1946 when some bedouin boys stumbled upon
seven of these ancient scrolls hidden in a cave.218 By 1956 eleven such caves had been discovered
and from them came 50,000 fragments totaling over nine HUNDRED documents!219 These documents
came to be known as The Dead Sea Scrolls. Some of these fragments were obviously quite small, but
some of the documents were entirely or nearly complete! Most amazing of all is that nearly a quarter
of the documents, or 225 of them, are from the Hebrew Tanakh!

bedouin
noun bed·ou·in \ˈbe-də-wən, -dü-ən, ˈbed-wən\
1.
: a nomadic Arab of the Arabian, Syrian, or northern African deserts
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The Dead Sea Scrolls contained significant portions of EVERY SINGLE Old Testament book
except for the short, historical book of Esther which talks about the rescue of the Jews from genocide
while in captivity of the Assyrian Empire (yep, once again satan was trying to exterminate the Chosen
people of God…).
Carbon-14 dating is quite reliable within the last few thousand years provided the material is
uncontaminated. In 1950 before technologies involved in the testing were developed to permit
sampling fragments small enough that the manuscripts would not be too greatly damaged by
removing sample-material, a linen cloth found in Cave 1 was tested. It revealed an age of 33 A.D.
with a window of plus-or-minus 200 years.220 In 1963, once improvements in testing were made a
fragment from one of the famed Isaiah scrolls was tested and returned a date-range of 200 B.C. to 1
A.D..221
Finally in the 1990’s laboratories in Zurich, Switzerland and Tuscon, Arizona conducted
indepentenant testing on over two-dozen articles and found dates accurately ranging from 351 B.C.
to 70 A.D. with a confidence of 95%.222
As you may remember from Idiosyncracies and Different Personalities of the Various Authors are

Still Evident, philology is the study of ancient texts to determine their authenticity. Paleography is the
study of ancient and historical writing in terms of the forms and processes which make up the
writing.223 This is the science of literally looking at how characters are drawn out on the page and
being able to tell from what period in history and by what people group that writing was put onto
the medium, and this scientific discipline and philology are closely associated. Orthography is the
science of examining HOW those characters are placed together, be it with punctuation,
capitalization, word breaks, and so on, because these habits or practices are also very much isolated
to specific eras and regions.224
These investigative tools helped researchers to determine that indeed many of the manuscripts
were inscribed before 100 B.C..225
Archeologists examined the pottery which accompanied the manuscripts and they were identical
to those found in Qumran ascertained to be from the late Hellenistic (c. 150-63 B.C.) and Early
Roman (c. 63 B.C. to 100 A.D.) periods.226 Coins at Qumran bore inscriptions proving they were
minted between 135 and 9 B.C..227 Linen cloths also recovered line up with this dating.228
All of the dating corresponds to this period, and the fact that no scroll mentions the destruction
of the Jewish temple in 70 A.D. (which would have been a monumental event worthy of immediate
recording even for a sect like the Essenes) likely confirms the storage of the scrolls before Qumran’s
destruction in 68 A.D..
Scholars have been able to pour over these ancient, biblical texts for quite some time now and
they have found that aside from an insignifant percentage of spelling variations, not a single word of
any importance differed from the Leningrad Codex of the Masoretic Texts (codex simply referring to
the evolution of scrolls into early forms of books)… Yes, my dear friend, that means that what was
copied for over a thousand years and what we have two thousand years later is essentially the exact
same thing…
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That begs the question: If God would lead humanity to accurately copy His Word for over twothousand years AND WE HAVE PROOF OF THIS, doesn’t it stand to reason He could have us copy
His Word for the fifteen-hundred years prior since He gave it to Moses and other inspired writers?
Surely He could, and He did.
Among the Dead Sea Scrolls found in what became known as ‘Cave 1’ were two copies of the
book of the prophet Isaiah, one of which we read above had been subjected to Carbon-14 dating. In
total there were twenty-two found. The original book of Isaiah was first written in the late eighth and
early seventh century B.C.. One of those Isaiah scrolls catalogued as 1QIsab contains over 70% of the
sixty-six chapters of the book of Isaiah.229 The former known as 1QIsaa however contains ALL of the
chapters save for a few words due to damage.230 Also worth noting is that 1QIsaa which we said had
been dated between 200 B.C. and 1 A.D. in 1963 was one of the scrolls retested by the Zurich
laboratory in 1991, and this time it was more accurately placed between 351 to 296 B.C. or 230 to 48
B.C.231 setting it even farther back in history.
Dr. Gleason Archer who was a professor of the Old Testament and a scholar involved in the
formation of both the New American Standard Bible and New International Version232 had the
following to say about the Isaiah scrolls found in Cave 1:

“Even though the two copies of Isaiah discovered in Qumran Cave 1 near the Dead Sea in 1947
were a thousand years earlier than the oldest dated manuscript previously known, they proved
to be word for word identical with our standard Hebrew Bible in more than 95 percent of the
text. The five percent of variation consisted chiefly of obvious slips of the pen and variations in
spelling."233
Once more there is nothing worrisome whatsoever regarding the faith and doctrines of God
when it comes to such ‘errors’. If Dr. Archer, a far more brilliant man than you or I wasn’t shaken to
his core by what he saw, causing him to abandon the faith, why should we be?
Another interesting yet expected reality we find with 1QIsaa is that the scribes did not separate it
as a book with one portion originally penned by Isaiah, and a latter portion by a later author. A
common proclamation by unbelieving scholars is that the book of Isaiah could not have been written
by Isaiah alone because it’s filled with specific prophecies regarding the return of Israel to Jerusalem
after the Babylonian captivity, and this took place centuries after his death. For nearly 200 years such
scholars have stated that chapters 1 through 39 may have been by Isaiah, but those afterwards must
have been by someone else (the more recent proposal being that two authors wrote the latter half).
But when we go online and examine digital copies of the scroll, there’s no obvious break between
chapter 39 and 40. In fact, it’s quite the opposite; the scribe did not even begin a new stanza or
paragraph, but wrote chapter 40, verse 1 immediately after Isaiah 39:8 on the very same line! Clearly
the scribe considered this to be one whole document not deserving such a separation.
Here’s what needs to be understood, my dear friend: it’s willful dismissal of God’s inspiration of
Isaiah’s book containing prophecy based on the bias that there is no supernatural element to Isaiah’s
book, and Isaiah would have had no ability to so accurately predict the future. So they deny it was
authored entirely during Isaiah’s life.
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The kicker however is this: these same people who deny Isaiah’s having written the book all
alone under inspiration of Holy God outside of time due to prophecy which would be fulfilled two
centuries later reject this truth in spite of the book ALSO containing prophecies about the life,

suffering, and atoning crucifixion of Jesus Christ EVEN FURTHER INTO THE FUTURE! That’s right,
my dear friend; Isaiah speaks specifically about the Messiah being a suffering servant, exactly as
Christ would be… But we’ll be looking at that in greater detail later.
The point is that we know 1QIsaa was completed WAY before Jesus Christ was even born in
flesh… and the prophecies contained within are specific and wholly accurate. So reasonability should
lead one to put away with foolish arguments that Isaiah couldn’t have been inspired by God in order
that prophecy be contained about the exile and return of Israel, because evidentally it’s a certainty
that it is a book supernaturally composed and able to contain prophecy because it does so about
Christ. It should also be mentioned that the latter portion they say wasn’t written by Isaiah but by
someone else during the sixth century B.C. is also the portion referring directly to Jesus… well over
500 years before He manifested Himself upon earth…
Relating to such attacks on God’s Word found in the Old Testament is the assertion once more
by unbelieving scholars that the book of Daniel must have been written no earlier than the second
century B.C. because of the grand prophecies within it pertaining to the series of empires which
would rule consecutively over the known world, and to events during the Macabean revolt. This gross
bias can be seen in the following quote:

“We need to assume that the vision [of Daniel 8] as a whole is a prophecy after the fact. Why?
Because human beings are unable accurately to predict future events centuries in advance and
to say that Daniel could do so, even on the basis of a symbolic revelation vouchsafed to him by
God and interpreted by an angel, is to fly in the face of the certainties of human nature. So what
we have here is in fact not a road map of the future laid down in the sixth century B.C. but an
interpretation of the events of the author’s own time, 167-164 B.C…”234
Eight fragments and a scroll of the book of Daniel were found in the Qumran caves, and all
chapters were accounted for and they demonstrated once again that the Masoretic Text was faithfully
preserved.235 After some review it was determined that such liberal scholars as those above can not
reasonably hold fast to the notion that Daniel was written so late, and that it had to have been
written before the second century because it was accepted in Qumran as God-ordained, canonical
Scripture by 150 B.C. at the absolute latest.236
Not only that, but the copied portions of Daniel written in Aramaic differ markedly from the
Aramaic used in Judea during the second century. The copied portions actually point back much
earlier by hundreds of years and to eastern regions where Aramaic was also used. 237 Yes, that’s right,
dear friend, Aramaic was spoken rather widely in the Middle East by the 7th and 6th centuries when
Daniel originally wrote, and was utilized in Babylonia, the very nation Daniel would be taken to as an
adolescent and live for several decades.238 The same can be said when the Hebrew copied in the
Daniel scrolls is compared to the Hebrew in the documents which originated in Qumran in the
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second and first century – it’s quite different linguistically and much older. This evidence points
heavily to Daniel in Babylon being the original penman from whom the scrolls would later be copied.
Moreover, the same reason critics demand a late origin of Daniel is the same as for Isaiah –
prophecy. Yet the reality is once more the same. Just as Isaiah’s prophecies pre-Christ are affirmed by
his prophecies about Christ, there’s no point trying to do away with the prophecies of Daniel’s book
by giving it a late dating because a number of prophecies within Daniel are about Christ and His life,
as well as the second Temple in Jerusalem, while the Dead Sea Scrolls pertaining to them pre-date
these prophecies about Christ and the second temple by over a century.
Arguing against these books due to older prophecies in spite of new prophecies which are most
certainly fulfilled later is absolutely senseless. It’s about as sensible as telling a person wearing a blue
ballcap with a red bill that they most certainly are not wearing a blue ball cap… just because it has a
red bill. Even worse though is that the above quote denying the authorship of Daniel based on
prophecy came from a supposedly ordained minister who preached to churches and “taught” the
Bible as a professor at a seminary. It’s no wonder the church is in the state it is when such slanderers
of God’s Word are at the helm leading people astray.
Yet, friend, isn’t it AMAZING that God could protect His Word for all of this time in spite of the
sinful, willful, rebellious nature of man as well as the wicked schemes of satan to lead the nations
astray?! How was it copied for so long so faithfully without calculating humans radically transforming
it for their own purposes? Clearly God has guarded His Word just enough that its true and intended
meaning could arrive to US in this century so far removed for our good and our betterment, and His
glory!
Also worth considering is that the Qumran caves had to be the perfect environment for the
scrolls to last these past twenty centuries. Only some of the scrolls were wrapped in cloths and a
pitch-like substance before being placed in jars for safekeeping. Many were not. But the arid, desert
locale of those caves was so obviously sovereignly dedicated for the purpose of preserving His Word!
And the caves with their low-humidity and very low airflow aided in the preservation! To anyone
living in that region in the last two-thousand years who ever thought, “Gee whiz, it’s so hot here!” or
complained about how dry it was, or wanted rain, all apologies, but God had determined that in this
place these scrolls would remain protected WITH NO ONE STUMBLING UPON THEM until the
PERFECT TIME! Meanwhile, many scrolls and fragments kept by museums and personal collectors
under human-wisdom have all but disintegrated in less than the fifty years since their discovery!
It truly is amazing!
I hope from this that you can see God’s Word today is as trustworthy as it was in the beginning!
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Other Ancient Manuscripts from the Old Testament
Now the Dead Sea Scrolls alone clearly confirm the accuracy of the Old Testament transcription
throughout the age. Yet they are not unaided as there is a wealth of manuscript evidence in
existence. Along with the complete copy of the Masoretic Leningrad Manuscript, there are numerous
manuscripts of varying size, some only fragmentary, as well as quotations of Scripture within
commentaries.
Take for instance the Aleppo Codex from the tenth century A.D. nearly one hundred years
before the Leningrad Codex.239 It’s housed in The Shrine of the Book in Jerusalem where 294 of the
estimated orginal 487 pages remain.240 Before that we have more than 250 of the Peshitta
manuscripts in the language of Syriac, dating from as early as the fifth century A.D..241 There’s also
the Egyptian, Coptic manuscripts from the third and fourth centuries A.D..242 The Latin Vulgate
mentioned earlier contains both the Old and New Testament and was translated in 348 A.D. and a
number of manuscripts from the sixth to tenth centuries exist.243 The oldest complete manuscript is
the Codex Amiatinus from the eighth century.244
Most interesting is that the Qumran caves also revealed manuscripts from the Greek Septuagint
– a Greek translation of the Hebrew Old Testament. These fragments were also dated to the first and
second century B.C..245 Also from that time period, but not from the Dead Sea caves are the Papyrus

Fouad 266 found in Egypt in 1939.246 Similarly there are the Papyrus Rylands 458 fragments also
dated paleographically to the second century B.C..247 None of these manuscript fragments are terribly
extensive, the largest pieces only containing several chapters at most, but what they do is serve as a
stake in history verifying the age of the Greek translation. From the first through third centuries A.D.
are many more extensive manuscripts with the oldest near-complete copy of the entire Greek Bible
being the Codex Vaticanus from the early half of the 4th century.248 All that is missing from the
original is the majority of Genesis, a quarter of the Psalms, and a few verses from the second book of
Kings due to a page having been ripped. The missing portions of Genesis and the Psalms were,
however, replaced in the 15th century.249 In total there are some 2000 manuscripts of the Greek
Septuagint.250
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Thanks to Alexander the Great and the Macedonian Empire, by the third century B.C. Koine
Greek had quickly become the language of the day for the Eastern Mediterranean and Near East. 251
Josephus, the famed first-century, Jewish historian we mentioned way back in Pride of the Devil,
paraphrased an early third-century B.C. letter allegedly from a Jew in Alexandria, Egypt named

Aristeas252 to his brother Philocrates.253 This letter described how King Ptolemy II of Philadelphus who
reigned from 283 to 246 B.C.254 procured a Greek translation of the Tanakh for his library in
Alexandria by having the Jewish High Preist assign six of his most learned scholars of The Law from
each of the twelve tribes to such a task. As six multiplied by twelve equals seventy-two, we, thus,
have the Septuagint which is Latin for ‘Seventy’. It would be completed around 270 B.C. and as
already mentioned we have fragments of it from the second and first century B.C..
The majority of scholars today believe that the Letter of Aristeas was a second century B.C.
invention to enhance the importance of the Hebrew Scriptures by asserting that even a pagan king
understood their value.255 That may very well be so, but it does not take away from the reality that
the Greek Septuagint was indeed manufactured, and that Ptolemy the second would certainly grant
religious and political freedoms to Jews after Ptolemy I had taken 120,000 of them out of Judea and
back to Egypt256 seems to indicate that he gave Jews and their Holy Book at least some esteem.
As many Jews by this point had adopted the Greek language for day-to-day living just as
Aramaic had been adopted before that, the use of the Septuagint spread among Hellenistic Jews257
(those Jews who were influenced by the Greek culture under that empire). Amazingly, this production
of the Greek Old Testament would help pave the way for the apostles and disciples of Jesus Christ to
share the Good News of the Gospel throughout the Greek-speaking gentile world by revealing Christ
to them via the Septuagint.
The reality of the Septuagint’s existence by the second century B.C. well before the birth of Jesus
Christ, and that it contained the very same Messianic prophecies found in the Hebrew texts further
grounds the foretold coming of Jesus as a supernatural truth for the seeking skeptic.
Furthermore, Josephus who was a first-century Jew had no inclination to validate the prophetic
nature of the Septuagint regarding the life of Christ when he stated it came to be in the third century
B.C.. His affirmation of its date could have no such bias.
The number of Old Testament manuscripts that we possess is quite massive and reassuring. We
have thousands of manuscripts which textual critics can pour over, 10,000 of which came from a

Geniza in Cairo in the 19th century alone258 (a ‘Geniza’ being a storehouse for worn-out Jewish texts
of significance prior to a proper burial as the burning or throwing out of religious texts was deemed
unthinkable by the Jews).259 It’s this incredible accumulated resource which textual critics can examine
and compare that has enabled them to ascertain dates of original writings, as well as arrive at very
sound conclusions of what the original autographs would have said, and determine that the Old
Testament we possess today is very much trustworthy. As already stated before, most of the
differences are simply errors in writing. The few places the text seems to deviate aren’t at all
troublesome or worth worrying over. We’ll be looking at the most egregious examples later. Believe
me, they aren’t exciting.
In the meantime let’s look at a verse from Genesis as it appears in the English translations from
a variety of Old Testament texts that were copied and handed down by various people groups from
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different regions. This will give you a good idea of the more common “deviations” we find. Genesis
chapter 3, verse 8 reads as the following:
"And they heard the voice of the Lord God walking in the garden in
the cool of the day: and Adam and his wife hid themselves from the
presence of the Lord God amongst the trees of the garden."

The King James Version (1611)260

“And they heard the voice of the LORD God walking in the garden in
the cool of the day: and Adam and his wife hid themselves from the
presence of the LORD God amongst the trees of the garden.”

Westminster Leningrad Codex with vowels261

“And they heard the voice of the LORD God walking in the garden
toward the cool of the day; and the man and his wife hid themselves from
the presence of the LORD God amongst the trees of the garden.”

Masoretic Text262

“And they heard the voice of the Lord God going in the garden to the
direction of the sun, and the man and his wife hid from before the Lord God
in the midst of the trees of the garden.”

Hebrew Tanakh263

“And they heard the voice of the LORD God walking in the garden in
the cool of the day: and Adam and his wife hid themselves from the
presence of the LORD God amongst the trees of the garden.”

Samaritan Pentateuch264

“And they heard the voice of the Word of the Lord God walking in the
garden in the evening of the day; and Adam and his wife hid themselves
from before the Lord God among the trees of the garden.”

Targum of Onkelos265

“And they heard the voice of the Lord God walking in the garden in
the afternoon; and both Adam and his wife hid themselves from the face
of the Lord God in the midst of the trees of the garden.”

Greek Septuagint (LXX)266

After reading the same verse translated into English from a variety of texts which have been
copied throughout the centuries is anyone having a crisis of faith? I certainly am not. They’re nearly
identical in every word save for the Hebrew Tanakh, yet the meaning found there is clearly the same
– the direction of the sun referring to it setting in the west as the setting of the sun would bring ‘the
cool of the day’ or ‘evening’ or late ‘afternoon’. Interestingly the Targum, which was an interpretive
paraphrase or commentary by Onkelos who was a first century Roman converted to Judaism, inserted
the word, “Word.” As already discussed we see that Jesus Christ is the very “Word” of God in the New
Testament. Anytime we see a physicalized manifestation of God in the form or likeness of a man in
the Old Testament, this is called a Christophany and it is undoubtedly the pre-incarnate Christ
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appearing. How fitting that Christ would be “walking” in the garden when the Holy Spirit of God
certainly does not walk. Onkelas however, who was a Jew, would not have been thinking of Jesus
when adding this…
Clearly by looking at the above, we know that the ideas from God have been faithfully handed
down to us for our good and His glory. The differences in the words are insignificant to the meaning.
God has assuredly been safeguarding His Word from contamination throughout the ages so we could
know Him.
My dear friend, I imagine that hearing of these ancient writings aligning so well with what we
have today is helping you to believe in faith that God has done the same further into the past to
when He first handed down His Word to us. At least this is my hope. I understand that you may hear
these factors and immediately your mind, guided by your spirit which may desire to remain in
opposition to God, quickly shifts to a place of reservation and thinks, “Hold on! Dead Sea Scrolls from
350 B.C. are pretty impressive, and that the writing styles contained within predate 350 and point to
an origin in the sixth and seventh century might really be evidence… BUT WHERE’S THE PHYSICAL
PROOF?!”
In 1979 an archaeological team was digging through some Hebrew burial tombs in an area of
Jerusalem called Ketef Hinnom and thought their excavation had come to an end. But a young
assistant had decided to hammer away at some stone floor-plates in one of the caves only to break
through and discover a vast collection of artifacts dating back primarily from 650 B.C. to the
destruction of Jerusalem in 587 B.C.!267 It turned out that the ceiling had collapsed at some point
concealing the contents for later discovery in our time! Among the debris were two tiny, rolled up
scrolls the size of cigarette butts, made from silver. It would take three years for them to develop the
means of delicately unrolling the scrolls while avoiding further disintegration. It would be determined
that these scrolls were worn on a necklace as a sort of amulet invoking the protection and blessing
of Yahweh using phraseology that alluded directly to the Hebrew Tanakh. In fact scroll 2 catalogued
as KH2 contained the very prayer-blessing from the twenty-fourth to twenty-sixth verses in the sixth
chapter of the Book of Numbers! KH1 contained phrases that point back to Exodus 20:6,
Dueteronomy 5:10 and 7:9. All of these books mentioned are from the Pentateuch which Moses was
inspired to write in the 15th century B.C.!
Lead archaeologist Dr. Gabriel Barkay would date the scrolls to the early sixth century due to
their use of the more ancient paleo-Hebrew characters. This date would be challenged by critics who
claimed the scrolls were more likely from the third or second century B.C. stating the tomb had been
used as a “rubbish bin” over many centuries as it also contained some materials from the fourth
century B.C..268
Friend, if the paleo-Hebrew lettering predated the second or third century B.C., and the materials
found therein were primarily from the seventh and sixth century B.C. with the youngest artifiacts
being from the fourth century B.C., why do you think these critics proclaimed the much younger
dating of the writing which contained the biblical texts?
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Yes, it’s obvious by now, isn’t it? They simply reject, deny, and dismiss anything and everything
that points to the veracity of Holy Scripture in order that they may refuse to acknowledge that it has
any relevance to their lives.
The West Semitic Research Project undertaken by the University of Southern California
determined in 2003 and 2004 that the Ketef Hinnom scrolls were in fact from before the destruction
of Jerusalem in the beginning of the sixth century B.C. just as Dr. Barkay had initially suggested. 269 Dr.
Kyle McCarter of Johns Hopkins University, a specialist in ancient Semitic scripts, said the research
should "settle any controversy over these inscriptions."270
It really is amazing.
What’s saddening and disheartening to me though, and I confess is making me weary after over
three years of working on this project, is that no matter the evidence there are those who will
continue to stubbornly refuse to believe what the evidence so clearly points at. While researching the
Ketef Hinnom scrolls I stumbled upon a YouTube video of an old episode of Nova on KPBS. In it an
atheist professor from the University of Arizona said the following;

“For many of the revisionists - these extreme skeptics - there was no 'ancient Israel; Israel is an
intellectual construct.' In other words these people [the Hebrews] were not rethinking their past,
they were inventing their past; they had no past. So the Bible is a myth - a foundation myth told to legitimate [sic] a people who had no legitimacy.”271
For some it doesn’t matter what the evidence reveals, they’ll cling to what they want to believe –

nothing. All the time more evidence is found which lends itself to the Word of God and never is
evidence found which detracts from it. Oh sure, you’ll hear plenty of arguments of such evidence, but
they hold no weight outside the realm of empty theories, speculations, and assumptions from where
they arose. Many of them come from the fields of so-called science. But we’ll be addressing that
later. At the moment, look at what REAL archaeological science is revealing about God’s Word – it’s
been around for as long as the Bible says it has. The fact that the Silver Scrolls contain exact wording
from three of the first five books of the Bible written by Moses in the fifteenth century B.C. should
plainly tell you that these people were only writing down what they knew to be true from experience,
and from that which had been written down and copied far prior.
The skeptic wants us to believe this isn’t true – that the Scrolls don’t have that writing on it
thanks to nearly a thousand years of written and spoken tradition handed down carefully from
Moses, but that these concepts were invented within the Hebrew culture much later, only a short
while before they were inscribed on the Silver Scrolls. That way they can continue believing “the Bible
is a myth.” Once more we hear it, don’t we, friend; the slithering voice that says, “But did God really
say???”
For such people they won’t be satisfied ever. Even if a tablet or scroll from fifty years after

Moses wrote the Pentateuch was found, they’d say, “Well, that’s interesting, but where’s the
ORIGINAL?” Or they’d pronounce that such a find only means it was all invented at that time from
which the documents were dated, and that is all.
Isn’t it a curious, albeit disturbing fact to you, dear friend, that there are critical scholars out
there proclaiming that the Pentateuch was invented around the 7th century B.C. all the while there are
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other critical scholars admitting the Pentateuch did indeed originate at the time of Moses but that
Moses himself simply made it all up while borrowing from other cultures’ religious constructs? They
can’t make up their minds; they’re completely confused about the facts. The only thing they can
agree on is their desired resistance to the truth that God’s Word is.
That should unsettle you greatly as it is more evidence of the reality that satan is well and alive
in this world deceiving the masses to keep them from knowing the Living God of the Bible. One
theory that substantiates the refusal to believe in God’s Word is as good as another as far as the
devil is concerned, hence why we see so wide a collection of conflicting theories all aimed at
denouncing the Scriptures.
The idea that someone could be faced with evidence such as the Dead Sea Scrolls and the Silver
Scrolls and then deny their implications, demanding more physical evidence dated farther back in
history and closer to the origins before they will begin to accept it is what is known as “an argument

from ignorance.” They simply argue that until they can know for sure, they will not believe. It’s
complete folly and I’ll use the following analogy to demonstrate why it is so foolish.
Imagine I was to visit a village at the base of a mountain range in a foreign land far away. Let’s
say this small village was rich with cultural heritage and tradition, and part of this passed down
tradition was that generations ago, their forefathers bravely ascended the mountains to hunt
mountain-goats high up in the passes as a means of sustaining their village with food. But at this
time in the present, as far as we know, there are no mountain goats grazing in those mountain

passes. Certainly down at the base of the mountain, here just outside the village there are pens and
grazing areas stocked with domesticated goats which bear a slight resemblance to a mountain goat;
but that doesn’t mean their tradition is true, does it? After all, they could have invented such a tale to
inflate the abilities, courage, and prowess of their ancestors. The whole thing could very well be an
invention!
But what if they presented to me quilts from the last couple of generations with imagery woven
into them of mountain-goat hunting expeditions? I could argue that quilts don’t last very long and
that they’re certainly not contemporary to the time of such hunts as the villagers themselves have
admitted those hunts happened even further in the past and that the goats had long since been
domesticated. These quilts therefore, only serve as a reminder alongside their oral traditions…
What if they then showed me drawings on skins or carvings on rocks that were older still, closer
to the times from which they claimed these hunts occurred? Would I now be able to accept this
proof of the existence of such mountain-goats?
Finally, at the urging of the villagers intent on me believing in these mountain goats and the
greatness of their forefathers, I follow some of the more able-bodied men on a trek high up into the
heights in search of evidential remains. Lo and behold, in an icy cavern I find the skeletal remnants of
what looks to be a mountain goat! Yet I’m still not convinced! So I have the bones sent to a lab
where they’re examined by experts and they’re dated between five and six centuries earlier…
Now what would you think if at this point I sat down with these villagers and shared that I still
had reservations? Sure, there were mountain goats, but how am I to REALLY know that their
ancestors actually went up and hunted them? Perhaps they were only able to finally domesticate
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them as some ventured down the mountain and near the people who were able to ensnare them.
They may have been telling the truth about the goats themselves but maybe the hunts never really
occurred!
What would you say of me, dear friend, if I now said to these villagers, “I want to find a skeleton
with an arrowhead within it!” and then after finding that demanded, “I NEED TO SEE A SKELETON
WITH A SPEAR INSIDE IT!” and then upon finding that, holler crazily, “I MUST NOW SEE A

SKELETON WITH A SPEAR THRUST INTO IT CLUTCHED BY THE SKELETON OF ONE OF YOUR
FOREFATHERS! OTHERWISE I WILL NEVER, EVER, BELIEVE YOUR ANCESTORS HUNTED THESE
MOUNTAIN GOATS!!!”
What would you think of me? Would you think me a fool? Would you say I was stark-raving
mad?
You should think that of me and say that of me because it would be true.
But this is the very sort of thing one witnesses when they see secular scholarship deny the
realness of God and the truthfulness of the Holy Bible! They say, “In spite of the existing evidence,
this CANNOT be true because there FIRST must be MORE EVIDENCE to prove it as true!” But how
much more do they need? Time and again when faced with such evidence they then cry aloud in
unison, “WE NOW NEED MORE EVIDENCE!!!” and it sadly does not cease.
My dear friend, I truly hope that you do not remain in this camp. I pray that as more and more
of this evidence is presented to you alongside quotations of intellectually brilliant people who
themselves believe in the Scriptures, that you are humbly permitting yourself to accept it. We went
through Before We Begin so that you would be mentally prepared to look at this evidence with right
lenses and I hope that you are. We’re not even close to done Part 4 but I hope that you are
gathering and holding onto the evidence to weigh it all collectively, rather than trying to pick it apart
and dismiss it piecemeal. That will serve you no good.
Continuing my confession, it is wearisome to write and research and come across statement
after statement of decried denial of God and His Word by people who see the evidence laid before
them but whose hearts are hard against God and unwilling to submit to Him. Worse is seeing the
invisible sheath of darkness brought on by the demonic, spiritual bodies which rule over such people
and bring about this darkness, having their way with them, and keeping them blinded to the truth
and goodness of God.

BUT I press on in faith and belief that this work will be used because I KNOW that God is good
and that He is real and that He is as He’s revealed Himself to be in His Word, and that THAT WORD
is trustworthy and true. I KNOW that He has purposed me for this task and made a way that I could
complete it while He brings it to fruition. And I know that God uses the Truth to set people free, and
He will use the evidences herein to chip away at the intellectual barriers this world and the evil spirits
who govern it have worked to establish before the minds of many spiritually lost people in order that
the glory of God would seemingly be diminished.
Rather than rally against God and His Word and the evidence, these scoffers and scholars who
make their pronouncements should be crying out, “Forgive me, God! I am a sinner in the sight of a

HOLY, HOLY, HOLY God! Please, be merciful with me, and help me to believe in Your good gift
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given freely out of love, that I may be saved and have eternal life, and give all the rest of my
days as an offering pleasing and useful to You!”
Not only do we have these scrolls that date back so far, but we have different types of evidence
going back even further. The reason we don’t have an abundance of scrolls is simply because they do
not last. That we even have these scrolls made of a metallic, silver, substance that can last is amazing
enough in itself. In fact, had some sort of tectonic force not caused the ceiling of that tomb to fall
and conceal all of those ancient artifacts, they would have surely been plundered or reused or
recycled way back in the past. But just as God miraculously, amazingly, and sovereignly HID and
preserved through providence the Dead Sea Scrolls, He did the same with the Silver Scrolls of Ketef
Hinnom. Friend, when you see such grand, obviously orchestrated “coincidences” know that the hand
of God has surely been at work!
Praise God for that!
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Not Treating the Biblical Manuscripts as Reliable While Accepting Other Texts
from Antiquity is an Awful DOUBLE-STANDARD
© Michael Hill, 2018

It’s almost perplexing that people I meet resist God’s Word being truthful and factual and
relevant based on our not possessing the originals when most people have put faith in the history
books they’ve learned from as well as the documentaries they’ve seen. The reality is that we RARELY
possess the original documents detailing the very historical events they so easily believe occurred.
The truth, my dear friend, is that the majority of all original documentation written by historians
or commentators of antiquity, or even letters written from one person to another, have been
destroyed or lost to the normal, degrading processes of time. Very little from the ancient world in
terms of writing is ever preserved. Even of famous people from long ago, little is known of them from
contemporary sources in order that their very existence can be affirmed as true except through much
later copies of the original. That’s right; usually what we know about people, places, and events is
based wholly on handed-down, copied manuscripts or later commentaries on prior historical
documents which post-date the object of interest by at least a hundred years. Often though, it’s two,
three, and four or more centuries separating the documents we rely on to know history from the very
history we wish to be certain of. And it only gets worse the farther back you go.
Relying on items such as the Dead Sea Scrolls or the Silver Scrolls of Ketef Hinnom for the basis
of documents existing farther into the past is not solely an issue for the biblical texts but for all
manner of historical happenings.
It is therefore a most absurd and obviously biased position for scholars and laymen alike to
oppose the veracity of the Scriptures while putting their faith in contemporary irreligious documents.
When it comes to reliability one of the most crucial differences between the Bible and other
historical documents is the sheer wealth and volume of the biblical manuscripts we possess in
comparison to the relatively few we have of secular texts. We already talked of the tens of thousands
of copies we have from the Old Testament, some copies dating reasonably close as far as ancient
texts go. Not only that but we also have the Jewish Mishnah from the first and second centuries A.D.
which is filled with quoted verses and references from the Tanakh.
The manuscript collection for the New Testament is even more impressive and reassuring, dating
even closer to the original times of writing, and we’ll be discussing that later in Part 5 of this book.
Again, having so many copies from so many regions is incredibly valuable for textual critics to
compare the writing and ascertain which are the best copies most accurately portraying the original
texts. That there are slight differences or “textual artifacts” between the copies is no problem to these
experts, and what you really need to appreciate here, my friend, is that the presence of such
differences is not a phenomenon unique to the Holy Bible – ALL copied documents from antiquity
contain such ‘errors’.
That’s right. So if you’re willing to believe the history books and documentaries you’re learning
from are communicating ideas to you with accuracy, why would you have reservations or be opposed
to what the Bible says when it’s actually better verified due to the vast number of manuscripts
researchers can comb over? If you’ve determined to reject the Bible because of spelling errors or
accidental rewriting of a word or line twice in a row, or of the rare addition or subtraction or
replacement of a word, then you have no right claiming you can know anything of humanity’s past.
Yet many people read Homer or Herodotus or Euripedes in faith that what they are receiving are
the very words and ideas of those men. To this day men and women survey Plato and Aristotle
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hoping they might glean philosophical wisdom from their writings! Yet the same people deny God
inspired men to write the Bible or that those very men were the authors, or that anything within it
can be trusted…
The great irony, friend, is that the copied manuscripts of these ancients are far less numerous,
and having been examined by textual critics have proven far less reliable. Again, that begs the
question, if these texts are going to be believed and relied upon, then why not those of the Bible? If
one refuses to believe in the historicity of the biblical texts or demands the world also reject them,
then we would have to forget everything we think we know from history as well.
I’m sure by now, my dear friend, you know very well why this double-standard exists, and it’s
due to the very real spiritual reality we find ourselves in here, and the very real spiritual state that
man finds himself in; the textual truthfulness and accuracy of God’s Word is spurned because it is just
that – God’s Word. People who refuse to bow down to the Lord wish for any excuse to justify their
rebellion. One that seems fitting to them is the reliability of the Bible. However, they do so generally
due to an ignorance about where that leaves them regarding the rest of history. But this egregious
double-standard is held onto because these secular ancient texts make no claim on their life and
have zero bearing upon them. The Word of God though is a different matter altogether and people,
as stated before, wish to unshackle themselves from God’s authority.
Honestly, when I’ve talked with people about the existence of God and the implications, I’ve

NEVER had a person respond by telling me the Hindu Rigveda texts are filled with errors or the
copies of the Quran we possess are too far removed from the originals to be of value; and I don’t
believe this is simply because we live in a country where Christianity has been most prevalent and so
God is automatically related to the Bible. It’s always the Bible that receives the attack.
Speaking of the Quran, one of the grossest and most satanic of claims is found in that so-called
‘holy’ text. The Islamic Quran which we’ve already mentioned robs Christ of His deity and the Lost of
their Saviour upon the cross, also proposes that the Bible, although containing some of the words of
allah, is filled with uninspired additions and corrupted passages as well. What makes this attack so
disgusting is that the Quran itself is entirely inspired by an antichrist spirit, and the god of Islam is
none other than satan aimed at stealing the rightful glory and worship of God and the Lord Jesus
Christ. The Dead Sea Scrolls assuredly reveal not only that what the Muslim has received is far from
holy, but that it is also wholly inaccurate.
The Old Testament was definitely compiled several centuries before the birth of Jesus Christ and
its accuracy helps to confirm for us that our all-powerful and infinitely wise and loving God has
sovereignly protected His Word and thoughts for us to know Him, be saved, and have eternal life.
Jesus Christ’s fulfillment of the Old Testament proved He was indeed the Son of God.
There is no room for the double-standard we’ve discussed in this segment, and it is intellectually
dishonest and incongruous to hold onto such a standard. If this standard is one you have
unfortunately bought into, my dear friend, it is time to reject it so that you may move on in this
journey in a most-beneficial way.
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There is No Need to Put the Emphasis on the Original Autographs
Not only is it a double-standard for a person to reject the Holy Bible due to our not having the
originals while believing in what we know about history based on other manuscripts which are not
the originals either, but the reality is that God clearly did not want us to put emphasis on the
originals anyway. Otherwise He would have preserved them for us as we’ve seen with so many other
texts He’s supernaturally and sovereignly protected for us to have ‘evidence’. So why didn’t He?
If it has not become glaringly obvious to you yet, my dear friend, man with his sinful inclinations
has an overwhelming tendancy to attribute his worship to material objects. We see it in the idolatrous
worship of stone and wood idols, but we also see it in our obsession with material possessions, as
well as the veneration of supposedly “sacred” relics. God’s Word even speaks to this.
After Israel’s exodus from Egypt and their conquering of the promised land, they would fall away
from God and “everyone did what was right in his own eyes.”273 He would appoint “judges” to rule
over the land and the people on His behalf in constant attempts to bring the nation together
underneath His guidance. One such judge was a man named Gideon. His story can be seen in the
sixth through eighth chapters of the book of Judges and would have taken place during the 12th
century B.C.. An ephod was a ceremonial apron men of prominence wore. Gideon would request
some of the golden loot which they’d received after besting their enemies in battle. Read what the
Bible tells us happened next:
"And Gideon made an ephod of it and put it in his city, in Ophrah. And all
Israel whored after it there, and it became a snare to Gideon and to his family."

The Book of Judges, chapter 8, verse 27

That brief verse is speaking of idolatry.
A few centuries earlier when the Isrealites were in the wilderness outside the promised land
Moses was instructed to build a bronze serpent on a pole (from which the Greek mythological “Rod
of Asclepius”274 would come over a thousand years later by the way). Snake-bitten Israelites could
look to this rod and be healed via their faith.275 Check out what would need to be done sevenhundred years later during the rule of a good and godly king, Hezekiah;
"He removed the high places and broke the pillars and cut down the Asherah.
And he broke in pieces the bronze serpent that Moses had made, for until those
days the people of Israel had made offerings to it (it was called Nehushtan)."

The Second Book of Kings, chapter 18, verse 4

There you have it, we just can’t help ourselves. Probably because God is Spirit and invisible, we
are prone to find something physical and visible to attribute God’s rightful attention. Pretty sad. In
fact, to this very day there are people all over the world venerating hunks of wood they believe to be
from the very cross Jesus Christ was crucified on.276 They’re considered sacred relics and housed in
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elaborate places for people to come and gaze upon. The cross is an amazing and beautiful symbol,
but not in itself, and it is Jesus Christ who is to be magnified and adhored and not the cross. Friend,
even crucifixes and crosses worn on necklaces are only to serve as a reminder of what God has
graciously done out of love. Lest we forget, Jesus came down off of that cross two thousand years
ago and has never returned to it.
Earlier this year I was blessed with the opportunity to visit the nation of Israel on a tour. It was a
great experience, the highlight being that I was even able to share the Gospel with some Jews who
did not yet know their own Messiah! But one thing saddened me and broke my heart more than
anything else – watching people burdened by false, religious, spiritual and mystical traditions that led
them to believe their prayers received more power and attention if they were only written on a scrap
of paper and tossed into the recesses of an ancient temple or church building or cave. Yes,
everywhere you went folded bits of paper littered the ground behind gated-off areas within these

“holy” places. Sorrowfully I imagined what they were, but to be sure, I bent close to one note that
was somewhat open to see a prayer scrawled across it.
Dear friend, our prayers knelt down in front of a filthy toilet are just as powerful and close to
omnipresent God as a prayer recorded on paper and tossed the furthest into an off-limits section of
a monestary! We have DIRECT access to God the Father through the Lord Jesus Christ anytime,
anywhere! How soul-crushing is it to me to have witnessed religious people not understand that
while they put all their hope in the idea that some dusty space in Israel might contain the power they
need to communicate a petition to Almighty God, the Holy Spirit is ready to intercede on our behalf
in our prayers277 right where we are at this very moment…
But this is what we people are like.
Friend, it’s inescapable; if the original manuscripts from Moses or from the Apostles would have
survived to this day – well, the skeptic and the scoffer would still deny them anyway due to their
proud and hardened hearts – but much of humanity would more than likely make them objects of
worship. Even worse, these objects would be kept out of the reach of common people, locked away,
at best behind bullet-proof glass in an institution with one page revealed per day, or week or month,
or year maybe so visitors might see it.
The subject God desired be preserved for us is not the initial written words, but the very Word
of God and the message conveyed through these documents! And praise God, that’s exactly what we
have today!
Imagine how bad things would be if we didn’t have copies of the Bible or printings that ALL of
us could freely read! We’ve seen already that unfortunately when people achieve an “elite” status,
pride causes them to become useful puppets to the prince of pride himself, satan. So if only the elite
had access to this one, singular, original autograph of the Bible, would the spirit behind the elite lead
them to be truthful with the information?! Could we trust what they communicated to us from it?!
DOUBTLESS! It’s bad enough that for centuries the common man could hardly read Latin, and if he
could, the Word of God written in Latin was almost completely inaccessible so that only the
information and ideas the Roman Catholic church wanted released got out, so they could shape
doctrine as they so pleased.278 Have you ever been at a Roman Catholic ceremony or service where a
younger, less experienced priest accidentally read too far and the Bible was snatched out of his hand
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by the senior officiating preist so that the sheep didn’t hear what was not to be heard? I personally
haven’t, but I have friends who have witnessed this. As already covered, the papacy teaches that they
alone have the authority to interpret Scripture for the laity. That’s hogwash! But this is how one
maintains a powerhold.
Not to mention, if we only had this original copy, what lengths would we need to go to to keep
it preserved and safe from degrading? Look for example at the Aleppo Codex kept in the controlled
environment of the Shrine of the Book in Jerusalem. And THIS is only a copy! Friend, nobody is doing
daily, intimate “morning devotions” with God while reading that manuscript! It’s inaccessible to the
majority of mankind! The original would be even more secure! But it would be the only way to keep
it safe from crumbling to dust!
Here’s an illustration I think might be helpful to you, my friend, if you’re having a hard time
admitting that a copy (or thousands of copies) are perfectly acceptable.
Imagine for some reason you did not have the original deed to your home, but thankfully you
had a photocopy of it stored elsewhere. One day someone from the bank comes to repossess your
house so you present your photocopied deed. They push you aside stating the photocopy is totally
irrelevant as they waltz into your residence to claim it as their own. I would think you’d have to be
dragged off by the police while kicking and screaming that your photocopy is VERY MUCH relevant,
wouldn’t you agree? What if it was a copy of a copy of a copy? Wouldn’t it still be just as good even
with slight degradation as does happen when repeatedly photocopying something?
What if this all took place before Johannes Gutenberg had introduced the printing press in the
15th century?279 Let’s say what you possessed was a handwritten copy of a handwritten copy of a
handwritten copy of the original handwritten deed, and even though it was notarized by a lawyer,
this banker said the bank was rightfully taking your home. Copied by hand or not, please say that
such a document would still be acceptable to you, wouldn’t it be?
This illustration should have helped you to see that a copied manuscript, provided it’s copied
with great care and accuracy, is just as relevant as the original. Seeing from past segments that these
documents have indeed been transferred by such processes we should therefore be able to conclude
that what we have is as useful as the original and no need for the original exists. And if you argue it
would be best if we still possessed the original from which we could be making present day copies,
again, consider realistically that the original most likely disintegrated or was lost centuries ago. The
vellum and parchment manuscripts hardly last, let alone the even more fragile papyrus made from
flattened reeds. Even thin, silver scrolls have barely lasted as we saw. MOST original documents on
ANY subject have been lost to the ages and natural, deteriorating processes.
Case in point: while researching this topic I stumbled upon an article which stated that from the
reign of Augustus in 27 B.C. to Diocletian in 305 A.D., Greco-Roman soldiers were paid three times
per year and given a pay-slip written on papyrus. Therefore some TWO-HUNDRED-AND-TWENTY-

FIVE-MILLION papyrus slips would have been given out in that time-frame!280 Unfortunately the
article did not cite the source for this statement. Being as thorough as I can be, and wanting to verify
every one of my sources as someone wishing to write with integrity, I found that payment three
times a year DID occur at least under Augustus and Domitian who ruled between 27 B.C. to 96
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A.D..281 And indeed there’s one such papyrus pay-slip for a soldier from a Roman legion still
existing,282 as one is kept at the museum of Masada in Israel, and apparently there is a second extant
pay-slip out there.283 I’m going to assume that the number ‘250,000,000’ is based on three pay-slips a
year multiplied by the known number of Roman soldiers during that period. In any case, a lot of payslips were being circulated on papyrus, and although they were naturally not regarded as important
as Holy texts are, the fact that we have only TWO today says a GREAT DEAL about how rare
documents from antiquity are thanks to how unlikey they are to have survived.
Friend, it’s understandable if you wish to be somewhat reserved, desiring these ancient
documents be cross-checked against one another for accuracy, but it’s another thing to refuse to
believe them altogether. As already stated, they HAVE been meticulously examined, and there is no
real fault found in them. If there were only ONE original autograph, it would be possessed by people
of significant influence. Such people would likely develop their own agenda over time and quite
possibly use this document from God to serve that agenda. They could even DISTORT the document
if they so wished. If verses or passages spoke against their agenda (and the Holy Bible certainly DOES
speak against nefarious schemes), they could edit it and THEN distribute copies OR display their
inventions by some means for the masses to ingest. BUT if we hadn’t simply relied on ONE original
all this time, and had been permitted to have a wealth of copies (as we do), then the copies which all
aligned with each other to great extents would NOT align with this distorted version of the original…
and we’d know which was true. Essentially that’s exactly what God has granted us, whilst protecting
us from worshiping the original document.
And if this scenario has tempted you to question the integrity of the original autograph to begin
with, as it is presumed by many to have been invented by such ‘elite’ to control, you’ll soon be
seeing even more evidence that the Bible most certainly did not come about from the minds of men.
As previously disclosed, there are places within the various copied traditions from different
groups or regions that aren’t quite aligned. Yet I’ve already stated that they don’t “break the Bible,”
nor are they enough to cause any rational person to doubt the veracity of Scripture, nor should they
shipwreck the faith of any Believer (provided they truly have some to begin with). So let’s take a
moment to look at what I’d consider examples of THE WORST differences between the Old
Testament texts.
In the 145th Psalm there should be a line of text which reads, “The Lord is faithful in His words
and holy in all His works,” but it is missing from the Masoretic Text. Yet it is present within the Dead
Sea Scrolls AND the Septuagint which both predate the Masoretic by a thousand years roughly. Because
of this it is also missing from the King James Version. This shouldn’t be terribly troublesome though
because all throughout Scripture we see that The Lord is said to be faithful in His words and holy in all
his works anyway. It’s likely a scribe accidentally skipped the line due to the characters for ‘The Lord’
being repeated in the next verse. Indeed this is how the following verse – 14 – begins.
The first verse of the sixty-first chapter of the Book of Isaiah reads “the opening of the eyes to
them that are bound” in the Masoretic Text. The Septuagint, however, reads “and recovery of sight
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to the blind.” Jesus Christ Himself would quote this rendering by the Septuagint in Luke 4:18 when
speaking of Himself fulfilling the prophetic signs of miraculous healings which would accompany the
Messiah’s message – “proclaim liberty to the captives and recovery of sight to the blind.” I don’t
think this is all that disturbing because “opening of eyes” conveys the same idea as “recovery of sight
to the blind,” especially in the spiritual sense of “bondage” mentioned in the Masoretic. Nevertheless,
it is a different wording.
One marked difference attackers of the Bible LOVE to point out is how modern day translations
referring to the Septuagint write the famed prophetic verse we see at Christmas, which is Isaiah 7:14,
as “Therefore the Lord himself will give you a sign. Behold, the virgin shall conceive and bear a
son, and shall call his name Immanuel.” The Masoretic, however, reads “Therefore the Lord Himself
shall give you a sign: behold, the young woman shall conceive, and bear a son, and shall call his
name Immanuel.” The reality is this: young Jewish women from this time and from the period Christ
was born specifically hadn’t been indoctrinated by Sex and the City284 to go clubbin’ on weekends so
they could get laid – that being, young Jewish women WERE virgins. But if that isn’t convincing enough
for you, my friend, understand that the Dead Sea Scroll 1QIs a dated well before the birth of Jesus ALSO
uses the word ‘Virgin’. Even more important though is that ALL the texts state that the name of the
son will be ‘Immanuel’ which means “God with us.” Again, no real issues here.
Once more, in the 22nd Psalm of the Masoretic text we see an unusual difference in a prophetic
verse referring to the injuries of Christ’s hands and feet; “For dogs have encompassed me; a company
of evil-doers have inclosed me; like a lion, they are at my hands and my feet.” Indeed this is quite
different than the Septuagint which reads “because many dogs encircled me, a gathering of evildoers
surrounded me. They gouged my hands and feet.” Even though the emphasis on the appendages
remains, the piercing or ‘gouging’ is certainly missing. Nevertheless, scroll 4Q88 from Qumran which
was dated from between 100-25 B.C. at least five decades before the crucifixion says “They have
pierced my hands and feet.”285 Apparently the reason for this change might be as simple as a scribe
mistakenly altering a single character because the Hebrew for “like a lion” and “they have pierced” is
only different because of one Hebrew letter.
As you can see there are indeed moments when the Masoretic does not align. Most of these
moments are inconsequential “slips of the pen” as Dr. Gleason Archer was quoted as saying in It Is

Proven That the Message Has Been Passed Along With Great Integrity. A minor few may be somewhat
more worrisome to you. As the Church had formed OUT of Judaism itself in the mid-first century there

is some speculation that someone before the Masoretes had altered words here or there in small
degrees to steer their 1st, 2nd, or 3rd century Hebrew readers away from concluding that Jesus, whose
Gospel was still being circulated through Jewish circles, was the promised Messiah. Many Jews were
converting and many Jewish Christians were still involved in their Jewish communities and traditions.
There was indeed excommunication of Jews who named Jesus as Lord and Messiah, as there were also
Christian elders teaching that their fellow Believers should leave the traditions of Judaism.286
But before anyone determines that we must therefore abandon the Masoretic altogether, consider
this curious fact: in the New Testament Gospel of Matthew, chapter 12, verse 21, we read: “and in his
name the Gentiles will hope.” This is a reference to an Old Testament prophecy from Isaiah 42:4. The
Septuagint version reads as “and nations will hope in his name.” Although not identical in wording,
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the meaning is clearly still found because, as we’ve already covered, Gentiles were non-Jews, and so
because Jews were from Israel, all other nations would consist of Gentiles. Thus, we see Gentiles or

NATIONS hoping in the Name of the Messiah, Jesus.
The Masoretic, however, says, “and the isles shall wait for his teaching.” That definitely sounds
different. So which text do Dead Sea Scrolls affirm? Well, scrolls 1QIsa, 4Q56, and 4Q62 are the only

THREE manuscripts which had not decayed so badly to have lost the fourth verse of the 42 nd chapter
of Isaiah, and they ALL read: “and the islands will wait for his law.” Well, isn’t that something… ‘Isles’
obviously refer to islands and ‘teaching’ clearly implies the clearest interpretation of the Word of God
in the Old Testament which the Messiah would impart. Here we see that the Masoretic may be the
better choice than the Septuagint! Yet considering that Israel is a coastal nation surrounded by land
and is definitely NOT an isle or island, once more we see the meaning of the text infers Gentiles…
hence the Gentiles will hope for the Messiah and His teaching – and the teaching of Christ was that of
the Gospel of the Kingdom for all men to be reconciled to their rightful King, and this reality is all
throughout the Old Testament or ‘Law’ – and this teaching would naturally bring all nations hope! So
in spite of their literal differences, it does appear that all the texts are in agreement in terms of meaning!
What this demonstrates, my dear friend, isn’t that one tradition of the text must be thrown away,
but that it is incredibly useful to have MANY traditions of text, copied and compiled so that we might
cross-examine them all. What do we find? Where there are differences in words, it’s almost exclusively
due to errors during inscription, and when there are more glaring differences, the meaning behind the
words are generally the same. Why the changes in words then? It’s likely that the translators working
from different copies while separated from one another, simply chose different words to convey similar
meanings. Words also change from various languages into English differently, yet the overall message
remains quite similar. Meanings are more abstract while literal words obviously aren’t.
Again, the Masoretic has been faithfully preserved and when compared to other textual traditions,
the alignment is very, very close, well beyond any reason to worry. And in any case, the slight alterations
and nuanced differences do not affect God’s Word. More importantly they do NOTHING to extinguish
the reality or prophetic verification that Jesus Christ would be and IS the Messiah spoken of throughout.
He is very much visible throughout all textual traditions. A changed word here or there does not IN
ANY WAY serve as a stumbling block for those God is calling to Himself. That should be recognized
by the fact that for centuries people were being born again by the Spirit of God when all they had
were the Bibles of Luther, Tyndale and the King James Version, all of which utilized the Masoretic text.
More so, some of the greatest commentators of God’s Word arose out of these periods between the
sixteenth and twentieth centuries, surveying the texts and cataloguing the points which alluded to
Christ metaphorically as well as prophetically. Therefore to not trust them for your own ability to meet
the risen Saviour is entirely unjustifiable.
It’s true that we see repeated direct references to the Septuagint throughout the New Testament
from its authors as well as from The Lord Jesus Christ – they quoted it time and again – and there is
one other point which might just indicate that the Masoretes copied a text that had been tampered
with to once more refute that Jesus was the Christ (which we will address later where the conversation
is better suited for it). But most scholars still agree today that the Masoretic is an excellent – if not the

best – text in spite of the differences.
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My dear friend, the reason I am being so transparent about differences in the text rather than
glossing over the entire topic or avoiding it is because I don’t want you or anyone else to accuse me
of withholding information to sway your opinion. I know very well how our demonic enemy works and
that if you came away from this discussion believing I’d provided considerable evidence and were more
open to reading God’s Word for yourself only to stumble upon some skeptic’s article (half-baked as
it would undoubtedly be) revealing what I have not, you may think I’d tried to dupe you. I’ve not
intended to do this in any way. I am open with you about these factors for this reason AND because I
know these factors shouldn’t affect any reasonable person’s faith in the reliability of the Scriptures we
possess. Not ONE textual tradition of the Old Testament is RADICALLY DIFFERENT than the rest. If they
were, because we can compare them to everything else we have, it would be most likely that THAT
text was one that had been perverted and doctored for one reason or another. But we don’t have any
such variants. The minute amount differing we do have don’t phase me one bit! And clearly they didn’t
have a negative spiritual impact on anyone in the last four centuries either. Therefore you should be
able to conclude that there is no real shortcoming in these texts and that they preserve the truth of
the Word of God to save, transform, and rescue the spiritually lost and deceived.
Please allow me one more illustration on this topic before I conclude with one last point.
Imagine you received a letter from someone you did not know and it contained 1000 words. It
was delivered to you by an intermediary. This intermediary, however, for whatever reason had decided
to recopy the letter and change JUST ONE SINGLE WORD amounting to 0.1% of the text before
passing it on to you. Dear friend, with all honesty in your answer, could you trust this letter still?
I think we both know what your answer to this question is if you’re being sensible.
Now what if someone you loved and knew with some degree of intimacy had written you a 1000word letter and sent it to you via a messenger. If this messenger, perhaps out of jealousy, had changed

just one word within that letter to alter a detail about this person whom you love, would you still know
it was them who wrote it? Let’s say you know the author to have black hair and in the letter where
they mentioned their black hair the messenger changed it so say “red” hair, would you not know that
this was an outlier? I think you most certainly would!
I use this illustration, dear friend, because of the TENS OF THOUSANDS of words in the Old
Testament a tenth of a single percent appear different from the other texts in a way that is undeniably
noticeable, such as the examples we covered above. That is a VERY small percentage!
But for those who know God and possess His Holy Spirit, if they’ve humbly sought Him and prayed
for discernment, generally they can pick out if a differing word really is an outlier or an invention. As
well, we mentioned before in The Bible Anticipated Sabotage and Was Prepared to Counter It, God
inspired the Word be written in a way that we can detect if there really was an implanted invention.
Not only can we compare textual traditions to one another to isolate these few places where a word
seems out of place, but we can interpret the very idea the word delivers against the rest of Scripture!
If it is unusual, does not fit, and goes against everything else God tells us in His Word, it’s obviously
been planted and can be rejected! But to be honest, friend, I can’t even think of any such examples
within ANY of the textual traditions… Like I said, we covered the “worst” examples above.
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In fact, during this research I took some time to review a few books from the Dead Sea Scrolls
which had been translated into English. It was ASTONISHING (albeit expected) how much remained the
same! The publishers of these online texts included a legend which states the following: ‘words in italics
are missing from the text due to fragmentary degredation and are replaced for readability by the World

English Bible Translation’; ‘where characters in a Hebrew word are missing due to fragmentation or ink
rubbing away, they appear in blue’; ‘words present in the manuscript but possessing spelling differences
which do not affect the meaning are in green’; ‘words from traditional texts NOT in the manuscript are
in red with a strikethrough’; and finally, ‘words that are different and DO NOT appear in traditional
texts appear in red with an underline’. What would most concern the skeptic are the points in underlined
red because these would be words that are different from other textual variants we posses. Yet the
amazing fact is that we rarely see these red, underlined words! And when we do, they do nothing to
drastically change the meaning or intention of the Word of God! I invite you to go look at this website
titled The Dead Sea Scrolls Bible Translations here.287Please feel free to contact me to discuss any such areas that you think threaten the veracity of
Scripture. I am certain they can all be easily resolved and should cause you no problem.
Dear friend, the final reason I believe that God has not ensured we could’ve handed down the
original autograps through the ages is simply because of the evil lengths people of power might go to
attain such documents. We have so many instances throughout history already where people, perhaps
with good intentions of preservation, have built monestaries or church buildings over places of spiritual
significance. Was it just for preservation, or might it have been to declare ownership? We’ve also got
mosques erected over former church sites, or even the Dome of the Rock which was built on the
Temple Mount in Jerusalem where the Jewish Temple had once stood but was destroyed centuries
earlier. This was done by Muslim invaders at the end of the seventh century to keep the Jews from
ever worshiping there again288 (this is very significant prophetically and we’ll be discussing this later in
the book). You can bet because humanity is the way it is, war upon war would be fought for this Book.
Evil, wicked men filled with the spirit of antichrist have wanted it in order to CONTROL others (and we
even see that in the film, Book of Eli,289 starring Denzel Washington and Gary Oldman where Gary
Oldman’s character Carnegie desires to possess a Bible in hopes of using it to gain more power over
others – it’s a gruesome post-apocalyptic film, but if you can stomach it, it does an incredible job
demonstrating the supernatural power of God’s sovereignty in action, but sadly it also relegates the
Holy Bible to equal standing with other religious texts of the world – a satanic lie).
Men filled with the Holy Spirit of God, however, have ALWAYS wanted to replicate the Word of
God and get it into the hands of as many people as possible, OFTEN INCLUDING countries and regions
suffering the oppression of a dictator (yes, many ministries work tirelessly smuggling Bibles into such
places to this day in order that those within the country may be set free by the Spirit of God through
what Jesus Christ has done at the cross). Make no mistake, my friend, the freedoms you possess in the
western world (which are sadly diminishing) did NOT come about thanks to “science” or the
Enlightenment, but because Jesus Christ sets people free and brings liberty wherever His spiritual
Kingdom spreads via Believers.
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God has clearly been wise in keeping the original manuscripts from us all of this time. It seems
quite evident that He’s never intended for us to possess them in order that we have faith. We’ve
witnessed the multitudes arrive at saving faith despite their reliance on copies. As well, the deemphasis
on the autographs are clear due to the fact that we don’t read the Old Testament in the original paleo-

Hebrew even, but translated into the language we’re familiar with.
Dear friend, allow me to ask you a serious question: If you’ve rejected the claims of Scripture on
your life for the reason we started this segment – because we do not have the original – be honest
with yourself and with God, and in your heart what is your answer; If we were to discover an original
manuscript what would you do? There’s only two options, friend. You’d either kneel to the Lord because
there is an original; or you’d continue to deny the Holy Bible as I stated the scoffer and the skeptic
would, leaning now to other excuses. Which would be your answer?
If it’s the former, I hope you will humbly continue on this journey while taking to heart what has
been concluded in this segment, that we weren’t meant to have the autographs nor do we need them.
If it is the latter you have to let go of that silly defense. Possessing an autograph although an incredible
and weighty piece of evidence still isn’t necessary when we have all of these other confirmations for
the veracity of God’s Word.
I trust this section on the copied texts from which we get the Holy Bible being trustworthy and
accurate was helpful. In the next we will see examples that plainly demonstrate the Old Testament was
written by contemporary authors experiencing precisely what they wrote down as they were real-life
events.
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Judges 17:6
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rod_of_Asclepius https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rod_of_Asclepius; last accessed November 17, 2018
Numbers 21:4-9
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/True_Cross; last accessed November 17, 2018
Romans 8:26-27
https://www.gotquestions.org/middle-ages.html; last accessed November 18, 2018
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Johannes_Gutenberg; last accessed November 20, 2018
https://www.haaretz.com/archaeology/why-no-ancient-biblical-records-survive-1.5440969; last accessed November 22, 2018
http://penelope.uchicago.edu/Thayer/E/Roman/Texts/secondary/SMIGRA*/Stipendium.html; last accessed November 22, 2018
https://armyofromanpalestine.com/0022; last accessed November 22, 2018
https://www.tripadvisor.com/LocationPhotoDirectLink-g293979-d1754516-i122956042-The_Masada_MuseumDead_Sea_Region.html; last accessed November 22, 2018
Sex and the City (credits)
http://dssenglishbible.com/scroll4Q88.htm; last accessed November 23, 2018
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Split_of_Christianity_and_Judaism; last accessed November 24, 2018 (note: although the sources
here confirm my statement, the interpretations there are clearly skewed and influenced in many cases by a secular, non-biblical
perspective and should not be trusted as Gospel Truth)
http://dssenglishbible.com/index.htm; last accessed November 25, 2018
https://www.britannica.com/topic/Dome-of-the-Rock; last accesed November 25, 2018
Book of Eli (credits)

Undesigned Coincidences within Scripture Testify to its
Authenticity and Inspiration
Part 4 – Section 8
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Friend, the Bible remarkably hides within itself many, many proofs that it was indeed written by
the very authors purported to have written it at the very times they were purported to have wrote.
For the careful student of God’s Word, these proofs can be mined and revealed and shared with
those who are seeking but restrained by skepticism. This section aims to discuss this specific category
of circumstantial evidence. I trust you will find it to be quite satisfying if you are truly desiring to
know The Lord.
To set this up let’s use a simple example.
Let’s say I asked you if you remembered the time that Bok Zipzork from Alpha Centauri made
that unforgettable journey in the Klüpklop Zinger. You’d obviously have no idea what I was talking
about. You might be able to infer that the Klüpklop Zinger is the name of some sort of ship and that
Bok Zipzork is the name of some sort of extraterrestrial being, but aside from that you’d remain quite
confused. That’s because, for one, I just made it up; but also because, even if it were a real event, you
aren’t privy to it and you don’t know the details. Therefore the scant details I provided have no
context for you to have meaningful understanding. As a person communicating to you on the outside
of the event, I would have to give you a great deal of background. I would have to spell the entire
thing out for you so that this account could be properly communicated and you have complete
appreciation of it.

BUT, if you knew the event well because it really happened and you also experienced it and
remembered it, I wouldn’t have to be tidy and precise with my retelling of the event. A writer of
fiction, however, must paint the entire picture and give the backstory and set everything up so that
the reader who’s not intimately involved in this made-up story can receive the information.
An example that really makes the point is if I were to make the statement, “Wayne is

undoubtedly the greatest player that ever lived.” Most of you who grew up in Canada, familiar with
hockey would instantly recognize what message I was trying to convey. I’m obviously talking about
Wayne Gretzky being the best player of the NHL or National Hockey League. I can leave details out,
even pertinent ones, because I’m talking of real, historical realities that you’re familiar with. Does this
make sense? I’m sure that it does.
Amazingly the Bible is filled with such examples where the authors wrote of accounts to record
history, and the targeted reading audience were so familiar with the information that it was taken for
granted that such details were common knowledge to people of the day and they were simply left
out. These authors were really writing from the times and places that the accounts took place in, or
at least shortly thereafter. We who are reading from the outside, however, are left with many
questions.
The fact is within the pages of Scripture there are often details necessary for having a full
understanding of an account far removed by time, buried in obscure passages of another book of the
Bible, as if nestled there by the Holy Spirit for the diligent to discover and tie together. As mentioned
in God by the Holy Spirit Inspired the Writing of the Texts “coincidence” is not a kosher word. These

“undersigned coincidences” are a phenomenon which serves as compelling evidence that the Holy
Bible is entirely true, factual, and trustworthy, and inspired by God.
In 1851 Reverand J.J. Blunt, who was appointed Lady Margaret’s Professor of Divinity at
Cambridge, released a book titled Undesigned Coincidences in the Writings Both of The Old and New
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Testament, An Argument for their Veracity. In it he would assert that “instances of coincidence
without design” serve as extremely strong proof that the Holy Bible is inspired by God. 290
What’s fascinating for our discussion, my dear friend, is that it’s this very same sort of evidence
police detectives use to arrest suspects when all they have is cold-case written eyewitness statements
to go on, and which juries use to convict defendants. Remember, everything we’ve looked at and will
look at on this journey will show you beyond a reasonable doubt that God Is and the Holy Bible is
His Word.
Although there are a multitude of examples, we’ll look at just a few for the sake of time. But
they should be entirely convincing to you.

290. Rev. J.J. Blunt B.D. Undesigned Coincidences in the Writings Both of the Old and New Testament (New York, Robert Carter &
Brothers, 1851); pg. 11

David and the Five Stones
Even if you haven’t grown up in church, my dear friend, you’ve likely heard the story of David
and Goliath about the little shepherd-boy who slew a giant with a slingshot and a stone. Well, the
facts are a little different than that typical watered-down version. For starters, David wasn’t a little
boy, but more likely an adolescent-teen, yet definitely not an adult. He also used the same sort of
sling used by militaries in the ancient world, and not what many of us might have played with as
children.
In any case the army of the Philistines would come out against Israel’s army led by the spiritually
unfaithful King Saul whom we introduced back in God Has Authority Over Angels. A challenge would
be issued by the Philistine’s best warrior, Goliath, for ONE Israelite warrior to meet him in the valley
to decide the fate of this battle. Notice what the following verse says:
"And there came out from the camp of the Philistines a champion named
Goliath of Gath, whose height was six cubits and a span."

The First Book of Samuel, chapter 17, verse 4

Being as a cubit was the length of the average man’s elbow to the tip of his outstretched
fingers, Goliath would have been about nine feet tall (it should be noted that unlike those unusually
tall people of today, Goliath wasn’t burdened by medical conditions due to his height and the strain
it would put on his circulatory system, but was exceptionally healthy AND strong, and we see that in
the weight of his armour and weaponry291). What’s most important for this segment to note is that
Goliath was from the village of Gath.
1st Samuel which this detail resides in was written during the eleventh century B.C.. The Book of
Numbers was written by Moses over three centuries earlier. Moses had sent twelve spies into the
promised land before the rest of Israel was to enter it. Look what ten of them had to say about a
race of extraordinarily large people to whom they seemed tiny;
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"So they brought to the people of Israel a bad report of the land that they had
spied out, saying, 'The land, through which we have gone to spy it out, is a land that
devours its inhabitants, and all the people that we saw in it are of great height. And
there we saw the Nephilim (the sons of Anak, who come from the Nephilim), and
we seemed to ourselves like grasshoppers, and so we seemed to them.'”

The Book of Numbers, chapter 13, verses 32 and 33

(underline for emphasis, mine)

Where’s the connection? For that we now turn to the next book in the Bible, The Book of
Joshua, which was most likely written by Joshua himself in the fourteenth century some forty years
after the Book of Numbers;
"And Joshua came at that time and cut off the Anakim from the hill country,
from Hebron, from Debir, from Anab, and from all the hill country of Judah, and
from all the hill country of Israel. Joshua devoted them to destruction with their
cities. There was none of the Anakim left in the land of the people of Israel. Only in
Gaza, in Gath, and in Ashdod did some remain."

The Book of Joshua, chapter 11, verses 21 and 22
(italics and underline for emphasis, mine)

Wow! Do you see what just happened there, friend?! So Moses wrote about the Nephilim or
‘Sons of Anak’ who were giants to the people of Israel. THEN Joshua writes that the Anakim (which
refers to the descendants of Anak) were “cut off” or vanquished and killed in all these regions

EXCEPT in Gaza, Gath, and Ashdad ‘did some remain’! Gath is where Goliath would come from four
centuries later! Connecting all these passages explains to us why some giants still existed when the
Israelites were supposed to have wiped them all out during their campaign to take back the
promised land for God from the wicked people who were worshiping satan there. That’s why there
were gigantic descendants of Anak, a giant himself, living in this area! It should also be noted that
Joshua was one of the only TWO spies from the twelve who surveyed the land, saw the giants, and
came back to say “Because God is with us let us go into the land and conquer it!” 292 while everyone
else convinced the people of Israel not to… But it doesn’t end there.
Let’s get back to David;
"Then he took his staff in his hand and chose five smooth stones from the brook and put
them in his shepherd's pouch. His sling was in his hand, and he approached the Philistine."

The First Book of Samuel, chapter 17, verse 40

So if David was going out to face Goliath alone, why did he choose five stones? It’s clear and
evident in his loud and bold proclamation to the Philistines that he was going to kill Goliath with the
aid of God,293 and his faith was solid, so it wasn’t that he thought he might miss and need extra
ammunition. So why the extra rocks? The author neglected to immediately say so for our benefit!

We the outside reader don’t find out until The Second Book of Samuel is written, most likely by
the prophets Nathan and Gad, around 960 B.C. probably four decades later;
"There was war again between the Philistines and Israel, and David went down
together with his servants, and they fought against the Philistines. And David grew weary.
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And Ishbi-benob, one of the descendants of the giants, whose spear weighed three
hundred shekels of bronze, and who was armed with a new sword, thought to kill David. But
Abishai the son of Zeruiah came to his aid and attacked the Philistine and killed him. Then
David's men swore to him, 'You shall no longer go out with us to battle, lest you quench the
lamp of Israel.'
"After this there was again war with the Philistines at Gob. Then Sibbecai the Hushathite
struck down Saph, who was one of the descendants of the giants. And there was again war
with the Philistines at Gob, and Elhanan the son of Jaare-oregim, the Bethlehemite, struck
down [Lahmi the brother of] Goliath the Gittite, the shaft of whose spear was like a weaver's
beam. And there was again war at Gath, where there was a man of great stature, who had
six fingers on each hand, and six toes on each foot, twenty-four in number, and he also
was descended from the giants. And when he taunted Israel, Jonathan the son of Shimei,
David's brother, struck him down. These four were descended from the giants in Gath, and
they fell by the hand of David and by the hand of his servants."

The Second Book of Samuel, chapter 21, verses 15 to 22;
& The First Book of Chronicles, chapter 20, verse 5

(underline for emphasis, mine)

So there you have it, my dear friend, the Philistine regions around Gath is where Goliath and
four giant-brothers lived (and yes, people CAN be born with extra digits…294). David had aniticpated
that the four brothers may come quickly to avenge their slain brother so he chose stones for all five
of these powerful men. Like Goliath, no matter how mighty they were, they could not oppose God!
Now for you, friend, all of this was tied together rather neatly. But it doesn’t come together like
that when slowly working your way through the Bible. Just as we saw in The Endless Journey of

Drinking Living Water, one can spend a lifetime digging through the Scriptures uncovering such
incredible gems!
Now onto the next example!
291.
292.
293.
294.

1 Samuel 17:5-7
Numbers 14:6-9
1 Samuel 17:45-47
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Polydactyly; last accessed November 28, 2018

The Rebellion of Absalom
Our next example stems from David now that he’s king, and revolves around a rebellion led by
his own son, Absalom. Shortly after David was 30 years old and before he was king, he had his third
son, Absalom, with his wife Maacah. The reasons Absalom may have desired to usurp his father’s
throne are complex and the entire story can be found in the Second Book of Samuel, chapters 3
through 19. One of those reasons is certain though;
"Now in all Israel there was no one so much to be praised for his handsome
appearance as Absalom. From the sole of his foot to the crown of his head there
was no blemish in him. And when he cut the hair of his head (for at the end of
every year he used to cut it; when it was heavy on him, he cut it), he weighed the
hair of his head, two hundred shekels by the king's weight."

The Second Book of Samuel, chapter 14, verses 25 and 26
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You’ve REALLY gotta’ think much of yourself to be weighing your hair every year when you get
a haircut (as a shekel is 11 grams, his hair would’ve weighed nearly five pounds by the way). Yes, the
primary reason this son could rise up against his own father is because of the despicable pride that
was in him. In the very next passage we see Absalom order his servants to light on fire the field of
his father’s chief military commander, Joab, just to get his attention because he was tired of waiting
for an audience with his father, the king.
Does this pride remind you of anyone, dear friend?
It should.
If King David was an antitype of Jesus Christ to come, Absalom who wanted to steal his throne
was surely an antitype of satan. In any case, let’s continue.
The following chapter, fifteen, lays out the traitorous means by which Absalom – now 25 – turns
the hearts of the men of Israel away from his father and into loyalty for himself; he spends FOUR

YEARS convincing everyone who’s on their way to see the king for fair judgment over their civil
matters that his father is inept and won’t bring justice, but that HE HIMSELF most certainly could!
What nerve!
Now if Absalom wasn’t evil and conniving enough, we also have the man who’d served as
David’s primary counselor, Ahithophel. God’s Word tells us that Ahithophel was brilliant;
"Now in those days the counsel that Ahithophel gave was as if one consulted the word
of God; so was all the counsel of Ahithophel esteemed, both by David and by Absalom."

The Second Book of Samuel, chapter 16, verse 23
Unfortunately Absalom had been able to persuade Ahithophel to join his campaign to overthrow
the king;
"And while Absalom was offering the sacrifices, he sent for Ahithophel
the Gilonite, David's counselor, from his city Giloh. And the conspiracy
grew strong, and the people with Absalom kept increasing."

The Second Book of Samuel, chapter 15, verse 12

David’s natural reaction;
"And it was told David, 'Ahithophel is among the conspirators with Absalom.'
And David said, “'O Lord, please turn the counsel of Ahithophel into foolishness.'”

The Second Book of Samuel, chapter 15, verse 31
Interestingly David had written a psalm about this very betrayal, and it contains the following
verse:
"Even my close friend in whom I trusted,
who ate my bread, has lifted his heel against me."

The 41st Psalm, verse 9
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Some believe this psalm was written prophetically by David before these events occurred. If it
wasn’t prophetic for the events David would experience it was prophetic for what Jesus would endure
and the Apostle John records in his gospel that Christ referred to the above verse saying, “The
scripture will be fulfilled.”295 Naturally those who deny that David wrote Psalm 41 before
Ahithophel’s betrayal do so thanks to their bias that ‘God can’t inspire people to write the future in
advance’ (as we saw one deluded former seminary professor state at the beginning of Section 7).
Once again, if a passage is prophetic regarding events a thousand years in advance – in this case,
regarding Judas Iscariot’s betrayal of Jesus after they LITERALLY ate bread together – then it’s of
little consequence for it to also have a prophetic significance going a measly two or three years into
the future. Also to note is the tense of the word ‘will’ being used in the psalm when it speaks of the
victory God WILL give to the one being betrayed – David here – and that victory DID COME. So if
the victory was also prophesied, again it’s entirely possible that his own betrayal was too.
But that’s really just an aside on the topic of prophecy. The real question we’re trying to answer
is why Ahithophel, David’s counselor who’s so brilliant, would so easily align himself with a 29-yearold son of the king. The authors of this book don’t come right out and tell the reader because for
those looking over the account back then, they knew exactly why and it was obvious, so no
clarification was needed. And that is because they were simply recording real history.
Not only does Ahithophel side with Absalom but he requests permission to hunt David down

HIMSELF!
"Moreover, Ahithophel said to Absalom, 'Let me choose twelve thousand men, and I
will arise and pursue David tonight. I will come upon him while he is weary and
discouraged and throw him into a panic, and all the people who are with him will flee. I will
strike down only the king, and I will bring all the people back to you as a bride comes
home to her husband. You seek the life of only one man, and all the people will be at
peace.' And the advice seemed right in the eyes of Absalom and all the elders of Israel."

The Second Book of Samuel, chapter 17, verses 1 to 4
From where does this hatred come?! And why would he also recommend the following:
"Then Absalom said to Ahithophel, 'Give your counsel. What shall we do?' Ahithophel
said to Absalom, 'Go in to your father's concubines, whom he has left to keep the house,
and all Israel will hear that you have made yourself a stench to your father, and the hands
of all who are with you will be strengthened.' So they pitched a tent for Absalom on the
roof. And Absalom went in to his father's concubines in the sight of all Israel."

The Second Book of Samuel, chapter 16, verses 20 to 22

Imagine that! Ahithophel is so consumed with vitriolic animosity that he advises Absalom to
have sex with his father’s harem on the palace-rooftop, something completely shameful to a Hebrew
in that time (except that the people were so spiritually deceived that the joy they’d receive out of the
dishonouring of David would have outweighed any distaste they might have had for the breaking of
God’s commandments via such voyeurism).
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As already stated, friend, the reason for this intense bitterness and the insanity it fueled in
Ahithophel was so obvious to the people living at that time who knew what had happened that no
comment is left for us today. We must do some digging.
God’s Word records for us that when Absalom was still a little boy, David had remained behind
at his palace “when kings go out to battle.”296 From the roof of his palace David would see a
beautiful woman bathing in a neighbouring yard. Tragically he would be overcome by his lust and
temptation;
"And David sent and inquired about the woman. And one said, 'Is not
this Bathsheba, the daughter of Eliam, the wife of Uriah the Hittite?'”

The Second Book of Samuel, chapter 11, verse 3

Dear friend, David wasn’t ‘inquiring’ to find out who she was – he knew EXACTLY who she was.
He was inquiring FOR her. This is why his servant, or whomever, hints that this is NOT a good course
of action as she is both the daughter AND WIFE of people David knows. Bathsheba was no stranger
at all.
Unfortunately Bathsheba would become pregnant from David’s selfish actions, and this was while
Uriah her husband was out fighting David’s wars, so all would soon know about the adultery due to
her pregnancy. Desiring to conceal this grave misdeed David quickly sends a message to his
commander, Joab, to have Uriah sent home to see him. Uriah returns from the front to his king and
David treats him casually as if all he’d wanted was a report on the fighting. David then encourages
Uriah to return to his home in hopes that he will be intimate with Bathsheba to mask the disgraced
conception. Uriah, however, is so loyal to his fellow soldiers and to God AND to his king who’s
betrayed him that he refuses and instead spends the two nights he has home from war sleeping in
the open air among the king’s servants.
Out of options David writes a letter to Joab to have Uriah thrust into the fiercest fighting of their
next battle before reatreating from him that he may die. The dastardly letter to kill Uriah the Hittite is
carried back to Joab by Uriah himself. Joab, not wishing to displease the king, gives the orders and
Uriah is essentially murdered thanks to David’s wickedness and his desire to hide his sin from men.
This is undoubtedly one of the most heartbreaking accounts in the word of God so it’s no
wonder that the author would be inspired by the Spirit of God to write, “But the thing that David
had done displeased the Lord.” To me that says a great deal not only about the holiness and justice
of God, but about the very heart of God. Sin is so awful for us. It doesn’t just separate us from God,
but He knows that it destroys our lives and our relationships in so many ways, and He doesn’t want
that.
It’s an unfortunate habit of Bible-readers to skip or gloss over long passages serving as lists of
names or geneaologies. At face value they seem trivial and even boring. But every Word in Scripture
has been inspired and placed there for great reason. It should ALL be read carefully and thoughtfully.
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Near the end of the Second Book of Samuel there’s a list of the “Mighty Men” who’d served
David so valiantly through all of his conquests in order that Israel might become the great nation
God had ordained it to be. That list would contain the following pertinent details:
"...Eliam the son of Ahithophel the Gilonite... Uriah the Hittite..."

The Second Book of Samuel, chapter 23, verses 34 and 39
Do you see, dear friend? Bathsheba was the daughter of Eliam whose father was Ahithopel the
Gilonite. That would make Ahithopel her grandfather. Eliam was one of David’s closest comrades in
arms. David had likely watched little Bathsheba grow up from childhood into the beautiful woman
she’d become and rather than be like a loving godfather, he desired her for himself and abused her
with his royal authority.
Uriah was another of his comrades and the reason Bathsheba lived right next door was probably
because David had valued Uriah and given him a place of honour – a property adjacent to the

palace (let’s hope it hadn’t been done in order that he may be close to Bathsheba, but that’s a
thought). They likely even attended banquets there! This also means Uriah was Ahithophel’s
grandson-in-law through marriage. How he likely loved that man, spending time with him, and seeing
him rise in the ranks, and marry his granddaughter…
People knew very well how long it took for a baby to be born. They knew Uriah hadn’t been
home. Even though David may have hoped people would think she’d conceived after Uriah’s death
when he took her in as his wife (yes, David married her immediately), the servants knew Uriah hadn’t
slept with Bathsheba and perhaps the word got out. If not from them Bathsheba herself may have
confided in her father or her grandfather about the wicked deception which had played out and
resulted in her beloved husband’s death. Eliam and Uriah had undoubtedly sat around campfires on
the battlefields together with David trading stories of valour and God’s hand in their battles during
their campaigns, maybe even worshiping together; and Ahithophel had been a counselor to David.
Yet David’s selfishness enabled him to treat them and their family with such utter disdain.
Suffice it to say, my dear friend, we now have the answer for why Ahithophel wanted to kill
David himself, and why he’d wished for the king to be utterly emasculated by having all of Jerusalem
see his own son using his concubines. It really all is so very terrible to consider.
Ahithophel knew though that if he’d spoken out against the king hastily without a plan he’d
likely find himself imprisoned or killed to quell any potentially mutinous responses. A plausible reality
is that while Absalom grew up as a youth, Ahithophel may have been planting within him the seeds
of disloyalty to his father, which in combination with other events, fostered bitterness and resentment
so that eventually he would desire dethroning David. Imagine the careful and manipulative
methodology this man might have applied for over two decades that he might avenge his family
(This cunning and patient malevolence is akin to that which satan uses to destroy you and keep you
from a life-giving relationship with God)!
There’s apparently an expression that says “the man who seeks his revenge before forty years
has passed has moved in haste.” Clearly that was the sort of patience Ahithophel practiced while he
let his anger seeth. God’s Word has a better way;
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"Beloved, never avenge yourselves, but leave it to the wrath of God, for it is
written, 'Vengeance is mine, I will repay, says the Lord.'”

The Letter to the Romans, chapter 12, verse 19

We discussed this earlier in He Uses Our Anger about how satan can manipulate us to do great
harm for his purpose when we want to avenge ourselves not for the sake of justice which is good,
but out of anger which is sin. Ahithophel had no opportunity to bring his case into a court of law for
David the monarch of Israel likely would not have charged himself. Instead Ahithophel could have
appealed to a higher court – the court of God – and the outcome would have been very different
and much better for everyone. This is how we too should act when our complaints are outside the
jurisdiction of our earthly legal systems, or we may find ourselves being used by satan with
horrendous consequences.
Amazingly Nathan, the prophet of God who was likely one of the authors of Second Samuel had
come to David after the child of Bathsheba was born of adultery and prophesied exactly what would
happen;
"'Why have you despised the word of the Lord, to do what is evil in his sight? You
have struck down Uriah the Hittite with the sword and have taken his wife to be your wife
and have killed him with the sword of the Ammonites. Now therefore the sword shall
never depart from your house, because you have despised me and have taken the wife
of Uriah the Hittite to be your wife.’ Thus says the Lord, ‘Behold, I will raise up evil against
you out of your own house. And I will take your wives before your eyes and give them to
your neighbor, and he shall lie with your wives in the sight of this sun. For you did it
secretly, but I will do this thing before all Israel and before the sun.’”

The Second Book of Samuel, chapter 12, verses 9 to 12

Yes, in response to the murder of Uriah and the adultery it was prophesied that fighting would
not cease within his house until he died, evil would rise up against him from within his own house,
and his wives would be given to his ‘neighbour’ in broad daylight (or in this case his concubines
would be used by a fellow Israelite, his son – and yes, in Jewish culture even a concubine was
considered a wife to some extent)… All of this occurred just as we read.
Even as David was on his deathbed his fourth son, Adonijah, who was a couple years younger
than Absalom, would announce himself as king297 when the throne had been promised to Solomon,

and he did this with the aid of Joab the commander of David’s army! Joab may have done this in
response to David stripping him of command298 for killing Absalom to end the rebellion when David
had wanted his son taken alive for their relationship to be restored. Or it may have had something to
do with the death of Uriah. In any case the sword would not depart from David’s house, and just
after his death, having since replaced Adonijah with Solomon, Solomon would be forced to have his
older brother Adonijah executed for continued attempts to usurp his position as the new king. 299
Finally with the execution of Joab shortly thereafter the prophesied curse Nathan announced ceased.
One prophesied curse from Nathan would remain however, and that was the curse that David
had “utterly scorned the Lord.”300 To this day skeptics attack the veracity of the Bible due to David’s
character according to his great sin with Bathsheba (ironically skeptics ALSO accuse David of
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manufacturing the Bible with the preisthood in order to maintain control over the people of Israel,
stating that he invented himself as being so ‘good’ – I’m sure you can see how nonsensical this
perspective is based on the little that has been revealed about him – people just LOVE believing that
someone of power invented the Bible; it doesn’t matter whether it’s Moses or David or somebody
else, just as long as it wasn’t created by God…).
Once again, my dear friend, we see that the Old Testament accounts were real history written
out authentically by people who were really there, not having the presence of mind to include
commonly known details for the sake of readership far removed from the events who would need
everything spelled out for a quick and easy understanding of what exactly is going on – especially
when it comes to personal motivations!
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Why Did Israel Not Use Horses?
It might be surprising to you, dear friend, to learn that prior to the reign of Solomon, David’s
son, Israel operated almost exclusively without horses; not for transportation, and more importantly,
not for warfare. Considering that by 1000 B.C. EVERY NATION in the Middle East utilized horses for
calvary and chariots this seems to make no sense if Israel was to purge and conquer the promised
land and then defend its own nation.
Even at Solomon’s own inauguration, he’s sent riding in on his father David’s own mule!
"And the king said to them, 'Take with you the servants of your lord and have
Solomon my son ride on my own mule, and bring him down to Gihon.'"

The First Book of Kings, chapter 1, verse 33

We see that throughout Israel’s history people of wealth and prominence used mules and
donkeys but not horses. Caleb the compatriot of Joshua, both of whom were the only two spies to
report back from the promised land to Moses and the people that with the help of God they could
take the land, became one of the leaders of early Israel and had wealth, yet his daughter Acsah rode
a donkey.301 The book of Judges continues this trend and a judge named Deborah mentions wealthy
people on white donkeys with rich carpets (possibly referring to a saddle-blanket of sorts);302 another
judge has thirty sons who ride thirty donkeys303 another has forty sons and thirty grandsons and they
all have a donkey each. Seeing as Israel was freed by Egypt from God in the middle of the 15 th
century B.C. and David was king around 1000 B.C., there was a span of nearly five centuries where
people within Israel clearly had wealth yet did not acquire horses. Even Saul who was the first king
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over Israel is introduced to us in First Samuel as being dispatched by his father, “a man of wealth,”304
to go out and find their donkeys which had wandered off.
A couple of years into Saul’s reign he goes into some battles and has some victories. Then this
happens:
"And the Philistines mustered to fight with Israel, thirty thousand chariots and
six thousand horsemen and troops like the sand on the seashore in multitude.
They came up and encamped in Michmash, to the east of Beth-aven. When the
men of Israel saw that they were in trouble (for the people were hard pressed),
the people hid themselves in caves and in holes and in rocks and in tombs and in
cisterns, and some Hebrews crossed the fords of the Jordan to the land of Gad
and Gilead. Saul was still at Gilgal, and all the people followed him trembling."

The First Book of Samuel, chapter 13, verses 5 to 7

(italics and underline for emphasis, mine)

Do you see that, friend? The neighboring nation had THIRTY THOUSAND CHARIOTS AND SIX

THOUSAND HORSEMEN! That’s A LOT of horses! You’d think that by now Israelites would have
bought a couple and bred them (this also takes place before young David slays Goliath in case you
were wondering about the fear which overtook Saul’s army)!
The Bible gives no indication of Israel having a single horse until we read of one of David’s
victories decades after that humbling event during Saul’s reign;
"David also defeated Hadadezer king of Zobah-Hamath, as he went to
set up his monument at the river Euphrates. And David took from him 1,000
chariots, 7,000 horsemen, and 20,000 foot soldiers. And David hamstrung all
the chariot horses, but left enough for 100 chariots."

The Book of First Chronicles, chapter 18, verses 3 and 4

David has the opportunity to add to his ranks not only SEVEN THOUSAND horses but A
THOUSAND charioteers which would give him an undeniably better chance at victory in the coming
battles via the sheer power of a horse as well as the added tactical and strategic options thanks to
greatly multiplied maneuverability… yet according to Ellicott’s Commentary for English Readers, he
has his men hack into the legs of all but a hundred of those horses to sever their tendons leaving
them incapable of anything but limping,305 saving only the hundred for chariots likely for the sole
purpose of expiditing his expanding military’s communication (the commentary notes that the
original language indicates a best translation where ALL the horses are hamstrung and not just those
of the charioteers)?306 My dear friend, how does that make any tactical sense?
After this it’s apparent there’s a horse here or there as both Absalom and Adonijah are later able
to get a horse and a chariot to ride as they arrogantly affect their attempt for the throne.307 Up to
the point where David commandeered a hundred horses, God’s Word makes mention of horses over
twenty times indicating horses were accessible to the Hebrews if they’d so wanted.
Even The Book of Job, arguably the oldest book of the Old Testament,308 made a direct
reference not only to the horse itself but also its incredible power and usefulness in combat!
“Do you give the horse his might?
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Do you clothe his neck with a mane?
Do you make him leap like the locust?
His majestic snorting is terrifying.
He paws in the valley and exults in his strength;
he goes out to meet the weapons.
He laughs at fear and is not dismayed;
he does not turn back from the sword.
Upon him rattle the quiver,
the flashing spear, and the javelin.
With fierceness and rage he swallows the ground;
he cannot stand still at the sound of the trumpet.
When the trumpet sounds, he says ‘Aha!’
He smells the battle from afar,
the thunder of the captains, and the shouting.”

The Book of Job, chapter 39, verses 19 to 25

Clearly the Israelites knew all about the advantages of having mounted calvary and chariots, yet
we don’t see them used for FIVE CENTURIES of warfare! It’s even implied in the Ten Commandments
that people wouldn’t have even owned them personally;
“You shall not covet your neighbor's house; you shall not covet
your neighbor's wife, or his male servant, or his female servant, or his
ox, or his donkey, or anything that is your neighbor's.”

The Book of Exodus, chapter 20, verse 17

People had oxen and they had donkeys, but no mention of horses? Obviously a horse would
constitute “anything that is your neighbors,” but were they just so uncommon that they weren’t
mentioned? Considering the wealthiest, most influential people of Israel all used donkeys, I’d say

nobody had horses.
Why would Israel restrain itself from using horses for civil and military reasons? It seems
foolhardy to any rational person. But we must look back to the book of Deuteronomy where God
gives laws concerning Israel’s future kings for when they settle in the promised land;
"Only he must not acquire many horses for himself or cause the
people to return to Egypt in order to acquire many horses, since the
Lord has said to you, ‘You shall never return that way again.’"

The Book of Deuteronomy, chapter 17, verse 16

There you have it, friend; God had plainly commanded the Israelites not to “acquire many
horses” that the king and the people would not return to Egypt which He rescued them out of. Egypt
was known for its proto-Arabian horse breed and its “speed, endurance, and refinement.”309 Returning
to Egypt to purchase such horses would undeniably bind them to their old taskmasters AND the
demonic beings that controlled the Egyptians. This prohibition, perplexing as it is in the natural sense,
was meant to protect His people. Similar to modern times or the Cold War era, a nation who seeks
military aid from a superpower like The United States or The Soviet Union or Russia will find
themselves beholden to the wishes of that nation. For this reason it might be best for a nation to put
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their trust in something or someone else. This brings us to the second reason for God’s decree
regarding horses;
“When you go out to war against your enemies, and see horses and chariots and an
army larger than your own, you shall not be afraid of them, for the Lord your God is with
you, who brought you up out of the land of Egypt. And when you draw near to the battle,
the priest shall come forward and speak to the people and shall say to them, ‘Hear, O
Israel, today you are drawing near for battle against your enemies: let not your heart
faint. Do not fear or panic or be in dread of them, for the Lord your God is he who goes
with you to fight for you against your enemies, to give you the victory.’"

The Book of Deuteronomy, chapter 20, verses 1 to 4

You see, dear friend, in those days every nation had their own gods, but as you learned in Part
3 those gods were demonic angels aligned with satan’s agenda to mislead mankind and appropriate
the rightful worship of The One True God to themselves. God was using Israel with its MASSIVE
disadvantage to show the watching world that He was The One True God because their gods, even
with the aid of calvary and charioteers would lose battles that would have been heavily in their favour
according to what is natural and visible. For those in the enemy-nations willing to see and repent this
was a gracious move. For those who were hard-hearted and would believe their defeat was a one-off
event and their god or gods would give them victory in the next battle, this was God’s wrath being
poured out upon them for their insolence while Israel was being used as His tool.
It’s inescapable, even for us today, to not accept that God MUST HAVE been involved in their
battles rather than “dumb luck.” The majority of the time God was surely involved sovereignly and
providentially, guiding the events so that the enemy would be caught off-guard. Other times that
sovereignty and control was likely being used even to guide an arrow by the wind into the chink of
an enemy’s armour, or steer a rock from a sling. Yet God’s Word records for us that other times He
actually gave dreams and visions or sudden supernatural manifestations to cause fear in the enemy
of the Israelites so that they could not effectively fight. Sometimes He supernaturally or sovereignly
brought physical effects into the battle so that the Israelites would have victory. Enemies saw this and
they were made afraid. Israelites saw this and they were emboldened in The Lord. Praise God!
Years after the above passage from Deuteronomy, Joshua would be reminded by God not to
fear the enemy with his horses and chariots as they went in to conquer the promised land, and even
restate that they were to maintain their perceived disadvantage;
And the Lord said to Joshua, “Do not be afraid of them, for
tomorrow at this time I will give over all of them, slain, to Israel. You
shall hamstring their horses and burn their chariots with fire.”

The Book of Joshua, chapter 11, verse 6
When Israel and other nations acknowledged that the victory only occurred because of the
strong arm of Almighty God, only He could receive the glory. Think also to how aggravated this
would make satan and his fellow rebellious angels who had once believed they could overtake the
Kingdom of God! Insult to injury as their mighty armies were bested by former slaves and brickmakers who’d spent forty years wandering around a desert! Their chariots were the ancient equivalent
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to the modern day tank! Not only was God stronger than these demons in casting them out of
Heaven, but He showed Himself stronger again and again through such means as this as well. God
even shows Himself stronger when He helps the modern day Believer have victories against the
schemes of the enemy.
Another result of Israel’s limited mobility and speed as a military-force is that they would be less
inclined to conquest and empire-build as every other nation around them. God had gifted them with
only ONE land – Israel – and that was where they were to stay. Even in the time of King David or
Solomon the boundaries of Israel did not extend very far. They were never meant to as God’s
Kingdom was to be grown throughout the world spiritually rather than by the sword (that should
strike you as very different than another major world religion…).
The reason the armies under Joshua and Caleb and then later the judges and finally David were
able to take this command to abstain from the use of horses seriously was because of the God-given

faith they had. He’d shown them time and time again that He was with them and for them,
especially regarding the era in which Joshua and Caleb fought. They KNEW without a doubt that
God could help them defeat ANY force because they had witnessed the parting of the Red Sea and
the swallowing within it of the Egyptian army who pursued them to kill them! That’s a REAL faithbuilder! And it’s also a testemant to the truthfulness of Scripture and the reality that even the

parting of the Red Sea occurred! Yes, this was precisely why fledgling Israel could become a notable
nation out of Egyptian slavery!
Throughout this discussion I’ve promised to address the false and foolish claims that evil men
conspired to reign over people by inventing the Bible. Certainly there’ve been many evil people
who’ve wanted to use God’s Word to CONTROL others and I’ve never denied that nor will I ever. But
the notion that such persons have invented or created the Holy Bible for such a reason is well
outside the bounds of reasonability. Regarding the New Testament we’ll discuss later in Part 5 why
believing anyone invented it to control a populace is nothing more than perverted imaginations, but
here we’ll talk about the Old Testament specifically.
Although skeptic and scoffer all argue that the Old Testament was made up by people intent on
controlling the masses, whether it be early on in history around the time of Moses, or later in history
around the time of David, or later yet before the exile, much of what is in God’s Word makes no
earthly sense for the purposes of a human agenda such as that. PLEASE, think clearly here; nobody
who wants to build a nation among other hostile nations says, “Hey, let’s put in our made-up holy
book that our armies can’t use horses and chariots! YEAH! Overwhelming odds and gross
disadvantages are AWESOME!!!” To any rational person this makes NO SENSE! It’s literally

NONSENSE.
The philosophical naturalist can argue, “But believing that a god was on their side and he was
the mightiest god would be GREAT for giving a psychological advantage to their army!” Right…
because the power of positive thinking really wins wars when facing devastating odds. One, maybe
two losses, and your army of brainwashed-believers barely skilled in combat would very quickly
become an ineffectual horde of cowards! That’s not good for keeping the odds in your favour!
Besides which, the armies of their enemies ALSO believed “god” or MANY gods were on their side
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too… BUT THEY ALSO HAD HORSES! All believing god is on your side serves to do if your gods
don’t really exist is even the odds in terms of the psychological aspect because both sides do that.
The HORSES STILL put the odds in the favour of the enemy.
Really, let’s be logical here; if God doesn’t exist, what would be more advantageous, an army of
riled up, psyched out men who think an imaginary figure is going to help them win a war; or an army
comprised of 30,000 horsemen and 10,000 charioteers?
When Occam’s Razor is applied here, dear friend, the most simple answer is: this directive to
avoid the use of horses has come not from men, but directly from God; their courage came from
faith for having witnessed God act on their behalf in the past; and lastly, their unlikely victories came
because God was truly on their side enacting His will on their battles.
The conspiracy theories just don’t hold up against reasonability.
Not to mention, I’ve seen God act on my behalf numerous times, so for me to believe He did so
in “bigger” ways in the past for Israel is not at all hard to fathom. The only factor that makes the
above NOT the simplest and most logical answer to the skeptic is the idea that God exists. But as
we’ve seen here with this example and throughout this book, that is a silly bias to be holding onto.
Not only does the explanation that God told the Israelites not to use horses tell us why they
refused to use them to even their odds, but it also provides a strong indication that the narrative
we’ve received is genuine and accurate. It goes hand in hand with the above two examples which
show that the authors were simply recording history as it occurred, neglecting to attach all the
pertinent details to help all readers understand because the accounts they wrote of were real and
everyone’s common knowledge of the details meant they didn’t have to be perfect with their
retelling. It’s clear they were not inventing it at the time or later.
Let’s be serious here for a moment, my dear friend; what’s more likely: these details are handed
out piecemeal, and personal motives or intimate aspects are only understood if someone from the
outside carefully reads the text and studies it for months or weeks or years, because the author took
it for granted that later readers would be missing all the pieces of the story, as they hadn’t
experienced it as the contemporary reading audience did; or an evil cabal bent on controlling the
Israelites and THEN the world carefully crafted a document in such a fashion so that it would look
more authentic and genuine to the careful reader today? Can you imagine them sitting around
forging these documents, “Okay, let’s see… Wait, that detail there, let’s BURY IT way over here in a
book we’ll make people believe was written four centuries earlier; and this part here, we’ll make it not
make ANY SENSE unless the reader takes into account this obscure passage WAAAYYY over here in a
further chapter. YES! This is BRILLIANT!” Queue the evil laughter.
Once again when the application of Occam’s Razor to this question is done, the answer is
obvious, and you should humbly, graciously accept it. It’s like we established way back in Absolute

Truth vs. Relativism; the truth doesn’t bow to you, you bow to The Truth. People who want you to
believe a fiction aren’t thinking centuries ahead. They’d craft a careful story telling what’s happened
and back it up immediately with details to validate what they’re telling you. But what we actually SEE
in Scripture would be some real 4th dimensional strategizing, and I don’t believe any human
regardless of their wickedness is capable of such a scheme.
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Think about it; right NOW we have influential, wealthy, elitists who operate secretly and hold
meetings to discuss their agenda to reshape this world in their own image or society into how they
perceive it would function best, believing they have earned or inherited the right to rule over us,
while thinking that to some extent they will be our saviours. They’re supposedly our best and our
brightest, yet as they conspire and enact that agenda, details of their schemes are uncovered and
leaked ALL OF THE TIME to the point that the over-arching theme of their agenda isn’t even hidden
to anyone willing to take a cursory look! As careful as they are, they’re constantly bumbling over
themselves and over each other; being caught funding this or that over here; forgetting that they
said something undeniably questionable or immoral over in this interview or memoir there; having
their emails or other damning documents leaked; etcetera, etcetera. If THESE supposed masterminds
can’t bring it all together, nobody could.
The only being that is capable of orchestrating so wide and reaching a plan of infamy where its
many parts are moving in any semblance of order is the devil. And we can know what he’s up to
because God’s Word warns us generally and to some degree specifically what his end-goal is – the
one world government under the antichrist. We also get to know what the devil is up to because he
operates in the physical realm through those same bumbling people mentioned above who, in their
pride, drop clues or attempt to manipulate the easily influenced into disseminating their program by
subtly discussing aspects of it in a favourable tone; or, through their fallibility make accidental
disclosures as just stated.
Dear friend, I hope that this section has helped you recognize the Holy Bible was indeed written
by people during the periods they described, and that the events within did indeed transpire.
Undesigned coincidences which contradict how fictional stories are written to easily convey a
message, and unreasonable commandments of God which challenge human reason and would work

against man’s desire to rule, verify that this was the case. If you’re still skeptical consider the writings
of the prophets, both ‘major’ and ‘minor.’ Again and again these men railed against their kings, their
preists, and the people of Israel, speaking on behalf of God, whom through the Holy Spirit inspired
them to first warn, and then judge the nations. Writing a document that says the king has rebelled
against The One True God and has followed after demonic idols; or that the Levitical priesthood
meant to be the intercessors between God and man and the proclaimers of His Word were likewise
corrupted; or that even the common or noble man was guilty before God for his injustices towards
his fellow Jew would not serve WHATSOEVER to instill confidence in your ruling authority desiring to
gain and maintain control of a populace, nor would it do well on the best-sellers list of the day. Can
you really imagine these conspirators getting together and saying, “Alright, let’s write up a document
claiming it’s from God and that He wants US to rule over the people and have THEM listen to us,
and in it we’ll say repeatedly that we don’t even follow God or care about Him, and that we’re
actually leading the people towards death and destruction and the punishment of God through the
conquering of our nation by other nations and also exile! Wait! We should also put in a promise that
He’ll eventually return us to the land and favour us… but not after an entire generation has died out
and people have resorted to eating their own children! YEAH, that’s SLICK!”
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Again, Occam’s Razor comes to the rescue and helps us understand this doesn’t make any sense
at all if you want to deceive people into following you. But if you read the Old Testament, this is
exactly what you’ll see – a collection of books written by men inspired by God to write exactly what
He wants the people to hear, whether it’s favourable or not, and whether it supports the ruling class
or not, because HE’S the only one that’s actually to be in charge.
If you’d like more examples of undersigned coincidences as evidence, Reverend J.J. Blunt’s book

Undesigned Coincidences in the Writings Both of the Old and New Testament which we mentioned
at the opening of this segment, can be found online here.310 If this information has proven convincing
as circumstantial evidence to you, friend, I am thankful to God for that. If not, I pray that reading the
books of the prophets and Reverend Blunt’s book as I’ve invited you to do will help. They do not
make any sense apart from God and they serve as just more proof that God Is and that the Holy
Bible is His revealed Word.
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The Bible Abounds with Thematic Messages, Foreshadowing,
and ‘Types’, ALL Majestically Woven Together
Part 4 – Section 9
Friend, we talked earlier in God by the Holy Spirit Inspired the Writing of the Texts how sixty-six
books were written by forty authors over a vast period of time to tell a singular, cohesive narrative.
We mentioned that this was in spite of all those authors writing from diverse locales in different
languages, and from varying perspectives, thanks to a variety of occupations. Throughout the
Scriptures a multitude of rhetorical devices are used to weave interconnected themes from beginning
to end with the sole aim of magnifying the glory of Jesus Christ as Lord, Saviour, and King.
Because the unity within the Bible is a true testament to its supernatural inspiration from God,
this section will serve to look not only at some of the truths which are expertly yet subtly
communicated across its pages, but also at the incredible, undeniably SUPERNATURALLY designed
overview of God’s plan. It all SHOUTS to the eager student of God’s Word that He Is and He Has
Spoken. That earlier segment just mentioned made the audacious claim that the Bible is the most
unified book in the world, and soon when you’ve witnessed the multiple visionary threads within
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this section, I think you’ll have a much better grasp as to why this claim AND the following verse are
true;
"I spoke to the prophets;
it was I who multiplied visions,
and through the prophets gave parables."

The Book of Hosea, chapter 12, verse 10

The late Dr. Chuck Missler wrote in his aforementioned book Cosmic Codes of how these
themes serve as a sort of ‘macrocode’ for the message of the Bible. In The Bible Anticipated

Sabotage and Was Prepared to Counter It we learned that God spread His thematic truths
throughout Scripture so that what needed to be communicated could not be thwarted regardless of
attacks on specific locations. These macrocodes, Dr. Missler said;

“…result in a form of higher-level redundancy which can overcome “noise,” errors, distortions,
and even enemy countermeasures by conveying the overall strategic perspective over a much
broader horizon. These can serve to confirm or validate the message and its source.”311
This of course means the intentions of the ‘source’, à la God, are made evident via this strategic
execution and we can test misinterpretions of individual passages against the whole.
Primarily the macrocodes employed which function to reinforce the thematic messages come in
the form of similes, metaphors, analogies, allegories, parables, and other such devices. Dr. Missler
points out that these mechanisms “substantially transcend the immediate context and provide
additional conceptual links integrating (and validating) the individual message segments.” 312 He’s
entirely correct. It is amazing how the ideas in particular verses or passages jump right out off the
page when the reader knows what is coming later – they’re quite prophetic in their nature! As one
should suspect, once more this indicates that the author behind the earthly writers was ultimately
God outside of time.
As you likely already know, “a simile is a comparison by resemblance. A metaphor is a
comparison by representation. An allegory is a continued metaphor or continued representation. A
parable is a continued resemblance.”313 As we see in Jesus’s teachings, for example, parables can
instruct, but they can also be used to deliver wisdom only to those who are truly listening and whom
the Holy Spirit is teaching. Those that don’t want to hear won’t.
As mentioned in the last section, The Rebellion of Absalom, David served as an antitype to
Christ. The antitype is one of the most powerful macrocodes found in Scripture to point the seeker to
who the Messiah would be. David was not the only person who, to some degree, demonstrated to
the Hebrews what they should anticipate. Both Joseph and Moses were also antitypes to name a
couple. Anyone who knows Christ will plainly see this while they make their way through the Old
Testament.
Antitypes, however, can be used to help the reader look forward to other realities as well, and
we spoke of how Absalom served as an antitype for satan. Before him were the kings of both Tyre
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and Babylon who most certainly revealed satan in the past, but ALSO portray the expected
characteristics of the future antichrist.
Naturally, just as a blue print or model of a house depicts to a lesser extent the final product
which will be easily discernable and tangible, the entirety of Scripture reveals Jesus Christ to us. He
can be seen through all of God’s Word as it revolves around Him and culminates with his first and
second coming and rightful rule and reign.
We’ve already discussed so much incredible evidence but what we’re about look at is, as stated,
clearly of a supernatural origin. Now let’s begin…

311. Cosmic codes by Dr. Chuck Missler pg 188
312. Ibid
313. Cosmic Cods pg 189

The Scarlet Thread
As you’ve heard by now, dear friend, Adam was the first man created by God, and was created
free of sin. Unfortunately, as we’ve already discussed, he rebelled against God by breaking the one

and only commandment to not eat the fruit from the tree of the knowledge of good and evil.
Immediately Adam was separated from God and became spiritually dead, only to be sustained by the
grace of God through faith in animal sacrifices and the shedding of blood which pointed far forward
to the atoning sacrifice of Jesus Christ on the cross.
Just as that hereditary and very much spiritual curse was passed from then on all the way to us
through Adam’s bloodline (meaning through everyone as all have descended from Adam), a “scarlet
thread” of promised salvation had also begun. You see, dear friend, Moses who wrote the book of
Genesis under the inspiration of the Holy Spirit in the 15 th century B.C., and was also writing an
accurate restatement of history’s early events for humanity’s sake, would be guided to write the long
since promised curse upon the serpent who deceived Adam and Eve, satan:
"I will put enmity between you and the woman,
and between your seed and her seed;
he shall bruise your head,
and you shall bruise his heel.”

The Book of Genesis, chapter 3, verse 15

So the Hebrew word there for ‘seed’ is

 מ, pronounced zeh-rah and although it literally
עַֹתם

translates to “seed” most modern translations use the word ‘offspring’. That is obviously quite
acceptable from the context but for the sake of our discussion we’ll focus on the idea of the seed.
What we have here is the promise that the offspring of Eve would receive a minor wound from the
offspring of satan noted by affliction to the heel, but Eve’s offspring would inflict the greater blow
designated by the trauma to the head.
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I’m not sure if you see this, my dear friend, but in the third chapter of the first book of Genesis
we have the prophesy that Jesus Christ would be crucified by the children of satan (and we’ve already
established from the Gospel of John in The devil Wants Control Over the Whole World that there are
“children of satan,” and they’re the ones, specifically, who took Jesus to the cross). But what looked
like a victory for the devil turned out to be very minor and only temporary, while the crucifixion

actually worked to defeat the works of satan as Christ conquered death!314 Obviously the latter blow
that was dealt far exceeded the first just as the prophecy stated it would!
What’s also amazing is that all throughout the Old Testament the seed or offspring is almost

exclusively attributed to the man. Again and again we witness lists of genealogies which contain the
names of men exclusively. So why here do we see the prophecy specifying Eve and not Adam? Can
you guess why, dear friend? We recently mentioned this Christmas-time verse which speaks of the
prophetic and miraculous birth of Jesus Christ…
That’s right! The verse from Isaiah which speaks of a ‘virgin conceiving a son’. The promised
offspring mentioned above would not come directly from a man but directly from a woman! Thus,
the “seed of the woman” is most accurate! Certainly it was speaking of Jesus Christ! This verse from
Genesis, of course, was written by a Jew, FOR Jews, WAY before there were Christians!
By the way, the two other points where “seed” is attributed to a woman are when a woman
named Sarah and a woman named Rebekah are promised that the Messiah would come through
their offspring.315 The first is married to Abraham, the father of the nation of Israel; and the second is
the wife of his son, Isaac. Both Abraham and Isaac would be promised by God that they would be the
fathers to many people, speaking of their spiritual heritage, while also promising that the Messiah
would come from their line. Naturally they were descendants of Adam and Eve (as all people are). As
an aside, Rabbinical Jews still believe today that their Messiah will come from the line of Abraham.
Isaiah, as you already know, wrote this verse about a virgin conceiving in the late eighth century
B.C.. Moses was moved by God to rewrite the curse nearly seven hundred years earlier.
But there’s more to this Scarlet Thread!
Isaac would of course also have a son to continue this bloodline to the Messiah, and this son’s
name would be Jacob. Jacob would later be called Israel by God Himself.316 The Hebrew word for
‘Israel’ translates literally as “God prevails,”

317

and its Hebrew spelling, באל יֹשכ ם ש, is comprised of the

Hebrew word for Jacob’s grandmother’s name, Sarah, which is

ְֹשים
 י,318 and the word for God, באלם.319

As ‘Sarah’ literally translates to ‘contend with’ Josephus the first-century Jewish historian is quite right
when he tells us Israel literally means “Wrestles with God.”320 That too seems pungent with the
aroma of prophecy as Israel would most certainly wrestle with God for centuries, sometimes rebelling,
and sometimes submitting. At the same time, God certainly prevailed with Israel then, and will do so
again at Christ’s return when He prevails over the remnant for their salvation. But I digress.
Jacob would have a son named Judah and Judah would later have a daughter-in-law named
Tamar. Tamar would have a pair of twins (they’d actually come from Judah, but that’s a convoluted
story whose explanation would be too distracting and too time-consuming for this very moment, so
let’s just ignore the ‘how’s’ and ‘why’s’, shall we?). Knowing she was delivering twins, the moment a
little hand popped out, the midwife tied – take note, friend! – a scarlet thread around the wrist. This
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was done to ensure the first son to breach from his mother would be able to receive the blessing
and inheritance from his father later on in life because technically he was the “firstborn.” This son
upon whom was tied a scarlet thread would be named Perez.
Years later when Jacob was old in age and nearing death, he would have his sons come to him
to bless them. At this meaningful time he would also be sovereignly guided by the Holy Spirit to
prophesy over his son, Judah;
“Judah, your brothers shall praise you;
your hand shall be on the neck of your enemies;
your father's sons shall bow down before you.
Judah is a lion's cub;
from the prey, my son, you have gone up.
He stooped down; he crouched as a lion
and as a lioness; who dares rouse him?
The scepter shall not depart from Judah,
nor the ruler's staff from between his feet,
until tribute comes to him;
and to him shall be the obedience of the peoples.

The Book of Genesis, chapter 49, verses 8 to 10

Here we have the declaration that the tribe of Judah would be esteemed above the others. We
know it’s speaking of the Tribe of Judah and one of his descendants, as Judah himself was never a
king or ruler. From the tribe of Judah would reign a king as signified by the scepter and the ruler’s
staff. This Judaic king’s reign would not end. So here we have the distinguishing of which bloodline
the ruling Messiah will come through, narrowing it down from Adam to Abraham, and now through
Judah…
Some FOUR CENTURIES LATER Moses records in the twenty-sixth chapter of the book of
Numbers that he and his council would be approached by a group of sisters whose father was a man
named Zelophehad. These five women had no brother to claim their family’s inheritance when their
father died so they asked if they could receive it to carry on the name of their father. 321 The text
doesn’t seem to indicate that Moses consults any of the men with him, but instead it says this:
"Moses brought their case before the Lord. And the Lord said to Moses, 'The
daughters of Zelophehad are right. You shall give them possession of an
inheritance among their father's brothers and transfer the inheritance of their
father to them. And you shall speak to the people of Israel, saying, "If a man dies
and has no son, then you shall transfer his inheritance to his daughter."'"

The Book of Numbers, chapter 27, verse 5 to 9

Well aside from that seeming quite just and ”progressive” of God to give women in ancient
times rights to an inheritance, why is this important? Friend, God is sovereign and in control and
outside of time. This unusual circumstance has come together for a reason and the Holy Spirit of God
led Moses to record it for a reason. So let’s just wait fifteen-hundred years and see what this has to
do with Christ!
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In 1051 B.C. while David was king, he had the Ark of the Covenant moved to Jerusalem. 322 At
this time a psalm was written323 wherein it stated:
"For the sake of your servant David,
do not turn away the face of your anointed one.
The Lord swore to David a sure oath
from which he will not turn back:
“One of the sons of your body
I will set on your throne.
If your sons keep my covenant
and my testimonies that I shall teach them,
their sons also forever
shall sit on your throne.”
For the Lord has chosen Zion;
he has desired it for his dwelling place:
“This is my resting place forever;
here I will dwell, for I have desired it."

The 132nd Psalm, verses 10 to 14

David, my dear friend, was from the tribe of Judah AND he was also a king. The authors of this
psalm are referring to an earlier prophecy to David from the prophet Nathan;
"'When your days are fulfilled and you lie down with your fathers, I will raise up your
offspring after you, who shall come from your body, and I will establish his kingdom. He shall
build a house for my name, and I will establish the throne of his kingdom forever. I will be to
him a father, and he shall be to me a son. When he commits iniquity, I will discipline him with
the rod of men, with the stripes of the sons of men, but my steadfast love will not depart from
him, as I took it from Saul, whom I put away from before you. And your house and your
kingdom shall be made sure forever before me. Your throne shall be established forever.’”

The Second Book of Samuel, chapter 7, verses 12 to 17

The details may be hard to follow, but that is because it contains what is called “dual-

prophecies” for “dual-fulfillment.” It talks of Solomon who will build a physical temple, but it also
speaks of Christ, the Son, who will build an everlasting SPIRITUAL temple through the Body of
Believers – the Church – and then of course a physical eternal house for Christ’s second coming.
Although Jesus would commit no sin He did indeed suffer beatings by rods as well as receive stripes
from whipping.
These passages naturally narrow down the specific lineage through which the Messiah would
come. Jews back then and even today await his arrival through this line (as an aside, that God
explained that Zion would be His dwelling place explains all the spiritual turmoil and the wars it has
brought to that place as satan contends for it in further rebellion). Peoples’ understanding that the
Messiah would come from David’s line was pointed out in the Gospel of John over a millennia later;
"When they heard these words, some of the people said, 'This really is the
Prophet.' Others said, 'This is the Christ.' But some said, 'Is the Christ to come from
Galilee? Has not the Scripture said that the Christ comes from the offspring of
David, and comes from Bethlehem, the village where David was?'”

The Gospel of John, chapter 7, verses 40 to 42
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Notice, friend, that during Psalm 132 God made the promise that said, “If your sons keep my
covenant and my testimonies that I shall teach them, their sons also forever shall sit on your
throne.” So if satan’s desires are always to oppose what God is doing, what’s he have to accomplish
here? That’s correct, he’s got to lead David’s descendants astray so that they break God’s covenant!
And that’s precisely what he does with nearly every godless heir of David who doesn’t honour God.
Finally, fed up with the complete rebelliousness of the kingdom of Judah, God punishes His
wayward people by bringing the Babylonians to crush them and take them away in exile. Through the
prophet Jeremiah God would declare to king Jehoiachin (also named Jeconiah or just Coniah):
"This is what the Lord says:
'Record this man as if childless,
a man who will not prosper in his lifetime,
for none of his offspring will prosper,
none will sit on the throne of David
or rule anymore in Judah.'”

The Book of Jeremiah, chapter 22, verse 30

Jehoiachin would be exiled as God had said, and just as we established earlier in The Texts Were

Passed Down Accurately and Without Great Flaw no one from David’s line returned to sit on the
throne after leaving Babylon – not even Zerubbabel who was the grandson of Jehoiachin, and
therefore, also a direct descendant.324 This is obviously a major problem for the Scarlet Thread. Or so
it would seem….
Dr. Missler would write humourously that he could imagine satan with his upper echelon
celebrating in the spiritual realm as if they’d derailed Almighty God’s plan. Meanwhile God would
elbow the angels beside Himself and say, “…Watch this…” as He enacted the solution He’d set up far
in advance.
That solution is revealed to us within the genealogies in the Gospels of the New Testament. The
Apostle Matthew, being a Levite from the priestly tribe of Levi, would write his gospel as a plea to his
fellow Hebrews to recognize their rightful Messiah. Wanting to establish Jesus’s LEGAL and ROYAL
status, Matthew traces Jesus’s ancestry from Abraham to David, then to Solomon, down to Jehoiachin,
and finally to Joseph, the adoptive father, the “husband of Mary, of whom Jesus was born, who is
called Christ.”325 Jesus would have been a rightful heir through Joseph even as an adopted son.
What’s cool about this lawful AND spiritual reality is that we too who can be adopted by God the
Father then become “fellow heirs with Christ” as already mentioned in The devil Wants Control Over

the Whole World. Seeing as the Jews kept painstaking genealogical records 326 as they’d been made
specific promises from God to receive His blessing as His people through their tribes – especially if
you belonged to Judah! – this would have been very impactful to all Jews who were ready to listen
and accept their Messiah.
Not only that, but guess who else is tucked away in this genealogy? That’s right, Perez the twin
who’d had the literal scarlet thread tied around his wrist at birth. Isn’t that poetic? This is no
construction.
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The Gospel of Luke on the other hand focuses on the humanity of Jesus. Not only does the
Gentile physician extend back from Abraham through Shem (the ancestor from whom the Semitic
Jews come from) all the way back to “Adam, the son of God,” to help both Jew and Gentile
understand that as a man directly begotten from God as Adam had been, He was fully capable of
rectifying the wrong – or the curse – which Adam had brought upon us, but Luke does something
else that’s interesting too. Luke deviates from Matthew’s gospel after king David, ignoring Solomon’s
line and opting to go through Solomon’s younger brother Nathan’s line of descendants. This leads us
all the way down to Heli, the father-in-law of Joseph, Jesus’s adoptive dad. Yes, friend, Luke traces
the genealogy from Adam to Mary!327 Jesus Christ’s humanity is fully established through this
bloodline so that we can KNOW we have a suitable substitution for the penalty of our sin – a fellow
man to bear the wrath and separation from God the Father which is the justified punishment – but
who as the Son of God being infinite in power could overcome it for us all!
Not only THAT, my dear friend, but listen to this! The covenant that David’s descendant would
rule forever on the throne which appeared crushed with the curse spoken against Jehoiachin had
actually been carried on via that Scarlet Thread through Nathan and his descendants who never sat

on the throne to Jesus Christ who will reign forever as promised! Talk about flipping the tables on
satan’s schemes AND on his assumed victory celebrated far too early!
For anyone who wishes to claim “it’s not fair” for God to keep the covenant of an heir through
David being the Messiah who sits on the throne forever when He said Jehoiachin broke the covenant,
a couple of things that are integral must be understood. The first is that a covenant is not necessarily
like a contract, it can also be seen as a promise. That’s why a marriage is a covenant, not a contract.
It’s not meant to be broken by one party because the other isn’t holding up their end of the bargain;
it’s meant to be binding and lasting “’til death do you part.” That is a very reassuring thing because it
speaks to the faithfulness of God.
The second factor which must be understood is how God made His covenant with Abraham
initially where it all began. In the fifteenth chapter of Genesis Abraham has a vision from God. He’s
then instructed to sacrifice some animals, cutting them in half and laying them out to make a path.
Generally the two participants in this ‘blood covenant’ would then walk down the aisle together. But
in this instance, Abraham falls into a deep sleep. During that sleep He sees a manifestation of the
Holy Spirit travel down the aisle all alone! Why doesn’t Abraham have to walk down the aisle as
well? Because God is demonstrating that the covenant will be held up and kept by Himself ALONE.
Essentially it’s as if God was saying, “No matter what, I will make your offspring the Messiah and Lord
forever!” God has every right to sew the Scarlet Thread through David’s son Nathan if He so wishes.
Frankly, I’m quite happy God keeps the covenant between Him and I all by Himself because I know I
could NEVER fulfill any proposed expectations on my end.
It’s worth mentioning that the Gospel of John takes the opportunity to list a different sort of
genealogy which confirms that Jesus who is The Word was always WITH God and always WAS God,
and that “the Word became flesh and dwelt among us, and we have seen his glory, glory as of
the only Son from the Father, full of grace and truth..”328
But that’s not all either! Remember the five daughters of Zelophehad whom God had announced
a special provision for so that they might receive the inheritance? That legal stipulation means that
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even if someone were to complain that Jesus had no right to His inheritance due to there being no
biological relationship to his father Joseph due to adoption, He could still have His inheritance
through His mother, a woman. All of this had CLEARLY been planned out for these factors to be set
in place!
Isn’t that amazing?!? Adam had been given dominion over all creation by God in the beginning,
and satan had stolen that authority. But Christ as a rightful heir in every conceivable way is able to
redeem and receive this dominion once again, and began to at the cross and shall complete it soon.
Lastly, just as Jacob had prophesied over Judah and poetically spoke of a lion, we see in the fifth
chapter of the book of Revelation that Jesus Christ is called “the Lion of the tribe of Judah.”329 It
goes on immediately to call Him “The Root of David,” which fits with Isaiah’s prophecy that “The
royal line of David will be cut off, chopped down like a tree; but from the stump will grow a
Shoot—yes, a new Branch from the old root.”330 Of course Isaiah was writing a century before
David’s royal line would be cut off with the expulsion of Jehoiachin, and this means it was a fulfilled
prophecy in that regard; but it was also fulfilled several centuries after that even when you consider
the “root” or “new branch” he was speaking of was Christ.
Friend, this Scarlet Thread moved along so incredibly through history because God Himself had
woven it into our physical time and space. It’s as if the Old Testament was put together to tell us of
how God had prepared, since the beginning, the arrival of the Messiah. And that’s because He did!
To conclude this segment I’ll add one more astonishing detail to what God had wove in.
As Joshua led the Israelites into the promised land, he dispatched two spies to the ancient city
of Jericho which they would need to conquer first. There they would be hidden from the soldiers of
Jericho by a prostitute whose name was Rahab.331 Rahab, knowing that the God of the Israelites was
The One True God due to their past miraculous victories, put her faith in God, seeking His mercy and
salvation. His spies would promise the safety of her and her family for having aided them. Dear
friend, guess what sign they would tell her would signify her salvation amidst the coming attack?
They told her to hang from her window which was in the exterior wall of the city, a scarlet cord…
Not only was Rahab saved but she was forgiven for her sin of prostitution. On top of that, Rahab,
once she’d abandoned her old life and joined the Israelites, would end up in the genealogy of The
Scarlet Thread to Jesus the Messiah herself!
Friend, you too can be saved by “the scarlet cord” or thread through the bloodline of the
Messiah if only you’ll put your faith in Jesus’s ability to provide that free gift of salvation. Isn’t it
utterly ingenious of God to use this LITERAL metaphor?!
All of this serves as an amazing piece of evidence lending to the veracity of Scripture and its
supernatural origins being from God who’s outside of time and completely in control.
But what’s also amazing in a negative sense is that the very genealogies recorded by the
followers of Jesus are what some skeptics consider evidence against God’s Word because they say
they are filled with errors. I don’t see any errors here. Do you?
No, those people are only grasping at straws in order that the Name of God be defamed, when
what they ought to grasp is their need for God and His desire for them to be saved.
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The Rock of Ages
Friend, we’ve spoken many times already during this discussion of how Jesus Christ is “The Rock”
we find in Scripture. At the onset, this topic may not seem surprising considering this is obviously a
theme which runs throughout all of God’s Word. But let’s look at it a little closer now.
Psalm 95 is believed to have been written in 970 B.C. towards the end of king David’s life and
seems to be attributed to him directly by the author of the book of Hebrews. 332 In any case look at
the opening verse to the psalm:
"Oh come, let us sing to the Lord;
let us make a joyful noise to the rock of our salvation!"

The 95th Psalm, verse 1

The Jews most certainly used ‘rock’ as an analogous term for God, AND that this ‘rock’ is the
basis for their salvation is plain to see.
Interestingly, another psalm would be written which says:
"The stone that the builders rejected
has become the cornerstone.
This is the Lord's doing;
it is marvelous in our eyes.
This is the day that the Lord has made;
let us rejoice and be glad in it."

The 118th Psalm, verses 22 to 24

This is quite an enigmatic passage. Perhaps it’s a direct reference to king David who’d been
rejected by Israel but returned to honour? In any case it is definitely prophetic as Isaiah would hear
from God nearly three centuries later that it was also a forward-looking allusion;
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"But the Lord of hosts, him you shall honor as holy. Let him be your fear, and let him be
your dread. And he will become a sanctuary and a stone of offense and a rock of
stumbling to both houses of Israel, a trap and a snare to the inhabitants of Jerusalem. And
many shall stumble on it. They shall fall and be broken; they shall be snared and taken.”

The Book of Isaiah, chapter 8, verses 13 to 15
So the Lord would be both incredibly negative but also positive to both houses, or kingdoms, of
Israel and Judah? How is that possible? Jesus Christ would tell us Himself;
"Jesus said to them, 'Have you never read in the Scriptures:
“‘The stone that the builders rejected
has become the cornerstone;
this was the Lord's doing,
and it is marvelous in our eyes’?
Therefore I tell you, the kingdom of God will be taken away
from you and given to a people producing its fruits.'"

The Gospel of Matthew, chapter 21, verses 42 and 43

That’s right, my dear friend, because of the unbelief of the Jews and their rejection of their own
Messiah they would not be able to have eternal life. It would go to those “producing the fruits of
eternal life” – primarily select Gentiles, but also the early Jews in whom the Holy Spirit gave eyes to
see. In that way Christ was both a ‘sanctuary’ and a ‘stone of offense’ to Israel.
The Apostle Paul, a Jew whose eyes had been opened and who had been taught by the Holy
Spirit while reviewing the Scriptures of the Old Testament, would write:
"What shall we say, then? That Gentiles who did not pursue righteousness
have attained it, that is, a righteousness that is by faith; but that Israel who
pursued a law that would lead to righteousness did not succeed in reaching that
law. Why? Because they did not pursue it by faith, but as if it were based on
works. They have stumbled over the stumbling stone, as it is written,
“'Behold, I am laying in Zion a stone of stumbling, and a rock of offense;
and whoever believes in him will not be put to shame.'”

The Letter to the Romans, chapter 9, verses 30 to 32

There we see once again, dear friend, that righteousness before God is only attained through
faith, and not by works.
Do you also see the double-meaning here? The stone is not only a teaching which leads to
eternal life but a person who IS eternal life. Paul was quoting the sixteenth verse of Isaiah’s twentyeighth chapter. The Apostle Peter would also quote these passages from Isaiah in the second chapter
of his first letter. Notice what else he writes alongside them;
"As you come to him, a living stone rejected by men but in the sight of God chosen
and precious, you yourselves like living stones are being built up as a spiritual house, to
be a holy priesthood, to offer spiritual sacrifices acceptable to God through Jesus Christ."

The First Letter of Peter, chapter 2, verses 4 and 5
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There we see again the picture of a house for God being built. Peter affirms that it is a house
made up of people – living stones – in likeness to Christ whose image we bear, and in whom we find
our true image of self. The cornerstone, of course, is the most important stone to a house’s
construction AND foundation. From where it is set every other stone is aligned with it and butted up
against it. The Apostle Paul adds to the analogy in his first epistle to the Church of Corinth;
"According to the grace of God given to me, like a skilled master builder I laid a
foundation, and someone else is building upon it. Let each one take care how he builds
upon it. For no one can lay a foundation other than that which is laid, which is Jesus Christ."

The First Letter to the Corinthians, chapter 3, verses 10 and 11

Every work and every teaching must be in accordance with the cornerstone which is Jesus Christ
who is The Truth. Nothing else will do.
Another of Paul’s letters, this one to the Church of Ephesus, reiterates Peter’s statement about
building a dwelling place for God as was prophesied in the Old Testament;
"So then you are no longer strangers and sojourners, but you are fellow citizens
with the saints and members of the household of God, built on the foundation of the
apostles and prophets, Christ Jesus himself being the cornerstone, in whom the
whole structure, being joined together, grows into a holy temple in the Lord. In him
you also are being built together into a dwelling place for God by the Spirit."

The Letter to the Ephesians, chapter 2, verses 19 to 22
I trust, dear friend, that this is all reminding you of how I’d said in both The Good News and The

Moral Law Giver that Jesus would say to His listeners;
“Everyone then who hears these words of mine and does
them will be like a wise man who built his house on the rock."

The Gospel of Matthew, chapter 7, verse 24

With this illuminating information tying all of this together, I’m sure you have a new appreciation
for how deep and how eternally wise the above instruction from Jesus must be. He is the surest
foundation.
I’d be sorely mistaken not to take this moment to point out to all my Catholic friends that when
Jesus said to Peter (whose name was actually ‘Simon’), “I also say to you that you are Peter, and
upon this rock I will build My church,”333 He was not appointing Peter as a first “Pope” nor saying
that the Church would be built upon Peter. As you can plainly see above, the Church, or Body of

Believers, is built upon Christ alone. Even if one wishes to believe it was built on the teaching of
Peter, it’s very clear that the teaching of Paul was equally influential. In fact, we just read above that
the ‘household of God’ is “built on the foundation of the apostles and prophets.” So it’s definitely
not just Peter that the Church is built on nor his teaching alone.
The reality is that Jesus had just finished saying that God the Father had revealed to Simon Peter
that He was “the Christ, the Son of the living God” in order that Peter make that profession. Thus
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we have salvation by grace through faith which is the gift of God, and it’s upon this working of God
through the Holy Spirit that the true Church of God is built; certainly not upon Peter himself for all
time up until the return of Christ.
Even in that pronouncement by Jesus, He uses the Greek word,

Πέτρος, pronounced pe'-tros,

which refers to “a piece of a rock.”334 When Jesus speaks of the “rock” upon which the Church will be
built, He uses the Greek word
edge’.

335

πέτρα, which is pronounced pe'-trä, and means ‘a large rock or cliff

Maybe this is where we got the expression, “He’s a chip off the old block”?

All kidding aside, this is a serious matter. This isn’t a secondary issue by any means because the
idea that a man other than the God-man, Jesus Christ, could be the intercessor between man and
God, as well as the final authority over interpretation of God’s Word, is absolutely dangerous. You
don’t have to look very hard to see how unbiblical Pope Francis’s positions and statements are. Nor
do you have to look very far to see even Catholics disagreeing with him. How’s that possible if the
Pope is supposed to be so touched by God that he’s practically his infallible human representative
upon which the Church continues to be built? Not possible, especially according to Scripture.
If you look into this you’ll quickly find Catholic apologists who try to make a strong case for why
Peter was the Rock upon which the Church was built. They’ll certainly refer to the earliest writings of
‘Church fathers’, those who were the disciples of the disciples of the Apostles. These men two or
three generations removed from the Apostles themselves would have no doubt been able to ask
questions of their tutors and likely hear answers regarding the interpretation of Jesus’s teaching. But
that evidence is pretty thin. So thin that if it was ice above a lake I wouldn’t even dare crawl across it.
Looking at a Catholic explanation, I see the earliest writing is from Tatian the Syrian, dated to
170 A.D.. Tatian wrote The Diatessaron which was an early attempt to work the four gospels into one
chronological text. In it he simply restates the above passage of contention as he was literally

writing out Scripture, just in the order he thought best. The only semi-notable factor is that Tatian
apparently chose to use Peter’s Grecized Aramaic nickname,

Κηφᾶς, which is pronounced Kēphâs.336

It also means ‘Rock.’337 This doesn’t really add much to the debate.
Thirty and fifty years further removed we have writing by Tertullian. 338 Now we’re talking about
writing over a hundred and thirty years since Peter had even lived! Nevertheless, Tertullian does seem
to be stating the Church would be built on Peter. The question is though: Was Tertullian’s
interpretation correct? Or more importantly, was the later Catholic authority even farther removed by
time correct in their interpretation of Tertullian even, much less the Scriptures? The answer to the
latter question is a resounding ‘no’.
In a 1995 debate Christian theologian and apologist Dr. James White of Alpha & Omega

Ministries pointed to a survey done by a French Roman catholic historian named ‘Launoy’. Launoy
examined a multitude of early extra-biblical church writings to determine what the early church

ACTUALLY believed regarding the interpretation that the Church was declared by Christ to be
founded on Peter as a pope. During the debate White would summarize the findings thusly:
"Next we note that the central aspect of Rome's understanding of this passage, specifically the
identification of Peter as the rock is in fact the minority understanding of the early Church. The French
Roman catholic Launoy surveyed the patristic evidence and found seventeen citations supporting the
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concept that Peter is “the rock” of Matthew 16. Please note that does not mean that all sixteen of these
fathers also felt that this meant that the bishop of Rome was a pope, but only that they saw Matthew 16
and the phrase, “this rock” as referring to Peter. However, Launoy found sixteen citations that identified
the rock as Christ himself; he found eight that identified all the apostles together as forming the rock of
Matthew 16; and he found forty-four citations including that, [sic] indicating that the rock of Matthew 16
was the confession of faith made by Peter in Jesus Christ.
“Now if we add these numbers together we find the Roman position which claims to have ALWAYS been
the faith the catholic church actually represents in Launoy's survey 20% of the fathers. 80% of the time
then the early father's expressed, in Vatican I's words, 'perverse opinions', at the very best. I might note in
passing that even as late as the Council of Trent [1545-1563] one can find that council referring to this
passage as referring to the faith that Peter expressed."The Boston College of Papacy Debate - 1995 feat. Theologian and Apologist Dr.
James White; https://youtu.be/2bXdp-tteYE?list=PLDiRnTTAyp8yrhws7pWSeAgHk1wlTbnvf&t=7870

White would go on to say:
"Yowland noted regarding the council of Nicea that, quote ‘the first ecumenical council knew nothing of
the doctrine of papal supremacy’, end quote, and with reference specifically the language of Canon 6,
quote ‘it is not what would be natural on the part of any assembly of Christian bishops who believed that
Christ had given to the Roman See a plenitude of jurisdiction which differed, not only in degree but in
kind, from that of any other See whatsoever,’ end quote. In Canon 6 nothing is mentioned about Peter or
the ‘Vicar of Christ.’ Indeed I note in passing the first man audacious enough to allow himself to be called
“Vicar of Christ” seemingly was Gelasius the First in 495 [AD] half a millennia after Christ came to earth
and 450 years after the true Vicar of Christ came to earth, that being the Holy Spirit of God. But as Kelly
notes the use of the title of Vicar of Christ did not become current for popes until the reign of Adrian the
4th in the middle of the 12th century."https://youtu.be/2bXdp-tteYE?list=PLDiRnTTAyp8yrhws7pWSeAgHk1wlTbnvf&t=8432
When one ACTUALLY examines all of what early Church members were writing, it becomes
evident that papal authority was a foreign concept to them, due to its being invented much later in
time. For centuries you will find no references or even hints of such a system. It’s rather mortifying.
Catholic apologists quote-mined until they saw what would be favourable to them and use that to
keep their followers in check.
A deep exposition by scholars who are experts in the ancient languages the texts were written in
reveals that Christ’s wordplay of using “Rock” twice in one sentence to refer to two different things
“seems to indicate [that] Jesus specifically singled out the apostle Simon Peter as the ‘rock’ in
question.”339 However, they conclude;

"Despite the fact that this exegesis points to Peter as the πέτρα, the verse states nothing about
Peter’s apostleship being passed down to future successors... and the exegesis of Matt 16:18
gives no indication that Jesus was establishing a permanent apostolic see for future Bishops of
Rome."340
And that, my dear friend, is the best answer which aligns with Scripture rather than the later
interpretations of man, no matter how devout they were. This is a prime example of why it is not the
written traditions of man that we rely on to know the full counsel of God, but that it is Sola Sciptura
– “Scripture Alone” – with the assistance of the Holy Spirit which we rely upon to learn the deep
truths of God. It is not a difficult thing for men to be led astray, and that’s why from the time Christ
ascended into Heaven, heresies were being fought against by His apostles! Whenever we look at
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writings that refer to concepts within God’s Word, whether they be ancient or modern, we must be

mindful to ensure they agree with ALL of God’s Word and not one verse alone in order to
confirm our own idea, or lead us into developing an idea that is in error.
Although Peter was most certainly being honoured by God, he was most definitely not being
positioned as the eternal foundation for the Church or the agent through which man received
salvation or revelation, which means such functions would not be getting passed down to later
church leadership. Just as Peter was given a position to lay the foundation of the Church by
communicating with the circumcised Jew, the Apostle Paul was appointed by God to lay the
foundation before the uncircumcised Gentile.341 Seeing as Paul wasn’t with the disciples when Jesus
had made this early decree regarding Peter, I think it’s quite reasonable to believe both these
messengers of God’s grace were on equal standing, again reinforcing that Peter was not paramount
over the Church in any sort of quasi-divine capacity. In fact, where we see Paul pointing out in his
letter to the Church of Galatia that he and Peter were both given such mandates, he actually writes
of how he had to rebuke Peter! So much for being an infallible pope! Many other passages plainly
show to the logically-thinking follower of God that Peter was not in a place of prominence over the
Church as well, and this is really a non-issue – a debate which has no reason to even be debated as
the Roman catholic position has no real basis.
God can definitely anoint, honour, exalt, and glorify men as He so chooses, and we see this
throughout the Bible. BUT we must be so careful not to make more out of men than God intends!

AND we’re also operating hastily when we attribute too much esteem to a man or elevate his
position to a grander place than it ought to be! Jesus Christ is the only one who WE should be
glorifying! I’ve said it before along our journey but now let us see God say it through His own Word;
"For there is one God, and there is one mediator between God and men, the man Christ
Jesus, who gave himself as a ransom for all, which is the testimony given at the proper time."

The First Letter to Timothy, chapter 2, verses 5 and 6
(underline for emphasis, mine)

It doesn’t get any clearer than that, friend; Peter was never the intercessor between God and us,
nor was anyone after Him. Need more proof that you can go right to God through Jesus, and there’s
no need for Catholic priests or even the Blessed Mother Mary to be forced into this hierarchy?
"Since then we have a great high priest who has passed through the heavens,
Jesus, the Son of God, let us hold fast our confession. For we do not have a high priest
who is unable to sympathize with our weaknesses, but one who in every respect has
been tempted as we are, yet without sin. Let us then with confidence draw near to the
throne of grace, that we may receive mercy and find grace to help in time of need."

The Letter to the Hebrews, chapter 4, verses 14 to 16
(italics and underline for emphasis, mine)

This is completely antithetical to what the Roman Catholic church teaches its parishioners.
Dear friend, if anyone comes between you and God, they are an imposter. Furthermore, speaking of
Christ’s supremacy and relation to the Church, Paul would also write:
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"And he is the head of the body, the church. He is the beginning, the firstborn
from the dead, that in everything he might be preeminent. For in him all the fullness
of God was pleased to dwell, and through him to reconcile to himself all things,
whether on earth or in heaven, making peace by the blood of his cross."

The Letter to the Colossians, chapter 1, verses 18 to 20
(underline for emphasis, mine)

… Yet the position of the Roman Catholic church is that the papacy is the head… This is
blasphemy. But it’s very useful for control, and this can be seen going back many, many centuries as
the devil corrupted more and more what was meant to be good.
It pains me to say what I’ve said, but I’m comfortable saying it because Scripture confirms what
I’ve stated. Also, although it seems reasonable to interpret Matthew 16:18 as meaning that God
established Peter as foundational to the building of God’s Church (which is clearly seen in Scripture),
anything above and beyond that is absent. As well, Jesus Christ most certainly remains as The Rock
upon whom, and through whom, that the Church is built, AND the work of the Holy Spirit bringing
people to faith and regeneration is ALSO a reality upon which the Church is built. I can say these
things with confidence because God’s Word definitely asserts these matters and does so quite clearly.
Holding fast to ancient, extra-biblical writings which aren’t corroborated by His Word is a whole other
story.
I do apologize if I’ve offended you, but the truth will offend. I don’t say any of it lightly because
I take to heart the fact that I will be judged doubly as someone who is teaching from the Bible.
However, I know I am not in error here. If you find yourself overwhelmed with reluctance when you
hear that you must abandon the idea that the Roman Catholic papacy or any such institution should
hold so high an office above man, I would urge you to be praying to God, humbly asking you to
reveal what is true while you read the Scriptures and continue researching this via scholarly articles.
Nevertheless, you want your answer to come not from the minds of men, but from God via the Holy
Spirit not thanks to an emotional feeling, but as a revelation of Truth. This is of utmost importance as
it has to do with your eternal destination and that of those you love. Trusting in the ‘Christ’ of the
pope, refabricated and distorted as He is, will not save you.
Now then, let us continue looking at this incredible picture of Jesus as the Rock of Ages. This
remarkable example comes after the people of Israel had been led out of Egypt;
"All the congregation of the people of Israel moved on from the wilderness of Sin
by stages, according to the commandment of the Lord, and camped at Rephidim, but
there was no water for the people to drink. Therefore the people quarreled with Moses
and said, 'Give us water to drink.' And Moses said to them, 'Why do you quarrel with
me? Why do you test the Lord?' But the people thirsted there for water, and the people
grumbled against Moses and said, 'Why did you bring us up out of Egypt, to kill us and
our children and our livestock with thirst?' So Moses cried to the Lord, 'What shall I do
with this people? They are almost ready to stone me.' And the Lord said to Moses, 'Pass
on before the people, taking with you some of the elders of Israel, and take in your
hand the staff with which you struck the Nile, and go. Behold, I will stand before you
there on the rock at Horeb, and you shall strike the rock, and water shall come out of it,
and the people will drink.' And Moses did so, in the sight of the elders of Israel."

The Book of Exodus, chapter 17, verses 1 to 6
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Alright, so for one thing, we see how unappreciative Israel is, already forgetting that they were
slaves in bondage in Egypt, dying all the time due to their harsh conditions as oppressed brickmakers. Sadly we too can be just as quick to move from faith and awe to contempt with God. God
undoubtedly brought Israel out of Egypt to give them life and make them a nation. Don’t you think
He would have given them water miraculously if only they’d simply asked Him who is good for it? I’m
sure of it! But instead they grumbled and despised the Lord!
See though what happens; Moses is instructed to strike a rock so that water may flow from it to
fulfill the thirsts of Israel. I’m sure you see the working metaphor here, my dear friend – Christ is the
Rock from whom Living Water comes to satisfy us!
But it doesn’t end there…
For Israel’s constant rebellion due to their lack of faith which was demonstrated in their refusal
to enter the promised land, they would be forced to continue wandering throughout the wilderness
as a massive nomadic nation for forty years.342 During this period people would once again grumble
against God because they had no water;
"Now there was no water for the congregation. And they assembled themselves
together against Moses and against Aaron. And the people quarreled with Moses and
said, 'Would that we had perished when our brothers perished before the Lord! Why have
you brought the assembly of the Lord into this wilderness, that we should die here, both
we and our cattle? And why have you made us come up out of Egypt to bring us to this
evil place? It is no place for grain or figs or vines or pomegranates, and there is no water
to drink.' Then Moses and Aaron went from the presence of the assembly to the entrance
of the tent of meeting and fell on their faces. And the glory of the Lord appeared to them,
and the Lord spoke to Moses, saying, 'Take the staff, and assemble the congregation,
you and Aaron your brother, and tell the rock before their eyes to yield its water. So you
shall bring water out of the rock for them and give drink to the congregation and their
cattle.' And Moses took the staff from before the Lord, as he commanded him."

The Book of Numbers, chapter 20, verses 2 to 9

Don’t be deceived, my dear friend, this is NOT another rendering of the above account even
though both places are given the name Meribah. I say this because out there are liars and scoffers
and skeptics who create websites about supposed “contradictions” in God’s Word due to details
being different, while other articles are written by so-called scholars who say ‘this is the same story
written by another narrator; that is all.” I cannot dress their assertions up to be anything other than
pure wickedness. I think ignorance would be far too kind as it would have to be the most willful of
ignorance. But that only serves as a testament of the sheer rebellion which is in their heart towards
God and then lends itself to satan’s scheme to blind all who may be seeking to know about God as
they wander onto these websites.
I’m no seminary-graduate, yet with very little research, and only a cursory revisiting of God’s
enduring Word, it’s plain to anyone who actually wants to understand the text that these events took
place in two different times – the first before Mount Sinai, and the second well after; they take place
in TWO different locations – the first in the Wilderness of Sin in the southern peninsula near Sinai at
a place called Horeb, while the second is in the Wilderness of Zin much farther north near a place
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called Kadesh; and the first takes place before the construction of the Tent of Meeting or Tabernacle,
while the second obviously takes place AFTER the Tent of Meeting is constructed, and this is why we
read of Moses and Aaron going there to pray to God! Finally, the first place would be called not just

Meribah, but “MASSAH and Meribah” because this means “Testing and Quarreling,” a very fitting
name of remembrance. The second place is called only “Meribah.” Notice the passage ALSO excludes
the term “testing.” Maybe God wanted the emphasis to be on the fact that they were more so
quarreling with Moses and Aaron and less so testing Himself?
What makes this so awful is that this is the sort of misinformation that satan, through people, is
sewing for the world! And so many people hear these falsities and harden their hearts towards God
because of it when He longs for their salvation AND deserves to be worshiped by them whom He
created! It is the most horrible injustice!
Now that my venting is over, let’s continue to see what takes place in the following passage:
"Then Moses and Aaron gathered the assembly together before the rock, and he said
to them, 'Hear now, you rebels: shall we bring water for you out of this rock?' And Moses
lifted up his hand and struck the rock with his staff twice, and water came out abundantly,
and the congregation drank, and their livestock. And the Lord said to Moses and Aaron,
'Because you did not believe in me, to uphold me as holy in the eyes of the people of
Israel, therefore you shall not bring this assembly into the land that I have given them.'”

The Book of Numbers, chapter 20, verses 10 to 12
Some may immediately hone in on the fact that this time Moses struck the rock TWICE when he
only struck the rock once in the last account (this is one of those details skeptics rely on to “prove
the bible is FULL of contradictions”). But, friend, this time God didn’t tell Moses to strike the rock AT
ALL! He’d wanted for Moses to speak to the rock on behalf of the people… Do you see how the
picture of Christ as the rock has been affected here?
Obviously something has gone terribly wrong and Moses and Aaron have acted out of turn
because we see God denying them entry into the promised land! Before you jump to the conclusion
that God was being too hard on them, please do remember that He’s God and He can do as He
pleases. Also, God in His grace does allow Moses to gaze upon “the land of milk and honey” that the
Israelites were going to conquer.343 Naturally God, in His wisdom, is opening up the position of
leader so that Joshua will be able to step in. Furthermore, Moses dies and goes to Heaven. That
destination far exceeds the promised land!
I’m sure I don’t have to spell out to you, dear friend, how the rock in the wilderness we see here
is indeed Christ, but just in case, let’s look at what the Holy Spirit inspired Paul to write to Corinth
regarding the Israelites in that past era;
"...all drank the same spiritual drink. For they drank from the
spiritual Rock that followed them, and the Rock was Christ."

The First Letter to the Corinthians, chapter 10, verse 4
It’s inarguable that Moses was punished for not trusting God or ‘upholding Him as holy’ for this
is what God plainly stated. This is the consensus of most commentators and scholars. A few however
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have noticed something else about these combined incidents – something much more enlightening
concerning our amazing investigation of thematic messages which God has supernaturally woven into
history while inspiring His people to record them…
Friend, although we can both agree that Jesus Christ was beaten and struck repeatedly during
His ‘kangaroo court’ hearings, how many times was He struck ultimately – metaphorically speaking?
You guessed it, didn’t you? Just ONCE. Christ the Rock was only struck ONCE. After that, dear
friend we had a Great High Priest as Paul mentioned above. That Great High Priest intercedes for us
with God the Father when we need something. I brought up at the beginning of this section that
Moses was one of the other antitypes of Christ, and I’ll bet you now see why – Moses was repeatedly
interceding on behalf of the people to God. So once Christ the Rock was initially struck, Moses was
commanded only to “speak” to the Rock for water to flow. This would fulfill the picture of Christ our
Great High Priest first being struck, and now speaking on our behalf.
But Moses didn’t speak to the Rock, did he, friend. Instead he spoke to the people and out of
anger STRUCK the Rock, not once, but TWO MORE TIMES! It is entirely possible that Moses’s
disobedience due to a lack of faith and a lapse in acknowledging God’s holiness resulted in the
breaking of a beautiful macrocode that God was preparing for the New Testament Believers to see.
This isn’t to say that the plans of God were foiled by a mere man, my friend, but that God LET His
picture be broken so that we here so many centuries later would pick up on it and see the
magnificence of it all. Just google ‘Why did God punish Moses for striking the rock twice” and you
will see people are still discussing it and trying to give an explanation for it because it seems so odd
that after decades of leading the people and being rather faithful in light of his circumstances and
the character of those accompanying him, right at the end just before the promised land, he’d die!
It’s as if God was leaving us a hint to ‘look closer’.
Friend, if you are living apart from God He has been stricken for your sake. You cannot wait to
die and beg for a second chance because He will NEVER be stricken again. Similarly if you have
professed to know Christ but have wandered away or have been tempted to do so, you must not
wander away. If you have, it’s only because, like myself in my younger years, you did not actually
know The Lord – otherwise walking away would have been an impossibility. If you DO know God now
and you’re sure of that, how could you leave what is so sweet to you?
"For it is impossible, in the case of those who have once been enlightened, who
have tasted the heavenly gift, and have shared in the Holy Spirit, and have tasted the
goodness of the word of God and the powers of the age to come, and then have
fallen away, to restore them again to repentance, since they are crucifying once
again the Son of God to their own harm and holding him up to contempt."

The Letter to the Hebrews, chapter 6, verses 4 to 6
And so faithful students of God’s Word have looked closer at the events involving Moses and
the Rock, and they’ve realized that there is the presence of an unfulfilled picture that we can now
look at to “uphold God as holy in the eyes of the people” around us. How awesome is His power
over the events of reality!
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One more allusion to the Rock of Christ need be given, friend. It’s a fitting conclusion for it has
everything to do with the conclusion of the age of the earth in which we find ourselves – the Return
of Christ.
"As you looked, a stone was cut out by no human hand, and it struck the image on its
feet of iron and clay, and broke them in pieces. Then the iron, the clay, the bronze, the silver,
and the gold, all together were broken in pieces, and became like the chaff of the summer
threshing floors; and the wind carried them away, so that not a trace of them could be found.
But the stone that struck the image became a great mountain and filled the whole earth."

The Book of Daniel, chapter 2, verses 34 and 35

The Holy Spirit had given a fearsome dream to the Babylonian king whom Daniel was subject to
and then guided the king to summon Daniel in hopes that he could interpret it. The Holy Spirit then
interpreted it for Daniel to foretell of the coming falls of four world empires with a fifth to fall at a
later time. This would come to pass as illustrated but the final empire built from clay and iron is yet
to rise for it to be destroyed. This is what is known as “partial fulfillment” of prophecy in the Bible.
Just as the Jews who would reject Christ were warned that they would likewise be rejected by
Him, He informs us through the prophet Daniel in the 6th century B.C. that the rebellious, satanically
controlled Gentile world would be absolutely destroyed against Him before He (or His Kingdom) grew
throughout the entire world. This would be the final empire represented in Daniel’s prophecy.
Jesus would continue His warning to the Jews in the twenty-first chapter of the Gospel of
Matthew by saying:
"And the one who falls on this stone will be broken to pieces;
and when it falls on anyone, it will crush him.”

The Gospel of Matthew, chapter 21, verse 44

My dear friend, this is a difficult truth to end on, but it is definitely The Truth. I hope the
establishment of its truthfulness has been aided by this second example of supernatural involvement
of God with not only the recording of His Word, but also the happenings of human history. The Rock
of Christ is well established and placed ALL OVER the Old Testament, but that picture is fulfilled in
the New Testament. If it wasn’t hard enough to believe that conspirators invented the Old Testament
with its undesigned coincidences, contradicting edicts or oppositional attitude towards the rulership
of Israel which would NOT have helped them rule but would have rather hindered them, the
impossibility is compounded with the wondrous union between the Old and New Testaments which
COULD NOT have been written by the same power-hungry ‘order’ of individuals seeing as it served
as a spiritual blockade to one group of people while becoming a bridge to another type of people

whom the first group was animus towards! Think about the genius of God in that! How much that
serves to demonstrate to us that He is indeed outside of time and all-powerful, bringing to fruition
what He so pleases that His grace and His glory may be magnified! It is just surreal when you think
about how ironclad a case for the legitimacy of the entire Bible He was making things! And we aren’t
even CLOSE to being done looking at all the evidence!
It’s just amazing…
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The Bronze Serpent
Not so long ago in There Is No Need to Put Emphasis on the Original Autographs I introduced
an account from when Moses and the Israelites were wandering in the wilderness. This account
involved the construction of a bronze serpent hung from a pole so that Israelites bitten by venomous
snakes God had sent to rebuke them could look upon it and be healed. Let’s view the retelling as it is
found in God’s Word;
"From Mount Hor they set out by the way to the Red Sea, to go around the land of Edom.
And the people became impatient on the way. And the people spoke against God and
against Moses, 'Why have you brought us up out of Egypt to die in the wilderness? For there is
no food and no water, and we loathe this worthless food.' Then the Lord sent fiery serpents
among the people, and they bit the people, so that many people of Israel died. And the
people came to Moses and said, 'We have sinned, for we have spoken against the Lord and
against you. Pray to the Lord, that he take away the serpents from us.' So Moses prayed for
the people. And the Lord said to Moses, 'Make a fiery serpent and set it on a pole, and
everyone who is bitten, when he sees it, shall live.' So Moses made a bronze serpent and set
it on a pole. And if a serpent bit anyone, he would look at the bronze serpent and live."

The Book of Numbers, chapter 21, verses 4 to 9
What an unusual account! It’s narratives like this that sound completely made up which make it
understandable that there are scoffers of the Bible (of course it’s their complete unwillingness to even
try and humbly understand what’s actually being said which makes the scoffing so irritating).
Nevertheless, as we’ve said before, “God’s ways are higher than our ways, and His thoughts higher
than our thoughts,” so it’s no wonder that He would do something that is so puzzling to us in order
to say something inconceivably greater!
Let’s break this down a bit. The serpent was often a symbol for sin or evil or chaos in
Mesopotamia, especially among the Hebrews. Therefore the ‘fiery serpents’ biting and killing them is
metaphorical for death-bringing sin. After all, the original curse God pronounced upon mankind was
brought about thanks to a deceitful serpent. Bronze, in a nutshell, was a metal which signified the
judgment of God to the Israelites. That’s why it was used extensively for the construction of
Solomon’s Temple and the accoutrements involved in purifying the people. So then why a bronze
serpent hanging on a pole? What would that signify to them?
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Back then? Nothing really. They simply had to look upon it in FAITH that God would then HEAL
them and save them from death.
So then what was God fabricating for future generations to see and recognize for our good and
His glory?
"Nicodemus said to him, 'How can these things be?' Jesus answered him, 'Are you the
teacher of Israel and yet you do not understand these things? Truly, truly, I say to you, we
speak of what we know, and bear witness to what we have seen, but you do not receive our
testimony. If I have told you earthly things and you do not believe, how can you believe if I
tell you heavenly things? No one has ascended into heaven except he who descended from
heaven, the Son of Man. And as Moses lifted up the serpent in the wilderness, so must the Son
of Man be lifted up, that whoever believes in him may have eternal life.
“'For God so loved the world, that he gave his only Son, that whoever believes in him
should not perish but have eternal life.'"

The Gospel of John, chapter 3, verses 9 to 16

Nicodemus was a Pharisee, an expert in the Old Testament Law. This should have made sense to
him intellectually. But as Jesus said, these ‘heavenly things’ could not be received unless Nicodemus’s
eyes were opened. Surely the dots were connected when Jesus the Christ was ‘lifted up’ on that cross.
Nicodemus would indeed become one of Jesus’s Born Again followers.344
God outside of time had set up a most peculiar event so that it would grab our attention and
we would look at it. By doing this we would plainly see a prophetic picture of Jesus Christ being
righteously judged by God the Father – this is the bronze – hung up like the serpent – this is Christ
being made sin for us. We read the Apostle Paul’s declaration way back in The Good News: “For our
sake he made him to be sin who knew no sin, so that in him we might become the
righteousness of God.” Then we could look upon Him who died for us and believe in what His
sacrifice accomplished so we could be ‘healed’ and saved, just as the Israelites were saved by faith
from the curse of the serpent’s deadly bites so long before.
Here we see once again, dear friend, that God was the author, orchestrator, and originator of the
writing of both the Old and New Testament as well as the real historical events which they are
comprised of.

344. John 19:38-42

It’s time to look at yet another genealogy in the Scriptures of the Old Testament to reveal what
God was planning for the NEW Testament. As I’m sure you’re well aware of by now we can’t take
these lists of names for granted. Everything in God’s Word has been recorded for some reason or
another. If we can’t see it on the surface, we probably have to dig deeper and scan far and wide to
connect the dots.
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In the fifth chapter of Genesis Moses was compelled to write a genealogy from Adam, the first
man, to the famed Noah you’re likely familiar with. Each name in the list is that of a direct
descendant of the preceding person. Although ALL the details in God’s Word are important for us, for
this demonstration of God’s power, only the names need be listed as the rest would simply serve as a
distraction to our point. Here are those names in order from first to last:
"... Adam... Seth... Enosh... Kenan... Mahalalel... Jared...
Enoch... Methuselah... Lamech... Noah..."

The Book of Genesis, chapter 5, verses
3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18, 21, 25, and 29

The first thing that must be understood, my dear friend, is that in those days people were
having lots and lots of children, multiplying and spreading out over the earth. This is plainly revealed
in the text of the surrounding chapters. Just because we see the name of one son does not mean
only one child was born to that person – they would have likely had many more children than are
represented.
The second item for our understanding is that the named son in the list may not have
necessarily been the firstborn son. This doesn’t create a problem with Christ being a legal heir though
because, well, eventually Noah would be the only heir left from Adam by default anyway (you can
probably guess why, but we’ll save that discussion for later). Besides that, Abraham would be the one
whom the covenant was made with. The only definitive “firstborn” in the above list would be Seth,
inspite of having a deceased older brother, Abel, and a living older brother, Cain, and we’ll be talking
about that shortly.
It’s true that we see in Scripture that the patriarchs and contemporary men seemed to have
children way later in life – take for instance that Abraham’s own son, Isaac, would be sixty when he
had Jacob345 – but the ages for when these men’s sons were born in the above genealogy are wildly
inconsistent when compared side by side. I think that may be another hint from God to ‘look closer’. I
think it also likely means that the Holy Spirit inspired Moses to record specific names of sons as
opposed to the firstborn son which is typical and expected (Noah’s sons are always listed in order
with Shem first, except when listing their geneaologies, and this may be because of the spiritual
inheritance that goes through him to the Semitic people whom Abraham would come from). It’s
either that or God was keeping particular fathers from having a son for two or three times as long as
others. At the rate people were probably having children, I doubt this was what took place. Whatever
happened, God was exercising His sovereignty.
The last point to recognize before we explore the list of names is that people were moved by
God to name their children with signifance, often in relation to the goings-on of the day. We’ll soon
see clearly that God’s Word shows that at least THREE of these parents gave their child a name

overflowing with meaning in accordance with their circumstance!
What all of this reveals to us, dear friend, is that God not only inspired the recording of only the
select names He wanted laid out for us, but that He ALSO had to guide the events and happenings
around these peoples’ lives so that they would be indirectly inspired to give their child a name with
specific meaning according to His purposes for our edification today (naturally God has the power to
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directly inspire a person to give their baby a particular name, but the text seems to imply that the
names were being given in response to something rather than a supernatural prompting of the Holy
Spirit)! That is a lot of sovereign planning and orchestrating! So let’s dig in!

ָׁ י אים, and is pronounced ä·däm', and literally translates to
‘man’.346 That’s straightforward enough, wouldn’t you agree? His son’s name, Seth, is  תִלםin Hebrew,
The Hebrew word for Adam is

and is pronounced shāth.347 It literally translates to "compensation.” The root word it stems from
which is

ת ִשם, and is pronounced shēth, however, translates as “to put, set, or appoint.” We find that

it is used 23 times in the Hebrew Old Testament to mean “set” and 3 times for “appoint.” 348 I’d
mentioned the reality that names were given in accordance with the circumstances as if to serve as
reminders to all descendents who remembered their family history in names. See what Eve would say
at Seth’s birth for a prime example:
"And Adam knew his wife again, and she bore a son and called his name Seth, for she
said, 'God has appointed for me another offspring instead of Abel, for Cain killed him.'"

The Book of Genesis, chapter 4, verse 25

See that? Eve would name Seth Seth because he’d been ‘appointed’ to her to replace Abel. The
Hebrew word used there for ‘appointed’ was the second Hebrew word we looked at – the root word
of Seth’s name which sounded almost identical.
I’d say ‘appointed’ is therefore a fair translation for the purpose of this example.
Also, Cain had been exiled by God from his own family because of his improper sacrifice and his
murder of Abel. Abel who’d given a proper sacrifice was now dead. Therefore the rightful spiritual
heir became Seth.
Seth would name one of his own sons Enosh which in the Hebrew is

en·ōhsh', and translates literally to ‘mortal man’

349

ִֵָאֹום, is pronounced

but the primitive root word is the Hebrew word

ִָמאים, which is pronounced ä·nash', and translates to mean such words as "to be weak, sick, frail, to
be incurable, desperate, desperately wicked" and so on.350 It’s possible Seth named his son “Mortal
Man” due to the understanding that they would all die. He’d likely been cautioned about his older
brother’s demise and quite possibly already seen more death and murder by this point as well.
Whatever prompted the naming, it’s unavoidable that to be mortal would have come to be known as
a condition which was “desperately incurable” like a terminal illness, hence the accuracy of the
name. The verse following Seth’s birth tells us of Seth naming Enosh. It goes on to say that “At that
time people began to call upon the name of the Lord.”351 Was this out of praise because times
were so wonderful? Or was it for mercy because times were quickly descending into evil? That anash
can also be translated to “desperately wicked” seems to bode pretty ominously about the state of
affairs in that day.
Enosh would name one of his sons Kenan. The Hebrew is
translates directly to mean “possession.”

352

ןָי ָלם, and is pronounced kā·nän', and

Unfortunately, regarding Kenan’s name, Strong’s

Concordance and Hebrew Lexicon may not be as accurate for depicting meaning as a Hebrew
Etymological Dictionary which helps us understand where words come from. AbirimPublications.com points out in its breakdown of the name Kenan that it could have come from a
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ֵָןָל, pronounced kün, which means “to chant a dirge, chant, wail, lament.” 354
They point out that from that verb comes the feminine noun, ְָי ָשם, pronounced kē·nä', meaning
primitive root verb,353

“lamentation, dirge, elegy.” 355 A ‘dirge’ was a song of mourning hence the shared meaning,
‘lamentation’.
Kenan would name one of his sons Mahalalel. The Hebrew for that is

באל כבבמְל ַמם, is pronounced

mah·hal·al·āl', and translates literally to "praise of God." 356
One of Mahalalel’s sons would be named Jared by him. The Hebrew for that is
pronounced yeh'·red, and translates as “descent.”

357

The root word for that is

מֹם י

תֹם ת

, is

, is prounced

yä·rad', and means “to go down, descend, decline, march down, sink down.” 358 It seems fair to say
that the name ‘Jared’ could convey the meaning of the word “descends.”
Jared would later name one of his sons Enoch. The Hebrew for Enoch is

ֵָָּ לם, and is

pronounced khan·ōke', and translates directly to mean “dedicated” 359 The primitive root behind the
name, however, is
360

 ָָּמ יםin Hebrew, is pronounced khä·nak', and means “to train, dedicate, inaugurate.”

Indeed, Enoch would prove to be EXCEPTIONALLY ‘dedicated’ to God, walking closey with Him

throughout his time in this temporal realm.361 Because of this he would be used by God as a mighty
prophet and possibly even warn of impending doom for evil humanity. His life reveals that his name
aptly meant “to teach.”
During Enoch’s life, this great prophet would be moved to name a son Methuselah. The Hebrew
for that is

במִת רתַכם

, is pronounced meth·ü·sheh'·lakh, and is translated in the Strong’s Hebrew

Lexicon to “man of the dart.” 362 Methuselah’s long name comes from two Hebrew words. The first is

תַמם, pronounced math, and means ‘male’ or ‘man’.363 The second is במִתם
and literally translates to "weapon, missile, sprout."

364

, is pronounced sheh'·lakh,

Considering that the given names indeed have

meaning, is “Man of the Dart” the most accurate wording behind the name Methuselah?
Let’s take into consideration that Enoch was a prophet who was likely more intimate with God
than any other man on the earth then, and possibly even now save for maybe Elijah as well as the
God-Man, Jesus Christ (both of whom were translated directly into heaven which is precisely why I
make this assumption). When one sits down and carefully does all the math based on the ages of the
descendants in this genealogy we find out that the year Methuselah dies God sends the flood that
wipes out humanity which had descended into utter corruption, sparing only Noah and his family.
Knowing this now, let’s look deeper at the very root words of the root words which make up
Methuselah’s name.
The root of the word math is

 תמ ַים, is pronounced mä·thah'ē, and can be used to transmit the

idea of ‘when’ or ‘how long’.365 That’s quite interesting. It might have instantly conjured up the
thought in your head, “How long ‘til the flood?”, right? Meanwhile Jones Dictionary of Old Testament

Proper Names makes the connection366 between math and the Hebrew word

ַתר, which is

pronounced müth, and means “to die, kill, have one executed.” 367 It is used for ‘die’ a whopping

four-hundred-and-twenty-four times in the Old Testament!
The root of the second word, shehlahk, is
of “to send, send away, let go, stretch out.”

368

במִים

, and is pronounced shä·lakh', and gives the idea

It’s translated to ‘send’ 566 times and ‘send/put…

forth’ 54 times. Combine the two and you have “to die, to send forth’. It’s no wonder the Jones
Dictionary saw it suitable to translate Methuselah as “When He Is Dead It Shall Be Sent.” In light of
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Enoch’s prophecy that the flood would only come once Methuselah had died, I think we can all agree
this is what his name meant and why he was given it, in spite of what Strong’s Hebrew Lexicon
determined based solely on the composition of Hebrew lettering in the text.
Dr. Chuck Missler would joke about the sheer panic that would overtake Methuselah’s
neighbours anytime he caught a cold, much less, SNEEZED, for they were anticipating great
judgment the moment Methuselah died! He’d also point out that when one runs the numbers,
Methuselah was the oldest man who ever lived. Friend, if the death of Methuselah would be followed
by a promised judgment upon earth that would all but eradicate human-life, and God sustained this
man’s life longer than any other man’s, what does that say to you about the grace of God in spite of
our sinfulness?
Methuselah would name one of his sons Lamech. The Hebrew for that is

leh'·mek, and translates literally as “powerful.”

369

ַָּת תבם, is pronounced

Strong’s Hebrew Lexicon tells us the word is “From

an unused root of uncertain meaning.” When we examine how the name was constructed, we see the
Hebrew letter

 תבם, pronounced lah-mehd. It speaks of moving towards or beginning to do something.

It’d almost be an equivalent of the English word ‘to’ in regards to when someone is going to do
something; ie: to speak.370 It’s joined with the following two Hebrew characters
characters seem related to two verbs;

humiliated;” 371 and
be poor.”

372

ַָּתם, and these two

ָּ מַים, which is pronounced mä·kak', and means “to be low, be

ַָּר, which is pronounced mük, and means “to be low, grow poor, be depressed,

Therefore the name Lamech could very well mean “For Lowering; For Humiliation.” 373

Naturally, those who are in such a condition could be labeled “The Despairing” or “Those in Despair.”
One way or another, the meaning of Lamech fits very well for what we are about to see.
Our final name given by Lamech to one of his sons is Noah. The Hebrew is  מ םָ ר, and is
pronounced nō'·akh, and simply translates to “rest.” 374
Before I show you what others before me have discovered hidden away in this genealogy by
God, it’s important to note: God is the One whom hid this away. Good hermeneutics is the study of
Scripture in a way which informs us of the direct, intended meaning of God from a passage which He
inspired a human author to write down. However, we must also be mindful that God is the ultimate
author. We need to be careful not to delve into God’s Word looking for what is not there, inventing
by our own imaginations what He has no desire for us to think up. As said so often during our
discussion, one of the ways we guard ourselves is by comparing Scripture and interpreting it against
itself, just as God designed. But to think, thanks to the practice of good hermeneutics, that a deeper
meaning CANNOT be hidden away in a text because the original HUMAN author had no such
foreknowledge of that meaning, as he himself had no intention whatsoever to place it there, or
because he did not immediately perceive the meaning buried within the text by the Holy Spirit
himself at the time of writing, is a most foolhardy position to hold fast to. Just as Moses hung up the
bronze serpent on the pole for the dying people of Israel under guidance of God as a picture looking
far forward to Christ hanging on the cross, but did not appreciate the symbol then and there, it’s
perfectly reasonable to think that Moses wrote out a genealogy without understanding that God
would conceal a great, farseeing truth within it. It also remains acceptable EVEN IF a New Testament
author hasn’t revealed that secret for us in their own writings because they didn’t name every last
type, foreshadowing, metaphor, and prophecy that is present in the Old Testament! Understanding
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that the Old Testament hides Jesus Christ in nearly every single passage, the New Testament authors
would have been obligated to write a great deal more for us today than they did if we in our modern
time are not permitted to discover something within the texts with the aid of the Holy Spirit after
He’d hid it there initially. Therefore, provided we are cautious and discerning, and approach with a
humble heart wanting to magnify God and not ourselves, and we don’t allow ourselves to be carried
away, amazing realities beneath what is at the surface of God’s Word CAN and are found to this very
day.
That being said, to simply lay out the Hebrew characters which make up all of these names
would likely not provoke anyone, even a reader of Hebrew who recognizes the ancient names
translate into words, because they’d most likely approach the task understanding they’re simply
looking at a list of names (likely why Moses and his scribes or any proceeding reader didn’t notice it
either). The names together would not even read like an actual sentence comprised of words which
function smoothly together, though the names translate into Hebrew words, because Hebrew does
not work that way.
Another reason ancient writers and scribes would not have seen this is for the same reason
many verses Jesus Christ Himself pointed the Pharisees to had never meant anything to them – they
were seen to be talking about something of the day and not be prophetic in nature; yet prophetic
and concealed they were. But those words or events or people even who appeared to relate only to
the physical time and space they were written in, took place in, and lived in, are easily discernable as

forward-looking to all of us who’ve seen Jesus Christ and His birth, life, death, resurrection, ascension,
and promised coming plainly laid out in the New Testament. Now when WE look upon the Old
Testament, things are much, much clearer, standing out against their backdrop of past words written.
Lastly, understanding that the names can be directly translated into words, but that those words
themselves convey more meaning, the names can actually be read to illicit imagery – imagery which
you are about to see forms a distinct and clear message and was very much prophetic and meant
for later generations.
When we lay out the names from earliest to latest, from first to last, left to right, we read:
"Adam, Seth, Enosh, Kenan, Mahalalel, Jared, Enoch, Methuselah, Lamech, Noah." But when we
lay out the intended meanings BEHIND those names IN THE VERY SAME ORDER, we read:
"Man appointed desperately incurable lamentation
Praise of God descends to teach to die, to send forth powerful rest."
Dear friend, what does that message buried in a genealogy that took places thousands of years
ago convey to you? What message did God conceal in that list of ten names recorded so long ago
by a man who certainly anticipated a remedy from sin and death would come, but who had no idea
exactly what shape that remedy would come in? Do you see it, friend?
If you don’t, maybe take a moment to humbly pray and ask God – even if you don’t believe in
Him, and even if you don’t want to believe in Him – to help you see what He was saying for all of
humanity.
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Friend, God sovereignly guided history and events so fathers and mothers would give their sons
certain names, all while permitting our free will to work its way out into what He was planning. Then
the Holy Spirit inspired Moses to record that list nearly FIFTEEN HUNDRED YEARS before Jesus
Christ would be born.
Allow me to take some liberties – and not many are needed! – with that list so it’s a bit easier to
comprehend if you’re still having some trouble…
"Man (was) appointed desperately, incurable lamentation. (The) Praise(d) of God
descend(s/ed) to teach, to die, to send forth powerful rest."
I really didn’t have to do much, that’s how clear the initial message was. But let me just explain
it for the sake of clarity;
Humanity was cursed with a horrible and incurable condition – DEATH – which naturally leads to
our heartache and suffering and wailing for a solution (that’s what a gut-wrenching lamentation feels
and sounds like). The One who’s ANNOINTED by God, BLESSED by God, EXALTED by God, and
PRAISED by God is obviously the PRAISE of God – God the Son, Jesus Christ. That Person of God
descends or descended (depending on the tense), manifesting Himself in flesh as a man in order
that He teach us, then die to send forth powerful rest to all who would only confess their sins,
humbly repent from their unbelief as the Holy Spirit leads them to, and accept the free gift of
forgiveness and eternal life. Friend, did you know the Bible describes Jesus Christ as our ‘rest’ and the
One in Whom we find rest? I’m sure you recall from The Good News where we looked at the verse
where Jesus Christ said, “Come to me, all who labour and are heavy laden, and I will give you

rest.”
Noah’s name can also be translated to mean “resting place.”
Another possibility to note, as we saw while deciphering the meanings behind the names, is that
Lamech’s name could have been represented here as meaning “The Despairing” or “Those in

Despair.” Similarly, we saw that the Jones Dictionary gave Methuselah’s name the meaning of “When
He is Dead it Shall be Sent.” That’s just a fancy way of communicating ‘His death shall bring’.
If we try that we get:
"Man (was) appointed desperately, incurable lamentation. (The) Praise(d) of God
descend(s/ed) to teach (that) His death shall bring the despairing rest."
Same basic message – The Gospel promise hidden in a genealogy. I think we can both agree
that this is exactly what was intended with that list of names. I think we can also agree that a person
would have to not want to see it to not see it. A person would have to be truly hardened in their
heart and mind against God to go back and DEMAND we only use the “literal” translations of the
Hebrew names, rather than look to the actual meanings behind those names.
I think, if you’re being honest, you know that it would be a greater disservice to do that in order
to deny this message, than to simply decode the names to point to their meanings which naturally
unveil what was prophetic.
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No 15th century B.C. Jew was trying to set all this up apart from God outside of time. If it was
mere men developing the Bible alone, they would have used this card to their advantage a lot earlier
than when Jesus Christ arrived on the scene, and they certainly wouldn’t have allowed Him to take
everything in a completely different direction. All of this goes to demonstrate once more that the
Bible is indeed God’s inspired Word being fulfilled.
As for names and their meanings, that should prompt the question which was the title to this
segment; “What’s in a name?”
I can remember being told while growing up that my name meant “Messenger of God.” As an
adolescent I thought that sounded neat, but never looked into it or thought more of it. Later on in
life as an adult in 2010 it would come to mind again and take on real significance. I can remember
thinking, “Wow… that’s right! I’m God’s messenger!” as if I had some important message from God to
transmit to someone.
This is where discernment and testing of the spirits come in – neither of which did I know
anything about back then. But God by His grace nudged me by the Holy Spirit to double-check if I
was correct about the meaning of my name. So I did and I found out I was wrong; Michael comes
from the Hebrew

באל י ַשם, which is pronounced me·kä·āl', and literally translates to “Who is like God”

(‘God’s Messenger’ is actually the meaning behind the name, Angela, by the way). Well you’d think
that might have set me straight, but no, I was unfortunately very stubborn and had my mind set on
something.
Worse was the sudden thought that crept into my mind: “Whoa… I’m like God? God is LOVE…
Yeah, I can see that… Love embodied in a person…” (thinking back to this actually makes me feel kind
of sick because to make one’s self like God is blasphemy as I’m sure you now know). Thankfully, once
more the Holy Spirit of God in His kindness and graciousness nudged me again and the thought
entered my mind, “No. That can’t be. No one is like God.” I’m very thankful for that epiphany, my
dear friend, but I tell you, this speaks to the delusion and the deception that I was under then. It also
speaks to just how important it is that our thoughts are filtered through the Word of God. Had I
known The Lord and His Word such a thought would NEVER have crept into my mind and life would
have gone much differently!
I didn’t entirely abandon the idea that I “embodied love,” but at the very least I rejected the idea
that I was ‘like’ God. What aided in my initial arrival at the possibility was the fact that someone had
seemingly told me in a genuine sense that I was like Jesus, I perceived due to the exhibition of a
compassionate and kind heart, which they’d specifically mentioned. What an awful and confusing
time…
Once the Holy Spirit had given me the understanding that no one is like God, I realized that the
name Michael is not a statement but an exclamatory question – “WHO IS LIKE GOD?!?!?!” The
answer is a loud and resounding “NO ONE!!!” Thus began the thought within me that God had made
me to call out to others of the uniqueness and wonder and preciousness of God, hence why I am
here today writing all of this for your benefit and for God’s glory.
Dear friend, you too have been named by God and there is great meaning in that name. Your
parents may have named you with no thought of God or His will for your life whatsoever. That
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matters not, for God, as we have been shown again and again, is sovereign over all and good and
wise in His intentions.
I’ve come to understand that our name encompasses all that we are. It’s everything we’ve done,
and it’s our entire character all bundled up into a few syllables. Surely you can admit that when you
hear someone’s name it conjures up thoughts based on everything you know about that person,
doesn’t it, friend?
It never meant anything to me as a teenager when my mom hollered at me in an accusatory
tone, “Don’t you be a shame to our name!” She was saying that my actions and my life would reflect
upon our entire family! I didn’t like hearing it back then, but that was because I didn’t like hearing
the truth.
The significance of a name is also why we repeatedly see in the Old Testament that God’s
people would call upon “The Name of The Lord!” No doubt, they were appealing to the very
character of God in His entirety! It’s also why Jesus could tell His disciples, “Whatever you ask in my
name” or “Whatever you ask of The Father in my name” in reference to that their prayers would
receive a ‘Yes’ – because they were asking in accordance with WHO God was and WHAT His will was!
While researching the Hebrew names for this segment I stumbled upon the fact that the name

Shem, who I said in The Scarlet Thread was the man from whom all the Semite or Semitic people
come from, literally translates to ‘NAME’! 345 It’s like God sovereignly had Shem named ‘Name’ so
that from Shem would come ‘Name-ites’ or ‘Name-ians’ or more aptly “The People of The NAME,”
the Israelites – God’s chosen people who would call upon ‘The NAME of The Lord’! That’s far out
planning in advance! Glory to God!
Now don’t be misled, my friend, for “your adversary the devil prowls around like a roaring
lion, seeking someone to devour.” You just read how deceitful thoughts which were contrary to
God’s Word entered my mind, so be alert and on guard! We don’t worship a name or a series of
letters like the occultist or the new-ager who I told you earlier believes there are empowering,
magical properties contained in the Tetragrammaton or letters of YHWH –

 – ְ יְ רם כfor God is not a

series of letters; they only help us to form words that we may know who He is.
But the fullness of God is in His name, so when we call His name aloud we aren’t just calling out
a word, but we are calling out to all who God is. Consider what it means to say the Name of Jesus in
the complete context of the spiritual reality we find ourselves inhabiting.
I was friends with a Believer who’s approaching retirement age and he told me about an
incident he had one frosty, early fall-day where he nearly died on the highway. He was returning
home in a tiny, aging pickup with a box overflowing with heavy building-materials to finish a
detached storage garage when a farmer pulled out onto the highway with a massive combine as if
he’d never even looked to see if anyone was coming! My friend had no choice but to take his
overloaded, fragile little truck down into the ditch; but this was right before a turn! His inertia caused
him to launch up and over the embankment of the turn while he screamed, “JESUS!!!” at the top of
his lungs! He came down the other side of the turn, and rolled to a stop just before entering a barely
frozen pond in the ditch. Amazingly the materials which he said should have rightly come through his
cab’s rear-window to decapitate him miraculously hadn’t budged. He had called upon The Name of
The Lord and been spared.
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The Apostle Paul would write of Jesus Christ;
"Therefore God has highly exalted him and bestowed
on him the name that is above every name..."

The Letter to the Philippians, chapter 2, verse 9
…and the Apostle Peter would declare of the Messiah to his Jewish audience:
"And there is salvation in no one else, for there is no other name under
heaven given among men by which we must be saved.”

The Book of Acts, chapter 4, verse 12

Yes, friend, Jesus is the Name above all Names. He’s the Logos or ‘mind and thoughts’ of God
incarnate in flesh, and He’s the embodiment of the ‘fullness’ of the divinity of God – He is The Name
of The Lord that Jews called upon all throughout the Old Testament! Have you ever called on the
Name of the Lord? Or have you relegated the Name of God, Jesus Christ, to a cuss-word just as I
have? To do so empties God’s Name of its beauty and power – that is, “to take the Lord’s name in
vain.” This is a sin which breaks His commandments. It is blasphemy…
Oh, friend… who are you? Who are you supposed to be?
Even if your name isn’t of Hebrew origin but a Gentile name derived from ancient pagan ideas
or mythologies, learn what it is, and then sift it through the Word of God, washing it and purifying it
with the Living Water, and humbly allow God to make you who you were meant to be through
humbly surrendering your life to Him where you will find your true identity in Jesus Christ. I am so
thankful I did. What an incredible journey!
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The Four Faces
No doubt you remember the four unusual angels from Ezekiel’s vision as discussed in There IS a

Heavenly Realm. Hard to forget them! Somehow their heads appeared to each bear a human face,
the face of an eagle, the face of a lion on their right side, and the face of an ox on their left side.
Bear this in mind as we continue.
Nearly a thousand years before Ezekiel would have his vision, we’d see Moses and the Israelites
wandering through the wilderness and receive a most interesting set of instructions from The Lord.
By this point Moses and the Israelites had already constructed the Tent of Meeting mentioned in The

Rock of Ages. This “Tabernacle” was meant to serve as ‘the dwelling place of God’ among His people,
and would be set up every time the Israelites were directed by God to erect camp, and be taken
down whenever they were instructed to set out again. The following passages from the book of
Numbers will give us incredible insight into just how large this wandering group of Israelites was, as
well as how they set up their camp when stationary.
"The Lord spoke to Moses in the wilderness of Sinai, in the tent of meeting, on
the first day of the second month, in the second year after they had come out of
the land of Egypt, saying, 'Take a census of all the congregation of the people of
Israel, by clans, by fathers' houses, according to the number of names, every
male, head by head. From twenty years old and upward, all in Israel who are
able to go to war, you and Aaron shall list them, company by company.'"

The Book of Numbers, chapter 1, verses 1 to 3

The numbering done, they ended up with the following count: The Tribe of Reuben – 46,500;
The Tribe of Simeon – 59,300; The Tribe of Gad – 45,650; The Tribe of Judah – 74,600; The Tribe of
Issachar – 54,400; The Tribe of Zebulun – 57,400; The Tribe of Ephraim – 40,500; The Tribe of
Manasseh – 32,200; The Tribe of Benjamin – 35,400; The Tribe of Dan – 62,700; The Tribe of Asher –
41,500; and The Tribe of Naphtali – 53,400, for a total of 603,550 men over the age of 20.376
A few things must be mentioned before we continue. One is that the Tribe of Levi were NOT
numbered378 for military service. They would however be numbered later starting at one month old
and the total would be 22,000.378 A fair estimate of the total men over 20 could be arrived at by
dividing the total by 3 based on the assumption that the men would live to about 60 years of age.
That would give us 7,333 which we’ll round up to 7,500. This would equal the rough number of male
youths under 20. Multiply 7,500 by 2 to get men aged 20 to 60; 15,000.
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Another factor is that we still arrive at a total of 12 tribes encircling the tribe of Levi in spite of
Jacob only having twelve sons because his two grandsons from his son Joseph – Ephraim and
Manasseh – took the place of Joseph. Thus we have twelve tribes plus the tribe of preists. God
obviously inspired that decision so that they would still have twelve tribes going forward for the
purpose of God’s imagery (imagery you will soon see!).
The last thing to note is that because the children under 20 and the women weren’t numbered,
the total number of Israelites is quite a bit larger. First we must add the number of adult Levites to
our total of military-aged men; 618,500. If we multiply the number of men by two based on the fact
that humans are naturally born at a ratio of one male to one female, we get an additional 618,500
adult women. Now our total is 1,237,000 adults. Now to include children to the total let’s assume a
third of the total population would be youths under twenty (it’s moments like this that I wish I knew
algebra!). Well, if 1,237,000 is the number of a population between the ages of 20 and an assumed
death at age 60 (which isn’t likely based on what we see in Scripture, but will work for these
purposes), and the missing ‘third’ of the population is the youths under twenty, we would add half of
the known total to itself to get the sum; approximately 1,855,500 people! That’s a LOT of Israelites
wandering around the desert being fed miraculously by God! Knowing this total will be important
shortly.
In the second chapter of Numbers we read of God’s instructions to Moses for how the tribes
were to encamp around the Levites with the Tent of Meeting in the midst of the Levites. God would
have the tribes of Judah, Issachar, and Zebulun camp on the EAST side of the Levites. Their total
number was 186,400 fighting-age males. To the SOUTH would be the tribes of Reuben, Simeon, and
Gad for a total of 151,450. On the WEST was Ephraim, Manasseh, and Benjamin totaling 108,000.
Finally, to the NORTH would be Dan, Asher, and Naphtali for a total of 157,600.
If you compare the totals of the tribe-groups you see they’re rather disproportional. When you
look back at the individual numbers of each tribe it’s immediately clear that God could have easily
reworked His ordering and grouping of the tribes so that there would be more equal dispersion
around the central tribe of Levi and the Tent of Meeting. In fact, God grouped the three smallest
tribes together to set them on the west! So what was God up to? Once more we see the details in
Scripture serve as a ‘wink and a nudge’ from our good Heavenly Father to take a closer look! Not
only is God’s Word showing to us something amazing in history – the massive size of the nation of
Israel moving around the wilderness and eventually taking the promised land – but it’s clearly saying
something more as well.
We can only guess how much land-area the central, Levitical camp around the Tent of Meeting
might have taken up. They had 22,000 males over the age of 1 month. Multiplied by two to account
for the women, there would have been 44,000 people. If we estimate a modest one square meter
allotted per person we’d have a square ground coverage of about 210 meters by 210 meters.
However, we’ve also got the tent of meeting in the center so let’s be a little more generous for their
sake and allot a 400 by 400 meter area.
Looking back at the disparate totals between the three-tribe groups, how would they have
camped around the central area in a way that made tactical, defensible sense where each side had
equal coverage without any group overlapping their assigned side?
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If we’re going to answer this question we need to look at the instructions of God just as
carefully, and take them just as seriously as the Israelites would have after witnessing the power of
God repeatedly thus far, also having seen His response when they DON’T listen well, and disobey.
"The Lord spoke to Moses and Aaron, saying, 'The people of Israel shall camp each by
his own standard, with the banners of their fathers' houses. They shall camp facing the tent
of meeting on every side. Those to camp on the east side toward the sunrise shall be of the
standard of the camp of Judah by their companies, the chief of the people of Judah being
Nahshon the son of Amminadab, his company as listed being 74,600. Those to camp next
to him shall be the tribe of Issachar, the chief of the people of Issachar being Nethanel the
son of Zuar, his company as listed being 54,400. Then the tribe of Zebulun, the chief of the
people of Zebulun being Eliab the son of Helon, his company as listed being 57,400. All
those listed of the camp of Judah, by their companies, were 186,400.’"

The Book of Numbers, chapter 2, verses 1 to 9

Reviewing the text we see that God tells all the camps to face the Tent of Meeting. First the
Tribe of Judah sets up DIRECTLY on the east side. This would prohibit them from spilling over, going
off on angles north or south to meet the next three-group-tribe set up on the next cardinal point, for
they too are set up directly to the north or to the south. Then it says, “Those to camp next to him
shall be the tribe of Issachar.” Finally we read, “Then the tribe of Zebulun…” The tribes aren’t being
told to ALL be set up against the tribe of Levi, but that one after the other they’re to set up their
individual tribal camps from east to west; first Judah, THEN Issachar, THEN Zebulun – in a row
extending outwards from the Levite camp until they’d taken the necessary space required for their
people, always facing inwards towards the Tent of Meeting. It’s the same for each of the remaining
three-tribe groups. Rather than all amassing around the center, they each extend outwards like an
arm. But why?
This too does not make tactical sense in terms of camp defense. All throughout history, when
armies camped, they generally formed what is known as an “all-around defense.” That way each side
could be equally defended from attack in the night. If you look at images of the Roman encampment
outside of Masada in Israel, you’ll see a MASSIVE base made of piled up rocks which remains to this
very day. Its shape – a large square. Having served in the infantry, I know that even today when an
armoured company or battalion or brigade sets up temporarily in open terrain, they usually form
what is known as a ‘leaguer’, and it’s in the shape of a rectangle or square with the armoured
vehicles on the perimeter and the headquarters and logistical and support vehicles in the center.
It just makes sense.
But when we look at the numbers for the Israelite encampment, God’s decision to make the
three-tribe groups unequal means the “arms” of the camps extending out from the center would be
disproportional. The larger the number, the farther out you’re extending yourself and making your
forces vulnerable. This tells us God was trying to do something. It also makes it hard to believe these
commands had a human origin lacking the omnipotence and supernatural power to protect their
weakened defenses. Along with that, the text doesn’t indicate if guards were posted at night, but if
their individual tents themselves were set up looking inwards towards the Tent of Meeting as
opposed to outwards to hear and see approaching enemies as they slept, once more this would not
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only be a human tactical blunder, but also serve as a symbol that the people were to look towards
God for their protection, as He was dwelling among them within the Tent of Meeting.
Other than demonstrating that the instructions didn’t come from a group of men intent on
forming their own nation to conquer and rule, but from God Himself, was God saying anything else?
The answer is most definitely ‘Yes’! In fact, the real message God was sharing was a great deal louder
than the message to help us believe no earthly agent gave the orders.
Having granted that the center would consist of a 400 by 400 meter square, and permitting a
square meter per person, let’s figure out the dimensions of the extended arms.
The eastern arm under Judah with its 186,400 fighting-age men would require enough room for
559,200 people. It would therefore be 400 meters wide and 1,398 meters long.
The southern arm under Reuben with its 151,450 fighting-age men would require space for
454,350 men, women, and children. This arm would be 400 meters wide by 1,136 meters long,
stretched out to the south.
The western arm under Ephraim which consisted of 108,100 fighting men would need enough
area for 324,300 people. This means the arm would be 400 meters wide by 810 meters long to the
west.
Lastly we have the northern arm under the Tribe of Dan which had 157,600 fighting-age men.
They’d need 472,800 square meters making the northern arm 400 meters wide by 1,182 meters long.
It turns out that the arm to the east is the longest; the arm to the west is shortest; the arms to
the north and south are nearly equal. What shape does that form, my dear friend? Can you picture it?
YES! Fifteen HUNDRED years before Jesus Christ would be crucified for our sins, God had His
Chosen People, the Israelites, set up their camp in the shape of a MASSIVE cross that was probably
over two and a half kilometers long and wide as a message to all who saw it from an elevated
mountain, including the demonic “principalities of the air!”
What an amazing prophetic picture!
Even more mind-blowing is that even the best study-bibles will include images of what the
camp was thought to look like, never looking like a cross according to the instructions, but always as
a large rectangle based on human reasoning and expectation! It’s as if God has reserved this
incredible piece of evidence for these late times!
Some details the skeptic must understand is that history tells us crucifixion wasn’t invented until
at least the time when the Assyrians and Babylonians were out building their empires. It was
systematically used by the Persians in the 6th century B.C.. Alexander the Great then adopted it and
utilized it in the Mediterranean in the 4th century B.C.. The Phoenicians brought it to Rome in the 3rd
century B.C..379 Dear friend, I hope you are seeing that regardless of when it was invented, Moses and
Aaron hadn’t instructed the tribes to form a cross because of its use by anyone, for it would be many
centuries before it would have been used anywhere. More so, it would be even further into the future
before it would have any significance regarding the coming Jewish Messiah, Jesus the Christ, that
they were hoping for.
The scoffer may insist that the original crosses for crucifixion were actually ‘T’ shaped. That may
very well be the case, but it can’t be missed that this hidden symbol in Moses’s day wasn’t to
convince first-century Jews that Jesus was their Messiah; it’s only been realized in recent years for
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whatever reason, in spite of centuries of very careful students of the Bible having poured over all
Scripture time and again. And what shape do we most commonly associate with the Cross of Calvary
today? The shape we now see formed the Israelite camp. I can’t help but think that God had kept this
concealed and only revealed it in the recent years as another piece of evidence to help humble those
denying His existence in our times. It seems akin to waiting until 1947 to reveal the Dead Sea Scrolls.
Sure they might have been useful to silence opposition in the 19th century as liberal, critical scholars
attacked God’s Word, but He knew it was needed for now. Likewise, it would seem, is the case with
this prophetic cross in the book of Numbers.
I will also admit that the symbol of the cross is an ancient one that predates even Moses, but
that does nothing at all to dampen the prophetic significance that its showing up in a Jewish camp
clearly has.
As for why this symbol would become a tool for death and torture, maybe its vast shape, visible
only to those high above, was seen by satan and his fellow fallen angels, and they decided to usurp
the symbol which served as such a powerful representation of God’s glory, hoping to mar it with the
bloodied bodies of so many who were cruelly executed. Considering just how ancient the symbol of
the cross appears to be and its use in paganism, perhaps its use for Israel’s encampment may have
been God laying claim to it once more.
After learning so much about your enemy from Part 3, I’m sure you can agree that this would
be just like the devil, wouldn’t it, dear friend? The devil has likely defaced many symbols God has
implemented on earth as well as in the heavenly realm. If this is the case, God certainly won back the
symbol of the cross with the sacrificial atonement of His Son and the victory over death it brought.
This was once again Him showcasing His immense and infinite power against all who oppose Him, no
matter how strong.
Speaking of the representation of God’s glory, my friend, there is one more amazing thematic
picture here for us to be in awe of God’s power over.
The second chapter of Numbers spoke of the tribes having a ‘standard’ or “banner” which
represented their house or tribe. Each three-tribe-group would fall under the standard of the tribe
closest to the Levites in the center. Of course, the center is also where the Tent of Meeting was, and
the Tent of Meeting was where the Holy Spirit dwelt. The Bible nowhere tells us what the emblems
for each tribe were, but Hebrew traditions which seem corroborated by passages within the Old
Testament tell us that the standard of Judah to the east bore the image of a lion. Reuben to the
south was represented by the image (or face) of a man. Ephraim to the west was the ox. Lastly, Dan
to the north bore the image of an eagle.380
At the beginning of this segment we were reminded of Ezekiel’s vision of the angelic creatures
with four faces. On one side was a human face and opposite that was an eagle’s face. On the right
was an ox’s face, and on the left was the face of a lion. I think you can imagine where this is going,
can’t you? If you think of these creatures’ faces from a perspective above them, you see the exact
same layout of the camps and their banners going around the Tent of Meeting. That is because the
four creatures were surrounding and lifting up the very throne of God, and in the desert we’re seeing
the physical representation of the same, spiritual reality. Again, this was over seven centuries before
Ezekiel would have his vision. How incredible is that?
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But it doesn’t end there. Centuries later God would show the Apostle John heavenly visions, and
John would faithfully record them for us;
"...And around the throne, on each side of the throne, are four living creatures, full
of eyes in front and behind: the first living creature like a lion, the second living creature
like an ox, the third living creature with the face of a man, and the fourth living creature
like an eagle in flight. And the four living creatures, each of them with six wings, are full
of eyes all around and within, and day and night they never cease to say,
“'Holy, holy, holy, is the Lord God Almighty,
who was and is and is to come!'”
"And whenever the living creatures give glory and honor and thanks to him who is
seated on the throne, who lives forever and ever, the twenty-four elders fall down
before him who is seated on the throne and worship him who lives forever and ever.
They cast their crowns before the throne, saying,
“'Worthy are you, our Lord and God,
to receive glory and honor and power,
for you created all things,
and by your will they existed and were created.'”

The Revelation, chapter 4, verses 6 to 11

Just as God was on His throne surrounded by the image of the four creatures, and then by the
Chosen people of Israel, for all eternity God will be on His throne receiving glory from the four
creatures, surrounded by the Chosen Children of God!
Glory! Glory! Glory!
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The Offering of an Only Son
Around the turn of the 2nd millennium B.C. Abraham had gone on a sort of ‘rescue-mission’ to
free his nephew Lot who’d been captured and taken along with his possessions by some regional
kings.381 After Abraham and his men had snuck in during the night to assault Lot’s captors, they
returned with Lot and his flocks of sheep and were met by a king named Melchizedek. Melchizedek
ruled over a city called Salem. In Hebrew this is

ָׁבלִים,382 and is pronounced shä·lām', and means

‘peace, thus Melchizidek was the king of the city of Peace. With the growing understanding of how
God works, dear friend, I bet you know where this is going, don’t you?
The text says that Melchizedek brought out bread and wine for Abraham and blessed him, and
that Melchizedek was “the priest of the God Most High.”383 A king who’s also a priest, and a specific
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mention of bread and wine? Does that remind you of anyone? In response to this blessing, Abraham
gives Melchizedek a tenth of his wealth. We see that God would later have Moses institute a ‘tithe’
where a tenth of peoples’ harvests and other such material gains would be given back to God in
good faith. Before that, we see Abraham’s grandson Jacob make a vow to God that The Lord would
receive back a tenth of everything He blessed him with, in response to the promise that many nations
would come from Jacob’s line and be blessed (speaking of the Messiah).384 Was giving a tithe or a
tenth something God had already established with Adam seeing as Abel gave God the firstborn from
his flock? If that is the case and Abraham already knew a tenth belonged to The Lord, why give it to
Melchizedek?
I’m sure it’s clear to you that Melchizedek was a blatant antitype of Christ, probably the best
and clearest in Scripture. The Holy Spirit sure seemed to think so when He inspired king David to
write the very prophetic 110th psalm. In it we read;
"The Lord has sworn
and will not change his mind,
'You are a priest forever
after the order of Melchizedek.'”

The 110th Psalm, verse 4

Now there are MULTIPLE clues in this psalm which let us know God wasn’t speaking to David
himself. One of those is that David, although king, was never also a priest (some argue he was, but
David was not from the tribe of Levi and He also never entered the Holy of Holies which was what
the High Priest did to go before God on behalf of the people). The second clue is that in the Gospel
of Luke, chapter 20, Jesus Himself affirms that David spoke directly of Him in the psalm when
correcting the scribes because the Christ was necessarily referenced as being eternal and preceding

David as David calls the Christ “my Lord.”
The last clue is that the Holy Spirit Himself inspires the author of the Epistle to the Hebrews to
cite the above verse in reference to Jesus being the priest “forever after the order of Melchizedek.”
In fact this is pointed to in the fifth and sixth chapter, and plainly laid out in the seventh chapter,
specifying that the translation of Melchizedek’s name actually means “King of Righteousness.” 385 The
author of Hebrews puts it so blatantly that it can’t be missed. When the text is simply read it really
looks like the author was led to imply to all of us that this was a preincarnate Christ with no earthly
father or mother! Just as Jesus would introduce the communion and have His disciples break bread
and drink wine in remembrance of Him (which of course was to be passed on to His followers to this
very day), we have The High Priestly King of Righteousness from the City of Peace sharing bread and
wine specifically in anticipation of the eventual practice.
It’s quite remarkable! It also goes without saying that rabbinical Jews don’t much like this
interpretation of the Old Testament, and we’ll likely talk about this later.
Whether or not Melchizedek was only a very strong and clear antitype, and very much a normal
human man who lived in a literal, physical town called Salem or not (and the author of Hebrews
seems to be saying ‘NOT’), it’s an interesting thought to picture Melchizedek departing from his
meeting with Abraham with a tenth of his possessions, wandering off into the desert, only to be
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translated into the heavenlies because Salem is actually a spiritual city and kingdom yet to be
realized… More on that shortly.
Sometime later we read:
"After these things God tested Abraham and said to him, 'Abraham!'
And he said, 'Here I am.' He said, 'Take your son, your only son Isaac,
whom you love, and go to the land of Moriah, and offer him there as a
burnt offering on one of the mountains of which I shall tell you.'”

The Book of Genesis, chapter 22, verses 1 and 2

That’s pretty intense, and this is one of those places in the Bible scoffers who don’t know God
and have no understanding of Him whatsoever, like to point to so they may judge the morality of
God as if that will excuse them from not being perfectly just and holy themselves. But as you learned
in Part 3’s segment titled Child Sacrifice God HATES the shedding of innocent blood – we read those
commandments from God. Israel, as you already know, did not listen. In response God would punish
them severely and have them exiled. He’d also say through His prophet Jeremiah;
"’Because the people have forsaken me and have profaned this place by making
offerings in it to other gods whom neither they nor their fathers nor the kings of Judah
have known; and because they have filled this place with the blood of innocents, and
have built the high places of Baal to burn their sons in the fire as burnt offerings to Baal,
which I did not command or decree, nor did it come into my mind...’"

The Book of Jeremiah, chapter 19, verses 4 and 5

So like every good Bible-student that knows God is good and He doesn’t contradict Himself,
how do we reconcile this to His command to Abraham to offer Isaac as a burnt sacrifice?
Easy; God’s Word DEFINITELY states that God was only TESTING Abraham, knowing full well in
advance how the end would turn out, and that Isaac would not be killed (I’m not sure what’s more
insane; the notion that God would order the sacrifice of a child; or the fact that atheists can’t put
together what’s happening here – of course, the truth does not serve their desire to reject God or
deceive others, so it’s missed or avoided or ignored).
Also observed by the good Bible-student are the exact words to Abraham, “go to the land of
Moriah [to] one of the mountains of which I shall tell you.” This means once Abraham arrives, God
is going to choose a very precise location. By now you know God isn’t doing anything willy-nilly by
accident and everything is well thought out. Therefore this must mean something.
The next verse reads, “So Abraham rose early in the morning, saddled his donkey, and took
two of his young men with him, and his son Isaac. And he cut the wood for the burnt offering
and arose and went to the place of which God had told him.”386 We then read:
"On the third day Abraham lifted up his eyes and saw the place from
afar. Then Abraham said to his young men, 'Stay here with the donkey; I
and the boy will go over there and worship and come again to you.'”

The Book of Genesis, chapter 22, verses 4 and 5
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First we see it took three days for the troupe to travel to Mount Moriah. We also read
Abraham’s instruction to the servants to stay with the donkey included the words, “I and the boy will
go over there and worship and come again to you.” Is Abraham being elusive about his agenda by
stating that both he AND Isaac would be returning? Well, what do you think, my dear friend?
Abraham has been promised many descendants through Isaac, and Isaac is yet to even be married,
so what do you think Abraham is believing about this sacrifice?
It should be evident that Abraham is thinking that somehow, God’s going to bring descendants
from Isaac regardless of what happens, but that the outcome naturally couldn’t involve Isaac being
dead. THIS is the TEST of FAITH we were told God would be subjecting Abraham to. Essentially God
is putting Abraham through the motions to illicit a response to the same eternal question He asks
of us all: Do you trust me?
I’ve probably made it quite easy to understand by this point that someone saying, “I trust in
Jesus Christ for salvation” means nothing compared to a life of ACTION and PATIENT SUBMISSION
that demonstrates a real, genuine trust in God. God most certainly put this entire account in His
Word in part to help the spiritual descendants of Abraham understand that He’s not satisfied with
empty words (and I’m going to prove this shortly).
One detail that bothers many people is the age of Isaac. They can’t wrap their head around the
reality that a Sovereign God can do whatever He wants and that He’s wise enough to govern the
universe. So then, even when they understand that God’s not going to leave Isaac dead here, they
complain that Isaac was just a little boy and that he’d be traumatized by the experience. This makes
God cruel and unfair within their false paradigm. The reality is that death in this world – even when
the result of weather catastrophes aka “acts of God” – it’s the result of our sinfulness which brought
the curse on creation, and we’re only getting what we collectively deserve. It is indeed a shame that
this befalls our children, but it grieves the heart of God too, much more than it probably grieves us.
Yet we read in the text that Abraham “took the wood of the burnt offering and laid it on
Isaac his son.” They then proceeded to hike up the mountain. How much wood do you think you
need in order to burn a human child much less an adult? Probably A LOT. But it’s Isaac carrying it
all? I’m willing to bet he’s in his late teens or early twenties at the very least, otherwise he wouldn’t
have been able to carry the forty-plus pounds of wood it would have taken to consume his flesh as a
burnt offering.
Scripture indicates that Isaac was beyond the age of weaning,387 and the phrase, “many days”388
passing takes place well after Isaac’s 14-years-older half-brother has been banished and married off.
“After these things” at the beginning of the chapter we’re looking at tells us even more time has
passed. We’ll learn that Isaac is married approximately four years after the death and burial of his
mother at the good ol’ age of forty. Because the testing of Abraham’s faith took place before Sarah’s
death and Isaac was old enough to carry all of that wood up the mountain, he’d be older than a
mere child but no older than thirty-six years old.
Finally, the phrase “the boy” which Abraham had first used in reference to his son is actually the
Hebrew word,
man.”

389

ֹעמ םָמ, which is pronounced nah'·ar, and is translated most often in the Bible as “young

Actually, the two “young men” that accompanied them to this place are described using the

exact same Hebrew word.
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Whether Isaac was in his late teens or early twenties, or as young as twelve, it really doesn’t
matter for what’s about to happen. See the conversation between them as they embark on their hike;
"And Isaac said to his father Abraham, 'My father!' And he said, 'Here
I am, my son.' He said, 'Behold, the fire and the wood, but where is the
lamb for a burnt offering?' Abraham said, 'God will provide for himself the
lamb for a burnt offering, my son.' So they went both of them together."

The Book of Genesis, chapter 22, verses 7 and 8

This is amazing. Some commenters have said that Abraham believed Isaac would be resurrected
after the sacrifice in order to have offspring. The author of Hebrews even points out that Abraham
would have believed this possible if need be.390 The text, however, indicates that although Abraham
was aware of that and believing in it as a potential outcome, it also states that Abraham has come all
this way believing that God would provide an animal, and not have him kill his ONLY son due to his
trust in the promise of “many children,” and that his descendant (the coming Messiah he was not
aware of) would be a blessing to the nations of the world! THAT is some TREMENDOUS faith!
Abraham would lay Isaac on the wood which they’d set upon an altar they constructed with
stones. He would then raise the knife with which to kill his only son before setting him ablaze. But an
‘angel of the Lord’ would call out for Abraham to stop because the test was complete and Abraham’s
faith was proven genuine. This account serves as an incredible witness in regards to our faith for all
Believers who’ve come since, and it also worked to grow the faith of not only Abraham but Isaac as
well. However, this account serves as an even louder witness still;
"And Abraham lifted up his eyes and looked, and behold, behind him was a ram,
caught in a thicket by his horns. And Abraham went and took the ram and offered it up as a
burnt offering instead of his son. So Abraham called the name of that place, 'The Lord will
provide'; as it is said to this day, 'On the mount of the Lord it shall be provided.'”

The Book of Genesis, chapter 22, verses 13 and 14

What perfect timing by a God who wields time! Where did the ram come from though? Did it
wander in without alerting Abraham and Isaac? Did God transport it there supernaturally? Who
knows! But the truth is sure: The Lord DID provide!
But what was all of this meant to say to us, other than to work as an example of real faith in
action? And why was there a ram when Abraham had assumed a lamb would be provided?
Friend, do you see what the picture here was some two-thousand years before Jesus Christ
would even be born to us? Listen to what would be communicated next:
"And the angel of the Lord called to Abraham a second time from heaven and
said, 'By myself I have sworn, declares the Lord, because you have done this and
have not withheld your son, your only son, I will surely bless you, and I will surely
multiply your offspring as the stars of heaven and as the sand that is on the seashore.
And your offspring shall possess the gate of his enemies, and in your offspring shall all
the nations of the earth be blessed, because you have obeyed my voice.'”

The Book of Genesis, chapter 22, verses 15 to 18
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Reading that, it’s no wonder Jesus Christ would say of the Kingdom of God, “the gates of hell
will not prevail against it.”391 It also speaks prophetically of Abraham being the spiritual father to the
nations, and the coming Messiah being a blessing to the nations of the earth. This, of course, is why
a ram was provided rather than a lamb – the perfect Lamb of God was yet to be offered up. And
just as one earthly father was willing to offer up his one and only beloved son, two-thousand years
later a Heavenly Father would be willing to offer up His one and only Beloved Son. Both sons went
willingly, trusting that their father was good…
What an amazing picture!
The typology continues, though, when we consider a few more factors; just as Abraham would
have to offer up his only son for three days as they traveled from home to Mount Moriah until an
angel would “free” him, God the Father offered up His Son for three days while Christ suffered the
wrath of God in separation from the Father for our sake until He rose again and another angel would
“free” Jesus from the tomb by rolling away the stone!
Also, some commenters speculate that Isaac who was no older than 36 and likely much older
than 12 may have even been in his 30’s and thus, the same age as Jesus Christ when He was
crucified so that the foreshadowing would be even more beautiful and spectacular for later readers!
Another parallel not to miss was that Isaac carried the wood to his own sacrifice. Jesus Christ
had carried His own wooden cross to His own sacrifice!
Lastly, that Abraham’s other firstborn son, Ishmael, was not the child of promise (he was
conceived with Sarah’s maidservant when God had told them to wait on Him for a miraculous
conception between Sarah and Abraham) whispers of Adam, the first son, who would also not suffice.
As awesome as all of this was, as usual, God’s not done yet.
In the book of Exodus we see that five HUNDRED years later God’s promise to aid the Israelites
in the conquest of the land of Canaan would involve the defeat of a people known as the

Jebusites.392 In the book of Numbers we find out that the Jebusites live in the “hill country.”393 Later
on as Joshua leads the Israelites into Canaan, the Jebusites aligned against them with the other
kingdoms present in that area.394 It’s at this time that we are introduced to Adoni-zedek, the king of
Jerusalem (it’s also the first time Jerusalem is mentioned by name in the Old Testament). 395 He also
aligned himself against the Israelites and would end up hiding from them in a cave, only to be
trapped in it when they rolled rocks in front of the entrance. Later they would open the cave, kill the
king, hang him in a tree until evening, and then put him back in the cave and seal it again with
“large stones.”396
I can’t helped but take a moment to point something out because it can’t be missed; Adonizedek in Hebrew is

ָ ת ָתִ ָש ראלם, is pronounced ad·ō'·nē·tseh'·dek, and means “Lord of righteousness.”

397

Dear friend, who is the ‘King of Jerusalem’? Who is the ‘Lord of Righteousness’? Who was killed
by Israelites? Jesus Christ of course. And Jesus Christ, the Lord of Righteousness and King of
Jerusalem was hung in a tree and then left in a cave which was sealed by a stone. I honestly never
noticed this connection before while reading through the book of Joshua, but that’s pretty neat. This
isn’t to say Adoni-zedek was a type of Christ (he was a bad guy in the land of Canaan after all), but
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it’s clever how God guided history to bring about this interesting parallel. I suppose it fits perfectly
though because Jesus was treated like the enemy of the people.
In any case, we see in the fifteenth chapter of Joshua, verse 8, that Jerusalem is found in the
territory of the Jebusites – in the ‘hill country’ – and later that the village of Jebus was also known
as Jerusalem.398 Members of the tribe of Benjamin would end up occupying this land, although sadly,
they would never truly subdue the Jebusites there…
Almost FOUR HUNDRED YEARS LATER king David would FINALLY conquer Jebus (or
Jerusalem) and put the Jebusites under submission to the Israelites.399 The text says of this: “David
took the stronghold of Zion, that is, the city of David.” The city of David was the lower portion of
a slope within Jerusalem before the mount which is known as ‘Zion’. The 76th psalm would say of this
place;
"His abode has been established in Salem,
his dwelling place in Zion."

The 76th Psalm, verse 2

Who was from Salem again, my dear friend – who was the KING of Salem? Yes! A thousand
years earlier, King of Salem, Melchizedek, who was most likely the preincarnate Christ came from
Salem, or ZION, to bless Abraham! Everything is coming full circle!
But there’s still more!
A few decades later we read that God commands David to buy the threshing floor of a Jebusite
in order that an altar be erected there and sacrifices be performed.400 A threshing floor was generally
placed on elevated terrain so that wind would flow over the area freely. That way as the grains and
chaff were tossed up in the air, or ‘threshed’, the moving air would blow the chaff away as the grain
fell back down in a pile to be collected. Indeed, king David would purchase land that was somewhere
up on Mount Zion. But Mount Zion has another familiar name;
"Then Solomon began to build the house of the Lord in Jerusalem on
Mount Moriah, where the Lord had appeared to David his father, at the place
that David had appointed, on the threshing floor of Ornan the Jebusite."

The Book of Second Chronicles, chapter 3, verse 1
Yes, my dear friend, Mount Moriah is also Mount Zion where Solomon’s Temple was built. That
temple would be destroyed by the Babylonians when the Israelites were taken into exile. It was later
rebuilt by Ezra when the Israelites were allowed to return to their land. It would be improved further
by Herod the Great. Are you seeing where this is going?
Do you recall that Abraham was told by God to not only go to “the land of Moriah,” but also to
a particular “mountain” there? God was looking for a specific place for the offering of Abraham’s
only son to take place. The reason for this specificity is because God would complete this incredible
picture planned outside of time for fulfillment: the crucifixion of Jesus Christ on that very same spot
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two thousand years later… It’s as if God was looking down through time seeing His Son lifted up on
the cross, and then looking past that to Abraham and Isaac, guiding them right to that very spot to
prepare their altar and mimic in advance what would be done. A ram was then used because the
sacrificial lamb was yet to come.
How is that even possible?
"Jesus looked at them and said, 'With man this is
impossible, but with God all things are possible.'”

The Gospel of Matthew, chapter 19, verse 26

Dear friend, I’m not making this up. No one invented it. I wasn’t playing ‘fast and loose’ with the
text to put this together. It’s just what any lover of God who carefully inspects His Word and is willing
to connect the dots will see. The King of Righteousness came from Salem which would later be called
Jerusalem; Abraham offered his only son at a specific place on Mount Moriah which is also known as
Zion; the Lord of Righteousness who was the King of Jerusalem would be killed and hung in a tree
then buried in a cave sealed by large rocks; king David would buy a threshing floor in this very
region that God has apparently always laid claim to as His dwelling place in order to have the Temple
of the Lord built there; and then God’s only Son, the Lord Jesus Christ would be led by His
executioners to the very spot the original prophetic sacrifice occurred at.
That is something else…
What do you think of this, my dear friend? Do you really think it’s all been contrived? Do you
really think some exceedingly patient evildoers put all of this together over thousands of years to
control people through what’s known as the catholic church? I think that would require more faith
than simply believing the truth – that God plotted this all.
Speaking of faith, I stated earlier in this segment that God put all of this together not only to
show His magnificent power of sovereignty over time, space, and creation with the fulfilled picture of
Christ’s atoning sacrifice, but also to show that He isn’t satisfied with empty words and professions of
faith, and that He demands and requires true faith demonstrated through action. I promised to
prove it and so I shall right now.
You’ve heard me say that God’s Word tells us we’re made righteous through our faith, and that
salvation comes only by grace through faith which itself is a gift of God, true? So here is God’s
response to Abraham’s belief when promised a second time that from him would come many
offspring:
"And he believed the Lord, and he counted it to him as righteousness."

The Book of Genesis, chapter 15, verse 6

The Holy Spirit would remind the Apostle Paul to use this reference in two separate epistles,
and James the half-brother of Christ would refer directly to it as well. If Abraham had only trusted the
promise intellectually in word alone, he would not have been willing to obey God’s command and act
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in faith in God and His promises enabling him to take Isaac to Mount Moriah to fulfill this amazing
picture.
I truly hope, my dear friend, that these evidences we’re looking at are helping you be compelled
to become righteous through faith in what God has done for you to the point where God can test
you as well. It will prove to you and others of your salvation.
Before we close this segment, I’ll just add that the reason why I question the idea that
Melchizedek literally came from the physical town of Salem rather than a spiritual place in the
heavenly realm mirroring where the city resided is that it just seemed to become such an evil place.
How could that happen if Melchizedek reigned there as this preincarnate Christ, physically ruling
these people “forever,” while apparently having no mother or father, nor beginning or end of his
days?401 It just doesn’t make sense any other way…
But who really knows other than God? Thankfully it’s not that important; merely an interesting
question to ponder.
Finally, I must add that it’s also become a Muslim tradition that it was not Isaac who was taken
to Moriah but Ishmael (Sura 37 in the Quran does not name which son ‘Ibrahim’ was commanded to
sacrifice which is what permitted the deviation).402 This thinking also stemmed from the belief that
the false prophet Muhammad came from the lineage of Ishmael himself. Moreover, it’s believed
erroneously that the blessings and promises of God to Abraham were to be passed down through
Ishmael as the favoured son of God rather than Isaac. Obviously we know this is explicitly untrue.
"And Abraham said to God, 'Oh that Ishmael might live before you!' God said, 'No, but
Sarah your wife shall bear you a son, and you shall call his name Isaac. I will establish my
covenant with him as an everlasting covenant for his offspring after him. As for Ishmael, I
have heard you; behold, I have blessed him and will make him fruitful and multiply him
greatly. He shall father twelve princes, and I will make him into a great nation. But I will
establish my covenant with Isaac, whom Sarah shall bear to you at this time next year.'”

The Book of Genesis, chapter 17, verses 18 to 21
Mercifully and wonderfully, in spite of Abraham and Sarah’s mistrust in God leading them to
have this illegitimate son, God would still be kind and gracious to Ishmael. Unfortunately, as God put
it, Ishmael would not “live before God.” Certainly, not his descendants but Isaac’s became the
Chosen Children of God. To this day, if Muslims really are descendants of Ishmael, they are sadly not
coming to know the Lord through Islam.
However, God still loves them and has reached out to them in the past and continues to do so
today ALL OVER THE WORLD, and they too can receive the free gift of eternal life if only they trust in
what Jesus Christ has done at the cross, repenting from the false belief system satan has tragically
drawn their families into.
Can you see, dear friend, how the lie of satan that Ishmael was offered rather than Isaac
immediately does away with the glorious thematic message God created? Such a shame!
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A Royal Priesthood
Dear friend, the “righteousness by faith” granted to Abraham has already been shown as a
theme throughout all of Scripture. Amazingly this is in spite of the understanding by so many Jews in
Christ’s day that it was THE LAW OF MOSES which saved. This spiritual ignorance was supernatural
as salvation through faith is depicted throughout the Old Testament. Even the forgiveness and
atonement for sins coming in response to sacrifices of animals at the temple revealed plainly that the
sacrifice itself was not what took away the sin, but that the FAITH in God for the FORGIVENESS of

sins was what made the person righteous. These sacrifices, as mentioned many times now, pointed
towards the TRUE atoning sacrifice of Christ which actually paid the penalty for all of time.
Not only was this said of Abraham in Genesis, but it was also expressly stated by the minor
prophet Habakkuk when he wrote:
“'Behold, his soul is puffed up; it is not upright within him,
but the righteous shall live by his faith.'"

The Book of Habakkuk, chapter 2, verse 4

The Old Testament is replete with examples showing that God is NOT concerned with the
legalistic keeping of His laws, but with a heart that is devoted to God thanks to faith which brings
obedience in acts of righteousness. It’s this obedience from faith which proves the person’s salvific
relationship to God as a true child of Israel and as the spiritual offspring of Abraham.
Even the initial provision of animal coverings for Adam and Eve to replace the fig coverings
they’d constructed for themselves served as an indicator that what man tries to do to appease for his
sin and shame will not suffice. Only God can provide salvation (that should remind you of the
promise that The Lord would provide a sacrifice in our last section).
"Blessed is the one whose transgression is forgiven,
whose sin is covered.
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"Blessed is the man against whom the Lord counts no iniquity,
and in whose spirit there is no deceit."

The 32nd Psalm, verses 1 and 2

All of this is nicely affirmed in the New Testament by the author of the book of Hebrews who
wrote in the 11th chapter of the many Old Testament saints who exercised faith and were made
righteous by God.
A similar theme running from Old Testament to New Testament is that of the priesthood. We
see that God makes the promise to Abraham that from him will come many people. God later
chooses Abraham’s descendants who’ve come from his grandson Jacob, those now known as the
people of Israel. God would make them into the nation of Israel and call this nation His own people.
This beautiful concept of God having a chosen people for Himself is further developed and expanded
in the New Testament when the Gentiles are invited in through Jesus Christ via the preaching and
acceptance of God’s Gospel. We see this idea of Gentiles being ‘grafted in’ as the Apostle Paul
explains it to the non-Jewish Roman Believers;
"But if some of the branches were broken off, and you, although a wild olive shoot, were
grafted in among the others and now share in the nourishing root of the olive tree, do not be
arrogant toward the branches. If you are, remember it is not you who support the root, but
the root that supports you... And even they, if they do not continue in their unbelief, will be
grafted in, for God has the power to graft them in again. For if you were cut from what is by
nature a wild olive tree, and grafted, contrary to nature, into a cultivated olive tree, how
much more will these, the natural branches, be grafted back into their own olive tree.”

The Letter to the Romans, chapter 11, verses 17 to 18, and 23 to 24

Yes! Amazingly although many early Jews during the first few centuries of the Church’s
beginning believed in the Gospel, many more rejected it and their hearts were hardened and have
remained hardened for a predetermined time by God until all of His Gentile Children have been
saved. Paul would continue;
"Lest you be wise in your own sight, I do not want you to be unaware of this
mystery, brothers: a partial hardening has come upon Israel, until the fullness of
the Gentiles has come in. And in this way all Israel will be saved, as it is written,
“The Deliverer will come from Zion,
he will banish ungodliness from Jacob”;
“and this will be my covenant with them
when I take away their sins.”

The Letter to the Romans, chapter 11, verses 25 to 27
Remarkably, in this last century, more and more Jews have become what are called Messianic
Jews! This means they believe in their Messiah, Jesus the Christ for salvation! Yes, they are Christian
Jews! Not only is this happening in Western nations like The United States, but it is even happening
in Israel! God is fulfilling His promise!
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Finally we see in the book of Revelation that thousands of people from every tribe of Israel will
literally be ‘sealed’ for salvation, likely just before Christ returns.403 The entire Bible is filled with
prophetic passages of how all of this comes to pass, and why it is not a figurative Israel that is
delivered, so we’ll be looking at this much later in our discussion.
For the time being simply recognize that this theme of God delivering Israel is throughout all of
God’s Word.
Sadly this has long since been a point of debate among Christians. It’s believed by many that
the Church has utterly and entirely replaced Israel as the Children of God. Some of that came from
the early Roman catholic church; some of it came from 16th century protestant “Reformers” whom
God used to put His Word back in the hands of the common people; but all of it seems to me to be
a misunderstanding of the Scriptures. Some who hold to the view of ‘Replacement Theology’ (or at
the very least are exceedingly close to agreeing with it) are actually a couple of my favourite teachers
– Dr. Joe Boot and Dr. John Piper,404 both of whom I do suggest you learn from for much of
everything else.
I honestly have no idea how anyone comes to the conclusion that ethnic Israel is of no
consideration to God according to His covenants of old. I’ve read the entire Bible and I see no solid
indication of Him abandoning them. Furthermore, when I first came to Christ and raced through the
New Testament, I’d received no prior teaching regarding future Israel while growing up in the
church as far as I can remember. Yet I concluded my reading amazed and astonished by the grace
and faithfulness of God who would rescue TRUE Israel – a remnant out of the ethnic nation – in the
end times when Christ returned in spite of their rejection of Him as Messiah centuries ago. It said a
great deal of the faithfulness God would have for me whom He also loved – a Gentile.
I wasn’t looking for it, but it was plainly and clearly there for me to see while the Holy Spirit
taught me His Word. Why isn’t it as obvious to others?
This is a secondary issue within Christianity meaning it is not fundamental to a person’s
individual salvation. However, I believe it is still a VERY important issue. What we believe about God’s
plan for Israel has a huge influence on how we treat the modern Jew and the current nation of Israel
(more on this later). If there is a remnant within them whom God is choosing and has chosen as His
Children, I would hate to be found guilty of not being a blessing to them… Really, if within the
logistical nation of Israel, and among the genealogical assortment of Jews ARE a TRUE Israel – a TRUE
Children of God who will worship Christ – whom God is keeping a covenant with, then what spirit
would influence people to hate them all collectively other than the spirit of satan? That’s not to say
the beloved John Piper and Joe Boot are directly under the enemy’s influence (I should hope not),
but the teaching they have received certainly was tainted at some point in history.
Not only do we see a promise to Israel and the Jew in the New Testament, we see God’s
inclusion of the Gentile in His promises in the Old Testament!
Certainly the nation of Israel was chosen by God to be an example to the nations of the world
of His power, His goodness, His faithfulness, and His ability to save and deliver. This is true and we’ve
seen all of this already. But we also see God reaching out to the Gentiles in the Old Testament as
well.
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In fact, in Christ’s own genealogy are four gentile women – Tamar, Rahab, Ruth, and Bathsheba.
God would also send His prophet Jonah to the capital city of the Assyrian Empire, Nineveh. These
people had already attacked Israel and Jonah had not wanted them to repent and be spared by God.
He’d go and pronounce a judgment for their wickedness, but God would cause them to repent and
120,000 Gentile people – enemies of Israel even! – were spared!405
There are many more examples in the Old Testament and Jesus Himself would point to two
well-known accounts when challenged by the Jews in the synagogue;
"But in truth, I tell you, there were many widows in Israel in the days of Elijah, when
the heavens were shut up three years and six months, and a great famine came over
all the land, and Elijah was sent to none of them but only to Zarephath, in the land of
Sidon, to a woman who was a widow. And there were many lepers in Israel in the time
of the prophet Elisha, and none of them was cleansed, but only Naaman the Syrian.”

The Gospel of Luke, chapter 4, verses 25 to 27

How interesting is it that God would sovereignly guide these occurrences and then lead His
prophets to these people as a foreshadowing of what is to come. Naturally Jesus would bring even
more revelation of the reality that God was not calling people out of Israel alone to Himself, and He’d
do so by healing and teaching many Gentiles during His earthly ministry.
Lastly, although we have seen that God did initiate an Israelite priesthood for the purpose of
ministering to His people, see what He had to say to ALL of Israel;
"Now therefore, if you will indeed obey my voice and keep my covenant,
you shall be my treasured possession among all peoples, for all the earth is mine;
and you shall be to me a kingdom of priests and a holy nation.’ These are the
words that you shall speak to the people of Israel.”

The Book of Exodus, chapter 19, verses 5 and 6

Yes, EVERYONE to some extent was to be a priest of God. That should sound very familiar now,
doesn’t it, friend? We’ve already discussed, to some degree, how the modern follower of Christ is
themselves a “priest” who is to minister to fellow Believers as well as to the world on behalf of God.
Again we see a continuing theme from Old to New Testament. Really, this was always God’s desire
for His people: that they would represent Him to others for His glory and for the salvation of those
members of humanity.
Around the time of the ark being brought into Solomon’s temple during that king’s reign a
psalm would be written with the following words in it:
"The Lord has made known his salvation;
he has revealed his righteousness in the sight of the nations.
He has remembered his steadfast love and faithfulness
to the house of Israel.
All the ends of the earth have seen
the salvation of our God.
“Make a joyful noise to the Lord, all the earth;
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break forth into joyous song and sing praises!"

The 98th Psalm, verses 2 to 4

This is reminiscent to Israel’s beginnings where God would say:
"If a stranger shall sojourn with you and would keep the Passover to the Lord,
let all his males be circumcised. Then he may come near and keep it; he shall be
as a native of the land. But no uncircumcised person shall eat of it. There shall be
one law for the native and for the stranger who sojourns among you.”

The Book of Exodus, chapter 12, verse 48 and 49

The reason this was stated here just before the Israelites were to leave Egypt where they were
slaves is because other ethnicities came with them, likely because after seeing the ten plagues from
God, they recognized the might of the Lord and knew “God is with these people!” and wanted to be
with them.406 Moses would later say to the people:
"See, I have taught you statutes and rules, as the Lord my God commanded me, that
you should do them in the land that you are entering to take possession of it. Keep them
and do them, for that will be your wisdom and your understanding in the sight of the
peoples, who, when they hear all these statutes, will say, ‘Surely this great nation is a wise
and understanding people.’ For what great nation is there that has a god so near to it as
the Lord our God is to us, whenever we call upon him? And what great nation is there, that
has statutes and rules so righteous as all this law that I set before you today?”

The Book of Deuteronomy, chapter 4, verses 5 to 8

This ordination continues on to this very day with the follower of Christ as seen through His
teachings as well as those He passed on through His Apostles.
We’ve already displayed clearly in various ways that Jesus Christ is the fulfillment of the High
Priest of God; He was foreshadowed by Melchizedek; He intercedes for humanity with the Father just
as the Israelite High Priest entered the Holy of Holies – or ‘Most Holy Place’ – once a year on behalf
of the people to make atonement for Israel; and much more.
One interesting parallel revolves around “cities of refuge” which God had created to protect
anyone who accidentally killed another person (this is the spirit behind the present day “Sanctuary
City,” but these modern representations are clearly a perversion of a concept that was initially good
and just407). The defendant who caused death due to negligence could go to a city of refuge where
they would await trial. If found ‘not guilty’ they were permitted to live, but could not return to their
home, having to remain in the city of refuge until a certain time;
"And the congregation shall rescue the manslayer from the hand of the avenger of
blood, and the congregation shall restore him to his city of refuge to which he had fled,
and he shall live in it until the death of the high priest who was anointed with the holy oil...
For he must remain in his city of refuge until the death of the high priest, but after the death
of the high priest the manslayer may return to the land of his possession."

The Book of Numbers, chapter 35, verses 25 and 28
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You may recall, dear friend, from The Good News that accidental manslaughter is still considered
by God to be murder. Thus it is still sin, intentional or not. Here we see, however, that God is merciful
to the one who kills due to negligence. But why this unusual regulation about waiting for the death
of the High Priest? And why did the Holy Spirit inspire Moses to specify that it was the High Priest
anointed with oil? According to the Pentateuch it goes without saying that the High Priest would
have been anointed with oil. So why the emphasis? And why the reiteration that the guilty party

MUST remain in the city no matter what? It was even permissible for the avenger to KILL the
manslayer the moment he left the boundaries of the city if doing so before the death of the High
Priest anointed by oil, even if he’d been found not guilty of intentional murder! What was God up
to?
"And while he was at Bethany in the house of Simon the leper, as he was
reclining at table, a woman came with an alabaster flask of ointment of pure
nard, very costly, and she broke the flask and poured it over his head... 'She has
done what she could; she has anointed my body beforehand for burial.'"

The Gospel of Mark, chapter 14, verses 3 and 8

Here we see the High Priest, Jesus Christ anointed with oil shortly before His death for sins. You
see, friend? The death of the High Priest anointed with oil would bring a pardon to the sinner. As far
as I know, the Old Testament nowhere explains why they’re to wait for the High Priest anointed with
oil to die; it’s just the rule God gave them! Obviously it was an allusion to how a man could be
pardoned from sin which was to come in the crucifixion. What a beautiful picture within God’s Word…
We also see that if the manslayer broke this allusion by leaving the city before the death of the
High Priest anointed with oil pardoned him, he could be punished by death at the hand of his
avenger.
The themes and living metaphors and pictures just keep going. Read the epistle to the Hebrews
in the New Testament and you’ll see how the Holy Spirit inspired the writer to unveil it all, after first
orchestrating its setup thousands of years in advance. You can also research further and find wellwritten articles on the internet which list out these realities such as the sin offering being done by the
Mosaic priests outside the city walls just as Christ was a sin offering crucified outside the walls of Old
Jerusalem. There are many more to marvel at.
It really is incredible. And it really is a testament to the involvement of God in the construction
of His Word and the unravelling of human history.
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The Highest of Matrimonies
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From time to time, friend, you’ve heard me mention that the Church is the Bride of Christ. This is
an amazing concept which speaks loudly of God’s love for His people and His desire to be with them.
But this was not an idea introduced by first century Christians or even Christ Himself. This idea was
loudly placed all throughout the Old Testament;
"You shall be a crown of beauty in the hand of the Lord,
and a royal diadem in the hand of your God.
You shall no more be termed Forsaken,
and your land shall no more be termed Desolate,
but you shall be called My Delight Is in Her,
and your land Married;
for the Lord delights in you,
and your land shall be married.
For as a young man marries a young woman,
so shall your sons marry you,
and as the bridegroom rejoices over the bride,
so shall your God rejoice over you."

The Book of Isaiah, chapter 62, verses 3 to 5

This is what God spoke of His people, Israel, through the prophet Isaiah. Now, all of the other
verses and passages which speak to this are obvious. Yes they provide evidence for the reality that
the God of the Old Testament is the God of the New Testament, and that He’s enacted a complete
plan of creation, gathering a people to Himself out of this world, to finally bring everything under His
reign in the end times. But I know you’re probably much more fascinated (and possibly even moved)
by the evidences of supernatural weaving of such themes into the Bible and into human events and
interactions by God. So let’s look at some more spectacular examples.
Once more we return to the typification of Isaac. We’ve already seen how he was used
miraculously to foreshadow the sacrifice of Christ at the precise spot of the crucifixion on Mount
Moriah. Now we’re going to look at Isaac’s receipt of his bride!
In the 24th chapter of Genesis we see Abraham, old in age, wanting to ensure his son Isaac is
married. So Abraham takes his “servant, the oldest of his household, who had charge of all that
he had,” and makes the servant swear an oath that he will go and find the woman God wants Isaac
to marry. He’s NOT to find a wife from among the Canaanites, but only from Abraham’s kinsmen.
More than that, Abraham TWICE has this servant PROMISE explicitly that he not bring Isaac with
him. Why? That just seems so unusual! Wouldn’t you want your son to have a say? Was Abraham
worried Isaac might be killed out there outside of his care? Who knows! God’s Word never tells us!

BUT keep reading to find out…
For the diligent Bible-student in love with God and His Word, they might be wondering, “Was
this any servant in particular? What can I find out by reviewing the past chapters?” Looking back on
Abraham’s life we see that God appears to Abraham in a dream and Abraham is doubting God’s
promises of a people coming from himself because he’s yet to have a son. He goes as far as to
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caution God that without a son his inheritance will have to go to his servant Eliezer of Damascus, as
was the custom of the day in that region. God, of course, reminds Abraham that He is trustworthy.
This establishes that Eliezer was the senior servant of Abraham’s household who looked after
absolutely everything, for only the servant in this position would be eligible as an inheritor in the
event that no offspring were born.
Upon arrival in the land of Abraham’s kin, Eliezer would stop for water for himself and his
accompanying servants and their ten camels. He also prays a very specific prayer to God, asking for
Him to reveal to them whom shall be Isaac’s wife from the young women coming to fetch water (if
you read the story, I assure you, God can answer prayers this specifically, and I’ll be sharing some of
my own stories later on in this book as further evidence of God’s existence).
Sure enough, an attractive maiden wanders down and gives Eliezer water and then offers to
water all their camels precisely as specified in the prayer!
Just as an interesting aside, if her clay jug weighed only ten pounds and could hold twenty liters
of water, a full jug would nearly weigh a whopping FIFTY-FIVE POUNDS! A camel can drink TWO
HUNDRED LITERS OF WATER! THERE WERE TEN CAMELS, FRIEND! That means little Rebekah
slugged ONE HUNDRED FULL PITCHERS WEIGHING FIVE-THOUSAND-FOUR-HUNDRED-AND-

NINE POUNDS!
If it took a very generous twenty seconds to fill a pitcher, carry it over to the trough, empty it
out, run back to the well to draw water before returning to the trough, she might have been doing

this for over a HALF-AN-HOUR! Not only was she attractive, but she had a MASSIVE servant’s heart
to care for a stranger at a well like that! Talk about a real ‘keeper’!
Well that was fun, but let’s return to the point of this segment.
Without even seeing Isaac, Rebekah will agree to marry Eliezer’s master’s son. Finally, when we
look at Eliezer’s name in the Hebrew, it is

ַֹתעת בשאֹום, is pronounced el·ē·eh'·zer, and means ‘God is

Help’.408 How curious. Looking at the root words, however, we see it is comprised of the obvious El
for God, as well as

ַֹתעלם, which is pronounced ā'·zer, and literally means ‘help’.409 Whether you

translate Eliezer as ‘God is Help’ or ‘Helper of God’ or ‘Help of God,’ we see something amazing
happening here, and because the Holy Spirit inspired Moses not to include Eliezer’s name in the
chapter where the senior servant finds Rebekah, it could easily be missed.
But before we connect all of the dots, we should also mention that after Isaac was taken to
Moriah, we read something unusual in the text regarding his father’s departure with the servants
immediately following the promise from the angel of the Lord that all the nations would be blessed
through his offspring;
"So Abraham returned to his young men, and they arose and
went together to Beersheba. And Abraham lived at Beersheba."

The Book of Genesis, chapter 22, verse 19

Did you see? The text reads as if Abraham comes down the mountain, meets up with his
servants, and they depart… WITHOUT ISAAC! Seeing as years would pass before the above account
where Eliezer finds Rebekah, it’s doubtless that Isaac returned to the servants with his father and they
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ALL departed together for home. But why did the Holy Spirit inspire the oddly missed detail? God’s
Word was undoubtedly constructed with great purpose so it may very well mean something…
Interestingly, Isaac isn’t mentioned in the text again until he’s united with his bride, Rebekah!
There’s just one more element to note;
"But the Helper, the Holy Spirit, whom the Father will send in my name, he will
teach you all things and bring to your remembrance all that I have said to you."

The Gospel of John, chapter 14, verse 26

Here we see Jesus referring to the Holy Spirit as the Helper…
Now that we have all the pieces in place, what was God trying to say to us? As already
mentioned Isaac is serving in the role of Jesus Christ for this remarkable picture. Therefore Abraham
fits in the role of God the Father. God the Father wants His Son to have a beautiful and wonderful
bride, The Church, and this is pictured by Rebekah. But before they can be united fully forever, the
Son, Jesus Christ, ascends into Heaven where He sits at the right hand of the Father (this absence is
paralleled by Isaac’s peculiar absence from the pages of Scripture between the sacrifice at Moriah
and the union with his bride, and Christ did indeed depart after HIS sacrifice on Moriah; and this is
also why Abraham was compelled to adamantly demand Isaac not accompany Eliezer on this search
for a wife – without knowing it, Isaac’s presence would have broken the picture!). Finally we see the
agent who goes out to the kindred of the father – or Children of God – hence the emphasis from
Abraham that the wife must be of his own kin. This agent then brings Rebekah, the Bride, to the Son,
so he is none other than “The Helper” who is typified by Eliezer, the ‘God who is Help’. This
symbolizes the reality that Believers must be drawn out of the world to Christ by the work of the
Holy Spirit. As the Church, or Bride, they will be united to the Son forever! And, just as Rebekah had
agreed to be wed without even seeing the Bridegroom, we Believers commit to Christ by faith even
though we cannot see Him physically!
Hallelujah!
Another beautiful picture of Christ and the Bride in the Old Testament is displayed between
Boaz and Ruth in the book of Ruth. It’s a brief four chapters, and serves as a timeless romance if
you’re interested in a good read. Primarily, reading it will give you some good background for this
portion.
In summary, some of the points critical to our exploration are that a man of the tribe of Judah
from Bethlehem leaves the region due to a famine and travels to a Gentile land with his wife Naomi
and their two sons. The husband would die and his sons would eventually take two Gentile wives. The
sons would unfortunately die as well (yes, it’s quite something what God will do to paint His
prophetic pictures on the canvas of human history, isn’t it?). According to Levitical law the daughtersin-law would have to marry a brother to gain the inheritance.410 But no brother was left to marry.
Naomi, having heard that the famine has subsided in her homeland and food is no longer scarce
determines to return there. One of her daughters-in-law, Ruth, begs to go with her to live with her,
die with her, and know her God.
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Upon returning to Israel, Naomi would introduce Ruth to a man named Boaz, and Boaz being a
relative could serve as what’s known as a kinsmen-redeemer for their land in Bethlehem which would
have been Ruth’s had her husband not died. Boaz would come to love Ruth and perform this very
role, redeeming her and the land.
So in this drama we see Ruth, the Gentile, serving in the typological role of the Gentile Church.
Her mother-in-law, Naomi, serves as Israel through whom the Gentiles will be rescued and blessed by
their kinsmen-redeemer, The Lord Jesus Christ – or in this case, Boaz – both of whom are also
Hebrews. Also, both Ruth and the Church are bought and paid for by their redeemer. In one case,
it’s with money, in the other, it’s in blood. Also, just as followers of Christ would learn of God’s
redemptive plan through the Scriptures of the Jews, Ruth is instructed about her own redemptive
plan from Naomi the Israelite. And once more we see the Holy Spirit is the one who introduces the
bridegroom to the bride as a servant of Boaz is the one who draws his attention to Ruth.
The first meal Boaz shares with Ruth shouldn’t be missed either;
"And at mealtime Boaz said to her, 'Come here and eat some bread and dip
your morsel in the wine.' So she sat beside the reapers, and he passed to her
roasted grain. And she ate until she was satisfied, and she had some left over."

The Book of Ruth, chapter 2, verse 14

Yes, as would be expected in this foreshadowing, they break bread and share wine –

communion.
Another amazing reality is that Jews to this very day read the Book of Ruth on Shavuot (the

Feast of Pentecost which the Israelites were instructed by God through Moses to celebrate).411 They
do it for a manner of reasons that have nothing to do with the picture we’re seeing here now. But
Pentecost was also when the Holy Spirit fell upon the Apostles who supernaturally proclaimed the
Gospel in many languages to many Jews from all over the world who were visiting Jerusalem during
the feast. This began the Church, mirroring the story of Ruth the bride.
As well, Boaz had to be suitable to be the kinsman-redeemer; it couldn’t just be anyone. A
person had to be worthy according to some sort of legislation set up in the Law of Moses. Likewise,

OUR kinsmen-redeemer had to be worthy and suitable in order that we be bought and redeemed
along with our inheritance. We’d discussed earlier in The Scarlet Thread that Adam had lost his
inheritance and dominion of earth to satan due to his rebellion. We went on to say that Jesus Christ,
who was indeed a man from Adam, most certainly fit as being the rightful heir in every sense – be it
legal, royal, genetic, and spiritual – to buy back His people as well as their inheritance from satan. He
was without exception, our perfect kinsman-redeemer just as Boaz served that role for Ruth.
More than that though, dear friend, when a deed for land was written up, it was done so on a
scroll and sealed (we see this in Jeremiah 32:6-15 when he buys a plot of land to be redeemed later
on). Only the redeemer was worthy and suitable to open that scroll to claim the land. Look what we
see in the Book of Revelation regarding a scroll with seven seals that no one can open;
"And one of the elders said to me, 'Weep no more; behold, the Lion of the
tribe of Judah, the Root of David, has conquered, so that he can open the scroll
and its seven seals.'... And they sang a new song, saying,
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“Worthy are you to take the scroll
and to open its seals,
for you were slain, and by your blood you ransomed people for God
from every tribe and language and people and nation,
and you have made them a kingdom and priests to our God,
and they shall reign on the earth.”

The Revelation, chapter 5, verses 5, 9, and 10

Lastly, look at this penetrating genealogy at the end of the book of Ruth. Among it you should
notice the name of Perez, the twin who’d had the scarlet thread of the Messiah tied around his wrist
at birth;
"Now these are the generations of Perez: Perez fathered Hezron... Salmon
fathered Boaz, Boaz fathered Obed, Obed fathered Jesse, and Jesse fathered David."

The Book of Ruth, chapter 4, verses 18, 21 and 22

That’s right, dear friend, Ruth the Gentile was the great-grandmother of King David through
whom Jesus Christ would come!
It is just amazing how perfect all of this fits together when no one was tampering with it to
make it say these things. What’s even more astounding though, dear friend, is that the Holy Spirit
would inspire the very wedding traditions Hebrews partook in as they neared the first century A.D. in
preparation for things Jesus Christ would tell His disciples. Nowhere in the Scriptures were they told
to conduct their betrothal and wedding ceremony in such a fashion, they just came up with it
themselves! Thus even their conduct had to be inspired by God! But we’ll be saving this breathtaking,
supernatural imagery for Part 5 when we talk about Jesus Christ specifically.
Friend, when we consider that all of these events had to be orchestrated literally, the accounts
had to be recorded just right, and the fulfillment in the New Testament era and on to today all had
to occur exactly so, our minds should be stunned and our mouths stopped. We who are humble
enough see that the poetry of God is beyond imagination.
Praise be to God!
When considering the metaphor of Christ as the Bridegroom and the Church and Israel being
the Bride, we can’t miss the scathing remarks God made to Israel in the Old Testament due to her
constant, idolatrous, adulterous, satanic wickedness. Ezekiel chapter 16 is definitely one of the
harshest rebukes upon Israel while she is pictured as a bride. Her vile infidelity where she pursued
demonic gods and sought the safety and security of other pagan nations rather than God caused her
to be likened to the worst sort of prostitute who thirsts lustfully for her many partners so madly that
she rejects their pay, making payment to them instead.
It’s really the most disgusting depiction of a woman, and speaks in no uncertain terms about the
spiritual unfaithfulness of ancient Israel.
I bring this up because no one who follows God should ever let their heart stray so far from Him
who is so good, so loving, so kind, so patient, and so deserving of all our adoration.
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I also mention it to address the diabolical myth perpetuated by atheists and false-Christians that
God had no qualms with literal child-sacrifice back then and thus no issue with modern-day abortions
now. If you look you’ll see their pitiful arguments that God’s decrees to ‘not make your children pass
through the fire’ had nothing to do with an actual sacrificial death by flames, but a pagan ritual
where a son or daughter would jump through a flame. Yes, that’s their story: God was displeased
with this lame ritual solely because it put the onus on false idols.
When one reads Ezekiel 16 and the words…
"And you took your sons and your daughters, whom you had borne to me, and these
you sacrificed to them to be devoured. Were your whorings so small a matter that you
slaughtered my children and delivered them up as an offering by fire to them? ...Therefore,
O prostitute, hear the word of the Lord: Thus says the Lord God, Because your lust was
poured out and your nakedness uncovered in your whorings with your lovers, and with all
your abominable idols, and because of the blood of your children that you gave to them,
therefore, behold, I will gather all your lovers with whom you took pleasure, all those you
loved and all those you hated. I will gather them against you from every side and will
uncover your nakedness to them, that they may see all your nakedness. And I will judge
you as women who commit adultery and shed blood are judged, and bring upon you the
blood of wrath and jealousy. "

The Book of Ezekiel, chapter 16, verses 20 and 21, and 35 to 38

… it’s easy to see words like ‘devour’, ‘slaughter’, and ‘blood’ hardly convey imagery of kids
jumping through a flame. We need to stop deluding ourselves and recognize sinfulness for what it is,
repent, and accept the loving forgiveness of God. The more evidence of supernatural design you
witness, dear friend, the more I’m sure you are coming to terms with your grave need just as I once
did.
And that is a very blessed thing.

“The New Testament is in the Old Testament concealed, and the Old Testament
is in the New Testament revealed.”

Accredited to Saint Augustine of Hippo;
Bishop, Theologian, and Philosopher

of the 3rd & 4th century
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Everything Set Right
Having just read the last segment, it’s no doubt clear to you, dear friend, that God desires to

dwell with his people. Naturally He wants you to be one of those people too by the way. God
“dwelling” with man is yet another theme we clearly see all over the Bible from start to finish. We
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briefly looked at a verse much earlier in Other Ancient Manuscripts from the Old Testament. It spoke
of God Himself walking in the garden to speak with Adam and Eve after their original sin. This as well
as other details in the second chapter of Genesis imply some sort of capacity for fellowship between
man and God at a very intimate level.
Another unmistakable example comes from the exodus of the Israelites out of Egypt. The Four

Faces laid out plainly that God was dwelling with Israel via His Holy Spirit within the Tabernacle or
Tent of Meeting. See God’s heart on the matter here as He discusses the tent:
"There I will meet with the people of Israel, and it shall be sanctified by my glory. I
will consecrate the tent of meeting and the altar. Aaron also and his sons I will
consecrate to serve me as priests. I will dwell among the people of Israel and will be their
God. And they shall know that I am the Lord their God, who brought them out of the land
of Egypt that I might dwell among them. I am the Lord their God."

The Book of Exodus, chapter 29, verses 43 to 46

This idea is all over the Old Testament, including the promise in Isaiah 7:14 that God Himself
would be born of a virgin to be with His people. That of course was fulfilled with Jesus Christ of
whom the Apostle John would be moved by the Spirit to write:
"And the Word became flesh and dwelt among us, and we have seen his
glory, glory as of the only Son from the Father, full of grace and truth."

The Gospel of John, chapter 1, verse 14

This amazing reality wouldn’t end there, but would be emphasized by Jesus later on when He
told His disciples at the Last Supper:
"Abide in me, and I in you... As the Father has loved
me, so have I loved you. Abide in my love."

The Gospel of John, chapter 15, verses 4 and 9

Even at Christ’s ascension back into heaven after His resurrection and the teaching of His
apostles, He would promise them, “behold, I am with you always, to the end of the age.”412 This
speaks of the age or period between this ascension and His Second Coming. We are in this period
right now.
All of this culminates with the physical reigning of Jesus Christ over all of the earth for a literal
thousand years413 before a “new heaven and a new earth”414 is ultimately manifested for God and
His people;
"And I heard a loud voice from the throne saying, 'Behold, the dwelling place
of God is with man. He will dwell with them, and they will be his people, and God
himself will be with them as their God. He will wipe away every tear from their
eyes, and death shall be no more, neither shall there be mourning, nor crying, nor
pain anymore, for the former things have passed away.”

The Revelation, chapter 21, verses 3 and 4
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Dear friend, doesn’t that sound wonderful? It sure does to me.
The final chapter of the Bible, the 22nd chapter of Revelation, ends with the people of God
seeing His face and worshiping Him. It truly is magnificent. The idea, however, that any collective of
human beings put all of this together in the pages of Scripture is simply foolishness. Believe me, no
Jew invented all of this because they did not see Jesus as their Messiah and are STILL awaiting their
messiah to this day. In fact, right now in Israel the preparations to rebuild the Temple with
permission of the Muslim authorities who control the top of Mount Zion are underway. I saw an
elderly Jewish man say in a YouTube video that he’d rather go back to Auschwitz than leave Judaism
to worship Jesus as his Messiah. Imagine that!
That man’s total animosity demonstrated that there is an inexplicable break between the Old
and New Testament established by God except if one permits His total involvement and

inspiration of the formation of the message within the texts.
Sadly, Jews who anticipate their messiah will come with the recreation of the temple are indeed
going to receive a Christ – but it will be the AntiChrist!
Along with this, I must add that there are professing Christians who do not believe in a LITERAL
thousand-year reign by Jesus Christ (some actually believe we’re in it right now, but that’s
preposterous based upon the entirety of Scripture as well as what we’ve witnessed throughout the
ages, because satan is definitely alive and well just as the Apostle Peter had meant when he said
“Your adversary the devil prowls around like a roaring lion, seeking someone to devour.” This is
in complete contradiction to the false notion that satan is bound and chained and imprisoned which

does not happen until the millennial reign, hence why we aren’t in the millennium (many other verses
tell us this also). The argument comes from Christ having ascended to reign from the right hand of
the Father in Heaven, but the millennium speaks of a physical, literal reigning on earth, not just ‘over

earth’. And Christ ascended into heaven to reign BEFORE Peter would write about the devil roaming.
So if the argument is “Christ is already reigning, so we’re in a figurative millennium,” Peter would
have been wrong when he was inspired to write of the devil prowling around which certainly
counters the idea of his being bound and imprisoned (even in the most figurative way!).
That should put this train of thought to rest.
Another false teaching that must be addressed now that we’ve mentioned the New Heaven and
the New earth is that Christians, filled with and compelled by the Holy Spirit, are going to ‘renew’ or
‘make like new’ a single element or aspect of this present earth and anything upon it. Yes, friend, the
belief is that Christians will prepare earth for Christ’s return and that He’ll fix up the parts we weren’t
able to get to. This is such an obviously corrupt teaching because if it was the case, Jesus would not
be the only one to receive glory for the new earth. To think that we finite beings could – do what, I
don’t even know – regenerate forests even under submission to the Holy Spirit so that trees never
died again is absolute silliness. Worse though is that once more we’d have a contradiction of God’s
own inspired Word! The Apostle Peter wrote of the complete destruction of this present earth as well
as the heavens by fire.415 Think of all the “restoration” us Christians would have done only for it to go
to waste. Laughable.
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Of course, Revelation chapter 21 ALSO speaks of the new heaven and new earth, just as we see
prophesied in the Old Testament by Isaiah…416 Yes, friend, this too is a theme recurrent through
Scripture.
I apologize for this tangent, but this was crucial for people to understand. Thinking this is the
millennium NOW and that there will be no cleansing of fire are the very sorts of deceptions which
will make some who profess Christ as Lord susceptible to being deceived into giving their allegiance
to the AntiChrist when he arrives on the scene. He will be brilliant, cunning, appear compassionate,
have all the solutions to our global problems, and by this be beloved! He will quite unabashedly
appear to be the saviour of mankind! Not only that but his appearance and rise to prominence will
be accompanied by supernatural signs and wonders. For those with a distorted understanding of
end-time events they will quite possibly be duped into seeing this man and believing this is the
second coming of Jesus Christ.
Again we are reminded that the New Testament Apostles warned us to ‘test every spirit’ and
every prophecy, because not every idea is true, and most ideas that come to us deviate enough from
the truth of God’s Word to lead us into error. God’s Word interprets itself and does not contradict
itself, and so this is the means by which our understanding is to be shaped.
I should also make mention that these two beliefs are secondary issues of the faith and
shouldn’t impact a person’s salvation… unless of course they lead to the rejection of their saviour and
a turn to worship the antichrist as I’ve stated.
Now, as for how God will dwell with those who believe if they’ve passed away, it will not be in
spirit alone, no – there will be a resurrection. We already mentioned in the conclusion to Common

Cultural Themes Amongst Globally Dispersed People-Groups is Evidence that resurrection was a
commonly understood concept among most people groups (albeit skewed between them by various
specifics). Most importantly it was understood by the Jew, and we looked at Job, arguably the oldest
book in the Old Testament, and how HE anticipated a bodily resurrection to SEE God. That’s exactly
what we just read is described in the final chapter of the Bible! Job wasn’t the only one and a hope
and expectation of bodily resurrection unto eternal life is throughout the rest of the Old Testament
as well. Don’t be deceived, dear friend, if you read from the “scholarship” that Jews had no concept
of resurrection until the 4th century B.C. as I have stumbled upon. It is a bold-faced misrepresentation
by smug, self-assured academics who love to poke holes in God’s Word. I doubt a single one has
actually done a survey of the entire Old Testament to prove His case.
Having said that, I know I am not giving countless verses to confirm many of these themes we’re
discussing, but I am only avoiding it for brevity’s sake – there are most assuredly many examples. If
you need more scriptural evidence you’re welcome to use Google and look for it using search
phrases like “Resurrection throughout the Old and New Testament,” or “God dwelling with man
throughout the Old and New Testament.” To explore such amazing realities fully would require a
whole other book of itself (and I’m sure they already exist).
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From start to finish God’s Word is telling an incredibly, mind-blowing story of redemption. The
plan is announced at the beginning and more and more details are revealed as we make our way
through the pages. Finally everything comes together in the end.
In fact, when we lay the first book of the Bible, Genesis, alongside the last book of the Bible,
Revelation, we see the most marvelous picture of design.
In Genesis God created the Heavens and the Earth; in Revelation both pass away and are made
new. In Genesis God calls the waters ‘sea’; in Revelation the sea is no more. In Genesis God makes
the sun to govern the day and the moon to govern the night so the inhabitants of earth have light;
in Revelation there’s no need for either because “the glory of God gives it light, and its lamp is the
lamb.”417 In Genesis God calls the darkness ‘night’; in Revelation “there will be no night there.” In
Genesis we see the entrance of sin; in Revelation we see there is no more sin. In Genesis God
pronounced a curse; In Revelation the curse is no more. In Genesis, under the curse, even the
creation is brought to groaning and decay; In Revelation the creation is all made new. In Genesis
death enters; In Revelation there is no more death. In Genesis sorrow and suffering enter; in
Revelation there is no more sorrow or sickness or suffering. In Genesis man was driven out of the
garden of Eden; in Revelation man lives eternally in paradise. In Genesis the Tree of Life had to be
guarded so mankind could no longer access it; in Revelation man is once more permitted to eat of
the Tree of Life! In Genesis we see dominion stolen from man and given to the serpent; in Revelation
we see the serpent cast down into hell and dominion permanently restored through Christ. In Genesis

spiritual Babylon through which the devil will reign is founded; in Revelation spiritual Babylon is
destroyed forever. In Genesis we see a bride brought to Abraham’s Son; In Revelation we see the
Bride and Bridegroom finally united for the Marriage Supper of the Lamb 418 (of no coincidence, Jesus
Christ Himself used a parable in the Gospels about a wedding feast which could NOT be attended by
all people but only a select few who were clothed in a specific garment representing salvation). In
Genesis we see the marriage of the First Adam; in Revelation we have the marriage of the Last Adam.
Finally, in Genesis we saw man made in the image of God; in Revelation man will see the very
face of God!
What an awesome testimony of God’s entire work summed up in the first and last chapters of
His Word! What a reason to rejoice for those who will revel in it at the end!
Will you be at the celebration-feast, dear friend?

412.
413.
414.
415.
416.
417.
418.

Matthew 28:20
Revelation 20:1-6
Revelation 21:1
2 Peter 3:7
Isaiah 65:17, 66:22
Revelation 21:23
Revelation 19:6-9

In Conclusion
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What a journey, isn’t it, my dear friend? It can be difficult to take in, especially if you began all
of this not wanting to let God rule over your heart. But I imagine that the more you are seeing, the
more it is becoming unexplainable outside of God being a reality who’s revealed Himself through the
Holy Bible. Two more undeniably long-running themes within the pages of Scripture from start to
finish is that of God being ‘Triune’ or “Three persons in one Godhead.” Another is that of the ‘End-

Times’. I’ve certainly touched on the end-times but it is astonishing, albeit daunting, just how detailed
the entire Bible is when it describes this period of our history, let alone how accurate it all is,
especially when we look carefully at the very world we find ourselves in today.
However, both of these will be saved for later on in this discussion.
Surely by now, dear friend, you can see that Jesus Christ is somehow hidden away all over the
Old Testament. This is remarkable when He wasn’t even a figment of any human authors’
imagination, and the Jews whose ancestors wrote the Old Testament texts for the most part rejected
Him. Of course, this is because the Scriptures were not simply constructed by men but were inspired
by the Holy Spirit while God orchestrated the events of time to coincide with what was written.
You may still find it difficult to come to terms with this because of its spiritual implications of
authority over your life, but listen to this brief testimony of a Jewish man named Louis S. Lapides.
Louis was raised in your typical non-orthodox Jewish home before going off to Vietnam with the
U.S. Army. Upon returning he would search for God by experimenting with a number of worldviews
and religions, even giving himself over to drugs and New Age thinking. Thankfully, someone would
challenge him to see if he saw Jesus Christ – His Jewish Messiah – in the pages of the Old Testament.
Knowing what you now know, friend, what conclusion do you think Louis arrived at?
Yes, dear friend, Louis would be forced to conclude that Jesus Christ whom he’d been taught to
reject throughout his whole upbringing was indeed clearly visible throughout it all. Just as you should
be, he could not reconcile how the leader of Gentile Christianity had made His way into so many
passages of the Old Testament. He was forced to concede that Jesus was indeed the Christ and had
been prophetically imbued within all of those old Hebrew texts.
Louis would be born again by the Spirit of God and throw himself into learning about His
Saviour. He’d go on to attain a Masters in both the study of Divinity and of Theology. He’d be the
ninth interview in Lee Strobel’s acclaimed book, The Case for Christ, and provide Strobel with the
argument for Christ’s Jewishness and the reality that Jesus truly and legitimately fulfilled the Old
Testament prophecies, and that the New Testament was in no way tailored to fabricate such
fulfillment.
During Louis’s journey towards Christianity a Christian had confronted his New Age beliefs
saying, “When God creates something, everyone can see it. It’s objective, not subjective.”
Friend, if a person who believed in only the Old Testament can ask the God of Abraham, Isaac,
and Jacob to reveal Himself in those pages, you certainly can too. Jesus is blatantly typified and
foreshadowed throughout them.
As for Louis Lapide’s testimony, it can be found in the tenth chapter of Lee Strobel’s book and it
is very much worth reading as it contains greater detail than my short summary above and is quite
powerful.
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Friend, the proof we’ve looked at here regarding thematic messages, metaphors, antitypes, and
foreshadowing all show very plainly that God has not only inspired the authors to record the texts,
He had to preserve the right words even as they were translated so that His desired pictures could
be properly conveyed. Not only that but He had to govern all of time and space as individual people
interacted so that every event and the particulars which made them up could play out accordingly. If
that is hard to wrap your mind around, that’s understandable.
Just as a quick recap, we looked at the scarlet thread of the messiah's lineage; the rock of ages
being Christ; the bronze serpent looking forward to salvation by faith in the crucifixion; the Gospel
hidden in the very first genealogy of the Bible’; God having the Israelites camp in the shape of a
cross while their formation also symbolized Him dwelling with them; Isaac being offered on the very

spot Jesus was crucified, yet two thousand years in advance; God saving people to be His priesthood;
His plan to save Israel still, and His plan to save the Gentiles before; and the picture of God dwelling
with man as a bridegroom takes a bride for all eternity…
Friend, these were not mere concoctions by human forces. They go from one people group,
Israel and the Jews, out to the entire world just as the Old Testament prophesied God would do.
Only the most willful person would dismiss the validity of these supernaturally woven themes as they
pertain to evidence of the Bible’s veracity showing it is God’s Word. Folding one’s arms in stern
denial is no help to anyone.
This would be a good time to apply Occam’s Razor once again. Did a group of power-mongers
really create this incredible story over many centuries, constantly having to go back and rework and
edit manuscripts to look so prophetic, fitting together so perfectly? You do realize there is absolutely
NO TRACE of such a practice having been found in ANY of the ancient manuscripts. You won’t find
anything from antiquity varying wildly from what we see today as should be expected if repeated
edits were being made. No matter how careful a group of individuals was being, there would be no
possible way to recover every last scroll that had been dispersed in order to destroy it so that later
generations would not discover it and find the discrepancies which would have alerted us to
tampering. That’s right, friend, out there somewhere would be numerous numbers of conflicting texts,
and by now we would’ve have found at least a few, no matter how thorough conspirators would have
been (we’ve already talked enough about the ineptitude of conspirators to show it could never be
pulled off, true?). But we don’t find such texts.
We find the exact opposite as you’ve seen – ancient manuscripts that are surprisingly and
impressively accurate and somehow seemingly preserved supernaturally.
The only other option to apply to Occam’s Razor is that God really is the divine and ultimate
author behind the Bible. This explains why everything falls together so neatly and nicely in spite of so
many external factors (various authors from multiple locations, time, etc). Much to the shame and
chagrin of the scoffer and the skeptic, this is the most reasonable answer. It’s really the only rational
answer, and thus the TRUE answer.
Now that we’ve shown that God is most definitely omniscient, omnipotent, and omnipresent
outside of time and space guiding all of this – specifically the recording of His Word – it will be a
great deal easier to approach the next section with a more relaxed and accepting mind. You see, dear
friend, we’re about to look at LITERAL prophecy – the telling of events before their time – and as
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we’ve already made quite clear, the loudest and most widely proclaimed argument against prophecy
in the Bible is that no one can know the future and so it was all simply written after the events
described really took place.
Now we’ve also already showed how foolish that argument is because first, many attacked
prophetic passages also included prophetic verses to be fulfilled MUCH LATER after the main events
described. Therefore the latter event being fulfilled after the latest possible time of recording proves

that prophecy was truly inspired, thus the first, earlier prophecy was obviously divinely inspired too.
The second reason such an argument has no grounds is because it unequivocally comes from a
philosophical position that God cannot exist and all that we experience is guided by natural processes
while we ourselves and the authors of old are confined to physical time. But as we’ve already
revealed, this is a patently FALSE position.
If you’d like to look into this further, some books that may prove helpful are The Messiah in the

Old Testament in the Light of Rabbinical Writings as well as The Messiah in the New Testament in the
Light of Rabbinical Writings, both by Risto Santala, as well as The Search for Messiah by Chuck Smith
and Mark Eastman.
Now, let’s continue that you may see the splendor of The Lord our God!

Prophecy Confirms that God is Outside of Time and AllPowerful
Part 4 – Section 10
In the last section we looked at the supernaturally inspired events, words, and details that fill the
Bible and connect it from cover to cover. I purposefully began there because it set the foundation for
what we’re about to talk about: prophecy in the Old Testament. I knew that the distracting banter of
so-called scholars serves as too large a detractor to the skeptic who approaches this information with
a closed mind. Atheist and liberal scholars alike all claim very late dating for the Old Testament in
spite of all of the evidence to the contrary. We’ve got the science of philology or language-dating on
our side which tells us the copied texts we have originated far earlier in the periods the authors claim
to have written (they’ll match the writing, phrases, and word-usage of NON-biblical texts dated to the
same period which skeptics are quite comfortable with). We’ve also got archaeology as well which
substantiates dates of authorship (a text will refer specifically to a person and in modern days we’ll
find a seal or tablet or signet ring with their name on it, dated to that very period). Nor do we find
ancient manuscripts wildly different than anything passed down to us as no such rampant rewriting
occurred. There’s also the reality that the authors wrote as people who were there.
The reason these ‘scholars’ give for their late dating? ‘Prophecy is impossible and the entire Old
Testament was reworked and reedited and written late to include history written as if prophetically
foretold to serve as a tool of propaganda.’ From there they’ll look for “clues” to substantiate the false
claim that the Tanakh was a work of political motivation, pointing to such fallacies as the “deuteroIsaiah” authorship of his book (we already looked at that, and what a shallow attack on God’s Word it
was).
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No, dear friend, now that you’ve seen firsthand that the Old and New Testament were surely
woven together by God Himself through His inspired authors to match the real, physical events He
was sovereignly guiding, you’ll be less inclined to fall back on those lying scholars to dismiss the
reality that God had history written out in advance – because you’ve seen He was most definitely at
work layering in brilliantly crafted prophetic THEMES. If you can have one, you can most assuredly
have the other. And we do.
That being said, as you hopefully recall from Before We Begin, this is to be approached with an
open mind and an open heart actually wanting to know God. That way, he’ll use this information to
show you more and more who He is. Otherwise, it will be in vain.
And by the way; when Wikipedia firmly states late dates for all the texts to invalidate prophecy,
you must be aware that the information therein all comes down to the moderator’s bias who
oversees the page. For that reason, Wikipedia is one of the most disgusting resources for spreading
falsities about God and His Word. Sometimes it’s useful, but often it’s terrible. Furthermore, there are
plenty of scholars that are fine with early, correct dates, and not all of those experts are conservative,
Bible-believing Christians. You’ll discover that if you do as much research as I have.
Besides which, as I’ve said many times now, if skeptics wish to say a book containing prophecy is
dated AFTER those events, YET CONTAINS PROPHECY OF FAR-FUTURE EVENTS (like those
pertaining to Jesus Christ which are DEFINITELY after the latest date the skeptic will permit), then it’s
entirely ignorant to hold fast to the claim that they must be written late due to prophecy. Do you see
the breakdown in their thinking? I hope you do because it is rather obvious.
Now, let us begin!
"I am the Lord; that is my name;
my glory I give to no other,
nor my praise to carved idols.
Behold, the former things have come to pass,
and new things I now declare;
before they spring forth
I tell you of them.”

The Book of Isaiah, chapter 42, verses 8 and 9

Naturally prophecy within the Bible demonstrates that God is outside of time, all-powerful, allknowing, and present everywhere in Spirit. Not only does God have to inspire the human agent to
speak and record the words regarding events to come, but He must also sovereignly guide and
orchestrate events (all while maintaining our free will to make our own choices) so that they would
come to pass as He has said. Looking down at all of time as a singularity because He is infinite and
outside of time means His prophecies will be accurate. What this reveals is just how mindboggling
the infinitude of God is. Yet when we begin to grasp even a little just how powerful He must be to
guide all events, we receive the slightest taste of God’s majesty and greatness. I’ve witnessed His
guiding hand in my own life in ways beyond comprehension even to this very day – prophecy
existing within the Scriptures is not difficult for me to accept.
All of this then further verifies Scripture is God-breathed and that we must take it seriously and
adhere to it.
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As a result of the theologian John Barton Payne’s twenty-year study of the Scriptures, he states
in his book, Encyclopedia of Biblical Prophecy: The Complete Guide to Scriptural Predictions and Their

Fulfilment, that there are 1,817 individual predictions concerning 737 separate subjects found in 8,352
verses. Considering that there are some 31,000 verses that means roughly 25% of the Bible is
prophetic in nature (I’d say God is trying to tell us something about the importance of prophecy)! I
myself have never gone through to count, but being aware already of so much prophecy contained
within, I have no reason to not believe this carefully researched claim.
Multiple biblical scholars over the last two thousand years have combed over these very
prophecies as well as their detailed fulfillments which are proven by history itself, and have come
away more sure of their faith and the certainty of God than before.
We’ve already talked of partial as well as dual fulfillment of prophecy. ‘Partial’ refers to a
passage of verses which are prophetic but actually speak of two distinct events or periods of time
where God brings His Word to pass. This does not nullify a passage as being prophetic; it only
means it’s yet to be totally fulfilled. Many complain that Jesus Christ did not fulfill ALL of the
Messianic prophecies and that is because they refuse to accept that He has a first and second
coming. The first was as the Suffering Servant for our sins, and the second is as the Conquering King.
The clarity of this within Scripture is captivating.

‘Dual’ fulfillment refers to when a passage or verse will be fulfilled once in the near future to the
prophet and a second time farther into the future. This should be easy enough to understand:
something is said to happen, and sure enough, down the road it does, but it also points forward to a
dissimilar event which, however, fits all the prophetic details. In both cases, it shouldn’t be missed
that the coming to pass of the first fulfillment guarantees the latter fulfillment will also occur.
In the introduction to Part 4, I wrote that nowhere in the Scripture does it apologize for itself,
nor do we see God pleading with the reader to actually believe He’s speaking through it, and we also
see no time spent where He’s defending it (although we certainly see God lovingly calling out for
people to ‘taste and see that He is good’, ‘repent and believe’, etcetera). In fact, what we see is the

audacious claim repeatedly that God is speaking and telling us what will happen ahead of time! With
that being said, He’s staked A LOT of His credibility on these prophecies!
Try and find prophecies like His in other religious texts. They’re pitiful in comparison, revealing
who the One True God is.
You may remember from reading Part 3’s The Psychic that satan and his forces of darkness are
limited in time and cannot know the future; they can only make predictions, channel those to the
people under their influence, and try to bring them to pass. God who is omnipotent thwarts them as
He wishes which is why so few non-biblical prophecies or predictions materialize. We’ll talk about
that shortly when we discuss false prophets and seers. If you don’t remember the contents of The

Psychic I urge you to go back and reread it now to give you a grounded context for this segment. If
you do remember, let’s continue.
So how does prophecy actually work? Well here’s an example: you may remember the days of
driving before onboard GPS’s and navigator apps on your smartphone. Do you remember having to
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ask for directions to somewhere specific? Of course you do. You were told the route, but you were
also told landmarks that would be obvious enough that when you approached them you knew you
were in the correct area and headed in the right direction; “…and then you’ll see a big, black sign on
a pole which reads…” Turn after turn, driving along, you finally see a big black sign on a pole reading
just what was… ‘foretold!
This is very similar to God’s prophetic Word. You’ve already seen Isaiah 7:14’s promise of a virgin
miraculously conceiving and having a baby who she’s to call “Immanuel.” That’s a hard one to miss.
Not a lot of ACTUAL virgin-births occurring throughout history. I think there’s only been one to be
honest.
Some people complain when a prophecy seems too vague or nondescript. I look at the same
prophecies and they seem pretty clear to me (I’m willing to bet this is one of those spiritual “he who
has ears to ear, let him hear” sort of moments Jesus talked about – only in this case pertaining to
eyes and sight instead). But God in His INFINITE and incalculable wisdom seems to conceal His
prophecies JUST ENOUGH that they’ll be understood most often only by those who really love Him
and are anticipating the fulfillment of His Word (Yep, I was right). At the same time His enemy, satan,
although privy to the words of the Bible does not have quite enough to go on – not that he could
really thwart something God wanted to happen anyway – nor can any human party decide to act out
in defiance of the promise (although many have tried I suppose).
No, truly prophecy appears the way it does, most often slightly veiled, so that it will be
interpreted only by those who long for God and search the Scriptures. An example would be Psalm
22:18’s line about evil dogs encompassing someone paralleled with a company of evildoers encircling
them, followed by the statement that they’ve pierced his hands and feet. CLEARLY this is about
Christ, yet it’s missed and denied by so many. In this way those who deny and reject God cannot see
the truth and be set free. Those who desire God will perceive and they will be saved. As I’ve said
many times, God calls for humble faith and opposes those who are proud. He’s slightly veiled the
texts in His wisdom, not out of neglect or impotence. Don’t be deceived into thinking this is simply a
case of ‘seeing what you want to see’ either, friend, because God is no figment of anyone’s
imagination.
Other scoffers complain that these veiled prophecies are so vague they’re bound to be fulfilled
at some point by somebody. There may be some truth to that but for this segment I’ve tried to focus
on the more glaring and specific prophecies. Also to note, when it comes to a prophecy like Psalm
22:18, sure, anyone could be surrounded by an enemy and have their hands and feet pierced; but
what’s amazing is that it’s still not that common. So when you compound it with OTHER prophecies,
the likelihood any one single individual is going to accidentally fulfill them all by chance becomes an
astronomical, mathematical impossibility. By this God protects the foretold event so that the
fulfillment serves only as a confirmation, rather than being mistaken for an accidental fulfillment
happening by mere chance.
We briefly mentioned the prophet Daniel recording prophecy about empires in the time before
Christ. It might have looked vague to you, but it was fulfilled so obviously and accurately that Godhating atheists have demanded for years that the book of Daniel be dated to 167-164 B.C. (we
already talked about that as well as how silly it was to draw that conclusion). We’ll be discussing
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some of Daniel’s AMAZING prophecies here, as well as later in the book due to their direct affiliation
with Jesus Christ (yes, Jesus was prophesied in the book of Daniel as well and fulfilled those
parameters down to the very day… so if that happened, then it’s a good bet it ALL happened just as
written).
Another amazing reality, dear friend, is that God has constructed your mind to see His hand at
work. Our minds have been created and wired to recognize patterns, not only for our good (like
being able to find your way home by recognizing the area and remembering a route), but most
importantly, I would say, to recognize God’s prophecies coming to pass as well as His very hand at
work in your life.
It turns out that a vastly complex amount of brain-chemistry and cerebral interaction goes into
our ability to recognize patterns. The issue arises in that some patterns are imagined and in no way
meaningful while others are chalk-full of significance! Unfortunately, secular neuroscientists who’ve
been imprisoned within the confines of philosophical naturalism have thrown the baby out with the
bathwater when they’ve commented on this amazing phenomena.419 Although they recognize the
ability for pattern recognition is vastly superior in humans over any other creature, and critical to our
survival and advancement, they obviously can’t accept that it has any bearing on our involvement
with the supernatural realm surrounding us.
Sadly, the phenomenon of identifying something meaningful that may indeed be preplanned
and positioned by God is brushed off as pareidolia – perceiving an image, often meaningful, in a
random or ambiguous visual pattern.420 Did you catch that, friend? Even if it’s MEANINGFUL (that’s
the keyword here when we consider that the secular researchers are completely hampered in their
understanding of God’s reality), it’s still nothing at all to them.
Now I can understand if we’ve got some kids laying out in the grass looking up at the sky
playing a game trying to see shapes in the clouds; sure they’re looking for those images. Of course
they aren’t meaningful, and I don’t think most children would think anything of it either.
But when you have a guy, broken and disheartened, crying out to God late at night asking, “Are
you there? Do you love me? Who are you?” and he’s dropped to his knees at the side of his bed to
pray for the first time in forever to the God he’s never known, and he opens his eyes and looks up at
the wall and the streetlamp is casting it’s light through his window at just the right angle that it
forms a perfect cross, and he knows instantly in his very being that Jesus Christ loves him and he
needs to know the Lord and prays to ask Jesus to help him and save him, when he’s seen this same
light-and-shadow formation a thousand times before when going to bed, this is definitely the Holy
Spirit of God at work bringing his attention and understanding to that very cross.
A couple of years ago I witnessed to a woman who told me she was once struggling through
the most difficult time in her life and to top it all off her beloved dog had died. She’d gone outside
to cry and mourn and think about her dog and was brought to wonder if God really cared about her
at all in light of all her difficulties AND the loss of her dog. She raised her eyes towards the heavens,
and through her tears she saw in the great blue sky, a single cloud… and it was shaped just like her
dog in a way she could instantly recognize. She knew THEN that this God above did indeed love her,
even though she didn’t really know Him. When I talked to her, I was able to tell her about this God
who loved her so much He didn’t just shape that cloud at a time when she needed comfort, but that
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He also sent His Son to die for her sins so that she could have eternal life and know Him forever. She
quietly wept and gratefully received a Bible from me. I trust the Lord is still at work in her life.
I’m sorry to say, anyone who thinks her experience was a ‘fluke of nature’ is a blinded fool. The
odds that she would look up into a cloudless sky and see a single solitary cloud shaped in a way
reminiscent of her dog so that the imagery would speak deep into her heart and spirit is far outside
the realm of expectation.
The other phenomena they dismiss as apophenia – the tendency to perceive a connection or
meaningful pattern between unrelated or random things (such as objects or ideas), 421 and in some
cases, events that seem linked beyond coincidence.
What we need to understand is that there are indeed times where pareidolia and apophenia are
occurring in an unhealthy and obsessive manner (this can actually manifest as the earlier symptoms
of someone who is succumbing to schizophrenia – although as we saw in Part 3, namely The

Sorcerer and He Attacks Through the Will, that schizophrenia seems to generally, most likely be the
result of demonic attack intended to drive a person crazy for one reason or another). But that does
not mean all instances of pattern-recognition bear no significance. All of the time God is guiding us
through our day-to-day drudgery and we don’t realize for a moment that we’re living out a series of
interconnecting dots He’s preordained (and these dots certainly form a pattern; it’s just we rarely
notice unless the pattern is exceedingly significant to us personally, causing us to consider that ‘fate’
may be a reality).
What we also must understand is that just because God CAN communicate through a pattern
doesn’t mean He will ALWAYS. It’s far better to error on the side of caution and conservatively
assume He’d rarely use such means to get our attention, because He’s granted us His Word to
comfort and guide us in life (to someone who’s disinclined to open a Bible though, like the lady I
witnessed to, He’s free and able and often willing to use another means to get someone’s attention –
but presumably only for a season so that they will seek His Word and not become dependent
‘seeking after signs’). Who really knows how desperate she’d felt that day? Maybe God preparing that
one cloud in the sky literally saved her mortally and eternally if she’d taken her own life and been
damned!
Sadly, many people throughout time have sought God’s will, or ‘the will of the gods’, through
patterns. We already talked a good deal about seeking omens and signs and how truly demonic all
that is. I confessed to you then that I had accidentally found myself wrapped up in divination, looking
for God’s guidance in the coincidences around me because I’d realized God is the one powerful
enough to make all of life fall together to get a message to me. What I FAILED to realize was that I
was not truly relying on God, and for that the devil was quite free and willing to orchestrate events
within the limited power God was granting him, using people he has influence on, as well as any
other factor he could control, including my very own mind, to get me to see exactly what he wanted
me to see in order to manipulate me into destroying my own life and regrettably wreaking havoc in
the lives of others. All the while, however, God was more than powerful enough to allow those events
to transpire so that through them He could use them to free me from my pitiful garbage-life of sinful
debauchery, in order to save me and then use me for His glory.
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I can assure you, I was not struggling from apophenia. All the things happening in my life were
so beyond the realm of mere coincidence and imagined meanings that any logically thinking, rational
person who looked at the likelihood that such factors would fall together just-so would understand
entirely why I would arrive at the belief that God was supernaturally guiding me.
Unfortunately, nearly no one was willing to try at that time. Yet God used that isolation for my
good and His glory as well, and I praise Him often for His ingenuity exercised to save a pathetic
wretch like me! I just know I wouldn’t want anyone else to suffer through all that in order that they
be saved!
Later on in this book when I discuss God’s supernatural interaction with my life, I’ll talk a little
about some of those occurrences that awakened me to the reality that ‘things are happening for a
reason’ – not all, but some. One day I’d love to tell the entire story as a warning to people about the
deceit of the pleasures of life as well as the deceptive maneuverings of satan.
In any case, because of our mind’s natural ability to see patterns, yes we may see God getting
our attention or directing where to go in life (we just have to be exceptionally discerning because our
enemy is using the same tools to mislead us). But of most benefit to us, we can read the Scriptures,
look back in history, and see prophecy has been fulfilled. We can ALSO look FORWARDS and even
around us now and see prophetic fulfillment unfolding…
This brings us to the Laws of Probability.422
Maybe you love math and statistics, friend, so this won’t be new to you. But it will help even you
to understand the magnitude of prophecy and the power of God, as well as alert you to when such
passages have been or might be being fulfilled.
Probability can be used to determine the likelihood of an event happening by multiplying the

chance that each involved factor WILL happen. I mentioned not long ago odds as well as the
compounded likelihood that the Messiah would fulfill a number of prophecies. The more factors are
included, the more individual sets of ratios you have to multiply with each other. An easy example is
to determine the probability that someone in a North American lecture hall of 100 people will be
male, have brown hair, need glasses but wear contacts, and be left handed. It’s now up to statistics to
do their work.
Roughly 50% of people are men (we’re not looking at the lecture-subject in this hall or whether
or not the hall is at an all-male campus – those aren’t in our parameters). That’s a ratio of 1/2.
Avoiding time spent looking for how many men actually have brown hair so that we can move on,
let’s assume it’s 40%. That’s a ratio of 4/10 or 2/5. According to ‘glassescrafter.com’ 75% of adults use
vision correction, so let’s go with that. That’s a ratio of 3/4. How many of them wear contact lenses
instead of glasses though? Apparently it’s 11% or 11/100. Finally, how many people are left-handed?
The answer: 10% or a ratio of 1/10.
Now that we have all our factors’ ratios, we can ‘compound’ or multiply them to determine the
likelihood that such a man is in our lecture hall.
1/2 x 2/5 x 3/4 x 11/100 x 1/10
We then make the denominators the same by multiplying them to get 100 while also
multiplying the numerator by the same value so that we have a ‘lowest common denominator’;
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50/100 x 40/100 x 75/100 x 11/100 x 10/100
Multiply across the top, and across the bottom and you get (a massive fraction!):
16,500,000/10,000,000,000
Wow, sixteen-million-five-hundred-thousand people out of ten billion will fit the bill. That means
in a lecture hall of 100 men and women there will be a likelihood that FAR LESS than 1% of the
participants fit. The number is actually 0.00165%!
Friend, do you see how quickly the odds of something coming to pass escalate into unlikelihood
even when the factors themselves seem rather common? Actually, given enough factors they catapult
towards what’s known as statistical impossibility!

423

That’s when the chance of something happening

is 10-50. That’s ten divided by ten FIFTY TIMES! That would equal 1 over a 1 with FIFTY zeros
following it! It looks like a zero followed by a decimal, then fifty MORE zeroes before finally placing a
1 (or 0.0….1). It’s so unlikely this event will occur that it’s permitted by the mathematical rationalist as
not possible. We’ll need to know how this works later on in our discussion so do bear it in mind.
Laws of Probability are not entirely abstract – they are real and tangible. They’re so concrete that
insurance companies looking to make a profit are willing to sell policies to people guaranteeing them
hundreds of thousands and even millions of dollars in the event that they die or their home is
destroyed, all for a reasonable monthly premium. They base those premiums on the likelihood of an
event happening. The more likely the event where the company pays out money, the higher the
premium. The less likely, the lower the premium.
This is all to help us know that if something is statistically improbable, something supernatural is
almost definitely at work.
At the same time, the secular philosophy that there is no chance and that when the highly
improbable happens, it’s nothing to be excited about, is altogether inane. That revolves around the
notion that if something happens, it was going to happen, regardless of how unlikely its happening

appeared to be on the surface based on statistical probabilities. They would claim the likely hood of
an ace of spades being drawn from a deck of 52 cards is 1/1 because it happened. This is the sort
ignorance some skeptics offer up to combat the amazing improbability that a prophecy was fulfilled.
They’ll say it had nothing to do with God and it merely happened because it would.
Make no mistake, this is very different than resting in the security of knowing God is sovereign
and all occurrences are predestined. Yes, that is a marvel because so many parts are moving and in
spite of that, God brings a thing to pass. It’s very different when we assume there is no God and the
unthinkably rare happens is inconsequential because it was “bound to happen.” Bound by what? A
predestination determined by an unthinking, nonsentient universe? I think not.
Just don’t let yourself fall into that hole of thinking, friend.
Even IF the event’s occurrence was 1/1 (which I suppose it really is because GOD is sovereign),
this ignores the wonder of it happening being foretold in advance, hence why using probability is still
very fitting.
Now that we’ve looked at all that, we’ll move forward into the prophetic, first addressing the
erroneous idea that the Bible is not unique in its ability to foretell because other people and texts
have done it just as well.
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The False Prophets
If you went back to reread The Psychic you’ll remember a warning God gave through Moses
regarding false prophets. He declared that those presuming to speak in His Name when He’d not
commanded them to do so, or those who spoke in the names of other gods, they would die. Talk
about 100% prophetic accuracy, friend! Every last false prophet was and is dead spiritually and will
not have eternal life…
All joking aside, God goes on to tell His people that they’ll know HE has spoken because He will
speak through a prophet and then bring that thing to pass. That’s WHY we have the books of major
and minor prophets and see other true prophets throughout the Old Testament – what they said
from God was coming HAPPENED.
No other religious texts boasts as many prophetic verses and passages as the Holy Bible.
The Book of Mormon contains a number of prophecies, but after a cursory look it appears as if a
lot of them relate back to Biblical times.424 If the book of Mormon was allegedly penned by ancient
North American prophets from 2200 B.C. to 421 A.D. but Joseph Smith didn’t receive it until 1822,425
that should raise some alarms, friend. THAT’S some late dating. And it’s also not difficult to write a
prophecy if it’s being paraphrased from the Bible.
Joseph Smith who personally invented the false pseudo-Christian cult of Mormonism (or was
unwittingly deceived into starting it by the demonic angels of light he claims visited him) made
numerous predictions, none of which really came true to any reasonable person. 426 And according to
what God decreed, if even ONE of their prophecies fails, it proves they weren’t speaking on behalf of
God (and that the remainder that may have appeared to have been fulfilled need a closer look). In
case you didn’t know, the ‘Jesus’ of Mormonism isn’t infinite but was born as a spirit in eternity past
before the earth was created, and his father-god had once been a man like you and I but earned his
way to god-status. Yes, that means their god-the-father isn’t even infinite either. So how does our
infinite and eternal punishment of God’s wrath logically get paid for if neither god the father or god
the son are infinite and powerful enough to overcome it? They can’t… leaving the Mormon stranded
in a false belief-system hoping in a false Jesus that cannot save them. Talk about a sad and satanic
deception.
No need to mention the Jehovah’s Witness’s “New World Translation” of the Bible because it’s
just a hack containing a few altered verses and words in order that the archangel Michael be deified
and made out to be Jesus Christ (another finite being who could never pay for our infinite
punishment and overcome it). There’s no prophetic verses in it that haven’t been copied directly from
God’s Word along with the rest of the text.
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I’m not going to bother with reviewing supposed prophecies in Hinduism at great lengths
because God Must Exist settled the fact that a pantheistic god is certainly not the God of reality we
find ourselves under. Any seemingly prophetic text found within their ‘holy’ books is thus already
disqualified. Anything that seems to have been fulfilled has only come to pass because God has
allowed the demonic forces which first inspired the writing to bring them to fruition. Nothing more.
But, for argument’s sake, let’s look at the most detailed one I saw in a short, three-minute
YouTube video427 FILLED with forward-looking verses which predicted nothing except that men will
become more corrupt (we already know that’s bound to happen because men are all sinful and God’s
Word warns as we progress towards His Second Coming morality will drastically decrease, so no
prophecy was necessary, nor will it be surprising). It reads in English:

“The maximum duration of life for human beings in Kali-yuga will become fifty years.”428
The date of writing is apparently between the eighth and tenth centuries A.D. but may have
been as early as the sixth century. Like I said, not even worth looking at. But it sure sounds definitive
and accurate. How could it have happened? Easily. After generations of worshiping false gods and
despite the tradition that the Apostle Thomas took the Gospel to India 429 where some accepted it,
many continued to reject the One True God. God gave them over to their delusions and permitted
the devil to inspire such meager predictions as the one above, and then the devil continued to
influence the people in a manner that would ensure the average man wouldn’t be healthy enough to
outlive fifty years of age. Not difficult to manipulate (and we already talked about the demonically
inspired injustices of the caste-system in Vain Philosophies which a lot of the verses in that YouTube
video alluded to).
The remainder of the so-called prophecies aren’t any more startling. I’m sorry if this offends you,
but this is a hard truth you need to come to terms with. The Good Truth is that there IS a God above
who genuinely loves you and He’s the One this book is focused on, and I assure you He is very
much knowable and seeking you even now.
The texts of the Sikhs are just as anticlimactic.430
We could surely go through all the other false religions and do the same, but for the sake of
briefness we’ll move along, only looking at one more unholy book; the Quran, because it’s actually
got something interesting to say. This was the religious text I referred to in False Religion which
contained ‘the grandest’ of purported prophecies.
Before that I’ll just say Muslims claim that the Quran repeatedly makes statements which
couldn’t possibly be verified for many centuries into the future – even today. I have no issue with this
whatsoever. Later on in our discussion we’ll be seeing firsthand that the Bible contains scientific
foreknowledge the human authors of the day would not have possibly known without the inspiration
of the Holy Spirit. But that’s just it, all these forward-looking verses serve to tell us only one thing –
the texts were inspired supernaturally. One spirit was the Spirit of God, the other was the spirit of
antichrist. We’ve covered rather clearly which spirit was behind the Quran. 431 It’s not difficult for a
spirit to discern facts about nature well before a limited human ever gets the opportunity to;
especially on the microscopic or atomic or even subterranean level. Furthermore, it’s not difficult to
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say something will come to pass and then over the course of time, try and try again to bring men to
do it, provided God permits that.
Another truth about the Quran’s prophecies one must be made aware of is that a good deal of
them are, like Joseph Smith’s, merely copies from the Holy Bible, God’s ACTUAL Word. No kidding.
Why would anyone believe their religious book was from God when it copies His prophecies from a
work which predates theirs by six-hundred to twenty-six-hundred years? Seems rather unsatisfying.
But the most exciting of the prophecies contained within the Quran came in the time when
Roman forces led by Emperor Heraclius had just been defeated by the Persian Zoroastrians and were
forced to do a full retreat. This occurred around 617-619 A.D..432 In 622 Heraclius would apparently
return under the image of the Virgin, supported by prayers as he went, in order to retake Jerusalem
from the Persians. To many historians this was considered the first Crusade. In December of 627 he
had a major victory against the Persians near Nineveh, and later would have decisive victory over
them, regain lost Roman land, see many Christian Romans freed, and return a stolen relic cross to
Jerusalem’s Church of the Holy Sepulcher in 630 A.D. (which many believe stands over the original
tomb of Christ).
According to the Quran this was predicted;

“The Byzantines have been defeated in the nearest land. But they, after their defeat, will
overcome. Within three to nine years. To Allah belongs the command before and after. And that
day the believers will rejoice. In the victory of Allah. He gives victory to whom He wills, and He is
the Exalted in Might, the Merciful.”
Surah Ar-Rum [30:2-4]433
Another supposed prophecy was that Muhammad and his followers would defeat the people of
Mecca at an undisclosed time. The Meccans would be defeated by them two years later during the
Battle of Badr thus seemingly fulfilling the prophecy. 434 Reviewing it in context it seems quite vague
to me. But I’m willing to give the benefit of the doubt just as I’d love for all unbelievers to give the
Scriptures the benefit of the doubt. I can do that because the Quran has ZERO authority over my life
or anyone else’s so I’m not threatened by it (that’s the difference between these two faith-systems
and why sharing the Gospel is illegal in so many Muslim-dominated regions… Christianity is the real
threat to satan).
Nevertheless, it really doesn’t matter. One of them is from two years before the event and the
other actually needs to be qualified by a most generous window of “within three to nine years” as
the text reads. That’s it? That’s the ‘big win’ for prophecy in Islam? Dear friend, I hope you recognize
after reading Part 3 that the devil could EASILY bring an event to pass within this time-frame IF God
permitted. This is NOTHING. It speaks only of human-centered prediction, or supernatural inspiration,
but not of anything so awesome that it can only be from God.
Another important note, although again I give the Quran the benefit of the doubt, is that there
is debate around the timing of the recording and compiling of it into a single source. Although we’re
told scribes of Muhammad were recording from memory what they received from him between 610
A.D. when a demonic angel calling itself ‘Gabriel’ first appeared to him with the message, and 632
A.D. when he died, his followers did not compile the work until 644 to 656 A.D. 435 (notice how little
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criticism you find on this Wikipedia page concerning their religious texts in comparison to what you
see regarding the Bible? Take note, dear friend, for this is evidence of what does not threaten our
spiritual adversary and that which does – the Truth of God). Plenty easy to add in two, short,
“prophetic passages” consisting of four or five verses a decade or two after the accounts, no? This is
NOTHING like what you’re going to be seeing in God’s Word.
But honestly, once more, to me that’s neither here nor there. I’m willing to believe the texts were
perfectly copied as early as possible… because I know the source the texts come from isn’t God
anyway and therefore don’t need to be carefully considered in this life by myself or anyone, except
perhaps for the purpose of talking with the Muslim and sharing the Gospel in the most helpful way.
Iraqi, Christian apologist Sam Shamoun actually sets out to debunk those prophecies as illegitimate in
an article at ‘Answering-Islam.org’ and it can be read here.436 I’d recommend reading it.
Again, the predictive passages within the Quran should leave the rational person hardly phased.
Even more frivolous is the fable making the rounds that Donald Trump’s presidency is ACTUALLY
a fulfillment of Quranic prophecy. Sure, it talks about wealthy landowners who are arrogant and
boastful not letting poor people into their gardens and fields to pick food from their crops, but is this

really about a restrictive and secure southern border along Mexico stopping people from making a
livelihood picking produce on American farms, or selfishly keeping the wealth of America to itself as
one writer wrote in his article?437 In his writing, which could easily be mistaken for satire, he goes as
far as to say the Quran actually uses the word ‘Trump´ in this passage leaving no doubt that
fulfillment is occurring. But the literal word ‘trump’ is nowhere to be found, so he points to the word
‘snout’. Yes, apparently the Arabic word for ‘snout’ is comprised of root-letters which are derived
from ‘trump’ or ‘trumpet’ and can also speak to ‘the leader of a people or party,’ and ‘leader of the
military’. I’d say that has more to do with the fact that a trumpet is often associated with such
positions of regality. But after reading the entire passage in context and seeing just how vague it
is,438 I’m not terribly convinced. It’s nowhere near as impressive as that which the Bible contains. If
anything it only proves allah is an entirely lackluster spirit when stacked up against Yahweh… just like
when he was cast down from Heaven by God ages ago during his rebellion for the throne of The
Most High.
One final factor to include before we move on from the Quran is that Heraclius whom history
tells us won a number of incredible battles leading to a predicted victory is believed to have been a
Christian. Considering his agenda to liberate the Holy Land, did God permit his victories to validate a
satanic book like the Quran, or was it to fulfill His own sovereign purposes? I’d say the latter,
although a little of the former may also have been a part of God’s timeless plan.
What you’ll notice from the above as well as from the mystics and psychics below is that they,
or the demonic influencers behind them, are usually cunning enough not to issue a prediction that is
too far from altogether vague. That way they can have multiple attempts to bring to pass ANYTHING
that resembles their prophecy in order to gain favour among the masses and increase faith in their
satanic belief-system.
From 1976 to 1979 a study was conducted which analyzed the accuracy of the top-ten psychics
who published their prophecies. This study which was featured in a Reader’s Digest and titled “The

Shattered Crystal Ball” reported that a whopping 98% of their collective predictions were WRONG!
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Only 2% of the predictions were correct (probably due to ambiguity in their details), and six of these
ten “top” psychics were wrong one-hundred percent of the time!439 That’s not very impressive,
friend!
However, I admit, dear friend, that these percentages may, forty years later today, be somewhat
higher measurably. Why? Because the occultic, demonic energy is rising as more people completely
reject Jesus Christ in our world, and God gives us over more and more to the power of the devil
while we traverse farther along on the timeline towards the Second Coming. But higher accuracy still
does nothing to validate the worthiness of these mediums and their message.
Of course this brief examination wouldn’t be complete without the most notoriously touted nonBiblical prophet of all time, Nostradamus. Nostradamus was born and lived in the early half of the
sixteenth century in France to Roman catholic parents who themselves had converted from Judaism.
His supporters insist he foretold a number of key historical events, but the most notable we’ll quickly
look at is the rise of Adolf Hitler in Germany.
There are two 4-sentence verses said to speak of Hitler. They are as follows:

Beasts ferocious from hunger will swim across rivers:
The greater part of the region will be against the Hister,
The great one will cause it to be dragged in an iron cage,
When the German child will observe nothing.
XXIV
From the very depths of the West of Europe,
A young child will be born of poor people,
He who by his tongue will seduce a great troop:
His fame will increase towards the realm of the East.
XXXV440
Notice immediately dear friend that the birth of a ‘Western European child’ comes from the
thirty-fifth utterance while a specification of a child of German descent comes from the twenty-

FOURTH utterance, presumably much earlier. Why the disconnect? And why if this Western European
child is able to “Raise up a great troop” with his “seductive tongue,” which Hitler most assuredly did
do, will he also not observe the forces coming against him? Hitler knew very well how he was
surrounded by the Allied advance. The assertion that these two passages go together is quite hard to
agree with.
The most grievous point is that for decades uninformed people have spread the outright LIE
that Nostradamus miraculously NAMED Hitler in these utterances! The majority of interpreters
actually concede that the word ‘Hister’ is not a spelling error, or even an allusion to the name, Hitler,
but refers directly to a European river. It’s actually the Latin name of the Danube River!

441

New Age author Erika Cheetham who wrote The Final Prophecies of Nostradamus even admitted
in her book that “until 1936, approximately, all commentators on the Centuries [of Nostradamus]
thought that the word referred to the River Danube, the Ister.”442 And that’s because it did. You have
to brutally FORCE the text to interpret it as referring to the German child, or German anybody. Just
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look at it again, my friend; “The region will be against THE Hister.” It would be one thing if it said,
“…the child of the Hister” or something similar, but it doesn’t.
Honestly it all reads like gobbledy-gook from a mystic under demonic influence, probably
practicing the occultic channeling procedure known as “automatic writing.” It shouldn’t surprise you
then to learn that Nostradamus who’d wanted to pursue medicine but was prohibited from doing so
would instead move over towards the occult. Still a professing Roman catholic he involved himself
with all manner of avenues for mediumship which God clearly forbade.443 I’m sure by now, dear
friend, that you know who and what this sort of sinful behavior opens a person up to, correct?
Certainly, the devil and his forces were given permission to make contact with Nostradamus in order
that he be given such oracles of events to come.
See how he opens what is called The First Centurie:

Sitting alone at night in secret study;
it is placed on the brass tripod.
A slight flame comes out of the emptiness and
makes successful that which should not be beleived [sic] in vain.
I
The wand in the hand is placed in the middle of the tripod's legs.
With water he sprinkles both the hem of his garment and his foot.
A voice, fear: he trembles in his robes.
Divine splendour; the god sits nearby.
II444
He would write of this in the following to King Henry the Second of France;

“It is quite true, Sire, that my natural instinct has been inherited from my forebears, who did not
believe in predicting, and that this is [sic] natural instinct has been adjusted and integrated with
long calculations. At the same time, I freed my soul, mind and heart of all care, solicitude and
vexation. All of these prerequisites for presaging I achieved in part by means of the brazen
tripod.”445
Look at that, friend! That’s how this session of outright divination begins! A wand is used?! A
brass tripod is set up? A candle is lit (or a flame supernaturally appears, I can’t tell)? Water is
sprinkled on the hem of the garment and on the foot?! And then fear overtakes him because “the
god sits nearby”…
From the very little you’ve learned of God and His Word from this journey, please tell me, does
ANY of this sound like a means for us to approach a Holy God??? Does it look like ANYTHING other
than some strange, mystical-occult ritual to conjure up a spirit?! The answer is obvious. What
Nostradamus was involved in was anything other than communing with The One True God!
The most perverse thing is the online source I got this translation from had included all of this
in a PDF which he himself prefaced by talking about Almighty God and His will, as if God had

anything to do with this sick and blasphemous witchcraft! Some professing believers have absolutely
NO DISCERNMENT! Although it’s also entirely possible that this deceived person knows what spirit
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they work for when they write such a preface and their intent is actually to mislead unsuspecting
Christians weak in their faith.
Anyway, I hope you found this as disturbing as I did. Yet this is the “great” prophet that people
– even today! – point to in an attempt to validate psychic mysticism (while researching on Google I
saw TWO major publications in the first page of search results lauding his predictions as “shockingly
accurate”). Just despicable.
But what else is to be expected by a system governed by satan who wants to usher more
people into the occult while conditioning all of humanity to accept his system?
I suspect that after Nostradamus could not make a name for himself as a doctor, his pride is
what opened the door to the spirits which dragged him into that dark, latter phase of his life.
I hope, dear friend, that if you’re a person who was not entirely swayed by Part 3’s warnings
about psychic involvement and the practices of mediums, that you are finally reconsidering. I also
hope that you are seeing plainly that such people are, at best, charlatans preying on the gullible, and
at worst, individuals involved in demonic practices. Hopefully the remaining segments in this section
on true prophecy will help open your eyes to the magnificent power of The One True God.
These prophecies we looked at were grossly ambiguous and ultimately unfulfilled, or obviously
destined to occur at some point in a general fashion, and inspired by demons. They almost always
proved to be wrong or be fulfilled in a manner that wasn’t all that gratifying, and they did little to
nothing to affirm the texts or authors they came from.
Now let’s look at some real prophets and the God who spoke through them before bringing His
will to pass.
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Prophecies of Micah
Micah was what’s known as a “minor prophet,” not because he was less important than “major
prophets” but because his book of prophecies is among the shorter. He lived in the same period as
the prophets Hosea, Isaiah, and Amos, and he prophesied from approximately 737 to 696 B.C.. While
Isaiah prophesied in Jerusalem of the southern kingdom of Judah, Micah prophesied in the Judaen
countryside.
Micah would be inspired by God to speak ahead of time regarding the destruction of Samaria,
the capital of the northern kingdom of Israel which had split from the kingdom of Judah nearly two
centuries earlier after Solomon’s reign.
"Therefore I will make Samaria a heap in the open country,
a place for planting vineyards,
and I will pour down her stones into the valley
and uncover her foundations.
All her carved images shall be beaten to pieces,
all her wages shall be burned with fire,
and all her idols I will lay waste,
for from the fee of a prostitute she gathered them,
and to the fee of a prostitute they shall return."

The Book of Micah, chapter 1, verses 6 and 7

By 722 B.C. we saw this fulfilled. We read about it in a historical book of the Bible;
"In the twelfth year of Ahaz king of Judah, Hoshea the son of Elah began to reign in
Samaria over Israel, and he reigned nine years. And he did what was evil in the sight of the
Lord, yet not as the kings of Israel who were before him. Against him came up Shalmaneser
king of Assyria. And Hoshea became his vassal and paid him tribute. But the king of Assyria
found treachery in Hoshea, for he had sent messengers to So, king of Egypt, and offered no
tribute to the king of Assyria, as he had done year by year. Therefore the king of Assyria shut
him up and bound him in prison. Then the king of Assyria invaded all the land and came to
Samaria, and for three years he besieged it.
"In the ninth year of Hoshea, the king of Assyria captured Samaria, and he carried the
Israelites away to Assyria and placed them in Halah, and on the Habor, the river of Gozan,
and in the cities of the Medes... And the king of Assyria brought people from Babylon,
Cuthah, Avva, Hamath, and Sepharvaim, and placed them in the cities of Samaria instead
of the people of Israel. And they took possession of Samaria and lived in its cities."

The Book of Second Kings, chapter 17, verses 1 to 6 and 24

The verse in Micah where God told the people they were being punished for prostitution refers
to their abandonment of God followed by their fall into wicked idolatry. I recommend going and
reading the entire chapter from 2 Kings 17 which clearly denotes what was involved in their
waywardness. As well, foreign people were indeed brought in to occupy the land of Samaria to annul
the Jewish peoples’ claim to the land and deteriorate the ethnicity of the following generations from
the few Jews permitted to remain. By this breaking down of the people they would lose any resolve
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or national ability to ever retaliate (many nations practiced this method of subjection throughout
history). This is why ‘Samaritans’ lived in the land in Jesus’s day and were despised by the Jews.
If you find this unconvincing, understand that Micah would ALSO be led to prophesy a further
hundred years into the future in relation to Jerusalem’s fall in 587 B.C., and then an additional fortynine years to the peoples’ return from captivity in 536 B.C..
"Writhe and groan, O daughter of Zion,
like a woman in labor,
for now you shall go out from the city
and dwell in the open country;
you shall go to Babylon.
There you shall be rescued;
there the Lord will redeem you
from the hand of your enemies."

The Book of Micah, chapter 4, verse 10

The truth that these passages were indeed prophetic is confirmed by the reality that Micah was
also moved by the Holy Spirit to speak specifically about factors pertaining to Jesus Christ. Seven
centuries later Jesus would indeed fulfill them.
Another thing to note, friend, is that all of these books upon books of prophecy, they weren’t
wishful thinking like that one passage we looked at earlier from the Quran which read “within three
to nine years,” which was likely to happen during that period no matter what. This wasn’t a collection
of natural men just writing and writing and writing hoping to say something that would end up true
decades and centuries later, otherwise think of the overwhelming material in the copied texts which
would be wrong! Remember the Reader’s Digest story that said 98% of the new age psychics’
predictions were wrong? That’s a lot of scrolls to be tracking down to burn and rewrite! Again, we
don’t find a single scrap of papyrus from those periods with verses and passages radically different
from what we see in the Old Testament, and NOBODY no matter how thorough could’ve gotten rid
of all the evidence.
What we do know though, is that while these true prophets of God were prophesying death and
destruction and an exile followed by a return, false prophets and priests who favoured their
wickedness and the wicked kings they were under were prophesying “Peace, Peace” when there was
no peace. That’s ironic.

Prophecies of Nahum
Nahum was a prophet who was apparently from Elkosh although that ancient city’s location can
only be guessed at. As a minor prophet his book was only three chapters long, but its entirety was
used by God to foretell the destruction of Nineveh. Yes, dear friend, it was not a paltry two or four
verses predicting the destruction like we saw in the Quran, but a full THREE CHAPTERS.
Because he wrote after the destruction of the Egyptian city of Thebes which took place in 663
B.C.,446 but not during the reign of Josiah from 640 to 609 B.C., the time of his writing must fall
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between 663 and 640 B.C.. Nahum’s prophetic book came roughly one hundred years after Nineveh’s
king had called his people to repentance after the warning from God through the prophet Jonah.
I guess that repentance could only last for so long.
Only a few decades after the time of Nahum’s inspired writing an allied army comprised of
Medes and Babylonians along with Scythians and Cimmerians came up against the Assyrians in
rebellion to their empire. Nineveh and all 750 hectares of what was then known as the greatest city in
the world, once thought to be impregnable, was utterly sacked. This took place in 612 B.C..447
Interestingly, tucked away in verse 11 of chapter 3 are the words, “you will go into hiding.” Well
what could God mean by that, friend? Nineveh was so demolished that its original ruins wouldn’t be
identified until 1846.448 I guess that’s what He meant…
For more reading I suggest the following two sites:
https://www.gotquestions.org/Nineveh-destroyed.html
http://www.biblearchaeology.org/post/2009/05/28/Nahum2c-Nineveh-and-Those-NastyAssyrians.aspx

446. Nahum 3:8
447. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Battle_of_Nineveh; last accessed January 13, 2019
448. https://www.ancient.eu/nineveh/; last accessed January 13, 2019

Obadiah was another prophet. He would deliver a twenty-one verse oracle to the kingdom of
Edom in his book – and that’s all it consisted of making it the shortest book in the Bible. Some
believe he wrote between 848 and 840 B.C. which would make him the first prophet to write a
prophetic book once the first temple period had begun (obviously other prophets had existed such
as Nathan or Samuel for example, but not all have a prophetic book attributed to them by name).
The reason for this date is because the entire book talks of the Edomites being harshly judged
for their lack of care for their brother, Israel (The Edomites were the people of Esau, Jacob’s twin
brother, thus Israel was a brother nation). Not only did they not come to their defense when Israel
was under attack but they also gloried in Israel’s fall. Two major points in history tell us of this and
the first notable time is between 853 and 841 B.C. when Jerusalem was invaded by Philistines and
Arabs during the reign of Joram (also spelled ‘Jehoram’), king of Judah449 (it’s somewhat
understandable that the Edomites weren’t very supportive as this wicked king had struck out at them,
but in reality there had always been bitter opposition from Edom, even resistance against Israel’s
initial entry into the promised land450). This period would make Obadiah a contemporary of Elijah the
prophet, and we do read of a noteworthy Obadiah in the first half of the eighteenth chapter of 1
Kings. We even see the two prophets meet and interact in the seventh and eighth verses.
Liberal scholars naturally place the book of Obadiah far later to do away with the silly notion of
God’s supernatural involvement, and they date it to the sixth century B.C. due to its having
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mentioned the fall of Jerusalem. They also do so because Babylon would be the first major power to
deal a great blow to Edom much farther to the south past the Dead Sea just as is described in the
oracle. I’m sure, dear friend, that you’re coming to understand late-dating for such reasons is
certainly not necessary because God can lead a person to write of future events, right?
The oracle was actually looking forward in retaliation to Edom allying against Jerusalem and then
reveling in her fall, going so far as to partake in the pillaging and looting of the city. Despite Edom
having allied with Babylon for this purpose, the greater power would strike the smaller Edom just as
verse 7 would foretell. This assault would drive the kingdom of Edom into decline in the sixth century,
and later in 325 B.C. an Arabic tribe called the Nabataeans would immigrate and settle in the land
breaking Edom down further culturally, as well as through combat. It didn’t help the Edomites that
many of them had left their land to claim the vacated areas in Judah during the exile of the Jews,
which made it all the easier for the Nabataeans to take their capital city of Petra.
In 163 B.C., Jewish forces under Maccabeus would attack Edom, conquer their territory, and
bring them under subjagation.451 John Hyrcanus did so as well in 125 B.C.452 This fulfilled the Word of
God through Ezekiel which said God would lay His “vengeance upon Edom by the hand of [His]
people”453 (written four centuries earlier). During this same period, Edomites who blended with
Hebrews became Idumaens, and the Idumaens themselves would disappear from written history after
the Jewish Wars which lasted until 75 A.D..454
From all of this the Edomite people would fade into history, believed to have bred themselves
into indistinctness among various Arabic populations. Surely, just as the oracle prescribed, it was
brought to pass and the Edomite people were no more.
Obadiah, however, was not the only prophet to speak against Edom;
"The oracle of the word of the Lord to Israel by Malachi.
“'I have loved you,' says the Lord. But you say, 'How have you loved us?' 'Is not
Esau Jacob's brother?' declares the Lord. 'Yet I have loved Jacob but Esau I have
hated. I have laid waste his hill country and left his heritage to jackals of the desert.' If
Edom says, 'We are shattered but we will rebuild the ruins,' the Lord of hosts says,
'They may build, but I will tear down, and they will be called "the wicked country,"
and "the people with whom the Lord is angry forever."' Your own eyes shall see this,
and you shall say, 'Great is the Lord beyond the border of Israel!'”

The Book of Malachi, chapter 1, verses 1 to 5

Malachi wrote the latest out of all the Old Testament prophets in the fifth century B.C.. Although
Dead Sea Scroll 4Q78 was dated 75-50 B.C. which is after the beginning of Edom’s complete collapse,
Malachi also prophesied about Jesus Christ. Dead Sea Scroll 4Q76 which also contains Malachi and
his prophetic verses pertaining to Christ is dated to 150-125 B.C.. Again, those prophecies were
fulfilled indicating that his writings were definitely inspired.
By this, it’s logically foolish to deny the erasure of the Edomite people from history was not
indeed a pronouncement in advance from God.
Ezekiel who prophesied at the beginning of the sixth century would ALSO prophesy not only the
end of the Edomites in his 25th chapter, but the enemy nations of Israel, Moab and Ammon as well.
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These idolatrous people were a thorn in Israel’s heel as it made its way into the promised land. But
who were they?
Abraham’s nephew Lot (whom we mentioned had to be rescued in The Offering of an Only Son)
had escaped the destruction of Sodom with his two daughters by the grace of God. Having witnessed
this terrifying and consuming judgment from God it appears the two women believed most of
humanity, except for a few corrupt men, had been destroyed and they’d need to repopulate the
earth. But without godly husbands, what were they to do? The RIGHT answer is ‘trust God and be
patient,’ but it appears they didn’t even consult their father, Lot! In due time they would have easily
discovered that only a select group of cities had suffered the wrath and suitors were still available.
Lot may have even been able to tell them that. But instead we read in the nineteenth chapter of
Genesis that they immediately got their father blackout-drunk, and then slept with him!
They’d both give birth to sons. What would they name those two sons? Moab and Ben-ammi,
the latter obviously being from whom the Ammonites come… These women desperately wanted
offspring to establish a people yet couldn’t wait on God. Then these men’s descendants served as a
nuisance to their kin from Jacob’s line. And God wiped them out anyway. I guess Lot’s daughters
should’ve done it God’s way.
The last interesting point that I’ll share here, dear friend, is that near the end of Obadiah’s short
book he would mention “The Day of the Lord.” This is a phrase used repeatedly throughout the
Scripture often in reference to the final judgment of God upon earth. In this tiny book about
judgment on Edom, suddenly we have a shift towards The Day of the Lord being “near upon all
nations.” God says He will judge the nations.
Friend, God declared a judgment on the evil kingdom of Edom because of their cruelty and
haughtiness, and then He uses Obadiah to pronounce a judgment on all the nations. We can safely
assume it’s for the same reason. Here’s what you need to realize: the Hebrew letters which make up
the word Edom are alef, dalet, mem;

ָׁ א. Dear friend, these are the same Hebrew characters that

spell the word MANKIND.
Friend, God wiped out a whole people-group basically called ‘humanity’ as a prophetic picture
and warning of what is to come. After Section 9’s clear depiction of God burying prophetic themes
of what He was doing and going to do all throughout Scripture and then bringing it to fulfillment,
don’t you think this is something to take extremely seriously?
These prophecies thus far may have not proven very compelling to you, even though they are
already worlds above the pitiful examples we saw from outside God’s Word. But that’s okay because
we’re just scratching the surface. We’re about to jump into the most incredible prophecies ever
recorded in history. I hope they will be used by God to humble your heart so that you will be able to
receive the goodness and grace of God who wishes you NOT be annihilated with the rest of Edom.
"Thus says the Lord, the King of Israel
and his Redeemer, the Lord of hosts:
'I am the first and I am the last;
besides me there is no god.
Who is like me? Let him proclaim it.
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Let him declare and set it before me,
since I appointed an ancient people.
Let them declare what is to come, and what will happen.
Fear not, nor be afraid;
have I not told you from of old and declared it?
And you are my witnesses!
Is there a God besides me?
There is no Rock; I know not any.'”

The Book of Isaiah, chapter 44, verses 6 to 8

449.
450.
451.
452.
453.
454.

2 Kings 8:20–22; 2 Chronicles 21:8–20
Numbers 20:14-21
Josephus, Jewish Antiquities xii. 8, §§ 1, 6
ibid xiii. 9, § 1; xiv. 4, § 4
Ezekiel 25:14
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Edom; last accessed January 18, 2019

An Oracle for Tyre
"The oracle concerning Tyre.
Wail, O ships of Tarshish,
for Tyre is laid waste, without house or harbor!
From the land of Cyprus
it is revealed to them."

The Book of Isaiah, chapter 23, verse 1

We’ve already talked a little of the famous Phoenician trading city of Tyre in Pride of the Devil. It
was the idolatrous city which worshipped Baal and whose daughter Jezebel would marry the wicked
king Ahab of Israel. Together they would lead the northern kingdom astray, straight under the wrath
of God through the Assyrians. As you hopefully remember, we saw God inspired His prophet Ezekiel
to speak out in the 28th chapter against prideful satan who was operating through Tyre’s king,
Ethbaal III nearly three-hundred years later. This king, along with the devil, had become grossly
overconfident and proud because of Tyre’s wealth as one of the grandest trading ports known to
man. Thirty-six kilometers (or twenty-two miles) south of present-day Sidon on the Mediterranean
Sea, it was known as the “Queen of the Sea” and was the equivalent to present-day New York City.
To humble satan and the people of Tyre the devil ruled over, God had Ezekiel pronounce a
terrifying yet amazing judgment on the coastal port-city two chapters earlier;
"In the eleventh year, on the first day of the month, the word of the Lord came to me:
'Son of man, because Tyre said concerning Jerusalem, "Aha, the gate of the peoples is
broken; it has swung open to me. I shall be replenished, now that she is laid waste,"
therefore thus says the Lord God: Behold, I am against you, O Tyre, and will bring up many
nations against you, as the sea brings up its waves. They shall destroy the walls of Tyre and
break down her towers, and I will scrape her soil from her and make her a bare rock. She
shall be in the midst of the sea a place for the spreading of nets, for I have spoken,
declares the Lord God. And she shall become plunder for the nations, and her daughters
on the mainland shall be killed by the sword. Then they will know that I am the Lord.
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"'For thus says the Lord God: Behold, I will bring against Tyre from the north
Nebuchadnezzar king of Babylon, king of kings, with horses and chariots, and with
horsemen and a host of many soldiers. He will kill with the sword your daughters on the
mainland. He will set up a siege wall against you and throw up a mound against you, and
raise a roof of shields against you. He will direct the shock of his battering rams against
your walls, and with his axes he will break down your towers. His horses will be so many
that their dust will cover you. Your walls will shake at the noise of the horsemen and
wagons and chariots, when he enters your gates as men enter a city that has been
breached. With the hoofs of his horses he will trample all your streets. He will kill your
people with the sword, and your mighty pillars will fall to the ground. They will plunder your
riches and loot your merchandise. They will break down your walls and destroy your
pleasant houses. Your stones and timber and soil they will cast into the midst of the waters.
And I will stop the music of your songs, and the sound of your lyres shall be heard no more.
I will make you a bare rock. You shall be a place for the spreading of nets. You shall never
be rebuilt, for I am the Lord; I have spoken, declares the Lord God…
“…'For thus says the Lord God: When I make you a city laid waste, like the cities that
are not inhabited, when I bring up the deep over you, and the great waters cover you...
you will not be inhabited... I will bring you to a dreadful end, and you shall be no more.
Though you be sought for, you will never be found again, declares the Lord God.'”

The Book of Ezekiel, chapter 26, verses 1 to 14 and 19 to 21
That was quite detailed, wasn’t it, dear friend? I highly suggest reading the entire chapter for
yourself. Based on what we know historically, there are a number of factors we can give comment on.
First is the dating of this prophecy’s origin. The “eleventh year, on the first day of the month” is a
reference to the eleventh year of king Jehoiachin’s captivity in Babylon (along with 10,000 other
captives which included Ezekiel) which sets it in the year 586 B.C.. This was in direct response to
Tyre’s inhabitants glorying in the fall of Jerusalem witnessed by the “the gate of the people” being
broken and swinging open. Tyre was anticipating profiting from the looting of God’s chosen city!
The next factor we see is that God will “bring up many nations against [Tyre], as the sea
brings up its waves.” So we’re going to expect ‘many nations’ coming against Tyre in some sort of
historical succession.
Then we see her foes “shall destroy the walls of Tyre and break down her towers.” Next we
should expect enemies “will scrape her soil from her and make her a bare rock.” That sounds a
little unusual and far-fetched, but let’s wait expectantly. We’ll also see that Tyre “shall be in the
midst of the sea a place for the spreading of nets.” Tyre “shall become plunder for the nations
and her daughters on the mainland shall be killed by the sword.”
Then God actually NAMES what military force He’ll use to accomplish this; “from the north
Nebuchadnezzar king of Babylon.” Nebuchadnezzar will commence your typical war-like actions:
he’ll bring horses, chariots, horsemen, many soldiers, set up siegeworks, and kill even daughters on
“the mainland.” He’s apparently going to break down the walls and towers, and eventually breach
the city.
Notice now that the text CLEARLY AND DEFINITIVELY switches from direct reference to
Nebuchadnezzar as ‘he’ to an indirect reference of ‘THEY’. Why do you think God would have Ezekiel
do that? You do realize by now that moments like this are a hint from God to pay closer attention,
right? So then, we shall remember this detail. THEY “will plunder your riches and loot your
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merchandise;” THEY “will break down your walls and destroy your pleasant houses.” The stones
and timber and soil of Tyre THEY “will cast into the midst of the waters.” This is really quite
specific, isn’t it?
God says He will “make [them] a bare rock,” and that seems to fit if the city is scraped into the
sea. But He continues saying, “You shall be a place for the spreading of nets. You shall never be
rebuilt, for I am the Lord; I have spoken, declares the Lord God;” “When I make you a city laid
waste, like the cities that are not inhabited, when I bring up the deep over you, and the great
waters cover you;” “you will not be inhabited; “you shall be no more;” and “you will never be
found again.”
The prophet Isaiah writing nearly two hundred years earlier also foretold the destruction of cities
like Tyre and Sidon. Zechariah who prophesied near the end of the sixth century was also inspired to
pronounce judgment upon these two cities.457 If you read Zechariah’s prophecy you will notice the
word ‘rampart’. This speaks of a well fortified defensive position. The passage states that in this
rampart they stored great riches. This will all make sense shortly.
Now let’s look at what history reveals to us so that we may turn our attention rightfully to the
majesty of Almighty God!
Shortly after Ezekiel’s ordained pronouncement and the destruction of Jerusalem,
Nebuchadnezzar the Second of Babylon would indeed turn his attention northwards to Tyre. This
constitutes as the “first wave” of many nations. He would lay siege to the city for thirteen long and
costly years from 585 to 573 B.C.458 until the coastal city offered to pay a tribute.459 Having finally
entered the city the Babylonians were dismayed to find it virtually deserted. During the long siege the
majority of the inhabitants had moved with their most valuable possessions via boats to an island
nearly a kilometer away! Here they’d used their tremendous wealth and strong allies to build an
impenetrable fortress along the naturally, high and rocky cliffs of the island, and within it was housed
all their riches. This was the ‘rampart’ of silver and gold that Zechariah spoke of. The walls were quite
likely as high as 150 FEET and you’ll appreciate why that is true soon. Not only that but their well
established navy meant further attack was poorly advised.
Nebuchadnezzar II had succeeded in destroying Tyre on the mainland including much of its
walls and towers, but he went away with no loot. You see, friend, the prophecy split from direct
usage of the word ‘he’ for a reason; Nebuchadnezzar was not the ‘they’ in the latter portion of the
prophecy so he would not be entitled to all the loot they were. Ezekiel would write of this failure in
his 29th chapter;
"In the twenty-seventh year, in the first month, on the first day of the month, the word of
the Lord came to me: 'Son of man, Nebuchadnezzar king of Babylon made his army labor
hard against Tyre. Every head was made bald, and every shoulder was rubbed bare, yet
neither he nor his army got anything from Tyre to pay for the labor that he had performed
against her. Therefore thus says the Lord God: Behold, I will give the land of Egypt to
Nebuchadnezzar king of Babylon; and he shall carry off its wealth and despoil it and
plunder it; and it shall be the wages for his army. I have given him the land of Egypt as his
payment for which he labored, because they worked for me, declares the Lord God.'"

The Book of Ezekiel, chapter 29, verses 17 to 20
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The first portion of that prophecy – a judgment upon Egypt – came years ealier just before the
judgment against Tyre was pronounced. Indeed Babylon would go out against Egypt in the middle of
the sixth century and battle Pharaoh Amasis the Second. Although unsuccessful in his conquest, he’d
come away with much bounty thanks to God giving him victory over ‘the land of Egypt’ precisely as
prophesied.
Just as prophesied, a second major “wave” in the form of an enemy nation would come against
Tyre, now very accustomed to operating from their sturdy island fortification. In 332 B.C. Alexander
the Third, more notably known as “the Great,” came to Tyre in order that his enemy, the Persian fleet,
be denied the port.460 Alas, Tyre refused him entry and this apparently enraged Alexander so mightily
that he determined to destroy the entire island fortress using the rubble left from ‘Old Tyre’ after
Nebuchadnezzar’s siege on the mainland!461 Just as Alexander promised, and just as God had
decreed, his army dismantled what was left of the walls and the towers according to God’s Word, and
having no navy capable of assaulting the island directly, he built a grand causeway the kilometer or
so out to sea along a natural sandbar! Yes, dear friend, that meant he had to “scrape” all the rubble
and stones into the waters just as prophesied. First-century Roman historian Quintus Curtius Rufus
stated that the soil and dust from the rubble was swept up too in order that it be used with other
sediment to create the mortor.462 That’s right, the mainland would become a “bare rock” as was
foretold. Timber was also pushed in at different times along with the rubble, much of the wood
coming from Mount Lybanus.463
Want to know something else that is amazing? Scientists have drilled core-samples out of that
sandbar and discovered that in the centuries just before Alexander would need to build this massive
bridge roughly SIXTY meters wide, huge deposits of sand had accumulated there making it the

perfect place to build the crossing!464 The researchers attributed this to “mother nature” and
coincidence… but there ARE NO COINCIDENCES and mother nature doesn’t exist, right, friend? Nope,
God is the one who ensured the submerged terrain would be ready for His prophecy to be fulfilled.
As the walls of this island were roughly 150 feet tall, Alexander was said to have used some of
the timber fetched from Mount Lybanus to build two siege-towers 160 feet tall!465 After seven
months he would punish the leaders of Tyre by killing 8,000 of its inhabitants and selling 30,000 of its
population into slavery.466 Alexander the Great proved to be the ‘they’ who would make off with the
riches of Tyre.
Essentially the prophecy was now satisfied. BUT there’s still more!
Regarding the prophecy that Tyre would become a place for the spreading of nets, not only are
there rocky ruins all over in close proximity to the water where fishermen might spread their nets to
dry, it’s said that some of Old Tyre – that is, from the mainland – actually collapsed into the sea
during earthquakes (more on that shortly), and so it’s only natural that local fishermen would be
“spreading their nets” in the water overtop such areas to catch fish. In 1931 American journalist
George T.B. Davis released a book titled Fulfilled Prophecies that Prove the Bible. In it he included a
photo of Syrian fishermen spreading their nets just off the shores of Tyre. People still cast fishing nets
there to this day.
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As for enemies coming against Tyre like ‘waves of the sea’, Macedonia under Alexander the
Great was not the final wave! There’ve been so many MAJOR waves against Tyre that “Siege of Tyre”
needed its own Wikipedia page for differentiating them all!467 Only a little over a decade after
Alexander had left, the Macedonians returned under Antigonus; in 193 A.D. General Niger of the
Roman Empire dispatched soldiers to burn and plunder the city while slaughtering a great number of
the people there;468 near 1000 A.D. a revolt led by the populace resulted in a two-year siege by the

Fatimid government; Baldwin of Boulogne came against the city roughly a century later; from 1085 to
1155 A.D. Egypt came against Tyre on four separate occasions, beseiging, massacring large numbers
of people, raiding and plundering, and taking prisoners;469 the Venetians also in 1111 A.D.; and then
the Ayyubids six decades later as well.
Incredibly whenever this city tried to build itself up to its former greatness it was smacked right
back down by God via various means! Nina Jidejian concluded her book Tyre Through the Ages with:
“…stones may be found as far away as Acre and Beirut. Yet evidence of a great past are abundant and
recent excavations have revealed successive levels of this proud Phoenician seaport… The great ancient
city of Tyre lay buried under accumulated debris. The ruins of an aqueduct and a few scattered columns
and the ruins of a Christian basilica were the only remains found above ground… Looking down into the
water one can see a mass of granite columns and stone blocks strewn over the sea bottom. Until recently
the ruins of Tyre above water were few. How was the ancient metropolis of Phoenicia so utterly
demolished? Devastated by drawn-out sieges and earthquakes throughout her long history, Tyre from the
18th century onward has served as a “quarry” for the whole coast. Her stones may be found as far away as
Acre and Beirut”470
The earthquakes mentioned here explain how parts of Old Tyre on the mainland actually ended
up beneath the surface of the waters to be buried by sand “in the midst of the sea a place for the
spreading of nets.” Not to mention God also saying, “when I bring up the deep over you, and the
great waters cover you.”
A famed Jewish traveler named Benjamin of Tudela apparently confirmed this underwater burial
when he visited Tyre in 1170 A.D. when he wrote about his visit. 471
This is just uncanny, especially considering these earthquakes would have occurred over vast
periods of time outside the scope of ANY Biblical author let alone Ezekiel! Yet God outside of time
said parts of the city would be under water and it came to pass.
God also wasn’t joking when He said Tyre “shall never be rebuilt.” Although any modern map
you look at will show a city named ‘Tyre’ in Lebanon south of Sidon, and this IS the same site as the

ancient city, this isn’t the Tyre of old, not in the least! As we saw, people tried again and again to
rebuild Tyre because of its many geographical advantages for trade and so forth. But it kept being
crushed, barred from ever becoming its former glory. Christian mathematician and astronomer Peter
Stoner wrote in 1953 of Tyre in his book Science Speaks: An Evaluation of Certain Christian Evidences:
“The great freshwater springs of Reselain are at the site of the mainland city of Tyre, and no doubt
supplied the city with an abundance of fresh water. These springs are still there and still flow, but their
water runs into the sea. The flow of these springs was measured by an engineer, and found to be about
10,000,000 gallons daily. It is still an excellent site for a city and would have free water enough for a large
modern city, yet it has never been rebuilt.”472
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Sure enough, if you look at aerial photos of the bay before the 1950’s, very little had been
rebuilt there. For centuries since its eventual fall in antiquity after all of those ‘waves’ had finished
coming against it, it remained as a modest fishing village (which only makes sense seeing as the
prophecy said it would be a place for casting and spreading fishing nets, right?). It’s only been since
then that anyone has tried to really build the area up for the purpose of tourism. This is very evident
from aerial photos moving forward in the last half-century. The irony here is that in their excitement
to construct a coastal vacation-destination they covered up the exceedingly little that was left of Old
Tyre making it very difficult for archaeologists to properly excavate and examine the ancient ruins,
just as the prophecy “Though you be sought for, you will never be found again” stated!
“…continuous settlement has restricted excavation to the Byzantine and Roman levels and information
about the Phoenician town comes only from documentary sources”473
Nina Jidejian who wrote almost a decade after this citation did speak of abundant evidence, but
not specifically that a great deal of the original Phoenician city could be looked at, just that it is
indeed there… buried. Ancient Tyre will never be adequately excavated at this point, thus the
expression in Ezekiel’s text is clearly justified. Moreover, the once magnificent sea-town, the “Queen
of the Sea” is a paltry shadow of former extravagence. Nothing that stands above Old Tyre has even
the slightest to do with the ancient city. If you look at Google Maps today, you won’t be introduced
to an ambitiously profitable and mightily successful sea-port relied upon by all; only a humble little
port no more than 40 meters across incapable of handling more than one docked cargo-ship of
notable size at a time. Compared to New York or Shanghai, it’s only a drop in the bucket in terms of
service-capabilities.
It really is the equivalent of New York City being wiped off the map, and over time various
people-groups trying to rebuild there, only to eventually have a place using the same name, but a
hundred or perhaps a thousand times less grand than it once was. One could hardly call such a place
‘New York City’.
Historian Philip Myers would write in 1889 of Tyre:
“Alexander the Great… reduced it to ruins. She recovered in a measure from this blow, but never regained
the place she had previously held in the world.”474
Although a hundred years old, this quotation still rings rather true. Furthermore, when God said
of the place, “you will not be inhabited,” in spite of there being a number of people living in the
region today, none of them are what one might call a Phoenician as genetic testing has shown little
difference between any of the people all around the Mediterranean.475 Like the Edomites and the
Ammonites and the Moabites, the Phoenicians have, for lack of better words, been bred out of
existence never to inhabit their prized Tyre again.
Truly this prophecy has, for all intents and purposes, been completely fulfilled. The modern
version of Tyre, modest as it is and nowhere near as spectacular as the ancient capital, is not at all
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connected with the original port-city. Even the most ardent skeptic really must give this information
very careful consideration. The odds of anything even remotely close to what we see has happened
after being foretold are astronomically small. It is beyond comprehension how God could bring all of
this to pass. Also notable is that God doesn’t just say something will happen regarding Biblical figures
in His Word and then orchestrate their lives and circumstances for such a thing to happen; He’s
evidentally free and able to do it with extrabiblical, historical characters independent of His people,
Israel, as well! Talk about SOVEREIGNTY! That also flies in the face of any theory that Jews were
inventing prophecies and then trying to bring them to pass, because there’s no reason for any nonJew to go along for the ride!

IF you have reservations, friend, I strongly recommend you err on the side of caution. You have
EVERY REASON to believe this all transpired just as God said it would or else you wouldn’t have

liberal, skeptical, atheist scholars demanding we concede that the prophecy was written late
AFTER 332 B.C. and inserted into the book of Ezekiel! If THEY can see history clearly matches what
was written in the Biblical text, dear friend, you should be able to see it too.
Just as a bonus before we move on, and while we’re still on a topic which mentioned Alexander
the Great, yes, his death and the division of his mighty army was also foretold in Scripture. This one
comes from Daniel whom we already know wrote from Babylon in the sixth century. It was written
during the third year of Belshazzar’s reign as co-regent over Babylon, which would make the year
about 547 or 546 B.C.476 (we’ll be discussing an unforgettable episode involving him shortly):
"In the third year of the reign of King Belshazzar a vision appeared to me, Daniel, after
that which appeared to me at the first. And I saw in the vision; and when I saw, I was in
Susa the citadel, which is in the province of Elam. And I saw in the vision, and I was at the
Ulai canal. I raised my eyes and saw, and behold, a ram standing on the bank of the
canal. It had two horns, and both horns were high, but one was higher than the other, and
the higher one came up last. I saw the ram charging westward and northward and
southward. No beast could stand before him, and there was no one who could rescue
from his power. He did as he pleased and became great.
"As I was considering, behold, a male goat came from the west across the face of the
whole earth, without touching the ground. And the goat had a conspicuous horn between
his eyes. He came to the ram with the two horns, which I had seen standing on the bank of
the canal, and he ran at him in his powerful wrath. I saw him come close to the ram, and
he was enraged against him and struck the ram and broke his two horns. And the ram
had no power to stand before him, but he cast him down to the ground and trampled on
him. And there was no one who could rescue the ram from his power. Then the goat
became exceedingly great, but when he was strong, the great horn was broken, and
instead of it there came up four conspicuous horns toward the four winds of heaven."

The Book of Daniel, chapter 8, verses 1 to 8
Daniel is transported in a spiritual vision to a location called Susa in the province of Elam. In
about six years this city would become the central city of political power over the Achaemenid
Empire.477 Here he’s being shown in advance that a great power – which is depicted by the ram – has
arisen. This speaks of the Medo-Persian Empire under Cyrus II (or Cyrus the Great). The two horns on
the ram speak of two kingdoms joined together. Verse 20 tells us the two horns represent two kings
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(this is typical within God’s Word; horns in visions generally reflect a person of royal authority or a
nation of power). The first horn represented Astyages of Media, while the second represented
Cambyses I, the king of Persia and father of Cyrus. Cyrus would depose Astyges, succeed his father,
and marry his uncle Cyaxares of Media’s only daughter, uniting the two kingdoms as one. The first
horn for the Median king is shorter because the second, longer more prominent horn would become
the Persian Empire, the largest world-empire known to man at that time.
This ram’s ability to charge in all directions with no one to resist it mirrored Cyrus’s ability to
conquer and expand the empire. The text even specifies that this ram “became great.”
However, a male goat would come from far to the west across the known world, and he would
move so fast that his feet need not touch the ground. This tells of the swiftness by which the
Macedonians were able to conquer. The single, prominent horn between his eyes speaks of Alexander
the Great who could not be defeated as he quickly grew his empire. This goat striking the twohorned ram naturally refers to the overtaking of the Medo-Persian empire in 331 B.C..478 Notably, the
text would call Alexander “exceedingly great.” Even more astonishing is that God’s Word foretells
that “when he was strong, the great horn was broken, and instead of it there came up
four conspicuous horns.” This pronouncement would prove absolutely correct as Alexander died at
the height of his success while in his prime at only age 32.479 Before his death he would be asked
who should succeed him. His response was simply, “The strongest,” and this resulted in his empire
being divided between four of his generals; Cassander, Ptolemy, Antigonus, and Seleucus. These four
were known as The Diadochi or “successors.”480
Isn’t that something, dear friend? Well before the events, God would compel Daniel to write
about them – the rise of TWO EMPIRES and their leaders! – and then specify the circumstances
under which Alexander the great would die AND that his empire would be led by not one successor
but FOUR just as detailed in the vision!
We already discussed how the book of Daniel is provably written when claimed, but just in case
it needs repeating, all of the prophetic books we mentioned in this segment ALSO contain prophecies
of the life of Jesus Christ which He would fulfill well after they were sealed.
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70 Years of Punishment
Nabopolassar was a Chaldean king in Babylonia who founded the Neo-Babylonian Empire. By
616 B.C. the entire region was united under his control. 481 He would partner with king Cyaxares of
Media (whom we only recently mentioned) to unshackle their nations from Assyrian rule.
Nabopolassar’s son Nebuchadnezzar II, whom we’ve heard so much about, was set to form the
greatest empire yet known to man (interesting theme we keep seeing, isn’t it, friend?).
As we learned in Prophecies of Nahum Nineveh, the capital of Assyria, would fall to this force in
612 B.C. just as prophesied. The only national power of any real concern left was that of the
Egyptians. In 605 B.C. at the battle of Carchemish the Babylonians aided by the Medes, Persians, and
Scythians defeated Pharaoh Necho II of Egypt along with what was left of the Assyrians.482 This meant
the known world was now under the control of the Babylonian Empire.
The first verse of the Book of Daniel tells us that Nebuchadnezzar had temporarily laid siege
against Jerusalem in 606 B.C.,483 intimidating king Jehoiakim into giving up ceremonial vessels from
Solomon’s Temple as well as a number of persons from among the royal family and the nobility,
mostly youths who would be trained (or rather indoctrinated) to be representatives of the Babylonian
king to the Jews permitted to remain in Jerusalem who would now pay Babylon taxes and tributes.
They also served as hostages of sorts to ensure such payments kept coming in. This initiated what
would come to be known as the Servitude of the Nation – a seventy-year punishment upon Israel
from God for their spiritual waywardness and mistreatment of its citizen as well as the land God had
blessed them with.
You see, in the twenty-fifth chapter of Leviticus, God establishes some festival years with great
intentions for His people to be blessed. One is the Sabbath Year of the Land;
"The Lord spoke to Moses on Mount Sinai, saying, 'Speak to the people of Israel
and say to them, When you come into the land that I give you, the land shall keep a
Sabbath to the Lord. For six years you shall sow your field, and for six years you shall
prune your vineyard and gather in its fruits, but in the seventh year there shall be a
Sabbath of solemn rest for the land, a Sabbath to the Lord. You shall not sow your field
or prune your vineyard. You shall not reap what grows of itself in your harvest, or gather
the grapes of your undressed vine. It shall be a year of solemn rest for the land.'"

The Book of Leviticus, chapter 25, verses 1 to 5
What should amaze you is that in our modern era with the technological and chemical
understanding we now have, we KNOW allowing agricultural land to lie fallow and the practice of
‘crop-rotation’ methods leads to longer lasting, healthier, more fertile and productive land. 484 This is
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what is known as “scientific foreknowledge” contained within the Scriptures placed their by God
outside of time. God was commanding them to let the fields rest every seven years as a BLESSING to
them! He was NOT giving a command simply to make life difficult.
This same chapter of Leviticus would bear yet another interesting command regarding rest; The

Year of Jubilee;
“You shall count seven weeks of years, seven times seven years, so that the time
of the seven weeks of years shall give you forty-nine years. Then you shall sound the
loud trumpet on the tenth day of the seventh month. On the Day of Atonement you
shall sound the trumpet throughout all your land. And you shall consecrate the fiftieth
year, and proclaim liberty throughout the land to all its inhabitants. It shall be a
jubilee for you, when each of you shall return to his property and each of you shall
return to his clan. That fiftieth year shall be a jubilee for you; in it you shall neither sow
nor reap what grows of itself nor gather the grapes from the undressed vines. For it is a
jubilee. It shall be holy to you. You may eat the produce of the field."

The Book of Leviticus, chapter 25, verses 8 to 12

After fourty-nine years a year of Jubilee was to be celebrated. It appears from the text that this
50th year does not delay the seven-year cycle of the Sabbath Year of the Land (meaning six years
after the Jubilee would be the first Sabbath Year of the Land in the next set of seven ‘weeks’ – or

‘sevens’ – of years). The Jubilee was consecrated on The Day of Atonement, announcing liberty
throughout the land of Israel to ALL its inhabitants. The land was to lie fallow, a person’s property
was to be returned to them on the Jubilee if they’d lost it due to debt, and indebted people who’ve
become servants or slaves are released back to their families.
As an aside, did you notice that this ‘announcement of liberty to all’ came on the Day of
Atonement, the very feast day that would speak of Jesus Christ’s death on the cross during Passover
as our atoning sacrifice for sin so that man could have liberty? That’s an amazing forward looking
picture once again.
God was very stern with His warning demanding these rules be respected, saying “You shall not
wrong one another, but you shall fear your God, for I am the Lord your God.” He would warn
them of the punishment through Moses in the following chapter:
“Then the land shall enjoy its Sabbaths as long as it lies desolate, while you are in your
enemies' land; then the land shall rest, and enjoy its Sabbaths. As long as it lies desolate it
shall have rest, the rest that it did not have on your Sabbaths when you were dwelling in it."

The Book of Leviticus, chapter 26, verses 34 and 35

That’s correct, dear friend; if they didn’t participate in these Sabbaths they would be taken
captive for the appropriate number of years to make up for it. In any case, Israel, neither the northern
kingdom OR Judah seems to have appropriately exercised their responsibility in the Sabbath years or
the Jubilees. Jeremiah would be inspired to speak about this as well as Judah’s ongoing idolatry, and
pronounce a coming judgment;
“Therefore thus says the Lord of hosts: Because you have not obeyed my words, behold,
I will send for all the tribes of the north, declares the Lord, and for Nebuchadnezzar the king
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of Babylon, my servant, and I will bring them against this land and its inhabitants, and against
all these surrounding nations. I will devote them to destruction, and make them a horror, a
hissing, and an everlasting desolation. Moreover, I will banish from them the voice of mirth
and the voice of gladness, the voice of the bridegroom and the voice of the bride, the
grinding of the millstones and the light of the lamp. This whole land shall become a ruin and
a waste, and these nations shall serve the king of Babylon seventy years. Then after seventy
years are completed, I will punish the king of Babylon and that nation, the land of the
Chaldeans, for their iniquity, declares the Lord, making the land an everlasting waste."

The Book of Jeremiah, chapter 25, verses 8 to 12

Jeremiah had begun his prophetic ministry in ‘the thirteenth year of king Josiah’s reign’ 485 which
was 627 or 626 B.C.,486 and this judgment was foretold twenty-three years later,487 making the year
around 604 B.C. (within the first year Nebuchadnezzar became king over Babylon as his father had
passed away in August of 605 B.C.488). Notice the promise that the “whole land shall become a ruin
and a waste,” giving it the required Sabbath rest it had not received! For how long would they be
required to remain in captivity so the land could rest? Seventy years! Apparently they had foolishly
ignored seventy Sabbath and Jubilee years! Also, the statement that Babylon would be punished after
the captivity was complete would indeed happen (but we’ll be talking about that very soon).
Ezekiel would be given strange commands by God shortly into his time as an exile which started
in 597 B.C. (likely in the year 593);
“And you, son of man, take a brick and lay it before you, and engrave on it a city,
even Jerusalem. And put siegeworks against it, and build a siege wall against it, and cast
up a mound against it. Set camps also against it, and plant battering rams against it all
around. And you, take an iron griddle, and place it as an iron wall between you and the
city; and set your face toward it, and let it be in a state of siege, and press the siege
against it. This is a sign for the house of Israel.
“Then lie on your left side, and place the punishment of the house of Israel upon it.
For the number of the days that you lie on it, you shall bear their punishment. For I assign
to you a number of days, 390 days, equal to the number of the years of their punishment.
So long shall you bear the punishment of the house of Israel. And when you have
completed these, you shall lie down a second time, but on your right side, and bear the
punishment of the house of Judah. Forty days I assign you, a day for each year."

The Book of Ezekiel, chapter 4, verses 1 to 6
It would appear the northern kingdom of Israel missed 390 years of ‘rest’ years while Judah
missed 40 years of ‘rest’ years. First we must realize this DOES NOT equal each individual Sabbath
Year of the land missed. We should recognize this quite quickly because if a rest year occurs roughly
every 7 years, we’d have to multiply 7 by 390, and we’d arrive at a number much too large to
represent the number of years Israel was in the land denying it and the people their rest. Second, the
northern kingdom is being punished for 390 years, but they were taken into captivity by Assyria in
722 B.C.! The ten tribes separated in 931 B.C., so 390 CAN’T even be indicative of how many years
they were skipping Sabbath years.
Moreover, they were only going into captivity for 70 years so the notion that God meant each of
those 390 days assigned to Ezekiel to lie on his side should be interpreted as a year in captivity is

ALSO not correct. So what’s going on? Well, friend, God has allocated numbers which seem rather
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arbitrary for the situation because He’s actually setting up something incredible for Bible-students to
find out. Thankfully we’ll be looking at that soon, and I can assure you that it is mind-blowing!
As for the punishment, it’s probably more likely (and will later prove quite evident) that God has
split up the numbers 390 and 40 for a particular reason. For our present case though, let’s simply add
them together to represent a total number of years within which Jubilee and Sabbath years would
have been missed requiring the captivity. Our total is now 430.
If within every forty-nine years we have seven Sabbath of the Land years and one Jubilee, we
should have eight total years of rest. If you chart this out and tally it up from start to finish you end
up with EIGHT Jubilee-years missed (fifty years divides into 430 years only EIGHT times), and sixtytwo Sabbath years (eight sets of seven years added to an additional six years, because the seventh
Sabbath year would have taken 435 years, for a total of sixty-two).
We add eight Jubilees to sixty-two Sabbath years and we see the Israelites under seventy years
of The Servitude of the Nation where their walled cities were frequently under siege, citizens were
carried off into captivity starting in 606 B.C., and the farmland across the whole land was neglected.
To make matters worse only a few years after Nebuchadnezzar imposed his authority over Judah
Jehoiakim decided to rebel.489 During this period of rebellion Jehoiakim would pass away from natural
causes and his pitiful son, Jehoiachin would take to the throne. Shortly thereafter would come the
second siege of Jerusalem in 597 B.C.,490 this one much more aggressive than the first. Jehoiachin
would surrender himself along with his mother and their servants and various officials of the palace.
Nebuchadnezzar would have the interior of the Temple vandalized along with the ceremonial
accoutrements therein before taking some 10,000 captives with him back to Babylon.491 Zedekiah the
uncle of Jehoiachin, senior by only a few years, would then be installed over Judah by
Nebuchadnezzar to remain as his vassal.492
In 588 B.C. God would inspire Jeremiah to write a warning to Judah and many other nations in
the area that Nebuchadnezzar was doing The Lord’s will and was to be submitted to. Anyone who
complied would remain in their land and do well as this would be seen as their humble submission
to God. But any who continued to defy the Babylonian king would find themselves cast from their
lands!493
Only a little while later the prophet would be moved by God to write the following words to His
wayward people;
“For thus says the Lord: When seventy years are completed for Babylon, I will visit
you, and I will fulfill to you my promise and bring you back to this place. For I know
the plans I have for you, declares the Lord, plans for welfare and not for evil, to give
you a future and a hope. Then you will call upon me and come and pray to me, and I
will hear you. You will seek me and find me, when you seek me with all your heart. I
will be found by you, declares the Lord, and I will restore your fortunes and gather
you from all the nations and all the places where I have driven you, declares the
Lord, and I will bring you back to the place from which I sent you into exile."

The Book of Jeremiah, chapter 29, verses 10 to 14

Despite the warnings from God through Jeremiah, and the promises that Israel would be
restored, Zedekiah who’d heeded none of Jeremiah’s words494 would ALSO decide to rebel against
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Babylon! For this infraction the third and final siege would begin against Jerusalem. Zedekiah would
be caught and have his sons killed right in front of him before having his eyes gouged out so the
mortifying consequences of his rebelliousness would be the last thing he’d ever see. 495 Not possibly
being much older than thirty, his sons were likely quite young making this punishment all the more
heartbreaking. The majority of those Judeans still alive would be escorted into Babylonian captivity
while a meager remnant remained behind. Thus would occur the “Desolation of the Nation,” the
punishment for Jerusalem’s not bowing to Almighty God.
Nebuchadnezzar II’s death in 562 B.C. would permit a succession of weak leaders in the
Babylonian regime. First was Amel-Marduk who was replaced in 560 after only two years when the
military’s commander-in-chief, Neriglissar, son-in-law of Nebuchadnezzar, staged a coup-de-tat and
murdered him. He’d then be replaced in 556 B.C. by his own son, Labashi-Marduk. Deemed unfit to
rule (as he was only a child still),496 Labashi was assassinated after only a few months in another coup
by Nabonidus who would take the throne.497
Nabonidus, however, enjoyed military leadership much more than sitting in the capital and he
decided to lead his army to Palestine and Northern Arabia until 543 to protect trade routes and
partake in other pasttimes.498 He’d leave his pitifully ill-equipped son, Belshazzar on the throne as coregent of Babylon.
It will soon become evident that God had orchestrated all of this for the timely release of His
people in the summer of 537 B.C. once their seventy-year captivity was up, just as He’d promised. He
is always faithful and true to His promises, friend. This I can assure you of.
(And in case your math tells you that 606 B.C. to 537 B.C. only equals 69 years, you’re correct if
referring to our Gregorian calendar. But the Jewish calendar was only 360 days meaning 70 years
would equate to 25,200 days… and that brings us from the summer of 606 B.C. to 537 B.C.)
Just amazing…
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The Conquering of Babylon
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We already discussed the rise of Cyrus the Great in An Oracle for Tyre, but just to help you
understand how much God was sovereignly setting the stage, I’ll add a little more detail. We’d
mentioned how Cyrus overthrew his maternal grandfather Astyages in order that he take over Media,
but what made it so easy was that Astyages’s own general Harpagus revolted WITH Cyrus! 499 Why
that would be the case can’t be known for sure unless the 5th century B.C. author of The Histories,
Herodotus, was correct. IF Herodotus was correct, Astyages was a cruel and corrupt man Harpagus
would have gladly deserted. Allegedly Astyages had commanded the murder of Cyrus as a babe after
having two supernatural dreams that the child would take his kingdom (considering God had already
foretold through a prophet that Cyrus would be used for His glory, I imagine you can guess what
spirit might have called for the child’s death in order that God be opposed). Harpagus deceptively
avoided following the order. When Astyages discovered Cyrus alive at ten years old, he apparently
killed Harpagus’s own son as punishment and then tricked the general into eating the child at a
banquet. That sure sounds like cause for mutiny if you ask me.
Once all of Media and Persia were united under Cyrus in 546 B.C. and Asia Minor was taken in
542 B.C., it was time to move on to Babylon itself. As already stated Nabonidus had relegated his rule
to his son,500 which surely contributed to the weakened state of their nation. Nabonidus would lose
The Battle of Opis on September 27th of 539 B.C. to Cyrus’s army under the command of Ugbaru
(also known as Ug/Gubaru or Gobryus) who was the district governor of Gutium, an area closely
associated with Media.501 On October the 6th, a city named Sippar was taken without a battle
resulting in Nabonidus fleeing.502 Now having control of the Euphrates River at Sippar along with the
vast canal system it fed (not to mention the waters already being quite low in the fall), they were
ready to march on the capital, Babylon, with little to no resistance.
All of this sets the stage for the most startling interruption of a banquet in mankind’s history!
We already spoke in Part 3’s There IS a Heavenly Realm of this banquet Belshazzar decided to
throw. Quite confident in the defensive walls of the capital city, he flagrantly disregarded the
impending threat and held a party for a thousand of his lords! Clearly he believed Cyrus’s forces
would be held up for some time.
Geoffrey W. Bromiley’s The International Bible Encyclopedia, Volume 1 reports just how fortified
this city was, and why Belshazzar behaved in so cocksure a manner;
"...encircled by double walls. The inner rampart... was constructed of mud brick 6.50 meters (21 feet) thick.
It had large towers at intervals of 18 meters (60 feet) jutting out about 3.5 and .75 meters (11.5 and 2.5
feet) and rising to 10-18 meters (30-60 feet). It has been estimated that there were at least a hundred of
these... Over 7 meters (23 feet) away lay the lower and double outer wall... 3.7 meters (12 feet) thick, giving
a total defense depth of 17.4 meters (57 feet). Twenty meters (65 feet) outside these walls lay a moat,
widest to the east and linked with the Euphrates to the north and south of the city, thus assuring both
river passage and water supply and a flood defense in time of war. The quay wall nearest the city was of
burnt brick set in bitumen, and this too had observation towers. The outermost wall of the moat was of
beaten earth..."503
Like Nineveh before, the inhabitants of Babylon thought their city, which had become the
grandest known to man yet, was also completely impregnable.
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In Part 3 we saw that pompous Belshazzar called for the precious vessels of Solomon’s Temple,
captured during the various sieges of Jerusalem, to be brought in to be used with the feast. We read
of how the very hand of God appeared before the party-goers, tearing through from the heavenlies
to write a message upon the wall, and that the coregent was gripped with unshakeable fear. We also
learned that he would cry out for his spiritually deceived enchanters and astrologers and other false
wise men to help him decipher the supernaturally delivered text, but that none could interpret it.
In God’s Word where we previously left off we now see Nebuchadnezzar II’s widow (or perhaps
Nabonidus’s wife – the Aramaic word for ‘queen’ used here can also mean “queen mother” and refer
directly to the biological mother or a mother in the lineage) graciously encourage the distraught ruler
to call upon Daniel who’d proved himself wise and filled with the ‘Spirit of the Holy God’ years earlier
when interpreting Nebuchadnezzar’s dream (we’ll be discussing that soon too). Daniel would be
brought in and receive the same promised rewards impetuously offered before – to be ‘clothed in
purple’, which refers to royal status; to have a ‘chain of gold’ placed ‘round the neck; and to be made
“third ruler in the kingdom.”
"Then Daniel answered and said before the king, 'Let your gifts be for yourself, and
give your rewards to another. Nevertheless, I will read the writing to the king and make
known to him the interpretation. O king, the Most High God gave Nebuchadnezzar your
father kingship and greatness and glory and majesty. And because of the greatness that
he gave him, all peoples, nations, and languages trembled and feared before him.
Whom he would, he killed, and whom he would, he kept alive; whom he would, he raised
up, and whom he would, he humbled. But when his heart was lifted up and his spirit was
hardened so that he dealt proudly, he was brought down from his kingly throne, and his
glory was taken from him. He was driven from among the children of mankind, and his
mind was made like that of a beast, and his dwelling was with the wild donkeys. He was
fed grass like an ox, and his body was wet with the dew of heaven, until he knew that the
Most High God rules the kingdom of mankind and sets over it whom he will.'"

The Book of Daniel, chapter 5, verses 17 to 21

First we see Daniel reject the earthly rewards. Then he refers to Nebuchadnezzar as the ‘father’
as he was Belshazzar’s grandfather in his lineage. He then asserts that his grandfather’s greatness was
not his own but was appointed to him by “the Most High God.” Then the seven-year curse504 God
put on Nebuchadnezzar to humble him was mentioned (this likely refers to a real psychiatric
condition known as clinical lycanthropy505).
Daniel, emboldened by the Spirit of God hammers home the point that Belshazzar should have

learnt from the humbling of his grandfather and humbled his OWN heart!
"...but you have lifted up yourself against the Lord of heaven. And the vessels of his
house have been brought in before you, and you and your lords, your wives, and your
concubines have drunk wine from them. And you have praised the gods of silver and
gold, of bronze, iron, wood, and stone, which do not see or hear or know, but the God in
whose hand is your breath, and whose are all your ways, you have not honored."

The Book of Daniel, chapter 5, verse 23

Daniel would connect Belshazzar’s arrogance to what has presently been scrawled on the wall by
God before decoding it. The Aramaic words MeNe, MeNe, TeKeL, Parsin delivered the message:
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MeNe refers to a weight but also sounds like a very similar Aramaic word which means “to
number”506 – “God has numbered the days of your kingdom and brought it to an end.” TeKeL also
refers to a weight but means “to weigh”507 – “you have been weighed in the balances and found
wanting.” Parsin means “to break in two, divided,”508 and Peres which is the singular of Parsin sounds
like the Aramaic for both the words “divided” as well as “Persia,” thus its use meant – “your kingdom
is divided and given to the Medes and Persians.”
In spite of this interpretation from the Spirit of God through Daniel not boding well for the
Babylonian ruler, Belshazzar was true to his word;
"Then Belshazzar gave the command, and Daniel was clothed with purple, a
chain of gold was put around his neck, and a proclamation was made about him,
that he should be the third ruler in the kingdom."

The Book of Daniel, chapter 5, verse 29
Meanwhile, we’re told by Herodotus that the Persians had diverted the River Euphrates (which
they had control over) lowering the water levels even further than the autumn dryness already had.
Late in this evening of October 12, 539 B.C., with the water brought down ”to the height of the
middle of a man’s thigh”509 and the flood defenses and moats rendered totally ineffective, Ugbaru of
Gutium led his Persian troops right into Babylon taking it without a fight.
“That very night Belshazzar the Chaldean king was killed”

The Book of Daniel, chapter 5, verse 30

It is absolutely astounding how God clearly preplanned the entire buildup to this VERY evening
when Belshazzar would foolishly defile the vessels for the Temple rituals. How incredible that He
would do all this to humble this ruler who not only treated The Lord with contempt, but also
carelessly put his own people at risk by not prudently attending to the coming threat. ALSO notable
is that the vessels which most certainly could have been melted down and recycled for another
purpose by ANY of the Babylonian leadership ended up being sovereignly preserved by God so that
they would be ready to return to Jerusalem with the exiles now that their captivity was almost up!
Yes, dear friend, ALL OF THIS is leading up to the miraculous freeing of the Israelites!
What are the chances that all of this would fall into place just so? What are the odds that
Nabonidus’s son would be so arrogant that he’d allow himself to be distracted by a banquet, and the

first time the vessels were misused would be the evening God brought recompense upon their
ineligible handler! At the same time there’s an invading army that’s marched all this way, managed to
capture the water-system and divert the amphibious defenses believed to make the then-greatest city
of the world completely defenseless!
Almighty God is sovereign over everything down to the very minute. You might be skeptical and
wish to explain all of this away, but I’ve witnessed God direct my life down to the very split-second. I
know the above account is no fable even though some atheist and liberal historians wish to do away
with it. Believe, and do not let yourself be deceived.
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Daniel has more in store for us. It will prove inexplicable without the inspiration of the Holy
Spirit outside of time.

499. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Astyages; last accessed January 24, 2019
500. James B. Pritchard, Ancient Near Eastern Texts Relating to the Old Testament with Supplement; Verse Accounts of Nabonidus,
column ii.6; (1955 Princeton University Press); pg.313
501. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Battle_of_Opis; last accessed January 24, 2019
502. Kuhrt, A. The Persian Empire: A Corpus of Sources of the Achaemenid Period, pp. 48–51. Routledge, 2007
503. Geoffrey W. Bromiley, The International Standard Bible Encyclopedia, Volume 1 (William B. Bertmans Publishing Companyk,
Grand Rapids, MI, 1979); pg.386
504. Daniel 4:16
505. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Clinical_lycanthropy; last accessed January 24, 2019
506. https://www.blueletterbible.org/lang/lexicon/lexicon.cfm?Strongs=H4484;
https://www.blueletterbible.org/lang/lexicon/lexicon.cfm?Strongs=H4483
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Cyrus Lets the Israelites Go
"In the first year of Cyrus king of Persia, that the word of the Lord by the mouth of
Jeremiah might be fulfilled, the Lord stirred up the spirit of Cyrus king of Persia, so that he
made a proclamation throughout all his kingdom and also put it in writing:
“'Thus says Cyrus king of Persia: The Lord, the God of heaven, has given me all the
kingdoms of the earth, and he has charged me to build him a house at Jerusalem, which
is in Judah. Whoever is among you of all his people, may his God be with him, and let
him go up to Jerusalem, which is in Judah, and rebuild the house of the Lord, the God of
Israel—he is the God who is in Jerusalem. And let each survivor, in whatever place he
sojourns, be assisted by the men of his place with silver and gold, with goods and with
beasts, besides freewill offerings for the house of God that is in Jerusalem.'”

The Book of Ezra, chapter 1, verses 1 to 4

Wait a second! Cyrus has been stirred in his spirit by God to free the Israelites so that they can
“build [God] a house at Jerusalem”?! AND he’s ordering that citizens would gift the departing Jews
silver, gold, other goods, as well as livestock?! How can this be possible?
Cyrus’s own scribes would record everything upon the famous Stele of Cyrus (or ‘Hormuzd
Rassam Cylinder’510);
“He scanned and looked (through) all the countries, searching for a righteous ruler willing to lead him (i.e.
Marduk) (in the annual procession). (Then) he pronounced the name of Cyrus (Ku-ra-aš), king of Anshan,
declared him (literally: pronounced [his] name) to be(come) the ruler of all the world. He made the Guti
country and all the Manda-hordes bow in submission to his (i.e. Cyrus’) feet. And he (Cyrus) did always
endeavour to treat according to justice the black-headed whom he (Marduk) has made him conquer.
Marduk, the great lord, a protector of his people/worshippers, beheld with pleasure his (i.e. Cyrus’) good
deeds and his upright mind (literally: heart) (and therefore) ordered him to march against his city Babylon
(Ká.dingir.ra). He made him set out on the road to Babylon (DIN.TIR) going at his side like a real friend. His
widespread troops – their number, like that of the water of a river, could not be established – strolled
along, their weapons packed away. Without any battle, he made him enter his town Babylon (Šu.an.na),
sparing Babylon (Ká.dingir.ra) any calamity. He delivered into his (i.e. Cyrus’) hands Nabonidus, the king
who did not worship him (i.e. Marduk)...
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“...I (also) gathered all their (former) inhabitants and returned (to them) their habitations. Furthermore, I
resettled upon the command of Marduk, the great lord, all the gods of Sumer and Akkad whom
Nabonidus has brought into Babylon (Šu.an.na) to the anger of the lord of the gods, unharmed, in their
(former) chapels, the places which make them happy.
“May all the gods whom I have resettled in their sacred cities ask daily Bel and Nebo for a long life for me
and may they recommend me (to him); to Marduk, my lord, they may say this: ‘Cyrus, the king who
worships you, and Cambyses, his son, …’ … all of them I settled in a peaceful place … ducks and doves, … I
endeavoured to fortify (or repair) their dwelling places …”511
Obviously Cyrus was aiming to appease ALL the so-called gods of the region, but don’t miss that
he recognized one god in particular had been the one who gave him all the favour in order that he
have such victory. Sadly Cyrus refers to him as Marduk, probably assuming the great God Yahweh of
the Israelites must’ve been one and the same. Whatever the case, you also see from his very own
testimony written in 539 B.C. that he did indeed take the capital with no fight, he freed people to
return and inhabit their land, and he assuredly asked them to rebuild their temples, blessing such
undertakings. The latter portion of Ezra chapter 1 tells us just how much wealth the Judeans received
before the nearly 50,000512 of them departed to make the arduous trek back to their homeland just

as God had prescribed in advance.
One of the key components which most likely stirred the spirit of Cyrus to initiate such
mystifying benevolence was a one-hundred-and-fifty-year-old prophecy from Isaiah. Jewish historian
Josephus wrote in chapter 2 of Book XI of Antiquities that a prophet of Israel had shown Cyrus at
least some of the following text:
“Remember these things, O Jacob,
and Israel, for you are my servant;
I formed you; you are my servant;
O Israel, you will not be forgotten by me.
I have blotted out your transgressions like a cloud
and your sins like mist;
return to me, for I have redeemed you.
“Sing, O heavens, for the Lord has done it;
shout, O depths of the earth;
break forth into singing, O mountains,
O forest, and every tree in it!
For the Lord has redeemed Jacob,
and will be glorified in Israel.
“Thus says the Lord, your Redeemer,
who formed you from the womb:
‘I am the Lord, who made all things,
who alone stretched out the heavens,
who spread out the earth by myself,
who frustrates the signs of liars
and makes fools of diviners,
who turns wise men back
and makes their knowledge foolish,
who confirms the word of his servant
and fulfills the counsel of his messengers,
who says of Jerusalem, “She shall be inhabited,”
and of the cities of Judah, “They shall be built,
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and I will raise up their ruins”;
who says to the deep, “Be dry;
I will dry up your rivers”;
who says of Cyrus, “He is my shepherd,
and he shall fulfill all my purpose”;
saying of Jerusalem, “She shall be built,”
and of the temple, “Your foundation shall be laid.”
Thus says the Lord to his anointed, to Cyrus,
whose right hand I have grasped,
to subdue nations before him
and to loose the belts of kings,
to open doors before him
that gates may not be closed:
‘I will go before you
and level the exalted places,
I will break in pieces the doors of bronze
and cut through the bars of iron,
I will give you the treasures of darkness
and the hoards in secret places,
that you may know that it is I, the Lord,
the God of Israel, who call you by your name.
For the sake of my servant Jacob,
and Israel my chosen,
I call you by your name,
I name you, though you do not know me.
I am the Lord, and there is no other,
besides me there is no God;
I equip you, though you do not know me,
that people may know, from the rising of the sun
and from the west, that there is none besides me;
I am the Lord, and there is no other.
I form light and create darkness;
I make well-being and create calamity;
I am the Lord, who does all these things.’”

The Book of Isaiah, chapters 44 and 45,

verses 21 to 28 and 1 to 7

I love that this word from The Lord starts pragmatically with “Remember these things, O Jacob,
and Israel… because you’re going to need to know them in one-hundred-and-fifty years to show
some guy named CYRUS who I’ll name here specifically so he’ll know I am speaking.” Reading
through that, did you notice all the different aspects which clearly alluded to Jerusalem’s release from
captivity, and Cyrus’s campaign and final conquest of the capital, Babylon? Also, where it says “loose
the belts of kings,” the King James Version translates that as ‘loose the loins’. We saw in Daniel 5
that Belshazzar’s “limbs gave way, and his knees knocked together.” The KJV translated that to
“loose the loins” as well, meaning it was actual prophecy being fulfilled (and due to the vernacular,

loose the loins might also be referring to a loosening of the bowls and bladder out of fear… Now
THAT’S being humbled)!
The very first chapter of Daniel specifies that the prophet remained in Babylon until at least the
first year of king Cyrus.513 It’s most likely that the brilliant Daniel, lover of the Scriptures and all things
prophecy, was the very person with enough wherewithal to show Cyrus God’s personalized letter in
Isaiah’s text.
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As stated, nearly 50,000 Israelites would make the 900 kilometer journey (550 miles) back to
Jerusalem right on schedule. For those hoping for some 70-year significance regarding the final siege
of Jerusalem and its fall in 587 B.C. along with the destruction of the Temple, according to our
Gregorian calendar, seventy years later in 517/516 B.C. the rebuilding of the temple was completed
and the Jews entered what is known as The Second Temple Period.
For the ardent skeptic this may be a lot to mentally process. But it’s not faked, not in any way.
Go and search out the history and the years and you will see a seventy year captivity and return.
Such a person MUST UNDERSTAND seventy is a MAJOR number to the Hebrew. It still is and it
always was, all throughout the Old Testament. Can it really be postulated that they chose such a
number because they just happened to be in captivity for seventy years? And then they went back
through all those ancient texts plugging ‘seventy’ in here, there, and everywhere so it would stand
out – especially in Jeremiah’s prophecy about a seventy-year captivity? Such thinking is just foolish.
The number seventy is SO MEANINGFUL to the Jew that just this last year in 2018 they had a
MASSIVE celebration for the 70th year of Israel’s rebirth as a nation. It’s no coincidence that American
President Donald Trump declared The United States’ official recognition of Jerusalem as the nation’s
capital while moving the U.S. embassy there at the same time during this seventieth year!
What if the captivity had been 71 years? Or 72? Or Cyrus had determined not to free them until
86 years had passed? They’d have to go back and swap out seventy with any which number? And
why is it again that we aren’t stumbling upon ancient etchings and manuscripts that don’t match
what we see in our current and oldest copies? Exactly… because nothing’s ever been changed.
Just for the sake of argument, is it possible Daniel whipped up a forgery of Isaiah’s texts
involving Cyrus by name to manipulate him into letting the Jews go? For starters, we still have to
overcome this miraculous ‘coincidence’ that the seventy-year captivity is about to come to an end.
Second, wouldn’t Cyrus have had his best and most brilliant aids examine these scrolls for
authenticity, easily determining they were forgeries only to firmly punish any involved in trying to
deceive their new king? Third, let’s consider for a moment how a guy would feel after conquering the
known world in a few short years… Do you really think some petty little Jew and his pitiful scribblings
are going to persuade him to release 50,000 PEOPLE along with a bunch of valuable riches?! Of
course not! The pride Cyrus likely felt would inhibit him from bowing down to ANY god to do their
bidding unless the Spirit of God truly ‘stirred his spirit’ just as the text describes. Israelites
conspiring to trick their new king with a faked document wouldn’t be hoping on a 50/50 chance
here, friend, not by a long shot! It’s not as simple as a ‘Yes’ or a ‘No’ from Cyrus the Great; there are

so many more factors which would impact his willingness to permit their departure AND with a
blessing just as God promised as we read in the 29th chapter of Jeremiah. Again, the main deterrent
would be his own pride.
Apply Occam’s Razor once again; Is it more likely the Jews faked the whole entire prophecy,
from seventy years to Cyrus’s being raised up by God, all for the sake of their release as well as to
create nationalistic propaganda, and everything just happened to go oh-so-perfectly for them? Or is
it more likely God’s speaking through human authors in advance and then bringing reality to pass as
He wills? One is an unlikely improbability while the other is obviously the situation we are facing
here.
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In the sixth chapter of Daniel we learn that he’s been esteemed by the Median leadership,
ending up in charge of a hundred satraps (or ‘Persian provincial governors’514) because “an excellent
spirit was in him.” Seeing as the ‘magi’ arose out of Medo-Persia, it’s believed that Daniel’s teachings
may have been the influence behind magi coming to see the promised Christ-child centuries later.
Considering the clear giftedness of his prophetic ministry and its certain foretelling of Jesus, this is
entirely likely and altogether interesting.
Speaking of Daniel’s prophetic ministry, let’s take a look at yet another prophecy God had him
write. It will also prove exemplary of God’s transcendence beyond our space and time.

510. https://www.britishmuseum.org/research/collection_online/collection_object_details.aspx?objectId=327188&partId=1; last
accessed January 26, 2019
511. Translation given in Pritchard, 'Ancient Near Eastern Texts', pp.315-16
512. Ezra ch.2
513. Daniel 1:21
514. https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/satrap

A Dream, an Interpretation, and a Fulfillment
We already mentioned this particular prophecy back in The Rock of Ages but now we’ll get to
examine it in a little more detail. In the last segment we spoke of Nebuchadnezzar II’s humbling
experience brought on by God where he was brought to the low mental state of a ‘beast of the field
eating grass like an ox’. In this same chapter – chapter 4 – written in Aramaic, it really does look like
the Babylonian king himself wrote it, or had Daniel transcribe it for him, because it’s all in firstperson. Not only that but it shows the repentant heart of Nebuchadnezzar realizing that he is
nothing but a mere man before Almighty God, just as I’d talked to you about back in Pride of the

Devil. All of this was the result of a second visionary dream God had put into the king’s mind.
The first dream came earlier in the second year of his reign (approximately 603 B.C.) and is
recorded in the second chapter of Daniel. This dream would trouble Nebuchadnezzar so deeply that
he’d call for all his magicians, enchanters, sorcerers, and Chaldean wise-men to come and interpret it.
This vision though was so unsettling that Nebuchadnezzar refused to even tell them what the dream
was, demanding THEY first tell him what his dream was, AND THEN interpret the meaning, so that
he could be sure they had a supernatural understanding of it as well as an inspired and wholly
correct explanation of it. That sounds ridiculous, but it speaks volumes of just how bothered
Nebuchadnezzar was! He wanted to be sure they weren’t just inventing an answer to appease him
while steering him wrong. Their response?
"The Chaldeans answered the king and said, 'There is not a man on earth who can
meet the king's demand, for no great and powerful king has asked such a thing of any
magician or enchanter or Chaldean. The thing that the king asks is difficult, and no one
can show it to the king except the gods, whose dwelling is not with flesh.'”

The Book of Daniel, chapter 2, verse 10 and 11
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Thankfully God would providentially have Daniel learn about all of this and lead His prophet to
seek a meeting with the king. It should be noted that Daniel’s desire to interpret the dream was
because Nebuchadnezzar had decreed all wise-men and such be destroyed because those who came
before him were incapable of telling him what he needed to know. They were thus useless to him. It’s
quite something that this proud king understood it was time to reject false spirituality, yet so many
people today cling to it no matter how worthless it proves to be.
Daniel consults his Hebrew companions and they pray that God would mercifully help them
(always a good starting strategy in a crisis!). I LOVE Daniel’s opening statement to king
Nebuchadnezzar:
"Daniel answered the king and said, 'No wise men, enchanters, magicians, or
astrologers can show to the king the mystery that the king has asked, but there is a
God in heaven who reveals mysteries, and he has made known to King
Nebuchadnezzar what will be in the latter days. Your dream and the visions of your
head as you lay in bed are these: To you, O king, as you lay in bed came thoughts of
what would be after this, and he who reveals mysteries made known to you what is to
be. But as for me, this mystery has been revealed to me, not because of any wisdom
that I have more than all the living, but in order that the interpretation may be made
known to the king, and that you may know the thoughts of your mind.'"

The Book of Daniel, chapter 2, verses 27 to 30

Daniel then proceeds to tell Nebuchadnezzar the very dream he had before interpreting it;
“You saw, O king, and behold, a great image. This image, mighty and of exceeding
brightness, stood before you, and its appearance was frightening. The head of this image
was of fine gold, its chest and arms of silver, its middle and thighs of bronze, its legs of iron, its
feet partly of iron and partly of clay. As you looked, a stone was cut out by no human hand,
and it struck the image on its feet of iron and clay, and broke them in pieces. Then the iron,
the clay, the bronze, the silver, and the gold, all together were broken in pieces, and
became like the chaff of the summer threshing floors; and the wind carried them away, so
that not a trace of them could be found. But the stone that struck the image became a great
mountain and filled the whole earth.
“This was the dream. Now we will tell the king its interpretation. You, O king, the king of
kings, to whom the God of heaven has given the kingdom, the power, and the might, and
the glory, and into whose hand he has given, wherever they dwell, the children of man, the
beasts of the field, and the birds of the heavens, making you rule over them all—you are the
head of gold. Another kingdom inferior to you shall arise after you, and yet a third kingdom
of bronze, which shall rule over all the earth. And there shall be a fourth kingdom, strong as
iron, because iron breaks to pieces and shatters all things. And like iron that crushes, it shall
break and crush all these. And as you saw the feet and toes, partly of potter's clay and partly
of iron, it shall be a divided kingdom, but some of the firmness of iron shall be in it, just as you
saw iron mixed with the soft clay. And as the toes of the feet were partly iron and partly clay,
so the kingdom shall be partly strong and partly brittle. As you saw the iron mixed with soft
clay, so they will mix with one another in marriage, but they will not hold together, just as iron
does not mix with clay. And in the days of those kings the God of heaven will set up a
kingdom that shall never be destroyed, nor shall the kingdom be left to another people. It
shall break in pieces all these kingdoms and bring them to an end, and it shall stand forever,
just as you saw that a stone was cut from a mountain by no human hand, and that it broke in
pieces the iron, the bronze, the clay, the silver, and the gold. A great God has made known
to the king what shall be after this. The dream is certain, and its interpretation sure.”

The Book of Daniel, chapter 2, verses 31 to 45
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Not surprisingly, except from a human perspective, Daniel is not only knowledgeable about what
had gone on in Nebuchadnezzar’s head because God had put it there and then revealed it to His
prophet, but Daniel then accurately interprets the dream. Although it uses many symbols, the clarity
of what it depicted has enraged Bible-critics for centuries. It’s actually believed that the first major
advocate of late dating of the book of Daniel was none other than a Christ-hating philosopher
named Porphyry.515 He lived in third-century A.D. and authored the repugnant 15-VOLUME Against

the Christians (having looked at only a few of the most powerful arguments in it posted online in a
PDF, even I could take it to pieces, but many early Church-writers have already spared me the wasted
time with their own rebuttals). The reality that the book of Daniel was believed to be
contemporaneously written for nearly eight centuries (or at the very least was not questioned even
between 167 B.C. and Porphyry’s day) should speak very loudly to you, friend, about its authenticity.
Getting back to the vision, God had revealed that Nebuchadnezzar had seen an ‘image’ (in other
words, a ‘statue’ – think of God’s own commandment not to carve an idol or make a false image of
Himself). This impressive statue was made of different metals going from head to toe, or from earliest
to latest, and represented all the empires of history which would rule over Israel. As well, the size of
the body parts which the metals make up speak of the length of the era. The ‘head of fine gold’
represented the Babylonian Empire under Nebuchadnezzar II himself. But his empire would fall after
roughly sixty-six years (605-539 B.C.) to the Medo-Persian Empire under Cyrus the Great. That empire
was pictured by the entire chest and arms being silver. Cyrus’s empire would fall after 208 years to
the Macedonians under Alexander the Great. The Macedonians (or Greek Empire) represented by a
soft bronze midsection and thighs would last 185 years before getting absolutely crushed by the
Roman Empire because “iron breaks to pieces and shatters all things.” The Roman Empire was
symbolized by the two legs and that empire lasted over 500 years (a second-century B.C. author of
Daniel obviously would have not known how long Rome’s empire would last in order to partition the
statue proportionately…)! The fact that there are two legs probably refers to the reality that the
Roman Empire divided into east and west in 285 A.D..516 As for the feet made up of iron and clay,
we’ll get to that briefly.
The Rock which was NOT formed by men (but by God) is the Kingdom of God, and it comes
through Christ and smashes the satanically controlled empires of the world. God’s empire or

‘kingdom’ then grows into a mountain that covers the entire earth.
Some believe this symbolizes the now-present phase of God’s kingdom on earth via the
‘Church-Age’. They say Christ is ALREADY ruling from Heaven. Such people might say that the feet of
clay and iron divided into ten toes speaks of the Roman Empire being broken up by ten nations: the
Franks, Huns, Visigoths, Ostrogoths, Heruli, Lombards, Anglo-Saxons, Suevi, Vandals, and Burgundians.
That’s an interesting and plausible sounding theory. But they post-date the arrival of Jesus Christ
who established the kingdom on earth. According to such a position these kingdoms were smashed
CENTURIES before they even came into existence.
Another view is that the feet depict a ‘revised’ Roman Empire under Emperor Justinian I who
sought to reunite west and east as the “Holy Roman Empire” in 554 A.D.. 517 Again we have the
problem of God’s Kingdom arriving well before these “feet” even exist.
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This position comes from two eschatological perspectives (eschatological referring to “the study
of end times”518); Preterism and Amillennialism. We briefly touched on amillennialism in Everything

Set Right. As we stated there, amillennialists believe the 1000-year reign of Jesus Christ on earth
before Heaven and Earth are ‘made new’ for Christ’s eternal reign with Believers, is only figurative and
that it began with the establishment of the Church because Jesus is reigning in Heaven. We stated
that for the Millennium to be happening, satan must be bound and chained, but the Apostles plainly
warned the Believers about satan being very active in spite of the Church already being
established. An obvious contradiction.
Preterists believe all end-time prophecy was fulfilled, and that where Revelation warns of
tribulation, it was simply imagery for the persecution of the first and second-century Church. This too
is a false viewpoint (it’s important to note, these are both secondary issues to salvation and there’s
no real reason Brothers and Sisters in Christ can’t love each other and share differing views; but it
certainly skews how you will interpret Scripture and the day-to-day events around you, and may even
lead to accepting the great end-time deception by satan to come).
The Bible unapologetically and very clearly speaks of a LITERAL 1000-Year reign of Christ on
Earth. The devil is not chained up; Christ reigns from Heaven, but is going to physically come again.
This is the view of the dispensationalist, which is what I am. I didn’t arrive at this position from
listening to teachers – I came to this place, as stated before, by simply reading God’s Word without
letting any presuppositions influence me as I had none. Dispenssationalism is almost certainly the
reality that the Bible is conveying to us. Therefore the feet of clay and iron with ten toes represents a
final, end-times system of governance under the antichrist which God is coming to destroy. This is
the only view that makes any sense in light of God’s Kingdom FINALLY smashing ALL the former
kingdoms of men before consuming the entire world “in the latter days.” Many dispensationalists
believe the final earthly kingdom will be a NEW revived “Roman Empire” of sorts. There are already
quotations from powerful political people talking about their desire for such a system, so why would
any professing believer today be mistaken about what the image in Nebuchadnezzar’s dream means?
Like I’ve just warned, people who have an improperly constructed understanding of eschatology
are ripe for satan’s end-time deception. Towards the end of this journey we’ll be discussing this
system of ten toes – a kingdom of ten kings which the antichrist leads – that is both strong and
brittle, iron mixed with clay “in marriage” which in Aramaic literally means “by the seed of men.” That
verbiage is entirely enigmatic but there are possibly already clues appearing in our time.
Dear friend, I hope you can see that this prophecy was beyond improbable to have naturally
come about. A pseudo-Daniel from the second-century B.C. would have never been able to foresee
the long reign of the Roman Empire, or the mysterious systems of governance the feet and toes
represented regardless of what eschatological viewpoint is considered. No, all of this was from God
so we would know what is happening around us and have a hope in Him. I tell you honestly, for
those who do not know Christ, what is rumbling below the surface of our time soon to emerge in
terms of this new Roman Empire is altogether horrifying.
I’m not worried though because I have eternal life. My desire is for you, your loved ones, and
everyone you know to share my position of certainty and confidence.
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The Rebirth of a Nation
I think we can all agree that most nations evolve gradually over time. Even less frequent is an
ancient nation, filled with its original ethnic people, returning to the global scene after long since
disappearing. It’s so infrequent actually that’s it only ever happened once in human history.
At the end of Isaiah’s prophetic ministry around 711 B.C. he would be compelled by God to
write in His final chapter:
“'Before she was in labor
she gave birth;
before her pain came upon her
she delivered a son.
Who has heard such a thing?
Who has seen such things?
Shall a land be born in one day?
Shall a nation be brought forth in one moment?
For as soon as Zion was in labor
she brought forth her children.
Shall I bring to the point of birth and not cause to bring forth?'
says the Lord;
'shall I, who cause to bring forth, shut the womb?'
says your God."

The Book of Isaiah, chapter 66, verses 7 to 9

This passage unapologetically states that God will miraculously make Israel a sovereign nation in
a day, and in a manner so rapid that it would be as surprising as a woman giving birth the second
labour begins and before there are even any birth pains!
Three times in Scripture God tells His people they’ll receive their independence AFTER a set
period of time, and in each case liberty came on the very day He’d appointed well in advance.
The first begun when God made His covenant with Abraham that Christ would come from his
many descendants and bless the world.519 Years later God tells Abraham that during this period,
Abraham and his people would be subjugated for 400 years in Canaan and in Egypt, being
mistreated and enslaved…
"Then the Lord said to Abram, 'Know for certain that your offspring
will be sojourners in a land that is not theirs and will be servants there,
and they will be afflicted for four hundred years.'"

The Book of Genesis, chapter 15, verse 13

…before being set free under Moses;
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"At the end of 430 years, on that very day, all the hosts of the
Lord went out from the land of Egypt."

The Book of Exodus, chapter 12, verse 41

This large window of time served God’s purpose of growing the nation of Israel’s population in
excess of a healthy million people as we saw in The Four Faces. But it ALSO gave the demonically
influenced people occupying the promised land FOUR HUNDRED YEARS TO REPENT!

520

And to

think, atheists whine all the time that God wasn’t merciful enough with the satan-worshiping, childsacrificing Canaanites…
The Apostle Paul would confirm this in his epistle to the Galatians where he writes, “Now to
Abraham and his Seed were the promises made… And this I say, that the law, which was four
hundred and thirty years later, cannot annul the covenant that was confirmed before by God in
Christ…”520 The Law of course was given to Israel through Moses shortly after their release.
I’ll quickly address some confusion which comes from the Masoretic Text’s version of Exodus
12:40 which reads: “The time that the people of Israel lived in Egypt was 430 years.” That
obviously won’t fit. If one does the math they find that the Israelites were in Egypt for 215 years, and
in the land of Canaan for 215 years fulfilling the 430-year proclamation.522 As we’ve already stated
before in There is No Need to Put the Emphasis on the Original Autographs the Masoretic Text is a
great text, but it’s not the very best text, which is why God preserved other textual sources to
compare against. The Greek Septuagint finalized WELL before the Masoretic reads: “And the
sojourning of the children of Israel, while they sojourned in the land of Egypt and the land of
Chanaan, was four hundred and thirty years.”523 The ancient text of the Samaritan Pentateuch reads
the same.524 Lastly, Josephus the first-century Jewish historian, who naturally was NOT reading the
Masoretic Text which came a thousand years later, but texts much closer to the original, confirms for
us that:
“[t]hey left Egypt... four hundred and thirty years after our fore-father Abraham came into Canaan. But two
hundred and fifteen years only after Jacob removed into Egypt.”525
The Apostle Paul who ALSO wrote in the first century would have studied the same texts hence
his correct time-span of 430 years since the promise was given, rather than Jacob (or Israel)’s entry
into Egypt. From all of these witnesses it should be obvious what the original manuscripts actually
said. It’s amazing how God once again exercised such impeccable timing!
The second episode where God foretold a period where Israel would be out of its land and then
returned them was the Babylonian captivity of 70 years we’ve spent the last while examining.
So then what was the third?
My dear friend, before we even look at this, I have to forewarn you: that this is real is so mindblowing your automatic response may likely be to deny it outright and wish to determine it MUST be
wrong. There is no conceivable way that anyone made this up, or faked it in the text, or forged it, or
preplanned it to deceive anyone. It can only have come about by the hands of Almighty God. I can
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assure you, He is real, He is sovereign, and He is working in our midst and over all of reality… What
you are about to read is very true.
We read in 70 Years of Punishment how Ezekiel was given a strange command by God, probably
in 593 B.C., to enact a prophetic visualization of the attack on Jerusalem for his fellow exiles to
witness. This was the account of his lying on his sides in front of a model of the Judean capital for a
total of 430 days broken up into 390 days on one side and then 40 on the other. We determined
that although none of these numbers were randomly selected by God, it did not seem that they
actually represented a literal number of Sabbath and Jubilee years missed.
Having gone back to review the years, it actually does seem possible that the number of days of
punishment reflected a literal number of Sabbath and Jubilee years ignored. If God was punishing the
individual kingdoms jointly starting from the year Israel split into the northern kingdom of Israel
(Samaria) and the southern kingdom of Judah in 931 B.C., then Samaria would have been responsible
to uphold thirty-three ‘rest’ years before their expulsion from the land by the Assyrians in 722 B.C..
Judah would have been responsible for fifty-two ‘rest’ years before the ‘Servitude of the Nation’
began in 606 B.C.. So if we look at the judgment again we see that Judah was given “40 days” or
years. The remainder of the 70 year captivity would equal thirty years for Samaria. Samaria may have
only upheld three years of rest while Judah might have upheld twelve. That sounds entirely feasible.
Nevertheless, God’s chosen the numbers 390, and 40 for even grander reasons we’ll get to
shortly.
Although the Jews certainly returned to Jerusalem after the seventy-year captivity, they never
again truly enjoyed the privilege of a sovereign nation as they once had. Even upon release they were
still responsible to the Medo-Persians. Then it would be the Macedonians. Next it was Egypt followed
by Asia Minor. Finally the Seleucid Empire flexed its muscle over Jerusalem leading to the Jewish
Maccabean revolt starting in 167 B.C..526 Even critically thinking Israelis today recognize the
Hasmonean dynasty that ruled to some degree until 63 B.C. when they became a client state of the
Roman Empire,527 admit it was not “a glorious golden age of sovereignty for ancient Jews… having
failed to gain total legitimacy in the eyes of most Jews in Judea” even.528 Rather than perceive these
rulers as legitimate kings, the author of 1 Maccabees himself preserved the traditional belief that the
Davidic dynasty would continue in anticipation of the True Messiah from David.529
I’d speculate that one of God’s primary reasons for the Hasmonean Dynasty was to drum up
excited anticipation for a coming Messiah, setting the stage for His Son. And this is precisely what the
tone would be for Christ’s incarnation!530
As pictured through Ezekiel’s lying down, Israel was going to be punished for 430 years. We do
indeed see seventy ‘rest’ years mathematically hidden away in this number. And they may have been
in accordance with the neglect of a literal thirty and forty ‘rest’ years missed by both kingdoms of
Israel. But why the unusual partition of 390 and 40, unless it’s only to alert us that something is
waiting to be found? The total equaling 430 likely points back to the 430 years between Abraham
receiving the promise and the Law of Moses being given to the people, but if there is any other
significance is anyone’s guess. The reality that only 70 years of the total 430 years of punishment
were served tells us something too. There is a balance owing of 360 years…
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What we must understand is that God NEEDED Israel back in the land with a constructed Temple
for the sake of Christ’s appearance to fulfill messianic prophecies revolving around His first coming.
What doesn’t appear obvious is when the remaining 360 years of punishment was served. As well,
just like we already discussed, Israel really did not regain its sovereignty after those 70 years, nor
after 360, or 390, or even 430 years… This means God was doing something with the outstanding
360-year penalty presumably in conjunction with the return to sovereignty.
The Babylonians had deported a number of Jews on different occasions. The first involved Daniel
and his friends, and the total is unknown but likely quite small. Jeremiah says that in 597’s second
deportation 3,023 men were taken. The author of 2 Kings elaborates saying that all 7,000 ‘men of
valour’, all 1,000 ‘craftsmen and smiths’, 10,000 captives, Jehoiachin, his mother, and his wives, were
also taken. Jeremiah’s 3,023 may have referred to 2 Kings’ ‘all officials’ as “none remained, except
the poorest people of the land”. Jeremiah would also add that in a third and fourth deportation in
586 and 582, ‘832’ and ‘745’ more people were taken into captivity.531 That’s over 22,000 people and
likely did not count women and children as was customary then. That means it’s probable that some
50,000 souls were brought into exile.
With a healthy birthrate of only 3% (which is what Canada was at in 1965) against a rather high
estimated death rate of 1.5%,532 after 60, 50, and 45 years in Babylon (based on the three latter
deportations), and a population growth rate of 1.5% there could have been as many as 126,000
Judeans living in exile when the captivity ended. If less than 50,000 returned to Jerusalem, that means
over 70,000 remained in pagan land despite their good and gracious God getting them released as
promised. Didn’t they care about Jerusalem? Or were they too comfortable with everything they’d
built up for themselves in their newly settled communities?
The books of Ezra and Nehemiah record for us that even those exiles who chose to return to
Jerusalem did so with an imperfect faith in God. By this, in conjunction with the fact that even more
remained behind in Babylon, we can tell that even after the initial 70-year punishment in captivity,
Israel had not totally repented.
Canadian prophecy-researcher Grant Jeffrey may very well have been the first person to discover
the perplexing answer to the riddle revolving around the remaining 360 years of punishment. He
points those studying this prophecy to some divine principles God revealed to Moses nearly a
thousand years before the exile of His people off to Babylon:
“Then if you walk contrary to me and will not listen to me, I will
continue striking you, sevenfold for your sins."

The Book of Leviticus, chapter 26, verse 21
(underline for emphasis, mine)

This harsh warning comes in the midst of God’s admonition that if they do not keep His statutes
and laws and commandments after they’re granted the promised land, He will use their enemies
against them to punish them. If they continue to disobey and do not repent, He will have no choice
but to multiply their punishment “sevenfold.” In this passage this threat of their punishment
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expounding by seven was issued FOUR TIMES

533

so there would be no excuse. Seven, of course, is

seen by the Hebrew as the number of completion.
Because God’s people did not fully repent after the first portion of their 70-year punishment, the
remaining penalty of 360 years was multiplied by seven along with all the curses they would be
bringing upon themselves. When one does the multiplication this works out to 2,520 additional years
of punishment where Israel would not fully enjoy having their own sovereign nation. But these would
not be 2,520 modern calendar-years of 365.25 days. As we saw in 70 Years of Punishment God most
often relates to His people via the 360-day Hebrew year. When you multiply 2,520 years by 360
calendar days you arrive at a total of 907,200 days for the final restoration of the promised land of
Israel as a sovereign nation.
The Servitude of the Nation under Nebuchadnezzar II began in the summer of 606 B.C., July 17 th
(Solar Day Number: 1500286.5; Hebrew Calendar Day: Av 5, 3155). When you add the 70 Hebrew
years of 360 days (which totals 25,200), you arrive at the exact date of July 15 th, 537 B.C. (Solar Day
Number: 1525486.5; Hebrew Calendar Day: Av 15, 3224) when the captivity ended.
From here, rather than add 360 Hebrew calendar years of 360 days (which would only be
129,600 days), you have to apply this 360-year punishment SEVEN TIMES as God decreed. This gives
you the much larger total of 907,200 days we already mentioned. Add these 907,200 ‘Solar Days’ to
your Solar Day Number calender-calculator534 and you’ll arrive at the Solar Day Number of 2432686.5.
This converts to the Hebrew date of Iyyar 5, 5708.
Dear friend, do you know what date that is according to our modern Gregorian calendar system?
It’s the day that God would complete the latter sevenfold portion of the punishment of His precious
people, the Jews, and once again after so long an absence with nowhere to call their own, give them
a sovereign nation to live in where He has watched over and protected them;

May 14, 1948
Friend, do you know what is significant about this date? Do you realize what God has done?
After setting Ezekiel up to foretell punishments of 390 and 40 years, He had Israel serve 70 of them,
leaving 360 which were multiplied by seven – the number of completion – and that brought us to

the very day that Israel became a sovereign nation again in this world.
The final draft of their declaration of independence would be raced by Ze’ev Sherf at 3:59 p.m.
in a passerby’s automobile to the Tel Aviv Museum535 (now known as Independence Hall) where the
official ceremony for Israel’s independence was to be declared at 4:00 p.m.. David Ben-Gurion who
would serve as the first Prime Minister of Israel brought the meeting of 250 guests to a start. By
midnight everything was completed, just in time for the British Mandate for Palestine, a land-rights
agreement passed by the League of Nations in 1922, to complete its term. That document had been
intended to protect both the Palestinians in the land as well as the small minority of Zionist Jews
who’d purchased land from Palestinians to move home.536 Even so, various skirmishes had occurred
between the two groups over the decades, finally building to a civil-war in 1947.537 The United
Nations had drafted a ‘partition plan’ (what we today would call a “2-State solution”) shortly after
their inception post World War II. This awful plan did its best to accommodate and not displace
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either the Jews or the Palestinians resulting in two disjointed states barely connected to themselves
while entangled with one another. Nevertheless, the majority of Israelis agreed to it immediately while
the Arab population mostly rejected it. With tensions building and the Palestinian army ready to
attack, Israel knew their only hope of survival after only recently suffering the holocaust was to
become a nation-state laying claim to the land granted through the U.N., and then prepare for the
mounting attack.538
God would surely give Israel favour when the Arabs launched their attack the very next day. They
would not only retain all of the land assigned by the U.N. but capture 60% of the proposed ArabPalestinian land. This was while fighting against Egypt, Syria, Jordan, Iraq, Lebanon, Yemen, and Saudi
Arabia.
In any case, dear friend, it’s very clear that God made this nation be miraculously rebirthed in a
day, rapidly just as He’d inspired Isaiah to write.
How amazing that He also sovereignly guided the lengths of agreements such as the “British
Mandate for Palestine” document to end the day He was going to fulfill what He had spoken through
Ezekiel. How shocking that He would guide the Arab nations into applying such grievous pressure
that His people would be desperate to form a nation as quickly as possible! Once again we see that
God spoke in advance within the pages of Scripture through authors moved by the Holy Spirit, and
then He guided all things to come to pass. No human agency could EVER even consider plotting
something so intricate and amazing as this – to have Israel made into an independent state again
after over 2,500 years?! It’s preposterous to even contemplate! Believe me, I’ve spent hours
considering the notion of human invention! Not possible!
And to what end?! Do you see the powers that be, or even the Zionists coming out saying, “Aha! Our scriptures are the very Word of God! Bow down to us!!! Obey this Word!!! Do as we say for
we follow the One True God who tells the future before it happens!!!” NO, you don’t! In fact when I
was AT Independence Hall for a tour last spring while in Israel, I told the Jewish woman leading us all
about this VERY PROPHECY! Her response wasn’t anything nefarious like, “I know all about this… we
Jews are God’s people and by rights we should control the world!” Nor was it as benign as, “I know!
Isn’t that amazing?!”
She said to me: “I’m sorry but I don’t believe in God. That must be a coincidence.” Unbelievable!
I’ve never once seen a rabbi speak about this in a YouTube video (although it might be out by
now). The only person I ever heard talk about this was a Christian named Grant Jeffrey who I said is
probably the first researcher to discover this! Since then it’s only been Christians to my knowledge. If
it was invented long ago, how come nobody let the cat out of the bag at any point?
Besides which, if you haven’t noticed yet the people in power intent on ruling this world aren’t
doing so through falsified Bible prophecies being fulfilled … They’re trying to achieve their goals by
having us REJECT the Bible and God, and give ourselves over to total immorality. Isn’t that obvious?
No, friend, God is the One who was behind all of this.
From 132 to 136 A.D. a Jewish revolt against Rome occurred in Jerusalem over Emperor Hadrian
deciding to build a pagan temple to Jupiter on the Temple Mount (the Second Temple of the Jews
had been destroyed in 70 A.D.). That revolt was utterly crushed and the Jews were from then on
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prohibited from reentering Jerusalem, save for a single day of fasting per year. At least 580,000 Jews
died as a result of this conflict.539
The idea that Jerusalem and Israel would ever be a nation again was beyond reasoning. It was
so far-fetched that Christian scholars throughout the centuries began to think that God’s chosen
people must have been completely replaced by the Church (which is where replacement theology
originated). They would look at prophecies in the Bible regarding Israel and a millennial kingdom and
accept that they had to be talking about Christians in this present Church-age (which is why we have
amillennialism). Few clung to the expectation that Israel would ever be a literal nation again, even
after the Protestant Reformation of the 16th century. In fact, reformed theology has allegorized much
of these prophetic passages because their ideas were formed after over a thousand years of Israel
not being a nation and Jews being scattered all about the entire world!
What is amazing though, is that because of the spiritual blindness God placed upon His own
people when the majority of them rejected their Messiah, Jesus, they dug themselves deeper into the
idea of “Oral Torah” and rabbinical Judaism, and the Law of Moses being the means for salvation.
Yes, sadly this removed them farther and farther from the truth of God’s love for them, BUT it also
worked to maintain this very distinct people-group and keep them ethnically segregated! Friend, if
the Jews would have abandoned their religion and strict laws prohibiting intermarriage with nonJews, they would have bred themselves out of existence just as the Edomites and the Moabites and
the Ammonites and Phoenicians before them! Then there would have been no one left to be a
Zionist wanting to return to Israel!
How astounding is it that God ensured all the pieces would continue moving as necessary for
them to all fall into place when it was time! Because Israel has become a nation again in spite of all
the odds being against it ever happening, the final critical piece for Jesus Christ’s return is set! The
universe is unfolding precisely as our Lord ordained eons ago! He remains in full control of all of
humanity’s plans and the outcome of events. How marvelous is that?!
The reason Mr. Jeffrey was able to figure this out is the same reason a small child struggling
with math homework is able to succeed in what is outside their scope of abilities when their loving
parent helps them. You’ve experienced or witnessed this, right? A kind and patient parent asks
questions, helping draw their stumped child to right conclusions, little by little aiding them in solving
the problem. All along the way the parent is there guiding them, giving just enough for the child to
have his ‘eureka’ moment.
This is just like God. It hadn’t dawned on anyone to figure out if there was a Solar-Day
countdown to the rebirth of Israel. No one even knew where to start. But once Israel WAS a nation
again, God’s children had a piece of the puzzle to launch from. Then after much review and prayer,
the Spirit of God led them to the passages where they could think and contemplate. Little by little
they got closer and closer. Grant Jeffrey got the closest. But he actually got some math wrong which
is why I thank God I stumbled upon another Canadian prophecy-researcher’s website articles (it was
an honest mistake on the part of Jeffrey, and it’s incredible he even got on the right track to begin
with). I ended up relying on Guy Cramer’s calculations which corrected the computation of years.
Actually Guy did the legwork because an atheist math professor had chosen to write him to ridicule
Grant’s misstep. You can read that at Guy’s website if you wish.540
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Friend, what you have to understand is that no one figured this out because of their own
brilliance. Like Daniel they needed the Spirit of the Most High God to reveal it to them. Our most
gifted mathematicians couldn’t have invented this because – guess what – historical dating is so
inaccurate and there are so many discrepancies that had they tried to plant all of this somehow, at
some point in the future, someone else would examine it and be able to say, “This doesn’t work.” The
reason none of us, even that atheist math professor can’t say of this prophecy, “This doesn’t work,” is
because God did it, and He doesn’t make mistakes. You’re going to realize that our ability to reverseengineer things, such as mathematical problems hidden in Scripture, in no way means we could ever
be the creators. The same can be said about a lot of intricately technical truths we’re aware of today.
By all means, you can go and look into this. It wasn’t mental gymnastics “trying to make it fit.” It
all works. I reworked the numbers myself and even plugged them in the calendar converter. Speaking
of that, as I said moments ago, there is so much discrepancy with historical dating. Even looking up
the dates for the British Mandate for Palestine, I found conflicting dates for when it was first drafted.
Really? In the days of typewriters and printing presses and photography two sources had different
dates from two separate Wikipedia pages? Think how difficult it is for historians and archaeologists
dealing with time before such inventions, let alone pre-Christ! Add to that the fact that different
cultures used different calendars even though they lived only hundreds of kilometers from each other
within Mesopotamia. Then there’s the lack of coordination for how they set the dates of key events.
This is why if you’re checking my references in books, journals, articles, and other websites, you’ll see
approximations of years or scholars disagreeing by a year or two on most events, many settling on
something happening on a particular year or the following year (that’s when they’re being less
dogmatic and more honest because they don’t know with 100% accuracy and precision).
For this reason, due to such confusion, humans can’t be the authors over such long distances of
time – we’d get it wrong and be proven wrong.
This math professor had pointed out that Grant Jeffrey’s calculation was in error… and Grant was
off by only eleven months. Really? Eleven months? Grant finds a prophetic code within the pages of
Scripture that foretells the rebirth of Israel after twenty-five hundred years but it seems off by
eleven months, so it must not be an actual prophecy-code?! REALLY?! Friend, if we see something
that startling and we want to laugh it off, we’re the ones who are probably in error, not God. Had
this math-whiz decided to try and figure this amazing puzzle out for himself rather than just nit-pick,
he would’ve solved it like Guy Cramer did. Please do keep that in mind as you look at dates and
times; we’re fallible while God and His timing are perfect.
Speaking of timing, we’re not done yet. We need to look at one more thing.
Just as we witnessed that seventy years after the Servitude of the Nation, Israel was freed from
captivity, we also saw that seventy years after The Desolation of Jerusalem when it had been sacked
and the temple was destroyed, the temple had been rebuilt. So if God was making a fulfillment
around both scenarios to serve as a magnificent testament to His power over seventy years, could
there be a parallel fulfilment regarding Jerusalem on a scale as large and impossible as the rebirth of
the nation?
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Well, nineteen years after the Servitude began Jerusalem was destroyed in the final siege of 587
B.C.. Did anything monumental involving Jerusalem occur nineteen years after Israel became a nation
May 14, 1948? Something did indeed. Can you think of what?
On Av 10, 3714 (or the 24th of July, 587 B.C.) Solomon’s Temple in Jerusalem was destroyed by
the Babylonians;
"In the fifth month, on the tenth day of the month—that was the nineteenth year of King
Nebuchadnezzar, king of Babylon—Nebuzaradan the captain of the bodyguard, who served
the king of Babylon, entered Jerusalem. And he burned the house of the Lord, and the king's
house and all the houses of Jerusalem; every great house he burned down."

The Book of Jeremiah, chapter 52, verses 12 and 13

The fifth month is definitely ‘Av’, and the day was the tenth. As the text reads, the Babylonians
proceeded to burn every great house. Destroying Jerusalem so that it would no longer serve as a
thorn in Nebuchadnezzar’s side may have taken until Av 27, 3174 (or the 10 th of August, 587 B.C., or
Solar Day Number: 1507249.5). What date then do we arrive at if we add the 70 years of 360 days
(25,200)? We land on August 9th, 518 B.C. (or Elul 9, 3243; or Solar Day Number: 1532449.5). Adding
the sevenfold 360-year chastisement of 907,200 days we get Solar Day Number 2439649.5. The
Hebrew Calendar-date for this is Iyyar 29, 5727. Our Gregorian calendar makes this date out to be
June 8, 1967.
Do you know what happened in Jerusalem that day, dear friend? Israel had just beaten Egypt,
Jordan, Syria, and Iraq in what is known as The Six-Day War.541 Egypt and Jordan had signed a ceasefire on the 8th and after being beaten badly all night, Syria signed as well only hours later at 3 a.m.
on the 9th. Israel’s military forces also regained east Jerusalem at this time.542
Clearly God was once again on the side of His people, and this was all preordained. When one
reads the history books and watches the documentaries, it’s quite astounding just how disadvantaged
Israel was, yet how incredible their victory became. Nothing short of supernatural.
Needless to say, I don’t believe in coincidences. I hope, dear friend, that you’re beginning to see
they’re not real either. If this is yet another coincidence, it’s a hefty one indeed. Again, if the dates
seem off, it’s probably our mistake.
My dear friend, I truly hope this last major prophecy and fulfillment has helped more of your
defenses against God come down. I know that if you’ve earnestly come to this having implemented
everything suggested or requested in Before We Begin, with the foundation prepared by our
thorough look at thematic messages God has put throughout the Scripture, these prophecies surely
revealed to you that He is God and He is at work. Think back to the prophecies of the Quran or the
predictions of Nostradamus. Do they even hold a candle to the Lord’s prestigious texts? Who must
God be but the God of the Holy Bible?
I mean no offense when I say this, but I hope this has brought you to humbling tears, realizing
that you have held God at arms reach, resisting him for so long, not wanting to believe in Him, when
now it is clear He is real, He is powerful, and He is good. Although He chastens His people, He loves
them too. I know because, as I’ve already made clear, He had to humble and chasten me for my
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wickedness and it was painful. I too cried tears of humility when I realized who God was and how
good and powerful He is. I cried because I recognized I’d gone far too much of my own life without
His loving, comforting guidance. I made a mess out of everything good that ever happened to me
because I wanted to do it all my way when meanwhile, I had an Advocate in my corner wanting me
to follow after Him in His ways.
I hope this has all blessed you very much. I’ve shown you the grandest prophecies from the Old
Testament, although there are a few more that are entirely improbable which pertain to the
reformation of Israel as a nation in these late days which we’re about to go through because it’s
crucial you understand the times we are approaching. Israel being a nation is the linchpin that holds
all end-time events together.
Israel HAS TO exist for the antichrist to form a truce between her and the nations of the world.
Much more glorious though is that Scripture, both Old and New Testament says that the
Messiah Jesus Christ will rule from Zion.
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The Restoration of a Language
“Therefore wait for me,” declares the Lord,
“for the day when I rise up to seize the prey.
For my decision is to gather nations,
to assemble kingdoms,
to pour out upon them my indignation,
all my burning anger;
for in the fire of my jealousy
all the earth shall be consumed.
“For at that time I will change the speech of the peoples
to a pure speech,
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that all of them may call upon the name of the Lord
and serve him with one accord."

The Book of Zephaniah, chapter 3, verses 8 and 9

The minor prophet Zephaniah was inspired by the Spirit of God to prophesy from Jerusalem
during the reign of king Josiah which makes his writing set between 622 and 609 B.C.. 543 The above
prophetic passage is speaking of the coming end-time ‘Day of the Lord’ which will be Christ’s
judgment upon the world. The statement that God will change the language of mankind to a single
language likely refers to the time during His millennial Kingdom. However, it can’t be missed that in
this late day God has had the Hebrew language completely and totally revived for His people. This
amazing feat has never been accomplished before in all of human history.
Even at the time of Christ’s incarnation in the first century, Hebrew was hardly a common
language even to the Jews. That came about over 2,000 years ago, first with the adoption of the
Semitic language, Aramaic, and further with the Hellenization of the region starting in 334 B.C..544
Hebrew was still utilized for religious purposes such as liturgical study and prayer, but ceased being
spoken as a ‘mother tongue’ after the 2nd century A.D..545 Such usage would continue on but most
Jews would not possess a fluent, working understanding of their language (there are many amazing
testimonies at www.OneForIsrael.org of Jews telling of how they came to see that Jesus – or Yeshua –
was truly their Messiah, humorously relating that they had the hardest time memorizing portions of
the Tanakh for their Bar Mitzvahs, sometimes mumbling through parts they’d forgotten because they
did not know Hebrew).
Primarily it was the work of Eliezer Ben-Yehuda who immigrated to Palestine in 1881 from
Eastern Europe to live in Jerusalem.546 A principal force behind the establishment of the Committee of

the Hebrew Language (now called the Academy of the Hebrew Language), Eliezer authored the first
modern Hebrew dictionary. He and his colleagues had to invent thousands of new words
corresponding to the many elements and items non-existent, undiscovered, or unnamed in ancient
Israel. Today there are more than 60,000 words.547
As Jews began to come home to Israel from over seventy different nations following the nearly
2,000 year exile that ended in 1948, the government and army began unifying the wildly diverse
populace through the teaching of Hebrew (such training continues to this very day). Amazingly,
today, some 9,000,000 people speak Hebrew as a first or second language, most residing within
Israel.548 That sure sounds like the revival of a language to me.
Meanwhile, nobody today is speaking ancient Egyptian or Chaldee…
Wikipedia actually has a page of alleged “revived languages.” You can read through them as I
did and compare the facts to what’s happened with Hebrew. You’ve got languages “extinct” for a few
decades to a hundred years since the “last speaking person” died. And now in our recent times a
group of linguists at a university somewhere have “revived” the language and are speaking it to each
other. Seriously, these sorts of examples made the cut. It’s paltry when you line it up against over
TWO MILLENNIA and NINE MILLION people. I can’t help but suspect that because this fulfillment is
so monumental, the devil and his minions are influencing people to restore languages and write
about it to distract us from appreciating just how amazing it is that Hebrew is so common again,
because God said it would be. By this scheme, God’s glorious work won’t be at the forefront where it
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belongs. A rather pitiful attempt nonetheless. It also shouldn’t be missed but UNESCO is the driving
force behind a lot of this ‘restoration’. You remember us talking about them in Part 3, don’t you,
dear friend?
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The Return of Jews to Israel
"Thus says the Lord God: Behold, I will take the people of Israel from the
nations among which they have gone, and will gather them from all around, and
bring them to their own land. And I will make them one nation in the land, on the
mountains of Israel. And one king shall be king over them all, and they shall be
no longer two nations, and no longer divided into two kingdoms."

The Book of Ezekiel, chapter 37, verses 21 to 23

Ezekiel was not moved by God to refer here to the end of the 70-year captivity in Babylon. We
know this because no king ruled over them when they returned. Furthermore the northern kingdom
of Samaria was NOT reunited with the southern kingdom of Judah. This passage is definitely speaking
of an end-time reign of Christ over regathered Israel during the Millennium. Nevertheless, as you’ve
been seeing, some of that regathering has obviously already begun.
Zephaniah’s earlier prophecy continues with the following verse:
"From beyond the rivers of Cush
my worshipers, the daughter of my dispersed ones,
shall bring my offering."

The Book of Zephaniah, chapter 3, verse 10

Cush refers to the ancient kingdom where present-day Sudan is situated.549 It may also refer to
the ‘Land of Cush’ where Noah’s grandson through Ham – Cush – would settle, and this speaks of
both sides of the Red Sea which would include the kingdom of Cush as well as the Arab Peninsula. 550
What’s important to note is that the Queen of Sheba came to visit king Solomon during his reign. 551
Cush’s grandson Sheba was obviously the one to settle the lands from which this woman would one
day come. Some believe Sheba was where present day Ethiopia is while most scholars apparently
believe it was located in the south-western-most tip of the Arabian Peninsula.552 Whatever the case
may be, there is a legend that Solomon had sex with the Queen of Sheba, impregnating her, and she
would bear a son named Menelik back in her country. The story goes that Menelik would travel to
Jerusalem to visit his biological father and study the Law of Moses with him for three years. Upon
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departing Menelik brought along the eldest son of each priest and 1000 people from each tribe of
Israel.553
Another story says that descendants from the lost tribe of Dan would inhabit Ethiopia,
maintaining their Judaism to this very day.554 There’s no indication in Scripture that anyone from Dan
went that way as far as I can tell, but there are apparently extra-biblical accounts such as that by
Eldad-ha-Dani of the 9th century A.D.555.
I find the first story fairly hard to believe. There’s not even a hint whatsoever in 1 Kings chapter
10 that the Queen of Sheba and king Solomon had sex. The very first verse implies her visit was due
to the greatness of his God. Verse 9 has her praising God for the blessings He’s bestowed upon
Israel, and then we see her lavish extravagant gifts upon Solomon, much of which he used for
building the Temple. She sounds like a good-intentioned woman. That being said, there might be
more to the story. The very next chapter describes Solomon’s turning away from God highlighted by
his marriage of many foreign women which went against God’s commandments. He had 700 wives
and 300 concubines. Was this chapter that came next chronological, or a deeply ingrained and
demonic problem of lust and debauchery that may have been present in Solomon while the Queen
of Sheba visited?
To be honest, even though it’s a possibility, I find either legend difficult to be certain of. But
what I think really doesn’t matter – it’s what Israeli authorities believe that is important. As of 2011
there were some 125,000 Ethiopian Jews living in Israel apparently fulfilling that prophecy. 556 Taking
that into consideration, it’s quite remarkable.
God would also say through His prophet Isaiah;
"Fear not, for I am with you;
I will bring your offspring from the east,
and from the west I will gather you.
I will say to the north, Give up,
and to the south, Do not withhold;
bring my sons from afar
and my daughters from the end of the earth..."

The Book of Isaiah, chapter 43, verses 5 and 6

Naturally this speaks to those in the south – Ethiopia – we just mentioned, but it’s plain to see
that God is calling to the rest of the world as well. As Babylon was located due east of Israel, it
should be clear once again that this is a far-forward looking prophecy towards our modern era as
opposed to a prophecy only a couple centuries ahead to the 70-year captivity. Otherwise the passage
would have simply read, “I will bring you from the east.”

Diaspora is a word that refers to the vast dispersion of Israelite Jews all over the world just as
God said He would do as a punishment during those 2,520 years.557 I don’t think any other peoplegroup has ever been so scattered throughout the earth AND documented it all so that we today
could reflect upon it while also meditating upon the Word of God!
The opposite of the Diaspora is the Aliyah or “Ascent” in Hebrew.558 This speaks of the massive
migration of Jewish people back to their land in Israel. Literally, from the east, the west, the north,
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and the south, just as God said He would, He is gathering His Chosen people back to their land! It
is so incredible and the numbers are amazing! You can see them at the Wikipedia page I referenced.
Sadly, part of what has helped usher God’s people home is the rising anti-Semitism all over the
world. How ironic that the satanically inspired assault of God’s Chosen People, the Jews, is a major
key to the speeding up of the clock leading to Christ’s return as their rightful Messiah and King we’re
witnessing, which progresses towards both the judgment of those human perpetrators as well as their
master, satan.
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Fertility of Israel Has Been Blessed
"In days to come Jacob shall take root,
Israel shall blossom and put forth shoots
and fill the whole world with fruit."

The Book of Isaiah, chapter 27, verse 6

This verse certainly has an obvious metaphorical overtone which speaks of salvation coming
from the Messiah out of Israel and to the ends of the earth as spiritual fruit that has been brought
about by the Holy Spirit often through messengers of the Gospel. But it can’t be missed that this has
also been brought about in a very real and physical sense.
For centuries Palestine remained, for the most part, uninhabited desert. In 1900 some 600,000
Palestinians lived in the land of Israel (roughly 50,000 were Christians while the remainder were
Muslim).559 You can actually look at old photos of Jerusalem560 and the surrounding area, barely
inhabited and not at all impressive. Even Tel Aviv, a metropolitan city in our modern era was once
nothing but desert with the occasional bit of scraggly vegetation.561 I know, I know… this is nothing
like the story you’re told by mainstream media about how greedy Jews came and stole all this lush
farmland from the Palestinians and now they should give it all back (believe me, I’ve seen those
websites and read all their propaganda). It’s a farce and a fantasy to manipulate public opinion to
force Israel to give up her land when God has warned judgment would come to those who did so;
“For behold, in those days and at that time, when I restore the fortunes of
Judah and Jerusalem, I will gather all the nations and bring them down to the
Valley of Jehoshaphat. And I will enter into judgment with them there, on behalf
of my people and my heritage Israel, because they have scattered them among
the nations and have divided up my land..."
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The Book of Joel, chapter 3, verses 1 and 2
Joel’s talking about The Day of the Lord again. Judgment for those who divided up God’s land.
Looks pretty clear to me. That’s a BIG ‘no-no’ in His Books.
"'I will restore the fortunes of my people Israel,
and they shall rebuild the ruined cities and inhabit them;
they shall plant vineyards and drink their wine,
and they shall make gardens and eat their fruit.
I will plant them on their land,
and they shall never again be uprooted
out of the land that I have given them,'
says the Lord your God."

The Book of Amos, chapter 9, verses 14 to 15

Do your research, go look at old photos of Israel.562 Compare the Megiddo or Carmel plains563
from 1890 to 1900 with what you see today. What you’ll see is the truth that it was arid, hardly
cultivated, and NOT a thriving nation back then. Yet miraculously it is some of the most productive
farmland in all the world where the climate is as arid. Agriculture is responsible for 2.5% of the
nation’s Gross Domestic Product and 3.6% of its exports, also producing 95% of its own food
requirements.564
The inhospitable state that Palestine was in was the very reason Zionists compelled to return to
Israel were able to buy up land. What was thought to be nonviable soil under a layer of sand along
the coast due to its inability to grow corn meant much of the early Jewish settlers purchased there.
The land, sparsely populated by Arabs proved workable for the Israelis.565
In 2006 Israel was exporting 90% of its flowers.566 The small country is the tenth largest exporter
taking 1% of the global market share for a generous $200 million. 567 They’re also one of the world’s
leading fresh citrus producers and exporters. Believe it or not, but this once-desert land also turns
over A BILLION DOLLARS from experimental land-based fish farms they created.568
Joel was also led to write:
“Be glad, O children of Zion,
and rejoice in the Lord your God,
for he has given the early rain for your vindication;
he has poured down for you abundant rain,
the early and the latter rain, as before."

The Book of Joel, chapter 2, verse 23

Although the latest research indicates a slight decrease overall in the precipitation Israel has
received over the last century,569 research into changes in oxygen isotopes in rock formations for the
last two millennia show that this is still a marked improvement from a long-standing drought that
seemed to curse the land!570 The data indicated that this drying of the climate and land began
around 100 A.D., getting to its worst around 700 A.D..571 More than that though, dear friend, a Biblebelieving mining engineer in Perth, Australia named Gary Auld compared verified Israeli climatology
data with the various bursts of immigration or Aliyahs to Israel since 1944. He found what appears to
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be a direct correlation between spikes in immigration and increased rainfall to bless the land for each
influx of people. I wouldn’t doubt it.
"...then shall the lame man leap like a deer,
and the tongue of the mute sing for joy.
For waters break forth in the wilderness,
and streams in the desert;
the burning sand shall become a pool,
and the thirsty ground springs of water;
in the haunt of jackals, where they lie down,
the grass shall become reeds and rushes."

The Book of Isaiah, chapter 35, verses 6 and 7
If you were to Google “state of the art irrigation in Israel” you would receive a query of non-stop
articles and reports of how Israel’s water-technologies not only help them to be so incredibly fruitful,
but are also being utilized in other parts of the world. Their inventions and advancements of already
existing agricultural tech don’t stop there either. They also possess the world’s largest saltwater
desalination plant to make fresh water out of the Mediterranean Sea.573 As of 2015 50% of their fresh
water came from such plants rather than natural sources.574 What also drastically improved the entire
situation was the Jewish National Fund which has been planting trees since 1901. In a hundred years
they estimate that they have thoughtfully planted some 240 MILLION trees of various kinds to best
reforest the land!575
The blessings don’t stop however, and in December of 2010 it was discovered that a natural gas
reserve was located off the shore of Haifa 130 kilometers west and 1500 meters down in the
Levantine Basin.576 Some believe the supply of this resource to neighbouring, historically hostile
nations will garner peace in the future. But “peace” is not what God’s Word says is coming, and it’s
more likely that this surplus will prove too tempting a target for greedy, powerful nations to resist.
When the time is right this will likely serve as part of the influence for the final attack on God’s
Chosen lands.
Finally we must discuss the thoughts of famed 19th century author Mark Twain. He visited the
promised land in 1867 and would comment on it in a famous book he wrote called The Innocents

Abroad, or, The New Pilgrim’s Progress, describing it as a…
“…desolate country whose soil is rich enough, but is given over wholly to weeds-a silent mournful
expanse....A desolation is here that not even imagination can grace with the pomp of life and action....We
never saw a human being on the whole route....There was hardly a tree or a shrub anywhere. Even the
olive and the cactus, those fast friends of the worthless soil, had almost deserted the country." 577
Twain would even include the following pronounced curse by God in the previous chapter;
"And I myself will devastate the land, so that your enemies who settle in it shall be
appalled at it. And I will scatter you among the nations, and I will unsheathe the sword
after you, and your land shall be a desolation, and your cities shall be a waste."

The Book of Leviticus, chapter 26, verses 32 and 33
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Surely this has been the case.
It also can’t be missed that this curse of prolonged dryness certainly aided with the preservation
of the Dead Sea Scrolls we talked about a while ago.
If I may quickly inject, the subtitle of Mark Twain’s travel-book is likely a cheap jab at an old 17th
century Christian classic titled The Pilgrim’s Progress about the arduousness and blessed reward of
the faithful Christian life. What would influence such a petty action? To say it kindly I can only guess
it was because he did not have a right understanding of God through a personal relationship with
Jesus Christ.
Pertaining to the land-dispute in Israel, as already stated there will be plenty of propaganda on
the internet as well as through the intellectual feeding-tube of the masses known as mainstream
media, telling you the pre-1900’s land was always lush and fruitful, but it’s an invention. There are
plenty of books and articles out there for you to look at to find the truth (just be sure that if
everything you read is taking the side of “Palestine” that you balance that with articles that take the
side of Israel578).
Please don’t misunderstand me; I love the Palestinian as much as I love the Jew. In fact there are
roughly 154,000579 Palestinian Christians living in Israel, and those that are truly Born Again are also
the Chosen Children of God. You’ll know who’s a real follower of Christ when you see them
interviewed and asked, “Can you forgive the Israelis for…?” or “Will you forgive the Israelis if…?” Those
Palestinian “Christians” who say they won’t forgive or that their forgiveness is contingent on
something Israel does first are not real Christians as they do not know Christ. Jesus who said we who
are His will forgive our enemies no matter what because we were first forgiven by God. End of
story.
Why then is it so easy for me to side with the Jews and accept as true what many purport is a
false narrative from Israelis? Simple; whether or not Jews accept their Messiah, God has chosen and
favoured these people. Some sadly will reject their Messiah no matter what and be lost, but from
among them are and will be a remnant who recognize Jesus for who He is and are the True
descendants of Abraham’s covenant through faith. And so therefore, my dear friend, satan hates
them because the devil hates the Children of God. He uses his children to spread lies and attack and
deceive all with the intent to kill and destroy the Jews forever. It’s always been like this, including
through the holocaust. satan doesn’t care if he’s killing Jews who aren’t yet following Jesus; he hates
them for the simple fact that God has chosen them, and because they might one day follow Christ.
Their existence is a constant reminder to the world that God is more powerful than satan and the
nations he manipulates.
So it’s only natural that you’d see “news” organizations like CNN writing articles to shift the guilt
off terrorist organizations like Hamas for getting Palestinians killed by the Israeli Defense Force,
glossing over the truth that Hamas has been using its own people as human shields for political
leverage for decades.580 The obvious slant is altogether repugnant. Of course if you’ve got your
blinders off and your finger on the spiritual pulse of the reality we find ourselves in, you know very
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well who the puppet master over outlets like CNN are. We alluded to this in He Uses the Media to

Shape Our Thinking and Control Us.
I also know what is true and false because I’ve actually been all over Israel, into both Jewish and
Arab dominant communities. I’ve seen the wall in Jerusalem which was erected to keep them safe
from frequent knife-attacks and bombings (the wall served not only as a safety-measure and
deterrent but also as a punishment for those Palestinians not willing to turn in family members,
friends, and coworkers they knew were intending harm on the Jewish population). I’ve talked to the
people that live there. I’ll talk a little more about my experiences later on so that we can really settle
this debate about who the land belongs to. For now I’ll leave you with the invitation to search out
video-testimonies of REAL Christian Arabs in Israel to see how they feel about Jews. Incredibly, they
LOVE the Jewish people, accepting that they ARE the Chosen people of God. They’re also honest
about the security situation and how the Jewish Israelis are unapologetically targeted and maligned
through every form of media to shift the global opinion against them.
None of this can take away from how much God has clearly blessed this land for His Peoples’
return, just as He’d promised to do in the end.
Truly, truly, I say to you: If you really want to see peace in Israel, financially support
organizations like “One for Israel” and “Chosen People Ministries.” These two groups partner to see
the physical needs of Jews and Arabs in Israel met, but also to see them saved through the Gospel of
Jesus Christ as their shared Messiah. It is radical how impactful this truth is there, leading to both
peoples studying God’s Word at the world’s first Hebrew-speaking Bible college, not to mention
countless pastoral conferences where they come together as Brothers in Christ! It truly is beautiful!
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Items for Temple Worship
"They shall enter my sanctuary, and they shall approach my table, to minister
to me, and they shall keep my charge. When they enter the gates of the inner
court, they shall wear linen garments. They shall have nothing of wool on them,
while they minister at the gates of the inner court, and within."

The Book of Ezekiel, chapter 44, verses 16 and 17
It should be understood, dear friend, that Ezekiel is being led to prophesy about conditions that
will be met during the Millennial reign of Christ in the Millennial Temple, and not any temple being
made by man. Nevertheless, many Jews believe a third temple will soon be built. In order to
commence with the Levitical rituals of old, different organizations are preparing in advance. The
Temple Institute and Temple Mount and Land of Israel Faithful Movement are two such groups. 581
They’ve crafted dozens of items and garments for use in this temple while also working to educate
and lobby for the release of the Temple Mount so that construction of the third temple can begin.
For anyone wondering, the claims from Muslims that the mount belongs not to the Jew but to
them are entirely false. The assertion stems from the erroneous belief that Abraham built the Al Aqsa
Mosque three-thousand years ago, and Muhammad the false prophet ascended to heaven from the
very spot the Dome of the Rock was erected. Yet in 1927 following an earthquake which damaged
the mosque and uncovered its foundation, a British archaeologist named Robert Hamilton examined
the exposed area and discovered a Mikveh (a ritual pool used for spiritual cleansing) from the Second
Temple period.582 It would have been used by Jews who were purifying themselves before going into
the Temple and was certainly built before the mosque. Muslims have once more been conned by
their own religious leaders (this should surprise no one considering the Quran is a counterfeit holy
book filled with ripped-off material from the Old Testament). So then who does Mount Zion really
belong to? It should be obvious.
One of the more incredible and notable items is the anointing oil used to anoint both the
temple and the priests.
"The Lord said to Moses, 'Take the finest spices: of liquid myrrh 500 shekels, and of
sweet-smelling cinnamon half as much, that is, 250, and 250 of aromatic cane, and 500 of
cassia, according to the shekel of the sanctuary, and a hin of olive oil. And you shall make
of these a sacred anointing oil blended as by the perfumer; it shall be a holy anointing oil.'"

The Book of Exodus, chapter 30, verse 23 to 25

Unfortunately the anointing oil and the ingredients were lost in antiquity, presumably when the
Romans destroyed the second Temple in 70 A.D.. Grant Jeffrey makes the claim in one of his books
that the last remaining groves of afars’mon or “sweet-smelling cinnamon” were burnt up at this time
by Jews wanting to keep it out of the hands of Rome. Being honest as usual while writing this, I
haven’t been able to find any evidence regarding this (although Josephus does say a great deal of
spices including cinnamon were confiscated for Emperor Titus at this point in history). 583 However,
what can apparently no longer be “identified in today’s markets” is the ‘liquid myrrh’. 584
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Whatever the case may be, the anointing oil the Israelites once used was lost long ago. With no
absolute certainty of how to concoct it again how would the Jews go about dedicating a third
temple, or even the priests to operate it for that matter?
In 1952, not long after God brought Israel back into the land, an archaeologist found a scroll
made from copper among the Dead Sea Scrolls in Cave 3. It would be catalogued as 3Q15.585 On it
was a list of hidden items and their whereabouts. The script was dated through orthography and
paleography to between 50-100 A.D., of no coincidence, the same era the Temple came down. It
would seem fairly clear this “treasure map” of sorts was put together by Jews anticipating the terrible
actions at the hands of the Romans, and they did so on a material meant to last longer than any of
the papyrus scrolls just in case. Some however believe the scroll originated in the days of Jeremiah
before the first temple was destroyed.586
In 1988 a Texan Bible-believer named Vendyl Jones discovered a small 5” juglet using his own
translated details from the copper scroll. The small jug was found buried in Qumran’s Cave 13 and
contained a thick oil. After intensive testing by the Pharmaceutical Department of Hebrew University,
it was determined to contain the very ingredients of the oil believed necessary for dedicating a new
temple and its caretakers.587
If that wasn’t incredible enough four years later Vendyl’s team, again using the Copper Scroll,
would also find huge stores of the Temple Incence used with daily sacrifices (800 pounds in fact!).588
Dr. Marvin Antelman with the Weizman Institute and Ya’acov Arkin at the Israel Institute of Geology
agreed that the sample they received from Vendyl contained at least 8 of the 11 spice ingredients for
the haQetoret as listed in the Mishnah (the Torah notes only four ingredients). More exhaustive
testing by Dr. Terry Hutter, a paleo-botanist, found that the compound contained not only the 8
ingredients but nine different and unique plants recognized by the pollen and organic maceral types.
Naturally all of these items whether they’ve been discovered or remanufactured point to the
same necessity: A Third Temple needs to be built for them to be put to use. We started this segment
by looking at a passage from a series of prophetic chapters Ezekiel wrote out. Most Jewish scholars
recognize from the text that this Temple Ezekiel speaks of must be supernaturally manifested, many
believing with the appearance of their Messiah. To that they’re probably correct. This would be a
reference to the true coming Millennial Temple; a fourth temple. But as we saw with the Temple
Institute and similar organizations, there is the view that the next temple will be built by man.
As already alluded to, with the Dome of the Rock and the Al Aqsa Mosque present on the
Temple Mount serving as what some consider Islam’s third holiest site,589 it’s going to take a lot of
negotiating to make this a reality as Israel’s archaeologically proven historical right to the hill has
done little to sway the Islamic authorities. Some believe the Dome of the Rock would need to be
destroyed for the Temple to be erected as the Dome is apparently where the Temple once stood.590
Others believe the Temple MUST be exactly where it once stood because the Holy of Holies cannot
be placed in any location other than where it originally was, not off even by a few feet (this seems
silly to me as the Tabernacle of cloth and skins was marched all over the wilderness under Moses, but
maybe this has something to do with the understanding that only the Messiah can build the
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temple?). Yet others offer that the Temple could be built BESIDE the Dome of the Rock, or that it
actually WAS originally built just north of where the Dome currently stands.591
One opinion of how all of this could get approved is through encouragement and even amicable
pressure by world faith “leaders” as if the Temple Mount could serve as an emblem of worldwide

interfaith hoping to bring peace and unity between all religiously founded people-groups. David
Gunn even wrote in his book Protecting Jerusalem’s Holy Sites: A Strategy for Negotiating a Sacred

Peace:
“Given the emphasis upon the international community’s interest in the sites, under the concept of
heritage of humankind, representatives from the international community need to be included as
mediators and guarantors. These would likely come from the United Nations (UNESCO) and drawn from
regional powers such as the Arab League, NATO, or interested states such as the U.S., the E.U., and
Russia…Any proposed legal regime will require interfaith cooperation composed of religious leaders from
the region. It may be supplemented by international religious leaders who may serve as mediators.”592
Others are hopeful that President Donald Trump who’s proven himself rather favourable to the
nation of Israel, and also prides himself as a world-class negotiator and author of The Art of the Deal,
could be the very person to broker the agreement.593 Perhaps it would be in exchange for a twostate solution? That should intrigue you, dear friend, as God has warned that ‘scattering His people’
and ‘dividing His land’ results in ‘The Day of the Lord’ or His return and judgment of the nations.
Conceivably a two-state solution could be arrived at initiating the Temple Mount opening to the Jew
for the rebuilding of the Temple, and this would kick off the final end-time events?
The interfaith scenario is quite compelling when one recalls that the antichrist will be worshiped
via a ‘One World Faith’ movement. How fitting if the epicenter of such worship was on Mount Zion
right where Christ has promised to rule earth from, no? Even more so when we understand that the
antichrist is foretold to sit in the Third Temple and announce that he is God. Those in the church
who’ve sadly gotten their eschatology mixed up believe what is called the Abomination of Desolation
already occurred pre-Christ (we’ll talk about this later on in our discussion), but that’s because they
don’t understand that even the text makes it clear that such an early episode was only a
foreshadowing of a much worse latter fulfillment. The Apostle Paul who was most certainly postChrist confirms this for us in his second epistle to the Thessalonians;
"Let no one deceive you in any way. For that day will not come, unless the
rebellion comes first, and the man of lawlessness is revealed, the son of destruction,
who opposes and exalts himself against every so-called god or object of worship, so
that he takes his seat in the temple of God, proclaiming himself to be God."

The Second Letter to the Thessalonians, chapter 2, verses 3 and 4

Kind of tough to allegorize that away… Paul is actually writing this portion because new believers
had been deceived into believing The Day of The Lord had already come. Again, having discernment
and a proper understanding of eschatology is important to avoid being misled.
Based on God’s complete Word we know a third temple is definitely on its way. Whether it’s
prepared in ADVANCE for the antichrist, or it’s the antichrist himself who calls for its building while
making the prophesied truce with the nation of Israel as the end-times begin is anyone’s guess. One
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way or another the antichrist will use the temple to commit the most outrageous blasphemy –
naming himself as God over mankind. Who knows, maybe the antichrist will do this at the ribboncutting ceremony when the temple will be opened to the entire world, just after cutting the ribbon
himself as the honoured guest for paving the way for its construction, having just handed the scissors
off to someone else.
Obviously if there is any attempt to build the third temple, especially if it involves the

destruction of an Islamic structure, it would most likely result in a massive war with several Arab
nations ravaging Israel, intent on its final destruction. As stated a number of times now God’s Word
dictates that the world will indeed come against Israel before Christ returns to save them. If the third
temple is built before the antichrist brings peace, we will see many Arab nations unite to destroy
Israel. This may be the very reason the antichrist comes to the forefront, to peaceably settle the
conflict thus garnering adoration from the entire world. Or such a gathering of nations may include
other nations foretold to come against God’s people. The following passage from Asaph (or perhaps
king David) shows one of these scenes taking place:
"O God, do not keep silence;
do not hold your peace or be still, O God!
For behold, your enemies make an uproar;
those who hate you have raised their heads.
They lay crafty plans against your people;
they consult together against your treasured ones.
They say, 'Come, let us wipe them out as a nation;
let the name of Israel be remembered no more!'
For they conspire with one accord;
against you they make a covenant—
the tents of Edom and the Ishmaelites,
Moab and the Hagrites,
Gebal and Ammon and Amalek,
Philistia with the inhabitants of Tyre;
Asshur also has joined them;
they are the strong arm of the children of Lot."

The 83rd Psalm, verses 1 to 8

Some scholars believe this psalm was written while David’s kingdom was under threat; others
think it arose at that period but in a prophetic manner; some believe it was shortly before the fall of
Jerusalem and the destruction of Solomon’s Temple; some say it was fulfilled during the Arab-Israeli
war of 1948; while others still say it came to fruition during the 6-Day War. There’s elements of truth
to all of these positions, but it should not be dismissed that this could very well be speaking of an
end-time war. Yes, some of the ethnic groups or nations mentioned no longer exist in any semblance
of prominence BUT they all represent present-day lands and nations adjacent to Israel who’ve already
proven that if provoked would quickly pounce upon God’s Chosen people.
In passing I’ll briefly mention that God warned Abraham’s concubine Hagar, the mother of his
son Ishmael who was illegitimate in the eyes of God;
"He shall be a wild donkey of a man,
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his hand against everyone
and everyone's hand against him,
and he shall dwell over against all his kinsmen.”

The Book of Genesis, chapter 16, verse 12

Being as Muslims insist they are the collective offspring of Ishmael, and taking into account ohso wonderful groups like ISIS or Al Qaeda, or Hamas, or a bevy of others that should justifiably be
wiped off the face of the earth, is there any really doubt God was speaking from outside of time
here? It’s been four-thousand years since these words were uttered.
It really is insane to see how all the pieces are falling into place for this end-time war against
Israel. If you’re keeping your finger on the pulse and your eyes open you can see all the players
God’s Word speaks about getting into position through alliances, treaties, the occupation of bases,
and even the rapid building of highways and roadways capable of moving vast armies right to the
plains of Megiddo just as the Bible says (the plains of Megiddo are where we get the word

Armageddon from). It’s all happening so fast too as if the powers behind these nation-states are
giddily following along in the Scriptures trying to bring about what’s clearly laid out in the pages just
to see what will happen. Yet it’s just as likely they’re unwitting pawns in the whole drama as satan
riles them up to attack the Children of God whom he hates while God sovereignly works it all
together for the coming of Jesus Christ.
Before we move on I just want to say, whether you’re not a Believer or you profess to believe in
Jesus as Lord already, if the Holy Bible prophesied that the antichrist would begin to rule once he
took a non-stop flight from Tuktoyaktuk to Timbuktu, would you align yourself with satan’s pursuit of
world domination by funding the creation of an airline whose sole aim was the operation of just such
a route? No, of course you wouldn’t if you were at all conscientious – your desire would be to do the
will of God, share the Gospel, and evangelize while resisting the schemes of the devil, right?
So then why are there so many CHRISTIAN ministries trying to raise money and support for the
rebuilding of the Jewish temple and the reimplementation of the sacrifices just so the antichrist can
enter it and proclaim that he is the promised messiah of mankind meant to rule the world?!?! Talk
about playing into the devil’s hand!
Why support this third temple and its sacrifices which do not save?! Along with that, why are
people who say they LOVE Jesus giving money to Jewish ministries that DENY THEIR MESSIAH and
REFUSE to share the Gospel with the Jews they are helping? Just because Genesis chapter 12
promises blessings for those who bless Israel doesn’t mean you have to throw your money away at
organizations intent on keeping people blinded from salvation. Do you really think they’re telling the
recipients, “Well, nice Christians helped provide this because Jesus is their Christ and they love you!”
Doubtful. Sadly, some professing Christians don’t understand their own Scriptures and can’t see that
even as a Jewish blood-descendant of Abraham, denying Christ results in eternal damnation! God’s
Word is clear that no one is saved by their pedigree.
Dr. Erez Seref of One For Israel stated the gut-wrenching statistics recently that evangelicals
donate billions of dollars a year to Israel but don’t realize that less than 2% will go towards a ministry
that will actually share the Gospel!594 Oh, Church!!! How is this possible if we love God’s Chosen
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People?! Research who you’re giving to! When you have a choice, make sure your financial aide goes
to help people accompanied by the Good News of the Messiah… That goes for any charity or selfproclaimed ministry.
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In Conclusion Regarding
In Section 9 we discussed the intricate and obvious thematic messages, foreshadowing, and
pictures woven from start to finish in the Bible. That was our foundation to prepare you. I trusted that
it was quite convincing based on the simple reality that across so vast a stretch of time no collection
of Jews could have made it all up. It’s beyond conceivable that they would invent a New Testament
telling of a ‘New Covenant’ between man and God whilst rejecting Him. How again would this have
given them power over the entire globe considering everywhere they migrated they’ve been a
persecuted minority hated by their host-nation? Not to mention the fact that for twenty centuries
and to this very day we have Jews and rabbis denying the New Testament and Jesus Christ! If they
created a fake messiah and the New Testament Scriptures to take over the world, it didn't work very
well...
Then in this section we started off by looking at how probability works. Friend, you've been
seeing the Bible’s prophecies; what are the odds they were all happening by accident? Impossible.
What are the odds they’d come about due to careful planning and scheming by mortal men? Still
rather insurmountable.
We quickly perused the “best” prophecies and predictions from other so-called ‘holy’ texts
before looking at psychics. If we can be honest here, it was all quite vague and rather uninspiring – a
most-fitting word considering prophecies are generally inspired by God (but just as a reminder, satan
and his forces can easily bring such predictions to pass if permitted – which based on the statistics
we saw, seldom happens).
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Moving onto the Scriptures, we began by examining prophecies of some minor prophets. Yet
the little they wrote was still quite startling in its accuracy, clearly portraying characteristics unlike
what we’d been exposed to from outside the Bible during our introduction.
We moved along to the oracle of Tyre which was clearly inspired supernaturally and brought
about by God providentially. Scoffers and skeptics often complain the Bible's prophecies are too
uncertain, purposefully written that way so that fulfillment is just bound to happen. Yet they're all
clearly detailed enough that those same scoffers and skeptics deny the prophetic nature of the text
stating the in-depth specificity gives away that they were written post-date! Well which is it,
unbelieving world? You can't have it both ways.
We looked at the accuracy of the 70-year ‘Servitude of the Nation’ and ‘Desolation of Jerusalem’
as well as the freeing via Cyrus. Lest we forget (how could we) the unbelievable sevenfold
punishments that went all the way through time and space until Israel was reestablished May 14th
1948, and on to the victory and retaking of Jerusalem in the 6-Day War. The numbers weren’t
fudged, my dear friend, God really did it.
We saw many, many more clear depictions of God's inspiration and then intervention and
interaction to bring His Word to fulfillment. At the same time we also surmised that God keeps his
prophecies clear enough for those desiring Him and wanting to keep looking, while ingeniously
veiled enough that those who hate and despise him will forever remain blind. That is a hard pill to
swallow, but it’s a pill that will heal a person from all damnable ails.
As I work my way through the entire Holy Bible from start to finish once again, I was just
reading Daniel chapter 11 the other day. We skipped that prophetic chapter but it is just as incredible
in its accuracy as the rest laying out the entire history of rulers in the region surrounding Israel until
Antiochus in 167 B.C. before looking far ahead to the final ruler of the world before Christ’s return.
This just goes to show that even though we looked at so many powerful and incredible
examples of God’s irrefutable involvement in the development of the contents within His very own
Word, the Holy Bible, there's still more! We haven't even begun to scratch the surface on the
prophecies pertaining to Christ as those are being saved for Part 5!
Finally we looked at the continued modern day fulfillment of early prophecies revolving around
Israel being back in the promised land as a nation which is integral to end-times events. Please don’t
forget, dear friend, that it’s foolish to argue against these authors truly writing events before they
took place when some of the authors we looked at wrote about what’s going on in Israel TODAY,
and MANY of their prophecies were written about the incarnation and life of Jesus Christ and were
fulfilled. This isn’t even mentioning that many of these texts have been examined by linguists and
textual experts who had good reason to date the writing to periods the authors claimed they wrote
from based on how words and phrases worked together. In the next section we’ll be looking at the
tremendous wealth of archaeological evidence verifying what is said in the Bible happened really
happened, and those who were supposed to be there really were there.
If you faithfully and humbly learn about Bible prophecy concerning end-times events you’ll see
everything taking shape before your very eyes. We’ll be taking a much closer look at such prophecies,
setup, and fulfillment near the end of our discussion. At the same time, if you run to the internet
looking for websites intent on ‘proving Bible prophecy wrong’, you’re destined to come across really
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lame websites built by God-denying people who claim the Bible is FILLED with prophecy that was
never fulfilled! Us Believers, we know about that already; it just means they’re yet to be fulfilled. If the
majority have been fulfilled, why would anyone turn around and say, “Oh yeah? Well what about
THESE ones?!” Seems kind of silly, doesn’t it? It’s like having an older sibling who’s engineered your
city’s annual fireworks display giving you a comprehensive, printed outline of when every single
firework is going to go off, in what order, and what type it will be, and a third of the way through the
script you’re whining at them saying, “You’re a LIAR! THESE fireworks haven’t happened!” while
pointing at the fireworks listed in the FINAL THIRD of the show which is yet to come. That sibling
would probably look at you with a stunned expression on their face while trying to figure out how
you can’t understand the problem with jumping to such a conclusion is that the show isn’t even over
yet. All prophecy that has not yet been fulfilled WILL be fulfilled in God’s timing. Make sense?
That brings us to the most critical prophecies, I think: when will the ‘Rapture’ occur, and when

exactly is Jesus coming back?
The Rapture is an event many believers do not agree upon, but it is most likely a certainty from
plainly reading Scripture. It is when those saved Believers in Christ who are already truly Born Again
will be immediately translated into the presence of God in Heaven. There’s also disagreement
regarding the specific time this happens among those who agree on a Rapture taking place. It is
most easily inferred from Scripture that it takes place before the end-time, seven-year period of
‘Tribulation’ when the antichrist reigns and God humbles the nations while pouring His wrath out
upon those who’ve rejected Him before Christ returns to save His Chosen People (namely a remnant
out of Israel) and then judge the world in righteousness before establishing the Millennial Kingdom.
Although no definitive date is set for the Rapture, we’re given a general warning of when it will
occur so that Believers can be ready, living fruitful, pure lives focused on The Lord. One stipulation is
that Israel will be a nation again. Check.
As for when Jesus Christ will return, He Himself had this to say to His disciples:
“But concerning that day and hour no one knows, not even
the angels of heaven, nor the Son, but the Father only."

The Gospel of Matthew, chapter 24, verse 36

Some like to quickly point out that Jesus’s lack of knowledge means He’s not omniscient and
thus not God. Really weak argument when one has spent any amount of time contemplating the
trinity. But we’ll cover this later.
What should be understood for right now is that if either the timing of the Rapture or Christ’s
Second Coming were clearly defined in Scripture – if He’d said, the Rapture will occur in 1117 A.D.
and that He’d come back in 1124 A.D., how do you think people would have lived, dear friend? Do
you think they would have spent their whole lives mindful of whether or not they were doing the will
of God? Would they be diligently searching the Scriptures to know Him as well as when AND HOW
to expect His return? Or would we all just sleep around, accumulate wealth, travel, treat each other
like crap, and grab as much ‘life’ as we possibly can before hopefully making a deathbed confession?
If we were born in 1100 A.D. we’d selfishly party our faces off until New Years Eve of 1123 A.D.,
wouldn’t we? You know yourself, you know what people are like, right? If people knew the exact time,
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they’d treat those dates like a ‘get-out-of-jail-FREE’ card. Many would gladly skip the rapture even for
three or seven more years of hedonism before finally repenting and begging God for mercy, wouldn’t
they?
Of course they would.
In God’s infinite wisdom and brilliance, He’s left some mystique surrounding these dates so we
can’t be fools with the days we’ve been given. All of us exist under a cloud of uncertainty while fully
accountable to God for the lives He’s given us. Isn’t it time we all acted like it?
Know this though: Jesus, although refraining from telling the precise times, made clear what
signs we would experience in advance of His return. All throughout the ages we’ve seen elements of
them sporadically here and there, serving as reminders that we need Him immediately. But in our
current age, dear friend, we’re seeing a convergence of those signs like never before. We’ll be
discussing this in detail later on.
"Now when these things begin to take place, straighten up
and raise your heads, because your redemption is drawing near.”

The Gospel of Luke, chapter 21, verse 28

My dear friend, I truly hope the exactness of these prophecies and their fulfillment has helped
humble your heart and convince you of your need for God’s grace in your life for the present day,
going on into eternity. I have shared this with you because I love you and because God loves you.
Please do not continue to resist Him to your own peril.
Please also remember, no one can accurately predict the future except God who ordains it and
then makes it so.
“Remember this and stand firm,
recall it to mind, you transgressors,
remember the former things of old;
for I am God, and there is no other;
I am God, and there is none like me,
declaring the end from the beginning
and from ancient times things not yet done,
saying, ‘My counsel shall stand,
and I will accomplish all my purpose,’
calling a bird of prey from the east,
the man of my counsel from a far country.
I have spoken, and I will bring it to pass;
I have purposed, and I will do it.
“Listen to me, you stubborn of heart,
you who are far from righteousness:
I bring near my righteousness; it is not far off,
and my salvation will not delay;
I will put salvation in Zion,
for Israel my glory.”

The Book of Isaiah, chapter 46, verses 8 to 13
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Time and Again, Archaeological Discoveries Validate the
Integrity of the Holy Bible
Part 4 – Section 11
My dear friend, I truly hope any skepticism you came with is leaving you and being replaced
with increased curiosity and intrigue and even a humble appreciation for what you’ve been seeing.
You’ve likely noticed by now that everything in Part 4 has been laid out in a way that was meant to
set a foundation, then build upon it, layer after layer and topic after topic to give you a solid
understanding, in order that you be prepared for the oncoming material of the next section.
We began via a more philosophical approach starting with absolute morality necessitating God’s
existence before showing that Scripture requires divine inspiration thanks to its infinitely wise content.
We saw how that occurred via the Holy Spirit’s influence upon the very real, contemporary authors.
Then we looked at the reality that the entire world has shared in the same origin story just as is
expected from the Biblical creation narrative. On that we built a sturdy layer regarding the excellent
congruity of the texts which God has delivered to us from the start. Next it was shown quite evident
via undesigned coincidences that authors wrote accurately because they were there. Finally we saw
the majesty of God’s interwoven themes proving His direct involvement on both the texts and our
reality from outside of time before setting on that the layer of incredible, undeniable proof which is
God’s prophetic word.
Now we’ll be looking at the archaeological evidence which grounds the characters, places, and
events of the Old Testament in historical reality (not to say all we’ve read thus far wasn’t real enough,
but this is just more evidence that when added to the rest should leave any rational person thinking
they really need to consider taking God and His Word seriously).
As stated much earlier many agnostics and atheists demand what they call “scientific” evidence
for God’s existence and the Holy Bible being His Word. Again, these things can’t be weighed on a
scale or measured with a yardstick or even be detected by various devices. Yet we’ve already been
looking at various types of scientific evidence such as those found in textual criticism and the dating
of texts, and most recently, mathematically improbable fulfillment of rather detailed passages written
well in advance (as well as a few archaeological artifacts already). Hopefully you accept that this
evidence is just as good as any other, and when taken in conjunction is more than adequate for
making our case “beyond a reasonable doubt.” All you’ve seen and will see on our journey serves as
circumstantial and direct evidence.
Naturally archaeology is ALSO very much a science. Therefore it too provides evidence which is
satisfactorily ‘scientific’.
I have regrettably often heard the misguided argument from people that there is “no evidence”
for the Bible’s validity despite us digging stuff up all the time which serves to authenticate it. More
than that, we’ve never once recovered a single artifact that contradicts what we see in Scripture. In
spite of this truth some historians like to believe otherwise.
While researching this section I read one fellow’s flippant remark that the Bible invalidates itself
‘all the time’. His example came from the second book of Kings, chapter 19 where an angel kills a
large number of Assyrian troops forcing king Sennacherib to withdraw from his siege at Jerusalem.
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The text reads: “Then Sennacherib king of Assyria departed and went home and lived at
Nineveh”595 before describing his assassination by his sons. This individual’s main gripe was that the
siege occurred in 701 B.C., but the assassination occurred twenty years later in 681 B.C., so the
biblical author using the word ‘then’ which denotes immediacy proved the Bible wrong…
…Wow.
Friend, when you’re trying to make a point or win a debate and you only get to say one thing,
you use your strongest piece of evidence – your strongest defense, right? Are we to believe this is
the best attack that could be made? Considering the event is already corroborated to some degree
by other extra-biblical sources,596 yet it’s the first thing to come to his mind, I’d say this is probably
the best the unbelieving academic world can do. It’s obvious this was simply a literary device used by
the author to quickly tie up the account of Jerusalem being under siege and God punishing
Sennacherib.
The certainty that archaeology will never undermine God’s Word because His Word is Truth can
be summed up nicely by American rabbi and archaeologist, Dr. Nelson Glueck, the president of
Hebrew Union College from 1947 until his death:
“As a matter of fact, however, it may be stated categorically that no archaeological discovery has ever
controverted a Biblical reference. Scores of archaeological findings have been made which confirm in clear
outline or in exact detail historical statements in the Bible. And, by the same token, proper evaluation of
Biblical descriptions has often led to amazing discoveries. They form tesserae in the vast mosaic of the
Bible's almost incredibly correct historical memory.”597
Dr. Glueck was considered one of the most outstanding Jewish biblical archaeologists of his
century, his pioneering work resulting in the discovery of roughly 1,500 ancient sites.598
The best way to draw conclusions from archaeological evidence is to purposefully examine all
the available evidence pertaining to persons, places, or events, objectively considering all of it from
both those who support and those who oppose. The diligent, truth-seeker will weigh the data and
come to a balanced, correct decision based on the available facts. Tragically you will soon see that
this is seldom the case with secular archaeologists intent on keeping the Bible relegated to the genre
of mythological fiction.
However, all the time new discoveries are being made in the Middle East producing fascinating
evidence which further confirms the Bible while serving to challenge attitudes of disbelief and
dismissal.
Now, archaeologically speaking, let’s… “dig in!”
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Although we can’t observe or measure biblical history in a laboratory to arrive at a conclusion
through the empirical scientific method, one of the basic tenets can and should be applied; a

hypothesis or proposed explanation can be offered based on the evidence, and if it’s correct it will
prove to be so. Likewise, if we read of something in the Bible occurring which would naturally leave
physical evidence capable of surviving the ages of erosion and decay, we should have an expectation
that we will eventually find it through archaeological excavation (if it lasts that long).
We only just talked about the Assyrian siege against Jerusalem. The sudden death of
Sennacherib’s soldiers which caused his withdrawal had actually been a miraculous answer to a
petition to God for protection from king Hezekiah. Before that retreat in 701 B.C. we see the
following happen at the behest of Hezekiah;
"And when Hezekiah saw that Sennacherib had come and intended to fight
against Jerusalem, he planned with his officers and his mighty men to stop the
water of the springs that were outside the city; and they helped him. A great
many people were gathered, and they stopped all the springs and the brook that
flowed through the land, saying, ‘Why should the kings of Assyria come and find
much water?’ He set to work resolutely and built up all the wall that was broken
down and raised towers upon it, and outside it he built another wall, and he
strengthened the Millo in the city of David. He also made weapons and shields in
abundance."

The Second Book of Chronicles, chapter 32, verses 2, 3, and 5

So then, friend, what hypothesis can we make? What do you expect we might find?
Well in all honesty, an abundance of weapons and shields likely wouldn’t last the ages as they’d
be used in future combat, and most likely ultimately be destroyed by the Babylonians who conquered
Jerusalem a century later. What MIGHT last nearly three millennia are the walls.
Near the end of 1947 due to military attacks from Arabs, Jews were forced to flee “Old
Jerusalem” or what’s also known as the “Jewish Quarter” of the “Old City.”599 As of May 27, 1948,
shortly after Israel’s rebirth as a nation, the Old City was completely under Jordanian control. It would
not be liberated until the 6-Day War nearly two-decades later. During the occupation by the Arabs
however, thirty-four of the thirty-five synagogues were destroyed along with countless other
buildings.
In the late sixties following the retaking of Jerusalem, reconstruction in the district provided
Israeli archaeologists with an opportunity to excavate and see if they could uncover anything of
interest.
Guess what they found.
Yep, you guessed it; they found massive walls SEVEN METERS THICK and still 3.3 meters high in
some areas, dated to the time of Hezekiah.600 Nahman Avigad,601 the archaeologist who discovered it,
was able to uncover a length of the wall which ran 65 meters! Naturally he could go no further as
still-standing buildings obstructed continued digging.
But if that wasn’t enough confirmation, the unearthing also revealed that this wall had been built
right through someone’s house!602 So then, what should we expect to see?
Isaiah who prophesied during Hezekiah’s reign, and also counselled him (as well as rebuked him
on behalf of God) stated the following:
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"...you saw that the breaches of the city of David were many. You collected
the waters of the lower pool, and you counted the houses of Jerusalem, and you
broke down the houses to fortify the wall. You made a reservoir between the two
walls for the water of the old pool…"

The Book of Isaiah, chapter 22, verses 9 to 11
(underline for emphasis, mine)

Just as you expected, God’s Word says that the wall was built right through houses as the
remains show us.
To add to this, it’s believed by many that the underground tunnels flowing with spring-water to
the Pool of Siloam to this very day, and serving as a huge tourist attraction, are likely the tunnels
mentioned in these passages here as well as other places.603 Indeed someone laboured intensively
and carved through a lot of rock for over half a kilometer. The Siloam Inscription is a plaque from the
Siloam Tunnel604 which briefly described how the engineering team dug towards each other and
met.605 I should add though that as of 2011 some archaeologists surmise that the inscription should
actually be dated from the Hasmonean era (or mid second-century B.C.).606 That obviously wouldn’t
invalidate the Bible’s claim that these tunnels are old – it likely only means the plaque was placed
there commemoratively several centuries later after its construction.
The same article states that older pottery found in the rubble ‘fill’ used to block a portion of the
tunnel was dated to a hundred years before Hezekiah. By this they postulate that the tunnel must
have been carved by someone else, as if this proves the text to be in error.
For one, the text nowhere explicitly states Hezekiah’s men dug the whole tunnel, only that they
stopped up the springs and redirected their water. So if the Siloam Inscription IS indeed from the
later Hasmonean era, they simply chiseled it out based on an assumption they made from reading
the text. Second, if the Siloam Inscription WAS from the time of Hezekiah as many still believe, the
above passage of Isaiah finishes with the words, “But you did not look to him who did it, or see
him who planned it long ago.” Maybe this wasn’t a reference to Hezekiah not looking to God who
sovereignly planned and inspired the construction of the tunnel, but is a direct reference to Hezekiah
giving no credit to the original architect from a hundred years earlier.
Or, third, the most likely scenario: those who placed the fill to stop up that one portion of tunnel
in Hezekiah’s day neglected to think millennia ahead to our arrogant and unbelieving selves, and so
rather than use rubble contemporaneously dated to Hezekiah, they used old junk including hundred
year old pottery shards. You see, dear friend, we are ALWAYS building on top of older stuff,
especially in antiquity. All of the time we find more recent structures on top of older structures (case
in point: the synagogues and buildings of the last two-thousand-seven-hundred years which were
laid on top of Hezekiah’s walls…). Where we have a conundrum is when we date something to be
really old and then later realize it’s built on something dated more recent. That’s when there’s an
issue worth worrying about.
But that’s not what we see here with ‘old fill’.
You know what I think we’re seeing? A prideful archaeologist who wants to make a name for
himself.
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Oh yes, my friend. If you want to make a name for yourself and garner recognition quickly in
biblical archaeology, just approach anything where the consensus has been well established for
decades to confirm something from Scripture, and then find a way to prove that it’s in error and
publish your ‘findings’ in a journal. The academia and the modern masses gobble that stuff up
because it’s scandalous and tantalizing to our flesh which loves what is provocative. Especially when it
works to defame God and His Word.
I suspect we’ll see more of this in the coming decades as it seems to have sped up in every
other field in this past century. Thinking back to Part 3 though, I’m sure you understand why this
acceleration persists.
No, it’s quite clear that God’s Word was correct and this is Hezekiah’s tunnel, and Hezekiah’s
wall. As already stated, when the dates are wrong, it’s probably us, not God.
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The Hittite Empire
Well, dear friend, we’ve already discussed the Hittites a few times now. We talked a number of
times of Uriah the soldier and friend to king David who was a Hittite and who David had
assassinated. In Moral Laws and the Requirement of Atoning Sacrifice we learned that Hittites were
doing both peace and guilt offerings for God as long ago as 1800 B.C.. And first we mentioned in the
introduction to Common Cultural Themes Amongst Globally Dispersed People-Groups is Evidence
that the existence of the Hittites was doubted and questioned by atheist-leaning historians and
archaeologists in spite of the nearly FIVE-DOZEN references to them in Scripture. That is, of course,
until their doubting objections were silenced due to discoveries within the last two-hundred years.
This about-face of the scholarly community came much in thanks to the work of German historian
and archaeologist Hugo Winckler.607 In 1906 he uncovered a MASSIVE library containing thousands of
clay tablets which completely documented the forgotten Hittite Empire. At its peak before 1700 B.C.
the Hittite Empire rivaled and threatened even the empire of Egypt.608
Friend, this should illustrate for you one of our opening points as we begun this section, and
that is that we shouldn’t doubt the Bible or even parts of it just because we don’t have any concrete
textual or archaeological evidence for it. There’s still many trillion cubic meters of dirt yet to be
excavated… As for the Hittites, the tablets are just the beginning. Let’s look at a summary of the
findings.
Thanks to Jean-François Champollion deciphering the Egyptian hieroglyphic language in 1822,609
much was soon to be learned about the ancient world. In 1828 a peace-treaty was found in the
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Egyptian Temple of Karnak

610

in which a truce was negotiated between Rameses II and the "Great

King of Khatti" after the battle of Kadesh around 1274 B.C..611 But where was Khatti?
In 1857 an octagonal clay ‘prism’ was translated proving to be the annals of Tiglath-Pileser I who
was the king of Assyria in 1150 B.C..612 Its mention of the country of Khatte and tribes of Kheti being
on the Euphrates served as a clue that this unknown people would be found in that region of
northern Syria.
A short while earlier in 1834 a French historian, architect, and archaeologist by the name of
Charles Texier visited some ruins in north-central Turkey just south of the village of Boğazköy.613 The
entire site was covered in hieroglyphs and Texier would work at recording them in spite of not
knowing what they were.
In 1835, only thirty kilometers away in Alaca Höyük, the nearby “Sphinx Gate” was discovered by
British traveler George Hamilton.614 Eventually it would be discovered that this was a burial site for
Hittite kings and queens.
A large stone relief by Aydınkent in northwestern Turkey called the Ivriz Relief

615

was written

about in the eighteenth century by a French diplomat named Jean Otter. After the publication of his

Voyage en Turque et en Perse (Paris, 1748), many Europeans traveled to view and study the carved
images.616
Towards the end of the 19th century a traveling British scholar named Edwin John Davis and a
French archaeologist named Georges Perrot both arrived at the conclusion that all of the
aforementioned sites and referenced inscriptions were talking about the same ancient people.617
In 1887 the Armana Letters or cuneiform tablets from the 14th century B.C. were discovered by
local Egyptians. Written primarily in Akkadian they also shed light on the historical existence of the
Hittites.618
From 1882 to 1905 gradual, periodic excavations at the site of ruins Charles Texier had examined
in 1834 would commence. The digs would result in the discovery of some fragments of clay tablets
written in an unknown language. These would prove to be the key required to unlock the entire
mystery as 35 more clay tablets were found by Hugo Winckler. Between 1907 and Winckler’s untimely
death in 1913 they would come to possess thousands and thousands more. By 1915 Bedřich Hrozný
observed that the numerous words on the tablets corresponded to the Indo-European languagefamily and was soon able to decode the texts.619
The rest is, as they say, “history.”
From this they realized this site just south of Boğazköy was actually the ancient Hittite capital of
Ḫattuša. They would also learn that Ramses II’s treaty from a few short years after the battle of
Kadesh 1274 B.C. was with none other than Hittite king Ḫattušili III who reigned from 1267 to 1237
B.C..620
In 1998 our modern-day scholars would realize the so-called “Tarkondemos Seal” did not belong
to an ancient ruler named Tarkasnawa, but a 13th century B.C. king of the Hittite vassal state of
Mira.621 Not only did Tarkasnawa leave behind this seal (which is suspected to have been the top of a
sword’s hilt622), but he also left ‘quite an impression’, so to speak, on a rockface in the Karabel pass of
western Turkey roughly 20 kilometers from Izmir. Yes, a relief of himself 1.5 meters wide and 2.5
meters high is etched into the stone along with a short inscription.
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Clearly the Hittites of the Bible have a place in history, and they have left quite a mark.
Nevertheless, here’s what’s incredible to understand, dear friend; this people group was so lost
to history after it’s defeats that not even Herodotus the Greek historian knew about them in the fifth
century B.C.. The Karabel Relief we finished with, Herodotus interpreted it to be of an Egyptian
pharaoh named Sesostris who he believed led a conquest into Europe.623 How does a guy thousands
of years closer than us get it so wrong? Simply put, we have the benefit of collecting and cataloguing
a lot more data, and then looking at it as a whole. Back then when a people were lost, they were lost
quite often for a good while.
See what Christopher Scarre writes in his book Ancient Civilizations with Brian M. Fagan:
“The apogee of Hittite power came under king Suppiluliuma I when his armies competed with Egypt and
Mitanni for control of the Levant [and] the Hittite empire collapsed around 1200 BC, dissolving south of
the Taurus Mountains into powerful Neo-Hittite city-states which were absorbed into the Assyrian empire
in the ninth century BC.”624
Joshua J. Mark, author of "The Hittites" article at Ancient History Encyclopedia, goes on to say:
“The Assyrians destroyed whatever they could not use from the Hittite empire and stamped the region
with their own culture and values. The area was still known as ‘the land of the Hatti’ down to the year 630
BCE, even though the people, by that time, no longer remembered the Hatti or the Hittite kings and their
achievements.”625
Nevertheless, dear friend, the authors of Genesis, Exodus, Numbers, Deuteronomy, Joshua, First
and Second Samuel, First and Second Kings, First and Second Chronicles, Ezra, Nehemiah, and Ezekiel
all speak with familiarity about the Hittites. This is all in spite of the accusations that the Old
Testament was invented and hashed together between the seventh and second century B.C., primarily
in the sixth. Really?
On one hand you have secular historians accusing the biblical authors of being so inept that
they didn’t know how long it was between Sennacherib departing from Jerusalem and his
assassination, and then on the other hand we’re to assume the Bible was invented by a collection of
incredible Jewish historians rightly placing a lost people known as the Hittites where they would be in
history between 1900 B.C. and the middle of the 9th century B.C. with a smattering of intermarriage
with those identifying as descendants of the Hittites in the middle of the 5th century B.C. (returning
exiles to Jerusalem from Babylon took on wives from the surrounding area)?
Oh, friend, apply Occam’s Razor again, and cut away any foolish thoughts from your heart that
tell you all fifty-seven references to the Hittites within Scripture were mere invention. It’s obvious the
authors wrote when they did from everything we’ve already looked at. This only serves as more
weight on the already imbalanced scales in favour of God’s Word being the Truth.
For a somewhat more detailed look at this summarized evidence, you can visit this site:
https://www.hethport.uni-wuerzburg.de/HPM/hpm-en.php?p=anfhet-en
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Abraham and the Time of the Patriarchy
The story of Abraham and his life is obviously essential to the overarching narrative of the Holy
Bible. It was to Abraham and his descendants that the promises of God were given. His place,
position, and prominence were not forgotten as God transitioned His people under the New
Covenant of Christ and we see this plainly in the New Testament Scriptures. So then what would it
mean if the story of Abraham was merely an invention?
Obviously that would mean that Judaism and Christianity had no right to ever exist. But of
course, the notion that Jesus Christ who was a Jew is not God is nonsense. Therefore Abraham
assuredly existed. Now we’ll look at evidence that when amassed should leave the skeptic confident
that they can continue investigating this faith with a humble expectation to meet with and know God.
Former professor emeritus at Yale Divinity School, Dr. Millar Burrows was a foremost expert on
the Dead Sea Scrolls.625 After studying the evidence from ancient history regarding the time and
place Abraham was said to have literally participated in he wrote a book titled What Mean These

Stones? The Significance of Archaeology for Biblical Studies. In it he wrote:
“Everything indicates that here we have an historical individual… [He] is not mentioned in any known
archaeological source, but his name appears in Babylonia as a personal name in the very period to which
he belongs.”626
So what sort of information was Burrows examining that could give him such a confidence? The
remainder of this segment will show us.
Earlier in The Offering of an Only Son we discussed how Abraham had needed to rescue his
nephew Lot from some regional kings. A four-king alliance had went to war with a party of five
regional kings and their battle brought them to Sodom where Lot was living with his family and his
servants and all his livestock. Having temporarily bested the king of Sodom the four kings were able
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to pillage the city, thence we have Lot and his whole party taken, followed up by Abraham leading
318 of his men into battle to rescue his nephew. All of this is recorded for us in the 14 th chapter of
Genesis, the same one in which we’re introduced to King Melchizadek.
Naturally, critics dismiss this whole account as fiction stating that there’s just no evidence to
support any of it.
Despite this claim renowned archaeologist Dr. Nelson Glueck, whom we mentioned in the last
segment, wrote the following in his book Rivers in the Desert: A History of the Negev:
“Centuries earlier, another civilization of high achievement had flourished between the twenty-first and
nineteenth centuries B.C., till it was savagely liquidated by the Kings of the East. According to the Biblical
statements, which have been borne out by the archaeological evidence, they gutted every city and village
at the end of that period from Ashtaroth-Karnaim, in southern Syria through all of Transjordan and the
Negev to Kadesh(-barnea) in Sinai (Gen14:1-7)”627
Dr. Glueck would go on to write of the destruction:
“I found that every village in their path had been plundered and left in ruins, and the countryside was laid
waste. The population had been wiped out or led away into captivity. For hundreds of years thereafter, the
entire area was like an abandoned cemetery, hideously unkempt, with all its monuments shattered and
strewn in pieces on the ground.”628
Again, after exploring the land of Israel for so many years in search of historical confirmation, Dr.
Glueck confidently arrived at the conclusion that God’s Word was reliable in every aspect where he
was able to examine evidence. The aftereffect of that campaign was evident just as would be
expected as it really happened.
Scholars, of course, do not agree on the historicity of Genesis 14. Wikipedia quotes629 an article
by Francis I. Anderson titled Genesis 14: An Enigma, that “’[o]pinions range from identifying Genesis
14 as a piece of late fiction’ to scholars who believe there may be ‘some historical foundation’ behind
the narrative it relates.”630 Big shocker when we remember that the general consensus has shifted
from acceptance that the evidence pointed to Abraham’s tale of combat being rather verifiable to
some extent to the present day position that – watch this now – Genesis could not have been
written before the 7th or 6th century B.C., most likely having been put together by an exiled Jew
borrowing from historical documents he had access to while in Babylon. 631
Yeah, I can picture it now. You’ve got a captive from Jerusalem wandering the halls of the
Babylonian palace until he finally stops to get directions from one of the king’s officials; “Shalom!
Umm, could you kindly direct me to your grand historical archives that I might examine them and
craft anti-Babylonian propaganda in the form of an invented religious text to inspire my Judean
brethren not to lose hope, and believe we will one day be free – whether or not that actually
happens?” “Oh but of course, good sir! Keep going down this hallway, then take a left, and then it’s
the third door on your right! Blessings to you and your people!”
Just ridiculous. We already saw in Prophecy Confirms that God is Outside of Time and All-

Powerful that the 70-year captivity and release could not have been made up, certainly not by a
Jewish scribe in exile. So then why should we swallow the satanic lie that everything else was
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invented? To top it off, dear friend, we must ALSO bear in mind with this truth that the Hittites were
annihilated and forgotten shortly after the beginning of this first millennium B.C.. How would an
Israelite in 6th century B.C. fabricate the 14th chapter of Genesis and then go on to accurately mention
in the following 15th chapter that the land of the Hittites was in the promised land, not to mention
references to them throughout the rest of Genesis?! Obviously Moses who wrote in the 15 th century
B.C. was well aware of the Hittites in the region they were bound for. It should also be noted that no
6th century B.C. author could be sure that his writings of a far earlier conquest would be verified over
two-thousand years later. He’d either be right or he’d be wrong, and that might be a gamble worth
taking in the moment, but not if you’re looking for the long-term establishment of a false religion.
The region Glueck and others surveyed showed stark dereliction of ancient communities for a time
because the event the Bible said happened really did.
But let’s keep looking at the corroborative evidence which God has graciously amassed for the
skeptically minded He desire be saved.
From 1933 to 1938 French excavators would find some 15,000 tablets in modern-day
southeastern Syria dated from the mid-third millennium B.C. to 1760 B.C..632 That was when the city
of Mari which these tablets – the ‘Mari Tablets’ – came from was razed to the ground by Hammurabi
the Babylonian. These tablets name many cities during those periods including some of those
mentioned in the time of Abraham in the first century of the second millennium B.C., as well as
many other details relevant to the sort of life Abraham would have lived. So if the capital, Mari, was
decimated by 1760 B.C., when would all the cultural information on these tablets be from? That’s
right, earlier in the patriarchal period.
That’s not all though. At a site southwest of Nineveh near the modern Iraqi city of Kirkuk which
was excavated between 1925 and 1941 the famous ‘Nuzi Tablets’ were discovered. The majority date
to the Hurrian period of the second millennium B.C. with the remainder stretching back to its rise
during the Akkadian Empire between the 24th and 22nd century B.C..633 The Hurrian are called Horites
and Hivites in the Bible,634 and the religious city of Harran is almost universally identified as the city
of Haran mentioned in the book of Genesis and elsewhere.635 This is where Abraham would actually
live for a time. It’s also where Isaac’s wife Rebekah was from, and later where Jacob would flee from
Esau to, and marry his cousins Leah and Rachel. 636 These Nuzi tablets discuss customs and cultural
practices strikingly similar to those which take place in Genesis. Because Abraham lived in the area
and Hurrian culture influenced the regions the patriarchs lived in, it’s only natural that they would
have an impact on their way of life.
Referring to the Nuzi tablets, professor William F. Albright 637 who from the early 20th century
until his death was considered the “dean” of biblical archaeologists and founder of the Biblical
Archaeology movement concluded:
“[T]he narratives of Genesis dealing with Abram may now be integrated into the life and history of the
time [the second millennium B.C.] in such surprisingly consistent ways that there can be little doubt about
their substantial historicity”638
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On top of that there are also the Egyptian Execration Texts.639 Over 400 of them date as far back
as the 24th to 22nd century B.C.. 175 date to the 12th Egyptian Dynasty (or early 2nd millennium B.C.). A
few date to the end of the 2nd millennium. That places the majority surrounding the time of Abraham.
As well, between 1974 and 1975 an Italian archaeologist by the name of Paolo Matthiae and his
team discovered 1,800 complete clay tablets and 4,700 fragments in the archives of a palace in the
ancient city of Ebla, Syria which is modern-day Tel Mardikh.640 These Ebla Tablets date to the period
between 2500 B.C. and the city’s destruction around 2250 B.C..
Finally, the Dilbat Tablets found in modern Hilla, Iraq also lend to the credibility of the accounts
in Genesis. The texts are primarily from the Old Babylonian and New Babylonian periods (first half of
the second millennium B.C. and middle of the first millennium B.C.). Some are also Assyrian or Persian
from the first millennium B.C.. But others still are from the Akkadian period (again, 2334-2154 B.C.),
Ur III (circa 2095-2004 B.C.), and Kassite (circa 1425-1225 B.C.).641
When all of the information on these various ancient texts are considered in conjunction we find
repeated correspondence with what the author of Genesis said transpired during the life of Abraham
and his descendants of Isaac and Jacob.
For starters, these many documents name the following Biblical cities as existing in the time of
the Patriarchs just as they were written: Shechem (where God first promised the land and an
honourable lineage);642 Bethel and Ai (two places near where Abraham would set up his tents);643 Zoar
(previously known as ‘Bela’ and also the place Lot and his daughters fled to from Sodom’s
destruction);644 Sodom itself followed by Gomorrah;645 Admah, Zeboiim, Ashtaroth-Karnaim, Ham,
Kadesh (cities mentioned amidst the account of the four kings fighting the five in Genesis 14);646
Salem; the Oaks of Mamre (where Abraham built an altar);647 Shur (a place to which a spring flowed
where Abraham’s second wife Hagar stopped at);648 a well between Kadesh and Bered named Beerlahai-ro by Hagar; Gerar (where Abraham temporarily settled);649 Ur (where Abraham was originally
from);650 Haran (which we’ve already talked about); Hebron (where the Oaks of Mamre are);651 Laish
(which was also known as ‘Dan’ and was where Abraham recovered Lot from);652 as well as others
which appear not only in the patriarchal section of God’s Word, but also in the writings from the
early and intermediate Bronze Age texts. The Egyptian Execration texts also name Laish, Salem (or

Jerusalem), Shechem; but also Aphek, Acre (or Akko), Ashkelon, Achshaph, and Tel Hazor from the
period of Joshua’s conquest of the promised land, and Tel Rehov from later.
The most notable is likely Beersheba. Also called Tel Be’er Sheva, this location has been occupied
intermittently since the 4th millennium B.C..653 Situated on a hill overlooking the Wadi-Beer-Sheba and
just outside the modern city of Beersheba, this is a place very familiar to Abraham and his offspring.
He dwelt there for a time; his son Isaac received his covenantal promise from the Lord there and
lived there; and thus Isaac’s son Jacob had also lived there.654
Many of these sites have been excavated and reveal habitation during the early and middle
bronze period. This is only natural seeing as the Biblical accounts of Genesis unapologetically involve
the patriarchs living in and being familiar with these places during this era.
Not only do the names of cities match up, but so do the names of people.
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There is a style of name from that time and region known as the Amorite Imperfective Name.
This style of name possesses a beginning with the ‘i’ or ‘y’ sound (or prefix) in verbal form. Common
examples from the Bible would be Yacob, Yishmael, and Yisrael (obviously overtime we’ve anglicized
these names to what we’re familiar with – Jacob, Ishmael, and Israel). Such names are frequently
found among the Mari archives of the early second millennium B.C.655
A survey of the ancient archives showed that out of 6,000 names from the early second
millennium B.C. (which is when Abraham. Isaac, and Jacob lived) 1,360 personal names found were
Amorite imperfective names. That’s nearly 16%! And that makes up 55% of the names beginning with
the ‘i’/’y’.
Compared to the Late Bronze Age (so, late second millennium B.C.) which includes the archives
from the Tel El-Armana and Ugarit, out of 1,800 names in alphabetic script, only FORTY were Amorite
Imperfectives – a mere 2%! Of the syllabically written names, only 120 of 4,050 names were of this
type, and that’s only 3%. Of those names beginning with ‘i’/’y’, the numbers for Amorite imperfective
drop to 30% and 25% which is roughly HALF what they were in patriarchal times. Why would a 6th
century Jewish author choose such names?656 How would he know they would perfectly synchronize
with the time Genesis is set in before their drastic reduction in use only a few centuries later?
The names Abraham, Abram, Aburahana, Abarama, Israel, Esau, Job, Zebulanu, Noah, Laban,
Jacob (all names or derivatives of names of famous people of Biblical history), they ALL appear in
early and middle Bronze Age texts from 2400-1700 B.C.. These are the Egyptian Execration texts, the
Dilbat texts, the Mari Tablets, and the Ebla Tablets.657
This serves as great evidence for anchoring the account in a specific time period. Think about it
for a moment; my grandmothers’ are Loraine, Shirley, and Diane (a step-grandmother), and my
grandfathers’ names were John and Kenneth. My great-grandfather was named Walter and my greatgrandmother was named Gladys. How many people under twenty do you know with those names?
‘John’ might be the only one of any prevalence today, but just barely (you can actually look up their
popularity on a chart for the last hundred-and-thirty years and then search for the other names;658 all
usage has dropped off markedly).
Along the same lines but speaking of a collective name rather than personal names, from the
18th century to the 12th century B.C., we see multiple ancient texts referring to roaming peoplegroups as “Habiru.” Does that name sound familiar to you? Abraham who lived during the 19th
century B.C. was the first Semite to be called a Hebrew in the Bible. In fact it was when he made a
name for himself in Genesis 14’s battle with the four kings for Lot’s deliverance that we see him
referred to by this name. Is it only a coincidence that by the 18th century Jacob’s HEBREW
descendants would be prospering and we’d see the term ‘Habiru’ begin to be employed? Is it only a
coincidence that by the 12th century Abraham’s offspring would be known as Israel, a nation along
the eastern edge of the Mediterranean Sea just as the use of ‘Habiru’ came to an end?659 If they’d
been known collectively as ‘Hebrew’, it only makes sense that they would predominantly be called
Israel once they had become a sizeable population or nation and we’d see the usage of the word
‘Habiru’ trail off.
But what do scholars say? For a long time they saw a connection. Nowadays, not so much. They
say documents also called the Habiru ‘Hapiru’, or ‘Apiru’. Wikipedia goes as far as to insist that there
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is no connection whatsoever, stating that the term Habiru simply denoted groups of traveling bandits
and marauders, but certainly not an ethnic group who descended from Abraham.660 You know what,
to some degree, I’m sure that delineation is correct. Not all references of “Apiru” could be talking
about Hebrews when we consider the sources. But I also believe there’s likely a direct correlation.
How do Wikipedia’s editors describe this ethnically random group of outlaws and mercenaries?
“Their personal names being MOSTLY West Semitic… composed of… nomad[s], runaway slaves from
Egypt, and displaced peasants and pastoralists” (bold italics for emphasis, mine). They were
mentioned in ancient letters from locales east of the Mediterranean, meaning they operated
exclusively – guess where… The promised land the Hebrew people dwelt in.
It also can’t be missed that a ‘pastoralist’ is a fancy word for a shepherd. That’s the very
occupation Abraham and ALL of his descendants were known for. Why’d the moderator for the
Wikipedia page use such an unusual word rather than the more common occupational term that
would jump out at us? Oh right… he didn’t want people connecting any dots that might lead them to
Christ. I forgot.
I think it’s entirely likely some Habirus (read: Hebrews) may have left Egypt while they still had
the freedom to do so, and may have joined others in Mesopotamia who caused trouble. I also think
it’s possible some were misidentified as Habiru, or the name was misattributed (or maybe they were
fellow descendants from Eber from whom Abraham also came, and where, we learned, the language
of Hebrew also originated?). But as you’ll see shortly, Hebrews were DEFINITELY being described as
Habiru throughout the middle of the second millennium B.C. towards the end of the period in which
that descriptor was used until the nation of Israel was established in its land.
When you think back to the Hittites of Hatti having their names forgotten so badly in history, or
that their nation was being pronounced Khatte or kheti, is it any stretch to the imagination that a
Hebrew may have been known as Habiru or even Apiru? In every language we see the attempt to
adopt another culture’s peoples’ names or their cities into our own language result in slight changes.
Take for instance the name of Romania’s capital – Bucarest. That’s how we spell it and that’s how we
say it.
But that’s NOT how it’s pronounced and therefore that’s not how WE should anglicize it. Go
there like I did and find out every Romanian pronounces it Bucaresht (Bu-cu-resth-i (Bucureşti)).
I don’t think we should so easily dismiss the Habiru/Hebrew connection. You’ll soon see even
more reason not to dismiss it so easily either.
The various tablets and texts from antiquity also share many socioeconomic similarities with the
patriarchal narrative we read of in the book of Genesis. Together they present a harmonized capture
of the cultural conditions of the time.
The city of Mari was once the epicenter for a vast network of trade routes. The timeframe in
which this was so was between 2900 B.C. and the middle of the 18 th century B.C..661 Routes ran from
Megiddo to Cappadocia, and Elam to Crete, and merchants utilized them frequently. In this context
Abraham’s journey from Ur in Chaldea just north of the Persian Gulf to Haran in what is now
southern Turkey, then to Canaan on the Mediterranean, as well as Egypt, is no longer as improbable
as critics once thought. Mari was actually in northern Syria.
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Now let’s look at a cultural example:
"Now Sarai, Abram's wife, had borne him no children. She had a female Egyptian
servant whose name was Hagar. And Sarai said to Abram, 'Behold now, the Lord has
prevented me from bearing children. Go in to my servant; it may be that I shall obtain
children by her.' And Abram listened to the voice of Sarai. So, after Abram had lived ten
years in the land of Canaan, Sarai, Abram's wife, took Hagar the Egyptian, her servant, and
gave her to Abram her husband as a wife. And he went in to Hagar, and she conceived.
And when she saw that she had conceived, she looked with contempt on her mistress."

The Book of Genesis, chapter 16, verses 1 to 4

Just so there’s no confusion, Abraham’s name was originally Abram before God changed it.
‘Abram’ means “Exalted Father” (kind of stings a bit when you can’t have kids). Then God calls him

‘Abraham’ which means “Father of a Multitude.” Turns out God would be true to this promise.662
At the same time Sarah was initially named Sarai until God changed her name too. Her name
went from ‘princess’ to “Noble Woman.”663
We see this same pattern repeated when Abraham’s grandson is unable to have children with
his wife Rachel;
"When Rachel saw that she bore Jacob no children, she envied her sister. She said to
Jacob, 'Give me children, or I shall die!' Jacob's anger was kindled against Rachel, and
he said, 'Am I in the place of God, who has withheld from you the fruit of the womb?'
Then she said, 'Here is my servant Bilhah; go in to her, so that she may give birth on my
behalf, that even I may have children through her.' So she gave him her servant Bilhah as
a wife, and Jacob went in to her. And Bilhah conceived and bore Jacob a son."

The Book of Genesis, chapter 30, verses 1 to 5

This may seem unusual to us raised in the developed West, yet even when we accept that it was
an ancient custom, what’s significant is just how perfectly it fits amidst the time it was certainly
written. When we compare it with a marriage contract from the Nuzi tablets we see that, aside from
adoption, concubinage was an accepted method for providing an heir when a marriage remained
childless. If the wife proved to be barren she had to offer a substitute to her husband;
“Kelim-ninu has been given in marriage to Shennima…. If Kelim-ninu does not bear children, Kelim-ninu
shall acquire a woman of the land of Lulu (i.e., a slave girl) as wife for Shennima.”664
Along with this theme we see Rachel’s father Laban give his daughter his own handmaid as a
wedding gift;
"...Then Laban gave him his daughter Rachel to be his wife. (Laban gave his
female servant Bilhah to his daughter Rachel to be her servant.)"

The Book of Genesis, chapter 29, verses 28 and 29

It shouldn’t surprise us to see that the Nuzi tablets also mirror such a custom among the Hurrian
– the assigning of a slave-girl as a gift to the bride at the time of her wedding.
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Abraham’s reluctance to banish Hagar and his son with her, Ishmael, is apparently more
understandable once the Nuzi texts have been reviewed in regards to such relationships.
Not only do we see this parallel there, but also in the Babylonian Code of Hammurabi written on
a stone stele dated to 1780 B.C.. Laws 170 and 171 require that a son or sons of a man’s first wife be
given preferential treatment in inheritance before those from a female slave or servant.666
Similarly, back in The Highest of Matrimonies we were introduced to Abraham’s chief servant,
Eliezer. Abraham, although caring for Eliezer, was remorseful that he would not have his own son to
be his heir;
"But Abram said, 'O Lord God, what will you give me, for I continue childless,
and the heir of my house is Eliezer of Damascus?' And Abram said, 'Behold, you
have given me no offspring, and a member of my household will be my heir.'"

The Book of Genesis, chapter 15, verses 2 to 3
The Nuzi tablets also indicate that the adoption of a non-biological son, or a servant born in
their house was acceptable to childless couples. If he cared for them into their old age, under Hurrian
law he became the heir;
“The tablet of adoption belonging to Ehelteshup, son of Puhiya, who adopted Zigi, son of Aknya.
Accordingly, all my lands, my buildings, my earnings, my domestics, one (part) of all my property, I have
given to Zigi. In case Ehelteshup has sons (of his own), they shall receive a double portion and Zigi shall
be second. If Ehelteshup has no sons then Zigi shall be the (principal) heir…. As long as Ehelteshup is alive,
Zigi shall serve him; he shall provide him with garments.”665
God confirms this order concerning inheritance with His reply to Abraham;
"And behold, the word of the Lord came to him: 'This man shall not be your
heir; your very own son shall be your heir.'"

The Book of Genesis, chapter 15, verse 4

Much later God would begin fulfilling the promise to Abraham of a great multitude coming from
him via the many sons of Jacob. One of those sons was Joseph. Unfortunately Joseph’s elder brothers
would sell him into slavery out of jealousy, and they would do so for twenty shekels.667 This would
have taken place around the beginning of the 17th century. Of no coincidence the Code of
Hammurabi THREE TIMES states that the price of a slave shall be one-third of a mina.668
Friend, can you guess what a mina was worth?
Yes, sixty shekels… Slaves were being sold for twenty shekels, or a third of a mina, within the
century Joseph was sold.669
Before this period in the third dynasty of Ur which was from 2112 to 2004 B.C., the price of
slaves was approximately ten shekels with 2/3’s of known cases between 8 and 10 shekels.670
But AFTER the period Joseph lived in we see the price of slaves rise in the 15th century
according to the Nuzi tablets.671 From the 14th and 13th century, Ugarit texts tell us the average price
was around 30 shekels.
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Moses led the Israelites out of Egypt in 1456 B.C.. Within forty years God inspired him to write
the Pentateuch. See how much Moses was compelled to write as the penalty-fee for an injured or
killed slave so that they may purchase a replacement;
“If the ox gores a slave, male or female, the owner shall give to their master
thirty shekels of silver, and the ox shall be stoned."

The Book of Exodus, chapter 21, verse 32672

Moving along into the first millennium B.C., male slaves in Assyria were now fetching 50 to 60
shekels each. As if to pay a ransom for the northern kingdom of Israel when Assyria came against it,
king Menahem paid Assyria a thousand talents of silver. Guess how much that worked out to as a tax
he had each of his noble men pay;
"Menahem exacted the money from Israel, that is, from all the wealthy men,
fifty shekels of silver from every man, to give to the king of Assyria. So the king of
Assyria turned back and did not stay there in the land."

The Book of Second Kings, chapter 15, verse 20673

After the return of Judeans from the exile we see the slave-price go up yet again under the
Persian Empire to between 90 and 120 shekels.674
Why if we’re trying to associate Genesis with the time it claims to have occurred in are we
looking at a nearly two-thousand year time span? Well, if slave prices before Joseph were nearly half
the price of Joseph, and the price of Joseph was the average going rate, and all the prices afterwards
also correspond with reality as depicted in historical documentation, then we can know with certainty
that the authors wrote with accuracy and integrity. This was not a 6th century Jew in Babylon making
a guess, or even trying to create a narrative after copious amounts of careful research into the
historical documents from every region around himself for fifteen-hundred years. That theory is just
ludicrous and I’ll explain why when we close this segment. For now I’ll just say it’s obvious that it was
Moses moved by the Holy Spirit to record those finer details from the era previous to himself, likely
for your edification.
When the slave prices from the Bible and from extra-biblical sources are laid out on a chart
together they move in perfect alignment just as one would expect if both sources are truthful and
commenting on real, shared conditions from their time.
Continuing on, the Nuzi tablets actually discuss the particulars involved concerning a man
working for a period of time under employment by the father of the woman he wishes to marry. This
is exactly what we see transpire between Jacob and his uncle (and eventual father-in-law) Laban.
Jacob worked seven years for the hand of Rachel. When they later departed Laban’s household
Rachel stole her father’s teraphim, a Hebrew word describing the “family idol” or idols. Why would a
God-honouring woman do that? The late Old Testament scholar, Dr. Merrill Unger of Dallas Seminary,
having examined the Nuzi tablets, made the following observation:
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“Evidently the possession of these household gods implied leadership of the family and in the case of a
married daughter assured her husband the right to the property of her father. Since Laban evidently had
sons of his own when Jacob left for Canaan, they alone had the rights to their father’s gods, and theft of
these household idols by Rachel was a serious offense (Gen. 31:19, 30, 35), aimed at preserving for her
husband the chief title of Laban’s estate. …the fact that the patriarchal narratives correctly reflect customs
that would long since have become obsolete in the age when the critics contend these documents
were…[written].”675
Rachel’s theft speaks to the Hurrian custom of keeping household gods, AND that they signified
who the primary heir would be. We see this recorded in a Nuzi tablet of adoption of a ‘Wullu’ by a
certain ‘Nashwi’;
“If Nashwi has a son of his own he shall divide (the estate equally) with Wullu, but the son of Nashwi shall
take the gods of Nashwi.”676
This now helps explain Laban’s anxiousness revolving around the theft of his idols; “And now
you have gone away because you longed greatly for your father's house, but why did you steal
my gods?” Rachel’s thinking may have been that she wished to take a portion of the future
inheritance from her brothers for her husband due to her father’s hideously unfair treatment of Jacob
(Genesis 31:4-7, 14-16). By this she may have anticipated exchanging them with her brothers for part
of the inheritance at the time of their father’s passing, as the family-idols were clearly highly valued in
this culture.
This same Nuzi tablet for Wullu’s adoption by Nashwi also states that this adopted son may only
take the hand of his daughter;
“If Wullu takes another wife he shall forfeit the lands and buildings of Nashwi.”
It should by now be no surprise to us to read a warning from Laban to Jacob that says:
"The Lord watch between you and me, when we are out of one another's
sight. If you oppress my daughters, or if you take wives besides my daughters,
although no one is with us, see, God is witness between you and me."

The Book of Genesis, chapter 30, verse 49 and 50

Friend, which people-group were the Nuzi tablets from again? The Hurrian, correct? And one of
the prominent Hurrian cities of worship was called what? Harran, yes. And Harran is known as the
biblical city of which place? That’s right, Haran. And whereabouts did Laban and Rachel live? Yes…
Haran. It’s no wonder then why there are such similarities between their customs and the
Hurrian who inscribed the Nuzi Tablets. Laban’s family lived among the Hurrian and were heavily
influenced by them.
Another interesting connection between Mari texts and the Bible and Amorite personal names
being the same or resembling those of the Old Testament are the ‘Yahweh names’ we see in extrabiblical sources. Names like ‘Yawi-Addu’ or ‘Yawi-El’ should remind us of names like ‘Joel’ or ‘Jo-El’.
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Another obvious link is the practice of the ban of Hêrem which was customarily placed on lives
and property resulting from conquest. We saw this proclaimed when Joshua went up with Israel
against the city of Jericho, but it was also described in the Mari tablets as the ‘asakkum.’ Both
described severe penalties for anyone who violated the ban.677
Both the Mari tablets as well as ancient Akkadian cuneiform tablets from 1800-1750 B.C.
contained recorded treaties between Iasmah-Adad and Zimri-Lim as well as between Zimri-Lim and
Hammurabi I. In those days – the Middle Bronze Age - treaties and covenants were only established
if they contained five elements: witnesses (especially a deity), an oath, stipulations, the ceremony, and
a curse. We see this in God’s Word.678 But by the late Bronze Age such covenants have changed to
incorporate an additional two elements. Again the accounts of Genesis fit better earlier.
Other examples verified within extra-biblical sources grounding the patriarchal narrative in real
history are the transference of birthrights, brothers giving away their sisters in marriage and
negotiating the terms even though the father is present (which we witnessed in the account of
Rebekah becoming the wife of Isaac in Genesis 24), wives being certified as sisters that they may
receive greater honour (both Abraham and Isaac seem to do this of their wives or at least claim it
was so), the prevalence of nomadism, and geopolitical conditions as described. What we’ve examined
here has truly been a small sampling.
When all of these affiliated factors are weighed together, we have some exceedingly strong
circumstantial evidence that the author of Exodus wrote very close to the era it occurred in, was
telling the truth, and had intimate knowledge of the time it spoke of. Moses serves as a far better
candidate for the author of the Pentateuch than a Jewish exile in Babylon in the 7 th or 6th century,
wouldn’t you agree, dear friend?
Although an exile in Babylon may IN THEORY have been granted access to historical archives
there, it MUST NOT be forgotten that corroboration ALSO came from texts in locales very distant to
Babylon. Some of those texts, such as the Mari and Ebla Tablets from before 1760, were even

BURIED IN THE GROUND not to be found again until OUR last century! A lot of good THOSE texts
would have been to an individual forging a fake history for the Jews. What a masterful historian this
author would have had to have been, especially without access to all the source information!
And again, why would the Babylonian authorities permit such actions meant to defame them
and their gods for the purpose of strengthening Israel? The whole theory is absolutely nonsensical
rubbish. May I also remind you of the previous evidence from prophecy that already demands the
Holy Bible be God’s Word? Really, dear friend, the argument here in Part 4 regarding the Holy Bible
being God’s Word was settled definitively in the last section. Now I’m just helping you see more
evidence that you may brush off any further demonic attacks of doubt which will come from other
avenues. You can surely rest assured in Christ.
This all also serves to put to rest the “Documentary Hypothesis” for the construction of the Old
Testament.
Getting back to the scoffer’s claim that archaeological evidence and historical reality are
contradicted by the Bible’s details, we allegedly have what is called an anachronism within the
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patriarchal account of Genesis. An anachronism is an “error in chronology, especially a chronological
misplacing of persons, events, objects, or customs.”679 You see, dear friend, domesticated camels are
referred to some twenty-two times in Genesis (as well as three times in Job which we stated earlier is
arguably the oldest book in the Bible) which is set in the Middle Bronze Age, but scholars tell us
camels weren’t domesticated in this region until the beginning of the first millennium B.C..
After watching Focus on the Family’s Truth Project DVD on the historical reliability of the Old
Testament, I stumbled upon a blog by an ardent atheist who was critiquing the episode on the
patriarchs and the evidence for them (‘critique’ probably isn’t the word he should have used
considering how biased his position was – there was nothing critical about his thinking, except that it
was filled with criticism from the start). He had little to say of any real substance to discredit what the
host of the show, apologist and historical scientist Dr. Stephen C. Meyer, 680 was saying. That is until
the very end where Dr. Meyer himself mentioned the alleged anachronism of the domesticated
camels pointing to sculptures depicting them contemporaneously with Abraham. I suppose this jolted
the blogger enough that they needed to reassure themselves of their atheism with a little “science” as
they went on to counter Meyer’s evidence with their own: an article from National Geographic which
stated that researchers in Israel had dated domesticated camels to no earlier than 900-930 B.C..681
What shouldn’t be missed, dear friend, is that this article plainly states that the findings were
isolated to “copper smelting sites” in Israel’s Aravah Valley. This region is a long strip of land
separating Jordan from Israel south of the Dead Sea to the Gulf of Aqaba. But this is nowhere near
Beersheba where Abraham had lived with Isaac when Eliezer was sent on camels to Haran to
summon Rebekah. Just look at a map, it’s at least fifty kilometers away from where these excavations
occurred and camel remains were carbon-dated. This same article even admits that camels from as
long ago as 9,700 B.C. have been found IN THE SAME REGION, “but that these were probably wild
animals that ran free.”
Sadly this blogger concluded his blog feeling quite assured that he could go on rejecting the
God of Creation whom he is entirely accountable to because some researchers who haven’t dug up
every area of Israel concluded from excavations restricted to one patch of land that camels weren’t
domesticated in Abraham’s time. How gut-wrenchingly tragic… and arrogant.
Now that we’ve addressed this farce let’s actually look at evidence (this took me one second to
find in a Google-search so it’s pretty clear the blogger was only looking for evidence that would
affirm his position rather than see if anything further corroborated what Meyer had said).
In Wadi Nasib of Egypt we’ve seen an ancient petroglyph representing domesticated camels on
a rock face next to some Proto-Sinaitic inscriptions682 and they’re said to be “distinctive animal
petroglyphs—camels—that were represented as walking caravan style across the rock to the right
(easterly direction).”683 The first trailing camel is clearly a dromedary or “one-humped” camel. Right
beside it is an Egyptian hieroglyphic inscription translated to say “Year 20 under the majesty of the
king of Upper and Lower Egypt Nema’re’, son of Re’ Ammenemes, living like Re’ eternally.”684 With
that statement in mind we know our boundaries are Ammenemes III who ruled in the 12 th Dynasty
(or 19th century B.C.) and the Proto-Sinaitic inscriptions dated to the 15th century B.C.. With no current
evidence for activity in the area much later than 1500 B.C. the camel petroglyphs are obviously
somewhere between, potentially earlier than the 16th century B.C..685
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At the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York City resides a small copper alloy figurine of a

Bactrian (two-humped) camel.686 It appears to be equipped with some sort of a harness. It’s dated
from the late third to early second millennium B.C. and comes from the region that is modern day
northern Afghanistan. This is over 3,000 kilometers from Egypt (it’s important to note that Israel is
roughly 2,750 kilometers closer…). This is also one of Meyer’s evidences the blogger ignored.
Earlier than that even, dating into the third millennium B.C. is a second set of relevant camel
petroglyphs from a rock carving near Aswan and Gezireh in Upper Egypt. It depicts a man leading a
dromedary camel on a rope. There are also seven hieratic characters on the image. The carving was
dated to the 6th Dynasty of Egypt (2345-2181 B.C.) due to the inscription, style, and the patina. It’s a
safe bet that camels were domesticated in Egypt as early as 2200 B.C..687
There’s also an Egyptian limestone container from a First Dynasty tomb at Abusir el-Meleq
(somewhere between 3400-3000 B.C.) which appears to be a dromedary camel knelt down under its
load (the lid is missing);688 a terra-cotta tablet from the Pre-Dynastic period (earlier than the First,
possibly to 5500 B.C.) showing men riding and leading camels;689 other terra-cotta models of wheeled
carts led by Bactrian camels from Altyn-Depe in Turkmenia (modern day Turkmenistan)690 which
alludes to the earliest known period when the same type of domesticated two-humped camels were
utilized in the third millennium B.C..691 The early date of the stratigraphic context is quite telling.692
As for textual evidence, we see a Sumerian text found at Nippur from the Old Babylonian period
(1950-1600 B.C.) which “gives clear evidence of the domestication of the camel by that time, for it
alludes to camel’s milk.”693 Dare I say, it’s not often someone milks a wild camel, no? A second text
from that era speaks of “a Camel in a list of domesticated animals during the Old Babylonian period
in a Sumerian Lexical Text from Ugarit.”694 A third from a 2nd millennium B.C. cuneiform tablet from
Alalakh in the Level VII Middle Bronze Age (18th and 17th century B.C.) contains a ration-list including
“one (measure of) fodder—camel.”695 This reference to camel-feed would obviously only occur if
camels were domesticated (Alalakh existed just northwest of Syria in Turkey near the Mediterranean
coast).
Having actually looked at the evidence, unlike our poor blogger friend, does it really seem wise
to dismiss the existence of Abraham because domesticated camels no older than 930 B.C. were found
in an area Abraham may never have spent a great deal of time? What about when we see that
Abraham visited Egypt early on in his travels and Sarah was sought after by the pharaoh as a wife
only for God to afflict him with plagues resulting in the pharaoh releasing them along with servants,

donkeys, and… CAMELS.
Yes, dear friend, Abraham went to the place we just read camels were definitely domesticated
and God blessed him with some of them. Furthermore, when we continue reading on, we don’t see
the author of Genesis write that ‘everyone in the Levant (which includes modern day Israel) had a
camel’. In fact we don’t hear about camels again until Eliezer rides some to Rebekah in Turkey 12

chapters later. It’s no wonder we aren’t tripping over camel remains from the patriarchal era all over
Israel every time an archaeologist puts a trowel in the ground. I don’t suspect we will either.
However, I do speculate that at some point by God’s grace, for those struggling to attain saving
faith, He may guide someone to some such camel-remains eventually. But He doesn’t have to in
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order that anyone believe. Anyone who humbly seeks Him with all of their heart is rewarded with
faith.
I also can’t help but wonder if the present hate-on towards the very word patriarchy spurred on
by radical third-wave feminism (which is clearly antichrist in origin and nature) isn’t some scheme of
the devil to turn some people away from the truth of God’s Word because of the misconstrued
vilification of that word and what it actually refers to. Its becoming a ‘trigger-word’ to put up
defenses and halt thoughtful, open dialogue certainly does no favours in the quest of helping people
know their promised Messiah Whom through the patriarchs did come.
Dear friend, from what you’ve seen here today regarding corroborative evidence for the
existence of the patriarchs, including the complete refutation of hollow declarations that Abraham
could not have had domesticated camels, on top of the unquestionable foundation we’ve already laid
prior to all of this, surely you find it more likely that Abraham was than that Abraham was not.
Consider also that Abraham was no king over a mighty nation. He was a simple nomad whom
God blessed with fortune and very limited fame. He moved from place to place never truly
establishing a great tribe of people from himself. It wouldn’t even be until his grandson that his
lineage started to really blossom and bloom, yet still only to about 70 or so people. That’s hardly
enough to leave a massive dent in the history-books. It’s reasonable to understand why we don’t
have a bunch of artifacts in museums attributed to him. It’s also understandable that he hasn’t been
named with his conquests in any of those ancient tablets. Yet the accuracy of the Bible when it
speaks about life in that time indicates its truthfulness.
Also to think about is how unlikely a whole movement or religion would be based on the idea
that it could stem from a simple shepherd being called out of his homeland by God and told to
wander about. Why not start with a king or merchant of exceptional wealth? Something like that
would have some clout. The reality is God uses the shameful and the humble to confound the wise.
There’s another possibility I’ll touch on in a while as well…
In any case Abraham was, and the promise he received of an heir to bless all the nations surely
did come, praise be to God.
Also worth looking into if you’d like to do further reading is an online paper by PhD candidate
in Archaeology and History of the Ancient World, Gerard Dertoux.696 He has several other papers also
dealing with archaeology, but the most interesting one relating to our current topic discusses
Abraham and Chedolamer, the king of Elam who Abraham retrieved Lot and all his people and
possessions from.
There are also two books by Kenneth A. Kitchen titled Ancient Orient & Old Testament
well as On the Reliability of the Old Testament.
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Or Not
As one would expect by now, countless times personalities from the Bible have been asserted as

“non-existent” in actual history by ‘higher critics’ who arrogantly hold the position that God’s Word
isn’t true, only for us to later dig up historical evidence proving them wrong. Just like when biblical
dates seem off or the date of a fulfillment seems wrong, it’s probably an error on our part, and not
God’s.
Until the middle of 2017 archaeologists had confirmed the identities of fifty people named in
the Old Testament. Since that time THREE MORE have been added.699 When we survey the list of
verified individuals we see five people from Egypt between 945 and 570 B.C.; one Moabite from early
to mid 9th century B.C.; five people from Aram-Damascus between the early 9th century B.C. to 732
B.C.; nine personalities from the northern kingdom of Israel between 884 and mid 5 th century B.C.;

fourteen from the kingdom of Judah between 1010 and 586 B.C.; six from Assyria between 744 and
and 669 B.C.; seven from Babylonia between 721 and 540 B.C.; and six from Persia between 559 to
404 B.C..
Please understand, dear friend, that these are not vague, hardly discernable artifacts or
references used by archaeologists to proclaim the existence of personages of the Bible as if grasping
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at straws. Nor are we talking about a reliance on much later writings from historians like Josephus. All
of this is based on physical inscriptions and early texts linking these people to God’s Word in
unmistakable ways. Three criteria relied upon are that a biblical name must: 1) match that on the
authentic inscription (the inscription itself must be free of possible forgery which most often rules out
items from the open antiquities markets which are rather dubious); 2) the names must match in terms
of the period (this is where the science of paleography may be utilized, but also dating of the
materials used or surface upon which an inscription is found based upon stylizations, etc); and 3) at
least three specific details are used to identify an individual, such as their name, the father’s name,
and their title.
“If it matches the same three mentions in Scripture, it’s a virtual certainty… There might be a few
people with the same name, father’s name… but same title?”700 As we compound the probabilities it
approaches impossibility that the inscribed name belongs to anyone else than the person found
within the pages of the Bible.
Let’s look at a few examples starting with king Omri of the northern kingdom of Israel who
reigned from 884 to 873 B.C.. He’s named in not just one rock inscription, but THREE additional ones
too! First we have what is known as the Mesha Stele, a block of basalt 1 meter tall and 60
centimeters wide and thick. The usual dating is 840 B.C. and speaks of a Moabite king Mesha
rebelling against Israel. He refers specifically to Omri being an earlier king who oppressed his people
and how the oppression lasted some forty years under Omri’s successors before the rebellion. 701
We also see “House of Omri” (or Bit-Humria) show up in Tiglath-Pilesser III’s “Royal
Inscriptions”702 as well as Sargon II’s.703 King Shalmaneser III’s six-foot-high Black Obelisk dated to
825 B.C. was discovered in 1846 by British explorer Austen Henry Layard and it references Omri as
well.704 It even includes a relief of Omri’s successor king Jehu or Jehu’s ambassador kissing his feet!705
These are the three rock inscriptions from three Assyrian kings (notice, we’ve only just stated in the
last segment that words in history from different people-groups often refer to the same name even
though their translated spellings are fairly different?).
Next, the Kurkh Stele (also known as ‘Kurkh Monoliths’) of Shalmaneser III mention the northern
kingdom of Israel’s older king Ahab.706 It states that Ahab possessed 2,000 chariots and 10,000
soldiers. This might explain Ahab’s ability to repel a campaign by Ben-Hadad, king of Damascus, in
the first book of Kings, chapter 20. This is also the same Ben-Hadad who the Assyrian king
Shalmaneser III is able to conquer (named Hadad-ezer in the Kurkh Monolith a little before Ahab).707
It’s very interesting to see an Israelite king contemporary to a foreign king mentioned as such in
Scripture also corroborated in a trusted extra-biblical source from the same era.
After Assyria conquers northern Israel it begins a campaign against the kingdom of Judah. This
onslaught would come from Sennacherib, king of Assyria, and start in the fourteenth year of king
Hezekiah. Scripture reports that he “came up against all the fortified cities of Judah and took
them.”708 One of those cities was Lachish, prompting Hezekiah’s desperate response;
"And Hezekiah king of Judah sent to the king of Assyria at Lachish, saying, 'I
have done wrong; withdraw from me. Whatever you impose on me I will bear.'
And the king of Assyria required of Hezekiah king of Judah three hundred talents
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of silver and thirty talents of gold. And Hezekiah gave him all the silver that was
found in the house of the Lord and in the treasuries of the king's house."

The Second Book of Kings, chapter 18, verses 14 and 15

Sennacherib would send his forces to Jerusalem709 but would neither lay siege to her nor capture
her. We actually alluded to this in the opening of this 11th section – an angel of the Lord killed a
massive number of the Assyrian forces causing them to withdraw.710
In 1830 Colonel Robert Taylor, a British archaeologist discovered what would come to be known
as Sennacherib’s Prism, an inscribed hexagonal prism noting the military campaigns of the same
Assyrian king. Dated to 691 B.C.711 this prism reads:
"As for the king of Judah, Hezekiah, who had not submitted to my authority, I besieged and captured
forty-six of his fortified cities, along with many smaller towns, taken in battle with my battering rams. ... I
took as plunder 200,150 people, both small and great, male and female, along with a great number of
animals including horses, mules, donkeys, camels, oxen, and sheep. As for Hezekiah, I shut him up like a
caged bird in his royal city of Jerusalem. I then constructed a series of fortresses around him, and I did not
allow anyone to come out of the city gates. His towns which I captured I gave to the kings of Ashod,
Ekron, and Gaza."
Regarding the amount of gold and silver given him by Hezekiah, another copy of the prism, the

Oriental Institute Prism from 689 B.C. reads, “With 30 talents of Gold, 800 talents of silver and all
kinds of treasure from his palace," conflating the amount of silver the Bible states he received. This
sort of embellishment is to be expected and is frequently seen in the annals of ancient kings.
Another noteworthy factor is that the translated reading we see on the Wikipedia pages has him
stating "I then constructed a series of fortresses around him." Meanwhile a reading from the 29th line
of the Oriental Prism shows "Earthworks I threw up against him" as if referring to siege-mounds
commonly built up against a fortified wall for invading soldiers to rush up. The first reading which
seems to speak of impromptu earthen bases erected at a distance from the city surrounding it is
obviously more accurate however. Line 30 of the Oriental Prism tells us these were constructed to
keep inhabitants of Jerusalem from leaving the city gates to flee the impending invasion, an invasion
which never came.
We know this for two reasons; first, God said so through the prophet Isaiah who gave God’s
Word to Hezekiah;
“Therefore thus says the Lord concerning the king of Assyria: He shall not
come into this city or shoot an arrow there, or come before it with a shield or cast
up a siege mound against it. By the way that he came, by the same he shall
return, and he shall not come into this city, declares the Lord. For I will defend this
city to save it, for my own sake and for the sake of my servant David.”

The Second Book of Kings, chapter 19, verses 32 to 34
And second, Sennacherib, although boasting about receiving tribute from Hezekiah never
claims that he took the city, and history reveals that Jerusalem remained there for more than a
century. This silence is HIGHLY conspicuous. If Sennacherib had built siege mounds against the walls,
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why didn’t he finish taking the Judean capital? He’d already sacked many other cities and capitals
from other kings, so why stop?
Something made the Assyrian army leave quite suddenly with no explanation given on the
prisms. But it wasn’t Hezekiah giving him an enormous amount of wealth because that had already
happened while the enemy army was taking Lachish well before they arrived in his vicinity! It was
later that the promise of God came through Isaiah, and this followed Hezekiah finally humbling
himself greatly, coming before the Lord in His temple, seeking deliverance from God for His own

Name’s sake! 712 What it actually looks like is God responded to Sennacherib directly because the
Assyrian king had his messengers come to Jerusalem TWICE713 telling them in blasphemous defiance
that they could NOT trust in the God of Israel;
"So he sent messengers again to Hezekiah, saying, 'Thus shall you speak to Hezekiah king
of Judah: "Do not let your God in whom you trust deceive you by promising that Jerusalem will
not be given into the hand of the king of Assyria. Behold, you have heard what the kings of
Assyria have done to all lands, devoting them to destruction. And shall you be delivered?
Have the gods of the nations delivered them, the nations that my fathers destroyed, Gozan,
Haran, Rezeph, and the people of Eden who were in Telassar? Where is the king of Hamath, the
king of Arpad, the king of the city of Sepharvaim, the king of Hena, or the king of Ivvah?"’”

The Second Book of Kings, chapter 19, verses 9 to 13

God’s response was as we already mentioned; He sent an angel which supernaturally killed a
large number of Assyrians causing them to withdraw. Why wasn’t this recorded on the prism then?
Because it would have been such an embarrassment, and such truths seldom made it into the records
of kings ruled by their pride.
There’s another clue confirming this which is even more telling...
Although Sennacherib certainly DID NOT erect siegeworks against Jerusalem, he DID against
other Judean cities such as Lachish forty kilometers to the southwest. During excavations of Nineveh
between 1845 and 1847, Austen Henry Layard also discovered 3D relief carvings in the south-west
palace of Sennacherib, and they were dated to between 700 and 681 B.C..714 These carvings depicted
his entire campaign against the kingdom of Judah, but most importantly were the images of siegemounds or ‘earthworks’ “thrown against the walls” of Lachish, and not Jerusalem.
As well, at the site of Tel Lachish archaeological digs have uncovered hundreds of Assyrian
arrowheads, and even 1500 skulls in a nearby cave, not to mention the only remains of an Assyrian
siege-ramp discovered so far.715
The reason the relief of Lachish at Sennacherib’s palace is so telling a clue is just that – it’s the

‘LACHISH Relief’ rather than the ‘JERUSALEM Relief’! Why on earth would a conquering king adorn
his palace walls with the tale of his taking a secondary city of a nation?! Because he did not take
Jerusalem! It’s like an invading country’s leader having a mural painted showing the defeat of
London, Ontario instead of our nation’s capital city, Ottawa!
This serves as the greatest admission that God had kept Sennacherib from taking the city of
Zion just as He promised!
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Retired American scholar and Emeritus Professor of Hebrew Bible and Early Judaism at the
University of Hull, England, Lester Grabbe theorized that the artist had intended for the massive relief
to portray the defeat of Jerusalem only to have to put the title of Lachish on it when the capital was
not taken.716 He adds that the entire relief of Lachish’s monumental defeat was wholly overcompensation by the king when he failed to take Jerusalem. This was the only battle-picture
Sennacherib had commissioned and it was very large in size, placed prominently in the central room
of his palace, and all this likely affirms that this was indeed over-compensation for his being refused
the capital by God.
And if that wasn’t enough confirmation of Hezekiah from the pages of Scripture, we also already
discussed “Hezekiah’s Tunnel” and “Hezekiah’s Wall” earlier. But he’s also found in Sennacherib’s

Azekah Inscription dated to 700 B.C. which describes the Assyrian king’s taking of “the city of Azekah,
his stronghold, which is between my [bo]rder and the land of Judah.”717
I should also add that the close of 2 Kings 19 which discusses Hezekiah’s dealings with
Sennacherib details Sennacherib’s assassination by his son (we talked about this and the accusation
that the author muddled up the timeframe in the introduction). Lines 34 and 35 the Chronicle of

Nabonassar dated to 499 B.C. confirm the son’s murderous rebellion for us.718
Finally I’ll briefly mention the bulla (a clay stamp serving as a royal seal) found in 2015 in an
administrative building destroyed long ago by the Babylonians when they razed Jerusalem in 587 B.C..
It reads: “Belonging to Hezekiah [son of] Ahaz, King of Judah.”719
It’s one thing when we find ancient Jewish relics affirming the existence of Biblical people, but
how much more profound is it, dear friend, when their names come out of the histories of their
adversaries? No enemy was including Jewish details to aid them in a long-serving conspiracy to
invent a fake-religion.
We’ve discussed already how Nebuchadnezzar became king of Babylon in 605 B.C.. The first
verse of the 24th chapter in the first book of Kings tells us that he came up to Jerusalem and
Jehoiakim became his vassal for three years. We’ve seen elsewhere at lengths in the Bible that wealth
was given to Nebuchadnezzar by Jerusalem. It should not be surprising to learn then that the 12 th
and 13th lines of what is known as the Jerusalem Chronicle written by the Babylonians and catalogued
as “ABC 5” read as follows:
"In the accession year Nebuchadnezzar went back again to the Hatti-land and until the month of Šabatu
marched unopposed through the Hatti-land; in the month of Šabatu he took the heavy tribute of the
Hatti-territory to Babylon."720
Hatti-land is a reference to the Syro-Palestinian region in which Judah’s kingdom dwelt. The 11 th
to 13th lines on the reverse side also reference Judah giving tribute, this time after the second siege
in 597 B.C. when Zedekiah was put in charge.
Inline with this we read from the prophet Jeremiah who was IN Jerusalem during its inglorious
fall to Babylon:
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"Then Jeremiah the prophet spoke all these words to Zedekiah king of Judah,
in Jerusalem, when the army of the king of Babylon was fighting against
Jerusalem and against all the cities of Judah that were left, Lachish and Azekah,
for these were the only fortified cities of Judah that remained."

The Book of Jeremiah, chapter 34, verses 6 to 7
We saw those two cities fall to Assyria a century earlier, didn’t we, friend?
In 1935 noted British archaeologist James Leslie Starkey found letters written on broken clay
pottery amidst the site now known as ancient Lachish.721 The letters contain correspondence from
one officer at an outpost near Lachish to his commanding officer stationed at Lachish, and were
probably written shortly before Lachish fell to the Babylonian army of King Nebuchadnezzar in 588/7
B.C.. Letter Number 4 also makes mention of Azekah and “fire signals” leading some to believe
impending doom from Babylon was close. Letter Number 16 which reads: “your servant sent it … the
letter of sons of [?] … [?ah, the prophet” could very well be speaking of Jeremi ah, Uriah, or
Hananniah, all prophets operating at that time and whose names ended with the ‘ah’ sound in
Hebrew.722
Similarly there are also ancient ration tablets from Babylon found by Robert Koldewey at the
turn of the 20th century issuing oil to Jehoiachin, king of Judah, and his five sons.723 This was the king
taken captive during the second siege at the turn of the century.
Lest we forget, we already mentioned the Cyrus Cylinder which plainly displayed his release of
the Israelite remnant to go rebuild their house of worship AND receive financial blessing to do so.
Now let’s look at more seals of personalities.
Not all of the following people in and of themselves are remarkable. Nevertheless let’s take a
quick look at them also so that I may make my point very clearly.
“Then, in the hearing of all the people, Baruch read the words of Jeremiah from the
scroll, in the house of the Lord, in the chamber of Gemariah the son of Shaphan the
secretary, which was in the upper court, at the entry of the New Gate of the Lord's house.”

The Book of Jeremiah, chapter 36, verse 10

During an excavation in Jerusalem’s “City of David” sector some very compelling artifacts were
found. A ‘bulla’ refers to the clay imprint from a signet-ring – a device one wore on their finger or
secured on a chain or necklace to serve as their signature when sealing or signing a document. Clay

bullae (plural for ‘bulla’) were used to seal the cords wrapping around ancient papyrus scrolls to
ensure the security of documents be they dispatched or stored. Between 1978 and 1987, Israeli
archaeologist Yigal Shiloh found dozens and dozens of bullae while excavating 'Area G' on the
eastern slopes of the City of David just above the Kidron valley.
One such bulla read, “Gemariah, Son of Shaphan” just like we see in the above passage from
Jeremiah’s time in Jerusalem before its final destruction in 587 B.C..724 It appears we have a match.
Of course it’s been argued that both names were very popular at that time so ‘there’s no way to
be sure.’ But let’s really think about this limp dismissal for a moment, shall we? What are the chances
that there’s another Gemariah who is the son of a Shaphan? Let’s imagine these names were as
popular as falsely touted and one in twenty people had either name. That means the likelihood of a
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father-and-son combination is one in four-hundred (here’s probability at work again). That’s rare, but
it’s not impossibly rare. Now divide the factor again by half to account for the fact that it MUST be

Gemariah who’s the son of Shaphan and not Shaphan who’s son of Gemariah. That’s one in eighthundred. Then we must take into consideration the reality that not everyone had a signet-ring.
Although they were somewhat common in ancient times, especially later on, it’s doubtful any more
than 10% would have needed such an item. Now the odds are one in eight-thousand. Factor in the
odds that such people would be wandering about the City of David and who knows how unlikely it is
now.
As for Gemariah being a “common” name, it only appears in the entire Bible five times, and only
in the book of Jeremiah in reference to this one particular person. Based on the odds AND where this
bulla was found – right by the ramp up towards the ‘New Gate’ entrance to the Temple Mount

just as the passage states – I’d say we most definitely have a match!
I’m no expert though. But according to researcher Lawrence J. Mykytiuk’s book, Identifying

Biblical Persons in Northwest Semitic Inscriptions of 1200-539 B.C.E., this is what experts in his field
would call an “I.D. Grade 3” for ‘Virtual Certainty’725 (the ‘three-point’ criteria refered to earlier is
what he uses).
“So they went into the court to the king, having put the scroll in the chamber of
Elishama the secretary, and they reported all the words to the king. Then the king sent
Jehudi to get the scroll, and he took it from the chamber of Elishama the secretary. And
Jehudi read it to the king and all the officials who stood beside the king.”

The Book of Jeremiah, chapter 36, verses 20 and 21

A seal was also purchased on the antiquities market with an imprint reading: “Belonging to
Elishama, the king’s son.”726 Thanks to cross-referencing of passages such as this one with 2 Kings
25:25 and others in Jeremiah which go so far as to say, “Ishmael the son of Nethaniah, son of
Elishama, of the royal family, one of the chief officers of the king,” it becomes clear that the
position of secretary was granted Elishama because he was of the royal family. Not only that but
where the passage speaks of the “chamber of Elishama the secretary,” Yigal Shiloh who’d
discovered the room full of bullae along with the other structures, and called it the ‘House of Bullae’,
believed it very well could have been Elishama’s administrative chamber, hence why it contained all
the seals.727
Amazingly these clay seals were preserved so well because of the destructive fire set by the
Babylonians themselves during the destruction of Jerusalem in 587 B.C. – it heated and cured the
seals! Talk about providence, dear friend! Had they decided NOT to burn and destroy the majority of
the city after demolishing Solomon’s temple, we may not have these clay seals today!
Elishama receives a Grade 2 I.D.; Reasonable but Uncertain. The motivation for this rating was
due its being unprovenanced.228 This means it was purchased from the antiquities market without any
formal record of ownership or discovery as opposed to being found during an official archaeological
excavation under the direct supervision of a reputed school. This system thought to be of integrity,
safe-guards against scholarly skepticism that accompanies items purchased from the antiquities
market that are potentially fraudulent forgeries, especially in the last several decades as the value of
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such artifacts has become better appreciated by the locals. Items purchased previously from the
antiquities markets were often genuine as the merchants selling the items, sometimes even in
bazaars, had no real understanding of their true value. It was even worse for the Beduoin and other
such folk who happened upon such items and then sold them to local merchants for dirt-cheap.
Items that once appeared to be ‘old junk’ to locals quickly became valuable to them, and then
forgeries grew in prevelance. It’s now safest and authenticity is most sure when the items have come
directly out of the ground and into the hands of archaeologists.
Speaking of Elishama;
“In the seventh month, Ishmael the son of Nethaniah, son of Elishama, of the
royal family, one of the chief officers of the king, came with ten men to Gedaliah
the son of Ahikam, at Mizpah.”

The Book of Jeremiah, chapter 41, verse 1
Another unprovenanced bulla reads: “Belonging to Yisma ( )el, the King’s Son,” also garnering a
Grade 2 I.D..729 This obviously speaks of Ishmael’s lineage to king David through his grandfather
Elishama’s clan.
“And the king commanded Jerahmeel the king's son and Seraiah the son of
Azriel and Shelemiah the son of Abdeel to seize Baruch the secretary and
Jeremiah the prophet, but the Lord hid them.”

The Book of Jeremiah, chapter 36, verse 26

Granted a Grade 3 I.D., virtually certain, we have another bulla from Jerahmeel, the king’s son;
“Belonging to Yerahme'el, the King's Son"730
In 1904731 another intriguing seal was discovered by archaeologist Gotlieb Schumacher in the
ruins of Megiddo in northern Israel. It was found near Gate 1567 above the courtyard of Palace 1723
– one of Solomon’s palaces. It bore an inscription of a beautiful lion and the words, “Belonging to
Sema, the Minister of Jeroboam.” It was dated to the time before the Assyrian conquest of 732 B.C.,
indicating its owner was an official to king Jeroboam II of the northern kingdom of Israel. Due to its
being discovered under controlled conditions, and having been found in the site of said excavation,
and the location of its find being known, the identity of the owner – Shema – and thus his king –
Jeroboam II – has been noted as Certain.732
Other seals have been discovered confirming the biblical records about King Uzziah. “Belonging
to Abiyaw, the minister (of), Uzziyaw.”733 Although this seal was purchased from an antiquities dealer,
it was done so long ago before 1858. The provenance is unknown but the authenticity was presumed
to predate sufficient knowledge of epigraphy (the study of… ancient inscriptions)734 for anyone to
accurately forge the characters. Had they been faked with the limited understanding of ancient
writing symbols, by now with our vast wealth of examples to compare against, experts would spot the
mistakes easily. Yet all the letters have proven consistent with the time they were from, the mid to
late 8th century B.C., perfectly matching Uzziah’s reign over the kingdom of Judah.
That wasn’t all though; there was another seal that said, “Belonging to Shubnayaw, the minister
to Uzziyaw.”735 Again the authenticity is unquestioned in spite of being purchased on the antiquities
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market due that purchase occurring before 1863. The seal may be taken as a virtual certainty. It’s
obviously also dated to the mid eighth century B.C., but of great intrigue is that from the comparison
of both seals’ inscriptional stylings, Shubnayaw’s seal may predate the other by fifty years… Uzziah,
whether he was a coregent to his father Amaziah or not, reigned for at least forty and possibly even
fifty years, making the consistency of these details even more remarkable.
King Hezekiah who we’ve more than enough information for (including his very own seal), is also
mentioned in another bulla reading: “Belonging to Yehozara/h, Son of Hilqi/[y]ahu. The Minister of
Hi/zqiyahu.” Purchased more recently on the antiquities market before 1974, the provenance is
unknown, BUT the consensus of expert opinions who’ve examined the textual inscription favor its
authenticity and date it to the late eighth to early seventh century B.C. right when Hezekiah was
king.736
“And the king commanded Hilkiah the priest, and Ahikam the son of Shaphan,
and Achbor the son of Micaiah, and Shaphan the secretary, and Asaiah the king's
servant, saying, ‘Go, inquire of the Lord for me, and for the people, and for all
Judah, concerning the words of this book that has been found. For great is the
wrath of the Lord that is kindled against us, because our fathers have not obeyed
the words of this book, to do according to all that is written concerning us.’”

The Second Book of Kings, chapter 22, verses 12 and 13

First published in 1994 by Deutsch and Heltzer who granted this artifact a Grade 2 I.D.
(reasonable, but uncertain), this large seal on red limestone was found bearing the inscription, “Of
Asayahu, the King’s Minister.” It also featured a galloping horse. The name ‘Asaiah’ is actually the
Hebrew short-form of Asayahu. This name occurs twice in the Old Testament in conjunction with the
title “the king's servant” but refers to the same person as it’s simply the same account told in 2 Kings
as well as 2 Chronicles. The seal was dated by epigraphy to between the eighth and early sixth
centuries B.C. (which encompasses Josiah's reign from 640 to 609 B.C.).
Dear friend, not only do we see confirmations of well-known, historical figures from the Bible,
but we also see confirmations of people named in the Bible as their servants. On a good day in
extra-biblical cultures it is a stretch that we amass so much evidence for their existence. But to have

THIS MUCH for a book scores of people decry as having no place in academia? I think you can see
who will be on the losing side of history here. It must also be said that this has been a very brief
glimpse at the historical evidence we have. There’s so much more where this all came from that the
only way you should be convinced that God’s Word isn’t set in time and didn’t happen is by our
educational institutions and media sources hiding the facts from us, ignoring the facts, or outright
lying to us. I touched on only a few of the personalities in Lawrence Mykytiuk’s book, and I didn’t
even bother going through the entire list of 53 Biblical persons whose existence I said we have proof
for.
Would you even be able to find 53 people from your graduating class with the internet if you
couldn’t use Facebook and other social media sites? If they had to be of even the slightest notoriety
to make it into an online newspaper article or similar, I doubt you’d find them. And that’s for people
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alive and well TODAY while online archives are easily accessible in their servers and databases.
Imagine the only trace of them was buried beneath two-thousand years of desert-sand?
Also to consider is that our ability to find all the bullae and seals we have so far after this long
and having only dug up a fraction of the dirt out there, that can be extrapolated to mean given
enough time we’ll find much, much more, making the case which is already open-and-shut even
tighter. It also means even MORE such evidential pieces once existed but were lost to the degrading
effects of history.
If even the servants in the Bible were real people, what should that tell you about everyone else?
It should tell you they were real, flesh and blood. I mean imagine reading about ‘Larry the janitor’ in
an ancient text everyone is constantly attacking and denying is true. If even Larry who had a bit-part
in a couple of passages was verifiably real, what does that make implicit about the MAJOR players?
And then what does that mean about everything else that was being said?
It means the Bible is accurate in all that it records. Everything God has said is true.

Everything.
No rational person would remain on the fence about their accountability to God until “more
evidence” came through when there’s already so much. No feeling person would remain indifferent to
the God who made them and loves them and has made a way for them to know Him and have
eternal life and escape the judgment. They would, at the very least, humbly pray and seek Him while
reading His Word, the Holy Bible, just as His invitation has always said, and just as I’ve been writing
this whole time.
Archaeological artifacts found in the earth verify the trustworthiness of God and His Scripture.
"Truth shall spring out of the earth, and righteousness shall look down from heaven”

The 85th Psalm, verse 11 (King James Version)
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Joseph and the Seven Years of Famine
This may be a story you’re already familiar with, dear friend. We alluded to it briefly only two
segments ago in Abraham and the Time of the Patriarchy. It’s the account of Joseph the son of Jacob
finding himself in Egypt. It is an amazing, true story very much worth your time. For the most part it
begins in the 37th chapter of the book of Genesis (as you would expect it begins even earlier with the
birth of Joseph to Rachel, and the background is set up before even that). It ends at the close of
Genesis in chapter 50.
The evidence we’ll be assessing revolves around Joseph’s God-ordained climb to prominence
and political power under the pharaoh due to Joseph interpreting the Egyptian leader’s unsettling
dream regarding a coming famine. Let’s read Moses’s inspired recording of God’s wisdom gifted to
Joseph;
"There will come seven years of great plenty throughout all the land of Egypt, but after
them there will arise seven years of famine, and all the plenty will be forgotten in the land of
Egypt. The famine will consume the land, and the plenty will be unknown in the land by
reason of the famine that will follow, for it will be very severe... Joseph was thirty years old
when he entered the service of Pharaoh king of Egypt. And Joseph went out from the
presence of Pharaoh and went through all the land of Egypt. During the seven plentiful years
the earth produced abundantly, and he gathered up all the food of these seven years, which
occurred in the land of Egypt, and put the food in the cities. He put in every city the food
from the fields around it. And Joseph stored up grain in great abundance, like the sand of the
sea, until he ceased to measure it, for it could not be measured... The seven years of plenty
that occurred in the land of Egypt came to an end, and the seven years of famine began to
come, as Joseph had said. There was famine in all lands, but in all the land of Egypt there
was bread. When all the land of Egypt was famished, the people cried to Pharaoh for bread.
Pharaoh said to all the Egyptians, 'Go to Joseph. What he says to you, do.'
"So when the famine had spread over all the land, Joseph opened all the storehouses
and sold to the Egyptians, for the famine was severe in the land of Egypt. Moreover, all the
earth came to Egypt to Joseph to buy grain, because the famine was severe over all the
earth."
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The Book of Genesis, chapter 41, verses 29 to 31, 46 to 49, and 53 to 57
Alright, friend, let’s get “science-ey” and make some predictions to craft a hypothesis. What
should we expect to find as evidence based on these verses? We can assume there will be a period
of agricultural prosperity, an equal period of famine that impacts not only Egypt but all the
earth causing people to come for food, Joseph will make preparations, and Joseph will be in a
position of great power (verses 37 to 43 actually seem to indicate that Joseph was made a prime
minister to pharaoh over all of Egypt).
It’s believed by British Egyptologist David Rohl that Amenemhat III’s coregency with his father
Senusret III is when these events would have taken place. One reason is a natural canal running
parallel to the Nile River which was enlarged to bring water to Lake Moeris (now named ‘Lake Quran’)
in the Faiyum Oasis eighty kilometers southwest of Cairo. This enlarging was done during the time of
Amenemhat III. Known in ancient times as Mer-Wer (which means “Great Canal”)

738

it would

eventually be renamed Bahr Yussef which translates to “The Waterway of Joseph.” Why would anyone
call it that except if a tradition existed that Joseph had been influential in its construction?
And why would Amenemhat III build his pyramidal burial chamber just two kilometers from it in
Hawara, and thirty kilometers from the lake unless there was some sort of significance to this water
system?739 When we look at the depiction in Scripture of the pharaoh’s first prophetic dream from
God we see both the blessing and the curse come from the Nile.740 If a healthy water-rate from the
Nile was to bless the land, then an inadequacy from the Nile would also be the cause of the curse.
Improving the Mer-Wer to fill and store water in Lake Moeris to increase productivity during those
first seven blessed years is quite likely why Amenemhat was grateful for this waterway. Recognizing it
had everything to do with the success of his reign, he chose to ‘sleep’ there until his next life.
More than that, the facial details of both Amenemhat’s statue as well as his father’s differ
considerably from those prior to and after them. Egyptologist and art historian William Smith writes:
“The dominating quality of these (statue) heads is that of an intelligent consciousness of a ruler's
responsibilities and an awareness of the bitterness which this can bring ... A brooding seriousness appears
even in the face of the young Amenemhat III ... it is immediately apparent that this man lived in a different
time from that which produced the serene confidence of the people of the Old Kingdom.” 741
On page 30 of David Rohl’s The Lords of Avaris: Uncovering the Legendary Origins of Western

Civilization, he’d remark on “the human face of kingship, as expressed in the painfully honest statuary
of Senusret III and his son Amenemhat III – perhaps the greatest kings of the 12th Dynasty.” He’d say
more in an interview with filmmaker Timothy Mahoney during the production of an excellent
documentary on this very topic called Patterns of Evidence: Exodus (it definitely has critics but that’s
because it draws conclusions no one wants to hear);
“Amenemhat [III] is depicted with worry lines. His ears are turned out so that he can listen to the concerns
of the people. He’s got a frown on his face. He looks like a very concerned pharaoh, a very human
pharaoh. He’s not depicted in the usual bland way that you see on all the other statues of past and future
pharaohs... I think that this indicates there are serious problems in the land. The people are struggling to
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survive, and he is showing you sympathy for that struggle in his face. So I think that’s an important sign
that this is the era of famine."742
These are not at all like the smoothly carved, semi-smiling faces you’re likely familiar with.743
They truly do look burdened and stressed as if ruling in a difficult period of time.
Speaking of time, these pharaohs ARE NOT in the period much of scholarship would want to set
Joseph’s living in Egypt (if they’re even willing to oblige that he was a real person). But when we look
to David Rohl’s revised Egyptian chronology which is somewhat compressed, it sets these pharaohs
roughly 180 years later perfectly in line with when Joseph was released from his prison cell to
interpret the pharaoh’s dream (this revision definitely has opponents, but it also has some scholarly
support, and more than that, there is actually wider agreement by many scholars that Egypt’s history
requires revision to some degree, but we’ll discuss this later).744
Now if a severe famine struck the land of Egypt and before long all people were required to go
to Joseph for food, what should we expect? Well, if those seeking sustenance had to pay for it, we
should see historical evidence of a massive shift in wealth, and therefore power.
At that time Egypt was divided into what were known as warets – three administrative regions of
south, central, and north.745 Within those were dozens of smaller districts called nomes and these
were ruled over by nomarchs. These would have been the very people who would be bleeding
valuables to the pharaoh for Joseph’s food-stores, and thus losing their power at the same time.
Ian Shaw would write in The Oxford history of ancient Egypt of this very period that...
“…Senusret [III] has been given credit for an administrative reform which put more power in the hands of
appointees of the central government, instead of regional authorities.... The power of the Nomarchs
seems to drop off permanently during his reign, which has been taken to indicate that the central
government had finally suppressed them, though there is no record that Senusret ever took direct
action against them.” 746 (bold, underline, and italics for emphasis, mine)
Did you also notice in that quotation that Senusret was comfortable leaving ministers with more
power in his centralized government than any pharaoh before him? Think back to his appointment of
Joseph as a sort of “Minister of Civil and Agricultural Planning,” trusted with a great deal of
autonomy! How fitting.
Meanwhile we learn that the reign of Amenemhat III proved to be the most economically
prosperous time during the Middle Kingdom747 said to span from 2055 B.C. to around 1650 B.C., right
when Joseph would have really been there. What does God’s Word say happened?
"Now there was no food in all the land, for the famine was very severe, so that the
land of Egypt and the land of Canaan languished by reason of the famine. And Joseph
gathered up all the money that was found in the land of Egypt and in the land of Canaan,
in exchange for the grain that they bought. And Joseph brought the money into
Pharaoh's house. And when the money was all spent in the land of Egypt and in the land
of Canaan, all the Egyptians came to Joseph and said, 'Give us food. Why should we die
before your eyes? For our money is gone.' And Joseph answered, 'Give your livestock,
and I will give you food in exchange for your livestock, if your money is gone.' So they
brought their livestock to Joseph, and Joseph gave them food in exchange for the
horses, the flocks, the herds, and the donkeys. He supplied them with food in exchange
for all their livestock that year. And when that year was ended, they came to him the
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following year and said to him, 'We will not hide from my lord that our money is all spent.
The herds of livestock are my lord's. There is nothing left in the sight of my lord but our
bodies and our land. Why should we die before your eyes, both we and our land? Buy us
and our land for food, and we with our land will be servants to Pharaoh. And give us seed
that we may live and not die, and that the land may not be desolate.'
"So Joseph bought all the land of Egypt for Pharaoh, for all the Egyptians sold their
fields, because the famine was severe on them. The land became Pharaoh's. As for the
people, he made servants of them from one end of Egypt to the other."

The Book of Genesis, chapter 47, verses

You won’t see secular historians agreeing with this. You’ll read the rapid growth of wealth was
strictly due to the development of mining camps and the exploitation of resources... But is that all?
I’d say if no one can farm due to famine brought about by some sort of change in the climate you
have a lot more bodies to put to work digging for precious stones, wouldn’t you agree, dear friend?
Indeed we find out whenever farming couldn’t be done, there was no shortage of work;
"…[t]hese peasants also made up the labor force which built the pyramids and other monuments of Egypt.
When the Nile River flooded its banks, farming became impossible and the men and women would go to
work on the king's projects."748
It goes without saying that the Nile flooding farmland is just as inconducive to farming as a
severe drought causing infertility over the land would be. What a perfect opportunity to develop your
mining industry, there being no use farming.
Also likely no coincidence is that records from that very time indicate that the Nile flood levels
towards the end of Amenemhat III’s reign were dry.749 This coincides very well with what Genesis tells
us, being as Jacob and his small ‘tribe of Israel’ came during this dry period seemingly before the end
of Amenemhat’s reign.
It would appear that there could very well be a connection between the dramatic shift in power
and wealth from a decentralized model towards these two ruling pharaohs, the availability of
manpower for extensive mining excavations, and all of this having to do with Joseph. What a
coincidence…
Amazingly, that is not all that points to Joseph being in Egypt during this time.
Around 1650-1550 B.C. (right when Jacob and his tribe entered into Egypt and was invited by
the pharaoh to settle there) there was an area of land on the Suez Canal and just south of the
Mediterranean Sea where a capital was established by the Hyksos people who ruled Egypt at that
time.750 That date, of course, would correspond with contemporary historians’ dating of the 13 th to
15th dynasties (forcing Jacob’s arrival during the 12th dynasty back into the 1800’s according to them
– the years of 1650-1550 B.C. of course are NOT when they permit Jacob’s entry with his people). To
aid in your understanding I will mostly be referring to Joseph’s time in Egypt as a period within the
12th Dynasty rather than a Gregorian year approximation because we’ve most likely got our years
wrong anyway.
Now, this capital was called Avaris,751 and we’ll be talking about it a little here in this segment
and more in the next. Today it’s known as Tell el-Dab'a.752 Later under the reign of Ramesses II
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(1279-1213 B.C.) Avaris was absorbed into his newly constructed city of Pi-Ramesses.753 Watch this
now;
"Then Pharaoh said to Joseph, 'Your father and your brothers have come to you. The
land of Egypt is before you. Settle your father and your brothers in the best of the land. Let
them settle in the land of Goshen, and if you know any able men among them, put them
in charge of my livestock.'... Then Joseph settled his father and his brothers and gave
them a possession in the land of Egypt, in the best of the land, in the land of Rameses, as
Pharaoh had commanded... Thus Israel settled in the land of Egypt, in the land of Goshen.
And they gained possessions in it, and were fruitful and multiplied greatly."

The Book of Genesis, chapter 47, verses 5, 11, and 27

Did you see that, friend? The land of Goshen and “Rameses” were used interchangeably to refer
to the same area in which Jacob settled with his small tribe, and where Joseph was living. And this
city called Rameses is the very one Ramesses II developed! Don’t let that distract you – this is the
same mistake made by so many secular historians adamant that the Exodus is only a concoction! You
see, they hold fast to the unnecessary assertion that the author of Genesis really did mean that the
Israelites were in this far later city of Pi-Rameses which is why they give the time of Joseph in
Egypt AND the Exodus a wrong, LATER date! It’s obvious what happened; the land of Goshen was
later named Avaris, and then it became Pi-Ramesses, and now it’s called Tell el-Dab’a… and some
Jewish scribe came along at some point and wanted to help his reading audience understand where
Goshen had been – the land where the famed ‘land of Rameses’ was known to be during the era in
which the scribe was copying Moses’s much older account of Genesis – so he implanted the phrase

“in the land of Rameses” for clarity’s sake. It’s not that complicated. It even reads that way when you
consider the pharaoh refers to Goshen as “the best of the land,” and then the text tells us they
settled “in Egypt, in the best of the land, in the land of Rameses, as Pharaoh had commanded.” If you
removed “in the land of Rameses” but were familiar with where the best land was in those times,
you’d be able to safely assume Moses was speaking about the land that had become Pi-Ramesses,
and those brief words would not have needed to be there. But if you were reading at a much later
date, only those familiar with an oral tradition spoken additionally as a reference for the hearer would
know where this land originally was. Eventually someone added those few words in merely as a
reference. That’s what’s called an interpolation.754
The reason secular scholars (mostly) won’t budge on this is because they don’t want to concede
to the reality that their dates are wrong and Israel was in Egypt. But that’s what fits, and it also makes
complete sense that this rich land would be granted to the family and the man through whom God
had saved the pharaohs and their nation.
Now if you’re checking my source-references (which I’ve certainly invited you to do), you’ll have
seen that at this time the architecture in what’s now known as Tell el-Dab’a was a mixture of both
Egyptian AND CANAANITE. Where was the land of Canaan? That’s right, in the land which God
promised the Israelites they would possess as a nation. And where did Jacob (a.k.a. Israel) come from
with his family to reunite with his son, Joseph? They came south from the land of Canaan… clearly
bringing with them their architectural stylings and methods for constructing homes. It’s no wonder
there would be blending of both cultural building-practices. The evidence that a people-group from
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the Levant (the region encompassing the land of Canaan) settled this area during Senusret III and
Amenemhat III’s reigns and lived in it for some time is actually extensive as can be seen in an
archaeological paper by Austrian researcher and professor emeritus of Egyptology at the University of
Vienna, Manfred Bietek.755
Interestingly a stela of Senusret III found in a temple here756 reveals that he’d personally taken
an interest in the region’s settlement. It would also apparently play a role in Egyptian mining
expeditions to Sinai as well as trade with the Levant.757
Naturally we find in Bietek’s excavations that it’s at this time that the layouts of these houses
closely resembled those of southern Turkey and northern Syria (where Jacob had lived with Laban).
Such houses were known as Mittlesaalhaus and Breitraumhaus, the Mittlesaalhaus being an element
of the palace of Mari in southern Turkey. Released from prison and given a position of prominence
there is no doubt Joseph would have been afforded a house. Now, if you would please allow me a
little conjecturing; undoubtedly Joseph traveled about quite a bit to establish the plans for storing
grain in the cities in preparation for the coming famine.758 But that’s not to say he didn’t build a
residence for himself (he’d actually be given an Egyptian wife during the seven years of plenty and
had two sons born to him before the famine begun759). Being as the land of Goshen serves as the
gateway of Egypt to the Levant, and Joseph never stopped loving his family, especially his father, it
seems entirely reasonable to me to permit this is where Joseph would have built.
Granted he’d clearly been endowed with great wisdom from God above, and anticipating the
severity of the famine in Egypt, a few things may have come to his mind. First, he probably expected
that this famine would impact other areas around Egypt, and this would have affected his family only
a couple hundred kilometers away. Second, this would force his family to come south, resulting in
them needing to approach the first Egyptian official they came across upon entering the land – which
would have been Goshen where Joseph was governour.760 Lastly, he would have known Goshen
would be the perfect land for his family to settle and multiply with their livestock (which is precisely
what happened). If you understand that God outside of time is more than capable of gently
influencing the minds and desires of men for their good, especially when they’re His children working
for His good and His glory, it’s not hard at all to accept that He likely guided Joseph to this very
land.
Another thing to factor in is that Joseph had potentially lived in Syria until age 6, 761 and in
Canaan until at least age 17.762 He’d surely seen the architecture in the land and possibly even helped
his family build the occasional structure. Or, when encouraged to build a home for himself and his
new bride, Asenath, the daughter of Potiphera, the priest of On763 (which is actually modern day
Cairo764 150 kilometers from Goshen), he desired something familiar and contracted Canaanite or
Hurrian or Amorite builders. I say this because the main house in Goshen bore the Mittlesaalhaus
features like those in the palace of Mari in southern Turkey. Is it only a coincidence that that palace
had last been renovated in 1800 B.C.765 during the 12th Dynasty of Egypt which is when Joseph would
have had his home built?
Also to note is that this house was from the latter portion of the 12th Dynasty (which fits the
narrative of Joseph), but on top of it was built an elaborate Egyptian-style Palace, known by the

stratum (an artificially formed layer of debris used by archaeologists to differentiate periods of time)
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to be from the early 13th Dynasty which began only 12 years after Amenemhat III is believed to have
died.
Can you picture the chain of events? Joseph interprets the dream and Senusret III or his son say,
“Give this man a home wherever he pleases according to his desires!” So he gets an Asiatic home
built in Goshen while expertly directing preparations for the coming famine. Then, after they’ve all
survived the famine, Amenemhat III or one of his successors says, “This man and His God are the
reason we are alive today! Reward him with a palace that is suitable for him!” and then Joseph has a
much-deserved upgrade a couple decades later.
I admit this is speculation, but it sure seems to fit both the narrative of the Bible and what has
actually been dug up in the ground. As one would expect, other factors from this palace also point to
Joseph and Israel’s family.
Before the heart of the palace were twelve columns supporting the roofs surrounding an open
courtyard. Before anyone complains that there were actually a total thirty columns, we must permit
that it’s only natural that if the designer builds a courtyard twelve columns long as per the
instructions of the owner, he’s compelled to erect twelve columns on the other side for the sake of
symmetry as well as structural soundness. The remaining six columns are divided, three for each of
the narrow ends of the courtyard. But what’s probable is that this palace built AFTER Joseph was
reunited with his brothers and Jacob could likely have included a feature such as these numbered
columns to celebrate the reunion of Israel’s TWELVE sons. Their placement before the ‘heart’ or
center of the palace would serve as a standing metaphor for that reunion being close to the very
heart of the palace’s owner – Joseph.
Not at all Egyptian, but very much Asiatic was the cemetery built right up against the south side
of the palace in the garden. Egyptians did NOT do this but Syro-Palestinians were known to do this
throughout the Middle Bronze Age (3300 – 1200 B.C.). Egyptians also laid their dead on their backs,
bodies straightened out. But the bodies in this cemetery were all laid on their sides in semi-fetal
positions – a VERY Semitic tradition for that time. All the pottery and weaponry found within the
tombs were ALSO of Canaanite origin. The burials took place sometime after the garden had first
been constructed indicating the area was settled and the mittlesaalhaus and then the palace were
erected within the time of a single person’s life, the gardens which appeared to be vineyards of a
practical nature were planted, and finally people were buried within them.
If that wasn’t all, in this cemetery were erected burial tombs of prominence for the officiaries of
the palace. By now you can probably guess how many tombs there were, can’t you? Yes, TWELVE
prominent tombs were excavated in the backyard, all from two adjacent periods of stratum
suggesting twelve people of prominence worthy of a tomb died within a relatively short time span
(that’s usually what happens to siblings who are born around the same time – they die around the
same time too). Six of the vaulted tombs were lined up in a row adjacent the south side of the palace
while the other six are spread out nearby.
Again pointing back to the land from which Jacob came, the entrance of the tombs contained
buried donkeys, sheep, and goats. Not only does this speak to the animal sacrifice offered for sin at
the time of worldly departure which we discussed in Common Cultural Themes Amongst Globally

Dispersed People-Groups is Evidence, but Bietek says it was also a custom common of people-groups
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who relied on caravan trade. What sorts of practices were Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob known for to
increase their wealth? All of this together speaks of Israel’s family settling together and living with
Joseph in the palace, dying together, and being buried in proximity to one another according to their
customs in Egyptian-style vaulted tombs they’d witnessed and adopted.
Notably one of those twelve burial tombs stood out from the others. You see, dear friend, it was
a “grand pyramid tomb,” and during the 12th Dynasty these were reserved for pharaohs and queens
only.766 This means the person buried here in Asiatic fashion, although not Egyptian royalty, was
highly esteemed – HIGHLY. They’d been made equal with royalty. They’d also lived in Egypt long
enough to have adopted many of its customs. Joseph lived in Egypt for over NINE decades. This all
fits his story.
I should add that the reason experts surmise it was a pyramid tomb even though all they
uncovered was the superstructure (or foundation) is that the base was a near-perfect square. This is
what is expected of tombs built up into pyramids. Looking at the other vaulted tombs in the vicinity,
they all have long, rectangular bases just like other Egyptian vaulted tombs.
But this should lead you to wonder, “If Jacob was the father of this group of prominent men,
where was HIS tomb? Why wasn’t there a thirteenth tomb of notoriety?” The reason is recorded for
us in the very pages of Holy Scripture;
"Joseph spoke to the household of Pharaoh, saying, 'If now I have found favor in your
eyes, please speak in the ears of Pharaoh, saying, "My father made me swear, saying, 'I
am about to die: in my tomb that I hewed out for myself in the land of Canaan, there shall
you bury me.' Now therefore, let me please go up and bury my father. Then I will return."'
And Pharaoh answered, 'Go up, and bury your father, as he made you swear.'...
"Thus his sons did for him as he had commanded them, for his sons carried him to the
land of Canaan and buried him in the cave of the field at Machpelah, to the east of
Mamre, which Abraham bought with the field from Ephron the Hittite to possess as a
burying place. After he had buried his father, Joseph returned to Egypt with his brothers
and all who had gone up with him to bury his father."

The Book of Genesis, chapter 50, verses 4 to 6 and 12 to 14

Even more fitting is that which belonged to this pyramid-tomb. Three large fragments from a
seated statue erected to honour the occupant were found. The main fragments were the head, parts
of the cloak, and the seat. In two nearby tombs were found the right shoulder and left foot. 767 From
the scale of these parts researchers estimate the entire personage to have been nearly twice a normal
man’s height. The enlarging of a person’s representation was a way of depicting their greatness. This
Asiatic had great influence!
What’s more is that the statue head itself bears a ‘mushroom-style’ haircut, and remnants of the
paint used to colour the hair are red while that on the forehead are yellow. Egyptians were always
painted with a brown complexion. Asiatics from the north, however, were always depicted as having
yellow skin and red, mushroom-style hair… just like our statue.
Moreover, the shoulder reveals he possessed what is called a throwstick, another indicator that
this person was an Asiatic official.
Lastly the backside of this statue’s shoulder still has trace amounts of paint on it. They tell us
that this Asiatic had a striped coat, red, yellow, and black or blue. This, of course, is commonly how
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Asiatics were drawn in ancient Egyptian art, but it’s also reminiscent of a certain “coat of many
colours” we read about Joseph being gifted by his father, Jacob. Could it be that this influential
Asiatic had requested a tailor make for him such a coat, akin to the one he wore as a youth?
Some will argue that the original Hebrew doesn’t necessarily mean the coat had many colours,
but that it should be translated as a ‘tunic which reached the palms and the feet’.768 Such a garment
was worn by nobility, and was unfit for hard labour due to its length. Jacob’s adorning his favoured
son in such attire would surely have played a huge part in the elder brothers’ complete distain for
their younger sibling. But it can’t be missed that we know nobles in this region did indeed wear such
long coats… and that these coats were usually eye-catching due to their multi-coloured threads and
dyes.
Please do not be deceived if you are led to go out in search of counter-arguments or counterevidence. Although it’s true any Asiatic with a colourful coat could have been the one governing this
area in Goshen, when you keep in mind the fact that his statue was so large and it was built in the
chapel of a pyramid-tomb almost exclusively reserved for royalty, you must admit this individual did
something GRAND. He wouldn’t have been honoured in this fashion just because he served as the
gatekeeper to Mesopotamia, or because he was responsible for the Egyptian pharaoh accumulating
some wealth thanks to his oversight of the mining expeditions or caravan-trade. No, it’s far more
likely that it was not only this but overall because he’d been responsible for averting the complete
collapse and death of the nation, and end of the pharaoh’s rule during the 7-year famine.
What you should be asking is whether or not statues of Asiatics similar to this were a common
occurrence in Egypt during this period or near it. The answer is a resounding NO. Bietek writes that
there are “no parallels in Egypt,” but that a “similar figure is known, however, from the palace of Ebla,
approximately to the same period (eighteenth century B.C.).” This is to be expected considering Ebla
was in Syria, and prominent until the middle of the second millennium B.C. 769 which is the period
Joseph lived in.
Even more incredible than this is what Dorothea Arnold, chairman of the Department of Egyptian
Art and its curator emeritus, had to say at a lecture at the British Museum in July, 2004. She had
determined that this fragmented statue was likely created in the same royal workshops of Hawara
where the statues of Amenemhat III were carved.770 This only makes sense seeing as he and Joseph
lived contemporaneously. Even though Joseph surely outlived the pharaoh who entrusted him with so
much, the artists in Hawara would have learned their craft from their predecessors. Some may have
worked on both peoples’ funerary statues!
Also serving as evidence for this being Joseph’s property and his statue is that the statue was so
badly destroyed (there are visible chisel-marks on the head where the vandals tried to split it).
Vandalism of a deceased person’s statue is common in Egypt when latter folk wanted to offend the
dead out of political or religious motivations.771 Complete erasure of the memory of someone out of
sheer hatred for them was also known to take place, such as what some believe occurred with
pharaoess Hatshepsut of the 18th Dynasty who came to the throne around 1478 B.C..772 You might
find this startling to read, but it’s believed by some that she was the pharaoh’s daughter to adopt
Moses as a baby and raise him as her own.773 So then, if the Israelites were welcomed with open
arms into Goshen thanks to Joseph, and Egypt was smitten and utterly devastated by awful plagues
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by God when Moses was seeking to bring Israel out of the land, how do you think the Egyptians
would have felt about Joseph, or Moses’s adoptive mother? What might they have done to their
effigies? Yes, dear friend, they would have demolished them.
Again, this is conjecture (but to some degree well-reasoned), yet it really seems to make sense,
all things considered. It explains why this statue was discovered in such a state when the majority of
statues are found mostly intact.
How’s the saying go again? “If the shoe fits, wear it”?
In contrast to this are some of the arguments against this hypothesis by atheists I stumbled
upon while doing research. One defense against this being Joseph’s property was that the broken
pieces of his statue weren’t found exclusively in what’s believed to have been a pyramid-tomb. As I
stated, two pieces were found in two other tombs, while three pieces were found in the pyramid
tomb. Their assertion was that the original statue could just as easily come from another tomb. But if
you think about that for only a moment you see how little water it holds.
For one, if that’s the case, then the statue could’ve been ANYWHERE else originally, and then
after destruction been placed in various tombs. Silly. Especially when you consider that the majority
of the pieces were in the largest tomb and that it was most likely an honoured pyramid-tomb. AND
the statue was an exaggerated twice the size of a man. Why would such a figure NOT have been
placed in the tomb of honour, but in a less honourable, smaller, vaulted tomb?
What you have here is an argument from a position of absolute denial and defiance. The whole
blogpost by the individual read the same way.
Imagine after all you’ve read about God’s existence and the Bible being His very Word to you,
denying Him and His free gift of eternal life because this Asiatic statue had been found in pieces in
three separate tombs. I think such a determination shows signs of willful ignorance, altogether
inexcusable before a just God.
The blogger also attacked the evidence from the official’s robe being multi-coloured by pointing
out that the original text of Genesis does not necessarily imply “coat of many colours” like its
counterpart in the King James Version, and that ANY Asiatic man other than Joseph could be
portrayed by the statue. But we’ve just dealt with that and it seems haphazard to dismiss Joseph
who’s the most likely candidate.
Even hastier was to accuse David Rohl of ignoring a certain evidential artifact under presumption
that Rohl was fearful it did away with any connection to Joseph and his family. This artifact is a bulla
from a seal interpreted as depicting a Syrian weather-god. The blogger uses this as his ‘gotcha’ piece
because from Abraham onwards, they worshipped Yahweh or El.
I don’t know Mr. Rohl, but Rabbi Michael S. Bar-Ron claims to, and although he doesn’t explain
Rohl’s not using this evidence in his book Exodus: Myth or History, he himself with his deep
understanding of ancient Judaism does a fine job reinterpreting and deciphering the meaning of this
seal for us in his own paper from 2017, The Seal of Joseph in his Palace at Tell Ed-Daba. I’ll
summarize that for you now.
This bulla when interpreted properly points not to generic Canaanites or other Asiatics but
specifically to the tribe of Israel. Rabbi Bar-Ron relied mostly on Jacob’s recorded blessings to his
twelve sons (and Joseph’s two sons in his stead) to aid him with this interpretation. If God’s Word is
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not a familiar point of reference, sure you’ll see a deity from Syria. Certainly the notion that a
weather-god is affecting sailing ships can be inferred from the imagery of the seal which includes
such items, but it fits ever so much better when related to Joseph’s family.
In fact, it’s quite likely that the artist of this seal was Joseph himself…
As we read through the Scriptures we see the order of birth from oldest to youngest is Reuben,
Simeon, Levi, Judah, Dan, Naphtali, Gad, Asher, Issachar, Zebulun, Joseph, and finally Benjamin. 774
Now this cylinder seal could be rolled out along clay to repeat its pattern over and over again, so for
a point of reference we’ll start with a column and call it the ‘rightmost’ column. At the top we see a
large bull or oxen. While Jacob is on his deathbed in chapter 49 of Genesis he calls for his sons so
that he may prophesy over them saying mostly good but also some bad. He comments on Simeon
and Levi’s foolhardy mission of revenge for their sister Dinah’s rape at the hands of their neighbor
Shechem back in Canaan in which these two killed all the men in Shechem’s city. 775 Jacob refers to
how “in their willfulness they hamstrung oxen.”776 This is undoubtedly a reference to their theft of
the livestock which followed the assault. Or there may be another meaning, or this may even serve as
a shared meaning.
Joseph was a clever chap, and perhaps in jest or motivated by other reasons, recalling the words
of his father regarding the hamstringing of oxen he carves himself at the top of the seal above his
eldest brothers as the large and powerful ox we see, which also looks like a bull.
Am I grasping to connect dots here, dear friend? Hardly. Well over a century later, Moses who
was born an Israelite and adopted by the pharaoh’s daughter eventually rejoined his people and he
likely saw the bulla from this seal or maybe even the seal itself – the one Joseph’s descendants would
have been able to interpret accurately, having been told the story behind its creation. They may have
even carried the seal off into Egypt with them.
Moses would write of Joseph:
"And of Joseph he said...
...A firstborn bull—he has majesty,
and his horns are the horns of a wild ox..."

The Book of Deuteronomy, chapter 33, verses 13 and 17
I should add that although the Hebrew word used for oxen in Jacob’s speech –

ִֵֹ,

pronounced shōre – is translated 62 times as “ox” or ‘oxen’ in the KJV, it IS also translated as ‘bullock’
twelve times and as ‘bull’ once.777
Now being as Reuben was the eldest of the sons, HE should have been honoured at the top. But
we know from Genesis 37 that Joseph had received two prophetic dreams from God that he himself
would be honoured over the family. As well, Reuben disrespected his father Jacob by sleeping with
Jacob’s concubine Billhah while Jacob was away.778 Jacob puts his eldest in his rightful place under
Joseph when he says with his last breaths:
“Reuben, you are my firstborn,
my might, and the firstfruits of my strength,
preeminent in dignity and preeminent in power.
Unstable as water, you shall not have preeminence,
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because you went up to your father's bed;
then you defiled it—he went up to my couch!"

The Book of Genesis, chapter 49, verses 3 and 4

What then, my dear friend, should we expect to see etched into the seal by Joseph as a
reminder? We see turbulent waters or rolling waves right under the FEET of Joseph’s icon! Not only
is Joseph shown as preeminent over his oldest brother, but he’s also suppressing him with his feet for
his shameful act of adultery!
Now Simeon was the next born, but he’s not next on the seal. In fact, his image is at the very
bottom of the seal and we’ll discuss what all this means shortly.
Next in the birth-order was Levi. Sure enough, having skipped Simeon, we now have Levi’s
image third from the top. In Rabbi Bar-Ron’s paper he states that it has been learned from Yehoshua
Sofer Ma`atuf Doḥ that the Habbani-Yemenite oral tradition symbolizes Levi by a high-flying vulture.
Secular scholars believe the symbol on the seal is of an oarfish, but looking at images of oarfish
makes this interpretation inconceivable. Being only a little generous, it looks more like a bird of prey
flying left to right with its beaked head pointing downwards.
Judah is the fourth-born and he does indeed come next. As you can probably guess from our
previous discussions on Christ being the “Lion of Judah,” and possibly remember from us mentioning
this prophetic utterance of Jacob over his son Judah, the lion was certainly his symbol. And that’s just
what we see on the seal.
Now in the middle column Joseph has carved what is called an anthropomorphic image of
Yahweh. This means that Joseph chose to ascribe human characteristics to God who was spirit. 779
Here Yahweh is seen as a “Man of War” standing over what could be misconstrued as two turtleshells. But they more likely represent the twin peaks of Mount Gerizim and Mount Ebal which bracket
Shechem, the crown of Jacob’s inheritance which he bestowed to Joseph who was made first heir
over the others. Utilizing a play on words, Jacob said, “Moreover, I have given to you rather than to
your brothers one mountain slope,” where the Hebrew word for ‘slope’ sounds like the district or
town of Shechem.780 It shouldn’t be missed that Joseph had just requested his inheritance be granted
his own sons Manasseh and Ephraim (which as we stated in The Four Faces was why we still had
twelve tribes in spite of Levi’s tribe becoming a separate priesthood). Naturally once the promised
land was divvied up Manasseh’s land actually encompassed the northern hill we see Yahweh’s foot on
while Ephraim’s land contained the southern hill the other foot of Yahweh is on!
Exodus chapter 15, verse 3 tells us unapologetically and rather plainly that “The Lord is a man
of war; the Lord is His Name.” When we bear in mind that the image of the man on the seal is
holding what appears to be a javelin and a battle-axe, and combine that with the reality that
Goshen’s excavation revealed that many of the Asiatics living there were working as a mercenary
army who fielded javelins and battle-axes, the man in the seal is assuredly Yahweh whose might and
strength would have given the Israelites many victories for the Egyptians.
Dan was the next born so there’s no surprise to us when we see he’s the next son represented
on the seal. The image is that of a serpent. Well then, what do you anticipate were Jacob’s words to
his son Dan?
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"Dan shall be a serpent in the way,
a viper by the path,
that bites the horse's heels
so that his rider falls backward."

The Book of Genesis, chapter 49, verse 17
Makes sense. Of interest to us is that Joseph has, for some reason, chosen to go out of his way
to carve Judah’s lion’s paw outstretched over top of Dan’s serpent and the symbol of a brother below
– Simeon’s.
Simeon’s symbol placed at the very bottom is that of a gated wall. In the account of Simeon and
Levi avenging their sister Dinah, we read that they went to the gates of Shechem’s city to speak with
the men of the city to arrange the desired marriage to Dinah following her rape (this was part of
their scheme to gain the trust of Shechem’s kin in order that they may kill them all and plunder the
city). Therefore this symbol definitely points to Simeon. Furthermore the rabbinical legend (Bamidbar
Rabbah 2,7) tells us that Simeon’s flag bore an image of Shechem’s city-walls which tradition says he
and Levi destroyed.
Returning to the possibility of a veiled dual-meaning in Jacob’s words regarding Simeon and
Levi hamstringing oxen, this could very well have been related to something they did to the livestock
of Shechem which we’re told they certainly took. BUT because hamstringing is a painful process
meant to slow down an animal with hind legs, the “wounding of a bull” or ox could also be a poetic
allusion to their hindering of Joseph if they were the main culprits behind his being tossed in the
cistern as a teenager. These two oldest brothers who were rash and violent had no qualms with
killing a small city full of men. What’s to say they didn’t use their influence of age over their other
brothers to convince them that Joseph really needed to be taken care of? Jacob’s careful crafting of
his words may have been his way of divulging he’d always expected it was these two brothers who
were the main perpetrators behind Joseph’s disappearance. And when the brothers finally meet
Joseph in Egypt when there in hopes of grain, not being recognized Joseph takes one of them as
living collateral while the others transport grain back home and retrieve their youngest brother
Benjamin for Joseph to see. The one who is imprisoned is most sensibly the one who Joseph thought
bore the most guilt in his earlier betrayal. This turns out to be none other than Simeon.
The initial intention of Joseph’s brothers were for him to be killed. Reuben the eldest had him
spared by suggesting he be thrown in an empty cistern. But while Reuben was away from them
Judah, likely not having realized his eldest brother’s intent was to save Joseph, mercifully persuaded
them to spare the life of Joseph by selling him to a passing caravan rather than kill him.
Dan, it would appear, also played a main part in Joseph’s murder-plot. The lion-paw of Judah
over these two brothers – Simeon and Dan – would indicate that Joseph was esteeming Judah over
those two. They’d meant to kill Joseph while Judah served to preserve his life. Sure he’d forgiven
Simeon and Dan, but he’d never forgot what they had done. We see that portrayed in the seal.
Up in the top left is what looks to be a branch with eight leaves. Jacob had spoken a blessing
over Asher that his food should be rich and that he would “yield royal delicacies.”781 Moses would
say of his tribe:
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“Most blessed of sons be Asher;
let him be the favorite of his brothers,
and let him dip his foot in oil."

The Book of Deuteronomy, chapter 33, verse 24
It’s reasonable then to conclude that the branch is that of an olive-tree because this delectable
food abounds in Israel, specifically in Asher’s tribal territory to this day,782 and the oil they used for
anointing and for health purposes came from olives, hence Moses saying he’d “dip his foot in oil.”
Jacob calls Naphtali “a doe let loose who bears beautiful fawns.”783 That could be the doe of a
deer or an antelope as both reside in Israel. The impression on the bulla is unfortunately difficult to
recognize as either creature. The hatching which represents the sheet of a tent obscures much of the
animal taking away any further clues that would be given by the rear portion of it. Was its
malformation due to haste or from the attempt to fit so many symbols on too small a cylinder?
Seeing as Hebrew and Egyptian hieroglyphs were written right to left, it’s beyond doubt that Joseph
had started up in the right with the symbol of his bull and then completed each column before
resetting at the top of the next column.
Is the deer running downwards with both horns depicted? Or could it be a side-view showing a
horn pointed backwards and one outstretched front leg? Whatever it is, it is admittedly one of the
more speculative of these symbols. The unbelieving experts think this might be a dolphin. What do
you think? Dolphin or antelope – which is closer? Its proximity to Asher’s symbol up high on the
cylinder could be a clue though because Asher and Naphtali are next-door-neighbours in the
northern stretch of Israel.
Next we have two brothers which seem to be blessed together. Jacob says of Zebulun;
"Zebulun shall dwell at the shore of the sea;
he shall become a haven for ships..."

The Book of Genesis, chapter 49, verse 13

Moses would later say:
“Rejoice, Zebulun, in your going out,
...for they draw from the abundance of the seas..."

The Book of Deuteronomy, chapter 33, verses 18 and 19

It’s no wonder then that the seal has a large sailboat on it. It’s also no wonder Moses speaks of
Zebulun’s tribe “going out” because that’s what ships do – they go out to sea. And Goshen happens
to be on the Mediterranean coast with Tell el-Dab’a itself built right on the ancient Pelusiac branch of
the Nile River. Quite feasible for shipping to take off, and this would have been noted by Moses
much later. That Jacob would call the other son Issachar a “strong donkey… a servant of forced
labor”784 and Moses would bless them together might imply that the two were integrally related for
the purpose of trade. Surely donkeys were utilized for the movement of goods, and shipping would
have sped up the transport via the waterways. This only makes sense.
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Naturally then we have them represented jointly by the sailboat. We can be sure their trade
business was lucrative from Moses referring to their “hidden treasures of the sand.”785 Meanwhile
the seal illustrates the cargo of the boat as what appear to be mushrooms. This would be most
unusual until we learn that ancient Egyptian elite sought after rare mushrooms, specifically those
which elicited supernatural (re: hallucinogenic) experiences.786 This isn’t to say Joseph’s family were
cultivating and trafficking drugs per se, just that the symbol of a mushroom would have more easily
signified high monetary value than anything else. I mean, what simple symbol would one carve to
mean gold or silver?
Finally we have the son named Gad. There is one symbol left, tucked away under the hatched
tent-sheet similarly to Naphtali’s symbol. It’s most enigmatic and the most speculative of the bunch,
mostly because although he’s mentioned in both blessings by his father and Moses, the symbol has
no relationship to what they said. With no room left on the seal, Joseph wouldn’t have been able to
draw a raider which Moses mentions, and he already drew a lion for Judah.
Yet Rabbi Bar-Ron still proposes a connection. At Gad’s birth his mother Leah (through her
servant Zilpah) named him proclaiming “Good fortune has come!”787 She was referring to the
fortuitous blessing of fertility. The symbol, seeming to be an upside-down mushroom, could have
denoted “divine fortune from heaven” if entheogenic or psychoactive, like the other mushrooms
recently spoken of. Or it could just as easily be a partially veiled phallus which has certainly been
associated with fertility throughout the ages by most cultures.
The last clue that this bulla speaks of the house of Israel and all his sons is that everyone is
covered by the hatched sheets which appear to represent an assemblage of tents worked together.
For most of their lives Abraham and his descendants literally lived in tents. Such an addition lends
incredible value to the case that this seal did not belong to just any Asiatic Semite from the SyroPalestinian land of Canaan, but to Joseph himself.
It cannot be denied that some of the symbols are less easily discerned than others. But it also
should not be denied that these parallels we’ve just went through are far more convincing than
what’s been offered by secular archaeologists. That everything on that seal is merely a coincidence
when compared to God’s Word would require an unbelievable stretch of the imagination no matter
how ardent an atheist a person may be. Not to mention the fact that some of the details regarding
the tribal patriarchs, be it their lives, iconography, or pursuits, are not all known to us. Much has
certainly been lost to time. This means that the meanings of the symbols on the seal may have been
obvious to people of the day while being completely incoherent to us now. Nevertheless what we do
see fits exceptionally well against all odds.
If that weren’t enough there are also the seven grain-silos discovered at Tell Edfu along with a
large, columned administrative building.788 These silos are the largest found yet in Egypt ranging
between five and six meters in diameter. Placed at the center of the city, their centrality speaks of
their importance to the Egyptian way of life, coupled with the fact that grain was being used as a
currency. Unfortunately as most ancient Egyptian cities have simply been built over as history has
gone on, this is one of the few locations where archaeologists have been able to examine such
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facilities. Adding to that, most scholars would rather spend their time searching for and excavating
tombs or temples meaning the discovery of more granaries may be slow to come by.
That being said, the silos have been dated to the 17 th Dynasty which sets it in the years 16301520 B.C.. That dating coincides with when Joseph would have been operating his network of silos.
Dating of the silos would likely have come about by other means which would indeed set them in
the 17th Dynasty though, and that would make the period of years 1392 to 1203 B.C. according to
Rohl’s revised chronology. But that does not deter from the truth that someone in Egypt had
influenced the nation to develop a centralized granary system where the food-source could be
harnessed for economical purposes as well as nutritional. And although Joseph may not have been
the one to initially invent such a system, he was definitely responsible for widely expanding it.
Going back to the evidence from the tombs is the unusual fact according to Rohl that the grand
pyramid tomb which contained the honourary statue had no skeletal remains in it. Similarly to Jacob,
Joseph who also believed in God’s promise to make a nation out of Israel had requested his bones
be carried out of Egypt when their time as sojourners was complete;
"And Joseph said to his brothers, 'I am about to die, but God will visit you and
bring you up out of this land to the land that he swore to Abraham, to Isaac, and
to Jacob.' Then Joseph made the sons of Israel swear, saying, 'God will surely visit
you, and you shall carry up my bones from here.' So Joseph died, being 110 years
old. They embalmed him, and he was put in a coffin in Egypt."

The Book of Genesis, chapter 50, verses 24-26

And that’s just what happened:
"Moses took the bones of Joseph with him, for Joseph had made the sons of
Israel solemnly swear, saying, 'God will surely visit you, and you shall carry up my
bones with you from here.'”

The Book of Exodus, chapter 13, verse 19

There you have it; buried and then missing.
This should intrigue us because tomb-robbers don’t take the skeletons – the bones are worth

nothing. They do take the valuables, and the tomb was quite pillaged. So who took the skeleton?
Moses did, as you’ve just read.
But if this was in the tomb catalogued as p/19-Nr. 1 of stratum d/2 (which I’ve regarded as the
‘grand pyramid tomb’ as I was led to believe by Rohl), those who disagree with the idea that this was
Joseph’s initial burial place will point out that bone fragments of a man and a woman were found
there. Should this pose a problem? I don’t believe so.
From the research I’ve tried to do I have been unable to ascertain just what these “bone
fragments” were or how many fragments were found. It’s possible so little was found that they could
have just as easily been a few remains left from Joseph’s and his wife’s bodies themselves.
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Along those lines, detractors may point out that another tomb contained the body of a teenager
aged 17-18. This couldn’t have even been the youngest brother, Benjamin, because he would have
been in his late twenties at the youngest by the time the family was reunited with Joseph. 789
In the New Testament book of Acts we see that a deacon of the early Jerusalem Church named
Stephen gave a defense of the Gospel to the Jewish priests who would end up having him stoned.
During his speech he mentioned that “Jacob went down into Egypt, and he died, he and our
fathers, and THEY were carried back to Shechem.”790 The emphasis on Joseph’s body being carried
away by Moses without mention of his brothers’ remains may have simply been because he’d
specifically made the request as we saw at the end of Genesis. Maybe we should presume ALL the
brothers’ skeletons were carried away.
It’s therefore possible that any skeletal remains found in those ‘tombs of prominence’ belonged
to the occupants of the palace after the exodus. After all, we know those tombs weren’t demolished
and buried immediately because they survived and stood long enough for people to enter them and
loot them and vandalize Joseph’s statue. If only Joseph had been carried out of Egypt, the skeletons
of his brothers could have been tossed out to make way for the new landholders. If they too had
been carried away, then the tombs would have all been empty making room for new burials even
easier. Skeptics should not be so quick to dismiss the evidence from Avaris just because of a
proverbial stumbling block here or there.
Besides which, there is another possibility. Just east of the large square superstructure was yet

another large, superstructure, believed to also be square, and just as large. This tomb was catalogued
as p/21-Nr. 1 of stratum d/1. Both were roughly 7-8 meters long on every side giving them a square
footage of at least 50 m2, and thus the only likely candidates to house the oversized statue of the
seated Asiatic man. As far as I could find out, this tomb had no skeletal remains in it whatsoever. It
was also where the large fragment of the right shoulder from the Asiatic statue was found (in spite of
experts like Robert Schiestl offering this tomb as an alternative, it can’t be missed that the statue’s
base really does seem to be in the other tomb).
If anyone were to oppose this as another candidate due to it being in stratum from another
period, or disagree that this tomb could be related to the others for the same reason, they must
remember that the archaeologists themselves reconstructed the statue of Joseph from bits that came
from different layers of stratum, the foot having been found in tomb o/20-Nr. 11 of stratum d/1
while the head which fits the shoulder (also of stratum d/1 as just mentioned) was from the initially
understood pyramid-tomb of stratum d/2. How is that possible if these stratum layers are so
inflexible in terms of what time periods they set things in? Well, dear friend, that should tell you the
obvious – they’re not. So if you read that some tombs were from d/1 and others were from d/2,
know that the distance in time was not great at all and they along with their archaeological remains
probably overlapped. Or didn’t. None of it is truly conclusive enough to make anyone dismiss that
this was Joseph’s property among fellow Israelites outright.
Honestly, basing one’s objections to Jesus Christ on archaeology is a fool’s errand. It’s not nearly
definitive enough. When it aligns with Scripture however, it does indeed prove itself to be valid
evidence. Why the double-standard? Because God’s Word is true, and THAT is what all things should
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be measured against, not modern man’s speculative timetable or determinations compiled from what
we’ve been able to dig out of the ground.
There’s one last piece we’ll look at regarding Joseph’s actually having been in Egypt in the very
role the Bible says he was. Another expectation we can have of historical evidence based on Scripture
(if any can be found) is that the famine did not only affect Egypt but the region around it, and even
the entire world. If “all the world” came to Joseph in hopes of buying grain do we see anything which
corroborates this? The answer is ‘yes’.
Reverend Charles Forster wrote in the appendix of his book Sinai Photographed Or

Contemporary Records of Israel in the Wilderness published in 1862, of poems inscribed in ancient
Hadramáut which is modern day Yemen (just on the other side of the Red Sea from Egypt). A great
deal of specifics about their discovery and their translation can be found starting at page 293 but for
the sake of brevity, I’ll simply lay them out before you and touch on them.
The first poem of ten stanzas speaks of incredible wealth and no shortage of food. In it the
author also states that they “…believed in miracles, and the resurrection, and the resuscitation of the
dead by the breath of God.” There it is again, friend; resurrection of the dead was a common ancient
understanding thanks to it being passed down from a shared point of origin – Adam and then Noah.
In the second poem of seven stanzas by the same author, he starts off again boasting of their
great wealth specifically saying:
“We dwelt in this castle seven years of good life—how difficult for memory its description! Then came
years barren and burnt up: when one evil year had passed away, then came another to succeed it. And we
became as though we had never seen a glimpse of good. They died: and neither foot nor hoof remained.
Thus fares it with him who renders not thanks to God: His footsteps fail not to be blotted out from his
dwelling.”
Did you see that? “Seven years of good life.” That obviously speaks of the “seven years of
plenty” that Egypt experienced, and apparently the rest of the world was blessed in this way too so
that they could get ready also… had they been given the foresight. Sadly they were not graced in
such a way, and they attribute this to their own haughtiness in contrast to those who give God His
rightful praise for their material gain.
If that wasn’t enough, Forster continues with another inscription from a Hamyarite princess who
tried desperately to negotiate with Egypt for grain;
"In Thy name, O God, the God of Hamyar.
I Tajah, the daughter of Dzu Shefar, sent my steward to Joseph.
And he delaying to return to me; I send my handmaid,
With a measure of silver, to bring me back a measure of flour:
And not being able to procure it, I sent her with a measure of gold:
And not being able to procure it, I sent her with a measure of pearls:
And not being able to procure it, I commanded them to be ground:
And finding no profit in them, I am shut up here.
Whosoever may hear of me, let him commiserate me.
And should any woman adorn herself with an ornament
From my ornaments, may she die by no other than my death!"
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This woman NAMES JOSEPH in her poem! Why? Because HE’S THE ONE FROM WHOM A

PERSON CAN PURCHASE GRAIN! Forster tells how a Lieutenant Cruttenden had been shown the
tomb of this wealthy Yemenite woman which had been discovered in the region of Aden along the
coast of Yemen when a flood exposed it. The woman was said to be adorned with her wealth – seven
collars of pearls; bracelets and ankle-rings and armlets, seven on each arm and foot; costly jewels
housed in rings on every finger; and at her head a coffer filled with treasure. With all this was the
engraved stone tablet inscribed with the above words.
Just as the text of Genesis reads, the famine in Egypt became so severe that they were hardpressed to feed even their own people let alone those from afar.
There’s apparently also historical evidence for this global famine found in the annals of multiple
people-groups from around the world, as well as scientific proof for its cause potentially being
volcanic eruptions in Iceland. I think we’ve discussed this topic enough already to possess a sturdy
enough case so I will leave further investigation to you if you’re so inclined. I don’t doubt for a
second that God’s Word spoke truthfully about Joseph. Whether or not Rohl and others are correct
on everything is another matter. Avaris certainly seems to be a loud and exclamatory match,
especially with the discovery of the Seal of Joseph.
All of this circumstantial evidence when considered together becomes extremely difficult to
ignore (unless of course one has a belligerently hard heart and wants to). But we’re not even done
talking about Israel in Egypt yet. The next segments will carry on as we discuss the Exodus. All
together it’s all even harder to deny.
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Israelites in Egypt and the Exodus
As already stated previously, most scholars won’t permit the reality of an Israelite exodus out of
Egypt led by Moses. They argue that there is ‘just no evidence’ for such a colossal event occurring. As
I mentioned earlier, this is all based on their unwillingness to accept that the reference to the city of
Pi-Ramesses was only an interpolation to relate Goshen to later readers. Clinging to the Bible’s
reference to this city of a late date sets the Exodus and details leading up to it far beyond when they
should be. This has everything to do with why archaeologists don’t see evidence – they’re looking in

the wrong period of history.
Most of those scholars will say Israel NEVER came out of Egypt but had actually been a small
tribal group that emerged out of the Canaanite tribes in the hill-countries around 1000-900 B.C..791 A
few minimalists will permit some sort of a Hebrew exodus did occur but that the journey was grossly
exaggerated to create or reinforce Judaism; not nearly as many people, certainly no plagues, and
definitely no miracles (now where do you suppose such a position stems from, dear friend? Yes,

philosophical naturalism rears its ugly head once again).
Professor Israel Finkelstein, a JEWISH archaeologist from Tel Aviv University doesn’t believe his
own peoples’ exodus ever happened in any way, shape, or form!792 Why bother being Jewish then?
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Jewish historian Josephus from the first century A.D. refers to the exodus from Egypt by Israel in
his writings called Against Apion

793

wherein he points to not one but two Egyptian historians who in

their writings spoke specifically of the Israelite exodus from Egypt. These historians of Egypt were
Manetho who compiled his history in the third century B.C.,794 and Chaeremon from the first century
A.D..795
Those who hold fast in their skepticism of the exodus would be quick to say, “Well then we can’t
trust what these historians say!” Here’s the rub, friend; Manetho is the very historian most relied upon
for establishing our secular chronology of Egyptian history and the Dynasties therein. Either he’s
reliable and we can depend on him for ancient timelines that don’t coincide entirely with that from
the Holy Bible while accepting that an exodus of Israelites did occur, or we surrender his
chronology in order to hang onto our desires that the exodus of Israel be only a myth. Good scholars
on the side of Truth simply realize some of what he says about the exodus is true while some of
what he says about the historical timeline is false OR has been misinterpreted (we’ll talk a little more
about that position in the closing of this section on archaeology).
Some opponents to the reality of the exodus argue that there had not been enough Egyptian
influence upon Israelite culture in the land where they arose, if any at all, to say that they’d once
lived among the Egyptians for two centuries. But this completely negates the purpose of God’s
bringing them OUT of the land of Egypt in the first place: to separate them and make them a
DISTINCT people-group for Himself, very different from the surrounding nations in their beliefs and
customs. Therefore we should EXPECT that there be little to no similarities because what the Bible
said is true. Besides that, we saw in the last segment that Israel’s sons and their descendants all
began to let Egypt influence them, most notably Joseph when it came to his burial, his palace, his
statue, and so on and so forth.
Remarkably much of that would be left behind once Moses had been directed to give out the
Levitical laws and establish the priesthood. Nevertheless we saw early on at Mount Sinai that the
Israelites fresh out of Egypt desired to worship God in the Egyptian way by joining Him with the form
of a golden calf.796
Contrary to the pronouncement that Israel didn’t have enough or any cultural connection to
Egypt to prove they were there is that from yet another atheist camp that says Moses, having been
raised in the courts of the pharaoh, would have received the best education, and he made up his
own religion and ripped off many of the ideas from Egypt to create it. Once again we have the
paradoxical conflict of “You can’t have it both ways.” Either there’s not enough of a connection to
serve as evidence, or there’s too much of a connection to distinguish itself as a fresh, new religion
truly inspired and birthed by God. So which is it? (I’ll say again that if there are similarities between
Egyptian religion and ancient Judaism as God had birthed it, that’s only because certain physical
elements represent something present in the spiritual heavens, and satan counterfeited it and
brought it to those who followed him in Egypt in order to steal glory from God and distort worship
here on earth).797
Clearly the enemy of our souls is at work to hinder belief. That’s made evident through his
desperate attempt to ensure by any means necessary that people remain at arm’s length from the
truth of God’s Word. The doubt he’s sewn in accusatory theories doesn’t even have to align, there
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just has to be enough of it out there like mines in a minefield that anyone wandering about through
life will step on one of these lies and be wounded by it. The irrationality of the contradictory
positions against should serve as a warning to you that on one side you have God’s truth, and all
around it are devices implemented to keep you from it.
In the recently cited portion from Josephus’s Against Apion we learn that Manetho claimed
Moses had originally been an Egyptian priest named Osarsiph. This priest had told the Jewish slaves
that he would lead them and that they could not worship Egyptian gods, but must abstain from any
of the sacred animals which Egyptians held in high esteem, and instead kill and destroy them all. This
too would be very much the opposite to Egyptian customs.
Most experts on Egypt’s paganism would have no issue acknowledging that Israelites sacrificed
the animals Egyptians counted as sacred, and we see God’s Word testifies to this:
"But Moses said, 'It would not be right to do so, for the offerings we shall sacrifice to
the Lord our God are an abomination to the Egyptians. If we sacrifice offerings
abominable to the Egyptians before their eyes, will they not stone us? We must go three
days' journey into the wilderness and sacrifice to the Lord our God as he tells us.'”

The Book of Exodus, chapter 8, verses 26 and 27

Also, Christian historian Eusebius is said to have noted that Herodotus in the 5 th century B.C. was
writing of ancient Israelites being spoken of as once coming from Egypt, specifically a coastal region
on the Red Sea, when he included them in a contingent of military forces;
"This people [the Israelites], by their own account, once inhabited the coasts of the Red Sea, but migrated
from thence to the maritime parts of Syria; all which district, as far as Egypt, is denominated Palestine." 798
We used the term Asiatic a number of times in the last segment. As a quick refresher I’ll remind
you that this descriptor includes people in the land of Canaan, Israelites, Semites, and other tribes like
the Hurrian. It’s been made clear through research that Asiatics lived in Egypt, especially in Goshen.
We named people there during a certain period of time as being from the tribe of Israel. This doesn’t
mean ALL signs of Asiatics in Egypt are evidence of Israelites because not all Asiatics are Israelites,
and Asiatics were going to and trading with Egypt before Israel AND after her exodus (we learnt
earlier that even Abraham, an Asiatic himself, had traveled to Egypt long before Israel). It DOES mean,
however, that signs of Asiatic habitation could very well actually belong to Israel if the dating fits. The
reason Israelites won’t look distinct from other Asiatics and vice versa should be obvious – Israel
came out of that region, and having established themselves in Goshen where they would frequently
do business with Asiatics on behalf of Egypt, they would certainly continue to develop their clothing
and tools and other cultural items in a similar fashion.
Beni Hasan is a location roughly 160 miles south of Cairo. It contains tombs from between 1938
and 1630 B.C..799 On the walls of many of the tombs are paintings portraying daily living of that time.
Khnumhotep II was a nomarch under the pharaohs Amenemhat II and Senusret II during the 12th
Dynasty (just before Senusret III would come to power).800 His wall bears imagery of Semitic Bedouin
including that of a procession coming into Egypt from the northern Canaanite area. This is not to
imply they are pictures of Jacob and his family when they come to Joseph (although some have
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proposed this), but it does mean the biblical narrative was certainly set in reality. The figures in the
artwork are even adorned with intricately patterned robes just like Joseph’s statue in Avaris.
Just two kilometers from those tombs is the Speos Artemidos or “Grotto of Artemis.”801 One of
the two temples there was built under the order of the female pharaoh Hatshepsut whom we stated
last segment is believed by some to be the daughter who adopted Moses. Her temple bears a
dedicatory text denouncing the Asiatics living in Avaris because they did not worship the sun-god Ra
(spelt ‘Re’ in the translation). It’s proposed that she is speaking of the Hyksos who indeed established
Avaris after Goshen was abandoned by Israel in their exodus.
"So listen, all you elite and multitude of commoners: I have done this by the plan of my mind. I do not
sleep forgetting, (but) have made form what was ruined. For I have raised up what was dismembered
beginning from the time when the Asiatics were in the midst of the Delta, (in) Avaris, with vagrants in their
midst, toppling what had been made. They ruled without the Sun, and he did not act by god’s decree
down to my (own) uraeus-incarnation. (Now) I am set on the Sun’s thrones, having been foretold from
ages of years as one born to take possession. I am come as Horus, the sole uraeus spitting fire at my
enemies. I have banished the gods’ abomination, the earth removing their footprints." 802
Nowhere in the inscription does she use the word Hyksos, but she does refer to the people in
Avaris as ‘Asiatics’. It’s believed that her describing them as ‘vagrants’ is an insult not only because
they would not worship her god but because they were also, at least originally, nomadic
sheepherders and pastoralists. Of course this is exactly what Joseph’s family were, but also what
Joseph had instructed them to inform his pharaoh of centuries earlier;
"...you shall say, ‘Your servants have been keepers of livestock from our
youth even until now, both we and our fathers,’ in order that you may dwell in the
land of Goshen, for every shepherd is an abomination to the Egyptians.'”

The Book of Genesis, chapter 46, verse 34

Eerier than that coincidence is interesting, is that she implies that Horus has possessed her or
that she’s Horus incarnated as was foretold from long ago. She even titles herself the uraeusincarnation speaking of a cobra – a serpent – standing back on its tail.803 If you diligently went
through Part 3 with us which was all about the devil and his unending scheme to rule the world, you
know why this is unsettling. It also says a great deal about her distaste for God’s people.
Now if Hatshepsut was indeed Moses’s mother, she likely hadn’t always been so demonic seeing
as she’d once accepted a Hebrew baby-boy as her own. But anything could have happened as the
years went on which would have altered her tolerance of the Israelites (satan-worship will do that to
a person…). She would have been a coregent with her husband Thutmose II believed by some to
have been on the throne around the time of the Exodus. Why would Egyptians destroy her images if
she’d had such a hate-on for the Israelites for whose freedom the plagues came? I suppose she could
still be held responsible for initially raising Moses, regardless of her later attitude and position
towards him and his people.
Another piece of archaeological evidence is that the tomb of of Rekhmire, the governour of
Thebes from the 18th century under Thutmosis III and Amenhotep II804 contains murals of slaves
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gathering water, making bricks out of clay using molds, and other related activities one should
expect.805 It’s well known from the Anastasi Papyrus I & III that such activities were common going as
far as to mention building projects (vs 1:7-9) and that “they are making their quota of bricks daily”
(vs. 3:1-3).806 Even Papyrus IV makes mention of no straw for their brickmaking (which helps the clay
bond; vs 12:5-13:8).807 None of this necessarily points to Israelites, but it does affirm the biblical
narrative that such work did occur under identical conditions;
"Go now and work. No straw will be given you, but you must still deliver the same
number of bricks.” The foremen of the people of Israel saw that they were in trouble when
they said, “You shall by no means reduce your number of bricks, your daily task each day.”

The Book of Exodus, chapter 5, verses 18 and 19

Also of interest is that early Semitic writing has been found around Egypt as early as the first
half of the 12th Dynasty.808 Not only is Semitic lettering found around Egypt from the time Israel
would have been there, but so are Semitic NAMES.

Brooklyn Papyrus 35.1446a-e dated to the 18th century during the 12th Dynasty and early 13th
Dynasty contains forty-five Asiatic names among a list of 95 household servants 809 (if this is an
indication of the norm then roughly 50% of the servants in Egypt during the time Israel’s people were
there would have been Asiatic). As this was apparently during the reign of Sobekhhotep III who
reigned from 1740 to 1700 B.C. OR 1568 to 1563 B.C. according to Rohl’s new chronology, this list
would be from a few decades after Joseph’s passing away.
A longer version of Job’s name is found therein; an abbreviated version of the Hebrew Menahem
is included also; most of the names listed are that of women so it’s no surprise to find feminized
equivalents of many male, biblical names such as Issachar, Asher, and even Samson. 810 Recall also that
two of Joseph’s very own brothers were named Issachar and Asher. Now if the descendants of these
men held their forefathers in high esteem, isn’t it possible their names would be commonly used? I’d
say.
Most notably is the name Shiphrah. This is the name of a Hebrew midwife directed by the
pharaoh in Exodus 1:15 to kill any male babies that are born. It would be incredibly naïve and even
ignorant of me to tell you now that this was that very midwife listed in the papyrus we have, and I
wouldn’t dare. But what it does do is show us that the author of Exodus was very much informed on
what names were of use in the period he wrote about. Certainly not a concoction from centuries
later, true?
Sadly while researching this I stumbled yet again on some atheist’s thoughts on this evidence.
My spirit was grieved to read his argument that a list containing only fifty slaves with Asiatic names
proves there weren’t two million Israelites in bondage… because fifty does not equal two million. I
kid you not. This is just as ignorant as someone claiming the Shiphrah named among the servants

WAS the same one mentioned in Exodus (as the list is said to have originated in Thebes it’s possible,
but it’s also unlikely and unnecessary for the purpose of evidence). The atheist who posted this in a
forum for ardent skeptics was very serious, and clearly prided themselves as a thinking person of
noteworthy intellect as was evident by their long post broken down into numbered points as if
methodically dismembering the evidence. Yet having a working brain, how could someone draw such
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an erroneous conclusion? Did they really think we’d found ALL the slave-lists ever written in ancient
Egypt from that era, and that only fifty slaves or servants with Asiatic names had existed during that
time thus proving there were never a great number of Israelite slaves?
Indeed, just as we see in Scripture, Asiatics are listed as servants, slaves, and even people in
places of great authority. Looking at this list alone may provide us with another connection – the
drastic disproportion of females to males. Is this because the roles listed are mostly domestic and
fulfilled by women? Or is there another possible explanation serving as further evidence? We’ll be
looking at this again shortly.
We already looked at the style of architecture in Tell el-Dab’a in the last segment and how it
was predominantly Asiatic in its beginnings. The only structure that would become more Egyptian
was that of the palace built over the old mittlesaalhaus. It would be some time before the buildings
and dwellings followed suit. What’s even more intriguing though is how small this settlement was at

first. It’s believed from excavations that “Avaris” (or Goshen) was virgin land settled by not many
more than 70 to 100 people. When we closely examine the first portion of the 46 th chapter of Genesis
which describes the procession of Jacob and his people coming into Egypt from Canaan we find this
fits quite well;
All the persons belonging to Jacob who came into Egypt, who were his own
descendants, not including Jacob's sons' wives, were sixty-six persons in all. And
the sons of Joseph, who were born to him in Egypt, were two. All the persons of
the house of Jacob who came into Egypt were seventy.

The Book of Genesis, chapter 46, verses 26 and 27

When you factor in the wives of Jacob’s son (or concubines if they had them), and any potential
wives of grandsons (because after thirteen years perhaps the oldest sons’ sons had taken wives by
now) we’re definitely looking at a large group of people between 70 and 100.
The Nile Delta which is the region we find Goshen (or Tell el-Dab’a) in is replete with Asiatic
homes. Not only that but we find Middle Bronze Age pottery from Canaan there in the homes as
well. The most common style of architecture for homes in the Iron Age of Israel (which spans from
king David to the Babylonian exile) is the 4-room house.812 The precursor to that style of building is
said to be found throughout the land of Goshen meaning that with the exodus the Israelites brought
their methodology for home construction with them.
Over a period of three to four generations this populated area would rapidly expand into one of
the largest cities of the ancient world. You’ll likely find resources stating this all belonged to the
Hyksos, but they didn’t initially build it – they settled it after coming into the land once Israel had left
on their exodus. As mentioned before, it’s impossible to distinguish Hebrews from other Asiatics at
this point in history because they’d yet left with Moses and received the Law from God to set them
apart as a distinct people-group. Also already shown is that Abraham’s family was heavily engrossed
in and influenced by the cultures from Mesopotamia. It’s no wonder researchers aren’t able to
identify the inhabitants as Israelites specifically.
Amazingly, in line with the reality of a sudden exodus during the Middle Kingdom period just as
described in the pages of God’s Word, Manfred Bietek’s article on Avaris tells us that for unknown
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reasons the “Hyksos” abandoned these settlements in the Nile Delta region where we find Tell ElDab’a, taking with them all of their belongings. But it wasn’t the Hyksos that up and left – it was
Israel!
Earlier in The Four Faces we looked at the necessary population growth rates required for the
numbers of Israelites we see leaving Egypt and marching through the wilderness. We’ve just stated
that Tell El-Dab’a was the largest city of its time. It’s estimated that the population had grown to
between 25,000 and 30,000 people. This population definitely included shepherds as goats and sheep
were repeatedly found in pits and burials. This implies a people who’d originated as Bedouin and had
continued this practice in this lush land chosen by Joseph because it was the best.
...the people of Israel were fruitful and increased greatly; they multiplied and
grew exceedingly strong, so that the land was filled with them… But the more
they were oppressed, the more they multiplied and the more they spread abroad.
And the Egyptians were in dread of the people of Israel.

The Book of Exodus, chapter 1, verses 7 and 12

It’s an interesting coincidence that God’s Word says He wildly blessed the population growth of
Israel’s people AND it just so happens Goshen became the largest city of that era. Yet it wasn’t two
million people. Nevertheless, not all of Tell el-Dab’a has even been excavated. In fact, Bietek himself
has said that after thirty years of excavation they believe they’ve uncovered only 3% of the total
site.813
Furthermore there are some TWENTY additional Asiatic sites just like Avaris within the land of
Goshen waiting to be dug up. They may prove to be smaller than Avaris, but altogether we start
getting a picture of a MASSIVE population. Even Avaris may prove to have sustained a larger
population than presently suspected.
As far as other sites go, almost two hundred kilometers south is the modern city of El Lahun. It
has been constructed over the ancient city of Kahun where the pyramid of Lahun was erected. The
city was walled and heavily guarded and occupied by Semitic Asiatic workers and slaves. 814
Egyptologist Rosalie David from the University of Manchester is quoted as saying of Kahun:

"At Kahun, the domestic wares, the workmen's tools, the agricultural equipment, weaving
equipment, children's toys, the make-up and jewellery of the women, and the articles associated
with their daily religious observances have all been discovered, lying as they were left, some
4,000 years ago, in the streets and rooms of the houses."815
If you look around, dear friend, you’ll see people say the city was simply abandoned once the
pyramid was finished. But if that’s true, why didn’t the occupants take everything with them? Why
were some of their personal effects left not only in their homes but out in the streets? The answer
would seem much more elusive and even mysterious if we didn’t know that a call went out to all
Israelites to quickly join up to leave Egypt while at the same time the pharaoh was ordering their
departure in response to the plague which caused the death of the firstborn sons (undoubtedly

EVERYONE who realized the God of the Hebrews was at fault was demanding they leave them).
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Of no surprise to anyone following along in their Bibles, the latter portion of Avaris’s occupation
by the Israelites has been said to have involved a steep decline in health and life-expectancy. The
median age of death was less than 19 years. Those who survived the high infant mortality lived on
average roughly thirty years for females and thirty-four for males.816 Serious health problems were
detected by examining the enamel of the teeth and by finding “Harris lines” in the long bones
thought to be caused by malnutrition and trauma.817
From reaping in the rewards of being descendants of Joseph whom God used to save Egypt to
this? From the wealth and riches brought on from profitable merchant work, mining expeditions for
the pharaoh, raising livestock in the lushest land, and being honoured as unbeatable mercenaries to
struggling to survive? What could have caused this change in circumstances?
So they ruthlessly made the people of Israel work as slaves and made their
lives bitter with hard service, in mortar and brick, and in all kinds of work in the
field. In all their work they ruthlessly made them work as slaves.

The Book of Exodus, chapter 1, verses 13 and 14

Yep, slavery… that’d do it.
Also serving as evidence of the grave mistreatment of these “Asiatic” Israelites at this time was
the drastic increase in infant mortality dated to the late 13 th or 14th Dynasty which is towards the end
of Avaris’s occupation (naturally coinciding with the decades leading up to the exodus). When
compared against other pre-modern societies where the mortality-rates of infants is expected to be a
ghastly twenty to thirty percent, the numbers in Avaris are even more startling. Determined by
looking at the skeletal remains of children under an estimated age of ten years old, a startling FIFTY
percent were under three months old while SIXTY-FIVE percent were under eighteen months.818
What could have possibly happened?!
Secular scholars suggest that some sort of epidemic ravaged the community (as there were also
a greater increase in adult deaths too, but we just stated that’s expected when people become
slaves). Yet there is another detail that should not be missed. The genders of these babies obviously
can’t be determined because it’s not until puberty that hormones begin to shape our bones
differentiating male from female drastically. But when they compared the remains of older males to
females from this era they found an imbalance between men and women dying – 40% of the burials
belong to men while 60% were those of women. This translates to there being a generation of boys
being killed before their skeletons would give away their gender. Think back to the gross number of
infant burials and recognize that it likely means while the usual 20-30% of baby girls were dying, a
HUGE majority of baby boys under three months and eighteen months were having their lives
extinguished to give us that awful 65% of dead children under ten! But why this discrepancy?!
Then Pharaoh commanded all his people, “Every son that is born to the
Hebrews you shall cast into the Nile, but you shall let every daughter live.”

The Book of Exodus, chapter 1, verse 22
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Yes, dear friend, our imbalance in male-to-female burials was due to baby boys being drowned
(clearly not all of their bodies were being abandoned by their loving, grieving parents – even those
so faithless that they complied – but were often retrieved for burial; but babies left in the rivers by
less-caring parents would mean the infant burial rate would have been even higher than 65% if ALL
babies were recovered and buried, perhaps as high as 85-95%). This may be the other reason we see
such a large majority of female names on the servant/slave list of the Brooklyn Papyrus – because
there were fewer boys alive to grow into men to BE slaves!
More than that, El Lahun or Kahun which we said was yet another location where Israelites were
enslaved also bears evidence of a greatly increased mortality rate of infants during this same
timeframe, according to famed English Egyptologist at the turn of the 20 th century, Sir William
Matthew Flinders Petrie. They’d discovered people had begun the custom of burying their babies in
boxes beneath the floors of their homes in their cramped work-camps.819 The Nile River is just under
twenty kilometers to the camp enabling the oppressed occupants to comply with the pharaoh’s
insidious decree. If that sounds too far a walk, the Bahr Youssef which is the tributary running from
the Nile which we discussed in the last segment, is less than a kilometer away.
Moses was laid in a basket waterproofed with bitumen and pitch before he was placed in the
Nile by his mother.820 You’ll notice his parents had tried to hide him from authorities until he was
three months old and could hide him no more. What age were fifty percent of the children’s’
skeletons under ten, friend? Yes, under three months old. It would appear this was the age when it
proved too difficult for MOST parents to hide their sons.
Also to think upon is that Moses would live as an Egyptian until forty years of age before fleeing
Egypt after killing a slave-master who was beating an Israelite. He would finally return after another
forty years passed in order that he be used by God to lead His people out of Egypt in the exodus.
That’s a total of eighty years before God would bring horrible plagues and judgment on the pharaoh
and his people and their land. When you understand that the Nile River was believed to serve as
some sort of connection with an Egyptian god, then the baby boys being thrown into it did not only
serve as a means to cull the Israelite male population, but it was also an offering to a false demonic
god of Egypt.
Compare that to what we discussed about abortion being akin to child sacrifice way back in Part
3. If we ramped up our abortions in the west back in the early 70’s, what if God is giving us eighty
years to repent before He brings the plague-judgments seen in Revelation upon this world just as He
once judged Egypt with plagues after eighty years? God is loving and forgiving and patient, waiting
for people to repent and come to Him for their sins. But He cannot wait forever.
Regarding those very plagues Greek historian Diodorus Siculus wrote something interesting in
his collection of books titled Library of History. Diodorus lived in the first century B.C. being born in
90 B.C. and dying only a few decades before Jesus Christ was born;821
“In ancient times there happened a great plague in Egypt, and many ascribed the cause of it to God, who
was offended with them because there were many strangers in the land, by whom foreign rites and
ceremonies were employed in their worship of the deity. The Egyptians concluded; therefore, that unless
all strangers were driven out of the country, they should never be freed from their miseries. Upon this, as
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some writers tell us, the most eminent and enterprising of those foreigners who were in Egypt, and
obliged to leave the country…who retired into the province now called Judea, which was not far from
Egypt, and in those times uninhabited. These emigrants were led by Moses, who was superior to all in
wisdom and prowess. He gave them laws, and ordained that they should have no images of the gods,
because there was only one deity, the heaven, which surrounds all things, and is Lord of the whole.” 822
Like with Manetho this narrative differs slightly from what we read in Scripture (ie: Moses didn’t
tell Israel to worship ‘heaven’, nor did he create Judaism and the priesthood by his own cunning). It
should be obvious why this is, dear friend; Diadorus wasn’t relying on God’s Word (which the skeptic
denies is valid anyway), but on the writings of others as well as traditions handed down piecemeal.
But it does talk about a plague and the plague being the reason the “strangers” were forced out of
the land. Do you recall not long ago reading of Hatshepsut referring to them as ‘vagrants’? A vagrant
can be defined as “one who has no established residence and wanders idly from place to place
without lawful or visible means of support.”823 Sounds a lot like a “stranger” to me.
You may be wondering, even after all the other circumstantial evidence which points to Israel
being in Egypt, how the plagues could really have happened if it’s not widely publicized in the
ancient hieroglyphs of Egypt. Many scholars would agree, and this absence is what they rely upon to
dismiss the Hebrew captivity as nothing more than a myth. But there is a simple explanation. Similar
to Joseph’s statue being destroyed to erase him from history, along with the vandalism of
Hatshepsut’s images, and just as Sennacherib avoided mentioning his depressing withdrawal from
Jerusalem when he was so near to conquering it, Egyptians were also notorious, as were many
ancient cultures, for excluding their most shameful defeats from their recorded history.
If you think that’s implausible, consider the quote, “History is written by the victors.” It happened
in the past, and it happens today. And so we see embellishments on various monuments, as well as
the avoidance of what was not flattering.
The Admonitions of Ipuwer is a papyrus that was found and has been dated to no earlier than
the 12th Dynasty, and no later than the 19th.824 Even the name Ipuwer was most common until 1450
B.C.. That’s telling considering the exodus happened in 1456 B.C..
Before we look at Ipuwer’s text we’ll first set the stage by talking about the plagues God
brought upon the pharaoh and his land as they’re recorded for us in the book of Exodus from
chapters 7 to 12. We see that the Nile River and all the waters of Egypt are turned to blood and it
stunk, and the Egyptians grew weary of drinking from it. Even vessels and pots and jars wherein water
had been stored were miraculously filled with blood. Then there would be frogs everywhere, then
gnats, then swarms of flies, a plague on Egyptian livestock, boils upon the flesh of both man and
beast which broke into sores, then heavy hail and lightning which destroyed the crops and killed
anything not in shelter; then locusts came and covered everything and ate whatever may have been
left after the hail.
Now we see pharaoh’s own servants start questioning him over his stubborn pride inhibiting him
from letting the Israelites go and worship God and offer sacrifices which was the initial request. 825
We see pharaoh's own servants confronting him and blaming him for the plagues brought about
due to his stubborn pride before God. Things have to be pretty bad for servants to speak out against
a pharaoh, friend. This point will soon prove important.
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Finally we have a darkness settle upon the land for three days, so dark you can’t see the person
next to you. Amazingly none of these plagues had yet affected the land of Goshen. And then, of
course, we’ve got the infamous death of the firstborn human and animal in every home whose
doorposts have not been covered by the blood of a sacrificial lamb which points forward to the
necessary atonement of Jesus Christ on the cross for a person’s salvation.
At this same time God has given instructions to Moses to have the Israelites ask their
neighbours for items to bless them as they depart (very similar to their departure from the
Babylonian captivity nearly a thousand years later);
“Speak now in the hearing of the people, that they ask, every man of his
neighbor and every woman of her neighbor, for silver and gold jewelry.”

The Book of Exodus, chapter 11, verse 2

Due to the death of all the firstborn God says:
“There shall be a great cry throughout all the land of Egypt, such as there has
never been, nor ever will be again.”

The Book of Exodus, chapter 11, verse 6

…and that’s naturally what occurs:
And there was a great cry in Egypt, for there was not a house where
someone was not dead.

The Book of Exodus, chapter 12, verse 30

Regarding the neighbours and their riches, this final plague has made the people very much
inclined to see the Israelites depart from their land at any cost;
The people of Israel had also done as Moses told them, for they had asked
the Egyptians for silver and gold jewelry and for clothing. And the Lord had given
the people favor in the sight of the Egyptians, so that they let them have what
they asked. Thus they plundered the Egyptians.

The Book of Exodus, chapter 12, verses 35 and 36

Now the Egyptian pharaoh decides to pursue Israel, catching up with them at the Red Sea with
all the chariots and their finest military officers. Following them down into the parted waters, God
brings those waters back together destroying all the chariots and their horses while drowning the
pharaoh and all these fighting men. It’s safe to say Egypt’s army as well as its leadership was sorely
lacking at this point…
…Which brings us to some key aspects of Ipuwer’s admonitions. Now others have said they think
the Admonitions of Ipuwer Papyrus is directly related to these plagues and the exodus. Clearly it’s a
lamentation likely written out by an Egyptian scribe or priest. But after reading all seventeen of the
relatively short chapters I believe we’re looking at an utterly devastated Egypt due to the plagues
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AFTER the Israelites have been gone for some time (even if only a short while) and anarchy has
settled upon the nation. Let’s look at some verses that jump out;
“Indeed, the plunderer [. . .] everywhere, and the servant takes what he finds… Indeed, poor men have
become owners of wealth, and he who could not make sandals for himself is now a possessor of riches…
Indeed, [hearts] are violent, pestilence is throughout the land, blood is everywhere, death is not lacking…
Indeed, many dead are buried in the river… Indeed, noblemen are in distress, while the poor man is full of
joy. Every town says: ‘Let us suppress the powerful among us.’… Indeed, the river is blood, yet men drink
of it… towns are destroyed and Upper Egypt has become an empty waste… Indeed, men are few, and he
who places his brother in the ground is everywhere… Indeed, gold and lapis lazuli, silver and turquoise,
carnelian and amethyst, Ibhet-stone and [. . .] are strung on the necks of maidservants. Good things are
throughout the land, (yet) housewives say: ‘Oh that we had something to eat!’… gold is lacking [. . .] and
materials for every kind of craft have come to an end… Indeed, all animals, their hearts weep; cattle moan
because of the state of the land.”826
What do we see? We see that the servants and poor become wealthy possessors of riches and
that the noble is in distress while the poor is overjoyed; gold is lacking yet precious jewels are
suddenly strung on the necks of maidservants? All this when we saw God direct Moses to have the
people ask specifically for jewelry? There’s little to no food to eat which is what you’d expect if hail
and locusts had destroyed the agriculture. Even the livestock left in the land mourn because of the
state of the land as they too were fed by it. “Pestilence is throughout the land” and that would be an
obvious effect of malnutrition but may relate to the boils and sores. “Many dead are buried in the
water” could be a statement of guilt and acceptance of the punishment for the numerous baby-boys
from Israel tossed into the Nile. The sudden revolt over the wealthy and powerful seen here as well
as throughout the remainder of the poem is reminiscent of God’s Word pointing out the rebellious
accusations of the pharaoh’s servants. Undoubtedly if your ruler’s pride had led to the wasting of
your land and the death of your firstborn, as word spread and blame was to be laid but your
pharaoh was dead from drowning, an uprising may have become the response of the majority. “Men
are few, and he who places his brother in the ground is everywhere” should speak loudly to you of
the firstborn dying (and generally through ancient times and Scripture the firstborn in mind was a
son). When a father in a household may be the firstborn son in his family, his death would result in
his burial by whatever brother or brothers he had, and all of this paternal death would result in ‘few
men’. The death of firstborn sons would also mean “few men” years or decades later.
Lastly, “The river is blood yet men drink it” should be an obvious dead-ringer to you, dear friend.
Where we see the continued talk of disorder and death and the destruction of towns and blood
everywhere, as well as "bowmen" and other foreigners coming INTO the land (if you read the
remainder of Ipuwer’s writings), this surely speaks of invading people-groups now capitalizing on
Egypt’s weakened state. Indeed this is most probably when the Hyksos came into the land and set up
Joseph’s old estate in Goshen as their capital city of Avaris. In fact between the Middle Kingdom in
which Joseph and the Israelites were in Egypt and the start of the New Kingdom (which is when the
18th Dynasty began) there was what’s known as the Second Intermediate Period – a dark time in
Egypt’s history where it was in disarray and it’s believed firmly that the Hyksos did rule.827 This also
fits fairly well with David Rohl’s proposed new chronology. I’d say that the disarray was the result of
plagues and upheaval from the populace, while the inability to defend herself was thanks to her
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mighty chariot-forces being at the bottom of the Red Sea while the number of fighting-age-men was
“few.”
Everything looks like it fits quite well, and the coincidences are explained suitably by this
position.
Nevertheless Dutch Egyptologist Maarten Raven sees no connection between Ipuwer’s papyrus
housed at the National Archaeological Museum in Leiden, Netherlands, and the exodus. He said so to
Tim Mahoney during an interview in the aforementioned documentary Patterns of Evidence: Exodus;
"In a way, in a very indirect way, an eyewitness report of a historical period - it pretends to be such a
report, but in fact it isn't… all the time we have to convince ourselves this person can't have seen all this,
he imagined it! Or he had received his inspiration from other propagandistic literature... It's very fantastic
but he hasn’t seen it, he's only imagined it. Don't confuse this with the message of the bible – the ten
plagues – that's quite a different story. Whether this happened or not is irrelevant, its' a beautiful literary
document, and again, yes god was angry and punished the Egyptians, but, this is just a literary cliché."
The smugness and self-assurance in his denial is astounding to watch. But what was Raven’s
prime reason for dismissing it as not being connected to the exodus in any way, friend? “It’s out of
the question” based on the dating of the exodus to the time of Ramesses II which we’ve already said
is too late and needs to be rejected by historians.
For over 50 years all the books, TV programs, and university professors have been telling us to
dismiss the Bible based on that reference to Ramesses II. They're all wrong.
We’ve already mentioned how Manfred Bietek’s conclusion was that Avaris was suddenly
abandoned, fitting our biblical narrative. He and his team also uncovered graves where bodies appear
to have been promptly tossed in together without any care or ceremony, mostly without even hasty
offerings. His assumption is that it was some sort of plague, perhaps even the bubonic plague! That’s
a serious connection to make considering “The Black Death” killed fifty percent of Europe when it
struck! Yet he admits this is assumption because they have no way of scientifically identifying the
cause of death.
I’ll tell you what it was – the curse of the firstborns’ death fell upon all the land and being as
Israelites certainly filled Goshen, other Asiatics lived among them. But it’s likely only the Israelites
heeded the warning to paint their doorposts with lamb’s blood hence a sudden surge in deaths.
Speaking of the Second Intermediate Period we have Manetho describing the invasion by a king

Toutimaios from the east. He writes that “for what cause I know not, a blast of god smote us,” and
speaking of this king’s conquest of Egypt, “they easily seized it without striking a blow.” 828 It’s unusual
for an Egyptian to refer monotheistically to a deity as they had many gods. This could imply some
sort of attestation to the singular God of Israel. Also, the ease with which this army from the east
took Egypt is obviously thanks to the plagues and exodus and the departure of those Israelite
mercenaries the pharaoh had once feared may side with an enemy nation against them when they’d
guarded the eastern entrance to the Nile Delta known then as Goshen.829
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It also stands to reason that if Israel’s God really struck Egypt in this fashion Egypt would never
forget it. So let’s look at some fascinating passages from God’s Word in conjunction with some
ancient Egyptian writings so that we may see this did in fact occur.
When Moses first approached the pharaoh to request time away for Israel to conduct sacrifices
to the Lord, he received the following response:
But Pharaoh said, “Who is the Lord, that I should obey his voice and let Israel
go? I do not know the Lord, and moreover, I will not let Israel go.”

The Book of Exodus, chapter 5, verse 2

“The Lord” in that verse is translated from the Hebrew Name of God, Yahweh, which we’ve
already talked so much about. The pharaoh denies Moses’s request on behalf of God, plainly
excusing himself as not knowing Yahweh.
Later God speaks with authority to the pharaoh through Moses;
"Thus says the Lord, the God of the Hebrews, 'Let my people go, that they may serve
me. For this time I will send all my plagues on you yourself, and on your servants and
your people, so that you may know that there is none like me in all the earth. For by now
I could have put out my hand and struck you and your people with pestilence, and you
would have been cut off from the earth. But for this purpose I have raised you up, to
show you my power, so that my name may be proclaimed in all the earth.'"

The Book of Exodus, chapter 9, verses 13 to 16

So at this point in history the Egyptian pharaoh did not know the God of Israel, but God had
purposed all of this that not only Egypt but the entire world would know who He was. By around
1400 B.C. by contemporary dating, we have Amenhotep III commission a victory-relief in which a

‘name-ring’ reads “Land of the Shasu of Yahweh.”830 The word Shasu literally refers to “a people who
move on foot” a.k.a. “nomads.” 831 What were Abraham’s descendants again, dear friend? Nomads.
And what God did they worship? Yahweh.
Once more God spoke and His Word came to pass, and thanks to the exodus the pharaohs
would know who The Lord was. If the pharaoh of Moses’s day didn’t know Yahweh, but the pharaoh
of this stele did, this also means the exodus occurred before 1400 (and I keep reiterating the date
was most definitely 1456 B.C.). The exodus most certainly DID NOT occur during the reign of
Ramesses II in the 13th century B.C..
Evidently Israel left a great impact on Egypt.
The Merneptah Stele discovered in 1896 at a temple in Thebes by Sir Petrie is yet another. 832
Standing at seven and a half feet tall, it was created in 1208 B.C. to memorialize his victories over
Libya and their allies. What’s most fascinating are the final few lines which I’ll include with the latter
portion of the twenty-eight lines of text:
“The princes are prostrate, saying, "Peace!"
Not one is raising his head among the Nine Bows.
Now that Tehenu (Libya) has come to ruin,
Hatti is pacified;
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The Canaan has been plundered into every sort of woe:
Ashkelon has been overcome;
Gezer has been captured;
Yano'am is made non-existent.
Israel is laid waste and his seed is not;
Hurru is become a widow because of Egypt.”
Ashkelon and Gezer were definitely in Israel, and Yano’am (or ‘Yenoam’) may have been.833 As
the name of Yano’am follows two Israelite communities before culminating with the name of the
nation itself, it was probably an Israelite city as well. The “Nine Bows” is a poetic reference to Egypt’s
nine main enemies. That Israel is listed among them means it was substantial by this point in history.
Historians of World War II don’t list scant little tribes of a couple hundred people alongside Germany,
Italy, and Japan when they name the major powers of the Axis, do they now?
Also of importance is the claim that Israel’s seed was not. We all know Israel continued to exist,
and the book of Judges tells us various chronological happenings in their history between the exodus
and the eventual reign of king Saul followed by David. Indeed during Judges we see the nation of
Israel hardly united and in levels of disarray, but the idea that they were wiped out is obviously
propagandistic. This means that aside from the truth that Israel existed and its having these three
cities, little more can be known. It’s even possible Merneptah only tagged those last lines on to give
more weight to his legacy without actually fighting Israel at all.
Now if Merneptah was the son of Ramesses II who reigned from 1279 to 1213 B.C., and Israel
wandered through the wilderness for forty long years before even entering the promised land, THEN
they had to conquer it, is it really likely that they had an established “nation” recognizable to others
by the time this stele was produced? It’s not likely at all. Once again the exodus is set further back,
earlier in time than Ramesses II. And if Hatshepsut was referring to ‘vagrants’ in Goshen as Asiatics in
the middle of the 15th century B.C. and Jacob’s descendants are named as Israel by the time of
Merneptah’s stele, we’d likely have a couple of centuries between then and the exodus giving them
enough time to establish themselves as a nation before others, eliciting the proper ethnic reference
we see in his inscription.
This also jives nicely with the accounts of the Habiru we mentioned earlier in Abraham and the

Time of the Patriarchy. But we’ll talk more of that in the next segment.
To add to this evidence of Israel’s being a nation by this period is an 18-inch granite block
housed in Berlin known as the Berlin Pedestal. 834 It’s only been looked at again recently since 2001.
Once a part of the pedestal to a larger statue, it yet again includes ‘name-rings’ which speak of
captured peoples in Canaan from a military conquest. A small portion of the name-ring of interest
has unfortunately broken away. However, the experts who have reexamined it say that the remains of
the inscription are easily discernable as, you guessed it, “Israel.” Because this pedestal dates back to
around 1360 B.C. it would now be the oldest mention of Israel we currently possess.
Dear friend, this sets the establishment of Israel as a nation back even farther than the
Merneptah Stele, or at the very least, acknowledges them as a formidable people group worth
naming as captured or conquered by this time (again, we know Israel was not wholly conquered after
the exodus, although they were surely oppressed in various stages according to the book of Judges).
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A date of 1360 certainly allows time for the exodus, forty years of wandering, time for the taking of
the promised land, and several decades to get situated in their God-given land. How amazing!
Friend, I hope what this certainly means is not lost on you; any notion that ‘Israel was merely a
tribe that developed from the hill-country of Canaan in the 10th or 9th century B.C.’ can be forgotten
forever. It’s pure folly. The stele is two to three hundred years prior from any such imagined Israelite
beginnings; the pedestal is three to four-hundred years earlier; and the mention of Yahweh being the
God of the wandering nomads who possessed their own land predates even that by another halfcentury!
So then why would such learned and knowledgeable “experts” not take these artifacts into
consideration? Same stock answer: “The date of the exodus doesn’t align with the rule of Ramesses
II.” In actuality, dear friend, I’m sure the answer is quite clear to you: Giving permission to mounting
evidence makes it all the more necessary for these skeptics to consider the Word of God… And when
you want to be your own god or let something or someone else be your god, the mounting evidence
and its relevance to God’s Word is not very pleasant to ponder.
These experts are so set in their hearts against the God of the Bible, that they make it their
mission to prove to the world that God’s telling of the history of Israel through Moses is incongruent
with the evidence even when they claim to be Jewish. Israeli archaeologist Israel Finkelstein, who I
already mentioned, released a book in 2002 called The Bible Unearthed: Archaeology's New Vision of

Ancient Israel and the Origin of Its Sacred Texts wherein he says the same sorts of things I’ve already
been telling you all the secular experts say: there’s no evidence in the reign of Ramesses II for an
exodus, Israel came out of the tribes of Canaan in the last millennium B.C., and the Pentateuch was
propaganda invented during the exile in Babylon based on ancient myths that were passed down or
collected – a claim we’ve already covered as ridiculous.
But his book would impact influential Jewish rabbi David Wolpe835 so much that Wolpe would
go on to author Why Faith Matters, in which he relayed Finkelstein’s supposed “findings” and
conclusions. Yet his own conclusion was that the exodus being made up should have no impact on
your Jewish faith (and by automatic extension, Christian faith either).
But David is sadly mistaken.
If God’s promises to Abraham and Isaac and Jacob weren’t true, and if His fulfillment of the
promise to bring them out of the land of Egypt and make them His people were invented, along

with the idea that God can protect His people sovereignly and even supernaturally – which we see
displayed with the parting of the Red Sea and everything else that follows, than WHAT are we
following? We’re following a powerless figment of our imagination that can’t make promises nor keep
them.
And that’s just not the case by any stretch of the imagination.
God’s divine plan was obvious. He really did pick a people-group out of the world to make a
nation and separate them as His Chosen People from the rest of that world, and as we’ve just
covered in the last few segments, namely in these last two which involve Israel in Egypt explicitly,
there’s a great deal of evidence for it. The so-called experts call it a coincidence. But, friend, we’ve
talked about coincidences and odds, haven’t we? How many coincidences have to be pointed out,
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and how unlikely do the odds have to be before we concede that something of biblical proportions
truly took place?
Speaking of which, what OF the Red Sea crossing, or the drowning of pharaoh and his army? Or
the wandering through the wilderness? Where’s the evidence for that?
Well, dear friend, unfortunately even large numbers of people wandering through the desert
doesn’t leave a lot of evidence you can dig up out of the ground and put in a museum; ESPECIALLY
when we don’t know what the route was. There are millions of square kilometers of desert to inspect
and excavate and it’ll likely never be done, so please don’t hold your breath on Christ with all the
inescapable evidence we’ve already looked at, until some esteemed “expert” tells you it really
happened. It also doesn’t help the cause that for much of Israel’s time in the wilderness they ate
manna (which was like bread), because that wouldn’t leave a trace in the landscape of dirt either.
Besides which, you can look around online and you’ll see claims out there that wheels from
chariots have been found in the Red Sea, and reports that the wells mentioned during the wilderness
journey have been found as well as ancient corrals for sacrificing animals, along with crumbled
columns originally numbering twelve set up in the middle of nowhere, or the original Mount Sinai
where carvings of a calf on a rock tell us that’s where the Israelites rebelled and worshiped the idol of
the golden calf while Moses was up on the mountain. There’s also the massive standing rock set as if
supernaturally over a wide, dried up lakebed, the rock itself appearing as if split in half and eroded
away by millions of gallons of water. This of course is the alleged “Rock” that followed the Israelites
and provided them drinking water at Meribah (some believing the rock truly DID move and follow
them supernaturally while others say that the Apostle Paul understood that Christ, The Rock, followed
them in spirit, and there were TWO LITERAL rocks at two different locations).
I’ll let you look into all this yourself if the preceding evidence wasn’t enough, but I will caution
you that the enemy of your soul who will continue to assault you with doubt will certainly want you
to search out articles aimed solely at debunking all of these claims rather than reading anything by
intelligent researchers which affirm it. At the very least look at both.
Nevertheless, one doesn’t even need to put stock in any of this possible evidence I’ve chosen to
skip. I personally don’t because I’ve already read the rebuttals from Christian experts who say the
claims are wrong. Maybe the claims are accurate, or maybe they aren’t. Sure there are theories of
where the Red Sea crossing would have most likely happened, but they’re just that – theories. If
coral-covered chariots and wheels can’t be found under the surface of the water there, maybe they’re
elsewhere. Or maybe after THREE-THOUSAND-FIVE-HUNDRED YEARS EVERY REMNANT HAS BEEN
LOST. Either are just as likely and have no bearing on the real faith described long ago in What Faith

is, and What it is Not.
Thank God HE has given me the faith to believe (as is how salvation occurs) and I haven’t
conjured up a pseudo-faith out of myself from reading such claims and clinging to them. Anyone
who wants to be saved must ask God for the faith to believe as we’ve discussed already.
Really, when you think upon the exodus and the meandering of the wilderness which would
have and HAS resulted in a lack of hard archaeological evidence, it’s almost like God REQUIRES

people believe on Him and His Word through humble, trusting, faith…
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Finally, why would Jews invent a false religion where they came from slavery? It’s unbecoming.
It’s pitiful. Look at the arrogance of the ruling elite in the cultures all around them from antiquity; no
one would desire to admit they came from such a beginning. Wouldn’t it have served them better to
make up some sort of royal lineage they came from as princes, or at the very least, as great
merchants or noblemen? Why slaves?
It couldn’t have been to impress their captors and the surrounding nations with the power of
their God, capable of freeing them from slavery and building them into a great nation that
conquered the promised land. We know this because the surrounding nations DID NOT FEAR the
God of Israel. As we’ve seen in Scripture the likes of Sennacherib had no problem deriding God and
telling the occupants of Jerusalem to abandon all confidence in Him because he would take the city
in spite of their God just like he had every other nation. Nebuchadnezzar II didn’t seem to care either.
It just doesn’t make sense any other way, except that it was true, and the Truth of God’s Word
really only inspires and encourages those of us who are saved and know He is true to those
promises.
As for any quandaries regarding chronology and dating, I promised we’ll be looking at that at
the close of this section and we will.
Concerning the conquering of the promised land, we’ll be looking at the evidence of Israel’s
doing that in the next segment… in spite of the acclaimed experts once again being used to deceive
the masses and deter their salvation by proclaiming “There’s just no evidence.”
(For further reading you can follow the links in the notes836)
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The Walls of Jericho and the Ensuing Conquest
Jericho is the most well-known city in Israel’s conquest of the promised land under the
command of Joshua because of the famous story about the walls falling down.
The mound or “tell” Jericho was firmly planted on was surrounded by an earthen rampart (a
defensive structure with a wide walkway on the top for soldiers to fight from). 837 The entirety of the
defensive structure was said to boast of great ingenuity. Excavations revealed that at the base of the
mound was a stone retaining wall twelve to fifteen feet high. Upon that was an extension-wall built
from mud bricks rising higher still, six feet thick and twenty feet high. Behind that was a steep slope
covered in white plaster, smoothed out to produce a terribly slippery surface – one which attackers
would have a heck of a time trying to traverse, especially while defending themselves from archers,

or while transporting siege-items like ladders, ropes, or battering rams. At the top of this plastercovered slope were the main city walls also made of mud bricks, this time known to be as high as
TWENTY-FIVE FEET AND TEN FEET THICK. Upon them were towers for archers and slingers to
advantageously defend from, killing and striking any adversary who dared approach via the steep and
slick embankment below. These strong walls and the main gate are exactly what is depicted in the
text of the Holy Bible.
The sixth chapter of the book of Joshua tells us that Jericho “was shut up inside and outside
because of the people of Israel. None went out, and none came in.” Following along in the text
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from the moment Joshua’s spies are hidden by Rahab the prostitute in Jericho (whom we spoke
about in The Scarlet Thread) where we read “And the gate was shut as soon as the pursuers had
gone out,” it appears the city was sealed for about two weeks while Israel camped outside.
Now if you’ve read through chapter six (which I hope you have, dear friend), you’ll possibly see
what transpires as quite fanciful and obviously imagined for literary purposes. Believe me when I say
that it was most assuredly not. Like with the initial exodus, God was doing great works before Israel
to help build their faith in Him. I myself and many I know have experienced the supernatural with
God and know of His power so we have no reservation over the text. Are those experiences of the
magnitude described in the fall of Jericho? Of course not, but it’s also 2019 and we have God’s Word,
so there’s no need for such demonstrations any longer. People who have real faith don’t need
momentous miracles to get it – it’s granted by God as a free gift for salvation.
Here’s an example though from friends of mine: my pastor and others I know were in South
America on a missions-trip supporting a fellow Baptist minister from the area. At one point they were
returning in a truck from some work they’d helped him do, and they were traveling at speed on a
road through a village. As they neared and passed a small girl she suddenly fell into the road striking
the side of the truck so hard they heard the very audible ‘thud’ of that impact. Instantly they stopped
the vehicle, all spontaneously praying for the little girl’s well-being while rushing to check on her.
Examining her they found she was a little dazed as if unaware of what even transpired, but
completely fine all over, not a scratch on her. The pickup truck however had a large dent in it.
Explain that outside of the supernatural intervention of God. Good luck Neil-deGrasse-Tyson’ing
away this one.
I hear testimonies like this all the time, ESPECIALLY far away from the developed western world
where we have rejected God and made known to Him that His presence and intervention is not
wanted as we’re much too sophisticated for silly superstition.
I digress, but I hope the point has been made clear as we read on and look at the evidence.
God would call for Joshua to have the Israelite army march around the city of Jericho once a day
for six days. At the same time priests were to march with them carrying the ark of the covenant as
seven of the priests blew on seven ram’s-horn-trumpets continually. Finally on the seventh day this
parade would march around the city SEVEN TIMES rather than only once. On that seventh day, after
the seventh circuit, Joshua would give the command for his whole army to join him in a loud shout.
Here’s what God’s Word said happened next:
As soon as the people heard the sound of the trumpet, the people shouted a
great shout, and the wall fell down flat, so that the people went up into the city,
every man straight before him, and they captured the city.

The Book of Joshua, chapter 6, verse 20

Having read the archaeological description of Jericho’s fortifications it’s hopefully easy to
appreciate that against normal human means this city was virtually impregnable, especially without
advanced siegeworks. It was essential that God intervene on the behalf of His people for their victory
just as He’d promised.
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Digging up the remains researchers established that the lower outer walls at ground level fell
outwards creating an incline upwards like an improvised ramp hastily constructed from the rubble.
Not only that but the higher upper walls of the city ALSO fell down and outwards covering the
smooth glacis meant to inhibit invaders from simply walking up. This fallen debris budded up against
the newly formed ramp below creating a much easier and navigable slope going upwards and into
the city so that the Israelites could quickly take their objective.
Along with this is the likelihood that many of Jericho’s defenders were injured, mortally
wounded, or even killed when the rampart they stood upon and the towers they stood within
suddenly collapsed. How much easier would this have made Israel’s victory?
It’s important to note that all excavations from other ancient conquered cities in the Middle East
show the walls being pushed INWARDS as the invaders pressed against them ceaselessly until they
were breached. But not in Jericho. Why do you suppose that is, dear friend? Well for one, GOD did it,
not people. And two, His Word says Jericho’s walls “fell down flat,” not inwards. So that’s what
happened.
Between 1930 and 1936 while Professor John Garstang excavated Jericho, he found evidence so
profoundly significant that he took the precaution of preparing a written declaration of the
archaeological discovery, and signed it himself along with two accompanying members of his team;
“As to the main fact, then, there remains no doubt: the walls fell outwards so completely that the
attackers would be able to clamber up and over their ruins into the city.” 838
Some speculate that the shouting of 40,000 Israelite soldiers839 produced sound frequencies at
just the right resonance to cause the walls to vibrate, unsettle, and fall. That’s an interesting theory,
and still fairly miraculous I suppose, but altogether unnecessary when God was with them. He could
have simply suspended for a brief moment the natural laws of physics He’d first implemented to
maintain the working functionality of our universe. If such a temporary lapse in our natural realm was
restricted to the walls of Jericho only long enough for them to collapse, only they would be affected.
There’s nothing at all wrong with this possibility and it would have served as an unmistakable witness
to Israel that God was for them, all-powerful, and trustworthy.
Another possible and still completely supernatural explanation is that God had sovereignly
guided Israel’s population be grown in Egypt, complete the exodus and the forty years of wandering
for their rebelliousness, and enter the promised land finally arriving at Jericho and marching around it
for a week before letting out a great shout just as an earthquake He’d preplanned caused the walls
to fall for them to victoriously overtake the city.
Indeed the region has a history of seismic activity. Sitting in a ‘rift valley’ on unstable terrain, the
area was prone to earthquakes. Geophysicists say there’s evidence of debris from earthquakes even
damning up the Jordan River for up to two days at a time. Why is that significant? If you’ve taken a
moment to read the early chapters of Joshua you know that in the third chapter we’re told God
caused the Jordan River to stop flowing for Israel to cross it as a sign that He was with them.
Geophysicist Dr. Amos Nur of Stanford University writes:
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''The combination, the destruction of Jericho and the stoppage of the Jordan, is so typical of earthquakes
in this region that only little doubt can be left as to the reality of such events in Joshua's time.'' 840
That seems to speak in defense to the position of the biblical literalist, but it really doesn’t help.
When we actually read what the author wrote, it’s explicit that the intention of God stopping the
Jordan’s water was not simply for the sake of His people crossing it, but to demonstrate to them that
He was more powerful than the laws of physics governing the natural world around them. He did this
through a supernatural sign in stopping the Jordan River. His Word tells us that He’d directed Joshua
to command the priests to enter the water with the ark of the covenant and that once the soles of
their feet dipped in the water, He would cause the “the waters coming down from above [to] stand
in one heap.” We’re told this was in the spring when the waters would be highest, the banks
generally overflowing. “Now the priests bearing the ark of the covenant of the Lord stood firmly
on dry ground in the midst of the Jordan, and all Israel was passing over on dry ground until all
the nation finished passing over the Jordan.”
There’s no room here for any other interpretation. An earthquake causing a damming of the
Jordan would not be the same as ‘rising and standing in a heap’ (which sounds a lot like the “walls of
water” on either side of the Israelites as they passed through the Red Sea). It also does not fit with
the narrative of the waters stopping the moment the feet of the priests “were dipped in the brink of
the water.” And of course a riverbed would take hours if not days to dry out, yet these priests stood
“FIRMLY on dry ground” while everyone else passed by also on dry ground.
Furthermore we read shortly thereafter:
As soon as all the kings of the Amorites who were beyond the Jordan to the west, and
all the kings of the Canaanites who were by the sea, heard that the Lord had dried up the
waters of the Jordan for the people of Israel until they had crossed over, their hearts
melted and there was no longer any spirit in them because of the people of Israel.

The Book of Joshua, chapter 5, verse 1

Certainly any king associating an earthquake powerful enough to stop the river with the God of
an approaching army would have reason to fear. But first off, the text nowhere intimated such a
natural explanation – no mention of the earth rumbling or a crackling sound coming from afar where
the damming had occurred upriver. Second, what’s more fear-inducing, an earthquake caused by God
stopping a river with dirt and stones, or God causing water to pile up as if against an invisible force
with no natural explanation being permissible as the riverbed had spontaneously went from saturated
mud to dry, firm ground?
Regarding an earthquake being the cause of Jericho’s walls falling, that can still be permitted
(albeit not required) as the text doesn’t make it as plain that God interfered with His natural laws as
this last miraculous example does (although it also doesn’t say the ground trembled in advance of
the walls crumbling or when Israel shouted). What’s undeniable, however, is that God WAS involved.
Joshua and his army didn’t come up against Jericho to fight in a traditional way while an earthquake
coincidentally happened, to which they attributed it to God. The reason for the specificity in God’s
Word regarding all the instructions and the seven-day buildup of marching and blasting trumpets
and finally shouting was so it would be unambiguous that the timing of the walls falling was thanks
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to the involvement of God. Even IF it was an earthquake that brought the walls down in a just-so
fashion, the tectonic convulsions which were bound to happen were known long in advance by God
outside of time and He’d brought all circumstances together so that at that perfect moment
following the shout of Israel, Jericho’s defenses would evaporate.
That’s just as much a miracle as Him enacting upon the laws of physics Himself to cause their
crumbling. All of this rules out the notion of a ‘fortuitous coincidence’ for Israel’s sake. It’s one thing
for a pagan army to be marching towards an enemy stronghold and an earthquake happens
permitting a victory so it’s recorded that “god helped us.” It’s a whole other matter when you record
being told to circle that stronghold for seven days following a list of directives, and upon completion
at just the right moment, with perfect precision, natural forces coincidentally destroy your enemy’s
walls, and so you believe a god is on your side. The odds of such a thing happening are in the
magnitude of being a mathematical impossibility just as we read about in Prophecy Confirms that

God is Outside of Time and All-Powerful.
Even if, let’s say, an earthquake had happened while Israel was in the vicinity and they took
advantage of this and captured Jericho, THEN determined to concoct an elaborate story of their ‘god’
being on their side, even inventing commands to march for seven days and so on, what are the odds
an earthquake happened even WEEKS or MONTHS before Israel was in the neighborhood, enabling
them to capitalize on the devastated states of the city of Jericho or ANY city in the promised land for
that matter? Let’s not be silly here, dear friend. Let’s not grasp at THIS theory just to excuse us from
the reality that God exists and the Bible is His Word, ESPECIALLY when the evidence has already
mounted so high in previous sections.
Regarding an earthquake in Jericho, British archaeologist of the mid-twentieth century, Kathleen
Kenyon had excavated Jericho throughout the ‘50’s. She found that the city within the fallen walls
had been set ablaze and that the city had been destroyed by the fire, but none of this had occurred
until the walls had first fallen. This means the walls had not fallen due even in part to fire but that
something else had caused their collapse. This is rather uncanny when we acknowledge that most
conquered cities show that the walls came down due in part to damage from fire weakening them.
Examining the ash of the very thick burn-layer led her to conclude that an earthquake had not been
the cause of the city’s downfall during this period either, but that the fire was certainly the result of
an attack.
As far as earthquakes are concerned she stated in her book Digging Up Jericho that such
catastrophic events had however played their part in the destruction of a much earlier Jericho in the
early Bronze Age around the time of the Old Kingdom of Egypt (ca. 2686-2181 B.C.).841 That’s
obviously much too early for Joshua’s conquest by any stretch of the imagination, let alone the
chronology.
Additionally Tell es-Sultan (which is an official archaeological moniker for Jericho) is believed to
have remained uninhabited by any considerable numbers of people between the end of the 15 th
century B.C. and the 10th to 9th centuries B.C. when it was rebuilt.842 That coincides rather nicely with
the timing of Joshua’s conquest.
Evidence that also alerts us to the Bible’s truthfulness comes from the wealth of grain found in
Jericho from the period in which it finally fell to Israel. Like we’ve said before in this discussion, the
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Holy Spirit ensures every word necessary for us finds its way into the texts. We’re told in numerous
ways in God’s Word that Israel came against Jericho just after the spring harvest.843 This means that
the occupants of Jericho would have recently finished harvesting their crops and they would have had
considerable food-stocks IF they had remained within their walls for only a short period of time
between their first shutting the city-gate when they were alerted to the spies, to the end of Israel’s
seven days of marching (likely no longer than two weeks of time). Biblical archaeologist Dr. Bryant
Wood was quoted in the earlier cited NY Times article as having written:
''The presence of these grain stores in the destroyed city is entirely consistent with the biblical account…
The city did not fall as a result of a starvation siege, as was so common in ancient times. Instead, the Bible
tells us Jericho was destroyed after but seven days.''844
Naturally his interpretation was questioned by another archaeologist named Dr. Lawrence Stager,
a professor of archaeology in Israel at Harvard University who was also quoted in the article, because
‘everybody knows’ Israel didn’t enter the promised land until 1200 B.C…
Amazing though, isn’t it, friend? The people of Jericho hadn’t had enough time to eat their grain
so it was found still in jars burnt from the Israelite assault. What’s even more amazing is that Israel
did not take the grain, or loot what they could. Again, God’s Word tells us why!
"And the city and all that is within it shall be devoted to the Lord for
destruction. Only Rahab the prostitute and all who are with her in her house shall
live, because she hid the messengers whom we sent."

The Book of Joshua, chapter 6, verse 17

To defeat a city and not plunder it? I hope the philosophical naturalist understands how idiotic
that would be of a nation to decide unless God actually existed and had given such an unnatural
command Himself. It makes no sense. BUT it shows the peoples’ reliance on God alone, and think
about this for a moment; maybe God wanted His corroborating evidence to remain buried in Jericho
for us to find in this late age of skepticism and doubt? That sure is merciful of Him.
Speaking of merciful, notice the command to spare Rahab and her family as promised? More on
that shortly.
Unfortunately during Ms. Kenyon’s time studying Jericho, she did not find expensive Cypriot
ceramics prevalent in many Canaanite cities by which she could also date the buried ruins. Not
having her expectations met she determined the city was conquered no later than 1600-1550 B.C..
She determined that the destruction of Jericho at this time must have been by the hands of either
the Egyptians or the Hyksos, but definitely not Israel who she offered likely came upon the
abandoned town decades later. But this was based not on any evidence of either nation having been
present and by assumption only.
For one thing, there’s no evidence for either Egypt or the Hyksos campaigning through the
Jordan Valley where Jericho is located during that period.845 Second, the aforementioned Dr. Wood
who happens to have a PhD in Late Bronze Age Pottery, specifically specializing in that of the
Canaanites,846 reexamined the pottery Kenyon DID find and saw that she’d misdated that.847 But of
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even greater concern is that Kenyon whom most secular scholars have chosen to side with since she
said Garstang was wrong in his dating of Jericho, hadn’t been able to find the more costly Cypriot
pottery she was looking for because she’d been excavating only a poor district of the town. She
herself had even commented that Jericho seemed to be “something of a backwater, away from the
contacts with richer areas provided by the coastal route.”
Looking again at Garstang’s findings, Wood found that Garstang had indeed catalogued pieces

very similar to what Kenyon had hoped for, but that they appeared to be locally manufactured as if
replicas of the real thing meaning they were aware of this coexisting pottery and copied it. Not to
take away from Kenyon’s expertise, but how could such errors be made on her part?! And how were
they so readily accepted?!... Except of course for the simple fact that after Garstang’s declaration that
he’d confirmed Joshua’s victory over Jericho just as the Bible had said, people were clamoring to
prove him wrong, and all the more were happy to accept any such conclusion which seemed to…
Some of the criticism Kenyon has apparently received from her own colleagues over the years
was that her meticulous attention to detail also inhibited her from anything other than slow
progression through very limited amounts of area in her digsite. How could she make such absolute
and definitive conclusions about Jericho when she’d based her objections to Garstang’s dating on
only TWO excavated plots measuring 26-by-26 square feet of land (HI & HII on the southeast slope
of the tell) in which that destruction was examined?848 Garstang had reviewed a great deal more of
the destruction to arrive at his conclusion.
As a worthwhile aside, charcoal samples from her dig had been carbon-dated and received a
date of 1410 B.C. +/- 40 years.849 These samples have since been dated again and a window from
1883-1324 B.C. was established.850 Nevertheless, the initial finding is a cute ‘coincidence’ because
that’s just about when the conquest would have occurred anyway. Not to mention that in the last few
years research into the dating of pumice from the Theran eruption also seems to indicate
comparative radiocarbon dating for Jericho would set its destruction between the end of the 15 th
century and the beginning of the 14th century851 right when it would have really happened.
Dare I unsettle our confidence in Carbon-14 dating by adding that the reason the charcoal had
been retested was due to the British Museum’s laboratory which had done the dating, operating with
improperly calibrated equipment FOR FOUR YEARS BETWEEN 1980 AND 1984?
What the worst thing is, dear friend, is the many hundreds and thousands of people who felt
secure in the decision to stop searching out the evidence which affirms the reliability of God’s Word
because they’d opted instead to rest in the erroneous conclusions of Kathleen Kenyon, thinking the
story of Joshua was merely a fable. What a tragedy. And one of eternal consequence.
Bearing in mind that Kenyon’s dating of Jericho’s fall was no later than 1550 B.C., it stands to
reason that artifacts from after that until the time Joshua would have taken the city around 1410 B.C.
would be impossible to find. Yet Garstang had found Egyptian amulets known as ‘Scarabs’ in
unplundered tombs at Jericho and these scarabs bore inscriptions placing them in just such a period
of impossibility. A few of these scarabs contained the royal names of notable Egyptian heads-of-state.
This continuous series of amulets ranging from the 18 th century B.C. (or 13th Dynasty) to the early 14th
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century B.C. (18th Dynasty) included one of Tuthmosis III (ca. 1504-1450 B.C.), Hatshepsut (ca. 15031483 B.C.), and two of Amenhotep III (ca. 1386-1349 B.C.).852
Before anyone gets bothered by that last set of dates extending past our likely time of Jericho’s
fall, it needs to be pointed out that although that’s the more widely accepted range Amenhotep III
apparently reigned over, there are a number of opinions out there, all by reputable Egyptologists.
Canadian D.B. Redford places him from 1410-1372 B.C which means there’d be almost a year for a
citizen in Jericho to receive an amulet with his name on it before their burial and the city’s earliest
destruction. Then there’s German Arne Eggebrecht, 1403-1365 B.C.; American Richard Anthony Parker,
1403-1366 B.C.; Latvian Egyptologist Erik Hornung 1402-1364 B.C.; and finally Belgian Claude
Vandersleyen, 1435-1397 B.C.. After that are a smattering of scholars whose proposed dates of reign
get closer and closer to the consensus. The point is there is definitely some wiggle-room here.
More importantly, as the heir of a pharaoh, amulets bearing Amenhotep III’s name may have
come into circulation before he even began to reign. Also, just because a city is wiped out does not
mean people won’t come from afar to bury their dead if the necropolis remains (to some extent
Jericho’s apparently had). There could have been a few more years or even decades when the
occasional person was laid to rest there in spite of the surrounding city’s destruction.
All I’m saying is the presence of these scarabs screams far louder at us to acknowledge Kenyon’s
destruction-date of 1550 B.C. is far too early, than two scarabs whisper at us to doubt a destruction
near 1410 B.C..
Again this should lead us to wonder how Kenyon who had reviewed Garstang’s research missed
something like this when drawing her conclusions. Whatever the reason, it’s a sure bet she was
ultimately wrong and the evidence definitely points to a later date for Jericho’s fall more in line with
what the Bible seems to imply.
As promised we’re now returning to Rahab the prostitute who’d hid the spies of Israel. As you
likely recall she was guaranteed deliverance for her and her family, and Joshua even ordered it of his
army. But we learned in The Scarlet Thread that she’d hung a scarlet cord out the window of her
home for the attacking Israelites to see, and they would only have been able to see it IF her home
had been built on the outer edge of the city in an external wall. Do the remains of Jericho tell us
that during the last timeframe in which a powerful people lived there homes were actually built into
the external walls? YES, THEY DO!
But ABOVE that, dear friend, they tell us something even more extraordinary! Think about it for
a moment, friend; if God caused the walls of Jericho to fall down flat, and homes were built into the
walls, but a pledge for Rahab’s salvation along with her family had been made, how could it be kept?
A German excavation between 1907 and 1909 discovered that on the north side of the tell a
short stretch of the lower city-wall had not fallen like everywhere else and was still standing at eight
feet high!853 The formation of the structure tells experts that houses were built into this length of
wall!
Do you SEE THAT, friend?! That is so MIND-BLOWING! The remnants of the city from the time
of Jericho’s utter destruction towards the end of the Middle Bronze Age revealed for us that
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someone’s home remained amidst where the walls were built! I wonder whose home that could have
been?
What’s also amazing to comprehend here, dear friend, is that the spies had sworn to Rahab that
she’d be saved, but Israel didn’t so much as shoot an arrow at those walls! It was GOD who brought
them down! Whether He did it suddenly and supernaturally, or sovereignly with an earthquake,
everything fell but that which housed Rahab and her kin!
GOD knew of the conversation she’d had with the spies; He knew of her heart’s cry for
protection of her and her family because she feared the God of Israel; and He saw her scarlet cord
hanging out the window; and HE is the One who kept the covenant, saving her by grace through her
faith just as we can be saved today!
Dear friend, God SEES you too, and He HEARS you also just as He heard Rahab! If you fear Him
and humble yourself, He will save you as well!
Friend, you need to be looking at the evidence free of any bias that God can’t be who He is or
that His Word isn’t true. We talked about the correct lenses to review the data through. If someone
living in a house built into their city wall was promised no harm would come to them, and all the
walls came down except those in one section with a house built into it, who else’s could it be?

Real science is making a prediction and then following the evidence where it leads. After all this
time it’s amazing that this portion of wall even stands to begin with. Maybe this is the mercy of God
once more preserving evidence for us?

Finally, Joshua would pronounce a curse on Jericho and anyone who tried to reestablish it:
Joshua laid an oath on them at that time, saying, “Cursed before the Lord be
the man who rises up and rebuilds this city, Jericho.
“At the cost of his firstborn shall he
lay its foundation,
and at the cost of his youngest son
shall he set up its gates.”

The Book of Joshua, chapter 6, verse 26

If you go on Google Maps you’ll find a city in Israel called Jericho. But that’s not Tell es-Sultan
where Jericho originally sat upon a large mound. The Jericho which had once existed on that large
mound was destroyed at the end of the 15th century B.C. (right in line with the Bible’s narrative) and
stayed unoccupied until the 10th or 9th centuries B.C. when it was rebuilt. Finally it was destroyed
again forever during the Babylonian conquest in the seventh and sixth centuries. 854 Go find the
modern day images and you will see it’s is nothing more than dirt and stones.
Why do you suppose the Holy Spirit of God inspired Joshua to pronounce this curse to deter
people from ever rebuilding, dear friend? Amazingly God was ensuring there wouldn’t be enough
built upon the Jericho of this period in order that what WE needed to see be discovered. Sure
there’ve been a few who’ve tried to resettle it, but never was the impact of such resettlement so
great that the evidence WE needed be lost.
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Now think to Tyre where God had said that proud ancient city would NEVER be rediscovered,
and just as archaeology was beginning to really take off in the region, a whole city was built over it
making it next to impossible to properly excavate that ancient place.
What God says goes.
Another major Canaanite city destroyed by Israel was Ai. Recalling the vow to devote everything
in Jericho to destruction for the Lord, we learn in chapter 7 that a fellow named Achan and a few
others chose to steal some of the loot for themselves and hide it. This would result in an unsuccessful
first attempt at taking Ai as a punishment for disobeying God. After the stoning of Achan and his
family as a just penalty, the nation of Israel repents, and we’re told in chapter 8 that their second
attempt to take Ai is successful and they set it on fire.
The location of Ai is uncertain but there are a few proposed sites. Et-Tell or Khirbet Haijah
apparently doesn’t make for a good candidate because the destroyed fortress there predates the
Israelite conquest by many centuries if not a millennium, nor does it fulfill the geographical clues
from Scripture (yes, many archaeologists actually use the Bible’s topographical references as clues to
be sought out and matched).
Dr. David Livingston offered Khirbet Nisya as a possibility due to it meeting said topographical
requirements and it being occupied at correct periods, but no Late Bronze Age fortress or destruction
by fire was found. Yet Livingston’s founding of The Associates for Biblical Research which aims to
serve as an apologetic defense of the Bible through archaeological examination would later result in
ABR’s investigation of another site – Khirbet el-Maqatir – and this has proven to be a much better
fit855 as it does possess evidence of a fortress destroyed by a fire, along with the right geographical
features for what’s described in the text.
Hazor which we read about in chapter 11 has a location that is known about, and its size and
apparent opulence goes well with the text’s statement that its king was “the head of all those
kingdoms,”856 referring to the places Israel had recently conquered under Joshua. It can’t be missed
that a massive one-meter burn-layer of ash also dates to the Late Bronze Age II (which is undeniably
close to a conquest at the end of the 15th century B.C.). More telling were the basaltic statues of false
gods and kings found mutilated with hands or heads chopped off. Sharon Zuckerman of the Hebrew
University of Jerusalem would write:
“This was a systematic annihilation campaign, against the very physical symbols of the royal ideology and
its loci of ritual legitimation.”857
Other excavators from Tel Hazor would say such desecration there could easily be attributed to
Israelites.858 Could there be a connection here with the earlier directions for the conquest of the
promised land from God through Moses?
“You shall tear down their altars and dash in pieces their pillars and burn their
Asherim with fire. You shall chop down the carved images of their gods and
destroy their name out of that place.”

The Book of Deuteronomy, chapter 12, verse 3
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Looks like it.

Jabin believed strongly to be a “Dynastic Title” for kings of Hazor859 is the very king named in
the book of Joshua. A ‘Jabin’ is named roughly two-hundred years later in the book of Judges as well
(and for this many scholars – Israel Finkelstein being one of them – try in error to connect the two or
use this as proof that the Bible’s authors were inventing and conflating the accounts). 860 Among the
Mari Tablets we mentioned being found back in Abraham and the Time of the Patriarchy was a letter
to an Ibni-Haddad king of Hazor.861 The name ‘Ibni’ is believed to be an etymological origin for

‘Yavin’ or “Jabin.” This of course is dated much earlier to the 18th century further affirming that Jabin
was a king’s title. Another from Babylonia to “Ibni” in Hazor from the same period has also been
found.862 Lastly, a name-list from Karnak in the time of Ramesses II was discovered and it contained
the phrase, “Qishon of Jabin.”863
Although none of these references are directly tied to the very king Joshua and Israel defeated,
they do help to establish that the authors were writing of actual events grounded in reality, and
surrounded on both sides of the period with a definitive connection to ‘Jabin of Hazor’, exactly as
we’d expect to see because the narrative is accurate.
Also serving as expected evidence of an Israelite conquest of the promised land are what we see
in the Amarna Tablets. I’d promised in Israelites in Egypt and the Exodus to return to the topic of the
Habiru and so here we are. Previously we talked about the Habiru being believed today as nothing
more than a general term for certain types of persons grouped together and doing specific activities
(such as living the life of a nomad and a marauder). We also spoke of how the description matched
that of Israel during this period in the most striking way, and that the use of the term began around
the same time Abraham was established as a man not to be trifled with and was first called a
‘Hebrew’ in the Bible. Don’t forget the usage of the term died off likely of no coincidence around the
same time Israel became a nation and was more commonly referred to as “Israel.” We permitted that
this term was likely used regarding other ethnic groups which may not have belonged to the lineage
of Abraham (although they may have come from Eber), or that some bands described as Habiru had
perhaps contained Israelites who’d left Egypt on their own well before the exodus, but that this did
little to refute that there was a strong connection between an Israelite and the Habiru. And we see
that to a greater extent when we look at how frequently the Amarna Tablets refer to the Habiru,
where they MOST frequently make those references, and WHEN they make those references.
The conquest of Israel in the promised land is believed to have taken approximately eight years
from between 1410 and 1399 B.C.. The Amarna letters are alleged to have been written in the 14 th
century B.C.864 but as the Bible’s chronology is what’s correct (and provided our interpretation of
when dates would fall is correct), these letters would have begun at the end of the 15th century B.C..
Although Amarna letters come from as far north as western Turkey they don’t make any mention of
Habiru until we get to the land of – can you guess, friend? – the promised land!865 SIXTY-FOUR of
the over three hundred Amarna letters refer to the Habiru, many reporting that they’re under threat
of the Habiru866 (Hazor being one of the more relevant names to this segment), and they’re all from
the land of Canaan and just north into what is now Lebanon and Syria. Israel would indeed take
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much of this territory which God had initially promised to Abraham’s descendents, 867 although they
do not take all of it. God grants them stay in the land they did manage to conquer however. 868
The Amarna Letters with references to Habiru originate from the following cities or regions
containing these cities: Sumar, Kadesh, Byblos, Hasi, Sidon, Damascus, Tyre, Ashteroth, Megiddo,
Shechem, Gezer, Gath, Jerusalem, and Hazor as just mentioned, but there are others too. Do these
names sound familiar yet?
Now is this to say these cities writing of Habiru were all directly attacked by Israel? Not
necessarily as some laid beyond where we’re told in Scripture Joshua had led the army. But they were
definitely corresponding about what was happening in the area, and Israel did in fact take the cities
to the south where the twelve tribes of Israel would settle. Amazingly Byblos to the north which
evidentially discussed the Habiru more than anyone else made a great deal of them being a grave
threat, and Byblos is also named Gebal.869 In the Bible “the land of the Gebalites” is one of the
places Joshua was meant to take but hadn’t been able to. If you’ve been reading the cited passages
you know Lebanon and the land of the Sidonians was mentioned as well, both of which are included
in the list of places from which Amarna letters came with reference to the Habiru.
The fact that all these vassal cities to Egypt were reporting about assaults, being conquered, and
surrendering to Habiru (or nomadic people without their own land) so very close to when the
conquest of the promised land should be dated tells us something… It really happened and the
Amarna Tablets serve as an external witness to what God’s Word attests.
Pair this with the reality that many of the cities Joshua came against no longer existed following
the end of the Bronze Age in 1200 B.C., and destruction by fire is evidenced by layers and layers of
ash and the remnants of burnt wood in these places, and you’re left with no REAL reason to deny it.
The scathing memory of Israel on Egypt due to the exodus, and now because of their victories and
settlement in Canaan must be why by this point ‘Israel’ was known as a nation and named as such in
those Egyptian inscriptions we looked at in the last segment.
In the 1980’s Israeli archaeologists performed surveys in the hill country between the Jezreel
Valley near Nazareth, to Beersheba way in the south.870 Within the Middle Bronze Age from 2100 to
around 1500 B.C. they found 248 sites of habitation. In the Late Bronze Age from 1550-1200 B.C. that
number dropped to only twenty-nine. This drastic decrease may have been in part due to smaller
communities migrating to larger centers as a defense against the invading Israelites; that would
explain how there were so few. But it definitely had everything to do with Joshua’s army going from
place to place cleansing the land of Canaan as commanded by God, not to mention Israel’s battles
under the proceeding judges.
During the early Iron Age however (1200-1000 B.C.), they then detected a rapid increase in the
number of settlements, mostly small. All of this speaks to a grand upheaval in the land during the
14th and 13th centuries, followed by Israel ‘possessing’ the land they’d been directed to claim. These
newer, mostly small establishments are said to have “possessed an overall material culture that led
directly on into the true, full-blown Iron Age culture of the Israelite Monarchy.”
Just out of curiosity while I was completing this segment, I Google’d “No evidence for Joshua’s
conquest of promised land.” I quickly stumbled upon yet another blog, this time of a very prominent
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atheist whom I should add claims they were raised in the Christian faith, but later departed it when
‘the evidence’ proved to them that it was false. The very fact that they departed the faith declares
that they were never truly of it.
Skimming his argument, I nearly laughed as one line jumped out at me. What stopped me from
laughing was just how sad it was to see a man esteemed to be brilliant having abandoned any
recognition of our wondrous Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ due to the same historical blunder so
many other secular scholars have made. He denied the conquest of Joshua because:
"most notably, Jericho, which was not inhabited in the late 13th century BCE, as archaeologists have
decisively shown…"
…wouldn’t have existed for the nation of Israel to conquer if they’d left in the exodus during the
time of the city of Pi-Ramesses II. Once more we see someone erroneously holding fast to the wrong
date two centuries too late.
Skeptics who deny the campaign to cleanse the promised land of the satan-worshiping
Canaanites will permit skirmishes did happen here or there by “marauding nomads” or peasants
revolting, but from everything you’ve just taken a cursory look at, I truly hope you can see it’s much
wiser to side with Scripture. It is much more prudent to seek God’s truth through His Word, and then
look at the evidence from this perspective.
I mean honestly, dear friend, JUST LOOK at the discrepancies between dates of reigns for
pharaoh Amenhotep III I’d listed! And I only included the ones that fell around the approximate
dating of Joshua’s conquest! There’s still a half-dozen more that set his reign as later! Why all the
confusion? Is there no truth?! What about Kenyon arriving at the wrong dates for Jericho’s
destruction because she’d missed so much of Garstang’s evidence in spite of having free access to
it?! What about the carbon-dating equipment at so reputable a museum being incorrectly calibrated

FOR FOUR YEARS!?
What does it matter if there’s a “consensus” when it’s all such a jumbled mess anyhow? All these
mistakes as well as everything else out of archaeology and the study of anything from farther back
than yesterday should be making it obvious to you that our scholars, as intelligent or skilled as they
may be, they cannot be relied upon for ABSOLUTE TRUTH in and of themselves. Therefore they
most definitely MUST NOT be relied upon for your decision regarding your eternal destiny!
At best their findings can only be looked at and pondered for little more than that – curious

musings in hopes of affirming truth, or at worst weighing it against the truth while refraining from
making conclusions meant to deny the truth – but certainly not in regards to what you determine
about salvation. Something of such importance needs to be humbly vetted not by opinions and
articles by mere men thought to have knowledge, but between you and Almighty God in the deepest
of humilities.
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David and Israel
Skeptics and atheists (and liberal Bible-scholars for that matter) have doubted and denied the
existence of king David, the man who as a youth killed Goliath the Philistine giant with a sling and a
stone. Having grown an understanding from our conversation in He uses Academia of how the devil
works through unbelieving “learned” men, and thinking back to everything you’ve read about the
promises of the coming Messiah, is it easily appreciated as to why the devil would influence the
intelligentsia to convince us that David was no more than a myth?
I’m sure you understand that with Jesus the Christ, the promised Messiah, having to come
through the lineage of David, if David is an invention the only reasonable result is that Jesus Christ
too was also made up, or at best, no more than a man who conned everyone, perhaps with some
pseudo-disciples, into believing he’d fulfilled what was truly only fable.
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Of course, as you’ll see in Part 5 Jesus was and is who He said He was, praise be to God who
grants us a way of salvation and reconciliation to Himself for His glory and our joy!
Thus as you’ll see in this segment, just as you were told to forget Abraham and Joseph and
Moses and Joshua, and Israel’s time in Egypt and the exodus and the conquest, but then saw that the
evidence against is not nearly conclusive enough to do so when there’s just so much corroborative
evidence advocating for those people and accounts in Scripture to indeed be the truth, you also have
no good reason to forget David but should rather also accept him and his life’s events as based in
reality, recorded by Holy Spirit-indwelt authors to tell the story of God’s redemptive plan for creation.
Nevertheless there’s still ‘renowned’ advocates like Israel Finkelstein and his colleagues who view
David, and Saul before him, as no more than barely significant tribal leaders if anything at all. The
December, 2010 issue of National Geographic contained an article in which we read:
"During David's time, as Finkelstein casts it, Jerusalem was little more than a 'hill-country village,' David
himself a raggedy upstart akin to Pancho Villa, and his legion of followers more like '500 people with
sticks in their hands shouting and cursing and spitting-not the stuff of great armies of chariots described
in the text.'"871
What’s telling is what else it says and how it says it:
"The once common practice of using the Bible as an archaeological guide has been widely contested as
an unscientific case of circular reasoning - and with particular relish by Tel Aviv University's contrarian-inresidence Israel Finkelstein, who has made a career out of merrily demolishing such assumptions."872
Dear friend, the word relish as used there means “enjoyment of or delight in something that
satisfies one's tastes, inclinations, or desires,”873 while ‘merrily’ speaks of “with, or receiving great
pleasure; with high spirits; marked by festivity or gaiety. The question is, friend, where does this
clear and apparent bias come from; the writer of this National Geographic article or Israel Finkelstein?
Does an objective “scientist” in search of truth and understanding or “scientia” 874 really do so when
they RELISH debunking the Bible and archaeological claims that affirm it and were even arrived at
thanks to careful study of it? Is he really that scientific if he does this merrily?
I’d say if that’s his attitude, then no, not even remotely. To go about your day hoping to shatter
the faith and hopes and dreams of Jews and Christians alike, all in mirth demonstrates plainly that
he’s a man filled with a hardened heart of pride – a typical candidate for puppeting by satan.
Thankfully, although thought of as a reputable professional, Finkelstein, like all others is shown
to be fallible time and again. His conclusions don’t need to be trusted when they go against Scripture
and his bias plainly affects his research. What a shame.
Fortunately two other archaeologists in Israel, Thomas Levy and Yosef Garfinkel, are noted in the
same article as excavating sites of Judean origin of great significance from the same period indicating
Israel was doubtlessly much more than a tiny upstart by this time Finkelstein thinks little of. Their
grants have even been awarded by the National Geographic Society. Finkelstein poo-poo’s on their
findings, but that’s to be expected. What they think they’ve found affirms Scripture thus their
conclusions are likely true.
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Meanwhile a small shard of pottery known as ostraca roughly six inches squared and dated to
1000 B.C. was found at Khirbet Qeiyafa twenty-five kilometers west of Jerusalem. It was reported on
between 2007 and 2008 by Dr. Haggai Misgav who studies ancient northwest Semitic epigraphy. 875
Misgav identified it as ‘early Hebrew’ while it clearly contained the words “do not do,” “judge,”
“slave,” and “king.” Being the earliest article containing the word ‘king’ on it in relation to Israel, could
it be meaningful in joining a monarchical system to Israel at the time of David and his son Solomon?
Having reviewed the images of the ostracon Gershon Galil, Professor of Biblical Studies and
Ancient History in Haifa, suggests the following translation:
1) do not do [it], but worship […].
2) Judge the slave and the widow / Judge the orph[an]
3) and the stranger. Plead for the infant / plead for the poor and
4) the widow. Avenge (the pauper’s vengeance) at the king’s hands
5) Protect the poor [and] the slave / su[pport] the stranger.’
These are all clearly principled within the laws God gave Israel through Moses. But most
interesting to us is the admonition to abstain from avenging one’s self and to seek justice by the
hands of the king. Having said that, why would such a thought have been recorded if the theory by
Finkelstein and the likes are correct and Israel was a fledgling tribe at this point in history more likely
to have a chief than a king?
The answer should be obvious to you, dear friend; Israel had a king by this point. They also had
well-established laws aligned with those recorded in the Pentateuch and read aloud by priests as
reminders to the people. Here we have proof that someone thought to summarize such principles.
Earlier than that in 1993 and 1994 archaeologists digging at Tel Dan in northern Israel’s region
of Galilee found fragments inscribed with very compelling wording. These fragments dated to nearly
3000 years old contained the following:
“…[I killed Jeho]ram son [of Ahab] king of Israel, and [I] killed [Ahaz]iahu son of [Jehoram kin-]g of the
House of David…”876
The first question that should come to your mind, friend, is ‘When did Ahab and these other
kings reign?’ Ahab was the evil king who married Jezebel and ruled in the first half of the 9 th century
B.C.. Ahaziah and Jehoram lived shortly thereafter in the middle. That sets our date.
How this matters to us is that it was culturally typical in Mesopotamia for nations like Babylonia
and the Assyrians and such places to refer to their monarchical lines stemming from the progenitorking as “House of…” So then if OTHER nations knew Israel’s kings as being from ‘The House of
David,’ what do you think Israel itself thought of David? Right, he was a real guy and they were being
led by his offspring.
The authenticity of this stele was questioned because for a year they only had one fragment.
Once they found the other fragments to complete the inscription and the authenticity was settled,
detractors declared the right translation was surely “House of the Beloved,” as the Hebrew name

David does indeed mean that.877 But that’s just it, David was The Beloved of God, hence why the
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Holy Spirit compelled his parents to name him that at his birth. And look at the context, does “House
of the Beloved” really look as if it is an appropriate fit? Hardly. In context it’s clearly referring to kings
who came from a particular line – David’s.
These were the descendants of a real person named David, and that’s how it’s been recorded on
the stele as well as in God’s Word. To force a denial on all of us by exclaiming the right translation is
“House of the Beloved” is just asinine. Incredibly enough the debate has subsided and “House of
David” and the dating of the stele is generally accepted among scholars. Again the scholars are
correct when they’re humbly under the truth God has established. But for many skeptics that only
means the writers of the Old Testament crafted the Bible’s narrative on a few real details.
In fact at this satan had to shift his attack from David not being a legitimate person to being
something far worse than depicted in Scripture (always the same attack, right, friend; “Did God really
say?”). David is reimagined as an evil tyrant hell-bent on building an empire for himself in the land of
Canaan willing to pressure his priests and scribes into concocting an epic of “Biblical proportions” to
validate his position of supremecy.878 All of this flies in the face of the evidence already looked at, not
to mention the incredible thematic and prophetic nature of the text tying this earlier typological
symbol of Jesus Christ to the fulfillment we see so blatantly in the New Testament. You can’t fake and
make all this stuff up.
But satan would have you believe it.
Besides which, the Old Testament – as we’ve already witnessed – has no problems at all listing
the foibles of David in a very real, living-and-breathing way. Now was he depicted as a harsh and
oppressive ruler? No, of course not, because he wasn’t; he was “a man after God’s own heart.” Why
is that so incredible to believe when God makes Born Again His saints all the time, changing their
hearts in a way so notable and recognizable that you see the just yet merciful love of Christ within
them? Of course such a king could have existed. The devil taints the character of David through his
human agents because he hates the character of Christ which David represented. As stated, he wants
to do away with any link that could potentially point you to salvation.
Quite something isn’t it, dear friend – the persistence of satan to ruin you in your search for
truth. If one tactic fails or proves unprofitable for his pursuits he simply introduces another. For
someone spiritually aware and discerning this is so easy to detect, not just while doing research like
this, but also in our very own personal lives where a constant onslaught attempts to make a person
bow to the temptation to sin.
Earlier in People of Prominence… Or Not we learned of the Mesha Stele carved for a Moabite
king dated to around 840 B.C.. Not only did it refer to king Omri of Israel but if French epigrapher
and philologist, André Lemaire from the College de France has reconstructed line 31 on it correctly
it’s also the earliest reference to king David. The trouble for skeptics is that the portion believed to
read “House of David” is missing the equivalent of the Hebrew ‘D’ or Dalet which is where Lemaire’s
reconstruction comes in. As well, other proposals have been made about what the letters comprising
‘House [of D]avid’ should really man, and it’s anything else, as long as it doesn’t affirm David’s
existence. Considering that the Tel Dan Stele is from about the same time and already serves to do
just that, it seems odd to me why there’s resistance in ‘scholarly’ circles to Lemaire’s suggestion.
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Earlier than either of these though was the life and death of pharaoh Shoshenq I by 924 or 922
B.C..

879

This pharaoh is known as Shishak of Egypt who led his forces against Rehoboam due to the

Israelite king’s rebelliousness against God.880 In Shoshenq’s Great Temple at Karnak is a wall relief
covered by some 187 name-rings (43 of which mention cities we find in the Bible). Name-ring
105/106 refers to the ‘heights’ or ‘highlands of David’, as translated by Kenneth Kitchen.881 Dated to
less than half a century after David’s death Kitchen reminds us that this is “within living memory of
the man.”
These ancient texts, three of which came from enemies and not even from Israel or an alleged
despot in king David trying to make a name for himself, all serve to show kings were not a late entry
in Israel’s timeline, and David was most certainly among them. And if David had really desired fame,
wouldn’t he have had his name carved all over the place like an Egyptian pharaoh so it would last
throughout time? Obviously he was far more humble just as portrayed in Scripture serving to refute
false accusations. As far as his name having lasting significance goes, he was assured of, believing in,
and counting on lasting life in eternity. This in part may explain why we don’t have an abundance of
Israelite items from that period with his name on them – he didn’t care for it as he knew his name
was already written in the Lamb’s Book of Life. Most items that may have born his name in his
kingdom have yet to be uncovered or have been lost to antiquity.
There has been so much pushback to the existence of David as king over the years, and a major
argument for this has been that Jerusalem shows very little evidence of a well-established, urban
population from the time the Bible says he took it from the Jebusites three thousand years ago. It’s
said there’s no ancient temples or other large building projects and no real resemblance to capital
cities of that time. This perspective persisted until a few decades ago.
As we already saw in the last segment, the number of settlements around Israel (after a massive
decline) spiked tremendously up to this point which says a lot about stability and population growth
in the region. This is indicative of a stable monarchy under a strong king like David who conquered
much more after Saul, inspired fear in the hearts of his enemies, followed by the alliances with
neighboring nations by his son, king Solomon. W.G. Dever whom I first cited said the paltry 29 small
villages rose to a whopping TWO-HUNDRED-AND-FIFTY-FOUR during that period, and continued
onwards to five-hundred-and-twenty during Iron Age II.
It might not be as convincing to you as fingerprint or D.N.A. evidence, but that sure is close like
a murder-weapon at the crime-scene.
Along with this, Kathleen Kenyon didn’t explore Jericho alone, but in the 60’s she searched the
strata of Jerusalem’s Kidron Valley. There she located a large “step stone structure” amid the iconic,
Israelite four-room houses we introduced in Joseph and the Seven Years of Famine.882 Based on the
pottery located there she dated this impressive construction (which pointed to a rather well-founded
people group) to somewhere between 1000 to 900 B.C., right when David and Solomon lived. Israeli
archaeologist Eilat Mazar883 is in agreement based on her own additional studies of pottery found
there.884
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Masterfully crafted stone blocks stylized in Ashlar masonry and proto-ionic capitals (which sat at
the tops of columns) unique to Phoenicia at that time were also found by Kenyon in Israel and
Jerusalem during the 60’s.885 Well, why is that important for our investigation? According to what
God’s Word tells us actually happened during the reign of king David the ABSENCE of Phoenician
architectural influence on Israelite cities and structures would be suspect;
And Hiram king of Tyre sent messengers to David, and cedar trees, also carpenters
and masons who built David a house. And David knew that the Lord had established him
king over Israel, and that he had exalted his kingdom for the sake of his people Israel.

The Second Book of Samuel, chapter 5, verses 11 and 12

Dear friend, Tyre was the capital of Phoenicia! The king, Hiram, had clearly, TRULY sent his
masons and carpenters to king David in Israel to work in Jerusalem and around the country just as
God’s Word tells us. Or are we really to believe some cunning inventor of the scriptures three or
four centuries later who wanted to invent the Bible for propaganda made sure he included a brief
mention of Phoenicians building in what wasn’t even Israel at the time at the behest of a king who
didn’t even exist to give his story more clout? Why would Phoenician craftsmen wander about the
land which would become Israel, building structures with such flare unless someone with serious

heft in their reputation invited them in and paid them – someone like a KING!? Someone like
David!?
Note, friend, that here is a perfect example, which I spoke of in the conclusion of the last
segment, where a fallible person – Kenyon who we saw last time was very much capable of making
errors – can also be right, provided what they conclude aligns with the truth of God’s Word. It’s a
waste of one’s time and resources to set out proving the Bible wrong because you can’t prove reality
untrue. You can only arrive at wrong conclusions which you announce to be the truth when it’s not.
Time better spent by experts in all fields of science is that humbly in submission to God looking
for the evidence that affirms His Word for His glory and for the salvation of souls.
Above those Phoenician capitals and the ‘stone step structure’ Kenyon discovered in Jerusalem,
is what appears to be a palace which Eilat Mazar found in 2005.886 Large walls built from boulders sat
towards the Kidron Valley (which is where enemies would undoubtedly attack from). These walls were
nearly two meters thick on average and thirty meters of such wall had been uncovered. Below the
walls Mazar found 11th century B.C. pottery (meaning the walls were likely built after), and in rooms
formed by the wall, she found pottery dating from the tenth century B.C. when David lived. Missing
from the scene were pieces from later than this. Her cousin Amihai Mazar who is also an
archaeologist said that “[t]he sample was among the finest from that time found in Jerusalem.” So
now we have a building and pottery fit for a king.
Adding to the corroboration of this being the palace of an Israelite worshiper of Yahweh, the
God who is Spirit and demanded no one carve a graven image or idol of him, in spite of the atheistic
scholars’ cries that these ancient Phoenician-styled buildings and cities belonged to the king of Tyre
and not to an advanced nation of Israel at so early a time, absent from this structure were idolatrous
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statuettes or ritualistic crematoria so common in other Phoenician or Philistine settlements from that
time.
In another room dated to the sixth century B.C. a bulla was found possessing a Hebrew
inscription for ‘Jehucal, son of Shelemiah, son of Shevi’. Jehucal was a Judean prince mentioned in
Jeremiah 37:3, the prophet Jeremiah, of course, having written at that same time. This adds to the
validity of this palace belonging to David seeing as it remained used by his lineage as a ‘royal house’
all that time until Jerusalem’s fall to Babylonia.
Skeptics admit that at the very least it’s a structure of great importance from the same period
David was said to have lived. How gracious of them…
Not long ago we discussed the ostracon found at Khirbet Qeiyafa which definitely points to the
ancient Israelite monarchy’s presence. More than that though is Khirbet Qeiyafa itself! In 2007
excavations at the sight overlooking the Elah Valley thirty kilometers from Jerusalem revealed a great
fortified and walled city. The absence of pig remains meant it was undoubtedly Jewish rather than
Philistine or Canaanite.887 Based on the pottery styles and two burned olive pits tested for Carbon-14
at Oxford University, archaeologists Yosef Garfinkel and Saar Ganor dated the site to between 1050
and 970 B.C.888 right when David was a king retaking Israel and launching attacks from these sorts of
places. One such city that was mentioned was a place called Shaarim,889 spelt

 ָׁ ֹעשin Hebrew,

and pronounced She'arayim. In Hebrew this means “double-gate” or “two gates.”

890

In 2008 chief funder of the excavation, Joseph Silver, was walking the exterior of the wall and
noticed features similar to those of the western gate. 891 After Garfinkel and Ganor had that area
cleared they did in fact see a second gate. This is believed to be the very Shaarim mentioned in First
Samuel as Garfinkel says other sites dated to the same period lack the ‘double-gate’ layout.
Having released the preliminary dig-reports for the excavation seasons of 2010 and 2011 for
Khirbet Qeiyafa, the Israel Antiquities Authority said:
"The excavations at Khirbat Qeiyafa clearly reveal an urban society that existed in Judah already in the late
eleventh century BCE. It can no longer be argued that the Kingdom of Judah developed only in the late
eighth century BCE or at some other later date."892
In conclusion of this segment, I must say that it is very, very troublesome to me, dear friend,
how upset many experts were to discover their position that David was not real could no longer be
defended and lauded so easily. When the public has been told for so long now that David was no
more than legend and thus Christ is a figment of someone’s imagination, shouldn’t their reaction
have been to rejoice in the fact that there might be hope that there IS HOPE for our existence and
that can be found in Jesus? To KNOW that this Messiah’s lineage, according to the wealth of
evidence (and there’s more we didn’t have time to cover), was real and we can have peace in our life,
putting our trust in the God who made us and would send His own Son out of love to die for our
sins that we may fathom His unimaginable love for us?
But the logical termination of all this is, once again, to surrender one’s life to God followed by
willful adherence to His idea of morality rather than their own. The spirit that rules all of these
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experts prohibits them from doing this. Thus they rally against the possibility that David was real,
“merrily” “relishing” in their pursuits to explain away and dismiss the evidence.
They simply do not wish to get down from the throne over their life to give it to their rightful
Lord. How unfortunate, and how petty to drag that into their professions, especially as they’re
supposed to be professions which bring truth and understanding to the rest of us.
Dear friend, speaking specifically to you and not generally, would YOU really entrust yourself,
your life, your fate, your eternal destiny to these so-called experts? Look again at how undecided and
indeterminate the conclusions REALLY are after all their researching and investigating. They’ve built
their whole façade of “truth and certainty” on over-confident pronouncements and proclamations. It’s
all a house of cards – an illusion not worth putting your faith in, and too flimsy to rest that faith
upon.
Faith can only truly rest in and upon God and His Word.
If you’d like to look at more evidence pertaining to David and Solomon, I’ll leave you with
another paper from archaeological Ph.D. candidate Gerard Gertoux. 893
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Egyptian Chronology is Far from Perfect
© Michael Hill, 2018

From everything you’ve read in this section on archaeology adding a wealth of evidence toward
the realness of Scripture and the reality that it was written by the authors who were credited as
writing it IN the very periods they wrote about, it’s obvious that Egyptian chronology is, firstly,
nowhere close to being absolutely understood in a perfectly reliable way. Second, as it stands, it does
not seem to synchronize seamlessly with the Holy Bible. We’ve concluded that it’s better to entrust
one’s self to the timeline of the Bible and accept that some sort of revision to the Egyptian
chronology is likely necessary.
Even American archaeologist Dr. Kent Weeks who earned his Ph.D. in Egyptology from Yale
University says:
"Correlations between Egyptian chronology and that of other cultures in the ancient Near East is even
more confusing."894
To the best of my knowledge, Dr. Weeks is NOT a Christian and so his position wouldn’t be
biased in hopes of aligning Egyptian history with that of the Bible.
As it turns out, that confusion surrounding Egypt actually impacts the chronologies we’ve
assigned not only to the land of Canaan, but every area around Africa and the Mediterranean. The
history of Egypt only lines up with the nations surrounding it if you insert dark periods – phases of
time in which we say we have little to no knowledge of what transpired – in the histories of Cyprus,
Troy, Nubia, Greece, Syria, Phoenicia, and the Hittites. Of no coincidence, dear friend, their periods of
lost history matches up with Egypt’s third Dark Period.895 This means the length of time of these
others places is elongated by inserting said gaps so that they are just as long as Egypt’s total
purported timeline. As the Third Dark, or Intermediate, Period of Egypt is nearly FOUR HUNDRED
YEARS LONG, while the gaps inserted into all of these neighboring nations are generally around two
hundred years, it’s reckoned that the Third Intermediate Period should be some two-hundred years
shorter bringing the distant past farther forward in time, thus perfectly aligning it with the Biblical
testimony of history and all of the archaeological evidence in Egypt which points to the
presence and captivity of Israelites as well as their exodus and conquest.
It’s no wonder there’s spiritually inspired resistance to revision. It’s also quite an interesting
coincidence that all the historians of these locales tended to have writer’s block during the same
centuries. Did everyone forget how to read or write or inscribe for some reason, and then pick it all
up again at the same time?
As we learned earlier Manethos is the very person Egyptologists rely on the most for an
“accurate” chronology of Egypt. Yet in archaeologist David Down’s book Unwrapping the Pharaohs,
he posits that many pharaohs actually ruled at the same time as each other from different regions,
rather than consecutively. Wouldn’t you know it, but this is now known to be true, but to what
extent, it is not certain. We know persons recorded as pharaohs not only reigned simultaneously from
different regions but often as co-regents to one another.
Some believe Manetho’s intent was not to lay out the list of pharaohs from beginning to end,
but to record the Dynastic reigns (adversely I’ve read elsewhere though that Manetho’s motives
where to extend the chronological reigns in a competition to prove Egyptian society was longer, and
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thus superior to that of others). The former could be misinterpreted to result in the longer
chronology we have while the latter would certainly produce such an embellished chronology. All of
this is why we find inconsistencies in the records of Egypt which confuse the ‘experts’.
Making things more problematic is what’s called the Sothic Cycle, believed to be a period of
1,461 Egyptian civil years of 365 days. The seemingly apparent cycle was stumbled upon by Eduard
Meyer in 1904 and is what much of Egyptian dating revolves around. But its application is incredibly
problematic and forces a great deal of speculation on the part of the modern Egyptologist to make
sense of when what pharaoh reigned during which period. Returning to the analogy of the ‘house of
cards’, speculative conclusions based upon prior speculative conclusions make the whole system
nothing more than a construct from assumptions, and hardly worth holding fast to.896
As has become clear, following the reign of Solomon and certainly by the Babylonian conquest
of 605 B.C. the history of Israel had become quite firm and sturdy against attack due to the
overwhelming evidence. By that point the minimalist had little to say. What’s troublesome is what
we’ve had to state time and again; their opposition of the exodus due to their always returning to the
wrong date during the reign of Ramesses II in the 13th century two-hundred years too late is what
throws off the interpretation of ALL archaeological evidence they examine.
We said it before while discussing the insane accuracy and precision of Biblical prophecy; “When
the dates are wrong, it’s not God, it’s US.” It’s reasonable to extend this to every other alleged date.
Revisionism of Egyptian chronology seems rather necessary. Thankfully it’s already being discussed.
And not just by David Rohl who himself is a professed agnostic, but by secular and unbelieving
historians as well as their believing Christian counterparts alike.
Something else that needs to be considered when tempted to deny that the Biblical account
synchronizes with the Dynastic periods we’ve looked at is the debate within Christianity itself as to
the correct interpretation of Israel’s length of stay in Egypt – was it 215 years? Or was it 430 years?

We have been looking at evidence from the perspective of a shorter 215-year duration initiated by
the entry of Joseph in the 17th century B.C.. Some argue he would have had to enter in the 19th
century B.C. for a sojourn of 430 years. Of course the evidence remains mostly the same because
Rohl’s revision permits the briefer period matches up with the same Dynasties it would in a longer
stay.897
Then there’s the differing opinions on the dating of the exodus. The best answer from Scripture
truly seems to be 1456 B.C. based on a 480-year stretch going backwards from Solomon’s fourth year
reigning.898 But some insist it occurred in 1491 B.C. based on Archbishop James Ussher of Armagh,
Ireland’s calculations of biblical chronology based on adding up the genealogies, which he did in
1654 A.D. (he did, however, use the Masoretic text which contains genealogical lengths within Genesis
chapter 5 slightly different from those in the Septuagint and Samaritan).
My point is that someone arguing, for example, that there’s no evidence for Joseph entering
Egypt at such-and-such a date may be moot if a Christian is pointing at the wrong time. This isn’t to
say Christians are wrong in saying it happened, because God already says it did. It just means
whatever date we determine may be wrongly discerned, and so refuting such a date still wouldn’t
deny the actuality, and is certainly no reason to comfortably go on denying Christ.
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Nevertheless, not having examined ALL evidence from Egypt’s history – I don’t have time or
need for that seeing as I already know God personally and have eternal life – but having focused on
the periods pointed to by David Rohl as well as Tim Mahoney’s Patterns of Evidence, I can say with a
considerable degree of confidence based on the compilation of evidence that this is almost certainly
the candidate-time we’ve been searching for.
According to revisionists the evidence matching the narrative of the exodus falls in the Middle
Kingdom rather than the New Kingdom in which Ramesses II is said to have reigned. But the Middle
Kingdom is believed to have ended by 1650 B.C. making its dating (and certainly its ending) too early
by two centuries. The dating of Ramesses II to 1279-1213 B.C. is said by some revisionists to be a
little too late. The Third Dark Period would also be abbreviated slightly. With ‘Dark’ or Intermediate
periods usually being too long (which there’s no reason for when you compare against other cultures’
histories in the surrounding region), the entire chronology would thus become overinflated.
Although much of the chronology was based upon Manetho’s work, it still came together from
Egyptologists at the end of the 19th and beginning of the 20th centuries compiling information and
trying to make it all fit together, as opposed to EVERYTHING being recorded in a single source for

them well before Manetho in the 3rd century B.C.. In fact, if you go on Wikipedia and look at the
complete list of pharaohs and dynasties, you’ll probably be as shocked as I was to see so much
missing ‘time’ in the timeline, as well as pronunciations of pharaohs reigning based on so little
information – next to none for many of them.899 When you look at it and read through it and see
that some pharaohs are believed to have reigned based of a single inscription, it quickly becomes
reasonable to accept that the chronology is probably far too long and many of these pharaohs could
very well have coexisted. Yet this is paraded as the ‘gospel truth’ by the unbelieving historian of
Egypt’s past, making its depiction of history quite incompatible with that of God’s Word. Again, these
are the very reasons many Egyptologists are open to revision, albeit arguably to varying degrees.
Of great interest to this discussion of revision and its validity, astronomer David Lappin surveyed
Egyptian records pertaining to Lunar month lengths during the reign of Amenemhat III in the 12 th
Dynasty and compared them mathematically to the 17th century when David Rohl (and others)
propose Joseph had been used by God to lead Egypt through the famine. Comparing those records
with the conventional dating of Amenemhat III’s reign Lappin matched only 21 out of 39 lunar
month lenths. That’s roughly 54%.
But the other comparisons he’d done for the 17th century revealed matches of 37 out of 39,
friend. That’s a statistical match of NINETY-FIVE PERCENT! 900 That’s incredible! His findings were
scrutinized and confirmed by other researchers including Professors Peter Huber, Lis Brack-Bernsen,
and Leo Depudyt, verifying them.901 This means at least some of the theorized revision is perfectly
acceptable AND lends credence to what we know from Scripture!
It’s no wonder Dr. Henry M. Morris could unabashedly write in his book The Bible and Modern

Science released in 1956:
“Problems still exist, of course, in the complete harmonization of archaeological material with the Bible,
but none so serious as not to bear real promise of imminent solution through further investigation. It
must be extremely significant that, in view of the great mass of corroborative evidence regarding the
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Biblical history of these periods, there exists today not one unquestionable find of archaeology that
proves the bible to be in error at any point.”902
Dear friend, from all the research I’ve done over the years as well as while writing this work for
your benefit, I can safely echo Dr. Morris’s sentiments. I was already confident in God’s existence, His
having revealed Himself as Jesus Christ, and the Bible being His Word. By faith I believed every last
account within it was factually and historically true, and not merely meant as moral allegory. But as
I’ve learned more and more I can testify that there is no good reason to deny any of it – not one bit.
Yet even if the events in Egypt, the exodus, and the conquest DID happen at a slightly different
time – which at this point, it looks like we have the most likely match – there would probably be
evidence graciously provided by God for us to confirm that. After all, there are STILL Bible-Believers
defending an exodus during Ramesses II based on the verse referring to his city in Goshen, which I
already said was most likely only an interpolation. Said people point to what they consider evidence
backing that date up. Some of them believe Merneptah was the very pharaoh who pursued the
Israelites into the Red Sea and was drowned to death. They’ll point to a medical examination of his
mummified body conducted around 1974 and 1975 using X-rays and modern forensic techniques.903
Professor Michel Durigon of the Paris Police Forensic Laboratory aided French medical doctor Maurice
Bucaille in doing this research for Dr. Bucaille’s report in his translated Mummies of the Pharaohs:

Modern Medical Investigations (1990).
It’s proposed in this book that Merneptah suffered injuries from the stampeding horses and their
drawn chariots which would have run wild over everyone, including a pharaoh, at the falling in of the
upheld walls of water from the Red Sea. Bucaille offers that Merneptah could very well have drowned
but that his tissues don’t show any sign of prolonged exposure to water. And that seems to be
verified by the Quran which says in Surah 10:90-92 that the pharaoh died in the waters but because
at that moment he professed faith in allah his body was spared and recovered from the waters to be
a sign for future generations.
The 14th chapter of the book of Exodus does indeed state that the pharaoh perished in the
water. Psalm 136 reiterates this for us. Sir Flinders Petrie, whom we mentioned earlier was one of the
greatest Egyptologists, believed Merneptah was this pharaoh, as did professors Karl-Richard Lepsius,
as well as Gaston Maspero.
I don’t share this information with you because I find it terribly compelling, dear friend (and
please bear in mind if the Quran’s mention of the pharaoh’s body not being submerged for very long
as a sign seemingly confirmed by Bucaille excites you, even an analog clock with its hour and minute
hands stuck reading ‘3:15’ will be correct twice a day). I only share it to demonstrate that there are
many theories and much evidence that has been found, lost, or remains buried, and somewhere
among it all is the truth of God’s Word which should not be denied.
One of the reasons there is so much reluctance to rethinking the chronology of Egypt (as well as
reassessing much of the claims of archaeologists which they say prove the Bible uninspired) is the
aim of archaeology as a science itself. We’ve already seen that ‘science’ or ‘scientia’ is the pursuit of
truth and knowledge of a matter – in this case, our history. What researcher wants to publish an
article for peer-review which includes statements like “It’s possible,” “It could be,” or “The evidence
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seems to point to” rather than hard, seemingly factual conclusions that declare to one another and to
the world “I GIVE YOU THE TRUTH YOU SEEK!”? What good is indecisiveness to a world dependent
on them for absolute truth if they present their findings with transparency, yet without any real
certainty? So it’s often trumped up to look absolute.
Often when I’ve read articles where conclusions do not jive with what God’s Word says, even
when they appear to be objective, a veiled bias seems to linger. Other researchers, as we’ve
witnessed, are far more obvious in their quest to show the Bible as untrustworthy.
That, of course, is the irony in their ‘pursuit for truth’. Empty confidence serves no purpose to an
unbelieving world desperately in need of truth. And so satan uses proud people wanting to establish
themselves to conceal Biblical truth.
Tragically, in the middle of the 20th century more and more archaeologists were rejecting the
faith while their work encouraged others to as well. They said certain persons didn’t exist and
particular cities didn’t exist, and events never happened. Had they only trusted in faith they would
have been rewarded. Later findings in the last fifty years have proven to be rays of light on the
accuracy and reliability of Scripture. The spade of the archaeologist continues to find corroborating
evidence. Such confirmation of many remarkable accounts point once more to the supernatural
inspiration of the Holy Bible.
In this section, dear friend, we saw such confirmation. First there were king Hezekiah’s walls and
his tunnel; then there was the lost Hittite Empire the Bible was well acquainted with; we saw that the
accounts of Abraham and his descendants were accurate and correct in every way proving them
contemporary to the eras they were said to have lived in; Joseph had clearly been a prominent player
in Egypt, and his family under Jacob surely joined him before they grew into a nation; Moses did
indeed rise up under God to lead the people of Israel out of the land; without a doubt, Joshua led
the newly founded nation of Israel on a conquest throughout the promised land; that nation was
established definitively, well before the 10th or 9th century, and king David through whom the Messiah
did come reigned in that time; and many notable and less notable persons mentioned in the Bible
have been identified in what we’ve been able to dig out of the ground thus far.
In the meantime no archaeological discovery has EVER confirmed with absolute certainty
that the Bible is merely a work of fiction.
It must also be remembered that very personalized events like the near-sacrifice of Isaac or
David slaying Goliath naturally would NEVER leave physical evidence to be exhumed later
(nevertheless ‘Goliath’ has proven to be a real name from the region of southern Israel where
Philistia was, and more importantly where Goliath’s hometown of Gath is believed to have been905).
The greatest thing you’ll achieve in your life won’t be dug up out of the ground in a couple-hundred
years much less three-thousand years. That’s just reality. But that’s okay because the lack of physical
evidence only means ‘we lack physical evidence’, not that something isn’t true.
The minimalist perspective of the cynical skeptic which demands all evidence be examined
before they believe the entire Bible be true has been shown repeatedly in our discussion to be
completely unreasonable and even irrational. The fact that we’ve found SO MUCH evidence validating
the Bible already should cause a logically thinking person to accept it as truth and humbly await
more confirmation of that truth through further physical evidence. This pattern of doubt and then
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discovery has repeated itself over and over making such reservation or reluctance all the more
unreasonable (and damnable…). The consequence of waiting indefinitely compared to the joy of
wholeheartedly embracing the Word of God and the One whom it testifies about while awaiting the
great day of vindication should make the choice easy.
Anyone who’s thoughtfully looked at the ancient, extrabiblical records with an open mind cannot
honestly maintain their belief that the Bible is nothing more than a collection of legends and myths
and fables.
Dear friend, are you waiting for what you’d consider “undeniable proof” as so many supposed
experts have? Please consider that which has already been offered, not just here in this section on
archaeology, but of everything we’ve discussed thus far. The amassed evidence should leave you
‘beyond a reasonable doubt’. Do not wait for evidence specific to your desires as it may be dug up at
a time that is too late for you.
So much has been doubted, yet so much has been revealed as having been.

“Archaeology has confirmed countless passages which have been rejected by critics
as unhistorical or contradictory to known facts . . . Yet archaeological discoveries have
shown that these critical charges . . . are wrong and that the Bible is trustworthy in the
very statements which have been set aside as untrustworthy. . .We do not know of any
cases where the Bible has been proved wrong.” 906

Christian Archaeologist and
Professor at Wheaton College,
Dr. Joseph P. Free
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Judaism Was Created by God for HIS Purposes, Not by Men for
Theirs
Part 4 – Section 12
Hopefully by now, dear friend, it’s quite clear that Judaism had to have been a religious
construct designed by God to separate a people-group – the nation of Israel – from the rest of the
world which was and is under the control of satan. It’s not even remotely possible that it was
invented as propaganda for control of a populace, not by Jewish authorities of antiquity or anyone
else for that matter.
Really the evidence you’ve been shown so far from beginning until now is more than compelling
enough that you should be humbly talking with God through prayer, asking for His help to believe,
while reading the New Testament in hopes of meeting Him and having those prayers answered. The
evidence has shown Beyond a REASONABLE Doubt that God exists, Jesus is the way, and the Bible
is indeed His inspired Word. This SHOULD be the conclusion of our journey in that respect.

BUT I’m sensitive to the reality that you may still have reservations for other reasons, be they
intellectual or emotional (and altogether spiritual). I’m also very aware that our adversary has been,
and will continue to bombard your mind with doubts and ideas to keep you from submitting to the
God who loves you, that He not receive His rightful glory for your salvation.
This brief section will serve as a sort of intermediary ‘conclusion’ of sorts where we summarize
the evidence in its relation to the conspiracy-theory that any human agency was behind Judaism and
the construction of the Bible, and therefore Christianity (although we’ll cover that in more detail in
Part 5). If you haven’t been able to comprehend the futility of such a theory yet, I am hoping a more
compressed presentation of the facts will help you see it.
With that understanding we’ll then go on continue Part 4 by addressing one of the loudest,
most bombastic lies presented on all wavelengths today to deceive the masses and keep them under
the thumb of satan: “Science proves the Bible is made up.” I would hope that by now you’ve come to
appreciate that science from various fields actually serves to verify the authenticity of the Bible as we
learn more about reality around us. But it’s a deeply ingrained notion cemented and capped in place
by a false paradigm – one I actually escaped from myself shortly after coming to know Christ – so
we’re going to tackle it.
With all the evidence you now possess, I admit that the look we’ll take is going to be somewhat
truncated (this book is more than enough already). Coupled with the certainty you have already,
addressing ‘science’ will be a final nail in the coffin concerning arguments against the veracity of
Scripture being the very Word of God.
In preparation for this section I tried to find articles presenting good arguments and theories
revolving around the invention of Judaism and the Old Testament. I found none that were compelling
in the least. One article summarized a 5-year study released by the Institute of Historical Research in
2011 after 5 YEARS OF STUDY (I really hope they’re not tax-payer funded – what a waste)! I’m no
master in philosophical theology but everything the writer pointed to from the institute’s “extensive
research” was laughable and easily refutable. Let’s take a quick look:
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“Why’d God have people write for so short a period of history?” They were obviously referring to
The Bible being written between 1800 B.C. and 95 A.D.. We answered that in The Original Revelation.
God had spoken more than enough to Adam and Eve – the very first people – and continued to
speak in a limited sense to their offspring (ie: Cain certainly seemed familiar with God’s voice), and
this continued on through Noah and thus to all people. Most stopped listening and instead sought
after deceitful spirits to suit their own passions. Then God inspired Moses to begin writing the Torah,
recapping all that had happened thus far as this was His predetermined time to raise up Israel in
preparation for the initial coming of the Son of God. Forty authors did this work, and it was
completed – we don’t need anything else written to us.
Choosing to have His Word written during only such a period does not prove men made up
the Bible, nor does it truly detract from God’s existence.
“The Bible shouldn’t be limited to so short a period of time, namely human history.” We’ve
already discussed this too; it covers ALL of time lending detail ONLY TO WHAT GOD CONSIDERED
NECESSARY AND RELEVANT TO US in terms of His redemptive plan for humanity. Permitting a 14billion year old universe, why would God waste His time discussing all the stars and solar systems and
galaxies, when His primary aim is the relationship with US and His glorification through our
redemption? Considering the alternative which is that God spontaneously created the universe and all
things in it in six days with people on the sixth, He DID have the whole history of time revealed to us,
skipping ahead prophetically to the end in Revelation. He only needed that His written Word detail
certain accounts at particular points in time.
This isn’t a valid argument.
“It should talk about ALL of history.” We’ve just settled this. It’s HIS story about His relationship
with humanity so there’s no need to waste ink on anything else.
Neither is this.
“Writing on paper is NOT the word of God.” We already answered that too in God by the Holy

Spirit Inspired the Writing of the Texts. Whether God compelled people to write on papyrus or vellum
or leather or carve His message on a rock, it was STILL His Word. What are they demanding the
medium be? Laser-cut crystal-panes that float and rotate, traveling from people-group to peoplegroup as the written characters morph into the relevant language ‘for all to see and understand’? His
message is PLAINLY revealed for us. It’s supernatural enough.
Making demands God isn’t require to meet does not prove the Bible isn’t His Word.
“A book by God should encompass all things universally.” Not if He’s God and He’s got a
specific point. Then He only has to say what He has determined is relevant, and He need not cater to
anyone.
Who do these people think they’re dealing with? This isn’t an argument and it’s the
flimsiest of so-called philosophical proofs.
“God would talk a LOT more about science because he supposedly knows everything.” We
already mentioned this; the Bible is NOT a science textbook. Yet where it talks about reality, it does
so in a truthful and believable manner provided the reader recognizes that God can work
supernaturally within His creation governed by the natural laws He’s put in place. Furthermore, it
contains ideas and concepts which demonstrate a scientific foreknowledge within the text that only
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God could know, and it never contradicts what is scientifically TRUE. Why would God be so foolish as
to ‘prove’ His existence to people by including in His message concepts such as General Relativity we
would have no way of understanding for thousands of years? And why would God, if He’s allknowing, be so careless as to teach us the preliminary concepts leading up to the more complex
ones if our sinful inclination would have only driven us to create the atom-bomb way back in the
days of Nebuchadnezzar?
God said EVERYTHING He wanted and needed to say. Again, this isn’t even an argument.
“God who’s outside of time would have talked about the future.” Talk about amateur-hour at the
Apollo, friend. I can’t even believe these were conclusions offered in a paper. God DID talk about the
future – it’s called PROPHECY! And we looked at that, and it’s undeniable proof that He’s real and
He’s given us His Word. He didn’t even stop there, He forewarned us of everything that would
happen to indicate His Second Coming and even what would happen after that so we would have
hope.
Here again we have people with faulty ideas of who God is making egregious demands of
what He be like because they don’t know Him.
“Why would God write anything anyway? If He’s God He can just talk to us.” We also discussed
this when we mentioned Moses receiving what was to be written. God’s talking with the people was
so fearsome they demanded God talk through Moses. The Holy Spirit can and does communicate
gently into the minds and spirits of people ALL OF THE TIME, and we saw that with Ross
Capicchioni’s testimony of his deliverance from death at the hands of a gang-member initiate
thought to be his friend. God TO THIS DAY is giving visions and dreams to people ALL OVER THE
WORLD who are begging Him to reveal Himself to them so they may know Him. Just look at the
hundreds of testimonies from such people on YouTube from the Middle East and other such places.
God has wisely determined for His glory that the best way to reveal Himself was primarily
through the written word, culminating in His appearance as The Son. This demands people have
humble faith and earnestly seek Him, rather than Him perform a bunch of parlor-tricks meant to
wow and amaze, all the while belittling who He is for the benefit of people. I’d say He humbled
Himself enough by becoming lowly man to participate with His creation and then die on the
cross at His own creations’ hands for our sins
“There’s NO WAY that a religious system could contain the truth.” And yet that’s precisely what
the Bible shows us. The way through Christ is The Truth, and His Word is filled with it, be it
philosophical, factual, historical, moral, ethical, etc.
Another utterly false assertion.
“Clearly religions are merely control-systems based on reward and punishment created by
oppressive men.” I’ve heard this argument so many times and it misses the mark by a mile. For one
thing, the overarching message of the Bible is far more than simply, “I’m God, do as I say – namely

submit to the masters I’ve put over you – or I’ll be angry!” It’s deep and complex and speaks
repeatedly of the grace and mercy of God for His Chosen People (and this is evident in both the Old
and New Testament). No one who truly seeks God in His Word comes away with that other
conclusion.
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Second, the very nature of reality is that of ‘Cause and Effect; ‘Action and Consequence’. Of
course we’re going to see warnings regarding our moral behavior in the Bible. But more than that,
we’re going to see God’s concern with the very heart of man and not just His outward appearance!
“The wages of sin is DEATH,” and we all know this to be true as death encroaches upon all of us in a
mortal sense. But God has a solution. And it’s not “Obey your masters!” If that was all manipulative
men wanted, why would they care about ethos? Why don’t the texts have demands like, “Give your
most attractive daughters to the noblemen for their harems!” or other commands that would serve
their selfish natures??
Certainly, just as satan is a real being who wishes to defame God and distort His means of
communicating to us, there have been many religious groups who’ve been spiritually influenced
to use the Bible as a weapon to control the masses. But that doesn’t do anything to prove God’s

true religion is not genuine. More than that, it proves IT’S THE REAL THING AND A THREAT TO
THE DEVIL!
“The jig is up and rational-thinking people won’t fall for it anymore.” Really? Yet all the time, the
most reasonable, thoughtful thinkers from all walks of life from the philosophical and scientific
communities, and elsewhere, put their faith in Jesus Christ and follow Him, and believe in every word
of the Bible.
Declaring something untrue doesn’t make it so. This article contained only empty
pronunciations and not a single piece of evidence from ancient times revealing any actual sort
of plot to concoct Judaism.
At that we conclude our refutation of that article and, I presume, the best arguments from those
five years of research which the author of the article could find. Compelling? I’d say not.
Another fable stoking this whole fire is the satanic lie that “Israel and/or the Jews rule the
world!” Thanks to this perpetuation, the false narrative that “Jews made up the Bible to control us!” is
readily circulated. But I already addressed this too. Certainly there are extremely wealthy people of
Jewish descent who have a great deal of influence in the world, and it’s apparently no longer a rumor
with many of them that they are implementing some sort of an agenda for humanity. But it’s
important to note that not ALL wealthy, Jewish people are involved, and it’s ignorant to think so and
tell others. It’s also critical to recognize that’s it’s not JUST wealthy Jews, but wealthy people from all
ethnicities (and again, not all wealthy people).
The problem isn’t that they’re Jewish OR that they’re wealthy. The problem is that their wealth
has led them to be audacious and proud, and this has left them incredibly vulnerable to puppeting
by satan for his ends. Some acknowledge and embrace this spiritual malevolence, some are deceived
into believing Lucifer is spiritually benevolent, and others don’t believe in the spiritual at all. The last
group contains people who know their plans are nefarious, while others believe their ideas to be
virtuous.
But to go around the internet (or anywhere for that matter) proclaiming all Jews are evil and
want to rule the world is stupidity of the highest order. It’s downright embarrassing. But these
proclaimants too are being puppeted by satan to go about spreading such irrational anti-Semitism.
Why? Again, because the Jews are beloved by God, and within them are a remnant He IS saving now
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and WILL save upon His return. So satan HATES them with a passion. I’ve seen videos of common
Jewish people being assaulted in various places as anti-Semitism is on the rise. These aren’t the
wealthy Jewish elite bent on domineering the world for one reason or another (whatever percentage
of wealthy Jews that may be), but common people that are being attacked. It’s like pouring salt on
snails to offend a vulture – the vulture does not care and such attacks don’t affect them in the least.
This is further proof that such anti-Semites are pitifully ignorant people.
The other matter is this notion that “Israel is behind all the evil in the world!” Just preposterous!
Are there evil, powerful people in Israel? Sure, just as there’s evil, powerful people in every nation on
earth. But to think Israel and wealthy elitist Jews are conspiring together to enslave humanity through
religion is beyond comprehension. Think about it for just two seconds; which political party in the
United States garners the majority of the support for Israel, Republican or Democrat? By and large it’s
been Republican voters and their party, especially in more recent years. But who do American Jews
vote for, and who do wealthy, international Jews support? The Democratic Party. They also often give
their support to Palestine, calling for a two-state solution obviously denying Israel’s sovereign right to
the land granted by God. Clearly there’s a disconnect the irrational, anti-Semitic, conspiracy-theorist is
missing out on when they misinform others that Jews and Israel are vying for control of mankind.
Thus, it’s obvious in this that they didn’t create Judaism thousands of years ago to control the
world, and SOME Jewish people positioning for such control has nothing to do with the inception of
Judaism. The notion is a mere fable propagated by satan to make people doubt the bedrock through
which God brought the Messiah, Jesus Christ. It shouldn’t be missed that this desire to “take over the
world” by the few has far less to do with Judaism and everything to do with the approaching reign of
the antichrist.
When one actually examines the laws God decreed, it’s very obvious they were unconducive to
getting Jews out among the other nations to usurp authority, but that His aim was for them to be a
people set apart spiritually;
"For how shall it be known that I have found favor in your sight, I and your
people? Is it not in your going with us, so that we are distinct, I and your people,
from every other people on the face of the earth?”

The Book of Exodus, chapter 33, verse 16
"But I have said to you, ‘You shall inherit their land, and I will give it to you to
possess, a land flowing with milk and honey.’ I am the Lord your God, who has
separated you from the peoples.'"

The Book of Leviticus, chapter 20, verse 24

"For you separated them from among all the peoples of the earth to be your
heritage, as you declared through Moses your servant, when you brought our
fathers out of Egypt, O Lord God.”

The First Book of Kings, chapter 8, verse 53

Yeah, sorry, I’m having a hard time NOT seeing that these were a separate and sanctified people
to be made Holy unto the Lord (and as we’ve discovered previously, this theme definitely carries over
into the New Testament). When one looks at the laws God gave, they see a host of prohibitions
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including not eating pork and shellfish. These are foods the neighbouring nations ate. You may recall
that archaeologists are quite certain any excavated site possessing the remains of pigs most assuredly
did not belong to Israelites. Can you imagine how a party-invite might go between a judge or king
over Israel and a neighbouring ruler?
“Hey, dude, having a party this Friday. You should come.” “Cool!” “Yeah, there’ll be a feast too, a
really good one! It’ll be delish.” “Uuhhh... What’s on the menu?” “Ham. Lobster… Crab and shrimp
appies too, can’t wait.” “Yeeaaaah, sorry, man, gonna’ have to pass again. You know how Yahweh is
about this stuff…” “True. True… He’d probably frown on the orgy after also, right?”
Are we to believe all this separation was inserted by humans to grow the mystique surrounding
this religious system so more people would buy into it thanks to curiosity? How’d that work out for
them? It didn’t. Pretty stubborn of them not to scratch out those rules when after several centuries
they’d still not convinced any other nations to come under their authority (not to mention how said
nations kept attacking the crap out of them).
We know that their beliefs were guarded and the ban against intermarriage was adhered to, as
the Jewish ethnicity remained for thousands of years in spite of all that time, as well as repeated
exiles and the diaspora. Overall they strongly resisted pagan influence despite so many periods of
utter rebelliousness against God (that they kept returning to their roots also serves as a testament to
the intervention of God who wooed them like a husband woos an adulterous bride).
Along these lines is that the claim that Judaism was a rip-off of Egypt or other cultures holds no
real weight because we also have the argument that there’s not enough similarity to prove they were
ever IN Egypt. Even Manetho and Cheremon testified that Moses directed the Israelites to offer
abominable sacrifices which offended Egyptians.
Furthermore, the festivals and traditions were complicated affairs with many ceremonial details.
Nobody was adopting these on a whim. It had all been a response to what Moses had told them to
do. And why did they listen to this man? Because they KNEW He spoke on behalf of God and God
had miraculously taken them out of Egypt and led them to the promised land. The idea that the
Pentateuch was invented while in Babylonian exile is preposterous because the remnant that returned
would have had no reason to adopt all the customs it entailed as all these practices would have had
no significance to them. Anyone remember the UN’s ‘International Day of Happiness’ that begun in
2013? You probably didn’t even know about it until 2014 when musician Pharrell Williams teamed up
to promote it with his hit-song, “Happy”, right? You know, the one we were all supposed to play on
repeat like good, little sheep, willing happiness into the world to combat the mystical force of evil?
Anyone still doing this? March 20th was this year’s “Day of Happiness” and that came and went
without so much as ‘boo’. We’re not participating in this en massé because unlike Passover when all
the firstborn males in households not covered by the blood of the lamb died, it just doesn’t bear
enough significance.
Not only that, but by the time of the exile, Jews were already spread out in enclaves around the
Mediterranean. Why would they adopt practices and texts evidently made up and spontaneously
introduced to them? It doesn’t float.
Then we’ve got the decrees of God which contradict all semblance of human logic and reason:
No horses or chariots for war; not to ally themselves with foreign nations ever; Sabbath years and
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Jubilees where you couldn’t produce your crops to make money; how to set up the camp in the
wilderness, spreading it out and making it all the more vulnerable with tent-openings facing inwards,
rather than in an all-around-defensive formation with tent-openings outwards to see and hear
approaching enemies; and then the commandment not to plunder Jericho which would’ve given them
grain to eat (but also would have robbed it of such incredible archaeological evidence). The list goes
on and on, my friend. All of this served to make the people trust God by which they would then see
Him deliver on His promises and have their faith grown.
We’ve also got the many scathing rebukes from the prophets. These were aimed at the kings,
the priests, the nobility, and even the commoner, as the corruption spread from the top, rolling
downhill to the bottom of society. The very people wanting to control their populace and then the
world invented pronunciations of judgment for their own wickedness and injustice to the nation? This
would only serve to sabotage their aims of authority.
Why include a book like Amos said to be written by a lowly shepherd turned prophet by God?
The reason we see Amos in the Bible, dear friend, is because he was a real prophet, and people
believed in God. When Amos spoke, some understood he spoke on behalf of God and those scrolls
were kept to be copied for future generations. They knew it was legitimate, as were the messages of
every other prophet.
After that we’ve got the reality that the people we find in Scripture are all very human and
flawed. Their defeats are recorded right alongside their victories. Even the heroes are often written as
weak, afraid, or lacking wisdom, and this can also be said about David who some want to believe
made up Judaism and had the Bible put together. We see their faults because it’s the truth. The Bible
isn’t about the greatness of men like so many ancient texts depicting the lives of foreign rulers, but
about the greatness of God. Meanwhile leaders of cults so often present themselves as flawless to
gain followers with the lie that ‘they’ve figured it all out’.
Upon return to Israel no king from the line of David was established even though Zerubbabel

was qualified by his pedigree. The people were waiting for God to appoint a king. Centuries later
when others announced themselves as kings, they weren’t even Jews of the line of David. Why fake a
story about king David’s lineage ruling forever and not follow it?
Also, the genealogies going back to Abraham through their individual tribes is a lot to concoct
when it was never acted on by anyone.
Then we’ve got the reality that the Scriptures are supernaturally inspired and woven together.
Such preplanned interweaving is vastly beyond the faculties of mere men, even a collection of the
most brilliant men. We see the gradual revelation of God’s character over a great length of time, yet
never is that nature contradicted. There’s the mutual consistency and inerrancy in spite of the Bible’s
development coming from the hands of so many writers from widely varied backgrounds over so
long a period of time, and this naturally could only have been done by the Holy Spirit. The fact that
they wrote in different times and regions, in different languages with different patterns of speech has
been expertly verified by philographers, paleographers, orthographers, and epigraphers alike. Who
could possibly have expertly invented so much?
The copies and translations we possess are exacting in how they match up with ancient
documents we’ve discovered. We don’t see frequent changes as one would expect from a group of
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people wielding Scripture to manipulate others by rewriting portions to better suit their needs as
times and circumstances changed. Look at pope Francis for example; he knows he’d never get away
with changing God’s Word, so he simply says whatever he feels like with an air of authority, even
though it so often goes against Scripture, in order that he be “all things to all people” in hopes of
growing the Roman catholic church’s influence over the world. Yet in all our digging we’ve never
found texts radically different than what we have today which would speak loudly of conspiracy. And
nobody has the power and reach to expunge the world of ‘outdated’ documents after such edits, in
order that such evidence be tidied up.
We also learned that 10-40% of details in ancient oral traditions were permitted to be dropped
or slightly altered, provided the meaning and context were not changed. This is precisely what’s seen
in the synoptic Gospels. How would forgers have determined which segments should be altered by
ten, or twenty, or thirty, or forty percent? It’s silly.
Undesigned coincidences proved to us that the authors were really there, writing to an audience
so familiar with the account – as it was true – that they didn’t need to tell of the accounts with
perfect, neat precision. Having to study the texts so carefully to find them tells us no human agency
planned them but that they just happened, and quite naturally.
Similarly, thematic messages woven throughout the entirety of the Bible which point to and are
fulfilled in Jesus Christ indicate the ultimate author was no earthly mastermind, but the Master of
Minds Himself, the Creator-God who gave people their minds. This is especially evident when one
takes into account that this redemptive story transcended impassible lines like Jew to Gentile, or God
in Spirit to God in flesh, creating a clear-cut partition in history that would not have served to benefit
any original cabal of conspirators.
We also saw that ‘70’ was no arbitrary number to the Israelite and it was most certainly not
plugged in to fit with their return to Jerusalem after the Babylonian exile. Nor was Jeremiah’s
prophecy of a return after those seventy years fabricated. Cyrus’s unbelievable decree for Israelites to
return to Judea and rebuild the temple WITH a monetary blessing from their neighbours also wasn’t
faked, and it certainly wasn’t the result of a faked copy of Isaiah the prophet’s scroll just because God
named Cyrus in it specifically, because a king that powerful has no reason to heed such a text (many
lesser kings were completely dismissive of Israel’s God).
The Dead Sea scrolls verified for us that what Isaiah and Daniel wrote was authentic. Both of
their texts, as well as many others, contained prophecy after prophecy, some of which we looked at,
and all of which were far enough from the empty accusation of vagueness that other critics have
wasted much breath and ink arguing for late dates of the texts’ origins. When those same texts are
verifiably before Christ yet contain prophecies about Him which He fulfilled, it all starts too look like
willful obstinacy rather than careful scholarship.
Such prophecies were far greater than wishful thinking like we saw in pseudo-religious texts, and
much more detailed than those of psychics. The involvement of people outside of Israel also meant
the prophecies could not have been made up and then forced to fulfillment by the Jews because
they’d have no control over external people. This was evidently the hand of a sovereign God at work.
On that note, who was it that ensured the Dead Sea Scrolls stayed safe enough for two
thousand years so we’d find them so late in our day when lies and doubt have attacked God’s Word
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so vehemently? Why didn’t they “uncover” their scrolls back in the 19 th century when the attacks of
‘higher critical scholars’ had really begun to erode their grip on the believing culture?
Another proof that God was behind the Bible and not men is that His truth is ingeniously spread
throughout. Doctrines are found repeated in multiple places in varying degrees of detail so that a
person need only some of the Bible to get all of the Truth. Having the whole thing only serves to
help us have a really clear understanding. It also contains infinite wisdom worlds above any earthly
book. This is attested to by the profoundly positive impact it has had on our entire world.
Shared cultural themes from across the globe, stretching back into the histories of so widely
spread an assortment of people is beyond the limits of any network of schemers no matter how
powerful. Who would have known there were roughly a hundred language families developing in the
world to include that in Genesis chapter 10 before God’s intervention at the Tower of Babel? Who
went about inspiring people to build ziggurats? Who influenced the Chinese to include accounts from
Genesis in their language-symbols? Who went from tribe to tribe indoctrinating them with the same
creation story for them to alter over time? And what about the prophetic message in Genesis chapter
5’s genealogy of the ‘Blessed God’ coming to teach and to die to give powerful rest to afflicted
mortal man?
Wouldn’t that genealogical list have been useful to pull out in the first or second century to reel
in all the Jews along with the Christians?
For all of these prophecies and typographic themes to come to pass, God would have to not
only have been the one inspiring them, for He’s outside of time knowing what has transpired in the
future, but He’d also have to be intimately and completely involved in order that they be fulfilled.
That’s amazing and far beyond the capabilities of human organizations.
We’ve also looked at archaeology as evidence of God’s supernatural formation of the Bible. The
precise inclusion of the Hittites would have been beyond later priestly scribes. The same can be said
about the accuracy of the names during the time of the patriarchs, the slave prices, and cultural
customs and laws (which pointed to their really living in Harran under a Hurrian culture). And this is
in spite of much of the source material modern researchers use to verify the Bible having been buried
underground when detractors want us to believe the Pentateuch was being formed.
What would foreign nations’ rulers have gained from this conspiracy by mentioning Israel and
their kings (especially David) in their inscriptions if they hadn’t really existed?
Finally we see that God’s Word contains foreknowledge pertaining to the health of the human
mind, body, and spirit, and their relationship to one another and the world around them. This reveals
a uniquely intimate understanding, but one which would be obvious if we’re hearing from the Creator
of life.
That we can study the Bible endlessly for our entire lives and always be learning and growing in
intimacy with God also says volumes. All life’s questions being answered by God in supernatural ways;
the positive effect following His commandments has on us being counterintuitive in relation to the
concept of sociological evolution (ie: The Golden Rule as just one example); that every day
unbelievers from all over the world are supernaturally compelled to open up and read the Bible,
resulting in radically transformed lives leading to changes in their beliefs about morality, ethics, and
spirituality while aligning their minds with that of God’s, also testifies to the boundless source from
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which the words in the Bible have come. The fact that trusting in Jesus Christ as Lord and Saviour
leads to such dramatic changes and this effect is AFFIRMED when one reads through the Scriptures,
rather than those changes resulting from reading the Scriptures and application, speaks of the
supernatural origin from the Holy Spirit and His implementation in our lives.
The most socially aware and intuitive people could not have written this.
And at the same time as lauded intellectuals are attacking the Bible as ingestible only by the
simplest of minds willing to exercise ‘blind faith’, some of the most intelligent men now, and into
history, have come to intimately know God through Jesus Christ because of it, and have attained
eternal life. Meanwhile some of those same intellectuals have themselves read through the Bible and
come away completely unfazed because they don’t have the Holy Spirit, and God has not granted
them the gift of faith.
Speaking of faith, the perseverance of the faith by persecuted Christians all over the world today
and throughout history is yet another testimony to the supernatural beginnings and development of
the Holy Bible.
When one really holds all of this in view at once it’s impossible to believe men made up the
Bible for any reason whatsoever. Even the most powerful and well-connected individuals could not
have crafted it and preserved it, and gone back and forth editing in seemingly prophetic words or
trying to bring to pass prophecies they’d imbedded. No one would be able to go about the ancient
world gathering information to make the message as authentic as it appears to us today, returning to
the text to tamper with it after every new discovery, all the while gathering up every former scrolledition from across the known world to destroy them to leave not a trace of such meddling behind.
To be honest, the only being, aside from God, capable of executing such a plot could only be a
supernatural being; one with a far-reaching army at his disposal to pull the strings to shape the
course of history as such texts demanded, while whispering thoughts into the minds of men that the
words of such a text have any lasting influence in them. This only alternate being could be none
other than the devil with the aid of his demonic cohorts.
But we’ve already established long ago that such perfection of morality, and such magnificent
beauty and wonder we find in the God of the Bible, could never, and would never be conjured up by
beings as diabolical as the devil and his fellow fallen angels. We have our current culture shaped over
the last two centuries to bear witness to this; the devil seeks control, along with human agents he
puppets, not by calling us to purity and holiness as we worship the God of the Bible who is perfectly
pure and holy, but through the deceptive message that we can “be like God” and that “Do what thou
wilt shall be the whole of the law.” That appeals to the masses and is the most effective tool of
control because everyone is sinful and in rebellion against God until He rescues them. So this
rejection of God, and worship of the creation (ourselves, others, or things), is precisely what is
happening today.
The Bible, however, has not controlled anyone. It has only compelled people through the Holy
Spirit to joyfully submit themselves to God for their sanctification that He be glorified.
We also stated that conspiracies ALWAYS get figured out by someone. Someone ALWAYS
boasts or fumbles or is caught, or is moved by their conscience, or by the Spirit of God, to confess
and leak the info that begins to shed light in darkness exposing the truth. But no matter how hard
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we search we find no concrete evidence now or in history that the Bible was merely an invention.
Sure there’s people making those claims, trying to build a case with what could be considered
circumstantial evidence, and that’s fair. But in the same spirit of fairness and transparency, when you
measure the little they have against even what I’ve gathered for you, where do you think the balance
lies? Yes, it’s clearly in favour of God being who His Word reveals Him to be because it’s indeed His
Word.
I even came across one – dare I say – idiotic website claiming, not that Phoenicians were the
ones who built so much in Israel during the 10th and 9th century, as skeptical scholars who disbelieve
in king David and Solomon contracting such work would have us think, but that David and Solomon
had truly hired them, but that Solomon’s temple was actually a replica of their temple back in
Phoenicia! God’s Word in no way indicates this. Furthermore, neither does archaeology.
The only connection is the Phoenician masonry we already talked about, and so that was
commandeered at some point in history to make this grand and blasphemous assumption. Eventually
I’d read from this website that all the info was produced for a lecture before Masonic lodges of the
Freemasons, the very sort who like to believe their order is tied all the way back to the Phoenicians.
Seeing as they’re a group of Luciferians (whether they all know, accept, and admit it or not), it’s no
wonder we’d see an attack on God’s Word and an attempt to usurp the inspiration of the temple as
coming from them (Just think back to the demonic spirit behind Ethbaal III, king of Tyre…).
I say all this because Freemasons are just one of the entities people like to pretend are
‘powerful’ enough to create religious systems to control the world (not that they haven’t been led to
do so by satan through Freemasonry). But there’s no real evidence for it, and their spiritual beliefs are
completely antithetical to what God bestows upon us through the entirety of His Word and how the
Old and New Testament tie together. There’s absolutely no room for the universalism and mysticism
found within Freemasonry in the pages of the Holy Bible.
Again, no group seeking power over everyone would attempt to do so via the transition we see
from Old to New Testament and with Gentiles being ‘grafted in’ to the olive tree which is Israel, when
the majority of Israel was choosing to deny their Messiah (which we’ve already said was a spiritual
blindness permitted by God for this current Church age to bring in the Gentiles before His final
return). On top of that, early Christians were horrendously tormented and persecuted. Not a good
way to start a religion meant to take over the world. It’s completely contradictory to any conspiracy
theory.
As well, if it was nothing more than a group of men vying for control, they’d just as easily be
stopped by others pursuing control. The preservation of Christianity (and even Judaism up to that
point, and even today to some respects) is clearly thanks to supernatural involvement (in the prior
cases, God, and in the final case where Jews have persisted to deny Christ while adopting an
assortment of traditions apart from God’s Word for the last two thousand years which have further
separated them, satan).
Dear friend, I wrote long ago in Direct and Circumstantial Evidence vs. The Scientific Method
about “what-if’ing” the evidence to death. Just looking at this conclusion, it’s clear that man or
demon had nothing to do with the Holy Bible coming to us. It is undeniably God’s Word. You can
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“what-if” the evidence to death if that’s what you’re tempted to do, but as we’ve only just stated, the
circumstantial evidence against is outweighed tremendously by the Truth found in the direct,
circumstantial, and scientific evidence I’ve shown you. If you apply Occam’s Razor here, you know the
most logical and reasonable explanation for it all is that an all-powerful, all-knowing, all-present,
loving God had to have brought it all together.
The proclamation that the Holy Bible was created by men for control or any other reason is
nothing more than a satanic lie meant to keep you and others from knowing and loving God in
eternal life while He receives glory for your life and salvation. That’s it.
Yes, religious institutions and individuals have used the Bible to try and control others
throughout the centuries (even the Pharisees and Sadducees of Jesus’s day were using Judaism to
have power over the people while maintaining their elite positions, and that’s why they wanted
everyone to reject Jesus who was their Messiah). But that does not translate into the Bible’s origin
coming from these same people.
I truly hope you can see how the scales balance overwhelmingly in favour of the Bible being
God’s Word so that you will humbly read it and seek Him through it.
From here on until the end of Part 4 we’ll be talking about how the Holy Bible is in no way
proven a fraud by real, true science, and how real, true science and God’s Word aren’t at odds with
one another, but that His Word affirms science. As previously stated, whenever the Bible talks about
scientific matters, it is accurate and trustworthy.

The Natural Law Maker
Part 4 – Section 13
“The heavens declare the glory of God,
and the sky above proclaims his handiwork.
Day to day pours out speech,
and night to night reveals knowledge.”

The 19th Psalm, verses 1 and 2

My dear friend, we’ve talked throughout this journey about the grave spiritual hindrance that

philosophical naturalism is. If this is a frame of mind from which you see the world, obviously the
best thing for you to do is leave it. Short of that, for the sake of this section being of any real benefit
to you, at least suspend that belief or restrain it.
As the above passage points out, the very beauty and grandeur of the natural world with all of
its ingenuity speaks loudly of the brilliance and power of Almighty God. God clearly designed our
functioning, tangible realm in a way so we could exist within it while He interacted with us. He’s free
to operate within the confines of His natural laws sovereignly guiding matters to fruition (and we
definitely witnessed this in the sections on thematic messages of the Bible as well as fulfilled
prophecies). But He can most assuredly also intervene in a supernatural and spiritual way that bends
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or breaks His natural laws, or harnesses them (or even combines them) in a way we may never
understand.
Therefore, to hold fast to naturalism, which we’ve been inundated by through our educational
upbringing, would only bias our perceptions and conclusions regarding Scripture and God’s working
in our midst.
Surprisingly we witness in Matthew chapter 13 that Jesus could do no miracles around the
community He was raised in due to their skepticism and doubt. That’s not because God draws power
to operate from our feeble minds, but because, as discussed in What Faith is, and What it is Not, God
rewards humble people who have faith by revealing Himself more and more to them. These people
had no faith and no humility, so very few proofs were given to them.
Sadly the same circumstances encircle the naturalist who is doubtful of God’s existence yet
demanding God prove Himself through supernatural means (that being said, all people are constantly
bombarded with God’s hand at work in their lives; it’s just that most people don’t have ‘eyes to see’).
For those careful and cautious in their scientific investigations and theorizing they will find Our
Lord has left more than enough “bread crumbs” for us to follow up to Him upon His throne.
One blatant crumb is the natural laws which give order and function to our universe – they

point to God’s existence! In God Must Exist we touched in part on a philosophical idea known as
the Anthropic Principle. In short Google defines it as “the cosmological principle that theories of the
universe are constrained by the necessity to allow human existence.” The weak anthropic principle
states that “only in a universe capable of eventually supporting life will there be living beings capable
of observing and reflecting on the matter.”908 Basically what’s being said is that questions of the
universe arise only because the universe sustains advanced, intelligent life… and there’s nothing
spectacular about our existence or that the universe permits it.
This is akin to the train of thought mentioned in the introduction to Part 4’s Section 10:

Prophecy Confirms that God is Outside of Time and All-Powerful, where there is no such thing as
‘chance’ because all things that happen are ‘bound’ to happen. Again, what has bound the universe’s
development so we would exist as complexly as we do? You’ll soon see there was no reason for
everything to end up as it has… save for God’s involvement.
In order for life to exist the universe must function in a regular and standard way. It does so
thanks to the intricate interactions of physical forces we call ‘Laws’. Within those laws are four
fundamental forces which we’ll look at: ‘strong and weak atomic or nuclear forces’, electromagnetic
force, and gravitational force. But the list of laws governing our universe incorporates a great deal
more than that. These laws which exist and effect virtually everything in the cosmos have always
existed since the beginning of creation and appear to be very much constant.
What’s amazing is that scientists working objectively theorize (with good reason) that if any of
these forces were off by the slightest amount, our reality would be no more than nonsensical chaos
where no semblance of life could exist. Thus natural and orderly laws and forces imply an orderly
designer who created such systems and processes that life may exist.
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The Strong nuclear force is what holds protons and neutrons together in the nuclei of atoms.
Atoms of course are the building blocks of all matter, and thus, the reason we have a Periodical Table
of Elements. Too weak and the subatomic particles wouldn’t stay together. Any stronger wouldn’t be
good either;
“How delicate is the balance for the strong nuclear force? If it were just 2% weaker or 0.3% stronger than
it actually is, life would be impossible at any time and any place within the universe. Are we just
considering life as we know it? No, we’re talking about any conceivable kind of life chemistry throughout
the cosmos. This delicate condition must be met universally.”909
The infinitesimally short range of the force (1-15 meters, or a billionth of a micrometer which is
one HUNDREDTH the width of a human hair)910 which extends no farther than an atomic nuclei is
perfectly matched to its strength. Thereby it overcomes electromagnetic force and binds the
positively charged protons together which naturally repel one another.
A well-known theoretical physicist many consider trustworthy once wrote:
“If the proton-neutron mass difference were not about twice the mass of the electron, one would not
obtain the couple of hundred or so stable nuclides that make up the elements and are the basis of
chemistry and biology.”911
Ironically this scientist was Stephen Hawking, the same man who made the erroneous claim that
God was not required for the universe to come into being (naturally as a fallible man, he can’t be
counted on for absolute truth, yet his former scientific declaration regarding proton-neutron mass is
most certainly true and reliable as it aligns with God’s constructed reality).
A weaker strong nuclear force would’ve created far fewer stable chemical elements912 but more
complex organisms require around twenty-seven chemical elements with iodine being the heaviest
with an atomic number of 53. If the strong nuclear force were fifty percent weaker we’d only have
twenty to thirty naturally occurring elements rather than 92,912 and this would eliminate the elements

iron and molybdenum which are both essential for life.
Hydrogen, carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen are the most abundant elements necessary for earthly
life and have half-lives of billions or tens of billions of years). If any of their main isotopes were even
slightly unstable (which would be the result of a weaker, imagined strong nuclear force), the radiation
would pose a serious threat to all organisms.
Potassium-40 is presumably the most dangerous light radioactive isotope while being most
essential to life. It’s abundance must be high enough to propel plate tectonics which sustain earth’s
habitability while remaining low enough not to irradiate life, and thus it is thankfully balanced on a
razor’s edge just so.
Meanwhile the weak nuclear force is what converts protons to neutrons and vice versa. It also
governs the interaction of neutrinos with other particles. Apparently it’s also the reason exploding
stars release essential elements to the galaxy for life to occur.
Director of NASA’s Goddard Institute for Space Studies for twenty years, Professor Robert
Jastrow said:
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“The smallest change in any of the circumstances of the natural world, such as the relative strengths of the
forces of nature, or the properties of the elementary particles, would have led to a universe in which there
could be no life and no man. For example, if nuclear forces were decreased by a few percent, the particles
of the universe would not have come together in nuclear reactions to make the ingredients, such as
carbon atoms, of which life must be constructed.”914
It goes without saying then that several key processes relating indirectly to life are particularly
sensitive to the strength of weak force.
Added to the mix, the least critical force at such small scales – gravity – is also the most crucial
at large scales. In relation to the other forces in nature it must be fine-tuned to one part in 1040!915 A
fraction that miniscule is very difficult for us to comprehend but it obviously means that if the law of
gravity varied just slightly the universe would not be habitable for life.
Gravitational force is also essential for the formation and burning of stars. Britain’s Astronomer
Royal Martin Rees has said if gravity were a million times stronger;
“The number of atoms needed to make a star (a gravitationally bound fusion reactor) would be a billion
times less… in this hypothetical strong-gravity world, stellar lifetimes would be a million times shorter.
Instead of living for ten billion years, a typical star would live for about ten thousand years. A mini-Sun
would burn faster, and would have exhausted its energy before even the first steps in organic evolution
had got under way.”916
This star would have roughly one-thousandth the brightness, a surface temperature three times
greater, and a density one-twentieth of our sun, burning too hot and too quickly. A weaker gravity
would cause the opposite problem.
Seeing as most stars move their deep, internal heat to their surfaces via radiation and
convection, British cosmologist Brandon Carter discovered that mid-range mass stars are balanced on
yet another razor’s edge, this time between convective and radiative energy transport thanks to the
precise balance between the force of gravity and the force of electromagnetism.917 If that balance
were farther one way or the other main sequence stars would be either all red or all blue. Stars like
ours which produce yellow light so conducive to life would be even more rare than they already are,
if not non-existent. And red stars make for less habitable conditions for orbiting planets, while very
blue stars are hostile to life as they emit far too much ultra-violet radiation.
Stronger gravitational force would also increase the surface-gravity for planets with the mass of
our earth along with their self-compression. Rees noted that a strong-gravity terrestrial planet would
prohibit the organisms evolving to a notable size such as ours which as you’ll learn shortly makes
complex, technological advancement possible.918
Our planet would most certainly have suffered even more high-velocity impacts by asteroids and
comets with even greater frequency. Internal thermal heat might also be retained leading to much
more volcanic activity. Smaller planets with earth’s current surface-gravity would lose their thermal
heat faster preventing long-lived plate tectonics however.
All this speculation is, of course, based on the universe even coming into being in the first place!
Not only would stars and planets change if gravity were different but the initial expansion of the
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universe must also synchronize precisely with gravity which caused its deceleration. Stronger gravity
would have caused the rate of expansion to be smaller. Hawking observed that:
“[i]f the rate of expansion one second after the Big Bang had been smaller by even one part in a hundred
thousand million million, the universe would have recollapsed before it even reached its present size” 919
Had the force been weaker, the matter and very atoms from the singularity would have
dispersed too rapidly keeping galaxies, planets (and even our modern-day astronomers who observe
them) from forming.920 A certain magnitude of gravitational force is then what causes particles to
coalesce into galaxies later.921
Now whether God used a “big bang” of sorts or not, isn’t it interesting, friend, that anti-theist
physicists are concluding that the creation of the universe appears to have been a very unlikely yet
exacting event? By now I’m sure you understand that large numbers of coincidences seeming to
arrive together fortuitously is God’s forté – His calling-card of His involvement in our physical world.
We’ve seen so much of that so far, and we’ll see much more in the rest of this book.
Having taken even a cursory look at these fundamental forces we can be certain that picking
their values at random, we’d never arrive at a combination compatible with life as we know it. Thanks
to the prevailing assumptions of nineteenth and twentieth century scientists that our ordered
universe came together from disorder (or had always existed), they were rather surprised to discover
our universe was fine-tuned. To people rebellious against God and not desiring His reign, this was a
scary prospect; fine-tuning implies a fine-tuner; obvious design implies a designer. So how did they
do away with their apprehension?
They came up with the multiverse theory. It permitted there to be an innumerable number
universes where the natural laws came together at random as opposed to having come from the
mind of a designer. This speciously resulted in a vast majority of uninhabitable chaos-universes where
the laws DON’T function so well together, a minority where they ALMOST function well enough
together, and only ONE that functions as pristinely as our own – OURS.
They were forced to conjure this up thanks to their imprisonment to philosophical naturalism
which itself came about from their refusal to bend the knee to Almighty God. It was undeniable to
them that a universe’s formation left to the winds of chance would never produce anything as
wondrous as the one God created for us. Hence the theory.
Scientists HOPE they can tinker with the arithmetic of their formulas regarding the
interrelationship of all the forces and laws, and they believe they’ll find alternate settings. But so far,
no luck.
During their analyses of fine-tuned force strengths and constants of nature they generally adjust
a single parameter at a time in their model to make consequences and results more tractable (this
could be likened to changing one dial at a time on a universe-creating machine while leaving all
other dials set). In reality however, the values of the forces and constants had to come into being
simultaneously for everything to kick off; they didn’t get to work themselves out at the beginning of
the Big Bang until everything fell into place where they functioned.
Incredibly, when it comes to the intricate relationship between all of these functions, we cannot
separate stellar astrophysics from planetary geophysics, or from the chemistry of life – all the
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‘settings’ for the forces and constants are set in a way where everything is interconnected,
interrelated, and interdependent.
Making their trials more difficult is what astronomer Virginia Trimble observed early on in the
fine-tuning debate:
“The changes in these properties required to produce the dire consequences are often several orders of
magnitude, but the constraints are still nontrivial, given the very wide range of numbers involved. Efforts
to avoid one problem by changing several of the constraints at once generally produce some other
problem. Thus we apparently live in a rather delicately balanced universe, from the point of view of
hospitality to chemical life.”922
John Gribbon and Martin Rees confirmed this:
“If we modify the value of one of the fundamental constants, something invariably goes wrong, leading to
a universe that is inhospitable to life as we know it. When we adjust a second constant in the attempt to
fix the problem(s), the result, generally, is to create three new problems for every one that we “solve.” The
conditions in our universe really do seem to be uniquely suitable for life forms like ourselves, and perhaps
even for any form of organic chemistry.”923
A surprising number of physicists and astronomers humble enough have been forced by the
evidence to conclude that our universe does in fact appear designed. Physicist Paul Davies wrote in
his book, The Cosmic Blueprint released in 1988, “The impression of design is overwhelming.”924 The
late astrophysicist and one of the founders of the ‘Steady State’ cosmological model, Fred Hoyle
admitted:
“A commonsense interpretation of the facts suggests that a superintellect has monkeyed with physics, as
well as chemistry and biology, and that there are no blind forces worth speaking about in nature.”925
Please do bear in mind, dear friend, these men were both atheists. Stephen Hawking had hoped
this spiritual and philosophical conundrum would be done away with by a single Grand Unified

Theory’ which would reign in all of the apparently intelligently contrived settings under one
overarching law that would FORCE them all into their functioning order. This would explain away why
they all came together to work so well.
Even if they one day manage to discover (or rather ‘formulate’) such a thing, even by
bludgeoning quantum equations to make it all say what they want it to, it only pushes the buck back
– from where did THAT law or force come from to bring all the other laws and forces into order?
One way or another the answer is always inevitably God. The fine-tuning which is so evident is
most reasonably attributed to a creator who possesses an abundance of intelligence and
understanding of how all of these elements would work together, both at the onset and then
onwards (not to mention the need to create them from nothing and exist infinitely outside of time to
do it).
All of this serves as a reminder of Colossians chapter 1, verses 15 to 17 which we saw in Part 3’s

Teleportation. Jesus Christ the creator is the one by whom all of these things came into being and
now hold together. Consider for a moment that God created these forces so that for vast lengths of
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time accelerated electrons would circle the nucleus of atoms in order that we have functional matter,
rather than fall into their center.
Touched on far earlier is the reality that our universe HAS the order we see as opposed to chaos
which would be the result of randomness. That it has such order means we’re able to possess
expectations. It also implies that God Himself is orderly, sensible, rational, and reasonable.
Interestingly, for those who wish to believe in a ‘big bang’ (whether God was behind it or not),
there is the Baryon Asymmetry Problem.926 In all experimentally observed processes where elementary
particles and nuclear reactions are involved, something called a Baryon number is conserved. When
particles are brought into existence from energy they result in equal numbers of matter/anti-matter
pairs (baryonic matter which we are familiar with from our day-to-day living, and antibaryonic matter,
a supposed major ingredient of dark matter927). Based on our observations, however, the universe
appears to contain a massively dominant presence of matter over anti-matter. This contradicts the
belief that the big bang was responsible for the matter we see in the universe around us. Elementary
particle physicists have proposed theories regarding the proton’s decay, 928 but such efforts have
failed.
That there is no experimental evidence for the violation of the Baryon number conservation at
the beginning of our reality definitely calls into question the declaration that the Big Bang scenario is
the origin for our universe’s matter. From where then could it all have come?929
I’ll give you One guess.
Looking around nature, we clearly observe an engineered construct, not to mention the many
undoubtedly engineered mechanisms of remarkable complexity within it. Famed scientist Albert
Einstein who unfortunately would not allow himself to believe in an anthropomorphic deity such as
the God of the Bible, was still humble enough to admit his deep awe for the harmony he saw in the
universe:
“We are in the position of a little child entering a huge library filled with books in many different
languages. The child knows someone must have written those books. It does not know how. It does not
understand the languages in which they are written. The child dimly suspects a mysterious order in the
arrangement of the books but doesn’t know what it is. That it seems to me, is the attitude of even the
most intelligent being toward God. We see a universe marvelously arranged and obeying certain laws, but
only dimly understand those laws. Our limited minds cannot grasp the mysterious force that moves the
constellations.”930
Although the notion is denied by most of the scientific community, God has most assuredly
revealed His existence through the brilliance of His creation. The Law of Causality dictates that a
cause may have many effects but no effect can be quantitatively or qualitatively superiour to its
cause.931 By this, it’s much more rational to believe God-infinite who is superiour is behind everything
rather than a one-off quantum fluctuation.
If science is truly the human enterprise of seeking to truthfully find accurate answers for the
processes we observe in nature via careful examination, hypothesis, and validation through
experimentation, and all of this is to be done free of bias in order that we may find such answers,
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shouldn’t we be allowing ourselves to follow the evidence where it leads? Speculation and inquiry
which fosters the recreation of observed effects through experimental testing is the essence of the
scientific method. Yet in order to venture out in this way we must rely on the expectation of one
axiomatic principle being true – the universe must be ordered.
The argument against a Creator is that these constants and laws all ‘fell together’ by random
chance into so finely tuned a manner because they had ‘no choice’ but to work this way. A simple
illustration will help us see how incongruent this is with reason.
Imagine a series of different and varied coloured 3D shapes carved from wood similar to those
blocks you probably played with as a toddler. Like a complicated puzzle these blocks fall together in
a transparent glass funnel coming to a rest, fitting together oh so perfectly. They reside this way
because it’s the only way the puzzle works. They fell into place in the only working way because
that’s the only way it could be. However, we cannot forget that there was a force that had to guide
them to fall into place just so. Then there’s also the restraining power of the glass funnel which holds
them all together.
The philosophical naturalist is searching for that overarching law which acts as the initial guiding
force in conjunction with the glass funnel to ensure the components fit as they must. But from where
did those missing and invisible factors come?
We already covered this, dear friend. There’s only one answer and it’s God. Nothing “falls
together naturally out of necessity.” There are no natural laws or properties associated with matter
which will help us overcome the problems inherent with chance. The materialist’s position is not
scientific but only philosophical. They’re arguments are based on a false pretense – their belief

system – and not at all on logic.
This introduction serves as more than an introduction. Everything we looked at provides even
more circumstantial (if not ‘direct’) evidence for the existence of a benevolent and thoughtful Creator
who is the God of the Bible. And this is on top of all the weighty and undeniable evidence we’ve
already covered which should have left you ‘beyond a reasonable doubt’. I hope, dear friend, that you
are coming to understand you can put your faith in Him.
“May you be blessed by the Lord,
who made heaven and earth!”

The 115th Psalm, verse 15
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The Truth About
We saw much earlier in Part 3’s He Uses Philosophies and Ideas that “It is the glory of God to
conceal things, but the glory of kings is to search things out,” and that is definitely one of the
awesome truths about our reality – God allowed a little mystery to remain when He created all things
and then us so that we could humbly work with Him to see how He makes everything operate.
Theistic and deistic scientists of history who marveled at creation wished to see how God made it all
to function. As stated before in God Must Exist this is where the modern concept of “science” actually
came from – people who believed in God or a god of order responsible for the natural world.
What we saw in the last segment is so incomprehensible, even to atheist scientists, is that our
material world IS comprehensible at all when randomness never begets order. The arguments, “This is
the only way things COULD work, so they did” followed by “Yet here we are,” have no grounds when
it was long since established that God created. And God did so in a way that would permit later
people to investigate and discover and then give Him glory and honour through our wonder and
admiration of His ingenuity.
The Christian worldview with its insistence that the universe be orderly thanks to the God of
creation not being the “the author of confusion”932 coupled with its emphasis on human reason and
the teaching that God is glorified IN our understanding of creation and our marveling at His
inventiveness, THAT is the foundation for the modern scientific revolution.
Put plainly, what you have so often heard declared as a fact – that religion has been an
impediment to science and is in opposition to it933 – is no more than a cruel myth intended to
commandeer scientific pursuits for the agenda of satan, and create division for his purposes, when no
divide is required. The devil’s purpose of pitting one against the other, of course, was to wage a war
of the minds to deceive and mislead the masses into denying their God whom he hates. He’s done
this by gradually brainwashing our technologized culture into seeing the two as entirely incompatible.
Modern science did not come from a vacuum of supposedly wholly objective philosophical
naturalists intent on trying to find explanations without God, but primarily from professing Christians.
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Nor did it surface from a ‘theistic milieu’ of theological beliefs that may have influenced Western
Europe in the sixteenth and seventeenth century. British mathematician and philosopher Alfred North
Whitehead stated that we arrived here primarily due to “the medieval insistence on the rationality of
God.”934 Furthermore, any claim that modern science owes everything to ancient Greek philosophers
is also false due to the traditions of Judeo-Christianity bringing very necessary corrections to Greek
thought throughout the Middle Ages, transforming it into something more useful. Historian of
science, Reijer Hooykaas accurately wrote:
“Metaphorically speaking, whereas the bodily ingredients of science may have been Greek, its vitamins
and hormones were biblical.”935
The Greeks had a cyclical view of time;936 they thought of the gods as a part of creation and that
nature was to be revered often as a god itself or divine offspring (think: Gaia); to them matter was
evil but the spiritual essence good; and their poets who had massive influence over their society
depicted the gods as irrational, fickle, malicious, capricious, deceptive, and perverse.
Meanwhile those whose minds had been shaped by the Holy Bible saw time as linear and
fundamental to our physical universe, rather than as an illusion. This meant to them that it was going
somewhere purposefully. They saw that God revealed Himself as distinct from His creation, so they
felt free to subject it to testing and experimental investigations which in turn permitted our
technological advancement.937 To the Christian theist matter was not intrinsically evil but good as
God had stated (albeit now in its cursed and fallen condition).938 Since God was free in creating the
world, nature is dependent on Him and His character. Thus it was assumed to have properties that
could actually be discovered literally and revealed by some means, rather than only hypothesized or
philosophized about or deduced via observable principles of logic or even theoretical mathematical
equations.939 And of course, because God is good and rational they suspected His creation would not
only be ordered and structured in a rational manner, but even be LAWFUL in its behavior – which is
precisely what we have found! Thus scientific advancement automatically came much more easily in
this Biblical culture which revered the God of the Bible!940 Lastly, because God had made us in His
image, they reasoned that our minds would likely be able to grasp the concepts of reality God had
thoughtfully imbedded within His natural creation!941 Of no surprise, here we are, able to figure
things out and draw reasonable conclusions; true ones which align with the Truth of God!
We already stated in Part 4’s The Endless Journey of Drinking Living Water that Sir Francis Bacon
(1561-1626), a professing believer in Christ, was responsible for the development of the deductive
‘scientific method’ we still employ today. He believed the natural world was filled with mysteries God
intended us to explore. Many of the greatest scientists who’ve developed the key disciplines of
science weren’t only professing believers, but creationists even!
Taking a brief look at some of these giants of science’s foundation you’ll see many names
familiar to you. Sir Isaac Newton (1643-1727) formulated our earliest understanding of universal
gravitation and the laws of motion. Yet he considered his theological writings more important than
his scientific ones. Here are some of his thoughts he penned:
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“There is a Being who made all things, who holds all things in His power, and is therefore to be feared…
All material things seem to have been composed of the hard and solid particles above mentioned,
variously associated in the first creation by the counsel of an intelligent Agent. For it became Him who
created them to set them in order. And if He did so, it’s unphilosophical to seek for any other origin of the
world, or to pretend that it might arise out of a chaos by the mere laws of nature… We account the
Scriptures of God to be the most sublime philosophy. I find more sure marks of authenticity in the Bible
than in any profane history whatsoever.”942
Michael Faraday (1791-1867) discovered electromagnetic induction. He once read only from the
Bible to teach a sermon, saying his words could add nothing to God’s. Just before his death he’s
reported to have been asked, “Have you ever pondered by yourself what will be your occupation in
the next world?” His response as quoted in The Speaker’s QuoteBook was:
"I shall be with Christ, and that is enough."943
James Clerk Maxwell (1831-1879) was known for formulating the classical theory of
electromagnetic radiation. He was known to quote the opening line from one of Richard Baxter’s
hymns. It read:
“Lord, it belongs not to my care
whether I die or live:
to love and serve thee is my share,
and this thy grace must give.”
William Thomson (1824-1907), better known as Lord Kelvin, founded the science of
thermodynamics. In total opposition to Darwin’s theory, shortly before his death he would make this
statement:
“With regard to the origin of life, science ... positively affirms creative power.”944
Friend, if you are looking through the correct lenses and have an open mind which is permitting
the proper presuppositions, from what you’re seeing you know that Thomson’s words are true.
James Joule (1818-1889) is naturally the man behind Joule’s Law of energy, as well as the First
Law of Thermodynamics. Something he wrote would be found along with his scientific notebooks
following his passing;
"After the knowledge of, and obedience to, the will of God, the next aim must be to know something of
His attributes of wisdom, power, and goodness as evidenced by His handiwork. It is evidence that an
acquaintance with natural laws means no less than an acquaintanceship with the mind of God therein
expressed."945
Blaise Pascal (1623-1662) was one of history’s greatest mathematicians and laid the groundwork
for further investigation in hydrostatics, hydrodynamics, differential calculus, and the theory of
probability. A paraphrase of a philosophical argument by him commonly referred to as Pascal’s

Wager goes as such:
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“How can anyone lose who chooses to be a Christian? If, when he dies, there turns out to be no God and
his faith was in vain, he has lost nothing—in fact, has been happier in life than his non- believing friends.
If, however, there is a God and a heaven and hell, then he has gained heaven and his skeptical friends will
have lost everything in hell!”946
I admit, dear friend, we alluded to this long ago in The Burden of Proof, and I warned you that
such an attitude is no faith at all. Even the Apostle Paul would write to the Corinthian church that “If
in Christ we have hope in this life only, we are of all people most to be pitied,”947 which certainly
contradicts Pascal’s statement of ‘losing nothing’ when the Christian gives up EVERYTHING to possess
Christ while being promised persecution. ‘Happier’ in the sense of true joy and contentment and
fulfillment however, that may very well be, but not in the worldly sense. In any case, those of us who
are truly born again may have doubts from time to time, but overall, we have a complete confidence
in Christ and the hereafter He’s prepared for us. Nevertheless Pascal himself seemed quite convinced
of a life pursuing God being better in order to offer such an invitation.
Arthur H. Compton (1892-1962) won a Nobel Prize in Physics. He held the following belief:
“Science is the glimpse of God’s purpose in nature. The very existence of the amazing world of the atom
and radiation points to a purposeful creation, to the idea that there is a God and an intelligent purpose
back of everything . . . An orderly universe testifies to the greatest statement ever uttered: ‘In the
beginning, God . . .’”948
Robert Boyle (1627-1691) is said to have been the greatest chemist of all time and was the first
to show the difference between compounds and elements. He was also a lay preacher, a member of
a congregation capable of teaching well and invited from time to time to preach sermons. Something
he wrote would be printed in Watson Adam’s 1834 publication, The Rule of Life: A Collection of

Select Moral Sentences:
"As the moon, though darkened with spots, gives us a much greater light than the stars that sewn allluminous, so do the Scriptures afford more light than the brightest human authors. In them the ignorant
may learn all requisite knowledge, and the most knowing may learn to discern their ignorance." 949
John Dalton (1766-1844) introduced atomic theory into chemistry. John Ray (1627-1705) was
thought of as “the father of natural history.” He would write in his book, The Wisdom of God

Manifested in the Works of the Creation:
“There is for a free man no occupation more worthy and delightful than to contemplate the beauteous
works of nature and honor the infinite wisdom and goodness of God.”950
Gregor Mendel (1822-1884) was recognized posthumously as the founder of the modern science
of genetics. In one Easter sermon he delivered he’d said:
"The victory of Christ gained us the kingdom of grace, the kingdom of heaven. Easter is the sky banner
flag, the flag of eternity, the victory blowing over the gates of the Holy City of Jerusalem." 951
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Joseph Lister (1827-1912) founded antiseptic surgical methods. His contributions to medical
science have likely facilitated the saving of more lives in modern medicine than any other except
perhaps for Louis Pasteur who made huge advances in germ theory. Lister had wrote:
“I am a believer in the fundamental doctrines of Christianity.”952
Pasteur (1822-1895) who discovered the principles of vaccination, microbial fermentation, and
pasteurization (which is obviously where we get the term from) was also a professing Christian.
William Harvey (1578-1657) demonstrated the circulation of the blood and the action of the heart as
the pump which drives circulation. He once wrote:
"Doctrine once sown strikes deep its root, and respect for antiquity influences all men." 953
William Derham (1657-1735) was an ecologist and produced the earliest reasonably accurate
estimate of the speed of sound. Along with his scientific writings he published a book titled Christo-

Theology: Or, a Demonstration of the Divine Authority of the Christian Religion.
Jean-Henri Fabre (1823-1915) is considered by many to be the father of modern entomology –
the study of insects and their relationship to humans. Carl Linnaeus (1707-1778) formalized binomial
nomenclature, the modern system for naming organisms. Sir David Brewster (1781-1868) is principally
remembered for his experimental work in physical optics, mostly concerning the study of the
polarization of light, out of which came the discovery of Brewster’s angle. His opinion was that:
"[s]cience and religion must be one since each dealt with Truth, which had only one and the same
Author."954
Louis Agassiz (1807-1873) is known for his regimen of observational data gathering and analysis.
He made vast institutional and scientific contributions to zoology, geology, and related areas. He’s
most well-known for his contributions to icthyological (fish) classification, including extinct species. He
noted that if it required an intelligent mind just to study the facts of biology;
“…it must have required an intelligent mind to establish them.”955
Nicolaus Steno (1638-1686) was a pioneer in anatomy and geology. Famed Johannes Kepler
(1571-1631) who created modern astronomy was cited in Emeritus Professor of Mathematics at the
University of Oxford, John C. Lennox’s 2002 book, God’s Undertaker:
“The chief aim of all investigations of the external world should be to discover the rational order and
harmony which has been imposed upon it by God, and which he revealed to us in the language of
mathematics.”956
Also famous is Galileo Galilei (1564-1642) the Italian astronomer, physicist and engineer. We’ll be
talking more about him shortly. In a letter he wrote to the Grand Duchess Christina, he said:
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“I do not feel obliged to believe that the same God who has endowed us with sense, reason, and intellect
has intended us to forgo their use.”
Considering God’s command, “You shall love the Lord your God with all your... mind,"957 I
couldn’t agree with him more.
Edward Walter Maunder (1851-1928) is best remembered for his study of sunspots and the solar
magnetic cycle. In his book, The Astronomy of the Bible: An Elementary Commentary on the

Astronomical References of Holy Scripture, Maunder wrote the following:
“’Hear, O Israel: the Lord our God is one Lord.’ From these words the Hebrews not only learned a great
spiritual truth, but derived intellectual freedom. For by these words they were taught that all the host of
heaven and of earth were created things—merely ‘things’, not divinities—and not only that, but that the
Creator was One God, not many gods; that there was but one law-giver; and that therefore there could be
no conflict of laws. These first words of Genesis, then, may be called the charter of all the physical
sciences, for by them is conferred freedom from all the bonds of unscientific superstition, and by them
also do men know that consistent law holds throughout the whole universe. It is the intellectual freedom
of the Hebrew that the scientist of to-day inherits.”958
William Herschel (1738-1822) pioneered the use of astronomical spectrophotometry, the usage
of prisms and temperature measuring equipment to measure wavelength distribution of stellar
spectra. He also discovered infrared radiation. Samuel F. B. Morse (1791-1872) developed the
telegraph. Four years before he died he wrote:
“The nearer I approach the end of my pilgrimage, the clearer is the evidence of the divine origin of the
Bible. The grandeur and sublimity of God’s remedy for fallen man are more appreciated and the future is
illuminated with hope and joy.”959
William Herschel’s son, Sir John Frederick Herschel (1792-1871) was also an astronomer, and he
discovered some 500 stars. He was also a professing Christian. Joseph Henry (1797-1878) discovered
the electromagnetic phenomenon of self-inductance and built the earliest predecessor to the DC
electric motor. He wrote:
"Let us labor like servants who are certainly and shortly to give an account of their stewardship diligently
seeking to know our duty and faithfully and fearlessly strive to do it; constantly mindful of the fact that
nothing but purity of heart is acceptable to God and that we are constantly in his presence and known to
him are all our thoughts and intentions however they may be hid from our fellow men." 960
Finally in our demonstration that brilliant, SCIENTIFIC minds knew God, trusted in Him, adored
and worshiped Him, and were inspired by Him, we have Sir William Petty (1623-1687) who developed
statistics and scientific economics. How interesting is it that some of their very own quotes spoke to
the initial arguments we’d made about why and how Christianity served as the foundation for true,
objective, and effectual SCIENCE. Belief in God, it would appear, was the prime motivator for these
men. As well, this is only a small selection of names due to their having had some of the greatest
impacts. There are scores of others, many of whom were creationists and saw no reason to believe in
the theory of evolution. Not only that, but many believed not just that God spontaneously created
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creatures, but that He created EVERYTHING according to His 6-day declaration found in the
beginning of Genesis!
Now, friend, please don’t be tempted like the scoffing atheist Christopher Hitchens who chalked
up the religious convictions of these men only being due to their philosophical and religious
surroundings of the day.961 There WERE alternatives. Greek philosophers we now know from whom
the intellectual thought of the Middle Ages stemmed believed in steady-state models of the universe.
Some scientists were very much influenced by those philosophers, and it definitely made a reprisal
before the beginning of the twentieth century. But God had used His Word, and especially the
Reformation in the sixteenth century, to open and illuminate men’s minds, and this seems rather
evident from their religious convictions. Greek philosophies when compared to the truth of God’s
Word were rather unfulfilling, empty, and altogether untrue to them not only in the intellectual sense,
but also in the spiritual.
Granted, I haven’t taken the time to thoroughly research all of their backgrounds (some may
very well have been Freemasons or involved in occult practices to one extent or another, certainly still

deists at the least), but the spiritual depth of some of their quotes is simply breathtaking. I encourage
you to go back to them to ponder what was being conveyed to their audiences, and humbly consider
what could possibly make such thinking men permit the involvement of a sovereign God, especially
up into the twentieth century, if science and Jesus Christ are truly polar opposites. I think what unites
science with true religion IN Christ best is Sir David Brewster’s quotation that they both have the
same Author – Jesus who IS the Truth. He wrote that in the nineteenth century, the same period
many of these other men lived in. Lest you forget Charles Darwin’s theories on natural selection were
already sweeping through and overtaking the scientific community at this time thanks to the ushering
of his ‘bulldog’, Thomas Huxley. It wasn’t ignorance or willfulness that bound men’s minds to Jesus
Christ being the preeminent Creator of all things, it was the Holy Spirit of God within them! As I’ve
said before, once you truly know Jesus, there is no escaping His reality!
The irony to Hitchens’s position is that robbing Christ of His due credit for the advancement of
science based on the argument that “everyone was religious back then” refutes his own thesis in his
revolting book, God is Not Great: How Religion Poisons Everything – that religion is the reason for all
the problems in the world! How do you give Jesus and present-day Christians all the blame without
permitting them all the credit they were due in the past?
What a grossly ignorant double-standard (need I remind you, dear friend, that this poor soul
who spent his who life raging against God with words was humbled rather poetically by his dying
with esophageal cancer which attacked his very vocal chords and caused him to lose his voice…
Fitting, but not funny when you consider his life wasted railing against the God of the universe, and
his eternity damned). True religion through a relationship with Christ poisons NOTHING and brings
only life!
Furthermore, dear friend, there are STILL – to this day – many brilliant, notable scientists and
researchers who believe in Jesus Christ as their Lord and Saviour, many of whom even believe in a
spontaneous, miraculous, six-day creation. In fact, one of my primary sources for this section on
science is a book titled In Six Days: Why 50 Scientists Choose to Believe in Creation. It’s a collection
of essays by modern scientists edited by John F. Ashton who has a Ph.D. in epistemology (the
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philosophical understandings of the nature of knowledge, justification, and the rationality of belief)962
as well as a M.Sc. in chemistry (certainly no dullard despite what the peanut-gallery would have you
believe),963 and in those essays they lay out the intellectual reasoning and scientific evidence for why
they possess this uncommon belief (reading it you even find many grew up as atheists until entering
their scientific studies where in spite of being taught otherwise, they could not escape God’s
involvement being not only necessary but obvious).
This is to say that the tradition of gifted, inquisitive, scientific minds believing wholly in God and
even the six-day creation continues to this very day.964 There are many, many thousands of
researchers, professors, et al, but as we’ll be discussing soon, they rarely advertise their positions as
loudly and boldly as they probably should.
My question to you then, dear friend, is why would you hold fast in agreement with atheist
scientists as the reasoning behind YOUR denial of Jesus Christ when there’s equally intelligent
scientists out there who accept Him even to this day (that’s not even taking into consideration the
REST of our journey thus far which should have already convinced you to at least seek God)? Why
side with a consensus when majorities have never in and of themselves proven to always be
absolutely true or correct in their positions based solely on the fact that they had more people in
agreement? It should be very clear, my dear friend, that if there’s smart people on both sides of the
argument (regardless of numbers because those numbers don’t determine one side to be ‘smarter’
than the other), your refusal to submit to God and follow Him is not on intellectual grounds but
purely for emotional and spiritual reasons. Somehow you are blinded to His goodness and authority
over your life and you have chosen “science” as your scapegoat. Friend, that will not hold up before
the judge, especially when so many intimately involved in science know Him!
The simplest minds have rejected Christ while the most seemingly simple minds have possessed
Him. Meanwhile the most seemingly enlightened minds have dismissed Christ while the most
enlightened minds have accepted Him. Clearly this is a spiritual matter. And there is an enemy afoot.
Sadly, “Science” once meant to glorify God while investigating His creation and the truth of how
He established its functionality by examining evidence through systematic study, has become nothing
more than “applied naturalism” - the conviction that the material world is all there is and that chance
and impersonal natural law alone explain, and indeed, MUST explain existence as we know it.
The definition of science is either 1) truth found from unbiased, repeatable observations and
then following the evidence where it leads; or 2) the search for conclusions dedicated explicitly to
materialist explanations and philosophical naturalism. Which one sounds more intellectually honest,
and thus virtuous, to you, dear friend? Which one is being forced upon our academic society?
As much as we would love to believe it, scientists are not methodically logical beings devoid of
all preconceptions. Like the rest of humanity they are fallible and prone to suppositions which
influence their judgment. The only presuppositions which are helpful are those that are true and we
saw that in the accomplishments of aforementioned believing scientists (ie: God exists so I’ll be able
to discover truth in nature). As so many refuse to accept God’s presence in the equation, this
undoubtedly has dangerous consequences for what we are collectively told and taught about reality,
God, and our surrounding natural realm.
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As you’ve seen, science cannot proceed apart from these assumptions that the universe is wholly
rational, orderly, and logical at every level. It is therefore understandable and trustworthy for the sake
of our conclusions being correct. But atheists claim our natural laws and force-constants exist without
reason. By association the universe must ultimately be absurd. Again, you likely see the contradiction
here because arriving at scientific truths relies upon the assumption that there IS rationale behind the
universe.
C.S. Lewis expounds on the philosophical idea of causeless randomness being our originator,
taking it to its terminus:
“If the solar system was brought about by an accidental collision, then the appearance of organic life on
this planet was also an accident, and the whole evolution of man was an accident, too. If so, then all our
thought processes are mere accidents – the accidental by-product of the movement of atoms. And this
holds for the materialists’ and astronomers’ as well as for anyone else’s. But if their thoughts – i.e., of
Materialism and Astronomy – are merely accidental by-products, why should we believe them to be true?
I see no reason for believing that one accident should be able to give a correct account of all the other
accidents.”965
Of course, this is where the modern moralist seems to be headed with how although we lock up
prisoners, we wish to free them of guilt by saying it was all the result of precursors acting upon them,
be it their upbringing, or their imbalanced brain-chemistry, or their genetic makeup. But as a society
we broadly DON’T exercise such application because we cannot escape all of the orderliness we
witness in reality, even in the minds of schizophrenic mass-murderers who, while entirely unhinged,
still have the brain-activity necessary for walking, talking, picking up and using weapons on victims
they’re able to select. Even THAT is far from the chaos we should expect in a godless universe.
Also to appreciate is that “laws” as determined and quantified by our scientists are not always
absolute and constant; they’re still just theories – tested, sure – but at some point they may be found
to be wrong, inaccurate, or inadequate, just as Isaac Newton’s gravitational theories were insufficient
compared to Einstein’s theory of relativity.
Paradoxically even though Intelligent Design Theory being deeply explored in our schools is
prohibited and laughed away by research institutes and university labs, the program to Search for

Extraterrestrial Intelligence (S.E.T.I. for short) uses their microwave observatories to comb outer space
for radio waves that arrive in patterns thought to infer design by being rhythmic and potentially
mathematical rather than random and natural. All of the time we see patterns in nature which by
rights should be random but aren’t, yet we’re told a designer is off the table.
Real science is NOT at war with religion and they do not contradict one another. Real science
you’ll see, is the process of uncovering how God designed our universe. We do this by investigating
that which functions frequently, obviously, and observably – in the NATURAL way He programmed it
to.
Three times now I’ve mentioned that the Bible is not a science-textbook yet when one considers
the age of the Bible’s origin, it is surprisingly accurate when it makes scientific statements. One FALSE
idea that’s propagated is that the Bible and ‘religion’ have always taught the earth was at the center
of the universe. Like me you probably learned from high school textbooks that a guy named
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Copernicus showed that the earth revolved around the sun and that this was the first major step to
unhitching science from religious superstition. You were likely also given the impression that this is
where the war between science and religion began. You may have even heard statements like this
one from author of The Search for Life on Other Planets, Bruce Jakosky:
“Because of this tremendous change in world view, Copernicus’ views were not embraced by the Church:
the history of his persecution is well known.”966
Regardless of how matter-of-factly Jakosky says it, it’s not even remotely true. For starters,
Nicolaus Copernicus faced no persecution at all. He died peacefully of natural causes in 1543 the
same year his De Revolutionibus Orbium Coelestium (On the Revolutions of the Heavenly Spheres)
was published, not by execution at the hands of the pope.967 And that book containing his

heliocentric (earth revolving around the sun) theories wasn’t even banned by the catholic church and
placed on their list of ‘Forbidden Books’ until 1616 over three quarters of a century later! 968 Wow,
friend, that’s some serious persecution…
But that’s not what God-hating, rebellious people want society to believe, much less the devil
ruling over those people. They like the lie because it makes them feel superiour to God. Thus the
unhelpful details don’t make the editorial cut of the textbooks meant to shape the minds of the
masses. We’re meant to have the impression mentioned above so that we’re forced to make the
unnecessary choice of science over Jesus Christ. So now Copernicus is trumped up as an everlasting
emblem of science’s unwavering promise to deliver us truth unhampered by silly mysticism and free
of imaginary beliefs, namely that humanity is unique, special, and purposeful, especially as a creation
by God.
From this fabricated narrative we received the Copernican Principle popularized by Carl Sagan
who, spiritually numb to God as he was, had the audacity to proclaim to the world;
"Who are we? We find that we live on an insignificant planet of a humdrum star lost in a galaxy tucked
away in some forgotten corner of a universe in which there are far more galaxies than people." 969
The reason this is so audacious is because it’s not only false spiritually, but it’s also false literally
and scientifically. A cosmologist with Sagan’s experience would’ve known this. Either his bent towards
meaninglessness before God was so powerful that it skewed his ability to think rationally (definitely
possible), or he just didn’t care to give people the full, objective truth, hoping they’d join him in
denying God by withholding any reasons not to. You’ll see what I’m talking about as we continue this
section.
Dear friend, this maneuver to make us believe we can only think scientifically if we approach
reality from an atheistic perspective was not Copernicus’s aim in the least. He himself was the
nephew of Bishop Watzenrode, and friend to Bishop Giese,970 and himself was a deeply religious
catholic971 who’s quoted as saying:
"To know the mighty works of God, to comprehend His wisdom and majesty and power; to appreciate, in
degree, the wonderful workings of His laws, surely all this must be a pleasing and acceptable mode of
worship to the Most High, to whom ignorance cannot be more grateful than knowledge."972
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Yet we see planetary scientist Stuart Ross Taylor state:
“Copernicus was right after all. The idea that the Sun, rather than the Earth, was at the centre of the
universe caused a profound change in the view of our place in the world. It created the philosophical
climate in which we live. It is not clear that everyone has come to grips with the idea, for we still cherish
the idea that we are special and that the entire universe was designed for us.”973

“Copernicus was right after all”? Again we not only see Copernicus hijacked for the atheist
agenda, but we also see the pervasiveness of nihilism which accompanies it when you follow the
agenda all the way to atheism’s core. Historians of science have protested such inaccuracies but for
some reason unbeknownst to me (*heavy sarcasm*) academia doesn’t pass on the corrected
information to the students or the populace at large.
So what was Copernicus really hoping to achieve? Having spent time observing the night sky
Copernicus was aware of empirical problems with planetary motion and the Aristotelian framework
which initially seemed to best explain what the senses naturally experienced. He set out to propose
an alternative which would better reconcile all of his observations. Although his model did not place
the sun directly at the center of earth’s orbit, his ideas (along with a number of other heliocentric
theorists) motivated a progression towards the needed correction. 974
As already stated, he was deeply religious, AND he was a scientist. It would make sense then
that his desire was not to coolly utilize empiricism to demote man’s status in the universe, but
harness his God-given intelligence to investigate and explain how the universe functioned. He would
preface On the Revolutions with a letter to pope Paul II saying:
“I know that a philosopher’s thoughts are beyond the reach of common opinion—for his aim is to search
out the truth in all things—so far as human reason, by God’s permission, can do that. But I do think that
completely false opinions are to be avoided.”975
Tycho Brahe (1546-1601) and his understudy Johannes Kepler would resolve a number of the
difficult issues troubling Copernicus’s proposal, many thanks due to Brahe’s detailed recordings of his
own observations. It would be Kepler who proposed the elliptical orbits of the planets, and that those
orbits were not uniform. To keep in mind for an upcoming segment in this section’s discussion is that
Kepler would actually note that earth’s NOT being at the center of the universe made certain
astronomical measurements and discoveries easier.
Galileo would enhance their collective observations via telescope and confirm with the discovery
of the four moons of Jupiter that all celestial bodies most certainly do not revolve around the earth.
Notice that this is now nearly a century since Copernicus’s research. It was not a swift break from
“science” bogged down by superstition but a gradual building upon evidence in pursuit of a truth
these men considered glorifying to God. We’ve already seen that both Kepler and Galileo were
professing believers so it shouldn’t surprise you that they saw earth’s new position as exalting it
rather than dethroning it, particularly regarding “earthshine,” the ability of earth to reflect the light
and ‘glory’ of the sun. They also saw this as a rescue from the Aristotelian universe where earth was
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at the center and bottom to which all heavy things fell, and a rightful repositioning among the
heavens;
“[M]any arguments will be provided to demonstrate a very strong reflection of the sun’s light from the
earth – this for the benefit of those who assert, principally on the grounds that it has neither motion or
light, that the earth must be excluded from the dance of the stars. For I will prove that the earth does have
motion, that it surpasses the moon in brightness, and that it is not the sump where the universe’s filth and
ephemera collect.”976
Nevertheless Galileo is yet another ‘prop’ batted about by secular naturalists to falsely show
“religion” is and always has been opposed to science. Even if there were some semblance of truth to
this claim, it’s not God and the Bible that would be to blame but manmade institutions. Still Galileo’s
recantation before a Roman catholic inquisition in 1633 is gravely misunderstood along with the
entire drama. To begin with Galileo had insisted that the Roman catholic church immediately endorse
his views instead of allowing them to permeate the scientific community where they would eventually
be weighed out and proven correct or not before being accepted. As well, he published a work titled

Dialogue Concerning the Two Chief World Systems in 1632.977 The book contained a debate between
two philosophers and a layman and served as a vehicle for Galileo to argue his case. The problem
was firstly that one character – Salviati – was the intellectual representing Galileo while an Aristotelian
philosopher put up feeble arguments for Salviati to refute. This didn’t sit well with the scientific
community that primarily held to the Aristotelian model (they also did not approve of his use of the
Italian vernacular to write this book rather than the scholarly Latin). Far worse though was that the
third character was Simplicio which means ‘simpleton’ in Italian. Simplicio’s rebuttals to Salviati were
the same ones the pope liked to use… verbatim! Obviously a member of the catholic church in that
era who publically humiliates the pope is going to suffer some consequences!
For that was Galileo burned at the stake, dear friend? No, he was forced into retirement and
placed under house arrest where he would receive a pension from the church for the remaining NINE
YEARS of his life. Hardly the harsh punishment we’re led to believe he would have received from
some sort of tyrannical church-government intent on stifling intellectualism and scientific
advancement, no? And this gentle punishment was in spite of Galileo violating his agreement to no
longer teach heliocentrism, not for introducing it in the first place (some of his accompanying
conclusions were also unfortunately false like our ocean tides being caused by the earth’s orbit
around the sun, and perfect elliptical orbits).
Clearly, dear friend, this is a very poor example for the ‘science versus religion’ narrative we’ve
been brainwashed to agree with. Again, why aren’t we told the whole truth in high school? Why is it
permitted to be nuanced in this way? I think you know.
One more “straw-man” sometimes inserted into the debate is the execution of Dominican Monk
Giordano Bruno in 1600. You see his Copernican views weren’t the factor (although that’s what
atheists will emphasize); he was teaching pantheism along with the idea that the universe was eternal
and contained an infinite number of occupied worlds (none of which Copernicanism involves). He also
espoused heretical views about the Trinity, the Incarnation of Christ, and other doctrines. These aren’t
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good practices for a catholic friar who has willfully submitted himself to their governance. Need I
mention he wasn’t even recognized as a true scientist in his day?978
Having seen the above summary it should be clear that we’ve been handed a false bill of goods.
Not to mention, as Dennis Danielson puts it, “The great Copernican cliché is premised upon an
uncritical equation of GEOcentrism with ANTHROPOcentrism.”979 That’s because the mistaken belief
that the universe revolved around the earth wasn’t based outright on anthropocentrism (the
philosophy that all things revolve around humanity and are purposed for it), but on easily
misinterpreted observations of the celestial bodies (starting with the sun appearing to move from
east to west around the earth). Removing geocentrism doesn’t automatically disprove that there is
purpose and design in nature and our universe by God (Kepler and Galileo were on to something
when they saw earth’s actual placement as fortuitous and from God).
This myth has been used to convince us that science proves our insignificance. Through the
concealment of all the facts and a purposeful mishandling of details helpful to the agenda, decades
and centuries of empirical discoveries have been scripted to serve as metaphysical ammunition for
the cause of the Grand Narrative of Naturalism when they were anything but!
Amazingly, thanks be to God, this wicked scheme of the devil has still in itself not been enough
to put an end to questions arising regarding the unmistakable design and purpose in nature along
with the uniqueness of earth and its intelligent inhabitants (us) pointing to a significance that needs
to be thoroughly addressed. Moreover all of this must be made available to all people, especially our
children within the educational system so mankind may draw its own conclusions, ones that hopefully
point them to Christ as that would be the truth.
Speaking of the educational system The National Academy of Science in the United States had
released a guidebook for teachers in public schools to aid in teaching evolution and the ‘nature of
science’.980 A published survey in the leading science journal Nature from that same period showed
that of 517 NAS members in biological and physical sciences, just over half responded. 981 Of the
respondents, 72.2% identified as overtly atheistic, 20.8% were agnostic, and only 7% believed in a
personal god of some sort. Belief in God and immortality was lowest among biologists, and the
unbelief among the supposedly scientific community is far higher than in the general U.S. population.
Of that 7% how many are strict adherents to the Bible’s depiction of nature? Probably very few. So
then how will children receive what should be a balanced and objective revelation of what science is
so they can make up their own minds free from prejudice? Pretty close to impossible as impartiality
isn’t even entertained as a priority.
Another mode employed by naturalist scientists to attack faith is by naming Him as nothing
more than a “God of the gaps” – the force behind all happenings until we figure out how something
functions naturally without needing to say, “God did it.”
Once upon a time man believed God had to be the cause of every lightning strike. Eventually we
understood it occurred thanks to a buildup of electrical charges in the atmosphere. The reasoning
goes that in time we’ll be able to explain God out of the picture altogether. What this sort of thinking
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misses is that just because God has set up our system with all of these naturally occurring functions
does not mean He can’t or won’t interact or intervene when it pleases Him.
Consider for a moment the prophet Elijah’s spiritual battle with the false, demonic prophets of
Baal on Mount Carmel.982 To demonstrate to the people of Israel that God was the One True God
and more powerful than the satanic god Baal they had chosen to worship, he gathered them all to
witness a showdown between himself as God’s representative against FOUR-HUNDRED-AND-FIFTY
of Baal’s prophets. Are we to believe this all happened conveniently as a thunderstorm was brewing
but for some reason lightning did not strike during all the hours from morning until midday while
Baal’s false prophets chanted to him for it, but the moment Elijah prayed to God to reveal His power
to His wayward people coincidentally “fire of the Lord fell”? Obviously God sovereignly planned a
sudden storm and a bolt of lightning to fall at that exact moment, OR He intervened in our physical
realm and conjured one up Himself.
Neil DeGrasse Tyson is one atheist scientist I’ve heard mock God as the God of the gaps, but he
too misses that nature appears to function so well because God set it up to run like clockwork. He
also doesn’t appreciate that “It is the glory of God to conceal things, but the glory of kings is to
search things out” (kings were once not only the most powerful, but usually also the most wise and
learned, so scientific endeavours would have often been their pursuits). Atheist neuroscientist and
author Sam Harris says that “[b]elief in the biblical God finds no support in our growing scientific
understanding of the world.”983 But this is no more than bold assertion. While he on his side of the
aisle makes that claim, many scientists are determining that the more we learn the more it appears
that a creator was necessary.
Case in point, Antony Flew was one of the most influential atheists of the twentieth century.
During C.S. Lewis’s time as chair of the Socratic Club at Oxford between 1942 and 1954, Flew gave a
lecture titled “Theology and Falsification.” It would go on to be one of the most widely reprinted
philosophical articles for fifty years. Flew had been a major proponent of the atheist movement. But
with the advancement of scientific discoveries came an explosion of evidence for design both in the
universe as well as in the creature.984 Flew wrestled with what he was reviewing but in 2004 six years
before his death at 87, he admitted that he had become a deist due to philosophical questions that
arose from our deeper understanding of the genetic and cellular complexity of us thinking beings,
namely how such as us could arise.985
Against the backlash from his former, fellow secularists, he’d suggest they follow Socrates’s
advice (as it appeared in Plato’s Republic) and “follow the evidence wherever it leads.”986 Isn’t that
precisely what we’ve been seeing REAL, objective science is?
Dear friend, as you continue onwards in this journey you will see that there is no good reason
whatsoever to deny the existence of God based on supposed scientific evidence. In fact what we
know is very much in favour of His existence, involvement, and even necessity. I find it rather unusual
that behind every process and force or function, be it in biology or chemistry or physics or
astronomy, there always remains this mysterious, unknowable, undiscernible, incalculable force that
seems to be necessary to have first started everything up and then hold it all together. As far as
“gaps” go, this is a formidable one I don’t believe they’ll ever perfectly figure out, save for concocting
flawed formulas that give the appearance of being correct. And this is precisely what they hope to
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achieve with a Grand Unified Theory – stopping up the last gap in their quest to do away with God
(the less obvious biased scientists saying they’re only trying to solve how reality works so well). When
you compare where we are in what we know via scientific endeavours to where we may be in God’s
timetable to His return, it’s quite possible we won’t have long enough to figure it out or even fudge
it. It’s the possibility of fudging that I find so worrisome yet possible thanks to the spiritual climate of
our culture. Half-baked theories built upon half-baked theories to explain away God remind me of
Mark Twain’s quip in Life on the Mississippi:
“There is something fascinating about science. One gets such wholesale returns of conjecture out of such
a trifling investment of fact.”
It would appear that God, in His mercy, has brought us to a point where those who’ve been so
resistant can, if humble enough, see and admit there are no options to this ‘gap’ but the very God

OF the Gaps.
I should also point out, dear friend, that a research team’s ability to replicate any sort of
scientific phenomena will never, ever, prove that a Creator-God was not necessary. They’ll never
successfully create life from inorganic material (although they’ve definitely tried), and they’ll never
create the beginnings of a new universe from nothing. Even if they somehow accomplished either of
these things it would mean nothing.
Think about it for a moment, a team of sentient minds encased in the bodies of biologists using
matter that already exists in combination with forces that are already functioning bringing simple life
from inorganic elements would only prove 1) that you need intelligence to create; and 2) you still
can’t get something from nothing.
And if they were able to create something from nothing in an attempt to replicate their Big
Bang from abusing quantum physics, you’re still left with the problem of where such natural laws
they were able to manipulate came from (not to mention once more the sentient minds necessary to
act upon said laws).
Reading this back to myself, I’m honestly confounded how spontaneous creation from nothing
without the aid of God is even up for debate.
If it hasn’t become clear enough to you that scientists do not harness absolute truth unless God
reveals something to them, or that they are DEFINITELY not reliable sources for your questions about
God and your eternal destination, I’ll share with you one of the most startling examples that was
absolutely gut-wrenching to me when I first heard about it.
Edwin Hubble (1889-1953), who the Hubble Telescope was named after, was one of the first
people to notice a “redshift” or longer-wavelength, red colouring of distant nebulae on the
electromagnetic spectrum. Combining his measurements and data he’d conclude that the farther
away a nebula the greater its redshift.987 This implied that our universe was expanding and not in a
state of quiescence as had been inherited from our ancient Greek cosmological predecessors.
Meanwhile Albert Einstein had predicted an expanding or contracting universe with his Theory of
Relativity. He found the notion so distasteful that he inserted a cosmological constant as a “fudge
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factor”988 in order that his equations show the universe as unchanging in a steady, eternal
equilibrium.
At hearing of Hubble’s discovery, however, Einstein traveled to California to examine Hubble’s
data for himself. As well, a Belgian Roman catholic priest and physicist named Édouard LeMaÎtre
who’d studied under British astrophysicist Arthur Eddington and Soviet Aleksandr Friedmann had also
found that Einstein’s theory of relativity denoted an expanding universe. LeMaÎtre wrote that “at some
time in the past (between ten and twenty thousand million years ago) the distance between
neighboring galaxies must have been zero.”989 He was also the first to describe an early “Hot Big
Bang” (although he did not give it this title), and would write, “The evolution of the world can be
compared to a display of fireworks that has just ended: some few red wisps, ashes and smoke.
Standing on a well-chilled cinder, we see the slow fading of the suns, and we try to recall the
vanished brilliance of the origin of the worlds.”990
Seeing all of this, Einstein retracted his cosmological constant calling what he’d done “the
greatest blunder of my life.”991
Do you see that, dear friend? If the science and accompanying equations brings us to
conclusions we find unfavourable, we just introduce a ‘fudge factor’ so we can avoid any nasty
implications, namely those that point to a Creator. Don’t believe me? Keep reading. In our modern
day when quantum theorists like Lawrence Krauss are running around saying, “Two plus Two equals
FIVE!” what do you think is coming next? This is precisely why I’ve warned that they can force
formulas to say whatever they want, especially in quantum physics which behaves so unusually, and
it’s only a matter of time before someone arrogant enough does so. How long will such a ‘blunder’
remain in the textbooks of our children teaching them definitively with elastic equations that God
most absolutely wasn’t necessary for our existence? How many years would our newspapers scream
in their headlines, “GOD NOT NEEDED,” before another quantum physicist catches or corrects the
error? How many more will be steered to reject even the thought of seeking God unto eternal
destruction before the mistake is rectified?
LeMaÎtre’s mentor, Eddington, would say what many others of the day thought:
“Philosophically, the notion of a beginning to the present order of Nature is repugnant.” 992
Notice, friend, he didn’t say scientifically, he said philosophically. This means the truth was
assaulting their MINDS, not the evidence. Eddington too wanted an explanation where a cosmological
constant in an eternal static state had become imbalanced leading to the appearance of an
expanding universe. But the logical problems of such a model were too large to ignore and most
astronomers begrudgingly accepted LeMaÎtre’s model.
Even with Einstein’s correction there was great resistance to our universe suddenly arriving out
of an infinite past. One such critic was British Astronomer Fred Hoyle (1915-2001), the same
gentleman we said in God Must Exist snidely named such a beginning the “Big Bang” while in a
radio-interview before it stuck. As we’ve seen, he couldn’t help but let slip three decades later that
the universe sure appears designed. Another was physical chemist Walther Nernst (1864-1941). Carl
Friedrich von Weizsäcker (1912-2007) recounts a discussion they’d had in 1938:
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“He said, the view that there might be an age of the universe was not science. At first I did not understand
him. He explained that the infinite duration of time was a basic element of all scientific thought, and to
deny this would mean to betray the very foundations of science. I was quite surprised by this idea and I
ventured the objection that it was scientific to form hypotheses according to the hints given by
experience, and that the idea of an age of the universe was such a hypothesis. He retorted that we could
not form a scientific hypothesis which contradicted the very foundations of science. He was just angry,
and thus the discussion, which was continued in his private library, could not lead to any result.” 993
Why wasn’t it ‘science’ to believe in a beginning to the universe, friend? Why was Nernst so
angry and unwilling to permit an origin to everything? Was he mad that he’d have to rework so
many of this formulas and conclusions? No. I think we both know what – or rather Who – Nernst was
angry with. Again, this demonstrates that whether it be for science or spirituality, you’ll be hardpressed to find the real truth following these atheist researchers.
Dear friend, are you seeing the reality you’re faced with? Are you seeing that those thought to
be the authority of human reason who have led you to deny Jesus Christ for science’s sake have not
done so objectively? Some are better at hiding their gross bias for the sake of advancing their
master’s cause. Others aren’t. Have a look at some of their thoughts. I hope it helps you determine
who you will listen to. I also hope they shock you as much as they do me;
“We take the side of science in spite of the patent absurdity of some of its constructs, in spite of its failure
to fulfill many of its extravagant promises of health and life, in spite of the tolerance of the scientific
community for unsubstantiated just-so stories, because we have a prior commitment, a commitment to
materialism. It is not that the methods and institutions of science somehow compel us to accept a
material explanation of the phenomenal world, but, on the contrary, that we are forced by our a priori
adherence to material causes to create an apparatus of investigation and a set of concepts that produce
material explanations, no matter how counter-intuitive, no matter how mystifying to the uninitiated.
Moreover, that materialism is absolute, for we cannot allow a Divine Foot in the door.”994
That was from Richard Lewontin, an American evolutionary biologist, mathematician, and
geneticist. Then we have Albert Einstein again who was humble enough to permit some sort of god
was likely required to order the universe he observed, but too proud to earnestly seek out the God of
the Bible you’re getting to discover here;
“The word god is for me nothing more than the expression and product of human weaknesses, the Bible a
collection of honourable, but still primitive legends which are nevertheless pretty childish. No
interpretation no matter how subtle can (for me) change this.”995
How sad that if he’d only prayed and prayed to God in mercy, God would have revealed Himself.
It’s also troubling that “no interpretation” would convince Einstein. This is exactly why it’s been so
incredibly foolish and altogether idiotic for the western church to cow to the “scientific” community
over the last few centuries, allegorizing and mythologizing every supernatural and miraculous work of
God found in the pages of Scripture in order to better suit the tastes unbeliever’s tastes in hopes of
their salvation. That maneuver you’ll see in the remainder of this section was totally unnecessary,
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even for those of great intellect. Even so we STILL have people in the church claiming a literal
interpretation of those miracles is ‘damaging to the gospel’ and repelling people from coming to
Christ. Hardly.
The truth is as pastors and seminaries have given more and more inches, more and more miles
have been taken to the point where the Bible is looked at even by many churchgoers as a book for
moral efficacy and thoughtful advice for leading a ‘good’ life. It’s true Truth has been totally
degraded and stripped of it.
“How do we know that our holy books are free from error? Because the books themselves say so.
Epistemological black holes of this sort are fast draining the light from our world.”996
That was neuroscientist Sam Harris once again. I can’t honestly bring to mind anywhere in
Scripture where it says, ‘This is all true so believe it,’ but it’s probably implied. Nevertheless, this
doesn’t affect all the evidence we’ve already looked at which displayed beyond a reasonable doubt
that the Bible is definitely God’s Word and ‘free from error’. More than that, knowing God and seeing
His Word play out in my life and prove to be true, I can trust it’s not wrong and neither is He.
Departing momentarily from those in the scientific community, Colonel Robert Ingersoll, the
nineteenth-century American political leader known as “The Great Agnostic” had this to say:
“Is there an intelligent man or woman now in the world who believes in the Garden of Eden story? If there
is, strike here (tapping his forehead) and you will hear an echo. Something is for rent.” 997
Passed of as a silly fairytale, we’ve got every reason to believe it’s true, especially when one
recalls our inescapable sin-nature. Comedian and political talk show host Bill Maher said, “I think that
people who think God wrote a book called the Bible are just childish.”998 Based on what, Mr. Maher?
On a lengthy and truly open examination of it and the surrounding proofs while pleading with God
to help you believe? I doubt it. I’ve seen some of Maher’s refutations – they’re what’s childish. If
you’d like to see more quotes from scientific academia which divulge an obvious bias, there’s no
shortage and you’ll find them easily enough online.
Some argue that we only “see what you wanna’ see,” and that this is the only reason people
arrive at the conclusion that the Holy Bible is indeed God’s Word (obviously from our journey such a
position is clearly ill-informed). But the reality is, reviewing how scientists both deny and accept God,
it goes both ways. Evidently many scientists have no desire to see that God is and has been at work.
When we look closer at their lives, and specifically those who first introduced ideas which have been
used to erode the Bible, we don’t see spiritually reborn followers of God. Taking into account our
very present enemy, this should tell you what spirit was operating within these people.
At the same time there are a great number of scientists who’ve been brought up within the false
paradigm and that has completely robbed them of their ability to see God. Having arrived at their
scientific conclusions without any intended bias they think they’re being objective enough, but with
the social and spiritual programming they’ve endured, they can’t help but be a pawn in a system that
has been usurped by the most deceptive, strategic, and cunning nemesis one could ever conceive of,
for the purpose of leading many astray.
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I highly doubt we’ll ever reverse this movement, but my prayer is that reading this will help
uproot deep-seated beliefs in you and anyone else who reads it so that they will no longer serve as
intellectual barriers. Of course, you have to be willing to let them go, dear friend.
While science should deal with repeatable observations in the present, evolution and other
‘long-age’ theories are based on assumptions from outside of science regarding an UNobservable
past. The facts, therefore, aren’t speaking for themselves, but are being interpreted in diametrically
opposed ways by Christians and humanists. At the same time uniformitarianism which is the belief
that the rate at which things are happening today are just as slow as they have always been also
impacts our ability to arrive at true conclusions about the distant past because they’re founded on
what we observe in the present. This obviously also causes problems with what God’s Word tells us.
Those daring enough to make scientific statements that go against this well established paradigm are
derided because what they say is seen as pure fancy. Friend, if you’re one of those who laughs at
creationists you need to know that as much comfort as you think you’re receiving by agreeing with
the big names in science (as if somehow they’ll shield you from the coming wrath of God), such
derision was foretold in God’s Word as a warning that His return was not far off;
"...you should remember the predictions of the holy prophets and the commandment
of the Lord and Savior through your apostles, knowing this first of all, that scoffers will come
in the last days with scoffing, following their own sinful desires. They will say, ‘Where is the
promise of his coming? For ever since the fathers fell asleep, all things are continuing as
they were from the beginning of creation.’ For they deliberately overlook this fact, that the
heavens existed long ago, and the earth was formed out of water and through water by
the word of God, and that by means of these the world that then existed was deluged with
water and perished. But by the same word the heavens and earth that now exist are stored
up for fire, being kept until the day of judgment and destruction of the ungodly."

The Second Letter of Peter, chapter 3, verses 2 to 7

What also needs to be considered, and has certainly been pointed out a number of times now,
is that there is a spirit at work behind science just as spirits are at work behind everything. Where
once upon a time we saw humbled men of God pursuing Him through their sciences and the Holy
Spirit of God aiding these “kings” in revealing the concealed mysteries of how He ordered our
physical realm, we’ve always had pervasive demonic spirits trying to misdirect and steer these
scientific advances via the men who were making them. It’s why we saw that Greek thought had
permeated the sciences, affected to a lesser degree the Christian researchers, and then made its
spiritually energized resurgence in the nineteenth century when the steady-state universe was once
again adopted as most palatable. This continues on into our twentieth and twenty-first centuries of
course.
Epicurean philosophy was a major component which apparently couldn’t be escaped. It had
attracted many disciples, the most notable being Titus Lucretius Carus (99-55 B.C.). He was the man
to popularize Atomism (sound familiar?) in his famous poem, “On the Nature of the Universe;”
“Granted, then, that empty space extends without limit in every direction and that seeds innumerable in
number are rushing on countless courses through an unfathomable universe under the impulse of
perpetual motion, it is in the highest degree unlikely that this earth and sky is the only one to have been
created and that all those particles of matter outside are accomplishing nothing. This follows from the fact
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that our world has been made by nature through the spontaneous and casual collision and the
multifarious, accidental, random, and purposeless congregation and coalescence of atoms whose
suddenly formed combinations could serve on each occasion as the starting point of substantial fabrics—
earth and sea and sky and the races of living creatures.”999
How repulsive. And how absolutely antithetical to what God says in His Word! It’s no wonder
Christ returned when He did, as this way of thinking was undoubtedly going to be used by satan to
overtake the world. It eventually did as you can tell from lines like “the fact that our world has been
made by nature through the spontaneous and casual collision and the multifarious, accidental,
random, and purposeless congregation and coalescence of atoms.” How absolutely godless. It sounds
exactly like the modern atheists belief about our Big Bang coming from nothing randomly being the
cause of all that is which utterly robs God of His glory as Creator.
Two things should be evident to you from this, dear friend; 1) the same antichrist spirit has
always been at work vying for control of our minds; and 2) if Christ came the first time to vanquish
such vain philosophies while asserting His authority as Creator, what do you think might be coming
soon as this same vain philosophy overtakes and consumes humanity in our current age?
Now certainly the idea of indivisible particles called atoms is a close-enough-to-true concept.
But why did WE in our later era call them atoms except in memoriam to Epicurean philosophy?! How
overrun is modern science with Greek philosophy? Why have our scientists had such an affinity
toward the Greeks and their mythology and terminology which is adopted for every new chemical
and planet and star, etcetera?! Considering we already learned that the paganism and mystical
spirituality came to the Greeks out of Egypt and that satan has been at work through it all in various
forms of Luciferianism to this very day, it should be obvious to you what is going on! The direction
and motivation behind so much of what’s called “modern science” should unsettle you. There is a
reason that CERN’s (Conseil Européen pour la Recherche Nucléaire, or European Organization for
Nuclear Research) laboratory in Geneva is home to a two meter tall statue of Shiva the Hindu
goddess of destruction, friend (oh sure, you’ll be led to believe it was an innocent gift from the
Indian government,1000 and there’s no hidden occult meaning behind it; if that’s the case why Shiva?
Why not Brahma their creator,1001 or Vishnu their preserver?!). These people so far-removed from God
and His Holy Spirit are completely under bondage to satan, whether they know it or not. That should
raise questions about what he is trying to accomplish or bring about through their research. The
same questions should be asked of all unbelieving scientists who serve as unwitting pawns.
It goes without saying then that a consortium of people spiritually oppressed by satan are going
to be hostile to those people who are filled with and operating by the Spirit of Christ. As real science
has everything to do with truth and God (and more importantly, God’s Truth) it’s no wonder that
there is a complete embargo to scientific research and ideas which set off from starting points with
hypotheses to validate what Scripture tells us about the natural realm. Along with this intellectual and
spiritual suppression comes the silencing of creationists seen as dissenters and outright nuisances by
some. Often times students and faculty who hold biblical (and scientifically founded) positions are
penalized and stigmatized.1002 Not being able to receive grants, potentially losing tenure, these are
the sorts of obstacles faced by scientists who know the Truth and strictly adhere to it. Institutional
and government funding for such research is exceedingly rare as well while millions and billions of
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dollars go to scientists who hold nonbiblical, naturalistic presuppositions. Where else but away from
God could science go while dragging society with it?
Thankfully, in spite of this, design of the universe, biological subsystems, biogenesis and genetic
complexity are so unavoidable that even agnostics and atheists are uncovering much-needed
evidence in the case for a creator; it just takes a Christ-minded research scientist to comb through
the findings and present that case. Nevertheless, anything to do with a ‘young earth’ and such is
quickly shunned.
From time to time when discussing reality with ardently atheist friends I’ll refer to the findings of
these very capable and intelligent scientists. But such evidence is dismissed outright because it isn’t
“peer-reviewed” in what’s considered a ‘respectable’, naturalist science-journal (which it most
commonly is not). But the problem isn’t with the information I’ve presented, it’s with the person
having been brainwashed into thinking secular journals are the only place they’ll find truth on nature,

AND that they don’t understand creationist scientists review, challenge, and critique each others’ work
just as doggedly as they would papers on non-creationist subjects. Their bias also ignores the fact
that fraud and errors happen in secular journals making those conclusions just as false as they think
creationists’ conclusions are. Just because it’s secular and materialist doesn’t mean it will be true (if
that hasn’t been made obvious enough by now).
It’s been said already but I’ll say again that very gifted, talented scientists on par of ability and
intelligence with secular scientists can be creationists. Many hold patents and have made huge
contributions to our technological advancement as well as scientific advancements. Only one example
is Dr. Raymond Damadian, the inventor of the Magnetic Resonance Imaging (M.R.I.) machine. 1003 Read
the noted article and you will quickly see he was no ‘simple Simon’. There are countless more
creationist scientists like him. It is foolhardy to deny and ignore Jesus Christ and His Word because of
creationism when such gifted minds accept it, believe it, and offer indisputable evidence for it. It is
heartbreaking for me to communicate with people that angrily deny God and creationism when most
haven’t really even investigated it. I know it’s not intellectualism that’s their barrier but something
emotional and spiritual. Dear friend, if you’re one of those people that rejects creationist science on
its face and thinks these people fools, I’m going to give you some advice as nicely as I can: Get over
yourself. God opposes the proud but gives grace to the humble, and you are resisting knowing the
greatest Being your mind could ever just barely conceive of. You’re also rejecting the most incredible
spiritual blessings this side of eternity and into the next. That is an awful shame to me who knows
Him intimately and cares about you.
If you struggle to free yourself from the lie that creationists scientists must be peer-reviewed by
naturalists before you’ll consider their position, a great article on why this “peer-review” argument is
of no value and shouldn’t stop any thinking individual from looking at the creationist’s positions and
findings can be read here.1004 Also to consider is that Dr. Damadian was not only decorated by his
president for his medical and technological achievements, but he was also peer-reviewed. Why would
anything he would research in creationism be any less excellent than that revolving around what’s
considered nonbiblical science? There’s no sense accepting one while denying the other.
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Something that may or may not surprise and even shock you is that this bias against creationism
will inevitably lead to widespread persecution of Christians holding fast to the plain-sense
interpretation of Scripture. The reason is due to atheists believing adamantly that Christian
creationism is holding the world back from what’s thought as critical scientific advancement. It might
sound crazy but there is a growing of such an illegitimate fear that conservative Christian
interpretation of the Bible will doom mankind. Seriously. I find it ironic that it’s actually conservative
Christian interpretation of the Bible that is the only means of salvation for mankind, AND such
interpretation warns such doom is inevitable FOR mankind, yet it’s precisely what’s targeted as the
source of our demise.
I wish I could remember exactly where I’d seen it happen, but it may have been Bill Nye during
his debate with creationist Ken Ham.1005 He became extremely agitated at one point and went off
about how dangerous creationist thought was to our future and that it needed to be stopped. He’d
already made such statements in the past,1006 so I’m pretty sure that was where I saw it. What
alarmed me wasn’t that he said it (it’s expected), but how aggressive he appeared when he was
saying it.
Looking at Dr. Damidian does this grave concern strike you as being at all warranted? Or does it
strike you as it does me, as fear-mongering to get parents to lead their kids away from the Truth? He
may sincerely believe it, but it’s clear who’s using him to deliver this message of spiritual deception.
We’ll talk later on about how far off this accusation of creationism stunting research is. One way it
can help though is if scientists are so humble before God that they believe every last word He’s said
without turning it into mindless metaphor, you know they’ll be humble enough to let Him bless their
work which can only be beneficial for humanity as their research serves as a testament to aid His
people. Just look into the accolades of fine creationist Scientists as I have.
We already mentioned in Our Educational Institutions Have Been Usurped for the Demonic

Agenda that the Wunderlichs, a Christian family in Germany, lost their children for the crime of
HOMESCHOOLING in 2013. It’s no wonder Hitler immediately had the Gestapo take over the
educational system in that country upon his entry into the role of chancellor – he wanted the state to
mold the minds of the children so they could grow up and keep his demonic ideology in power and
further it. He also banned homeschooling, no surprise.1007 It’s also illegal in Sweden where a 7-yearold boy was taken from his family;1008 as well as Spain (although thankfully the sentence is simply
that parents must enroll their child in the public school system – but that begs the question, “What
happens when they refuse?”).1009 There are several other countries where it’s illegal or highly
regulated,1010 and up-to-date stories about persecution can be found at the international webpage of
the Home School Legal Defense Association.1011
In Norway there were five children who attended public school who were taken away from their
Christian parents who taught – you’d never guess – that God punishes sin…1012 What if they’d been
taught creationism?
Meanwhile in the United States where it is considered a constitutional right to self-educate,
founder and executive vice president of the International Association for Creation says it’s a constant
battle against the government pushing for more, oppressive regulations.1013 Considering who he
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speaks on behalf of, what do you think that implies about the sorts of regulations being fought
against? Yes, the science-curriculum.
This sort of infringement should come as no surprise to Believers (and anyone watching), for the
Apostle Paul was led by the Holy Spirit to warn his young disciple Timothy of what would be
expected for those really living out their faith, and even for teaching what best accords with Scripture;
“Indeed, all who desire to live a godly life in Christ Jesus will be persecuted, while evil
people and impostors will go on from bad to worse, deceiving and being deceived. But as
for you, continue in what you have learned and have firmly believed, knowing from whom
you learned it and how from childhood you have been acquainted with the sacred writings,
which are able to make you wise for salvation through faith in Christ Jesus. All Scripture is
breathed out by God and profitable for teaching, for reproof, for correction, and for training
in righteousness, that the man of God may be complete, equipped for every good work.”

The Second Letter to Timothy, chapter 3, verses 12 to 17

satan has long since known that the way to keep people from salvation is to get them to doubt
the veracity of God’s Word. So if he can keep them indoctrinated in a system of scientific education
which appears to completely contradict Scripture at face-value, it’s all the easier for him to attack
whatever faith they might have in other areas of the Bible to keep them from fully trusting in God for
eternal life.
Dear friend, what we’re about to start looking at is going to help you properly interpret the data
or ‘’evidence’ we see. You will then arrive at conclusions which go against and threaten so much that
has already been “substantiated” in science as ‘fact’ and ‘truth’. The history of our universe as well as
humanity has come from origins which seem foolish and unbelievable to most people in our day and
age. Why has God done everything in this way, a way which seems contrary to our senses – or at
least what we’ve trained our senses to see?
“For the word of the cross is folly to those who are perishing, but to us who are being
saved it is the power of God. For it is written,
“‘I will destroy the wisdom of the wise,
and the discernment of the discerning I will thwart.’
“Where is the one who is wise? Where is the scribe? Where is the debater of this age? Has
not God made foolish the wisdom of the world? For since, in the wisdom of God, the world did
not know God through wisdom, it pleased God through the folly of what we preach to save
those who believe. For Jews demand signs and Greeks seek wisdom, but we preach Christ
crucified, a stumbling block to Jews and folly to Gentiles, but to those who are called, both
Jews and Greeks, Christ the power of God and the wisdom of God. For the foolishness of God
is wiser than men, and the weakness of God is stronger than men.
“For consider your calling, brothers: not many of you were wise according to worldly
standards, not many were powerful, not many were of noble birth. But God chose what is
foolish in the world to shame the wise; God chose what is weak in the world to shame the
strong; God chose what is low and despised in the world, even things that are not, to bring to
nothing things that are, so that no human being might boast in the presence of God.”

The Second Letter to Timothy, chapter 1, verses 18 to 29
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God has done things this way to confound the “wise” because He HATES pride. Just look how
proud we are with our “modern science” which, as we’ve covered, is hardly science at all due to its

misapplication of the scientific method with total prejudice against God. A proper interpretation of
what we see requires our humble faith before God – to look foolish before those supposedly wise.
Imagine watching a handful of well-dressed people sprinting from a fancy dinner-party on a
luxury yacht, then jumping overboard in their expensive outfits. The other guests approach the rails at
the side of the boat to point and laugh at them now treading water below. This reaction, although
mocking and unkind, looks rather reasonable in light of the circumstances, as well as their designer
clothes and shoes being ruined. How foolish and nonsensical.
But then the yacht explodes in a fireball which engulfs everyone who remained on board – the
jeerers. Now what made those people look like fools has made them to be wise.
Another such scientist who, looking foolish to the world, jumped off that luxury yacht at 40 years
of age is Dr. Jim Mason. Dr. Mason, who has a B.Sc. in Engineering Physics from Queen’s University in
Kingston, Ontario, and a Ph.D. in Experimental Nuclear Physics from McMaster University in Hamilton
Ontario, believes wholeheartedly in Jesus Christ and every part of the Holy Bible. He said in an
interview with Dr. Jonathan Sarfati from Creation magazine (who I’ve already cited);
“I have become increasingly amazed at how comprehensive and yet internally consistent the Bible and
Christianity are. I spent most of my working career as a System Engineer developing complex and
sophisticated defence electronic systems. Consequently, I have come to think of the Bible and Christianity
as the perfect system.”1014
Dear friend, Dr. Mason didn’t shut his brain off, he was made Born Again by the Holy Spirit of
God and finally saw the evidence for what it was really saying! This can happen to you too! I highly
recommend reading the whole interview.
God’s Word calls us to abandon this world and not to love the things of this world, even though
it will appear foolish to those of the world who themselves love the things of this world. Before you
jeer us Christians who you believe to be fools, consider who God is and that He is more than capable
to have brought all this together in ways that force the mind to accept what many today have been
led to deny as folly.
Thanks be to God I’ve swallowed my pride and am counted a fool before man for my beliefs.
Will you?
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The Bible Contains Scientific Foreknowledge
Finally, dear friend, we’ve arrived at the segment I’ve promised many times. Like God foretelling
events hundreds and thousands of years before they would come to pass, He inspired His authors to

ALSO include details about the natural world we find ourselves in, sometimes specifically but most
often in passing. These details could not have been fully, and sometimes even barely, comprehended
by men of the age. The inclusion of such information in the Holy Bible serves to further demonstrate
that it is most certainly a divinely inspired text with a supernatural origin – God, well outside of the
constraints of time who also ordered our universe and could influence His writers of Scripture to
allude to some of the mechanisms found herein.
We’ve also mentioned numerous times that the Bible is NOT a science textbook (that was never
its intention). Nevertheless, when it deals with or touches on the scientific, it does so free of the
absurdities one would expect from ancient writings from men not privy to nature’s inner workings.
Meanwhile the contemporary religious and philosophical texts of the day bordered on ludicrous. You
may have reservations about the Bible being accurate in all it says, friend, but by the end of Part 4
you’ll see you’ve got no reason to.
How exactly the biblical authors knew what to write is anyone’s guess. I imagine it’s probably
very similar to how God inspired them to write prophecy. Regarding this specific material, the Holy
Spirit either compelled them to write the exact words or phrases as they surrendered to Him, similar
to how the modern occult-medium permits demonic spirits to communicate through them during
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what is called automatic writing. God may have also coummincated the wording in a very literal and
tangible way either audibly or within the mind of the writer who then transcribed it. Lastly, the
concepts may have arrived as nonverbal “thoughts” from the Holy Spirit – collections of wordless
ideas downloaded into the person’s mind who then did their best to put such ideas into words for
the reading audience; and similarly a vision of specific yet hard to discern imagery (as they had no
scientific reference to compare what they were seeing with) which appeared before their eyes or
within their mind, that they then translated onto paper via discernable words.
We witnessed in the last segment, The Truth about “Science,” that scientists in the first part of
the twentieth century predominantly believed in and held to some sort of ‘steady state theory’ – that
the universe had always existed as we observe it today. We also saw how resistant they were to the
reality that our universe and all its contents had came into being spontaneously at a particular point
in eternity’s past (be it both for scientific, but also philosophical and spiritual reasons as they’d been
influenced by Greek ideas). Today, however, virtually all scientists accept some variation of a “Big
Bang” cosmological model.
Dr. Paul Dirac (1902-1984), a Nobel Prize winner in Physics from Cambridge University said in
1972;
“It seems certain that there was a definite time of creation.”1015
God was right all along, friend. More than that, He was right in saying everything came from
NOTHING, which is precisely what the text of Genesis 1:1 implies. Not only that but the text is
correct in its implications that everything would have purpose and order when the Big Bang theories
left to their own devices would result in nothing more than meaningless chaos. Truly God established
everything with this order and functionality we see and will explore further, and He did indeed
command it to to act accordingly as the psalmist was inspired to say;
"By the word of the Lord the heavens were made,
and by the breath of his mouth all their host...
"Let all the earth fear the Lord;
let all the inhabitants of the world stand in awe of him!
For he spoke, and it came to be;
he commanded, and it stood firm."

The 33rd Psalm, verses 6, 8 and 9

Of little surprise to the ‘foolish’ who trust in God’s Word and expect scientific discovery to align
with it, in 1980 an astronomer named Hermann Bondi (1919-2005) wrote the following in reference
to a quote by his mentor, Karl Popper (1902-1994), a philosopher of science;
“As an erstwhile cosmologist, I speak with feeling of the fact that theories of the origin of the universe
have been disproved by present day empirical evidence as have various theories of the origin of the solar
system.”1016
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You’ve probably never heard such an opinion, have you, dear friend? Truth be told, the many
cosmological models incorporating a ‘Big Bang’ are fraught with contradictions and problems when
compared to our actual observations. Just look into “problems with Big Bang cosmology” as I have
and you’ll see it’s a jumbled mess of wishful thinking.
Another notable astronomer named Harold Jeffreys (1891-1989) agreed;
“To sum up, I think that all suggested accounts of the origin of the solar system are subject to serious
objections. The conclusion in the present state of the subject would be that the system cannot exist.” 1017
Up until 1915 astronomers believed our galaxy made up the entire universe. In 1924 Hubble
used his 2.5 meter mirror telescope on Mount Wilson to determine that what appeared to be distant
stars were actually other galaxies. He would calculate the distance to the Andromeda galaxy as 1.5
MILLION light-years away! Being as the speed of light in the vacuum of space is 299,792 kilometers
per second (or 186,282 miles), Andromeda is 14,181,360,768,000,000,000 kilometers away. I know, that
number is meaningless to us. It translates to 14.18 billion, BILLION kilometers away (that’s a billion
times a billion)! And the obserable universe is said to be 93 billion light-years OR 8.8×1023
kilometers across in diameter!
For some reference light travels 9,454,240,512,000 kilometers in a single year (that’s 9.45

TRILLION kilometers, or a billion times another thousand). It goes 1,079,252,848 kilometers in a
single hour (or 670,616,629 mph). The sun is 149.6 MILLION kilometers, or 93 million miles, away on
average, as the orbit is elliptical. This average distance is also known as an ‘A.U.’ - astronomical unit
or “distance from the sun to earth” (it’s closest in early January at approximately 146 million
kilometers, and farthest away in early July at about 152 million kilometers, a variance of nearly 4%). It
takes the sun’s light 499 seconds on average to reach earth. That’s a whole 8 minutes and 20
seconds.
This means that in a single second light could travel around the equator of our earth measuring
12,742 kilometers twenty-three-and-a-half times. In the time it takes for the sun’s rays to reach us,
light would travel around our earth eleven thousand, seven hundred and forty times!
Try and process all that, friend… It would take 93 billion YEARS for LIGHT moving THAT FAST
to travel across our universe!
In 1990 the Hubble Space Telescope launched into orbit and in 1996 was focused on a tiny spot
of outer space. The field of view was equal to focusing on a dime (17.91 milimeters wide) SEVENTY-

FIVE feet away (or 22.86 meters – a thousand times the distance of a millimeter)! That works out to
only 7.83-4 or 0.000783 degrees of angle! A degree at arm’s length (roughly 1 meter) would be about
17 milimeters across. What the Hubble telescope looked at would have been nearly ONE

HUNDREDTH of a millimeter across at arms length, a fraction of even a grain of sand held between
your finger and thumb against the night sky! Yet within that small area they saw 1500 galaxies!1018
Since then astronomers have come to estimate that at least TWO TRILLION galaxies exist in our
universe!1019 That’s a thousand billions multiplied by two.
If you wanted to appreciate the vastness of our galaxy as well, if an inch represented ten million
miles, you could draw a circle about one/twelfth of an inch in diameter on a piece of paper. Nine
inches from that you could gently prick the tiniest hole in the paper with a pin. That tiny pinhole
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would represent our earth. The circle one-twelfth of an inch would represent our sun 864,327 miles in
diameter. If you drove forty miles away to draw another circle, this circle would represent Alpha

Centauri, our closet neighbouring star 4.367 light-years (or 41.32 trillion kilometers) away. Our Milky
Way galaxy at this scale would be about 980,000 miles across (from earth to the moon and back
twice!).
Meanwhile our sun which we said is 1.391 million kilometers in diameter puts off 400 trillion,

trillion watts of power per second in all directions.1020 That’s a 4 with 26 zeroes following it. The
United States uses ten million megawatt-hours per day.1021 If my calculations are correct a second of
energy from the sun could power the U.S. for 4.57 billion years, a little longer than the supposed
length of time earth has existed as a planet.
Here’s another way to look at the power output of the sun; “Little Boy” was the name of the
hydrogen-bomb dropped on Hiroshima during World War II. It was a 15 kiloton nuclear bomb. Its
lethal radius was 1.3 kilometers and it killed 66,000 people. 1022 Three days later “Fat Man” was
dropped on Nagasaki when the Japanese refused to surrender.1023 It’s yield was 21 kilotons killing
some 40,000 people immediately.1024 A megaton is obviously the equivalent of 1000 kilotons, so
roughly FIFTY times more powerful than Fat Man. A one-megaton nuclear bomb could potentially kill
every person within five to six kilometers.1025
The sun, however, puts off the same explosive energy as a trillion one-megatons bombs EVERY
SECOND.1026 It consumes roughly six HUNDRED MILLION tonnes of hydrogen every second. The
earth being about 5.927 x 1021 tonnes would be consumed in nearly 79,000 years.
At the same time the largest star we know of to date is UY Scuti (BD-12 5055). It’s believed to
be some seventeen hundred times larger than our sun. It’s estimated that there are a three hundred

SEXTILLION (3 x 1023) stars in the universe!1027 That’s a lot of energy.
I’ve taken the opportunity to discuss all this because atheists like Carl Sagan say the sheer,
unimagineable size of our universe, coupled with the immense power, puts us and earth in our place
as highly insignificant and utterly inconsequential. Although that may be true to some extent, God’s
decision to make the universe this large and this powerful was with great reason. Some scoffers
complain that this proves God is wasteful, and that it’s nonsensical for Him to create so much if it’s
just us He’s concerned with (also their argument as to why He had to have created life on other
planets, regardless of what His Word implies). But how could an infinite being ‘waste’ anything if he
can go on creating an expending energy forever?
No, the unimagineable volume in God’s creation should primarily bring into perspective just how
incomprehensible His power is, and it is to this that He created so much. We finite beings cannot
fathom what it means for Him to be all-powerful and infinite… but these discoveries are meant to
help. This is the Creator-God our Scriptures tell us is ‘mighty to save’ both in the temporal, and
concerning the eternal punishment of death for our sins.
No doubt.
It’s amazing that as we’ve grown farther and farther from the heart of God as a society, He’s
timed it perfectly so we would have all the more reason to be cowed into total humility before Him
thanks to our better understanding of the magnitude of His creation. Truly “the heavens declare the
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glory of God, and the sky above proclaims His handiwork. Day to day pours out speech, and
night to night reveals knowledge.”
We’ve already covered how Genesis 1:1 introduces to us space, time, matter, and energy (and
even motion), and that this is a very rational and accurate conveyance of what would have happened
when everything came to being out of nothing. Time Magazine would say in their December 1976
issue that “[m]ost cosmologists agree that the Genesis account of creation, in imagining an initial
void, may be uncannily close to the truth.” In March of 1997, Jim Holt, science writer at the Wall
Street Journal would write:
“The universe suddenly exploded into being... The big bang bears an uncanny resemblance to the Genesis
command.”1028
Again, when one takes the time to examine the first and second chapters of Genesis which give
the account of God’s creation, they certainly show a supernatural involvement by God, but in a
manner that is authoritative and free of whimsy compared with the mythological counterparts of
other cultures’ origin stories. We already spent a good deal of time discussing this in Recurring

Themes in Creation Accounts Around the World Are Quite Telling. That gods or beings of divinity are
portrayed as emerging from water should first cause you to ask, “Where’d the water come from?”
followed by the closely related question, “Why’s the water there first?”
You may have heard that watery origins are due to the Nile’s river flooding cyclically each year,
because this flood brought life to the area. Yet this implies a very late creation of the narrative when
farming was finally utilized on a grand scale in this region and the yearly flooding was necessary for
redepositing soil and nutrients in the fields next to the banks. It also misses the reality that
cosmologies from various cultures all over the globe speak of creation coming from water whether
there be flooding or not.
As well, any origin story incorporating more than one god in the beginning can immediately be
rejected based on our logical conclusions made in God Must Exist where there would only be ONE
God ever. It also becomes evident from reviewing Egyptian creation myths that Moses wasn’t copying
– he wasn’t even influenced by them. Some insist Moses used the Sumerian narrative due to some
obvious similarities as well as its dating of 1600 B.C.. 1029 Those wrongly convinced the Old Testament
came about from Jews in Babylonian exile point to the Babylonian narratives dated to the 7th century
B.C., but the dating for portions of their myths extend all the way back to the beginning of the 2 nd
millennium B.C. 1030 meaning in their minds that Moses may also have been influenced by them. But
as we already covered, their narratives so blatantly mythologized from what we see in Genesis are the
result of distortions infecting passed-down oral traditions from the descendants of Noah; then
Moses’s account came from God to reassert the truth of man’s history and beginnings for all
proceeding generations to profit from.
Looking at the creation legends from Heliopolis during the 5th dynasty and onwards throughout
Egypt, they’re clearly inventions fused with embellishments and legendization and immortalization as
deities of the most powerful and prominent ancestors who ruled over the collective of people that
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had multiplied and descended from Noah’s sons after the flood (hence the origins commonly from
chaotic waters which covered everything).
The Pyramid Texts from the 5th Egyptian dynasty (dated to 2400-2300 B.C.)1031 tell us of Atum
the first ‘god’ (that name sounds familiar in reference to ‘firsts’, doesn’t it, friend?). Naturally he’d be
associated later with Ra.1032 Need I mention Atum brings himself into existence from nothing by his
own will (where’d his will come from to do that if he didn’t exist yet? Idiocy). As one would suspect
from satanically inspired people Atum was androgynous and known as “the great He-She.” 1033
Also natural to such spiritually perverted people is that a major factor for creation was Atum’s
“divine masturbation.” What also can’t be missed is that Seth is a prominent first child in the drama.
Lest we forget, Seth was the child born to Adam and Eve to replace Abel after Cain murdered him.
Seth was in the lineage of the good guys, yet in Egypt’s perversion of accounts while under the
influence of the devil who undoubtedly hated Seth, he’s portrayed as a sadistic and maniacal deity
who starts off by killing his own sibling, Osiris, as if this would remove the shame that had remained
on Cain for all later generations to remember.1034 One version has Seth lock Osiris in a chest and
throw him in the Nile River.1035 Another has him cut Osiris into 14 pieces.1036 Isis, their sister (who’s
also Osiris’s wife), is able to recover only 13 of those pieces, and replicates the missing genitals by
making a phallus.1037 With this she’s able to impregnate herself in order that she bear them a child –

Horus.1038 Horus would be the god of daylight (how fitting, my dear friend, when we know from Part
3 that the ‘Child of Horus’ is anticipated by modern Luciferians for the ‘light’ or illumination of

enlightenment he will bring – albeit a FALSE illumination). Horus is the one who kills Seth. When we
recognize that Seth was an integral link in the lineage to Jesus Christ it is also no surprise that Horus
– a type of the antichrist – would go to war with him and kill him.1039 What sort of metaphor do you
think this was inspired to convey?
Finally, all of this sexual perversion is the very reason Osiris and Isis cults in Egypt employed
temple prostitutes to represent human manifestations of these gods for their imitative sex-magick
rituals. If you can recall, Aleister Crowley the most influential Luciferian of the twentieth century, and
all those before him, believed in and upheld sex-magick practices in their quest for power unto
themselves as well as the spirits which operated around, in, and through them. It should not be a
shock to you, dear friend to hear that Egyptians who associated their gods with animals would have
incorporated bestiality in such rituals.1040 Such imagery can be seen in some of the tombs and on
wall-reliefs,1041 as well as in heiroglyphics dating back to 3000 B.C.. Several kings and queens had
reputations of engaging in it, Cleopatra having been said to use a small box filled with buzzing bees
as a vibrating device against herself.
Greek historian Herodotus reported that he’d watched a woman have public sex with a he-goat
in a ritual at Mendes of Egypt.1042 That should disturb you for its obvious satanic origins as the
symbol of Baphomet Luciferians are so fond of is known AS “The Goat of Mendes.” Women could
present themselves naked to this goat kept as an expressive incarnation of the deity (possibly
Banebdjedet1043 but who even knows) and publically “enjoy” him.1044 Sick!

Min, a fertility god, was linked with Horus whose symbol was a bull.1045 It’s obvious what
participating in his worship would entail then. This only makes sense when we see the Israelites have
a massive orgy before a golden calf at the beginning of their exodus from Egypt. Naturally God
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would have to command them not to partake in bestiality which all the surrounding nations were
involved in.
According to the sources used by researchers Andrea Beetz and Anthony Podberscek in their
book Bestiality and Zoophilia: Sexual Relations with Animals, bestiality wasn’t limited to sacred rituals
either, but was something even the average citizen was conned into believing held medicinal and
practical benefits for them.
If this wasn’t enough, it’s also reported that cult prostitutes were chosen at young ages and
deflowered by the priests using a phallic ‘obelisk’ in honour to Osiris and Isis. 1046 Before you try to
dismiss this as nothing more than conjecture, understand that famed protestant Christian missionary
Amy Carmichael was rescuing little girls from forced prostitution at Hindu temples while in India into
the twentieth century (but Hinduism is such a beautiful and enlightened religion of truth, right?
Yeah, right).1047
Don’t you find it interesting that it seems the God of the Bible was the only one telling His
people not to be sexually deviant weirdos while other religions and cultures were steeped in it, even
to this day? Why is that? Why are we seeing a rise in sexual perversion in our world as we abandon
God? It’s because He’s the One True God and satan is the one deceiving the nations! The devil was
behind it all back then, enjoying girls (and even boys) being molested by priests for ritual purposes,
and reveling in the involvement of animals which undoubtedly made people ill while dishonouring
God’s beautiful creation of sex between a man and a woman. Just as we concluded from Part 3, we
know the devil exists because he’s compelled the entire world to abandon God and adopt every sick
and abominable practice God forbade in His Word. That’s not a coincidence.
The devil and his demons LOVE sex magick. That’s why there’s such a push for sexual perversion
in our world back then and now – somehow it empowers them.
It’s obvious the rebellious descendants of Noah came through Ham and so knew of the flood
catastrophe. The sons of Ham were Canaan and Egypt who’d found wicked people-groups (some of
his other sons were undoubtedly wicked too, Nimrod being believed to have become the most
powerful ruler who’d inspired the building of the tower of Babel in direct defiance to God). These
people desired to be strong and autonomous from God so they built themselves up, thinking they
were invincible before Him, hence their struggle to unite and build the tower of Babel. This spirit of
grandiose pride is why they were immortalized in these distorted origin-myths – they wanted to
make themselves as gods before all people – and their own beginnings having come from a flood
that covered the earth, their stories started with their emergence from chaotic waters which covered
everything.
As far as these myths being so far from reality goes, they even incorporate flying boats and
flying eye-deities compounding how ludicrous their cosmology was in complete contrast to God’s
sensible account of what He did “in the beginning.” Of course the pagan myths also morph and
change over time unlike unfailing Scripture from an unwavering God who does not change.
Now with that out of the way, let’s continue looking at scientific foreknowledge within the Holy
Bible.
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During the creation account God separates the waters below on earth from the waters above in
the ‘heavens’.1048 Hopefully you remember from There IS a Heavenly Realm that the word ‘Heaven’
has different meanings and one of those refers to outer space where the stars are contained.
Therefore what should we expect to find there but water. And we do – lots of it. Obviously water in
space is frozen as ice. Nancy Atkinson reports in an article for Universe Today that:
"...water ice is the most abundant solid material out there [in the universe]. But how did it get there, and
how could water molecules possibly form in the freezing darkness of interstellar space?" 1049
The rings of Saturn are almost entirely made from ice1050 and not primarily rocky asteroids like
we see in movies. In addition to this, the huge comets traveling through our solar system are
composed mostly of ice and come from the Kuiper Belt and the Oort Cloud. It’s estimated that the
Oort Cloud contains nearly two trillion comets and is five times the mass of earth.1051 That makes for
a lot of ice, and just in our own solar system alone.
Don’t worry though, this doesn’t confirm the Bible outright; Japanese scientists were able to
replicate the creation of ice from hydrogen and oxygen in similar conditions to those found in deep
space. Oh wait, I’ve already cautioned you that replicating things in a lab doesn’t disprove God’s
hand in the event…
One of the amazing things about the book of Job written nearly four thousand years ago is that
God responds to Job for two chapters in a manner that may have been audible it was so undeniably
clear. It may have been due to Job’s intimacy with God as one of the most righteous and blameless
men to ever live at that time (this tells us if we want to hear from God we best get acquainted and
repentant). At one point Job is inspired by God to say of Him;
“He stretches out the north over the void
and hangs the earth on nothing.”

The Book of Job, chapter 26, verse 7

Long after this, pagans throughout the ages have had different ideas regarding our planet.
Greeks believed that the titan Atlas carried the world on his shoulders.1052 Hindus believed it was
supported by elephants standing upon the back of a turtle.1053 Many other cultures possessed similar
ideas.
Not only do we now know definitively that Atlas isn’t carrying the earth nor are animals doing
the job, but it literally hangs on ‘nothing’. Furthermore, when one looks at the celestial sky, above
our northern hemisphere between 0° and +60° declination and 13 and 16 hours of right ascension,
they see the constellation of Bootes.1054 In 1981 it was discovered that within Bootes was a
cosmological anamoly. The anomolie’s center lie at a declination of +46° at approximately right
ascension 14 hours and 50 minutes. Roughly 700 million light-years from earth this anomaly is a void
330 million light-years in diameter. This enormous nearly spherical area of the cosmos contains only
60 galaxies when, according to averages in every other direction, there should be about 2,000
galaxies in what has been called the ‘Bootes Void’! 1055 Indeed God “stretches out the north over the
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void!” (Do recall that 90° in the celestial sky isn’t directly up becase the earth is actually tilted in
space).
It’s no wonder Charles Burckhalter (1849-1923), former director Chabot Observatory, would say:
“The study of the Book of Job and its comparison with the latest scientific discoveries has brought me to
the matured conviction that the Bible is an inspired book and was written by the One who made the
stars.”1056
You may have heard from critics of the Bible that it ignorantly says or implies that the earth is
flat. This actually comes from expressions like “the four corners of the earth” found in Isaiah 11:12
and Revelation 7:1. You may even associate the entire revised “flat earth movement” exclusively with
Bible-believing Christians. That’s actually far from the truth and not justified, but we’ll address this
later in our discussion. Right now we’ll show that the Bible actually revealed that the earth would be
a globe. It’s also rather silly to use Isaiah’s reference to “four corners” as evidence that the Bible
ISN’T inspired by God when the entire verse reads: “He will raise a signal for the nations and will
assemble the banished of Israel, and gather the dispersed of Judah from the four corners of the
earth.” It’s clearly prophetic and has been fulfilled with the return of Israelis to the Judean region of
Israel around Jerusalem, and thus is itself clear evidence that it was inspired by God. Therefore the
argument that this ISN’T God’s Word refutes itself. “Four corners of the earth” is simply an expression
to refer to the four extremes of the earth from a central, original point, and it’s even used to this

very day when we know better, making this an even more poorly thought out argument of the
atheist.
The prophet Isaiah who wrote in the 8th century B.C. was inspired to include this phrase in his
texts:
“It is he who sits above the circle of the earth…”

The Book of Isaiah, chapter 40, verse 22

The word we read here as ‘circle’ came from the Hebrew word

חר, pronounced khüg, and

occurs only three times in the Scriptures, and this is the only time it's translated in this way due to
the context. Here it can mean ‘spherical’, ‘rounded’, or ‘arched’.1057 It’s obviously used here because
the Jews did not have a word for ‘sphere’, and not to denote something ‘flat’ much less ‘square’.
Think about it though, dear friend, imagine having no idea what the earth’s shape is so long
ago, and God gives you this supernatural vision of Himself on a throne to the celestial ‘north’ above
the earth… as it appears to just float there ‘hanging on nothing’ before a backdrop of the blackness
of space dotted with distant stars. What would our big, giant earth look like? What shape would you
use to describe it if you did not possess the word ‘sphere’? That’s right, blue on black, and round, it
would look like a 2D “circle.” Hence the perfect usage of the word.
And then we would have the Gospel writers Matthew and Luke both relay Christ telling us of His
second coming. We’re told it will happen instanteously, and while two people lie in bed together “in
that night,” one will be taken and the other left (obviously ‘raptured’); workers in the field who are
His will be taken away while others are left (naturally in the daytime),1058 and of two women grinding
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flour, one will be taken and the other left. Jesus wasn’t talking about shift-workers, friend, He was
talking about an event that occurs while it is both day and night on a spherical earth. This may
have been difficult for the disciples to comprehend, even though Aristotle’s suggestion that the earth
was round in his book On the Heavens had come out nearly four centuries earlier, because it wasn’t
commonly understood. This was also despite Eratosthene’s calculations of the earth’s circumference in
240 B.C..
We’ve seen verses from David’s poetic psalm pointing out that outer space gives glory to God a
couple of times now. Here are the next three verses from it:
"Their voice goes out through all the earth,
and their words to the end of the world.
In them he has set a tent for the sun,
which comes out like a bridegroom leaving his chamber,
and, like a strong man, runs its course with joy.
Its rising is from the end of the heavens,
and its circuit to the end of them,
and there is nothing hidden from its heat."

The 19th Psalm, verses 4 to 6

As would be expected, scoffers grabbed hold of this passage to prove God an idiot for relating
that the sun rotates around a stationary earth. But that’s an interpretation by them that God’s Word
is making such a claim when it is not.
Now we know that the sun (with our solar system) is actually moving 828,000 kilometers per
hour on a circuit or ‘course’ in the heavens around our Milky Way galaxy on an orbit of 230 million
years.1059 Maybe THAT’S what God was inspiring David to write about in a poetic fashion?
In the book of Genesis we saw that The Lord had issued a challenge and a promise to Abraham;
"And he brought him outside and said, 'Look toward heaven, and number the stars,
if you are able to number them.' Then he said to him, 'So shall your offspring be.'”

The Book of Genesis, chapter 15, verse 5

This promise to Abraham that he’d have a great multitude of descendants would be repeated
and expounded upon throughout Scripture revealing that it was not limited to a literal genetic
lineage, but extended to all those who would have faith in God and put their trust in Him that they
become Abraham’s, and even David’s, spiritual heirs. 1060
But this could initially appear rather lackluster both in terms of how many people it would take
to create a ‘nation’, or when compared against how many people have actually been saved in history
by God since Abraham (fortunately God elaborates in Genesis 22:17 that they’ll also be as numerous
“as the sand that is on the seashore”).
Abraham without a telescope would have only been able to see around 4,500 stars on a good
night.1061 With your average telescope possessing an aperature of six inches you could see over
fifteen million.1062 That’s an impressive jump in numbers but still misses the mark greatly.
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We’ve already mentioned that since the Hubble telescope went into space we’ve estimated that
the universe contains two trillion galaxies and that it’s now estimated that there are 300 sextillion
stars. Obviously that would be an exaggeration on God’s part concerning born again saved souls, but
we NOW have a much greater appreciation of His promise to Abraham than even Abraham would
have had (the estimated number of stars outnumbers how many grains of sand there should be on
earth though, but God’s elaboration using them would have made the promise more tangible to
Abraham and all of us for so many centuries until we developed the Hubble telescope).
Surely with the eye alone, man throughout the ages was able to see that stars differed from one
another based on the magnitude of their brightness and their size. But details could not be
distinguished until the advent of high-powered telescopes, specifically Hubble which doesn’t have to
wrestle with the atmospheric disturbance ground-based observatories do. Nevertheless the Apostle
Paul wrote within a few decades of the death, resurrection, and ascension of our Lord Jesus Christ
that:
"There is one glory of the sun, and another glory of the moon, and another
glory of the stars; for star differs from star in glory."

The First Letter to the Corinthians, chapter 15, verse 41
(underline for emphasis, mine)

Was the Holy Spirit leading Paul to allude to more than brightness and size? We should think so.
Certainly to the ancient Hebrew mind that understood there were different types or levels or

depths of ‘Heaven’ as just discussed, the following would have elicited certain mental imagery;
"Behold, to the Lord your God belong heaven and the heaven of heavens,
the earth with all that is in it."

The Book of Deuteronomy, chapter 10, verse 14

Thanks to the Hubble telescope we’ve been able to peer so deep into our universe, well beyond
the heavens above earth into the vast reaches of our observable universe, “the heaven of heavens.”
Already we’ve seen that God’s Word tells us He stretched out the universe. In 1964 doctors
Arno Penzias and Robert Wilson of Bell Labs in Holmdell, New Jersey, rediscovered what has been
called the Cosmis Microwave Background Radiation of our ‘Big Bang’ (originally discovered in 1941
by Andrew McKellar).1063 In 1978 they were awarded the Nobel Prize for Physics for their research
which provided much more concrete evidence expected from an expanding universe, and put the
final nail in the coffin of the ‘steady-state-model’ many scientists clung to.
It should strike us to know that SEVENTEEN TIMES God’s Word speaks of Him “stretching,”
“spanning,” or “bowing” the heavens.1064 Here’s just one such passage:
"Bless the Lord, O my soul!
O Lord my God, you are very great!
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You are clothed with splendor and majesty,
covering yourself with light as with a garment,
stretching out the heavens like a tent."

The 104th Psalm, verses 1 and 2

Just imagine God, in all His power and majesty, stretching out physical space “in the
beginning,” expanding our universe, just like a nomad would be seen stretching taut the fabric of his
tent or curtain to establish his dwelling place. How fearsome and awesome is The Lord?!
When I think of God “bowing” the heavens, I’m reminded of how light is bent or ‘bowed’ around
the incredible mass of a black hole. Now envision God, incalculable in His power and massiveness,
entering our time-space when you read the next verse:
"Bow your heavens, O Lord, and come down!
Touch the mountains so that they smoke!"

The 144th Psalm, verse 5

Dr. Penzias would later say:
“[T]he best data we have are exactly what I would have predicted, had I had nothing to go on but the five
books of Moses, the Psalms, the Bible as a whole… Well, today’s dogma holds that matter is eternal. The
dogma comes from the intuitive belief of people (including the majority of physicists) who don’t want to
accept the observational evidence that the universe was created – despite the fact that the creation of the
universe is supported by all the observable data astronomy has produced so far. As a result, the people
who reject the data can arguably be described as having a ‘religious’ belief that matter must be eternal.
These people regard themselves as objective scientists.”1065
As we’ve covered many times now, God who is infinite can not be encompassed by time but
resides ‘outside’ of time – that’s how He’s able to see “the beginning to the end” and inspire
prophecies and thematic messages and then bring them all to pass by His all-powerful sovereign will.
Although God, infinite, is Spirit and occupies all of our physical realm in Spirit, He does so from
another plane, an eternal, heavenly one. Isaiah would be inspired to speak AS God about this as well

as its implications for how powerfully He can then comfort those of us who are brokenhearted and
humble before Him;
"For thus says the One who is high and lifted up,
who inhabits eternity, whose name is Holy:
'I dwell in the high and holy place,
and also with him who is of a contrite and lowly spirit,
to revive the spirit of the lowly,
and to revive the heart of the contrite.'"

The Book of Isaiah, chapter 57, verse 15

Before recently when physicists started dodging the obviously philosophical questions an ‘edge’
to the universe brings up by declaring the universe is infinite (when we know it’s not), or started
saying ‘Time doesn’t actually exist’ in order to ignore an origin to our universe, they were willing to
theorize that outside of our universe existed NOTHING – not a vacuum of more ‘outer space’, not
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empty space, not even physical time itself. That means outside the universe would be eternity. That’s
precisely where God who is infinite would automatically dwell.
During God’s inquisition of Job in response to Job’s impetuosity, He asked a rather odd
question:
"Can you send forth lightnings, that they may go
and say to you, ‘Here we are’?"

The Book of Job, chapter 38, verse 35

It wasn’t until 1864 when James Clerk Maxwell (a scientist we’ve already shown was a professing
believer in Jesus Christ) determined that electric and magnetic fields travel at the speed of light, and
that light too traveled similarly. This means that radio waves to x-rays travel at the speed of light
which is why we can communicate near-instantaneously around the world via radio and fiber optics
to say, “Here we are.”
One of the constant, fundamental laws God set in place so that our universe would continue
functioning, and which also bears inescapable evidence that a Creator was necessary, is the First Law

of Thermodynamics (also known as the ‘Law of the Conservation of Energy and/or Mass – crucial to
its determinations being a professing believer in Christ, James Joule, whom we already mentioned). It
was developed to explain processes and forces governing the operations of our universe and no
exceptions have ever been observed.
Writer of science fiction and popular science, Isaac Asimov (1920-1992) defined this first law like
so:
"To express all this, we can say: ‘Energy can be transferred from one place to another, or transformed from
one form to another, but it can be neither created nor destroyed.’ Or we can put it another way: ‘The total
quantity of energy in the universe is constant.’ When the total quantity of something does not change, we
say that it is conserved. The two statements given above, then, are two ways of expressing ‘the law of
conservation of energy.’ This law is considered the most powerful and most fundamental generalization
about the universe that scientists have ever been able to make." 1066
In the same article he raises an interesting point when he says, "No one knows why energy is
conserved." Sadly he likely never thought to ask the Author of reality who inspired Moses to point to
why energy is conserved;
"Thus the heavens and the earth were finished, and all the host of them. And on
the seventh day God finished his work that he had done, and he rested on the seventh
day from all his work that he had done. So God blessed the seventh day and made it
holy, because on it God rested from all his work that he had done in creation."

The Book of Genesis, chapter 2, verses 1 to 3

The Hebrew word used for ‘finished’ is

ְ יב ים, is pronounced kä·lä', and means exactly that: the

action was completed and will never occur again – no more matter or energy will be created. Now
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that’s not to say God can’t break His own law to intervene in our reality with His creative power. In
fact this morning I joyously received a praise-report from a missionary couple I support stating that
TWO of their friends battling cancer – stage 4 colon cancer in one where the tumor was the size of a
baseball; and prostate cancer in another. The first person’s surgeons “searched extensively but could
not find evidence of any cancer ever being present,” and were “concerned now of a lawsuit
because the surgery was clearly unnecessary,” to which the Christian patient obviously told them
not to worry and gave glory to God for answering their prayers for the medical staff to see!
The second was told by his doctors that his final results after receiving treatment had been
“better than textbooks could hope for” causing even the doctors to rejoice. Clearly if God wants to
create good, healthy cell-tissues from nothing, He’s free to do so. Many of His miracles (such as the
multiplication of the fish and bread by Jesus Christ to feed the multitudes) seem to break this first
law. But aside from His actions, this is how our universe operates, and God’s Word tells us where the
needed energy came from in the first place.
Maybe this later verse from the writers of the book of Hebrews speaks to why energy and
matter can never be totally annihilated in our universe as well:
"He is the radiance of the glory of God and the exact imprint of his nature,
and he upholds the universe by the word of his power. After making purification
for sins, he sat down at the right hand of the Majesty on high..."

The Book of Hebrews, chapter 1, verse 3

The Second Law of Thermodynamics is the Law of Increasing Entropy. It states that the
combined amount of energy that exists in the universe is constant and that ALL ordered systems in
ALL physical processes become more disordered over time. This means that all things in our universe
are running down and wearing out while useable energy gradually becomes less available. Thus our
entire physical realm slowly runs down as it decays.
Theoretically the universe will “wear out” to the point of a “heat death” where no usable energy
is left in 10100 years.1067 It surely doesn’t sound like anything to be concerned about (forgetting that
all of us reading this will be dead in less than 102 years anyway…), but the fascinating thing is that
God has his prophets and apostles write on this concept within Scripture in a few different places;
"Lift up your eyes to the heavens,
and look at the earth beneath;
for the heavens vanish like smoke,
the earth will wear out like a garment,
and they who dwell in it will die in like manner;
but my salvation will be forever,
and my righteousness will never be dismayed."

The Book of Isaiah, chapter 51, verse 6
"Of old you laid the foundation of the earth,
and the heavens are the work of your hands.
They will perish, but you will remain;
they will all wear out like a garment.
You will change them like a robe, and they will pass away,
but you are the same, and your years have no end."
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The 102nd Psalm, verses 25 to 27
"For the creation was subjected to futility, not willingly, but because of him who
subjected it, in hope that the creation itself will be set free from its bondage to
corruption and obtain the freedom of the glory of the children of God. For we know that
the whole creation has been groaning together in the pains of childbirth until now."

The Letter to the Romans, chapter 8, verses 20 to 22

Now these passages clearly express that God who is infinite will outlast what is finite (let’s not
forget He intends to do away with the earth and the entire universe to remake it for eternity), but
they also convey the law of entropy at work. As well, although that clothing and buildings wear down
over time would have been easily recognized by these authors, it’s rather profound that they would
project the same reality upon earth and the universe while such an idea contrasted the common
belief of other cultures, specifically the Greeks as we’ve learned.
I must add that the implications of this second law are that the universe could not have created
itself; it must have been created supernaturally by an all-powerful being who can create energy at
will; like a clock its been running down since that beginning; it can only move from higher levels of
order and complexity to more disorder (in spite of what we’re taught to believe about everything,
including our very universe, evolving into increasingly complex things); and the universe has less and
less available energy. Even the nuclear sun of our solar system with its continuous explosions of heat
and light will logically one day “burn out” (collapse).
And don’t be deceived, dear friend, if you hear about quantum mathematicians in the last few
years using equations to prove they MIGHT be able to reverse entropy on a small scale “temporarily
at least.” Once more, we see the bludgeoning of theoretical equations; and moreover, if they design
microscopic machines to confirm the theory, do remember that they had to conceive it all with their

MINDS and create it from preexisting matter to make it function.
Anyway, I doubt it will ever happen.
Naturally man has not always had a perfectly clear picture of our planet’s environmental climatepatterns, specifically the hydrological cycle. Homer would write in the Iliad in 800 B.C. that rivers,
springs, wells, and the seas came from deep underground.1068
This train of thought continued for about 400 years,1069 and it wasn't even until the first century
B.C. when Roman engineer Marcus Vitruvius imagined a "philosophical" hydrological cycle which
actually began with precipitation falling on the mountains. But he still thought it made its way
underground to come up as his predecessors thought.1070 It wouldn't be until late in the 16th century
that Bernard Palissy asserted that rainfall was enough to support the river systems, and it would be
nearly another one hundred years before tests attributed to Pierre Perrault would attempt to prove it.
Really it wouldn't be until the nineteenth century A.D. before such theories were accepted!
Once again God’s inspired Word should have been considered because He was revealing how
things worked as early as the first quarter of the 2nd millennium B.C.!
“He binds up the waters in his thick clouds,
and the cloud is not split open under them.”
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The Book of Job, chapter 26, verse 8
How awesome is it that so much water-weight gets lifted up thousands of feet into the air only
to be suspended there so it can be carried great distances inland via the wind to water the earth for
our good, only once it’s become large and heavy enough to fall;
“For he draws up the drops of water;
they distill his mist in rain,
which the skies pour down
and drop on mankind abundantly.”

The Book of Job, chapter 36, verses 27 to 28

“Do you know the balancings of the clouds,
the wondrous works of him who is perfect in knowledge…”

The Book of Job, chapter 37, verse 16

Solomon nearly a thousand years later would write:
"If the clouds are full of rain,
they empty themselves on the earth..."

The Book of Ecclesiastes, chapter 11, verse 3
While the most learned still thought all water sprung up from within the earth whose land
floated on such a source, Amos was moved to write:
"...who calls for the waters of the sea
and pours them out upon the surface of the earth—
the Lord is his name."

The Book of Amos, chapter 9, verse 6

More confirmation of this foreknowledge comes again from Ecclesiastes;
"All streams run to the sea,
but the sea is not full;
to the place where the streams flow,
there they flow again."

The Book of Ecclesiastes, chapter 1, verse 7

This unending cycle of seawater evaporating and dropping upon the continents was put in place
by God and explained to us well in advance of the scientific research. 85-90% of the water in the
water-cycle comes from evaporation of the oceans, and it only takes 10% of that to water the
continents while the remainder falls right back into the ocean.1071 The Mississippi River, which is only
the 15th largest river in the world, pours 16,792 cubic meters of water into the Gulf of Mexico every
SECOND. The largest river in the world – the Amazon – dumps 209,000 CUBIC METERS of water into
the Atlantic Ocean every second!1072
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Well before it should have happened, we have perfect harmony between the Bible and real,
observable science.
King Solomon also wrote about our wind pattern;
"The wind blows to the south
and goes around to the north;
around and around goes the wind,
and on its circuits the wind returns."

The Book of Ecclesiastes, chapter 1, verse 6

We can see now that this is precisely what occurs in the northern hemisphere which the
kingdom of Judah resides in., yet this mechanism wasn’t hypothesized until atmospheric physicist
Edmond Halley in 1686; and it wasn’t confirmed until meteorologist George Hadley in 1735. 1073
God would add to this revelation with words to Job;
"For he looks to the ends of the earth
and sees everything under the heavens.
When he gave to the wind its weight
and apportioned the waters by measure..."

The Book of Job, chapter 28, verses 24 and 25

It was Aristotle in the 4th century B.C. who first surmised that air had weight,1074 but it wasn’t
until Evangelista Torricelli (1608-1647) that we’d really understand atmospheric pressure (which is why
we have wind patterns).1075
In 1839 a sea-faring man of the United States Navy, Commodore Matthew Maury, broke his leg
requiring him to go on a medical leave. At 33 years of age and quite fond of God’s Word, he would
spend much of that time reading the Bible. He’d come upon a passage which stirred in him the
resolve to chart the seas;1076
"...and the fish of the sea,
whatever passes along the paths of the seas.
O Lord, our Lord,
how majestic is your name in all the earth!"

The 8th Psalm, verses 8 and 9

That had been written by king David nearly three thousand years before Maury read it.
Nevertheless he would spend some five years pouring over thousands of charts and logbooks from
past voyages, finally publishing the Wind and Current Chart of the North Atlantic in 1847. His
research into warm and cool “paths” or currents of the ocean led to much faster, more efficient sea
travels. For this he would be named "Father of Modern Oceanography and Naval Meteorology" and
receive a monument in honour of his endavours.1077
On November 30th of 1860 about thirteen years prior to his death, he gave a speech at the
founding of the University of East Tennessee;
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“I have been blamed by men of science, both in this country and in England, for quoting the Bible in
confirmation of the doctrines of physical geography. The Bible, they say, was not written for scientific
purposes, and is therefore of no authority in matters of science. I beg pardon! The Bible is authority for
everything it touches. What would you think of the historian who should refuse to consult the historical
records of the Bible, because the Bible was not written for the purposes of history? The Bible is true and
science is true, and therefore each, if truly read, but proves the truth of the other. The agents in the
physical economy of our planet are ministers of Him who made both it and the Bible. The records which
He has chosen to make through the agency of these ministers of His upon the crust of the earth are as
true as the records which by the hands of His prophets and servants, He has been pleased to make in the
Book of Life.
“They are both true; and when your men of science, with vain and hasty conceit, announce the discovery
of disagreement between them, rely upon it, the fault is not with the witness of His records, but with the
worm who essays to interpret evidence which he does not understand.”1078
And that’s precisely what we’ve been talking about and why we’re looking through this section.
God, while challenging Job, would ask him the following question:
“Have you entered into the springs of the sea,
or walked in the recesses of the deep?"

The Book of Job, chapter 38, verse 16

Nearly a thousand years later we’d read from Solomon;
"…when he made firm the skies above,
when he established the fountains of the deep..."

The Book of Proverbs, chapter 8, verse 28

These passages make unmistakeable references to deap sea springs which release magmatic
water stored below the seabed. Yet until this last century we had no idea they existed. In fact it
wasn’t until 1949 when a temperature anomaly in the Red Sea tipped researchers off to their
presence, and nearly three more decades would pass before the first scientific papers on

hydrothermal vents would be published.1078 Since then many more vents have been found, even
three miles down below Arctic ice caps along the Gakkel ridge which extends from Greenland to
Siberia.1079
These “fountains of the deep” are everywhere.1080 Not only that, but we also understand now
that there is as much water 400 to 600 kilometers below our earth’s crust, 1081 and even as far down
as one thousand kilometers,1082 as there is in all of our oceans.
This discovery, of course, comes to no surprise to the faithful Believer in the Holy Bible, for
Moses was inspired by God to write:
"In the six hundredth year of Noah's life, in the second month, on the
seventeenth day of the month, on that day all the fountains of the great deep
burst forth, and the windows of the heavens were opened."
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The Book of Genesis, chapter 7, verse 11
(underline for emphasis, mine)

But we’ll be discussing this in greater detail later.
Meanwhile, during Jonah’s rebellious journey westward away from Ninevah where God had
commanded Him to preach of coming judgement to the Assyrians, he ended up overboard in the
Mediterranean Sea in hopes of sparing the Gentile sailors who were transporting him when God had
brought a storm to cause Jonah to repent. But before the ‘giant fish’ would be sent by God to rescue
Jonah, we read the following:
"The waters closed in over me to take my life;
the deep surrounded me;
weeds were wrapped about my head
at the roots of the mountains.
I went down to the land
whose bars closed upon me forever;
yet you brought up my life from the pit,
O Lord my God."

The Book of Jonah, chapter 2, verses 5 and 6

When we understand that the Mediterranean is as deep as five kilometers with a mean (or
‘average’) depth of 1.5 kilometers, it becomes hard to imagine that Jonah had sunk like a stone all
the way to the bottom, into a bunch of sea weed before he finally drowned. I think what Jonah
experienced was real physical death followed by the ‘out-of-body’ travel of his spirit to such depths
(more on this shortly).
Of no surprise to us by now is that, indeed, there are what are known as seamounts or
‘underwater mountains’ all over the globe and even in the Mediterranean.1083 The tallest there is the

Eratosthenes Seamount roughly 100 kilometers south of the Isaland of Cyprus with its base 2.7
kilometers below the water and its summit 690 meters below, making it 2 KILOMETERS TALL.1084
Good Bible scholarship places Jonah’s hoped for destination of Tarshis just west of Gibraltar, Spain,
where the Mediterranean opens to the Atlantic Ocean,1085 meaning Jonah would have passed by
seamounts such as this. To the ancient Hebrew mind, this “was the farthest limit of the western
world,” which tells us Jonah had meant to run as far from God’s will as possible.
Until this last century we didn’t have any idea that there were thousands upon thousands of
underwater “mountains” all over the world under the ocean because we had no way of seeing them
or even detecting them. But with modern advancements we now know some are a part of mountain
ranges formed by tectonic plate-shifting. One such range is the mid-ocean ridges which is the
longest at 65,000 kilometers going round the globe with 90% of it beneath the water,1086 while
others are created by underwater volcanoes.1087 Hawaii’s island, Mauna Kea rises over NINE

KILOMETERS from the ocean floor with five-and-a-half of those kilometers below the surface.1088
Seventy to three-hundred kilometers off the coast of California is a seamount range over three-anda-half kilometers high underwater.1089
Looking back at God’s reply to Job about “recesses of the deep,” there are FIFTY major oceanic

trenches which run parallel to island chains and the continents for 50,000 kilometers.

1090

The deepest
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is the Mariana Trench running south from Japan for two-and-a-half-thousand kilometers while being
sixty-nine kilometers wide.1091 The deepest part is confirmed at 10,994 METERS – not feet – meaning
if Mount Everest was placed in it, its peak would still be TWO KILOMETERS below the the ocean’s
surface!
Quickly returning to Jonah’s out-of-body experience, he mentioned going to “the root of the
mountains.” The place people initially went to before Christ’s crucifixion was called Sheol, some on
their way to the Lake of Fire, and others to ‘the bosom of Abraham’ before Heaven. Sheol was
understood by Hebrews as being deep within the “lower parts of the earth;”1092
"For a fire is kindled by my anger,
and it burns to the depths of Sheol,
devours the earth and its increase,
and sets on fire the foundations of the mountains."

The Book of Deuteronomy, chapter 32, verse 22

Whether you want to interpret that Jonah’s spirit descended to “the bosom of Abraham”
because he believed in God, or whether you think it’s plausible (as I do) that Jonah was on his way to
the bad part of Sheol because although he knew God, he clearly cared not for submitting to Him (he
doesn’t even seem terribly repentant by the end of chapter 4 when the book ends), for one, God’s
mercy prevails and Job is rescued bodily by the fish and his spirit returns to his body; and two, Jonah
has clearly seen the ‘root’ or ‘foundations’ of the mountains deep below the earth’s surface. Had he
also seen the “Lake of Fire” which awaits the wicked in Sheol? Even sixth graders understand that
volcanic mountains are formed by magma1093 and mountain ranges in general are all formed from
the interaction of tectonic plates which they themselves ride along on the mantle of the earth while
magma is incorporated in their formation as well. Magma can be as hot as 700 °C to 1300 °C (or
1300 °F to 2400 °F),1094 while the mantle is 200 °C (392 °F) at the upper boundary, and 4,000 °C
(7,230 °F) at the core-mantle boundary.1095 This sounds A LOT like a "Lake of Fire" to me, dear friend.
How was Job able to know about mountains deep under the sea, or what the foundation of the
mountains were like unless his spirit really did descend to Sheol?! Dear friend, I hope you are
appreciating how serious the implications of this revelation are… YOU have are a spirit with a soul
and that soul has an eternal destination in only one of two places.
I must add, people mock the idea that Jonah was rescued by God who “appointed a great flish
to swallow”1096 him up, and yet LOOK AT THE EVIDENCE: THIS UNDERSTANDING REGARDING
THE MOUNTAINS IS INEXPLICABLE BY ANY OTHER MEANS! IF THE BIT ABOUT THE MOUNTAINS

IS TRUE, THEN THE BIT ABOUT THE FISH IS ALSO! THAT’S ALL THAT MAKES SENSE!
Carrying on, we read God say to Job;
"From whose womb did the ice come forth,
and who has given birth to the frost of heaven?
The waters become hard like stone,
and the face of the deep is frozen."

The Book of Job, chapter 38, verses 29 and 30
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Friend, I totally understand that there may have been cold-snaps in hot and arid Mesopotamia
where they possibly saw snow and water freeze (I’ve been in an Afghani winter myself), but a
reference to ‘waters becoming hard like stones even in the deep’ sounds a lot like an allusion to
polar ice caps and icebergs which can grow as deep as 1200 METERS.1097 Are you going to tell me
some world-traveller shared this nugget of truth with an ancient Hebrew well before Jesus Christ
walked the earth? I think not…
Speaking of oceans, let’s talk about large, seaworthy vessels. The Lloyd’s Register Marine and
Shipping Marine was a group established way back in 1760 to help establish the best standards and
practices for constructing ships that would be safer and more reliable at sea.1098 Looking at a diagram
of a standard, large capacity shipping vessel the dimensions of length to width to height seems to be
a ratio of 300:67:461099 (do take into account that this schematic is missing the entire upper portion
of the bridge and main deck, all of which would alter those ratios due to the added weight
displacement). Where’d they get the inspiration for a ratio such as this?
Over a century earlier a shipbuilder from Doorn, Holland named Peter Jansen built a ship 120
feet long, 20 feet wide, and 12 feet tall (a comparative ratio of 300:50:30). Although a laughing stock
at the time due to the premise under which Jansen set out to build and test this ship (a premise I’m
about to share), it proved to take the same number of crew to man it while holding 30% more cargo
and running better than other ships of the day.1100 So if later builders were inspired by Jansen, where
did he get these dimensions?
Because this ratio caught on and so we read in Appleton’s Cyclopædia, Vol. XIV:
"It is remarkable that its (the Ark's) proportions of length, breadth, and depth are almost precisely the
same, considered by our most eminent architects the best for combining the elements of strength,
capacity, and stability."1001
That’s correct, dear friend, Jansen decided to test the very ratio God gave Noah for the ark at
roughly ¼ scale…
“Now the earth was corrupt in God's sight, and the earth was filled with
violence. And God saw the earth, and behold, it was corrupt, for all flesh had
corrupted their way on the earth. And God said to Noah, ‘I have determined to
make an end of all flesh, for the earth is filled with violence through them. Behold, I
will destroy them with the earth. Make yourself an ark of gopher wood. Make rooms
in the ark, and cover it inside and out with pitch. This is how you are to make it: the
length of the ark 300 cubits, its breadth 50 cubits, and its height 30 cubits.’"

The Book of Genesis, chapter 6, verses 11 to 15

Indeed the ratio of 300:50:30 is a good average for all major large seaworthy vessels to this day.
If you would like more information confirming the incredible reliability of the ark coming from a time
well before ships would have been built as massive or strong, scientific studies were conducted by
the Korea Association of Creation Research and published in Journal of Creation 8, no 1 (April

1994):26-36 (yes, that’s right, the equally reliable – probably moreso – scientific journals peer-
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reviewed by fellow scientists who’ve objectively arrived at the conclusion that creationism IS indeed
science). An online copy can be found here.1002

"...then the Lord God formed the man of dust from the ground and breathed
into his nostrils the breath of life, and the man became a living creature."

The Book of Genesis, chapter 2, verse 7

For some time now secular scientists have scoffed at the biblical account of God’s creation of
man from the dust of the earth (as if an omnipotent being who’s all-knowing wouldn’t be able to do
that). Let’s not forget that the majority of origin stories from globally distinct culture-groups often
believed man came from dust or dirt, sometimes mixed with water or God’s own saliva, and it was
obvious it was because they all stemmed from the same place where the narrative had first been
shared but that it grew in distortion apart from God’s revelation as years went by.
Even I, as a child whose worldview was being shaped by the world – public school science
classes, TV, and even Sunday school teachers who themselves had supposedly Christian worldviews
that had become permeated by the atheist culture – figured speaking of ‘dust’, whose particles are
quite small yet still discernable to man, must have been God’s poetic way of referring to atoms and
molecules because ancient man would have been unable to understand those concepts.
But guess what we now know about the minerals and elements making up both the soil of our
earth as well as those in our body? Everything is the same (just not in equal portions of course). 1103
All that’s missing is water (although both hydrogen and oxygen are present in dust as well).
Nevertheless we later see Job say:
"Remember that you have made me like clay;
and will you return me to the dust?"

The Book of Job, chapter 10, verse 9

Now I don’t for a minute think the Holy Spirit of God emits water vapour when He “breathes,”
but if God is “Living Water,” it would be poetic if while breathing the breath of life into Adam he was
infusing the necessary water molecules while reconstituting the involved molecular components as
well, no? In any case, water was definitely an ingredient present in abundance by that point in God’s
creative order.1104
This list of these elements available in the ground are all that’s necessary to make a human
being… if you’re God. All that’s left is the DNA which God could easily construct from those same
available elements.
We learned the very important truth much earlier in Part 3’s Child Sacrifice that life begins at
conception (Jeremiah 1:4-5 and Psalm 139:13-15 remind us of that). Testifying this truth to a U.S.
Senate committee in 2010, Dr. Alfred M. Bongiovanni, professor of pediatrics and obstetrics at the
University of Pennsylvania, had the following to say:
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“I have learned from my earliest medical education that human life begins at the time of conception.... I
submit that human life is present throughout this entire sequence from conception to adulthood and that
any interruption at any point throughout this time constitutes a termination of human life....
I am no more prepared to say that these early stages [of development in the womb] represent an
incomplete human being than I would be to say that the child prior to the dramatic effects of puberty...is
not a human being. This is human life at every stage.”1104
Amazingly, scientists have found and recorded at a miniscule 50 µm that when a sperm cell
penetrates the outer exterior of a female egg – the moment of conception - a chemical reaction
creates a sudden flash of light!1106 That should not surprise you if you understand Jesus Christ is the
creator of ALL things, and so He makes life and human beings; thus we have the Holy Spirit of God
move the apostle John to begin his gospel with the words:
"In him was life, and the life was the light of men."

The Gospel of John, chapter 1, verse 4

God has spoken on the subject of when life begins. There’s no more need for debate on the
matter.
It may not come as a shock to learn Abraham’s wife Sarah was also his half-sister. Adam and
Eve’s sons obviously bore children by marrying and consummating with their own sisters (or nieces
from their brothers). As the human population grew people married sisters and cousins and then
more distant cousins. Yet even in Egypt under the Roman Empire, sibling-marriages were common for
three centuries after the ascension of Jesus Christ.1107 We’re all likely familiar with royal families
practicing such close inter-familial marriage to protect the power and authority that came with their
bloodlines (the irony there is that it could lead to Hemophilia, a deadly disease which affected the
very blood OF that bloodline!1108), but did you know that in many countries to this very day no law
prohibits adult siblings from marrying?1109
By now we know that such marriages are horribly detrimental to the genetic health of the
offspring because siblings have very similar genetic information -50% similar1110 – from their shared
parents. Basically, with non-related people a mistake on one of their genes (known as a ‘recessive

gene’) will most likely not manifest a condition in their child. But when siblings who both have that
mutation have offspring, the child has a 25% chance of expressing the defect.
What is amazing is that every generation, even without inbreeding, we accumulate more genetic
mutations. This is known as human genome decay or “Genetic Entropy.”1111 Naturally inbreeding
speeds this degeneration up significantly.
But if the first man and woman were made genetically perfect and the only thing that could
cause a mutation was an external force such as ultraviolet radiation from the sun, if the atmospheric
conditions of that time were different and UV rays were significantly less harmful, the rate of
mutation would be far slower… that is until the atmospheric conditions changed. Once that happened
mutations each generation would compound, especially with imbreeding.
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So after the exodus from Egypt, God would relay commands regarding marriage and sex to
Israel through Moses. If we summarize God’s levitical commandments regarding unlawful familial
sexual relations and marriage as they pertain to this portion of our conversation (which we actually
already looked at in Part 3’s The Sexually Immorral as God clearly condemns incest and pedophilia as
depravity), they prohibit the following:


No close relatives (Leviticus 18:6)



Not your father or mother (vs. 7)



Not your sibling or even half-sibling (vs. 9)



No grandchild/grandparent relations (vs. 10)



No aunt/nephew relations (vs. 12-13; and by obvious extension, no uncle/niece relations
either)

The article I cited above mentioned that models going back from that period indicate genetic
mutations from inbreeding and intermarrying too close a relative would soon become problematic
genetically. This is precisely why at this time God stepped in and put an end to that practice. As it’s
continued on in other people-groups, we’ve witnessed the adverse effects.
Imagine as well how badly this would have impacted a distinct ethnic group of Israelites – God’s
chosen people – whom He’d command not to intermarry with other cultures unless the foreign bride
became a Jew. You’d have this large, but select group of people breeding together, not introducing
new genetic material, and rather than mutations compounded at a normal rate, this closeness would
have exacerbated the issue tremendously.
No one can dismiss that nations heavily influenced by Judaism and Christianity have mostly
avoided incestual, marital relationships either, provided they were adhering to the Laws of God, or at
the very least, holding such relations as taboo thanks to the influence God’s law had had. This of
course aided western cultures in avoiding such genetic breakdown which leads to birth defects. Other
people-groups where sibling and first-cousin marriage is permissible have been tragically damaged
because they did not have this law from God governing their culture (and no, it’s not racism to point
this out, it’s just a sad fact of reality). Had we all continued in such practices, what would earth look
like today thousands of years after the commandment was given?

"And God said to Abraham, 'As for you, you shall keep my covenant, you and
your offspring after you throughout their generations. This is my covenant, which you
shall keep, between me and you and your offspring after you: Every male among you
shall be circumcised. You shall be circumcised in the flesh of your foreskins, and it
shall be a sign of the covenant between me and you. He who is eight days old
among you shall be circumcised. Every male throughout your generations, whether
born in your house or bought with your money from any foreigner who is not of your
offspring, both he who is born in your house and he who is bought with your money,
shall surely be circumcised. So shall my covenant be in your flesh an everlasting
covenant. Any uncircumcised male who is not circumcised in the flesh of his foreskin
shall be cut off from his people; he has broken my covenant.'”

The Book of Genesis, chapter 17, verses 9 to 14
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First and foremost circumcision was a symbol of who was under God’s covenant with Israel (I
should note this didn’t mean all circumcised people were saved necessarily, just that God had chosen
them, and those who would respond to this in faith would be made righteous). This symbol was
meant to speak of a change of the spirit or ‘heart’ of a man by faith in God, which is why God would
call to His people in the book of Deuteronomy and say that He would “circumcise your heart and
the heart of your offspring, so that you will love the Lord your God with all your heart and with
all your soul, that you may live.”1113 God would have Moses and Joshua carry on this tradition and it
was most certainly passed down.1114 We see in the New Testament that Born Again Believers in Christ
have had their hearts circumcised by God.1115
Notice that God’s decree specified that it would take place on the 8th day. All over the world
cultures perform circumcisions at different times. In Islam many sects do it, preferably at the age of
seven, while some do it as early as the seventh day, and hopefully no later than 10 (although even a
man of 80 must submit to circumcision according to Shia Islam).1116 Looking at a map of the world,
throughout history and even today ages for circumcision are all over the map.1117 What did the Spirit
of God know that the spirits governing other people didn’t?
In 1934 a Danish biochemist and physiologist named Carl Peter Henrik Dam was experimenting
with vitamins when he discovered an unknown factor he’d call ‘Vitamin K’ was responsible for the
coagulation of blood, later receiving a Nobel Prize.1118 Vitamin K is crucial for prothrombin, a protein
produced by the liver to effectively create bloodclots and stop internal bleeding. Vitamin K is initially
produced by bacteria in the intestines but it takes some time before they’re at suitable levels for
coagulation in a newborn (this is why Vitamin K injections are often given after birth). Just how long?
Five to seven days.
American pediatricians Luther Emmet Holt (1855-1924) and Rusin McIntosh (1894-1986)
observed that newborn infants had a;
“…peculiar susceptibility to bleeding between the second and fifth days of life.... Hemorrhages at this time,
though often inconsequential, are sometimes extensive; they may produce serious damage to internal
organs, especially to the brain, and cause death from shock and exsanguination”1119
Later on, medical Dr. S.I. McMillen found that right when Vitamin K was reaching its peak
prothrombin elevates to 110% on the EIGHTH day – the highest it will be in a male’s lifetime.1120 This
means Abraham and Moses and everyone after them were performing circumcisions on the safest
day when blood-clotting would be at its optimal level reducing complications (and even death)
caused by blood loss during and after the procedure.
They didn’t guess right, dear friend. This wasn’t after much trial and error either. If it was a result
of trial and error, why aren’t all these other cultures doing it on the 8 th day too?
Not only do we see that circumcision was called for by God as a symbol of spiritual intimacy
with Him, but also for the sake of adding further evidence to His influence in the writing of the Bible.
We talked earlier in 70 Years of Punishment about God’s commands to let the farmland lie
fallow every seventh year and how we now know how beneficial that is for the rejuvenation of soil.
Another foreknown benefit was that insect-pests who lay their eggs in the last season’s stalks in the
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winter hatch to find a field with little to no food source in it. No matter where they go no field will
sustain them. Few survive to lay eggs again for the following year when crops are planted again,
causing a great ‘reset’ to the multiplying population of those insects.
What we do now rather than trust God is spray our crops down with pesticides (many of which
are harmful to our own health), and if not we see large quantities of produce lost to those pests
whose life-cycles aren’t interrupted to decrease their numbers.
Along with that we douse our crops with fertilizers and nutrients which, in the long run, are
detrimental to the soil’s health and ability to hold water. They also increase the density restricting
penetration and aration for the root-systems.1126 Those with the faith to trust God with a Sabbath
Year for their land have experienced the benefits of faster-growing, healthier crops, boasting
extraordinarily large vegetables harvested.1127 A Christian with a doctorate in Jewish Studies from the
University of Melbourne named Don Stanley spent five months from July to November in 2004
surveying Israeli farmers who respected the Year of Rest. He found that some families reported that
not tending their crops had protected them from arduous weather leading to better harvests the
following season, considering it miraculous in its providence. They were also blessed spiritually by
having so much additional time to study the Torah and spend it with their families. 1128
Christians are now no longer under the Law of Moses but clearly God wasn’t making these
commandments up on a whim, but because they would not only serve as spiritual guidelines for His
distinctive people but also bless them. Related to this is the weekly Sabbath or “Day of Rest.” It’s a
medically known fact that one day off not only from work but any additional taxing activity allows a
person to recharge for the coming week. People who forget and treat their ENTIRE weekend as a
time for running around doing errands, or completing projects around the house, or partying, find
themselves quickly burnt out, anxious and restless, and not refreshed. Communist planners in the
Soviet Union implemented an unending work shift with no joint ‘day of rest’, renaming the days of
the week doing away with Sunday.1129 The same godless spirit behind communism was also behind
the liberalist French Revolution that did similarly with their creation of the 10-day week (just look at
their smutty calendar-icons and you know this had everything to do with expelling God from the
culture).1130 Neither were helpful, productive, or healthy; and not just because man had become so
accustomed to a seven-day week (which can be traced back into the farthest reaches of antiquity),
much less “evolved” to where they were most suitable, but because GOD had established the week
and set aside a day to be ‘holy’.
God called for His people in Israel to sacrifice some of the choicest items in life to show He
came first. He'd say to them through Moses:
"The Lord spoke to Moses, saying, 'Speak to the people of Israel, saying, You
shall eat no fat, of ox or sheep or goat. The fat of an animal that dies of itself and
the fat of one that is torn by beasts may be put to any other use, but on no
account shall you eat it. For every person who eats of the fat of an animal of
which a food offering may be made to the Lord shall be cut off from his people.’"

The Book of Leviticus, chapter 7, verses 22 to 25
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All of us (if we're honest) will agree a fat, juicy, steak tastes better than a super-lean cut. And
many cultures going back in time would agree. Once more this commandment would have limited or
even prevented Israel from mingling with neighbouring, pagan cultures who might invite them to
festivals and banquets, and this would have kept His people 'holy'.
We now know that there are a wide variety of naturally produced fats we can ingest from
hunting, fishing, harvesting, and gathering. We also know that some fats are healthier than others
while too much of a particular type is detrimental to our health. 1131 The avoidance of animal fats
would have led to healthier lives over all while essential fats would have come from olives, almonds,
and fish, all abundant in Israel.
If Israelite men were leaner and healthier looking, such an appearance would show them as a
more formidable foe to the prying eyes of enemy nations.
Again, although no longer under the Law and free to partake in such foods, God's certainly
glorified by a people who treat their god-given bodies with respect, and enjoy his blessings in
various foods while avoiding the temptation of repeated overindulgence (ie: gluttony). This can
prolong our health and life as the 'Temple of the Holy Spirit' through whom God is working in our
world, and although far less critical than the inward state of a Believer, an outward appearance of
health thanks to restraint through the Spirit’s fruit of self-control is part of the mind-body-soul of a
person meant to honour God.
In another passage to Moses regarding dietary laws He says:
“These you may eat, of all that are in the waters. Everything in the waters that has fins
and scales, whether in the seas or in the rivers, you may eat. But anything in the seas or
the rivers that does not have fins and scales, of the swarming creatures in the waters and
of the living creatures that are in the waters, is detestable to you. You shall regard them
as detestable; you shall not eat any of their flesh, and you shall detest their carcasses.
Everything in the waters that does not have fins and scales is detestable to you."

The Book of Leviticus, chapter 11, verses 9 to 12
I’ve seen and heard people idict God for making animals we now eat if once upon a time He
told His people avoid them. But what state would our ponds, rivers, lakes, and oceans be in if we
didn’t have these “bottom feeders” eating the remains of other dead waterbound organisms? How
long would it take for their rotting, decaying bodies – NOT TO MENTION THEIR FECAL MATTER –
to break down into small enough particles for microorganisms to finish the job and recycle their
elements and compounds to the ecosystem? It would also require a great deal more microoranisms,
meaning vastly more numerous populations to break it all down (and many of these organisms at the
bottom of the food chain are bacteria harmful to us in large quantities). No, shrimp, oysters, shellfish
of all sorts, crabs and lobsters, and even catfish are integral to the system God ingeniously put
together.
Now we know these very same animals, although often served as a delicacy, are teeming with
parasites and bacteria which will cause us great illness and even death if they are not prepared with a
high degree of care,1132 care people in antiquity may not have known to exercise. They also would
have had no remedies for many of the infestations they might contract.
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God would extend such prohibitions to swine or pork products.
"And the pig, because it parts the hoof but does not chew the cud, is unclean
for you. Their flesh you shall not eat, and their carcasses you shall not touch."

The Book of Deuteronomy, chapter 14, verse 8
As delicious as bacon is, or a nice rack of ribs, improperly cooked pork can leave hideous
parasites alive. These parasites are Trichinella spiralis, a nematode or roundworm, Taenia solium, a
tapeworm, and Toxoplasma gondii, a protozoan or single-celled organism.1133 Trichinella spiralis is the
parasite which causes Trichinosis, and although rarely lethal, it’s often debilitating, and almost always
exhausting as the parasites make their way throughout the entire body of the host!
Most fascinating for us is that they’ve been detected during autopsies in the bodies of ancient
Egyptian mummies!1134 Moses didn’t ‘borrow’ this teaching from them then, did he!
As usual, refraining from the meats just discussed would mean Israelites would more than likely
abstain from frequent social interactions with the surrounding nations under occult influence.
There’s also the prohibition of eating certain birds:
“And these you shall detest among the birds; they shall not be eaten; they are
detestable: the eagle, the bearded vulture, the black vulture, the kite, the falcon of any
kind, every raven of any kind, the ostrich, the nighthawk, the sea gull, the hawk of any
kind, the little owl, the cormorant, the short-eared owl, the barn owl, the tawny owl, the
carrion vulture, the stork, the heron of any kind, the hoopoe, and the bat."

The Book of Leviticus, chapter 11, verses 13 to 19
Notice any themes? All are birds of prey or scavengers. Scavengers eat carrion - the decaying
and putrifying meat off of dead carcasses. What does that entail? Usually bacterium dangerous to
humans as well as parasites which transfer to the birds. Meanwhile predatory birds eat all kinds of
rodent and vermin, the very sort of animals that can decimate a crop or garden, but also spread
diseases themselves.
So in both cases we see God protecting His people from becoming infected by parasites or
bacterium, and we also see He enforces a helpful deterrent to crop failure for their blessing. How
much greater would their struggles have been if they hadn’t listened to Him?
As an aside I must address an empty attack upon God’s Word that always comes up due to the

‘bat’ being lumped in with a bunch birds. Taxonomy, or the classification of various organisms has
obviously changed a great deal in 3500 years. The Hebrew word,

 עֵעis pronounced `owph, and is

translated, 'fowl', 'bird', 'flying', and 'flieth'.1135 Because it would be millennia before biologists decided
to classify critters with beaks and feathers as birds, it's perfectly acceptable that ancient Jews lumped
flying creatures together as owph (even if they would later be categorized under Chiroptera... which
means if you've ever thought of them as "rats or mice with wings," you've made the same supposed

“error” God and the Bible did in calling them a word we'd translate as 'birds', because rats and mice
belong to a very separate class - Rodentia).1136
That’s all that happened. God’s still infallible and so is the Bible, praise be to God.
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In far-ancient times blood and its purpose was very much a mystery to people. It wasn't until the
Homeric period of the 2nd century B.C. that people were coming to perceive that our blood was
necessary for life.1137 Even though by the 13th century the idea of pulmonary circulation was offered,
medical practitioners were still blood-letting as late as the 19th century (that's the process of draining
blood in hopes of flushing diseases or even to bring a 'balance' of health to the body). 1138
Hematology really hasn't been well understood until this last century. We now know it's essential for
ALL of life's processes, and blood-tests are given as a precursor to determining much about our
health.
Incredibly, the human circulatory system contains about 100,000 KILOMETERS of arteries, veins,
and capillaries, if laid out end to end.1139 Because our cells need specific nutrient-chemicals, sensors
within the system detect what's being transported with the blood allowing it to enter for use. One
such necessary chemical compound is oxygen and this is carried at the molecular level throughout
the body from the lungs after we inhale. Blood also transports energy ingredients while also expelling
waste by-products. It also clots open wounds, aids in the growth of new cells, transports antibodies
to fight disease, and regulates body temperature.
If blood is EVER restricted in a bodypart, it begins to die cell by cell, that's how critical blood is.
If you lose too much you will surely die. in spite of how abysmal the state of medical knowledge was
in Moses's time, God would command through him;
"For the life of the flesh is in the blood, and I have given it for you on the altar to
make atonement for your souls, for it is the blood that makes atonement by the life."

The Book of Leviticus, chapter 17, verse 11
This obviously speaks of blood being necessary for atonement for sin through shedding it
during animal sacrifice. But it certainly speaks of much more as well. Not to mention, in three other
passages, one going back in time from Moses several centuries,1140 God tells His people not to eat
blood from any animals (undoubtedly an ancient pagan practice). Who hear enjoys rare or 'blue'
steak? Well if the blood isn’t cooked all the way through the meat in a variety of animals it may
contain parasites and viruses. God was obviously protecting His people from this as well.
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(I apologize that this is the end of our journey for now. I look forward to it being done and many people
being able to venture through it in search of the truth. The rest of Part 4 continues to reveal the
unforgettable evidence that the Holy Bible is indeed the Word of God. Part 5 will discuss the reality that
Jesus Christ is exactly who He claimed to be – God in human flesh. Part 6 goes on to discuss the truth
that God is active in our world, and some of my own testimonies are there to help people know I testify
from truth and a personal and intimate knowledge of God through a relationship with Him. It will also be
used to tackle difficult questions that sadly serve as emotional stumbling blocks for so many people –
just as promised earlier in the text. It concludes with a warning to professing believers in Jesus Christ,
and discusses the very real possibility that we are living in the End Times as the signs are all around us,
converging…. I hope this has all blessed you immensely. Although it’s so far from completion, I think
there is still value in sharing with those you know. If anyone reading this has any questions, please don’t
hesitate to contact me at HansNfeet81@gmail.com)
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